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Preface
This volume contains the proceedings of the 40th IARCS Annual Conference on Foundations
of Software Technology and Theoretical Computer Science (FSTTCS 2020). The conference
was originally planned to be held in BITS Pilani, K K Birla Goa Campus, Goa, India. Due
to the COVID-19 pandemic, the conference was held online from December 15 to December
17, 2020. The conference had two tracks, Track-A focussing on algorithms, complexity and
related issues and Track-B focussing on logic, automata and other formal methods aspects
of computer science. Each track had its own Program Committee (PC) with a chair. This
volume constitutes the joint proceedings of the two tracks, published in the LIPIcs series
under a Creative Common license, with free online access to all.
The conference comprised of 6 invited talks, 27 contributed talks in Track-A and 25 in
Track-B. This volume contains all the contributed papers from both tracks and the abstracts
of all invited talks presented at the conference. There were overall 138 submissions, 75 in
Track-A and 63 in Track-B. We thank all the authors who submitted their papers to FSTTCS
2020. We also express our gratitude to all the PC members for their tireless work and all
external reviewers for their expert opinion in the form of timely reviews.
We are grateful to all the invited speakers: Sanjeev Arora (Princeton University, U.S.A.),
Albert Atserias (Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya, Spain), Yin-Tat Lee (University of
Washington, U.S.A.), Joël Ouaknine (MPI for Software Systems, Saarbrücken, Germany and
University of Oxford, U.K.), Sanjit Seshia (University of California, Berkeley, U.S.A.) and
Amir Shpilka (Tel Aviv University, Israel). They kindly accepted our invitations and gave
talks that inspired the entire audience.
The main conference was preceded by two workshops: Workshop on Matrix Rigidity,
organised by Amey Bhangale (University of California, Riverside), Alexander Golovnev (Georgetown University), Mrinal Kumar (IIT Bombay) and Amit Kumar Sinhababu (University
of Ulm, Germany), and Strategies for Uncertainty (SUN) organised by Dietmar Berwanger
(CNRS & ENS Paris-Saclay) and R. Ramanujam (IMSc, Chennai). This was followed by a
post-conference workshop: Advances in Verification organised by Prakash Saivasan (IMSc,
Chennai) and B. Srivathsan (CMI, Chennai). In addition, there was a co-located event:
Workshop on Research Highlights in Programming Languages organised by Deepak D’Souza
(IISc, Bangalore), Uday P. Khedkar (IIT Bombay), K. Narayan Kumar (CMI, Chennai),
Komondoor V. Raghavan (IISc, Bangalore) and Aseem Rastogi (Microsoft Research, India).
We are indebted to the organising committee members: A. Baskar (BITS Pilani), Pritam
Bhattacharya (BITS Pilani), Amaldev Manuel (IIT Goa), Anup Basil Mathew (BITS Pilani)
and A.V. Sreejith (IIT Goa). They ensured a smooth running of the conference and workshops;
and made all necessary arrangements to shift to the online mode. We thank S.P. Suresh
(CMI, Chennai) for maintaining the conference webpage and promptly addressing our update
requests. We also thank the friendly staff at Dagstuhl LIPIcs, particularly Michael Wagner,
for being prompt and helpful in answering our queries. Finally, we thank the members of the
Steering Committee for having confidence in us for running the conference; and giving us
pertinent advice to handle the unprecedented changes made in the conduct of the conference.
Nitin Saxena and Sunil Simon
December 2020
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The Quest for Mathematical Understanding of
Deep Learning
Sanjeev Arora
Computer Science Department, Princeton University, NJ, USA
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Abstract
Deep learning has transformed Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence in the past decade. It
raises fundamental questions for mathematics and theory of computer science, since it relies upon
solving large-scale nonconvex problems via gradient descent and its variants. This talk will be an
introduction to mathematical questions raised by deep learning, and some partial understanding
obtained in recent years.
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Proofs of Soundness and Proof Search
Albert Atserias
Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya, Barcelona, Spain
atserias@cs.upc.edu

Abstract
Let P be a sound proof system for propositional logic. For each CNF formula F , let SAT(F ) be
a CNF formula whose satisfying assignments are in 1-to-1 correspondence with those of F (e.g., F
itself). For each integer s, let REF(F, s) be a CNF formula whose satisfying assignments are in 1-to-1
correspondence with the P -refutations of F of length s. Since P is sound, it is obvious that the
conjunction formula SAT(F ) & REF(F, s) is unsatisfiable for any choice of F and s. It has been
long known that, for many natural proof systems P and for the most natural formalizations of
the formulas SAT and REF, the unsatisfiability of SAT(F ) & REF(F, s) can be established by a
short refutation. In addition, for many P , these short refutations live in the proof system P itself.
This is the case for all Frege proof systems. In contrast it was known since the early 2000’s that
Resolution proofs of Resolution’s soundness statements must have superpolynomial length. In this
talk I will explain how the soundness formulas for a proof system P relate to the computational
complexity of the proof search problem for P . In particular, I will explain how such formulas are
used in the recent proof that the problem of approximating the minimum proof-length for Resolution
is NP-hard (Atserias-Müller 2019). Besides playing a key role in this hardness of approximation
result, the renewed interest in the soundness formulas led to a complete answer to the question
whether Resolution has subexponential-length proofs of its own soundness statements (Garlík 2019).
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Convex Optimization and Dynamic Data Structure
Yin Tat Lee
University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA
http://yintat.com
yintat@uw.edu

Abstract
In the last three years, there are many breakthroughs in optimization such as nearly quadratic time
algorithms for bipartite matching, linear programming algorithms that are as fast as Ax = b. All of
these algorithms are based on a careful combination of optimization techniques and dynamic data
structures. In this talk, we will explain the framework underlying all the recent breakthroughs.
Joint work with Jan van den Brand, Michael B. Cohen, Sally Dong, Haotian Jiang, Tarun
Kathuria, Danupon Nanongkai, Swati Padmanabhan, Richard Peng, Thatchaphol Saranurak, Aaron
Sidford, Zhao Song, Di Wang, Sam Chiu-wai Wong, Guanghao Ye, Qiuyi Zhang.
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Keywords and phrases Convex Optimization, Dynamic Data Structure
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Holonomic Techniques, Periods, and Decision
Problems
Joël Ouaknine
Max Planck Institute for Software Systems, Saarland Informatics Campus, Saarbrücken, Germany
Department of Computer Science, Oxford University, UK

Abstract
Holonomic techniques have deep roots going back to Wallis, Euler, and Gauss, and have evolved in
modern times as an important subfield of computer algebra, thanks in large part to the work of
Zeilberger and others over the past three decades. In this talk, I will give an overview of the area,
and in particular will present a select survey of known and original results on decision problems for
holonomic sequences and functions. (Holonomic sequences satisfy linear recurrence relations with
polynomial coefficients, and holonomic functions satisfy linear differential equations with polynomial
coefficients.) I will also discuss some surprising connections to the theory of periods and exponential
periods, which are classical objects of study in algebraic geometry and number theory; in particular,
I will relate the decidability of certain decision problems for holonomic sequences to deep conjectures
about periods and exponential periods, notably those due to Kontsevich and Zagier.
2012 ACM Subject Classification Theory of computation
Keywords and phrases holonomic techniques, decision problems, recurrence sequences, minimal
solutions, Positivity Problem, continued fractions, special functions, periods, exponential periods
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1

Summary

Holonomic sequences (also known as P -recursive or P -finite sequences) are infinite sequences
of real (or complex) numbers that satisfy a linear recurrence relation with polynomial
coefficients. The earliest and best-known example is the Fibonacci sequence, introduced by
Leonardo of Pisa in the 12th century; more recently, Apéry famously made use of certain
holonomic sequences hun in satisfying the recurrence relation
(n + 1)3 un+1 = (34n3 + 51n2 + 27n + 5)un − n3 un−1

(n ∈ N)

P∞
to prove that ζ(3) := n=1 n−3 is irrational [2]. Holonomic sequences now form a vast
subject in their own right, with numerous applications in mathematics and other sciences;
see, for instance, the monographs [20, 5, 6] or the seminal paper [24] of Zeilberger.
Any holonomic sequence hun i∞
to a holonomic function by considn=0 naturally gives rise
P∞
ering the associated generating power series F(x) = n=0 un xn . The recurrence relation
defining the holonomic sequence in turn yields a linear differential equation satisfied by the
corresponding power series.
There is a voluminous literature devoted to the study of identities for holonomic sequences
and functions, and several computer-algebra packages implementing various identity-checking
algorithms are also available. However, as noted by Kauers and Pillwein, “in contrast, [. . . ]
almost no algorithms are available for inequalities” [11]. For example, the Positivity Problem
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(i.e., whether every term of a given sequence is non-negative) for C-finite sequences1 is
only known to be decidable at low orders, and there is strong evidence that the problem
is mathematically intractable in general [19, 18]; see also [10, 14, 19, 17]. For holonomic
sequences that are not C-finite, virtually no decision procedures currently exist for Positivity,
although several partial results and heuristics are known (see, for example [15, 11, 16, 23, 21,
22]).
Another extremely important property of holonomic sequences is minimality; a sequence
hun in is minimal if, given any other linearly independent sequence hvn in satisfying the same
recurrence relation, the ratio un /vn converges to 0. Minimal holonomic sequences play a
crucial rôle, among others, in numerical calculations and asymptotics, as noted for example in
[7, 8, 9, 3, 1, 4] – see also the references therein. Unfortunately, there is also ample evidence
that determining algorithmically whether a given holonomic sequence is minimal is a very
challenging task, for which no satisfactory solution is at present known to exist.
In this talk, I will present a select survey of known and original results on decision
problems for holonomic sequences and functions. Some of this work will involve periods and
exponential periods, which are classical objects of study in algebraic geometry and number
theory; in particular, I will relate the decidability of certain decision problems for holonomic
sequences to deep conjectures about periods and exponential periods, notably those due to
Kontsevich and Zagier [13]. Parts of this presentation will be based on the paper [12].
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Abstract
Algorithmic Improvisation, also called control improvisation or controlled improvisation, is a new
framework for automatically synthesizing systems with specified random but controllable behavior.
In this talk, I will present the theory of algorithmic improvisation and show how it can be used in a
wide variety of applications where randomness can provide variety, robustness, or unpredictability
while guaranteeing safety or other properties. Applications demonstrated to date include robotic
surveillance, software fuzz testing, music improvisation, human modeling, generating test cases for
simulating cyber-physical systems, and generation of synthetic data sets to train and test machine
learning algorithms. In this talk, I will particularly focus on applications to the design of intelligent
autonomous systems, presenting work on randomized planning for robotics and a domain-specific
probabilistic programming language for the design and analysis of learning-based autonomous
systems.
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Summary
Algorithmic improvisation is a new framework for automatically synthesizing systems with
specified random but controllable behavior. Such systems are known as improvisers and have
applications in a variety of applications where randomness can provide variety, robustness,
or unpredictability in a specified, controlled manner. This framework, also termed as control
improvisation or controlled improvisation, was proposed and formalized by the author and
colleagues several years ago [2, 6, 5]. Informally, an improviser is a generator of data items
d1 , d2 , d3 , . . . subject to three kinds of constraints:
1. Hard Constraints: Each data item di must satisfy all these constraints.
2. Soft Constraints: A data item di must satisfy these constraints as measured by a tunable
quantity, typically a probability written as 1 − δ for tunable parameter δ.
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3. Randomness Constraints: The output distribution of the improviser must satisfy specified
properties, e.g., obeying a particular distribution.
The problem of synthesizing an improviser is termed as the control (or controlled) improvisation problem. The papers and thesis by Fremont et al. [6, 5, 4] lay out the foundations
of the theory of control improvisation, analyzing its complexity for different variants of the
problem involving various forms of constraints.
Algorithmic improvisation has been demonstrated in a variety of applications. Here are
some of these applications:
Music improvisation, generating controlled random variations of a given melody [2];
Modeling human behavior for controlling Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices in a home
automation context [1];
Synthesizing control policies for controlling vehicles [9];
Synthesizing randomized plans for robotic surveillance [3];
Generating test inputs for software fuzz testing [4];
Generating test cases for simulating cyber-physical systems [8, 7], and
Generation of synthetic data for training and testing machine learning applications [7].
In these applications, the type of data generated by the improviser varies (music, control
policies, test inputs, images, etc.) and the formalism used to encode constraints also varies,
including logics, automata, and domain specific languages.
In this invited talk, I will give an overview of the theory of algorithmic improvisation,
give a tour of some of the key applications with a particular focus on the design of intelligent
autonomous systems, and present an outlook on the exciting future directions that remain
to be explored.
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Abstract
Algebraic complexity is the field studying the intrinsic difficulty of algebraic problems in an algebraic
model of computation, most notably arithmetic circuits. It is a very natural model of computation
that attracted a large amount of research in the last few decades, partially due to its simplicity
and elegance, but mostly because of its importance. Being a more structured model than Boolean
circuits, one could hope that the fundamental problems of theoretical computer science, such as
separating P from NP, deciding whether P = BPP and more, will be easier to solve for arithmetic
circuits.
In this talk I will give the basic definitions, explain the main questions and how they relate to
their Boolean counterparts, and discuss what I view as promising approaches to tackling the most
fundamental problems in the field.
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Abstract
Property testing algorithms are highly efficient algorithms, that come with probabilistic accuracy
guarantees. For a property P , the goal is to distinguish inputs that have P from those that are far
from having P with high probability correctly, by querying only a small number of local parts of the
input. In property testing on graphs, the distance is measured by the number of edge modifications
(additions or deletions), that are necessary to transform a graph into one with property P . Much
research has focussed on the query complexity of such algorithms, i. e. the number of queries the
algorithm makes to the input, but in view of applications, the running time of the algorithm is
equally relevant.
In (Adler, Harwath STACS 2018), a natural extension of the bounded degree graph model of
property testing to relational databases of bounded degree was introduced, and it was shown that on
databases of bounded degree and bounded tree-width, every property that is expressible in monadic
second-order logic with counting (CMSO) is testable with constant query complexity and sublinear
running time. It remains open whether this can be improved to constant running time.
In this paper we introduce a new model, which is based on the bounded degree model, but the
distance measure allows both edge (tuple) modifications and vertex (element) modifications. Our
main theorem shows that on databases of bounded degree and bounded tree-width, every property
that is expressible in CMSO is testable with constant query complexity and constant running time in
the new model. We also show that every property that is testable in the classical model is testable
in our model with the same query complexity and running time, but the converse is not true.
We argue that our model is natural and our meta-theorem showing constant-time CMSO
testability supports this.
2012 ACM Subject Classification Theory of computation → Streaming, sublinear and near linear
time algorithms; Theory of computation → Database query processing and optimization (theory)
Keywords and phrases Constant Time Algorithms, Logic and Databases, Property Testing, Bounded
Degree Model
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Introduction

Extracting information from large amounts of data and understanding its global structure
can be an immensely challenging and time consuming task. When the input data is huge,
many traditionally “efficient” algorithms are no longer practical. The framework of property
testing aims at addressing this problem. Property testing algorithms (testers, for short) are
given oracle access to the inputs, and their goal is to distinguish between inputs which have
a given property P or are structurally far from having P with high probability correctly.
This can be seen as a relaxation of the classical yes/no decision problem for P. Testers
make these decisions by exploring only a small number of local parts of the input which are
randomly chosen. They come with probabilistic guarantees on the quality of the answer.
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Typically, only a constant number of small local parts are explored and the algorithms often
run in constant or sublinear time. This speed up in running time, whilst sacrificing some
accuracy, can be crucial for dealing with large inputs. In particular it can be useful for a
quick exploration of newly obtained data (e. g. biological networks). Based on the outcome
of the exploration, a decision can then be taken whether to use a more time consuming exact
algorithm in a second step.
A property is simply an isomorphism-closed class of graphs or relational databases. For
example, each Boolean database query q defines a property Pq , the class of all databases
satisfying q. In the bounded degree graph model [16], a uniform upper bound d on the degree
of the graphs is assumed. For a small  ∈ (0, 1], two graphs G and H, both on n vertices, are
-close, if at most dn edge modifications (deletions or insertions in G or H) are necessary to
make G and H isomorphic. If G and H are not -close, then they are called -far. A graph
G is called -close to a property P, if G is -close to a member of P, and G is -far from
P otherwise. The natural generalisation of this model to relational databases of bounded
degree (where a database has degree at most d if each element in its domain appears in at
most d tuples) was studied in [1], where two databases D and D0 , both with n elements
in the domain, are -close, if at most dn tuple modifications (deletions from relations or
insertions to relations) are necessary to make D and D0 isomorphic, and D and D0 are -far
otherwise. We call this model for bounded degree relational databases the BDRD model.
Our contributions. In this paper we propose a new model for property testing on bounded
degree relational databases, which we call the BDRD+/− model, with a distance measure
that allows both tuple deletions and insertions, and deletion and insertion of elements of the
domain. On graphs, this translates to edge insertions and deletions, and vertex insertions and
deletions. We argue that this yields a natural distance measure. Indeed, take any (sufficiently
large) graph G, and let H be obtained from G by adding an isolated vertex. Then G and
H are -far for every  ∈ (0, 1] under the classical distance measure, although they only
differ in one vertex. In contrast, our distance measure allows for a small number of vertex
modifications. While comparing graphs on different numbers of vertices by adding isolated
vertices was done implicitly as part of the study the testability of outerplanar graphs [4], to
the best of our knowledge, such a distance measure has not been considered before as part of
a model in property testing, which seems surprising to us.
Formally, in the BDRD+/− model, two databases D and D0 are -close, if they can be
made isomorphic by at most dn modifications, where a modification is either, (1) removing
a tuple from a relation, (2) inserting a tuple to a relation, (3) removing an element from
the domain (and, as a consequence, any tuple containing that element is removed), or (4)
inserting an element into the domain. Here n is the minimum of the sizes of the domains of
D and D0 . In Section 3 we give the full details of our model. We note that the BDRD+/−
model differs from the BDRD model only in the choice of the distance measure. While
we work in the setting of relational databases, we would like to emphasize that our results
carry over to (undirected and directed) graphs, as these can be seen as special instances of
relational databases.
It is known that in the bounded degree graph model, every minor-closed property is
testable [6], and, more generally, every hyperfinite graph property is testable [23] with
constant query complexity. However, no bound on the running time can be obtained in
these general settings. Indeed, there exist hyperfinite properties (of edgeless graphs) that are
uncomputable. In [1], Adler and Harwath ask which conditions guarantee both low query
complexity and efficient running time. They prove a meta-theorem stating that, on classes of
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databases (or graphs) of bounded degree and bounded tree-width, every property that can be
expressed by a sentence of monadic second-order logic with counting (CMSO) is testable with
constant query complexity and polylogarithmic running time in the BDRD model. Treating
many algorithmic problems simultaneously, this can be seen as an algorithmic meta-theorem
within the line of research inspired by Courcelle’s famous theorem [9] that states that each
property of relational databases which is definable in CMSO is decidable in linear time
on relational databases of bounded tree-width. CMSO extends first-order logic (FO) and
hence properties expressible in FO (e.g. subgraph/sub-database freeness) are also expressible
in CMSO. Other examples of graph properties expressible in CMSO include bipartiteness,
colourability, even-hole-freeness and Hamiltonicity. Rigidity (i. e. the absence of a non-trivial
automorphism) cannot be expressed in CMSO (cf. [10] for more details).
Our main theorem (Theorem 17) shows that in the BDRD+/− model, on classes of
databases (or graphs) of bounded degree and bounded tree-width, every property that can
be expressed by a sentence of monadic second-order logic with counting (CMSO) is testable
with constant query complexity and constant running time. The question whether constant
running time can also be achieved in the BDRD model remains open.
We show that the BDRD+/− model is in fact stronger than the BDRD model: Any
property testable in the BDRD model is also testable in the BDRD+/− model with the same
query complexity and running time (Lemma 4), but there are examples that show that the
converse is not true (Lemma 6).
In the future, it would be interesting to obtain a characterisation of the properties that
are (efficiently) testable in the BDRD+/− model.
Our techniques. To prove our main theorem, we give a general condition under which
properties are testable in constant time in the BDRD+/− model whereas the fastest known
testers for such properties in the BDRD model run in polylogarithmic time. To describe this
condition let us first briefly introduce some definitions. A property P is hyperfinite on a
class of databases C if every database in P can be partitioned into connected components
of constant size by removing only a constant fraction of the tuples such that the resulting
partitioned database is in C. Let r ∈ N, given an element a in the domain of a database D
the r-neighbourhood type of a in D is the isomorphism type of the sub-database of D induced
by all elements that are at distance at most r from a in the underlying graph of D, expanded
by a. The r-histogram of a bounded degree database D, denoted by hr (D), is a vector indexed
by the r-neighbourhood types, where the component corresponding to the r-neighbourhood
type τ contains the number of elements in D that realise τ . The r-neighbourhood distribution
of D is the vector hr (D)/n where D is on n elements. We show that for any property P
and input class C, if P is hyperfinite on C and the set of r-histograms of the databases in
P are semilinear, then P is testable on C in constant time (Theorem 16). As a corollary
we then obtain our main theorem, that every property definable by a CMSO sentence is
testable on the class of databases with bounded degree and bounded tree-width in constant
time (Theorem 17).
Alon [22, Proposition 19.10] proved that for every bounded degree graph G there exists
a constant size graph H that has a similar neighbourhood distribution to G. However, the
proof is based on a compactness argument and does not give an explicit upper bound on the
size of H. Finding such a bound was suggested by Alon as an open problem [18]. We ask
under which conditions on a given property P, for every member of P there exists a constant
size database with a similar neighbourhood distribution which is also in P. We show that
for any property P which is hyperfinite on the input class C and whose r-histograms are
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semilinear, if a database D is in P then there exists a constant size database D0 in P with a
similar neighbourhood distribution but this is not true for databases in C that are far from
P. Furthermore, we obtain upper and lower bounds on the size of D0 . We can then use this
result to construct constant time testers. We first use the algorithm EstimateFrequenciesr,s
(given in [23] and adapted to databases in [1]) to approximate the neighbourhood distribution
of the input database. Then we only have to check if the estimated distribution is close to
the neighbourhood distribution of a constant size database in the property.
As a corollary (Corollary 14), we obtain an explicit bound on the size on graphs H from
Alon’s theorem for “semilinear” properties, i. e. properties, where the histogram vectors of
the neighbourhood distributions form a semilinear set.
Further related work. Other than the work already mentioned in [1] there are only a
handful of results on relational databases that utilise models from property testing. Chen
and Yoshida [8] study a model which is close to the general graph model (cf. e. g. [2]) in
which they study the testability of homomorphism inadmissibility. Ben-Moshe et al. [5]
study the testability of near-sortedness (a property of relations that states that most tuples
are close to their place in some desired order). Our model differs from both of these, as it
relies on a degree bound and uses different types of oracle access. Explicit bounds for Alon’s
theorem restricted to high-girth graphs were given in [12].
Obtaining a characterisation of constant query testable properties is a long-standing
open problem. Ito et al. [19] give a characterisation of the 1-sided error constant query
testable monotone and hereditary graph properties in the bounded degree (directed and
undirected) graph model. Fichtenberger et al. [13] show that every constant query testable
property in the bounded degree graph model is either finite or contains an infinite hyperfinite
subproperty.
Organisation. In Section 2 we introduce relevant notions used throughout the paper. In
Section 3 we introduce our property testing model for bounded degree relational databases
and we compare it to the classical model. In Section 4 we prove our main theorems. Due to
space constraints the proofs of statements labelled (∗) are deferred to the appendix.

2

Preliminaries

We let N be the set of natural numbers including 0, and N≥1 = N \ {0}. For each n ∈ N≥1 ,
we let [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Databases. A schema is a finite set σ = {R1 , . . . , R|σ| } of relation names, where each
R ∈ σ has an arity ar(R) ∈ N≥1 . A database D of schema σ (σ-db for short) is of the
D
form D = (D, R1D , . . . , R|σ|
), where D is a finite set, the set of elements of D, and RiD is an
ar(Ri )-ary relation on D. The set D is also called the domain of D. An (undirected) graph
G is a tuple G = (V (G), E(G)) where V (G) is a set of vertices and E(G) is a set of 2-element
subsets of V (G) (the edges of G). An undirected graph can be seen as a {E}-db, where E is
a binary relation name, interpreted by a symmetric, irreflexive relation.
We assume that all databases are linearly ordered or, equivalently, that D = [n] for some
n ∈ N (similar to [20]). We extend this linear ordering to a linear order on the relations
of D via lexicographic ordering. The Gaifman graph of a σ-db D is the undirected graph
G(D) = (V, E), with vertex set V := D and an edge between vertices a and b whenever a =
6 b
and there is an R ∈ σ and a tuple (a1 , . . . , aar(R) ) ∈ RD with a, b ∈ {a1 , . . . , aar(R) }. The
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degree deg(a) of an element a in a database D is the total number of tuples in all relations
of D that contain a. We say the degree deg(D) of a database D is the maximum degree of
its elements. A class of databases C has bounded degree, if there exists a constant d ∈ N
such that for all D ∈ C, deg(D) ≤ d. (We always assume that classes of databases are closed
under isomorphism.) Let us remark that the deg(D) and the (graph-theoretic) degree of
G(D) only differ by at most a constant factor (cf. e. g. [11]). Hence both measures yield
the same classes of relational structures of bounded degree. We define the tree-width of a
database D as the the tree-width of its Gaifman graph. (See e. g. [15] for a discussion of
tree-width in this context.) A class C of databases has bounded tree-width, if there exists a
constant t ∈ N such that all databases D ∈ C have tree-width at most t. Let D be a σ-db,
and M ⊆ D. The sub-database of D induced by M is the database D[M ] with domain M
and RD[M ] := RD ∩ M ar(R) for every R ∈ σ. An (, k)-partition of a σ-db D on n elements
is a σ-db D0 formed by removing at most n many tuples from D such that every connected
component in D0 contains at most k elements. A class of σ-dbs C ⊆ D is ρ-hyperfinite on D
if for every  ∈ (0, 1] and D ∈ C there exists an (, ρ())-partition D0 ∈ D of D. We call C
hyperfinite on D if there exists a function ρ such that C is ρ-hyperfinite on D.
Logics. We shall only briefly introduce first-order logic (FO) and monadic second-order
logic with counting (CMSO). Detailed introductions can be found in [21] and [10]. Let
var be a countable infinite set of variables, and fix a relational schema σ. The set FO[σ]
is built from atomic formulas of the form x1 = x2 or R(x1 , . . . , xar(R) ), where R ∈ σ and
x1 , . . . , xar(R) ∈ var, and is closed under Boolean connectives (¬, ∨, ∧, →, ↔) and existential
and universal quantifications (∃, ∀). Monadic second-order logic (MSO) is the extension of
first-order logic that also allows quantification over subsets of the domain. CMSO extends
MSO by allowing first-order modular counting quantifiers ∃m for every integer m (where
∃m φ is true in a σ-db if the number of its elements for which φ is satisfied is divisible by
m). A free variable of a formula is a (individual or set) variable that does not appear in the
scope of a quantifier. A formula without free variables is called a sentence. For a σ-db D
and a sentence φ we write D |= φ to denote that D satisfies φ.
I Proviso. For the rest of the paper, we fix a schema σ and numbers d, t ∈ N with d ≥ 2.
From now on, all databases are σ-dbs and have degree at most d, unless stated otherwise.
We use Cd to denote the class of all σ-dbs with degree at most d, Ctd to denote the class of
all σ-dbs with degree at most d and tree-width at most t and finally we use C to denote a
class of σ-dbs with degree at most d.
Property testing. Adler and Harwath [1] introduced the model of property testing for
bounded degree relational databases, which is a straightforward extension of the model for
bounded degree graphs [16]. We call this model the BDRD model for short, which we shall
discuss below.
Property testing algorithms do not have access to the whole input database. Instead,
they are given access via an oracle. Let D be an input σ-db on n elements. A property
testing algorithm receives the number n as input, and it can make oracle queries 1 of the
form (R, i, j), where R ∈ σ, i ≤ n and j ≤ deg(D). The answer to (R, i, j) is the j th tuple in
RD containing the ith element2 of D (if such a tuple does not exist then it returns ⊥). We
assume oracle queries are answered in constant time.
1
2

Note that an oracle query is not a database query.
According to the assumed linear order on D.
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Let D, D0 be two σ-dbs, both having n elements. In the BDRD model the distance
between D and D0 , denoted by dist(D, D0 ), is the minimum number of tuples that have to be
inserted or removed from relations of D and D0 to make D and D0 isomorphic. For  ∈ [0, 1],
we say D and D0 are -close if dist(D, D0 ) ≤ dn, and D and D0 are -far otherwise. A
property is simply an isomorphism-closed class of databases. Note that every CMSO sentence
φ defines a property Pφ = {D | D |= φ}. We call Pφ ∩ C the property defined by φ on C.
A σ-db D is -close to a property P if there exists a database D0 ∈ P that is -close to D,
otherwise D is -far from P.
Let P ⊆ C be a property and  ∈ (0, 1] be the proximity parameter. An -tester for P on
C is a probabilistic algorithm which is given oracle access to a σ-db D ∈ C and it is given
n := |D| as auxiliary input. The algorithm does the following:
1. If D ∈ P, then the tester accepts with probability at least 2/3.
2. If D is -far from P, then the tester rejects with probability at least 2/3.
The query complexity of a tester is the maximum number of oracle queries made. A tester
has constant query complexity, if the query complexity does not depend on the size of the
input database. We say a property P ⊆ C is uniformly testable in time f (n) on C, if for
every  ∈ (0, 1] there exists an -tester for P on C which has constant query complexity and
whose running time on databases on n elements is f (n). Note that this tester must work for
all n.
Neighbourhoods. For a σ-db D and a, b ∈ D, the distance between a and b in D, denoted
by distD (a, b), is the length of a shortest path between a and b in G(D). Let r ∈ N. For
an element a ∈ D, we let NrD (a) denote the set of all elements of D that are at distance at
most r from a. The r-neighbourhood of a in D, denoted by NrD (a), is the tuple (D[Nr (a)], a)
where a is called the centre. We omit the superscript and write Nr (a) and Nr (a), if D is
clear from the context. Two r-neighbourhoods, Nr (a) and Nr (b), are isomorphic (written
Nr (a) ∼
= Nr (b)) if there is an isomorphism between D[Nr (a)] and D[Nr (b)] which maps
a to b. An ∼
=-equivalence-class of r-neighbourhoods is called an r-neighbourhood type (or
r-type for short). We let Trσ,d denote the set of all r-types with degree at most d, over
schema σ. Note that for fixed d and σ, the cardinality |Trσ,d | =: c(r) is a constant, only
depending on r and d. We say that an element a ∈ D has r-type τ , if NrD (a) ∈ τ .
For r ∈ N, the r-histogram of a database D, denoted by hr (D), is the vector with c(r)
components, indexed by the r-types, where the component corresponding to type τ contains
the number of elements of D of r-type τ . The r-neighbourhood distribution of D, denoted
by dvr (D), is the vector hr (D)/n where |D| = n. For a class of σ-dbs C and r ∈ N, we let
hr (C) := {hr (D) | D ∈ C}. A set is semilinear if it is a finite union of linear sets. A set
M ⊆ Nc is linear if M = {v̄0 + a1 v̄1 + · · · + ak v̄k | a1 , . . . , ak ∈ N}, for some v̄0 , . . . , v̄k ∈ Nc .
From a result in [14] about many-sorted spectra of CMSO sentences it can be derived that
that the set of r-histograms of properties defined by a CMSO sentence on Ctd are semilinear.
I Lemma 1 ([1, 14]). For each r ∈ N and each property P ⊆ Ctd definable by a CMSO
sentence on Ctd , the set hr (P) is semilinear.
Model of computation. We use Random Access Machines (RAMs) and a uniform cost
measure when analysing our algorithms, i. e. we assume all basic arithmetic operations
including random sampling can be done in constant time, regardless of the size of the
numbers involved.
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Figure 1 The graphs Gn,m and Hn,m (respectively) of Example 3.

3

The Model

We shall now introduce our property testing model for bounded degree relational databases,
which is an extension of the BDRD model discussed in Section 2. The notions of oracle
queries, properties, -tester, query complexity and uniform testability remain the same but
we have an alternative definition of distance and -closeness. In our model, which we shall
call the BDRD+/− model for short, we can add and remove elements as well as tuples and
can therefore compare databases that are on a different number of elements.
I Definition 2 (Distance and -closeness). Let D, D0 ∈ Cd and  ∈ [0, 1]. The distance
between D and D0 (denoted by dist+/− (D, D0 )) is the minimum number of modifications
we need to make to D and D0 to make them isomorphic where a modification is either (1)
inserting a new element, (2) deleting an element (and as a result deleting any tuple that
contains that element), (3) inserting a tuple, or (4) deleting a tuple. We then say D and D0
are -close if dist+/− (D, D0 ) ≤ d min{|D|, |D0 |} and are -far otherwise.
The following example illustrates the difference between the distance measure of the BDRD
and the distance measure of the BDRD+/− model.
I Example 3. Let P = {Gn,m | n, m ∈ N>1 } where Gn,m is an n by m grid graph as shown
in Figure 1. Let us consider the graph Hn,m for some n, m ∈ N which is formed from Gn,m by
removing a corner vertex. In the BDRD+/− model the distance between Hn,m and Gn,m is 1
(we remove a corner vertex from Gn,m to get Hn,m ) and therefore Hn,m is at distance 1 from
P in the BDRD+/− model. In the BDRD model if two graphs are on a different number of
vertices then the distance between them is infinity. Therefore if nm − 1 is a prime number
then Hn,m is at distance infinity from P in the BDRD model.
We now show that if a property is testable in the BDRD model then it is also testable in
the BDRD+/− model but the converse is not true. This allows for more testable properties
in the BDRD+/− model.
I Lemma 4 (∗). Let P ⊆ C. If P is uniformly testable on C in time f (n) in the BDRD
model then P is also uniformly testable on C in time f (n) in the BDRD+/− model.
I Theorem 5 ([16]). In the bounded degree model, bipartiteness cannot be tested with query
√
complexity o( n), where n is the number of vertices of the input graph.
I Lemma 6. There exists a class C of σ-dbs and a property P ⊆ C such that P is trivially
testable on C in the BDRD+/− model but is not testable on C in the BDRD model.
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Proof. Let C be the class of all graphs with degree at most d. Let P = P1 ∪ P2 ⊆ C be
the property where P1 contains all bipartite graphs in C and P2 contains all graphs in C
that have an odd number of vertices. In the BDRD+/− model every G ∈ C is -close to P if
|V (G)| ≥ 1/(d) and hence P is trivially testable on C in the BDRD+/− model (the tester
accepts if |V (G)| ≥ 1/(d) and does a full check of the input otherwise). In the BDRD model,
if the input graph has an even number of vertices then it is far from P2 and so we have to
test for P1 . By Theorem 5, bipartiteness is not testable (with constant query complexity)
in the BDRD model. In particular, in the proof of Theorem 5, Goldreich and Ron show
that for any even n there exists two families, G1 ⊆ C and G2 ⊆ C, of n-vertex graphs such
that every graph in G1 is bipartite and almost all graphs in G2 are far from being bipartite
√
but any algorithm that performs o( n) queries cannot distinguish between a graph chosen
randomly from G1 and a graph chosen randomly from G2 . Therefore P is not testable on C
in the BDRD model.
J
Note that the underlying general principle of the above proof can be applied to obtain
further examples of properties that are testable in the BDRD+/− model but not testable in
the BDRD model.
It is known that every hyperfinite property is “local” (Theorem 7), where “local” means
that if a σ-db D has a similar r-histogram to some σ-db (with the same domain size) that has
the (hyperfinite) property, then D must be -close to the property [23, 1]. This is summarised
in Theorem 7 below. We use Theorem 7 to prove a similar result in the BDRD+/− model
(Lemma 8). Lemma 8 is essential for the proof of Theorem 9.
I Theorem 7 ([23, 1]). Let  ∈ (0, 1] and let C be closed under removing tuples. If a property
P ⊆ C is hyperfinite on C then there exists λ7 := λ7 () ∈ (0, 1] and r7 := r7 () ∈ N such that
for each D ∈ P and D0 ∈ C with the same number n of elements, if khr7 (D)−hr7 (D0 )k1 ≤ λ7 n,
then D0 is -close to P in the BDRD model.
I Lemma 8. Let  ∈ (0, 1] and let C be closed under removing tuples. If a property P ⊆ C is
hyperfinite on C then there exists λ := λ() ∈ (0, 1] and r := r() ∈ N such that for each D ∈ P
and D0 ∈ C, on |D| and |D0 | elements respectively, if k hr (D) − hr (D0 )k1 ≤ λ min{|D|, |D0 |},
then D0 is -close to P in the BDRD+/− model.
7 (/4)
0
Proof. Let r = r7 (/4) and let λ = λ
1+dr+1 . Let us assume that k hr (D) − hr (D )k1 ≤
0
0
λ min{|D|, |D |} and P is hyperfinite on C. If |D| = |D | then by Theorem 7 and the choice
of λ, D0 is -close to P. So let us assume that |D| 6= |D0 |. Let D1 be the σ-db on |D|
elements formed from D0 by either removing |D0 | − |D| elements if |D| < |D0 | or adding
|D| − |D0 | new elements if |D0 | < |D|. Note that as k hr (D) − hr (D0 )k1 ≤ λ min{|D|, |D0 |}
Pc(r)
0
0
and by definition k hr (D) − hr (D0 )k1 =
i=1 | hr (D) − hr (D )| we have |D| − |D | ≤
0
λ min{|D|, |D |}. When an element a is removed, the r-type of any element in Nr (a) will
change. As |Nr (a)| ≤ dr+1 (cf. e. g. Lemma 3.2 (a) of [7]) and |D| − |D0 | ≤ λ min{|D|, |D0 |},
we have k hr (D0 ) − hr (D1 )k1 ≤ λ min{|D|, |D0 |}dr+1 . Therefore

k hr (D) − hr (D1 )k1 ≤ λ min{|D|, |D0 |}(1 + dr+1 ) ≤ λ7 (/4)|D|
by the choice of λ. By Theorem 7, in the BDRD model D1 is /4-close to P. Hence there exists
a σ-db D2 ∈ P such that |D2 | = |D| and dist(D1 , D2 ) ≤ d|D|/4. By the definition of the
two distance measures dist and dist+/− , we have dist+/− (D1 , D2 ) ≤ dist(D1 , D2 ) ≤ d|D|/4
and by the choice of D1 we have dist+/− (D0 , D1 ) ≤ λ min{|D|, |D0 |}. Therefore
d|D|
+ λ min{|D|, |D0 |} ≤ d min{|D|, |D0 |},
4
as |D| ≤ min{|D|, |D0 |} + λ min{|D|, |D0 |} ≤ 2 min{|D|, |D0 |} and λ ≤ d/2. Hence in the
BDRD+/− model D0 is -close to P.
J
dist+/− (D0 , D2 ) ≤
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We begin this section with the first of our main theorems (Theorem 9). We show that for
any property P which is hyperfinite on the input class C, if the set of r-histograms of P
is semilinear, then for every σ-db D in P there exists a constant size σ-db in P with a
neighbourhood distribution similar to that of D, but this is not true for σ-dbs in C that are
far from P. We then use this result to prove that such properties are testable in constant
time in the BDRD+/− model (Theorem 16). As a corollary we obtain that CMSO definable
properties on σ-dbs of bounded tree-width and bounded degree are testable in constant time
(Theorem 17).
I Theorem 9. Let  ∈ (0, 1] and let r := r() be as in Lemma 8. Let C be closed under
removing tuples and let P ⊆ C be a property that is hyperfinite on C such that the set hr (P)
is semilinear. There exist nmin := nmin (), nmax := nmax () ∈ N and f := f (), µ := µ() ∈
(0, 1) such that for every D ∈ C with |D| > nmax ,
1. if D ∈ P, then there exists a D0 ∈ P such that nmin ≤ |D0 | ≤ nmax and k dvr (D) −
dvr (D0 )k1 ≤ f − µ, and
2. if D is -far from P (in the BDRD+/− model), then for every D0 ∈ P such that nmin ≤
|D0 | ≤ nmax , we have k dvr (D) − dvr (D0 )k1 > f + µ.
Proof. Let λ := λ() be as in Lemma 8 and c := c(r) (the number of r-types). First note
that if P is empty then for any choice of nmin , nmax , f and µ, both 1. and 2. in the theorem
statement are true and hence we shall assume that P is non-empty. As hr (P) is a semilinear
set we can write it as follows, hr (P) = M1 ∪ M2 ∪ · · · ∪ Mm where m ∈ N and for each i ∈ [m],
Mi = {v̄0i + a1 v̄1i + · · · + aki v̄ki i | a1 , . . . , aki ∈ N} is a linear set where v̄0i , . . . , v̄ki i ∈ Nc and


for each j ∈ [ki ], kv̄ji k1 6= 0. Let k := maxi∈[m] ki + 1 and v := maxi∈[m] maxj∈[0,ki ] kv̄ji k1
(note that v > 0 as P is non-empty). Let nmin := n0 − kv, nmax := n0 + kv, f :=
λ
µ := 6c
where
n0 := kv

λ
3c ,

and


 3ckv
+1 .
f −µ

Note that nmin > 0 by the choice of n0 , f and µ.
(Proof of 1.) Assume D ∈ P and |D| = n > nmax . Then there exists some i ∈ [m]
D
i
D i
D i
i
and aD
1 , . . . , aki ∈ N such that hr (D) = v̄0 + a1 v̄1 + · · · + aki v̄ki (note that n = kv̄0 k1 +
P
D
i
0
i
D0 i
D0 i
j∈[ki ] aj kv̄j k1 ). Let D be the σ-db with r-histogram v̄0 + a1 v̄1 + · · · + aki v̄ki ∈ Mi where
0

0

D
D
D
D
aD
j is the nearest integer to aj n0 /n, and hence aj n0 /n − 1/2 ≤ aj ≤ aj n0 /n + 1/2. Note
0
0
i
D i
0
0
that since v̄0i + aD
1 v̄1 + · · · + aki v̄ki ∈ hr (P), D exists and D ∈ P. We need to show that
0
0
nmin ≤ |D | ≤ nmax and k dvr (D) − dvr (D )k1 ≤ f − µ.

B Claim 10 (∗). |D0 | ≥ nmin .
B Claim 11 (∗). |D0 | ≤ nmax .
B Claim 12. k dvr (D) − dvr (D0 )k1 ≤ f − µ.
P
Proof. By definition, k dvr (D) − dvr (D0 )k1 = j∈[c] | dvr (D)[j] − dvr (D0 )[j]|. First recall
that 0 < n0 − kv ≤ |D0 | ≤ n0 + kv < n and note that for every ` ∈ [ki ], aD
` ≤ n (since
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0

kv̄`i k1 6= 0). Then for every j ∈ [c], by the choice of aD
` for ` ∈ [ki ],
0
1
 aD
X
1 
aD 
dvr (D)[j] − dvr (D0 )[j] = v̄0i [j]
v̄`i [j] ` − ` 0
− 0 +
n |D |
n
|D |

`∈[ki ]

 aD  |D0 | − n 
X
1 
aD n0
1 
0
i
`
≤
v̄`i [j] ` − ` 0 +
=
v̄
[j]
+
`
n
n|D | 2|D0 |
n
|D0 |
2|D0 |
`∈[ki ]
`∈[ki ]
  2kv + 1  X
 n  kv + n − n 
X
1
0
0
+
=
≤
v̄`i [j]
v̄`i [j]
n
n0 − kv
2(n0 − kv)
2(n0 − kv)
 aD

X

`∈[ki ]

≤

`∈[ki ]

kv(2kv + 1)
.
n0 − kv

On the other hand,
dvr (D)[j] − dvr (D0 )[j] ≥ −

 aD  |D0 | − n 
X
1 
v̄0i [j]
0
i
`
v̄
−
+
[j]
`
|D0 |
n
|D0 |
2|D0 |
`∈[ki ]

≥

v̄ i [j]
− 00
|D |

+

=

v̄ i [j]
− 00
|D |

−

≥−

X
`∈[ki ]

X
`∈[ki ]

v̄0i [j]
n0 − kv

−

 aD  −kv + n − n 
1 
0
0
v̄`i [j] `
−
0
n
|D |
2|D0 |
 aD kv
1 
v̄`i [j] ` 0 +
n|D | 2|D0 |

X


v̄`i [j]

`∈[ki ]


nkv
1
+
n(n0 − kv) 2(n0 − kv)

 2kv + 1  X
v̄ i [j]
kv(2kv + 1)
=− 0
−
v̄`i [j] ≥ −
.
n0 − kv
2(n0 − kv)
n0 − kv
`∈[ki ]

Hence,
| dvr (D)[j] − dvr (D0 )[j]| ≤

3(kv)2
f −µ
kv(2kv + 1)
≤
=
n0 − kv
n0 − kv
c

by the choice of n0 . Therefore,
X
k dvr (D) − dvr (D0 )k1 =
| dvr (D)[j] − dvr (D0 )[j]| ≤ f − µ
j∈[c]

C

as required.

(Proof of 2.) Assume D is -far from P and |D| = n > nmax . For a contradiction let
us assume there does exist a σ-db D0 ∈ P such that nmin ≤ |D0 | ≤ nmax and k dvr (D) −
0
D0
dvr (D0 )k1 ≤ f + µ. As D0 ∈ P there exists some i ∈ [m] and aD
1 , . . . , aki ∈ N such that
0
i
D0 i
00
i
D 00 i
hr (D0 ) = v̄0i + aD
1 v̄1 + · · · + aki v̄ki . Let D be the σ-db with r-histogram v̄0 + a1 v̄1 + · · · +
00
00
0
00
i
D
0
i
D
i
D 00 i
aD
is the nearest integer to aD
j n/|D |. Note as v̄0 +a1 v̄1 +· · ·+aki v̄ki ∈
ki v̄ki ∈ Mi where aj
hr (P), D00 exists and D00 ∈ P.
B Claim 13. D is -close to P.
0

0

i
D i
Proof. First note that as k dvr (D)−dvr (D0 )k1 ≤ f +µ and hr (D0 ) = v̄0i +aD
1 v̄1 +· · ·+aki v̄ki ,
for every j ∈ [c]
P
P
0
0
i
i
v̄0i [j] + `∈[ki ] aD
v̄0i [j] + `∈[ki ] aD
` v̄` [j]
` v̄` [j]
−
f
−
µ
≤
dv
(D)[j]
≤
+f +µ
r
|D0 |
|D0 |
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and therefore
n

 v̄0i [j] +

0

P

`∈[ki ]
|D0 |

i
aD
` v̄` [j]


 v̄0i [j] +
− f − µ ≤ hr (D)[j] ≤ n

P

`∈[ki ]
|D0 |

0

i
aD
` v̄` [j]


+f +µ .

00

Hence, by the choice of aD
for ` ∈ [ki ],
`

 n

 aD0 n
X
i
D 00
`
+ f n + µn
hr (D)[j] − hr (D00 )[j] ≤ v̄0i [j]
−
1
+
v̄
[j]
−
a
`
`
|D0 |
|D0 |
`∈[ki ]

≤ v̄0i [j]

n
+
|D0 |

X
`∈[ki ]

 aD0 n  aD0 n 1 
i
+ f n + µn
v̄` [j] ` 0 − ` 0 −
|D |
|D |
2

n
1 X i
= v̄0i [j] 0 +
v̄` [j] + f n + µn.
|D | 2
`∈[ki ]

00

Similarly, by the choice of aD
for ` ∈ [ki ] and as n > |D0 |,
`

 aD0 n

 n
X
i
D 00
`
hr (D)[j] − hr (D00 )[j] ≥ v̄0i [j]
−
1
+
v̄
[j]
−
a
− f n − µn
`
`
|D0 |
|D0 |
`∈[ki ]

 aD0 n  aD0 n 1 
X
n
v̄`i [j] ` 0 − ` 0 +
− f n − µn
≥ −v̄0i [j] 0 +
|D |
|D |
|D |
2
`∈[ki ]

n
1 X i
= −v̄0i [j] 0 −
v̄` [j] − f n − µn.
|D | 2
`∈[ki ]

Therefore,
| hr (D)[j] − hr (D00 )[j]| ≤ v̄0i [j]

n
1 X i
+
v̄` [j] + f n + µn
|D0 | 2
`∈[ki ]

nkv
n X i
v̄` [j] + f n + µn ≤
+ f n + µn
≤
0
|D |
|D0 |
0≤`≤ki
 kv
 λ
λ
λ
λ
λ  5λn
=n
+
+
≤
n
+
+
=
|D0 | 3c 6c
18c 3c 6c
9c
by the choice of f and µ and as
|D0 | ≥ nmin =

3c(kv)2
18(ckv)2
18ckv
=
≥
.
f −µ
λ
λ

To apply Lemma 8 we need to show that k hr (D)−hr (D00 )k1 ≤ λ min{n, |D00 |}. If | hr (D)[j]−
λn
hr (D00 )[j]| ≤ λc min{n, |D00 |} then k hr (D) − hr (D00 )k1 ≤ λ min{n, |D00 |}. Clearly, 5λn
9c < c .
We also have
00

|D | =

kv̄0i k1

+

X

00
i
aD
` kv̄` k1

≥

kv̄0i k1

`∈[ki ]

X  aD0 n 1 
`
+
−
kv̄`i k1
|D0 |
2
`∈[ki ]

1 X i
n X D0 i
n
= kv̄0i k1 −
kv̄` k1 + 0
a` kv̄` k1 ≥ −kv + 0 (|D0 | − kv̄0i k1 )
2
|D |
|D |
`∈[ki ]

`∈[ki ]

17
5n
n
≥− + n≥
18 18
9
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as
|D0 | ≥

18ckv
nmin
n
(ckv)2
≥ 18v ≥ 18kv̄0i k1 and kv ≤
=
≤
.
λ
λ
18
18

Therefore, 5λn
9c ≤
-close to P.

λ|D 00 |
c

and hence k hr (D) − hr (D00 )k1 ≤ λ min{n, |D00 |}. By Lemma 8, D is
C

Claim 13 gives us a contradiction and therefore for every D0 ∈ P such that nmin ≤ |D0 | ≤
nmax , we have k dvr (D) − dvr (D0 )k1 > f + µ as required.
J
As mentioned in the introduction, Alon [22, Proposition 19.10] proved that on bounded
degree graphs, for any graph G, radius r and  > 0 there always exists a graph H whose size
is independent of |V (G)| and whose r-neighbourhood distribution vector satisfies k dvr (G) −
dvr (H)k1 ≤ . However, the proof is only existential and does not provide an explicit bound
on the size of H. As a corollary to the proof of Theorem 9, we immediately obtain explicit
bounds for classes of graphs and relational databases of bounded degree whose histogram
vectors form a semilinear set.
I Corollary 14. Let  ∈ (0, 1], r ∈ N and D be a σ-db that belongs to a class of σ-dbs C
such that the set hr (C) is semilinear, i.e. hr (C) = M1 ∪ M2 ∪ · · · ∪ Mm where m ∈ N and
for each i ∈ [m], Mi = {v̄0i + a1 v̄1i + · · · + aki v̄ki i | a1 , . . . , aki ∈ N} is a linear set where
v̄0i , . . . , v̄ki i ∈ Nc(r) . Then there exists a σ-db D0 such that
k dvr (D) − dvr (D0 )k1 ≤  and |D0 | ≤ kv

 3ckv


+2





where c := c(r), k := maxi∈[m] ki + 1 and v := maxi∈[m] maxj∈[0,ki ] kv̄ji k1 .
Our aim is to construct constant time testers for hyperfinite properties whose set of
r-histograms are semilinear. If we can approximate the r-neighbourhood distribution of a
σ-db then by Theorem 9 we only need to check whether this distribution is close or not to the
r-neighbourhood distribution of some small constant size σ-db. We let EstimateFrequenciesr,s
be the algorithm that, given oracle access to an input σ-db D, samples s many elements
uniformly and independently from D and computes their r-type. The algorithm then returns
the r-neighbourhood distribution vector of the sample.
I Lemma 15 ([1]). Let D ∈ Cd be a σ-db on n elements, µ ∈ (0, 1) and r ∈ N. If
s ≥ c(r)2 /µ2 · ln(20 c(r)), with probability at least 9/10 the vector v̄ returned by the algorithm
EstimateFrequenciesr,s on input D satisfies kv̄ − dvr (D)k1 ≤ µ.
I Theorem 16. Let C be closed under removing tuples and let P ⊆ C be a property that is
hyperfinite on C. If for each r ∈ N the set hr (P) is semilinear, then P is uniformly testable
on C in constant time in the BDRD+/− model.
Proof. Let  ∈ (0, 1]. Let r := r() be as in Lemma 8, let nmin := nmin (), nmax := nmax (),
f := f () and µ := µ() be as in Theorem 9 and let s = c(r)2 /µ2 · ln(20 c(r)). Assume that
the set hr (P) is semilinear. Given oracle access to a σ-db D ∈ C and |D| = n as an input,
the -tester proceeds as follows:
1. If n ≤ nmax , do a full check of D and decide if D ∈ P.
2. Run EstimateFrequenciesr,s and let v̄ be the resulting vector.
3. If there exists a D0 ∈ P where nmin ≤ |D0 | ≤ nmax and kv̄ − dvr (D0 )k1 ≤ f then accept
otherwise reject.
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The running time and query complexity of the above tester is constant as nmax is a constant
(it only depends on P, d and ) and EstimateFrequenciesr,s runs in constant time and makes
a constant number of queries.
For correctness, first assume D ∈ P. By Theorem 9 there exists a σ-db D0 ∈ P such that
nmin ≤ |D0 | ≤ nmax and k dvr (D) − dvr (D0 )k1 ≤ f − µ. By Lemma 15 with probability at
least 9/10, kv̄ − dvr (D)k1 ≤ µ and therefore kv̄ − dvr (D0 )k1 ≤ f . Hence with probability at
least 9/10 the tester will accept.
Now assume D is -far from P. By Theorem 9 for every D0 ∈ P with nmin ≤ |D0 | ≤
nmax , we have k dvr (D) − dvr (D0 )k1 > f + µ. By Lemma 15 with probability at least
9/10, kv̄ − dvr (D)k1 ≤ µ and therefore for every D0 ∈ P with nmin ≤ |D0 | ≤ nmax ,
kv̄ − dvr (D0 )k1 > f . Hence with probability at least 9/10 the tester will reject.
J
Combining Theorem 16 and Lemma 1 and the fact that Ctd is hyperfinite [17, 3] (and so
any property is hyperfinite on Ctd ) we obtain the following as a corollary.
I Theorem 17. Every property P definable by a CMSO sentence on Ctd is uniformly testable
on Ctd with constant time complexity in the BDRD+/− model.
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A

Proofs of Section 3

Proof of Lemma 4. Let π be an -tester, that runs in time f (n), for P on C in the BDRD
model. We claim that π is also an -tester for P on C in the BDRD+/− model. Let D ∈ C
be the input σ-db. If D ∈ P then π will accept with probability at least 2/3. If D is -far
from P in the BDRD+/− model then it must also be -far from P in the BDRD model and
therefore π will reject with probability at least 2/3. Hence π is an -tester for P on C in the
BDRD+/− model.
J
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Proofs of Section 4
0

Proof of Claim 10. By the choice of ajD for j ∈ [ki ],
|D0 | = kv̄0i k1 +

X

0

i
i
aD
j kv̄j k1 ≥ kv̄0 k1 +

j∈[ki ]

X  aD
1 i
j n0
kv̄j k1
−
n
2
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1 X
n0 X D i
1 X
n0 kv̄0i k1
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aj kv̄j k1 = kv̄0i k1 −
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2
n
2
n
j∈[ki ]
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1 X
≥ kv̄0i k1 −
kv̄ji k1 + n0 − kv̄0i k1 ≥ −kv + n0 = nmin ,
2
j∈[ki ]

as

P

j∈[ki ]

i
i
aD
j kv̄j k1 = n − kv̄0 k1 and n > nmax ≥ n0 .

C

0

Proof of Claim 11. By the choice of aD
j for j ∈ [ki ],
|D0 | = kv̄0i k1 +

X

0

i
i
aD
j kv̄j k1 ≤ kv̄0 k1 +

j∈[ki ]

X  aD
1 i
j n0
kv̄j k1
+
n
2

j∈[ki ]


X
kv̄ i k1 
1 X
kv̄ji k1 + n0 1 − 0
≤
kv̄ji k1 + n0 ≤ kv + n0 = nmax ,
= kv̄0i k1 +
2
n
j∈[ki ]

as

P

j∈[ki ]

i
i
aD
j kv̄j k1 = n − kv̄0 k1 .

0≤j≤ki
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Introduction

Clustering is a fundamental problem in unsupervised learning and data summarization, with
wide-ranging applications that span myriad areas. Typically, the data points are assumed to
lie in a Euclidean space, and the goal in center-based clustering is to open a set of k centers
to minimize the objective cost, usually a function over the distance from each data point
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to its closest center. The k-median objective minimizes the sum of distances; the k-means
minimizes the sum of squares of distances; and the k-center minimizes the longest distance.
In the worst case, all these objectives are NP-hard even in 2D [48, 50].
A substantial body of work has focused on developing polynomial-time approximation
algorithms and analyzing natural heuristics for these problems. Given the sheer size of
modern data sets, such as those generated in genomics or mapping applications, even a
polynomial-time algorithm is too slow to be useful in practice – just computing all pairs of
distances can be computationally burdensome. What we need is an algorithm whose running
time is near-linear in the input size and polynomial in the number of clusters.
Because of NP-hardness results, we cannot hope to compute an optimal solution in
polynomial time, but in the worst case an approximate clustering can be different from an
optimal clustering. We focus on the case when the optimal clustering can be recovered under
some reasonable assumptions on the input that hold in practice. Such methodology is termed
“beyond worst-case analysis” and has been adopted by recent work [2, 8, 23]. In recent years,
the notion of stability has emerged as a popular assumption under which polynomial-time
optimal clustering algorithms have been developed. An instance of clustering is called stable
if any “small perturbation” of input points does not change the optimal solution. This
is natural in real datasets, where often, the optimal clustering is clearly demarcated, and
the distances are obtained heuristically. Different notions of stability differ in how “small
perturbation” is defined, though most of them are related. In this paper, we focus on the
notions of stability introduced in Bilu and Linial [23] and Awasthi, Blum, and Sheffet [14]. A
clustering instance is α-perturbation resilient or α-stable if the optimal clustering does not
change when all distances are perturbed by a factor of at most α. Similarly, a clustering
instance is α-center proximal if any point is at least a factor of α closer to its own optimal
center than any other optimal center. Awasthi, Blum, and Sheffet showed that α-stability
implies α-center proximity [14]. This line of work designs algorithms to recover the exact
optimal clustering – the ground truth – in polynomial time for α-stable instances.
This paper also focuses on recovering the optimal clustering for stable clustering instances.
But instead of focusing on polynomial-time algorithms and optimizing the value of α, we ask
the question: Can algorithms be designed that compute exact solutions to stable instances of
Euclidean center-based clustering that run in time near-linear in the input size? We note
that an (1 + )-approximation solution, for an arbitrarily small constant  > 0, may differ
significantly from an optimal solution (the ground truth) even for stable instances, so one
cannot hope to use an approximation algorithm to recover the optimal clustering.

1.1

Our Results

In this paper, we make progress on the above question, and present near-linear time algorithms
for finding optimal solutions of stable clustering instances with moderate values of α. In
particular, we show the following meta-theorem:
I Theorem 1. √
Let X be a set of n points in Rd for some constant d, let k ≥ 1 be an integer,
and let α ≥ 2 + 3 be a parameter. If the k-median, k-means, or k-center clustering instance
for X is α-stable, then the optimal solution can be computed in Õ(n poly k + f (k)) time.
In the above theorem, the Õ notation suppresses logarithmic terms in n and the spread
of the point set. The function f (k) depends on the choice of algorithm, and we present
the exact dependence below. We also omit terms depending solely on the dimension, d.
Furthermore, the above theorem is robust in the sense that the algorithm is not restricted to
choosing the input points as centers (discrete setting), and can potentially choose arbitrary
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points in the Euclidean plane as centers (continuous setting, sometimes referred to as the
Steiner point setting) – indeed, we show that these notions are identical under a reasonable
assumption on stability.
At a more fine-grained level, we present several algorithms that require mild assumptions
on the stability condition. In the results below, as well as throughout the paper, we present
our results both for the Euclidean plane, as well as generalizations to higher (but fixed
number of) dimensions.
Dynamic Programming. In Section 3, we present a dynamic programming algorithm that
computes the optimal clustering in O(nk 2 + n polylog n) time for α-stable
√ k-means, kmedian, and k-center in any fixed dimension, provided that√α ≥ 2 + 3 + ε for any
constant ε > 0. For d = 2, it suffices to assume that α ≥ 2 + 3.
Local Search. In Sections 4 and 5, we show that the standard 1-swap local-search algorithm,
which iteratively swaps out a center in the current solution for a new center as long as
the resulting total cost improves, computes an optimal clustering for α-stable instances of
k-median assuming α > 5. We also show that it can be implemented in O(nk 2 log3 n log ∆)
for d = 2 and in O(nk 2d−1 polylog n log ∆) for d > 2; ∆ is the spread of the point set.1
Coresets. In the full version of the paper, we use multiplicative coresets to compute the
optimal √
clustering for k-means, k-median and k-center in any fixed dimension, when
α ≥ 2 + 3. The running time is O(nk 2 + f (k)) where f (k) is an exponential function
of k.
I Remark 2. While the current analysis of the dynamic programming based algorithm
suggests that it is better than the local-search and coreset based approaches, the latter are
of independent interest – our local-search analysis is considerably simpler than the previous
analysis [38], and coresets have mostly been used to compute approximate, rather than exact,
solutions. We also note that our analysis of the local-search algorithm is probably not tight.
Furthermore, variants of all three approaches might work for smaller values of α.
Techniques. The key difficulty with developing fast algorithms for computing the optimal
clustering is that some clusters could have a very small size compared to others. This issue
persists even when the instances are stable. Imagine a scenario where there are multiple
small clusters, and an algorithm must decide whether to merge these into one cluster while
splitting some large cluster, or keep them intact. Now imagine this situation happening
recursively, so that the algorithm has multiple choices about which clusters to recursively
split. The difference in cost between these options and the size of the small clusters can be
small enough that any (1 + )-approximation can be agnostic, while an exact solution cannot.
As such, work on finding exact optima use techniques such as dynamic programming [10]
or local search with large number of swaps [26, 38] in order to recover small clusters. Other
work makes assumptions lower-bounding the size of the optimal clusters or the spread of
their centers [34].
Our main technical insight for the first two results is simple in hindsight, yet powerful:
For a stable instance, if the Euclidean metric is replaced by another metric that is a good
approximation, then the optimal clustering does not change under the new metric and in
fact the instance remains stable albeit with a smaller stability parameter. In particular,

1

The spread of a point set is the ratio between the longest and shortest pairwise distances.
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we replace the Euclidean metric with an appropriate polyhedral metric – that is, a convex
distance function where each unit ball is a regular polyhedron – yielding efficient procedures
for the following two primitives:
Cost of 1-swap. Given a candidate set of centers S, maintain a data structure that
efficiently updates the total cost if center x ∈ S is replaced by center y ∈
/ S.
Cost of 1-clustering. Given a partition of the data points, maintain a data structure
where the cost of 1-clustering (under any objectives) can be efficiently updated as partitions
are merged.
We next combine the insight of changing the metrics with additional techniques. For
local search, we build on the approach in [26, 31, 38] that shows local search with t-swaps for
large enough constant t finds an optimal solution for stable instances in polynomial time for
any fixed-dimension Euclidean space. None of the prior analysis directly extends as is to
1-swap, which is critical in achieving near-linear running time – note that even when t = 2
there is a quadratic number of candidate swaps per step.
For the dynamic
√ programming algorithm, we use the following insight: In Euclidean
spaces, for α ≥ 2 + 3, the longest edge of the minimum spanning tree over the input points
partitions the data set in two, such that any optimal cluster lies completely in one of the
two sides of the partition. Combined with the change of metrics one can achieve near-linear
running time.
Due to length constraints of the paper, the coreset result, most of algorithmic details,
and many proofs can be found in the full version of the paper.

1.2

Related Work

All of k-median, k-means, and k-center are widely studied from the perspective of approximation algorithms and are known to be hard to approximate [36]. Indeed, for general metric
spaces, k-center is hard to approximate to within a factor of 2 −  [43]; k-median is hard
to (1 + 2/e)-approximate [44]; and k-means is hard to (1 + 8/e)-approximate in general
metrics [29], and is hard to approximate within a factor of 1.0013 in the Euclidean setting [47].
Even when the metric space is Euclidean, k-means is still NP-hard when k = 2 [7, 32], and
there is an nΩ(k) lower bound on running time for k-median and k-means in 4-dimensional
Euclidean space under the exponential-time hypothesis [27].
There is a long line of work in developing (1 + )-approximations for these problems
in Euclidean spaces. The holy grail of this work has been the development of algorithms
that are near-linear time in n, and several techniques are now known to achieve this. This
includes randomly shifted quad-trees [11], coresets [4, 15, 37, 40, 41], sampling [46], and local
search [26, 28, 30], among others.
There are many notions of clustering stability that have been considered in literature [1,6,
13, 17, 18, 22, 35, 45, 52]. The exact definition of stability we study here was first introduced in
Awasthi et al. [14]; their definition in particular resembles the one of Bilu and Linial [23] for
max-cut problem, which later has been adapted to other optimization problems [9,10,19,49,51].
Building on a long line of work [14,16,20,21], which gradually reduced the stability parameter,
Angelidakis et al. [10] present a dynamic programming based polynomial-time optimal
algorithm for discrete 2-stable instances for all center-based objectives.
Chekuri and Gupta [25] show that a natural LP-relaxation is integral for the 2-stable
k-center problem. Recent work by Cohen-Addad [31] provides a framework for analyzing
local search algorithms for stable instances. This work shows that for an α-stable instance
with α > 3, any solution is optimal if it cannot be improved by swapping d2/(α − 3)e
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centers. Focusing on Euclidean spaces of fixed dimensions, Friggstad et al. [38] show that
a local-search algorithm with O(1)-swaps runs in polynomial time under a (1 + δ)-stable
assumption for any δ > 0. However, none of the algorithms for stable instances of clustering
so far have running time near-linear in n, even when the stability parameter α is large, points
lie in R2 , and the underlying metric is Euclidean.
On the hardness side, solving (3 − δ)-center proximal k-median instances in general metric
spaces is NP-hard for any δ > 0 [14]. When restricted to Euclidean spaces in arbitrary
dimensions, Ben-David and Reyzin [22] showed that for every δ > 0, solving discrete (2 − δ)center proximal k-median instances is NP-hard. Similarly, the clustering problem for discrete
k-center remains hard for α-stable instances when α < 2, assuming standard complexity
assumption that NP 6= RP [20]. Under the same complexity assumption, discrete α-stable
k-means is also hard when α < 1 + δ0 for some positive constant δ0 [38]. Deshpande et al. [34]
showed it is NP-hard to (1 + )-approximate (2 − δ)-center proximal k-means instances.

2

Definitions and Preliminaries

Clustering. Let X = {p1 , . . . , pn } be a set of n points in Rd , and let δ : Rd × Rd → R≥0
be a distance function (not necessarily a metric satisfying triangle inequality). For a set
Y ⊆ Rd , we define δ(p, Y ) := miny∈Y δ(p, y). A k-clustering of X is a partition of X into k
non-empty clusters X1 , . . . , Xk . We focus on center-based clusterings that are induced by
a set S := {c1 , . . . , ck } of k centers; each Xi is the subset of points of X that are closest
to ci in S under δ, that is, Xi := {p ∈ X | δ(p, ci ) ≤ δ(p, cj )} (ties are broken arbitrarily).
Assuming the nearest neighbor of each point of X in S is unique (under distance function δ),
S defines a k-clustering of X. Sometimes it is more convenient to denote a k-clustering by
its set of centers S.
The quality of a clustering S of X is defined using a cost function $(X, S); cost function $
depends on the distance function δ, so sometimes we may use the notation $δ to emphasize
the underlying distance function. The goal is to compute S ∗ := arg minS $(X, S) where the
minimum is taken over all subsets S ⊂ Rd of k points. Several different cost functions have
been proposed, leading to various optimization problems. We consider the following three
popular variants:
P
k-median clustering: the cost function is $(X, S) = p∈X δ(p, S).
P
k-means clustering: the cost function is $(X, S) = p∈X (δ(p, S))2 .
k-center clustering: the cost function is $(X, S) = maxp∈X δ(p, S).
In some cases we wish S to be a subset of X, in which case we refer to the problem as
the discrete k-clustering problem. For example, the discrete k-median problem is to compute
P
arg minS⊆X,|S|=k p∈X δ(p, S). The discrete k-means and discrete k-center problems are
defined analogously.
Given point set X, distance function δ, and cost function $, we refer to (X, δ, $) as a
clustering instance. If $ is defined directly by the distance function δ, we use (X, δ) to denote
a clustering instance. Note that a center of a set of points may not be unique (e.g. when δ is
defined by the L1 -metric and $ is the sum of distances) or it may not be easy to compute
(e.g. when δ is defined by the L2 -metric and $ is the sum of distances).
Stability. Let X be a point set in Euclidean space Rd . For α ≥ 1, a clustering instance
(X, δ, $δ ) is α-stable if for any perturbed distance function δ̃ (not necessary a metric) satisfying
δ(p, q) ≤ δ̃(p, q) ≤ α · δ(p, q) for all p, q ∈ Rd , any optimal clustering of (X, δ, $δ ) is also an
optimal clustering of (X, δ̃, $δ̃ ). Note that the cluster centers as well as the cost of optimal
clustering may be different for the two instances. We exploit the following property of
stability, which follows directly from its definition.
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I Lemma 3. Let (X, δ) be an α-stable clustering instance with α > 1. Then the optimal
clustering O of (X, δ) is unique.
Metric approximations. The next lemma, which we rely on heavily throughout the paper,
is the observation that a change of metric preserves the optimal clustering as long as the
new metric is a β-approximation of the original metric satisfying β < α.
I Lemma 4. Given point set X, let δ and δ 0 be two metrics satisfying δ(p, q) ≤ δ 0 (p, q) ≤
β · δ(p, q) for all p and q in X for some β. Let (X, δ) be an α-stable clustering instance with
α > β. Then the optimal clustering of (X, δ) is also the optimal clustering of (X, δ 0 ), and
vice versa. Furthermore, (X, δ 0 ) is an (α/β)-stable clustering instance.
Polyhedral metric. In light of the metric approximation lemma, we would like to approximate the Euclidean metric without losing too much stability, using a collection of convex
distance functions generalizing the L∞ -metric in Euclidean space. Let N ⊆ S d−1 be a
centrally-symmetric set of γ unit vectors (that is, if u ∈ N then −u ∈ N ) such that for any
√
unit vector v ∈ S d−1 , there is a vector u ∈ N within angle arccos(1 − ) = O( ). The
number of vectors needed in N is known to be O(−(d−1)/2 ). We define the polyhedral metric
δN : Rd × Rd → R≥0 to be δN (p, q) := maxu∈N hp − q, ui.
Since N is centrally symmetric, δN is symmetric and thus a metric. The unit ball under
δN is a convex polyhedron, thus the name polyhedral metric. By construction, an easy
calculation shows that for any p and q in Rd , kp − qk ≥ δN (p, q) ≥ (1 − ) · kp − qk. By scaling
each vector in N by a 1 +  factor, we can ensure that (1 + ) · kp − qk ≥ δN (p, q) ≥ kp − qk.
By taking  to be small enough, the optimal clustering for α-stable clustering instance
(X, k·k, $) is the same as that for (X, δN , $) by Lemma 4, and the new instance (X, δN , $) is
(1 − )α-stable if the original instance (X, k·k, $) is α-stable.
Center proximity. A clustering instance (X, δ) satisfies α-center proximity property [14] if
for any distinct optimal clusters Xi and Xj with centers ci and cj and any point p ∈ Xi ,
one has α · δ(p, ci ) < δ(p, cj ). Awasthi, Blum, and Sheffet showed that any α-stable instance
satisfies α-center proximity [14, Fact 2.2] (also [10, Theorem 3.1] under metric perturbation).
Optimal solutions of α-stable instances satisfy the following separation properties.2
α-center proximity implies that (α − 1) · δ(p, ci ) < δ(p, q) for any p ∈ Xi and any q 6∈ Xi .
For α ≥ 2, a point
of another cluster.3
√ is closer to its own center than to any point
For α ≥ 2 + 3, α-center proximity implies that δ(p, p0 ) < δ(p, q) for any p, p0 ∈
Xi and any q 6∈ Xi . In other words, from any point p in X, any intra-cluster distance to
a point p0 is shorter than any inter-cluster distance to a point q.
We make use of the following stronger intra-inter distance property on α-stable instances,
which allows us to compare any intra-distance between two points in Xi and any inter-distance
between a point in Xi and a point in Xj .
I Lemma 5. Let (X, δ) be an α-stable instance, α > 1, and let X1 be a cluster in an optimal
0 00
clustering
then δ(p, p0 ) ≤ δ(p00√
, q) for
√ with q ∈ X \ X1 and p, p , p ∈ X1 .d If δ is a metric,
0
α ≥ 2 + 5. If δ is the Euclidean metric in R , then δ(p, p ) ≤ δ(p00 , q) for α ≥ 2 + 3.
Finally, we note that it is enough to consider the discrete version of the clustering problem
for stable instances.
2
3

We give an additional list of known separation properties in the full version of the paper.
They are known as weak center proximity [20] and strict separation property [18, 22] respectively.
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3, any continuous optimal

Efficient Dynamic Programming

We now describe a simple, efficient algorithm for computing the optimal clustering for
the k-means,
k-center, and k-median problem assuming the given instance is α-stable for
√
α ≥ 2 + 3. Roughly speaking, we make the following observation: if there are at least two
clusters, then the two endpoints of the longest edge of the minimum spanning tree of X belong
to different clusters, and no cluster has points in both subtrees of the minimum spanning
tree delimited by the longest edge. We describe the dynamic programming algorithm in
Section 3.1 and then describe the procedure for computing cluster costs in Section 3.2. We
summarize the results in this section by the following theorem.
I Theorem 7. Let X be a set with n points lying in Rd and k ≥ 1 an integer. If the k-means,
√
k-median, or k-center instance for X under the Euclidean metric is α-stable for α ≥ 2+ 3+ε
for any constant ε > 0, then the optimal clustering can be computed
in O(nk 2 + n polylog n)
√
time. For d = 2 the assumption can be relaxed to α ≥ 2 + 3.

3.1

Fast Dynamic Programming

The following lemma is the key observation for our algorithm.
√
I Lemma 8. Let (X, δ, $) be an α-stable k-clustering instance with α ≥ 2 + 3 and k ≥ 2,
and let T be the minimum spanning tree of X under metric δ. Then (1) The two endpoints
u and v of the longest edge e in T do not belong to the same cluster; (2) each cluster lies in
the same connected component of T \ {e}.
Algorithm. We fix the metric δ and the cost function $. For a subset Y ⊆ X and for an
integer j between 1 and k − 1, let µ(Y ; j) denote the optimal cost of an j-clustering on
Y (under δ and $). Recall that our definition of j-clustering required all clusters to be
non-empty, so it is not defined for |Y | < j. For simplicity, we assume that µ(Y ; j) = ∞ for
|Y | < j. Let T be the minimum spanning tree on X under δ, let uv be the longest edge in
T ; let Xu and Xv be the set of vertices of the two components of T \ {uv}. Then µ(X; k)
satisfies the following recurrence relation:


if k = 1,
µ(X; 1)

µ(X; k) = ∞
(1)
if k > |X|,


min
{µ(X ; i) + µ(X ; k − i)} if |X| > 1 and k > 1.
1≤i<k

u

v

Using recurrence (1), we compute µ(X; k) as follows. Let R be a recursion tree, a binary
tree where each node v in R is associated with a subtree Tv of T . If v is the root of R, then
Tv = T . Recursion tree R is defined recursively as follows. Let Xv ⊆ X be the set of vertices
of T in Tv . If |Xv | = 1, then v is a leaf. Each interior node v of T is also associated with
the longest edge ev of Tv . Removal of ev decomposes Tv into two connected components,
each of which is associated with one of the children of v. After having computed T , R can be
computed in O(n log n) time by sorting the edges in decreasing order of their costs.4

4

Tree R is nothing but the minimum spanning tree constructed by Kruskal’s algorithm.
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For each node v ∈ R and for every i between 1 and k − 1, we compute µ(Xv ; i) as follows.
If v is a leaf, we set µ(Xv ; 1) = 0 and µ(Xv ; i) = ∞ otherwise. For all interior nodes v, we
compute µ(Xv ; 1) using the algorithms described in Section 3.2. Finally, if v is an interior
node and i > 1, we compute µ(Xv ; i) using the recurrence relation (1). Recall that if w and
z are the children of v, then µ(Xw ; `) and µ(Xz ; r) for all ` and r have been computed before
we compute µ(Xv ; i).
Let τ (n) be the time spent in computing T plus the total time spent in computing
µ(Xv , 1) for all nodes v ∈ R. Then the overall time taken by the algorithm is O(nk 2 + τ (n)).
What is left is to compute the minimum spanning tree T and all µ(Xv , 1) efficiently.

3.2

Efficient Implementation

In this section, we show how to obtain the minimum spanning tree and compute µ(Xv ; 1)
efficiently for 1-mean, 1-center, and 1-median when X ⊆ Rd . We can compute the Euclidean
minimum spanning tree T in O(n log n) time in R2 [54]. We can then compute µ(Xv ; 1)
efficiently either under Euclidean metric (for 1-mean), or switch to the L1 -metric and compute
µ(Xv ; 1) efficiently using Lemma 4 (for 1-center and 1-median).
There are two difficulties in extending the 2D data structures to higher dimensions. No
near-linear time algorithm is known for computing the Euclidean
minimum spanning tree for
√
d ≥ 3, and we can work with the L1 -metric only if α ≥ d (Lemma 4). We
√ address both of
these difficulties by working with a polyhedral metric δN . Let α ≥ 2 + 3 + Ω(1) be the
stability parameter. By taking the number of vectors in N (defined by the polyhedral metric)
to be large enough, we can ensure that (1 − )kp − qk ≤ δN (p, q) √
≤ kp − qk for all p, q ∈ Rd .
By Lemma 4, X is an α-stable instance under δN for α ≥ 2 + 3. We first compute the
minimum spanning tree of X in O(n polylog n) time under δN using the result of Callahan
and Kosaraju [24], and then compute µ(Xv , 1).
Data structure. We compute µ(Xv ; 1) in a bottom-up manner. When processing a node v
of R, we maintain a dynamic data structure Ψv on Xv from which µ(Xv ; 1) can be computed
quickly. The exact form of Ψv depends on the cost function to be described below. Before
that, we analyze the running time τ (n) spent on computing every µ(Xv ; 1). Let w and z be
the two children of v. Suppose we have Ψw and Ψz at our disposal and suppose |Xw | ≤ |Xz |.
We insert the points of Xw into Ψz one by one and obtain Ψv from which we compute
µ(Xv ; 1). Suppose Q(n) is the update time of Ψv as well as the time taken to compute
µ(Xv ; 1) from Ψv . The total number of insert operations performed over all nodes of R is
O(n log n) because we insert the points of the smaller set into the larger set at each node
of R [42, 53]. Hence τ (n) = O(Q(n) · n log n). We now describe the data structure for each
specific clustering problem.
1-mean. We work with
of a single cluster consisting of Xv
P the L2-metric. Here the centerP
2
2
is the centroid σv :=
p∈Xv p /|Xv |, and µ(Xv ; 1) =
p∈Xv kpk − |Xv | · kσv k . At each
P
P
node v, we maintain p∈Xv p and p∈Xv kpk2 . Point insertion takes O(1) time so Q(n) = 1.
1-center. As mentioned in the beginning of the section, we can work with the L1 -metric for
d = 2. We wish to find the smallest L1 -disc (a diamond) that contains Xv . Let e+ = (1, 1)
and e− = (−1, 1). Then the radius ρv of the smaller L1 -disc containing Xv is
1
ρv = max
2




max hp, e i − min hp, e i, max hp, e i − min hp, e i .
+

p∈Xv

−

+

p∈Xv

p∈Xv

−

p∈Xv

(2)
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We maintain the following four terms maxp∈Xv hp, e+ i, minp∈Xv hp, e+ i, maxp∈Xv hp, e− i,
and minp∈Xv hp, e− i at v. A point can be inserted in O(1) time and ρv can be computed
from these four terms in O(1) time. Therefore, Q(n) = O(1). For d > 2, we work with a
polyhedral metric and compute the smallest ball B(Xv ) that contains Xv . For full details,
see the full version of the paper.
1-median. Similar to 1-center, we work with the polyhedral metric. Fix a node v of T . For
P
a point x ∈ Rd , let Fv (x) = p∈Xv δN (x, p) which is a piecewise-linear function. Our goal is
to compute ξv∗ = arg minx∈Rd Fv (x). Our data structure is a dynamic range-tree [3] used for
orthogonal range searching that can insert a point in O(log n) time. Using multi-dimensional
parametric search [5], ξv∗ can be computed in O(poly log n) time after each update; see the
full version of the paper for details.

4

k-Median: Single-Swap Local Search

We customize the standard local-search framework for the k-clustering problem [30, 31, 39].
In order to recover the optimal solution, we must define near-optimality more carefully.
Let (X, δ) be an instance of α-stable k-median in R2 for α > 5. By Lemma 6, it suffices
to consider the discrete k-median problem In Section 4, we describe a simple local-search
algorithm for finding the optimal clustering of (X, δ). In Section 4 we show that the algorithm
terminates within O(k log(n∆)) iterations. We obtain the following.
I Theorem 9. Let (X, δ) be an α-stable instance of the k-median problem for some α > 5
where X is a set of n points in R2 equipped with Lp -metric δ. The 1-swap local search
algorithm terminates with the optimal clustering in O(k log(n∆)) iterations.
Local-search algorithm. The local-search algorithm maintains a k-clustering induced by
a set S of k cluster centers. At each step, it finds a pair of points x ∈ X and y ∈ S such
that $(X, S + x − y) is minimized. If $(X, S + x − y) ≥ $(X, S), it stops and returns the
k-clustering induced by S. Otherwise it replaces S with S + x − y and repeats the above
step. The pair (x, y) will be referred to as a 1-swap.
Local-search analysis. The high-level structure of our analysis follows Friggstad et al. [39],
however new ideas are needed for 1-swap. In this subsection, we denote a k-clustering by the
set of its cluster centers. Let S be a fixed k-clustering, and let O be the optimal clustering.
For a subset Y ⊆ X, we use $(Y ) and $∗ (Y ) to denote $(Y, S) and $(Y, O), respectively.
Similarly, for a point p ∈ X, we use nn(p) and nn∗ (p) to denote the nearest neighbor of p in
S and in O, respectively; define δ(p) to be δ(p, S) and δ ∗ (p) to be δ(p, O). We partition X
into four subsets
as follows:

X00 := p ∈ X | nn(p) ∈ S \ O, nn∗ (p) ∈ O \ S ;
X01 := p ∈ X | nn(p) ∈ S \ O, nn∗ (p) ∈ S ∩ O ;
X10 := p ∈ X | nn(p) ∈ S ∩ O, nn∗ (p) ∈ O \ S ;
X11 := p ∈ X | nn(p) ∈ S ∩ O, nn∗ (p) ∈ S ∩ O .
Observe that for any point p in X11 , nn(p) = nn∗ (p) and $(p) = $∗ (p); for any point p in
X01 , one has $(p) ≤ $∗ (p); and for any point p in X10 , one has $(p) ≥ $∗ (p). Costs δ(p) and
δ ∗ (p) are not directly comparable for point p in X00 . A k-clustering S is C-good for some
parameter C ≥ 0 if $(X) ≤ $∗ (X) + C · $∗ (X00 ).
I Lemma 10. Any C-good clustering S for an α-stable clustering instance (X, δ, $) must be
optimal for α ≥ C + 1.
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Figure 1 Illustration of candidate swaps S in R2 . The blue dots belong to set S, the red dots
belong to set O; the only purple dot is in S ∩ O. The thick gray segments indicate pairs inside the
stars; each star has exact one blue dot as its center. The black pairs are the candidate swaps. Notice
that the partitions of S and O form connected components.

Proof. Define a perturbed distance function δ̃ : X × X → R≥0 with respect to the given
clustering S as follows:
(
α · δ(p0 , p) if p 6= nn(p0 ),
0
δ̃(p , p) :=
δ(p0 , p)
otherwise.
Note that δ̃ is not symmetric. Let $̃(·, ·) denote the cost function under the perturbed
distance function δ̃. The optimal clustering under perturbed cost function is the same as the
original optimal clustering O by the stability assumption. Since nn(p) = nn∗ (p) if and only
if p ∈ X11 , the cost of O under the perturbed cost can be written as:
$̃(X, O) = α · $(X00 , O) + α · $(X01 , O) + α · $(X10 , O) + $(X11 , O).
By definition of perturbed distance δ̃, $̃(X, S) = $(X, S). Now, by the assumption that
clustering S is C-good,
$̃(X, S) = $(X, S) ≤ $(X, O) + C · $(X00 , O)
≤ (C + 1) · $(X00 , O) + $(X01 , O) + $(X10 , O) + $(X11 , O)
≤ $̃(X, O);
the last inequality follows by taking α ≥ C + 1. This implies that S is an optimal clustering
for (X, δ̃), and thus is equal to O.
J
Next, we prove a lower bound on the improvement in the cost of a clustering that is not
C-good after performing a 1-swap. Following Arya et al. [12], define the set of candidate
swaps S as follows: For each center i in S, consider the star Σi centered at i defined as the
collection of pairs Σi := {(i, j) ∈ S × O | nn(j) = i}. Denote center(j) to be the center of the
star where j belongs; in other words, center(j) = i if j belongs to Σi .
For i ∈ S, let Oi := {j ∈ O | center(j) = i} be the set of centers of O in star Σi . If |Oi | = 1,
then we add the only pair (i, j) ∈ Σi to the candidate set S. Let S∅ := {i ∈ S | Oi = ∅}.
Let O>1 contain centers in O that belong to a star of size greater than 1. We pick |O>1 |
pairs from S∅ × O>1 such that each point of O>1 is matched only once and each point of S∅
is matched at most twice and add them to S; this is feasible because |S∅ | ≥ |O>1 |/2. Since
each center in O belongs to exactly one pair of S, |S| = k. By construction, if |Σi | ≥ 2, then
i does not belong to any candidate swap. See Figure 1.
I Lemma 11. For each point p in X01 , X10 , or X11 , the set of candidate swaps S satisfies
X
(δ(p) − δ 0 (p)) ≥ δ(p) − δ ∗ (p);
(3)
(i,j)∈S
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(4)

(i,j)∈S

where $0 is the cost function on X defined with respect to S 0 := S − i + j, and δ 0 (p) is the
distance between p and its nearest neighbor in S 0 .
Proof. For point p in X11 , both nn(p) and nn∗ (p) are in S 0 , so δ 0 (p) = δ(p) = δ ∗ (p). For
point p in X01 , δ(p) ≤ δ ∗ (p); when nn(p) is being swapped out by some in 1-swap S 0 , nn∗ (p)
must be in S 0 . For point p in X10 , δ(p) ≥ δ ∗ (p); center nn(p) will never be swapped out by
any 1-swap in S, so δ 0 (p) ≤ δ(p). By construction of S, there is exactly one choice of S 0 that
swaps nn∗ (p) in; for that particular swap we have δ 0 (p) = δ ∗ (p). In all three cases one has
inequality (3). Our final goal is to prove inequality (4). Consider a swap (i, j) in S. There
are three cases to consider:
j = nn∗ (p). There is exactly one swap for which j = nn∗ (p). In this case δ(p) ≤ δ ∗ (p),
therefore δ(p) − δ 0 (p) ≥ δ(p) − δ ∗ (p).
j 6= nn∗ (p) and i 6= nn(p). Since nn(p) ∈ S 0 , δ 0 (p) ≤ δ(p). Therefore δ(p) − δ 0 (p) ≥ 0.
j 6= nn∗ (p) and i = nn(p). By construction, there are most two swaps in S that may
swap out nn(p). We claim that i =
6 center(nn∗ (p)). Indeed, if i = center(nn∗ (p)), then
by construction, Σi = {(i, nn∗ (p))} because the center of star of size greater than one is
never added to a candidate swap. But this contradicts the assumption that j 6= nn∗ (p).
The claim implies that center(nn∗ (p)) ∈ S 0 and thus δ 0 (p) ≤ δ(p, center(nn∗ (p))). We
obtain a bound on δ(p, center(nn∗ (p))) as follows:
δ(p, center(nn∗ (p))) ≤ δ(p, nn∗ (p)) + δ(nn∗ (p), center(nn∗ (p)))
≤ δ ∗ (p) + δ(nn∗ (p), nn(p))
≤ δ ∗ (p) + (δ ∗ (p) + δ(p)) = δ(p) + 2δ ∗ (p).
Therefore, δ(p) − δ 0 (p) ≥ δ(p) − δ(p, center(nn∗ (p))). Putting everything together, we
obtain:
X
(δ(p) − δ 0 (p)) ≥ (δ(p) − δ ∗ (p)) + 0 + 2(δ(p) − δ(p) − 2δ ∗ (p)) = δ(p) − 5δ ∗ (p).
S 0 ∈S

J
Using Lemma 11, we can prove the following.
I Lemma 12. Let S be a k-clustering of (X, δ) that is not C-good for some fixed constant
C > 4+ with arbitrarily small  > 0. There is always a 1-swap S 0 such that $0 (X)−$∗ (X) ≤
(1 − /(1 + )k) · ($(X) − $∗ (X)), where $0 is the cost function defined with respect to S 0 .
Proof. By Lemma 11 one has $(X)−$0 (X) ≥ ($(X)−$∗ (X)−Ψ(X00 ))/k for some 1-swap S 0
and its corresponding cost function $0 (·). Since S is not C-good, $(X) − $∗ (X) > C · $∗ (X00 ).
Rearranging and plugging the definition of Ψ(·), we have
$0 (X) − $∗ (X) ≤ $(X) − $∗ (X) − ($(X) − $∗ (X) − Ψ(X00 ))/k
≤ $(X) − $∗ (X) − ($(X) − $∗ (X) − 4 · $∗ (X00 )) /k
≤ $(X) − $∗ (X)
− ($(X) − $∗ (X) + (M − 1) · ($(X) − $∗ (X)) − 4M · $∗ (X00 )) /M k



≤ 1−
· ($(X) − $∗ (X)),
(1 + )k
where the last inequality holds by taking M to be arbitrarily large (say M > 1 + 1/).

J
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Figure 2 L1 Voronoi diagram V , quadrant decomposition Ṽ , and trapezoid decomposition V k .

5

Efficient Implementation of Local Search

We describe an efficient implementation of each step of the local-search algorithm in this
section. By Lemma 4, it suffices to implement the algorithm using a polyhedral metric δN .
We show that each step of 1-swap can be implemented in O(nk 2d−1 polylog n) time under
the assumption that α > 5. We obtain the following:
I Theorem 13. Let (X, δ) be an α-stable instance of the k-median problem where X ⊂ Rd
and δ is the Euclidean metric. For α > 5, the 1-swap local search algorithm computes the
optimal k-clustering of (X, δ) in O(nk 2d−1 polylog n) time.
For simplicity, we present a slightly weaker result for d = 2 using the L1 -metric, as it√is
straightforward to implement and more intuitive. Using the L1 -metric requires α > 5 2.
The extension to higher dimensional Euclidean space using the polyhedral metric is described
in the full version of the paper, which works for α > 5.
Voronoi diagram under L1 norm. First, we fix a point x ∈ X \ S to insert and a center
y ∈ S to drop. Define S 0 := S + x − y. We build the L1 Voronoi diagram V of S 0 . The
cells of V may not be convex, but they are star-shaped: for any c ∈ S 0 and for any point
x ∈ Vor(c), the segment cx lies completely in Vor(c). Furthermore, all line segments on the
cell boundaries of V must have slopes belonging to one of the four possible values: vertical,
horizontal, diagonal, or antidiagonal.
Next, decompose each Voronoi cell Vor(c) into four quadrants centered at c. Denote the
resulting subdivision of V as Ṽ . We compute a trapezoidal decomposition V k of the diagram
Ṽ by drawing a vertical segment from each vertex of Ṽ in both directions until it meets an
edge of V ; V k has O(k) trapezoids, see Figure 2. For each trapezoid τ ∈ V k , let Xτ := X ∩ τ .
P
The cost of the new clustering S 0 can be computed as $(X, S 0 ) = τ ∈V k $(Xτ , S 0 ).
Range-sum queries. Now we discuss how to compute $(Xτ , S 0 ). Each trapezoid τ in cells
Vor(c) is associated with a vector u(τ ) ∈ {±1}2 , depending on which of the four quadrants
τ belongs to with respect to the axis-parallel segments drawn passing through the center c
of the cell. If τ lies in the top-right quadrant then u(τ ) = (1, 1). Similarly if τ lies in the
top-left (resp. bottom-left, bottom-right) then u(τ ) = (−1, 1) (resp. (−1, −1), (1, −1)).
X
X
X
$(Xτ , S 0 ) =
kx − ck1 =
hx − c, u(τ )i =
hx, u(τ )i − |Xτ | · hc, u(τ )i.
(5)
x∈Xτ

x∈Xτ

x∈Xτ

We preprocess X into a data structure that answers the following query:
TrapezoidSum(τ, u): Given a trapezoid τ and a vector u ∈ {±1}2 , return |X ∩ τ | as
P
well as x∈X∩τ hx, ui.
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1-Swap(X, S):
input: Point set X and centers S
for each point x ∈ X \ S and center y ∈ S:
S0 ← S + x − y
V ← L1 Voronoi diagram of S 0
Ṽ ← decompose each cell Vor(c) into four quadrants centered at c
V k ← trapezoidal decomposition of Ṽ
for each trapezoid τ ∈ V k :
0
$(Xτ , SP
) ← TrapezoidSum(τ, u(τ ))
0
$(X, S ) ← τ ∈V k $(Xτ , S 0 )
return (x, y) with the lowest $(X, S + x − y)
Figure 3 Efficient implementation of 1-swap under 1-norm.

The above query can be viewed as a 3-oriented polygonal range query [33]. We construct
a 3-level range tree Ψ on X. Omitting the details (which can be found in [33]), Ψ can be
constructed in O(n log2 n) time and uses O(n log2 n) space. Each node ξ at the third level of
P
Ψ is associated with a subset Xξ ⊆ X. We store w(ξ, u) := x∈Xξ hx, ui for each u ∈ {±1}2
and |Xξ | at ξ. For a trapezoid τ , the query procedure identifies in O(log3 n) time a set Ξτ of
O(log3 n) third-level nodes such that X ∩ τ = ∪ξ∈Ξτ Xξ and each point of X ∩ τ appears as
P
P
P
exactly one node of Ξτ . Then x∈Xτ hx, ui = ξ∈Ξτ w(ξ, u) and |Xτ | = ξ∈Ξτ |Xξ |.
With the information stored at the nodes in Ξτ , TrapezoidSum(τ, u) query can be
answered in O(log3 n) time. By performing TrapezoidSum(τ, u(τ )) query for all τ ∈ V k ,
$(Xτ , S 0 ) can be computed in O(k log3 n) time since V k has a total of O(k) trapezoids.
We summarize the implementation of 1-swap algorithm in Figure 3. The 1-swap procedure
considers at most nk different k-clusterings. Therefore we obtain the following.
I Lemma 14. Let (X, δ, $) be a given clustering instance where δ is the L1 metric, and
let S be a given k-clustering. After O(n log n) time preprocessing, we find a k-clustering
S 0 := S + x − y minimizing $(X, S 0 ) among all choices of (x, y) in O(nk 2 log3 n) time.

6

Conclusion

We presented near-linear time algorithms for finding optimal solutions of stable clustering
instances for the k-means, k-medians, and k-center problem. We note that variants of all
three approaches might work for smaller values of α. The value of α assumed in our results in
larger than what is known for polynomial-time algorithm (e.g. α ≥ 2 in Angelidakis et al. [10])
and that in some applications the input may not satisfy our assumption, but our results
are a big first step toward developing near-linear time algorithms for stable instances. We
are not aware of any previous near-linear time algorithms for computing optimal clustering
even for larger values of α. We leave the problem of reducing the assumption on α as an
important open question.
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1

Introduction

Many computational problems can be phrased as the task of arranging a collection of
combinatorial objects into a minimum-cost linear order that satisfies certain constraints.
Examples of natural problems that fall in this category are One-Sided Crossing Minimization (OSCM), a prominent problem in the field of graph drawing and VLSI design
[4, 32, 45, 50, 52], Grouping by Swapping (GbS), a problem with applications in computer
memory management [15, 28, 55], and Kemeny Rank Aggregation (KRA), a prominent
problem in the field of computational social choice [19, 36]. A natural parameter that
arises when studying problems such as OSCM, GbS and KRA from the perspective of
parameterized complexity theory is the cost k of a solution. In particular, the best algorithm
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for OSCM, parameterized by the cost√of a solution k, is the algorithm due to Kobayashi and
Tamaki [38] which runs in time1 O∗ (2 2k ) and the best single-exponential algorithm
for KRA
√
runs in time O∗ (1.403k ) [51], while sub-exponential algorithms of type O∗ (2O( k) ) have been
proposed in [35], with some unclear constant hidden in the O-notation of the exponent. Not
surprisingly, they have been devised with substantially distinct sets of techniques.
In this paper, significantly extending the ideas started out in [23, 25], we leverage the
Completion of an Ordering problem (CO) to provide a unified framework for the study
of several cost-parameterized ordering problems. In this problem, we are given a partial
order ρ on a set V , and a function c : V × V → N assigning costs to incomparable pairs,
and the goal is to compute a minimum-cost linear extension of ρ. Interestingly, a natural
structural parameter that arises in this context is the pathwidth of the cocomparability graph
of the input partial order ρ. This graph has V as vertex-set and there is an undirected edge
between vertices v and v 0 if and only if v and v 0 are not related in the partial order. Our main
result states that CO, parameterized by the interval width w of the input partial order, can
be solved in time O∗ (2w ). Additionally, our algorithm is optimal under ETH. Using our main
result, together with reductions from OSCM, GbS and KRA to PCO, the natural restriction
of CO to positive costs, we obtain algorithms for these three problems (parameterized by
width, or by the standard parameter, or by other problem-specific structural parameters)
whose running times often match or improve on the best algorithms for the three problems.
When reducing OSCM or GbS to PCO, the partial order one obtains is an interval order,
meaning that the cocomparability graph of this order is an interval graph. Interval orders
play an important role in partial order theory due to the fact that their interval width can be
computed in linear time. Additionally, they find applications in many contexts of practical
relevance such as scheduling, online and packing algorithms, see [54]. Inspired by this, we
define the Positive Completion of an Interval Ordering (PCIO) problem, a version
of PCO where the input partial order is required to be an interval order. In this restricted
version, our main algorithm
for CO parameterized by interval width can be converted into a
√
sub-exponential O∗ (2 2k )-time FPT algorithm for PCIO, parameterized by cost k.
Our width-based approach also allows us to improve on a parameterized algorithm for
KRA based on the parameter maximum range (of a candidate) as introduced and discussed
in [5]. Further, it can be used to show that GbS is also fixed parameter tractable when
parameterized by a parameter called scope coincidence degree, a natural parameter in the
context of strings. This gives the first algorithmic use of this structural string parameter.
Our approach for CO is built on dynamic programming on a path decomposition of the
cocomparability graph of the partial order. Notice that this path decomposition structure
has been recently exploited for counting the number of linear extensions by Eiben et al. [22].
Here, we use this approach to find the cheapest linear extension.

2

Preliminaries

In this section, we collect the basic notions of this paper. N denotes the set of non-negative
integers and N>0 denotes the set of positive integers. Given r ∈ N>0 , we write [r] =
˙ {1, . . . , r}.
Notation on Partial Orders. Let V be a set. A partial order over V is a reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive binary relation ρ ⊆ V × V . We say that ρ is a linear order if
additionally, for each (x, y) ∈ V × V , either (x, y) ∈ ρ or (y, x) ∈ ρ. A strict partial order

1

Recall that the O∗ -notation suppresses polynomial factors.
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over V is an irreflexive and transitive binary relation σ ⊆ V × V . By adding the identity
relation IV , ρ =
˙ σ ∪ IV becomes a partial order, and conversely from a partial order ρ
on V , we can define σ =
˙ ρ \ IV as a strict partial order. Hence, we will occasionally use the
term linear order also for the corresponding strict order, often denoted as <ρ for reasons of
clarity. Notice that for finite base sets V , we can specify a linear order <f by a bijection
f : [|V |] → V , with the understanding that f (i) <f f (j) if and only if i < j, i.e., if the
number i is smaller than the number j. Such a bijection f is also called a ranking in the
following. Conversely, any linear order τ on Σ defines a bijection fτ : [|V |] → V .
Given two partial orders ρ, τ ⊆ V × V , τ is an extension of ρ if ρ ⊆ τ . If τ is also a linear
order on V , then τ is a linear extension of ρ. Given a linear order τ on V , let minτ (V ) be
the minimum element in V with respect to τ and maxτ (V ) be the maximum element in V
with respect to τ . Given a subset T ⊆ V and a partial order ρ ⊆ V × V , let ρ|T =
˙ ρ∩T ×T
be the restriction of ρ to T . A linear order τ ⊆ T × T is a linear extension of ρ on T if τ is
a linear extension of ρ|T . We define Lin(ρ, T ) to be the set of linear extensions of ρ on T .
Notation on Graphs. Given an undirected graph G = (V, E) and a vertex v ∈ V , we let
N (v) =
˙ {u | u ∈ V, (v, u) ∈ E} be the neighborhood of v.
A path decomposition of a graph G = (V, E) is a sequence D = (B1 , B2 , . . . , Br ) of
subsets of V , such that the following conditions are satisfied.
S
1≤i≤r Bi = V .
For each edge (u, v) ∈ E, there is an i ∈ [r] such that u, v ∈ Bi .
T
For each i, j, k ∈ [r] with i < j < k, Bi Bk ⊆ Bj .
The width of D is defined as w(D) = maxi∈[r] |Bi | − 1. The pathwidth, pw(G), of G is
the minimum width of a path decomposition of G.
Partial Orders and Interval Width. Given a (strict) partial order ρ ⊆ V ×V , the undirected
graph Gρ =
˙ (V, E) with E =
˙ {{u, v} ∈ V × V | u 6= v, (u, v) ∈
/ ρ, (v, u) ∈
/ ρ} is the
cocomparability graph of ρ. An interval order is a strict partial order ι ⊆ V × V whose
elements v ∈ V are represented by half-open intervals Iv = [lv , rv ) on the real line with
(u, v) ∈ ι ⇐⇒ ru ≤ lv . {Iv | v ∈ V } is called an interval representation of ι. The
cocomparability graph Gι is the intersection graph of {Iv | v ∈ V } and is hence an interval
graph. It is known [29] that interval graphs are exactly the cocomparability graphs that do
not contain an induced cycle of length four. The interval width of a partial order ρ ⊆ V × V
is defined as iw(ρ) =
˙ min{w(ι)|ι interval order, ι ⊆ ρ}, where w(ι) is the maximum size of
an antichain of ι. By Theorem 2.1 from [31], pw(Gρ ) = iw(ρ) − 1. Conversely, for any graph
G = (V, E), pw(G) = min{ω(H) | H is an interval graph, V (H) = V, E(H) ⊇ E} − 1, where
ω(H) is the size of the largest clique in H. For more information on interval orders, we refer
to textbooks and survey articles such as [26, 54].

3

Completion of an Ordering (CO)

Below, we formally define the Completion of an Ordering problem, generalizing Positive
Completion of an Ordering (PCO) introduced in [16, Sec. 8] and [23, Sec. 6.4].
Problem name: Completion of an Ordering (CO)
Given: A partial order ρ ⊆ V × V , a cost function c : V × V → N, and k ∈ N.
P
Output: Is there a linear order τ ⊇ ρ with c(τ \ ρ) = (x,y)∈τ \ρ c(x, y) ≤ k?
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In the PCO problem, the cost function needs to satisfy the following condition: for all
pairs (x, y) ∈ V × V such that x and y are incomparable in ρ, c(x, y) > 0.
Let us shortly discuss the cost parameter k: By the result of Dujmovic, Fernau and
Kaufmann [16] (for details, see [23]), PCO can be solved in time O∗ (1.52k ) and admits
a linear√
∗ O( k log(k))
size kernel. The best known algorithm for PCO, whose running time is O (2
), was
obtained in [25] by relating PCO to the Feedback Arc Set Problem in Tournaments,
or FAST for short, that allows for subexponential algorithms due to [1]. Here,
we are
√
presenting an algorithm for a variation of this problem that runs in time O∗ (2O( k) ) and is
relatively straightforward to implement. We also present a branching algorithm that runs in
time O∗ (1.42k ), improving on [23]. Our algorithms are based on the interval width of ρ.

3.1

CO, parameterized by pathwidth

Let G = (V, E) be a graph, ρ ⊆ V × V be a (strict) partial order on the vertices of G and
D = (B1 , . . . , Br ) be a path decomposition of G. We call D consistent with ρ if there is no
pair of vertices (x, y) ∈ ρ with max{i ∈ [r] | y ∈ Bi } < min{i ∈ [r] | x ∈ Bi }. Thus, if x
is smaller than y in ρ, then y cannot be forgotten in D before x is introduced in D. The
consistent pathwidth, cpw(G, ρ), of G is the minimum width of a path decomposition of G
consistent with ρ. We will be interested in particular in the consistent pathwidth cpw(Gρ , ρ).
I Theorem 1. Given a partial order ρ over a set V , a cost function c : V × V → N and a
width-w path decomposition D of the cocomparability graph Gρ that is consistent with ρ, one
can solve an instance (ρ, c, k) of the CO problem in time O(|V | · w ·2w · log(k) + |V |2 · log(k)).
The remainder of this subsection is dedicated to the proof of Theorem 1.
Let us explain why our pathwidth measure can be seen as a distance to triviality parameterization in the context of CO. A trivial instance of CO is a linear order, as it has cost zero.
Then, the cocomparability graph is an independent set and has consistent pathwidth 02 . In
the opposite case, if the input partial order is empty, then the cocomparability graph is a
clique and has consistent pathwidth |V | − 1. It is also worth noticing that it is NP-hard
to determine the pathwidth of a cocomparability graph, together with an optimal path
decomposition, as observed in [31].
Notation on Path Decompositions. Let D = (B1 , B2 , . . . , Br ) be a path decomposition of
a graph G. We say that [r] is the set of positions of D and that r is the length of D. For
each position i, we say that Bi is the i-th bag of D. For each i ∈ [r], i > 1, we say that Bi
is an introduce bag if Bi = Bi−1 ∪ {v} and that Bi is a forget bag if Bi = Bi−1 \ {v}. We
say that the path decomposition D = (B1 , B2 , . . . , Br ) is nice if for each i ∈ [r], Bi is either
an introduce bag or a forget bag and |B1 | = 1 and Br = ∅. It can be shown that, given
any path decomposition D = (B1 , B2 , . . . , Br ) of width w of a graph G, one can construct
in time O(r · w(D)) a nice path decomposition of G of width at most w. In a nice path
decomposition, for every vertex of V , there is a bag that introduces it and a bag that forgets
it, so the length of a nice path decomposition is 2 · |V |. For each position i ∈ [r], we let
S
Li = 1≤j≤i−1 Bj \ Bi be the set of vertices that have been forgotten (lost) up to position i.
I Lemma 2. Let ι be an interval order over V and {Iv | v ∈ V } be an interval representation
of ι. One can derive a minimum width path decomposition of Gι consistent with ι from
{Iv | v ∈ V } of width w(ι) − 1 in time O(w(ι) · |V |).
2

In Lemma 5, we show that consistent pathwidth is equal to pathwidth.
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Proof. For each element v in V , we let lv and rv be the left and right endpoints of Iv . For
every point x on the real line R that corresponds to an endpoint of one or more intervals, we
associate a bag Bx = {v | x ∈ Iv }. Then, we order the bags following the order of lv and rv
on the real line. For each element v ∈ V , v ∈ Blv . Given three bags Bx , By , Bz such that
x ≤ y ≤ z, we have that Bx ∩ Bz = {v | x ∈ Iv } ∩ {v | z ∈ Iv } = {v | lv ≤ x ≤ z < rv } ⊆
{v | lv ≤ y < rv } = By . For each edge (u, v) ∈ E(Gι ), Iu and Iv intersect, therefore, we have
either lv ∈ Iu or lv ∈ Iu . If lv ∈ Iu then u, v ∈ Blv , similarly if lu ∈ Iv then u, v ∈ Blu . So
this construction builds a path decomposition. We call this path decomposition D. Now,
we will show that D is consistent with ι. More precisely, we will show that for each pair
(u, v) ∈ ι, max{x ∈ R | u ∈ Bx } < min{x ∈ R | v ∈ Bx }. For each (u, v) ∈ ι, we have
lu < ru ≤ lv , max{x ∈ R | u ∈ Bx } < ru ≤ lv ≤ min{x ∈ R | v ∈ Bx }. Therefore, D is
consistent with ι. Note that each bag is a clique, therefore, this is a path decomposition of
minimum width. A clique in Gι is an antichain of ι and each antichain of ι forms a clique
in Gι . Therefore, we have that D has width w(ι) − 1.
J
We will refer to this decomposition as the path decomposition derived from the interval
order ι.
I Lemma 3. Let G = (V, E) be a graph. Given a partial order ρ on V and a path decomposition D of G of width w and length r that is consistent with ρ, one can construct in time
O(w ·r) a nice path decomposition of width w that is consistent with ρ.
Given a path decomposition D, one can get a nice path decomposition by introducing before
each bag B several new bags that will forget one by one each vertex forgotten by B and
introduce each new vertex in B one by one. If D is consistent with ρ, then the new path
decomposition is also consistent with ρ. For the cocomparability graph, we can further show:
I Lemma 4. Let ρ be a partial order on a set V , Gρ be the cocomparability graph of ρ and
D be a path decomposition of Gρ consistent with ρ, then D is consistent with any extension
of ρ.
I Lemma 5. Let Gρ = (V, E) be the cocomparability graph of a partial order ρ ⊆ V × V .
Then pw(Gρ ) = cpw(Gρ , ρ).
Proof. By definition we have pw(Gρ ) ≤ cpw(Gρ , ρ). We will show that cpw(Gρ , ρ) ≤ iw(ρ)−1
and use the fact that pw(Gρ ) = iw(ρ) − 1 (Theorem 2.1 from [31]). By definition of iw(ρ),
we can find an interval order ι such that iw(ρ) = w(ι) and ι ⊆ ρ. Let {Iv | v ∈ V } be an
interval representation of ι. Then Gι is the intersection graph of {Iv | v ∈ V }. Then by
Lemma 2, the path decomposition D of Gι derived from {Iv | v ∈ V } is consistent with ι and
has width w(ι) − 1. From Lemma 4, we know that D is also consistent with the extension ρ
of ι. We conclude cpw(Gρ , ρ) ≤ cpw(Gι , ι) = w(ι) − 1 = iw(ρ) − 1 = pw(Gρ ).
J
Dynamic Programming Algorithm. Let ρ ⊆ V × V be a partial order over a set V ,
c : V × V → N be a cost function and S and T be two subsets of V such that for each
P
pair (s, t) ∈ S × T , (t, s) ∈
/ ρ. We define c(S, T ) = (s,t)∈(S×T )\ρ c(s, t), this is the cost of
having elements of S before elements of T . For every linear extension τ of ρ on T , we let
P
c(τ ) = (a,b)∈τ \ρ|T c(a, b) be the cost of τ . We define opt(T ) = min{c(τ ) | τ ∈ Lin(ρ, T )}.
Our goal is to find opt(V ).
Let D be a path decomposition of width w of the graph Gρ consistent with ρ. By
Lemma 3, we can assume without loss of generality that D is nice.
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For each position 1 ≤ i ≤ 2 · |V | in the path decomposition, we compute and store
c(Li , {v}) for every vertex v ∈ Bi such that for each u ∈ Li (v, u) ∈
/ ρ in table Tic and
opt
opt(Li ∪ T ) for each T ⊆ Bi in table Ti . For every vertex v ∈ Bi such that for each u ∈ Li
(v, u) ∈
/ ρ, c(Li , {v}) is the cost of having v after the vertices forgotten at position i if this is
compatible with ρ and for each T ⊆ Bi , opt(Li ∪ T ) is the minimum cost of a linear extension
on Li ∪ T . We have L2·|V | ∪ B2·|V | = V . So, to find the solution, it is enough to inductively
construct these two tables. The induction basis is trivial: L1 = ∅ and |B1 | = 1, so that
c(L1 , {v}) = 0 for every vertex v ∈ B1 in table T1c and opt(Li ∪ T ) = 0 for both T = ∅ and
T = B1 in table T1opt . The following two lemmas explain the induction step of the algorithm.
c
I Lemma 6. Let i ∈ [2, . . . , 2 · |V |]. Given a table Ti−1
that lists the values of c(Li−1 , {v})
for every v ∈ Bi−1 , one can compute c(Li , {v}) for every v ∈ Bi in time w · log(k) in order
to build the table Tic .

I Lemma 7. Let i ∈ [2, . . . , 2 · |V |]. Given a table Tic that lists the values of c(Li , {v}) for
opt
every v ∈ Bi such that for each u ∈ Li (v, u) ∈
/ ρ and a table Ti−1
that lists the values of
w
opt(Li−1 ∪ T ) for every T ⊆ Bi−1 , one can compute in O(w ·2 · log(k)) time the value of
opt(Li ∪ T ) for all T ⊆ Bi in order to build the table Tiopt .
Proof. The cost can be arbitrarily large, therefore, the addition of two costs is done in time
O(log(k)). First, we compute c(T, {v 0 }) for v 0 ∈ Bi and for T ⊆ Bi \ {v 0 }, and store the
values in an auxiliary table T aux . This computation can be done in O(w ·2w · log(k)) time.
Now there are two cases:
If Bi forgets a vertex v, then Li = Li−1 ∪ {v}; for each subset T ⊆ Bi , opt(Li ∪ T ) =
opt
opt(Li−1 ∪ T ∪ {v}) and this value is in the table Ti−1
, as T ∪ {v} ⊆ Bi−1 .
If Bi introduces a vertex v, then Li = Li−1 and Bi = Bi−1 ∪ {v}. Given a subset T of Bi ,
opt
if v ∈
/ T , then opt(Li ∪ T ) is already in the table Ti−1
. Suppose v ∈ T . For all u ∈ Li ,
there is no edge between u and v in Gρ , and as D is consistent with ρ, we have (u, v) ∈ ρ.
So in any linear extension of ρ on Li ∪ T , the maximum element is a maximal element
of T (with respect to ρ). Then we have, by testing all possible maximum elements v 0 :
opt(Li ∪ T ) =
=

min

{opt(Li ∪ T \ {v 0 }) + c(Li ∪ T \ {v 0 }, {v 0 })}

min

{opt(Li ∪ T \ {v 0 }) + c(Li , {v 0 }) + c(T \ {v 0 }, {v 0 })}

v 0 ∈maxρ (T )

v 0 ∈maxρ (T )

where maxρ (T ) = {v ∈ T | ∀u ∈ T, (v, u) ∈
/ ρ} is the set of maximal elements of T with
respect to ρ. The second and third terms are in the tables Tic and T aux , respectively.
opt
If v 0 = v, then the first term can be looked up in table Ti−1
. By walking through all
T ⊆ Bi with increasing cardinality (recall that always v ∈ T ), we can inductively compute
opt(Li ∪ T ), as this provides the first term. As inductive basis, consider T = {v}, in
which case opt(Li ∪ T ) = opt(Li ∪ {v}) = opt(Li ) + c(Li , {v}). The first term is already
opt
in the table Ti−1
. The computation of Tiopt can be done in time O(w ·2w · log(k)).
This explains how to build the table Tiopt .
J
Since L2·|V | ∪ B2·|V | = V , the dynamic programming algorithm can provide an optimal
solution and runs in time O(|V | · w ·2w · log(k)). The size of the cost function given as input
is |V |2 · log(k). Reading the cost function gives the second part of the running time. This
proves Theorem 1.
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Further Algorithmic Consequences

The relation between variants of FAST and CO range in both directions. One direction
(solving PCO with the help of FAST) was exploited in [25]. We are now explaining a reverse
reduction. The constrained FAST problem [9, 57] is defined as follows: The arc set of a
given tournament graph is split into fixed arcs Afix and free arcs Afree . The task is to remove
at most k free arcs such that the resulting graph becomes acyclic. We know that every arc in
Afree that contradicts the transitivity of Afix needs to be removed. Therefore, we assume that
Afix gives a transitive relation on the set of vertices and that it is acyclic, so that it defines a
partial order ρ on the vertex set V . By defining the following cost function, we can solve
constrained FAST with any CO algorithm: For arcs (x, y) ∈ Afree , we set c(x, y) = 0. For
arcs (x, y) such that (y, x) ∈ Afree , we set c(x, y) = 1. By the tournament condition, for each
edge {x, y} of Gρ , c(x, y) ∈ {0, 1} and c(y, x) ∈ {0, 1} are defined, with c(x, y) + c(y, x) = 1.
As FAST is a well-known NP-complete problem, this also shows NP-completeness for CO
(even with costs 0, 1 only) and similarly, we obtain NP-completeness for PCO, even with
costs from the set [2] = {1, 2}.
Completing an interval ordering is easier.

Consider the following restriction of PCO:

Problem name: Positive Completion of an Interval Ordering (PCIO)
Given: An interval order ι ⊆ V × V over a set V , a cost function c : V × V → N
satisfying ∀x, y ∈ V : ((x, y) ∈
/ ι ∧ (y, x) ∈
/ ι) =⇒ c(x, y) > 0, and an integer k ∈ N.
Output: Is there a linear order τ ⊇ ι with c(τ \ ι) ≤ k?
This variation has two more restrictions compared to CO: the cost between two incomparable elements must not be zero and the partial order is an interval order. These two
restrictions allow us to get better bounds for our dynamic programming algorithm.
√

I Theorem 8. An instance (ι, c, k) of PCIO is solvable in time O(k·2

2k

·log(k)+|V |2 ·log(k)).

The following is an outline of our algorithm, called DP-PCIO.
1. Construct Gι , if Gι has more than k edges then stop with “NO”. This can be done in
time |V |2 . This is justified, because c(x, y) > 0 for each incomparable pair {x, y}.
2. Construct
a nice path decomposition D consistent with ι. If the width of D is more than
√
2k, then stop with “NO”, as a large clique was detected.
3. Compute opt(V ) by a dynamic programming algorithm based on the path decomposition D. If the current optimum solution is bigger than k, then stop with “NO”. If the
computation is successful and opt(V ) ≤ k then answer “YES”. Otherwise answer “NO”.
We will prove several lemmas to show Theorem 8. To apply our dynamic programming
algorithm, we need consistency.
I Lemma 9. Given an interval order ι, one can construct in linear time a path decomposition
of Gι consistent with ι of minimum width.
Let D = (B1 , . . . , B2|V | ) be the nice path decomposition consistent with ι we got by applying
Lemma 3 on the path decomposition of Lemma 9. Clearly, each bag in D is a clique.
√
I Lemma 10. Assume that Gι has at most k edges. Let H = d 2ke + 1 and, for 2 ≤ h ≤ H,
let ch =
˙ |{i : |Bi | = h}|. Then we have ch ≤ k/(h − 1) − h/2 + 1.
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Finally, we show how our considerations also help to improve the running time of a simple
branching algorithm. The algorithm works as follows: it picks an edge in the cocomparability
graph and considers orienting it both ways. As long as there are profitable edges that cause
at least a cost of two in each branch, we keep on branching. Costs can also be implicitly
caused, as we modify the partial order ρ and hence transitivity must be maintained. We can
use Theorem 8 when there are no more profitable edges because of the following lemma.
I Lemma 11. After exhaustively branching at all profitable edges, Gρ is an interval graph.
This is the key to the following improvement on the branching algorithm described in [23].
Notice that in practice, branching algorithms tend to be faster at least for small parameter
values, due to the smaller constants in the basis of the (sub-)exponential functions that
upper-bound the running times.
√ k
I Theorem 12. PCO can be solved in time O∗ ( 2 ) by a branching algorithm.

4

One-Sided Crossing Minimization (OSCM)

Given a bipartite graph G with bipartition (V1 , V2 ), a two-layer drawing of G is a drawing
such that vertices of V1 and V2 are placed on two parallel lines and edges are represented as
straight lines between the vertices. A two-layer drawing can be specified by two linear orders
τ1 of V1 and τ2 of V2 . A crossing in a two-layer drawing is a pair of edges that intersect
each other in a point that is not a vertex. The number of crossings is defined by the order
of V1 and V2 on the lines. The One-Sided Crossing Minimization problem consists in
placing vertices of one part V2 of the bipartite graph, given an ordering of the other part V1 ,
that minimizes the number of crossings. This problem is a key sub-problem for drawing
hierarchical graphs [3, 4, 32, 45] or producing row-based VLSI layouts [50, 52].
Problem name: One-Sided Crossing Minimization (OSCM)
Given: A bipartite graph G = (V1 , V2 , E), a linear order τ1 on V1 and k ∈ N
Output: Is there a linear order τ2 on V2 such that, in the two-layer drawing
specified by (τ1 , τ2 ), at most k edge crossings incur?
The problem is known to be NP-complete [21] even in sparse graphs [44] and FPT in the
number of edge crossings k [17, 18, 25], including sub-exponential algorithms. The two-sided
variant of the problem (where the permutation of both sides is variable) is also FPT in the
number of crossings [37]. OSCM is a cornerstone of algorithms dealing with the so-called
Sugiyama approach to hierarchical graph drawing, see [32, 53].
Now, we show that OSCM can be reduced into PCIO, starting with a simple remark.
I Remark 13. Isolated vertices in V2 can be placed anywhere in an optimal ordering of V2 .
From here, we assume that V2 does not contain any isolated vertices. Similar to [23, 25, 38],
we can model OSCM instances as PCIO instances.
I Lemma 14. Given an instance (G, τ1 , k) of OSCM, one can construct in polynomial time
an equivalent instance (ι, c, k) of PCIO.
As PCIO has not been formally studied in the literature, let us draw an important
consequence from the previous lemma (also see the discussion in the beginning of Section
3.2).
I Corollary 15. Positive Completion of an Interval Ordering is NP-complete, even
when restricted to instances (ι, c, k) where the arc weights are within the set {1, 2, . . . , 16}.
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I Remark 16. We can use Theorem
8 to immediately deduce an algorithm for OSCM
√
matching the running time O∗ (2 2k ) of the best published algorithm for OSCM [38]. We
could also use the PCO-kernelization as a kernelization procedure for OSCM.
I Remark 17. Çakiroglu et al. [11] studied the variation where edges (if existing) have positive
weights, and the cost of an edge crossing is obtained by the product of the weights of the
crossing edges. This modification (with applications
in automatic graph drawing) can also be
√
modeled by PCIO, so that we inherit an O∗ (2 2k ) algorithm for the standard parameter k.

5

The Kemeny Rank Aggregation Problem

Preference lists are extensively used in social science surveys and voting systems to capture
information about choice. Kemeny [36] discussed the problem to combine several preference
lists into one, called its aggregation. This approach aims at minimizing the total disagreement
(formalized below) between the several input rankings and their aggregation. The idea itself
has not only applications in (the theory of) elections in the context of social sciences, say, on
a committee, but has also been suggested as a means of designing meta-search engines [19].
It has been also shown by Young and Levenglick [56] that the aggregation method proposed
by Kemeny is the only one satisfying a number of natural requirements on such aggregations.
More formally, in Kemeny Rank Aggregation we are given a set Π of rankings (also
called votes) over a set of alternatives C (also called candidates), and a positive integer k,
and are asked for a ranking π of C, such that the sum of the Kendall-Tau distances (or,
KT-distances for short) of π from all the votes, called its Kemeny score, is at most k.
The ranking π that gives the smallest Kemeny score is called a Kemeny consensus. The
KT-distance between two rankings π1 and π2 is the number of pairs of candidates that
are ordered differently in the two rankings and is denoted by KT-dist(π1 , π2 ). Hence, if
π1 , π2 : [|C|] → C, KT-dist(π1 , π2 ) = |{(c, c0 ) ∈ C × C | c <π1 c0 ∧ c0 <π2 c}| . Observe that
the Kendall-Tau distance can be seen as the “bubble sort” distance.
Problem name: Kemeny Rank Aggregation (KRA)
Given: A list of votes Π over a set of candidates C, a non-negative integer k
Output: Is there a ranking π on C such that the sum of the KT-distances of π
from all the votes is at most k.
Hence, given rankings π1 , . . . , πm of C and a non-negative integer k, the question is
Pm
if there exists a ranking π : [|C|] → C such that i=1 KT-dist(π, πi ) ≤ k . The problem
Kemeny Rank Aggregation is known to be NP-complete [2], even if only four votes are
input [19].3 Simjour [51] obtained an algorithm for the problem that runs in time O∗ (1.403k ).
There are also sub-exponential algorithms for Kemeny Rank Aggregation under this
parameterization: Karpinski and Schudy
[35] obtained an algorithm for Kemeny Rank
√
Aggregation that runs in O∗ (2O( k) ) time, while√the algorithm of Fernau et al. [24, 25],
based on a different methodology, runs in O∗ (k O( k) ) time. Both algorithms hide some
constant factor in the O-notation in the exponent that is not that clear from the expositions.
Our considerations are also valid for weighted Kemeny score, a modification suggested in [5]
that assigns positive weights to the voters. We can add some comment on conditional lower
bounds of this problem by bringing together facts from different parts of the literature.

3

The proof of this fact is not contained in the conference paper [19] but only appears in Appendix B of
http://www.wisdom.weizmann.ac.il/~naor/PAPERS/rank_www10.html.
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I Theorem 18. KRA on instances with only m = 4 votes on some candidate set C and
some integer k bounding the sum of the Kendall-Tau
 √  distances to a solution cannot be solved

neither in time O∗ 2o(|C|) nor in time O∗ 2o( k) , unless ETH fails.

5.1

Reduction from KRA to PCO

Now we will show that KRA can be encoded into PCO. Let (Π, C) be an instance of Kemeny
Rank Aggregation with m votes Π = (π1 , . . . , πm ) over n candidates C. From this instance,
we construct an equivalent instance of the PCO problem ρ ⊆ V × V , c with base set V = C.
For every pair of candidates c1 and c2 , we define the cost of (c1 , c2 ), c(c1 , c2 ), as the number
of votes that do not order c1 before c2 . More formally, c(c1 , c2 ) = |{i ∈ [m] | c2 <πi c1 }|.
I Lemma 19. Given two candidates c1 and c2 , if for every vote πi ∈ Π, we have c1 <πi c2
then for every Kemeny consensus π, c1 <π c2 .
Using different terminology, a proof of this lemma can be found in [43, Théorème 3]. Now,
we define the partial order ρ as follows: (c1 , c2 ) ∈ ρ if and only if c(c1 , c2 ) = 0. Hence,
Tm
<ρ = i=1 <πi is the unanimity order [12]. By Lemma 19, a vote π, which is a linear order
of the candidates, is a Kemeny consensus iff π is a linear extension of ρ of minimum cost
with Kemeny score4
m
X
i=1

KT-dist(π, πi ) =

m X
n X
n
X

[cj <πi ck ∧ ck <π cj ] =

i=1 j=1 k=1

n X
n
X

c(ck , cj )[ck <π cj ]

(1)

j=1 k=1

is equal to the cost of the linear extension given by π according to its definition.
These considerations prove that we can translate our algorithmic results for PCO to KRA.
I Remark 20. Our reduction works even if votes are reflexive and antisymmetric relations
instead of linear orders. In this case, the cost between c1 and c2 is defined as follows:
c(c1 , c2 ) = |{i ∈ [m] | c1 ≮πi c2 }|.

5.2

Pathwidth in Kemeny Rank Aggregation

Now we will discuss the meaning of the pathwidth measure from the PCO problem applied
to KRA. For KRA, several measures have been studied in the context of parameterized
complexity, Betzler et al. [5] introduced the notion of maximum range of candidate positions.
For an election (Π, C), the range r(c) of a candidate c is defined as r(c) =
˙ maxi,j∈[m] |πi−1 (c)−
−1
πj (c)| + 1. If Π(c) =
˙ {i ∈ [|C|] : ∃π ∈ Π : π(i) = c} denotes the set of positions candidate c
received in election (Π, C), then r(c) = max Π(c) − min Π(c) + 1. The maximum range rmax
of an election is given by rmax =
˙ maxc∈C r(c). Betzler et al. [5] proved that KRA can be
2
solved in time O(32rmax · (rmax
· |C| + rmax · |C|2 log |C| · m) + m2 · |C| log |C|) = O∗ (25rmax ).
I Lemma 21. Given an election (Π, C), let w be the consistent pathwidth associated to the
election and rmax be the maximum range of the election. We have w ≤ 2 · rmax − 2.
Proof. Let ρ be the partial order defined by the election. To prove this statement, we will
construct an interval order ι such that ι ⊆ ρ, and w(ι) ≤ 2 · rmax . To each candidate c ∈ C,
we associate the interval Ic =
˙ [min Π(c) − 1, max Π(c)). (We subtract one from the left
border to avoid empty intervals.) We let ι be the interval order associated with the interval

4

Recall the bracket notation: if p is a logical proposition, then [p] yields 1 if p is true and else, [p] yields 0.
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representation {Ic | c ∈ C}. By Lemma 19, we have that ρ is an extension of the interval
order ι. Each interval Ic has length at most rmax . Thus, there are at most 2·rmax −2 intervals
that intersect at one point in the interval representation. Hence, w(ι) ≤ 2 · rmax − 2.
J
Hence, Theorem 1 yields the following noticeable improvement to the mentioned result of [5]:
2

I Corollary 22. KRA can be solved in time O(|C| · rmax · 22rmax + m · |C| ) = O∗ (22rmax ).

6

Grouping by Swapping (GbS)

This problem asks whether a given string can be transformed by at most k interchanges of
neighboring letters into a block format where all occurrences of each letter are adjacent to
form one single block each. It is on the famous list of NP-complete problems in [28]. Further
algorithmic aspects are discussed in [15, 55]. We show that GbS can be reduced to OSCM
in a parameter-preserving way and hence inherits FPT-results shown above. We first discuss
the problem GbS itself and then continue with the reductions.
Problem name: Grouping by Swapping (GbS)
Given: A finite alphabet Σ, a string w ∈ Σ∗ , and k ∈ N.
Output: Is there a sequence of at most k adjacent swaps such that w is transformed
into a string w0 where all occurrences of each symbol are in single blocks?
Let us formalize this problem a bit more. If w, w0 ∈ Σ∗ both have length n, we call w0
a permutation of w if there exists a bijection π : [n] → [n] such that, for any i ∈ [n],
w0 [i] = w[π(i)]. Slightly abusing notation, we will also write w0 = π(w). Special bijections
are adjacent swaps σi : [n] → [n] (with i ∈ [n−1]) that act as the identity with two exceptions:
σi (i) = i + 1 and σi (i + 1) = i. Every bijection π : [n] → [n] can be written as a composition
of swaps (property (*)). Hence, given a permutation w0 of w, we can ask to compute the
swap distance, written sd(w, w0 ), which is the smallest number k of swaps σi1 , σi2 , . . . , σik
such that w0 = (σi1 ◦ σi2 ◦ · · · ◦ σik )(w) . Observe that sd can be viewed, for each mapping
g : Σ → N, as a metric on the space of all words w ∈ Σ∗ with g(a) occurrences of a for each
letter a ∈ Σ. In particular, sd(w, w0 ) = sd(w0 , w) for all permutations w0 of w. Notice that
the swap distance can be computed in quadratic time by dynamic programming, as shown
in [42] (property (+)).
This picture changes if we add one more degree of freedom. Let us call w0 ∈ Σ∗ to be
∗
∗
∗
in block format if there is a bijection f : [|Σ|] → Σ such that w0 ∈ f (1) f (2) · · · f (|Σ|) .
Alternatively, we can view f as defining a linear order <f on Σ, and then the block format
of w corresponding to f is the <f -lexicographic smallest permutation of w. GbS now asks,
given w ∈ Σ∗ and k ≥ 0, if there is some permutation w0 of w that is in block format
and has swap distance at most k from w. As claimed in [28], this variant is NP-complete.
Unfortunately, the proof referenced by [28] is hidden in a private communication. We remedy
this below by proving that GbS is NP-complete even for strings w where each letter occurs
exactly four times. Let us start with two rather straightforward observations.
I Lemma 23. Any string w can be grouped into blocks using at most |w|2 many swaps.
In fact, any permutation of w can be obtained by using at most |w|2 many swaps, as
can be seen by bubble-sort. This reasoning also shows (*), a well as (+), with a little bit of
thinking. This can be used to obtain our first (easy) FPT-result, to be improved on later.
I Lemma 24. GbS on strings w ∈ Σn parameterized by |Σ| can be solved in time O∗ (|Σ|!).
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We are now going to show that computing the swap distance can be done by considering the
distance for pairs of letters, summing up the corresponding results. Notice that the formula
in Lemma 25 resembles earlier derived summation formulae, as the defining equation for
PCO. To make this more precise, let Σ0 ⊆ Σ and consider the projection pΣ,Σ0 : Σ → Σ0 that
∗
maps a 7→ a for a ∈ Σ0 and a 7→ ε, the empty word, if a ∈
/ Σ0 , as a morphism Σ∗ → (Σ0 ) .
I Lemma 25. Let w, w0 ∈ Σ∗ such that w0 is a permutation of w. Let w0 be in block format
P
0
following the linear order τ on Σ. sd(w, w0 ) =
a,b∈Σ,a<τ b sd(pΣ,{a,b} (w), pΣ,{a,b} (w )).
Moreover, pΣ,{a,b} (w0 ) = a|w|a b|w|b if a <τ b.

6.1

Discussing NP-completeness

In this subsection, we will prove NP-completeness of GbS even for quite restricted instances
by making use of a somewhat similar result for OSCM, based on [44].
I Theorem 26. GbS is NP-complete, even if each letter has exactly 4 occurrences.
Proof. Membership in NP is clear. In order to show NP-hardness, we give a reduction
from OSCM which is also NP-complete if each node in V2 has degree four and each vertex
in V1 has degree one, i.e., if the graph is a forest of 4-stars [44], with all star’s centers
in V2 . Let G = (V1 , V2 , E) be an instance of OSCM with order τ1 on V1 and integer k
such that all vertices in V1 are of degree one and all vertices in V2 are of degree four. We
set Σ = V2 = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vn }. Clearly, |V1 | = 4n. We construct w ∈ Σ4n (starting from
the empty word) by going through the vertices in V1 , following the order τ1 . If the current
vertex is adjacent to vi , we concatenate vi to w. As the vertices in V1 are of degree one,
this assignment is unambiguous. Following [21], for vertices vi , vj ∈ V2 , let cvi vj be the
number of crossings between edges incident to vi and edges incident to vj when vi is placed
left of vj . Lemma 3 in [21] states, referring to [20], that for a linear order τ2 on V2 , the
number of crossings cross(G, τ1 , τ2 ) of the edges between V1 in order τ1 and V2 in order τ2
P
is cross(G, τ1 , τ2 ) = vi ,vj ∈V2 ,vi <τ vj cvi vj . Clearly, for vi , vj ∈ V2 the number of crossings
2
cvi vj is equal to sd(pΣ,{vi ,vj } (w), pΣ,{vi ,vj } (wτ2 )), where wτ2 is the τ2 -lexicographic smallest
permutation of w. Combining this observation with Lemma 25, we obtain that for every
linear order τ2 , sd(w, wτ2 ) = cross(G, τ1 , τ2 ).
J
In the following subsection, we will show that, in a sense, the reduction presented in our
NP-hardness result for GbS can be reversed. This also shows the following:
I Remark 27. GbS is polynomial-time solvable when each letter occurs at most twice.
This also leaves the following case as an open question: Can GbS instances be solved
in polynomial time if each letter occurs at most thrice? Notice that it is also open whether
subcubic OSCM graph instances can be solved in polynomial time. Furthermore, within
KRA, it is open if instances with three voters can be solved in polynomial time. Also, Cor. 15
leaves some room for improvement.

6.2

Reduction from GbS to OSCM

With the same idea as in the proof of Theorem 26, we can also reduce GbS to OSCM by
representing the string w as the ordered vertex set V1 and Σ as the vertex set V2 . More
precisely, let n be the length of w and interpret w as a mapping from [n] into Σ. Moreover,
set V1 = [n] with the usual linear ordering <τ1 =
˙ < on [n]. Let V2 = Σ and connect a ∈ V2
to i ∈ [n] iff w(i) = a. This defines the bipartite graph G = (V1 , V2 , E) with linear ordering
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τ1 on V1 . Now, the GbS instance (w, k) is a YES-instance if and only if the constructed
OSCM instance (G, τ1 , k) is a YES-instance. As OSCM is solvable in polynomial time if the
vertices in V2 have degree at most two, this implies that GbS is solvable in polynomial time
if each letter has at most two appearances, see Remark 27 and the following comments.
Together with the reduction proving Theorem 26, we see that GbS can be viewed as
exactly the special case of OSCM where all vertices of V1 are of degree one, so that the
instance becomes a forest of stars with centers in V2 . We make the algorithmic consequences
of this connection explicit, each time giving references to the literature on OSCM.
I Corollary 28. GbS, parameterized by k, can be solved√(in polynomial space) in time
O∗ (1.4656k ) by [17] or (in exponential space) in time O∗ (2 2k ) by [38] or Remark 16.
Fernau et al. [25] and Kobayashi and Tamaki [38] also obtained OSCM lower bound
results, based on [44], assuming ETH. By the proof of Theorem 26, we can strengthen them:
I Corollary 29. GbS on strings of length n over alphabet Σ, parameterized by the number k
∗ o(n)
of swaps,
) nor in time O∗ (2o(|Σ|) ) nor in time
√ cannot be solved neither in time O (2
O∗ (2o( k) ), unless ETH fails, even if each letter has exactly 4 occurrences.

6.3

Pathwidth in Grouping by Swapping

The concept of scope coincidence degree (SCD for short) was introduced in [49] for patterns,
which are strings over two disjoint alphabets, where only the alphabet of variables was used to
measure the SCD of patterns. We adapt it in the following to strings over a single alphabet.
Given a string w ∈ Σ∗ , and a letter a ∈ Σ, then the scope of a, denoted Scope(a) is the set of
positions in {1, . . . , |w|} between the minimum position and the maximum position in which a
occurs. For each position i, we let the incidence set of i to be Inc(i) = {a ∈ Σ : i ∈ Scope(a)}.
Now the scope coincidence degree is the number of overlapping scopes for all letters. In other
words, we have that SCD(w) = maxi |Inc(i)|.
Our reduction from GbS to OSCM first turns w ∈ Σ∗ into a bipartite graph G =
(V1 , V2 , E) with V1 = [|w|] and V2 = Σ. Lemmas 14 then produce an equivalent PCIOinstance with an associated partial order ρw on V2 that is an interval order. For two
letters a, b ∈ Σ, (a, b) ∈ ρw means that the last occurrence of a in w comes before the first
occurrence of b in w. Obviously, SCD(w) is the maximum size of an anti-chain in ρw . Hence,
the previously mentioned results of Habib and Möhring imply, together with Lemma 5:
I Lemma 30. SCD(w) = pw(Gρw ) + 1 = cpw(Gρw , ρw ) + 1.
Theorem 1 has therefore the following consequences for the string parameter SCD. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first algorithmic exploit of this string parameter.
I Corollary 31. GbS can be solved in O∗ (SCD(w)2SCD(w) ).
As the scope coincidence degree of a word w ∈ Σ∗ is upper-bounded by |Σ|, we also
obtain the following result for the parameter |Σ| that improves on Lemma 24.
I Corollary 32. GbS can be solved in O∗ (|Σ|2|Σ| ).
There is another graph-theoretic interpretation of the scope coincidence degree presented
by Reidenbach and Schmid [49] for patterns. It relates to our setting as follows. To a string
w ∈ Σn , we associate its Gaifman graph Γw with vertex set [n] and edges (i, i + 1) for
i ∈ [n − 1], as well as the edge sets Ea = {(min Scope(a), j) | j ∈ Scope(a)} (disregarding
loops) for each a ∈ Σ. According to [49, Lemma 15], pw(Γw ) ≤ SCD(w) + 1. It might be
interesting to further link the pathwidths of Γw and of Gρw . Do they differ by exactly two?
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Inspired by the considerations on the range of a candidate in KRA, the maximum scope
smax =
˙ maxa∈Σ |Scope(a)| could be another parameterization for GbS. Similar to Lemma 21,
one can show that GbS, parameterized by smax , is in FPT. It would also be meaningful to
interpret this parameter in the context of OSCM for graph visualization reasons.

7

Conclusion

Finally, we explain some further connections and future lines of research. Recall that we did
list several concrete open problems throughout the paper that we are not going to repeat
here, but they are clearly also natural continuations of the present study.
Different types of partial orderings. It would be interesting to have a closer look to different
types of partial orderings in the context of PCO. For instance, the papers of Brandenburg
and Gleißer [8] or Hudry [34] list quite a lot of different types of partial orders (in the
context of rank aggregation problems). We can also view this research as a starting point
to systematically look at decision problems related to partial orders from the viewpoint of
parameterized complexity. Then, [7] might be a good starting point.
Related problems, popular with Operations Research. In the Operations Research Community, there has also been lots of studies of the linear ordering polytope. Regarding the
problems studied in this paper, [10] might be a good starting point. Likewise, the so-called
Optimal Linear Extension Problem has been considered in the literature [41]. However,
only the costs of the immediate neighborhood in the target linear order are considered,
similar to the famous Travelling Salesperson Problem,5 while we sum up all costs
associated to pairs (x, y) with x < y in the final linear order <.
Putting additional constraints: a theme arising in Graph Drawing and in Order Theory.
Forster [27] argues that the Constrained OSCM problem, where a partial order on V2
is given in addition, that should be extended to a linear ordering (as before), has quite
some applications. This can be clearly modeled as an instance of CO, but some further
research is needed to conclude the same type of results as we did for OSCM with the interval
order approach. This might relate to earlier (systematic) research on the realizability of
constraints on interval orders, see [47, 48]. In particular the distance constraints might be
indeed interesting for graph drawing purposes, as the neighbor vertices should not stretch
out too much.
Remarks on approximation. For the minimization problem related to PCO, a PTAS is
known according to [25]. Our reasoning immediately implies the existence of PTAS for
OSCM, KRA and GbS. In view of the tedious factor-1.4664 approximation for OSCM
presented in [46], this shows again the strength of looking at these specific problems from a
wider perspective.
Comments on approximation and heuristics. We suggest that the tight connections that
we found between GbS and OSCM should also be interesting in the development and analysis
of (heuristic) algorithms for both problems. In this context, it is interesting to observe that

5

The difference between cycles (tours) and paths do not matter for the involved algorithms that much.
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Wong and Reingold [55] proposed a median heuristic for computing a solution to a given
GbS instance. They proved that on random instances, this heuristic is at most 10% off
from the optimum (in expectation). Moreover, the larger random instances are picked, the
smaller is the relative error of the median heuristic (in expectation). Incidentally, the same
(median) heuristic was suggested by Eades and Wormalds [21] some years later for OSCM.
They proved that this heuristic is a factor-3 approximation, but did not go into a randomized
analysis. Our translation of GbS into OSCM actually proves the following which is the last
result of this paper.
I Corollary 33. The median heuristic gives a factor-3 approximation for GbS.
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Abstract
In this paper we consider two classic cut-problems, Global Min-Cut and Min k-Cut, via the
lens of fault tolerant network design. In particular, given a graph G on n vertices, and a positive
integer f , our objective is to compute an upper bound on the size of the sparsest subgraph H of
G that preserves edge connectivity of G (denoted by λ(G)) in the case of Global Min-Cut, and
λ(G, k) (denotes the minimum number of edges whose removal would partition the graph into at
least k connected components) in the case of Min k-Cut, upon failure of any f edges of G. The
subgraph H corresponding to Global Min-Cut and Min k-Cut is called f -FTCS and f -FT-k-CS,
respectively. We obtain the following results about the sizes of f -FTCS and f -FT-k-CS.
There exists an f -FTCS with (n − 1)(f + λ(G)) edges. We complement this upper bound with
a matching lower bound, by constructing an infinite family of graphs where any f -FTCS must
−1)
have at least (n−λ(G)−1)(λ(G)+f
+ (n − λ(G) − 1) + λ(G)(λ(G)+1)
edges.
2
2
There exists an f -FT-k-CS with min{(2f + λ(G, k) − (k − 1))(n − 1), (f + λ(G, k))(n − k) + `}
edges. We complement this upper bound with a lower bound, by constructing an infinite family
−k+1)
of graphs where any f -FT-k-CS must have at least (n−λ(G,k)−1)(λ(G,k)+f
) + n − λ(G, k) +
2
(λ(G,k)−k+3)(λ(G,k)−k+2)
k−3+
edges.
2
Our upper bounds exploit the structural properties of k-connectivity certificates. On the other
hand, for our lower bounds we construct an infinite family of graphs, such that for any graph in
the family any f -FTCS (or f -FT-k-CS) must contain all its edges. We also add that our upper
bounds are constructive. That is, there exist polynomial time algorithms that construct H with the
aforementioned number of edges.
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Introduction

There is a common proverb in English – m it is better to be safe than sorry! Probably, it
has never been more true than the Covid-19-times we are living in. Closed in our homes,
computers are probably our only way of communicating with the world. Our machines are
part of a larger network – it is is just a node in the network. Thus, to get past this moment
in time we need our networks to be more reliable, than ever before. Unfortunately, most of
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the real life networks are prone to failures. A failure of a link (or a small number of links)
in the network may lead to a breakdown in communication. This motivates us to build
networks that are resilient to failures, leading to the field of fault tolerant network design.
Networks are best modelled as graphs. For example, we could imagine we have a
communication network, where the nodes (or vertices) are computers, routers, or cell-towers
and there is an edge between them if they can communicate. One could also imagine a
transportation network, where the edges correspond to segment of a road and the junctions
between the roads are vertices. Once we have abstracted these networks as graphs, there
are a number of properties we could try to ask about graphs that are meaningful for the
particular network they represent. As stated earlier, real life networks are prone to failures.
That is, edges (or vertices) may change their status from active to failed, and vice versa.
These failures may occur anytime; however it is expected that they are small in numbers.
Further, we can assume that failures are not permanent as they are repaired simultaneously.
The fact that we only have a small number of failures is captured by associating an integer–a
fault parameter f with the network. That is, we assume that at any point of time we only
have at most f -edges (or vertices) that are failed. Indeed, f is much smaller than the number
of vertices in the graph. This motivates the research on designing fault tolerant structures
for various graph problems in terms of fault parameter f and the input size n.
We now formally define the model of fault tolerant network design, with respect to a
property Π, we would be interested in. A property of graphs is a function σ that assigns to
each graph a value in {true, false}. Given a graph G, a fault parameter f , we want to find a
subgraph H of G, such that for any set F ⊆ E(G)(V (G)) of size f , we have the following:
σ(G − F ) is true if and only if σ(H − F ) is true. In general, the solution of a fault tolerant
network design is measured by the size of the subgraph H. That is, our objective is to find
H with as few edges as possible. Fault tolerant subgraphs have been developed for various
problems like reachability [3, 4, 8], shortest path [6, 20, 37–39] and spanners [5, 7, 9, 12, 36].
A fault tolerant subgraph for single source reachability in directed graphs was shown by
Baswana et al. [4] to contain Θ(2f n) edges. Given a graph G, a source s, and an integer f , a
subgraph H is an (α, β)-single source fault tolerant subgraph, if for every vertex v ∈ V (G),
for every F ⊆ E(G) of size at most f , dist(s, v, H − F ) ≤ α·dist(s, v, G − F ) + β. Parter
and Peleg [39] gave an (3(f + 1), (f + 1) log n)-single source fault tolerant subgraph with
with O(f n) edges. For spanners with a stretch k, Dinitz et al. [12] gave an f -fault tolerant
2
k-spanner with Õ(f 2p
n1+ k+1 ) edges. Recently, Chakraborty and Choudhary [8] showed an
√
O(n + min |P | n, n |P |) bound on a subgraph, that is an 1-fault tolerant reachability
preserver for a given vertex-pair set P ⊆ V (G) × V (G).
Our main objective of this article is to extend this study to two classic cut-problems,
Global Min-Cut and Min k-Cut. Arguably, Global Min-Cut and Min k-Cut are
one of the two most well-studied problems in the field of graph algorithms. In the Min
k-Cut problem, input is an undirected graph G and an integer k, and the task is to partition
the vertex set into k non-empty sets, say P̃ , such that the total number of the edges with
endpoints in different parts is minimized. We call such a partition as min k-cut, or simply a
k-cut. For k = 2, rather that saying 2-cut, we say min-cut. Indeed, for k = 2, this is the
classic Global Min-Cut problem, which can be solved in polynomial time. In fact, for every
fixed k, the problem is known to be polynomial time solvable [18]. However, when k is part
of the input, the problem is NP-complete [18]. Both these problems have been extensively
studied in the last 30 years, and the running time of algorithms for these two problems have
been improved over the years [10, 15, 19, 22, 24–28, 30, 32, 35, 40, 41]. In particular, after a
series of improvement, the fastest known algorithm for Global Min-Cut in unweighted
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graphs is given by Ghaffari et al. [17] that runs in time O(m log n). On the other hand, for
edge-weighted graphs the fastest known algorithm for Global Min-Cut is independently
given by Gawrychowski et al [16] and Mukhopadhyay and Nanongkai [34] and (almost) runs
in time O(m log2 n). Both of these algorithms are randomized. The best known deterministic
algorithm for the problem on unweighted graph is given by Henzinger et al. [23] and runs in
time O(m log2 n(log log n)2 ).
The history of Min k-Cut problem is also extremely rich. The direction of polynomial
time approximation algorithms is essentially settled, with factor 2(1 − k1 ) approximation
algorithms and matching lower bounds. Recently, Gupta et al. [19] showed that for every
fixed k ≥ 2, the Karger-Stein algorithm [29] outputs any fixed k-cut with probability at
b −k ), where O(·)
b hides a 2O(ln ln n)2 factor. This immediately gives an extremal
least O(n
b k ), on the number of minimum k-cuts in an n-vertex graph and an algorithm
bound of O(n
for Min k-Cut in similar running time. Both the extremal bound and the running time
of the algorithm are essentially tight (under reasonable assumptions). Indeed the extremal
b
bound matches known lower bounds up to O(1)
factors, while any further improvement to
the exact algorithm would imply an improved algorithm for Max-Weight k-Clique [1, 2],
which has been conjectured not to exist. One can also obtain f (k)no(k) lower bound on
the running time [11, 13] under the Exponential Time Hypothesis (ETH). In the world of
FPT-approximation, Min k-Cut is known to admit (1 + ) approximation algorithm running
in time ( k )O(k) nO(1) [31].

1.1

Our Results and Methods

In this paper we initiate a new research direction to the studies of Global Min-Cut and
Min k-Cut. In particular we do the following.
We focus on Global Min-Cut and Min k-Cut, via the lens of fault tolerant network
design, and construct asymptotically optimal fault tolerant subgraphs for these two
problems.
Given a graph G, let λ(G) and λ(G, k) denote the size of min-cut and k-cut of G,
respectively. We formally define the objects we consider in the paper.
I Definition 1.1 (f -FTCS (f -FT-k-CS)). An f -FTCS (f -FT-k-CS) is a subgraph H of G
such that for any set of edges F ⊆ E(G) of cardinality at most f , λ(G − F ) = λ(H − F )
(λ(G − F, k) = λ(H − F, k)). For a graph G, we use Ψ(G, k) to denote the minimum number
of edges in a f -FT-k-CS of G. That is,
Ψ(G, k) =

min
|E(H)|
H is an f -FT-k-CS of G

When k = 2, this denotes the minimum number of edges in a f -FTCS of G. In this case we
simply use Ψ(G), rather than Ψ(G, 2).
Let F be a family of graphs, then for all n ∈ N, we define the following:
Ftcs(F, n, f ) =
Ft-k-cs(F, n, f ) =

max

Ψ(G)

G∈F ,|V (G)|=n

max

Ψ(G, k)

G∈F ,|V (G)|=n

When F is the family of all graphs, then we simply use Ftcs(n, f ) and Ft-k-cs(n, f ).
Our goal is to give asymptotic upper bounds on Ftcs(n, f ) and Ft-k-cs(n, f ). Since any
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graph has at most n2 edges, we have that Ftcs(n, f ) (or Ft-k-cs(n, f )) is at most O(n2 ).
Let G be a clique on n vertices. First, note that λ(G) = n − 1. Next observe that any
f -FTCS, H of G, even for f = 1, must contain all the edges of the clique. Indeed, if an edge
(u, v) ∈ E(G) is not present in H, then the adversary may delete an edge adjacent to u or v
in the clique, that is not (u, v). In this case, λ(G − F ) = n − 2, whereas λ(H − F ) ≤ n − 3.
This simple construction shows that Ftcs(n, 1) is at least Ω(n2 ). This bound tells us that
for these problems we can not improve upon the trivial upper bounds.
Our example with family of cliques seems to suggest that we have reached the end of the
road. However, on the second look we observe that for a clique even λ(G) = Ω(n). Thus, we
can also express our lower bound as λ(G) · n. This motivates us to look for a fine-grained
definition of Ftcs(n, f ) and Ft-k-cs(n, f ), that not only takes into account n and f , but
also some parameter that captures the edge-connectivity (or the value of k-cut) of the input
graph. In particular, we can come up with the following new definitions. Let F be a family
of graphs, then for all n, ` ∈ N, we define the following:
Ftcs(F, n, `, f ) =
Ft-k-cs(F, n, `, f ) =

max

Ψ(G)

G∈F ,|V (G)|=n,λ(G)=`

max

Ψ(G, k)

G∈F ,|V (G)|=n,λ(G,k)=`

With respect to our new definition, when F is a family of cliques, we have that
Ftcs(F, n, `, 1) is at most O(`n). Thus, a natural question arises: Can we derive similar upper bound even when F denotes the family of all graphs? Indeed, we provide a
matching upper and lower bound on these quantities in this paper. As before, when F is
the family of all graphs. Then, we simply use Ftcs(n, `, f ) and Ft-k-cs(n, `, f ). Our first
result is the following.
I Theorem 1.2. Let n, ` and f be three positive integers. Then, Ftcs(n, `, f ) is upper
bounded by (f + `)(n − 1).
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is inspired from the concept of k-connectivity certificates used in
the literature [14, 35]. For a k-edge connected graph G = (V, E), a subset of edges E 0 ⊆ E
is called a k-connectivity certificate of the graph G, if the subgraph G0 = (V, E 0 ) is k-edge
connected. For a k-edge connected graph on n vertices, there always exists a k−connectivity
certificate with at most k(n − 1) edges [14]. For our proof, we modify a known construction
of a k-connectivity certificate to also handle edge failures.
Our second result complements the above upper bound, by showing that this bound is
tight upto constant factors. Specifically, we show the following.
I Theorem 1.3. There exists an infinite family of triplets (n, `, f ) such that
Ftcs(n, `, f ) ≥

(n − ` − 1)(` + f − 1)
`(` + 1)
+ (n − ` − 1) +
.
2
2

To prove Theorem 1.3, we construct an infinite family of graphs (G), such that for any G ∈ G
we have that any f -FTCS of G must contain all its edges. In particular, for any positive
integers n, `, f , such that n−`−1
is an integer, we construct a graph G on n vertices and
`+f
(n − ` − 1) (`+f2−1) + (n − ` − 1) + `(`+1)
edges with λ(G) = ` (note that ` ≤ n − 1) such that
2
any f -FTCS of G must contain all the edges of G. The construction of the family G, and
the analysis that for any graph G ∈ G, any f -FTCS of G must contain all its edges are quite
technical.
Next we generalize our results on Global Min-Cut to Min k-Cut and give the following
two results about Ft-k-cs(n, `, f ).
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I Theorem 1.4. Let n, ` and f be three positive integers. Then, Ft-k-cs(n, `, f ) is upper
bounded by min{(2f + ` − (k − 1))(n − 1), (f + `)(n − k) + `}.
Proof of Theorem 1.4 is quite involved and requires understanding the intricate relationship
between edge-connectivity certificates and the Min k-Cut problem. This is one of the main
technical results. In our final result, we complement Theorem 1.4 with a tight lower bound.
I Theorem 1.5. There exists an infinite family of triplets (n, `, f ) such that
Ft-k-cs(n, `, f ) ≥

(n − ` − 1)(` + f − k + 1)
(` − k + 3)(` − k + 2)
)+n−`+k−3+
.
2
2

While the construction is somewhat similar in spirit to the construction of the lower bound
for the construction of the family of graphs for Global Min-Cut, the proof of correctness
is even more involved.
Tightness of our Upper and Lower Bounds. Notwithstanding the fact that the leading
terms in our upper and lower bounds appear close, there are some negative quantities in
the leading terms, and in some ranges, the other terms in the bounds dominate. Still, our
bounds for Global Min-Cut are asymptotically optimal. For example in the lower bound
for Global Min-Cut (Theorem 1.3), when n − ` becomes o(n), ` is Ω(n) and in this case the
`(`+1)
bound dominates and we get a lower bound of Ω(n2 ) which is asymptotially optimal
2
given our upper bound and the range of `. When ` is o(n), our lower bound is Ω((f + `)n)
which matches asymptotically with the upper bound.
For Min k-Cut however, there are some gaps. For example, if ` = n − 1 and k = n − log n,
the upper bound is O((f + n) log n) but the lower bound is Ω(n). Such a gap exists in some
ranges of f and k when n − ` and ` − k are both o(n). However, when n − ` or ` − k is Θ(n),
our upper and lower bounds are a constant factor away from each other.
Algorithmic Considerations. The proof of Theorem 1.2 is constructive. That is, given a
graph G and an integer f , in polynomial time we can construct an f -FTCS of G with at
most (f + λ(G))(n − 1) edges. For this algorithm we just need the value of λ(G)), which
can be computed in O(m log2 n(log log n)2 ) time [23]. However, the proof of Theorem 1.4
is “almost” constructive. That is, the proof can be made constructive, if for a graph G we
can compute the value of λ(G, k) in polynomial time. Indeed, for a constant value of k, we
could use the polynomial time algorithm running in time nO(k) [10, 19, 41]. However, the
running time of this algorithm grows with k, and hence becomes prohibitive quite soon.
Thus, as an alternative we could use an upper bound on λ(G, k), provided by the known
polynomial time factor 2 approximation algorithm [21, 42]. This leads to an upper bound of
min{(2f + 2λ(G, k) − (k − 1))(n − 1), (f + 2λ(G, k))(n − k) + 2λ(G, k)} on the constructed
f -FT-k-CS, which is slightly worse than the upper bound provided by Theorem 1.4.

2

Preliminaries

Given an integer q, we use [q] to denote {1, . . . , q}. Further, for two integers, q1 ≤ q2 , we
use [q1 , q2 ] to denote {q1 , . . . , q2 }. For a graph G = (V, E), we also use V (G) and E(G) to
denote the set of vertices and the set of edges of graph G, respectively. A path P in G is a
sequence of distinct vertices (P = v1 v2 · · · vq ), such that two consecutive vertices have an
edge between them. Let A1 , . . . , A` be a partition of the vertex set V (G) of a graph G. That
is, ∪`i=1 Ai = V (G) and for all i 6= j, Ai ∩ Aj = ∅. We use E(A1 , . . . , A` , G) to denote the set
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of edges such that each edge in the set has one endpoint in Ai and the other endpoint in Aj ,
where i =
6 j. For a graph G, and a pair of vertices u, v ∈ V (G), we use λG (u, v) to denote
the minimum number of edges whose removal separates u and v (that is, u and v belong
to different connected components). If the graph G is clear from the context, we omit the
subscript G from λG (u, v), and simply write λ(u, v). Next, we state the classical Menger’s
Theorem and a simple lemma which are crucially used in our proofs,
I Lemma 2.1 (Menger’s Theorem, [33]). Let G be an undirected graph and let u and v be
two vertices of G. Then the maximum number of pairwise edge-disjoint u-v paths in G is
equal to λ(u, v).
I Lemma 2.2. Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph and let H be a subgraph of G. Let
k > 1 be an integer. Then, λ(H) ≤ λ(G) and λ(H, k) ≤ λ(G, k).

3

Global Min-Cut

In this section we develop upper and lower bounds on Ftcs(n, `, f ). In particular we prove
Theorems 1.2 and 1.3.

3.1

Upper Bound

Let n, ` and f be three positive integers. We need to show that Ftcs(n, `, f ) is upper
bounded by (f + `)(n − 1). Towards this we show that given an undirected graph G, and
an integer f , we can construct an f -FTCS, H, of G on at most (f + λ(G))(n − 1) edges.
Indeed, when λ(G) = `, the upper bound follows. Further, we assume G is connected. If G
is disconnected then λ(G) = 0, and it remains so after any edge failure. Thus, in this case
we can take H to be an empty graph. Our construction is presented next.
Construction of an f -FTCS of a graph G.
1. Initialize f + ` empty (no edges) forests T1 , T2 , . . . , Tf +` on the same vertex set
V (G).
2. for each edge (u, v) ∈ E(G), do the following.
Find the smallest integer i ∈ [f + `], such that u and v are in different connected
components of Ti . If no such i exists, then assign i to ∞.
If i is not ∞ then add (u, v) to Ti .
+`
3. Output H = ∪fa=1
Ta .
We will show that H is an f -FTCS with at most (f + `)(n − 1) edges. The bound on the
number of edges on H is clear, as H is the union of at most (f + `) forests.
I Lemma 3.1. The subgraph H has at most (f + `)(n − 1) edges.
Next, we show that H is an f -FTCS. We start with the following observation.
I Lemma 3.2. (?) 1 Let (u, v) ∈ E(G) \ E(H). Then there are at least ` + f edge-disjoint
paths between u and v in G and H.

1

Results marked with ? are deferred to the full version.
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a3

X2
a`+1

a2

a1

X1

C1

C2
C n−`−1
`+f

Figure 1 Vertex a1 has degree n − ` − 1 within X1 . Vertices a1 , a2 , ..., a`+1 in X2 form an induced
cliques each of size ` + f within X1 .
` + 1-clique. C1 , C2 , ..., C n−`−1 represent n−`−1
`+f
`+f

To prove that H is an f -FTCS of G, we need to show that for any set of edges F ⊆ E(G)
of cardinality at most f , λ(H − F ) = λ(G − F ). As H is a subgraph of G, we know from
Lemma 2.2 that λ(H − F ) ≤ λ(G − F ). Now we show that λ(H − F ) ≥ λ(G − F ).
I Lemma 3.3. Let G be an undirected graph with λ(G) = `, f be a positive integer, and H be
the subgraph constructed above. Then for any set F of at most f edges, λ(H − F ) ≥ λ(G − F ).
Proof. Let A, B be a partition of V (G) such that |E(A, B, H − F )| = λ(H − F ). If
E(A, B, H − F ) = E(A, B, G − F ), then we have that a min-cut in H − F is also a min-cut
in G − F of the same size, thereby proving that λ(H − F ) ≥ λ(G − F ). Suppose not. As H
is a subgraph of G, E(A, B, H − F ) ⊆ E(A, B, G − F ). Suppose (u, v) ∈ E(A, B, G − F ) \
E(A, B, H − F ). Then (u, v) ∈ E(G) \ E(H). Then from Lemma 3.2, there are ` + f edgedisjoint paths between u and v in H, and hence there will be at least ` edge-disjoint paths
between u and v in H −F . Hence, λ(H −F ) = |E(A, B, H −F )| ≥ ` = λ(G) ≥ λ(G−F ). J

Proof of Theorem 1.2 follows from Lemmas 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3.

3.2

Lower Bound

In this section we show that the upper bound shown on Ftcs(n, `, f ) in Section 3.1 is indeed
asymptotically tight. To prove Theorem 1.3, we construct an infinite family of graphs G, such
that for any G ∈ G we have that any f -FTCS of G must contain all its edges. In particular,
for any positive integers n, `, f , such that n−`−1
is an integer, we construct a graph G on n
`+f
vertices and (n − ` − 1) (`+f2−1) + (n − ` − 1) +
f -FTCS of G must contain all the edges of G.

`(`+1)
2

edges with λ(G) = `, such that any

Let n, `, f be three integers such that n−`−1
= q is an integer. We first describe the
`+f
construction of a graph G on n vertices. To easily understand our construction, we would
suggest to simultaneously refer to the illustration given in Figure 1.
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Construction of a graph G. Here, q = n−`−1
.
`+f
The vertex set V (G) is a union of X1 and X2 , such that |X1 ∩ X2 | = 1.
X1 has q pairwise vertex disjoint cliques C1 , . . . , Cq . Each clique Ci is on (` + f )
vertices. X1 also contains a vertex a1 as described below.(The edges of the cliques,
C1 , . . . , Cq , are denoted by the solid blue edges in Figure 1.)
The set X2 consists of a1 , . . . , a`+1 vertices that form a clique. These vertices do
not belong to the cliques, C1 , . . . , Cq . (The edges of the clique on a1 , . . . , a`+1 are
represented by blue solid edges in Figure 1.)
Let a1 ∈ X2 be a fixed vertex. Each vertex in a clique Ci , i ∈ [q], is adjacent to
the vertex a1 . There are no edges between a pair of vertices belonging to two
distinct cliques, Ci and Cj . The vertex a1 is the only common vertex between two
sets X1 and X2 . (Edges between a1 and the vertices in the cliques, C1 , . . . , Cq ,
are represented by the red dotted edges in Figure 1.)
In the upcoming lemmas we show certain properties of our construction. Here, Lemma 3.5
is used to prove Lemma 3.6.
I Lemma 3.4. (?) The number of edges in G is (n − ` − 1) (`+f2+1) +

`(`+1)
.
2

I Lemma 3.5. (?) For any two vertices u1 , u2 ∈ X1 , λ(u1 , u2 ) ≥ ` + f .
I Lemma 3.6. (?) Let G be a graph and f ≥ 1 be a positive integer. Then λ(G) = `. Further,
for any F ⊆ E(G[X1 ]) of size at most f , we have that λ(G − F ) = `.
We now prove the final property of an f -FTCS.
I Lemma 3.7. Any f -FTCS of G must contain all the edges of G.
Proof. Let H be an f -FTCS of G. We will show that H must contain all the edges of G.
Towards this, we partition the edges of G into three parts, and show that all these edges are
required in H. In particular, we show that if H does not include an edge of G, then there
is a strategy for the adversary to choose a subset F of edges (of size at most f ) to delete
from G such that λ(G − F ) and λ(H − F ) are not the same. Let ui , i ∈ [` + f ], be the set of
vertices of a fixed clique Cj .
(i) Let us first show that the edges in the cliques Ci , i ∈ [q], have to be present in H (the
solid blue edges in X1 in Figure 1). Each ui has ` + f − 1 edges to vertices in Cj apart
from an edge to a1 . Suppose an edge (uy , uz ), y, z ∈ [` + f ], y 6= z is not present in
H. Let F consist of any f edges adjacent to uz in Cj other than (uy , uz ). We know
that f edges exist as ` ≥ 1 (by construction G is connected). Now by Lemma 3.6 we
know that λ(G − F ) = `. But the degree of uz in H − F becomes ` − 1 as (uy , uz ) ∈
/ H.
Thus, λ(H − F ) ≤ ` − 1. This contradicts H being an f -FTCS of G. Therefore, all
edges of the cliques Ci must be present in H.
(ii) Next, we show that edges E({a1 }, Ci , G), i ∈ [q], must be present in H (the red dotted
edges in X1 in Figure 1). Suppose (uz , a1 ), z ∈ [` + f ] is not present in H. Let F consist
of any f edges adjacent to uz in Cj other than (uz , a1 ). Now by Lemma 3.6 we know
that λ(G − f ) = `. However, the degree of uz in H − F is ` − 1. Thus, λ(H − F ) ≤ ` − 1.
This contradicts H being an f -FTCS of G. Therefore, for all i ∈ [q], all the edges in
E({a1 }, Ci , G) must be present in H.
(iii) Lastly, we show that all the edges of the (` + 1)-clique in X2 formed by ai , i ∈ [` + 1]
must be present in H (the solid blue edges in X2 in Figure 1). Suppose an edge
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(ai , aj ) , i, j ∈ [` + 1], i 6= j is not present in H. Let F consist of any f edges of the form
(ui , a1 ), i ∈ [f ]. All these edges exist in G − F as ` + f ≥ f + 1 (Since by construction
G is connected and ` ≥ 1). Observe that F ⊆ E(G[X1 ]) of size at most f , and hence by
Lemma 3.6 we have that λ(G − F ) = `. However, λ(H − F ) = ` − 1, as ai and aj have
degree ` − 1 inside X2 in H − F . This contradicts H being an f -FTCS of G. Therefore,
all the edges of the ` + 1- clique in X2 must be present in H.
The three cases together show that if H is an f -FTCS of G then all edges of the graph G
must be present in H. Thus, the total number of edges present in H is (n − ` − 1) (`+f2−1) +
(n − ` − 1) + `(`+1)
. Our proof follows.
J
2
Proof of Theorem 1.3 follows from Lemmas 3.4, 3.6 and 3.7.

4

Min k-Cut

In this section we develop upper and lower bounds on Ft-k-cs(n, `, f ). In particular we
prove Theorems 1.4 and 1.5.

4.1

Upper Bound

Let n, ` and f be three positive integers. We need to show that Ft-k-cs(n, `, f ) is upper
bounded by min{(2f + ` − (k − 1))(n − 1), (f + `)(n − k) + `}. Towards this we show that
given an undirected graph G, and an integer f ≥ 1, we can construct an f -FT-k-CS, H of
G on at most min{(2f + λ(G, k) − (k − 1))(n − 1), ((f + λ(G, k))(n − k) + λ(G, k))} edges.
Indeed, when λ(G, k) = `, the upper bound follows. Our construction is presented next. It is
similar to the construction of in Section 3.1 except for the choice of t. G is assumed to be
connected in the algorithm. The complementary case will be handled later.
K-way-Fault-Tolerant-Construction
Construction of an f -FT-k-CS of a graph G.
1. Let t = min{2f + ` + 1 − k, f + `}.
2. Initialize t empty (no edges) forests T1 , T2 , . . . , Tt on the same vertex set V (G).
3. for each edge (u, v) ∈ E(G), do the following.
Find the smallest integer i ∈ [t], such that u and v are in different connected
components of Ti . If no such i exists, then assign i to ∞.
If i is not ∞ then add (u, v) to Ti .
4. Output H = ∪ta=1 Ta .
Next, we show that H is an f -FT-k-CS for both the values the variable t can take. We
start with the following observation which we use in both the cases.
I Lemma 4.1. (?) Let (u, v) ∈ E(G) \ E(H). Then there are at least t edge-disjoint paths
between u and v in G and H.
Note that the t(n − 1) upper bound of Section 3.1 for the number of edges in H applies
here too with the same proof. However, we show stronger bounds for certain values of t.
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4.1.1

Case of t = f + `

I Lemma 4.2. The subgraph H has at most (f + `)(n − k) + ` edges.
Proof. Let A1 , . . . , Ak be a partition of V (G) such that |E(A1 , . . . , Ak , G)| = `. Let X =
E(A1 , . . . , Ak , G). We will show that every forest Ti − X, i ∈ [f + `], has at least k connected
components. Note that, once we can show this claim, we can get the upper bound on the
number of edges in H. Indeed, each Ti − X has at most n − k edges (since, it has at least k
Pf +`
components) and hence |E(H)| ≤ i=1 |E(Ti − X)| + |X| ≤ (f + `)(n − k) + `. Next we
prove our claim. Observe that every edge going out of the connected components Aj , j ∈ [k],
is contained inside X. Thus, in particular, every edge going out of the vertices in Aj in Ti is
also contained inside X. Hence, the vertices of Aj at least form one connected component
in Ti − X. This concludes the proof that every forest Ti − X, i ∈ [f + `], has at least k
connected components.
J
Next, we show that H is an f -FT-k-CS.
I Lemma 4.3. Let G be a graph with λ(G, k) = `, f be a positive integer, and H be the
subgraph constructed above. Then, for any set F of at most f edges, λ(H −F, k) ≥ λ(G−F, k).
Proof. Let A1 , . . . , Ak be a partition of V (G) such that |E(A1 , . . . , Ak , H −F )| = λ(H −F, k).
If E(A1 , . . . , Ak , H − F ) = E(A1 , . . . , Ak , G − F ), then we have that a k-cut in H − F is
also a k-cut in G − F of the same size, thereby proving that λ(H − F, k) ≥ λ(G − F, k).
Suppose not. As H is a subgraph of G, E(A1 , . . . , Ak , H − F ) ⊆ E(A1 , . . . , Ak , G − F ).
Suppose (u, v) ∈ E(A1 , . . . , Ak , G − F ) \ E(A1 , . . . , Ak , H − F ). Then (u, v) ∈ E(G) \ E(H).
Then from Lemma 4.1, there are ` + f edge-disjoint paths between u and v in H, and
hence there will be at least ` edge-disjoint paths between u and v in H − F . Hence,
λ(H − F, k) = |E(A1 , . . . , Ak , H − F )| ≥ ` = λ(G, k) ≥ λ(G − F, k). This concludes the
proof.
J

4.1.2

Case of t = 2f + ` + 1 − k

We will show that H is an f -FT-k-CS with at most (2f + ` + 1 − k)(n − 1) edges.
The bound on the number of edges on H is clear, as H is the union of at most (2f +`+1−k)
forests.
I Lemma 4.4. The subgraph H has at most (2f + ` + 1 − k)(n − 1) edges.
We could have obtained a bound similar to Lemma 4.2, but in this case, it does not give us
asymptotically better bound than that of (2f + ` + 1 − k)(n − 1). Next, we show that H is
an f -FT-k-CS. We start with the following lemma which is a folklore and we give the proof
here for completeness.
I Lemma 4.5. (?) Let G be a connected graph and let u1 , . . . , up ∈ V (G). Further, let E[p]
be an inclusion-wise minimal subset of edges, such that u1 , . . . , up get pairwise separated in
G − E[p] , then G − E[p] has exactly p connected components, one containing each ui , i ∈ [p].
I Lemma 4.6. Let G be a connected graph, then for all p ≤ k, we have that λ(G, k) ≥
λ(G, p) + (k − p).
Proof. Let A1 , . . . Ak be a k partition of V (G) such that |E(A1 , . . . , Ak , G)| = λ(G, k). Let
ui ∈ Ai , i ∈ [p], be a vertex. Clearly, E(A1 , . . . , Ak , G) separates any pair of vertices in
{u1 , . . . , up }, and thus there exists an inclusion-wise minimal subset E[p] ⊆ E(A1 , . . . , Ak , G),
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such that any pair of vertices in {u1 , . . . , up } gets separated in G−E[p] . Now by Lemma 4.5, we
have that G − E[p] has exactly p connected components, one containing each ui , i ∈ [p]. This
implies that Ep is a p-cut in G (may not be of the minimum size) and thus, |E[p] | ≥ λ(G, p).
However, G − E(A1 , . . . , Ak , G) has k connected components, and deleting an edge can
only increase the number of connected components by 1. This implies that |E(A1 , . . . , Ak , G)\
E[p] | ≥ (k − p). Putting together this with the fact that |E[p] | ≥ λ(G, p), we get that
λ(G, k) ≥ |E[p] | + (k − p) ≥ λ(G, p) + (k − p).
This concludes the proof.

J

To prove that H is an f -FT-k-CS of G, we need to show that for any set of edges F ⊆ E(G)
of cardinality at most f , λ(H − F, k) = λ(G − F, k). As H is a subgraph of G, we know from
Lemma 2.2 that λ(H − F, k) ≤ λ(G − F, k). Now we show that λ(H − F, k) ≥ λ(G − F, k).
In fact, we will prove something stronger, which we call robustness. That is, for all k ? ≤ k,
we have that λ(H − F, k ? ) ≥ λ(G − F, k ? ).
I Lemma 4.7 (Robustness). Let G be a connected graph with λ(G, k) = `, f be a positive
integer, and H be the subgraph constructed above. Then, for any set F of at most f edges,
and for k ? ≤ k, λ(H − F, k ? ) ≥ λ(G − F, k ? ).
Proof. Let A1 , . . . Ak? be a partition into k ? sets of V (G) such that |E(A1 , . . . , Ak? , H −F )| =
λ(H − F, k ? ). If E(A1 , . . . , Ak? , H − F ) = E(A1 , . . . , Ak? , G − F ), then we have that a
min k ? -cut in H − F is also a min k ? -cut in G − F of the same size, thereby proving that
λ(H −F, k ? ) ≥ λ(G−F, k ? ). Suppose not. As H is a subgraph of G, E(A1 , . . . , Ak? , H −F ) ⊆
E(A1 , . . . , Ak? , G − F ). Suppose (u, v) ∈ E(Ai , Aj , G − F ) \ E(Ai , Aj , H − F ), i, j ∈ [k ? ], and
i 6= j. Then (u, v) ∈ E(G) \ E(H). From Lemma 4.1, there are 2f + ` + 1 − k edge-disjoint
paths between u and v in H, and hence there will be at least f + ` + 1 − k edge-disjoint
paths between u and v in H − F .
Observe that, since G is connected, H is also connected by our construction (T1 is
definitely a spanning tree). However, H − F may not be connected. On the other hand, since
λH (u, v) ≥ 2f + ` + 1 − k, we get that λH−F (u, v) ≥ f + ` + 1 − k. Note that since, H is
connected, any k-cut has size at least k − 1, and thus, ` + 1 ≥ k (recall that, λ(G, k) = `).
Since, λH−F (u, v) ≥ f + ` + 1 − k ≥ f ≥ 1, we have that u and v are in the same connected
component of H − F . Further, they get separated after we delete E(A1 , . . . , Ak? , H − F )
from H − F . This implies that the number of connected components in H − F is at most
k ? − 1. Next observe that since H is connected, deleting F from H can only result in at
most |F | + 1 connected components in H − F . Thus, the number of connected components
in H − F , say d, is upper bounded by the minimum of {k ? − 1, f + 1}.
Let the connected component containing u, v in H − F be denoted by Cuv . Observe
that E(A1 , . . . , Ak? , H − F ) separates u from v in H − F − E(A1 , . . . , Ak? , H − F ), and thus
there exists an inclusion-wise minimal subset Euv ⊆ E(A1 , . . . , Ak? , H − F ), such that u and
v get separated in (H − F ) − Euv . Further, note that the minimality of Euv implies that
Euv ⊆ E(Cuv ), and it is an an inclusion-wise minimal separator for u and v in Cuv . Applying,
Lemma 4.5 on Cuv , we get that Cuv − Euv has exactly two connected components, Cu and Cv ,
containing u v, respectively. This implies that |Euv | ≥ λH−F (u, v) = λCuv (u, v) ≥ f +`+1−k.
Recall that, H − F has d components, and thus H − F − Euv has d + 1 components.
However, H − F − E(A1 , . . . , Ak? , H − F ) has k ? connected components. This implies that
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|E(A1 , . . . , Ak? , H − F ) \ Euv | ≥ (k ? − d). Hence,
λ(H − F, k ? ) = |E(A1 , . . . , Ak? , H − F )|
≥ f + ` + 1 − k + (k ? − d)
≥ ` + (f + 1) − (f + 1) − (k − k ? )

(Using d ≤ f + 1)

?

= ` − (k − k )
= λ(G, k) − (k − k ? )
?

(since, λ(G, k) = `)
?

?

≥ λ(G − F, k ) + (k − k ) − (k − k )

(Lemma 4.6)

?

= λ(G − F, k ).
J

This concludes the proof.
Now we deal with the case when G is not connected.

I Lemma 4.8. Let G be a disconnected graph with d > 1 connected components with
λ(G, k) = ` and let f be a positive integer. Then there exists a subgraph H of G with
at most (n − d)(2f + ` + 2 − k + d) edges such that for any set F of at most f edges,
λ(H − F, k) ≥ λ(G − F, k).
Proof. If d ≥ k, then we return H as an empty (edgeless) graph on the vertices of G. So
let us assume that d < k. Suppose, G has connected components G1 , . . . , Gd . We apply
K-way-Fault-Tolerant-Construction with Gi , i ∈ [d] and k 0 = (k − d + 1) and get Hi .
Let H = ∪di=1 Hi . That is, we apply our upper bound construction on each of the connected
components with k 0 and get the desired H. Lemma 4.7 implies the following.
B Claim 4.9. For all i ∈ [d], k ? ≤ k 0 , Hi is a f -FT-k ? -CS of Gi .
Next we show that for any set F of at most f edges, λ(H − F, k) ≥ λ(G − F, k).
Let A1 , . . . , Ak be a k partition of V (G) such that |E(A1 , . . . , Ak , H − F )| = λ(H − F, k).
Observe that, since Gi is connected we have that Hi is connected. Let A1 , . . . , Ak be a k
partition of V (G) such that |E(A1 , . . . , Ak , H − F )| = λ(H − F, k). Recall, that d < k, thus,
λ(H − F, k) > 0. Further, from the minimality of E(A1 , . . . , Ak , H − F ), and the fact that
|E(A1 , . . . , Ak , H − F )| ≥ 1, we have that H[Ai ] is connected, and completely contained
inside one of Gj , j ∈ [d]. That is, E(A1 , . . . , Ak , H − F ) further partitions some of the
connected components, and each connected component of H − E(A1 , . . . , Ak , H − F ) is a
part in the partition (A1 , . . . , Ak ) of V (G).
Let Ei = E(Hi ) ∩ E(A1 , . . . , Ak , H − F ), i ∈ [d] and `i = |Ei |. Further, let Ai , i ∈ [d],
be the set of parts among A1 , . . . , Ak , which are completely contained inside Gi . Note that
for all i, j ∈ [d], i 6= j, Ai and Aj are pairwise disjoint, and for all q ∈ [k], there exists an
integer j ∈ [d], such that Aq ∈ Aj . We summarize this in the following claim.
Pd
B Claim 4.10. Let ki = |Ai |, then i=1 ki = k.
Next we have the following claim.
B Claim 4.11. For all i ∈ [d], ki ≤ k 0 , λ(Hi − F, ki ) = `i . Further,

P

i=1 `i

= `.

Proof. No ki can be more than k 0 , otherwise we get strictly greater than k components,
contradicting that H − F − E(A1 , . . . , Ak , H − F ) has exactly k components. Further, for
some i, let λ(Hi , ki ) = `0i < `i . In this case, we can delete `0i edges inside Gi , and delete Ej ,
j=
6 i, to get k components in H − F , by deleting strictly less than ` edges. This contradicts
P
the definition of E(A1 , . . . , Ak , H − F ). By definition i=1 `i = `.
C
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λ(Hi − F, ki )

(Claim 4.11)

λ(Gi − F, ki )

(Claim 4.9)

i=1

≥

d
X
i=1

= λ(G − F, k).

To see the last inequality observe the following. Let Wi be a subset of edges in E(Gi ) such
Pd
that |Wi | = λ(Gi − F, ki ). Then, clearly by deleting W = ∪di=1 Wi , we get i=1 ki = k
Pd
components in G − F . Here, we used Claim 4.10 to conclude that i=1 ki = k. This implies
Pd
Pd
that i=1 λ(Gi − F, ki ) = i=1 |Wi | is a k-cut of G − F (may not be of the minimum size).
Thus, a min k-cut in G − F can only be smaller. This concludes the correctness proof.
All that remains to show is the upper bound on the number of edges. Let the number
of vertices in each component be ni , i ∈ [d]. Then, the total number of edges in H is upper
bounded as follows.

|E(H)| ≤

d
X
(ni − 1)(2f + ` + 1 − k 0 ) = (n − d)(2f + ` + 1 − k 0 ) = (n − d)(2f + ` + 2 − k + d).
i=1

This concludes the proof.

J

Proof of Theorem 1.4 follows from Lemmas 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.7 and 4.8.

4.2

Lower Bound

In this section we show that the upper bound shown on Ft-k-cs(n, `, f ) in Section 4.1 is
indeed asymptotically tight. To prove Theorem 1.5, we construct an infinite family of graphs
G, such that for any G ∈ G we have that any f -FT-k-CS of G must contain all its edges. In
n−`−1
particular, for any positive integers n, `, f , such that `+f
−(k−2) is an integer, we construct a
−k+1)
graph G on n vertices and (n−`−1)(`+f
) + n − ` + k − 3 + (`−k+3)(`−k+2)
edges with
2
2
λ(G, k) = `, such that any f -FT-k-CS of G must contain all the edges of G.

The graph G is a modification of the graph used to show the lower bound for global
minimum cut in Section 3.2.
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x1
a2

a3

x2 X3

a4

xk−3
xk−2

X2

a`−(k−2)+1
a1

X1

C2

C1

C

(n−`−1)
`+f −(k−2)

Figure 2 Vertex a1 has degree n − ` − 1 within X1 . In X2 the vertices a1 , a2 , ..., a`−(k−2)+1 induce
a clique. The vertex a4 has k − 2 edges in X3 each going to a separate vertex xi . There are no edges
(n−`−1)
between x0i s. C1 , C2 , ..., C (n−`−1) represent `+f
cliques each of size ` + f − (k − 2) within
−(k−2)
`+f −(k−2)

X1 .

n−`−1
Construction of a graph G. Here, q = `+f
.
−(k−2)
The vertex set V (G) is a union of X1 , X2 and X3 , such that |X1 ∩ X2 | = 1.
X1 has q pairwise vertex disjoint cliques C1 , . . . , Cq . Each clique Ci is on (` + f −
(k − 2)) vertices. (The edges of the cliques, C1 , . . . , Cq are denoted by the solid
blue edges in Figure 2.)
The set X2 consists of a1 , . . . , a`−(k−2)+1 vertices that form a clique. These
vertices do not belong to the cliques, C1 , . . . , Cq . (The edges of the clique on
a1 , . . . , a`−(k−2)+1 are represented by blue solid edges in X2 in Figure 2.)
Let a1 ∈ X2 be a fixed vertex. All the vertices in a clique Ci , i ∈ [q], is adjacent
to the vertex a1 . There are no edges between a pair of vertices belonging to two
distinct cliques, Ci and Cj . The vertex a1 is the only common vertex between two
sets X1 and X2 . (Edges between a1 and the vertices in the cliques, C1 , . . . , Cq ,
are represented by the red dotted edges in Figure 2.)
X3 consists of k − 2 vertices xi , i ∈ [k − 2]. Let a4 ∈ X2 be a fixed vertex. Edges
in X3 are of the form (a4 , xi ), i ∈ [k − 2]. There are no edges between x0i s. (Edges
between a4 and the vertices xi ∈ X3 , are represented by the red solid edges in
Figure 2.)

In the upcoming lemmas we show certain properties of our construction.
I Lemma 4.12. The number of edges in G is

(n−`−1)(`+f −k+1)
)+n−`+k−3+ (`−k+3)(`−k+2)
.
2
2

Proof. Each clique Ci is of size (` + f − (k − 2)) and contributes (` + f − (k − 2))( `+f −k+1
)
2
edges. There are q cliques and thus the total number of edges contributed by all cliques
Ci , i ∈ [q] is (n − ` − 1)( `+f −k+1
). The vertex a1 is adjacent to all vertices of all Ci0 s.
2
Hence, a1 has degree n − ` − 1 inside X1 . The (` − (k − 2) + 1)−clique in X2 contributes
(`−k+3)(`−k+2)
edges. The vertex a4 contributes k − 2 edges in X3 . Therefore, the total
2
−k+1)
number of edges of G is (n−`−1)(`+f
) + n − ` + k − 3 + (`−k+3)(`−k+2)
.
J
2
2
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I Lemma 4.13. For any two vertices u1 , u2 ∈ X1 , λ(u1 , u2 ) ≥ ` + f − k + 2.
Proof. The pair {u1 , u2 } is of one of the three types described below. We prove the claim
for each of the three types.
Both u1 and u2 are part of the same clique Ci in X1 . We know that the size of Ci
is ` + f − k + 2. Let the other vertices in Ci be uj , j ∈ [3, ` + f − k + 2]. Then
u1 uj u2 , j ∈ [3, ` + f − k + 2], u1 , u2 and u1 a1 u2 are ` + f − k + 2 edge-disjoint paths
between u1 and u2 . By Theorem 2.1 λ(u1 , u2 ) ≥ ` + f − k + 2.
Vertices u1 ∈ Ci and u2 ∈ Cj , and i 6= j. Let vj , j ∈ [`+f −k +1] denote the vertices in Cj
other than u2 . Let w1 be a vertex in Ci other than u1 . Then u1 a1 vj u2 , j ∈ [` + f − k + 1]
and u1 w1 a1 u2 are ` + f − k + 2 edge-disjoint paths between u1 and u2 . By Theorem 2.1
λ(u1 , u2 ) ≥ ` + f − k + 2.
Let u1 be a part of clique Ci and u2 = a1 . Let vj , j ∈ [` + f − k + 1] denote the vertices in
Ci other than u1 . Then u1 vj a1 , j ∈ [` + f − k + 1] and u1 a1 are ` + f − k + 2 edge-disjoint
paths between u1 and a1 . By Theorem 2.1 that λ(u1 , u2 ) ≥ ` + f − k + 2.
This concludes the proof.
J
I Lemma 4.14. Let G be a graph and f ≥ 1 be a positive integer. Then λ(G, k) = `. Further,
for any F ⊆ E(G[X1 ]) of size at most f , we have that λ(G − F, k) = `.
Proof. Vertices xi , i ∈ [k − 2] in X3 have degree 1 with all of them adjacent to a4 . The edges
E(x, X1 ∪ X2 , G) for all x = xi , i ∈ [k − 2] partition the graph into k − 1 components using
k − 2 edges. As a minimum of k − 2 edges are required to partition a connected graph into
k − 1 components all these edges will be part of λ(G, k). We need one more partition of the
graph to get k components.
The cut E({a}, X1 ∪ X2 \ {a}, G), where a = ai for i ∈ [` − k + 3] is of size ` − k + 2.
Together, with the edges E(x, X1 ∪ X2 , G) for all x = xi , i ∈ [k − 2] we get a k−cut of G of
size `.
Now we show that any other cut if of size at least `. From Lemma 4.13 we know
that for any two vertices u1 , u2 ∈ X1 , λ(u1 , u2 ) ≥ ` + f − k + 2. This implies that for
any 2 partitions A, B of V (G) such that |X1 ∩ A| ≥ 1 and |X1 ∩ B| ≥ 1 we have that
|E(A, B, G)| ≥ ` + f − k + 2 ≥ ` − k + 3. In this case, λ(G − F, k) ≥ ` − k + 3 + (k − 2) = ` + 1.
Thus, any min-k-cut should keep all of X1 in one side of the partition. It can be easily
checked that |E(X1 ∪ Y, X2 \ Y, G)| ≥ ` − k + 2 for any Y ⊆ X2 , with the minimum being
achieved when Y is a singleton set. These edges along with k − 2 edges from X3 shows that
λ(G, k) = `. This concludes the first part of the proof.
Let F ⊆ E(G[X1 ]) of size at most f and Ai , i ∈ [k] be a partitioning of V (G). We will
show that |E(A1 , ..., Ak , G − F )| ≥ `. Indeed, if |X1 ∩ Ai | ≥ 1 and |X1 ∩ Aj | ≥ 1 for i 6= j,
we have that |E(Ai , Aj , G − F )| ≥ ` − k + 2 (since, |E(Ai , Aj , G)| ≥ ` + f − k + 2). These
edges alongwith the k − 2 edges (a4 , xi ), i ∈ [k − 2] give |E(A1 , ..., Ak , G − F )| ≥ `. Thus,
let us assume that all of X1 in one side of the partition. Again in this case, we can easily
check that |E(X1 ∪ Y, X2 \ Y, G − F )| ≥ ` − k + 2 for any Y ⊆ X2 , with the minimum being
achieved when Y is a singleton set. Alongwith the edges (a4 , xi ), i ∈ [k − 2], we have that
|E(A1 , ..., Ak , G − F )| ≥ `. Thus, λ(G − F, k) = `. This concludes the proof.
J
We now prove the final property of an f -FT-k-CS.
I Lemma 4.15. Any f -FT-k-CS of G must contain all the edges of G.
Proof. Let H be an f -FT-k-CS of G. We will show that H must contain all edges of G.
Towards this, we partition the edges of G into four parts, and show that all these edges are
required in H. In particular, we show that if H does not include an edge of G, then there is
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a strategy for the adversary to choose a subset F of edges (of size at most f ) to delete from
G such that λ(G − F, k) and λ(H − F, k) are not the same. Let ui , i ∈ [` + f − k + 2)], be
the set of vertices of a fixed clique Cj .
(i) We first show that the edges in the cliques Ci , i ∈ [q] in X1 are present in H(the solid
blue edges in X1 in Figure 2). Each ui has degree ` + f − k + 1 within Cj apart from
an edge to ai . Suppose an edge (uy , uz ), y, z ∈ [` + f − k + 2], y =
6 z is not present in
H. Let F consist of any f edges adjacent to uz in Cj other than (uy , uz ). We know
that f edges exist as ` ≥ k − 1 (by construction G is connected).
Now by Lemma 4.14 we know that λ(G − F, k) = `. But the degree of uz in H − F
becomes ` − k + 1 as (uy , uz ) ∈
/ H − F . In H − F , we will choose all the remaining
adjacent edges of uz and the k−2 edges in X3 as our cut edges. Thus, λ(H −F, k) = `−1.
This contradicts H being an f -FT-k-CS of G. Therefore, all edges of the cliques Ci
must be present in H.
(ii) Next, we show that the edges E({a1 }, Ci , G) are present in H(the red dotted edges in
X1 in Figure 2). Suppose (uz , a1 ), z ∈ [` + f − k + 2] is not present in H. Let F consist
of any f edges adjacent to uz in Cj other than (uz , a1 ). By Lemma 4.14, we know that
λ(G − F ) = ` but λ(H − F ) = ` − 1. A similar argument to case (i), shows that all
such edges E({a1 }, Ci , G) must be present in H.
(iii) Next, let us show that the edges in the ` − k + 3-clique in X2 formed by ai , i ∈ [` − k + 3]
are present in H(the dashed blue edges in X2 in Figure 2). Suppose edge (ai , aj ), i, j ∈
[` − k + 3], i =
6 j is not present in H. Let F consist of any f edges of the form
(ui , a1 ), i ∈ [f ]. All these edges exist in G − F as ` + f − k + 2 ≥ f + 1 (Since G is
connected and ` ≥ k − 1).
By Lemma 4.14 we have that λ(G, k) = `. However, as ai and aj both have degree
`−k+1 inside X2 in H so E({ai }, X1 ∪X2 \{ai }, H −F ) or E({aj }, X1 ∪X2 \{aj }, H −F )
alongwith k − 2 edges in X3 give λ(H − F, k) = ` − 1. This contradicts H being an
f -FT-k-CS of G. Therefore, all edges of the ` − k + 3-clique in X2 must be present in H.
(iv) Lastly, we show that all the k − 2 edges E(x, X1 ∪ X2 , G) for all x = xi , i ∈ [k − 2] are
present in H(the solid red edges in X3 in Figure 2). Suppose an edge (a4 , xz ), z ∈ [k − 2]
is not present in H. Let F consist of any f edges of the form (ui , a1 ), i ∈ [f ].
Again by Lemma 4.14 we have that λ(G − F, k) = `. However, as edge (a4 , xz ) ∈
/ H, we
have that λ(H − F, k) = ` − 1. This contradicts H being an f -FT-k-CS of G. Therefore,
all k − 2 edges of X3 must be present in H.
All the cases together show that all edges of the graph G must be present in H if H is an
−k+1)
f -FT-k-CS of G. Thus, the total number of edges present in H is (n−`−1)(`+f
)+n−
2
(`−k+3)(`−k+2)
`+k−3+
. Our proof follows.
J
2
Proof of Theorem 1.5 follows from Lemmas 4.12, 4.14 and 4.15.
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Abstract
The matching problem in the online setting models the following situation: we are given a set of
servers in advance, the clients arrive one at a time, and each client has edges to some of the servers.
Each client must be matched to some incident server upon arrival (or left unmatched) and the
algorithm is not allowed to reverse its decisions. Due to this no-reversal restriction, we are not able
to guarantee an exact maximum matching in this model, only an approximate one.
Therefore, it is natural to study a different setting, where the top priority is to match as many
clients as possible, and changes to the matching are possible but expensive. Formally, the goal is
to always maintain a maximum matching while minimizing the number of changes made to the
matching (denoted the recourse). This model is called the online model with recourse, and has been
studied extensively over the past few years. For the specific problem of matching, the focus has been
on vertex-arrival model, where clients arrive one at a time
 with all their edges. A recent result of
Bernstein et al. [1] gives an upper bound of O n log2 n recourse for the case of general bipartite
graphs. For trees the best known bound is O(n log n) recourse, due to Bosek et al. [4]. These are
nearly tight, as a lower bound of Ω(n log n) is known.
In this paper, we consider the more general model where all the vertices are known in advance,
but the edges of the graph are revealed one at a time. Even for the simple case where the graph is a
path, there is a lower bound of Ω(n2 ). Therefore, we instead consider the natural relaxation where
the graph is worst-case, but the edges are revealed in a random order. This relaxation is motivated
by the fact that in many related models, such as the streaming setting or the standard online setting
without recourse, faster algorithms have been obtained for the matching problem when the input
comes in a random order. Our results are as follows:
Our main result is that for the case of general (non-bipartite) graphs, the problem with random
edge arrivals is almost as hard
 as in the adversarial setting: we show a family of graphs for which
the expected recourse is Ω

n2
log n

.

We show that for some special cases of graphs, random
arrival is significantly easier. For the

case of trees, we get an upper bound of O n log2 n on the expected recourse. For the case of
paths, this upper bound is O (n log n). We also show that the latter bound is tight, i.e. that the
expected recourse is at least Ω (n log n).
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1

Introduction

The online matching problem models a scenario in which a set of servers is given in advance,
and a set of clients arrive one at a time, with each client incident to some of the servers. In
the standard version of this model, the arriving client must be immediately matched to a
free server or be left unmatched, and this decision is irrevocable. Due to this constraint, it is
not possible to guarantee an exact matching, so the goal is to guarantee the best possible
approximation. (See the work of Karp et al. [14], which shows that we can’t get better than
1 − 1e approximation.)
But there are several applications where the top priority is to match all the clients (or at
least to have a maximum matching), and the irreversibility condition of the standard online
model is too restrictive; in applications such as streaming content delivery, web hosting, job
scheduling, or remote storage it is preferable to reallocate the clients provided the number of
reallocations is small (see [5] for more details). Therefore, over the past decade there have
been many papers on the so-called online model with recourse, where the goal is to maintain
an exact solution the problem, while making as few changes to this solution as possible.
In the case of matching in particular, existing results focus on the vertex-arrival model,
which is analogous to the similar model in online matching without recourse. In this model,
clients arrive one at a time and ask to be matched to a server. The algorithm is allowed
to change the matching over time and must always maintain a maximum matching: the
goal is then to minimize the total number of changes made to the matching, denoted the
recourse. Note that the trivial recourse bound is O(n2 ) (n changes per client), but one
can do significantly better. This model has been studied extensively (see for example,
[9, 5, 2, 3, 10, 4, 1]), and the state of the art is an upper bound of O(n log2 n) on the total
recourse [1]) in bipartite graphs. For the special case of trees, the best known upper bound
is O (n log n) due to [4]. These upper bounds nearly match the lower bound of Ω (n log n) for
trees due to [9].
In this paper, we consider a more general model where the graph can be non-bipartite
and, more importantly, the edges in the graph are revealed one at a time; the algorithm
must again maintain a maximum matching at all times. Unfortunately, we have very strong
lower bounds when the order in which the edges arrive is adversarial; even for the simplest
possible case of a path, Ω(n2 ) recourse is necessary. To overcome this lower bound, we
consider a natural relaxation of this model where the adversary can still choose the graph,
but edges arrive in a random order. One of the motivations behind this relaxation is that in
several related models, such as the online model without recourse or the streaming model,
we have been able to get faster algorithms when the input is assumed to arrive in a random
order rather than an adversarial order. (See [13, 16] for online model without recourse, and
[15, 12, 8, 7] for the streaming model).
Our results show that for the case of trees and paths, we can do significantly better in
the random edge-arrival model: in particular, we show an upper bound of O (n log n) on the
expected recourse in the case of paths (which we show is tight), and a bound of O n log2 n
in the case of trees. But our main result is that in general graphs, the random arrival setting
is provably almost as hard as the adversarial setting. We state our main results formally:
I Theorem 1. For any n > 216 , there is a (non-bipartite) graph Gn (described in Section 3.1)
with n vertices and Θ (n log n) edges, such that if edges of the graph arrive in a random order,
then the total expected
taken by any algorithm that maintains a maximum matching
 2 recourse

n
in the graph is Ω log n .
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I Theorem 2. Let T be a tree on n vertices and let the edges of T arrive one at a time in
a random order. Then, the expected total recourse taken by an algorithm that maintains a
maximum matching in T is at most O(n log2 n).
I Theorem 3. Let P be a path on n vertices, and let the edges of P arrive in a random order.
The expected total recourse taken by an algorithm that maintains a maximum matching in P
is O(n log n). Moreover, this bound is tight: the expected recourse taken by any algorithm is
Ω (n log n).
I Remark 4. For the lower bounds of Theorems 1 and 3, when we say that any algorithm has
the given lower bound on expected recourse, this bound holds even if the algorithm knows
the random permutation in advance. That is, the lower bound holds even if the algorithm is
optimal for every possible ordering of the edges.
I Remark 5. For the upper bounds in Theorems 2 and 3, the algorithm we use simply changes
the matching along an augmenting path whenever such a path becomes available due to the
insertion of some edge. If there are multiple augmenting paths the algorithm can take, it
chooses between them arbitrarily; the upper bound holds regardless of the choice of path.
We prove our main result, Theorem 1 in Section 3. For proofs of Theorem 2 and 3 we
refer the reader to the full version of the paper. We leave as an intriguing open problem
whether our lower bound in Theorem 1 also holds for bipartite graphs, or whether these
graphs allow for expected o(n2−ε ) recourse when edges arrive in a random order. See Section
4 for more details.

2

Preliminaries

Let G be an unweighted graph. A matching in G is a set of vertex-disjoint edges. Given
any matching M of G, we say that a vertex v is matched if it incident to an edge in M ,
and free otherwise. Given any two matchings M and M 0 , we use M ⊕ M 0 to denote the
symmetric difference. We study the model of online matching with recourse under random
edge arrivals. In this model, the adversary fixes any graph G = (V, E) with m edges and n
vertices. The vertex set is given in advance, but the edges arrive one at a time; the arrival
order e1 , . . . , em is a random permutation of E. The goal of the algorithm is to maintain
a sequence of matchings M1 , . . . Mm , such that Mi is a maximum matching in the graph
Pm−1
(V, {e1 , . . . , ei }). The total recourse of the algorithm is i=1 |Mi ⊕ Mi+1 |, which is the total
number of changes made to the matching throughout the entire sequence of insertions.
Intuitively, an algorithm that minimizes recourse should only change the matching when
the maximum matching in the graph increases in size. We formalize this intuition in the
remainder of this section.
I Definition 6. Define a sequence Mi∗0 , Mi∗1 , · · · , Mi∗η to be only-augmenting if Mi∗0 = ∅, each
Mi∗j is a maximum matching in Gij , and each symmetric difference Mi∗j ⊕ Mi∗j+1 consists of a
single augmenting path; that is, Mi∗j ⊕Mi∗j+1 consists of an odd-length path P in {e1 , . . . , eij+1 }
such that every second edge of P is in Mij , but the first and last edges of P are not in Mij .
We say that an algorithm is only augmenting if the sequence of distinct matchings produced
by the algorithm is only-augmenting; in other words, in the sequence of matchings produced
by an only-augmenting algorithm, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1, either Mi = Mi+1 , or Mi ⊕ Mi+1
consists of a single augmenting path.
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I Definition 7. Let r(σ) is the best recourse achievable on permutation σ by an algorithm
that knows σ in advance, and let r∗ (σ) be the best recourse achievable by an only-augmenting
algorithm that knows σ in advance. (Knowing σ in advance allows the respective algorithms
to pick the best possible matching sequence for permutation σ.)
I Observation 8. Using the above notation, we note that Eσ [r(σ)] is a lower bound on the
expected recourse of any algorithm, while Eσ [r∗ (σ)] is a lower bound on the expected recourse
of any only-augmenting algorithm. The lower bound applies even if the algorithm knows σ in
advance.
The following Lemma allows us to assume throughout the paper that we are working
with an only-augmenting algorithm. The proof of this lemma is relegated to the full version
of the paper.
I Lemma 9. Given any permutation σ, we have r(σ) = r∗ (σ).
We now restate our main Theorem with the above lemma in mind.
I Theorem 10. Eσ [r∗ (σ)] = Ω(n2 / log(n))
I Observation 11. Observation 8, Lemma 9 and Theorem 10 immediately imply Theorem 1.
The lower bound proof of Section 3 is devoted entirely to proving Theorem 10

3

Lower Bound on Expected Recourse in General Graphs

This section will be devoted to proving Theorem 10, the main result of our paper. Recall from
the preliminaries that we can assume that the algorithm is only-augmenting (See Definition
6) and that it knows the entire permutation σ in advance. In other words, to prove Theorem
1, it is sufficient to prove Theorem 10.
Our proof will proceed as follows. In Section 3.1 we define our candidate graph Gn (we
will refer to it as G from now). The main step will be to show that between the times when
half the edges of the graph have arrived and a three-quarters of the edges have arrived,
the graph induced by non-isolated vertices contains a perfect matching or a near perfect
matching throughout (see Definition 15 for a definition of near perfect matching). We will
then use this fact to prove Theorem 10.
I Remark 12. Before we describe our graph, we describe how we will go about proving the
lower bound. Suppose that our algorithm is given graph G = (V, E) as input, where |E| = m.
In our model this graph is revealed to our algorithm one edge at a time, with the edges
arriving in the order prescribed by a random permutation σ . Suppose we look at the graph
at time t < m, then Gt , the graph at time t has the same distribution as the subgraph of
G obtained by randomly sampling t out of m edges. We will show that between the times
when t = 0.5 · m and t = 0.75 · m, Gt will contain a perfect or a near-perfect matching. To
prove this, we will show (in Section 3.2) that the distribution of Gt can be approximated by
the following distribution: graph obtained by sampling each edge of G independently with
t
probability m
. Finally, we will prove our aforementioned claims about this new distribution
(Section 3.3).

3.1

The Graph

We use n to denote the number of vertices in our graph. In this write-up, s = 400 log n
and t = 500 nlog n . Let Ks denote the complete graph on s vertices. Our graph is called G
(i)

(see Figure 1) and it consists of t copies of Ks that we index as Ks

for 1 ≤ i ≤ t. The
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remaining n5 vertices are partitioned into t sets D(i) 1≤i≤t of size 100 log n each. The graph
G contains the following edges.
(i)
1. For 1 ≤ i ≤ t − 1, we introduce edges between every vertex of Ks and every vertex of
(i+1)
(1)
Ks
. Additionally, edges are also introduced between every vertex of Ks and every
(t)
vertex of Ks .
(i)
2. For 1 ≤ i ≤ t, we fix an arbitrary set U (i) ⊂ Ks of size 100 log n. Introduce an arbitrary
(i)
(i)
matching between U and D . Call this matching M (i) . Let M = ∪ti=1 M (i) ; we add
the edges of M to G. We also let U = ∪ti=1 U (i) and D = ∪ti=1 D(i) . For any u ∈ D ∪ U ,
we define M (u) to be the vertex that u is matched to.
We denote the number of edges in G by m. Note that m = Θ (n log n).

Figure 1 Graph G.

3.2

Relating Gp and Gp·m

I Definition 13. Let p ∈ [0, 1]. We define Ep ⊂ E(G) to be the set of edges obtained by
sampling each e ∈ E(G) with independently probability p.
Let Vp = V (G) \ {v ∈ D such that (v, M (v)) ∈
/ Ep }; note that Vp excludes isolated vertices
in D. Let Gp be the graph with vertex set Vp and edge set Ep .
I Definition 14. Let E p·m ⊂ E(G) be the set of edges obtained by sampling p · m random
edges of E(G). Let V p·m = V (G) \ {v ∈ D such that (v, M (v)) ∈
/ E p·m }; note that V p·m
p·m
excludes isolated vertices in D. Let G
be the graph with vertex set V p·m and the edge
p·m
set E .
I Definition 15. Let H be a graph with an odd number of vertices. Let M be any matching
of H that leaves exactly one vertex unmatched. Then, M is called a near perfect matching
of H.
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We state the main theorem that we want to prove in this section:
I Theorem 16. Let p ∈ {0.5, 0.5·m+1
, · · · , 0.75·m−1
, 0.75}, then, the graph Gp·m
m
m
 contains a
1
perfect matching or a near perfect matching with probability at least 1 − O n3 .
To prove this theorem, we claim that it is sufficient to prove the following theorem:
I Theorem 17. Let p ∈ {0.5, 0.5·m+1
, · · · , 0.75·m−1
, 0.75}, then, graph
Gp contains a matchm
m

ing or a near perfect matching with probability at least 1 − O n14 .
To show that Theorem 17 implies Theorem 16, we prove the following lemma:
I Lemma 18. Let p ∈ {0.5, 0.5·m+1
, · · · , 0.75·m−1
, 0.75}, and let Gp·m and Gp be as described
m
m
above, and let G be the set of graphs that contain a perfect matching or a near perfect matching,
then,
√
/ G) .
Pr (Gp·m ∈
/ G) ≤ 10 m · Pr (Gp ∈
We refer the reader to the full version of this paper for a proof of Lemma 18. For now, we
prove Theorem 16 assuming Theorem 17 and Lemma 18:
Proof (Theorem 16). It follows from Lemma 18 that:

√
p·m
Pr G

does not contain a matching ≤ 10 m · Pr (Gp does not contains a perfect matching)
 
√
1
= 10 m · O
(Due to Theorem 17)
n4
 
1
=O
(Since m = Θ (n log n)).
n3

J

The following corollary follows from Theorem 16, via a union bound:
, · · · , 0.75·m−1
, 0.75}. Let G be the sequence of graphs
I Corollary 19. Let I = {0.5, 0.5·m+1
m
m
p·m
{G }p∈I . The probability that
 every G ∈ G contains a perfect matching or a near perfect
matching is at least 1 − O n1 .
The bulk of our paper is proving Theorem 17. But first, we provide some intuition for
our choice of G by sketching how Corollary 19 implies our main result (Theorem 10).
Proof sketch of Theorem 10. Recall the edges M ⊂ E(G) which connect the vertices in
D, where |M | = Θ(n) (see 3.1). Consider how the graph Gp·m evolves from for p = 12 to
1
p = 34 . Let us assume without loss of generality that G 2 ·m contains an even number of
vertices. Whenever an edge (d, x) from M is inserted into the graph, d ∈ D is added to
V (Gp·m ) (See Definition 13). Since we know from Corollary 19 that Gp·m contains a perfect
matching whenever V (Gp·m ) is even, we know that after every two edges (d, x) and (d0 , x0 )
added to M , there is a perfect matching in the resulting graph; thus,the algorithm
must

n
0
take some augmenting path from d to d . Because G consists of Ω log(n) consecutive
layers,
itis easy to see that with probability 12 , the shortest path from d to d0 has length

1
3
|
n
2 ·m and G 4 ·m , so we have
Ω log(n)
. We expect to add |M
4 = Ω (n) edges to M between G


n
Ω (n) augmenting paths of expected length Ω log(n)
, which implies total augmenting path
 2 
n
length Ω log(n)
. See Section 3.5 for full proof.
J
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Proving Gp has a Near-Perfect Matching

We now turn to proving Theorem 17. To this end, we introduce some notation:
I Definition 20. Given Gp , we define the active subgraph A of Gp as follows: let V (A) =
V (Gp ) \ {u ∈ D ∪ U : (u, M (u)) ∈ Gp }. The active subgraph A is the induced subgraph
Gp [V (A)].

I Definition
21. We define A(i) to be the following subgraph of Gp : let V A(i) = V (A) ∩




(i)
V Ks
for 1 ≤ i ≤ t. Let A(i) = Gp V A(i) For 1 ≤ i ≤ t, let |V A(i) | = ai . Then,
1. If ai is even, then let P (i) ∪ Q(i) be an arbitrary a2i by a2i bipartition of V (A(i) ).
2. If ai is odd, then let v (i) be an arbitrary vertex in V (A(i) ) and let P (i) ∪ Q(i) be an
arbitrary b a2i c by b a2i c bipartition of V (A(i) ) \ v (i) .
(i)
We denote G(P
, Q(i) ) to be the bipartite
graph between P (i) and Q(i) , with edge set


E P (i) , Q(i) = P (i) × Q(i) ∩ E A(i)
B Claim 22. We observe that V (A) ∩ D = ∅. This follows from the following two facts:
/ Gp . Then, u ∈
/ V (Gp ). This follows
1. Consider any u ∈ D such that (u, M (u)) ∈
immediately from Definition 13.
2. By Definition 20, we know that any u such that (u, M (u)) ∈ Gp is not included in V (A).
B Claim 23. From Definition 20, we know that ai ≥ 400 log n−|U (i) |. Since |U (i) | = 100 log n
(see Section 3.1 2), it follows that ai ≥ 300 log n.
In order to prove Theorem 17, it is sufficient to prove the following theorem:
a perfect matching or a near perfect
I Theorem 24. The active subgraph, A contains

matching with probability at least 1 − O n14 .
Proof (Theorem 17). Given a perfect (resp. near-perfect) matching M (A) of A, we will
construct a perfect (resp. near perfect) matching M (Gp ) of Gp . Consider any u ∈ V (Gp ) \
V (A). Note that M (u) ∈ V (Gp ) \ V (A) and (u, M (u)) ∈ Gp . So we may match u to M (u) in
Gp . In particular, M (Gp ) = M (A) ∪ {(u, M (u)) where u ∈ V (Gp ) \ V (A)}. Thus, M (Gp )
is a perfect (or a near perfect matching) of Gp if M (A) is a perfect (or a near perfect
matching) of A.
J

3.4

Near Perfect Matching in Active Subgraph

To prove Theorem 24, we need Chernoff bound, and some existing results on matchings in
random bipartite graphs.
I Theorem 25. [11] Define B(n, n, p) to be the bipartite graph obtained by deleting edges
from Kn,n independently with probability 1 − p. Then,

Pr (B(n, n, p) does not contain a perfect matching ) = O ne−np .
I Theorem 26 (Chernoff
hP Bounds).
i Let X0 , · · · , Xk be 0 − 1 random variables that are
k
X
i=1 i . Then, for any 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1,

independent. Let µ = E
Pr

k
X

!
Xi ≤ (1 − δ)µ

≤ e−

δ2 µ
2

and,

(1)

i=1

Pr

k
X

!
Xi ≥ (1 + δ)µ

≤ e−

δ2 µ
3

.

(2)

i=1
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Consider the A(i) ’s in Definition 21.
mentioned that for some of these A(i) ’s the
 (iWe
1)
corresponding ai ’s might be odd. Let A , · · · , A(ik ) be this set, with i1 < · · · < ik . Let
v (ij ) be the vertex left out of the bipartition P (ij ) ∪ Q(ij ) of A(ij ) for 1 ≤ j ≤ k (see Definition
21.2). We define the following events:
I Definition 27. For 1 ≤ i ≤ t, let Ai be the event that G(P (i) , Q(i) ) contains a perfect
matching (or a near perfect matching). Let A = ∩ti=1 Ai .

I Definition 28. Let M0i be a maximum matching of G P (i) , Q(i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ t. Let
M0 = ∪ti=1 M0i .
 
I Definition 29. For 1 ≤ m ≤ k2 , let Bm be the event that there is an augmenting path
Tb k2 c
between v (i2m−1 ) and v (i2m ) with respect to M0 in A. Let B = i=1
Bm .
In order to prove Theorem 24, we follow these steps:
1. We will prove that each Ai happens with high probability, and therefore by union bound,
A happens with high probability also.
2. We prove that each Bm , conditioned on A happens with high probability, and by union
bound, B conditioned on A also happens with high probability.
 
In order to prove 2, we will show that for each 1 ≤ m ≤ k2 there is an augmenting path
between v (i2m−1 ) and v (i2m ) which only consists of vertices between layers i2m−1 and i2m .
Therefore, these augmenting paths are vertex-disjoint from each other. These paths can be
augmented simultaneously since they don’t interfere with each other. So, 1 and 2 combined
with this fact imply that the active graph, A contains a perfect matching or a near perfect
matching with high probability.
(i)
Before we move on to proving 1 and 2, we note that G(P
, Q(i) ) and V (A(i) ) are both

(i)
random variables. In particular, V (A(i) ) = V (Ks ) \ U (i) ∪ S, where S is a random subset

of U (i) obtained
by excluding every vertex with probability p. However, if we fix the vertex

set V A(i) , then the edges of G(P (i) , Q(i) ) have the same distribution as that of a random
bipartite graph; we remind the reader that P (i) ∪ Q(i) is an arbitrary bipartition of A(i) (see
Definition 21). Formally:


I Observation 30. For 1 ≤ i ≤ t,
P (i), Q(i)
conditioned on V A(i) = S, where |S| = ai ,
 aG


has the same distribution as B 2i , a2i , p .
Now we prove the following lemma:
I Lemma 31. For 1 ≤ i ≤ t, Pr (¬Ai ) = O
Proof. We know that:
X

1
n5



. Moreover, Pr (¬A) = O

Pr ¬Ai V A(i) = T · Pr V A(i) = T

Pr (¬Ai ) =







1
n4



.



T

=

X

=

X

O |T | · e−|T |·p · Pr V A(i) = T (Due to Observation 30 and Lemma 25)







T

O



T

=O



1
n5

1
n5





· Pr V A(i) = T (Due to Claim 23 that ai ≥ 300 log n and p ≥ 0.5)





(Since we are summing over disjoint events).

By union bound it follows that, Pr (¬A) = O

1
n4



.

J
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Figure 2 Case 1: When unmatched vertices are in consecutive layers.

I Theorem 32. For 1 ≤ m ≤ b k2 c, Pr (¬Bm | A) = O
follows that Pr (¬B | A) = O n17 .

1
n8



. Therefore, by union bound it

Proof. To bound Pr (¬Bm | A), we consider two cases:
1. Case 1: vi2m−1 and vi2m are in consecutive layers. That is, i2m = i2m−1 + 1. We
will give an overview of what we are about to do. We will use v to denote vi2m−1 , v 0 to
denote vi2m , P and P 0 to denote P (i2m−1 ) and P (i2m ) , Q and Q0 to denote Q(i2m−1 ) and
Q(i2m ) respectively.
I Definition 33. Let NP (v) (resp. NP 0 (v 0 )) denote the set of vertices in P (resp. P 0 )
adjacent to v (resp. v 0 ). Let degP (v) (resp. degP 0 (v 0 )) denote |NP (v)| (resp. |NP 0 (v 0 )|).
For a set of vertices S, let M0 (S) denote the set of vertices matched to S in M0 (refer
to Definition 28 for the definition of M0 ). We will prove that with high probability
|M0 (NP (v)) | and |M0 (NP 0 (v 0 )) | are large. Conditioned on these sizes being large, we
will prove that there is an edge (x, x0 ) in A where x ∈ M0 (NP (v)) and x0 ∈ M0 (NP 0 (v 0 )).
It follows there is an augmenting path P = (v, M0 (x), x, x0 , M0 (x0 ), v 0 ) in A (note that
M0 (x) ∈ NP (v) and M0 (x0 ) ∈ NP 0 (v 0 )). (See Figure 2)
To show this, we first show that |NP (v)| and |NP 0 (v 0 )| are large with high probability.
We will condition on A, so |M0 (NP (v)) | and |M0 (NP 0 (v 0 )) | will consequently be large
with high probability. It then follows that one of the edges between these two sets is in A
with high probability.
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Figure 3 Case 2: When v and v 0 are not in consecutive layers.

We now turn to the formal proof of case 1. Let Xv and Xv0 be the random variables
denoting degP (v) and degP 0 (v 0 ) respectively (see Definition 33). Each edge incident on v
and v 0 in A is sampled independently with probability p ∈ [0.5, 0.75]. This is true even
if we condition on the event A. Consequently, E [Xv | A] = E [Xv ] ≥ 75 log n. Since Xv
is the sum of 0 − 1 independent random variables, we may apply Chernoff bound (see
Theorem 26). It follows that:

Pr (Xv ≤ 25 log n | A) = O

1
n8


.

Similarly, we have:

Pr (Xv0 ≤ 25 log n | A) = O

1
n8


.

Define Y to be the event that |M0 (NP (v)) | ≥ 25 log n and |M0 (NP 0 (v 0 )) | ≥ 25 log n.
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Observe that,

Pr (¬Y | A) ≤ Pr (Xv ≤ 25 log n | A) + Pr (Xv0 ≤ 25 log n | A) = O

1
n8


.

Define Z to be the event that there is an edge between M0 (NP (v)) and M0 (NP 0 (v 0 )).
Observe that,
 
1
1
Pr (¬Z | A) ≤ Pr (¬Y | A) + Pr (¬Z | Y, A) = O
+ O(log n) .
8
n
n
The second term follows from the fact that each edge appears independently with
probability p ∈ [0.5, 0.75], and there are Ω(log2 n) edges between M0 (NP (v)) and

M0 (NP 0 (v 0 )) conditioned on Y. It follows that Pr (¬Bm | A) ≤ Pr (¬Z | A) = O n18 .
This proves our claim for this case.
2. Case 2: i2m > i2m−1 + 1. We denote vi2m−1 by v, P (i2m−1 ) by P and v (i2m ) by v 0 . Let
f = i2m − i2m−1 . For 1 ≤ j ≤ f , let P (i2m−1 +j) be denoted by P + j. We similarly define
Q and Q + j (see Figure 3). We also define the following sets:
S0 = NP (v)
Sj = NP +j (M0 (Sj−1 )) for 1 ≤ j ≤ f.
For 0 ≤ j ≤ f , let Xj be the event that |M0 (Sj )| ≥ 25 log n. Let E be the event that
there is an edge between v 0 and M0 (Sf ). It is easy to check that the occurrence of
X0 , X1 · · · , Xf implies that there is an alternating path from v to a large set of vertices
(at least Ω (log n)) in Q + j for all j ∈ [f ]. Note that E implies that there is an edge from
Q + f to v 0 . Combined, X1 · · · , Xf , E imply an augmenting path from v to v 0 . We thus
have:
I Observation 34. Let Bm and X1 , · · · , Xf , E be as defined above (refer to Definition 29
for a definition of Bm ), then:


Pr (Bm | A) ≥ Pr ∩fk=0 Xk ∩ E A .
From the above observation, 
we deduce that in order
 to upper bound Pr (¬Bm | A), it is
f
sufficient to upper bound Pr ∪k=0 ¬Xk ∪ ¬E A . We know that:
f

 X



f
Pr ∪fk=0 ¬Xk ∪ ¬E A ≤
Pr ¬Xk ∩i−1
k=0 Xk ∩ A + Pr ¬E ∩k=0 Xk ∩ A .
k=0

(Follows from the definition of conditional probability)
We computed Pr (¬X0 | A) in case 1. We remind the reader this is just the probability
that |M0 (S0 ) | ≤ 25 log n. We now show how to compute Pr (¬Xj | A, X0 , · · · , Xj−1 ).
Consider any w ∈ P + j. We want to compute the probability that w is in the set
NP +j (M0 (Sj−1 )) = Sj conditioned on the events Xj−1 and A. Since every edge on w is
present in the active graph A independently with probability p:
Pr (w ∈
/ Sj | A, X0 , · · · , Xj−1 ) ≤ (1 − p)25 log n
 25 log n
1
≤
(Due to the fact that p ≥ 0.5).
2

(3)
(4)
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This implies that:
E [|Sj | | A, X0 , · · · , Xj−1 ] ≥ 100 log n.
Since |Sj | is a sum of 0 − 1 random variables (it is the sum of 1{v∈Sj } , that take value 0
with probability O n125 (due to Equation (4)) and 1 otherwise), we can apply Chernoff
bounds (Theorem 26):
 
1
.
Pr (|Sj | ≤ 25 log n | A, X0 , · · · , Xj−1 ) = O
n9
Since we condition on A (that is a perfect or, a near perfect matching being present), we
know that:
|M0 (Sj ) | = |Sj |
Consequently, we have:
Pr (|M0 (Sj ) | ≤ 25 log n | A, X0 , · · · , Xj−1 ) = Pr (|Sj | ≤ 25 log n | A, X0 , · · · , Xj−1 )
 
1
.
=O
n9
Finally, we want to bound Pr (¬E | A, X0 , · · · , Xf ). This can be upper bounded:
Pr (¬E | A, X0 , · · · , Xf ) ≤

 25 log n
1
2

(Edges on v 0 appear independently with probability p ≥ 0.5)


1
=O
.
n25
It is immediate from Observation 34 that:
 
1
.
Pr (¬Bm | A) = O
n8
From case 1 and case 2, we know that by union bound, Pr (¬B | A) = O

1
n7





1
n4

J

.

Proof (Theorem 24). From Lemma 31 and Theorem 32 we have that:
Pr (A does not contain a perfect matching ) ≤ Pr (¬A) + Pr (¬B | A) = O

3.5


.

J

Lower Bound On Lengths of Augmenting Paths

We start with some definitions:
I Definition 35. For i ∈ {1, · · · , m}, we denote by ei , the edges arriving at time i. Let
S = {e0.5m , · · · , e0.75m }.
This section will be devoted to proving
 that
 among the edges in S, Ω (n) edges will join
n
augmenting paths of expected length Ω log n , and the algorithm is forced to augment along
these. Formally,
0
I Theorem 36. With high probability, there exists S 0 ⊂
 S, |S
 |≥
joins an augmenting path of expected length at least Ω logn n .

n
100

such that each e ∈ S 0
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We first give a proof of Theorem 10 using Theorem 36:
Proof (Theorem 10). For i ∈ [m], let Zi be the random variable denoting the length of the
Pm
augmenting path that we augment along when the edge ei joins. Let Z = i=1 Zi , which
is the random variable denoting the total length of the augmenting paths taken during the
course of the algorithm. We want to compute the quantity E [Z]. We note that:
E [Z] =

m
X

E [Zi ] ≥

=Ω

E [Zj ] = |S 0 | · Ω

j∈S 0

i=1



X

2

n
log n



n
log n




.
J

(Due to Theorem 36)

Before we prove Theorem 36, we need certain observations, and the following version of
Chernoff for negatively associated random variables:
I Theorem
hP37. [6] iLet X0 , · · · , Xk be 0 − 1 random variables that are negatively associated.
k
Let µ = E
i=1 Xi . Then, for any 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1,
Pr

k
X

!
Xi ≤ (1 − δ)µ

≤ e−

δ2 µ
2

and,

(5)

i=1

Pr

k
X

!
Xi ≥ (1 + δ)µ

≤ e−

δ2 µ
3

.

(6)

i=1

We remind the reader of the edges M in graph G between D and U (refer to Section
3.12). Note that |M | ≥ n5 . Further, M = ∪ti=1 M (i) , and |M (i) | ≥ 100 log n for all i ∈ [t].
We now prove the following claim about S:
(i)
B Claim 38.
 Let R be the event that for all i ∈ [t], |M ∩ S| ≥ 10 log n. Then, Pr (R) ≥
1
1 − O n3 .

Proof. Consider any M (i) , and let e ∈ M (i) . Let Ze be a 0 − 1 random variable that takes
P
value 1 if e ∈ S, and 0 otherwise. Let Z = e∈M (i) Ze . This is the random variable that
denotes |M (i) ∩ S|. Further, Z is a sum of negatively associated random variables, and
therefore obeys the condition of Theorem 37. We note the following:
Pr (Ze = 1) =

1
and, E [Z] = 25 log n.
4

It follows that:
 


1
2
Pr (Z ≤ 10 log n) ≤ exp − (0.6) (0.5) 25 log n ≤ exp (−4.5 log n) = O
.
n4

Due to union bound, we know that Pr (R) ≥ 1 − O n13 .
We also have the following corollary due to Claim 38:

I Corollary 39. With probability at least 1 − O n13 , |M ∩ S| ≥

C

n
50 .

We are ready to define the candidate set S 0 in Theorem 36, but before that we give a
final definition:
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I Definition 40. Consider edges e ∈ M (i) and f ∈ M (j) (see 3.12 for the definition of M (i) ).
Then let d (e, f ) = min {t − |i − j|, |i − j|}.

Let M ∩S = ei1 , · · · , eiq . Let us assume without loss of generality that before the arrival
of ei1 , the set V (Gi1 −1 ) is even, so by Theorem 16 the graph Gi1
−1 has a perfect matching.

We define S 0 to contain every second edge of M ∩ S: that is, S 0 =

ei2 , ei4 , · · · , ei

. For
b q2 c
the rest of the proof we proceed as follows: we will show that with high probability,
  when
ei2s arrives, it will join an augmenting path ending at ei2s−1 where s ∈ 1, · · · , 2q . Let
0
ei2s ∈ M (j) and ei2s+1 ∈ M (j ) . Then, the length of the augmenting path that ei2s−1 joins is
at least d(ei2s−1 , ei2s ) 
= min{t − |j 0 − j|, |j 0 − j|}. We prove that the expected value of this
2

quantity is at least Ω logn n .
We prove the following observation:

I Lemma 41. Let e and f be two edges that are chosen uniformly at random from M . Then,
E [d (e, f )] ≥ 2000nlog n .


Proof. The total number of possible choices for (e, f) = n5 · n5 − 1 . The total number
choices for (e, f ) such that d (e, f ) = k, are 500 nlog n · (100 log n) · (200 log n). To see this,
fix a layer for e, then the number of choices of f for which d (e, f ) = k are exactly 200 log n.
Finally, the total number possible choices of layers for e is 500 nlog n . This implies that:


n
500 log n



· (100 log n) · (200 log n)
 n

n
5 · 5 −1



n
500 log n



· (100 log n) · (200 log n)
 n
n
5 · 5

Pr (d (e, f ) = k) =

≥
≥

1000 log n
.
n

Finally, we have that:
t

E [d (e, f )] =

2
X

k=0

k · Pr (d (e, f ) = k) ≥

t
n
=
.
4
2000 log n

We state an immediate corollary of Lemma 41:

 


I Corollary 42. For all s ∈ 1, · · · , 2q , E d ei2s−1 , ei2s ≥

J

n
2000 log n .

I Lemma
43. If Gp·m contains a perfect matching or a near

 q  perfect matching for all
0.5·m+1
,
0.75
p ∈ 0.5, m , · · · , 0.75·m−1
,
then
for
all
s
∈
1,
·
·
·
,
, ei2s joins an augmenting
m
2
path that ends in ei2s−1 .
Proof. We remind the reader that |V (Gp·m ) | is a random variable (check Definition 14)
and it’s value increases if and only if the edges in M arrive. Recall the assumption that
|V (Gi1 −1 ) | is even. Upon the arrival of ei1 , we have a near perfect matching in the graph,
and this remains the case until ei2 arrives. At this point under our assumption, there must
be a perfect matching in the graph. However, the matching that is currently maintained
by the algorithm leaves the vertices are the end points of ei1 and ei2 in D unmatched.
(Here we use the simplifying assumption from the preliminaries that the algorithm is onlyaugmenting, so since the arrival of ei1 does not increase the size of the maximum matching,
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and since the algorithm only changes the matching via augmenting paths, the endpoint of
ei1 in D remains free until the arrival of ei2 .) It follows that these endpoints are joined
together
by an augmenting path. Continuing this way, we can prove the theorem for any

s ∈ 1, · · · , 2q .
J
n
Proof (Theorem 36). Let F be the event that there is an S 0⊂ S,|S 0 | ≥ 100
such that each
n
0
e ∈ S augments along a path of expected length at least Ω log n . Note that the event F
fails to happen if one of these go wrong:

n
1. |S 0 | ≤ 100
. We call this event ¬U. We know from Corollary 39 that Pr (¬U) = O n13 .
This is because S 0 just takes alternate elements from S.

2. Let V be the event that for all p ∈ 0.5, 0.5·m+1
, · · · , 0.75·m−1
, 0.75 , Gp·m contain a
m
m
perfect matching or a near
 perfect
 matching. Then, from Lemma 43 we know that V
implies that for all s ∈ 1, · · · , 2q , ei2s−1 joins an augmenting path ending in ei2s .
From Corollary 42, we know all these paths have expected length at least 2000nlog n . We

know from Corollary 19, that Pr (¬V) = O n1 .
It follows that the occurrence of A and B implies the occurrence of F. Consequently,
Pr (F) ≥ 1 − Pr (¬U) − Pr (¬V) ≥ 1 − O n1 .
J

4

Conclusion and Open Problems

We consider the problem of maximum matching with recourse in the random edge-arrival
setting. The goal is to compute the expected
recourse. As mentioned in the introduction,

2
there are strong lower bounds of Ω n in the adversarial edge-arrival model, even for the case
of simple paths. For random edge-arrivals, we can do significantly better for special classes

of graphs: we prove an upper bound of O (n log n) for the case of paths and O n log2 n for
the case of trees. This bound is tight up to log n factors, since we prove that for the case
of paths, any algorithm must take expected total recourse of Ω (n log n). But for general
graphs, we show that random arrival is basically as hard as adversarial
arrival: we give a
 2 
n
family of graphs for which the expected recourse is at least Ω log n .
An interesting open question is the case
 graphs: if edge-arrivals are random,
 of 2bipartite
n
can we prove a similar lower bound of Ω polylog(n) on the expected recourse? Our current
lower-bound construction seems hard to extend to the bipartite case, as our proof crucially
relies on the fact that after a constant fraction of the edges have arrived, if we focus only on
the non-isolated vertices in the lower-bound graph G, then G contains a perfect matching
with high probability. This allowed us to force the adversary to take an augmenting path
between every new pair of non-isolated vertices. But in the case of bipartite graphs, it
seems difficult to guarantee a perfect matching between the non-isolated vertices because the
number of non-isolated vertices on the left might not be equal to the number on the right; in
√
fact, they are likely to differ by a Θ ( n) factor.
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Abstract
We prove the first proof size lower bounds for the proof system Merge Resolution (MRes [6]), a
refutational proof system for prenex quantified Boolean formulas (QBF) with a CNF matrix. Unlike
most QBF resolution systems in the literature, proofs in MRes consist of resolution steps together
with information on countermodels, which are syntactically stored in the proofs as merge maps.
As demonstrated in [6], this makes MRes quite powerful: it has strategy extraction by design and
allows short proofs for formulas which are hard for classical QBF resolution systems.
Here we show the first exponential lower bounds for MRes, thereby uncovering limitations of
MRes. Technically, the results are either transferred from bounds from circuit complexity (for
restricted versions of MRes) or directly obtained by combinatorial arguments (for full MRes). Our
results imply that the MRes approach is largely orthogonal to other QBF resolution models such as
the QCDCL resolution systems QRes and QURes and the expansion systems ∀Exp + Res and IR.
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Introduction

Proof complexity aims to provide a theoretical understanding of the ease or difficulty of
proving statements formally. It also aims to explain the success stories of, as well as the
obstacles faced by, algorithmic approaches to hard problems such as satisfiability (SAT) and
Quantified Boolean Formulas (QBF) [18,28]. While propositional proof complexity, the study
of proofs of unsatisfiability of propositional formulas, has been around for decades [19, 26],
the area of QBF proof complexity is relatively new, with theoretical studies gaining traction
only in the last decade or so [2, 7, 9, 10]. While inheriting and using a wealth of techniques
from propositional proof complexity [11, 13, 24], QBF proof complexity has also given several
© Olaf Beyersdorff, Joshua Blinkhorn, Meena Mahajan, Tomáš Peitl, and Gaurav Sood;
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new perspectives specific to QBF [5, 23, 34], and these perspectives and their connections to
QBF solving [31, 38] as well as their practical applications [33] have driven the search for
newer proof systems [1, 10, 21, 27, 29].
Many of the currently known QBF proof systems are built on the best-studied propositional
proof system resolution [16, 32]. Broadly speaking, resolution has been adapted to handle
the universal variables in QBFs in two intrinsically different ways. The first is an expansionbased approach: universal variables are eliminated at the outset by implicitly expanding the
universal quantifiers into conjunctions, creating annotated copies of existential variables.
The systems ∀Exp + Res, IR, and IRM [10, 23] are of this type. The second is a reductionrule approach: under certain conditions, resolution may be blocked, and also under certain
conditions, universal variables can be deleted from clauses. The conditions are formulated to
preserve soundness, ensuring that if a QBF is true, then so is the QBF resulting from adding
a derived clause. The systems QRes, QURes, CP + ∀Red [12, 25, 36] are of this type.
A central role in QBF proof complexity is played by the two-player evaluation game on
QBFs, and the existence of winning strategies for the universal player in false QBFs. For
many QBF resolution systems, such strategies were used to construct proofs and demonstrate
completeness, and soundness was demonstrated by extracting such strategies from proofs
[1, 10, 20]. The strategy extraction procedures build partial strategies at each line of the proof,
with the strategies at the final line forming a complete countermodel. These extraction
procedures are based on the fact that in each application of a rule in the proof system, any
winning strategies of the existential player are not destroyed.
In the systems QRes [25] and QURes [36], the soundness of the resolution rule is ensured
by enforcing a very simple side-condition: variables other than the pivot cannot appear in
both polarities in the antecedents. It was observed early on that this is often too restrictive.
The long-distance resolution proof system LD-QRes [1, 38] arose from efforts to have less
restrictive but still sound rules. In this system, a universal variable could appear in both
polarities and get merged in the consequent, provided it was to the right of the pivot in the
quantifier prefix. This preserves soundness, but the strategy extraction procedures become
notably more complex.
The system LD-QRes, while provably better than QRes [20], is still needlessly restrictive
in some situations. In particular, by checking a very simple syntactic prefix-ordering condition,
it fails to exploit the fact that soundness is not lost even if universal variables to the left
of the pivot are merged in both antecedents, provided the partial strategies built for them
in both antecedents are identical. A new system Merge Resolution (MRes) was introduced
last year [6] by a subset of the current authors, precisely to address this point. In MRes,
partial strategies are explicitly represented within the proof, in a particular representation
format called merge maps – these are essentially deterministic branching programs (DBPs).
In this format, isomorphism checking can be done efficiently, and this opens the way for
enabling sound applications of resolution that would have been blocked in LD-QRes (and
QRes). In [6], it was shown that this brought a rich pay-off: there is a family of formulas, the
SquaredEquality formulas, with short (linear-size) proofs in MRes, even in its tree-like and
regular versions, but requiring exponential size in QRes, QURes, CP + ∀Red, ∀Exp + Res,
and IR. It is notable that the hardness of SquaredEquality in these systems stems from a
certain semantic cost associated with these formulas and a corresponding lower bound [4, 5].
Thus the results of [6] show that such semantic costs are not a barrier for MRes.
In this paper, we explore the price paid for overcoming the semantic cost barrier. We
show that (expectedly) MRes is not an unqualified success story. Building strategies into
proofs via merge maps, and screening out unsoundness only through isomorphism tests,
comes at a fairly heavy price.
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Figure 1 Visual summary of the proof complexity landscape, with new results shown in bold.
Dotted lines to the box containing the four systems on the right indicate incomparability with all the
four systems. All incomparability results with tree-like MRes hold also with the tree-like systems.

(A) Lower bounds from circuit complexity for restricted versions of MRes. Since the
strategies are explicitly represented inside the proofs, computational hardness of strategies
immediately translates to proof size lower bounds. While computational hardness of strategies
is a known source of hardness in all reduction-based proof systems admitting efficient strategy
extraction [8,10], the computational model relevant for MRes is one for which no unconditional
lower bounds are known. For tree-like and regular MRes, the relevant models are decision
trees and read-once DBPs, where lower bounds are known. Using this approach, we show:
1. Tree-like MRes is exponentially weaker than MRes.
The QParity formulas witness the separation (Theorem 7) as their unique countermodel
is the parity function which requires large decision trees.
2. Tree-like MRes is incomparable with the dag-like and tree-like versions of QRes, QURes,
CP + ∀Red, ∀Exp + Res and IR.
One direction was shown in [6] via the SquaredEquality formulas: these formulas are
easy for tree-like MRes but hard for dag-like QRes, QURes, CP + ∀Red, ∀Exp + Res,
IR. The other direction is witnessed by the Completion Principle formulas (Theorem 9).
Unlike the QParity formulas, these formulas do not have unique countermodels. However,
we show that every countermodel requires large decision tree size, and hence obtain the
lower bound for tree-like MRes.

(B) Combinatorial lower bounds for full MRes. Even when winning strategies are unique
and easy to compute by DBPs, the formulas can be hard for MRes. We establish such
hardness in two cases, obtaining more incomparabilities.
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1. The LQParity formulas, easy in ∀Exp + Res [10], are exponentially hard for regular MRes
(Theorem 13). Hence regular MRes is incomparable with ∀Exp + Res and IR.
2. The KBKF-lq formulas, easy in QURes [2], are exponentially hard for MRes (Theorem 19).
Hence MRes and regular MRes are incomparable with QURes and CP + ∀Red.
The second hardness result above for the KBKF-lq formulas provides the first lower
bound for the full system of MRes, for which previously no lower bounds were known.
It may be noted that for existentially quantified QBFs, all the QBF proof systems
mentioned in this paper coincide with Resolution (or in case of CP + ∀Red, with Cutting
Planes). Therefore lower bounds for these propositional proof systems trivially lift to the
corresponding QBF proof system. In particular, the separations of tree-like and regular
MRes from MRes and other systems follow from the propositional case. However, such lower
bounds do not tell us much about the limitations of the QBF proof system other than what is
known from the underlying propositional proof system. Therefore, in QBF proof complexity,
we are interested in “genuine” QBF lower bounds, i.e. lower bounds that do not follow from
propositional lower bounds (cf. [14] on how to formally define the notion of “genuine” lower
bounds). The lower bounds we establish here are of this nature.
Figure 1 depicts the simulation order and incomparabilities we establish involving MRes
and its refinements. Amongst the remaining systems (the five systems on the right), all
relationships not directly implied by depicted connections are known to be incomparabilities
[10, 12, 23].

2

Preliminaries

Let [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n} and [m, n] = {m, . . . , n}. We represent clauses by sets of literals.
The resolution rule derives, from clauses C ∨ x and D ∨ ¬x, the clause C ∨ D. We say
that C ∨ D is the resolvent, x is the pivot, and denote this by C ∨ D = res(C ∨ x, D ∨ ¬x, x).
The propositional proof system Resolution proves that a CNF formula F is unsatisfiable
by deriving the empty clause through repeated applications of the resolution rule.
Quantified Boolean formulas. A Quantified Boolean formula (QBF) in prenex conjunctive
normal form is denoted Φ := Q · φ, where (a) Q = Q1 Z1 Q2 Z2 . . . Qk Zk is the quantifier prefix,
in which Zi are pairwise disjoint finite sets of Boolean variables, Qi ∈ {∃, ∀} for each i ∈ [k]
and Qi 6= Qi+1 for each i ∈ [k − 1], and (b) the matrix φ is a CNF over vars(Φ) := ∪i∈[k] Zi .
The existential (resp. universal) variables of Φ, typically denoted X or X∃ (resp. U or
X∀ ) is the set obtained as a union of Zi for which Qi = ∃ (resp. Qi = ∀). The prefix Q
defines a binary relation <Q on vars(Φ), such that z <Q z 0 holds iff z ∈ Zi , z 0 ∈ Zj , and
i < j, in which case we say that z 0 is right of z and z is left of z 0 . For each u ∈ U , we define
LQ (u) := {x ∈ X | x <Q u}, i.e. the existential variables left of u.
For a set of variables Z, let hZi denote the set of assignments to Z. A strategy h for a QBF
Φ is a set {hu | u ∈ U } of functions hu : hLQ (u)i → {0, 1} (for each α ∈ hXi, hu (αLQ (u) )
and h(α) should be interpreted as a Boolean assignment to the variable u and the variable
set U respectively). Additionally h is winning if, for each α ∈ hXi, the restriction of φ by
the assignment (α, h(α)) is false. We use the terms “winning strategy” and “countermodel”
interchangeably. A QBF is called false if it has a countermodel, and true if it does not.
The semantics of QBFs is also explained by a two-player evaluation game played on a
QBF. In a run of the game, two players, the existential and the universal player, assign
values to the variables in the order of quantification in the prefix. The existential player wins
if the assignment so constructed satisfies all the clauses of φ; otherwise the universal player
wins. Assigning values according to a countermodel guarantees that the universal player
wins no matter how the existential player plays; hence the term “winning strategy”.
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The formulas

We describe the formulas we will use throughout the paper.
The QParity and LQParity formulas [10]. Let parityc (y1 , y2 , . . . , yk ) be a shorthand
V
for the following conjunction of clauses: S⊆[k], |S|≡1 (mod 2) ((∨i∈S yi ) ∨ (∨i6∈S yi )). Thus
parityc (y1 , y2 , . . . , yk ) is equal to 1 iff y1 + y2 + · · · + yk ≡ 0 (mod 2). QParityn is the QBF
V
i
∃x1 , . . . , xn , ∀z, ∃t1 , . . . , tn .
i∈[n+1] φn where
φ1n = parityc (x1 , t1 );

∀i ∈ [2, n], φin = parityc (ti−1 , xi , ti );


φn+1
= (tn ∨ z) ∧ tn ∨ z .
n

The QBFs are false: they claim that there exist x1 , . . . , xn such that x1 + · · · + xn is neither
congruent to 0 nor 1 modulo 2. Note that the only winning strategy for the universal player
is to play z satisfying z ≡ x1 + · · · + xn (mod 2).

V
\c (y1 , y2 , . . . , yk , z) abbreviate
Similarly, let parity
(C ∨ z) ∧ (C ∨ z) .
C∈parityc (y
1 ,y2 ,...,yk )
V
i
LQParityn is the QBF ∃x1 , . . . , xn , ∀z, ∃t1 , . . . , tn .
i∈[n+1] φn where
\c (x1 , t1 , z);
φ1n = parity

\c (ti−1 , xi , ti , z);
∀i ∈ [2, n], φin = parity


φn+1
= (tn ∨ z)∧ tn ∨ z .
n
[i,j]

For both QParityn and LQParityn , for i, j ∈ [n + 1], i ≤ j, we let φn
Also, X = {x1 , . . . , xn } and T = {t1 , . . . , tn }.

denote

V

k∈[i,j]

φkn .

I Observation 1. For both QParityn and LQParityn : (a) for each i ∈ [n], and each C ∈ φin ,
{xi , ti } ⊆ var(C); and (b) for each i ∈ [n + 1] \ {1}, and each C ∈ φin , {ti−1 } ⊆ var(C).
The Completion Principle formulas CRn [23]. The QBF CRn is defined as follows:


CRn = ∃ xij , ∀ z, ∃ ai , ∃ bj .
∧ (Aij ∧ Bij ) ∧ LA ∧ LB
i,j∈[n]

i∈[n]

j∈[n]

i,j∈[n]

where Aij = xij ∨ z ∨ ai , Bij = xij ∨ z ∨ bj , LA = a1 ∨ · · · ∨ an , and LB = b1 ∨ · · · ∨ bn .
Let X, A, B denote the variable sets {xij : i, j ∈ [n]}, {ai : i ∈ [n]}, and {bj : j ∈ [n]}. It is
convenient to think of the X variables as arranged in an n × n matrix.
Intuitively, the formulas describe a completion game, played on the matrix


a1 . . . a1 . . . an . . . an
b1 . . . bn . . . b1 . . . bn
where the ∃-player first deletes exactly one cell per column and the ∀-player then chooses
one row. The ∀-player wins if his row contains all of A or all of B (cf. [23]).
The KBKF-lq[n] formulas [2]. Our last QBFs are a variant of the formulas introduced by
Kleine Büning et al. [25], which in various versions appear prominently throughout the QBF
literature [2, 5, 10, 20, 36]. For n > 1, the nth member of the KBKF-lq[n] family consists of
the prefix ∃d1 , e1 , ∀x1 , ∃d2 , e2 , ∀x2 , . . . , ∃dn , en , ∀xn , ∃f1 , f2 , . . . , fn and clauses
A0 = {d1 , e1 , f1 , . . . , fn }
Adi = {di , xi , di+1 , ei+1 , f1 , . . . , fn }

Aei = {ei , xi , di+1 , ei+1 , f1 , . . . , fn }

∀i ∈ [n − 1]

Adn
Bi0
Bn0

Aen
Bi1
Bn1

∀i ∈ [n − 1]

= {dn , xn , f1 , . . . , fn }
= {xi , fi , fi+1 , . . . fn }
= {xn , fn }

= {en , xn , f1 , . . . , fn }
= {xi , fi , fi+1 , . . . fn }
= {xn , fn }
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Note that the existential part of each clause in KBKF-lq[n] is a Horn clause (at most one
positive literal), and except A0 , is even strict Horn (exactly one positive literal).
We use the following shorthand notation. Sets of variables: D = {d1 , . . . , dn }, E =
{e1 , . . . , en }, F = {f1 , . . . , fn }, and X = {x1 , . . . , xn }. Sets of literals: For Y ∈ {D, E, X, F },
set Y 1 = {u | u ∈ Y } and Y 0 = {u | u ∈ Y }. Sets of clauses:
A0
Ai
A[i,j]
A

= {A0 }
= {Adi , Aei } ∀i ∈ [n]
= ∪k∈[i,j] Ak ∀i, j ∈ [0, n], i ≤ j
= A[0,n]

Bi
B[i,j]
B

=
=
=

{Bi0 , Bi1 } ∀i ∈ [n]
∪k∈[i,j] Bk ∀i, j ∈ [n], i ≤ j
B[1,n]

We use the following property of these formulas:
I Proposition 2. Let h be any countermodel for KBKF-lq[n]. Let α be any assignment to
D, and β be any assignment to E.

For each i ∈ [n], if αj 6= βj for all 1 ≤ j ≤ i, then hxi (α, β)LQ (xi ) = αi .
In particular, if αj 6= βj for all j ∈ [n], then the countermodel computes h(α, β) = α.

2.2

The Merge Resolution proof system [6]

The formal definition of the Merge Resolution proof system, denoted MRes, is rather technical
and can be found in [6]. Here we present a somewhat informal description.
First, we describe the idea behind the proof system. MRes is a line-based proof system.
Each line L has a clause C with only existential literals, and a partial strategy hu for each
universal variable u. The idea is to maintain the invariant that for each existential assignment
α, if α falsifies C, then α extended by the partial universal assignment setting each u to hu (α)
falsifies at least one of the clauses used to derive L. Thus the set of functions {hu } gives a
partial strategy that wins whenever the existential player plays from the set of assignments
falsifying C. The goal is to derive a line with the empty clause; the corresponding strategy
at that line will be a complete winning strategy, a countermodel. Along the way, resolution
is used on the clauses. If the pivot is x, then for universal variables u right of x, the partial
strategies can be combined with a branching decision on x. However, for u left of x, in
the evaluation game, the value of u is already set when x is to be assigned. Thus already
existing non-trivial partial strategies for u cannot be combined with a branching decision,
and so this resolution step is blocked. However, if both the strategies are identical, or if
one of them is trivial (unspecified), then the non-trivial strategy can be carried forward
while maintaining the desired invariant. Checking whether strategies are identical can itself
be hard, making verification of the proof difficult. In MRes, this is handled by choosing a
particular representation called merge maps, where isomorphism checks are easy.
Now we can describe the proof system itself. First we describe merge maps. Syntactically,
these are deterministic branching programs, specified by a sequence of instructions of one of
the following two forms:
hline `i : b where b ∈ {∗, 0, 1}.1
Merge maps containing a single such instruction are called simple. In particular, if b = ∗,
then they are called trivial.
hline `i : If x = 0 then go to hline `1 i else go to hline `2 i, for some `1 , `2 < `. In a merge
map M for u, all queried variables x must precede u in the quantifier prefix.
Merge maps with such instructions are called complex.
1

In [6], the notation used is b ∈ {∗, u, ū}; u, ū, ∗ denote u = 1, u = 0, undefined respectively.
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(All line numbers are natural numbers.) The merge map M u computes a partial strategy
for the universal variable u starting at the largest line number (the leading instruction) and
following the instructions in the natural way. The value ∗ denotes an undefined value.
Two merge maps M1 , M2 are said to be consistent, denoted M1 ./ M2 , if for every line
number i appearing in both M1 , M2 , the instructions with line number i are identical. Two
merge maps M1 , M2 are said to be isomorphic, denoted M1 ' M2 , if there is a bijection
between the line numbers in M1 and M2 that transforms M1 to M2 in the natural way.
For the remainder of this section let Φ = Q · φ be a QBF with existential variables X
and universal variables U . The proof system MRes has the following rules:
1. Axiom: For a clause A in the matrix φ, let C be the existential part of A. For each
universal variable u, let bu be the value u must take to falsify A; if u 6∈ var(A), then
bu = ∗. For any natural number i, the line (C, {M u : u ∈ U }) where each M u is the
simple merge map hii : bu can be derived in MRes.
2. Resolution: From lines La = (Ca , {Mau : u ∈ U }) for a ∈ {0, 1}, in MRes, the line
L = (C, {M u : u ∈ U }) can be derived, where for some x ∈ X,
C = res(C0 , C1 , x), and
u
for each u ∈ U , either Mau is trivial and M u = M1−a
for some a, or M u = M0u ' M1u ,
u
or x precedes u and M has a leading instruction that builds the complex merge map
If x = 0 then hM0u i else hM1u i.
A refutation is a derivation using these rules and ending in a line with the empty existential
clause. The size of the refutation is the number of lines. In the rest of this paper, we will
denote refutations by the Greek letter Π.
A small but important illustrative example from [6] is reproduced in the appendix.
As shown in [6], the merge maps at the final line compute a countermodel for the QBF.
To establish this, some stronger properties of the derivation are established and will be useful
to us. We restate the relevant properties here.
I Lemma 3 (Extracted/adapted from [6] Section 4.3, (Proof of Lemma 21)). Let Φ = Q · φ
def
be a QBF with existential variables X and universal variables U . Let Π = L1 , . . . , Lm be an
MRes refutation of Φ, where each Li = (Ci , {Miu | u ∈ U }). Further, for each i ∈ [m],
let αi be the minimal partial assignment falsifying Ci ,
let Ai be the set of assignments to X consistent with αi ,
for each u ∈ U , let hui be the function computed by Miu ,
for each α ∈ Ai , let hi (α) be the partial assignment which sets variable u to hui (αLQ (u) )
if hui (αLQ (u) ) 6= ∗, and leaves it unset otherwise.
Then for each α ∈ Ai , the assignment (α, hi (α)) falsifies at least one clause of φ used in the
sub-derivation of Li .
Let GΠ be the derivation graph corresponding to Π (with edges directed from the
antecedents to the consequent, hence from the axioms to the final line).
u
is isomorphic to a subgraph of GΠ (up to path
I Proposition 4 ([6]). For all u ∈ U , Mm
contraction).

Let S be a subset of the existential variables X of Φ. We say that an MRes refutation of
Φ is S-regular if for each x ∈ S, there is no leaf-to-root path that uses x as pivot more than
once. An X-regular proof is simply called a regular proof. If GΠ is a tree, then we say that
Π is a tree-like proof.
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3

Lifting branching program lower bounds

The following lemma is an immediate consequence of Proposition 4.
def

I Lemma 5. Let Π = L1 , . . . , Lm be an MRes refutation. If Π is tree-like (resp. regular),
u
then for all u ∈ U , Mm
is a decision tree (resp. read-once branching program). Moreover,
u
the size of Π is lower bounded by the size of Mm
.
This lemma allows us to lift lower bounds for decision trees (resp. read-once branching
programs) to lower bounds for tree-like (resp. regular) Merge Resolution.
For QParityn and LQParityn , the only winning strategy for the universal player is to set
z such that z ≡ x1 + x2 + · · · + xn (mod 2).
I Proposition 6 (Folklore). The decision tree size complexity of the parity function is 2n .
I Theorem 7. sizeMResTree (QParityn ) = 2Ω(n) and sizeMResTree (LQParityn ) = 2Ω(n) .
For the QBF CRn , the winning strategy for the universal player (countermodel) is not
unique. However, we show that all countermodels require large decision trees.
I Lemma 8. Every countermodel for CRn has decision tree size complexity at least 2n .
I Theorem 9. sizeMResTree (CRn ) = 2Ω(n) .
I Corollary 10. Tree-Like MRes is incomparable with the tree-like and general versions of
QRes, QURes, CP + ∀Red, ∀Exp + Res, and IR.
Proof. We showed in Theorem 9 that the Completion Principle CRn requires exponential-size
refutations in tree-like Merge Resolution. It has polynomial-size refutations in tree-like QRes
[22] (and hence also in QURes and CP + ∀Red) and tree-like ∀Exp + Res [23] (and hence
also in IR). (While [23] does not explicitly mention tree-like proofs, the proof provided there
for CRn is tree-like.) On the other hand, the formulas EQn have polynomial-size tree-like
MRes refutations [6] but require exponential-size refutations in QRes, QURes, CP + ∀Red [5],
∀Exp + Res, IR [4] (cf. [3] on how to apply the lower bound technique from [4] to EQn ). J
We now show how to lift lower bounds for read-once branching programs to those for
regular MRes. This follows the method used, for instance, in [10] (Section 4.1) and [30]
(Section 6). Let f : X → {0, 1} be a Boolean function, let Cf be a Boolean circuit encoding
f , and let u be a variable not in X. Using Tseitin transformation [35], we can construct
a CNF formula φ(X, u, Y ) such that ∃Y.φ(X, u, Y ) is logically equivalent to Cf (X) 6= u.
Therefore, Φ := ∃X∀u∃Y.φ(X, u, Y ), called the QBF encoding of f , is a false QBF formula
with f as the unique winning strategy. Moreover, the size of Φ is polynomial in the size of
Cf . Choosing a function f that can be computed by polynomial-size Boolean circuits but
requires exponential-size read-once branching programs gives the desired lower bound. Many
such functions are known [37]. For instance, we can use the following result:
I Theorem 11 ([17]). There is a Boolean function f in n variables that can be computed
by
√
a Boolean circuit of size O(n3/2 ) but requires read-once branching programs of size 2Ω( n) .
I Corollary 12. There is a Boolean function f in n variables with a QBF√encoding Φ of size
polynomial in n such that any regular MRes refutation of Φ has size 2Ω( n) .
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A lower bound for Regular Merge Resolution

In this section, we prove a lower for a formula whose countermodel can be computed by
polynomial-size read-once branching programs.
I Theorem 13. sizeMResReg (LQParityn ) = 2Ω(n) .
This follows from a stronger result that we prove below: any T -regular refutation of LQParityn
in MRes must have size 2Ω(n) (Theorem 17).
The proof proceeds as follows: Let Π be a T -regular MRes refutation of LQParityn .
Since every axiom has a variable from T while the final clause in Π is empty, there is a
maximal “component” of the proof leading to and including the final line, where all clauses
are T -free. The clauses in this component involve only the X variables. We show that the
“boundary” of this component is large, by showing in Lemma 16 that each clause here must
be wide. (This idea was used in [30] to show that CR is hard for reductionless LD-QRes.) To
establish the width bound, we note that no lines have trivial strategies. Since the pivots at
the boundary are variables from T , the merge maps incoming into each boundary resolution
must be isomorphic. By carefully analysing what axiom clauses can and must be used to
derive lines just above the boundary (Lemma 15), we conclude that the merge maps must be
simple, yielding the lower bound. To fill in all the details, we first describe some properties
(Lemma 14) of Π that will be used in obtaining this result.
The lines of Π will be denoted by L, L0 , L00 etc. For lines L and L0 the respective clause,
merge map and the function computed by the merge map will be denoted by C, M , h and
C 0 , M 0 , h0 respectively. Let GΠ be the derivation graph corresponding to Π (with edges
directed from the antecedents to the consequent, hence from the axioms to the final line).
We will refer to the nodes of this graph by the corresponding line. For L, L0 ∈ Π, we will say
L
L0 if there is a path from L to L0 in GΠ .
For a line L ∈ Π, let ΠL be the minimal sub-derivation of L, and let GΠL be the
corresponding subgraph of GΠ with sink L. Define UsedConstraints(ΠL ) = {φin | i ∈
[n + 1], leaves(GΠL ) ∩ φin 6= ∅}, and Uci(ΠL ) = {i ∈ [n + 1] | φin ∈ UsedConstraints(ΠL )}.
(Uci stands for UsedConstraintsIndex.) Note that for any leaf L, Uci(ΠL ) is a singleton.
Define S 0 to be the set of those lines in Π where the clause part has no T variable and
furthermore there is a path in GΠ from the line to the final empty clause via lines where all
the clauses also have no T variables. Let S denote the set of leaves in the subgraph of GΠ
restricted to S 0 ; these are lines that are in S 0 but their parents are not in S 0 . Note that no
leaf of Π is in S 0 because all leaves of GΠ contain a variable in T .
I Lemma 14. Let L = (C, M ) be a line of Π. Then Uci(ΠL ) is an interval [i, j] for some
1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n + 1. Furthermore, (below i, j refer to the endpoints of this interval )
1. For all k ∈ [i, j − 1], tk 6∈ var(C).
2. If i > 1, then ti−1 ∈ var(C).
3. If j ≤ n, then tj ∈ var(C).
4. |var(C) ∩ T | = 1 iff [i, j] contains exactly one of 1, n + 1.
var(C) ∩ T = ∅ iff [i, j] = [1, n + 1].
5. For all k ∈ [i, j] ∩ [1, n], xk ∈ var(C) ∪ var(M ).
I Lemma 15. Let L ∈ S be derived in Π as L = res(L0 , L00 , tk ). Then Uci(ΠL ) = [1, n + 1],
and Uci(ΠL0 ), Uci(ΠL00 ) partition [1, n + 1] into [1, k], [k + 1, n + 1].
I Lemma 16. For all L ∈ S, width(C) = n.
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I Theorem 17. Every T -regular refutation of LQParityn in MRes has size 2Ω(n) .
Proof. Let Π be a T -regular refutation of LQParityn in MRes. Let S 0 , S be as defined in
the beginning of this sub-section. By definition, for each L = (C, M ) ∈ S 0 , var(C) ⊆ X.
b = {C | L = (C, M ) ∈ S 0 }. Then Π
b contains a propositional resolution refutation
Let Π
of C = {C | L = (C, M ) ∈ A}. Therefore C is an unsatisfiable CNF formula over the n
variables in X. By Lemma 16, each clause in C has width n and so is falsified by exactly one
assignment. Therefore, to ensure that each of the 2n assignments falsifies some clause, (at
least) 2n clauses are required. Therefore |C| > 2n . Hence |Π| > 2n .
J

I Corollary 18. Regular MRes is incomparable with ∀Exp + Res and IR.

5

A lower bound for Merge Resolution

In this section we show that the KBKF-lq formulas are exponentially hard for MRes.
I Theorem 19. sizeMRes (KBKF-lq[n]) = 2Ω(n) .

Proof idea
We will show that, in any MRes refutation of the KBKF-lq formulas, the literals over
the variables in F = {f1 , f2 , . . . , fn } must be removed before the strategies become “very
complex”. From this we conclude that there must be exponentially many lines.
To argue that literals over F must be removed before the strategies become “very complex”,
we look at the form of the lines containing literals over F . If any such line has a “very
complex” strategy (by which we mean that for some i ∈ [n], ui depends on either di or ei ),
then the literals over F cannot be removed from the clause.
Elaborating on the roadmap of the argument: Let Π be an MRes refutation of KBKF-lq[n].
Each line in Π has the form L = (C, M x1 , . . . , M xn ) where C is a clause over D, E, F , and
each M xi is a merge map computing a strategy for xi .
Define S 0 to be set of those lines in Π where the clause part has no F variable and
furthermore the line has a path in GΠ to the final empty clause via lines where all the clauses
also have no F variables. Let S denote the set of leaves in the subgraph of GΠ restricted to
S 0 ; these are lines that are in S 0 but their parents are not in S 0 . Note that by definition,
for each L = (C, {M xi | i ∈ [n]}) ∈ S 0 , var(C) ⊆ D ∪ E. No line in S 0 (and in particular, no
line in S) is an axiom since all axiom clauses have variables from F .
Recall that the variables of KBKF-lq[n] can be naturally grouped based on the quantifier
prefix: for i ∈ [n], the ith group has di , ei , xi , and the (n + 1)th group has the F variables.
By construction, the merge map for xi does not depend on variables in later groups, as is
indeed required for a countermodel. We say that a merge map for xi has self-dependence if
it does depend on di and/or ei .
We show that every merge map at every line in S 0 is non-trivial (Lemma 24). Further, we
show that at every line on the boundary of S 0 , i.e. in S, no merge map has self-dependence
(Lemma 25). Using this, we conclude that S must be exponentially large, since in every
countermodel the strategy of each variable must have self-dependence (Proposition 2).
In order to show that lines in S do not have self-dependence, we first establish several
properties of the sets of axiom clauses used in a sub-derivation (Lemmas 20, 21, 22, 23).
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Detailed proof
For a line L ∈ Π, let ΠL be the minimal sub-derivation of L, and let GΠL be the corresponding
subgraph of GΠ with sink L. Let Uci(ΠL ) = {i ∈ [0, n] | leaves(GΠL ) ∩ Ai 6= ∅}. (Uci stands
for UsedConstraintsIndex). Note that we are only looking at the clauses in A to define Uci.
I Lemma 20. For every line L = (C, {M xi | i ∈ [n]}) of Π,
1. Uci(ΠL ) = ∅ if and only if C ∩ F 1 6= ∅ if and only if |C ∩ F 1 | = 1.
2. Uci(ΠL ) 6= ∅ if and only if C ∩ F 1 = ∅.
I Lemma 21. A line L = (C, {M xi | i ∈ [n]}) of Π with Uci(ΠL ) = ∅ has these properties:
1. var(C) ⊆ F ; for all i ∈ [n], M xi ∈ {∗, 0, 1};
2. For some j ∈ [n], fj ∈ C and M xj ∈ {0, 1};
3. For 1 ≤ i < j, fi 6∈ var(C) and M xi = ∗;
4. For j < i ≤ n, if fi 6∈ var(C), then M xj ∈ {0, 1}.
I Lemma 22. Let L = (C, {M xi | i ∈ [n]}) be a line of Π with Uci(ΠL ) 6= ∅. Then Uci(ΠL )
is an interval [a, b] for some 0 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ n. Furthermore, (in the items below, a, b refer to
the endpoints of this interval ), it has the following properties:
1. For k ∈ [n] ∩ [a, b], M xk 6= ∗.
2. If a ≥ 1, then |{da , ea } ∩ C| = 1. If a = 0, then C does not have any positive literal.
3. If b < n, then db+1 , eb+1 ∈ C.
4. For all k ∈ [n] \ [a, b], (i) dk , ek 6∈ var(M xk ), and (ii) if M xk = ∗ then fk ∈ C.
I Lemma 23. For any line L = (C, {M xi | i ∈ [n]}) in Π, and any k ∈ [n], if {dk , ek } ∩
var(M xk ) 6= ∅, then Uci(ΠL ) = [a, n] for some a ≤ k − 1.
I Lemma 24. For all L ∈ S 0 , for all k ∈ [n], M xk 6= ∗.
Proof. Consider a line L = (C, {M xi | i ∈ [n]}) ∈ S 0 . Since L ∈ S 0 , var(C) ∩ F = ∅, so
C ∩ F 1 = ∅. By Lemma 20, Uci(ΠL ) 6= ∅. Since every clause in A contains all literals in
F 0 , for each k ∈ [n], ΠL has a leaf where the clause contains fk . This literal is removed in
deriving L, so ΠL also has a leaf where the clause contains the positive literal fk . That is, it
uses an axiom from Bk ; this leaf has a non-trivial merge map for xk . Since a step in MRes
cannot make a non-trivial merge map trivial, the merge map for xk at L is non-trivial. J
I Lemma 25. For all L ∈ S, for all k ∈ [n], dk , ek 6∈ var(M xk ).
Proof. Consider a line L ∈ S; L = (C, {M xi | i ∈ [n]}). Assume to the contrary that for
some k ∈ [n], {dk , ek } ∩ var(M xk ) 6= ∅.
Line L is obtained by performing resolution on two non-S 0 clauses with a pivot from F .
Let L = res(L0 , L00 , f` ) for some ` ∈ [n]; f` ∈ C 0 and f` ∈ C 00 . Since L has no variable in F ,
f` is the only variable from F in var(C 0 ) and var(C 00 ).
Since C 0 has the literal f` ∈ F 1 , by Observation 20, Uci(ΠL0 ) = ∅ and L0 is derived
exclusively from B. Since D ∪ E and var(B) are disjoint, all the merge maps in L0 have no
variable from D ∪ E. So M xk gets its D ∪ E variables from (M 00 )xk . Since this does not block
the resolution step, (M 0 )xk must be trivial and M xk = (M 00 )xk . Since var(C 0 ) ∩ F = f` , by
Lemma 21 (2),(3),(4), k < `.
The line L00 has no literal from F 1 , so by Observation 20, Uci(ΠL00 ) 6= ∅. It has a merge
map for xk involving at least one of dk , ek , so by Lemma 23, Uci(ΠL00 ) = [a, n] for some
a ≤ k − 1. Thus we have a ≤ k − 1 < k < ` ≤ n.
Consider the resolution of L0 with L00 . By Lemma 21 (2), (M 0 )x` ∈ {0, 1}, and by
Lemma 22 (1), (M 00 )x` 6= ∗. To enable this resolution, (M 00 )x` = (M 0 )x` . The clauses Ad`
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and Ae` give rise to different constant strategies for x` . So the derivation of L00 uses exactly
one of these two clauses. Assume it uses Ad` ; the other case is symmetric. Since a < `, the
derivation of L00 uses a clause from A`−1 , introducing literals d` and e` . Since the only clause
containing positive literal e` is not used, e` survives in C 00 . Going from L00 to L removes only
f` , so e` ∈ C.
To summarize, at this stage we know that L ∈ S, e` ∈ C, {dk , ek } ∩ var(M xk ) 6= ∅,
x`
M ∈ {0, 1} and 1 ≤ k < ` ≤ n.
Fix any path ρ in GΠ from L to L . Along this path, e` appears as the pivot somewhere,
since the literal e` is eventually removed. Consider the resolution step at that point, say
C1 = res(C2 , C3 , e` ), with C3 being the clause at the line on ρ. At the corresponding line
L3 , the strategies are at least as complex as those at L. Hence var(M3xk ) ∩ {dk , ek } =
6 ∅. On
the other hand, C2 has the positive literal e` . By Lemma 22, for the corresponding line
L2 , Uci(ΠL2 ) = [`, c] for some c ≥ `. Since k < `, by Lemma 22, {dk , ek } ∩ var(M2xk ) = ∅.
However, the path from L2 to L1 and thence to L along ρ witnesses that L2 ∈ S 0 , so by
Lemma 24, (M2 )xk =
6 ∗. Thus M2xk and M3xk are non-trivial but not isomorphic, and this
blocks the resolution on e` .
Thus our assumption that {dk , ek }∩var(M xk ) 6= ∅ must be false. The lemma is proved. J
Proof. (of Theorem 19) Let Π be a refutation of KBKF-lq[n] in MRes. Let S 0 , S be as
defined in the beginning of this section. Let the final line of Π be L = (, {sxi | i ∈ [n]}),
and for i ∈ [n], let hi be the functions computed by the merge map sxi . By soundness of
MRes, the functions {hi }i∈[n] form a countermodel for KBKF-lq[n].
For each a ∈ {0, 1}n , consider the assignment α to the variables of D ∪ E where di = ai ,
ei = ai . Call such an assignment an anti-symmetric assignment. Given such an assignment,
walk from L towards the leaves of Π as far as is possible while maintaining the following
invariant at each line L = (C, {M xi | i ∈ [n]}) along the way:
1. α falsifies C, and
2. for each i ∈ [n], hi (α) = M xi (α).
Clearly this invariant is initially true at L , which is in S 0 . If we are currently at a line
L ∈ S 0 where the invariant is true, and if L 6∈ S, then L is obtained from lines L0 , L00 . The
resolution pivot in this step is not in F , since that would put L in S. So both L0 and L00 are
in S 0 , and the pivot is in D ∪ E. Let the pivot be in {d` , e` } for some ` ∈ [n]. Depending on
the pivot value, exactly one of C 0 , C 00 is falsified by α; say C 0 is falsified. By Lemma 24, for
each i ∈ [n], both (M 0 )xi and (M 00 )xi are non-trivial. By definition of the MRes rule,
For i < `, (M 0 )xi and (M 00 )xi are isomorphic (otherwise the resolution is blocked), and
M xi = (M 0 )xi = (M 00 )xi .
For i ≥ `, there are two possibilities:
(1) (M 0 )xi and (M 00 )xi are isomorphic, and M xi = (M 0 )xi .
(2) M xi is a merge of (M 0 )xi and (M 00 )xi with the pivot variable queried. By definition
of the merge operation, since C 0 is falsified by α, M xi (α) = (M 0 )xi (α).
Thus in all cases, for each i, hi (α) = M xi (α) = (M 0 )xi (α). Hence L0 satisfies the invariant.
We have shown that as long as we have not encountered a line in S, we can move further.
We continue the walk until a line in S is reached. We denote the line so reached by P (α).
Thus P defines a map from anti-symmetric assignments to S.
Suppose P (α) = P (β) = (C, {M xi | i ∈ [n]}) for two distinct anti-symmetric assignments
obtained from a, b ∈ {0, 1}n respectively. Let j be the least index in [n] where aj 6= bj . By
Lemma 25, M xj depends only on {di , ei | i < j}, and α, β agree on these variables. Thus
we get the equalities aj = hj (α) = M xj (α) = M xj (β) = hj (β) = bj , where the first and last
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equalities follow from Proposition 2, the third equality from by Lemma 25 and choice of j,
and the second and fourth equalities by the invariant satisfied at P (α) and P (β) respectively.
This contradicts aj 6= bj .
We have established that the map P is one-to-one. Hence, S has at least as many lines
as anti-symmetric assignments, so |Π| ≥ |S| ≥ 2n .
J
I Corollary 26. Both regular MRes and MRes are incomparable with QURes and CP + ∀Red.
Proof. Theorem 19 shows that the KBKF-lq[n] formula requires exponential-size refutations
in MRes (and hence also in its regular restriction). It has polynomial-size refutations in QURes
[2], and also in CP + ∀Red since CP + ∀Red simulates QURes ([12]). The other direction
follows from the EQn formulas, as already mentioned in the proofs of Corollaries 10, 18. J

6

Conclusions and Future Work

The proof system MRes was introduced in [6], using the novel idea of building strategies
directly into the proof and using them to enable additional sound applications of resolution.
In [6], the strengths of the proof system were demonstrated. In this paper, we complement
that study by exposing some limitations of MRes. We obtain hardness for tree-like MRes by
transferring computational hardness of the countermodels in decision trees, and for regular
and general MRes by ad hoc combinatorial arguments.
Several questions still remain.
1. One of the driving goals behind the definition of MRes was overcoming a perceived
weakness of LD-QRes: its criterion for blocking unsound applications of resolution also
blocks several sound applications. However, whether MRes actually overcomes this
weakness is yet to be demonstrated. In [6], MRes is shown to be more powerful than the
reductionless variant of LD-QRes (introduced in [15] and further investigated in [6, 30]).
However, we still do not have an instance of a formula hard for LD-QRes but easy for
MRes. A natural candidate is LQParity, for which we only have a lower bound in regular
MRes. Another natural candidate is SquaredEquality. The other direction, whether there
is a formula easy for LD-QRes but hard for MRes, is also open. One possible candidate
for this separation might appear to be KBKF, which is easy for LD-QRes [20] (that paper
uses the name ϕt ). However the KBKF formulas can be shown to have short refutations
in MRes as well, and hence cannot be used for this purpose.
2. In the propositional case, regular resolution simulates tree-like resolution. This relation
may not hold in the case of MRes, and even if it does, it will need a different proof. The
trick used in the propositional case – (i) interpret the proof tree as a decision tree for
search, (ii) make the decision tree read-once, (iii) then return from the search tree to a
refutation, – does not work here because when we prune away parts of the decision tree
to get a read-once tree, we may end up destroying isomorphism of strategies of blocking
variables.
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Abstract
We generalise the results of Bhattacharya et al.[9] for the list-k-means problem defined as – for a
(unknown) partition X1 , ..., Xk of the dataset X ⊆ Rd , find a list of k-center-sets (each element in
the list is a set of k centers) such that at least one of k-center-sets {ch1 , ..., ck } in the list gives an
i
(1 + ε)-approximation with respect to the cost function minpermutation π

Pk

i=1

P

x∈Xi

||x − cπ(i) ||2 .

The list-k-means problem is important for the constrained k-means problem since algorithms for the
former can be converted to PTAS for various versions of the latter. The algorithm for the list-k-means
problem by Bhattacharya et al.is a D2 -sampling based algorithm that runs in k iterations. Making
use of a constant factor solution for the (classical or unconstrained) k-means problem, we generalise
the algorithm of Bhattacharya et al.in two ways – (i) for any fixed set Xj1 , ..., Xjt of t ≤ k clusters,
t
the algorithm produces a list of ( kε )O( ε ) t-center sets such that (w.h.p.) at least one of them is good
for Xj1 , ..., Xjt , and (ii) the algorithm runs in a single iteration. Following are the consequences of
our generalisations:
1. Faster PTAS under stability and a parameterised reduction: Property (i) of our generalisation is
useful in scenarios where finding good centers becomes easier once good centers for a few “bad”
clusters have been chosen. One such case is clustering under stability of Awasthi et al.[5] where
the number of such bad clusters is a constant. Using property (i), we
the
 significantly improve

1 ,1)
poly( β
ε

running time of their algorithm from O(dn3 )(k log n)

to O dn3

1
k O( βε2 )
ε



. Another

application is a parameterised reduction from the outlier version of k-means to the classical one
where the bad clusters are the outliers.
2. Streaming algorithms: The sampling algorithm running in a single iteration (i.e., property (ii))
allows us to design a constant-pass, logspace streaming algorithm for the list-k-means problem.
This can be converted to a constant-pass, logspace streaming PTAS for various constrained
versions of the k-means problem. In particular, this gives a 3-pass, polylog-space streaming
PTAS for the constrained binary k-means problem which in turn gives a 4-pass, polylog-space
streaming PTAS for the generalised binary `0 -rank-r approximation problem. This is the first
constant pass, polylog-space streaming algorithm for either of the two problems. Coreset based
techniques, which is another approach for designing streaming algorithms in general, is not
known to work for the constrained binary k-means problem to the best of our knowledge.
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1

Introduction

Clustering is one of the most important tools for data analysis and the k-means clustering
problem is one of the most prominent mathematical formulations of clustering. The goal of
clustering is to partition data objects into groups, called clusters, such that similar objects
are in the same cluster and dissimilar ones are in different clusters. Defining the clustering
problem formally requires us to quantify the notion of similarity/dissimilarity and there are
various ways of doing this. Given that in most contexts data objects can be represented as
vectors in Rd , a natural notion of distance between data points is the squared Euclidean
distance and this gives rise to the k-means problem.
k-means: Given a dataset X ⊂ Rd and a positive integer k, find a set C ⊂ Rd of k
points, called centers, such that the following cost function is minimised: Φ(C, X) ≡
P
2 2
x∈X minc∈C kx − ck .
The k-means problem has been widely studied by both theoreticians and practitioners and is
quite uniquely placed in the computer science research literature. The theoretical worst-case
analysis properties of the k-means problem are fairly well understood. The problem is known
to be NP-hard [17, 36, 39] and APX-hard [6, 14]. A lot of work has been done on obtaining
efficient constant approximation algorithms for this problem (e.g., [30, 2]). However, this
is not the main focus of this work. In this work, we discuss approximation schemes for the
k-means problem and its variants. Approximation schemes are a family of algorithms {A}ε
that give (1 + ε)-approximation guarantee.
Given the hardness of approximation results, it is known that a Polynomial Time
Approximation Scheme (PTAS) is not possible unless P = NP. However, there are efficient
approximation schemes when at least one of k, d is not part of the input (and hence assumed
to be a fixed constant). The work on approximation schemes for the k-means problem can
be split into two categories where one consists of algorithms under the assumption that k is
a constant while the other with d as a constant. Assuming k is a constant, there are various
k
PTAS [32, 19, 28, 29] with running time O(nd · 2Õ( ε ) ).3 Note that the running time has a
dependence on 2k . This is nicely supported by a conditional lower bound result [3] that says
that under the Exponential Time Hypothesis (ETH) any approximation algorithm (beyond
a fixed approximation factor) that runs in time polynomial in n and d will have a running
time dependence of at least 2k . On the other hand, PTAS based on the assumption that d is
a constant form another line of research culminating in the work of Addad et al. [15] and
Friggstad et al. [23] who gave a local search based PTAS with running time dependence on d

2
3

For a singleton set C = {c}, we will use Φ(c, X) and Φ({c}, X) interchangeably.
The multiplicative factor of nd can be changed to an additive factor using useful data analysis tools
and techniques such as coresets [19] and dimensionality reduction [34].
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O(d)

of the form ( kε )ζ where ζ = dO( d ) . The work of Makarychev et al. [37] nicely consolidates the
ε ε
two lines of work by showing that the cost of the optimal 
k-means solution is preserved up
to a factor of (1 + ε) under a projection onto a random O log ε(k/ε)
-dimensional subspace.
2
The k-means problem nicely models the locality requirement of clustering. That is, similar
(or closely located points) should be in the same cluster and dissimilar (or far-away points)
should be in different clusters. However, in many different clustering contexts in machine
learning and data mining, locality is not the only desired clustering property. There are
other constraints in addition to the locality requirement. For example, one requirement is
that the clusters should be balanced or in other words contain roughly equal number of
points. Modelling such requirements within the framework of the k-means problem gives
rise to the so-called constrained k-means problem. The constrained k-means problem can be
modelled as follows: Let C denote the set of k-clusterings that satisfy the relevant constraint.
Then the goal is to find a clustering X = {X1 , ..., Xk } of the dataset X ⊂ Rd such that the
clustering X belongs to C and the following cost function is minimised:
∆(X ) ≡

k
X
i=1

P
∆(Xi ), where ∆(Xi ) ≡ Φ(µ(Xi ), Xi ) and µ(Xi ) ≡

x∈Xi

|Xi |

x

.

Note that µ(Xi ) is the centroid of the data points Xi . It can be easily shown that the centroid
gives the best 1-means cost for any dataset and so ∆(Xi ) denotes the optimal 1-means cost
of dataset Xi . The above formulation in terms of the feasible clusterings C is an attempt to
give a unified framework for considering different variations of the constrained clustering
problem. The issue with such an attempt is how to concisely represent the set of feasible
clusterings C. This issue was addressed in the nice work of Ding and Xu [18] who gave a
unified framework for considering constrained versions of the k-means problem. For every
constrained version, instead of defining C they define a partition algorithm P C which, when
given a set of k centers {c1 , ..., ck }, outputs a feasible clustering {X1 , ..., Xk } (i.e., a clustering
Pk
in C) that minimises the cost i=1 Φ({ci }, Xi ). They give efficient partition algorithms for
a variety of constrained k-means problems. These problems and their description are given
in Table 1. Note that the partition algorithm for the k-means problem (i.e., the classical
unconstrained version) is simply the Voronoi partitioning algorithm.
Efficient partition algorithms allow us to design PTAS in the following manner: Let
X = {X1 , ..., Xk } be an optimal clustering for some constrained k-means problem with
Pk
optimal cost OP T = ∆(X ) = i=1 ∆(Xi ). Suppose
in some way, we arei able to find a khP
P
k
2
center-set {c1 , ..., ck } such that minpermutation π
≤ (1 + ε) · OP T.
i=1
x∈Xi ||x − cπ(i) ||
Then we can use the partition algorithm to find a clustering X̄ = {X̄1 , ..., X̄k } such that
∆(X̄ ) ≤ (1 + ε) · OP T . It turns out that even though producing a single such k-center-set may
not be possible, producing a list of such k-center-sets is possible. Using the partition algorithm
to find the clustering with least cost from the list will give us a (1 + ε)-approximate solution.
This is the main idea used for designing PTAS by Ding and Xu [18] and Bhattacharya et
al. [9]. Bhattacharya et al. [9] gave quantitative improvements over the results of Ding and
Xu in terms of the list size. They also formally defined the list-k-means problem that is a
natural problem in the context of the above discussion.4 One of the main focus of discussion
of this paper will be the list-k-means problem. So, let us first define the problem formally.

4

Note that Ding and Xu [18] implicitly gave an algorithm for list-k-means without naming it so.
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Table 1 Constrained k-means problems with efficient partition algorithm (see Section 4 in [18]).
#
1.
2.

Problem
r-gather k-means clustering
(r, k)-GMeans
r-Capacity k-means clustering
(r, k)-CaMeans

3.

l-Diversity k-means clustering
(l, k)-DMeans

4.

Chromatic k-means clustering
k-ChMeans

5.

Fault tolerant k-means clustering
(l, k)-FMeans

6.

Semi-supervised k-means clustering
k-SMeans

Description
Find clustering X = {X1 , ..., Xk } with minimum ∆(X )
such that for all i, |Xi | ≥ r
Find clustering X = {X1 , ..., Xk } with minimum ∆(X )
such that for all i, |Xi | ≤ r
Given that every data point has an associated colour,
find a clustering X = {X1 , ..., Xk } with minimum ∆(X )
such that for all i, the fraction of points sharing the
same colour inside Xi is ≤ 1l
Given that every data point has an associated colour,
find a clustering X = {X1 , ..., Xk } with minimum ∆(X )
such that for all i, Xi should not have more than one
point with the same colour.
Find clustering X = {X1 , ..., Xk } such that
the sum of squared distances of the points to the l nearest
centers out of {µ(X1 ), ..., µ(Xk )}, is minimised.
Given a target clustering X 0 = {X10 , ..., Xk0 } and constant α
find a clustering X = {X1 , ..., Xk } such that the cost
α · ∆(X ) + (1 − α) · Dist(X 0 , X ) is minimised.
Dist denotes the set-difference distance.

List-k-means: Let X ⊂ Rd be the dataset and let X = {X1 , ..., Xk } be an arbitrary clustering of dataset X. Given X, positive integer k, and error parameter
ε > 0, find a list of k-center-sets such that (w.h.p.5 ) at least one of the sets
gives (1 + ε)-approximation
with respect ito the cost function: Ψ({c1 , ..., ck }, X ) ≡
hP
P
k
2
minpermutation π
.
i=1
x∈Xi ||x − cπ(i) ||
Bhattacharya et al. [9] gave a lower bound on the list size using a counting argument and
a closely matching upper bound using a D2 -sampling based approach. D2 -sampling is a
simple idea that is very useful in the context of the k-means/median clustering problems.
Here, the centers are sampled from the given dataset in successive iterations where the
probability of a point getting sampled as the center in an iteration is proportional to the
squared distance of this point to the nearest center out of the centers already chosen in the
previous iterations. Before discussing the algorithm for the list-k-means problem, let us
first make sure that the relevance of this problem in the context of the constrained k-means
problems is well understood. Indeed, given any constrained k-means clustering problem with
feasible clusterings C and partition algorithm P C , one can obtain a (1 + ε)-approximate
solution by first running an algorithm for the list k-means problem (where the unknown
clustering is any optimal clustering for the constrained k-means problem) to obtain a list L
and then use the partition algorithm P C to pick the minimum cost clustering from L. From
the previous discussion, it should be clear that this will give us a (1 + ε)-approximate solution
(w.h.p.). Let us now discuss the D2 -sampling based algorithm for the list-k-means problem.
Bhattacharya et al. [9] gave an algorithm for the list-k-means problem with list size
k
|L| = ( kε )O( ε ) and running time O(nd|L|). Their algorithm explores a rooted tree of size
k
1
( kε )O( ε ) and depth k where the degree of every non-leaf vertex is ( kε )O( ε ) . Every node in
this tree has an associated center and the path from root to a leaf node gives one of the
k-center-sets for the output list. Let v be an internal node at depth i. The path from root
to v defines i centers Cv and their algorithm extends these i centers to (i + 1) centers by
D2 -sampling poly( kε ) points w.r.t. Cv and considering the centroids of all possible subsets
5

We use w.h.p. as an abbreviation for “with high probability”.
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of size O( 1ε ) of the sampled points plus copies of centers in Cv .6 This defines the ( kε )O( ε )
children of v that are further explored subsequently. In their analysis, they showed that for
every node v, there is always (w.h.p.) a child of v that is a good center for one of the clusters
for which none of the centers in Cv is good.
Note that the algorithm of Bhattacharya et al.[9] in the previous paragraph has an
unavoidable iteration of depth k since their analysis works only when the centers are picked
one-by-one in k iterations. We circumvent this inherent restriction by using a constant factor
approximate solution C to the k-means problem (i.e., the unconstrained k-means problem)
for the given dataset X. That is, Φ(C, X) ≤ α · OP T ? , where OP T ? denotes the optimal
k-means cost. Note that there are a number of constant factor approximation algorithms
available for the k-means problem. So, this assumption is not restrictive at all. We can even
further relax the assumption by noting that an (O(1), O(1)) bi-criteria approximate solution
C is sufficient. This means that |C| = O(k) and Φ(C, X) ≤ α · OP T ? . There are bi-criteria
approximation algorithms available for the k-means problem. For example, there is a simple
O(nkd) bi-criteria approximation algorithm based on D2 -sampling that just samples O(k)
points (using D2 -sampling) and it has been shown [1] that the set of centers obtained gives a
constant approximation with high probability. Making use of a constant factor solution C,
we generalise the D2 -sampling based algorithm of Bhattacharya et al. [9] in two ways:
1. We consider the case where we may not need to find good centers for all clusters but for
t ≤ k clusters Xj1 , ..., Xjt . For any fixed choice of t clusters Xj1 , ..., Xjt , our algorithm
t
returns a list of ( kε )O( ε ) t-center sets such that (w.h.p.) at least one of them is “good” for
Xj1 , ..., Xjt . Note that the list size is exponential in t but not in k. This can be useful in
scenarios where finding good centers of most of the clusters becomes easier (or not even
required) once good centers of a few t << k clusters have been chosen.
2. The sampling algorithm runs in a single iteration where poly( εt ) points from X are D2 sampled w.r.t. C. We show that good centers for clusters Xj1 , ...., Xjt can simultaneously
be found from the sampled points and points in the set C. (Note that there is an
iteration for probability amplification in algorithm GoodCenters but since the 2t rounds
are independent, they can be executed independently.)
The formal description of the generalised algorithm is given in Algorithm 1. The algorithm
takes as input dataset X, an α-approximate solution C, error parameter ε, and t and
outputs a list L of t-center sets. Note that the list size produced by the above algorithm is
t
|L| = ( kε )O( ε ) and running time is O(nd|L|). We will show that the GoodCenters algorithm
behaves well (w.h.p.) for any fixed set of t clusters Xj1 , ..., Xjt out of clusters X1 , ..., Xk .
What this means is that for any fixed set of t clusters Xj1 , ..., Xjt , the list L produced by the
GoodCenters algorithm will (w.h.p.) contain a t-center set C that is good for these clusters
Xj1 , ..., Xjt . This is our main result on list-k-means and we formally state this as the next
theorem.
I Theorem 1 (Main Theorem). Let 0 < ε ≤ 21 and t be any positive integer. Let Xj1 , ..., Xjt
denote an arbitrary set of t clusters out of k clusters X1 , ..., Xk of the dataset X. Let L
denote the list returned by the algorithm GoodCenters(X, C, ε, t). Then with probability at
least 43 , L contains a center set C such that:


Ψ (C, {Xj1 , ..., Xjt }) ≤ 1 +

6

t

k

i=1

i=1

X
ε X
ε
·
∆(Xji )+ ·OP T ≤ (1+ε)·OP T, where OP T =
∆(Xi ).
2
2


D2 -sampling w.r.t. a center set C implies sampling from the dataset X using a distribution where the
probability of sampling point x is proportional to minc∈C ||x − c||2 . In the case C = ∅, D2 -sampling is
the same as uniform sampling.
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for finding good centers.

GoodCenters (X, C, ε, t)
Inputs: Dataset X, α-approximate C, accuracy ε, and number of centers t
Output: A list L, each element in L being a t-center set
16
Constants: η = 2 ε4αt ; τ = 128
ε
(1) L ← ∅
(2) Repeat 2t times:
(3) Sample a multi-set M of ηt points from X using D2 -sampling wrt center set
C
(4) M ← M ∪ { 128t
ε copies of each element in C}
(5) For all disjoint subsets S1 , ..., St of M such that ∀i, |Si | = τ :
(6)
L ← L ∪ {(µ(S1 ), ..., µ(St ))}
(7) return(L)

t

Moreover, |L| = ( kε )O( ε ) and the running time of the algorithm is O(nd|L|).
We shall formally prove the above theorem in the full version of the paper. We give a
high-level discussion here. Without loss of generality, we will assume that ji = i, that is the
t clusters Xj1 , ..., Xjt are the first t clusters X1 , ..., Xt . Since, the input center set C is an
(α, β)-approximate solution to the standard k-means problem on dataset X, we have
Φ(C, X) ≤ α · OP T ?

and

|C| ≤ βk

(1)

Note that the outer iteration (repeat 2t times in line (2)) is to amplify the probability that
the list L containing a good t-center set. We will show that the probability of finding a good
t-center set in one iteration is at least (3/4)t and the theorem follows from simple probability
calculation. So in the remaining discussion we will only discuss one iteration of the algorithm.
Consider the multi-set M after line (3) of the algorithm. We will show that with probability
at least (3/4)t , there are disjoint (multi) subsets T1 , ..., Tt each of size τ such that for every
j = 1, ..., t,

ε
ε
Φ(µ(Tj ), Xj ) ≤ 1 +
· ∆(Xj ) +
· OP T.
(2)
2
2t
Since we try out all possible subsets in step (5), wewill get the desired result. We will argue in
the following manner: consider the multi-set C 0 = 16t
ε copies of each element in C . We can
interpret C 0 as a union of multi-sets C10 ,C20 ,...,Ct0 , where Cj0 = { 16
ε copies of each element in C}.
Also, since M consists of ηt independently sampled points, we can interpret M as a union of
multi-sets M10 , M20 , ..., Mt0 where M10 is the first η points sampled, M20 is the second η points
and so on. For all j = 1, ..., t, let Mj = Cj0 ∪ (Mj0 ∩ Xj ).7 We will show that for every
j ∈ {1, ..., t}, with probability at least (3/4), Mj contains a subset Tj of size τ that satisfies
eqn. (2). Note that Tj ’s being disjoint follows from the definition of Mj . It will be sufficient
to prove the following lemma.
I Lemma 2. Consider the sets M1 , ..., Mt as defined above. For any j ∈ {1, ..., t},
h


i 3
ε
ε
Pr ∃Tj ⊆ Mj s.t. |Tj | = τ and Φ(µ(Tj ), Xj ) ≤ 1 +
· ∆(Xj ) + OP T ≥ .
2
2t
4
7

Mj0 ∩ Xj in this case, denotes those points in the multi-set Mj0 that belongs to Xj .
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The formal proof of the above lemma is deferred to the full version of the paper. The proof
Φ(C,Xj )
is through a case analysis that is based on whether Φ(C,X)
is large or small for a particular
j ∈ {1, ..., t}.

ε
· Φ(C, X)
Case-I : Φ(C, Xj ) ≤ 6αt
The interpretation of this condition is that the points in Xj are close to centers in the
center set C. This means that an appropriate convex combination of points in C will
give a good center for Xj . More precisely, here we will show that there is a subset
Tj ⊆ Cj0 ⊆ Mj that satisfies eqn. (2).

ε
Case-II : Φ(C, Xj ) > 6αt
· Φ(C, X)
This is the case where all points in Xj do not have a close center in the center set C. If we
can show that a D2 -sampled set with respect to center set C has a subset S that may be
considered uniform sample from Xj , then we can use known results8 to argue that Mj has
Φ(C,Xj )
ε
a subset Tj such that µ(Tj ) is a good center for Xj . Note that since Φ(C,X)
> 6αt
, we
t
2
can argue that if we D -sample poly( ε ) elements, then we will get a good representation
from Xj . However, note that some of the points from Xj may have centers in C that are
very close and hence will have a very small chance of being D2 -sampled. In such a case,
no subset S of a D2 -sampled set will behave like a uniform sample from Xj . So, we need
to argue more carefully taking into consideration the fact that there may be points in Xj
for which the chance of being D2 -sampled is very small. Here is the high-level argument
that we will make:
Consider the set Xj0 which is same as Xj except that points in Xj that are very close
to C have been “collapsed” to their closest center in C.
Argue that a good center for the set Xj0 is a good center for Xj .
Show that a convex combination of copies of centers in C (i.e., Cj0 ) and D2 -sampled
points from Xj gives a good center for the set Xj0 .
More precisely, in this
 case we will show that Mj contains a subset Tj such that
ε
Φ(µ(Tj ), Xj ) ≤ 1 + 2 · ∆(Xj ) and hence Tj also satisfies eqn. (2).
In order to discuss the applications of the GoodCenters algorithm, let us note some of its
interesting properties. Note that the algorithm essentially runs in a single iteration. The outer
loop of size 2t consists of independent iterations and can be executed independently. The
rest of the algorithm clearly follows a single line of control and does not have dependencies.
This allows us to design constant-pass streaming algorithms (using reservoir sampling) and
parallel algorithms. The second useful property is that it finds a good list for any fixed set of
t ≤ k clusters (w.h.p.). This allows us to exploit the algorithm in certain contexts where once
good centers for a few clusters have been chosen, choosing good centers for the remaining
clusters becomes easier. We discuss the applications of our algorithm in the subsequent
subsections.
An interesting point to note about the GoodCenters algorithm is that the k-center-set C
that it takes as input is only a constant factor approximate solution for the classical k-means
problem (i.e., unconstrained version) and not some constrained version. Note that we will
use the algorithm for designing PTAS for various constrained versions but constant factor
solutions for those are not required. So in some sense, the GoodCenters algorithm can be
seen as an effective way of converting a constant factor approximate solution for the k-means
problem to PTAS for various constrained versions. Let us now discuss the applications.
8

We use a result from Inaba et al. [27] which says that the centroid of O(1/ε) uniformly sampled points
from any dataset (w.h.p.) gives (1 + ε)-approximation with respect to the 1-means cost for the dataset.
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1.1

Clustering under stability/separation

The worst-case complexity of the k-means problem is well understood. As discussed earlier,
the problem is NP-hard and APX-hard. Hence, various beyond worst-case type results have
been explored in the context of the k-means problem and one such direction is clustering
under some “clusterability” condition. That is, design algorithms for datasets that satisfy
some condition that captures the fact that the data is clusterable or in other words the data
has some meaningful clusters. Clusterability is captured in various ways using notions such
as separability and stability. Separability means that the target clusters are separated in
some geometrical sense and stability means that the target clustering does not change under
small perturbations of the input points. Separability and stability are closely related and in
various contexts one implies the other. A lot of work has been done in the area of algorithm
design for the k-means problem under various clusterability conditions. We will discuss these
stability properties and their relationship in detail in the full version of the paper. It can be
argued that the β-distributed property of Awasthi et al. [5] given below is one of the weaker
separation properties. Hence, any result for datasets satisfying the β-distributed condition
will have consequences for datasets satisfying stronger conditions. So the relevant question
is: Are there good algorithms for datasets under this condition?
I Definition 3 (β-distributed). A k-means instance (X, k) is called β-distributed iff the
following holds for any optimal clustering {X1? , ..., Xk? }: ∀i, ∀x ∈
/ Xi? , ||x − µ(Xi? )||2 ≥
?
T
β · OP
|X ? | .
i

Cohen-Addad and Schwiegelshohn
[16] gave a local search based algorithm with neigh
−1
−3
bourhood
size
O
β
·
poly(ε
)
that
translates to an approximation with running time

 1
1
poly(
)
9
ε
O nβ
. Awasthi et al. [5] gave a PTAS for the k-means/median problems on datasets
that satisfy the β-distributed assumption. The running time has polynomial dependence on
the input parameters n, k, d and exponential dependence on β −1 and ε−1 (ε is the accuracy
parameter). Even though they showed that the super-polynomial dependence on β −1 and
ε−1 cannot be improved, improving the dependence on other input parameters was left as
an open question. In this work, we address this by giving a faster PTAS for the k-means
problem under the β-distributed notion. The running time of the algorithm for the k-means
1 1
problem
by Awasthi
et al. [5] is O(dn3 )(k log n)poly( β , ε ) . We improve the running time to


1

O( βε2 )
O dn3 kε
. Note that due to our improvement in running time, our algorithm is
also a Fixed Parameter Tractable Approximation Scheme (FPT-AS) for the problem with
parameters k and β. Moreover, the running time does not have an exponential dependence
on k that is typically the case for such FPT approximation schemes for general datasets. We
formally state our result as the following theorem. We shall discuss the proof of this theorem
in the full version of the paper.
I Theorem 4. Let ε, β > 0, k be a positive integer, and let X ⊂ Rd be a β-distributed
dataset. There is an algorithm that takes as input (X, k, ε, β) and outputs
C
 a k-center-set
 1 
?
3 k O( βε2 )
such that Φ(C, X) ≤ (1 + ε) · OP T and the algorithm runs in time O dn ε
.
Our running time improvements over the algorithm of Awasthi et al. [5] comes from using a
faster algorithm to find good centers for a few (constant) optimal clusters called “expensive
clusters” in the terminology used by Awasthi et al.They had pointed out that if there was

9

It may be tempting to think that using the local search algorithm on a coreset (instead of the dataset)
1
poly( 1ε )
will improve the running time to O(nkd + k β
). However, it is important to realise that known
coreset constructions that give coresets of size poly(k, 1/ε) may not be stability/separation preserving.
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a faster algorithm for finding good centers for these expensive clusters, then the overall
running time of their algorithm could be significantly improved. This is precisely what our
GoodCenters algorithm allows us to do. The GoodCenters algorithm creates a list such
that at least one element in the list is a set of good centers for the expensive clusters. So,
one can execute the algorithm of Awathi et al.repeatedly for every element of the list and
then pick the best solution. The details are given in the full version of the paper.

1.2

Parameterised reduction from outlier k-means to k-means

The k-means problem models the clustering problem when the data is noise-free. That is, the
data does not contain outlier points. Clustering algorithms designed for noise-free datasets
may behave badly when used for datasets with outliers, where the objective is to cluster the
non-outlier points. This is because clustering objective functions such as k-means/median
may be sensitive to outliers. This motivates modelling noisy data clustering as a separate
problem. One way to model noisy data clustering is through a problem known as outlier
k-means or k-means with outliers problem. This problem has been studied in a number of
previous works [11, 13, 12, 31, 22, 8, 25]. The problem is formally defined as:
Outlier k-means: Given a set of n points X ⊂ Rd and positive integers k, m,
find a set of k centers C ⊂ Rd such that the following
 cost function is minimised:
P
2
Φo (C, X) ≡ minZ⊆X,|Z|=m
x∈X\Z minc∈C ||x − c|| .
This is the same as optimising the k-means cost function on all but at most m points which
can be interpreted as outliers. Note that once an optimal center-set C is obtained, the
outliers can be located as the farthest m points from the centers in C. In the other direction,
suppose we know the m outlier points Z ⊆ X, then the optimal center set C may be found
by solving the k-means problem on the dataset X \ Z. The classical k-means problem can
be considered a special case of this general problem where m = 0. So, the known hardness
results for k-means naturally holds for outlier k-means as well. Given this, an interesting
problem is to analyse the relative hardness of these problems. In other words, is the outlier
k-means problem harder than the classical k-means problem in some sense? One way to
formalise this question is to ask whether the outlier version becomes easier if there is an
oracle for the k-means problem? In other words, is there an efficient reduction from the
outlier-k-means problem to the k-means problem? One brute-force reduction is to consider
all possible subsets of m outliers and then solve thek-means problem on the remaining points.
n
However, the running time of this reduction is m
= O(nm ) which is prohibitively large.
The same question regarding the relative hardness of these problem can also be asked
in the approximation setting. The known results on efficient approximation algorithms for
these problems makes this question interesting even in the approximation setting. There is a
gap in approximation guarantee between the best known efficient approximation algorithm
for k-means and outlier k-means. The best known polynomial time approximation guarantee
for the k-means problem is 6.358 [2] and for k-means with outliers is 53.003 [31]. So the
relevant question is whether this gap can be be removed. We initiate the discussion by giving
a parameterised reduction from the outlier k-means problem to the k-means problem. We
give a parameterised reduction from the approximate k-means with outliers problems with
parameters k, m, and 1ε to the classical k-means problem.
I Theorem 5. Let 0 < ε ≤ 12 . Let M be an oracle that returns an optimal solution for arbitrary
instances of the k-means problem. Then there exists an algorithm OutlierAlgM (X, k, m, ε)
that returns a (1 + ε)-approximate solution to the outlier k-means problem with probability
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3
4,

where X ⊂ Rd and k, m are positive integers. The number of calls made to the
O( m2 )
ε
oracle M is bounded by |L| = k+m
and the running time of the algorithm is bounded
ε
by O(nd · |L|).
at least

The main idea is to consider the m outliers in an optimal solution as clusters of their own.
We can then treat k optimal clusters along with these m outlier clusters as the partitioning
X1 , ..., Xk+m of the dataset. The GoodCenters algorithm, when executed with t = m, is
guaranteed (w.h.p.) to output a list of m-center-sets such that at least one is good for the
outlier-clusters. This means that at least one of the m-center-sets will be such that the m
centers are close to the outliers. We can exploit this fact to locate good outliers for the
dataset, remove them, and solve the k-means problem on the remaining instance. However,
since we will need to try all m-center-sets in the list produced by the GoodCenters algorithm,
we will pay in terms of the running time with a multiplicative factor proportional to the
list size. Replacing the k-means oracle M with a more realistic constant c-approximation
algorithm A for k-means with running time t(n, k, d), we obtain a (c + cε)-approximation
O( m2 ) 
ε
algorithm OutlierAlgA for outlier k-means with running time O t(n, k, d) · k+m
.
ε
The consequences of this is that it removes the approximation factor gap between the kmeans and outlier k-means problem at the cost of increasing the running time by a factor of
 m
k+m O( ε2 )
. However, one should note that this factor is independent of the problem size
ε
and is small when compared to the brute-force reduction (considering all possible subsets of
m outliers) with associated factor of O(nm ).
Using the GoodCenters algorithm in a different manner in the outlier setting gives us
another interesting consequence. The GoodCenters algorithm, when executed with t = k is
guaranteed (w.h.p.) to output a list of k-center-sets such that at least one is good for the k
optimal clusters. This gives an FPT-approximation scheme (with parameters k and m) for the
outlier k-means problem with running time O(nd·f (k, m, ε)) and furthermore a 4-pass streamO( kε ) 
ing algorithm that uses O(f (k, m, ε) · log n)-space, where f (k, m, ε) = O nd m+k
.
ε
The details of this section are given in the full version of the paper.

1.3

Streaming algorithms for constrained versions of k-means

We discussed how an algorithm for the list-k-means problem can be converted to a PTAS for
a constrained k-means problem given that there is a partition algorithm that finds a feasible
clustering with the smallest k-means cost. Examining the GoodCenters algorithm closely,
we realise that it can be implemented in 2-passes using small amount of space. This opens
the door for designing streaming PTAS for the constrained versions of the k-means problem.
If one can design a streaming version of the partition algorithm for some constrained k-means
problem, then combining it with the streaming version of the GoodCenters algorithm will
give us a streaming PTAS for the problem. So, let us first discuss how a streaming version of
the GoodCenters algorithm can be designed.
The first bottleneck in designing a streaming version of GoodCenters is that we need
a constant factor approximate solution C for the k-means problem (i.e., the unconstrained
k-means problem). Fortunately, there exists a 1-pass, logspace streaming algorithm that
gives a constant factor approximate solution to the k-means problem [10]. Given C, we
need to show how to implement step (3) of the algorithm in a streaming manner (the 2t
repetitions can be performed independently, this appears as a multiplicative factor in the
space used). The probability of sampling a point p is proportional to Φ(C, p), with the
constant of proportionality being Φ(C, X). The sampling can be performed using the ideas
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k
of reservoir sampling (see e.g. [40]). Since we
 need to sample ηt ≤ poly( ε ) points in step (3),
k
reservoir sampling takes O poly( ε ) · log n space. Given a sample M , steps (5)-(6) can be
implemented in O(|M |kτ ) space, where τ = O( 1ε ). This can be summarised formally as the
following useful lemma that we will prove in the full version of the paper (we assume that
storing a point accounts for one unit of space).

I Lemma 6. The algorithm GoodCenters can be implemented using 2-passes over the input
O( kε )
data while maintaining space of O(f (k, ε) · log n), where f (k, ε) = kε
.
Let us now see how to design a streaming PTAS for a constrained k-means problem using
the above lemma. Let P C denote the partition algorithm for this constrained problem and
suppose there is a streaming version SP C of this partition algorithm. We will use the 2-pass
streaming version of the GoodCenters algorithm to output the list L. We will then use SP C
on each element of L (independently) and pick the best solution. Since |L| is small, so is the
space requirement. From the previous discussion, we know that (w.h.p.) we are guaranteed
to obtain a (1 + ε)-approximate solution. Hence we get a constant pass streaming PTAS.
So, as long as there is a streaming partition algorithm for a constrained k-means problem,
there is also a streaming PTAS. Now the question is whether there are constrained k-means
problems for which such streaming partition algorithms can be designed. Interestingly, we
can design such streaming partition algorithms for four out of the six constrained k-means
problems in Table 1. Our results can be summarised as the following main theorem the
proof of which is deferred to the full version of the paper. Here, ∆ is the aspect ratio, i.e.,
maxp∈X,c∈C ||p−c||
∆ = minp∈X\C,c∈C
||p−c|| .
I Theorem 7. There is a (1 + ε)-approximate, 4-pass, streaming algorithm for the following
constrained k-means clustering problems that uses O(f (k, ε) · (log ∆ + log n))-space and
k
O(d · f (k, ε)) time per item, where f (k, ε) = ( kε )O( ε ) :
1. k-means
4. Fault tolerant k-means

2. r-gather k-means
5. Semi-supervised k-means

3. r-capacity k-means

Further, the space requirement can be improved to O(f (k, ε) · log n) using 5-passes.
Note that the classical k-means problem can also be seen as a constrained k-means problem
where there are no constraints. Also note that two constrained versions of constrained
k-means problems from Table 1 are missing from the theorem above. These are the chromatic
k-means clustering and the l-diversity clustering. We can show that deterministic logspace
streaming algorithms for these problems are not possible. Due to space limitations, this is
shown in the full version of the paper.

Comparison with Coreset based streaming algorithms
Streaming coreset constructions provide another approach to designing streaming algorithm
for the k-means problem. An (ε, k) coreset of a dataset X ⊂ Rd is a weighted set S ⊂ Rd
along with a weight function w : S → R+ such that for any k-center-set C, we have:
P
P
P
| s∈S minc∈C w(s) · ks − ck2 − x∈X minc∈C kx − ck2 | ≤ ε · x∈X minc∈C kx − ck2 So, it is
sufficient to find good k-center-set for a coreset S (instead of the dataset X). There exists
one-pass streaming coreset construction [19] that uses poly(k, 1ε , log n) space and outputs a
coreset of size poly(k, 1ε , log n). Using this, one can design a single-pass streaming algorithm
for the k-means problem by first running the streaming algorithm to output a coreset and
then finding a good k center set for the small coreset. If the output is supposed to be a
clustering, then we will need to make another pass over the data. Note that the same idea of
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working on coreset does not trivially carry over to the constrained versions of k-means as
there are additional constraints. However, there is a specific geometric coreset construction
which works for constrained versions of k-means. This is one of the first coreset constructions
for k-means by Har-Peled and Mazumdar [26] where the points in the coreset are such that
the sum total of the distance of the data points to the nearest coreset point is small. The
weight of a coreset point is simply the number of data points for which the coreset point is
the closest. So, a coreset point represents a subset of data points. Schmidt et al. [38] used
this construction for a contrained version called Fair k-means. This coreset construction can
be performed in a single pass over the data. The coreset size is O(kε−d log n) and it can be
computed in as much space using ideas developed later (e.g., [20]). Even though this gives a
one-pass algorithm for producing a good center set (two passes for producing clustering),
the space requirement is exponentially large in the dimension. Fortunately, in a more recent
development by Makarychev et al. [37] showed that the k-means cost
 of any clustering is

preserved up to a factor of (1 + ε) under a projection onto a random O log ε(k/ε)
-dimensional
2
subspace. This result when combined with the geometric
 coreset construction of Har-Peled
1
k ε2
and Mazumdar [26] gives a one-pass, O ε
· log n -space algorithm for producing a
good k-center-set for any constrained version of the k-means problem. Even though the
space bound has a slightly worse dependency on 1/ε than our list-k-means based idea, the
dependency on k and number of passes is much better. Indeed, we overlooked this connection
with coreset of Har-Peled and Mazumdar and dimension reduction of Makarychev et al.when
we were designing our list-k-means based streaming algorithms and were made to realise
this at a later stage of this work. At this point, all we can say is that designing streaming
algorithm based on list-k-means is another way of approaching constrained k-means problem.
Furthermore, we decided to include this section since some of the techniques developed here
may have independent applications. We also note that coreset based technique does not
seem to work for the constrained binary k-means which is also a problem does not fit into
the unified framework of Ding and Xu [18]. This is because current known techniques for
finding good centers for this problem requires uniform samples from the optimal clusters and
it is not clear whether working with representative points (as in the coreset) will work. We
discuss constrained binary k-means and a related problem next.

1.4

Streaming algorithms for binary-k-means and low rank
approximation

Low rank approximation is a common data analysis task. The most general version of the
problem, the `p -low rank approximation problem, is defined in the following manner:
`p -low rank approximation: Given a matrix A ∈ Rn×d (with n ≥ d) and an integer r,
P
find a rank-r matrix B ∈ Rn×d such that kA − Bkpp ≡ i,j |Ai,j − Bi,j |p is minimised.
The above definition is for any positive value of p. When p = 0, the objective is to minimise
kA − Bk0 which is defined to be the number of mis-matches in the matrices A and B. The
`p -low rank approximation problem is known to be NP-hard for p ∈ {0, 1} while for p = 2
the problem can be solved using SVD (Singular Value Decomposition). The specific case of
p = 0 is known as the `0 -low rank approximation problem. The problem can alternatively be
stated as: given an n × d matrix A, find an n × r matrix U and a r × d matrix V such that
kA − U · Vk0 is minimised. There is an interest in specific class of instances of the `0 -low
rank approximation problem where the matrices A, U, V are binary matrices. In fact, we can
generalise even further by making the notion of U · V in the above definition more flexible in
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the following manner: If A0 = U · V, then A0ij is the inner product of the ith row of U and
the j th column of V. We can consider various fields for this inner product. The two popularly
explored fields are: (i) F2 with inner product defined as hx, yi ≡ ⊕i (xi · yi ), and (ii) Boolean
Q
semiring {0, 1, ∧, ∨} with inner product defined as hx, yi ≡ ∨i (xi ∧ yi ) = 1 − i (1 − xi · yi ).
We can generalise the problem (using the formulation in terms of U and V) so that the
above versions become special cases. This was done by Ban et al. [7] and they called this
problem generalised binary `0 -rank-r problem that is defined below.
Generalised binary `0 -rank-r approximation: Given a matrix A ∈ {0, 1}n×d with
n ≥ d, an integer r, and an inner product function h., .i : {0, 1}r × {0, 1}r → {0, 1},
find matrices U ∈ {0, 1}n×r and V ∈ {0, 1}r×d that minimises kA − U · Vk0 , where
U · V is computed using the inner product function. That is [U · V]ij is the inner
product of the ith row of U with the j th column of V.
Ban et al. [7] showed that there is no approximation algorithm for the generalised binary
δr
`0 -rank-r problem running in time 22 for a constant δ > 0 even though faster algorithms
are known for certain specific versions [33]. The work of Ban et al. [7] and Fomin et al. [21]
addressed one of the main open questions for generalised binary `0 rank-r problem – whether
a PTAS for constant r is possible. They give such a PTAS using very similar set of ideas
(even though they were obtained independently). We extend the previous work of Ban et
al.and Fomin et al.to the streaming setting by using the connection of this problem to the
constrained binary k-means problem which we discuss next. This connection was given and
used by both Ban et al. [7] and by Fomin et al. [21]. We will work with the definition of
the constrained binary k-means problem given by Fomin et al. [21]. For this, we first need
to define the concept of a set of k centers C ⊆ {0, 1}d satisfying a set of k-ary relations.
Given a set R = {R1 , ..., Rd } of d, k-ary binary relations (i.e., Ri ⊆ {0, 1}k for every i), a set
C = {c1 , ..., ck } ⊆ {0, 1}d of k centers is said to satisfy R iff (c1 [i], ..., ck [i]) ∈ Ri for every
i = 1, ..., d. Here, cj ∈ {0, 1}d is thought of as a d-dimensional vector and cj [i] denotes the
ith coordinate of this vector. We can now define the constrained binary k-means problem.
Constrained binary k-means: Given a set of n points X ⊆ {0, 1}d , a positive integer k, and a set of k-ary relations R = {R1 , ..., Rd }, find a set of k centers C ⊆
P
{0, 1}d satisfying R such that the cost function Φ(C, X) ≡ x∈X minc∈C kx − ck22 =
P
x∈X minc∈C H(x, c) is minimised. Here H(., .) denotes the Hamming distance.
It is important to distinguish between the definition of constrained binary k-means problem
given above with the constrained k-means problem discussed earlier. The relevant question
to ask is: Does the constrained binary k-means problem fit into the unified framework of
Ding and Xu [18]? If the answer to the above question were yes, then a streaming PTAS for
the constrained binary k-means problem would trivially follow from the earlier discussion
on constrained k-means. Unfortunately, this is not true. Note that the framework of Ding
and Xu [18] defines the constraints on the clusters while the definition of constrained binary
k-means problem defines constraints on the centers. However, we note that the D2 -sampling
based techniques can be extended to this setting. Below, we formally state our main results
for the constrained binary-k-means problem.
I Theorem 8. Let 0 < ε ≤ 1/2. There is a 3-pass streaming algorithm that outputs a
(1 + ε)-approximate solution for any instance of the constrained
 binary k-meansproblem.
k2

The space and per-item processing time of our algorithm is O d · (log n)k · 2Õ( ε2 ) .
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Note that as per the formulation of the constrained binary k-means problem, the output
is supposed to be a set of k centers. The above 3-pass algorithm outputs such a k-center-set.
However, if the objective is to output the clustering of the data points X, then one more
pass over the data will be required and the resulting algorithm will be a 4-pass algorithm.
This is relevant for the generalised binary `0 -rank-r approximation problem that we discuss
next. We obtain a result for the generalised binary `0 -rank-r problem that is similar to the
above result, using a simple reduction. This reduction is used by both Fomin et al. [21] and
Ban et al. [7]. We restate the result of Fomin et al. [21] for clarity.
I Lemma 9 (Lemma 1 and 2 of [21]). For any instance (A, r) of the generalised binary
`0 -rank-r approximation problem, one can construct in time O(n + d + 22r ) an instance
(X, k = 2r , R) of constrained binary k-means problem with the following property: Given
any α-approximate solution C of (X, k, R), an α-approximate solution B of (A, r) can be
constructed in time O(rnd).
The dataset X corresponding to matrix A, in the above reduction, is essentially the rows of
the matrix A and ∀i, Ri = {(hx, λ1 i, ..., hx, λk i) : x ∈ {0, 1}r } and λi ’s are pairwise distinct
vectors in {0, 1}r . The above reduction and Theorem 8 gives the following main result for
the generalised binary `0 -rank-r approximation problem. Note that since we need to output
a matrix B, we will need the clustering of the rows of A and as per previous discussion this
will require one more pass than that in Theorem 8.
I Theorem 10. Let 0 < ε ≤ 1/2. There is a 4-pass streaming algorithm that makes row-wise
passes over the input matrix and outputs a (1 + ε)-approximate solution for any instance
of the generalised
The space and per-item processing time of our
 binary `0 -rank-r problem.

r

22r

algorithm is O d · (log n)2 · 2Õ( ε2

)

.

The details of this section are given in the full version of the paper.

1.5

Conclusion and open problems

Our results demonstrate the versatility of the sampling based approach for k-means. This has
also been demonstrated in some of the past works. The effectiveness of k-means++ (which
is basically D2 -sampling in k rounds) is well known [4]. The D2 -sampling technique has
been used to give simple PTAS for versions of the k-means/median problems with various
metric-like distance measures [28] and also various constrained variations of k-means [9].
It has also been used to give efficient algorithms in the semi-supervised setting [3, 24] and
coreset construction [35]. In this work, we see its use in the streaming, outlier, and clusteringunder-stability settings. The nice property of the sampling based approach is that we have a
uniform template of the algorithm that is simple and that works in various different settings.
This essentially means that the algorithm remains the same while the analysis changes.
This work raises many interesting questions. Our main result on list-k-means is a sampling
algorithm that helps us find good centers for any subset of t clusters. We made use of this
property in clustering-under-stability and outlier settings. There may be other such settings
where the clustering problem may become easier once good centers for a few clusters have
been chosen. Our discussion on outlier k-means raises an interesting question related to
the relative hardness of the k-means and the outlier k-means problem. In the streaming
setting for the constrained k-means, we give a generic algorithm within the unified framework
of Ding and Xu [18]. The advantage of working in this unified framework is that we get
streaming algorithms for various constrained versions of the k-means problem. However, it
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may be possible to obtain better streaming algorithms (in terms of space, time, and number
of passes) for the constrained problems when considered separately as is the case for the
classical k-means problem [10]. It may be worthwhile exploring these problems.
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Abstract
The classic string indexing problem is to preprocess a string S into a compact data structure that
supports efficient subsequent pattern matching queries, that is, given a pattern string P , report
all occurrences of P within S. In this paper, we study a basic and natural extension of string
indexing called the string indexing for top-k close consecutive occurrences problem (Sitcco). Here,
a consecutive occurrence is a pair (i, j), i < j, such that P occurs at positions i and j in S and there
is no occurrence of P between i and j, and their distance is defined as j − i. Given a pattern P and
a parameter k, the goal is to report the top-k consecutive occurrences of P in S of minimal distance.
The challenge is to compactly represent S while supporting queries in time close to the length of P
and k. We give two time-space trade-offs for the problem. Let n be the length of S, m the length
of P , and  ∈ (0, 1]. Our first result achieves O(n log n) space and optimal query time of O(m + k),
and our second result achieves linear space and query time O(m + k1+ ). Along the way, we develop
several techniques of independent interest, including a new translation of the problem into a line
segment intersection problem and a new recursive clustering technique for trees.
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String Indexing for Top-k Close Consecutive Occurrences

1

Introduction

The classic string indexing problem is to preprocess a string S into a compact data structure
that supports efficient subsequent pattern matching queries, that is, given a pattern string P ,
report all occurrences of P within S. An occurrence of P within S is an index i, 0 ≤ i < |S|,
such that P = S[i . . . i + |P | − 1]. In this paper, we introduce a basic extension of string
indexing, where the goal is to report consecutive occurrences of the pattern P that occur close
to each other in S. Here, a consecutive occurrence is a pair (i, j), i < j, such that P occurs at
positions i and j in S and there is no occurrence of P between i and j, and close to each other
means that the distance j − i between the occurrences should be small. More precisely, given
a pattern P and an integer parameter k > 0, define the top-k close consecutive occurrences
of P to be the k consecutive occurrences of P in S with the smallest distances. Given a
string S the string indexing for top-k close consecutive occurrences (Sitcco) problem is to
preprocess S into a data structure that supports top-k close consecutive occurrences queries.
The goal is to obtain a compact data structure while supporting fast queries in terms of
the length of the pattern P and the number of reported occurrences k. For an example, see
Figure 1.

P = AN
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Figure 1 P occurs at positions 4, 7, 11, 22, 24, 26, 30, 39 and 41 in S. The top 5 close consecutive
occurrences are (22, 24), (24, 26), (39, 41), (4, 7), and (7, 11), with the tie between (7, 11) and (26, 30)
broken arbitrarily.

Surprisingly, the Sitcco problem has not been studied before even though it is a natural
variant of string indexing and several closely related problems have been extensively studied
(see related work below).

1.1

Results and Techniques

To state the complexity bounds, let n and m denote the lengths of S and P , respectively.
An immediate approach to solve the Sitcco problem is to store the suffix tree of S using
O(n) space. To answer a query on P with parameter k, we traverse the suffix tree to find all
occurrences of P , construct the consecutive occurrences, and then sort these to output the
top-k close consecutive occurrences. Naively, this requires two sorts of size occ, where occ is
the total number of occurrences of P , giving a query time of O(m + occ log occ). Using more
advanced data structures [9, 10], the query time can be reduced to O(m + occ) while still
using linear space. Note that occ can be much larger than k. Alternatively, we can store at
every node in the suffix tree the set of all consecutive occurrences sorted by distance using
O(n2 ) space. To answer a query we find the node corresponding to P and simply report the
first k of the stored consecutive occurrences in optimal O(m + k) time.
To achieve better trade-offs, one might try to use a strategy similar to range minimum
query (RMQ), where the ranges are subsequent ranges in the suffix array and the values are
distances between pairs of suffix indexes in S. However, there are several problems with that
idea: first, there are Θ(|S|2 ) possible pairs of suffix indexes within S, and it is not immediately
clear how many of them can correspond to consecutive occurrences of a pattern (our arguments
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from Section 3 imply that this number is bounded by O(n log n)). Secondly, when taking the
union of two ranges, the set of closest (consecutive) pairs can change completely: consider
for example the string S = A B A C A B A C D A B D A C D A B D A C. While the string
A has occurrences {0, 2, 4, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18}, the string AB has occurrences {0, 4, 9, 15} and AC
has {2, 6, 12, 18}. Note that for P = A, the top-3 consecutive occurrences are (0, 2), (2, 4)
and (4, 6), while for AB they are (0, 4), (4, 9) and (9, 15) and for AC they are (2, 6), (6, 12)
and (12, 18). Both the pairs and the distances are completely different between A and its
extensions. Thus, there is an issue of non-decomposability, which is a main challenge in this
particular problem. However, in the rest of our paper we will show that we can use suffix
tree decompositions and amortized arguments to bound the number of changes that can
happen in the set of consecutive occurrences of substrings corresponding to positions on
some paths in the suffix tree.
We obtain the following significantly improved time-space trade-offs:
I Theorem 1. Given a string S of length n and , 0 <  ≤ 1, we can build a data structure
that can answer top-k close consecutive occurrences queries using either
(i) O(n log n) space and O(m + k) query time or
(ii) O( n ) space and O(m + k 1+ ) query time.
Here, m is the length of the query pattern.
Hence, Theorem 1(i) achieves optimal query time using near-linear space. Alternatively,
Theorem 1(ii) achieves linear space, for constant , while supporting queries in near-optimal
O(m + k 1+ ) time.
To achieve Theorem 1 we develop several data structural techniques that may be of
independent interest. First, we translate the problem into a line segment intersection problem
on the heavy path decomposition of the suffix tree. This leads to the O(n log n) space and
optimal query time bound of Theorem 1(i). We note that Navarro and Thankachan [31] used
similar techniques for a closely related problem (see related work below). To reduce space,
we introduce a novel recursive clustering method on trees. The decomposition partitions
the tree into a hierarchy of depth O(log log n) consisting of subtrees of doubly exponentially
decreasing sizes. We show how to combine the decomposition with the techniques of the
simple algorithm from Theorem 1(i) to obtain an O(n log log n) space and O(m + k 1+ )
query time solution. Finally, we show how to efficiently compress the hierarchy of data
structures into rank space leading to the linear space and O(m + k 1+ ) query time bound of
Theorem 1(ii).
We apply these techniques to three related problems: Firstly, we address the natural
“opposite” problem of reporting the k consecutive occurrences of largest distance, which can
be solved using similar but not identical techniques. Secondly, we apply our framework to
the related problem of reporting consecutive occurrences with distances within a specified
interval, considered by Navarro and Thankachan [31], and give an improvement for a special
case. Finally, we show how this allows us to efficiently report all non-overlapping consecutive
occurrences of a pattern. The proofs for these extensions are deferred to the full version of
the paper.

1.2

Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, the Sitcco problem has not been studied before, even though
distances between occurrences is a natural extension for string indexing and several related
problems have been studied extensively.
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A closely related problem was considered by Navarro and Thankachan [31], who showed
how to efficiently report consecutive occurrences with distances within a specified interval.
They gave an O(n log n) space and O(m + occ) time solution, where occ denotes the number
of reported consecutive occurrences. We note that their result can be adapted to the Sitcco
problem to achieve the same bounds as in Theorem 1(i). However, our solution is simpler and
does not rely on heavy word RAM techniques such as persistent van Emde Boas trees [12].
Our techniques can also be used to solve the problem considered by Navarro and Thankachan
getting the same space and time bounds as they obtain, and we can achieve improved bounds
in a special case (see Section 7).
A lot of work has been done on the related problem of string indexing for patterns under
various distance constraints, where the goal is to report occurrences of (one or more) patterns
that are within a given distance or interval of distances of each other [4, 6, 7, 11, 23, 24, 25].
An important difference between those works and our work is that all those solutions use
time proportional to all pairs of occurrences with distances in the given range, in contrast to
only finding consecutive occurrences. Note that if the goal is to find occurrences of a given
maximal distance, one can find the close consecutive occurrences first and then construct all
pairs satisfying the constraint.
Another line of related work is indexing collections of strings, called documents. Here
the goal is to find documents containing patterns subject to various constraints. For a
comprehensive overview see the survey by Navarro [28]. Several results on supporting
efficient top-k queries are known [8, 18, 19, 20, 20, 21, 26, 27, 29, 30, 32, 34]. In this context the
goal is to efficiently report the k documents of smallest weight. The weights can depend
on the query and can be the distance between the closest pair of occurrences of a given
pattern [20, 20, 26, 29, 29, 32]. The problem can be solved in linear space and optimal O(k)
time, in addition to finding the locus of the pattern in the suffix tree [32]. While this problem
statement resembles ours, there is no direct translation from those results to our problem,
since the documents are considered individually, and for a single document only the pair of
occurrences with minimum distance within the document is considered.

1.3

Outline

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce some notation and recall results
on string indexing. In Section 3 we build a simple data structure and prove Theorem 1(i). In
Section 4 we recall a method for tree clustering and show how to use it to solve a simplified
version of the problem. In Section 5 we introduce a recursive clustering method that allows
us to use the ideas from Section 4 on the actual problem. This gives an O(n log log n) space
and O(m + k 2 ) time data structure. In Section 6, we show how to reduce the space to linear
while achieving the same query time, and then generalize the recursion to get Theorem 1(ii)
for any 0 <  ≤ 1. Finally, in Section 7 we apply our techniques to related problems.

2

Preliminaries

We introduce some notation and and recall basic results from string indexing.
A string S of length n is a sequence S[0]S[1] . . . S[n − 1] of characters from an alphabet Σ.
A contiguous subsequence S[i, j] = S[i]S[i + 1] . . . S[j − 1] is a substring of S. The substrings
of the form S[i, n] are the suffixes of S.
The suffix tree [35] is a compact trie of all suffixes of S$, where $ is a symbol not in the
alphabet, and is lexicographically smaller than any letter in the alphabet. Using perfect
hashing [16], it can be stored in O(n) space and solve the string indexing problem (i.e., find
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and report all occurrences of a pattern P ) in O(m + occ) time, where m is the length of P
and occ is the number of times P occurs in S. The suffix array stores the suffix indices of
S$ in lexicographic order. The suffix tree has the property that the leaves below any node
represent suffixes that appear in consecutive order in the suffix array. Brodal et al. [10] show
that there is a linear space data structure that allows outputting all entries within a given
range of an array in sorted order using time linear in size of the output. This data structure
on the suffix array together with the suffix tree can output all occurrences of a pattern sorted
by text order in O(n) space and O(m + occ) time.
For any node v in the suffix tree, we define str(v) to be the string found by concatenating
all labels on the path from the root to v. The locus of a string P , denoted locus(P ), is the
minimum depth node v such that P is a prefix of str(v).

3

A Simple O(n log n) Space Solution

In this section, we present a simple solution that solves the Sitcco problem in O(n log n)
space and O(m + k) query time. This solution will be a key component in our more advanced
structures in the following sections. We note that the results by Navarro and Thankachan [31]
for the related problem of reporting consecutive occurrences with distances within a specified
interval can be modified to achieve the same complexities. However, our solution is simpler
and does not rely on heavy word RAM techniques such as persistent van Emde Boas trees [12].
Let D(v) denote the set of consecutive occurrences of str(v). Naively, if we store for
each node v the set D(v) in sorted order, we can directly answer a query for the top-k close
consecutive occurrences of a pattern P by reporting the k smallest elements in D(locus(P )).
This solves the problem in O(n2 ) space and O(m + k) query time. The main idea in our
simple solution is to build a heavy path decomposition of the suffix tree and compactly
represent sets on the same path via a reduction to the orthogonal line segment intersection
problem while maintaining optimal time queries. This is similar to the data structure by
Navarro and Thankachan [31], but our reduction is different.

Heavy path decomposition
A heavy path decomposition of a tree T is defined as follows: Starting from the root, at every
node, we choose the edge to the child with the largest subtree as heavy edge, until we reach a
leaf. Ties are broken arbitrarily. This defines a heavy path, and all edges hanging off the
heavy path are light edges. The root of a heavy path h is called the apex of the path, denoted
apex(h). We then recursively decompose all subtrees hanging off the path. The heavy path
decomposition has the following property:
I Lemma 2 (Sleator and Tarjan [33]). Given a tree T of size n and a heavy path decomposition
of T , any root-to-leaf path in T contains at most O(log n) light edges.

Orthogonal line segment intersection
Similarly as Navarro and Thankachan [31], we are going to reduce the problem to a geometric
problem on orthogonal line segment intersection. Specifically, we are going to reduce to the
following problem: Let L be a set of n vertical line segments in a plane with non-negative
x-coordinates. The orthogonal line segment intersection problem is to preprocess L to support
the query:
smallest-segments(y0 , k): return the first k segments intersecting the horizontal line with
y-coordinate y0 in left-to-right order.
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We will assume that y0 is an integer, which suffices for our purpose. Let N be the maximum
y-coordinate of a segment in L. The following lemma follows easily from the results on
partially persistent data structures by Driscoll et al. [14].
I Lemma 3. We can solve the line segment intersection problem as described above in
O(n + N ) space and O(k) time.
Proof. Consider the x-coordinates as the elements of a set X and the y-coordinate as time.
The version of X at a time y0 contains exactly the x-coordinates of the line segments which
intersect the horizontal line at y0 . Now, the data structure is a partially persistent sorted
doubly linked list L on the elements of X. The elements are sorted in increasing order. Since
we have at most n line segments, the maximum size of X as well as the maximum number
of updates is n. Each update changes only O(1) pointers in the linked list. Using the node
copying technique from Driscoll et al. [14] we can build a partially persistent linked list using
O(n) space. To be able to find version y0 in constant time, we keep an array of size N with
a pointer to the root of the version at each possible time step. For a query (y0 , k), use the
sorted linked list L to report the k smallest elements at time y0 .
If we use a linear scan to find the place to insert an element or find the element to be
deleted we get a preprocessing time of O(n2 ). This can be improved to O(n log n) by using a
(non-persistent) balanced binary search tree during the preprocessing holding all elements
in the current version of L together with a pointer to their node in the current version.
When performing an update the binary search tree is used to find the position where the
element must be inserted/deleted in O(log n) time. After the preprocessing step the tree is
discarded.
J

3.1

Data Structure

We construct a heavy path decomposition of the suffix tree T of S. Our data structure
consists of a line segment data structure from Lemma 3 for each heavy path of T that
compactly encodes the sets D(v) for each node v on the path.
We describe the contents of the data structure for a single heavy path h = v1 , . . . , v` ,
where v1 is the apex of the path. Consider a consecutive occurrence (i, j) on some node on h
and imagine moving down the heavy path from top to bottom. Either (i, j) is a consecutive
occurrence at the apex of h or it will become a consecutive occurrence as soon as every suffix
starting at an index between i and j has branched off the heavy path. Then it will stay a
consecutive occurrence until either the suffix corresponding to i or the suffix corresponding to
j (or both) branch off h. Thus, there exists an interval [d1 , d2 ] of depths on the heavy path
such that (i, j) ∈ D(vd ) if and only if d ∈ [d1 , d2 ]. We say that (i, j) is alive in this interval.
We encode the consecutive occurrences by line segments in the plane which describe their
distance and the interval in which they are alive along the heavy path. Conceptually, the
x-coordinate in our coordinate system corresponds to the distance of a consecutive pair, and
the y-coordinate corresponds to the depth on the heavy path. Now, for each consecutive
occurrence (i, j), we define a vertical line segment with x-coordinate set to its distance, and
y-coordinate spanning the interval [d1 , d2 ], where [d1 , d2 ] is the interval in which (i, j) is alive.
For an example, see Figure 2. Our data structure for h stores the above line segments in the
line segment data structure from Lemma 3. For each line segment in the data structure we
store a pointer to the pair of occurrences it represents. The full data structure for T consists
of the line segment data structures for all of the heavy paths in T .
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Figure
2
Line segments for a heavy path from the suffix tree for
“BATMAN-AND-ANNA-SING-NANANANA-AND-EAT-BANANAS”. Here, if we have overlapping line segments, we denote by a number how many consecutive occurrences the current segment corresponds
to. At depth 1, we have a line segment corresponding to pairs of consecutive occurrences of string A
- there are six pairs that have a distance of 2, three pairs that have a distance of 3, two pairs that
have a distance of 4, and so on. At depth 2, we encode the consecutive occurrences of string AN.
Some of them are the same as for string A.

Space analysis
For a given heavy path h, a leaf in the subtree of apex(h) can be in at most two consecutive
occurrences in D(apex(h)). Consider a light edge (vd , u) leaving h at depth d. Any leaf in
the subtree rooted at u can be part of at most two consecutive occurrences in D(vd ). A single
leaf can thus make at most two consecutive occurrences from D(vd ) disappear in D(vd+1 )
and at most one new consecutive occurrence appear. If we consider all leaves that leave h,
we therefore get at most three changes per leaf. Thus, for a given heavy path h a leaf in
the subtree of apex(h) can be in at most two consecutive occurrences in D(apex(h)) and
can cause at most three changes of line segments in the line segment data structure for h.
Since any root-to-leaf path can intersect at most log n heavy paths, any leaf can contribute
O(log n) line segments. Overall, this means that there are at most O(n log n) line segments
in total. For a single heavy path h the line segment data structure from Lemma 3 uses linear
space in the number of segments and the length of h. The sum of the lengths of the heavy
paths is O(n), since the heavy paths are disjoint. Thus the total space usage is O(n log n).

3.2

Algorithm

Given a pattern P and an integer k we can now answer a query as follows. We begin by
finding locus(P ) in the suffix tree. Let h be the heavy path that the locus is on and let dP
be the depth of locus(P ) on h. We do a smallest-segments(dP , k) query on the line segment
data structure stored for h and report the consecutive occurrences corresponding to the
returned line segments.

Correctness
By definition, D(locus(P )) contains the consecutive occurrences of P . Thus, every consecutive occurrence of P defines a line segment in the data structure for h and the horizontal
line with y-coordinate set to dP intersects exactly those line segments. Since we set the
x-coordinate of every line segment to the distance of its consecutive occurrence, the line
segments are sorted left-to-right by increasing distance. Thus, the first k line segments intersecting the horizontal line at y = dP correspond to the top-k close consecutive occurrences.
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Time analysis
The time for finding locus(P ) in the suffix tree is O(m). The time for querying the line
segment data structure from Lemma 3 is O(k), so the total time complexity is O(m + k).
This proves Theorem 1(i).

4

A Linear Space Solution for Fixed k

In this section, we present a linear space and O(m + k) time solution for the simpler problem
where k is known at construction time. That is, given a string S and a positive integer k,
we preprocess S into a compact data structure such that given a pattern string P , we
can efficiently find the top-k close consecutive occurrences of P in S. This data structure
demonstrates one of the key ideas that our final result builds on.
The main idea behind the data structure is to store the line segment solution from
Section 3 for some path segments of the suffix tree, such that all nodes that are not on
these paths are within small subtrees. For nodes within such small subtrees we can find
all consecutive occurrences without spending too much time. Specifically, we will partition
the suffix tree into clusters, satisfying some properties. We are going to define this cluster
partition next.

4.1

Cluster Partition

For a connected subgraph C ⊆ T , a boundary node v is a node v ∈ C such that either v is the
root of T , or v has an edge leaving C – that is, there exists an edge (v, u) in the tree T such
that u ∈ T \ C. A cluster is a connected subgraph C of T with at most two boundary nodes.
A cluster with one boundary node is called a leaf cluster. A cluster with two boundary nodes
is called a path cluster. For a path cluster C, the two boundary nodes are connected by a
unique path. We call this path the spine of C. A cluster partition is a partition of T into
S
S
clusters, i.e. a set CP of clusters such that C∈CP V (C) = V (T ) and C∈CP E(C) = E(T )
and no two clusters in CP share any edges. Here, E(G) and V (G) denote the edge and
vertex set of a (sub)graph G, respectively. We need the next lemma which follows from
well-known tree decompositions [1, 2, 3, 15] (see Bille and Gørtz [5] for a direct proof).
I Lemma 4. Given a tree T with n nodes and a parameter τ , there exists a cluster partition
CP such that |CP | = O(n/τ ) and every C ∈ CP has at most τ nodes. Furthermore, such a
partition can be computed in O(n) time.

4.2

Data Structure

For the suffix tree of S, we build a clustering as in Lemma 4 with parameter τ set to k to get
O(n/k) clusters of size at most k. For the spine of every path cluster, we build a line segment
data structure similar to the one from Section 3. The difference is that for any depth, we only
maintain the line segments that correspond to the top-k close consecutive occurrences for
that depth. Let v1 , . . . , vl denote the nodes on the spine, starting at the top boundary node.
Note that for any consecutive occurrence that appears for the first time in D(vd+1 ) there is
a consecutive occurrence in D(vd ) of smaller distance which is no longer present in D(vd+1 ).
It follows that, when moving down the spine, once a consecutive occurrence (i, j) is amongst
the k closest, it will stay amongst the k closest until suffix i or j branches off the spine. Thus,
there exists an interval [d1 , d2 ] of consecutive depths such that (i, j) is amongst the k closest
pairs in D(vd ) if and only if d ∈ [d1 , d2 ]. For a consecutive occurrence (i, j) that is amongst
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Figure 3 The suffix tree is divided into clusters (grey loops) of size ≤ k which are either leaf
clusters, or path clusters with spines marked in red. For every spine we store a line segment data
structure, also marked in red.

the k closest for any v on the spine, we define a line segment where the x-coordinate is its
distance and the y-coordinate is spanning the interval [d1 , d2 ], where [d1 , d2 ] is the interval
in which (i, j) is amongst the k closest pairs. For these line segments we store the data
structure from Lemma 3. Again, for each line segment we store the pair of occurrences it
represents. We store this data structure for the spine of each cluster and for every node that
is on that spine we store a pointer to the data structure. For boundary nodes that are on
multiple spines we store a pointer to any one of them. See Figure 3 for an illustration of
this structure. Additionally we store the suffix array and the sorted range reporting data
structure of Brodal et al. [10] on the suffix array.

Space analysis
We show that for every path cluster there are O(k) line segments: We still have the property
that a line segment only ends if a corresponding leaf branches off the spine. In that case, it
might be replaced either by a new consecutive occurrence or by a consecutive occurrence
that was there before but was not amongst the k closest. Note that at any node on the spine
except the boundary nodes, any subtrees branching off the spine are fully contained within
the cluster, and as such have total size at most k. Between the top boundary node and the
next node on the spine, we have no bound as to how many leaves can branch off – however,
since we only store line segments corresponding to the top-k consecutive occurrences, at
most k line segments can be replaced by k other line segments. For the rest of the spine, at
most k leaves can branch off in total. Every leaf that branches off can cause at most two line
segments to end and two new line segments to begin. As such there can be at most O(k)
line segments. As the size of the line segment data structure is linear in the number of line
segments and in the length of the spine, any line segment data structure of a path cluster
uses O(k) space. As both the sorted range reporting data structure and the suffix array have
linear space complexity, the complete data structure occupies O((n/k)k + n) = O(n) space.

4.3

Algorithm

Given a pattern P we can now answer the top-k query. We begin by finding locus(P ) in
the suffix tree. If the locus is on a spine, we query the line segment data structure for that
spine. Otherwise the locus is either in a subtree hanging off a spine or in a leaf cluster. In
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both cases, there are at most k occurrences of our pattern P . We find all occurrences of P
in text order, using the sorted range reporting data structure. This allows us to report the
consecutive occurrences: Let i1 , ..., il denote the leaves in text order, then the consecutive
occurrences are (i1 , i2 ), (i2 , i3 ), ...(il−1 , il ). Note that l ≤ k, since the size of the subtree is at
most k.

Correctness
By construction, for any depth on a spine, the top-k close consecutive occurrences of the
corresponding substring will have corresponding line segments present at that depth in the
line segment data structure. If the locus is on a spine, then by the arguments in Section 3,
the line segment data structure will report the top-k close consecutive occurrences. If the
locus is not on a spine, then there are at most k occurrences of P in total, since any subtree
hanging off a spine and any leaf cluster has at most k leaves. Thus, by constructing and
reporting all consecutive occurrences of P we report the top-k close consecutive occurrences.

Time analysis
We find the locus in O(m) time. If we land on a spine we report in O(k) time. Otherwise,
we are in a subtree of size at most O(k) and thus P has at most k occurrences. Using sorted
range reporting we can find the occurrences in text order using O(k) time. The total time
for a query is thus O(m + k).
We are going to use this data structure with different parameters in Section 5. For a
general parameter τ , we have the following lemma:
I Lemma 5. For any positive integer τ , there exists a cluster partition of the suffix tree and
a linear space data structure with the following properties:
1. For any k ≤ τ and P such that locus(P ) is on the spine of a cluster, we can report the
top-k close consecutive occurrences in O(m + k) time.
2. For any P such that locus(P ) is not on a spine, we can report the top-k close consecutive
occurrences in O(m + τ ) time.
Proof. We build the data structure described in this section for parameter τ taking the role
of k. In case 1, we query the line segment data structure for the depth of locus(P ) on the
path and k. Since k ≤ τ this will correctly output the top-k close consecutive occurrences of
P . In case 2, we have shown that we can construct the top-τ close consecutive occurrences.
Using the linear time selection algorithm by Blum et al. [9] we can find the top-k of those:
We use the algorithm to find the consecutive occurrence of k th smallest distance d; then we
traverse all the consecutive occurrences and output those of distance ≤ d. If needed, we crop
the output to report no more than k consecutive pairs.
J

5

An O(n log log n) Space Solution for General k

We now show how to leverage the solution from Lemma 5 to obtain a data structure that
can answer queries for any k. The idea is to recursively cluster the suffix tree, such that we
always either land on a spine with a sufficient number of consecutive occurrences stored, or
in a sufficiently small subtree.
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Figure 4 Here, we see the recursive clustering: The black clustering is the coarsest clustering
and the green and blue are finer sub-clusterings.

5.1

Data Structure

Our data structure consists of the suffix tree decomposed into clusters of decreasing size, with
the line segment data structure stored for every spine as before. We build it in the following
√
way. First we build the solution from Lemma 5 with parameter τ1 = n, resulting in clusters
√
of size at most n. For every subtree hanging off a spine and every leaf cluster, we apply the
√
solution with parameter τ2 = τ1 . We keep recursively applying the solution with parameter
√
τi = τi−1 until reaching a constant cluster size. For notational convenience, additionally
define τ0 = n. See Figure 4 for an illustration of this data structure. Again we additionally
store the suffix array and the sorted range reporting data structure of Brodal et al. [10] on
the suffix array.

Space analysis
The suffix array and sorted range reporting structure occupy O(n) space. For a tree of size
ñ and any τ , the data structure from Lemma 5 uses at most O(ñ) space. Since at every
recursion level, we build the data structure from Lemma 5 on non-overlapping subtrees of
the suffix tree, every recursion level uses at most O(n) space. As the cluster size at every
level of recursion is the square root of the previous cluster size, there are at most O(log log n)
levels. The complete data structure thus uses O(n log log n) space.

5.2

Algorithm

Given a query with pattern P and parameter k, we can now answer in the following way.
As before, we begin by finding the locus of the pattern in the suffix tree. This node is now
either on the spine of some cluster or in a cluster of constant size. If it is on the spine of a
cluster of size τi , and if k ≤ τi , then we query the line segment data structure for that spine,
which allows us to report the top-k close consecutive occurrences. Otherwise, we find all
occurrences of P and construct the top-k close consecutive occurrences by using linear time
selection as in the proof of Lemma 5.

Correctness
The correctness of the algorithm follows by the same arguments as previous sections.
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Time analysis
Finding the locus in the suffix tree takes O(m) time. The locus is either on the spine of a
cluster, or within a cluster of constant size. In a constant sized cluster, clearly we can do all
operations described above in constant time. If the locus is on the spine of a cluster with
parameter τi , and k ≤ τi , then we are in case 1 of Lemma 5 with τ = τi and can report the
top-k close consecutive occurrences using a total of O(m + k) time. If k > τi , then we are
in case 2 of Lemma 5 with τ = τi−1 . Note that τi−1 = τi2 < k 2 . Therefore, we can find the
top-k close consecutive occurrences in O(m + τi−1 ) = O(m + k 2 ) time. In total, the worst
case query time is then O(m + k 2 ). In summary, this gives the following result:
I Lemma 6. Given a string S of length n, we can build a data structure that can answer
top-k close consecutive occurrences queries using O(n log log n) space and O(m + k 2 ) query
time. Here, m is the length of the query pattern.

6

A Linear Space Solution

We now show how to reduce the space consumption of the solution presented in Section 5.
Observe that in any cluster of level i, we only have O(τi ) objects. If we can reduce all objects
within a cluster to a “universe size” of O(τi ) instead of O(n), we can use O(τi log τi ) bits
instead of O(τi log n) bits per cluster. In the following, consider a cluster C of level i.

Reducing the line segment data structure
In the line segment data structure for cluster C, by the analysis of previous sections, there
are at most O(τi ) line segments and τi different depths on the path. Let c be a constant such
that there are at most cτi line segments for each cluster. We map every unique x-coordinate
of a line segment to a unique element in {1, . . . , cτi } in a way that preserves order. That
is, map the minimum x-coordinate to 1, the smallest x-coordinate that is bigger than the
minimum to 2, and so on. This gives us a modified line segment data structure that preserves
the properties we need but is restricted to a cτi × τi grid.

Reducing the leaf pointers
For any line segment, we have to store pointers that allow us to report the corresponding
pair of consecutive occurrences. Doing so naively uses 2 log n bits per line segment. In the
following, we show how to reduce that to 4 log τi , for a cluster C of level i. The idea is to
store the offset within the suffix array range defined by the top boundary node r of C. More
precisely, let [ar , br ] be the range in the suffix array spanning the leaves below r. Then for
any leaf l in the subtree rooted at r define off(l) = SA−1 (l) − ar . By the way our recursion
is defined, C is fully contained in a subtree of size at most τi2 , and thus r has at most τi2
leaves below it. It follows that for any leaf l in the subtree of r, off(l) is a number between
in [0, τi2 − 1] and can be stored using 2dlog τi e bits.

6.1

Data Structure

Our data structure is now defined as follows: We have a clustering of the suffix tree as in
Section 5. For every spine on level i, we store the line segment data structure reduced to a
cτi × τi grid. Every line segment corresponding to a pair (i, j) stores the pair (off(i), off(j))
as additional information. For every node on the spine, we store a pointer to the spine data
structure and to the top boundary node of the spine. Additionally, we store the suffix array
and the sorted range reporting structure, as well as two integers for every node in the suffix
tree, that define the range of leaves below the node in the suffix array.
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Space analysis
The suffix array and the sorted range reporting data structure use space O(n). Storing the
range in the suffix array plus at most two pointers per node uses O(n) space. For a cluster C
of level i, we store the line segment data structure from Lemma 3 for a cτi × τi grid. Since
the data structure from Lemma 3 works in the word RAM model (as do all data structures
presented in this paper), we can store the data structure using O(τi log τi ) bits. For each of
the at most cτi line segments we store 4 log τi bits for the encoding of the consecutive pair.
Thus, we can store the data structure for cluster C using O(τi log τi ) bits. As in the previous
section, at every recursion level, we cluster non-overlapping subtrees. The reduced cluster
solution of a subtree of size ñ with parameter τi uses O( τñi τi log τi ) = O(ñ log τi ) bits. The
total space for all clusters of level i thus becomes O(n log τi ). Summing over all recursion
levels, we get
blog log nc

X

blog log nc

O(n log τi ) =

i=0

X
i=0

log nc

 blogX
i
1
O(n log n) = O(n log n) bits,
O n log n(1/2 ) =
2i
i=0

that is, O(n) words.

6.2

Algorithm

We query the data structure as follows: If we land on a spine and k ≤ τi , we query the line
segment data structure and get k pairs of the form (off(i), off(j)). We then use the pointer to
get to the root of the spine and use the range in the suffix array to translate each encoding
back to the original suffix number, using constant time per leaf. Otherwise, we proceed as
described in Section 5. Since the decoding can be done in constant time per leaf, the time
complexities are the same as in Section 5. We have shown the following result:
I Lemma 7. Given a string S of length n, we can build a data structure that can answer
top-k close consecutive occurrences queries using O(n) space and O(m + k 2 ) query time.
Here, m is the length of the query pattern.
In order to get Theorem 1(ii), we cluster according to a parameter , 0 <  ≤ 1, using the
following recursion:
1

τ0 = n

and

1+
τi = τi−1
.

Hence, the total space in bits is now:
blog1+ log nc

X



O n log n

i=0

1/(1+)i



i


∞ 
X
1
1
=
O(n log n) = 1 +
O(n log n),
1+

i=0



that is, O n log n bits, so O n words. For the query time, there are again two cases. In
the case where locus(P ) is on a spine with k ≤ τi , we get optimal O(m + k) time, as before.
For the other case, we have at most τi−1 = τi1+ < k 1+ occurrences of P , which gives us a
time complexity of O(m + k 1+ ). This concludes the proof of the main result.

7

Extensions

Our results can be extended to a couple of related problems. We give an overview here and
refer to the full version for details and proofs. In Section 7.1, we introduce the “opposite”
problem of reporting the k consecutive occurrences of largest distance. The extension is
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quite natural, though it does require some careful analysis. In Section 7.2, we then relate the
results from Section 7.1 and the solutions to Sitcco to the problem of finding consecutive
occurrences with distances in a specified interval, considered by Navarro and Thankachan [31].
Our results give improved complexities for the special case where one of the interval bounds
is known at indexing time. Finally, those results can be used to efficiently find all pairs of
non-overlapping consecutive occurrences.

7.1

Top-k Far Consecutive Occurrences

Given a pattern P and an integer parameter k > 0, define the top-k far consecutive occurrences
of P to be the k consecutive occurrences of P in S with the largest distances. Given a string
S the string indexing for top-k far consecutive occurrences problem (Sitfco) is to preprocess
S into a data structure that supports top-k far consecutive occurrences queries. The goal is
to obtain a compact data structure while supporting fast queries in terms of the length of
the pattern P and the number of reported occurrences k.
We can solve the Sitfco problem using the same strategy as for the Sitcco problem,
with small modifications. This yields the following result. The details can be found in the
full version.
I Theorem 8. Given a string S of length n and , 0 <  ≤ 1, we can build a data structure
that can answer top-k far consecutive occurrences queries using either
(i) O(n log n) space and O(m + k) query time or
(ii) O( n ) space and O(m + k 1+ ) query time.
Here, m is the length of the query pattern.

7.2

Consecutive Occurrences with Gaps

Given a string S the string indexing for consecutive occurrences with gaps problem (Sicog)
is to preprocess S into a compact data structure, such that for any pattern P and a range
[α, β] we can efficiently find all consecutive occurrences of P where the distance lies within
[α, β]. The Sicog problem was considered by Navarro and Thankachan [31] and they give an
O(n log n) space and O(m + occ) time solution, where occ is the number of consecutive pairs
with distance in [α, β]. Using the data structure from Section 3, we get an O(n log n) space
and O(m + log n + occ) time solution for the Sicog problem, which can be optimized using
the same strategy as in [31] to achieve the same complexities. However, for a special case of
the problem where either α or β is known at indexing time we can get a similar trade-off as
for the Sitcco problem. The following theorem follows from our solution to Sitcco. Again,
we refer to the full version for details.
I Theorem 9. Given a string S of length n and α > 0, we can build for any  satisfying
0 <  ≤ 1 an O( n ) space data structure that can answer the following query in O(m + occ1+ )
time: For a query pattern P and β ≥ α, report all consecutive occurrences of P in S where
the distance lies in [α, β]. Here, m is the length of the pattern and occ is the number of
reported occurrences.
Similarly, our result for top-k far consecutive occurrences yields the following result for β
fixed at indexing time:
I Theorem 10. Given a string S of length n and β > 0, we can build for any  satisfying
0 <  ≤ 1 an O( n ) space data structure that can answer the following query in O(m + occ1+ )
time: For a query pattern P and α where 0 < α ≤ β, report all consecutive occurrences of
P in S where the distance lies in [α, β]. Here, m is the length of the pattern and occ is the
number of reported occurrences.
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Non-overlapping consecutive occurrences
A natural and well studied variant of string indexing is the problem of finding sets of
non-overlapping occurrences of a pattern P . Here, a set of non-overlapping occurrences
is a set of occurrences {i1 , . . . , ik } of P such that the distance between any two of them
is at least |P |. Several papers study the problem of finding the set of non-overlapping
occurrences of maximum size [13, 17, 22, 24]. Note that Theorem 10 applied to α = |P |
solves a different variant of finding sets of non-overlapping occurrences: Namely, finding all
pairs of non-overlapping consecutive occurrences. We call this problem the string indexing
for non-overlapping consecutive occurrences problem (Sinoco). The Sinoco problem is
inherently different from finding the maximum set of non-overlapping occurrences: For
example, the maximum set of non-overlapping occurrences of the pattern P = NANA in
the string S = NANANANA has size 2. However, there are no non-overlapping consecutive
occurrences. To the best of our knowledge, the Sinoco problem has not been studied before.
An immediate corollary of the results in Navarro and Thankachan [31] and Theorem 10 gives
the following trade-offs for solving Sinoco:
I Corollary 11. Given a string S of length n and , 0 <  ≤ 1, we can build a data structure
that can find all non-overlapping consecutive occurrences of a query pattern P using either
(i) O(n log n) space and O(m + occ) query time or
(ii) O( n ) space and O(m + occ1+ ) query time.
Here, m is the length of the query pattern and occ is the number of reported occurrences.
Proof. Apply the results in [31] and Theorem 10 with β = n and α = |P |.

8

J

Conclusion and Open Problems

We have introduced the natural problem of string indexing for top-k close consecutive
occurrences, and have given both a near-linear space solution achieving optimal query time
and a linear space solution achieving a query time that is close to optimal. Using these
techniques, we have given new solutions for the problem of string indexing for consecutive
occurrences with gaps (Sicog). Furthermore, we have introduced the problem of finding all
non-overlapping consecutive occurrences of a pattern (Sinoco) and showed that it can be
reduced to a special case of Sicog.
These results open interesting new directions for further research. The most obvious
open problem is to see whether it is possible to further improve the results for the main
problem considered in this paper, especially, achieve linear space and optimal query time
simultaneously. Secondly, it is still open whether it is possible to get an O(m + occ) time
and linear space solution for the special case of the Sicog problem where one of the interval
endpoints is fixed, or even o(n log n) space for the general problem. For the Sinoco problem,
one might find better solutions that do not reduce it to Sicog but use additional insights
about the specific structure of the problem. Furthermore, there are many unexplored
variations: One could consider indexing for consecutive occurrences of different patterns P1
and P2 , chains of consecutive occurrences, together with various distance constraints or top-k
queries.
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Abstract
How do rational agents self-organize when trying to connect to a common target? We study this
question with a simple tree formation game which is related to the well-known fair single-source
connection game by Anshelevich et al. (FOCS’04) and selfish spanning tree games by Gourvès and
Monnot (WINE’08). In our game agents correspond to nodes in a network that activate a single
outgoing edge to connect to the common target node (possibly via other nodes). Agents pay for
their path to the common target, and edge costs are shared fairly among all agents using an edge.
The main novelty of our model is dynamic edge costs that depend on the in-degree of the respective
endpoint. This reflects that connecting to popular nodes that have increased internal coordination
costs is more expensive since they can charge higher prices for their routing service.
In contrast to related models, we show that equilibria are not guaranteed to exist, but we
prove the existence for infinitely many numbers of agents. Moreover, we analyze the structure of
equilibrium trees and employ these insights to prove a constant upper bound on the Price of Anarchy
as well as non-trivial lower bounds on both the Price of Anarchy and the Price of Stability. We
also show that in comparison with the social optimum tree the overall cost of an equilibrium tree
is more fairly shared among the agents. Thus, we prove that self-organization of rational agents
yields on average only slightly higher cost per agent compared to the centralized optimum, and
at the same time, it induces a more fair cost distribution. Moreover, equilibrium trees achieve a
beneficial trade-off between a low height and low maximum degree, and hence these trees might
be of independent interest from a combinatorics point-of-view. We conclude with a discussion of
promising extensions of our model.
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1

Introduction

Network Design is an important optimization problem where for a given weighted host graph
and a given set of terminal pairs the cheapest subgraph which connects all terminal pairs
has to be found. Besides an abundance of research works with an optimization point-of-view,
e.g. see the survey by Magnanti and Wong [28], a strategic version of the Network Design
problem [5, 4] has kindled significant interest in recent years. In the connection game, a
weighted host graph H is given and n agents with given terminal node pairs (si , ti ), for
1 ≤ i ≤ n, strategically select si -ti -paths in H to connect their respective terminal nodes.
The union of the selected paths forms a subgraph G of H which constitutes the actually
designed network. The usage cost of each edge of H corresponds to its weight, and agents
using some edge e in H have to pay this cost. If an edge e is used by more than one agent,
then a cost-sharing protocol determines how the usage cost of e is split among its users. One
of the most common cost-sharing protocols is Shapley cost-sharing where each agent pays a
fair share of the edge cost, i.e., the cost-share is the edge cost divided by the number of users.
This game-theoretic setting, called fair connection game, was investigated by Anshelevich et
al. [4] and has since become an influential paper in Algorithmic Game Theory. An important
special case is the setting in which all the strategic agents want to connect to a common
source node. This variant, where t1 = · · · = tn and where every other node is a terminal
node of some agent, is usually denoted as the (fair) single-source connection game, with
the interpretation that all the agents want to connect to a common source node to receive
broadcast messages and that the edge cost for connecting to the common source is paid by
the downstream users.
A similar related game-theoretic setting are selfish spanning tree games [21]. There a
weighted complete host graph with n + 1 nodes, consisting of a common target node r and n
nodes which correspond to selfish agents, is given and every selfish agents now selects an
incident edge to connect to the common target node r either directly or indirectly via selected
edges of other agents. The cost of an agent is then determined by its unique path to r. Thus,
in any equilibrium the subgraph of all selected edges forms a spanning tree rooted at r.
This paper sets out to investigate a game-theoretic Network Design model that is closely
related to the fair single-source connection game and to selfish spanning tree games. The main
novel feature of our model is the twist that the cost of the edges in the formed spanning tree
depend on its topology. In particular, we consider dynamic edge costs which are proportional
to the in-degree of the node they connect to. Network nodes with high in-degree can be
considered as popular, and we assume that connecting to popular nodes is more expensive
than connecting to unpopular nodes. These dynamic edge costs can also be understood as
the internal cost of a node for coordinating data traffic coming from different connections.
A node with many incoming edges and thus higher internal coordination cost can charge
higher prices for serving each of the incoming edges.
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To the best of our knowledge, we define and analyze the first (game-theoretic) Network
Design model where the edge costs depend on the topology of the formed network. We
believe that this model sheds light on settings where the actual charges for establishing links
are determined by supply and demand and the agents act strategically to optimize their cost
for receiving their desired service.

1.1

Model, Definition, Notation

We consider a strategic game called fair tree connection game with topology-dependent edge
cost, or tree connection game (TCG) for short. In the TCG we will consider a given unweighted
complete directed host graph H = (V, E), where V is the set of nodes and E is the set of
edges of H. The host graph H consists of n + 1 nodes V = {r, v1 , . . . , vn } where node r is
the common target node, also called the root, and every node vi , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, corresponds
to a selfish agent i striving to be connected to the root r. For this, every agent i strategically
activates a single incident edge (vi , si ), where si ∈ V \ {vi }. Hence, the strategy space of
each agent is the set of other nodes to connect to. Given a strategy profile s = (s1 , . . . , sn ),
i.e., an n-dimensional vector where the j-th entry corresponds to the node to which agent
j wants to activate her edge, we consider the directed network T (s) = (V, E(s)) which is
induced by all the activated edges, i.e., E(s) = {(vi , si ) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. We will see later that
T (s) is a spanning tree rooted at r if s is an equilibrium state of the TCG, hence the name.
The cost of agent i in the network T (s) depends on its unique path Pi in T (s) to the
root r (if such a path exists). In case of existence, the path Pi must be unique, since the
out-degree of every node in T (s) is at most 1. More precisely, let Pi be the directed path
from vi to r in T (s), let indegT (s) (v) denote the number of edges with endpoint v in T (s),
let T (u) denote the subgraph of T (s) rooted at node u, i.e., the subgraph of T (s) induced by
the nodes u and every node which has a directed path to u and let |T (u)| denote the number
of nodes in T (u). See Figure 1.

T4P
uP
4
T (w)

T3P P
u3
T2P P
u2
T1P uP

w

1

r = uP
0

T (r) = T0P

P
Figure 1 Left: T (s) for n = 16 agents. The path P is colored blue and we have dP
0 = 3, d1 =
P
P
P
P
P
P
= d3 = 1, d4 = 0 and |T1 | = 6, |T2 | = 3, |T3 | = 2, |T4 | = 1, |T (w)| = 5. Nodes w and uP
1
and also their corresponding agents are siblings. The shown network T (s) is not stable since the
agent colored red with cost 1 + 22 + 35 = 13
has an improving move. Right: the network after the
5
agent colored red improved its cost to 1 + 21 + 23 + 37 = 109
< 13
.
42
5

2, dP
2

P
indegT (s) (v)
The cost of agent i in T (s) then is costT (s) (i) := (u,v)∈Pi
, if Pi exists and ∞
|T (u)|
otherwise. This cost function has the following very natural interpretation: the cost of
activating edge (u, v) from node u to node v is equal to node v’s in-degree, and this cost is
fairly shared by all agents who use edge (u, v) on their path towards the root r, i.e., by all
agents in T (u). We assume that each agent activates a single edge strategically to minimize
its cost in the induced network T (s). Clearly, since every agent i can activate the edge (vi , r),
i can enforce finite cost by enforcing that the path Pi exists.
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Consider a strategy profile s = (s1 , . . . , si−1 , si , si+1 , . . . , sn ). We say that agent i has
an improving move in s if i has some alternative strategy s0i 6= si such that for the induced
strategy profile s0 = (s1 , . . . , si−1 , s0i , si+1 , . . . , sn ) we have costT (s0 ) (i) < costT (s) (i), i.e.,
agent i can strictly decrease its cost by activating a different outgoing edge. With this, we
define the strategy profile s to be in pure Nash equilibrium (NE) or to be stable if no agent
has an improving move in s. If the context is clear, we use strategy profiles and their induced
network interchangeably, i.e., we say that the network T (s) is in NE or stable, if s is in NE.
Moreover, when we refer to some network T (s) we will from now on omit the reference to the
strategy profile s and call the network simply T . Every stable network T must be a spanning
tree rooted at r, since every agent i can activate the edge (vi , r) to achieve finite cost.
The social cost SC(T ) of a network T is simply the sum over all agents’ costs, i.e.,
SC(T ) =

n
X

costT (i) =

i=1

X

X

vi ∈V (u,v)∈Pi

X
indegT (v)
=
|T (u)|

(u,v)∈E

X
indeg(v)
· |T (u)| =
(indeg(v))2 .
|T (u)|
v∈V

Note that SC(T ) nicely reflects the overall cost impact of the nodes’ popularity or coordination costs which scales quadratically with the in-degree of a node. For a given number
of agents n, let OP Tn denote the network which minimizes the social cost. Moreover, if
stable networks exist for n agents, we let worstN En denote the stable network with the
highest social cost and bestN En the stable network with the lowest social cost. We define
En )
the Price of Anarchy (PoA) [27] as P oA = supn SC(worstN
and the Price of Stability
OP Tn
En )
(PoS) [4] as P oS = supn SC(bestN
, where the supremum is taken over all n that admit
OP Tn
a stable network. Besides the PoA and the PoS, that both focus on the overall cost and
compare with the cost of a centrally designed social optimum network, we use a measure of
the quality of networks which focuses on the cost distribution among the agents, called the
Fairness Ratio (FR), analogously to the utility uniformity introduced in [19]. For a given
network T , the F R(T ) is the ratio between the maximum and the minimum cost incurred
max ∈V costT (i)
by any agent, i.e.,F R(T ) := minvvi∈V
costT (i) .
i
Finally, we introduce some additional notation for arguing about the designed networks
T (s). (See Fig. 1 for an illustration). For our analysis we use directed paths in T (s) which
start at some non-root node z and end at the root r. Let P be such a path of length ` ∈ N.
We denote by uP
j the node on P which is at distance j to r, hence the root r is denoted
P
P
P
by uP
and
node
z by uP
0
` . Moreover, let Tj := T (uj ) and we use dj for the in-degree of a
node with distance j from the root r on path P , hence, djP := indegT (s) (uP
j ). We omit the
reference to path P whenever it is clear from the context.

1.2

Related Work

Our model is closely related to several models that have been intensively studied.
We start with the (fair) single-source connection game [5, 4] which we already briefly
discussed in the introduction. The key feature of this game is that agents strategically select
a set of edges to connect their respective terminals. The cost of each edge is shared among
all the agents who selected the respected edge. While in [5] and later also in [24] arbitrary
cost sharing is considered, the paper [4] focuses on fair cost sharing which can be derived
from the Shapley value [33]. For this Anshelevich et al. [4] show that stable networks always
exist since the game is a potential game [32], additional they prove that the PoA is n and the
PoS is upper bounded by Hn , where Hn is the n-th harmonic number. For a given directed
host graph this bound on the PoS is tight but the case for undirected host networks is still
a major open problem. More is known for single-source connection games on undirected
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√
networks. Chekuri et al. [12] show that the PoA is in O( n log2 n) if the agents join the
game sequentially and play their respective best response. A PoS in O(log log n) was proven
by Fiat et al. [20] for the special case where all nodes of the given network correspond to a
terminal of some agent. Finally, Bilò et al. [8] prove a constant PoS for the fair single-source
connection game on undirected networks. Moreover, Albers and Lenzner [1] show that the
optimum is a Hn -approximate Nash equilibrium for the fair single-source connection game.
In contrast to our model, the cost of an edge in the (fair single-source) connection game is
given via a positively weighted host network. Hoefer and Krysta [25] investigate a variant
with edge weights derived from a geometry.
Also selfish spanning tree games [21] are close to our model and we already briefly
discussed them in the introduction. The key difference to our model is that a weighted
complete network is given and that the cost of an agent is defined differently. Gourvès and
Monnot [21] define three variants of the agents’ cost function: either it is the weight of the
first edge on the path to the common root r, or the minimum or maximum weight edge on
the entire path towards r. Cost sharing is not considered. The authors prove bounds on the
PoA which vary from unbounded to 1 depending on the exact setting. The games in [21] are
inspired by the classical problem of allocating the cost of a spanning tree among its nodes
by Claus and Kleitman [13] and its variant from cooperative game theory considered by
Bird [10]. Later, Granot and Huberman [22, 23] considered minimum cost spanning tree
games and different cost allocation protocols for this have been considered by Escoffier et
al. [17]. The key difference of all these models to our model is that a cooperative game is
considered which is a stark contrast to our non-cooperative setting. Also game-theoretic
topology control problems are related to spanning tree games and our model. Eidenbenz et
al. [16] consider a setting where a set of agents which correspond to wireless devices want to
connect terminal nodes, whereas Mittal et al. [31] consider wireless access point selection by
selfish agents.
Also classical network formation games [26, 6, 18] are related to our model. There the
agents correspond to nodes in a network and every agent buys a set of incident edges to
connect to other agents. The goal of each agent is to create a connected network and to
occupy a central position in this network. For the influential network creation game of
Fabrikant et al. [18], that has a parameter α for the trade-off between edge cost and distance
costs, the PoA was shown to be constant for almost all values of α [14, 2]. For high values
of α all equilibrium networks of these games are known to be trees [30, 29, 7]. A variant
of the network creation game where agents can only buy a single edge was considered by
Ehsani et al. [15]. Most notably, the topology dependent edge costs that we employ in our
model were proposed by Chauhan et al. [11] for the network creation game [18]. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the only setting where topology dependent edge costs have been
considered.

1.3

Our Contribution

We study a novel game-theoretic model for the formation of a tree network which is related
to the well-known fair single-source connection game by Anshelevich et al. [4, 5] and to
selfish spanning tree games by Gourvès and Monnot [21]. The key difference of our model is
that we consider dynamic edge costs which depend on the topology of the created spanning
tree. In particular, the cost of an edge is equal to the in-degree of its endpoint. This specific
choice was proposed in [11] for the classical network creation game [18] and we transfer this
idea to the Network Design domain. Our analysis holds for any edge cost function of the
form α times the in-degree of the target node, for any constant α. However, our general
approach is valid also for edge cost functions that depend non-linearly on the degrees of the
involved nodes.
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Regarding the existence of stable trees we show that our model is in stark contrast to the
models in [4, 18, 21] since in our model stable trees may not exist. In particular, we show
that our game has no NE for n = 16 and n = 18 which implies that the TCG cannot admit
a potential function. This is contrasted with a proof that for infinitely many n stable trees
do exist, and we conjecture that we have found all examples for NE non-existence. Towards
investigating the quality of the equilibrium networks of our model, we first provide a rigorous
study of the structural properties of stable trees. We show that every stable
tree consists

log n
of stable subtrees and that the height of any stable tree is in O log log n . For the root r,
which turns out to be the node with thehighest in-degree
 in any stable network, we show
√

that its in-degree is between Ω logloglogn n and 2O log n . This shows that the maximum
internal coordination overhead of a single node in any stable tree is rather small.
Our main results are on the quality of equilibrium trees. By using the established
structural properties and a connection to the Riemann zeta function we obtain an upper
bound on the PoA of 8.62 which is contrasted with a lower bound of 2.4317. For the PoS
we derive a lower bound of 75 − ε. Moreover, we give for an infinite number of values for n
an upper bound of 2.83 on the PoS. Regarding the Fairness Ratio, we first show that the
socially optimal tree is rather unfair, i.e., having a Fairness Ratio of n · Hn . In contrast, we
prove that any equilibrium tree has a Fairness Ratio in o(n).
This shows that stable trees have only slightly higher social cost compared to the social
optimum. In particular, on average every agent pays only a constant factor more than the
trivial lower bound for any spanning tree. At the same time stable trees are more fair, have
low height and low in-degrees.
We conclude with a brief discussion of the path version extension of our model, where
agents select paths as strategies as in [5, 4]. This extension seems promising for future work
since we show that allowing a richer strategy space yields a larger set of equilibria and we
give equilibria for n = 16 and n = 18. Hence, in the path-version equilibria may always exist,
but the PoA could be higher.
We refer to [9] for all details which were omitted due to space constraints.

2

Structure and Properties of Equilibrium Trees

It is clear that each agent can compute her best response in polynomial time as the number
of possible strategies for an agent is n, and the agent can easily compute her cost in linear
time. In the following
 we show
 that any stable tree consists of stable subtrees, we prove an
upper bound of O logloglogn n to the number of edges of any leaf-to-root path of any stable
network, and in the end, we provide bounds on the degree of the root. We start with the
statement that any stable tree consists of stable subtrees.
I Lemma 1. If T is stable, then any subtree T (x) is stable in the corresponding subgame.
Next, we will consider the height of a stable network and need the following technical lemmas.

I Lemma 2. Let k ∈ N be the length of a fixed leaf-to-root-path P in a stable network T .
|Ti |
(di − 1).
Then, for every 1 < i < k, di−1 ≥
|Ti | − |Ti+1 |
Since |Ti+1 | > 0, Lemma 2 yields that the sequence d0 , d1 , . . . , dk , is monotonically decreasing.
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I Corollary 3. Let k ∈ N be the length of a leaf-to-root-path P in a stable network T . Then,
for every 1 < i < k, di ≥ di+1 .
The next lemma shows that the in-degree of nodes strictly decreases after a constant number
of hops.
I Lemma 4. Let k ∈ N be the length of a fixed leaf-to-root-path P in a stable network T .
Then, for every subtree T (v) with |T (v)| > 4 and for every 1 < i < k − 2 we have di−1 > di+1 .
In the following we investigate upper and lower bounds on √
the in-degree of the root in
stable trees. More precisely, we show an upper bound of 2O( log n) and a lower bound of
Ω(log n/ log log n).
√ 
ln 4 n/5
√ .
I Theorem 5. The in-degree of the root in a stable network T is at least
ln ln 4

n/5

To give an upper bound on the in-degree of the root, we first have to provide the following
technical lemmas. The first technical lemma bounds the in-degree of the parent of any leaf.
I Lemma 6. In a stable network T the in-degree of the parent of any leaf is 1.
The second technical lemma shows how the in-degrees of two sibling nodes are related.
I Lemma 7. Consider a subtree T (x) of a stable network T . Then indeg(x) ≤ indeg(v) ·

(u)|
1 + |T
|T (v)| + 1, where v and u are different children of x.
From Lemma 7, we derive the following remark and corollary.
I Remark 8. Consider a subtree T (x) in a stable network T . Then indeg(x) ≤ 2·indeg(v)+1,
where v is a root of the second smallest subtree of T (x).
I Corollary 9. If T is a stable network, then every node u in T has at least indeg(u) − 1
children of in-degree at least (indeg(u) − 1)/2.
Now we can prove an upper bound to the in-degree of the root of any stable tree.

√
O
log n
I Theorem 10. The in-degree of the root in a stable network T is 2
.
Proof. Let T be a stable tree of height h. Let vh , . . . , v0 be a leaf-to-root path. Note that the
in-degree of the root v0 is maximal if the in-degree of each node in the vh -v0 -path is maximal,
i.e., by Lemma 7 and 6, it corresponds to the in-degree sequence D := (0, 1, dh−2 , . . . , d0 ),
where di−1 = 2di + 1.
Next, we show that nodes at distance h − 2 from the root can have an in-degree of at
most 2. Assume to the contrary that there is a node u having an edge to a node x such that
indeg(x) = 3 and x is at distance h − 2 from the root v0 . As we have proved above, the indegree of all children of x is at most 1. Thus, u can swap to any leaf node of the subtree T (x).
Let T 0 be the tree obtained after u swapped. If u swaps to a child of x, it decreases its cost by
costT (u)−costT 0 (u) = 32 − 12 − 23 > 0, i.e., it is an improving move. The swap to a leaf node at
distance 2 from x implies an improvement by costT (u) − costT 0 (u) = 32 − 12 − 13 − 42 > 0, i.e., it
is an improvement. Since T is stable, we get a contradiction. Thus, D = (0, 1, 2, 5, 11, . . . , d0 ),
i.e.,
di = 3 · 2h−i−2 − 1 for i ≤ h − 3, where dh = 0, dh−1 = 1, dh−2 = 2.

(1)
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We now estimate the minimum possible number of nodes in the tree T . By Corollary 9 if
the in-degree of a node is equal to k, then it has at least k − 1 children with an in-degree of
at least (k − 1)/2. Thus, starting from the root, the in-degrees of the nodes on each level
decrease no more than twice. Hence, the total size of the tree is at least


Ph−3
h−1
i−1
h−1
X
Y
X i−1
Y
(h−1)(h−2)
(h−j−2)
di
2
,
(dj − 1) >
2h−j−2 > 2 j=0
=2
i=1

j=0

i=1 j=0

√
3+

where h is the height of T . Thus, h <
√
O
log n
d0 ∈ 2
.

1+8 log n
.
2

With equation (1), this implies
J




Now we are able to show that the length of any node-to-root path is O logloglogn n .


I Theorem 11. If T is a stable network, then its height h ∈ O logloglogn n .


Proof. Consider a leaf-to-root path P in T . We show that there are O logloglogn n indices


√
P
P
P
such that |TiP | − |Ti+1
| ≥ 3 log n · |Ti+1
| and O logloglogn n indices such that |TiP | − |Ti+1
|<
√
3
P
log n · |Ti+1 |.
√
P
P
Let k be the number of indices i that satisfy |TiP | − |Ti+1
| ≥ 3 log n · |Ti+1
|. Then we
√
3
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
have that |Ti | = |Ti | − |Ti+1 | + |Ti+1 | > log n · |Ti+1 |. Since |Ti | > |Ti+1 | for every i,
and because |TiP | ≤ n, we have that |T0P| > (log n)k/3 and |T0P | = n + 1, from which we
log n
log log n

derive (log n)k/3 ≤ n, i.e., k = O

.



√
By Lemma 4 and Corollary 3, there are O( 3 log n) = O logloglogn n indices i such that


√
P
diP ≤ 4 3 log n. We now prove that there are O logloglogn n indices such that |TiP | − |Ti+1
|<
√
√
√
3
3
3
P
P
P
log n·|Ti+1 | and such that di ≥ 4 log n. By Lemma 2 and using the fact that di ≥ 4 log n
and n ≥ 2, we have that
s
√
√
|TiP |
1 + 3 log n P
1 + 3 log n P
P
P
√
√
di−1 ≥ P
(d
−
1)
≥
d .
(d
−
1)
≥
i
3
3
P | i
|Ti | − |Ti+1
log n
log n i
By Corollary 3 we have that
over, by

P
di−1

Theorem 10, d0P ≤
 √
k/2
1+ 3 log n

√
we have that
3
log n
√
log n
.
√
k ≤ 2α
3
log 1+1/

2

α

≥
√

diP


for every i. Hence d0 ≥

k/2
√
3
log n
√
. More3

1+

log n

log n

√

≤ 2α

for some constant
α > 0. As a consequence,
√
1+ 3 log n
√
k
√
log
3 log n
log n
, i.e., 2 2
≤ 2α log n , which implies,

log n

√

We complete the proof by showing that
log

log n
√

1+ 3 log n
√
3 log n

≤ 3 logloglogn n , i.e., we have to show that

√
√
√
1+ 3 log n
log log n ≤ 3 log n · log √
. Let M = 3 log n. We have to prove that
3
log n

log M ≤ M 3/2 log

1+M
= log
M

By Bernoulli’s inequality, 1 +
satisfied.



1+M
M

 3/2
1 M
M

M 3/2

≥ 2M

.
1/2

(2)

≥ M for M ≥ 16. Thus, inequality (2) is
J
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Existence of Equilibrium Trees

In this section we analyze whether the TCG admits equilibrium trees for all agent numbers
n. We first show that in general equilibrium existence is not guaranteed since for n = 16 and
n = 18 no stable tree exists. We contrast this negative result with a NE existence proof for
infinitely many agent numbers n. This positive result is achieved for so-called balanced trees,
i.e., trees where all nodes with the same distance to the root have the same in-degree. We
believe that our positive results can be strengthened to proving that stable trees exist for
all n except n = 16 and n = 18, and we leave this as an intriguing open problem. Figure 2
shows sample equilibrium trees for small n.

n=4
(0, 1, 2)

n = 13

n=5

n=6
(0, 1, 1, 2)

n = 14
(0, 1, 1, 2, 2)

n=7

n=8
(0, 1, 1, 1, 2)

n = 15
(0, 1, 2, 3)

n=9
(0, 1, 1, 3)

n = 10
(0, 1, 2, 2)

n = 17

n = 11

n = 19

n = 12

n = 19

Figure 2 Sample equilibrium trees for n = 4 to n = 19. All depicted trees for n < 19 are the
unique equilibria for the respective n. For n = 19 two equilibrium trees exist. No stable tree exists
for n = 16 and n = 18. The stable trees for n = 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15 are balanced trees and are
annotated with their identifying in-degree sequence of all leaf-to-root paths. (See Section 3.1 for
definitions.)

I Theorem 12. For n = 16 there exists no stable network.
The non-existence of a stable tree for n = 16 directly implies that the TCG cannot have
the finite improvement property, which states that every sequence of improving moves must
be finite, i.e., reaches a Nash equilibrium. Thus, since the finite improvement property is
equivalent to the game admitting a potential function [32] this implies the following statement.
I Corollary 13. The T CG is not a potential game.
I Remark 14. By computational experiments we have obtained equilibrium trees for the T CG
for 1 ≤ n ≤ 100, except for n = 16 and n = 18. For n = 18 we have verified via a brute-force
search over all possible trees that no stable tree exists. Interestingly, for n ≥ 19 equilibrium
trees are no longer unique and in general the number of non-isomorphic equilibrium trees
grows as n grows.

3.1

Balanced Trees

Despite the negative result of the non-existence of a stable tree for n = 16, in this section we
prove the existence of NE’s for infinitely many values of n. We prove this result by showing
an interesting set of conditions for ruling out potential edge swaps; the proved conditions
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altogether allow us to show that there are infinitely many (balanced) trees that are stable.
More precisely, we say that T is balanced if any two nodes at the same distance from the
root r have equal in-degrees. Note, that any balanced tree T of height h can be uniquely
encoded by a sequence of node degrees (0, dh−1 , . . . , d0 ), where di is an in-degree of nodes at
level i, i.e., at distance i from the root. In this section we show that all the balanced trees of
the form (0, 1, 2, 4, dh−4 , . . . , d0 ) such that di < di−1 ≤ 2di + 1, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ h − 4 are
stable. (See Figure 3 for an example.)

n = 190
(0, 1, 2, 4, 9)

Figure 3 Sample of an extremal balanced tree with degree sequence (0, 1, 2, 4, 9).

I Theorem 15. The balanced tree T with degree sequence (0, 1, 2, 4, dh−4 , . . . , d0 ), where
dj+1 < dj ≤ 2dj+1 + 1 for every j ≤ h − 4, is stable.
From Theorem 15 we derive the following corollary.
I Corollary 16. The TCG with n agents admits a NE for infinitely many values of n ∈ N.
By Corollary 16, we observe that NE exists for all n that admit an existence of a balanced
tree. Intuitively, a minor modification of a balanced tree, e.g., removing a subset of leaf nodes,
keep the tree stable. Moreover, for n ≥ 19 we have found several non-isomorphic equilibrium
trees in each case. The number of non-isomorphic equilibria grows with n, which indicates
that for growing n also the number of possibilities how to combine suitable equilibrium trees
into larger equilibrium trees grows. Therefore, we conjecture the existence of stable trees
for all values of n except for n = 16 and n = 18. We believe that this conjecture can be
proven by a dynamic programming approach that exploits the different possibilities of how
equilibrium sub-trees can be combined into larger equilibrium trees.
I Conjecture 1. For any n ∈ N, with n 6= 16 and n 6= 18 a pure NE exists in the TCG.

4

Quality of Equilibrium Trees

In this section we provide results on the quality of stable networks. In particular, we prove a
constant upper bound on the PoA and give lower bounds on the PoA and PoS. Furthermore,
we prove an upper bound on the PoS for certain balanced trees. We first observe that
any network in which at least one node has in-degree 2 is not a social optimum. Hence, a
Hamilton path is the social optimum.
I Theorem 17. Any Hamiltonian path having the root r as one endnode is a social optimum.

4.1

Price of Anarchy

In every network T for all v ∈ V , indegT (v) ≤ n, since there are exactly n edges. Hence, the
cost of an agent is upper bounded by n and the star graph yields a trivial upper bound of n
for the PoA. However, we prove next a constant upper bound on the PoA.
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I Theorem 18. The PoA is at most 8.62.
Proof. Consider a stable network T = (V, E). By Theorem 17, the social optimum is a path
of cost n. Hence, it is enough to show that in T the maximum cost of an agent is upper
bounded by a constant. We clearly have that the cost incurred by a non-leaf agent is strictly
smaller than the cost incurred by any of its descendants. Therefore, the maximum costs is
achieved by a leaf agent.
Consider two leafs u and v in T such that u pays the maximum cost. Let Pv be the
node-to-root path starting from the parent of v. Since T is stable, costT (u) < 1 + 1/2 +
P
indeg(j)
(i,j)∈Pv |T (i)| = 1/2 + costT (v). Therefore, we only have to show that there exists a leaf
agent v with a constant cost value.
We now prove that such a leaf agent always exists. By Corollary 9, each node of in-degree d
has at least d − 1 children of in-degree at least d(d − 1)/2e. Consider a root-to-leaf path
P = (r = v0 , . . . , vh = v) where each next hop goes always towards the smallest appended
subtree where the root has an in-degree of at least half of the node’s in-degree minus one,
i.e., for any vi ∈ P , vi+1 = argmin{|T (w)| : (w, vi ) ∈ E and indeg(w) ≥ (indeg(vi ) − 1)/2}.
Then for every 0 ≤ i ≤ h − 1, |T (vi )| ≥ (indeg(vi ) − 1)|T (vi+1 )| + 2.
Denote by |tk | the size of the minimum stable tree with a root of in-degree k. Then by
Corollary 9 and Lemma 6 it holds that
|t0 | ≥ 1, |t1 | ≥ 2, tk ≥ (k − 1) · |td(k−1)/2e | + 2.

(3)

We show via induction that for any k ≥ 11, |tk | ≥ (2k + 1)k 2 . Indeed, it holds that
|tk+1 | ≥ k · |tdk/2e | + 2 > (k + 1)k 3 /22 ≥ (2(k + 1) + 1)(k + 1)2 , where the last inequality
holds for all k ≥ 11.
The overall cost incurred by the leaf v is at most the costs incurred by v for all edges
(vi , vi−1 ) ∈ P where in-degree of vi−1 is less than the cost incurred by v for all other edges
in P plus 2.
By Lemma 4, each leaf-to-root path has at most three nodes of in-degree 1, which implies
that v pays at most p1 := 11
6 for all edges ending in a node with in-degree equals 1.
By Lemma 4, the in-degrees of the nodes in the leaf-to-root path P strictly increase
with at least every second hop. This implies that for i ≤ h − 4 − (11 − 1) · 2 = h − 24 it is
guaranteed that indeg(vi ) ≥ 11. Hence, starting from the first node having in-degree at least
11 in P , agent v pays
p2 :=

h−24
X
i=1

h−24
X 2indeg(vi ) + 1 h−24
X
indeg(vi−1 )
1
≤
≤
2
|T (vi )|
|t
|
(indeg(v
i ))
indeg(vi )
i=1
i=1
!
∞
10
X
X
1
1
≤2·
< 2 ζ(2) −
,
i2
i2
i=11
i=1

where ζ(s) is the Riemann zeta function. Hence, p2 < 0.2.
Finally, we need to evaluate the cost of the path P for all nodes vi with the in-degree
2 ≤ indeg(vi ) ≤ 10. Since for every 0 ≤ i ≤ h − 1, |T (vi )| ≥ (indeg(vi ) − 1)|T (vi+1 )| + 2,
each edge (vi , vi+1 ) in the path P costs at most
2indeg(vi ) + 1
2indeg(vi ) + 1
2
3
≤
=
+
.
|T (vi )|
(indeg(vi ) − 1)|T (vi+1 )|
|T (vi+1 )| (indeg(vi ) − 1)|T (vi+1 )|
By applying the inequality (3) and since the in-degrees of the nodes in P increase at
most with every second level, it holds that the total cost of the subpath is at most p3 :=
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2

9
P
i=2

2
ti

+

2
t1

+

2
t10

+

10 
P
i=2

3
(i−1)ti−1

+

3
(i−1)ti



< 3.12 + 2.975 < 6.01. Therefore, the total cost

of the path P payed by an agent v is strictly less than p1 + p2 + p3 < 8.12. This implies that
the PoA is at most 8.62.
J
We now prove a lower bound to the PoA using the extremal stable balanced trees of
Theorem 15. (See Figure 3.) For the rest of this section, let Th denote the extremal balanced
tree of height h ≥ 1 and degree sequence dh = 0, dh−1 = 1, dh−2 = 2 (if h ≥ 2), dh−3 = 4 (if
h ≥ 3), and di = 2di+1 + 1 for every i ≤ h − 4. We will denote by sch and nh the social cost
and the number of nodes (root included) of Th .
I Theorem 19. The PoA is at least 2.4317.
Next, we prove an upper bound to the average agent’s cost in Th and provide an interesting
conjecture. We define ah := sch /(nh − 1) as the average agent’s cost in Th .
I Lemma 20. For every h ≥ 1, ah ≤ 2.4318.
I Conjecture 2. The PoA is equal to limh→∞ ah .

4.2

Price of Stability

We now turn our focus to the PoS and prove a lower bound.
I Theorem 21. The PoS is at least

7
5

− ε, for ε ∈ Θ(1/n).

Next, we investigate the PoS in certain balanced trees and prove an upper bound which is
strictly better than the upper bound on the PoA.
I Theorem 22. For all n ∈ N such that there is a balanced tree T of size n with the in-degree
sequence (0, 1, 2, 4, dh−4 , . . . , d0 ), where di ≤ 2di+1 + 1 for i ≤ h − 4, the PoS is at most 2.83.

4.3

Fairness measure

We investigate the Fairness Ratio which considers the cost distribution among the agents.
We show that stable trees damit a more fair cost-sharing compared with the social optimum.
I Theorem 23. The Fairness Ratio for OP Tn is nHn , where Hn =

n
P
i=1

1
i

is the n-th harmonic

number.

We now turn our focus to the analysis of the class of all stable trees and prove that the F R
is in o(n).
√
8.62(n−2)·ln ln(4 n/5)
√
I Theorem 24. The Fairness Ratio for any NE is at most
− 213 ·
ln(4 n/5)
q

√
ln(4 n/5)



log
√
√
√
−5.5
ln
ln(4
n/5)
2 ln ln(4 n/5)
ln(4 n/5)
√
√
1−
·
,
which
is
at
most
ln(4 n/5)
ln ln(4 n/5)
√
(n−2)·ln ln(4 n/5)
√
8.62 ·
.
ln(4

n/5)
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Figure 4 Left: A path-TCG NE that is not a TCG NE for n = 16. Middle: A path-TCG NE
that is not a TCG NE for n = 18. Right: A TCG NE that is not a strong path-TCG NE.

I Theorem 25. The Fairness Ratio for a stable tree is at least n · 2−2

√
2 log(n)

.

Finally, we investigate the class of stable balanced trees and prove a more precise upper
bound.
I Theorem 26. The Fairness Ratio for a stable balanced tree with the in-degree sequence
2
√
2.4318n· ln ln(4 n/5)
2
√
(0, 1, 2, 4, dh−4 , . . . , d0 ), where di ≤ 2di+1 + 1 for i ≤ h − 4, is at most
.
ln(4

5

n/5)

Extensions for Future Work: The Path Version and Coalitions

A natural extension of our model is to allow for a richer strategy space. Instead of selecting
a single outgoing edge, agents could strategically select a complete path towards the root
r. This version, called the path-TCG, is closer to the fair single-source connection game by
Anshelevich et al. [5, 4]. See the full version [9] for a formal definition of the path-TCG.
We give some preliminary results relating the equilibria of the TCG to the equilibria
of the path-TCG. Our results indicate that studying the path-TCG, in particular its PoA
and PoS, is a promising next step. We start with showing that also in the path-TCG all
equilibria must be trees.
I Lemma 27. Any equilibrium network in the path-TCG is a tree.
Now we show that the TCG can be considered as a special case of the path-TCG since all
equilibrium trees of the TCG are equilibria in the path-TCG but not vice versa.
I Theorem 28. The set of NE in the path-TCG is a superset of the set of NE in the TCG.
We showed for the TCG that for n = 16 and n = 18 there exists no stable network. We
contrast this negative result with a NE existence proof for the path-TCG for the corresponding
values. Figure 4 (left and middle) show equilibrium trees for the path-TCG for n = 16 and
n = 18, respectively.
I Theorem 29. For n = 16 and n = 18 there exists a stable network for the path-TCG.
Together with Theorem 29 and since any NE in the TCG is a NE in the path-TCG, we
go along with Conjecture 1 and believe that for all values of n stable trees exist for the
path-TCG.
I Conjecture 3. For any n ∈ N a pure NE exists in the path-TCG.
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An agent a in the TCG benefits from the fact that if a changes her strategy and switches her
edge towards another node the costs of the new edge is also shared among all of a’s ancestors.
It seems natural to consider a strategy change in the TCG as a coalitional strategy change
in the path-TCG by the coalition consisting of agent a and all her ancestors. So NE in the
TCG could be in strong NE [3] for the pathTCG. However, we show that this is not true,
see Figure 4 (right).
I Theorem 30. There is a NE in the TCG which is not in strong NE for the path-TCG.

6

Conclusion

We have studied a tree formation game to investigate how selfish agents self-organize to
connect to a common target in the presence of dynamic edge costs that are sensitive to
node degrees. This mimics settings in which nodes can charge prices for offering their
routing service and where these prices are guided by supply and demand, i.e., more popular
nodes with higher in-degree can charge higher prices to make up for their increased internal
coordination cost.
Our main findings are that our game admits equilibrium trees with intriguing properties
like low height, low maximum degree, almost optimal cost, and a somewhat fair distribution
of the total cost among the agents. The set of equilibrium trees seems to be combinatorially
rich, and characterizing stable trees that are not balanced seems an exciting and challenging
problem for future research. It would also be interesting to study the degree distribution in
stable trees and to evaluate possible connections with power-law degree distributions which
are ubiquitous in real-world networks.
We note in passing that our model can easily be generalized to settings with more than
one target node as long as every possible incident edge may be activated. In this case, several
disjoint trees, one for each target node, will be formed. Things change if target nodes and
agent nodes may be co-located, and exploring this variant might be interesting.
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Abstract
Recent efforts in coding theory have focused on building codes for insertions and deletions, called
insdel codes, with optimal trade-offs between their redundancy and their error-correction capabilities,
as well as efficient encoding and decoding algorithms.
In many applications, polynomial running time may still be prohibitively expensive, which
has motivated the study of codes with super-efficient decoding algorithms. These have led to the
well-studied notions of Locally Decodable Codes (LDCs) and Locally Correctable Codes (LCCs).
Inspired by these notions, Ostrovsky and Paskin-Cherniavsky (Information Theoretic Security, 2015)
generalized Hamming LDCs to insertions and deletions. To the best of our knowledge, these are the
only known results that study the analogues of Hamming LDCs in channels performing insertions
and deletions.
Here we continue the study of insdel codes that admit local algorithms. Specifically, we reprove
the results of Ostrovsky and Paskin-Cherniavsky for insdel LDCs using a different set of techniques.
We also observe that the techniques extend to constructions of LCCs. Specifically, we obtain insdel
LDCs and LCCs from their Hamming LDCs and LCCs analogues, respectively. The rate and
error-correction capability blow up only by a constant factor, while the query complexity blows up
by a poly log factor in the block length.
Since insdel locally decodable/correctble codes are scarcely studied in the literature, we believe our
results and techniques may lead to further research. In particular, we conjecture that constant-query
insdel LDCs/LCCs do not exist.
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Local InsDel Codes

1

Introduction

Building error-correcting codes that can recover from insertions and deletions (a.k.a. “insdel
codes”) has been a central theme in recent advances in coding theory [29, 24, 15, 18, 13, 12,
20, 19, 3, 14, 17, 16, 30, 11]. Insdel codes are generalizations of Hamming codes, in which
the corruptions may be viewed as deleting symbols and then inserting other symbols at the
deleted locations.
An insdel code is described by an encoding function E : Σk → Σn , which encodes every
message of length k into a codeword of block length n. The rate of the code is the ratio nk .
Classically, a decoding function D : Σ∗ → Σk takes as input a string w obtained from some
E(m) after δn insertions and deletions and satisfies D(w) = m. A fundamental research
direction is building codes with high communication rate nk , that are robust against a large
δ fraction of insertions and deletions, which also admit efficient encoding and decoding
algorithms. It is only recently that efficient insdel codes with asymptotically good rate and
error-correction parameters have been well-understood [17, 19, 16, 30, 11].
In modern applications, polynomial-time decoding may still be prohibitively expensive
when working with large data, and instead super-efficient codes are even more desirable. Such
codes admit very fast decoding algorithms that query only few locations into the received
word to recover portions of the data. Ostrovsky and Paskin-Cherniavsky [33] defined the
notion of Locally Decodable Insdel Codes,2 inspired by the notion of Locally Decodable
Codes (LDCs) for Hamming errors [22, 36]. A code defined by an encoding E : Σk → Σn is a
q-query Locally Decodable Insdel Code (Insdel LDC) if there exists a randomized algorithm
D, such that: (1) for each i ∈ [k] and message m ∈ Σk , D can probabilistically recover mi ,
given query access to a word w ∈ Σ∗ , which was obtained from E(m) corrupted by δ fraction
of insertions and deletions; and (2) D makes only q queries into w. The number of queries q
is called the locality of the code.
The rate, error-correcting capability, and locality of the code are opposing design features,
and optimizing all of them at the same time is impossible. For example, every 2-query LDCs
for Hamming errors must have vanishing rate [23]. While progress in understanding these
trade-offs for Hamming errors has spanned several decades [23, 38, 39, 6, 7, 26] (see surveys
by Yekhanin [39] and by Kopparty and Saraf [27]), in contrast, the literature on the same
trade-offs for the more general insdel codes is scarce. Namely, besides the results of [33], to
the best of our knowledge, only Haeupler and Shahrasbi [19] consider the notion of locality
in building synchronization strings, which are important components of optimal insdel codes.
The results of [33] provide a direct reduction from classical Hamming error LDCs to insdel
LDCs, which preserves the rate of the code and error-correction capabilities up to constant
factors, and whose locality grows only by a polylogarithmic factor in the block length.
In this paper we revisit the results of Ostrovsky and Paskin-Cherniavsky [33] and provide
an alternate proof, using different combinatorial techniques. We also observe that these
results extend to building Locally Correctable Insdel Codes (Insdel LCCs) from Locally
Correctable Codes (LCCs) for Hamming errors. LCCs are a variant of LDCs, in which
the decoder is tasked to locally correct every entry of the encoded message, namely E(m)i ,
instead of the entries of the message itself. If the message m is part of the encoding E(m),
then an LCC is also an LDC. In particular, all linear LCCs (i.e, whose codewords form a
vector space) are also LDCs.

2

In [33], they are named Locally Decodable Codes for Edit Distance.
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I Theorem 1. If there exist q-query LDCs/LCCs with encoding E : Σk → Σn , that can
correct from δ-fraction of Hamming errors, then there exist binary q · polylog(n)-query
Insdel LDCs/LCCs with codeword length Θ(n log |Σ|), that can correct from Θ(δ)-fraction of
insertions and deletions.
We emphasize that the resulting LDC/LCC of Theorem 1 is a binary code, even if the input
LDC/LCC is over some higher alphabet Σ.
Classical constructions of LDCs/LCCs for Hamming errors fall into three query-complexity
regimes. In the constant-query regime, the best known results are based on matching-vectors
√
codes, and give encoding that map k symbols into exp(exp( log k log log k)) symbols [38, 6, 7].
Since the best lower bounds are only quadratic [37], for all we know so far, it is possible
that there exist constant-query complexity LDCs with polynomial block length. In the
polylog k-query regime, Reed-Muller codes are examples of logc k-query LDCs/LCCs of block
1
length k 1+ c−1 +o(1) for some c > 0 (e.g., see [39]). Finally, there exist sub-polynomial (but
super logarithmic)-query complexity LDCs/LCCs with constant rate [26]. These relatively
recent developments improved upon the previous constant rate codes in the n -query regime
achieved by Reed-Muller codes, and later by more efficient constructions (e.g. [28]).
Given that our reduction achieves polylog n-query complexity blow-up, the results above
in conjunction with Theorem 1 give us the following asymptotic results.
I Corollary 2. There exist polylog(k)-query Insdel LDCs/LCCs encoding k symbols into
o(k 2 ) symbols, that can correct a constant fraction of insertions and deletions.
I Corollary 3. There exist (log k)O(log log k) -query Insdel LDCs/LCCs with constant rate,
that can correct from a constant fraction of insertions and deletions.
Our results, similarly to those in [33], do not have implications in the constant-query regime.
We conjecture that there do not exist constant-query LDCs/LCCs, regardless of their rate.
Since achieving locality against insertions and deletions appears to be a difficult task, and the
area is in its infancy, we believe our results and techniques may motivate further research.

1.1

Overview of Techniques

Searching in a Nearly Sorted Array. To build intuition for our local decoding algorithm
we consider the following simpler problem: We are given a nearly sorted array A of n
distinct elements. By nearly sorted we mean that there is another sorted array A0 such
that A0 [i] = A[i] on all but n0 indices. Given an input x we would like to quickly find x in
the original array. In the worst case this would require time at least Ω(n0 ) so we relax the
requirement that we always find x to say that there are at most cn0 items that we will fail to
find for some constant c > 0.
To design our noisy binary search algorithm that meets the requirement we borrow a
notion of local goodness used in the design and analysis of depth-robust graphs a combinatorial
object that has found many applications in cryptography [8, 1, 2]. In particular, fixing A
and A0 (sorted) we say that an index j is corrupted if A[j] 6= A0 [j]. We say that an index i is
θ-locally good if for any r ≥ 0 at most θ fraction of the indices j ∈ [i, . . . , i + r] are corrupted
and at most θ fraction of the indices in [i − r, i] are corrupted. If at most n0 indices are
corrupted then one can prove that at least n − 2n0 /θ indices are θ-locally good [8].
As long as the constant θ is suitably small we can design an efficient randomize search
procedure which (whp) will correctly locate x whenever x = A[i] provided that the unknown
index i is θ-locally good. Intuitively, suppose we have already narrowed down our search to
the smaller range I = [i0 , i1 ]. The rank of x = A[i] in A0 [i0 ], . . . , A0 [i1 ] is exactly i−i0 +1 since
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A[i] is uncorrupted and the rank of x in A[i0 ], . . . , A[i1 ] can change by at most ±θ(i − i0 + 1)
– at most θ(i1 − i0 + 1) indices j 0 ∈ [i0 , i1 ] can be corrupted since i ∈ [i0 , i1 ] is θ-locally
good. Now suppose that we sample t = polylog(n) indices j1 , . . . , jt ∈ [i0 , i1 ] and select the
median ymed of A[j1 ], . . . , A[jt ]. With high probability the rank r of ymed in A[j1 ], . . . , A[jt ]
will be close to (i1 − i0 + 1)/2 i.e., |r − (i1 − i0 + 1)/2| ≤ δ(i1 − i0 + 1) for some arbitrarily
constant δ which may depend on the number of samples t. Thus, for suitable constants θ and
δ whenever x > ymed (resp. x < ymed ) we can safely conclude that i > i0 + (i1 − i0 + 1)/8
(resp. i < i1 − (i1 − i0 + 1)/8) and search in the smaller interval I 0 = [i0 + (i1 − i0 + 1)/8, i1 ]
(resp. I 0 = [i0 , i1 − (i1 − i0 + 1)/8]). In both cases the size of the search space is reduced by a
constant multiplicative factor so the procedure will terminate after O(log n) rounds making
O(t log n) queries. At its core our local decoding algorithm relies on a very similar idea.

Encoding. Our encoder builds off of the known techniques of concatenation codes. First,
a message x is encoded via the outer code to obtain some (intermediate) encoding y. We
then partition y into some number k blocks y = y1 ◦ · · · ◦ yk and append each block yi with
index i to obtain yi ◦ i. Each yi ◦ i is then encoded with the inner encoder to obtain some di .
Then each di is prepended and appended with a run of 0s (i.e., the buffers), to obtain ci .
The encoder then outputs c = c1 ◦ · · · ◦ ck as the final codeword. For our inner encoder, we
in fact use the Schulman-Zuckerman (SZ) [34] edit distance code.

Decoding. Given oracle access to some corrupted codeword c0 , on input index i, the decoder
simulates the outer decoder and must answer the outer decoder oracle queries. The decoder
uses the inner decoder to answer these queries. However, there are two major challenges:
(1) Unlike the Hamming-type errors, even only a few insertions and deletions makes it hard
for the decoder to know where to probe; and (2) The boundaries between blocks can be
ambiguous in the presence of insdel errors. We overcome these challenges via a variant of
binary search, which we name NoisyBinarySearch, together with a buffer detection algorithm,
and make use of a block decomposition to facilitate the analysis.

Analysis. The analyses of the binary search and the buffer detection algorithms are based
on the notion of “good blocks” and “locally good blocks”, which are natural extensions of the
notion of θ-locally good discussed above. Recall that our encoder outputs a final codeword
that is a concatenation of k smaller codeword “blocks”; namely Enc(x) = c1 ◦ · · · ◦ ck . Suppose
c0 is the corrupted codeword obtained by corrupting c with δ-fraction of insertion-deletion
errors, and suppose we have a method of partitioning c0 into k blocks c01 ◦ · · · ◦ c0k . Then we
say that block c0j is a γ-good block if it is within γ-fractional edit distance to the uncorrupted
block cj . Moreover, c0j is (θ, γ)-locally good if at least (1 − θ) fraction of the blocks in
every neighborhood around c0j are γ-good and if the total number of corruptions in every
neighborhood is bounded. Both notions of good and locally good blocks are necessary to the
success of our binary search algorithm NoisyBinarySearch.
The goal of NoisyBinarySearch is to locate a block with a given index j, and the idea is to
decode the corrupted codeword at random positions to get a list of decoded indices (recall
that the index of each block is appended to it). Since a large fraction of blocks are γ-good
blocks, the sampled indices induce a new search interval for the next iteration. In order to
apply this argument recursively, we need that the error density of the search interval does
not increase in each iteration. Locally good blocks provide precisely this property.
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Comparison with the techniques of [33]. The Insdel LDC construction of [33] also uses
Schulman-Zuckerman (SZ) [34] codes, except it opens them up and directly uses the inefficient
greedy inner codes used for the final efficient SZ codes themselves. In our case, we observe
that the efficiently decodable codes of [34] have the additional property described in Lemma 7,
which states that small blocks have large weight. This observation implies a running time that
is polynomial in the query complexity of the final codes, since it helps make the buffer-finding
algorithms local. The analysis of [33] also uses a binary search component, but our analysis
and their analysis differ significantly.

1.2

Related work

The study of codes for insertions and deletions was initiated by Levenstein [29] in the mid
60’s. Since then there has been a large body of works concerning insdel codes, and we
refer the reader to the excellent surveys of [35, 31, 32]. In particular, random codes with
positive rate correcting from a large fraction of deletions were studied in [24, 15]. Efficiently
encodable/decodable codes, with constant rate, and that can withstand a constant fraction
of insertion and deletions were extensively studied in [34, 15, 18, 19, 19, 14, 3, 11]. A recent
area of interest is building “list-decodable” insdel codes, that can withstand a larger fraction
of insertions and deletions, while outputting a small list of potential codewords [20, 11, 30].
In [19], Haeupler and Shahrasbi construct explicit synchronization strings which can be
locally decoded, in the sense that each index of the string can be computed using values
located at only a small number of other indices. Synchronization strings are powerful
combinatorial objects that can be used to index elements in constructions of insdel codes.
These explicit and locally decodable synchronizations strings were then used to imply near
linear time interactive coding scheme for insdel errors.
There are various other notions of “noisy search” that have been studied in the literature.
Dhagat, Gacs, and Winkler [5] consider a noisy version of the game “Twenty Questions”. In
this problem, an algorithm searches an array for some element x, and a bounded number
of incorrect answers can be given to the algorithm queries, and the goal is to minimize the
number of queries made by an algorithm. Feige et al. [9] study the depth of noisy decision
trees: decision trees where each node gives the incorrect answer with some constant probability,
and moreover each node success or failure is independent. Karp and Kleinberg [21] study
noisy binary search where direct comparison between elements is not possible; instead, each
element has an associated biased coin. Given n coins with probabilities p1 ≤ . . . ≤ pn , target
value τ ∈ [0, 1], and error , the goal is to design an algorithm which, with high probability,
finds index i such that the intervals [pi , pi+1 ] and [τ − , τ + ] intersect. Braverman and
Mossel [4], Klein et al. [25] and Geissmann et al. [10] study noisy sorting in the presence
of recurrent random errors: when an element is first queried, it has some (independent)
probability of returning the incorrect answer, and all subsequent queries to this element are
fixed to this answer. We note that each of the above notions of “noisy search” are different
from each other and, in particular, different from our noisy search.

1.3

Organization

We begin with some general preliminaries in Section 2. In Section 3 we present the formal
encoder and decoder. In Section 4 we define block decomposition which play an important
role in our analysis. In Section 5, Section 6, and Section 7 we prove correctness of our local
decoding algorithm in a top-down fashion. All missing proofs are deferred to the full-version.
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2

Preliminaries

We now define some notation used throughout this work. We use [n] to represent the set
{1, 2, . . . , n}. More generally, for integers a < b, we let [a, b] denote the set {a, a + 1, . . . , b}.
All logarithms will be base 2 unless specified otherwise. We denote x ◦ y as the concatenation
of string x with string y. For any x ∈ Σn , x[i] denotesthe ith coordinate of x. A function
negl(n) is said to be negligible in n if negl(n) = o n−d for any d ∈ N. For any x, y ∈ Σn ,
HAM(x, y) = |{i : x[i] 6= y[i]}| denotes the hamming distance between x and y. Furthermore,
ED(x, y) denotes the edit distance between x and y i.e. the minimum number of symbol
insertions and deletions to transform x into y. For any string x ∈ Σ∗ with finite length,
we denote |x| as the length of x. The fractional Hamming distance (resp., edit distance) is
HAM(x, y)/|x| (resp., ED(x, y)/(2|x|)).
I Definition 4 (Locally Decodable Codes for Hamming and Insdel errors). A code with encoding
function E : ΣkM → ΣnC is a (q, δ, )-Locally Decodable Code (LDC) if there exists a
randomized decoder D, such that for every message m ∈ ΣkM and index i ∈ [k], and for
every w ∈ Σ∗C such that dist(w, E(m)) ≤ δ the decoder makes at most q queries to w and
outputs mi with probability 12 + ; when dist is the fractional Hamming distance then this is
a Hamming LDC; when dist is the fractional edit distance then this is an Insdel LDC. We
also say that the code is binary if ΣC = {0, 1}.
I Definition 5 (Locally Correctable Codes for Hamming and Insdel errors). A code with
encoding function E : ΣkM → ΣnC is a (q, δ, )-Locally Correctable Code (LCC) if there exists
a randomized decoder D, such that for every message m ∈ ΣkM and index i ∈ [n], and for
every w ∈ Σ∗C such that dist(w, E(m)) ≤ δ the decoder makes at most q queries to w and
outputs E(m)i with probability 12 + ; when dist is the fractional Hamming distance then this
is a Hamming error LCC; when dist is the fractional edit distance then this is an Insdel
LCC. We also say that the code is binary if ΣC = {0, 1}.
Our construction, like most insdel codes in the literature, is obtained via adaptations
of the simple but powerful operation of code concatenation. If Cout is an “outer” code
over alphabet Σout with encoding function Eout : Σkout → Σnout , and Cin is an “inner” code
over alphabet Σin with encoding function Ein : Σout → Σpin , then the concatenated code
Cout • Cin is the code whose codewords lie in Σnp
in , obtained by first applying Eout to the
message, and then applying Ein to each symbol of the resulting outer codeword.

3

Insdel LDCs/LCCs from Hamming LDCs/LCCs

We give our main construction of Insdel LDCs/LCCs from Hamming LDCs/LCCs. Our construction can be viewed as a procedure which, given outer codes Cout and binary inner codes
Cin satisfying certain properties, produces binary codes C(Cout , Cin ). This is formulated in
the following theorem, which implies Theorem 1.
I Theorem 6. Let Cout and Cin be codes such that
Cout defined by Encout : Σk → Σm is an a (`out , δout , out )-LDC/LCC (for Hamming
errors).
Cin is family of binary polynomial-time encodable/decodable codes with rate 1/βin capable
of correcting δin fraction of insdel errors. In addition, there are constants α1 , α2 ∈ (0, 1)
such that for any codeword c of Cin , any substring of c with length ≥ α1 |c| has fractional
Hamming weight at least α2 .
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0
Then C(Cout , Cin ) is a binary `out · O log n , Ω(δout δin ),  − negl(n ) -Insdel LDC, or




5 0
0
a binary `out · O log n , Ω(δout δin ),  − negl(n ) -Insdel LCC, respectively. Here the

codewords of C have length n = βm where β = O βin log |Σ| , and n0 denotes the length of
received word.
For the inner code, we make use of the following efficient code constructed by SchulmanZuckerman [34].
I Lemma 7 (SZ-code [34]). There exist constants βin ≥ 1, δin > 0, such that for large
enough values of t > 0, there exists a code SZ(t) = (Enc, Dec) where Enc : {0, 1}t → {0, 1}βin t
and Dec : {0, 1}βin t → {0, 1}t ∪ {⊥} capable of correcting δin fraction of insdel errors, having
the following properties:
1. Enc and Dec run in time poly(t);
2. For all x ∈ {0, 1}t , every interval of length 2 log t of Enc(x) has fractional Hamming
weight ≥ 2/5.
We formally complete the proof of correctness of Theorem 6 in Section 5. We only prove the
correctness of the LDC decoder since it is cleaner and captures the general strategy of the
LCC decoder as well. We dedicate the remainder of this section to outlining the construction
of the encoding and decoding algorithms.

3.1

Encoding and Decoding Algorithms

In our construction of C(Cout , Cin ), we denote the specific code of Lemma 7 as our inner
code Cin = (Encin , Decin ). For our purpose, it is convenient to view the message as a pair in
β
1+log |Σ|) log m
[m] × Σlog m . The encoding function Encin : [m] × Σlog m → {0, 1} in (
maps a
log m-long string over alphabet Σ
 appended with an index from set [m] – i.e. a (padded)

message of bit-length 1 + log |Σ| log m – to a binary string of length βin 1 + log |Σ| log m.
The inner decoder Decin on input y 0 returns x if ED y 0 , y ≤ δin · 2|y| where y = Encin (x).
The information rate of this code is Rin = 1/βin .
We describe our final encoding and decoding algorithms next.
The Encoder (Enc). Given an input string x ∈ Σk and outer code Cout = (Encout , Decout ),
our final encoder Enc does the following: (1) Computes the outer encoding of x as s =
Encout (x); (2) For each i ∈ [m/ log m], groups log m symbols s[(i − 1) log m] · · · s[i log m − 1]
into a single block bi ∈ Σlog m ; (3) For each i ∈ [m/ log m], computes the ith block of the inner
encoding as Y (i) = Encin (i ◦ bi ) – i.e. computes inner encoding of the ith block concatenated
with the (padded) index i; (4) For some constant α ∈ (0, 1) (to be decided), appends a
α log m-long buffer of zeros before and after each block; and (5) Outputs the concatenation
of the buffered blocks (in indexed order) as the final codeword c = Enc(x) ∈ {0, 1}n , where




α log m
(1)
α log m
α log m
(m/ log m)
α log m
c= 0
◦Y
◦0
◦ ··· ◦ 0
◦Y
◦0
.

(1)


Denoting β = 2α + βin 1 + log |Σ| , the length of c is



n = 2α log m + βin 1 + log |Σ| log m ·

m
= βm.
log m
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The LDC Decoder (Dec). We start off by describing the high-level overview of our decoder
Dec and discuss the challenges and solutions behind its design. As defined in Equation (1),
n
our encoder Enc, on input x ∈ Σk , outputs a codeword c = c1 ◦ · · · ◦ cd ∈ {0, 1} where
d = m/ log m. The decoder setting is as follows: on input i ∈ [k] and query access to the
n0
corrupted codeword c0 ∈ {0, 1} such that ED(c, c0 ) ≤ 2nδ, our final decoder Dec needs to
output the message symbol x[i] with high probability. Notice that if Dec had access to the
original codeword s = Encout (x), then Dec could simply run Decout (i) while supplying it with
oracle access to this codeword s. This naturally motivates the following decoding strategy –
simulate Decout ’s oracle access to the codeword s via answering Decout ’s queries by decoding
the appropriate bits using Decin . We give a detailed description of this strategy next.
Let Qi = {q1 , . . . , q`out } ⊂ [m] be a set of indices which Decout (i) makes queries to. 3 We
observe that if our decoder had oracle access to the uncorrupted codeword c, then answering
these queries would be simple:
1. For each q ∈ Qi , let bj = s[(j − 1) log m] · · · s[j log m − 1] be the block which contains
s[q]. In particular, q = (j − 1) log m + rj for some rj ∈ [0, log m − 1],
2. Obtain block cj by querying oracle c and obtain Y (j) by removing the buffers from cj ,
3. Obtain j ◦ bj by running Decin (Y (j) ), then return s[q] = bj [rj ] to Decout .
In fact, it suffices for Decout ’s queries to be answered with symbols consistent with any
string s0 such that HAM(s, s0 ) ≤ δout m – for then, the correctness of the output would follow
from the correctness of Decout . We are still going to carry out the strategy mentioned above,
except that now we are given a corrupted codeword c0 .
For the purposes of analysis, we first define the notion of a block decomposition of the
corrupted codeword c0 . Informally, a block decomposition is simply a partitioning of c0 into
contiguous blocks. Our first requirement for successful decomposition is that there must exist a
block decomposition c0 = c01 ◦· · ·◦c0d that is “not too different” from the original decomposition
P
c = c1 ◦· · ·◦cd .4 In particular, we require that j ED(c0j , cj ) ≤ 2nδ. Proposition 9 guarantees
this property. Next, we define the notion of γ-good (see Definition 10). The idea here is that
if a block c0j is γ-good (for appropriate γ), then we can run Decin on c0j and obtain j ◦ bj . As
the total number of errors is bounded, it is easy to see that all but a small fraction of blocks
are γ-good (Lemma 14). At this point, we are essentially done if we can decode c0j for any
given γ-good block j.
An immediate challenge we are facing is that of locating a specific γ-good block c0j , while
maintaining overall locality. The presence of insertions and deletions may result in uneven
block lengths, making the task of locating a specific block non-trivial. However, since the
γ-good blocks, which make up majority of the blocks, must be in the correct relative order,
it is conceivable to perform a binary search type algorithm over the blocks of c0 to find block
c0j . The idea is to maintain a search interval and iteratively reduce its size. In each iteration,
the algorithm samples a small number of blocks and obtains their (appended) indices. As the
vast majority of blocks are γ-good, these indices will guide the binary search algorithm in
narrowing down the search interval. There is one problem with this argument. The density
of γ-good blocks may go down as the search interval gets smaller. In fact, it is impossible to
locally locate a block c0j surrounded by many bad blocks even if it is γ-good. This is where
the notion of (θ, γ)-locally good (see Definition 12) helps us: if a block c0j is (θ, γ)-locally
3
4

This is for ease of presentation. Our construction also supports adaptive queries.
We note that we do not need to know this decomposition explicitly, and that its existence is sufficient
for our analysis.
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good, then (1 − θ)-fraction of blocks in every neighborhood around c0j are γ-good, and every
neighborhood around c0j has a bounded number of errors. Therefore, as long as the search
interval contains a locally good block, we can lower bound the density of γ-good blocks.
Our noisy binary search algorithm essentially implements this idea. The algorithm on
input block index j, attempts to find block j. If block j is (θ, γ)-locally good, then we can
guarantee that our noisy binary search algorithm will find j except with negligible probability
(see Theorem 18). Thus it is desirable that the number of (θ, γ)-locally good blocks is large;
if this is so, the noisy binary search is effectively providing oracle access to a string s0 which
is close to s in Hamming distance, and thus the outer decoder is able to decode x[i] with
high probability. Lemma 15 exactly guarantees this property.
The discussion above, however, requires knowing the boundaries of each block c0j . As
the decoder is oblivious to the block decomposition, it is going to work with approximate
boundaries which can be found locally by a buffer search algorithm described as follows.
Recall that by construction cj consists of Y (j) surrounded by buffers of (α log m)-length
0-runs. So to find Y (j) , it suffices to find the buffers surrounding Y (j) . Our buffer search
algorithm can be viewed as a “local variant” of the buffer search algorithm of Schulman
and Zuckerman [34]. It is designed to find approximate buffers surrounding a block c0j if
it is γ-good. Then the string in between two buffers is identified as a corrupted codeword
and is decoded to j ◦ bj . The success of the algorithm depends on γ-goodness of the block
being searched and requires that any substring of a codeword from Cin has “large enough”
Hamming weight. In fact, our inner code given by Lemma 7 gives us this exact guarantee. All
together, this enables the noisy binary search algorithm to use the buffer finding algorithm
to search for a block c0j .
We formalize the decoder outlined above. On input i ∈ [k], Dec simulates Decout (i)
and answers its queries. Whenever Decout (i) queries an index j ∈ [m], Dec expresses j =
(p − 1) log m + rj for p ∈ [m/ log m] and rj ∈ [0, log m − 1], and runs NoisyBinarySearch(c0 , p)
(which calls the Buff-Find algorithm) to obtain a string b0 ∈ Σlog m (or ⊥). Then it feeds
the rj -th symbol of b0 (or ⊥) to Decout (i). Finally, Dec returns the output of Decout (i).
our LCC decoder Dec does the
The LCC Decoder (Dec). Similar to the LDC decoder,

following: We denote B = 2α log m + βin 1 + log |Σ| log m. On input j ∈ [n], Dec first
expresses j = (p − 1)B + rj for some p ∈ [m/ log m] and 0 ≤ rj < B, and checks whether j
is inside a buffer. Specifically, if rj ∈ [0, log m) ∪ [B − log m, B), it outputs 0. Otherwise, it
simulates Decout ((p−1) log m+r) for each 0 ≤ r < log m, and answers their queries. Whenever
Decout queries i ∈ [m], Dec expresses i = (b − 1) log m + ri for some b ∈ [m/ log m] and 0 ≤
ri < log m, and runs NoisyBinarySearch(c0 , b) to obtain a string S ∈ Σlog m (or ⊥), and answers
the query with Sri (or ⊥). Finally, denoting by sr the output of Dec
 out ((p − 1) log m + r),
Dec returns the (rj − log m + 1)-th bit of Encin p ◦ s0 s1 . . . slog m−1 .
Efficiency. We note that the efficiency of our compiler depends on the constituent inner and
outer codes. Let T (Encin , l), T (Encout , l), T (Enc, l) denote the run-times of the inner, outer
and final encoders respectively on inputs of length l. Similarly, let T (Decin , l), T (Decout , l),
T (Dec, l) denote the run-times of the inner, outer and final decoders respectively having
query access to corrupted codewords of length l. Then we have following run-time relations
T (Enc, k) = T (Encout , k) + O(m/ log m) · T (Encin , log |Σ| · log m + log m),


T (Dec, n0 ) = T (Decout , m) + `out · O log3 n0 · T (Decin , β log m).
Here, n0 is the length of the corrupted codeword.
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4

Block Decomposition of Corrupted Codewords

The analysis of our decoding procedure relies on a so-called buffer finding algorithm and a
noisy binary search algorithm. To analyze these algorithms, we introduce the notion of a
block decomposition for (corrupted) codewords, as well as what it means for a block to be
(locally) good.
For convenience, we now fix some notations for the rest of the paper. We fix an arbitrary
message x ∈ Σk . We use s = Encout (x) ∈ Σm for the encoding of x by the outer encoder.
Let τ = log m be the length of each block and d = m/ log m be the number of blocks. For
i ∈ [d], we let bi ∈ Στ denote the i-th block s[(i − 1)τ ]s[(i − 1)τ + 1] . . . s[iτ − 1], and let Y (i)
denote the encoding Encin (i ◦ bi ). Recall that ατ is the length of the appended buffers for
some α ∈ (0, 1), and the parameter β = 2α + βin (1 + log |Σ|). Thus |Y (i) | = (β − 2α)τ . The
final encoding is given by
c = Ỹ (1) ◦ Ỹ (2) ◦ · · · ◦ Ỹ (d) ,
where Ỹ (j) = 0ατ ◦ Y (j) ◦ 0ατ and |Ỹ (j) | = βτ . The length of c is n = dβτ = βm. We let

n0
c0 ∈ {0, 1} denote a corrupted codeword satisfying ED c, c0 ≤ δ · 2n.
A block decomposition of a (corrupted) codeword c0 is a non-decreasing mapping φ : [n0 ] →
[d] for n0 , d ∈ Z+ . We say a set I ⊆ [n0 ] is an interval if I = ∅ (i.e., an empty interval) or
I = {l, l + 1, . . . , r − 1} for some 1 ≤ l < r ≤ n0 , in which case we write I = [l, r). For an
interval I = [l, r), we write c0 [I] for the substring c0 [l]c0 [l + 1] . . . c0 [r − 1]. Finally, c[∅] stands
for the empty string.
We remark that since φ is non-decreasing, for every j ∈ [d] the pre-image φ−1 (j) is
an
interval. Since φ is a total function, it induces a partition of [n0 ] into d intervals
 −1
φ (j) : j ∈ [d] . The following definition plays an important role in the analysis.
I Definition 8 (closure intervals). The closure of an interval I = [l, r) ⊆ [n0 ] is defined as
−1
∪r−1
(φ(i)). An interval I is a closure interval if the closure of I is itself. Equivalently,
i=l φ
Sb
every closure interval has the form I[a, b] := j=a φ−1 (j) for some a, b ∈ [d].
I Proposition 9. There exists a block decomposition φ : [n0 ] → [d] such that


X
ED c0 [φ−1 (j)], Ỹ (j) ≤ δ · 2n.
j∈[d]

We now introduce the notion of good blocks. In the following definitions, we also fix an
arbitrary block decomposition φ of c0 enjoying the property guaranteed by Proposition 9.
I Definition 10 (γ-good block). For γ ∈ (0, 1) and j ∈ [d] we say that block j is γ-good if
ED(c0 [φ−1 (j)], Ỹ (j) ) ≤ γατ . Otherwise we say that block j is γ-bad.
I Definition 11 ((θ, γ)-good interval). We say a closure interval I[a, b] is (θ, γ)-good if the
following hold:


Pb
0 −1
(j)
1.
ED
c
[φ
(j)],
Ỹ
≤ γ · (b − a + 1)ατ .
j=a
2. There are at least (1−θ)-fraction of γ-good blocks among those indexed by {a, a + 1, · · · , b}.
I Definition 12 ((θ, γ)-local good block). For θ, γ ∈ (0, 1) we say that block j is (θ, γ)-local
good if for every a, b ∈ [d] such that a ≤ j ≤ b the interval I[a, b] is (θ, γ)-good. Otherwise,
block j is (θ, γ)-locally bad.
Note that in Definition 12, if j is (θ, γ)-locally good, then j is also γ-good by taking a = b = j.
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I Proposition 13. The following bounds hold:
1. For any γ-good block j, (β − αγ)τ ≤ |φ−1 (j)| ≤ (β + αγ)τ .
2. For any (θ, γ)-good interval I[a, b], (b − a + 1)(β − αγ)τ ≤ I[a, b] ≤ (b − a + 1)(β + αγ)τ .
The following lemmas give upper bounds on the number of γ-bad and (θ, γ)-locally bad
blocks.
I Lemma 14. The total fraction of γ-bad blocks is at most 2βδ/(γα).
I Lemma 15. The total fraction of (θ, γ)-local bad blocks is at most (4/γα)(1 + 1/θ)δβ.

5

Outer Decoder

At a high level, the our decoding algorithm Dec the outer decoder Decout and must answer
all oracle queries of Decout by simulating oracle access to some corrupted string s0 . Recall
that Cout with encoding function Encout : Σk → Σm is a (`out , δout , out )-LDC (for Hamming
errors). There
Decout such that for any i ∈ [k] and string
m is a probabilistic 0 decoder

s0 ∈ Σ ∪ {⊥}
such that HAM s , s ≤ δout · m for some codeword s = Encout (x), we have
h
i 1
0
Pr Decsout (i) = x[i] ≥ + out .
2
Additionally, Decout makes at most `out queries to s0 .
In order to run Decout , we need to simulate oracle access to such a string s0 . To do so,
we present our noisy binary search algorithm Algorithm 1 in Section 6. For now, we assume
Algorithm 1 has the property stated in the following theorem.
I Theorem 16. For j ∈ [d], let bj ∈ Στ ∪ {⊥} be the random variable denoting the output
of Algorithm 1 on input (c0 , 1, n0 + 1, j). We have
"
#


Pr Pr bj 6= bj ≥ δout ≤ negl(n0 ),
j∈[d]


where the probability is taken over the joint distribution of bj : j ∈ [d] .
We note that bj ’s do not need to be independent, i.e. two runs of Algorithm 1 can be
correlated. For example, we can fix the random coin tosses of Algorithm 1 before the first
run and reuse them in each call.

6

Noisy Binary Search

We present Algorithm 1 below. As mentioned in Section 5, the binary search algorithm
discussed in this section can be
mviewed as providing the outer decoder with oracle access
to some string s0 ∈ Σ ∪ {⊥} . Namely whenever the outer decoder queries an index
j ∈ [m] which lies in block p, we run Noisy-Binary-Search on (c0 , 1, n0 + 1, p) and obtain
a string b0p ∈ Σlog m which contains the desired symbol s0 [j]. For now, we analyze the query
complexity of Algorithm 1.


I Proposition 17. Algorithm 1 has query complexity O log4 n0 .
The following theorem shows that the set of indices which can be correctly returned by
Algorithm 1 is captured by the locally good property.
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Algorithm 1 Noisy binary search.
n0

Input: An index j ∈ [d], and oracle access to a codeword c0 ∈ {0, 1} .
Output: A string b ∈ Στ or ⊥.
2

0
1: N ← Θ(log
n n)

2: ρ ← min

1
4

·

β−γ
β+γ , 1

−

3
4

·

β+γ
β−γ

o

3: C ← 36(β + γ)τ
4: function Noisy-Binary-Search(c0 , l, r, j)
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

if r − l ≤ C then
s ← Interval-Decode(l, r, j)
return s
end if
m1 ← (1 − ρ)l + ρr, m2 ← ρl + (1 − ρ)r
for t ← 1 to N do
Randomly sample i from {m1 , m1 + 1, . . . , m2 − 1}
jt ← Block-Decode(i)
end for
j̃ ← median of j1 , . . . , jN (ignore jt if jt =⊥)
if j ≤ j̃ then
return Noisy-Binary-Search(c0 , l, m2 , j)
else
return Noisy-Binary-Search(c0 , m1 , r, j)
end if
end function

I Theorem 18. If j ∈ [d] is a (θ, γ)-locally-good block, running Algorithm 1 on input
(c0 , 1, n0 + 1, j) outputs bj with probability at least 1 − negl(n0 ).
As the only time Algorithm 1 interacts with c0 is when it queries Block-Decode and
Interval-Decode, the properties of these two algorithms are going to be essential to our
proof. We briefly describe these two subroutines now.
Block-Decode On input index i ∈ [n0 ], Block-Decode tries to find the block j
that contains i, and attempts to decode the block to j ◦ bj . It returns the index j if the
decoding was successful, and ⊥ otherwise.
Interval-Decode On input l, r ∈ [n0 ] and j ∈ [d], Interval-Decode (roughly) runs
the buffer search algorithm of Schulman and Zuckerman [34] over the substring c0 [l, r] to
obtain a set of approximate buffers, and attempts to decode all strings separated by the
approximate buffers. It returns b if any string is decoded to j ◦ b, and ⊥ otherwise.
For convenience, we will model Block-Decode as a function ϕ : [n0 ] → [d] ∪ {⊥}, and
model Interval-Decode as a function ψ : [n0 ] → Στ ∪ {⊥}. The following properties of ϕ
and ψ are what allow the proof to go through.
I Theorem 19. The functions ϕ and ψ satisfy the following properties:
1. For any γ-good block j we have


Pr
ϕ(i) 6= j ≤ γ.
−1
i∈φ

(j)

2. Let [l, r) be an interval with closure I[L, R − 1] such that every block j ∈ {L, . . . , R − 1}
is γ-good. Then for every block j such that φ−1 (j) ⊆ [l, r), we have ψ(j, l, r) = bj .
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Block Decode Algorithm

A key component of the Noisy Binary Search algorithm is the ability to decode γ-good
blocks in the corrupted codeword c0 . In order to do so, our algorithm will take explicit
advantage of the γ-good properties of a block. We present our block decoding algorithm,
named Block-Decode, in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Block-Decode.
n0

Input: An index i ∈ [n0 ] and oracle access to (corrupted) codeword c0 ∈ {0, 1} .
Output: Some string Dec(s) for a substring s of c0 , or ⊥.
0

1: function Block-Decodec (i)
0

buff ← Buff-Findcη (i)
if buff == ⊥ then
return ⊥
else Parse buff as (a, b), (a0 , b0 )
if b < i < a0 then
return Decin (c0 [b + 1, a0 − 1])
end if
end if
return ⊥
end function

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

Algorithm 3 Buff-Findη .
n0

Input: An index i ∈ [n0 ] and oracle access to (corrupted) codeword c0 ∈ {0, 1} .
Output: Two consecutive δb -approximate buffers (a, b), (a0 , b0 ), or ⊥.
0

1: function Buff-Findc (i)
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

7.1

js ← max{1, i − ητ }, je ← min{n0 − τ + 1, i + ητ }
buffs ← [ ]
while js ≤ je do
if ED(0τ , c0 [js , js + τ − 1]) ≤ δb ατ then
buffs.append((js , js + τ − 1))
end if
js ← js + 1
end while 
for all k ∈ 0, 1, . . . , |buffs| − 2 do
(a, b) ← buffs[k], (a0 , b0 ) ← buffs[k + 1]
if b < i < a0 then
return (a, b), (a0 , b0 )
end if
end for
return ⊥
end function

Buff-Find

The algorithm Block-Decode makes use of the sub-routine Buff-Find, presented in
Algorithm 3. At a high-level, the algorithm Buff-Find on input i and given oracle access
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to (corrupted) codeword c0 searches the ball c0 [i − ητ, i + ητ ] for all δb -approximate buffers
in the interval, where η ≥ 1 is a constant such that if i ∈ φ−1 (j) for any good block j then
k
c0 [φ−1 (j)] ⊆ c0 [i − ητ, i + ητ ]. Briefly, for any k ∈ N and δb ∈ (0, 1/2) a string w ∈ {0, 1} is a
k
δb -approximate buffer if ED(w, 0 ) ≤ δb · k. For brevity we refer to approximate buffers simply
as buffers. Once all buffers are found, the algorithm attempts to find a pair of consecutive
buffers such that the index i is between these two buffers. If two such buffers are found, then
the algorithm returns these two consecutive buffers. For notational convenience, for integers
a < b we let the tuple (a, b) denote a (approximate) buffer.
I Lemma 20. Let i ∈ [n0 ] and j ∈ [d]. There exist constants γ < δb ∈ (0, 1/2) such that if
i ∈ φ−1 (j) then Buff-Find finds buffers (a1 , b1 ) and (a2 , b2 ) such that Decin (c0 [b1 + 1, a2 −
1]) = j ◦ bj . Further, if b1 < i < a2 then Block-Decode outputs j ◦ bj .

8

Parameter Setting and Proof of Theorem 6

In this section we list a set of constraints which our setting of parameters must satisfy, and
then complete the proof of Theorem 6. These constraints are required by different parts of
the analysis. Recall that δout , δin ∈ (0, 1) and βin ≥ 1 are given
 as parameters of the outer
code and the inner code, and that β = 2α + βin 1 + log |Σ| . We have that β ≥ 2 for any
non-negative α.
I Proposition 21. There exists constants γ, θ ∈ (0, 1) and α = Ω(δin ) such that the following
constraints hold:
1. γ ≤ 1/12 and θ < 1/50;
2. (β + γ)/(β − γ) < 4/3;
3. α ≤ 2γ/(γ + 6);
4. α(1 + 3γ)/(β − 2α) < δin .
Proof. For convenience of the reader and simplicity of the presentation we work with explicit
values and verify that they satisfy the constraints in Proposition 21. Let γ = 1/12 and
θ = 1/51, which satisfies constraint (1). Note that γ < 2/7 ≤ β/7, hence
β+γ
4
<
β−γ
3
and constraint (2) is satisfied. We take α = 2γδin /(γ + 6) so that α = Ω(δin ) and constraint
(3) is satisfied. Note also that β − 2α = βin (1 + log |Σ|) ≥ 2 which implies
α(1 + 3γ)
α(1 + 3γ)
α(γ + 3γ 2 )
α(γ + 6)
≤
=
<
= δin .
β − 2α
2
2γ
2γ
Therefore, constraint (4) is also satisfied.

J

We let
δ=

δout αγ
= Ω (δin δout ) .
2β(1 + 1/θ)

We now prove Theorem 6, which shows Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 6. Recall that the 0decoder Dec works as follows. Given input index
0
0
0
n
i ∈ [k] and oracle access to c0 ∈ {0, 1} , Decc (i) simulates Decsout (i). Whenever Decsout (i)
queries an index j ∈ [m], the decoder expresses j = (p − 1)τ + rj for p ∈ [d] and 0 ≤ rj < τ ,
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and runs Algorithm 1 on input (c0 , 1, n0 + 1, p) to obtain a τ -long string b0p . Then it feeds
0

0

the (rj + 1)-th symbol of b0p to Decsout (i). At the end of the simulation, Decc (i) returns the
0

output of Decsout (i).
For p ∈ [d], let b0p ∈ Στ ∪ {⊥} be a random variable that has the same distribution as
mthe
0
0
0
output of Algorithm 1 on input (c , 1, n + 1, p). Define a random string s ∈ Σ ∪ {⊥}
as
follows. For every i ∈ [m] such that i = (p − 1)τ + r for p ∈ [d] and 0 ≤ r < τ ,

b0 [r] if b0 6=⊥,
p
p
s0 [i] =
⊥
if b0p =⊥.
Since b0p = bp implies s0 [(p − 1)τ + r] = s[(p − 1)τ + r] for all 0 ≤ r < τ , the event
n
o




Es := Prj∈[m] s0 [j] 6= s[j] ≤ δout is implied by the event Eb := {Prj∈[d] b0j =
6 bj ≤ δout }.
Theorem 16 implies that Pr[Es ] ≥ Pr[Eb ] ≥ 1 − negl(n0 ). According to the construction
of Dec, from the perspective of the outer decoder, the string s0 is precisely the string it is
interacting with. Hence by properties of Decout we have that
∀i ∈ [k],

h
i 1
0
Pr Decsout (i) = x[i] Es ≥ + out .
2

Therefore by construction of Dec we have
h
i
h
i
0
0
∀i ∈ [k], Pr Decc (i) = x[i] ≥ Pr [Es ] · Pr Decsout (i) = x[i] Es



1
1
+ out ≥ + out − negl(n0 ).
≥ 1 − negl(n0 ) ·
2
2


The query complexity of Dec is `out · O log4 n0 since it makes `out calls to Algorithm 1,


which by Proposition 17 has query complexity O log4 n0 .
J
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Abstract
We study the complexity of Maximum Clique in intersection graphs of convex objects in the
plane. On the algorithmic side, we extend the polynomial-time algorithm for unit disks [Clark ’90,
Raghavan and Spinrad ’03] to translates of any fixed convex set. We also generalize the efficient
polynomial-time approximation scheme (EPTAS) and subexponential algorithm for disks [Bonnet et
al. ’18, Bonamy et al. ’18] to homothets of a fixed centrally symmetric convex set.
The main open question on that topic is the complexity of Maximum Clique in disk graphs.
It is not known whether this problem is NP-hard. We observe that, so far, all the hardness proofs
for Maximum Clique in intersection graph classes I follow the same road. They show that, for
every graph G of a large-enough class C, the complement of an even subdivision of G belongs to the
intersection class I. Then they conclude by invoking the hardness of Maximum Independent Set
on the class C, and the fact that the even subdivision preserves that hardness. However there is a
strong evidence that this approach cannot work for disk graphs [Bonnet et al. ’18]. We suggest a
new approach, based on a problem that we dub Max Interval Permutation Avoidance, which
we prove unlikely to have a subexponential-time approximation scheme. We transfer that hardness
to Maximum Clique in intersection graphs of objects which can be either half-planes (or unit disks)
or axis-parallel rectangles. That problem is not amenable to the previous approach. We hope that a
scaled down (merely NP-hard) variant of Max Interval Permutation Avoidance could help
making progress on the disk case, for instance by showing the NP-hardness for (convex) pseudo-disks.
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Introduction

In an intersection graph, the vertices are represented by sets and there is an edge between
two sets whenever they intersect. Of course if the sets are not restricted, every graph is an
intersection graph. Interesting proper classes of intersection graphs are obtained by restricting
the sets to be some specific geometric objects. This comprises unit interval, interval, multipleinterval, chordal, unit disk, disk, axis-parallel rectangle, segment, and string graphs, to name
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a few. For the most part, they transparently consist of all the intersection graphs of the
corresponding objects. Note that strings are (polygonal) curves in the plane, and that chordal
graphs are the intersection graphs of subtrees in a tree. Intersection graphs have given rise
to books (see for instance [39], where applications to biology, psychology, and statistics, are
detailed) chapters in monographs (as in [11]), surveys [24, 29], and theses [50]. In this paper
we consider objects that are convex sets in the plane.
The Maximum Clique problem on geometric intersection graphs is especially interesting
for two reasons. The first reason is that the gap between algorithmic upper and lower bounds
is very large, when compared to other usual algorithmic questions on geometric intersection
graphs. The second reason is that it has a very natural geometric interpretation, as we will
explain below.
We start with a comparison of Maximum Clique with other standard algorithmic
problems. The probably most studied problems on geometric intersection graphs are packing
and covering problems, for which our theoretical understanding is rather comprehensive.
Packing problems (such as Maximum Independent Set) and covering problems (such as
Dominating Set) are often NP-hard in geometric intersection graphs since these problems
are already hard on planar graphs. Note for instance that disk intersection graphs [34]
and segment intersection graphs [17] both contain all the planar graphs. It turns out that
Maximum Independent Set (MIS) and Dominating Set remain intractable in unit
disk, unit square, or segment intersection graphs [37]: Not only are they NP-hard but,
being W[1]-hard, they are unlikely to admit a fixed-parameter tractable (FPT), that is,
f (k)nO(1) -time, algorithm, with n being the input size, k the size of the solution, and f
any computable function. This intractability is sharply complemented by PTASes for many
problems [18, 44, 43, 23, 49, 50], whereas efficient PTASes (EPTASes) are ruled out by the
W[1]-hardness of Marx [37]. The existence or unlikelihood of subexponential algorithms for
various problems on segment and string graphs was investigated in [10].
On the contrary, many questions are still open when it comes to the computational
complexity of Maximum Clique in intersection graphs. Clark et al. [19] show a polynomialtime algorithm for unit disks. A randomized EPTAS, deterministic PTAS, and subexponentialtime algorithm were recently published, in top-level conferences [7, 6], for general disk graphs.
However neither a polytime algorithm nor NP-hardness is currently known for Maximum
Clique on disk graphs. Making progress on this open question is the main motivation
of the paper. Maximum Clique was shown NP-hard in segment intersection graphs by
Cabello et al. [15]. The proof actually carries over to intersection graphs of unit segments
or rays. The existence of an FPT algorithm or of a subexponential-time algorithm for
Maximum Clique in segment graphs are both open. Maximum Clique can be solved in
polynomial-time in axis-parallel rectangle intersection graphs, since their number of maximal
cliques is at most quadratic (every maximal clique corresponds to a distinct cell in any
representation). This result was generalized to d-dimensional polytopes whose facets are all
parallel to k fixed (d − 1)-dimensional hyperplanes, where Maximum Clique can be solved
d+1
in time nO(dk ) [13]. Note that if the rectangles may have arbitrary slopes, then Maximum
Clique is NP-hard since the class then contains segment graphs.
The second reason to study Maximum Clique is that it translates into a very natural
question: what is the maximum subset of pairwise intersecting objects? For unit disks, this
is equivalent to looking for the maximum subset of centers with (geometric) diameter 2. This
is a useful primitive in the context of clustering a given set of points. A related question
with a long history is the number of points necessary and sufficient to pierce a collection of
pairwise intersecting disks. Danzer [20] and Stacho [48] independently showed that four points
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are sufficient and sometimes necessary. Recently Har-Peled et al. [27] gave a linear-time
algorithm to find five points piercing a pairwise intersecting collection of disks. A bit later,
Carmi et al. [16] obtained a linear-time algorithm for only four points. Note that this implies
that we can restrict our attention to instances that can be pierced by 4 points, both for
polynomial-time algorithms and hardness reductions.
In this paper, our main focus is the complexity status of Maximum Clique on disk
graphs. This is a long-standing and seemingly difficult open question. As we will detail
in the next paragraphs, there has been basically only one approach to show NP-hardness
of Maximum Clique in geometric intersection graph classes. This approach is somewhat
doomed for the particular case of disk graphs. We develop a new way of showing conditional
lower bounds in geometric intersection graphs. We believe that our approach faces a smaller
barrier on its way to show that Maximum Clique is NP-hard on disk graphs.

A new alternative to the co-2-subdivision approach
Maximum Independent Set (MIS), which boils down to Maximum Clique on the
complement graphs, is APX-hard on subcubic graphs [3]. A folklore self-reduction first
discovered by Poljak [45] consists of subdividing each edge of the input graph twice (or
any even number of times). One can show that this reduction preserves the APX-hardness.
Therefore, a way to establish such an intractability for Maximum Clique on a given
intersection graph class is to show that for every (subcubic) graph G, the complement of its
2-subdivision Subd2 (G) (or Subds (G) for a larger even integer s, see [25]) is representable.
MIS admits a PTAS on planar graphs, but remains NP-hard. Hence showing that for every
(subcubic) planar graph G, the complement of an even subdivision of G is representable
shows the simple NP-hardness (see [15, 25]).
So far, representing complements of even subdivisions of graphs belonging to a class on
which MIS is NP-hard (resp. APX-hard) has been the main, if not unique1 , approach to
show the NP-hardness (resp. APX-hardness) of Maximum Clique in geometric intersection
graph classes. This approach was used by Middendorf and Pfeiffer [40] for some restriction
of string graphs, the so-called B1 -VPG graphs, by Cabello et al. [15] to settle the then
long-standing open question of the complexity of Maximum Clique for segments (with the
class of planar graphs), by Francis et al. [25] for 2-interval, unit 3-interval, 3-track, and unit
4-track graphs (with the class of all graphs; showing APX-hardness), and unit 2-interval and
unit 3-track graphs (with the class of planar graphs; showing only NP-hardness), by Bonnet
et al. [7] for filled ellipses and filled triangles, and by Bonamy et al. [6] for ball graphs, and
4-dimensional unit ball graphs.
One could hope that the same approach would carry over to show NP-hardness for disk
intersection graphs. Bonnet et al. [7] give a structural insight that makes this idea unlikely
to work. They showed that the complement of two mutually induced odd cycles is not a disk
graph. As a consequence, to show the NP-hardness of Maximum Clique on disk graphs
with the described approach, one can only hope to represent all the graphs without two
mutually induced odd cycles. However we do not know if MIS is even NP-hard in that
class. Classifying MIS as NP-hard or polynomial-time solvable on graph classes defined
by a list of forbidden induced subgraphs has a long history. Yet the case when all pairs of
mutually induced odd cycles are forbidden remains open. Specifically, showing NP-hardness
for Maximum Clique on disk intersection graphs would resolve this graph-theoretic problem.
1

Admittedly Butman et al. [14] showed that Maximum Clique is NP-hard on 3-interval graphs, by
reducing from Max 2-DNF-SAT which is very close to Max Cut. However this result was later
subsumed by [25].
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The main conceptual contribution of the paper is to suggest an alternative to the standard
approach. We introduce an intermediate problem that we call Max Interval Permutation
Avoidance (MIPA, for short), which is a convenient way of seeing Max Cut. While the
definition of MIPA may appear a bit technical (see Section 3), it will give a particularly
fitting starting point to design transparent reductions to Maximum Clique in intersection
graph classes (as exemplified by Theorem 8).
We prove that MIPA is NP-hard. We then transfer that lower bound to Maximum
Clique in the intersection graphs of objects that can be either unit disks or axis-parallel
rectangles; a class for which the co-2-subdivision approach does not seem to work. Recall
that when all the objects are unit disks or when all the objects are axis-parallel rectangles,
polynomial-time algorithms are known. The conceptual take-home message is that MIPA
can give rise to new geometric hardness results when the co-2-subdivision approach fails.
For our approach to be applicable to disks as well, it is important that it does not imply
APX-hardness, as there is an EPTAS for Maximum Clique on disk graphs [7, 6]. As we
even prove that MIPA is APX-hard, there are two options to tackle disk intersection graphs:
Either design a reduction which specifically does not preserve the inapproximability gap, or
restrict MIPA to a simpler NP-hard problem, one admitting a PTAS.
The latter idea of scaling MIPA down can, for instance, be done by replacing the arbitrary
matching M by pseudo-disk-like objects, to a NP-hard problem admitting a PTAS. In doing
so, one should keep in mind that Planar Max Cut [22] and Planar Not-All-Equal
SAT [41] are solvable in polynomial-time. A next step could be to show the NP-hardness
of Maximum Clique for (convex) pseudo-disks. It turns out to be already quite delicate.
There is a distinct possibility that convex pseudo-disks have constant induced odd cycle
packing number (see Section 2 for the definitions). This would imply a subexponential-time
algorithm and an EPTAS [7, 6], and that one would need a scaled down version of MIPA to
establish NP-hardness even in that case.

V

E

V
(a) Co-2-subdivision of subcubic graphs: edges
are represented by an antimatching, vertices, by
a clique.

E
(b) MIPA approach: vertices are represented
by an antimatching with constant weight, edges,
by a clique.

Figure 1 Dashed segments represent non-edges. Both the co-2-subdivision and the MIPA
approaches require constructing an antimatching and a clique. In the co-2-subdivision approach, the
clique vertices have co-degree 3 to the antimatching. In the MIPA approach their co-degree is only 2.
While the difference is seemingly small, the graph class formed by axis-parallel rectangles and unit
disks is not amenable to the co-2-subdivision approach (see Section 3).

In summary, our main contribution is a new distinct approach to show hardness of
Maximum Clique in geometric intersection graphs. Although MIPA is only formally defined
in Section 3, one can already see on Figure 1 that both approaches require representing
an antimatching (i.e., a complement of an induced matching), a clique, and some relation
between them. Antimatchings (and obviously cliques) of arbitrary size are representable
by half-planes and unit disks. The difficulty in both cases is to get the right adjacencies
between the antimatching and the clique. The MIPA approach only needs the vertices of
the clique to avoid two vertices in the antimatching, whereas this number is at least three in
the co-2-subdivision approach. This seemingly small difference is actually crucial, as we will
see in Section 3.
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Robustness
Up to this point, we remained vague on how the input intersection graph was given. For,
say, disk graphs, do we receive the mere abstract graph or a list of the disks specified by
their centers and radii? Computing the graph from the geometric representation can be done
efficiently, but not the other way around. Indeed recognizing disk graphs is NP-hard [12] and
even ∃R-complete [32], where ∃R is a class between NP and PSPACE of all the problems
polytime reducible to solving polynomial inequalities over the reals. Recognizing string
graphs is NP-hard [35], and rather unexpectedly in NP [47], while recognizing segment graphs
is ∃R-complete [36]. In this context, an algorithm is said to be robust if it does not require
the geometric representation. A polytime robust algorithm usually decides the problem for
a proper superclass of the intersection graph class at hand, or correctly reports that the
input does not belong to the class. Hence the robust algorithm does not imply an efficient
recognition of the class. The polynomial-time algorithm of Clark et al. [19] for Maximum
Clique in unit disk intersection graphs requires the geometric representation. Raghavan
and Spinrad later extended it to an efficient robust algorithm [46].

Organization of the paper
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the relevant set,
graph, and geometry notations and definitions. Then we give the necessary background in
hardness of approximation to get ready for the next section. In Section 3, we introduce the
Max Interval Permutation Avoidance problem and prove that it is unlikely to admit a
subexponential-time approximation scheme. We use it to show that adding half-planes or
unit disks to axis-parallel rectangles is enough for Maximum Clique to go from trivially in
P to APX-hard. This is a proof of concept for a different road-map to the co-even-subdivision
approach, which is compromised for disk graphs. We also observe that if the half-planes are
not allowed to be parallel (hence pairwise intersect), then the problem becomes tractable. In
Section 4, we extend the EPTAS for disks [7, 6] to homothets of a fixed convex centrally
symmetric set. In Section 5, we extend the polytime algorithm for unit disks [19, 46] to
translates of a fixed convex set. Our algorithms are robust and our lower bound also holds
when the geometric representation is given. Due to lack of space, theorems and lemmas
marked with the ? symbol have their proof deferred to the full version of the paper [8]. Some
results had to be moved to the full version entirely.

2

Preliminaries

Sets and graphs
For a pair of positive integers i 6 j, [i, j] denotes the set of all the integers that are at least i
and at most j, and [i] is a short-hand for [1, i]. We overload the notation [·, ·]: If it is explicit
or clear from the context that x or y is non-integral, then [x, y] denotes the set of reals that
are at least x and at most y. We use the usual notations and definitions of graph theory,
as they can be found for example in Diestel’s book [21]. We denote by Kt , Ct , and Ks,t
the complete graph (or clique) on t vertices, the cycle on t vertices, and the biclique on s
and t vertices. The graph G denotes the complement of G, obtained by flipping edges into
non-edges, and non-edges into edges. Subdividing an edge e = uv consists of adding a new
vertex linked to both u and v, and removing the edge e. The 2-subdivision Subd2 (G) of a
graph G is obtained by subdividing each of its edges twice, hence replacing them by paths
of three edges. An even subdivision of a graph G consists of subdividing every edge of G
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an even number of times (potentially zero). A cycle is said to be induced if it is chordless.
An odd cycle (resp. even cycle) is a cycle on an odd (resp. even) number of vertices. One
can observe that an odd cycle always contains an induced odd cycle. Two cycles are said
mutually induced if they are chordless and there is no edge linking a vertex of one to a vertex
of the other. The induced odd cycle packing number is the maximum number of disjoint
odd cycles, that are pairwise mutually induced. An antimatching is the complement of an
induced matching (i.e., a disjoint union of edges). We say that a graph G is representable by
some geometric objects, if translates of these objects may have G as intersection graph.

Geometric notations
In this paper, we only consider sets in the plane. For two distinct points a and b, `(a, b)
denotes the line going through a and b. A set S is convex if for any two distinct points a
and b in S, the line segment with endpoints a and b is contained in S. It is bounded, if it
is contained in some disk. A set S is said to be centrally symmetric about the origin if for
any point a in S, −a is also in S. We mostly deal with sets that are bounded, centrally
symmetric, and convex, as they are a natural generalization of disks.
For two sets S1 and S2 , we denote by S1 + S2 := {s1 + s2 | s1 ∈ S1 , s2 ∈ S2 } their
Minkowski sum. For the sake of simplicity, for any point c and any set S, we denote by
c + S the Minkowski sum of {c} and S. S 0 is a translate of S if there exists c such that
S 0 = c + S. Given a positive real number λ, λS denotes the set {λs | s ∈ S}. We say that S 0
is a homothet of S if there exist a positive real number λ and a point c such that S 0 = c + λS.
Moreover we name c the center of S 0 , and λ its scaling factor.
Let F be a family of sets in the plane. They form a pseudo-disk arrangement if for any
pair of sets of F , their boundaries intersect at most twice. If the sets are also convex we refer
to them as convex pseudo-disks. They also constitute a natural generalization of disks. A set
of rectangles are axis-parallel if their boundaries all share the same two slopes. A rectangle
is an ε-square if its length divided by its width is smaller than 1 + ε.

Approximation-schemes
A polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS) for a maximization problem is an algorithm
which takes, together with its input, a parameter ε > 0 and outputs in time nf (ε) a solution
of value at least (1 − ε)OPT, where OPT is the optimum value. An efficient PTAS (EPTAS)
is the same but has running time f (ε)nO(1) . Note that the existence of an EPTAS, for a
problem in which the objective value is the size of the solution k, implies an FPT algorithm
1
1
in k, by setting ε to 1 − k+1
. Indeed in time f (1 − k+1
)nO(1) = g(k)nO(1) , one then obtains
an exact solution. A quasi PTAS (QPTAS) is an approximation scheme with running time
npolylog n , for every ε > 0. Less standardly, we call subexponential AS (SUBEXPAS) an
γ
approximation scheme with running time 2n for some γ < 1, for every ε > 0. These
approximation schemes can come deterministic or randomized. A maximization problem Π
is APX-hard if there is a constant γ < 1 such that γ-approximating Π is NP-hard. Unless
P=NP, an APX-hard problem cannot admit a PTAS. Ruling out a SUBEXPAS (under
admittedly a stronger assumption than P6=NP) constitutes a sharper inapproximability than
the APX-hardness.
Strong inapproximability of Positive Not-All-Equal 3-SAT-3. A longer version of this
subsection can be found in the full version of this paper [8]. The Exponential-Time Hypothesis
(ETH, for short) of Impagliazzo and Paturi [30] asserts that there is an s3 > 0 (taking the same
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notation as in the original paper) such that 3-SAT cannot be solved in time 2s3 n on n-variable
instances. By the Sparsification Lemma [31], the ETH implies the same lower bound for
3-SAT-B, in which every variable appears at most a constant B number of times, depending
only on s3 . Our starting point combines some sharp polytime inapproximability [28], a PCP
construction [42], and the Sparsification Lemma.
I Theorem 1. [28, 42, 31] Under the ETH, for every δ > 0 one cannot distinguish in time
1−δ
2n , n-variable m-clause 3-SAT-instances that are satisfiable from instances where at most
(7/8 + o(1))m clauses can be satisfied, even when each variable appears in at most B clauses.
1−δ
Thus 3-SAT-B cannot be 7/8 + o(1)-approximated in time 2n .
We recall the definition of Not-All-Equal k-SAT (NAE k-SAT, for short).
Not-All-Equal k-SAT
V
Input: A conjunction of m “clauses” φ = i∈[m] Ci each on at most k literals.
Goal: Find a truth assignment of the n variables such that each “clause” has at least
one satisfied literal and at least one non-satisfied literal.
The Not-All-Equal k-SAT-B-problem is the same but each variable appears in at most
B clauses (similarly as for k-SAT-B). The adjective Positive prepended to a satisfiability
problem means that no negation (or negative literal) can appear in its instances.
1−δ

I Theorem 2. [?] Under the ETH, for every δ > 0 one cannot distinguish in time 2n ,
n-variable m-clause Not-All-Equal 4-SAT-instances that are satisfiable from instances
where at most 4991m/5000 clauses can be satisfied, even when each variable appears in at
most B clauses. Thus Not-All-Equal 4-SAT-B cannot be 4991/5000-approximated in
1−δ
time 2n .
We now decrease the size of the clauses to at most 3. The next reduction and the
subsequent one are folklore. We give complete proofs both for the sake of self-containment
and to report explicit inapproximability bounds.
1−δ

I Theorem 3. [?] Under the ETH, for every δ > 0 one cannot distinguish in time 2n ,
n-variable m-clause Not-All-Equal 3-SAT-instances that are satisfiable from instances
where at most 9991m/10000 clauses can be satisfied, even when each variable appears in at
most B clauses. Thus Not-All-Equal 3-SAT-B cannot be 9991/10000-approximated in
1−δ
time 2n .
Finally, by a linear reduction from Not-All-Equal 3-SAT-B to Positive Not-AllEqual 3-SAT-3, we decrease the maximum number of occurrences per variable to 3, and
we remove the negative literals. A compact yet weaker implication of the following theorem
is that a QPTAS for Positive Not-All-Equal 3-SAT-3 would disprove the ETH.
1−δ

I Theorem 4. [?] Under the ETH, for every δ > 0 one cannot distinguish in time 2n ,
n-variable m-clause Positive Not-All-Equal 3-SAT-3-instances that are satisfiable from
instances where at most γm clauses can be satisfied, with γ := (60000B 2 − 9)/(60000B 2 ).
1−δ
Thus Positive Not-All-Equal 3-SAT-3 cannot be γ-approximated in time 2n .
This last reduction no longer implies APX-hardness. Indeed, the value B in the inapproximability ratio is finite only if s3 > 0. So one should assume the ETH, and not the mere P 6=
NP, to rule out an approximation algorithm with ratio γ < 1. Sacrificing the strong lower
bound in the running time, we can overcome that issue. Berman and Karpinski [5] showed
that it is NP-hard to approximate Max 2-SAT-3 within ratio better than 787/788. Following
the reduction of Theorem 2 from Max 2-SAT-3, we derive the following inapproximability.
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I Corollary 5. Approximating NAE 3-SAT-10 within ratio 51326/51327 is NP-hard.
Proof. Observe that the clause size grows from 2 to 3, and that the variables zj are part of
at most 9 clauses.
J
Then following Theorem 4, we get:
I Corollary 6. Approximating Positive NAE 3-SAT-3 within ratio 49888956/49888957 is
NP-hard.

3

Max Interval Permutation Avoidance, unit disks and rectangles

We introduce the Max Interval Permutation Avoidance-problem (MIPA, for short), a
convenient intermediate problem to show APX-hardness for geometric problems. We start
with an informal description. Let M be a perfect matching between the n points [n] × {0}
and [n] × {1}, in N2 . This matching can be represented by a permutation σ, such that for
every i ∈ [n], (i, 0) is matched with (σ(i), 1). Imagine now a set of intervals on the line
y = 1/2 whose endpoints are all in [n]. The aim is to move each interval “up” or “down”,
by translating it by (0, 1/2) or by (0, −1/2), respectively, such that the number of edges of
M with no endpoint on a translated interval is maximized. An edge of M with at least one
endpoint in a moved (or positioned) interval is said to be covered or destroyed. The edge is
said to be uncovered or preserved otherwise. Equivalently Max Interval Permutation
Avoidance aims to minimize the number of covered edges, or maximize the number of
uncovered edges. We choose the maximization formulation, since we will both reduce from
a maximization problem (Positive Not-All-Equal 3-SAT-3) and to a maximization
problem (Maximum Clique on disks and rectangles). Thus the objective value will be the
number of uncovered edges.
Max Interval Permutation Avoidance
Input: A permutation σ over [n] representing a perfect matching M between the
points (1, 0), (2, 0), . . . , (n, 0) and (σ(1), 1), (σ(2), 1), . . . , (σ(n), 1) respectively, and a set
of integer ranges I := {I1 , . . . , Ih } where Ik := [`k , rk ] and 1 6 `k 6 rk 6 n, for every
k ∈ [h].
Goal: A placement function p : I → {0, 1} encoding that interval Ik has its endpoints
positioned in (`k , p(Ik )) and (rk , p(Ik )), which maximizes the number of edges of M with
no endpoint on a positioned interval.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Figure 2 An example of a symmetric instance of MIPA with three disjoint ranges. An optimum
solution puts the second interval opposite to the first and third intervals. This leaves 4 edges of the
matching uncovered.

A MIPA-input may interchangeably be given as (σ, I) or as (M, I). One may observe
that a constant placement (i.e., p(I1 ) = . . . = p(Ih ) = 0, or p(I1 ) = . . . = p(Ih ) = 1) is a
worse solution when the intervals of I span [n], since it covers all the edges of M . We say
that the matching M is symmetric if (i, 0)(j, 1) ∈ M implies that (i, 1)(j, 0) ∈ M , for every
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i, j ∈ [n]; in the geometric viewpoint, it is equivalent to y = 1/2 being a symmetry axis of M ,
and in the permutation viewpoint, it is equivalent to σ being a product of pairwise-disjoint
transpositions. Other handy (as far as hardness of geometric problems is concerned) technical
problems involving intervals and/or permutations include Crossing-Avoiding Matching
in Guśpiel [26] or Crossing-Minimizing Perfect Matching in Guśpiel et al. [2], the
problem of covering a 2-track point set by selecting k 2-track intervals [38] or Structured
2-Track Hitting Set [9]. It is no coincidence that these convenient starting problems
all involve matchings/permutations and/or intervals. Indeed the latter objects are more
easily encoded in a geometric setting than their generalizations: arbitrary binary relations
and arbitrary sets. Later we will see how disks can encode intervals and how rectangles can
encode a permutation, in the context of the Maximum Clique-problem.
We rule out an approximation scheme for Max Interval Permutation Avoidance,
even if subexponential-time is allowed. In particular a QPTAS for MIPA is highly unlikely.
We recall that γ = (60000B 2 −9)/(60000B 2 ) and that B is a finite integral constant, assuming
the ETH (s3 > 0).
I Lemma 7. For every δ > 0, Max Interval Permutation Avoidance cannot be
1−δ
γ 0 -approximated in time 2|M | , with γ 0 := 1 − (1 − γ)/13 < 1, unless the ETH fails.
Furthermore, Max Interval Permutation Avoidance is NP-hard and APX-hard. These
results hold even if the length of every interval of I is at most 5, and the matching M is
symmetric.
Proof. We give a reduction φ from Positive Not-All-Equal 3-SAT-3 to Max Interval
Permutation Avoidance. Let φ be a Positive NAE 3-SAT-3-instance, with variables
x1 , . . . , xn and clause C1 , . . . , Cm . For every xi ∈ Cj , we denote by occ(xi , Cj ) the number
of occurrences of xi in the clauses C1 , . . . , Cj . We observe that occ(xi , Cj ) ∈ {1, 2, 3}. We
build an instance ρ(φ) := (M, I) of MIPA in the following way. For each variable xi of φ, we
reserve a range [3(i − 1) + 1, 3(i − 1) + 3] with 3 integral points on both lines y = 0 and y = 1.
These points will be matched by M to points in the clause gadgets. We add the interval
Xi := [3(i − 1) + 1, 3(i − 1) + 3] to I. We now describe the 2-clause and the 3-clause gadgets.
For every 2-clause Cj := xa ∨ xb , we allocate a slot Sj of size 10 (on y = 0 and y = 1)
appended to the current last position. The first half of Sj , that is, the indices in [sj , sj + 4]
of Sj correspond to xa , while the indices in [sj + 5, sj + 9] correspond to xb . For every
(d1 , d2 ) ∈ {(0, 1), (1, 0)} and h ∈ [4], we add to M the edge between (sj + h, d1 ) and
(sj + 5 + h, d2 ). We add the intervals Cj (xa ) := [sj , sj + 4] and Cj (xb ) := [sj + 5, sj + 9] to
I. Finally for each (d1 , d2 ) ∈ {(0, 1), (1, 0)}, we add to M the edges between (sj , d1 ) and
(3(a − 1) + occ(xa , Cj ), d2 ), and between (sj + 5, d1 ) and (3(b − 1) + occ(xb , Cj ), d2 ).
For every 3-clause Cj := xa ∨ xb ∨ xc , we allocate a slot Sj of size 15 (on y = 0 and
y = 1) appended to the current last position. The first third of Sj , that is, the indices in
[sj , sj + 4] of Sj correspond to xa , the second third, the indices in [sj + 5, sj + 9] correspond
to xb , and the last third, the indices in [sj + 10, sj + 14] correspond to xc . We add the
intervals Cj (xa ) := [sj , sj + 4], Cj (xb ) := [sj + 5, sj + 9], and Cj (xc ) := [sj + 10, sj + 14] to I.
Similarly for every (d1 , d2 ) ∈ {(0, 1), (1, 0)} and (h, p) ∈ {(a, 0), (b, 1), (c, 2)}, we add to M
the edge between (sj + 5p, d1 ) and (3(h − 1) + occ(xh , Cj ), d2 ). We call these edges internal
(same for the 2-clause gadget). Finally we add to M four edges from every pair of ranges
in {[sj , sj + 4], [sj + 5, sj + 9], [sj + 10, sj + 14]}, two starting on the line y = 0 (ending on
y = 1) and two starting on y = 1 (ending on y = 0). We call these edges variable-clause
(same for the 2-clause gadget).
For each variable xi with only two occurrences in φ, we link its third occurrence pair
to a dummy pair (di , 0), (di , 1), appended to the current last position. That is, we add the
edges (3(i − 1) + 3, 0)(di , 1) and (3(i − 1) + 3, 1)(di , 0) to M . Although not needed, we also
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add the singleton interval Di := {di } to I. We call it dummy gadget and consider it as a
special case of a clause gadget. This finishes the construction of the MIPA-instance (M, I).
Observe that every point is matched, and that all the intervals of I are pairwise disjoint, and
of length at most 5. The perfect matching M comprises at most 3n + 15m + n 6 49n edges.
We assume that φ is satisfiable, and let V be a satisfying assignment. We build the
following solution to the MIPA-instance. We push the interval Xi up (to the line y = 1)
if xi is set to true by V, and we push it down (to the line y = 0) otherwise. In the clause
gadgets (and dummy gadgets), we do the opposite: we push Cj (xi ) (Di ) down if xi is set to
true, and up if xi is set to false. This solution preserves four edges within each clause gadget,
and an additional 3n edges between the variable gadgets and the clause gadgets. Hence the
total number of preserved edges is 4m + 3n.
We now assume that at most γm clauses of φ are satisfiable. Let p be a placement
function of the intervals of I, maximizing the number of preserved edges of M . We first
argue that not giving the same placement (up/1 or down/0) to the three (resp. two) intervals
Cj (xa ), Cj (xb ), Cj (xc ) (resp. Cj (xa ), Cj (xb )) of a 3-clause gadget (resp. 2-clause gadget)
is always better. Note that any equal placement destroys all the edges of M internal to
the clause gadget of Cj , and preserves at most three variable-clause edges. On the other
hand, a placement with at least one interval on each side preserves already four internal
edges. We can then assume that p does not give equal placement in any clause gadget. Let
V be the assignment of the variables of φ which sets xi to true if p(Xi ) = 1, and to false, if
p(Xi ) = 0. By assumption V does not satisfy at least (1 − γ)m clauses. In each corresponding
clause gadget, one can preserve at most two variable-clause edges of M . Indeed, since φ is
a Positive NAE 3-SAT-3-instance, all three variable-clause edges incident to the clause
gadget and not covered by the placement of the Xi land on the same side. By the previous
remark, at least one such edge should be destroyed (to preserve four internal edges). Thus
the placement p preserves at most 3n + 4m − (1 − γ)m edges.
Since |M |= O(n + m) = O(n) and 3n+4m−(1−γ)m
6 1 − 1−γ
3n+4m
13 , by Theorem 4 MIPA cannot
1−δ

be γ 0 -approximated in time 2|M | , under the ETH. Besides, by Corollary 6, MIPA cannot
be 648556435/648556436-approximated in polynomial-time, unless P=NP. In particular, this
problem is NP-hard and even APX-hard.
J
We recall that Maximum Clique can be solved in polynomial-time in unit disk graphs [19,
46] and in axis-parallel rectangle intersection graphs [13]. Now if the objects can be unit
disks and axis-parallel rectangles, we show that even a SUBEXPAS is unlikely. We denote
by {Obj,Obj’}-Maximum Clique the clique problem in the intersection graphs of objects
that can be either Obj or Obj’.
I Theorem 8. For every δ > 0, Maximum Clique in intersection graphs G of unit
1−δ
disks and axis-parallel rectangles cannot be c-approximated in time 2|V (G)| , with c :=
1 − (1 − γ)/153 < 1, unless the ETH fails. Moreover, this problem is NP-hard and APX-hard.
Proof. We give a reduction from Max Interval Permutation Avoidance to {Unit Disks,
Axis-Parallel Rectangles}-Maximum Clique or {Half-Planes, Axis-Parallel
Rectangles}-Maximum Clique. Let (M, I) be an instance of MIPA over [n], where M
is symmetric, and all the intervals of I have size at most 5. We build the following set of
axis-parallel rectangles R and half-planes H. See Figure 3 for an illustration.
Let O be the origin of the plane. We place from left to right n+2 points p0 , p1 , . . . , pn , pn+1
on a convex curve in the top-left quadrant, say x 7→ −1/x on [−(1 + λ), −1] for some small
λ > 0. We wiggle the points pi so that for every i 6 j ∈ [n], the slope of the line passing
through middle(pi−1 , pi ) and middle(pj , pj+1 ) has a distinct value, where middle(p, q) denotes
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the midpoint of the segment with endpoints p and q. We define q0 , q1 , . . . , qn , qn+1 , such that
O is the middle of the segment pi qi for every i ∈ [0, n + 1]. In other words, this new chain is
obtained by central symmetry about O. Observe that sorted by x-coordinates, these 2n + 4
points read p0 , p1 , . . . , pn , pn+1 , qn+1 , qn , . . . , q1 , q0 . The points p1 , . . . , pn represent [n] × {0}
in the MIPA-instance, while the points q1 , . . . , qn represent [n] × {1}.
For every pair i 6 j ∈ [n], we can associate a line `p (i, j) passing through middle(pi−1 , pi )
and middle(pj , pj+1 ). Notice that, by convexity, `p (i, j) separates the points pi , pi+1 , . . . , pj−1 ,
pj (below it) from the points p1 , . . . , pi−1 , pj+1 , . . . , pn (above it). We similarly define `q (i, j)
as the line passing through middle(qi−1 , qi ) and middle(qj , qj+1 ). We observe that `p (i, j) and
`q (i, j) are parallel. For every interval I = [i, j] ∈ I, we introduce in the Maximum Cliqueinstance the half-plane hp (I) := hp (i, j) as the closed upper half-plane whose boundary is
`p (i, j), and hq (I) := hq (i, j) as the closed lower half-plane whose boundary is `q (i, j). We
give these two objects weight 5 by superimposing 5 copies of them. All pairs of introduced
half-planes intersect, except the pairs {hp (i, j), hq (i, j)}.
Finally for every edge (i, 0)(j, 1) of the matching M (with i, j ∈ [n]), we add an axisparallel rectangle R(i, j) whose top-left corner is pi and bottom-right corner is qj . This
finishes the construction of (R, H). When λ tends to 0, the rectangles are arbitrary close to
squares of equal side-length. In other words, for any ε > 0, the axis-parallel rectangles can
be made -squares. The half-planes can be turned into unit disks, making the side-length
of the rectangles very small compared to 1. We denote by (R, D) the corresponding sets of
axis-parallel rectangles and unit disks, and by G their intersection graph.
p10
p9
p8

p7
p p6
p
4 5
p
3
p
p1 2

q2q1
q5q4q3
q7q6

q8
q9
q10

Figure 3 The output of the reduction on the instance of Figure 2.

Let us consider instances of MIPA produced by the previous reduction from Positive
NAE 3-SAT-3, on ν-variable µ-clause formulas that are either satisfiable or with at least
(1 − γ)µ non satisfiable clauses. We call yes-instances the former MIPA-instances, and
no-instances, the latter. If (M, I) is a yes-instance, we claim that G has a clique of size
5|I|+3ν + 4µ. Indeed there is a placement p that preserves 3ν + 4µ edges of M . We start
by taking in the clique all the half-planes (or corresponding unit disks) hp (I) whenever
p(I) = 0, and hq (I) whenever p(I) = 1. Since these objects have weight 5 (actually 5 stacked
copies), this amounts to 5|I| vertices. The corresponding half-planes pairwise intersect since
their boundaries have distinct slopes. Then we include to the clique the 3ν + 4µ rectangles
R(i, j) ∈ R such that (i, 0)(j, 1) is preserved by p. All the rectangles pairwise intersect since
they all contain the origin O. Every pair of chosen half-plane hz (I) (z ∈ {p, q}) and rectangle
R(a, b) intersects, otherwise the placement of I would cover (a, 0)(b, 1). Thus we exhibited a
clique of size 5|I|+3ν + 4µ in G.
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We now assume that (M, I) is a no-instance, and we claim that G has no clique larger
than 5|I|+3ν + 4µ − (1 − γ)µ. Let us see how to build a clique in G. One can take at most
one object between hp (I) and hq (I) (since they do not intersect). There is a maximum
clique that takes at least one of hp (I) and hq (I) since hp (I) has weight 5 and intersects every
object but hq (I) plus at most 5 rectangles (recall that the intervals of I have size at most 5).
Thus we assume that our maximum clique takes exactly one object between hp (I) and hq (I),
for every I ∈ I. We consider the placement p defined as p(I) = 0 if hp (I) is in the clique,
and p(I) = 1 if hq (I) is in the clique. Now the rectangles R(i, j) that are adjacent to the
chosen half-planes of H (or unit disks of D) correspond to the edges (i, 0)(j, 1) of M which
are preserved. By Lemma 7, there are at most 3ν + 4µ − (1 − γ)µ such rectangles.
6 1−
Since |V (G)|= |H|+|R|= 10|I|+|M |= O(ν + µ) = O(ν) and 5|I|+3ν+4µ−(1−γ)µ
5|I|+3ν+4µ
(1−γ)µ
140µ+9µ+4µ

=1−

1−γ
153

= c, by Theorem 4, {Half-Planes/Unit Disks, Axis-Parallel
1−δ

Rectangles}-Maximum Clique cannot be c-approximated in time 2|V (G)| , under
the ETH. Additionally, by Corollary 6, this problem cannot be 7633010347/7633010348approximated in polynomial-time, unless P=NP. In particular, it is NP-hard and even
APX-hard.
J
We observe that if all the half-planes pairwise intersect (for instance because their
boundaries are assumed to have distinct slopes), then there is a polynomial-time algorithm,
given a geometric representation. Let again H be the half-planes and R, the axis-parallel
rectangles, in the representation of the graph G. Recall that the number of maximal cliques
in G[R] is polynomial, and that they can be enumerated efficiently. For each maximal clique
Rc ⊆ R, we compute the maximum clique in the co-bipartite graph G[H ∪ Rc ]. This is thus
equivalent to computing MIS in a bipartite graph. Due to Kőnig’s theorem, this can be done
in polynomial-time by a matching algorithm. We output C the largest clique that we find.
C is a maximum clique in G, since C ∩ R is by definition a clique, so it is contained in a
maximal clique of G[R].
Let us briefly discuss the issue the co-2-subdivision approach encounters for {HalfPlanes, Axis-Parallel Rectangles}-Maximum Clique. Axis-parallel rectangles cannot
represent a large antimatching (they already cannot represent 3K2 ). Hence, as in our
construction, the large antimatching has to be, for the most part, realized by half-planes.
Now in the MIPA approach, the axis-parallel rectangles can avoid two arbitrary half-planes
with the freedom of their top-left and bottom-right corners. In the co-2-subdivision approach,
they would have to avoid at least three arbitrary half-planes, and do not have enough degrees
of freedom for that.

4

Homothets of a centrally symmetric convex set

Here we observe that the EPTAS for Maximum Clique in disk graphs extends to the
intersection graphs of homothets of a centrally symmetric convex set. Bonamy et al. show:
I Theorem 9 ([6]). For any constants d ∈ N, 0 < β 6 1, for every 0 < ε < 1, there is a
3
randomized (1−ε)-approximation algorithm running in time 2Õ(1/ε ) nO(1) , and a deterministic
3
PTAS running in time nÕ(1/ε ) for Maximum Clique on n-vertex graphs G satisfying the
following conditions:
there are no two mutually induced odd cycles in G (the complement of G),
the VC-dimension of the neighborhood hypergraph {N [v] | v ∈ V (G)} is at most d, and
G has a clique of size at least βn.
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The first item is enough to obtain a subexponential-algorithm [7] and boils down to
proving a structural lemma on the representation of K2,2 (see Lemma 11). We show that
the previous theorem applies to more general shapes than disks.
I Theorem 10. Maximum Clique admits a subexponential-time algorithm and an EPTAS
in intersection graphs of homothets of a fixed bounded centrally symmetric convex set S.
Let S be a centrally symmetric, bounded, convex set. We can define a corresponding
norm as follow: for any x ∈ R2 , let kxk be equal to inf{λ > 0 | x ∈ λS}. This is well-defined
since S is bounded. It is absolutely homogeneous because S is centrally symmetric, and it is
subadditive because S is convex. Therefore k.k is a norm. We use the norm we have defined,
and check the three conditions of Theorem 9.
I Lemma 11. In a representation of K2,2 with homothets of S placing the four centers in
convex position, the non-edges are between vertices corresponding to opposite corners of the
quadrangle.
c1

> λ1 + λ2

c2

c
c4

> λ3 + λ4

c3

Figure 4 Illustration of the proof of Lemma 11. Non-edges are dotted and edges are dashed.

Proof. Let S1 , S2 , S3 and S4 be the four homothets. We denote by ci the center of Si , and
by λi its scaling factor. Let us assume by contradiction that they appear in this order on
the convex hull, that S1 and S2 make one non-edge, and that S3 and S4 make the other.
By assumption, we have kc1 − c2 k> λ1 + λ2 , and likewise kc3 − c4 k> λ3 + λ4 . Let us
denote by c the intersection of the lines `(c1 , c3 ) and `(c2 , c4 ), where `(p, q) denotes the
line going through two distinct points p and q. We have kc1 − ck+kc − c2 k> kc1 − c2 k by
triangular inequality. Likewise it holds kc3 − ck+kc − c4 k> kc3 − c4 k. We therefore obtain
λ1 +λ2 +λ3 +λ4 < kc1 −ck+kc−c2 k+kc3 −ck+kc−c4 k= kc1 −c3 k+kc2 −c4 k6 λ1 +λ3 +λ2 +λ4 ,
which is a contradiction.
J
Lemma 11 implies by some parity arguments that the first condition of Theorem 9 holds
(see Theorem 6 in [7]). It is well known that a family of homothets forms a pseudo-disk
arrangement. Therefore the second property holds as shown by Aronov et al. [4]. Finally
we enforce the third condition of Theorem 9, by using a chi-boundedness result of Kim et
al. [33].
I Lemma 12. With a polynomial multiplicative factor in the running time, one can reduce
to instances satisfying the third condition of Theorem 9 with β = 1/36.
Proof. Kim et al. [33] show that in any representation of an intersection graph G of homothets
of a convex set, a homothet S with a smallest scaling factor has degree at most 6ω(G) − 7,
where ω(G) denotes the clique number of G. Their proof also implies that the independence
number of its neighborhood is at most 6. By degenerence, the coloring number, denoted
by χ(G) is at most 6ω(G) − 6. First we find in polynomial-time a vertex v such that the
independence number of its neighborhood is at most 6. Let us denote by Gv the subgraph
induced by its neighborhood, and n denotes its number of vertices. We denote by α(.) the
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independence number of a graph. As Gv has a representation with homothets of S, we have
χ(Gv ) 6 6ω(Gv ). Therefore α(Gv )ω(Gv ) > 61 α(Gv )χ(Gv ) > 16 n. Thus by assumption we
1
have ω(Gv ) > 36
n. Then we can compute a maximum clique that contains v, or remove v
from the graph and iterate. The EPTAS of Bonamy et al. is called linearly many times. J

5

Translates of a convex set

We show in this section that we can extend the algorithm of Clark et al. [19] and its robust
version [46] from unit disks to any centrally symmetric, bounded, convex set.
I Theorem 13. Maximum Clique admits a robust polynomial-time algorithm in intersection
graphs of translates of a fixed centrally symmetric, bounded, convex set.
Moreover, as shown by Aamand et al. [1], for every bounded and convex set S1 , there
exists a centrally symmetric, bounded and convex set S2 such that GS1 = GS2 , where GS
denotes the intersection graphs class of translates of S. Thus we obtain the immediate
corollary:
I Corollary 14. Maximum Clique admits a robust polynomial-time algorithm in intersection
graphs of translates of a fixed bounded and convex set.
We prove Theorem 13 in two steps. First we show how to compute in polynomial time a
maximum clique when a representation is given. Secondly we use the result by Raghavan
and Spinrad [46] to obtain a robust algorithm.
Let S be a centrally symmetric, bounded, convex set. We use the norm defined in
Section 4: for any x ∈ R2 , let kxk be equal to inf{λ > 0 | x ∈ λS}. Let S1 and S2 be two
translates of S, with respective centers c1 and c2 . Remark that S1 and S2 intersect if and
only if kc1 − c2 k 6 2. Let us assume that d := kc1 − c2 k 6 2. We denote by S 0 the set S
scaled by d: S 0 := dS, and we then define: D := {x ∈ R2 | kx − c1 k 6 d, kx − c2 k 6 d}.
Equivalently we have D = (c1 + S 0 ) ∩ (c2 + S 0 ). If S was a unit disk, D would be the
intersection of two disks with radius d, such that the boundary of one contains the center of
the other.

c2

c2

c1

c1

a)

b)
x

(c2 − x) ∈ S 0
c2
c

c1

x

y

t

t

c1
c)

x ∈ (c1 + S 0 )

d)

D1

c2

Figure 5 a) The gray sets are scaled about their center so that the center of one set is on the
boundary of the other. b) the intersection D. c) Illustration of Lemma 15. d) Illustration of
Lemma 17.

I Lemma 15. The set D is centrally symmetric around c := (c1 + c2 )/2.
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Proof. Let x be a point in D, we need to show that x̄ := x + 2(c − x) is in D too. As
D = (c1 + S 0 ) ∩ (c2 + S 0 ), it is sufficient to show x̄ ∈ c1 + S 0 and x̄ ∈ c2 + S 0 . By definition, x̄
is equal to c1 + c2 − x. Since x is in D, then kc2 − xk 6 d, which implies that c2 − x is in S 0 .
Therefore x̄ is in c1 + S 0 . By the symmetry of the arguments, we obtain that x̄ is in D. J
I Lemma 16. The tangents to D at c1 and c2 are parallel.
Proof. Let us denote by `1 the tangent to D at c1 . Then we denote by `2 the line parallel to
`1 that contains c2 . We claim that `2 is tangent to D. By construction D is convex, as the
intersection of two convex sets. This implies that `2 is tangent to D if and only if D ∩ `2 is a
line segment that contains c2 . This line segment may be only one point. Let x be a point
in D ∩ `2 . By Lemma 15, D is centrally symmetric around c. Therefore x + 2(c − x) is in
D, and by construction it is also in `1 . Since D ∩ `1 is a line segment that contains c1 , thus
D ∩ `2 is a line segment that contains c2 .
J
We cut D along the line ` going through c1 and c2 , and split D into two sets denoted by
D1 and D2 . We define D1 as the set of points below this line, and D2 as the set of points
not below.
I Lemma 17. Let i be in {1, 2}, and let x and y be in Di . Then we have kx − yk 6 d.
Proof. We do the proof for i = 1, and the case i = 2 can be done symmetrically. By Lemma 16,
the tangents `1 and `2 of D at c1 and c2 are parallel. Without loss of generality, let us
assume that they are vertical, that c1 is to the left of c2 and x to the left of y. We denote by
x̃ (respectively ỹ) the vertical projection of x (respectively y) on `. Without loss of generality
kx − x̃k6 ky − ỹk. We define t = x − x̃. Note that kx − yk= k(x − t) − (y − t)k= kx̃ − (y − t)k.
Furthermore, we can move x̃ on ` towards c1 and this will only increase the distance to
(y − t). We get kx̃ − (y − t)k6 kc1 − (y − t)k. By definition (y − t) ∈ D1 ⊂ D and thus
kc1 − (y − t)k6 d. This implies kx − yk6 d and finishes the proof.
J
Following the arguments of Clark et al. [19], one first guesses in quadratic time S1
and S2 in a maximum clique C such that the distance between their centers kc1 − c2 k is
maximized among the pairs S1 , S2 ∈ C. One can then remove all the objects not centered in
D. By Lemma 17, the intersection graph induced by the sets centered in D is cobipartite.
Since computing an independent set in a bipartite graph can be done in polynomial time,
then one can compute a maximum clique in G in polynomial time.
Before explaining how to compute a maximum clique when no representation is given, we
need to introduce a few definitions. Let Λ = e1 , e2 , . . . , em be an ordering of the m edges
of G. Let GΛ (k) be the subgraph of G with edge-set {ek , ek+1 , . . . , em }. For each ek = uv,
NΛ,k is defined as the set of vertices adjacent to u and v in GΛ (k).
I Definition 18 (Raghavan and Spinrad [46]). An edge ordering Λ = e1 , e2 , . . . , em is a
cobipartite neighborhood edge elimination ordering (CNEEO), if for each ek , NΛ,k induces a
cobipartite graph in G.
Proof of Theorem 13. Raghavan and Spinrad have given a polynomial time algorithm that
takes an abstract graph as input, and returns a CNEEO or a certificate that no CNEEO
exists for the graph. Secondly, they showed how to compute in polynomial time a maximum
clique when given a graph and a CNEEO on it. Therefore, it is sufficient to show that for
any centrally symmetric, bounded, convex set S, and any intersection graph G of translated
of S, there exists a CNEEO on G. Let us consider such a graph G with a representation.
Arguing with Lemma 17 as previously, ordering the edges by non-increasing length gives a
CNEEO, where the length of an edge is the distance between the two centers.
J
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Abstract
A feedback vertex set in a hypergraph H is a set of vertices S such that deleting S from H results
in an acyclic hypergraph. Here, deleting a vertex means removing the vertex and all incident
hyperedges, and a hypergraph is acyclic if its vertex-edge incidence graph is acyclic. We study the
(parameterized complexity of) the Hypergraph Feedback Vertex Set (HFVS) problem: given
as input a hypergraph H and an integer k, determine whether H has a feedback vertex set of size at
most k. It is easy to see that this problem generalizes the classic Feedback Vertex Set (FVS)
problem on graphs. Remarkably, despite the central role of FVS in parameterized algorithms and
complexity, the parameterized complexity of a generalization of FVS to hypergraphs has not been
studied previously. In this paper, we fill this void. Our main results are as follows
HFVS is W[2]-hard (as opposed to FVS, which is fixed parameter tractable).
If the input hypergraph is restricted to a linear hypergraph (no two hyperedges intersect in more
3
than one vertex), HFVS admits a randomized algorithm with running time 2O(k log k) nO(1) .
If the input hypergraph is restricted to a d-hypergraph (hyperedges have cardinality at most d),
then HFVS admits a deterministic algorithm with running time dO(k) nO(1) .
The algorithm for linear hypergraphs combines ideas from the randomized algorithm for FVS by
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1

Introduction

It would be an understatement to say that Vertex Cover (VC) and Feedback Vertex
Set (FVS) have played a pivotal roles in the development of the field of Parameterized
Complexity. Vertex Cover asks if given an undirected graph G and a positive integer k,
there exists a set S of k vertices which intersects every edge in G. Feedback Vertex Set
asks if given an undirected graph G and a positive integer k, there exists a set S ( called
feedback vertex set or in short fvs) of k vertices which intersects every cycle in G. While there
has been no improvement in the parameterized algorithm for VC in the last 14 years [9] (the
conference version appeared in MFCS 2006), faster algorithms for FVS have been developed
over the last decade. The best known algorithm for VC runs in time O(1.2738k + kn) [9].
On the other hand, for FVS, the first deterministic O(ck nO(1) ) algorithm was designed only
in 2005; independently by Dehne et al. [13] and Guo et al. [20]. It is important to note here
that a randomized algorithm for FVS with running time O(4k nO(1) ) [5] was known in as
early as 1999. The deterministic algorithms led to the race of improving the base of the
exponent for FVS algorithms and several algorithms [6, 7, 8, 11, 21, 25, 27], both deterministic
and randomized, have been designed. Until few months ago the best known deterministic
algorithm for FVS ran in time 3.619k nO(1) [25], while the Cut and Count technique by Cygan
et al. [11] gave the best known randomized algorithm running in time 3k nO(1) . However,
just in last few months both these algorithms have been improved; Iwata and Kobayashi [21,
IPEC 2019] designed the fastest known deterministic algorithm with running time O(3.460k n)
and Li and Nederlof [27, SODA 2020] designed the fastest known randomized algorithm
with running time 2.7k nO(1) . We would like to remark that many variants of FVS have
been studied in literature such as Connected FVS [11, 31], Independent FVS [2, 28, 30],
Simultaneous FVS [4, 34] and Subset FVS [12, 22, 23, 24, 29].
The main objective of this paper is a study of FVS on hypergraphs. A hypergraph is a
set family H with a universe V (H) and a family of hyperedges E(H), where each hyperedge
(or edge) is a subset of V (H). If every hyperedge in E(H) is of size at most d, it is known as
a d-hypergraph. Observe that if each hyperedge is of size exactly two, we get an undirected
graph. The natural question is, how does VC generalize to hypergraphs. If (G, k) is an
instance of VC, we can view VC as the following problem: Given a hypergraph with vertex
set V (G) and the set of hyperedges E(G), does there exist a set of k vertices that intersects
every hyperedge. Thus, VC is a special case of Hitting Set (HS): Given a hypergraph H
and a positive integer k, does there exist a set of k vertices that intersects every hyperedge. If
the size of each hyperedge is upper bounded by d, we refer to the problem as the d-Hitting
Set (d-HS) problem. Observe that VC is equivalent to the 2-HS problem. It is well known
that HS does not admit an algorithm with running time f (k)nO(1) , where the function f
depends only on k due to Exponential Time Hypothesis (ETH). That is, the problem is
known to be W[2]-hard. On the other hand, d-HS is solvable in time dk nO(1) and admits
a kernel of size O(k d ) [1, 17]. It is worth noting that d-HS does not admit a kernel of size
O(k d− ) under plausible complexity theory assumptions [14]. Thus, generalization of VC on
hypergraphs is well studied. However, there is very little study of FVS on hypergraphs. The
only known algorithmic result is a factor d approximation for FVS on d-hypergraphs [19].
Upper bounds on minimum fvs in 3-uniform linear hypergraphs are studied in [15].

The objective of this paper is to study the hypergraph variant of the Feedback
Vertex Set problem from the viewpoint of Parameterized Complexity.
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One of the main reasons for the lack of study of FVS on hypergraphs is that it is
not as natural to define the generalization of FVS in hypergraphs, as it is for the case
of VC (generalizing to HS and d-HS) in hypergraphs. To generalize the notion of fvs to
hypergraphs, we need to have notions of cycles and forests in hypergraphs. For cycles,
we use the same notion as that in graph theory [15]: a cycle in a hypergraph H is a
sequence (v0 , e0 , v1 , . . . , v` , e` , v0 ) such that v0 , . . . , v` are distinct vertices, e0 , . . . , e` are
distinct hyperedges, ` ≥ 1 and vi , v(i+1) mod (`+1) ∈ ei for any i ∈ {0, . . . , `}. Given the
above definition of cycle, a subset S of vertices in a hypergraph H is called a feedback vertex
set, if there does not exist a cycle in the hypergraph obtained after deleting vertices in S.
The next natural question is what do we mean by deletion of a vertex in a hypergraph. There
are two ways to define the vertex deletion operation in hypergraphs:
1. Strong deletion or simply deletion of a vertex v implies deleting v along with all the
hyperedges containing the vertex v.
2. Weak deletion of a vertex v implies deleting v without deleting the hyperedges that
contain v. That is, the hypergraph H 0 obtained after weak deletion of a vertex v from H
has vertex set V (H) and edge set {e ∈ E(H) : v ∈
/ e} ∪ {e \ {v} : e ∈ E(H), v ∈ e, |e| > 2}.
For a hypergraph H we use the notation H − S to denote the graph obtained after
(weak/strong) deletion of the vertices in S. Consequently, there are two ways one may define
the Feedback Vertex Set problem – Weak FVS and Strong FVS.

Our Results and Methods. Given a hypergraph H, the incidence graph G corresponding
to H is the bipartite graph with bipartition V (G) = A ] B where A = V (H) and B = E(H),
and for any v ∈ V (H) and e ∈ E(H), ve is an edge in G if and only if v ∈ e in H. Observe
that Weak FVS corresponds to finding a fvs S in G of size at most k, such that S ⊆ A
and G − S is a forest. Using the best known algorithm for Weighted FVS [3] running
in 3.618k nO(1) time, we can solve Weak FVS in 3.618k nO(1) time, by transforming the
problem to Weighted FVS. To transform Weak FVS to Weighted FVS we assign every
vertex in B a weight of k + 1, every vertex in A a weight of 1. Now the problem of finding an
fvs of weight at most k will be equivalent to solving Weak FVS for the original hypergraph.
Thus Weak FVS is not challenging as a parameterized problem.
Hence, we only consider FVS on hypergraphs with respect to strong deletion. In particular, we study Hypergraph Feedback Vertex Set (HFVS). Here, given an n-vertex
hypergraph H and a positive integer k, the objective is to check whether there exists a set
S ⊆ V (H) of size at most k, such that H − S is acyclic. As in the case of HS, it is expected
that HFVS is W[2]-hard and this can be proven using a parameter preserving reduction
from Set Cover (which is “equivalent” to HS). We prove the following theorem in the full
version of the paper.
I Theorem 1 (♣1 ). HFVS is W[2]-hard when parameterized by k.
Theorem 1 is not surprising as a generalization of even VC to hypergraphs i.e. HS, is
W[2]-hard.

1

Proofs of results marked with ♣ can be found in the full version of the paper.
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FVS is a deeply studied problem in Parameterized Complexity, and thus, we tried
to generalize the existing algorithms as much as possible. However, considering the
problem on general hypergraphs is pushing it too far (Theorem 1). This motivated us
to look for families of hypergraphs, which are a strict generalization of graphs and
where FVS turns out to be tractable. Specifically, we study the problem for the cases
when the input is restricted to linear hypergraphs and d-hypergraphs.
A hypergraph H is linear if |e ∩ e0 | ≤ 1 for any two distinct hyperedges e, e0 ∈ E(H). We
show that for both these families, HFVS admits fixed parameter tractable (FPT) algorithms.
Our main result is a randomized algorithm for the case when the input hypergraph is linear,
and the size of the hyperedges is not bounded. Thus our positive results are the following.
I Theorem 2 (♣). There exists a deterministic algorithm for HFVS on d-hypergraphs,
running in time dO(k) nO(1) .
3

I Theorem 3. There exists an O? (2O(k log k) ) time2 randomized algorithm for HFVS on
1
linear hypergraphs, which produces a false negative output with probability at most nO(1)
, and
no false positive output.
The restriction to linear hypergraphs corresponds to exclusion of C4 or K2,2 in the
corresponding incidence graph. Ki,j refers to the complete bipartite graph with partitions of
sizes i and j. There has been extensive work on Red-Blue Dominating Set for Ki,j free
graphs [10, 18, 32, 33]. Theorem 3 can be viewed as an analog of Red-Blue Dominating
Set results for K2,2 free graphs.
The starting point of both the above mentioned algorithms (Theorems 2 and 3) is recasting
HFVS as an appropriate problem on the incidence graph G of the given hypergraph H. Proof
of Theorem 3 starts with the observation that for any subset S ⊆ V (H), H − S is acyclic if
and only if G − NG [S] (notations defined in Section 2) is acyclic. Consequently, HFVS is
same as the following problem (proof to be given in the full version of the paper).

Dominating FVS on Bipartite Graphs (DFVSB)

Parameter: k

Input: A bipartite graph G with bipartition V (G) = A ] B and k ∈ N.
Question: Is there a subset S ⊆ A of size at most k such that G − NG [S] is acyclic?

For a bipartite graph G = (A ] B, E), we say that a subset S ⊆ A is a dominating feedback
vertex set (dfvs) for G if G − N [S] is acyclic. Let G be the incidence graph of a hypergraph
H. Then, notice that H is a d-hypergraph if and only if maxe∈E(H) dG (e) ≤ d. Also, H is
linear if and only if G is C4 -free. As a result HFVS on d-hypergraphs and linear hypergraphs
are equivalent to DFVSB on bipartite graphs G = (A ] B, E) with maxw∈B d(w) ≤ d and
on C4 -free bipartite graphs, respectively.
Theorem 2 shows that for d-hypergraphs, HFVS is similar to d-HS. Proof of Theorem 2
utilizes iterative compression. The compression step involves a branching strategy that uses a
measure more generalized than the one used in known FVS algorithms for undirected graphs.
Our proof for Theorem 3 is inspired by the randomized algorithm of Becker et al. [5] that
runs in O(4k nO(1) ) time and the branching algorithm for Point Line Cover by Langerman
2

Polynomial dependency on n is hidden in O? notation.
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and Morin [26]. The algorithm of Becker et al. [5] first preprocesses the input graph and
transforms it into a graph with minimum degree at least 3 and then shows that for any fvs,
at least half the edges in a preprocessed graph are incident to the vertex set of the fvs. This
immediately gives the following algorithm: “pick an edge uniformly at random, then pick a
vertex that is an endpoint of this edge uniformly at random and add it to a solution, and
recurse”. Let G be the incidence graph of a hypergraph H. First we preprocess G and show
that in the preprocessed graph (say G) for any dfvs S of size at most k, at least 1/poly(k)
fraction of all the edges are incident to N [S]. Here, poly denotes a polynomial function. We
call this property α-covering, with α being poly(k). Let S be a fixed fvs of size at most k. We
now compute the probability of finding S. Note that if we randomly pick an edge f (that is,
pick an edge from graph G uniformly at random and then select f as the hyperedge incident
to the selected edge), then with probability 1/poly(k) there exists a vertex incident to f that
is contained in S. However, unlike the case of FVS in graphs, here we cannot randomly
select a vertex from f , as the size of f could be independent of k. However, for now let us
assume that we can preprocess G − f such that the α-covering property holds even after we
delete f from G. We assume that α-covering property holds recursively after each iteration
of preprocessing. Suppose we do this process k 2 + 1 times. Then we have a collection of
hyperedges F = {f1 , . . . , fk2 +1 } such that each of them has a non-trivial intersection with S.
Observe that the pairwise intersection of these hyperedges cannot be more than one, since G
excludes C4 as a subgraph (H being a linear hypergraph). However, S is a solution of size at
0
most k, and hence there exist k + 1 hyperedges f10 , . . . , fk+1
in F such that |fi0 ∩ fj0 | = {v},
0
i 6= j for some v ∈ A = V (H). This implies that v must belong to S, as each of f10 , . . . , fk+1
has a non-trivial intersection with S and if we don’t pick v, then every solution is of size at
least k + 1. Hence, we delete v along with all those edges in H that v participates in, and
recursively find a solution of size k − 1 in the reduced hypergraph.
However, unlike the case with FVS for graphs, in HFVS we cannot delete degree 1 vertices
or contract degree 2 vertices directly. When we delete a hyperedge, we need to remember
that we are seeking a solution that is a dfvs as well as a hitting set for the selected set. To
implement this idea in our algorithm, we maintain a family F such that our solution is a
dfvs for G as well as a hitting set for F. We exploit the fact that |F| ≤ k 2 + 1 and design
reduction rules to get rid of certain degree 1 vertices and shorten degree 2 paths, as well as
caterpillars (defined later) like degree 2 paths. We can show that after these reduction rules
are performed, the α-covering property holds for the preprocessed graph, α being poly(k).

2

Preliminaries

For a positive integer ` ∈ N, we use [`] to denote the set {1, 2, . . . , `}. We use the term graph
to denote a simple graph without multiple edges, loops and labels. For the notations related
to graphs that are not explicitly stated here, we refer to the book [16]. For a graph G and a
subset of vertices U ⊆ V (G), NG (U ) and NG [U ] denote the open neighborhood and closed
neighborhood of U , respectively. That is, NG (U ) = {v ∈ V (G) : u ∈ U and uv ∈ E(G)} \ U
and NG [U ] = NG (U ) ∪ U . If U = {u}, then we write NG (u) = NG (U ) and NG [u] = NG [U ].
Also, we omit the subscript G, if the graph in consideration is clear from the context. For a
graph G, a vertex subset X ⊆ V (G), and an edge subset F ⊆ E(G), we use G[X], G − X,
and G − F to denote the graph induced by X, the graph induced by V (G) \ X, and the
graph with vertex set V (G) and edge set E(G) \ F , respectively. Moreover, if X = {v}, then
we write G − v = G − X. For a graph G, X, Y ⊆ V (G), and X ∩ Y = ∅, E(X, Y ) ⊆ E(G)
denotes the set of edges in G whose one endpoint is in X and the other one is in Y . For a
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graph G and a non-edge uv in G, we use G + uv to denote the graph with vertex set V (G)
and edge set E(G) ∪ {uv}. A path P in a graph G is a sequence of distinct vertices u1 . . . u`
such that for all i ∈ [` − 1], ui ui+1 ∈ E(G). We say that a path P = u1 . . . u` in a graph G
is a degree two path in G, if for each i ∈ [`], the degree of ui in G, denoted by dG (ui ), is
equal to 2. For a path/cycle P , we use V (P ) to denote the set of vertices present in P . A
triangle is a cycle consisting of exactly 3 edges. A bipartite graph G = (A ] B, E) is called
a d-bipartite graph if dG (b) ≤ d for all b ∈ B. For two hypergraphs H1 and H2 , H1 ∪ H2
denotes the hypergraph with the vertex set V (H1 ) ∪ V (H2 ) and the edge set E(H1 ) ∪ E(H2 ).

3

Feedback Vertex Sets on Linear Hypergraphs

In this section we design an FPT algorithm for HFVS on linear hypergraphs. Towards this,
we prove the following result about DFVSB, from which Theorem 3 follows as a corollary.
3

I Theorem 4. There exists an O? (2O(k log k) ) time randomized algorithm for DFVSB on
1
C4 -free bipartite graphs, which produces a false negative output with probability at most nO(1)
,
and no false positive output.
To prove Theorem 4, we first define a few generalizations of these problems that appear
naturally in the recursive steps. Let F be a family of sets over a universe A, then we
define a bipartite graph GF as follows. Let the bipartition of V (GF ) be AF ] BF , where
AF = A and BF = F. Edge set E(GF ) = {{u, Y } : u ∈ A, u ∈ Y ∈ F}. Let G be a C4 free
bipartite graph with bipartition V (G) = A ] B, and F be a family of sets over the universe
A. We define the graph G ∪ GF = (A∗ ] B ∗ , E ∗ ) as follows. Let A∗ = A, B ∗ = B ] BF and
E ∗ = E(G) ∪ E(GF ). The following problem generalizes HFVS on linear hypergraphs.
Hitting Hypergraph Feedback Vertex Set (HHFVS)

Parameter: k + |E(H2 )|

Input: Two linear hypergraphs H1 ,H2 such that V (H1 ) = V (H2 ), E(H1 )∩E(H2 ) = ∅,
and H1 ∪ H2 is a linear hypergraph, k ∈ N.
Question: Does there exist a set S ⊆ V (H1 ) of size at most k, such that H1 − S is
acyclic and S is a hitting set for E(H2 )?
Observe that, if H2 = ∅, HHFVS is the same as HFVS (for linear hypergraphs). Next,
we define the “graph” version of HHFVS, which generalizes DFVSB on C4 -free graphs.
Hitting Dominating Bipartite FVS (HDBFVS)

Parameter: k + |F|

Input: A C4 free bipartite graph G with bipartition V (G) = A ] B, a family F of
subsets of A such that the graph G ∪ GF is a C4 free bipartite graph, k ∈ N.
Question: Does there exist a set S ⊆ A of size at most k, such that G − N [S] is a
forest and S is a hitting set for F?
We say that an instance (G = (A ] B, E), F, k) is a valid instance of HDBFVS, if F is a
family of subsets of A such that the graph G ∪ GF is a C4 -free bipartite graph.
In the rest of the section, whenever we say I = (G = (A ] B, E), F, k) is an instance
of HDBFVS, it implies that I is a valid instance of HDBFVS. Further, after each
application of a reduction rule, we ensure that the instance remains valid.
The proof of the following simple observation follows from the fact that G ∪ GF is C4 -free.
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I Observation 3.1. If (G = (A ] B, E), F, k) is an instance of HDBFVS, then (i) pairwise
intersection of sets in F is of size at most 1, and (ii) for every vertex b ∈ B and F ∈ F,
|N (b) ∩ F | is at most one.
Given an instance (H1 , H2 , k) of HHFVS, we can obtain an instance, (G, F, k), of
HDBFVS in a canonical way. Next lemma shows their equivalence.
I Lemma 5 (♣). (H1 , H2 , k) is a YES-instance of HHFVS if and only if (G, F = E(H2 ), k)
is a YES-instance of HDBFVS, where G is the incidence graph of the hypergraph H1 .
The rest of the section is devoted to designing an FPT algorithm for HDBFVS. Given
an instance (G = (A ] B, E), F, k) of HDBFVS, we first define some notations. For a vertex
v ∈ A, Xv denotes the set {Y | Y ∈ F, v ∈ Y }. We distinguish the vertices in A as follows.
If |Xv | ≥ 2, i.e., v is in at least two sets in F, then we say that v is a special vertex.
If |Xv | = 1, i.e., v is in exactly one set in F, then we say that v is an easy vertex.
Otherwise, we say that v is a trivial vertex.
Let V (F) = {v ∈ A | v ∈ Y where Y ∈ F}. For a graph G? , the notations V0 (G? ), V=1 (G? ),
V=2 (G? ), and V≥3 (G? ) denote the set of isolated vertices, the set of vertices of degree 1, the
set of vertices of degree 2, and the set of vertices of degree at least 3 in G? , respectively.
I Lemma 6. Let (G = (A ] B, E), F, k) be an
 instance of HDBFVS. Then, the number of
special vertices in A is upper bounded by |F2 | .

Proof. For contradiction, assume that the number of special vertices in A is more than |F2 | .
By pigeonhole principle there exist two special vertices u, v ∈ A, such that |Xu ∩ Xv | ≥ 2.
Let Y1 , Y2 ∈ Xu ∩ Xv . This implies that u, v ∈ Y1 ∩ Y2 , contradicting Observation 3.1(i). J
Now we state some reduction rules that are applied exhaustively by the algorithm in the
order in which they appear. Let (G, F, k) be an instance of HDBFVS and (G0 , F 0 , k) be the
resultant instance after application of a reduction rule. To show that a reduction rule is safe,
we will prove that (G, F, k) is a YES-instance if and only if (G0 , F 0 , k) is a YES-instance.
I Reduction Rule 3.1. If one of the following holds, then return a trivial NO-instance: (i)
k < 0; (ii) k = 0 and G is not acyclic; and (ii) k = 0 and F is not empty.
I Reduction Rule 3.2. If k ≥ 0, G is acyclic and F is empty, then return a trivial YESinstance.
I Reduction Rule 3.3. Let (G = (A ] B, E), F, k) be an instance of HDBFVS and b ∈ B
be a vertex that does not participate in any cycle in G. Then, output (G − b, F, k).
I Reduction Rule 3.4. Let (G = (A ] B, E), F, k) be an instance of HDBFVS and v ∈ A
be an isolated vertex in G. If v is a trivial vertex, then output (G − v, F, k).
It is easy to see that the above reduction rules are safe and can be applied in polynomial
time. Observe that, when Reduction Rules 3.3 and 3.4 are no longer applicable, then
V0 (G) ⊆ A and each isolated vertex in G is either easy or special. Next, we state a reduction
rule that will help to bound the number of easy isolated vertices in G.
I Reduction Rule 3.5 (?3 ). Let (G = (A ] B, E), F, k) be an instance of HDBFVS and
v ∈ A be an isolated vertex in G. Suppose v is an easy vertex, Xv = {Y }, and |Y | > 1. Then
output (G0 , F 0 , k), where G0 = G − v and F 0 = (F \ {Y }) ∪ {(Y \ {v})}.
3

The safeness proofs of reduction rules marked with ? can be found in the full version of the paper.
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I Reduction Rule 3.6 (?). Let (G = (A ] B, E), F, k) be an instance of HDBFVS and
v ∈ A be a vertex of degree 1 in G. If v is a trivial vertex, then output (G0 = G − v, F, k).
Observe that when Reduction Rules 3.1 to 3.6 are no longer applicable, the following holds.
I Lemma 7. Let (G, F, k) be an instance reduced with respect to Reduction Rules 3.1 to 3.6.
Then, the following holds.
1. V0 (G) ∪ V=1 (G) ⊆ A,
 all vertices in V0 (G) ∪ V=1 (G) are either easy or special.
2. |V0 (G)| ≤ |F | + |F2 | .
I Lemma 8. For any vertex b ∈ B, |NG (b) ∩ V=1 (G)| ≤ |F|.
Proof. If there exists a vertex v ∈ NG (b) ∩ V=1 (G) which is a trivial vertex, then Reduction
Rule 3.6 is applicable. Thus, (i) for all v ∈ NG (b) ∩ V=1 (G), v belongs to some set in F.
For contradiction, let b ∈ B be a vertex such that NG (b) contains at least |F| + 1 vertices
of degree 1 in G. Then, by pigeonhole principle and statement (i), at least two degree 1
vertices say u, v ∈ NG (b) are contained in a set Y ∈ F, which is a contradiction to item (ii)
of Observation 3.1. This completes the proof of the lemma.
J
Recall that, P is a degree two path in G if each vertex in P has degree exactly two in G.
Next we state the reduction rules that help us bound the length of long degree two paths
in G − V=1 (G), i.e., to bound the length of degree two paths in the graph obtained after
deleting vertices of degree 1 from G. Towards this, we first define the notion of a nice path.
I Definition 9. We say that P is a nice path in G, if P does not have any special
vertex and the degree of each vertex in P in the graph G − V=1 (G) is exactly 2. A nice
path P in G is a degree two nice path if each vertex in P has degree exactly 2 in G.
I Reduction Rule 3.7 (?). Let (G = (A ] B, E), F, k) be an instance of HDBFVS, P be
a nice path in G and b, b0 ∈ B be two vertices in P . If there exist two easy vertices u, u0
whose degree is 1 in G, adjacent to b, b0 , respectively, such that Xu = Xu0 = {Y }, then return
(G0 , F 0 , k), where G0 = G − u, F 0 = (F \ {Y }) ∪ {Y \ {u}}.
I Lemma 10. Let (G = (A ] B, E), F, k) be an instance of HDBFVS reduced with respect
to Reduction Rules 3.1 to 3.7. Then, in any nice path P in G, the number of vertices that
are adjacent to a vertex of degree 1 in G is bounded by |F2 | + |F|.
Proof. From statement 1 in Lemma 7, we have that V=1 (G) ⊆ A. This implies, NG (V=1 (G)) ⊆
easy or special. By Lemma 6, the number of vertices
B. Also, each vertex in V=1 (G) is either

that are special is bounded by |F2 | . Therefore, the number of vertices in P that are adjacent

to special degree 1 vertices is at most |F2 | . Since Reduction Rule 3.7 is no longer applicable,
we have that corresponding to each set Y ∈ F, there exists at most 1 vertex in P that has a
degree 1 neighbor u such that Xu = {Y }. This implies that at most |F| vertices in P can be
adjacent to degree 1 easy vertices, resulting in the mentioned upper bound.
J
The next reduction rule helps us in upper bounding the length of degree two paths in G.
I Reduction Rule 3.8 (?). Let (G = (A ] B, E), F, k) be an instance of HDBFVS and
P = v0 b1 v1 . . . v`−1 b` be a degree two nice path in G, where {b1 , . . . , b` } ⊆ B, {v0 , . . . , v`−1 } ⊆
A, and ` ≥ 5. Let vi , vj ∈ A ∩ (V (P ) \ {v0 , v1 }) be two distinct easy vertices such that
Xvi = Xvj = {Y } for some Y ∈ F and i < j. Then, return (G0 , F 0 , k), where G0 and F 0 are
defined as follows.
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Figure 1 (a) is an illustration of Reduction Rule 3.7, (b) and (c) are illustrations of two cases of
Reduction Rule 3.8, (d) is an illustration of Reduction Rule 3.9. In (a), (b) and (c) blue vertices
denote easy vertices, and in (d) green vertices denote trivial vertices.

If Xvi−1 6= Xvi+1 or Xvi−1 = Xvi+1 = ∅, then let G0 = (G − {bi , vi }) + vi−1 bi+1 (i.e., G0
be the graph obtained by deleting the vertices bi , vi from G and by adding a new edge
vi−1 bi+1 ) and F 0 = (F \ {Y }) ∪ {Y \ {vi }}.
Otherwise, Xvi−1 = Xvi+1 = {Y ? }, then let G0 = (G − {bi−1 , vi−1 , bi , vi }) + vi−2 bi+1 (i.e.,
G0 be the graph obtained by deleting the vertices bi−1 , vi−1 , bi , vi from G and by adding a
new edge vi−1 bi+1 ) and F 0 = (F \ {Y, Y ? }) ∪ {Y ? \ {vi−1 }, Y \ {vi }}.
Let (G = (A]B, E), F, k) be an instance of HDBFVS reduced with respect to Reduction
Rules 3.1 to 3.8. Observe that, for each set Y ∈ F and a degree two nice path P in G, the
number of easy vertices among the last |V (P )| − 3 vertices in V (P ) that belong to Y , is
upper bounded by one. Reduction Rule 3.8 leads us to the following observation.
I Observation 3.2. Let (G = (A ] B, E), F, k) be a reduced instance of HDBFVS with
respect to Reduction Rules 3.1 to 3.8. Then, in any degree two nice path P of length at least
10 in G, the number of easy vertices is bounded by |F| + 2.
I Reduction Rule 3.9 (?). Let (G = (A ] B, E), F, k) be an instance of HDBFVS and P =
b1 v1 b2 v2 b3 v3 b4 be a degree two nice path in G, such that {b1 , . . . , b4 } ⊆ B, {v1 , v2 , v3 } ⊆ A
and v1 , v2 , v3 are trivial vertices. Then, return (G0 , F, k), where G0 is the graph obtained by
deleting the vertices b2 , v2 from G and adding a new edge v1 b3 (i.e., G0 = (G−{v2 , b2 })+v1 b3 ).
I Observation 3.3. Let (G = (A ] B, E), F, k) be an instance of HDBFVS and let (G0 =
(A0 ]B 0 , E 0 ), F 0 , k 0 ) be the reduced instance of HDBFVS obtained from (G = (A]B, E), F, k),
by exhaustive applications of Reduction Rules 3.1 to 3.9. Then, |F 0 | = |F| and k 0 ≤ k.
We now bound the size of degree 2 path, when there is no degree 1 vertex in the graph.
I Lemma 11 (♣). Let (G = (A ] B, E), F, k) be an instance of HDBFVS reduced with
respect to Reduction Rules 3.1 to 3.9. Then, the number of vertices in a degree two path P
in G − V=1 (G) is bounded by 63|F|5 + 21.
From now on, we say that (G = (A ] B, E), F, k) is a reduced instance of HDBFVS if it
is reduced with respect to Reduction Rules 3.1 to 3.9. In the following lemma, we observe
that, if (G = (A ] B, E), F, k) is a YES-instance of HDBFVS, then a large number of edges
in G is incident to the neighborhood of the solution.
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I Lemma 12. Let (G = (A ] B, E), F, k) be a reduced instance of HDBFVS where G is not
a forest. Then, for any solution S, at least 1/(445|F|6 + 68) fraction of the total edges in E
are incident to N [S].
Proof. Let ES be the set of edges incident to all the vertices of N [S] in G. Observe that,
E(G) = ES ] E(G − N [S]). Since G − N [S] is a forest, we have that |E(G − N [S])| <
|V (G−(N [S]∪V0 (G)))|. We aim to show that |V (G−(N [S]∪V0 (G)))| ≤ (445|F|6 +67)·|ES |.
Let V ? be the set of vertices of degree 1 in G − N [S]. Let V1? ⊆ V ? be the set of vertices that
have some neighbor in N [S] and V2? = V ? \ V1? . That is, V2? ⊆ V=1 (G). Since the vertices in
V1? have neighbors in N [S], they contribute at least one edge to the set ES and these edges
are distinct. Hence, |V1? | ≤ |ES |.
Since V2? ⊆ V=1 (G), by Lemma 7, we have that V2? ⊆ A. Thus, V2? have neighbors only
in the set B ∩ V (G − N [S]). Also, by Lemma 8, any vertex in B can be adjacent to at
most |F| vertices of degree 1 in G. Hence, each vertex in B ∩ V (G − N [S]) can be adjacent
to at most |F| vertices of V2? . Thus, we have that |V2? | ≤ |F | · |B ∩ V (G − N [S])|. Let
G0 be the graph G − (V0 (G) ∪ V2? ). Since V0 (G) ∪ V2? ⊆ A, we have that, B ⊆ V (G0 ) and
B ∩ V (G − N [S]) = B ∩ V (G0 − N [S]). Hence, we obtain the following.
|V2? |

≤

?

|V | =

|F| · |B ∩ V (G0 − N [S])| ≤ |F| · |V (G0 − N [S])|
|V1? |

+

|V2? |

0

≤ |F | · |V (G − N [S])| + |ES |

(1)
(By (1) and

|V1? |

≤ |ES |) (2)

Since the graph G0 is obtained from G by deleting a subset of vertices that are contained in
V0 (G) ∪ V=1 (G) ⊆ A, the vertices that are degree 1 in G0 − N [S] are either degree 1 vertices
in G − N [S] and are contained in A, in particular in V1? , or they are contained in B and
are neighbors of vertices in V2? in G. Let L be the set of leaves (vertices of degree 1) in
G0 − N [S]. We claim that L = V1? . For contradiction, assume that a vertex b ∈ B ∩ L. Since
Reduction Rule 3.3 is no longer applicable, we have that each vertex in B participates in a
cycle in G and hence, participates in a cycle in G0 . Therefore, degree of b is at least 2 in G0 .
Observe that b cannot have a neighbor in S, otherwise b ∈ N [S]. This implies that b has 2
neighbors in G0 − N [S], which contradicts that b ∈ L. Observe that each vertex in V1? is a
leaf vertex in G0 − N [S]. Hence L = V1? . Therefore, we obtain the following.
|L|

≤

|ES |.

(3)

V≥3 (G − N [S])

≤

|ES |

(Since, G0 − N [S] is a forest, V≥3 (G0 − N [S]) ≤ |L|) (4)

0

Next we bound |V0 (G0 − N [S])|. Since, for any vertex v in G0 − N [S], dG (v) ≥ 1, we have
that any vertex w ∈ V0 (G0 − N [S]) is adjacent to some vertex in N [S]. Then, each vertex in
V0 (G0 − N [S]) contributes at least 1 edge to the set ES and these edges are distinct.
Therefore,

|V0 (G0 − N [S])| ≤ |ES |.

(5)

1
Let V=2
(G0 ) be the set of vertices of degree 2 in G0 − N [S] that have a neighbor in N [S].
1
Then, each vertex in V=2
(G0 ) contributes at least 1 edge to the set ES . Therefore, we have
1
|V=2
(G0 )| ≤ |ES |.

(6)

2
Let V=2
(G0 ) be the set of vertices of degree 2 in G0 − N [S], that do not have a neighbor
2
in N [S]. Then, each vertex in V=2
(G0 ) is contained in some maximal degree two path not
1
0
containing any vertex of V=2 (G ) in G0 − N [S]. Observe that, since G0 − N [S] is a forest, (i)
1
the number of maximal degree two paths not containing any vertex of V=2
(G0 ) in G0 − N [S]
0
1
0
is bounded by |L ∪ V≥3 (G ) ∪ V=2 (G )| and hence bounded by 3|ES | (because of (3),(4), and
1
(6)). Observe that a degree two path not containing any vertex of V=2
(G0 ) in G0 − N [S] is
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also a degree two path in G − V=1 (G). By Lemma 11, (ii) the number of vertices in a degree
two path in G − V=1 (G) is bounded by 63|F|5 + 21. So, statements (i) and (ii) imply that
2
|V=2
(G0 )| ≤ (189|F|5 + 63)|ES |

(7)

1
2
Observe that V=2 (G0 − N [S]) = V=2
(G0 ) ∪ V=2
(G0 ). By (6) and (7), we get the following.
1
2
|V=2 (G0 − N [S])| = |V=2
(G0 )| + |V=2
(G0 )| ≤ (189|F|5 + 64)|ES |

(8)

Note that, V (G0 − N [S]) = V0 (G0 − N [S]) ∪ L ∪ V≥3 (G0 − N [S]) ∪ V=2 (G0 − N [S]). Hence,
we obtain the following using (3), (5), (4), and (8).
|V (G0 − N [S])| = |V0 (G0 − N [S])| + |L| + |V≥3 (G0 − N [S])| + |V=2 (G0 − N [S])|
≤

|ES | + |ES | + |ES | + (189|F|5 + 64)|ES |

≤

(189|F|5 + 67)|ES |

(9)

Using (1) and (9), we obtain the following.
|V (G − (N [S] ∪ V0 (G)))| ≤ |V (G0 − N [S])| + |V2? |
≤ (|F| + 1)|V (G0 − N [S])|

(By (1))

5

≤ (|F| + 1)((189|F| + 67)|ES |)
≤ (445|F|6 + 67)|ES |
Thus,

|E(G)| = |ES | + |E(G − N [S])|
≤ |ES | + |V (G − (N [S] ∪ V0 (G))| ≤ (445|F|6 + 68)|ES |.

This concludes the proof.

J

I Lemma 13. Let (G = (A ] B, E), F, k) be an instance of HDBFVS, where G is a forest
k
and |F| ≤ k 2 . Then, there exists an algorithm which solves the instance in O? ((2k 4 ) ) time.
Proof. The Algorithm first applies Reduction Rules 3.1 to 3.9 exhaustively in the order in
which they are stated. If any reduction rule solves the instance, then output YES and NO
accordingly. All the reduction rules are safe, and can be applied in polynomial time, and
they can be applied only polynomial many times since each reduction rule decreases the
size of the graph. Let (G0 = (A0 ] B 0 , E 0 ), F 0 , k 0 ) be the reduced instance. Since Reduction
Rule 3.3 is no longer applicable, B 0 = ∅, and hence G0 is an edgeless graph with vertex
0
set A0 . By Lemma 7, |V (G0 )| = |A0 | ≤ |F 0 | + |F2 | . By Observation 3.3, we have that
|F 0 | = |F| ≤ k 2 and hence, |V (G0 )| ≤ 2k 4 . We enumerate all the subsets of V (G0 ) of size at
most k and
check if they form a solution; else return a NO-instance. The algorithm runs in
4
k
time 2kk nO(1) = O? ((2k 4 ) ). This completes the proof.
J
I Lemma 14. There is a randomized algorithm that takes an instance (G = (A ] B, E), F, k)
k
of HDBFVS as input, runs in O∗ ((2k 4 ) ) time, and outputs either YES, or NO, or an instance
(G? = (A? ] B ? , E ? ), F ? , k ? ) of HDBFVS where k ? < k, with the following guarantee.
If (G, F, k) is a YES-instance, then the output is YES or an equivalent YES-instance
2
(G? , F ? , k ? ) where k ? < k, with probability at least (445k 12 + 68)−(k +1) .
If (G, F, k) is a NO-instance, then the output is NO or an equivalent NO-instance
(G? , F ? , k ? ) where k ? < k, with probability 1.
Proof. Let (G = (A ] B, E), F, k) be an input instance of HDBFVS. Recall that, for any
v ∈ A, Xv = {F ∈ F : v ∈ F }. The algorithm applies the following iterative procedure.
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Step 1. If G is acyclic and |F| ≤ k 2 , then apply Lemma 13 and solve the instance.
Step 2. If |F| ≥ k 2 + 1;
(i) If there exists a vertex v such that |Xv | ≥ k + 1, return (G − N [v], F \ Xv , k − 1).
(ii) Otherwise, return that (G = (A ] B, E), F, k) is a NO-instance of HDBFVS.
Step 3. Apply Reduction Rules 3.1 to 3.9 exhaustively in the order in which they are stated.
If any reduction rule solves the instance, then output YES and NO accordingly. Let
(G0 = (A0 ] B 0 , E 0 ), F 0 , k 0 ) be the reduced instance.
Step 4. Pick an edge e = ub in E(G0 ) uniformly at random, where u ∈ A0 , b ∈ B 0 . Set
G := G0 − b, F := F 0 ∪ {NG0 (b)}, and k := k 0 . Go to Step 1.
Now we prove the correctness of the algorithm. Correctness of Step 1 follows from
Lemma 13. Next assume that |F| ≥ k 2 + 1. Let v be a vertex that is contained in at
least k + 1 sets in F. By Observation 3.1, pairwise intersection of two sets in F is at most
1. Thus, if we do not pick v in our solution, then we have to pick at least k + 1 vertices
to hit the sets in Xv . Thus v belongs to every solution of (G, F, k) of HDBFVS. Hence,
(G, F, k) is a YES-instance of HDBFVS if and only if (G − v, F \ Xv , k − 1) is a YES-instance
of HDBFVS, and correctness of Step 2i follows. Suppose each vertex in A is contained
in at most k sets of F. Thus no set of size at most k can hit k 2 + 1 sets of F. Hence,
(G, F, k) is a NO-instance of HDBFVS, and correctness of Step 2ii follows. Correctness of
the Step 3 is implied by the safeness of reduction rules. Suppose the algorithm does not
stop in Step 3. Let (G0 , F 0 , k 0 ) be the reduced instance, where k 0 ≤ k. Now, let S be a
hypothetical solution to (G0 , F 0 , k 0 ). By Lemma 12, the picked edge e = ub is incident to a
vertex in NG0 [S] with probability at least 1/(445|F|6 + 68). This implies that with probability
at least 1/(445|F|6 + 68) a vertex in NG0 (b) is contained in S. Hence, if (G0 , F 0 , k 0 ) is a
YES-instance, then (G0 − b, F 0 ∪ {NG (b)}, k 0 ) is a YES-instance, with probability at least
1/(445|F|6 + 68). Also, notice that any solution to (G0 − b, F 0 ∪ {NG (b)}, k 0 ) is also a solution
to (G0 , F 0 , k 0 ). Hence, if (G0 , F 0 , k 0 ) is a NO-instance, then (G0 − b, F 0 ∪ {NG (b)}, k 0 ) is a
NO-instance, with probability 1. Consequently, if (G, F, k) is a NO-instance, then the output
is NO or a NO-instance (G? , F ? , k ? ) with probability 1.
Let (G, F, k) be a YES-instance. By Observation 3.3, after the application of Reduction
Rules 3.1 to 3.9, in the reduced instance, |F 0 | = |F|. Thus, Step 4 is applied at most k 2 + 1
b 6 + 68),
times. Each execution of Step 4 is a success with probability at least 1/(445|F|
where Fb is the family in the instance considered in that step. In Step 4, the size of the
family of any instance is bounded by k 2 , due to Step 2. Hence each execution of Step 4 is
a success with probability at least 1/(445k 12 + 68). This implies that either our algorithm
2
outputs YES or a YES-instance (G? , F ? , k ? ) with probability at least (445k 12 + 68)−(k +1) .
By Observation 3.3, we know that after the application of Reduction Rules 3.1 to 3.9, the
parameter k 0 in the reduced instance is at most the parameter k in the original instance.
Moreover, if the algorithm outputs an instance, then that will happen in Step 2i and there k
decreases by 1. Thus k ? < k. This proves the correctness of the algorithm.
k
By Lemma 13, Step 1 runs in O? ((2k 4 ) ) time. Observe that, Step 2 runs in polynomial
time. All the reduction rules run in polynomial time, and are applied only polynomially many
times. Step 4 runs in polynomial time, and we have at most k 2 + 1 iterations. Therefore, the
k
total running time is O? ((2k 4 ) ). This completes the proof.
J
By applying Lemma 14 at most k times, we can show the following.
I Lemma 15. There exists a randomized algorithm B that takes an instance (G = (A ]
k
B, E), F, k) of HDBFVS as input, runs in O? ((2k 4 ) ) time, and outputs either YES or NO
with the following guarantee. If (G, F, k) is a YES-instance, then the output is YES with
2
probability at least (445k 12 + 68)−k(k +1) . If (G, F, k) is a NO-instance, then the output is
NO with probability 1.
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2

Let τ (k) = (445k 12 + 68)k(k +1) . To boost the success probability of algorithm B, we repeat it
O(τ (k) log n) times. After applying algorithm B O(τ (k) log n) times, the success probability
O(τ (k) log n)

1
1
1
≥ 1 − 2O(log
is at least 1 − 1 − τ (k)
n) ≥ 1 − nO(1) .
Thus, we have the following result.
I Theorem 16. There exists a randomized algorithm A that takes an instance (G = (A ]
3
B, E), F, k) of HDBFVS as input, runs in O? (2O(k log k) ) time, and outputs either YES or
NO with the following guarantee.
1
If (G, F, k) is a YES-instance, then the output is YES with probability at least 1 − nO(1)
.
If (G, F, k) is a NO-instance, then the output is NO with probability 1.

4

Conclusion and Open Problems

In this paper, we initiated the study of Feedback Vertex Set problem on hypergraphs.
We showed that the problem is W[2]-hard on general hypergraphs. However, when the input
is restricted to d-hypergraphs and linear hypergraphs, which are a strict generalization of
graphs, FVS turns out to be tractable (FPT). Derandomization of the randomized FVS
algorithm given in this paper is yet to be explored. We believe that this opens up a new
direction in the study of parameterized algorithms. That is, extending the study of other
graph problems, in the realm of Parameterized Complexity, to hypergraphs. Designing
substantially faster algorithms for HFVS on linear hypergraphs and designing polynomial
kernels remain interesting questions for the future.
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Abstract
We give two results on the size of AC0 circuits computing promise majority. -promise majority is
majority promised that either at most an  fraction of the input bits are 1 or at most  are 0.
First, we show super-quadratic size lower bounds on both monotone and general depth-3 circuits
for promise majority.
For any  ∈ (0, 1/2), monotone depth-3 AC0 circuits for -promise majority have size
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2+ ln()

Ω̃ 3 n



.

For any  ∈ (0, 1/2), general depth-3 AC0 circuits for -promise majority have size



3

Ω̃ 

ln(1−2 )

2+ 2 ln()
n


.

These are the first quadratic size lower bounds for depth-3 -promise majority circuits for
 < 0.49.
Second, we give both uniform and non-uniform sub-quadratic size constant-depth circuits for
promise majority.
For integer k ≥ 1 and constant  ∈ (0, 1/2), there exists monotone non uniform AC0 circuits
of depth-(2 + 2k) computing -promise majority with size
1



Õ n 1−2−k



.

For integer k ≥ 1 and constant  ∈ (0, 1/2), there exists monotone uniform AC0 circuit of
depth-(2 + 2k) computing -promise majority with size
1
2 k

n 1−( 3 )

+o(1)

.

These circuits are based on incremental improvements to existing depth-3 circuits for promise
majority given by Ajtai [2] and Viola [14] combined with a divide and conquer strategy.
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1

Introduction

The majority function is a classic function that cannot be computed in AC0 [9]. But AC0
can compute majority promised the input is either mostly 1s or mostly 0s.
I Definition 1 (-Promise Majority). Let W : {0, 1}n → [n] be the function giving the number
of ones in the input1 . Let  ∈ (0, 1/2). Then define the  promise inputs to be:
Maj0 ={x ∈ {0, 1}n : W (x) ≤ n}
Maj1 ={x ∈ {0, 1}n : W (x) ≥ (1 − )n}
Maj =Maj0 ∪ Maj1
We say that function f solves the -promise majority2 problem if:
f (Maj0 ) = 0
f (Maj1 ) = 1
That is, f computes the majority promised the input is in Maj .
We give size3 lower bounds to depth-3 circuits4 computing -promise majority. Then we
give small circuits solving promise majority with larger depth.

1.1

Motivation

Promise majority is an important tool in derandomizing circuits. We say a function f :
{0, 1}n × {0, 1}m → {0, 1} is a randomized function for g : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} if for all x ∈
{0, 1}n , Prr∈{0,1}m [f (x, r) = g(x)] ≥ 2/3. A circuit implementing f is called a randomized
circuit for g. We call r ∈ {0, 1}m a seed for f .
Adleman [1] showed that for any randomized function f : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}m → {0, 1},
implementing some g : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}, there is some choice of seeds R ⊆ {0, 1}m with |R| =
O(n) such that for all x and the majority of seeds in R, f computes g, i.e., Prr∈R [f (x, r) =
g(x)] > 1/2. If f has size-O(n) random circuits, this gives a size-O(n2 ) deterministic circuits
by computing majority of |R| copies of f and taking majority.
Unfortunately, AC0 cannot compute majority, but it can compute -promise majority.
With the same argument, we can get R with |R| = O(n) such that Prr∈R [f (x, r) = g(x)] > 3/5.
So, we only need to compute 2/5-promise majority since f only outputs the wrong bit for at
most 2/5 of r ∈ R.


ln(1−)

Ajtai [2] gave depth-3 circuits of size O n2+ ln()−ln(1−) solving the -promise majority
problem. Applying a depth-d promise majority circuit, M , to the output of a depth-k circuit,
C, gives a depth-(k + d − 1) circuit since the kind of gate at the lowest level of M can be
made the same as the top level of C. Combining this result with
 Adleman takes
 a size-O(n),
ln(1−)

depth-d randomized circuit and gives a depth-(d + 2), size-O n2+ ln()−ln(1−)

deterministic

2

circuit. This is bigger than the ideal O(n ) size from the unbounded depth setting.

1
2

3
4

For functions and circuits, we implicitly refer to a family of functions, one for each size n where n is
implicit. The same holds for Maj .
Prior work often called promise majority “approximate majority” [14, 15]. But, approximate majority
also refers to the standard notion of approximating a Boolean function [5]. To avoid confusion, we follow
the convention suggested in [11] to refer to the promise problem version of majority as promise majority.
In this paper, we use size of a circuit to mean the number of gates.
In this paper, all circuits are constant depth alternating circuits (AC0 circuits) unless stated otherwise.
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This paper gives new, super-quadratic size lower bounds for depth-3 circuits computing
-promise majority. Thus applying Adleman’s technique on AC0 circuits to get size-O(n2 )
deterministic circuits using promise majority requires a depth-3 increase. We show this is
tight by giving size-O(n2 ) depth-4 circuits for -promise majority. Thus Adleman’s technique
can be used to get size-O(n2 ) deterministic circuits with a depth-3 increase.

1.2

Our Results

For notation, let Õ(x) indicate order x up to polylogarithmic factors:
I Definition 2. f (n) = Õ(g(n)) if for some integer c, f = O(g(n) ln(n)c ).
f (n) = Ω̃(g(n)) if for some integer c, f = Ω(g(n) ln(n)c ).
First, we give a size lower bound for monotone, depth-3 circuits for promise majority.
Note that the best known depth-3 circuits are monotone.
I Theorem 3. For any  ∈ (0, 1/2),
depth-3 circuit solving the -promise
 a monotone,

ln(1−)
3 2+ ln()
majority problem must have size Ω̃  n
.
We follow this up with some weaker, but still super-quadratic, size lower bounds for
depth-3 circuits computing promise majority.
I Theorem 4. For
a depth-3 circuit solving the -promise majority problem
 any  ∈ (0,2 1/2),

ln(1− )
3 2+ 2 ln()
must have size Ω̃  n
.
Minor improvements to Ajtai’s promise majority circuits [2] gives depth-4, quadratic size,
promise majority circuits.
I Theorem
 5. For constant  ∈ (0, 1/2), there exists non uniform, monotone, depth-4,
2
size-O n circuits solving the -promise majority problem.
We then show how to solve -promise majority with even smaller circuits with larger
depths using a divide and conquer strategy.
monotone,
depth-(2 + 2k)
I Theorem 6. For constant  ∈ (0, 1/2), there exists non uniform,


1
−k
1−2
circuits solving the -promise majority problem with size Õ n
.
The above circuits are not explicit, or uniform: we do not know how to construct it
efficiently. However, we next give P-Uniform circuits for promise majority: circuits with a
polynomial-time algorithm to construct them. These circuits use a slight improvement to
Viola’s depth-3 promise majority circuits [14] with a divide and conquer strategy.
I Theorem 7. For constant  ∈ (0, 1/2), there exists P-uniform, monotone, depth-(2 + 2k)
1

circuits solving the -promise majority problem with size n

1−

( 23 )

k

+o(1)

.

2

For k = 2, this gives depth-6, size-o(n ), P-uniform, monotone circuits for promise
majority.
I Corollary 8. For constant  ∈ (0, 1/2), there exists P-uniform, monotone, depth-6 circuits
9
solving the -promise majority problem with size n 5 +o(1) .
Thus a P-uniform PRG with O(n) seeds for AC0 could derandomize linear-size, randomized
circuits to get quadratic-size, deterministic circuits with a depth increase of 5. Finding such
PRGs, or even PRGs with polynomially many seeds, is still open. Though, work by Dean
Doron, Dana Moshkovitz, Justin Oh and David Zuckerman constructs nearly quadratic PRGs
conditioned on some complexity theoretic assumptions [8].
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1.3

Related Work

There are well known polynomial-size AC0 circuits for promise majority. First, Ajtai gave
polynomial size, depth-3 circuits for -promise majority [2]. Ajtai later gave uniform, even
deterministic log time uniform, AC0 circuits for promise majority [3]. But, these uniform
circuits have large depth and their constructions are complicated. Viola later gave simpler
P-Uniform, depth-3 AC0 circuits for promise majority [14].
Chaudhuri and Radhakrishnan
[6] proved
 that any depth-d circuit computing -promise

1

majority must have size Ω (n) 1−1/4d − n . This gives super-linear lower bounds for depth-3
circuits, but not close to quadratic. Their paper uses deterministic restrictions for lower
bounds similar to ours, but our paper uses fan-in lower bounds from Viola [14] and different
restrictions to get better depth-3 lower bounds.
In the same
 [6], Chaudhuri and Radhakrishnan gave, for any k, depth-O(k) circuits
 work
1

with size O n1+ 2k for -promise majority. Like our paper, it uses a recursive strategy, but
we use a different recursive strategy that gives shallower circuits.
Exact threshold functions in AC0 have been studied extensively. Ragde and Wigderson
[13] show that for integer r > 0, the ln(n)r threshold function, which computes whether
W (x) > ln(n)r , has AC0 circuits with depth O(r) and size o(n). This improves on a
result by Ajtai and Ben-Or [4]. Further, Håstad, Wegener, Wurm, and Yi [10] show that
polylogarithmic threshold functions have sub-polynomial size, constant-depth circuits.
Results by Amano [5] building on work by O’Donnell and Wimmer
 [12]prove the minimum
1

size for a depth-d circuit computing majority on most inputs is Θ n 2d−1 . This is consistent
√
with promise majority results because most inputs are close to balanced, within a O(1/ n)
factor, but promise majority is only guaranteed to give majority on inputs that are far from
balanced. 

1
For  = 21 − ln(n)
, Viola proved that randomized, depth-(k + 1), polynomial-size
k
circuits can solve -promise majority, but deterministic, depth-(k + 2), polynomial-size
circuits cannot. Further, there are deterministic, depth-(k + 3), polynomial-size circuits for
-promise majority [15].
The same work [15] gave size lower bounds for depth-3 -promise majority circuits, but
the bounds are less than linear for  < 0.49. Closer analysis gives better lower bounds, but
we could not get quadratic lower bounds for  < 0.49 with this technique.
A later work by Limaye, Srinivasan and Tripathi [11] showed that deterministic,
 depth-

(k + 1), polynomial-size AC0 circuits with parity gates also cannot solve
majority.

2
2.1

1
2

−

1
ln(n)k

-promise

Proof Ideas
Monotone Depth-3 Circuit Lower Bounds

For depth-3 promise majority circuits, without loss of generality, assume the first level of
gates are AND gates5 . Call the inputs “variables”, the first level gates “clauses”, and the
second level gates “DNFs”.

5

Switching the ANDs to ORs and ORs to ANDs in a circuit solving -promise majority still solves
-promise majority. To see this, observe that flipping all the input bits will flip a Maj1 input to a Maj0
input. Then apply de Morgan’s law.
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To prove lower bounds for a depth-3 circuit, we construct adversarial restrictions that
simplify the circuit while setting too few variables to violate the promise. To do this, we use
two main tools. The first is a lemma from Viola [14] that we use to remove gates with very
small fan in at the first level.
The second is a greedy set cover algorithm which shows that any collections of large
subsets of variables can have a large fraction of the subsets hit by a small fraction of variables.
To do this, we repeatedly select a variable in at least the average number of sets per variable.
First, we show DNFs have Ω̃(n1+α ) clauses for some α > 0. To do this, we eliminate
small clauses using the first idea, then eliminate a large fraction of clauses with few 0s using
the second idea. This leaves many clauses while eliminating a large fraction of clauses, thus
we started with many clauses.
Then, we show the circuit has Ω̃(n2+α ) clauses. First, we use the second idea to remove
any very large clauses. This lets us fix clauses to 1 without using too many variables. Then,
using the second idea again, we can hit many DNFs using few clauses. Thus there must be
many clauses so we can not hit every DNF using few clauses.
We generally
will not worry about integrality. This only becomes an issue when  =

Õ n−1/2 as some restrictions would not have size greater than one. In that case, our lower
bounds hold trivially as n gates can be fixed to a constant assigning only n variables.

2.2

General Depth-3 Circuit Lower Bounds

The proof for non-monotone circuits is similar but with an additional hurdle. In monotone
circuits, setting variables to 0 only makes clauses 0. But with negations, we can actually
shrink clauses without eliminating them. This is an issue for showing DNFs must be large,
but the rest of the argument only needs minor changes.
The solution is to set adversarial bits probabilistically. We independently set each bit to
1 with probability . With good probability, this will give an input in Maj0 . Some DNFs
then must have a good probability of “noticing” and becoming 0.
With high probability, fixing a small fraction of variables according to D will eliminate
many clauses. For some α > 0, if a DNF is smaller than n1+α this will make it constant.
With good probability, setting the rest of the variables gives an input this DNF must “notice”
and become 0. Thus, if the DNF is small, for some input it will be fixed to the constant 0
with only a few variables fixed. This cannot happen, so the DNF must be larger than n1+α .

2.3

Small Sized Circuits

1
To get small circuits, first we amplify the  promise input to a polylog(n)
promise input by
taking majority over O(ln(ln(n))) length walks on an expander graph. Then we separate our
1
input into polynomially small groups and run a ln(n)
-promise majority on each. This gives a
polynomially smaller layer which satisfies just an ln(n) factor worse promise. Applying this
several times computes majority of the promise input.
1
Ajtai’s promise majority strategy gives a quadratic-sized ln(n)
-promise majority circuit.
Using this with the divide and conquer strategy above gives non uniform small circuits.
For our uniform circuit, we look at Viola’s circuit [14]. It uses a hitting property that
requires n3+o(1) many random walks for each of our n bits, requiring an overall size of n4+o(1) .
We reduce this by showing it suffices to let each bit only range over random walks starting
1
at that bit, giving a size-n3+o(1) circuit for ln(n)
-promise majority.
Applying this improved version of Viola’s depth-3 circuit with our divide and conquer
strategy gives our uniform small circuits.
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2.4

Terminology

We will use biased inputs in our proofs.
I Definition 9 ( Biased Input). For any  ∈ [0, 1] the  biased input D is a random variable
over {0, 1}n where each bit independently is 1 with probability .
As with Maj0 and Maj1 , n in D is implicit. D is related to Maj0 by a central limit
theorem: Pr[D ∈ Maj0 ] > 31 for large enough n.
We will make sub DNFs by only taking some clauses from a larger DNF.
I Definition 10 (Sub DNF). Let G be a DNF with clauses C = {Ci : i ∈ [k]} so that
W
W
G = i∈[k] Ci . Let Λ ⊆ [k] and H be a DNF with H = i∈Λ Ci .
Then we say that H is sub DNF of G or G has sub DNF H.
Restrictions fix some bits in the input to a function. We formalize this as a function that
takes unrestricted bits as input and outputs the restricted and unrestricted bits together6 .
I Definition 11 (Restriction). A restriction ρ on n variables of size m is a function ρ :
{0, 1}n−m → {0, 1}n such that for some c ∈ {0, 1}m and some permutation of [n], π, for all
x ∈ {0, 1}n−m and i ∈ n:
ρ(x)i =

(
cπi
xπi −m

πi ≤ m
πi > m

We write the size of ρ as |ρ| = m and define f ρ = f ◦ ρ.
When we apply a restriction, ρ, to a DNF, F , we let F ρ be the DNF which is F with
variables restricted in ρ set to their restricted value. We simplify such a DNF to remove any
clause that has been set to 0. We count the size of a DNF by its number of clauses.
I Definition 12 (DNF Size and Width). For a DNF F , the size of F , |F |, is the number of
clauses in F . Any DNF that is the constant 1 or 0 function has size 0.
We say a DNF F has width w if no clause in F has width greater than w.

3
3.1

Monotone Depth-3 Circuit Size Lower Bounds
Removing Small Clauses

We use a result from Viola [14], Lemma 11 therein. Intuitively, this lemma says for a DNF
with small width, either there is some setting to a small number of variables that makes it 0,
or under a randomized input it is unlikely to be 0.
I Lemma 13. Let G be a DNF with a sub DNF F . Assume for some positive integers w and
w
2
m, F has width at most w and Pr[G(D ) = 0] ≥ e− ·m/w . Then there exists a restriction ρ
with |ρ| ≤ m such that F ρ = 0 and Pr[G ρ (D ) = 0] ≥ Pr[G(D ) = 0].
Our result is slightly generalized over the original. See the full version of this paper for
details. As a corollary, we can can apply small restrictions to eliminate small width clauses.

6

This is an equivalent but slightly nonstandard way to define restrictions.
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I Corollary 14. Suppose we have  ∈ (0, 1/2), DNF F and constant α > 0 such that
Pr[F (D ) = 0] ≥ n−α . Then for sufficiently large n and


ln(n)5
w = log
n ln()2
n
there is a restriction ρ restricting at most m = ln(n)
variables so that any clause C in F
with width less than w has C ρ = 0 and Pr[F ρ (D ) = 0] ≥ Pr[F (D ) = 0].

Proof. Let F 0 be the sub DNF of F with clauses of width less than w. Then
ln(n)5

−α n ln()2

E[F (D ) = 0] ≥ n−α = e−α ln(n) = e

2
n ln()
ln(n) ln(n)3

ln()2

=e

−αw m ln(n)3

≥ e−

w

m w12

From Lemma 13, there is a restriction ρ of size m with E[F ρ (D ) = 0] ≥ E[F (D ) = 0]
setting F 0 ρ = 0. Any width w clause C would be in F 0 , thus C ρ = 0 since F 0 ρ = 0. J

3.2

Covering Many Large Sets with Few Elements

We prove the simplest version of the clause elimination result, but slight variations will be
used in multiple places. In particular, in the non-monotone lower bounds, we can’t quite
reduce the problem to set cover, but the same algorithm still works with a similar bound.
Since the proofs look very similar, we only present one in detail. We show how to remove
many clauses from a monotone DNF with a small restriction
I Lemma 15. Let F be a monotone DNF where each clause has width at least w. Then for
any positive integer b, there is some restriction ρ with |ρ| = b only fixing variables to 0 such
b
that |F ρ | < |F |ew ln(1− n+1 )
Proof. The idea is to restrict the variable that intersects the most clauses to 0. This removes
at least the average number of clauses per variable, which when we have m clauses and have
mw
. After b restrictions, we get ρ with |ρ| = b and
fixed i variables is at least n−i
|F ρ | ≤ |F |

b−1
Y
i=0

w
1−
n−i


.

We prove this by induction then simplify. For the base case where b = 0, F is unchanged
and we get the empty product, so the inequality holds.

Qb−2 
w
For b > 0, we have some ρ0 restricting b − 1 variables with |F ρ0 | ≤ |F | i=0 1 − n−i
.
Then F ρ0 is a function on n + 1 − b variables. Let s be the variable in the most clauses of
w
clauses. Let ρ be ρ0 also fixing s to 0. Then:
F ρ0 . Then s is in at least |F ρ0 | n+1−b

b−1
Y
w
w
|F ρ | ≤ |F ρ0 | − |F ρ0 |
= |F |
1−
,
n+1−b
n−i
i=0
completing our induction. The above equation simplifies to:
|F ρ | = |F |

b−1
Y

1−

i=0

From calculus
Z b+1
b
X
1
≥
i
a
i=a

w
n−i


< |F |e

Pb−1
i=0

w
− n−i

−w

= |F |e

Pn
i=n+1−b

1/i

.

(1)

we have
1
dx = ln
x



b+1
a


,
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which applied to Equation (1) gives
|F ρ | < |F |e

−w

Pn

1
i=n+1−b i

n+1

b

≤ |F |e−w ln( n+1−b ) = |F |ew ln(1− n+1 ) .

J

The same idea gives the simpler bound:
I Corollary 16. Let F be a monotone DNF where each clause has width at least w. Then
for any integer b there is some restriction ρ with |ρ| ≤ b such that |F ρ | < |F |e−wb/n .
With this idea, we can remove all large clauses fixing few variables. For the non-monotone
case, we only remove half the average number of clauses with each variable, giving:
I Corollary 17. Let F be a collection of clauses. Then there is some restriction ρ fixing n/p
variables such that F ρ has width w = 2 ln(|F |)p.

3.3

Monotone DNF Size

We prove that any DNF with a good chance of “noticing” inputs from D has a large size.
DNF F with F (Maj1 ) = 1 and
I Lemma 18. Suppose for  ∈ (0, 1/2), there is a monotone

ln(1−)
Pr[F (D ) = 0] ≥ 1/nα for constant α. Then F has Ω̃ n1+ ln()
clauses.
Proof. The idea is to restrict our function until we are only promised it outputs 1 on an
Maj1/ ln(n) input. Using Lemma 15, we can do this in such a way that eliminates a large
n
fraction of clauses. Then since we still need to output 1 if we have fewer than ln(n)
more
n
zeros, we can choose these remaining ln(n) zeros to each eliminate one clause, showing that
n
there are still ln(n)
clauses left. This will imply that we must have started with the claimed
number of clauses.


5
n
For w = log nln(n)
, by Corollary 14, there is restriction ρ with |ρ| ≤ ln(n)
and F ρ
2
ln()


1
that has no clauses smaller than w. Denote F2 = F ρ . Note F2 solves F2 Maj(1−1/ ln(n)) =
1 and has no clauses smaller than w.
Now we use Lemma 15 to get restriction ρ2 that assigns n(1 − 2/ ln(n)) variables and:
|F2 ρ2 | ≤|F2 |e

w ln 1−

n(1−2/ ln(n))
n+1


.

Now we simplify the above exponent. For 0 < x < 12 and 0 < y, by a Taylor argument
we have ln(1 − x + y) ≤ ln(1 − x) + 2y. Then for sufficiently large n:


n(1 − 2/ ln(n))
ln 1 −
n+1




= ln 1 −  +


2n
1
+
n + 1 n + 1 ln(n)


≤ ln(1 − ) +

5
.
ln(n)

Now including w,

w ln 1 −

n(1 − 2/ ln(n))
n+1

ln(n) − ln


≤

<



ln(n)5
 ln()2

ln(1/)
ln(n) ln(1 − )
−
ln(1/)




5
ln(1 − ) +
ln(n)


5
ln ln(n)
ln()2 ln(1 − )
ln(1/)



+

5
.
ln(1/)
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Then applying this to our size bound

n(1−2/ ln(n))
w ln 1−
n+1
|F2 ρ2 | ≤|F2 |e


5
ln(n)
 ln()2

ln

<|F2 |e

ln(n) ln(1−)
−
ln(1/)

ln(1−)

ln(1/)

5
+ ln(1/)

ln(1−)

<|F2 |n ln(1/) 2 ln(n)5 e8 .


1
Since ρ and ρ2 only restricts n 1 − ln(n)
clauses, F2 ρ2 (Maj1/ ln(n) ) = 1. Further,
since F is monotone, ρ and ρ2 only fixed variables to 0. Therefore, F2 ρ2 6= 1. Then F2 ρ2
n
must have at least ln(n)
clauses. Thus:
ln(1−)
n
≤ |F2 ρ2 | ≤ e8 |F2 |n ln(1/) 2 ln(n)5
ln(n)
ln(1−)

n1+ ln()
≤|F2 |.
2e8 ln(n)6


ln(1−)
F has at least as many clauses as F2 , thus |F | = Ω̃ n1+ ln() .

3.4

J

Monotone Circuit Size Lower Bounds

Now we prove the monotone depth-3 promise majority circuit lower bounds.
I Theorem 3. For any  ∈ (0, 1/2),
depth-3 circuit solving the -promise
 a monotone,

ln(1−)
3 2+ ln()
majority problem must have size Ω̃  n
.
Proof. Let F be a monotone depth-3 circuit computing -promise majority. We will refer
to the first level gates as clauses, and the second level gates as DNFs. Let |F | refer to the
number of clauses in F , and kF k refer to the number of DNFs. If F has more than n2+α
gates, we are done. So suppose it does not.
ln(n))
Let α = ln(1−+3/
ln(−3/ ln(n)) . We can show that
α>

ln(1 − )
−O
ln()



1
ln(n)


.


So if we show |F | = Ω̃ 3 n2+α , then the second term in α becomes a constant.
n
First, from Corollary 17, we have a restriction ρ fixing ln(n)
variables such that any
ln(n)
clause
wider

 than w = 2 ln(|F |)  is set to 0. Let F2 = F ρ . See that2 F2 solves the
1
 1 − ln(n)
-promise majority problem and has no clauses wider than 6 ln(n)
 .

By Lemma 18, every DNF G with Pr[G(D(1−3/ ln(n) )) = 0] ≥ 1/n3+α has at least cn1+α
clauses for some polylogarithm c. Let F3 be the sub circuit of F2 with only the DNFs of F2
larger than cn1+α .
Since no clauses are wider than w, we can set any m clauses in F3 to 0 by fixing only
mw variables. Then, analogous to Corollary 16, there exists a restriction ρ2 fixing n/ ln(n)
variables to 1 such that:
kF3 ρ2 k ≤ kF3 ke−cn

1+α

(|ρ2 |/w)/|F3 |

,

where kF3 ρ2 k is the number of DNFs in F3 not fixed to 1 or 0 under the restriction ρ2 .
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See that F2 ρ2 still solves the (1−2/ ln(n))-majority problem. By a central limit theorem,
D(1−2/ ln(n)) has a constant nonzero probability of being in Maj0(1−2/ ln(n)) . Since F2 has
fewer than n2+α DNFs (by assumption), some DNF in F2 , A, must be 0 on D(1−2/ ln(n))
with probability greater than 1/n3+α . By Lemma 18, A has size at least cn1+α . Thus A
must also be in F3 . Thus kF3 ρ2 k ≥ 1.
Now we can compute a lower bound for |F3 |:
|ρ |

1 ≤kF3 ρ2 k ≤ kF3 ke
2

c n

e
c3 n2+α

2+α

1
w|F3 | ln(n)

−cn1+α w|F2

3|

≤kF3 k

1
≤ ln (kF3 k)
2 ln(|F |) ln(n)|F3 | ln(n)

Ω̃ 3 n2+α ≤|F3 |.

Using the definition of α and that |F | > |F3 | we get:




ln(1−)
ln(1−)

1
3 2+α
3 2+ ln() −O ln(n)
≥ Ω̃ 3 n2+ ln() .
|F | ≥ Ω̃  n
≥ Ω̃  n

4

J

General Depth-3 Circuits

The proof of the size lower bound for general depth-3 circuits computing promise majority is
almost the same as the monotone case, except for the proof that DNFs must be large. We
only prove our DNF size lower bound here, the circuit lower bound follows similar to the
proof of Theorem 3.
I Lemma 19. Suppose  ∈ (0, 1/2), and F is a DNF such thatPr[F (D ) =0] ≥ 1/nα for
ln(1−2 )
some constant α and F (Maj1 ) = 1. Then F has size at least Ω̃ n1+ 2 ln() .
Proof. First, see that if F (Maj1 ) = 1 and F =
6 1, there must be at least n clauses. Otherwise
 
we could fix one variable in each clause to 0 using fewer than n zeros. Then for  = Õ √1n


3
√
.
the lemma is satisfied. So take  = ω ln(n)
n
5

Let m = n(1−2/ ln(n)) and w = log ( nln(n)
ln()2 ). We will define a sequence of probabilistic
restrictions, ρ0 , ..., ρm , each restricting one more variable according to D . At the same time
we will construct a sequence of sub DNFs of F , F0 , ..., Fm , each a subset of the last, so that
each Fi ρi has width at least w.
Informally, with decent probability each Fi is significantly smaller than the last. Thus by
a Chernoff bound, with high probability Fm has a small fraction of the clauses of F . Then we
use Corollary 14 to eliminate the small width clauses in Fm ρm . With good probability the
DNF will still not be 1, in which case it must still have an almost linear number of clauses.
Thus there must have been many clauses to destroy so many and have so many left.
Let ρ0 restrict no variables and F0 be F restricted to clauses wider than w. Then for any i,
let ρi be ρi−1 plus restricting whichever variable appears in the most clauses in Fi−1 ρi−1 to
one with probability  and 0 otherwise. Then let Fi be the clauses such that they have width
greater than w in F ρi . See that Fi ⊆ Fi−1 , since further restrictions will only decrease the
size and number of clauses.
|Fi−1 |w
With probability at least , ρi will eliminate at least 2(n−i+1)
clauses. Thus:



w
Pr |Fi+1 | ≤ |Fi | 1 −
≥ .
2(n − i)
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Let k be the number of times the above inequality holds. By an argument similar to
Lemma 15:
|Fm | ≤ |F0 |

k−1
Y

1−

i=0

w
2(n − i)

k

w

≤ |F0 |e 2

k
ln(1− n+1
)

.

See the expected value of k is at least m. By a Chernoff bound, we have:
Pr[k < (1 −

2
1
−  n
− m
)m] ≤ e 2 ln(n)2 < e ln(n)3 .
ln(n)

Now, notice that ρm only sets variables according to an  biased distribution. So if we
just finish sampling the rest of the variables from D , it is the same as sampling all the
variables from D . Thus:
Eρm [Pr[F ρm (D ) = 0]] = Pr[F (D ) = 0].
We need high probability that F ρm still outputs 0 with polynomial probability on D .
Applying the above equation and our assumption we get:
1
≤Eρm [Pr[F ρm (D ) = 0]]
nα


1
1
≤ 2α + Pr Pr[F ρm (D ) = 0] > 2α
ρm
n
n


1
1
1
− 2α ≤ Pr Pr[F ρm (D ) = 0] > 2α .
ρm
nα
n
n
The probability that ρm has both Pr[F ρm (D ) = 0] > 1/n2α and k > (1 −

1
ln(n) )m

is

2 n
− ln(n)
3

at least n1α − n12α − e
, which for large n is positive. Then take such ρm as ρ.
By Corollary 14, we have a restriction of F |ρ , ρ0 , which restricts n/ ln(n) variables and
leaves no clauses of width less than w, and has
Pr[F ρ ρ0 (D ) = 0] ≥ Pr[F ρ (D ) = 0] ≥

1
.
n2α

Now call F 0 = F ρ ρ0 . See that F 0 has fixed n(1 −
0

(Maj1/ ln(n) )

0

1
ln(n) )

variables. Thus it still satisfies

0

F
= 1. Since F 6= 1, |F | ≥ n/ ln(n). The clauses in F 0 had width greater
than w in Fm , otherwise ρ0 would have set them to 0. Thus |Fm | ≥ n/ ln(n). Together we
have:
w
k
n
≤|F0 |e 2 ln(1− n+1 )
ln(n)
w

ln 1−

≤|F0 |e 2


ln

≤|F0 |e
(

ln 1−2

Ω̃ n

1+

2 ln()

)

(1−1/ ln(n))m
n+1

n ln()2
ln(n)5




(ln(1−2 )+62 / ln(n))

2 ln(1/)

!
≤|F0 |.
(

ln 1−2

Thus F has at least Ω̃ n

1+

2 ln()

)

!
clauses.

J
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5

Circuit Upper Bounds

This section mostly uses standard techniques and the details are left for the full paper. A
close analysis of Ajtai’s [2] promise majority circuits gives:
I Theorem 20. For any  ∈ (0, 1/2), there
exists monotone, depth-3
circuits solving the


ln(1−)
2 2+ ln()−ln(1−)
-promise majority problem with size O ( ln()) n
.
This also gives the corollary we will use for our stronger upper bounds for higher depth.


I Corollary 21. For any  = O ln(ln(n))
, there are monotone, depth-3 circuits solving the
ln(n)

-promise majority problem with size O n2 .
Using random walks on expander graphs, we can amplify our promise. The polylogarithmic
factor in the size depends on  and k.
I Lemma 22. For any constant k and  ∈ (0, 1/2), there exists P-Uniform, monotone,
depth-3 circuits with size Õ(n) amplifying a Maj0 input to a Maj0 1 output and a Maj1
ln(n)k

input to a Maj1

1
ln(n)k

output.

With amplification and quadratic-size circuits, we can trivially prove the existence of
depth-4, size-Õ(n2 ) circuits for promise majority. But the circuit size only depends on the
number of potential inputs (not the number of bits used to represent them). Thus the circuit
has size O(n2 ).
I Theorem
 5. For constant  ∈ (0, 1/2), there exists non uniform, monotone, depth-4,
size-O n2 circuits solving the -promise majority problem.
We can apply promise majority circuits in a divide and conquer fashion to get the
following:
1
-promise majority, then
I Lemma 23. If there are depth-3 circuits with size nα solving ln(n)
1
for any positive integer k, there are depth-(1 + 2k) circuits solving ln(n)
k -promise majority
with size
1

kn

1−

k

( α−1
α ) ,

which is uniform and monotone if the depth-3 circuits are uniform and monotone.
Combining Lemma 23 with amplification and our quadratic-sized majority gives:
I Theorem 6. For constant  ∈ (0, 1/2), there exists non uniform,
monotone,
depth-(2 + 2k)


1
−k
1−2
circuits solving the -promise majority problem with size Õ n
.
For uniform circuits, we refine Viola’s result [14] by giving a more efficient way to use the
random walks in the existing algorithm.

I Theorem 24. There exists P-uniform, monotone, depth-3, size-O n3+o(1) circuits solving
1
the ln(n)
-promise majority problem.
Again applying amplification and divide and conquer we get:
I Theorem 7. For constant  ∈ (0, 1/2), there exists P-uniform, monotone, depth-(2 + 2k)
1
2

circuits solving the -promise majority problem with size n 1−( 3 )

k

+o(1)

.
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Closing Statements & Open Problems

Some technical details, especially the upper bounds, have been left to the full version of the
paper [7] on ECCC at https://eccc.weizmann.ac.il/report/2020/122/.
These results are essentially tight in the following sense. For a wide range of , between
 = o(1) and  = n−o(1) , the optimal size of depth-3 circuits for -promise majority is n2±o(1) .
These lower bounds do not obviously extend to depth-4 circuits, so the right size for
promise majority at higher depths is less clear. Better amplification plus Ajtai’s promise
majority circuit can actually achieve circuits with size significantly smaller than n2 . So our
upper bounds are not optimal for depths greater than 3.
For depth-3 circuits computing promise majority, we gave four different size bounds: a
lower bound for monotone circuits, a lower bound for general circuits, an upper bound for
monotone circuits, and an upper bound for uniform monotone circuits. Each of these bounds
differs by a polynomial factor, but we suspect they are equal.
Finally, here are some open problems:
1. Is there a way to derandomize any depth-d, size-O(n), randomized circuit to get a
depth-(d + 2), size-O(n2 ), deterministic circuit?
We did not find any function f that has a randomized, depth-d, size-O(n) circuit, R,
computing f , but no deterministic, depth-(d + 2), size-O(n2 ) circuit computing f . We
only showed that taking promise majority over O(n) copies of R (as you would with
an ideal PRG) would give super-quadratic circuits. There may always be some other
deterministic, depth-(d + 2), size-O(n2 ) circuit computing f .
2. Do negations help solve promise majority?
Our lower bounds for monotone circuits are better than our general lower bounds. It
does not seem like negations should help, but we were unable to rule it out.
3. What is optimal size for depth-3 circuits computing -promise majority?
For constant
there is a polynomial
  ∈ (0, 1/2),

 gap between even our monotone lower
bounds Ω̃ n2+

ln(1−)
ln()

ln(1−)

, and upper bounds O n2+ ln()−ln(1−) .

For constant α ∈ (0, 1/2) and  = n−α , there is a polynomial gap between our lower
bounds Ω̃ n2−3α and our upper bounds Õ n2−2α .
4. What is the optimal size for depth greater than 3?


1
Chaudhuri and Radhakrishnan [6] gave size lower bounds of roughly Ω n1+ 22d for
depth-d
-promise
majority circuits, while we only achieve upper bounds of roughly


1
1+
Ω n 2d/2−1 .
5. Do these bounds extend to AC0 with parity, or other circuit classes below TC0?
6. Are there uniform depth-3 circuits for promise majority with the same size as Ajtai’s
construction? Can we get uniform, depth-4, quadratic size circuits for promise majority?
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Abstract
In a dynamic data structure problem we wish to maintain an encoding of some data in memory,
in such a way that we may efficiently carry out a sequence of queries and updates to the data. A
long-standing open problem in this area is to prove an unconditional polynomial lower bound of
a trade-off between the update time and the query time of an adaptive dynamic data structure
computing some explicit function. Ko and Weinstein provided such lower bound for a restricted
class of semi-adaptive data structures, which compute the Disjointness function. There, the data
are subsets x1 , . . . , xk and y of {1, . . . , n}, the updates can modify y (by inserting and removing
elements), and the queries are an index i ∈ {1, . . . , k} (query i should answer whether xi and y are
disjoint, i.e., it should compute the Disjointness function applied to (xi , y)). The semi-adaptiveness
places a restriction in how the data structure can be accessed in order to answer a query. We
generalize the lower bound of Ko and Weinstein to work not just for the Disjointness, but for any
function having high complexity under the smooth corruption bound.
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1

Introduction

In a dynamic data structure problem we wish to maintain an encoding of some data in
memory, in such a way that we may efficiently carry out a sequence of queries and updates
to the data. A suitable computational model to study dynamic data structures is the cell
probe model of Yao [21]. Here we think of the memory divided into registers, or cells, where
each cell can carry w bits, and we measure efficiency by counting the number of memory
accesses, or probes, needed for each query and each update – these are respectively called the
query time tq and update time tu . The main goal of this line of research is to understand the
inherent trade-off between w, tq and tu , for various interesting problems. Specifically, one
would like to show lower bounds on t = max{tq , tu } for reasonable choices of w (which is
typically logarithmic in the size of the data).
© Pavel Dvořák and Bruno Loff;
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The first lower bound
for this setting was proven by Fredman and Saks [8], which proved

t = Ω log n/ log log n for various problems. These lower bounds were successively improved
[15, 17, 13, 14], and we are now able to show that certain problems with non-Boolean
queries require t = Ω (logn/ log log n)2 , and certain problems with Boolean queries require
t = Ω (log n/ log log n)3/2 .
The major unsolved question in this area is to prove a polynomial lower bound on t. For
example, consider the dynamic reachability problem, where we wish to maintain a directed
n-vertex graph in memory, under edge insertions and deletions, while being able to answer
reachability queries (“is vertex i connected to vertex j?”). Is it true that any scheme for the
dynamic reachability problem requires t = Ω(nδ ), for some constant δ > 0? Indeed, such
a lower bound is known under various complexity-theoretic assumptions1 , the question is
whether such a lower bound may be proven unconditionally.
In an influential paper [18], Mihai Pătraşcu proposed an approach to this unsolved question.
He defines a data structure problem, called the multiphase problem. Let us represent partial
functions f : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n → {0, 1} as total functions f 0 : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n → {0, 1, ∗}
where f 0 (x, y) = ∗ if f (x, y) is not defined. Then associated with a partial Boolean function
f : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n → {0, 1, ∗}, and a natural number k ≥ 1, we may define a corresponding
multiphase problem of f as the following dynamic process:
Phase I - Initialization. We are given k inputs x1 , . . . , xk ∈ {0, 1}n , and are allowed to
preprocess this input in time nk · tp .
Phase II - Update. We are then given another input y ∈ {0, 1}n , and we have time n · tu to
read and update the memory locations from the data structure constructed in Phase I.
Phase III - Query. Finally, we are given a query i ∈ [k], we have time tq to answer the
question whether f (xi , y) = 1. If f (xi , y) is not defined, the answer can be arbitrary.
Typically we will have k = poly(n). Let us be more precise, and consider randomized
solutions to the above problem.
I Definition 1 (Scheme for the multiphase problem of f ). Let f : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n → {0, 1, ∗}
be a partial Boolean function. A scheme for the multiphase problem of f with preprocessing

time tp , update time tu and query time tq is a triple D = E, {Uy }y∈{0,1}n , {Qi }i∈[k] , where:
k
s
E : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}w maps the input x to the memory contents E(x), where
each of the s memory locations holds w bits. E must be computed in time nk · tp by a
Random-Access Machine (RAM).
s
u
For each y ∈ {0, 1}n , Uy : {0, 1}w → {0, 1}w is a decision-tree of depth ≤ n · tu ,
which reads E(x) and produces a sequence Uy E(x) of u updates.2
s
u
For each i ∈ [k], Qi : {0, 1}w × {0, 1}w → {0, 1} is a decision-tree of depth ≤ tq .3

k
For all x ∈ {0, 1}n , y ∈ {0, 1}n , and i ∈ [k],

f (xi , y) 6= ∗ =⇒ Qi E(x), Uy (E(x)) = f (xi , y).
1
2

3

See [16, 1]. Strictly speaking, these conditional lower bounds only work if the preprocessing time, which
is the time taken to encode the data into memory, is also bounded. But we will ignore this distinction.
In the usual way of defining the update phase, we have a read/write decision-tree Uy which changes the
very same cells that it reads. But when w = Ω(log s), this can be seen to be equivalent, up to constant
factors, to the definition we present here, where we have a decision-tree Uy that writes the updates on a
separate location. In order to simulate a scheme that uses a read/write decision-tree, we may use a hash
table with O(1) worst-case lookup time, such as cuckoo hashing. Then we have a read-only decision-tree
Uy0 (E(x)) whose output is the hash table containing all the i ∈ [s] which were updated by Uy (E(x)),
associated with their final value in the execution of Uy (E(x)). Note that the hash table itself is static.
All our results will hold even if Qi is allowed to depend arbitrarily on xi . This makes for a less natural
model, however, so we omit this from the definitions.
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In a randomized scheme for the multiphase problem of f , each Uy and Qi are distributions
k
over decision trees, and it must hold that for all x ∈ {0, 1}n , y ∈ {0, 1}n , and i ∈ [k],
f (xi , y) 6= ∗ =⇒




Pr Qi E(x), Uy (E(x)) = f (xi , y) ≥ 1 − ε.

Qi ,Uy

The value ε is called the error probability of the scheme.
Pătraşcu [18] considered this problem where f = DISJ is the Disjointness function:
(
DISJ(x, y) =

0

if there exists i ∈ [n] such that xi = yi = 1

1

otherwise

He conjectured that any scheme for the multiphase problem of DISJ will necessarily have
max{tp , tu , tq } ≥ nδ for some constant δ > 0.
Pătraşcu shows that such lower bounds on the multiphase problem for DISJ would imply
polynomial lower bounds for various dynamic data structure problems. For example such
lower bounds would imply that dynamic reachability requires t = Ω(nδ ). He also shows
that these lower bounds hold true under the assumption that 3SUM has no sub-quadratic
algorithms.
Finally, Pătraşcu then defines a 3-player Number-On-Forehead (NOF) communication
game, such that lower bounds on this game imply matching lower bounds for the multiphase
problem. The game associated with a function f : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n → {0, 1} is as follows:
1. Alice is given x1 , . . . , xk ∈ {0, 1}n and i ∈ [k], Bob gets y ∈ {0, 1}n and i ∈ [k] and
Charlie gets x1 , . . . , xk and y.
2. Charlie sends a private message of `1 bits to Bob and then he is silent.
3. Alice and Bob communicate `2 bits and want to compute f (xi , y).
Pătraşcu [18] conjectured that if `1 is o(k), then `2 has to be bigger than the communication
complexity of f . However, this conjecture turned out to be false. The randomized communication complexity of DISJ is Ω(n) [19, 10, 3], but Chattopadhyay
et al. [6] construct

√
a protocol for f = DISJ where both `1 , `2 = O n · log k . They further show that any
randomized scheme in the above model can be derandomized.
So the above communication model is more powerful than it appears at first glance.4
However, a recent paper by Ko and Weinstein [11] succeeds in proving lower bounds for a
simpler version of the multiphase problem, which translate to lower bounds for a restricted
√
class of dynamic data structure schemes. They manage to prove a lower bound of Ω( n)
for the simpler version of the multiphase problem which is associated with the Disjointness
function f = DISJ. Our paper generalizes their result:
We generalize their lower bound to any function f having large complexity according
to the smooth corruption bound, under a product distribution. Disjointness is such a
function [2], but so is Inner Product, Gap Orthogonality, and Gap Hamming Distance [20].
The new lower-bounds we obtain (for Inner-product, Gap Orthogonality, and Gap
√
Hamming Distance) are stronger – Ω(n) instead of the lower-bound Ω( n) for disjointness.
As far as was known before our result, it could well have been that every function
√
had a scheme for the simpler version of the multiphase problem using only O( n)
communication.

4

The conjecture remains that if `1 = o(k), then `2 has to be larger than themaximum distributional
√
communication complexity of f under a product distribution. This is Θ̃ n for Disjointness [2].
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Ko and Weinstein derive their lower-bound via a cut-and-paste lemma which works
specifically for disjointness. This cut-and-paste lemma is a more robust version of the
one appearing in [3], made to work not only for protocols, where the inputs x and y are
independent given the transcript z of the protocol, but also for random-variables that are
“protocol-like”, namely any (x, y, z) where I(x : y | z) is close to 0. Instead, we directly
derive the existence of a large nearly-monochromatic rectangle, from the existence of such
protocol-like random-variables, which is what then allows us to use the smooth corruption
bound. This result is our core technical contribution, and may be of independent interest.
All of the above lower bounds will be shown to hold also for randomized schemes, and
not just for deterministic schemes.

1.1

Semi-adaptive Multiphase Problem

Let us provide rigorous definitions.
I Definition 2 (Semi-adaptive random data structure [11]). Let f :{0, 1}n ×{0, 1}n → {0, 1, ∗}
be a partial function. A scheme D = E, {Uy }y∈{0,1}n , {Qi }i∈[k] for the multiphase
problem
s
u
of f is called semi-adaptive if any path on the decision-tree Qi : {0, 1}w × {0, 1}w →
{0, 1} first queries the first part of the input (the E(x) part), and then queries the second
part of the input (the U (E(x)) part). If D is randomized, then this property must hold for
every randomized choice of Qi .
We point out that the reading of the cells in each part is completely adaptive. The restriction
is only that the data structure cannot read cells of E(x) if it already started to read cells of
U (E(x)). Ko and Weinstein state their result for deterministic data structures, i.e., ε = 0
thus the data structure always returns the correct answer.
I Theorem 3 (Theorem 4.9 of Ko and Weinstein [11]). Let k ≥ ω(n). Any semi-adaptive
deterministic data structure
problem of the DISJ function, must
 that solves√the multiphase

have either tu · n ≥ Ω k/w or tq ≥ Ω n/w .
To prove the lower bound they reduce the semi-adaptive data structure into a low correlation
random process.
I Theorem 4 (Reformulation of Lemma 4.1 of Ko and Weinstein [11]). Let x1 , . . . , xk be
random variables over {0, 1}n and each of them is independently distributed according to
the same distribution µ1 and let y be a random variable over {0, 1}n distributed according
to µ2 (independently of x1 , . . . , xk ). Let D be a randomized semi-adaptive scheme for the
multiphase problem for a partial function f : {0, 1}n ×{0, 1}n → {0, 1, ∗} with error probability
bounded by ε. Then, for any p ≤ o(k) there is a random variable z ∈ {0, 1}m and i ∈ [k] such
that: 

1. Pr f (xi , y)
 6= ∗, zm 6= f (xi , y) ≤ ε.
2. I xi : y z ≤ tq · w + o(tq · w).
3. I y : z ≤ tq · w.

4. I xi : y | z ≤ O tu ·n·w
.
p
Above, I stands for mutual information between random variables, see Section 2.2 for the
definition. The random variable z consists of some xj ’s and transcripts of query phases of D
for some j ∈ [k]. The theorem can be interpreted as saying that the last bit of z predicts
f (xi , y), z has little information about xi and y, and the triple (xi , y, z) is “protocol-like”,
in the sense that xi and y are close to being independent given z. Ko and Weinstein [11]
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proved Theorem 4 for the deterministic schemes for the DISJ function and in the case where
µ1 = µ2 . However, their proof actually works for any (partial) function f and for any two,
possibly distinct distributions µ1 and µ2 . Moreover, their proof also works for randomized
schemes. The resulting statement for randomized schemes for any function f is what we
have given above. To complete the proof of their lower bound, Ko and Weinstein proved
that if we set p (and k) large enough so that I xi : y | z ≤ o(1) then such random variable
z cannot exist when f is the DISJ function. It is this second step which we generalize.
Let f : X × Y → {0, 1} be a function and µ be a distribution over X × Y . A set
R ⊆ X × Y is a rectangle if there exist sets A ⊆ X and B ⊆ Y such that R = A × B. For
b ∈ {0, 1} and 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1, wesay the rectangle R is ρ-error b-monochromatic for f under µ if
µ R ∩ f −1 (1 − b) ≤ ρ · µ R . We say the distribution µ is a product distribution if there are
two independent distribution µ1 over X and µ2 over Y such that µ(x, y) = µ1 (x) × µ2 (y).
For 0 ≤ α ≤ 12 , the distribution µ is α-balanced according to f if µ f −1 (0) , µ f −1 (1) ≥ α.
We will prove that the existence of a random variable z given by Theorem 4 implies that, for
any b ∈ {0, 1}, any balanced product distribution µ and any function g which is “close” to
f , there is a large (according to µ) ρ-error b-monochromatic rectangle for g in terms of tq .
This technique is known as smooth corruption bound [4, 5] or smooth rectangle bound [9].
ρ,λ
We denote the smooth corruption bound of f as scbρ,λ
µ . Informally, scbµ (f ) ≥ s if there is
5
b ∈ {0, 1} and a partial function g : X × Y → {0, 1, ∗} which is close to f such that any
ρ-error b-monochromatic rectangle R ⊆ X × Y for g has size (under µ) at most 2−s . We will
define smooth corruption bound formally in the next section. Thus, if we use Theorem 4 as
a black box we generalize Theorem 3 for any function of large corruption bound.
I Theorem 5 (Main Result). Let λ, ε̃, α̃ ≥ 0 such that α ≥ 2ε for ε = ε̃ + λ, α = α̃ − λ. Let µ
be a product distribution over {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n such that µ is α̃-balanced according to a partial
function f : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n → {0, 1, ∗}. Any semi-adaptive randomized scheme for the

multiphase problem of f , with error probability bounded by ε̃, must have either tu ·n ≥ Ω k/w ,
or


tq · w ≥ Ω α · scbO(ε/α),λ
(f
)
.
µ
We point out that Ω and O in the bound given above hide absolute constants independent of
α, ε and λ.
As a consequence of our main result, and of previously-known bounds on corruption,
n
we are able to show new lower-bounds of tq = Ω( w
) against semi-adaptive schemes for the
multiphase problem of the Inner Product, Gap Orthogonality and Gap Hamming Distance
√
k
functions (where the gap is n). These lower-bounds hold assuming that tu = o( wn
). They
follow from the small discrepancy of Inner Product, and from a bound shown by Sherstov on
the corruption of Gap Orthogonality, followed by a reduction to Gap Hamming Distance
[20]. This result also gives an alternative proof of the same
lower-bound proven by Ko and
√
Weinstein [11], for the Disjointness function, of tq = Ω( wn ). This follows from the bound on
corruption of Disjointness under a product distribution, shown by Babai et al. [2].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give important notation, and the basic
definitions from information theory and communication complexity. The proof of Theorem 5
appears in Section 3. The various applications appear in Section 4.

5

“Closeness” is measured by the parameter λ ∈ R, see Section 2.1 for the formal definition.
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2

Preliminaries

We use a notational scheme where sets are denoted by uppercase letters, such as X and Y ,
elements of the sets are denoted by the same lowercase letters, such as x ∈ X and y ∈ Y , and
random variables are denoted by the same lowercase boldface letters, such as x and y. We
will use lowercase greek letters, such as µ, to denote distributions. If µ is a distribution over
a product set, such as X × Y × Z, and (x, y, z) ∈ X × Y × Z, then µ(x, y, z) is the probability
of seeing (x, y, z) under µ. We will sometimes denote µ by µ(x, y, z), using non-italicized
lowercase letters corresponding to X × Y × Z. This allows us to to use the notation µ(x) and
µ(y) to denote the x and y-marginals of µ, for example; then if we use the same notation
with italicized lowercase letters, we get the marginal probabilities, i.e., for each x ∈ X and
y∈Y
X
X
µ(x) =
µ(x, y, z)
µ(y) =
µ(x, y, z).
y,z

x,z

If y ∈ Y , then we will also use the notation µ(x | y) to denote the x-marginal of µ conditioned
seeing the specific value y. Then for each x ∈ X and y ∈ Y , we have
X
µ(x | y) =
µ(x, y, z).
z

We will also write (x, y, z) ∼ µ to mean that (x, y, z) are random variables chosen according to
the distribution µ(x, y, z), i.e., for all (x, y, z) ∈ X ×Y ×Z, Pr[x = x, y = y, z = z] = µ(x, y, z).
P
Naturally if A ⊆ X × Y × Z, then µ(A) = (x,y,z)∈A µ(x, y, z). We let supp(µ) denote the
support of µ, i.e., the set of (x, y, z) with µ(x, y, z) > 0.
We now formally define the smooth corruption bound and related measures from communication complexity, and refer the book by Kushilevitz and Nisan [12] for more details. At
the end of this section we provide necessary notions of information theory which are used in
the paper, and for more details on these we refer to the book by Cover and Thomas [7].

2.1

Rectangle Measures

Let f : X × Y → {0, 1, ∗} be a partial function, where f (x, y) = ∗ means f is not defined
on (x, y). Let µ(x, y) be a distribution over X × Y . We say that f is λ-close to a partial
function g : X × Y → {0, 1, ∗} under µ if


Pr f (x, y) 6= g(x, y) ≤ λ.
(x,y)∼µ

For b ∈ {0, 1}, ρ ∈ [0, 1], let



−1
Rρ,b
(1 − b) ≤ ρ · µ R
µ (f ) = R ⊆ X × Y rectangle | µ R ∩ f
be the set of ρ-error b-monochromatic rectangles for f under µ. The complexity measure
mono quantifies how large almost b-monochromatic rectangles can be for both b ∈ {0, 1}:
monoρµ (f ) = min

max

b∈{0,1} R∈Rρ,b
µ (f )

µ(R)

Using mono we can define the corruption bound of a function as cbρµ (f ) = log mono1ρµ (f ) and
the smooth corruption bound as
scbρ,λ
µ (f ) =

max

g: λ-close to f under µ

cbρµ (g).

Thus, if scbρ,λ
µ (f ) ≥ s then there is a b ∈ {0, 1} and a function g which λ-close to f under µ
such that for any ρ-error b-monochromatic rectangle for g under µ it holds that µ(R) ≤ 2−s .
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I Remark. In Razborov’s paper where an Ω(n) lower-bound for disjointness is first proven
[19], the (implicitly given) definition of a ρ-error b-monochromatic rectangle is µ(R ∩ f −1 (1 −
b)) ≤ ρ · µ(R ∩ f −1 (b)). Later, a strong direct product theorem for corruption (under
product distributions) was proven by Beame et al. [4], which uses instead the condition
that µ(R \ f −1 (b)) ≤ ρ · µ(R). The definition we present above comes from [20], where the
condition is (we repeat it here) that µ(R ∩ f −1 (1 − b)) ≤ ρ · µ(R). So we have three different
definitions of ρ-error b-monochromatic rectangle, and thus three different corruption bounds.
Now, if the distribution µ is supported on the domain of f , all these three definitions result
in (roughly) equivalent complexity measures. But if µ attributes some mass to inputs where
f is undefined (which is sometimes useful if µ is a product distribution, as in our case), then
the definitions are no longer equivalent. Our lower-bound will hold for any of the definitions,
but the proof is somewhat simpler for the definition used in Sherstov’s paper [20], which is
the only corruption-based lower-bound we use, where µ attributes mass to undefined inputs.
The notion monoρµ is related to the discrepancy of a function:
discµ (f ) =

max

R : rectangle of X × Y



µ R ∩ f −1 (0) − µ R ∩ f −1 (1) .

It is easy to see that for a total function f holds that discµ (f ) ≥ (1 − 2ρ) · monoρµ (f ) for any
ρ. Thus, Theorem 5 will give us lower bounds also for functions of small discrepancy.

2.2

Information Theory

We define several measures from information theory. If µ0 (z), µ(z) are two distributions such
that supp(µ0 ) ⊆ supp(µ), then the Kullback-Leibler divergence of µ0 from µ is
 X 0
µ0 (z)
.
DKL µ0 k µ =
µ (z) log
µ(z)
z
With Kullback-Leibler divergence we can define the mutual information, which measures
how close (according to KL divergence) is a joint distribution to the product of its marginals.
If we have two random variables (x, y) ∼ µ(x, y), then we define their mutual information to
be
h


i
I x : y = DKL µ(x, y) k µ(x) × µ(y) = E
DKL µ(x | y) k µ(x) .
y∼µ(y)

If we have three random variables (x, y, z) ∼ µ(x, y, z), then the mutual information of x
and y conditioned by z is
h
h

i

i
I x:y|z = E
I x:y|z=z = E
DKL µ(x, y | z) k µ(x | z) × µ(y | z)
z∼µ(z)

z∼µ(z)

We present several facts about mutual information, the proofs can be found in the book of
Cover and Thomas [7].
I Fact 6 (Chain Rule). For any random variables x1 , x2 , y and z holds that



I x1 x2 : y | z = I x1 : y | z + I x2 : y | z, x1 .
Since mutual information is never negative, we have the following corollary.


I Corollary 7. For any random variables x, y and z holds that I x : y ≤ I x : y z .
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The `1 -distance between two distributions is defined as
X
µ0 (z) − µ(z) .
µ0 (z) − µ(z) 1 =
z

There is a relation between `1 -distance and Kullback-Leibler divergence.
I Fact 8 (Pinsker’s Inequality). For any two distributions µ0 (z) and µ(z), we have
q

µ0 (z) − µ(z) 1 ≤ 2 · DKL µ0 (z) k µ(z)

3

The Proof of Theorem 5

Let f : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n → {0, 1, ∗} be a partial function. Suppose there is a semi-adaptive
random scheme D for the multiphase problem of f with error probability bounded by ε̃
such that tu · n ≤ o k/w . Let µ(x, y) = µ1 (x) × µ2 (y) be a product distribution over
{0, 1}n × {0, 1}n , such that µ(x, y) is α̃-balanced according to f . Let b ∈ {0, 1} and
g : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n → {0, 1, ∗} be a partial function which is λ-close to f under µ. We will
prove there is a large almost b-monochromatic rectangle for g.
Let x1 , . . . , xk be independent random variables each of them distributed according to
µ1 and y be an independent random variable distributed according to µ2 . Let the random
variable z ∈ {0, 1}m and the index i ∈ [k] be given by Theorem 4 applied to the random
variables x1 , . . . , xk , y and the function f . For simplicity we denote x = xi .
We will denote the joint distribution of (x1 , . . . , xk , y, z) by µ(x1 , . . . , xk , y, z). Note
that here the notation is consistent, in the sense that µ(xi , y) = µ1 (xi ) × µ2 (y) for all
i ∈ [k], x, y ∈ {0, 1}n . We will then need to keep in mind that µ(z) is the z-marginal of the
joint distribution of (x1 , . . . , xk , y, z).
By f (x, y) 6=∗ zm we denote the event that the random variable zm gives us the wrong
answer on an input from the support of f , i.e. f (x, y)6= ∗ and f (x, y) 6= zm hold simultaneously. By Theorem 4 we know that Pr f (x, y) 6=∗ zm ≤ ε̃. Since f and g are λ-close under
µ, we have that µ is still balanced according to g and g(x, y) 6=∗ zm with small probability,
as stated in the next observation.
I Observation 9. Let α = α̃ − λ and ε = ε̃ + λ. For the function g it holds that
1. The
 distribution µ(x,
 y) is α-balanced according to g.
2. Pr g(x, y) 6=∗ zm ≤ ε.

Proof. Let b0 ∈ {0, 1}. We will bound µ g −1 (b0 ) .




α̃ ≤ Pr f (x, y) = b0 = Pr f (x, y) = b0 , f (x, y) = g(x, y)


+ Pr f (x, y) = b0 , f (x, y) 6= g(x, y)


≤ Pr g(x, y) = b0 + λ.

Thus, by rearranging we get µ g −1 (b0 ) ≥ α̃ − λ = α. The proof of the second bound is
similar:




Pr g(x, y) 6=∗ zm = Pr f (x, y) 6=∗ zm , f (x, y) = g(x, y)


+ Pr g(x, y) 6=∗ zm , f (x, y) 6= g(x, y) ≤ ε̃ + λ = ε.
J



Let cbe the bound on I x : yz and I y : z given by Theorem 4. Since I x : z ≤
I x : y z , we have I x : z , I y : z ≤ tq · w + o(tq · w) = c. We will prove that if we assume
that tu · n < o k/w and we choose p large enough (p of Theorem 4) then we can find a
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rectangle R ⊆ X × Y such that R is O ε/α -error b-monochromatic for g and µ(R) ≥
0
O(ε/α)
t ·w 
for c0 = O qα . Thus, we have monoµ
(g) ≥ 2−c and consequently
scbO(ε/α),λ
(f )
µ


≤O

tq · w
α

1
2c0


.

By rearranging, we get the bound of Theorem 5.
Let us sketch the proof of how we can find such a rectangle R. We will first fix the
random variable z to z such that x and y are not very correlated conditioned on z = z,
i.e., the joint distribution µ(x, y | z) is very similar to the product distribution of the
marginals
µ(x | z) × µ(y | z). Moreover, we will pick z in such a way the probability of error

Pr g(x, y) 6=∗ zm |z = z is still small. Then, since µ(x, y | z) is close to µ(x | z) × µ(y | z),
the probability of error under
latter distribution
will be small as well, i.e., if (x0 , y0 ) ∼
 the

µ(x | z) × µ(y | z),then Pr g(x0 , y0 ) 6=∗zm will also be small. Finally, we will find subsets
A ⊆ supp µ(x | z) , B ⊆ supp µ(y | z) of large mass (under the original distributions µ1
and µ2 ), while keeping the probability of error on the rectangle R = A × B sufficiently small.
Let us then proceed to implement this plan. Let β = α − ε. We will show that β is a
lower bound for the probability that zm is equal
 to b. Let γ be the bound on I x : y | z

.
given by Theorem 4, i.e., I xi : y | z ≤ γ = O tu ·n·w
p
I Lemma 10. There exists z ∈ Z such that
1. zm = b.

2. I x : y | z = z ≤ β5 · γ.


3. DKL µ(x | z) k µ(x) , DKL µ(y | z) k µ(y) ≤


4. Pr g(x, y) 6=∗ zm | z = z ≤ β5 · ε.

5
β

· c.

Proof. Since µ is α-balanced according to g, we find that


α ≤ Pr g(x, y) = b






= Pr g(x, y) = b, zm = b + Pr g(x, y) = b, zm 6= b ≤ Pr zm = b + ε.


Thus, by rearranging we get Pr zm = b ≥ α − ε = β. By expanding the information
I x : y | z we find

γ≥I x:y|z =

h
E

I x:y|z=z

i

z∼µ(z)

and by the Markov inequality we get that



5
β
I x:y|z=z ≥ ·γ ≤ .
β
5
z∼µ(z)

Similarly, for the information I x : z :
Pr



c ≥ I xy : z ≥ I x : z =

h
E

z∼µ(z)

i
DKL µ(x | z) k µ(x)

and so



5
β
DKL µ(x | z) k µ(x) ≥ · c ≤ .
β
5
z∼µ(z)
Pr
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The bound for I y : z is analogous. Let ez = Prµ g(x, y) 6=∗ zm |z = z . Then,

 X
ε ≥ Pr g(x, y) 6=∗ zm =
µ(z) · ez =
z∈Z

E

z∼µ(z)

 
ez



β
5
Pr ez ≥ · ε ≤ .
β
5
z∼µ(z)
Thus, by a union bound we may infer the existence of the sought z ∈ Z.

J

Let us now fix z ∈ Z from the previous lemma. Let µz (x, y) = µ(x, y | z) be the
distribution µ(x, y) conditioned on z = z, and let µ0z (x, y) = µ(x | z) × µ(y | z) be the product
of its marginals. Let S be the support of µz (x, y), and let Sx and Sy be the supports of µ0z (x)
and µ0z (y), respectively, i.e., Sx and Sy are the projections of S into X and Y . q
Then Pinsker’s inequality will give us that µz and µ0z are very close. Let δ =

I Lemma 11.

µz (x, y) − µ0z (x, y)

10
β

· γ.

≤δ
1

Proof. Indeed, by Pinsker’s inequality,
q

µz (x, y) − µ0z (x, y) ≤ 2 · DKL µz (x, y) k µ0z (x, y) .
1

q


2 · DKL µ(x, y | z) k µ(x | z) × µ(y | z) , which by definition of muq
q

tual information equals 2 · I x : y | z = z , and by Lemma 10 this is ≤ 10
J
β · γ = δ.

The right-hand side is

For the sake of reasoning, let (x0 , y0 ) ∼ µ0z (x, y) be random variables chosen according to
to µ0z . Let ε0 = β5 · ε + δ. It then follows from Lemma 10 and Lemma 11 that:


I Lemma 12. Pr g(x0 , y0 ) 6=∗ zm ≤ ε0 .
Proof. We prove that




Pr g(x, y) 6=∗ zm | z = z − Pr g(x0 , y0 ) 6=∗ zm ≤ δ.


Since Pr g(x, y) 6=∗ zm | z = z ≤

5
β

· ε by Lemma 10, the lemma follows. Let


B = (x, y) ∈ Sx × Sy : g(x, y) 6= zm , g(x, y) 6= ∗ .




Pr g(x, y) 6=∗ zm | z = z − Pr g(x0 , y0 ) 6=∗ zm
X
=
µz (x, y) − µ0z (x, y)
(x,y)∈B

≤

X

µz (x, y) − µ0z (x, y) ≤ δ

by the triangle inequality and Lemma 11

(x,y)∈B

J
0

Let c0 = β5 · c. We will prove the ratio between µ0z (x0 ) and µ(x0 ) is larger than 2O(c ) with
only small probability (when x0 ∼ µ0z (x)). The same holds for µ0z (y0 ) and µ(y0 ).
h
i
h
i
0
0
I Lemma 13. Pr µ0z (x0 ) ≥ 26c · µ(x0 ) , Pr µ0z (y0 ) ≥ 26c · µ(y0 ) ≤ 61 .
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0
0
0
0
Proof. We prove the lemma for
10 we
 µz (x ), the proof for µz (y ) is0 analogous.By Lemma
know that DKL µ(x | z) k µ(x) = DKL µz (x) k µ(x) = DKL µz (x) k µ(x) ≤ c0 . We expand
the Kullback-Leibler divergence:


X

µ0z (x)
µ0z (x0 )
0
0
0
c ≥ DKL µz (x) k µ(x) =
µz (x) log
= E log
,
µ(x)
µ(x0 )
x∈Sx

and then use the Markov inequality:


h
i
µ0z (x0 )
1
0
0
6c0
0
0
Pr µz (x ) ≥ 2 · µ(x ) = Pr log
≥ 6c ≤ .
µ(x0 )
6

J

We now split Sx and Sy into buckets C`x and C`y (for ` ≥ 1), where the `-th buckets are


(` − 1)
µ0z (x)
`
C`x = x ∈ Sx
<
≤
,
2c0
µ(x)
2c0


(` − 1)
µ0z (y)
`
<
.
C`y = y ∈ Sy
≤
2c0
µ(y)
2c0
In a bucket C`x there are elements of Sx such that their probability under µ0z (x) is approximately 2`c0 -times bigger than their probability under µ(x). By Lemma 13, it holds that with
0
high probability the elements x ∈ Sx , y ∈ Sy are in the buckets C`x1 and C`y2 for `1 , `2 ≤ 27c .
0
1
0
Thus, if we find a bucket C`x1 for `1 ≤ 27c which has probability at least 2O(c
0 ) under µz (x),
1
then it has also probability at least 2O(c0 ) under µ(x). The same holds also for buckets C`y .
In the next lemma we will show that there are buckets C`x1 and C`y2 of large probability under
µ0z such that the probability of error on C`x1 × C`y2 is still small.
I Lemma 14. There exist buckets C`x1 and C`y2 such that
0
1. 1 < `1 , `2 ≤ 27c .

2. Prx0 ∈ C`x1 , Pr y0 ∈ C`y2 ≥ 6·217c0 .



3. Pr g(x0 , y0 ) 6=∗ zm , (x0 , y0 ) ∈ C`x1 × C`y2 ≤ 6ε0 · Pr (x0 , y0 ) ∈ C`x1 × C`y2 .
Proof. We prove that `1 , `2 exist via
method.
Let `1 and `2 bethe buckets
 the probabilistic




of x0 and y0 , respectively. Thus Pr `1 = ` = Pr x0 ∈ C`x and Pr `2 = ` = Pr y0 ∈ C`y .
0
Let B1 , B2 ⊆ L0 = {1, . . . , 27c } be sets of indices of small probability, i.e., for i ∈ {1, 2}


1
0
Bi = ` ∈ L Pr[`i = `] ≤
.
6 · 27c0
0

We will prove that with high probability we have 27c ≥ `1 > 1 and `1 6∈ B1 . The proof for
`2 is analogous.
P
X


 0

1
x∈C1x µ(x)
Pr `1 = 1 = Pr x ∈ C1x =
µ0z (x) ≤
≤ c0
c0
2
2
x
x∈C1




0
0
By Lemma 13, we get Pr `1 > 27c = Pr µ0z (x0 ) ≥ 26c · µ(x0 ) ≤ 16 . There is only small
probability that `1 is in B1 .
X


Pr `1 ∈ B1 =
Pr[`1 = `] ≤
`∈B1

|L0 |
1
0 =
7c
6·2
6
0

Thus, we have that `i ∈ Bi or `i = 1 or `i > 27c with probability at most

2
3

+

2
2c0

.
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By Lemma 12, we have that Pr g(x0 , y0 ) 6=∗ zm ≤ ε0 . By expanding the probability and
by Markov inequality we will now get the last inequality for C`x1 and C`y2 . Let


e(`1 , `2 ) = Pr g(x0 , y0 ) 6=∗ zm | x0 ∈ C`x1 , y0 ∈ C`y2 .
We will prove there is `1 and `2 such that e(`1 , `2 ) ≤ 6ε0 . This is equivalent
to the third

0
0
0
∗
bound
of the lemma.

 We have: ε ≥ Pr g(x , y ) 6= zm = E e(`1 , `2 ) and thus, by Markov,0
Pr e(`1 , `2 ) > 6ε0 ≤ 16 . By a union bound we conclude that there must exist 1 < `1 , `2 ≤ 27c
such that Pr[`1 = `1 ], Pr[`2 = `2 ] ≥ 6·217c0 and e(`1 , `2 ) ≤ 6ε0 .
J
As a corollary we will prove that the rectangle C`x1 × C`y2 (given by the previous lemma) is
a good rectangle under the original distribution µ. We remark that the proof of the following
corollary is the only place where we use the fact that x and y are independent.
I Corollary
15. There
exists a rectangle R ⊆ Sx × Sy such that


1. Pr(x, y) ∈ R ≥ 36·2126c0 . 


2. Pr g(x, y) 6=∗ zm , (x, y) ∈ R ≤ 24ε0 · Pr (x, y) ∈ R .
Proof. Let R = C`x1 × C`y2 where C`x1 and C`y2 are buckets given by Lemma 14. By Lemma 14,
we get
X
X `1 · µ(x)
 0


 `1
1
x
= Pr x ∈ C`x1 · c0 .
=
µ0z (x) ≤
0 ≤ Pr x ∈ C`1
0
7c
c
6·2
2
2
x
x
x∈C`

x∈C`

1

1

By rearranging we get
0

1
2c
≥
6`1 · 27c0
6 · 213c0




The bound for Pr y ∈ C`y2 is analogous, thus we have Pr (x, y) ∈ R ≥ 36·2126c0 . (Here and
below, we crucially use the fact that x, y are given by a product distribution.) Now we prove
the second bound for R. Let B = (x, y) ∈ R : g(x, y) 6= zm , g(x, y) 6= ∗ .


Pr x ∈ C`x1 ≥


 `1 `2


6ε0 · Pr (x, y) ∈ R · 2c0 ≥ 6ε0 · Pr (x0 , y0 ) ∈ R
2


≥ Pr (x0 , y0 ) ∈ B

 (`1 − 1)(`2 − 1)
≥ Pr (x, y) ∈ B ·
22c0

by definition of buckets
by Lemma 14
by definition of buckets

Thus, by rearranging we get



Pr (x, y) ∈ B] ≤ 6ε0 · Pr (x, y) ∈ R ·
as

`1 `2
(`1 −1)(`2 −1)



`1 `2
≤ 24ε0 · Pr (x, y) ∈ R ,
(`1 − 1)(`2 − 1)

≤ 4 for `1 , `2 > 1 by Lemma 14.

J


Proof of Theorem 5. Suppose that tu · n ≤ o k/w . Let R be the rectangle given by
Corollary 15. It holds that the rectangle R is 24ε0 -error b-monochromatic for g under µ.
Therefore, for the function g holds that


0
mono24ε
µ (g) ≥ Pr (x, y) ∈ R ≥

1
.
36 · 226c0

We need to argue that ε0 is O(ε/α). By definition,
ε0 =

5
· ε + δ.
α−ε

(1)
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We recall that
r
δ=O

tu · n · w
p

s


≤

o(k)
.
p

Thus, we can set p to be large enough so that δ is smaller than arbitrary constant and
ε
≤ 2ε
still p ≤ o(k). By the assumption we have 2ε < α. Thus, α−ε
α and we conclude



t
·w
t
·w
q
q
0
0
that ε is O ε/α . Since c = O α·(1−ε) = O α , we get the result by rearranging
Inequality (1).
J

4

Applications

In this section we apply Theorem 5 to derive lower bounds for several explicit functions
– Inner Product (IP), Disjointness (DISJ), Gap Orthogonality (ORT) and Gap Hamming
Distance (GHD):

IP(x, y) =

X

xi · yi

mod 2,

i∈n

(
GHDn (x, y) =

1

if ∆H (x, y) ≥

0

if ∆H (x, y) ≤

n
2
n
2

+
−

√
√

n,
n.

The function ∆H is the Hamming Distance of two strings, i.e., ∆H (x, y) is a number of
P
indices i ∈ [n] such that xi 6= yi . For IPR (x, y) = i∈[n] (−1)xi +yi we define
ORTn,d (x, y) =

√
if IPR (x, y) ≥ 2d · n
√
if IPR (x, y) ≤ d · n.

(
1
0

The standard value for d is 1, thus we denote ORTn = ORTn,1 . Note that ∆H (x, y) =
n−IPR (x,y)
and IPR (x, y) is the Inner Product of x0 , y 0 over R where x0 and y 0 arise from x and
2
y by replacing 0 by 1 and 1 by −1. We present previous results with bounds for measures of
interest under hard distributions.
I Theorem 16 ([12]). Let µ1 be a uniform distribution on {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n . Then,
discµ1 (IP) ≤

1
2n/2

.

I Theorem 17 (Babai et al. [2]). Let ρ < 1/100 and µ2 be a a uniform distribution over
√
S × S, where S consists of n-bit strings containing exactly n 1’s. Then,
monoρµ2 (DISJ) ≤

1

√ .
2Ω( n)

Sherstov [20] provided a lower bound of communication complexity of GHD by lower bound
of corruption bound of ORTn, 18 following by reduction to GHD.
I Theorem 18 (Sherstov [20]). Let ρ > 0 be sufficiently small and µ3 be a uniform distribution
over {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n . Then,
cbρµ3 (ORTn, 18 ) ≥ ρ · n.
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By this theorem and Theorem 5 we get a lower bound for data structures for ORTn, 81 .
By reductions used by Sherstov [20] we also get a lower bounds for ORT and GHD.
ORTn, 18 (x, y) = ORT64n x64 , y 64



ORTn (x, y) = GHD10n+15√n x10 115

√

n

, y 10 015

∧ ¬GHD10n+15√n x10 015

√

n

√ 
n

, y 10 015

√

n



Where si denote i copies of s concatenated together. Let D be a semi-adaptive random
scheme for the multiphase problem of the presented functions with sufficiently small error
probability. By the theorems presented in this section and by Theorem
5, we can derive the

following lower bounds for tq · w, assuming that tu · n ≤ o k/w .
Function f

Ballancedness
of the hard distribution

IP
DISJ
ORTn
GHDn

1
2

∼ 1e
Θ(1)
N/A (lower-bound is via reduction)

Lower bound
of tq · w
Ω(n)
√
Ω( n)
Ω(n)
Ω(n)
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Abstract
We address the following dynamic version of the school choice question: a city, named City, admits
students in two temporally-separated rounds, denoted R1 and R2 . In round R1 , the capacity of
each school is fixed and mechanism M1 finds a student optimal stable matching. In round R2 ,
certain parameters change, e.g., new students move into the City or the City is happy to allocate
extra seats to specific schools. We study a number of Settings of this kind and give polynomial time
algorithms for obtaining a stable matching for the new situations.
It is well established that switching the school of a student midway, unsynchronized with her
classmates, can cause traumatic effects. This fact guides us to two types of results: the first simply
disallows any re-allocations in round R2 , and the second asks for a stable matching that minimizes
the number of re-allocations. For the latter, we prove that the stable matchings which minimize the
number of re-allocations form a sublattice of the lattice of stable matchings. Observations about
incentive compatibility are woven into these results. We also give a third type of results, namely
proofs of NP-hardness for a mechanism for round R2 under certain settings.
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1

Introduction

School choice is among the most consequential events in a child’s upbringing, whether it
is admission to elementary, middle or high school, and hence has been accorded its due
importance not only in the education literature but also in game theory and economics. In
order to deal with the flaws in the practices of the day, the seminal paper of Abdulkadiroglu
and Sonmez [3] formulated this as a mechanism design problem. This approach has been
enormously successful, especially in large cities involving the admission of tens of thousands
of students into hundreds of schools, e.g., see [2, 1, 4, 18], and today occupies a key place in
the area of market design in economics, e.g., see [23, 21, 22, 13].
Once the basic game-theoretic issues in school choice were adequately addressed, researchers turned attention to the next level of questions. In this vein, in a recent paper, Feigenbaum
et. al. [12] remarked, “However, most models considered in this literature are essentially
© Karthik Gajulapalli, James A. Liu, Tung Mai, and Vijay V. Vazirani;
licensed under Creative Commons License CC-BY
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static. Incorporating dynamic considerations in designing assignment mechanisms ... is an
important aspect that has only recently started to be addressed.”
Our paper deals with precisely this. We define several settings for school choice in which
an instance is made available in the first round R1 and at a later time, in the second round
R2 , some of the parameters change. Each setting asks for a pair of mechanisms, (M1 , M2 )
for finding matchings of students to schools in these two rounds. All our settings insist that
the matchings found in both rounds are stable. It will be convenient to classify our results
into three types. In Type A and B, both mechanisms M1 and M2 are required to run in
polynomial time.
1. Type A: Mechanism M2 is disallowed to reassign the school of any student matched by
M1 . We present two settings, A1 and A2.
2. Type B: Mechanism M2 is allowed to reassign the school of students matched by M1 ;
however, it needs to (provably) minimize the number of such reassignments. We present
two settings, B1 and B2.
3. Type C: These are NP-hardness results – of mechanism M2 for four problems and of a
fifth problem, which involves only one round.

1.1

Our model and its justification

Our solutions to Type A and B results will strictly adhere to the following tenets; we justify
them below.
1. Tenet 1: All matchings produced by our mechanisms need to be stable.
2. Tenet 2: In Type A results, mechanism M2 is disallowed to reassign the school of any
student matched by M1 , and in Type B results, M2 must provably minimize the number
of such reassignments.
3. Tenet 3: We want all our mechanisms to run in polynomial time.
The use of the classic Gale-Shapley [14] Deferred Acceptance Algorithm has emerged
as a method of choice in the literature. Our mechanisms also use this algorithm. Stability
comes with key advantages: First, no student and school, who are not matched to each other,
will have the incentive to go outside the mechanism to strike a deal. Second, it eliminates
justified envy, i.e., the following situation cannot arise: there is a student si who prefers
another student sj ’s school assignment, say hk , while being fully aware that hk preferred her
to sj .
Switching the school of a student midway, unsynchronized with her classmates – such as
when the entire class moves from elementary to middle or from middle to high school – is
well-known to cause traumatic effects, e.g., see [15]. It is for these reasons that in Type A
results, mechanism M2 is disallowed to reassign the school of any student matched by M1
and in Type B results, M2 must provably minimize the number of such reassignments. For
Type A results, we say that M2 extends M to a stable matching M 0 . For Type B results,
we say that M2 computes a minimum stable re-allocation M 0 of M .
The strongest notion of incentive compatibility for a mechanism is dominant strategy
incentive compatible (DSIC), for students. This entails that regardless of the preferences
reported by other students, a student can do no better than report her true preference list,
i.e., truth-telling is a dominant strategy for all students. This immediately simplifies the task
of students and their parents, since they don’t need to waste any effort trying to game the
system. Furthermore, if students are forced to adjust their choices in an attempt to gain a
better matching, the mechanism, dealing with choices reported to it, may be forced to make
matches that are suboptimal for students as well as schools.
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Gale and Shapley [14] proved that if the Differed Acceptance Algorithm is run with
students proposing, it will yield a student-optimal matching, i.e., each student will get the
best possible school, according to her preference list, among all stable matchings. However,
this matching may be extremely unfavorable to an individual student – it may be matched
to a school which is very low on her preference list, giving her incentive to cheat, i.e., provide
a false preference list, in order to get a better matching. Almost two decades after the
Gale-Shapley result, Dubins and Freedman [8] proved, via a highly non-trivial analysis, that
this algorithm is DSIC for students. This ground-breaking result opened up the Gale-Shapley
algorithm to a host of highly consequential applications, including school choice.
In all of our results of Type A and B, mechanism M1 finds a student-optimal stable
matching using the Gale-Shapley Differed Acceptance Algorithm and is therefore DSIC for
students. For Setting B2 we provide a mechanism for round R2 that is DSIC. However, our
mechanisms for round R2 for the remaining three settings do not achieve this. Our main
open problem is to fix this. For completeness, and in order to motivate this open problem,
we discuss incentive-compatibility for each of these setting in Section 6.
It is well known that the set of Stable Matchings of a given instance forms a finite
distributive lattice [16]. By orienting the underlying partial order of this lattice appropriately,
the student-optimal stable matching can be made the top element of this lattice and the school
optimal matching the bottom element. For both Settings of Type B, we show that the set of
minimum stable re-allocations form a sublattice of this lattice. We provide polynomial-time
mechanisms for computing the top and bottom elements of this sublattice. For Setting B1,
we show that the top of the sublattice is also the top of the whole lattice, i.e., it is the
student-optimal stable matching; this is crucial for showing DSIC for B1.

1.1.1

Type A and B settings

The four settings involve the admission of students of a city, named City, into schools; the
preference lists of both students and schools are provided to the mechanisms. M1 computes
a student-optimal stable matching, M , over all the participants in R1 . In R2 some of the
parameters over which M was defined are updated. M2 then modifies the matching M to
produce a new matching M 0 that is stable over the new parameters defined in R2 .
For Settings of Type A, in round R1 , the capacity of each school is fixed but in round
R2 , the City is happy to allocate extra seats to specific schools per the recommendation of
mechanism M2 , which in turn has to meet specified requirements imposed by the City. Let
L be the set of left-over students, those who could not be admitted in round R1 .
In round R2 of Setting A1, the problem is to maximize the number of students admitted
from L, by extending M in a stability-preserving manner. In Setting A2, a set N of new
students also arrive from other cities and their preference lists are revealed to M2 . The
requirement now is to admit as few students as possible from N and subject to that, as many
as possible from L, again in a stability-preserving manner. Finally, we give a procedure that
outputs all possible stability-preserving extensions of a given stable matching (which may be
exponentially many) with polynomial delay.
For Settings of Type B, the capacity of each school is fixed in R1 , but in R2 the City
has to deal with the arrival of new students and new schools. This could lead the matching
found by M1 to no longer be stable.
In round R2 of Setting B1, a set N of new students arrive and their preference lists are
revealed to M2 . The capacity of schools remain unchanged and the problem is to find a
matching, M 0 that is stable under the arrival of new students which minimizes the number of
students who are assigned to a different school in M 0 . In Setting B2, a set H 0 of new schools
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arrive and the City allows the capacities of the original schools to increase. The preference
lists of the students are updated to reflect these new schools, we again require that M2
compute a new stable matching, M 0 over the updated preference lists that minimizes the
number of students who get matched to a different school in M 0 .

1.2

Related work

Besides the references pointed out above on school choice, in this section, we will concentrate
on recent work on dynamic matching markets, especially those pertaining to school choice.
Feigenbaum et. al. [12] study the following issue that arises in NYC public high schools,
which admits over 80,000 students annually: after the initial centralized allocation, about 10%
of the students choose not attend the school allocated to them, instead going to private or
charter schools. To deal with this, [12] give a two-round solution which maintains truthfulness
and efficiency and minimizes the movement of students between schools.
An interesting phenomena that has been observed in matching markets is unraveling, under
which matches are made early to beat the competition, even though it leads to inefficiencies
due to unavailability of full information. A classic case, indeed one that motivated the
formation of centralized clearing houses, is that of the market for medical interns in which
contracts for interns were signed two years before the future interns would even graduate
[19]. A theoretical explanation of this phenomena was recently provided by [11].
[17] point out that stable pairings may not necessarily last forever, e.g., a student may
switch from private to public school or a married couple may divorce. They study dynamic,
multi-period, bilateral matching markets and they define and identify sufficient conditions
for the existence of a dynamically stable matching.
[7] develops a notion of stability that applies in markets where matching opportunities
arrive over time, much like the seats in our work. One of the things shown in this paper is
that agents’ incentive to wait for better matching opportunities can make achieving stability
very difficult. Indeed, the notion of dynamic stability given in this paper is a necessary
condition which a matching must satisfy in order that agents do not to find it profitable to
game a mechanism by showing up in later rounds.
A number of recent papers [24, 6, 5, 10] consider the consequences of having a mechanism
that repeats the Gale-Shapley Deferred Acceptance algorithm multiple times, similar to our
work. Note that Deferred Acceptance is not consistent in that if one runs it, then removes
some agents and their assignments, and runs it again on the remaining agents, one does
not obtain the same assignment restricted to the left-over agents. In these papers, the
authors show that there is room for manipulation by submitting empty lists in the first round.
However, unlike our model in which changes are introduced in round R2 , in all these papers,
there is nothing that motivates running Deferred Acceptance twice, namely no arrivals of
new students, no change in capacities, no changes in preferences, etc.

1.3

Overview of structural and algorithmic ideas

The main idea for obtaining a stability-preserving mechanism in round R2 for Settings A1
and A2 lies in the notion of a barrier which ensures that students admitted in R2 do not
form blocking pairs. A crucial issue is to place barriers optimally to ensure that the number
of students admitted is optimized (minimized or maximized) appropriately.
The algorithm for enumerating stable extensions of a stable matching, given in Section 4.3,
relies heavily on the fundamental structural property of stable matchings. Enumerated
matchings are extended by only one student in an iteration. At each step, the algorithm
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finds all such feasible extensions by one student in a way such that there must be at least one
feasible assignment, for any student, at each step. This assurance is crucial in guaranteeing
that the delay between any two enumerated matchings is polynomial.
For Settings B1 and B2, the mechanism proceeds by iteratively resolving blocking pairs.
Structurally, we show that the set of all minimum stable re-allocations forms a sublattice
of the stable matching lattice. Our analysis relies on the fact that the set of students who
are assigned to a different school in round R2 cannot be matched to their original school in
any minimum stable re-allocation. This lets us divide the set of students into two groups,
students matched to the same school (fixed students), and students matched to different
schools (moving students). We then construct a smaller stable matching instance, I, over the
set of moving students. By appropriately placing barriers for each student and school in I
we can ensure that the union of any stable matching in I and the matching restricted to the
fixed students will also be stable. This stable matching is a minimum stable re-allocation
and defines a bijection between the set of minimum stable re-allocations and set of stable
matchings in I, we exploit the lattice structure of the latter.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
The stable matching problem for school choice

The stable matching problem takes as input a set H = {h1 , h2 , . . . , hm } of m public schools
and a set S = {s1 , s2 , . . . , sn } of n students who are seeking admission to the schools. Each
school hj ∈ H has an integer-valued capacity, c(j), stating the maximum number of students
that can be assigned to it. If hj is assigned c(j) students, we will say that hj is filled, and
otherwise it is under-filled.
Each student si ∈ S has a strict and complete preference list, l(si ), over H ∪ {∅}. If
si prefers ∅ to hj , then it prefers remaining unassigned rather being assigned to school hj .
We will assume that the list l(si ) is ordered by decreasing preferences. Therefore, if si
prefers hj to hk , we can equivalently say that hj appears before hk or hk appears after hj
on si ’s preference list. Clearly, the order among the schools occurring after ∅ on si ’s list is
immaterial, since si prefers remaining unassigned rather than being assigned to any one of
them. Similarly, each school hj ∈ H has a strict and complete preference list, l(hj ), over
S ∪ {∅}. Once again, for each student si occurring after ∅, hj prefers remaining under-filled
rather than admitting si , and the order among these students is of no consequence.
Given a set of schools, H 0 ⊆ H, by the best school for si in H 0 we mean the school that
si prefers the most among the schools in H 0 . Similarly, given a set of students, S 0 ⊆ S, by
the best student for hj in S 0 we mean the student whom hj prefers the most among the
students in S 0 .
A matching M is a function, M : S → H ∪ {∅} such that if M (si ) = hj then it must be
the case that si prefers hj to ∅ and hj prefers si to ∅; if so, we say that student si is assigned
to school hj . If M (si ) = ∅, then si is not assigned to any school. The matching M also has
to ensure that the number of students assigned to each school hj is at most c(j).
For a matching M , a student-school pair (si , hj ) is said to be a blocking pair if si is not
assigned to hj , si prefers hj to M (si ) and one of the following conditions holds:
1. hj prefers si to one of the students assigned to hj , or
2. hj is under-filled and hj prefers si to ∅.
The blocking pair is said to be type 1 (type 2 ) if the first (second) condition holds. A
matching M is said to be stable if there is no blocking pair for it.
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I Theorem 1 (Rural Hospitals Theorem [20]).
1. Over all the stable matchings of the given instance: the set of matched students is the
same and the number of students matched to each school is also the same.
2. Assume that school h is not matched to capacity in a stable matching. Then, the set of
students matched to h is the same over all stable matchings.

2.2

The Stable Matching Lattice

I Definition 2. A Lattice L = (S, ), is defined over a finite set S, and a partial order ,
if for every pair of elements a, b ∈ S, there exists a unique least upperbound and a unique
greatest lowerbound. We call the least upperbound the join of a and b and denote it by a ∨ b,
and anagolously call the least lowerbound the meet of a and b and denote it by a ∧ b
I Definition 3. Let SM denote the set of stable matchings over given instance (S, H, c),
then for two stable matchings M, M 0 ⊆ SM , M  M 0 , if and only if ∀ si ∈ S, si weakly
prefers M (si ) to M 0 (si )
Given two stable matchings M and M 0 consider two new maps MU and ML , defined as
follows:
MU (si ) = max(M (si ), M 0 (si ))
ML (si ) = min(M (si ), M 0 (si ))
where max is the partner si weakly prefers between M and M 0 , and min is the complement
of max.
I Theorem 4 ([16]). The set of stable matchings (SM, ) characterizes a finite distributive
lattice. Morever ML , MU represent the meet and join of any two stable matchings in the
lattice.

3

Our Results for the Four Settings

In round R1 , the setup defined in Section 2.1 prevails and M1 simply computes the studentoptimal stable matching respecting the capacity of each school, namely c(j) for hj . Let this
matching be denoted by M , SM ⊆ S be the set of students assigned to schools by M and
L = (S − SM ) be the set of left-over students. As shown in [9], M1 is DSIC for students.
For Settings of Type A, in round R2 , the City has decided to extend matching M in a
stable manner without any restrictions on extra capacity added to each school.
For Settings of Type B, in round R2 a change is made to the sets of participants, which
may cause M to no longer be a valid or stable matching. M2 then updates M to M 0 in order
to ensure a stable matching. By allowing updates, we let some students in M get unmatched
in M 0 , or get matched to different schools. The City would like to minimize the number of
students who would have to change schools, or no longer be matched to a school, in going
from M to M 0 . We call M 0 a minimum stable re-allocation of M . Formally, M’ is a
minimum stable re-allocation of M if M 0 is a stable matching over all participants and the
number of students si ∈ SM where M (si ) 6= M 0 (si ) is minimized.

3.1

Type A and B Settings

Setting A1. In this setting, in round R2 , the City wants to admit as many students from
L as possible in a stablity-preserving manner. We will call this problem M axL . We will
prove the following:
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I Theorem 5. There is a polynomial time mechanism M2 that extends matching M to M 0
so that M 0 is stable w.r.t. students S and schools H. Furthermore, M2 yields the largest
matching that can be obtained by a mechanism satisfying the stated conditions.
Let k be the maximum number of students that can be added from L, as per Theorem 5.
Next, suppose that the City can only afford to add k 0 < k extra seats. We show in Section
4.1 how this can be achieved while maintaining all the properties stated in Theorem 5.
Setting A2. In this setting, in round R2 , in addition to the leftover set L, a set N of new
students arrive from other cities and their preference lists are revealed to mechanism M2 .
Additionally, the schools also update their preference lists to include the new students. In
this setting, the City wants to give preference to students who were not matched in round
R1 , i.e., L, over the new students, N . Thus it seeks the subset of N that must be admitted
to avoid blocking pairs and subject to that, maximize the subset of L that can be added,
again in a stability-preserving manner. We will call this problem M inN M axL . We will prove
the following:
I Theorem 6. There is a polynomial time mechanism M2 that accomplishes the following:
1. It finds smallest subset N 0 ⊆ N with which the current matching M needs to be extended
in a stability-preserving manner.
2. Subject to the previous extension, it finds the largest subset L0 ⊆ L with which the
matching can be extended further in a stability-preserving manner.
Setting B1. In this setting, a set N of new students arrive from other cities in round R2 .
The preference lists of schools are also updated to include students in N , though their relative
preferences between students in S ∪ {∅} are unchanged. The City wants to find a stable
matching over students S ∪ N and schools H that minimizes the number of students who
are re-allocated from their original school in M .
I Theorem 7. There is a polynomial time mechanism M2 that finds a minimum stable
reallocation with respect to Round R1 matching M , students S ∪ N , and schools H.
Setting B2. In this setting, the City has some new schools H 0 that have opened up in R2 .
The preference lists of students are updated to include schools in H 0 , though their relative
preferences between schools in H ∪ {∅} are unchanged. The City also allows schools in H to
increase their capacity in round R2 . The City wants to find a stable matching over students
S and schools H ∪ H 0 that minimizes the number of students who are re-allocated from their
original school in M .
I Theorem 8. There is a polynomial time mechanism M2 that finds a minimum stable
reallocation with respect to Round R1 matching M , students S, and schools H ∪ H 0 .

4
4.1

Mechanisms for Type A Settings
Setting A1

We will first characterize situations under which a matching is not stable, i.e., admits a
blocking pair. This characterization will be used for proving stability of matchings constructed
in round R2 . For this purpose, assume that M is an arbitrary matching, not necessarily
stable nor related to the matching computed in round R1 . For each school hj ∈ H, define the
least preferred student assigned to hj , denoted LPS-Assigned(hj ), to be the student whom
hj prefers the least among the students that are assigned to hj .
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M axL (M, L):
Input: Stable matching M and set L.
Output: Stable, M axL extension of M .
1. ∀si ∈ SM : M 0 (si ) ← M (si )
2. ∀hj ∈ H : Barrier(hj ) ← BS-Preferring(hj ).
3. L0 ← {si ∈ L | ∃hj s.t. si appears before Barrier(hj ) in l(hj ),
and hj appears before ∅ in l(si )}.
4. ∀si ∈ L0 : Feasible-Schools(si ) ← {hj | si appears before Barrier(hj ) in l(hj )}.
5. ∀si ∈ L0 : M 0 (si ) ← Best school for si in Feasible-Schools(si ).
6. ∀si ∈ (L − L0 ) : M 0 (si ) ← ∅.
7. Return M 0 .

Figure 1 Mechanism for round R2 for problem M axL in Setting A1.

Next, for each student si ∈ SM , define the set of schools preferred by si , denoted
Preferred-Schools(si ) by {hj | si prefers hj to M (si )}; note that M (si ) = ∅ is allowed in
this definition. Further, for each school hj ∈ H, define the set of students that prefer
hj over the school they are assigned to, denoted Preferring-Students(hj ) to be {si | hj ∈
Preferred-Schools(si )}. Finally, define best student preferring hj , denoted BS-Preferring(hj ),
to be the student whom hj prefers the best in the set Preferring-Students(hj ). If PreferringStudents(hj ) = ∅ then we will define BS-Preferring(hj ) = ∅; in particular, this happens if hj
is under-filled.
The mechanism M2 for round R2 for M axL in Setting A1 is given in Figure 1. Step
1 simply ensures that the matching found by M2 extends the round R1 matching. Step 2
defines the Barrier for each school to be BS-Preferring(hj ); observe that this could be ∅. Step
3 determines the set L0 ⊆ L that can be assigned schools in a stability-preserving manner
and Step 5 computes the school for each student in this subset.
For the problem of admitting fewer students, we give the following:
I Proposition 9. Let k be the total number of students added from L in round R2 in
the previous theorem and let k 0 < k. There is a polynomial time mechanism M2 that is
stability-preserving, and extends matching M to M 0 so that |M 0 | − |M | = k 0 .

4.2

Setting A2

The mechanism for round R2 for M inN M axL in Setting A2 is given in Figure 2 provided in
the appendix. Suppose there is a school hj , student sk ∈ SM is assigned to it and there is a
student si ∈ N such that hj prefers si to sk . Now, if si is kept unmatched, (si , hj ) will form
a blocking pair of type 1. Next suppose hj is under-filled and there is a student si ∈ N such
that hj and si prefer each other to ∅. This time, if si is kept unmatched, (si , hj ) will form a
blocking pair of type 2. Motivated by this, for a student si , define the set of schools forming
blocking pairs with si , denoted Schools-FBPairs(si ), to be:
Schools-FBPairs(si ) = {hj ∈ H | hj prefers si to LPS-Assigned(hj ), si prefers hj to ∅}
[
{hj ∈ H | hj is under-filled and hj and si prefer each other to ∅}.
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M inN M axL (M, N, L):
Input: Stable matching M , and sets N and L.
Output: Stable, M inN M axL extension of M .
1. ∀si ∈ SM : M 0 (si ) ← M (si )
2. ∀hj ∈ H : Barrier1(hj ) ← BS-Preferring(hj ).
3. N 0 ← {si ∈ N | Schools-FBPairs(si ) is non-empty}.
4. ∀hj ∈ H : Barrier2(hj ) ← Best student for hj in (N − N 0 ).
5. ∀hj ∈ H : Barrier(hj ) ← Best student for hj in {Barrier1(hj ), Barrier2(hj ) }.
6. L0 ← {si ∈ L | ∃hj s.t. si appears before Barrier(hj ) in l(hj ),
and hj appears before ∅ in l(si )}.
7. ∀si ∈ (N 0 ∪ L0 ) : Feasible-Schools(si ) ← {hj | si appears before Barrier(hj ) in
l(hj ) }
8. ∀si ∈ (N 0 ∪ L0 ) : M 0 (si ) ← Best school for si in Feasible-Schools(si ).
9. ∀si ∈ ((L − L0 ) ∪ (N − N 0 )) : M 0 (si ) ← ∅.
10. Return M 0 .

Figure 2 Mechanism for round R2 for M inN M axL in Setting A2.

Therefore, all students in N 0 , computed in Step 3, need to be matched. Our mechanism
keeps all students in N − N 0 unmatched, thereby minimizing the number of students matched
from N .
We next describe the various barriers that need to be defined. The first one, defined in Step
2, plays the same role as that in Figure 1. As before, if hj is under-filled, Barrier1(hj ) = ∅.
If a student si ∈ (N 0 ∪ L0 ) appears after Barrier1(hj ) in l(hj ) and is assigned to hj , then
(Barrier1(hj ), hj ) will form a blocking pair. The second one, Barrier2(hj ) in (N − N 0 ) defined
in Step 4. Again, if si ∈ (N 0 ∪ L0 ) appears after Barrier2(hj ) in l(hj ) and is assigned to hj ,
then (Barrier2(hj ), hj ) will form a blocking pair. In step 5, Barrier(Hj ) is defined to be the
more stringent of these two barriers.
The final question is which school should si ∈ N 0 be matched to? One possibility is to
compute for each student si the set
T (si ) = {hj ∈ H | ∃sk s.t. M (sk ) = hj , hj prefers si to sk , and si prefers hj to ∅},
and match si to her best school in T (si ).
Assume that si is matched to hj under this scheme. A blocking pair may arise as follows:
Assume si prefers school hk to hj (of course, hk ∈
/ T (si )), some student sl ∈ L0 has been
assigned to hk and hk prefers si to sl . If so, (si , hk ) will form a blocking pair. One remedy is
to redefine the barrier for hk so sl is not assigned to hk . However, this will make the barrier
more stringent and the resulting mechanism will, in general, match fewer students from L
than our mechanism. The latter is as follows: simply match si to the best school which
prefers her to the Barrier of that school.
I Theorem 10. There is a polynomial time mechanism M2 that finds the largest subset of
(N ∪ L) that can be matched to schools and added to the current matching while maintaining
stability. This mechanism also solves M axN M axL and M axL M axN .
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StableExtension(M, c, N ):
Input: Stable matching M , capacity c, new students N = {s1 , s2 . . . sk }.
Output: Stable extensions of M , with polynomial delay.
M0 ← M
A1 = FeasibleAssignment(M0 , c, s1 )
For i1 in A1 :
M1 ← Starting from M0 , match s1 to i1 .
A2 = FeasibleAssignment(M1 , c, s2 ).
For i2 in A2 :
..
.
Ak = FeasibleAssignment(Mk−1 , c, sk ).
For ik in Ak :
Mk ← Starting from Mk−1 , match sk to ik .
Enumerate Mk .

Figure 3 Algorithm for enumerating stable extensions of M .

4.3

Enumeration of Stable Extensions

In this section we show how to enumerate all the possible stable extensions of a given stable
matching with polynomial delay between any two enumerated matchings. Specifically, the
algorithm takes as input a stable matching M from S to H satisfying capacity c and a set of
new students N = {s1 , s2 . . . sk } that can be added to the schools. Here the preference lists
of all schools and students are also given. The algorithm enumerates all solutions M 0 from
S ∪ N to H ∪ {∅} such that:
all assignments in M are preserved in M 0 , and
M 0 is stable with respect to capacity c0 where
(
M 0−1 (hj )
if M 0−1 (hj ) > c(j),
0
c (j) =
(1)
c(j)
otherwise.
Note that M 0−1 (hj ) is the set of students assigned to hj under M 0 . We say that M 0 is a
stable extension of M with respect to N .
The complete algorithm StableExtension(M, c, N ) is given in Figure 3 (Appendix).
At a high level, the algorithm maintains a stable extension Me of M with respect to a subset
N 0 of N . At each step, a student si is added to N 0 and all possible assignments A of si
that are compatible to Me are identified. In other words, adding each assignment in A to
Me gives a stable extension of M with respect to N 0 ∪ {si }. The algorithm branches to an
assignment in A and continues to the next student. When N 0 = N , the current matching is
returned. The algorithm then backtracks to a previous branching point and continues.
Figure 4 gives the subroutine for finding compatible assignments. Initially, Ai is set to
be an empty set. The subroutine then goes through the preference list of si one by one in
decreasing order. The considered school h is added to Ai and the subroutine terminates if at
least one of the following happens:
h is ∅,
h is under-filled,
h prefers si to LPS-Assigned(h) with respect to Me .
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FeasibleAssignment(Me , c, si ):
Input: Stable matching Me , capacity c, student si .
Output: Set Ai of all possible assignments for si . Adding any assignment in Ai to
Me preserves stability.
1. Initilize Ai to the empty set.
2. For each h in l(si ), in decreasing order of preferences, do:
a. If h = ∅ then Return Ai ∪ {∅}.
b. Else h = hj :
i. If Me−1 (hj ) < c(j) then Return Ai ∪ {hj }.
ii. If si appears before LPS-Assigned(hj ) then Return Ai ∪ {hj }.
iii. If si appears after LPS-Assigned(hj ) and before BS-Preferring(hj ) then
Ai ← Ai ∪ {hj }.

Figure 4 Algorithm for finding feasible matches of si w.r.t. current matching Mc .

Notice that in the last two scenarios above, if si was assigned to any school after h in her
preference list, (si , h) would form a blocking pair. Assume none of the above scenarios
happens. The subroutine adds h to A and continues if h prefers si to BS-Preferring(h).
Otherwise, h prefers BS-Preferring(h) to si . Hence, assigning si to h would create a blocking
pair. The subroutine continues to the next school in this case. The following lemma says
that FeasibleAssignment correctly finds all possible assignments of a student, given the
current matching, at each step.
I Lemma 11. Let N 0 be the set of students assigned (possibly to ∅) in Me , i.e., Me is a
stable extension of M with respect to N 0 . FeasibleAssignment(Me , c, si ) finds all possible
assignments of si to H ∪ {∅} such that adding each assignment to Me gives a stable extension
of M with respect to N 0 ∪ {si }.
I Lemma 12. FeasibleAssignment(Me , c, si ) returns at least one possible assignment.
From Lemmas 11 and 12, we can prove the main theorem of this section:
I Theorem 13. StableExtension(M, c, N ) enumerates all possible stable extension of M
with respect to N . Moreover, the time between any two enumerations is O((k + n)m).

5
5.1

Mechanisms for Type B Settings
Setting B1

We first show some structural properties of minimum stable re-allocations in this setting.
N 0 ⊆ N , defines the set of students who form blocking pairs with the current matching
M . SM denote the set of stable matchings over the instance I = (S ∪ N, H, c), and M SR
represents the set of all minimum stable re-allocations of M . For all si ∈ N we set M (si ) = ∅.
I Definition 14. si ∈ S ∪ N is moved in M 0 ∈ M SR, if M (si ) 6= M 0 (si )
I Lemma 15. All minimum stable re-allocations of M move the same set of students, SR .
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Let HR , be the set of schools that students in SR are matched to in some minimum stable
re-allocation then as an application of the Rural Hospitals Theorem we have:
I Corollary 16. All students si ∈ S ∪ N − SR are matched to the same school in all minimum
stable re-allocations. All minimum stable re-allocations will match students in SR to schools
in HR . Moreover, if k students from SR are matched to a school hj ∈ HR , then all minimum
stable re-allocations will have k students from SR matched to HR .
We denote the students in S ∪N −SR as SF , and let MF represent the matching restricted
to these students. Then for all M 0 ∈ M SR and si ∈ SF , MF (si ) = M (si ) = M 0 (si ).
Consider the stable matching instance I 0 , defined below:
(a) ∀si ∈ SR , Barrier(si ) = Best hj ∈ Schools-FBPairs(si ) over all hj ∈ H − HR
(b) ∀hj ∈ HR , Barrier(hj ) = BS-Preferring(hj ) among students in SF
(c) ∀si ∈ SR , l0 (si ) = l(si ). Place the ∅ to the immediate left of Barrier(si )
(d) ∀hj ∈ HR l0 (hj ) = l(hj ). Place the ∅ to the immediate left of Barrier(hj )
(e) Let M 0 be some M SR, then c0 (hj ) = |{si ∈ SR | M 0 (si ) = hj }|
I 0 = (SR , HR , c0 ) with preference lists l0 (si ), l0 (hj ) defines a stable matching instance,
with SMI 0 denoting the set of all stable matchings over I 0 .
I Lemma 17. ∀ MI 0 ∈ SMI 0 , M 0 = MI 0 ∪ MF is a minimum stable re-allocation. Moreover
any M 0 ∈ M SR can be decomposed into MI 0 ∪ MF , where MI 0 ∈ SMI 0 .
I Lemma 18. (M SR, ) defines a sublattice of (SM, ).

Adding New Students(M, N ):
Input: Stable matching M and set N .
Output: Minimum stable re-allocation of M .
1. ∀si ∈ SM : M 0 (si ) ← M (si )
2. While ∃si unmatched and (si , hj ) form a blocking pair do
a. h ← Best possible hi in Schools-FBPairs(si )
b. if h is filled to capacity then unmatch LPS-Assigned(h)
c. M 0 (si ) ← h
3. Return M 0 .

Figure 5 Mechanism M2 for adding new students in round R2 .

The proof that M2 finds a MSR is provided in the Appendix. As a corollary of our proof
we get:
I Corollary 19. M2 produces a student-optimal minimum stable re-allocation.
I Lemma 20. There exists a mechanism M3 , that finds a school-optimal minimum stable
re-allocation in polynomial time.
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Setting B2

A first approach to finding a minimum stable re-allocation in Setting B2 would be to run
Gale-Shapley over the whole instance. However unlike Setting B1, Example 21 shows that
this could require as many as |S| possible re-allocations.
I Example 21. Let there be n+1 students and schools. The preference lists (mod n+1) for any
student si is (hi−1 , hi , ..., hi−2 ) and the preference list for any school hj is (sj , sj+1 , ..., sj−1 ).
In round R1 , all participants but hn+1 are present and each school has 1 seat. In round R2 ,
hn+1 arrives with capacity 1. The only stable matching from round R1 would match each si
to hi and sn+1 would remain unmatched. Assigning sn+1 to hn+1 would result in a stable
matching requiring no re-allocations. However, running Gale-Shapley over all participants
would yield a matching of each si to hi−1 , but this matching requires n re-allocations.
I Lemma 22. Each student weakly improves in any minimum stable reallocation.
I Remark 23. The lattice structure shown in the previous section carries over to this Setting
as well. This follows since both Settings B1 and B2 can be reduced to an instance where
schools have unit capacity. Consider the unit capacity setting: a stable matching is found in
round R1 , and in round R2 a set of new participants arrive on one side. Since each school
has unit capacity, schools and students become interchangeable.
I Lemma 24. (M SR, ) is a sublattice of (SM, ). Moreover M2 finds the school-optimal
minimal stable re-allocation.
Adding New Schools(M, H 0 ):
Input: Stable matching M and set H 0 .
Output: Minimum stable re-allocation of M .
1. ∀si ∈ SM : M 0 (si ) ← M (si )
2. While ∃hj ∈ H ∪ H 0 with unmet-capacity and BS-Preferring(hj ) 6= ∅:
a. Break current match if exists of BS-Preferring(hj )
b. M 0 ← M 0 ∪ (BS-Preferring(hj ), hj )
3. Return M 0 .

Figure 6 Mechanism M2 for adding new schools in round R2 .

I Lemma 25. There exists a mechanism M3 , that finds a student-optimal minimum stable
re-allocation in polynomial time.

6

Incentive Compatibility

For the four settings discussed, it would be highly desirable if we could prove that mechanism
M2 in round R2 is DSIC. We show that for Setting B1 that this truly is the case. Unfortunately for Settings A1, A2 and B2 we show that the current mechanisms outlined above are
not incentive compatible. We relax DSIC and consider the weaker notion of a mechanism
for which incentive compatibility is a Nash equilibrium (ICNE). Under such a mechanism, a
student cannot gain by misreporting her choices, if all other students are truthful. We show
that no mechanisms in round R2 for Setting A1, A2 and B2 can be even ICNE.
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I Lemma 26. M2 in Setting B1 is DSIC for students.
I Lemma 27. There is no pair of stability-preserving, ICNE mechanism (M1 , M2 ) for
Setting A1 and A2.
I Lemma 28. There is no pair of stability-preserving, ICNE mechanism (M1 , M2 ) for
Setting B2.
The key distinction for incentive compatibility between Setting A1,A2 and B1, is that
in B1 if a student is unmatched after round R1 it will remain unmatched after round R2 .
However in Settings A1, A2 we try to accommodate students who were unmatched after
round R1 , so they still have a chance to get matched in R2 . This providies the possibility of
affecting the matching produced in R1 by misreporting their preference list so as to make
the Barriers computed by M2 more favorable for them.

7

NP-Hardness Results

I Problem 29. A different version of Setting A2, the City wants to extend original matching
M so that it maximizes the number of students who get matched from L, and subject to this,
minimize the number of students who get matched from N . (maxL minN )
I Problem 30. Same setting as Problem 29, but the City wants to maximize the number of
students who get matched from N , and subject to this, minimize the number of students who
get matched from L. (maxN minL )
I Problem 31. A set of new students N arrive in round R2 . The City wants to extend
the matching to include k students from N , such that it maximizes the number of students
matched from L.
I Problem 32. In round R2 , we are allowed to re-allocate some students matched in round R1
in order to match more students from L. Find a stable matching that maximizes the number
of students matched from L, and subject to this, minimizes the number of re-allocations made.
I Problem 33. In the single round setting, given a set of students, and schools with strictly
ordered preference lists l(s), l(h) respectively, and a weight function w(j) over the edges of
students to schools, find a vector of capacities for the schools and a stable matching with
respect to this vector that maximizes the total weight.
I Theorem 34. Problems 29, 30, 31, 32, and 33 are NP-hard.
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Abstract
We study the general problem of computing frequency-based functions, i.e., the sum of any given
function of data stream frequencies. Special cases include fundamental data stream problems such
as computing the number of distinct elements (F0 ), frequency moments (Fk ), and heavy-hitters. It
can also be applied to calculate the maximum frequency of an element (F∞ ).
Given that exact computation of most of these special cases provably do not admit any sublinear
space algorithm, a natural approach is to consider them in an enhanced data streaming model,
where we have a computationally unbounded but untrusted prover that can send proofs or help
messages to ease the computation. Think of a memory-restricted client delegating the computation
to a powerful cloud service. The client does not blindly trust the cloud, and with its limited memory,
it wants to verify the proof that the cloud sends. Chakrabarti et al. (ICALP ’09) introduced this
model as the annotated data streaming model and showed that multiple problems including exact
computation of frequency-based functions – that have no sublinear algorithms in basic streaming –
do have algorithms, also called schemes, in the annotated streaming model with both space and
proof-length sublinear in the input size.
We give a general scheme for computing any frequency-based function with both space usage
and proof-size of O(n2/3 log n) bits, where n is the size of the universe. This improves upon the best
known bound of O(n2/3 log4/3 n) given by the seminal paper of Chakrabarti et al. and as a result,
also improves upon the best known bounds for the important special cases of computing F0 and
F∞ . We emphasize that while being quantitatively better, our scheme is also qualitatively better
in the sense that it is simpler than the previously best scheme that uses intricate data structures
and elaborate subroutines. Our scheme uses a simple technique tailored for this model: the verifier
solves the problem partially by running an algorithm known to be helpful for it in the basic (sans
prover) streaming model and then takes the prover’s help to solve the remaining part.
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Introduction

Interactive proof systems have contributed a very important conceptual message to computer
science: it is possible for a computationally bounded entity to reduce its computational cost
for a problem if it is only required to verify a proof of the solution instead of finding a solution
on its own. This concept led to celebrated results such as IP = PSPACE [28] and the PCP
Theorems [3, 4]. It is natural to incorporate this idea to deal with challenging problems in
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massive data streams so as to reduce the impractical computational costs for such problems.
This incorporation led to the following setting: a space-restricted client reading a huge data
stream outsources the computation to a more powerful entity, such as a cloud service, with
unbounded space. The cloud sends the result of the computation to the client who refuses to
blindly trust it since it might be malicious or might have incurred some hardware failure.
Therefore, the cloud (henceforth named “Prover”) also sends the client (henceforth named
“Verifier”) a proof in support of its results. Verifier needs to use his limited space to collect
sufficient information from the stream so as to verify the proof. In the case that Prover is
honest, Verifier can use it as a help message to find the solution to the underlying problem.
Otherwise, he rejects the proof. This combination of data streaming with prover-verifier
systems has been fruitful: multiple works [1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 21, 22, 30] have shown that
several problems that are provably intractable in the basic data streaming model turn out to
be solvable in prover-enhanced models using verification space and proof-length sublinear in
the input size.
Chakrabarti et al. [7] formally defined this enhanced data streaming model as the annotated
data streaming model. An algorithm in this model is called a scheme. In designing a scheme,
the two important complexity parameters that we need to focus on are the space used by
Verifier and the size of the proof sent by Prover. A scheme that has a proof-length of O(h)
bits and uses O(v) bits of space is called an (h, v)-scheme.
Since its inception, data streaming algorithms have been extensively studied for fundamental statistical problems such as counting the number of distinct elements in a stream
(F0 ) [2, 5, 15, 20], the kth frequency moment for k > 0 (Fk ) [2, 16, 18, 32], the maximum
frequency of an element (F∞ ) [2, 19], and the `p -norm of the frequency vector for some p > 0
[19, 20, 26]. All of these problems are special cases of (or can be solved by easily applying) the
general problem of computing frequency-based functions: given a function g : Z → Z+ , find
Pn
j=1 g(fj ), where, for each j in the universe {1, . . . , n}, fj is the frequency of the jth element. This general problem was notably addressed by the celebrated seminal paper by Alon,
Matias, and Szegedy [2]: they asked for a characterization of precisely which frequency-based
functions can be approximated efficiently in the basic streaming model. The aforementioned
paper by Chakrabarti et al. [7] studied such statistical problems in the annotated streaming
setting and gave several interesting schemes. In particular, for the general problem of computing frequency-based functions, they gave an (n2/3 log4/3 n, n2/3 log4/3 n)-scheme. Their
scheme uses an intricate data structure with binary trees and calls upon a subroutine for
heavy-hitters that uses an elaborate framework called hierarchical heavy hitters.
Given how general the problem is, with several important special cases having numerous
applications, it is important and beneficial to have a simple scheme for the general problem. In
this work, we design such a simple scheme that uses the most basic and classical data structure
for frequency estimation: the Misra-Gries summary [25]. Our scheme ends up improving the
best known complexity bounds for the problem: we give an (n2/3 log n, n2/3 log n)-scheme.
No better bounds or simpler algorithms were known even for the special cases of computing
F0 or F∞ . Our result thus simplifies and improves the bounds for these problems as well.
The aforementioned scheme works for streams of length m = O(n), an assumption that
was also made by Chakrabarti et al. [7]. However, their scheme can be made to work for
longer turnstile streams as long as kf k1 = O(n). We show how to use the Count-Median
Sketch [13], an estimation algorithm with stronger guarantees than Misra-Gries, to get a
scheme with similar complexity bounds for these long streams. But since the Count-Median
Sketch is randomized (contrary to Misra-Gries), we incur a non-zero completeness error for
this scheme. The high-level idea of both our schemes is the following: we use the estimation
algorithm as a primitive to “partially” solve the problem. Prover then helps Verifier with the
“remaining” unsolved part.
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Setup and Terminology

We formalize the setting described above. A scheme for computing a function g(σ) of the
input stream σ is a triple (H, A, out), where H is a function that Prover uses to generate
the help message or proof-stream for σ, given by H(σ), A is a data streaming algorithm
that Verifier runs on the stream σ using a random string R to produce a summary AR (σ),
and out is a streaming algorithm that Verifier runs on the proof-stream H(σ) and also uses
AR (σ) and R to generate an output outR (H(σ), AR (σ)) in range(g) ∪ ⊥, where the symbol
⊥ denotes rejection of the proof. Note that if the proof-length |H(σ)| is larger than the
memory of Verifier, then he needs to process H(σ) as a stream.
A scheme (H, A, out) has completeness error εc and soundness error εs if it satisfies
(completeness) ∀σ : PrR [outR (AR (σ), H(σ)) = g(σ)] > 1 − εc ;
(soundness) ∀σ, H : PrR [outR (AR (σ), H) ∈
/ {g(σ), ⊥}] 6 εs .
Informally, this means that an honest Prover can convince Verifier to produce the correct
output with high probability. Again, if Prover is dishonest, then, with high probability,
Verifier rejects the proof. We usually aim for εc , εs 6 1/3 (they can be boosted down using
standard techniques incurring a small increase in the space usage). A scheme is said to have
perfect completeness if εc = 0.
The hcost (short for “help cost”) of a scheme (H, A, out) is defined as maxσ |H(σ)|, i.e.,
the maximum number of bits required to express a proof. The vcost (short for “verification
cost”) is the maximum bits of space used by the algorithms AR (σ) and outR (σ), where the
maximum is taken over all inputs σ and possible random strings R. A scheme with hcost
O(h) and vcost O(v) is called an (h, v)-scheme. An (h, v)-scheme is interesting if h > 0 and
v is asymptotically smaller than the best bound achievable for h = 0, i.e., in the basic (sans
prover) streaming model.

1.2

Our Results and Techniques

In this section, we state our results and give an overview of our techniques.
Results. Given a stream with elements in [n], let f denote its frequency vector hf1 , f2 , . . . , fn i,
where fj is the frequency of the jth element. A frequency-based function is a function G(f )
Pn
of the form G(f ) := j=1 g(fj ) for some function g : Z → Z+ .
Our main result is captured in the following theorem which we prove in Section 3.2.1.
I Theorem 1. There is an (n2/3 log n, n2/3 log n)-scheme for computing any frequency-based
function in any turnstile stream of length m = O(n). The scheme is perfectly complete and
has soundness error at most 1/poly(n).
With some modifications, we obtain a similar scheme for longer streams at the cost of
imperfect completeness. This is given by the following theorem which we prove in Section 3.2.2.
I Theorem 2. There is an (n2/3 log n, n2/3 log n)-scheme for computing any frequency-based
function in any turnstile stream with kf k1 = O(n). The scheme has completeness and
soundness errors at most 1/3.
As a consequence, we get schemes with the same complexity bounds for the problems of
computing F0 , F∞ , and checking multiset inclusion (see Corollary 5 for formal definition).
Just as for frequency-based functions, our schemes also improve upon the best known bounds
for these special cases and applications1 . We discuss these results in detail in Section 3.3.
1

Computing Fk for constant k > 0 is a well-studied special case for which better bounds are known [7].
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I Corollary 3. For any turnstile stream with kf k1 = O(n), there is an (n2/3 log n, n2/3 log n)scheme for computing F0 , the number of distinct elements with non-zero frequency, with
completeness and soundness errors at most 1/3. The scheme can be made perfectly complete
with soundness error 1/poly(n) if the stream has length m = O(n).
I Corollary 4. For any turnstile stream with kf k1 = O(n), there is an (n2/3 log n, n2/3 log n)scheme for computing F∞ , the maximum frequency of an element, with completeness and
soundness errors at most 1/3. The scheme can be made perfectly complete with soundness
error 1/poly(n) if the stream has length m = O(n).
I Corollary 5. Let X, Y ⊆ [n] be multisets of size O(n). Given a stream where elements
of X and Y arrive in interleaved manner, there is an (n2/3 log n, n2/3 log n)-scheme for
determining whether X ⊆ Y .
Techniques. Computing frequency-based functions is challenging simply because we don’t
have enough space to store all the exact frequencies. However, there are efficient smallspace algorithms – e.g., Misra-Gries algorithm [25], Count-Median Sketch [13] – that return
reasonably good estimates of the frequencies. We use such an algorithm as a primitive in
our schemes. The estimates returned partially solve the problem by helping us identify the
“heavy-hitters” or the most frequent items. There cannot be too many heavy-hitters and
hence, the all-powerful Prover can send Verifier the exact frequencies of these elements (which
of course need to be verified) without too much communication. On the other hand, the rest
of the elements, though large in number, have relatively small frequency. We show a way
to encode the answer in terms of a low-degree polynomial when the frequencies are small.
Prover can then send us this polynomial using few bits, enabling us to solve the problem
with small communication overall.
We remark that the high-level technique used in our first scheme – using Misra-Gries as
a subroutine – might be more widely applicable than that used in the second one, i.e., using
Count-Median Sketch. This is because Misra-Gries is deterministic while Count-Median is
randomized. In general, both Prover and Verifier can locally run a deterministic algorithm
on the input, and then, Prover can send messages based on the final state of that algorithm.
Note that it isn’t clear if a randomized algorithm can always help in this regard since we
assume that Prover and Verifer do not have access to shared randomness2 . Hence, the final
states of the algorithm might vary drastically for Prover and Verifier if they run it locally
with their own private randomness. For our problem, we don’t run into this issue since we
don’t require Prover to know the exact output of the Verifier’s local estimation algorithm.
Other techniques used are pretty standard in this area. We use techniques based on the
famous sum-check protocol of Lund et al. [24] that encodes answers as sum of low-degree
polynomials. In our case, where Prover sends only a single message to Verifier, a quantity of
interest is expressed as the sum of evaluations of a low-degree univariate polynomial. Since
the polynomial has low-degree, it can be expressed with a small number of monomials. Thus,
Prover needs only a few bits to express the set of coefficients that describe the polynomial,
leading to short proof-length. Moreover, to verify the authenticity of the polynomial, Verifier
needs to evaluate it at just a single random point, the space for which he can afford. The main
challenge in this technique is to find the proper low-degree polynomials to encode the answer,

2

This assumption is made so that it corresponds to the MA communication model. Access to shared
randomness corresponds to the AMA communication model where better bounds are known [17].
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and in this work, we give such new polynomial encodings for the underlying sub-problems.
Another standard technique we use is the shaping technique that transforms a one-dimensional
vector into a two-dimensional array. On a high level, this helps in “distributing” the work
between Prover and Verifier as they each “take care of” a single dimension. Pertaining to the
streaming model, we exploit the popular technique of linear sketching where we express a
quantity of interest as a linear combination of the stream updates, which helps us to maintain
the quantity dynamically as the stream arrives.

1.3

Related Work

Early works on the concept of stream outsourcing and verification were done by the database
community [23, 27, 31, 33]. Motivated by these works, Chakrabarti et al. [7] abstracted out
and formalised the theoretical aspects of the settings. They defined two types of stream
verification settings: (i) the annotated data streaming setting – calling the schemes as online
schemes – where Prover and Verfier read the input stream together and Prover sends help
messages during and/or after the stream arrival based on the part of the stream she has
seen so far, and (ii) the prescient setting where Prover knows the entire stream upfront, i.e.,
before Verifies sees it, and can send help messages accordingly. Several subsequent works
[6, 9, 10, 12, 21, 30] studied these non-interactive models. Natural generalizations of the
model, where we allow multiple rounds of interaction between Prover and Verifier, have also
been explored. These include Arthur-Merlin streaming protocols (Prover is named “Merlin”
and Verifier is named “Arthur” following a long-standing tradition in complexity theory) of
Gur and Raz [17] and the streaming interactive proofs (SIP) of Cormode et al. [14]. The
latter setting was further studied by multiple works [1, 8, 22]. We refer the reader to the
expository article by Thaler [29] for a detailed survey of this area.
We state the results with the standard assumption [7, 14] that m = O(n). Chakrabarti
et al. [7] gave two schemes for computing any general frequency-based function: an online (n2/3 log4/3 n, n2/3 log4/3 n)-scheme and a prescient (n2/3 log n, n2/3 log n)-scheme. They
noted that the schemes apply to get best known schemes for the special cases of computing the
number of distinct elements (F0 ), the maximum frequency (F∞ ), and for checking multiset
inclusion. They also showed a lower bound that any online or prescient (h, v)-scheme for
the problem (even for the aforementioned special cases) requires hv > n. They designed
schemes with better bounds for certain other frequency-based functions, often matching
this lower bound up to polylogarithmic factors. For instance, for any hv = n, they gave
an online (k 2 h log n, kv log n)-scheme for calculating the kth frequency moment Fk for any
positive integer k, and a (φ−1 log2 n + h log n, v log n)-scheme for computing the φ-heavy
hitters (elements with frequency of at least a φ-fraction of the stream length).
The specific problem of computing F0 has been studied by multiple works in various
stream verification models. Cormode, Mitzenmacher, and Thaler [11] studied the problem
in the stronger SIP-model and gave a (log3 n, log2 n)-SIP with O(log2 n) rounds of communication. For the case where we restrict the number of rounds to O(log n), Cormode,
√
Thaler, and Yi [14] gave a ( n log2 n, log2 n)-SIP. Klauck and Prakash [22] improved this to
√
√
a (log4 n log log n, log2 n log log n)-SIP. Gur and Raz [17] designed an (Õ( n), Õ( n))-AMAstreaming protocol3 (the Õ(·) notation hides polylog(n) factors) for F0 .

3

AMA stands for the communication pattern Arthur-Merlin-Arthur
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2

Preliminaries

Here, we discuss the streaming models we study and some standard results that we use in
our schemes.
Throughout this paper, the stream elements come from the universe [n] := {1, . . . , n}
and the stream length is m. In the turnstile streaming model, tokens are of the form
(j, ∆) ∈ [n] × Z, which means ∆ copies of the element j are inserted (resp. deleted) if ∆ > 0
(resp. ∆ < 0). The cash register or insert-only streaming model is the special case when ∆
is always positive. In this paper, for simplicity, we assume unit updates, i.e., ∆ ∈ {−1, 1}
always. The assumption can be easily removed by looking at an update as a collection of
multiple unit updates.
For a stream σ = h(a1 , ∆1 ), . . . , (am , ∆m )i, the frequency vector f (σ) is defined as
P
hf1 , . . . , fn i where fj is the frequency of element j, given by fj := i∈[m]: ∆i . We denote
ai =j

estimates of fj by fˆj . We drop the argument σ from f (σ) when the stream is clear from the
context.
In our schemes, we use the standard technique of sketching a frequency vector by
evaluating its low-degree extension at a random point. We explain what this means. We
transform (or shape) our frequency vector of length n into a 2-dimensional d1 × d2 array f ,
where d1 d2 = n, using some canonical bijection from [n] to [d1 ] × [d2 ]. This means that
the domain of the function f can now be seen as [d1 ] × [d2 ]. We work on a finite field F
with large enough characteristic such that the values don’t “wrap around” under operations
in F. By Lagrange’s interpolation, there is a unique polynomial f˜(X, Y ) ∈ F[X, Y ] with
degX (f˜) = d1 − 1 and degY (f˜) = d2 − 1 such that f˜(x, y) = f (x, y) for all (x, y) ∈ [d1 ] × [d2 ].
We call f˜ the low-degree F-extension of f . For each (x, y) ∈ [d1 ] × [d2 ], we have “Lagrange
basis polynomials” defined as

 

Y
Y
Y
−
y
X
−
x
i 
i
δx,y (X, Y ) := 
·
(1)
x − xi
y − xi
xi ∈[d1 ]\{x}

yi ∈[d2 ]\{y}

We can write f˜ as a linear combination of these polynomials as follows:
X
f˜(X, Y ) =
f (x, y) δx,y (X, Y )
(x,y)∈[d1 ]×[d2 ]

In particular, if f is built up from a stream of turnstile updates h((x, y)j , ∆j )i, then
f˜(X, Y ) =

X

∆j δ(x,y)j (X, Y ) .

(2)

j

Thus, we can use Equation (2) to maintain f˜(x∗ , y ∗ ) at some fixed point (x∗ , y ∗ ) dynamically
with stream updates. We formalize this in the following fact.
I Fact 6. Given a point (x∗ , y ∗ ) ∈ F2 and a stream of updates to an initially-zero d1 × d2 dimensional array f , we can maintain f˜(x∗ , y ∗ ) using O(log |F|) space. For implementation
details and generalizations, see Cormode et al. [14].
An important subroutine in one of our schemes is the classic Misra-Gries algorithm for
frequency estimation [25] which, given an input stream of m elements and a fraction φ,
estimates the frequency of the stream elements within an additive factor of φm. We recall
this algorithm in Algorithm 1.
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Informally, the algorithm does the following: it keeps an array or “dictionary” K indexed
by “keys” that are elements of the stream and each of them has an associated counter K[i].
At any point of time, the array has at most dφ−1 e keys. When a stream element arrives, it
increments the counter for the element if it’s present in the keys (it includes it in the keys
if there are less than dφ−1 e keys), and otherwise decrements the counter of every key. If a
counter for a key becomes 0, it is removed from K. Finally, the estimate fˆj is given by K[j]
(which is 0 if j is not in the keys). The guarantees of the algorithm is given in Fact 7.
Algorithm 1 [25] Misra-Gries algorithm for frequency estimates in insert-only streams.

Input: Stream σ; φ 6 1
1: Initialize K ← empty array
Process(token j ∈ σ):
2: if j ∈ keys(K) then
3:
K[j] ← K[j] + 1
4: else
5:
if |keys(K)| < dφ−1 e then
6:
K[j] ← 1
7:
else
8:
for i ∈ keys(K) do:
9:
K[i] ← K[i] − 1
10:
if K[i] = 0 then remove i from keys(K)
Output:
11: for j ∈ [n] do:
12:
if j ∈ keys(K) then return fˆj = K[j]; else return fˆj = 0

I Fact 7 ([25]). For an insert-only stream of m elements in [n], given any φ 6 1, Algorithm 1
uses O(φ−1 (log n + log m)) space and returns frequency estimates hfˆj : j ∈ [n]i such that, for
all tokens j ∈ [n], we have fj − φm 6 fˆj 6 fj .
Note that this algorithm was designed for insert-only streams and doesn’t work for turnstile
streams. To use it for turnstile streams, we need to make appropriate modifications (which
we do in Section 3.1).

3

Computing Frequency-based Functions in Turnstile Streams

Let f be the frequency vector of a stream as defined in Section 2. Recall that a frequency-based
P
function is a function G(f ) of the form G(f ) := j∈[n] g(fj ) for some function g : Z → Z+ .
In this section, we obtain an improved (n2/3 log n, n2/3 log n)-scheme for computing any
frequency-based function for some predetermined function g. As stated earlier, we design a
scheme exploiting the Misra-Gries algorithm (Algorithm 1). We want to use it as a subroutine
in our problem for turnstile streams, but it works only in the insert-only model. Therefore, in
Section 3.1, we provide a simple extension of the algorithm that attains a similar guarantee
for turnstile streams. In Section 3.2, first, we use this extended Misra-Gries (EMG) algorithm
as a subroutine for our scheme for computing frequency-based functions. Next, we show
that we can instead use the Count-Median Sketch [13] to make our scheme work for longer
streams. In Section 3.3, we discuss some important applications of our schemes.
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3.1

Extension of Misra-Gries Algorithm for Turnstile Streams

The extended Misra-Gries algorithm (henceforth called “EMG algorithm”) works as follows:
we process the positive and negative updates separately in two parallel copies of Algorithm 1
to estimate the total positive update and (absolute value of) the total negative update. In
the second copy, we can actually think of the updates as “increments” since only negative
updates are processed there. Thus, what we are actually estimating is the absolute value of
the total negative update.
For each j, let the total positive update be fj+ and (absolute value of) the total negative
update fj− . Then, the actual frequency is fj = fj+ − fj− . Denote the corresponding estimates
given by the copies of Algorithm 1 by fˆj+ and fˆj− . Then fˆj := fˆj+ − fˆj− gives a similar
guarantee as Fact 7 for turnstile streams; this time, we also incur an additive error of φm on
the upper bound.
To see this, note that by Fact 7, we have, ∀j ∈ [n],
fj+ − φm 6 fˆj+ 6 fj+
fj−

− φm 6

fˆj−

6

fj−

(3)
(4)

Thus, Equations (3) and (4) give fj+ − fj− − φm 6 fˆj+ − fˆj− 6 fj+ − fj− + φm, i.e.,
fj − φm 6 fˆj 6 fj + φm

(5)

Hence, this time we get double sided error. This estimate would suffice for getting our
desired scheme. Therefore, we get the following lemma.
I Lemma 8. Given a turnstile stream of m elements in [n], the EMG algorithm uses
O(φ−1 (log n + log m)) space and returns a summary hfˆj : j ∈ [n]i such that, for all j ∈ [n],
we have fj − φm 6 fˆj 6 fj + φm.
I Remark 9. The guarantee given by the EMG algorithm may not be very useful in general for
turnstile streams. This is because the total number of stream updates m can be huge, whereas
the frequency of each token can be small since we allow both increments and decrements in
the turnstile model. The classic Misra-Gries algorithm for insert-only model, on the other
hand, has a good guarantee (Fact 7) since m = kf k1 in this model. However, for our purpose,
the guarantee in Lemma 8 is good enough since we assume that m = O(n).

3.2

Schemes for Frequency-based Functions

First, in Section 3.2.1, we describe a protocol for computing frequency-based functions in
turnstile streams of length O(n) and prove Theorem 1. Next, in Section 3.2.2, we show that
the scheme can be modified to work for any turnstile stream with kf k1 = O(n), proving
Theorem 2. The completeness error in the latter scheme is, however, non-zero.

3.2.1

Perfectly Complete Scheme for O(n)-Length Streams

As in prior works [7, 14], we solve the problem for stream length m = O(n). Hence, by
Lemma 8, the EMG algorithm takes O(φ−1 log n) space and gives, for some constant c,
∀j ∈ [n] : fj − φcn 6 fˆj 6 fj + φcn .
Set φ = (cn2/3 )−1 . Therefore, we have an O(n2/3 log n) space algorithm that guarantees
∀j ∈ [n] : fj − n1/3 6 fˆj 6 fj + n1/3 .

(6)
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Let K denote the set of keys in the final state of the EMG algorithm for the setting of φ =
1/(cn2/3 ). Observe that if fˆj = 0 for some j (i.e., j 6∈ K), we know that fj ∈ [−n1/3 , n1/3 ].
Define h(j) = I{j 6∈ K} where I is the 0-1 indicator function. We have
X
X
X
X
X
g(f (j)) =
g(f (j)) +
g(f (j)) =
g(f (j)) +
g(f (j))h(j)
j∈K

j∈[n]

j6∈K

P

j∈K

j∈[n]

P

Let L :=
j∈K g(f (j)) and R :=
j∈[n] g(f (j))h(j). We shall compute L and R
separately and add them to get the desired answer.
We shape (see Section 2) the 1D array [n] into a 2D n1/3 × n2/3 array. Thus, we get
X
X
R=
g(f (x, y))h(x, y)
x∈[n1/3 ] y∈[n2/3 ]

As is standard [7], we assume that the range of the function g is upper bounded by some
polynomial in n, say np . Pick a prime q such that np+1 < q < 2np+1 . We will work in
the finite field Fq and the upper bound on the range of g ensures that G(f ) will not “wrap
around” under arithmetic in Fq .
Let f˜, h̃ be polynomials of lowest degree over the finite field Fq that agree with f, h
respectively at all values in [n1/3 ] × [n2/3 ]. Note that, by Lagrange’s interpolation, both f˜
and h̃ have degrees n1/3 − 1 and n2/3 − 1 in the two variables (see Section 2). Again, let
g̃ denote the polynomial of lowest degree that agrees with g at all values in [−n1/3 , n1/3 ].
Thus, g̃ has degree 2n1/3 .
Therefore, we have
X
X
R=
g̃(f˜(x, y))h̃(x, y)
x∈[n1/3 ] y∈[n2/3 ]

i.e., we can write
X
R=
P (x) ,

(7)

x∈[n1/3 ]

where the polynomial P is given by
X
P (X) =
g̃(f˜(X, y))h̃(X, y)

(8)

y∈[n2/3 ]

To compute L, it suffices to obtain the values fj for all j ∈ K since g is predetermined.
In our protocol, Prover would send values fj0 that she claims to be fj for all j ∈ K. Define
T :=

X

(fj − fj0 )2

j∈K

Note that we have fj = fj0 for each j if and only if T = 0. Set fj0 := 0 for all j 6∈ K. Thus,
we can rewrite T as
X
T =
(fj − fj0 )2 (1 − h(j))
j∈[n]

Using shaping as before, we get
X
X
T =
(f (x, y) − f 0 (x, y))2 (1 − h(x, y))

(9)

x∈[n1/3 ] y∈[n2/3 ]
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Let f˜0 denote the polynomial of lowest degree over Fq that agrees with f 0 at all values in
[n1/3 ] × [n2/3 ]. Therefore, we have
X
T =
Q(x)
(10)
x∈[n1/3 ]

where the polynomial Q is given by
X
Q(X) =
(f˜(X, y) − f˜0 (X, y))2 (1 − h̃(X, y)) .

(11)

y∈[n2/3 ]

We are now ready to describe the protocol.
Stream processing. Verifier picks r ∈ Fq uniformly at random. As the stream arrives, he
maintains f˜(r, y) for all y ∈ [n2/3 ] (Fact 6). In parallel, he runs the EMG algorithm
setting φ = (cn2/3 )−1 .
Help message. Prover sends polynomials P 0 and Q0 , and values fj0 for all j ∈ K. She claims
that P 0 , Q0 , f 0 are identical to P, Q, f respectively. The polynomials are sent as streams
of their coefficients following some canonical order of their monomials. Verifier evaluates
P 0 (r) and Q0 (r) as the polynomials are streamed.
Verification and output. Looking at the final state of the EMG subroutine, Verifier constructs h̃(r, y) for all y ∈ [n2/3 ] (he can treat the keys as a stream and use Fact 6).
Also, from the values fj0 , he constructs f˜0 (r, y) for all y ∈ [n2/3 ]. The O(n1/3 )-degree
polynomial g̃ is computed and stored in advance (we need to evaluate g at all points in
[−n1/3 , n1/3 ] and then use Lagrange interpolation to get g̃).
Thus, Verifier can now use Equation (8) to compute P (r) and Equation (11) to compute
Q(r). He checks whether P (r) = P 0 (r) and Q(r) = Q0 (r). If the checks pass, he believes
P
P 0 , Q0 are correct. He further checks whether x∈[n1/3 ] Q0 (x) = 0, i.e., by Equation (10),
whether T = 0. If so, he believes that fj0 = fj for all j ∈ K. Next, he computes
P
P
L = j∈K g(f 0 (j)), and using Equation (7), he computes R = x∈[n1/3 ] P 0 (x). Finally,
L + R gives the answer.
Error probability. The correctness analysis follows along standard lines of sum-check protocols. The scheme is perfectly complete since it follows from above that we always output
correctly if Prover is honest. For soundness, note that the protocol fails if either P =
6 P 0 or
0
0
0
Q 6= Q , but P (r) = P (r) and Q(r) = Q (r). Then, r is a root of the non-zero polynomial
P − P 0 or Q − Q0 . Since degree of P − P 0 is O(n2/3 ) and that of Q − Q0 is O(n1/3 ), they
have at most O(n2/3 ) roots in total. Since r is drawn uniformly at random from Fq , where
q > np+1 , the probability that r is such a root is at most O(n2/3 )/np+1 6 1/poly(n) for
sufficiently large n. Thus, the soundness error is at most 1/poly(n).
Help and Verification costs. The polynomials P and Q have degree O(n2/3 ) and O(n1/3 )
respectively. Thus, it requires O(n2/3 log n) bits in total to express their coefficients
since each coefficient comes from Fq that has size poly(n). Recall that for the setting of
φ = (cn2/3 )−1 , there are O(φ−1 ) = O(n2/3 ) keys in the EMG algorithm. Prover sends fj0
for each j ∈ K, and since each frequency is at most m = O(n), this requires O(n2/3 log n)
bits to communicate. Therefore, the total hcost is O(n2/3 log n).
As noted above, the invocation of EMG algorithm takes O(n2/3 log n) space. Verifier
maintains f˜(r, y) and stores the values h̃(r, y) and f˜0 (r, y) for all y ∈ [n2/3 ]. Each value is
an element in Fq , and hence they take up O(n2/3 log n) space in total. The O(n1/3 )-degree
polynomial g̃ takes O(n1/3 log n) space to store. Hence, the total vcost is O(n2/3 log n).
Thus, we have proved the following theorem.
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I Theorem 1. There is an (n2/3 log n, n2/3 log n)-scheme for computing any frequency-based
function in any turnstile stream of length m = O(n). The scheme is perfectly complete and
has soundness error at most 1/poly(n).

3.2.2

Handling longer streams at the cost of imperfect completeness

The scheme in Section 3.2.1 requires stream length m = O(n). Note that a turnstile stream
with massive cancellations can have length m  n, but kf k1 can still be O(n). Chakrabarti
et al. [7] presented their scheme under the assumption of m = O(n), but their scheme can
be made to work for longer streams as long as kf k1 = O(n). We can modify our scheme
to handle such streams as well without increasing the costs, but we no longer have perfect
completeness. We give a sketch of this scheme below highlighting the modifications.
We cannot use the EMG algorithm anymore because it doesn’t give a strong guarantee
with respect to kf k1 for turnstile streams. We use the Count-Median Sketch instead which
gives the following guarantee.
I Fact 10 (Count-Median Sketch [13]). For all φ, ε > 0, there exists an algorithm that, given
a turnstile stream of elements in [n] with kf k1 = O(n), uses O(φ−1 log(ε−1 ) log n) space and
returns frequency estimates hfˆj : j ∈ [n]i such that, with probability at least 1 − ε, for all
tokens j ∈ [n], we have fj − φkf k1 6 fˆj 6 fj + φkf k1 .
If kf k1 6 cn for some constant c, then setting φ = (4cn2/3 )−1 and ε = 1/4, we get that
there is an O(n2/3 log n) space algorithm that, with probability at least 3/4, gives
∀j ∈ [n] : fj − n1/3 /4 6 fˆj 6 fj + n1/3 /4

(12)

For this protocol, redefine the set K as K := {j : |fj | > n1/3 /2}. Prover sends a set
K 0 that she claims is identical to K. Let M denote the set {j : |fˆj | > 3n1/3 /4}. Verifier
P
P
checks whether M ⊆ K 0 , and if the check passes, he computes j∈K 0 g(fj ) and j6∈K 0 g(fj )
separately, similar to the earlier protocol, and adds them to obtain the answer.
Error probability. For completeness, note that if Prover is honest and K 0 = K, then with
probability at least 3/4, we have M ⊆ K 0 . To see this, observe that, by the guarantees
of the Count-Median Sketch (Equation (12)), for all j ∈ [n] with |fˆj | > 3n1/3 /4, we have
|fj | > n1/3 /2 with probability at least 3/4. The rest of the completeness analysis is as before,
and hence, there is no additional completeness error. Thus, the total completeness error of
the scheme is at most 1/4.
For soundness, suppose that K 0 =
6 K. By the guarantees of the Count-Median Sketch,
for all j ∈ [n] with |fj | > n1/3 , we have |fˆj | > 3n1/3 /4 with probability at least 3/4. Thus,
{j : |fj | > n1/3 } ⊆ M . Hence, if the check M ⊆ K 0 passes, then with probability at least
3/4, we have {j : |fj | > n1/3 } ⊆ K 0 . Thus, if j 6∈ K 0 , we have |fj | < n1/3 . Therefore, the
P
computation of j6∈K 0 g(fj ) goes through as before. The additional soundness error is at
most 1/poly(n) as analyzed earlier. Thus, the total soundness error of the protocol is at
most 1/4 + 1/poly(n) < 1/3.
Help and Verification costs. Clearly, since kf k1 6 cn, we have |K| = O(n2/3 ) which adds
O(n2/3 log n) bits to the hcost. The Count-Median Sketch takes space O(n2/3 log n), similar
to the EMG algorithm. The rest of the cost analysis is as before, and hence we have an
(n2/3 log n, n2/3 log n)-scheme.
Thus, we have the following theorem.
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I Theorem 2. There is an (n2/3 log n, n2/3 log n)-scheme for computing any frequency-based
function in any turnstile stream with kf k1 = O(n). The scheme has completeness and
soundness errors at most 1/3.
I Remark 11. We compare the schemes for Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 (call them Scheme
1 and Scheme 2 respectively). Scheme 2 works for streams of length m  n as long as
kf k1 = O(n), while Scheme 1 requires m = O(n). On the negative side, Scheme 2 has
imperfect completeness contrary to Scheme 1. Furthermore, the space dependence on the
error ε for Scheme 2 is worse than Scheme 1: given any ε, Scheme 2 uses O(n2/3 log n log(ε−1 ))
space to bound the completeness
and soundness errors by at most ε, while Scheme 1 takes

2/3
−1
O n (log n + log(ε )) space to bound the soundness error by ε. This means that to
bound the error by 1/poly(n), Scheme 2 takes O(n2/3 log2 n) space, making it weaker (though
simpler) than the scheme of Chakrabarti et al. [7], which takes O(n2/3 log4/3 n) space for the
same and is also perfectly complete. For this, Scheme 1 takes only O(n2/3 log n) space.

3.3

Special Instances and Applications

Here, we note important implications of Theorems 1 and 2. They can be applied to get
similar results for multiple well-studied problems such as computing the number of distinct
elements in the stream (F0 ), the highest frequency of an element in the stream (F∞ ), and
checking multiset inclusions. Note that for these problems, to the best of our knowledge, the
best-known schemes were (n2/3 log4/3 n, n2/3 log4/3 n)-schemes obtained by direct application
of the general scheme. Hence, we improve the bounds and simplify the schemes for these
problems as well.
As a direct corollary of Theorems 1 and 2, we get the same bounds for F0 . It is an
extensively studied problem in both basic streaming and stream verification. It is the special
case of frequency-based functions where the function g is defined as g(x) = 0 if x = 0, and
g(x) = 1 otherwise. Therefore, we obtain the following result.
I Corollary 3. For any turnstile stream with kf k1 = O(n), there is an (n2/3 log n, n2/3 log n)scheme for computing F0 , the number of distinct elements with non-zero frequency, with
completeness and soundness errors at most 1/3. The scheme can be made perfectly complete
with soundness error 1/poly(n) if the stream has length m = O(n).
Another well-studied problem related to frequency-based functions is computing F∞ .
Unlike F0 , it is not a direct special case, but a protocol for it follows by easily applying a
scheme for frequency-based functions. Chakrabarti et al. [7] noted one way in which it can be
applied to solve F∞ . Here, we note a slightly alternate way which doesn’t use a subroutine
that their scheme uses and is tailored to our protocols: Prover sends the element j ∗ ∈ [n]
that she claims has the highest frequency and a value fj0 ∗ that she claims to be equal to
0
fj ∗ . By the above protocols, Verifier can check whether fj∗
= fj ∗ . If the check passes, he
Pn
computes G(f ) := j=1 g(fj ) using the scheme above, where g is defined as g(x) = 0 if
0
x 6 fj∗
and g(x) = 1 otherwise. He accepts Prover’s claim if G(f ) = 0. Thus, we get the
following result.
I Corollary 4. For any turnstile stream with kf k1 = O(n), there is an (n2/3 log n, n2/3 log n)scheme for computing F∞ , the maximum frequency of an element, with completeness and
soundness errors at most 1/3. The scheme can be made perfectly complete with soundness
error 1/poly(n) if the stream has length m = O(n).
The problem of checking multiset inclusion has two multisets arriving in a stream
arbitrarily interleaved between each other, and we need to check if one of them is contained
in the other. This abstract problem is used as a subroutine in several other problems, e.g.,
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some graph problems considered in the annotated settings [7, 9, 10]. Thus, an improved
scheme for multiset inclusion implies improved subroutines for the corresponding problems.
It can be solved by easy application of frequency-based functions. The reduction is already
noted in Chakrabarti et al. [7], but we repeat it here for the sake of completeness.
I Corollary 5. Let X, Y ⊆ [n] be multisets of size O(n). Given a stream where elements
of X and Y arrive in interleaved manner, there is an (n2/3 log n, n2/3 log n)-scheme for
determining whether X ⊆ Y .
Proof. Think of X and Y as n-length characteristic vector representations of the multisets
(with an entry denoting the multiplicity of the corresponding element). Then, X ⊆ Y if and
only if Xj 6 Yj for each j ∈ [n]. As the elements arrive, we increment an entry if belongs to
Y and decrement it if it belongs to X. Thus, the vector f is given by fj = Yj − Xj . Define g
Pn
as g(x) = 0 if x > 0 and g(x) = 1 otherwise. Therefore, computing G(f ) := j=1 g(fj ) and
checking if it equals 0 solves the problem. The multisets having size O(n) ensures that the
length of the stream is O(n), and so we can safely apply our scheme.
J

4

Conclusions and Open Problems

In this work, we designed two new schemes for the broad class of frequency-based functions.
These schemes are much simpler than the previously best scheme known for the problem, and
furthermore, they even improve upon the complexity bound for space usage and proof-size
from O(n2/3 log4/3 n) to O(n2/3 log n). The best known upper bound for prescient schemes,
given by Chakrabarti et al. [7], is O(n2/3 log n) for both of these complexity parameters.
Hence, we also close this small gap between the prescient and online scheme complexities,
and show that prescience is not necessary here to bring the polylogarithmic factor down to
log n. Additionally, the high-level framework used in our schemes is generic enough to be
applicable for multiple other problems.
An important open problem in this area is to determine the asymptotic complexity
of the general problem of computing frequency-based functions in the stream verification
settings. Chakrabarti et al. [7] showed that any online or prescient (h, v)-scheme for the
problem requires hv > n. Note that this lower bound leaves open the possibility of a
√ √
( n, n)-scheme, while the best known scheme achieves (Õ(n2/3 ), Õ(n2/3 )) for both online
and prescient settings. Can we match the lower bound (up to polylogarithmic factors) and
√
√
get an (Õ( n), Õ( n))-scheme for the problem, even if prescient? What about for even
special cases like F0 or F∞ ? Recall that there exist such online schemes for the kth frequency
moment for some constant k ∈ Z+ [7]. Also, it is possible to get such a scheme for F0 if
we allow multiple rounds of interaction [17]. Any strict improvement on the lower bound
would be extremely interesting and a breakthrough. Currently, we don’t know of a function
in the turnstile
√ streaming model for which any online (h, v)-scheme must have total cost
h + v > ω( N ) where N is the lower bound on its
√ basic streaming complexity. This is
related to the major open question of breaking the “ N barrier” for the Merlin-Arthur (MA)
communication model.
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Abstract
We consider the online carpooling problem: given n vertices, a sequence of edges arrive over time.
When an edge et = (ut , vt ) arrives at time step t, the algorithm must orient the edge either as
vt → ut or ut → vt , with the objective of minimizing the maximum discrepancy of any vertex, i.e.,
the absolute difference between its in-degree and out-degree. Edges correspond to pairs of persons
wanting to ride together, and orienting denotes designating the driver. The discrepancy objective
then corresponds to every person driving close to their fair share of rides they participate in.
In this paper, we design efficient algorithms which can maintain polylog(n, T ) maximum discrepancy (w.h.p) over any sequence of T arrivals, when the arriving edges are sampled independently
and uniformly from any given graph G. This provides the first polylogarithmic bounds for the
√
online (stochastic) carpooling problem. Prior to this work, the best known bounds were O( n log n)discrepancy for any adversarial sequence of arrivals, or O(loglog n)-discrepancy bounds for the
stochastic arrivals when G is the complete graph.
The technical crux of our paper is in showing that the simple greedy algorithm, which has
provably good discrepancy bounds when the arriving edges are drawn uniformly at random from the
complete graph, also has polylog discrepancy when G is an expander graph. We then combine this
with known expander-decomposition results to design our overall algorithm.
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1

Introduction

Consider the following edge orientation problem: we are given a set V of n nodes, and
undirected edges arrive online one-by-one. Upon arrival of an edge {u, v}, it has to be
oriented as either u → v or v → u, immediately and irrevocably. The goal is to minimize
the discrepancy of this orientation at any time t ∈ [T ] during the arrival process, i.e., the
maximum imbalance between the in-degree and out-degree of any node. Formally, if we let
χt to denote the orientation at time t and δt− (v) (resp. δt+ (v)) to denote the number of
in-edges (resp. out-edges) incident to v in χt , then we want to minimize
max disc(χt ) := max max |δt− (v) − δt+ (v)|.
t

t

v

If the entire sequence of edges is known up-front, one can use a simple cycle-and-path-peeling
argument to show that any set of edges admit a discrepancy of at most 1. The main focus of
this work is in understanding how much loss is caused by the presence of uncertainty, since
we don’t have knowledge of future arrivals when we irrevocably orient an edge.
This problem was proposed by Ajtai et al. [1] as a special case of the carpooling problem
where hyperedges arrive online, each representing a carpool where one person must be
P
designated as a driver. The “fair share” of driving for person i can be defined as e:i∈e 1/|e|,
and we would like each person to drive approximately this many times. In the case of graphs
where each carpool is of size |e| = 2, this carpooling problem is easily transformed into the
edge-orientation problem.
Ajtai et al. showed that while deterministic algorithms cannot have an o(n) discrepancy,
they gave a randomized “local greedy” which has an expected discrepancy (for any T ≥ 1) of
√
O( n log n) for any online input sequence of T arrivals. Indeed, note that the discrepancy
bound is independent of the length of the sequence T , and depends only on the number
of nodes, thus giving a non-trivial improvement over the naive random assignment, which
√
will incur a discrepancy of O( T log n). Intriguingly, the lower bound they show for online
algorithms is only Ω((log n)1/3 ) – leaving a large gap between the upper and lower bounds.
Given its apparent difficulty in the adversarial online model, Ajtai et al. proposed a
stochastic model, where each edge is an independent draw from some underlying probability
distribution over pairs of vertices. They considered the the uniform distribution, which is
the same as presenting a uniformly random edge of the complete graph at each time. In
this special case, they showed that the greedy algorithm (which orients each edge towards
the endpoint with lower in-degree minus out-degree) has expected discrepancy Θ(loglog n).
Their analysis crucially relies on the structure and symmetry of the complete graph.
In this paper, we consider this stochastic version of the problem for general graphs:
i.e., given an arbitrary simple graph G, the online input is a sequence of edges chosen
independently and uniformly at random (with replacement) from the edges of this graph G1 .
Our main result is the following:
I Theorem 1 (Main Theorem). There is an efficient algorithm for the edge-orientation
problem that maintains, w.h.p, a maximum discrepancy of O(poly log(nT )) on input sequences
formed by i.i.d. draws from the edges of a given graph G.

1

It is possible to extend our results, by losing a log T factor, to edge-weighted distributions where an edge
is drawn i.i.d. with probability proportional to its weight. Since this extension uses standard ideas like
bucketing edges with similar weights, we restrict our attention to arrivals from a graph G for simplicity.
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Our Techniques

Let us fix some notation. Given a (multi)graph G = (V, E) with |V | = n, the algorithm is
presented with a vector v t at each time as follows. A uniformly random edge (u, v) ∈ G is
sampled, and the associated characteristic vector v t = eu − ev is presented to the algorithm,
where eu ∈ Rn has all zeros except index u being 1. The algorithm must immediately sign
v t with χt ∈ {−1, 1}, to keep the discrepancy bounded at all times t. Here the discrepancy
P
of node u at time t is the uth entry of the vector s≤t χs v s (which could be negative), and
the discrepancy of the algorithm is the maximum absolute discrepancy over all vertices, i.e.,
P
s s
.
s≤t χ v
∞

A natural algorithm is to pick a uniformly random orientation for each arriving edge. This
maintains zero expected discrepancy at each node. However,
√ the large variance may cause
the maximum discrepancy over nodes to be as large as Ω( T ), where T the total number
of edges (which is the same as the number of time-steps). For example, this happens even
on T parallel edges between two nodes. In this case, however, the greedy algorithm which
orients the edge from the vertex of larger discrepancy to that of smaller discrepancy works
well. Indeed it is not known to be bad for stochastic instances. (Since it is a deterministic
algorithm, it can perform poorly on adversarial inputs due to known o(n) lower bounds [1].)
Building on the work of Ajtai et al. who consider stochastic arrivals on complete graphs,
the first step towards our overall algorithm is to consider the problem on expander graphs. At
a high level, one hurdle to achieving low discrepancy in the stochastic case is that we reach
states where both endpoints of a randomly-chosen edge already have equally high discrepancy.
Then, no matter how we orient the edge, we increase the maximum discrepancy. But this
should not happen in expander graphs: if S is the set of “high” discrepancy vertices, then
the expansion of the graph implies that |∂S| must be a large fraction of the total number of
edges incident to S. Therefore, intuitively, we have a good chance of reducing the discrepancy
if we get edges that go from S to low-degree nodes. To make this idea formal, we relate
the greedy process on expander graphs G to the so-called (1 + β)-process over an easier
arrival sequence where the end-points of a new edge are chosen from a product distribution,
where the probability of choosing a vertex is proportional to its degree in G. However, in the
(1 + β)-process2 , the algorithm orients a new edge greedily with only probability β for some
small value of β, and does a random orientation with the remaining probability (1 − β).
Indeed, we compare these two processes by showing that (a) the expected increase of a
P
natural potential Φ := v cosh(λ discrepancy(v)) – which can be thought of as a soft-max
function – is lower for the greedy algorithm on expanders when compared to the (1 + β)process on the product distribution, and (b) the same potential increases very slowly (if at
all) on the product distribution. A similar idea was used by Peres et al. [13] for a related
stochastic load balancing problem; however, many of the technical details are different.
The second component of the algorithm is to decompose a general graph into expanders.
This uses the (by-now commonly used) idea of expander decompositions. Loosely speaking,
this says that the edges of any graph can be decomposed into some number of smaller graphs
(each being defined on some subset of vertices), such that (a) each of these graphs is an
expander, and (b) each vertex appears in only a poly-logarithmic number of these expanders.
Our arguments for expanders require certain weak-regularity properties – namely the degrees
of vertices should not be too small compared to the average degree – and hence some care is
required in obtaining decompositions into such expanders. These details appear in the full
version.
2

The name (1 + β)-process stems from the notion for an analogous load-balancing (or) balls-and-bins
setting [13], this process would be like the (1 + β)-fractional version of the power-of-two choices process.
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Our overall algorithm can then be summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 DivideAndGreedy (graph G = (V, E)).
1: run the expander-decomposition algorithm in Theorem 19 (in Section 2.5) on G to obtain

a collection P = {G1 , G2 , . . . , Gk } of edge-disjoint expander graphs.
2: initialize H = {H1 , H2 , . . . Hk } to be a collection of empty graphs, where Hi is the

3:
4:
5:

6:

directed multi-graph consisting of all edges which have arrived corresponding to base
graph Gi , along with their orientations assigned by the algorithm upon arrival.
for each new edge e ≡ {u, v} that arrives at time-step t do
let i denote the index such that e ∈ Gi according to our decomposition.
add e to Hi , and orient e in a greedy manner w.r.t Hi , i.e., from u to v if discHi (u) ≥
in
out
(w) − δH
(w) is the in-degree minus out-degree of any
discHi (v), where discH (w) = δH
i
i
vertex w in the current sub-graph Hi maintained by the algorithm.
end for

1.2

Related Work

The study of discrepancy problems has a long history; see the books [12, 8] for details on the
classical work. The√problem of online discrepancy minimization was studied by Spencer [14],
who showed an Ω( T ) lower bound for for adaptive adversarial arrivals. More refined lower
bounds were given by Bárány [6]; see [4] for many other references. Much more recently,
Bansal and Spencer [5] and Bansal et al. [4] consider a more general vector-balancing problem,
where each request is a vector v t ∈ Rn with kv t k∞ ≤ 1, and the goal is to assign a sign
P
χt ∈ {−1, 1} to each vector to minimize k t χt v t k∞ , i.e., the largest coordinate of the
signed sum. Imagining each edge et = {u, v} to be the vector √12 (eu − ev ) (where this initial
sign is chosen arbitrarily) captures the edge-orientation problem up to constant factors.
Bansal et al. gave an O(n2 log(nT ))-discrepancy algorithm for the natural stochastic version
of the problem under general distributions. For some special geometric problems, they gave
an algorithm that maintains poly(s, log T, log n) discrepancy for sparse vectors that have
only s non-zero coordinates. These improve on the work of Jiang et al. [11], who give a
sub-polynomial discrepancy coloring for online arrivals of points on a line. A related variant
of these geometric problems was also studied in Dwivedi et al. [9].
Very recently, an independent and exciting work of Alweiss, Liu, and Sawhney [2] gave a
randomized algorithm that maintains a discrepancy of O(log(nT )/δ) for any input sequence
chosen by an oblivious adversary with probability 1 − δ, even for the more general vectorbalancing problem for vectors of unit Euclidean norm (the so-called Kómlós setting). Instead
of a potential based analysis like ours, they directly argue why a carefully chosen randomized
greedy algorithm ensures w.h.p. that the discrepancy vector is always sub-Gaussian. A
concurrent work of Bansal et al. [3] also obtains similar results for i.i.d. arrivals, but they
use a very different potential than our expander-decomposition approach. It is an interesting
open question to extend our approach to hypergraphs and re-derive their results.

1.3

Notation

We now define some graph-theoretic terms that are useful for the remainder of the paper.
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I Definition 2 (Volume and α-expansion). Given any graph G = (V, E), and set S ⊆ V its
P
volume is defined to be vol(S) := v∈S degree(v). We say G is an α-expander if
min

S⊆V

|E(S, V \ S)|
≥ α.
min{vol(S), vol(V \ S)}

We will also need the following definition of “weakly-regular” graphs, which are graphs
where every vertex has degree at least a constant factor of the average degree. Note that the
maximum degree can be arbitrarily larger than the average degree.
I Definition 3 (γ-weakly-regular). For γ ∈ [0, 1], a graph G = (V, E) is called γ-weakly-regular
P
if every vertex v ∈ V has degree at least γ · u∈V degree(u)/|V |.
I Definition 4 (Discrepancy Vector). Given any directed graph H = (V, A) (representing all
the oriented edges until any particular time-step), let d ∈ Z|V | represent the discrepancy
vector of the current graph, i.e. the v th entry of d, denoted by dv is the difference between
the number of in-edges incident at v and the number of out-endges incident at v in H.

2

The Greedy Algorithm on Expander Graphs

In this section, we consider the special case when the graph G is an expander. More formally,
we show that the greedy algorithm is actually good for such graphs.
I Definition 5 (Expander Greedy Process). The greedy algorithm maintains a current discrepancy dtv for each vertex v, which is the in-degree minus out-degree of every vertex among
the previously arrived edges. Initially, d1v = 0 for every vertex v at the beginning of time-step
1. At each time t ≥ 1, a uniformly random edge e ∈ G with end-points {u, v} is presented
to the algorithm, and suppose w.l.o.g. dtu ≥ dtv , i.e., u has larger discrepancy (ties broken
arbitrarily). Then, the algorithm orients the edge from u to v. The discrepancies of u and v
become dt+1
= dtu − 1 and dt+1
= dtu + 1, and other vertices’ discrepancies are unchanged.
u
v
I Theorem 6. Consider any γ-weakly-regular α-expander G, and suppose edges are arriving
as independent samples from G over a horizon of T time-steps. Then, the greedy algorithm
maintains a discrepancy dtv of O(log5 nT ) for every time t in [0 . . . T ] and every vertex v, as
long as α ≥ 6λ, γ ≥ λ1/4 , where λ = O(log−4 nT ).
For the sake of concreteness, it might be instructive to assume α ≈ γ ≈ O( log1 n ), which
is roughly what we will obtain from our expander-decomposition process.

2.1

Setting Up The Proof

Our main idea is to introduce another random process called the (1+β)-process, and show that
the (1 + β)-process stochastically dominates the expander-greedy process in a certain manner,
and separately bound the behaviour of the (1 + β)-process subsequently. By combining these
two, we get our overall analysis of the expander-greedy process.
To this end, we first define a random arrival sequence where the end-points of each new
edge are actually sampled independently from a product distribution.
I Definition 7 (Product Distribution). Given a set V of vertices with associated weights
{wv ≥ 0 | v ∈ V }, at each time t, we select two vertices u, v as two independent samples
from V , according to the distribution where any vertex v ∈ V is chosen with probability
P wv
, and the vector v t := χu − χv is presented to the algorithm.
w
v 0 ∈V

v0
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We next define the (1 + β)-process, which will be crucial for the analysis.
I Definition 8 ((1 + β)-process on product distributions). Consider a product distribution
over a set of vertices V . When presented with a vector v t := χu − χv from this product
distribution at time t, the (1 + β)-process assigns a sign to the vector v t as follows: with
probability (1 − β), it assigns it uniformly ±1, and only with the remaining probability β it
uses the greedy algorithm to sign this vector.
Note that setting β = 1 gives us back the greedy algorithm, and β = 0 gives an algorithm
that assigns a random sign to each vector.
I Remark 9. The original (1 + β)-process was in fact introduced in [13], where Peres et al.
analyzed a general load-balancing process over n bins (corresponding to vertices), and balls
arrive sequentially. Upon each arrival, the algorithm gets to sample a random edge from a
k-regular expander3 G over the bins, and places the ball in the lighter loaded bin among the
two end-points of the edge. They show that this process maintains a small maximum load,
by relating it to an analogous (1 + β)-process, where instead of sampling an edge from G, two
bins are chosen uniformly at random, and the algorithm places the ball into a random bin
with probability 1 − β, and the lesser loaded bin with probability β. Note that their analysis
inherently assumed that the two vertices are sampled from the uniform distribution where all
weights wu are equal. By considering arbitrary product distributions, we are able to handle
arbitrary graphs with a non-trivial conductance, i.e., even those that do not satisfy the
k-regularity property. This is crucial for us because the expander decomposition algorithms,
which reduce general graphs to a collection of expanders, do not output regular expanders.
Our analysis will also involve a potential function (intuitively the soft-max of the vertex
discrepancies) for both the expander-greedy process as well as the (1 + β)-process.
I Definition 10 (Potential Function). Given vertex discrepancies d ∈ Z|V | , define
X
Φ(d) :=
cosh(λdv ),

(1)

v

where λ < 1 is a suitable parameter to be optimized.
Following many prior works, we use the hyperbolic cosine function to symmetrize for positive
and negative discrepancy values. When d is clear from the context, we will write Φ(d) as Φ.
We will also use dt to refer to the discrepancy vector at time t, and dtu to the discrepancy of
u at time t. We will often ignore the superscript t if it is clear from the context.
We are now ready to define the appropriate parameters of the (1 + β)-process. Indeed,
given the expander-greedy process defined on graph G, we construct an associated (1 + β)process where for each vertex v, the probability of sampling any vertex in the product
distribution is proportional to its degree in G, i.e., wv = degreeG (v) for all v ∈ V . We also
set the β parameter equal to α, the conductance of the graph G.

2.2

One-Step Change in Potential

The main idea of the proof is to use a majorization argument to argue that the expected
one-step change in potential of the expander process can be upper bounded by that of
the (1 + β)-process, if the two processes start at the same discrepancy configuration dt .
Subsequently, we bound the one-step change for the (1 + β)-process in Section 2.4.

3

Actually their proof works for a slightly more general notion of expanders, but which is still insufficient
for our purpose.
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To this end, consider a time-step t, where the current discrepancy vector of the expander
process is dt . Suppose the next edge in the expander process is (i, j), where dti > dtj . Then
the greedy algorithm will always choose a sign such that di decreases by 1, and dj increases
by 1. Indeed, this ensures the overall potential is non-increasing unless di = dj . More
importantly, the potential term for other vertices remains unchanged, and so we can express
the expected change in potential as having contributions from precisely two terms, one due
to di → di − 1 (called the decrease term), and denoted as ∆−1 (t), and one due to dj → dj + 1
(the increase term), denoted as ∆+1 (t):
h
i
E(i,j)∼G [∆Φ] = E(i,j)∼G Φ(dt+1 ) − Φ(dt )
h
i
h
i
= E(i,j ) cosh(λ(di − 1)) − cosh(λ(di )) + E(i,j) cosh(λ(dj + 1)) − cosh(λ(dj )) .
|
{z
} |
{z
}
=:∆−1 (dt )

=:∆+1 (dt )

Now, consider the (1 + β)-process on the vertex set V , where the product distribution is
given by weights wu = deg(u) for each u ∈ V , starting with the same discrepancy vector dt as
the expander process at time t. Then, if u and v are the two vertices sampled independently
according to the product distribution, then by its definition, the (1 + β)-process signs this
pair randomly with probability (1 − β), and greedily with probability β. For the sake of
analysis, we define two terms analogous to ∆−1 (dt ) and ∆+1 (dt ) for the (1 + β)-process. To
this end, let i ∈ {u, v} denote the identity of the random vertex to which the (1 + β)-process
assigns +1. Define
h
i
e +1 (dt ) := E(u,v)∼w×w cosh(λ(di + 1)) − cosh(λ(di )) ,
∆
(2)
where w × w refers to two independent choices from the product distribution corresponding
to w. Similarly let j ∈ {u, v} denote the identity of the random vertex to which the
(1 + β)-process assigns −1, and define
h
i
e −1 (dt ) := E(u,v)∼w×w cosh(λ(dj − 1)) − cosh(λ(dj )) .
∆
(3)
e −1 (dt ) through a coupling argument, and similarly
In what follows, we bound ∆−1 (dt ) ≤ ∆
t
t
e +1 (d ) using a separate coupling.
bound ∆+1 (d ) ≤ ∆
A subtlety: the expected one-step change in Φ in the expander process precisely equals
∆−1 (dt ) + ∆+1 (dt ). However, if we define an analogous potential for the (1 + β)-process, then
e −1 (dt ) + ∆
e +1 (dt ). Indeed,
the one-step change in potential there does not equal the sum ∆
we sample u and v i.i.d. in the (1 + β)-process, it is possible that u = v and therefore the
e −1 (dt ) + ∆
e +1 (dt ) will be non-zero. Hence
one-step change in potential is 0, while the sum ∆
the following lemma does not bound the expected potential change for the expander process
by that for the (1 + β)-process (both starting from the same state), but by this surrogate
e −1 (dt ) + ∆
e +1 (dt ), and it is this surrogate sum that we bound in Section 2.4.
∆

2.3

The Coupling Argument

We now show a coupling between the expander-greedy process and the (1 + β)-process defined
in Section 2.1, to bound the expected one-step change in potential for the expander process.
I Lemma 11. Given an α-expander G = (V, E), let dt ≡ (dv : v ∈ V ) denote the current
discrepancies of the vertices at any time step t for the expander-greedy process. Consider a
hypothetical (1 + β)-process on vertex set V with β = α, the weight of vertex v ∈ V set to
wv = deg(v), and starting from the same discrepancy state dt . Then:
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e −1 (dt ), and (b) ∆+1 (dt ) ≤ ∆
e +1 (dt ).
(a) ∆−1 (dt ) ≤ ∆
e −1 (dt ) + ∆
e +1 (dt ).
Hence the expected one-step change in potential E[Φ(dt+1 ) − Φ(dt )] ≤ ∆
Proof. We start by renaming the vertices in V such that dn ≤ dn−1 ≤ . . . ≤ d1 . Suppose the
next edge in the expander process corresponds to indices i, j where i < j. We prove the lemma
statement by two separate coupling arguments, which crucially depend on the following
claim. Intuitively, this claim shows that a −1 is more likely to appear among the high
discrepancy vertices of G in the expander process than the (1 + β)-process (thereby having
a lower potential), and similarly a +1 is more likely to appear among the low discrepancy
vertices of G in the expander process than in the (1 + β)-process. Peres et al. [13] also prove
a similar claim for stochastic load balancing, but they only consider uniform distributions.
B Claim 12. For any k ∈ [n], if Sk denotes the set of vertices with indices k 0 ∈ [k] (the k
highest discrepancy vertices) and Tk denotes V \ Sk , then
Pr [−1 ∈ Sk ] ≥

(i,j)∼G

Pr
(u,v)∼w×w

[−1 ∈ Sk ]

and

Pr [+1 ∈ Tk ]

(i,j)∼G

≥

Pr
(u,v)∼w×w

[+1 ∈ Tk ] .

Above, we abuse notation and use the terminology “−1 ∈ Sk ” to denote that the vertex
whose discrepancy decreases falls in the set Sk in the corresponding process.
k)
Proof. Fix an index k, and let ρ := vol(S
vol(V ) be the relative volume of Sk , i.e., the fraction of
edges of G incident to the k nodes of highest degree. First we consider the (1 + β)-process
on V . With (1 − β), probability we assign a sign to the input vector uniformly at random.
Therefore, conditioned on this choice, a vertex in Sk will get a −1 sign with probability

1
1
· Pr[u ∈ Sk ] + Pr[v ∈ Sk ] =
2
2

vol(Sk )
vol(V )

= ρ,

where u and v denote the two vertices chosen by the (1 + β)-process process. With probability
β, we will use the greedy algorithm, and so −1 will appear on a vertex in Sk iff at least one
of the two chosen vertices lie in Sk . Putting it together, we get
Pr
(u,v)∼w×w

vol(Sk )
+β·
Pr
[{u, v} ∩ Sk 6= ∅]
vol(V )
(u,v)∼w×w

= (1 − β) · ρ + β · 1 − (1 − ρ)2 = (1 + β − β · ρ) · ρ.

[−1 ∈ Sk ] = (1 − β) ·

(4)

Now we consider the expander process. A vertex in Sk gets -1 iff the chosen edge has at
least one end-point in Sk . Therefore,
Pr [−1 ∈ Sk ] = Pr[i ∈ Sk ] =

(i,j)∼G

|E(Sk , Sk )| + |E(Sk , V \ Sk )|
|E|


2|E(Sk , Sk )| + |E(Sk , V \ Sk )| + |E(Sk , V \ Sk )|
=
2|E|

=

vol(Sk ) + |E(Sk , V \ Sk )|
.
vol(V )

Recalling that β = α, and that G is an α-expander, we consider two cases:
Case 1: If vol(Sk ) ≤ vol(V \ Sk ), we use
vol(Sk ) + |E(Sk , V \ Sk )|
vol(V )
vol(Sk )
≥ (1 + α)
= (1 + β)ρ ≥
Pr
[−1 ∈ Sk ].
vol(V )
(u,v)∼w×w

Pr [−1 ∈ Sk ] =

(i,j)∼G
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Case 2: If vol(Sk ) > vol(V \ Sk ), we use
vol(Sk ) + |E(Sk , V \ Sk )|
≥
vol(V )

vol(V \ Sk ) 
·ρ =
≥
1+β·
vol(V )

Pr [−1 ∈ Sk ] =

(i,j)∼G

vol(Sk ) + α · vol(V \ Sk )
vol(V )
Pr
(i,j)∼w×w

[−1 ∈ Sk ],

where the last equality uses (4).
This completes the proof of Pr(i,j)∼G [−1 ∈ Sk ] ≥ Pr(i,j)∼w [−1 ∈ Sk ]. One can similarly show
Pr(i,j)∼G [+1 ∈ Tk ] ≥ Pr(u,v)∼w×w [+1 ∈ Tk ], which completes the proof of the claim.
C
Claim 12 shows that we can establish a coupling between the two processes such that
if −1 belongs to Sk in (1 + β)-process, then the same happens in the expander process. In
other words, there is a joint sample space Ω such that for any outcome ω ∈ Ω, if vertices va
and vb get sign −1 in the expander process and the (1 + β)-process respectively, then a ≤ b.
e denote the discrepancy vectors in the expander process and the (1+β)-process
Let d and d
after the -1 sign has been assigned, respectively. Now, since both the processes start with the
e majorizes
same discrepancy vector dt , we see that for any fixed outcome ω ∈ Ω, the vector d
d in the following sense.
I Definition 13 (Majorization). Let a and b be two real vectors of the same length n. Let
→
−
→
−
a and b denote the vectors a and b with coordinates rearranged in descending order
respectively. We say that a majorizes b, written a  b, if for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we have
Pi →
Pi →
−
−
j=1 a j ≥
j=1 b j .
One of the properties of majorization [10] is that any convex and symmetric function of
e Thus, for any fixed outcome
the discrepancy vector (which Φ is) satisfies that Φ(d) ≤ Φ(d).
ω, the change in potential in the expander process is at most that of the surrogate potential
e −1 (dt ) are just the expected change of these
in the (1 + β)-process. Since ∆−1 (dt ) and ∆
quantities in the two processes (due to assignment of -1 sign), the first statement of the
lemma follows. Using an almost identical proof, we can also show the second statement.
(Note that we may need to redefine the coupling between the two processes to ensure that if
vertices va , vb get sign +1 as above, then b ≤ a.)
J

2.4

Analyzing One-Step ∆Φ of the (1 + β)-process

Finally we bound the one-step change in (surrogate) potential of the (1 + β)-process starting
e −1 (dt ) and ∆
e +1 (dt ) from Section 2.2.
at discrepancy vector dt ; recall the definitions of ∆
I Lemma 14. If Φ(dt ) ≤ (nT )10 , and if the weights wv are such that for all v, Pwvw
v0

v0

≥

γ
n

(i.e., the minimum weight is at least a γ fraction of the average weight), then we have that
e −1 (dt ) + ∆
e +1 (dt ) ≤ O(1),
∆
as long as β ≥ 6λ, γ ≥ 16λ1/4 , and λ = O(log−4 nT ).
Proof. Let u be an arbitrary vertex in V , and we condition on the fact that the first vertex
chosen by the (1 + β)-process is u. Then, we show that
h
i
Ev∼w cosh(λ(di − 1)) − cosh(λ(di )) + cosh(λ(dj + 1)) − cosh(λ(dj )) u is sampled first ,
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is O(1) regardless of the choice of u, where we assume that i is the random vertex which is
assigned −1 by the (1 + β)-process, and j is the random vertex which is assigned +1. The
proof of the lemma then follows by removing the conditioning on u.
Following [5, 4], we use the first two terms of the Taylor expansion of cosh(·) to upper
bound the difference terms of the form cosh(x + 1) − cosh(x) and cosh(x − 1) − cosh(x). To
this end, note that, if || ≤ 1 and λ < 1, we have that
cosh(λ(x + )) − cosh(λx) ≤ λ sinh(λx) +

2 2
2! λ
2 2

cosh(λx) +

3 3
3! λ

sinh(λx) + . . .

≤ λ sinh(λx) +  λ cosh(λx).
Using this, we proceed to bound the following quantity (by setting  = −1 and 1 respectively):
i
h


Ev∼w −λ sinh(λdi ) − sinh(λdj ) + λ2 cosh(λdi ) + cosh(λdj ) u is sampled first .
{z
} |
{z
}
|
=:−L

=:Q




We refer to L = λ sinh(λdi ) − sinh(λdj ) and Q = λ2 cosh(λ(di )) + cosh(λdj ) as the linear
and quadratic terms, since they arise from the first- and second-order derivatives in the
Taylor expansion.
To further simplify our exposition, we define the following random variables:
(i) u> is the identity of the vertex among u, v with higher discrepancy, and u< is the other
vertex. Hence we have that du> ≥ du< .

(ii) G denotes the random variable λ sinh(λdu> ) − sinh(λdu< ) , which indicates an
analogous term to L, but if we exclusively did a greedy signing always (recall that the
greedy algorithm would always decrease the larger discrepancy, but the (1 + β)-process
follows a uniformly random signing with probability (1 − β) and follows the greedy rule
only with probability β).
Finally, for any vertex w ∈ V , we let Danger(w) = {v : |dw − dv | < λ2 } to denote the set
of vertices with discrepancy close to that of w, where the gains from the term corresponding
to βG are insufficient to compensate for the increase due to Q.
We are now ready to proceed with the proof. Firstly, note that, since the (1 + β)-process
follows the greedy algorithm with probability β (independent of the choice of the sampled
vertices u and v), we have that
Ev [L | u is sampled first] = (1 − β)0 + βEv [G | u is sampled first].

(5)

Intuitively, the remainder of the proof proceeds as follows: suppose du> and du< are
both non-negative (the intuition for the other cases are similar). Then, Q is proportional to
λ2 cosh(λdu> ). Now, if du> − du< is sufficiently large, then G is proportional to λ sinh(λdu> ),
which in turn is close to λ cosh(λdu> ). As a result, we get that as long as λ = O(β), the
term −βG + Q can be bounded by 0 for each choice of v such that du> − du< is large.
However, what happens when du> − du< is small, i.e., when v falls in Danger(u)? Here,
the Q term is proportional to λ2 cosh(λdu ), but the G term might be close to 0, and so we
can’t argue that −βG + Q ≤ O(1) in these events. Hence, we resort to an amortized analysis
by showing that (i) when v ∈
/ Danger(u), −βG can not just compensate for Q, it can in fact
compensate for √1λ Q ≥ √1λ · λ2 cosh(λdu ), and secondly, (ii) the probability over a random
√
choice of v of v ∈
/ Danger(u) is at least λ, provided Φ is bounded to begin with. The overall
proof then follows from taking an average over all v.
Hence, in what follows, we will show that in expectation the magnitude of βG can
compensate for a suitably large multiple of Q when v ∈
/ Danger(u).
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B Claim 15. Let β ≥ 6λ. For any fixed choice
of vertices u and v such that v ∈
/ Danger(u),

we have G := λ sinh(λdu> ) − sinh(λdu< ) ≥ λ3 (cosh(λdu ) + cosh(λdv ) − 4).
Proof. The proof is a simple convexity argument. To this end, suppose both du , dv ≥ 0.
Then since sinh(x) is convex when x ≥ 0 and its derivative is cosh(x), we get that
sinh(λdu> ) − sinh(λdu< ) ≥ λ cosh(λdu< ) · |du − dv | ≥ 2 cosh(λdu< ),
using v ∈
/ Danger(u). But since | sinh(x)| − cosh(x) ≤ 1, we get that
sinh(λdu> ) − sinh(λdu< ) ≥ 2 sinh(λdu< ) − 2.
Therefore, sinh(λdu< ) ≤ 13 (sinh(λdu> ) + 1). Now substituting, and using the monotonicity
of sinh and its closeness to cosh, we get G is at least

2λ
λ
λ
cosh(λdu )+cosh(λdv )−4 .
(sinh(λdu> ) − 1) ≥ (sinh(λdu> ) + sinh(λdu< ) − 2) ≥
3
3
3
The case of du , dv ≤ 0 follows from setting d0u = |du |, d0v = |dv | and using the above
calculations, keeping in mind that sinh is an odd function but cosh is even. Finally, when
du< is negative but du> is positive,


G = λ( sinh(λdu> ) − sinh(λdu< ) = λ sinh(λdu> ) + sinh(λ|du< |)


λ
λ
cosh(λdu> ) + cosh(λdu< ) − 2 ≥
cosh(λdu ) + cosh(λdv ) − 4 .
J
≥
3
3
B Claim 16. Let β ≥ 6λ. For any fixed choice of vertices u and v such that v ∈
/ Danger(u),
1
√
we have −βG + 1 + λ Q ≤ O(1).

Proof. Recall that G = λ sinh(λdu> ) − sinh(λdu< ) . Now, let A denote cosh(λdu ) +
cosh(λdv ). Then, by definition of Q and from Claim 15, we have that






3
1
1
βλ
4λβ
λβ
2
2
2
−βG+ 1 + √
+ λ +λ −
A ≤ λβ
Q ≤ − (A−4)+ 1 + √
λ A ≤
3
3
3
λ
λ
√
is at most O(1), assuming β ≥ 6λ ≥ 3(λ + λ), and recalling that λ, β are at most 1.
C
We now proceed with our proof using two cases:
Case (i): |du | ≤ 10
λ . In this case, note that the Q term is
Ev [Q | u is sampled first]
= Ev [Q | v ∈ Danger(u), u is sampled first] · Pr[v ∈ Danger(u) | u is sampled first]
+ Ev [Q | v ∈
/ Danger(u) u is sampled first] · Pr[v ∈
/ Danger(u) | u is sampled first]
≤ O(1) + Ev [Q | v ∈
/ Danger(u), u is sampled first] · Pr[v ∈
/ Danger(u) | u is sampled first].

Here the inequality uses v ∈ Danger(u) and |du | ≤ 10
λ to infer that that both |du | and
|dv | are ≤ 12
.
Hence
the
Q
term
in
this
scenario
will
simply be a constant.
λ
Next we analyze the L term. For the following, we observe that the algorithm chooses
a random ±1 signing with probability (1 − β), and chooses the greedy signing with
probability β, and moreover, this choice is independent of the random choices of u and
v. Hence, the expected L term conditioned on the algorithm choosing a random signing
is simply 0, and the expected L term conditioned on the algorithm choosing the greedy
signing is simply the term E[G]. Hence, we can conclude that:
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Ev [−L | u is sampled first]
= Ev [−L | v ∈ Danger(u), u is sampled first] · Pr[v ∈ Danger(u) | u is sampled first]
+ Ev [−L | v ∈
/ Danger(u) , u is sampled first] · Pr[v ∈
/ Danger(u) | u is sampled first]
≤ Ev [−βG | v ∈
/ Danger(u) , u is sampled first] · Pr[v ∈
/ Danger(u) | u is sampled first].

Adding the inequalities and applying Claim 16, we get Ev [−L + Q | u is sampled first] ≤
O(1).
Case (ii): |du | > 10
λ . We first prove two easy claims.
B Claim 17. Suppose v ∈ Danger(u). Then cosh(λdv ) ≤ 8 cosh(λdu ).
Proof. Assume w.l.o.g. that du , dv ≥ 0. Also, assume that dv ≥ du , otherwise there is
cosh(λdv )
nothing to prove. Now dv ≤ du + λ2 . So cosh(λd
≤ supx cosh(x+2)
cosh(x) . The supremum on
u)
the right happens when x → ∞, and then the ratio approaches e2 < 8.
C
10
t
B Claim 18. For any discrepancy vector dt such that
for any u
√ Φ(d ) ≤ O((nT ) ), and
10
/ Danger(u)] ≥ 8 λ, as long as λ = O(log−4 nT ).
such that |du | > λ , we have Pr[v ∈

Proof. We consider the case that du > 10
du < − 10
λ ; the case were √
λ is similar.
Assume
for
a
contradiction
that
Pr[v
∈
Danger(u)]
≥
1−8
λ,
and
so Pr[v ∈
/ Danger(u)] ≤
√
8 λ. We first show that the cardinality of the set |w ∈
/ Danger(u)| is small. Indeed,
this follows immediately from our assumption on the minimum weight of any vertex in
the statement of Lemma 14 being at least γ/n times the total weight. So we have that
for every w, the probability of sampling w in the (1 + β)-process is at least √πw ≥ γ/n,
implying that the total number of vertices not in Danger(u) must be at most 8 γλ·n . This
√
also means that the total number of vertices in Danger(u) ≥ n2 since γ ≥ λ1/4 ≥ 16 λ
for sufficiently small λ.
2
8
Since du > 10
λ , we get that any vertex v ∈ Danger(u) satisfies dv ≥ du − λ ≥ λ . Moreover,
P
since v dv = 0, it must be that the negative discrepancies must in total compensate
for the total sum of discrepancies of the vertices in Danger(u). Hence, we have that
P
P
8
≥ 0.5n · λ8 .
w:dw <0 |dw | ≥
v∈Danger(u) dv ≥ |{v : v ∈ Danger(u)}| · λ
√

From the last inequality, and since |{w : dw < 0}| ≤ |{w : w 6∈ Danger(u)}| ≤ 8 γλn ,
γ
we get that there exists a vertex w
e s.t dwe < 0 and |dwe| ≥ 8√γλn · 4n
λ = 2λ3/2 . But this


γ
> (nT )10 , using that λ = O(log−4 nT ) and
implies Φ(dt ) ≥ cosh(λdwe) ≥ cosh 2√
λ
that γ ≥ λ1/4 . So we get a contradiction on the assumption that Φ(dt ) ≤ (nT )10 .
C
Returning to the proof for the case of |du | ≥

10
λ ,

we get that

Ev [Q | u is sampled first]
= Ev [Q | v ∈ Danger(u) , u is sampled first] · Pr[v ∈ Danger(u) | u is sampled first]
+ Ev [Q | v ∈
/ Danger(u) , u is sampled first] · Pr[v ∈
/ Danger(u) | u is sampled first]
≤ 8λ2 cosh(λdu )
+ E[Q | v ∈
/ Danger(u) , u is sampled first] · Pr[v ∈
/ Danger(u) | u is sampled first],

where the first term in inequality follows from Claim 17.
Next we analyze the L term similarly:
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Ev [−L | u is sampled first]
= Ev [−L | v ∈ Danger(u), u is sampled first] · Pr[v ∈ Danger(u) u is sampled first]
+ Ev [−L | v ∈
/ Danger(u) , u is sampled first] · Pr[v ∈
/ Danger(u) u is sampled first]
≤ Ev [−βG | v ∈
/ Danger(u) , u is sampled first] · Pr[v ∈
/ Danger(u) | u is sampled first],

where the last inequality follows using the same arguments as in case (i). Adding these
inequalities and applying Claim 16, we get that
Ev [−L + Q | u is sampled first] ≤ O(1) + 8λ2 cosh(λdu )
1
/ Danger(u) | u is sampled first].
− √ · Ev [Q | u is sampled first] · Pr[v ∈
λ
2
To complete the proof of Lemma 14,
√ we note that Q ≥ λ cosh(λdu ), and use Claim 18
to infer that Pr[v ∈
/ Danger(u)] ≥ 8 λ. This implies

Ev [−L + Q | u is sampled first] ≤ O(1) + 8λ2 cosh(λdu ) − 8λ2 cosh(λdu ) ≤ O(1).J
We now can use this one-step expected potential change for the (1 + β)-process to get
the following result for the original expander process:
Proof of Theorem 6. Combining Lemma 14 and Lemma 11, we get that in the expander
process, if we condition on the random choices made until time t, if Φ(dt ) ≤ (nT )10 , then
E[Φ(dt+1 ) − Φ(dt )] ≤ C for some constant C. The potential starts off at n, so if it ever
exceeds C T (nT )5 in T steps, there must be a time t such that Φ(dt ) ≤ C t (nT )5 and
the increase is at least C(nT )5 . But the expected increase at this step is at most C, so
by Markov’s inequality the probability of increasing by C(nT )5 is at most 1/(nT )5 . Now
a union bound over all times t gives that the potential exceeds C T (nT )5 ≤ (nT )10 with
probability at most T /(nT )5 = 1/ poly(nT ). But then cosh(λdtv ) ≤ (nT )10 , and therefore
dtv ≤ O(λ log(nT )10 ) = O(log3 nT ) for all vertices v and time t.
J
In summary, if the underlying graph is γ-weakly-regular for γ ≥ Ω(log−1 nT ), and has
expansion α ≥ Ω(log−2 nT ), the greedy process maintains a poly-logarithmic discrepancy.

2.5

Putting It Together

We briefly describe the expander decomposition procedure and summarize the final algorithm.
I Theorem 19 (Decomposition into Weakly-Regular Expanders). Any graph G = (V, E) can
be decomposed into an edge-disjoint union of smaller graphs G1 ] G2 . . . ] Gk such that
each vertex appears in at most O(log2 n) many smaller graphs, and (b) each of the smaller
subgraphs Gi is a α4 -weakly regular α-expander, where α = O(1/ log n).
The proof is in the full version. So, given a graph G = (V, E), we use Theorem 19 to
partition the edges into a union of α4 -weakly regular α-expanders, namely H1 , . . . , Hs , where
α = O(1/ log n). Further, each vertex in V appears in at most O(log2 n) of these expanders.
For each graph Hi , we run the greedy algorithm independently. More formally, when an edge
e arrives, it belongs to exactly one of the subgraphs Hi . We orient this edge with respect to
the greedy algorithm running on Hi . Theorem 6 shows that the discrepancy of each vertex in
Hi remains O(log5 (nT )) for each time t ∈ [0 . . . T ] with high probability. Since each vertex
in G appears in at most O(log2 n) such expanders, it follows that the discrepancy of any
vertex in G remains O(log7 n + log5 T ) with high probability. This proves Theorem 1.
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1

Introduction

Matching various entities to available resources is of great practical importance, exemplified
in matching college applicants to college seats, medical residents to hospitals, preschoolers to
kindergartens, unemployed workers to jobs, organ donors to recipients, and so on [2, 14, 19, 21].
It is noteworthy that in the applications mentioned above, it is not enough to merely match
an entity to any of the available resources. It is imperative, in fact, mission-critical, to
create matches that fulfil some predefined notions of compatibility, suitability, acceptability,
and so on. Gale and Shapley introduced the fundamental theoretical framework to study
such two-sided matching markets in the 1960s. They envisioned a matching outcome as a
marriage between the members of the two sides, and a desirable outcome representing a stable
marriage. The algorithm proffered by them has since attained wide-scale recognition as the
Gale-Shapley stable marriage/matching algorithm [14]. Stability is one of the acceptability
criteria for matching in which an unmatched pair of agent should not prefer each other over
their matched partner.
Of the many characteristic features of the two-sided matching markets, there are certain
aspects that stand out and are supported by both theoretical and empirical evidence –
particularly notable is the curious aspect that for a given market with strict preferences
on both sides,1 no matter what the stable matching outcome is, the specific number of
resources matched on either side always remains the same. This fact encapsulated by The
Rural Hospital’s Theorem [30, 31] states that no matter what stable matching algorithm
is deployed, the exact set (rather than only the number) of resources that are matched on
either side is the same. In other words, there is a trade-off between size and stability such
that any increase in size must be paid for by sacrificing stability. Indeed, it is not hard to
find instances in which as much as half of the available resources are unmatched in every
stable matching. Such gross underutilization of critical and potentially expensive resources
has not gone unaddressed by researchers. In light of The Rural Hospital Theorem, many
variations have been considered, some important ones being: enforcing lower and upper
capacities, forcing some matches, forbidding some matches, relaxing the notion of stability,
and finally foregoing stability altogether in favor of size [2, 3, 7, 16, 22, 34].
We formalize the trade-off mentioned above between size and stability in terms of the
Almost Stable Marriage problem. The classical Stable Marriage problem takes as
an instance a bipartite graph G = (A ∪ B, E), where A and B denote the set of vertices
representing the agents on the two sides and E denotes the set of edges representing acceptable
matches between vertices on different sides, and a preference list of every vertex in G over its
neighbors. Thus, the length of the preference list of a vertex is the same as its degree in the
graph. A matching is defined as a subset of the set of edges E such that no vertex appears
in more than one edge in the matching. An edge in a matching represents a match such that
the endpoints of a matching edge are said to be the matching partners of each other, and an
unmatched vertex is deemed to be self-matched. A matching µ is said to be stable in G if
there does not exist a blocking edge with respect to µ, defined to be an edge e ∈ E \ µ whose
endpoints rank each other higher (in their respective preference lists) than their matching
partners in µ.2 The goal of the Stable Marriage problem is to find a stable matching.
We define the Almost Stable Marriage problem as follows.

1
2

In most real-life applications, it is unreasonable if not unrealistic to expect each of the agents to rank
all the agents on the other side. That is, the graph G is highly unlikely to be complete.
Every candidate is assumed to prefer being matched to any of its neighbors to being self-matched.
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Almost Stable Marriage (ASM)
Input: A bipartite graph G = (A ∪ B, E), a set L containing the preference list of
each vertex, and non-negative integers k and t.
Question: Does there exist a matching whose size is at least t more than the size of
a stable matching in G such that the matching has at most k blocking edges?
In ASM, we hope for a matching that is larger than a stable matching but may contain
some blocking edges. The above problem quantifies these two variables: t and k denote the
minimum increase in the size and the allowable number of blocking edges, respectively.
We note that Biró et al. [3] considered the problem of finding, among all matchings
of maximum size, one that has the fewest blocking edges, and showed the NP-hardness
of the problem even when the degree of the graph is at most three. Since one can find a
maximum matching and a stable matching in the given graph in polynomial time [27, 14],
their NP-hardness result implies NP-hardness for ASM even when the degree is at most
three by setting t to be the difference between the size of a maximum matching and the size
of a stable matching.
Our Contribution and Methods. We study the parameterized complexity of ASM with
respect to parameters k and t; a combination that is not settled by Biró et al. [3]. Our first
result exhibits a strong guarantee of intractability. We exhibit parameterized intractability
of ASM in a very restrictive setting where the degree of the given graph is three.
I Theorem 1. ASM is W[1]-hard with respect to k + t, even when the maximum degree of
the given graph is at most three.
We prove Theorem 1 by showing a polynomial-time many-to-one parameter preserving
reduction from the Multicolored Clique (MCQ, in short) problem to ASM. In the
Multicolored Clique problem, given a graph G = (V, E) and a partition of V (G) into
k parts, say V1 , . . . , Vk ; the goal is to decide the existence of a set S ⊆ V (G) such that
|S ∩ Vi | = 1, for all i ∈ [k], and G[S] induces a clique, that is, there is an edge between every
pair of vertices in G[S]. MCQ is known to be W[1]-hard [29, 12] with respect to k.
In light of the intractability result in Theorem 1, we are hard pressed to recalibrate our
expectations of what is algorithmically feasible in an efficient manner. Therefore, we consider
a local search approach for this problem, in which, instead of finding any matching whose
size is at least t larger than the size of stable matching, we also want this matching to be
“closest” in terms of its symmetric difference, to a stable matching. Such framework of local
search has also been studied for other variants of the Stable Marriage problem by Marx
and Schlotter [26, 25]. We would like to emphasize that the notion of local search used here
is different from the classical notion of local search heuristics/algorithms commonly used in
practice [33]. We use the notion of local search that is well-defined and widely used in the
domain of parameterized complexity, as exemplified by Marx and Schlotter [26, 25], and has
also been applied to study several other optimization problems [11, 18, 20, 23, 24, 25, 32].
The question is formally defined as follows.
Local Search-ASM (LS-ASM)
Input: A bipartite graph G = (A ∪ B, E), a set L containing the preference list of
every vertex, a stable matching µ, and non-negative integers k, q, and t.
Question: Does there exist a matching η of size at least |µ| + t with at most k
blocking edges such that the symmetric difference between µ and η is at most q?
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Unsurprisingly perhaps, the existence of a stable matching in the proximity of which
we wish to find a solution does not readily mitigate the computational hardness of the
problem, as evidenced by Theorem 2. This result is a consequence of the properties of the
reduction used in the proof of Theorem 1. The NP-hardness of LS-ASM also follows from
the NP-hardness of ASM as we can set q to be 2n, the maximum possible size of µ ∪ η.
I Theorem 2 (♣).3 LS-ASM is W[1]-hard with respect to k + t, even when the maximum
degree of the given graph is at most three.
In our quest for a parameterization that makes the problem tractable, we investigate LS-ASM
with respect to k + q + t.
I Theorem 3 (♣). LS-ASM is W[1]-hard with respect to k + q + t.
To prove Theorem 3, we give a polynomial-time many-to-one parameter preserving
reduction from MCQ to LS-ASM. In the instance constructed to prove Theorem 1, q is not
a function of k. We mimic the idea of gadget construction in that proof and ensure that q is
a function of k. However, in this effort, the degree of the graph increases. Consequently, the
result in Theorem 3 does not hold for constant degree graphs or even when the degree is a
function of k. This trade-off between q and the degree of the graph in the instances that
establish intractability is not a coincidence, as implied by our next result.
I Theorem 4. There exists an algorithm that, given an instance of LS-ASM, solves the
instance in 2O(q log d)+o(dq) nO(1) time, where n is the number of vertices in the given graph,
and d is the maximum degree of the given graph.
To prove Theorem 4, we begin by using the technique of random separation based on
color coding, in which the underlying idea is to highlight the solution that we are looking
for with high probability. Suppose that η is a hypothetical solution to the given instance
of LS-ASM. Note that to find the matching η, it is enough to find the edges that are in
the symmetric difference of µ and η, denoted by µ4η. Thus, using the technique of random
separation, we wish to highlight the edges in µ4η. We achieve this goal using two layers
of randomization. The first one separates vertices that appear in µ4η, denoted by the set
V (µ4η), from its neighbors, by independently coloring vertices 1 or 2. Let the vertices
appearing in V (µ4η) be colored 1 and its neighbors that are not in V (µ4η) be colored 2.
Observe that the matching partner of the vertices which are not in V (µ4η) is the same in
both µ and η. Therefore, we search for a solution locally in vertices that are colored 1. Let
G1 be the graph induced on the vertices that are colored 1. At this stage we use a second
layer of randomization on edges of G1 , and independently color each edge with 1 or 2. This
separates edges that belong to µ4η (say colored 1) from those that do not belong to µ4η.
Now for each component of G1 , we look at the edges that have been colored 1, and compute
the number of blocking edges, the increase in size and increase in the symmetric difference,
if we modify using the µ-alternating paths/cycle that are present in this component. This
leads to an instance of the Two-Dimensional Knapsack (2D-KP) problem, which we
solve in polynomial time using a known pseudo-polynomial time algorithm for 2D-KP [17].
We derandomize this algorithm using the notion of an n-p-q-lopsided universal family [13].
Table 1 summarizes the results for ASM and LS-ASM.

3

Proofs marked by [♣] are deferred to the full version of the paper.
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Table 1 Summary of the results for ASM and LS-ASM. Results in blue row are implied from
Theorem 7 in [3].

ASM
NP-hard for d = 3 [3]
W[1]-hard for d = 3 wrt k + t [Thm. 1]

LS-ASM
NP-hard for d = 3 [3]
W[1]-hard wrt k + q + t [Thm. 3]
FPT wrt q + d [Thm. 4]

Related Work. We present here some variants of the Stable Marriage problem which
are closely related to our model. In the past, the notion of “almost stability” is defined for
the Stable Roommate problem [1]. In the Stable Roommate problem, the goal is to
find a stable matching in an arbitrary graph. As opposed to Stable Marriage, in which
the graph is a bipartite graph, an instance of Stable Roommate might not admit a stable
matching. Therefore, the notion of almost stability is defined for the Stable Roommate
problem, in which the goal is to find a matching with a minimum number of blocking edges.
This problem is known as the Almost Stable Roommate problem. Abraham et al. [1]
proved that the Almost Stable Roommate problem is NP-hard. Biro et al. [4] proved
that the problem remains NP-hard even for constant-sized preference lists and studied it in
the realm of approximation algorithms. Chen et al. [5] studied this problem in the realm
of parameterized complexity and showed that the problem is W[1]-hard with respect to the
number of blocking edges even when the maximum length of every preference list is five.
Later in 2010, Biró et al. [3] considered the problem of finding, among all matchings of
the maximum size, one that has the fewest blocking edges, in a bipartite graph and showed
that the problem is NP-hard and not approximable within n1− , for any  > 0 unless P=NP.
The problem of finding the maximum sized stable matching in the presence of ties and
incomplete preference lists, maxSMTI, has striking resemblance with ASM. In maxSMTI,
the decision of resolving each tie comes down to deciding who should be at the top of each of
tied lists, mirrors the choice we have to make in ASM in rematching the vertices who will
be part of a blocking edge in the new matching. Despite this similarity, the W[1]-hardness
result presented in [26, Theorem 7] does not yield the hardness result of ASM and LS-ASM
as the reduction is not likely to be parameteric in terms of k + t and k + t + q, or have the
degree bounded by a constant. For other variants of the Stable Marriage problem, we
refer the reader to [6, 21, 15, 19].

2

Preliminaries

Sets. We denote the set of natural numbers {1, . . . , `} by [`]. For two sets X and Y , we use
notation X4Y to denote the symmetric difference between X and Y . For any ordered set X,
and an appropriately defined value t, X(t) denotes the tth element of the set X. Conversely,
suppose that x is tth element of the set X, then σ(X, x) = t.
Graphs. Let G be an undirected graph. We denote an edge between u and v as uv. The
neighborhood of a vertex v, denoted by NG (v), is the set of all vertices adjacent to it.
Analogously, the (open) neighborhood of a subset S ⊆ V , denoted by NG (S), is the set of
vertices outside S that are adjacent to some vertex in S. A component of G is a maximal
subgraph in which any two vertices are connected by a path. Let H be a subgraph of G.
For a component C in H, we set NG (C) = NG (V (C)). The subscript may be omitted if the
graph under consideration is clear from the context.
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Figure 1 Depiction of the top three layers of special vertices associated with the vertices of G0 ,
as explained on page 7, where t = log2 (n/2). Yellow labels denote vertex labels and numbers on
edges denote preferences. Analogously, we can depict the layers of the special vertices associated
with the edges of G.

In the preference list of a vertex u, if v appears before w, then we say that u prefers v to
w, and denote it as v u w. We call an edge in the graph a static edge if its endpoints prefer
each other over any other vertex in the graph. For a matching µ, V (µ) = {u, v : uv ∈ µ}. If
an edge uv ∈ µ, then µ(u) = v and µ(v) = u. A vertex is called saturated in a matching µ, if
it is an endpoint of one of the edges in the matching µ, otherwise it is an unsaturated vertex
in µ. If u is an unsaturated vertex in a matching µ, then we write µ(u) = ∅. For a matching
µ in G, a µ-alternating path (cycle) is a path (cycle) whose edges alternate between matching
edges of µ and non-matching edges. A µ-augmenting path is a µ-alternating path that starts
and ends at an unmatched vertex in µ.
Unless specified, we will be using all general graph terminologies from the book of
Diestel [9]. For parameterized complexity related definitions, we refer the reader to [8, 10, 28].
We conclude this section with a result that is used extensively in our analysis.
I Proposition 1 (♣). Let µ and µ0 denote two matchings in G such that µ is stable and
µ0 is not. Then, for each blocking edge with respect to µ0 we know that at least one of the
endpoints has different matching partners in µ and µ0 .

3

W[1]-hardness of ASM

We give a polynomial-time parameter preserving many-to-one reduction from the W[1]-hard
problem Multicolored Clique (MCQ) [29, 12] in which we are given a regular graph
G = (V, E) and a partition of V (G) into k parts, V1 , . . . , Vk , and the objective is to decide
if there exists a subset S ⊆ V (G) such that |S ∩ Vi | = 1, for each i ∈ [k], and the induced
subgraph G[S] is a clique. Given an instance I = (G, (V1 , . . . , Vk )) of MCQ, we will next
describe the construction of an instance J = (G0 , L, k 0 , t) of ASM.
Construction. We begin by introducing some notations. For any {i, j} ⊆ [k], such that
i < j, we use Eij to denote the set of edges between sets Vi and Vj . For each i ∈ [k], we
0
have |Vi | = n = 2p , and for each {i, j} ⊆ [k], we have |Eij | = m = 2p , for some positive
integers p and p0 greater than one.4 We assume that sets Vi (for each i ∈ [k]) and Eij (for
4

Let m0 be the maximum number of edges in any Eij , where {i, j} ⊆ [k]. Let p0 be the smallest positive
0
0
integer greater than one such that m0 ≤ 2p . Then, for every {i, j} ⊆ [k], add 2p − |Eij | isolated edges
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Figure 2 An illustration of construction of graph G0 in the proof of W[1]-hardness of ASM for
constant sized preference list. Here, blue colored edges belong to the stable matching µ. Here, n = 4,
m = 4, and ru = 2, for all u ∈ V (G).

each {i, j} ⊆ [k], i < j) have a canonical order, and thus for an appropriately defined value t,
Vi (t) (Eij (t)) and σ(Vi , v) (σ(Eij , e)), where v ∈ Vi and e ∈ Eij , are uniquely defined. For
each vertex u ∈ V (G), let ru denotes the degree of u in the graph G.
For each j ∈ [log2 (n/2)], let βj = n/2j , and γj = βj/2. For each j ∈ [log2 (m/2)], let
ρj = m/2j , and τj = ρj/2. Next, we are ready to describe the construction of the graph G0 .
Base vertices.
For each vertex u ∈ V (G), we add 2ru + 2 vertices in G0 , denoted by {ui : i ∈ [2ru + 2]},
connected via a path: (u1 , . . . , u2ru +2 ).
For each edge e ∈ E(G), we have four vertices in G0 , denoted by {ei : i ∈ [4]}, connected
via a path: (e1 , e2 , e3 , e4 ).
For each vertex u ∈ V (G), we define a set Eu ⊆ V (G0 ) as follows. Let u ∈ Vi , for some
i ∈ [k]. Then, for any edge e(= uv) ∈ Eij , where j ∈ [k], j > i, we have that the vertex
e1 ∈ Eu ; and for any edge e(= uv) ∈ Eji , where j ∈ [k], j < i, we have that the vertex
e3 ∈ Eu . Formally,
Eu = {e1 ∈ V (G0 ) : e = uv ∈ Eij } ∪ {e3 ∈ V (G0 ) : e = uv ∈ Eji }
We assume that the set Eu has a canonical ordering. We encode the vertex-edge incidence
relation in the graph G as follows: For each vertex u ∈ V (G) and value h ∈ [ru ], the vertex
u2h+1 in G0 is a neighbor of the vertex Eu (h). Thus, the fact that the edge e is incident to a
vertex u in G, is captured by the fact that a “copy” of e (namely e1 or e3 ) is adjacent to a
“copy” of u in G0 .
Special vertices. For each i ∈ [k], we create the following special vertices associated with
the vertices in Vi .
For each ` ∈ [β1 ], we add vertices pi` and p̃i` in V (G0 ). Let u and v denote the 2` − 1st
and the 2`th vertices in Vi , respectively. Then, the vertex pi` is a neighbor of vertices u1
and v1 ; and the vertex p̃i` is a neighbor of vertices u2ru +2 and v2rv +2 in G0 .
(an edge whose endpoints are of degree exactly one) to Eij . Similarly, let n0 be the maximum number
of vertices in any Vi , where i ∈ [k]. Let p be the smallest positive integer greater than one such that
n0 ≤ 2p . Then, for every i ∈ [k], add 2p − |Vi | isolated vertices to Vi . Note that if (G, (V1 , . . . , Vk )) was
a W[1]-hard instance of MCQ earlier, then so is the modified instance.
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For each j ∈ [log2 (n/2)], we add vertices in G0 in layers, where the value of j gives the
layer. Vertices in layer j are {bij,` : ` ∈ [βj /2]} ∪ {aij,` : ` ∈ [βj ]}. In the 1st layer, ai1,` is a
neighbor of pi` . In the top layer, i.e., j = log2 (n/2), bij,1 is a neighbor of aij,1 and aij,2 . In
intermediate layers, i.e., 1 < j < log2 (n/2), vertex bij,` is adjacent to two vertices in its
layer, namely aij,2`−1 , aij,2` as well as one vertex from layer j + 1, namely aij+1,` . Refer to
Figure (1) for a depiction of two layers.
Symmetrically, we define vertices {b̃ij,` : ` ∈ [βj /2]} ∪ {ãij,` : ` ∈ [βj ]} and define similar
adjacencies for them as well; details are in Table 2.
For each {i, j} ⊆ [k], where i < j, we create the following special vertices associated with
the edges in Eij .
For each ` ∈ [ρ1 ], we add vertices q`ij and q̃`ij to V (G0 ).
Moreover, let e and e0 denote the 2` − 1st and 2`th elements of Eij , respectively. Then,
q`ij is a neighbor of e1 and e01 ; and symmetrically q̃`ij is a neighbor of e4 and e04 in G0 .
As before, for each h ∈ [log2 (m/2)], we add vertices in G0 in layers, where the value of h
ij
st
indicates the layer. Vertices in layer h are {cij
h,` : ` ∈ [ρj /2]} ∪ {dh,` : ` ∈ [ρj ]}. In the 1
ij
ij
m
layer, vertex cij
1,` is a neighbor of q` . In the top layer, i.e., h = log2 ( /2), vertex dh,1 is a
ij
ij
neighbor of ch,1 and ch,2 . In intermediate layers, i.e., 1 < h < log2 (m/2), vertex dij
h,` is
ij
adjacent to two vertices in its layer, namely cij
,
c
as
well
as
one
vertex
from
layer
h,2`−1
h,2`
ij
h + 1, namely ch+1,` .
˜i
Symmetrically, we define vertices {c̃ij
h,` : ` ∈ [ρj /2]} ∪ {dh,` : ` ∈ [ρj ]} and define similar
adjacencies for these vertices; details are in Table 2.
Figure 2 illustrates the construction of G0 . The preference list of each vertex in G0 is
presented in Table 2.
Parameter: We set k 0 = k 2 , and t = k + k(k−1)/2. This completes the construction of an
instance of ASM. Clearly, this construction can be carried out in polynomial time. Since
|Vi | = n and |Eij | = m, for every {i, j} ⊆ [k], we have 2nk + 4mk(k − 1) many base vertices
and 4nk + 2mk(k − 1) − 3k − 3k 2 many special vertices. Thus, in total we have
|V (G0 )| = 6mk(k − 1) + 6nk − 3k − 3k 2 .

(I)

The rest of the proof of Theorem 1 is deferred to the full version of the paper.

4

FPT Algorithm for LS-ASM

In this section, we give an FPT algorithm for LS-ASM with respect to q + d (Theorem 4).
Recall that d is the degree of the graph G, and q is the symmetric difference between a
solution matching and the given stable matching µ. Before presenting our algorithm, we
prove that there exists a solution, γ, to (G, L, µ, k, q, t) such that in every component of
G[V (µ4γ)], the number of γ-edges (edges that are in γ) is more than the number of µ-edges
in this component. We will need such a solution for a technical purpose which will be cleared
later in Phase III of the algorithm.
I Lemma 5. There exists a solution γ to (G, L, µ, k, q, t) such that for every component C
of G[V (µ4γ)], |E(C) ∩ γ| > |E(C) ∩ µ|.
The proof of Lemma 5 follows by starting with a solution γ and then replacing the edges in
µ with the edges in γ only in those components of G[V (µ4γ)], where |γ| > |µ|.
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We begin with the description of a randomized algorithm which will be derandomized
later using n-p-q-lopsided universal family [13]. Our algorithm has three phases: Vertex
Separation, Edge Separation, and Size-Fitting. Given an instance (G, L, µ, k, q, t) of LS-ASM,
we proceed as follows.

Phase I: Vertex Separation.

We start with the following assumption.

Table 2 Preference lists in the proof of Theorem 1. Here, for a set S, the notation hSi denotes
the order of preference over the vertices in this set.

For each vertex u ∈ Vi , where i ∈ [k], we have the following preferences:
u1 :
u2h+1 :
u2h :
u2ru +2 :

hu2 , pid`/2e i
hu2h , Eu (h), u2h+2 i
hu2h−1 , u2h+1 i
hu2ru +1 , p̃id`/2e i

where for some ` ∈ [n], u = Vi (`).
where h ∈ [ru ]
where h ∈ [ru ]
where for some ` ∈ [n], u = Vi (`).

For the special vertices associated with Vi , we have the following preferences:
pi` :
p̃i` :
ai1,` :
ãi1,` :
aij,` :
ãij,` :
bij,` :
b̃ij,` :
bij,1 :
b̃ij,1 :

hu1 , v1 , ai1,` i
hu2ru +2 , v2rv +2 , ãi1,` i
hpi` , bi1,d`/2e i
hp̃i` , b̃i1,d`/2e i
hbij−1,` , bij,d`/2e i
hb̃ij−1,` , b̃ij,d`/2e i
i
haj,2`−1 , aij,2` , aij+1,` i
hãij,2`−1 , ãij,2` , ãij+1,` i
haij,1 , aij,2 i
hãij,1 , ãij,2 i

where ` ∈ [n/2], u = Vi (2` − 1) and v = Vi (2`)
where ` ∈ [n/2], u = Vi (2` − 1) and v = Vi (2`)
where ` ∈ [n/2]
where ` ∈ [n/2]
where j ∈ [log2 (n/2)] \ {1} and ` ∈ [n/2j ]
where j ∈ [log2 (n/2)] \ {1} and ` ∈ [n/2j ]
where j ∈ [log2 (n/2)−1] and ` ∈ [n/2j+1 ]
where j ∈ [log2 (n/2)−1] and ` ∈ [n/2j+1 ]
where j = log2 (n/2)
where j = log2 (n/2)

For each edge e ∈ Eij , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k, we have the following preferences:
e1 :

ij
he2 , u2h+1 , qd`/2e
i

e2 :
e3 :

he1 , e3 i
he4 , v2h+1 , e2 i

e4 :

ij
he3 , q̃d`/2e
i

where for some ` ∈ [m], e = uv = Eij (`) s.t. u ∈ Vi and
for some h ∈ [ru ], e1 = Eu (h)
where e = uv s.t v ∈ Vj and
for some h ∈ [rv ], e3 = Ev (h).
where for some ` ∈ [m], e = uv = Eij (`)

For the special vertices associated with Eij , we have the following preferences:
q`ij :
q̃`ij :
cij
1,` :
c̃ij
1,` :
cij
h,` :
c̃ij
h,` :
dij
h,` :
d˜ij
h,` :
dij
h,1 :
d˜ij
h,1 :

he1 , e01 , cij
1,` i
he4 , e04 , c̃ij
1,` i
hq`ij , dij
1,d`/2e i
hq̃`ij , d˜ij
i
1,d`/2e
ij
hdij
,
d
i
h−1,`
h,d`/2e
ij
ij
˜
˜
hdh−1,` , dh,d`/2e i
ij
ij
hcij
h,2`−1 , ch,2` , ch+1,` i
ij
ij
hc̃h,2`−1 , c̃h,2` , c̃ij
h+1,` i
ij
hcij
h,1 , ch,2 i
ij
hc̃ij
h,1 , c̃h,2 i

where ` ∈ [m/2], e = σ(Eij , 2`− 1) and e0 = σ(Eij , 2`)
where ` ∈ [m/2], e = σ(Eij , 2`− 1) and e0 = σ(Eij , 2`)
where ` ∈ [m/2]
where ` ∈ [m/2]
where h ∈ [log2 (m/2)] \ {1}, ` ∈ [m/2h ]
where h ∈ [log2 (m/2)] \ {1} and ` ∈ [m/2h ]
where h ∈ [log2 (m/2)−1] and ` ∈ [m/2h+1 ]
where h ∈ [log2 (m/2)−1] and ` ∈ [m/2h+1 ]
where h = log2 (m/2)
where h = log2 (m/2)
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Throughout this section we assume that there exists solution η, and everything will
be defined with respect to η. In fact, we assume that η is a hypothetical solution to
(G, L, µ, k, q, t) such that in every component of G[V (µ4η)], the number of η-edges is
more than the number of µ-edges in this component, that is, η satisfies the property
specified in Lemma 5.
We start by defining a notion of good coloring.
I Definition 6. A function f : V (G) → {0, 1} is called a good coloring, if the following
properties are satisfied.
1. Every vertex in V (µ4η) is colored 1.
2. Let border be the set of neighbors of the vertices in V (µ4η) outside the set V (µ4η), that
is, border = NG (V (µ4η)), and bordermates be the set of matching partners (if they exist)
of the vertices in border in µ. Every vertex in border ∪ bordermates is colored 2.
We will show that a random function f that assigns each vertex of the graph G independently with color 1 or 2 with probability5 1/2 each is a good function with probability
depending only on q and d. In particular, we can say the following about f .
Every vertex in V (µ4η) is colored 1 w.p. at least 212q .
1
Every vertex in border ∪ bordermates is colored 2 w.p. at least 24qd
. To see this, note
that |µ4η| ≤ q and the maximum degree of a vertex in the graph G is d, and so
|border ∪ bordermates| ≤ 2|border| = 2|NG (V (µ4η))| ≤ 4qd.
For each i ∈ [2], let Vi denotes the set of vertices of the graph G that are colored i using the
function f . Summarizing the above mentioned properties we get the following.
I Lemma 7. Let V1 , V2 , border and bordermates be as defined above. Then, w.p. at least
1
, V (µ4η) ⊆ V1 and border ∪ bordermates ⊆ V2 . Thus, f is a good coloring w.p. at
22q+4qd
1
.
least 22q+4qd
Due to Lemma 7, we have the following:
I Corollary 8. Every component in G[V (µ4η)] is a component in G[V1 ] w.p. at least

1
.
22q+4qd

The proof of Corollary 8 follows from the fact that V (µ4η) ⊆ V1 and border =
1
NG (V (µ4η)) is a subset of V2 w.p. at least 22q+4qd
. Due to Corollary 8, if there exists
a component C in G[V1 ] containing a vertex u ∈ V (G) that is saturated in µ, such that
µ(u) ∈
/ C, then C is not a component in G[V (µ4η)]. This leads to the following definition.
A component C in G[V1 ] is called a colored-component, if for every vertex v ∈ C, we have
that µ(v) ∈ C. Thus, we get the following lemma.
I Lemma 9. Let G be a graph and f : V (G) → {0, 1} be a good function. Then, every
component C of G[V (µ4η)] is also a component of G[V1 ] and further it is a colored-component.
Let (G, f ) be a pair such that G is the input graph and f is a good coloring function
on V (G). We call such (G, f ) as a colored instance.
In light of Corollary 8, to find µ4η, in Phase II, we color the edges of G[V1 ] in order to
identify the components of the graph that only contain edges of µ4η. Let G1 = G[V1 ] and
G0 = G1 [V (µ4η)].
5

Henceforth, we will use the shortened form w.p. for “with probability”.
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We first define a notion of edge-colored instance.

I Definition 10. Let f : V (G) → {0, 1} and g : E(G) → {Red, Green, Blue} be two functions.
An instance (G, f, g) is called an edge-colored instance if the following properties are satisfied.
1. (G, f ) is a colored instance.
2. Every edge in µ4η is colored Red.
3. Every edge in E(G0 ) \(µ4η) is colored Green.
4. Every edge in E(G) \ E(G1 ) is colored Blue.
Given a colored instance (G, f ), we select a function g, as explained below, such that
(G, f, g) becomes an edge-colored instance with high probability.
Let g be a function that colors each edge of the subgraph G1 independently with
colors Red or Green with probability 1/2 each. Furthermore, g colors every edge in
E(G) \ E(G1 ) with Blue.
The following properties hold for the graph G1 that is colored using the function g:
Every edge in µ4η is colored Red with probability at least 21q .
1
Every edge in E(G0 ) \ (µ4η) is colored Green with probability at least 22qd
, because
|V (µ4η)| ≤ 2q and d is the maximum degree of a vertex in the graph G, so |E(G0 )| ≤ 2qd.
Every edge in E(G) \ E(G1 ) has been colored Blue w.p. 1.
For i ∈ {Red, Green, Blue}, let Ei denotes the set of edges of the graph G that are colored
i using the function g. Then, due to the above mentioned coloring properties of the graph
G1 , we have the following result.
I Lemma 11. Let (G, f ) be a colored instance. Furthermore, let G0 , ERed , EGreen , and EBlue
1
be as defined above. Then, w.p. at least 2q+2qd
, µ4η ⊆ ERed , E(G0 ) \(µ4η) ⊆ EGreen , and
1
E(G) \ E(G1 ) ⊆ EBlue . Thus, (G, f, g) is an edge-colored instance w.p. at least 2q+2qd
.
Note that the edges in µ4η form vertex-disjoint maximal µ-alternating paths/cycles. A
component may have several µ-alternating paths and cycles. Let C be a colored-component.
In what follows, we provide conditions such that if C satisfies either of them, then they do
not belong to G[V (µ4η)]. Such a colored-component is called malformed.
1. If the set of Red edges in C do not form vertex disjoint maximal µ-alternating paths or
cycles, then the component does not belong to G[V (µ4η)].
2. Furthermore, due to our assumption on the hypothetical solution η, if the number of Red
edges in C that are not in µ is at most the number of Red edges in C that are in µ, then
C does not belong to G[V (µ4η)].
3. If C does not have any Red edge, then it does not belong to G[V (µ4η)].
A component C in G1 that is not malformed is called an edge-colored-component
(edge-colored-comp).
The next observation follows from the properties of an edge-colored component.
I Observation 1. Let (G, f, g) be an edge-colored instance. Then, for every edge-coloredcomp C of G1 , the following holds: (a) The set of Red colored edges form a collection of
µ-alternating path/cycle; and (b) every vertex in C is incident to at least one Red edge.
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Let Cecc be the set of components of G1 that are edge-colored-comp. In light of Observation 1, our goal is reduced to finding a family of components, C , in Cecc that contain
the edges of µ4η. Indeed, to obtain a matching of size at least |µ| + t, we need to choose
t0 ≤ t components of G[V1 ] that have µ-augmenting paths (a µ-alternating path starting and
ending with edges not in µ). However, choosing t0 components arbitrarily might lead to a
large number of blocking edges in the solution matching. Thus, to choose the components
appropriately, we move to Phase III. In particular we show that if (G, f, g) is an edge-colored
instance, then we can solve the problem in polynomial time.
Phase III: Size-Fitting with respect to g. Let (G, L, µ, k, q, t) be an instance to LS-ASM
and η be a hypothetical solution to the problem that satisfies the condition in Lemma 5.
Further, let (G, f, g) be an edge-colored instance and Cecc be the set of components of G1
that are edge-colored-comp.
We reduce our problem to Two-Dimensional Knapsack (2D-KP), and after that use
an algorithm for 2D-KP, described in Proposition 2, as a subroutine.

Two-Dimensional Knapsack (2D-KP)
Input: A set of tuples, X = {(ai , bi , pi ) ∈ N3 : i ∈ [n]}, and non-negative integers
c1 , c2 and p.
P
P
Question: Does there exist a set Z ⊆ [n] such that i∈Z ai ≤ c1 , i∈Z bi ≤ c2 , and
P
i∈Z pi ≥ p?

I Proposition 2. [17] There exists an algorithm A that given an instance (X , c1 , c2 , p) of
2D-KP, in time O(nc1 c2 ), outputs a solution if it is a Yes-instance of 2D-KP; otherwise A
outputs “no”.
Construction 2D-Knapsack. We construct an instance of 2D-KP as follows. Let C1 , . . . , C`
be the components in Cecc . Intuitively, we construct a family of tuples X = {(ki , qi , ti ) : i ∈ [`]}
such that ki denotes the number of blocking edges that we encounter if we add edges that
are not in µ but are present in µ-alternating paths/cycles in Ci to our solution. Similarly, qi
and ti denote the number of edges in the symmetric difference and the increase in the size of
the matching due to this alternation operation. By our choice of the components in Cecc all
these values are positive integers. Indeed, this is why we selected a hypothetical solution
with an additional property. Next, we describe the construction of an instance of 2D-KP.
For each i ∈ [`], let qi be the number of Red colored edges in Ci and ti = qi − 2|µi |
where µi denotes the edges of µ in Ci . Next, to compute ki , for each i ∈ [`], we construct
a matching ξi as follows. We add all the Red colored edges in Ci that are not in µ to ξi .
Next, we make another matching Γi , that has all the edges in ξi , and additionally, we add
all the edges in µ to Γi whose both endpoints are outside the components in Cecc , and at
least one of the endpoints is a neighbor of a vertex in Ci . Clearly, Γi is a matching in the
graph G. To ease notation, we let Gi denote the graph G[V (Γi ) ∪ V (Ci ) ∪ NG (V (Ci ))]. We
set ki as the number of blocking edges with respect to Γi in the graph Gi . Basically, the
graph Gi contains all the vertices in Ci , their neighbors in border, the µ-partners of these
border vertices in bordermates, and the neighbors of Ci which are unsaturated in µ. That is,
the number of blocking edges (with respect to Γi ) incident on the vertices in the set V (ξi ) is
ki in Gi . To see this note that there is no blocking edge with both endpoints in V (Γi \ ξi )
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(Proposition 1). The only reason to define Γi is to define the value of ki in a clean fashion.
We next state a simple lemma that shows that no blocking edge is counted twice.
I Lemma 12 (Locally Pairwise Disjoint Blocking Edges). Let (G, L, µ, k, q, t) be an instance
of LS-ASM and (G, f, g) be an edge-colored instance. Further, let Ci , Cj ∈ Cecc , i 6= j, and
for ` ∈ {i, j}, B` denote the set of blocking edges with respect to Γ` in G[V (Γ` ) ∪ V (C` ) ∪
N (V (C` ))]. Then, Bi ∩ Bj = ∅.
Proof. Due to the construction of the matching Γi , for all the blocking edges in Bi , at least
one of its endpoints is in Ci . Similarly, for all the blocking edges in Bj , at least one of its
endpoints is in Cj . Since Ci are Cj are distinct components in Cecc , we infer Bi ∩ Bj = ∅. J
Let X = {(ki , qi , ti ) : i ∈ [`]}. This completes the construction of an instance (X , k, q, t)
of 2D-KP. We invoke the algorithm A given in Proposition 2 on the instance (X , k, q, t)
of 2D-KP. If A returns a set Z, then we return “yes”. Otherwise, we report failure of the
algorithm. It is relatively straightforward to create the solution η̂ when the answer is “yes”.
Next, we prove the correctness of Phase III.
I Lemma 13. Let (G, f, g) be an edge-colored instance. Then, (X , k, q, t) is a yes-instance
of 2D-KP.
Proof. Since (G, f, g) is an edge-colored instance, due to the definition of edge-colored
instance (Definition 10), (G, f ) is a colored-instance. Thus, due to the definition of a
colored-instance and Lemma 9, every component in G[V (µ4η)] is also a component in G1 .
Clearly, for every component C in G[V (µ4η)], if a vertex u ∈ C, then µ(u) ∈ C.
Therefore, all the components in G[V (µ4η)] are colored component. Next, we note that due
to Definition 10, all the edges in the set µ4η are colored Red. Thus, for every component C in
G[V (µ4η)], Red colored edges in C form vertex disjoint maximal µ-alternating paths/cycles.
Further, every component C in G[V (µ4η)] has at least one Red edge. Also, due to our
choice of η, the number of Red edges in C, which are not in µ, are less than the one that are
in µ. Therefore, all the components in G[V (µ4η)] are edge-colored-comp. Without loss of
generality, let C1 , . . . , C`ˆ be the components in Cecc that are also in G[V (µ4η)]. Let us note
ˆ : (ki , qi , ti ) ∈ X }. We claim
that Cecc may contain several other components. Let S = {i ∈ [`]
that S is a solution to (X , k, q, t).
Due to the construction of the instance (X , k, q, t), and the facts that η is a solution to
P
P
(G, L, µ, k, q, t) and (G, f, g) is an edge-colored instance, clearly, i∈S qi ≤ q and i∈S ti ≥ t.
P
We next show that i∈S ki ≤ k. Recall the definition of ξi and Γi . We show that every
blocking edge with respect to Γi in the graph Gi is also a blocking edge with respect to
η in the graph G. Let uv be a blocking edge with respect to Γi in the graph Gi . Then,
v u Γi (u) and u v Γi (v). Due to Proposition 1 and the definition of the matching Γi , at
least one of the endpoint of the edge uv is in the component Ci . Without loss of generality,
let u ∈ V (Ci ). Since Ci is also a component in G[V (µ4η)], we can infer that η(u) = Γi (u).
If the vertex v is also in the component Ci , then using the same argument as above, we know
that η(v) = Γi (v). Thus, uv is also a blocking edge with respect η in the graph G. Suppose
that v ∈
/ V (Ci ). Then, since v ∈ V (Γi ) ∪ V (Ci ), Γi (v) = µ(v). Since Ci is a component
in G[V (µ4η)] and u ∈ V (Ci ) but v ∈
/ Ci , we can infer that η(v) = µ(v). Since u and v
have same matching partners in both the matchings η and Γi , we can infer that uv is also a
blocking edge with respect η in the graph G. Since ki is the the number of blocking edges
P
with respect to Γi , we infer i∈S ki ≤ k. Hence, (X , k, q, t) is a Yes-instance of 2D-KP. J
I Lemma 14. Suppose that (χ, k, q, t) is a Yes-instance of 2D-KP. Then, (G, L, µ, k, q, t) is
a Yes-instance of LS-ASM.
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Proof. Suppose that the algorithm A in Proposition 2 returns the set Z. Given the set
Z, we obtain the matching η̃ as follows. Let Z(C ) denotes the family of components in
Cecc corresponding to the indices in Z. Formally, Z(C ) = {Ci ∈ Cecc : i ∈ Z}. For each
component C ∈ Z(C ), we add all the Red edges in C that are not in µ, to η̃. That is,
η̃ = ∪i∈Z ξi . Additionally, we add all the edges in µ to η̃ whose both endpoints are outside
the components in Z(C ). We next prove that η̃ is a solution to (G, L, µ, k, q, t).
B Claim 15. η̃ is a matching.
Proof. Towards the contradiction, suppose that uv, uw ∈ η̃, that is, there exists a pair of
edges in η̃ that shares an endpoint. Due to Observation 1, in every component of Z(C ),
the Red edges form µ-alternating path/cycle. Therefore, uv and uw both cannot be in a
component of Z(C ). Suppose that uv is in a component C in Z(C ), but uw does not belong
to C. Then, due to the construction of η̃, uw ∈ µ. This contradicts Lemma 9, as C is a
component in Cecc . If uv and uw are outside the components in Z(C ), then due to the
construction of η̃, uv and uw both are in µ. This contradicts that µ is a matching.
C
B Claim 16. |µ4η̃| ≤ q and |η̃| ≥ |µ| + t.
Proof. Let C be a component in Z(C ). Let ERed (C) denote the set of Red edges in the
component C. For each component Ci ∈ Z(C ), let µi = µ ∩ ERed (Ci ), that is, µi is the set
of Red edges in Ci that are in µ. Let µ̃ be the set of edges in µ that does not belong to any
component in Z(C ). Thus, µ = ]Ci ∈Z(C ) µi ] µ̃. Due to the construction of η̃, we have that
η̃ = ]Ci ∈Z(C ) (ERed (Ci ) \ µi ) ] µ̃. Thus, µ4η̃ = ]Ci ∈Z(C ) ERed (Ci ). Hence,
X
X
|µ4η̃| =
|ERed (Ci )| =
qi
i∈Z

Ci ∈Z(C )

as qi = |ERed (Ci )| for every component Ci ∈ Cecc . Since S is a solution to (X , k, q, t),
P
i∈Z qi ≤ q. Therefore, |µ4η̃| ≤ q. Next, we show that |η̃| ≥ |µ| + t. Due to the
construction of η̃, we know that
X
X
X
|η̃| = |µ̃| +
|ERed (Ci ) \ µi | = |µ̃| +
(qi − |µi |) = |µ̃| +
(ti + |µi |)
Ci ∈Z(C )

as ti = qi − 2|µi |. Since

Ci ∈Z(C )

P

i∈Z ti

Ci ∈Z(C )

≥ t, we obtained that |η̃| ≥ |µ| + t.

C

B Claim 17. There are at most k blocking edges with respect to η̃.
Proof. Due to the construction of the matching η̃ and Proposition 1, we know that if uv is a
blocking edge with respect to η̃, then at least one of its endpoint, that is vertex u or v, is in
Ci , for some Ci ∈ Z(C ). Without loss of generality, let the vertex u is in the component
Ci . Then, due to the definition of the matching Γi and the construction of the matching
η̃, we have that η̃(u) = Γi (u). Now, if v is also in the component Ci , then using the same
argument η̃(v) = Γi (v). Suppose that v is not in the component Ci , then its µ-partner,
that is µ(v) is also not present in Cecc due the the definition of colored-components. Thus,
η̃(v) = Γi (v) = µ(v). Since the matching partners of u and v are same in both the matchings
η and Γi , we have uv is also a blocking edge with respect to matching Γi . Thus, every
blocking edge with respect to η̃ is also a blocking edge with respect to Γi , for some Ci ∈ Z(C ).
Recall that ki is the number of blocking edges with respect to Γi in Gi . Therefore, the
P
number of blocking edges with respect to η̃ is at most i∈Z ki ≤ k.
C
Due to Claims 15, 16, and 17, we can infer that η̃ is a solution to (G, L, µ, k, q, t).

J
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Due to Lemmas 7 and 11, we obtain a polynomial-time randomized algorithm for LS-ASM
1
which succeeds with probability 23q+6qd
. Therefore, by repeating the algorithm independently
3q+6dq
2
times, where n is the number of vertices in the graph, we obtain the following result:
I Theorem 18. There exists a randomized algorithm that given an instance of LS-ASM
runs in 23q+6dq nO(1) time, where n is the number of vertices in the given graph, and either
reports a failure or outputs “yes”. Moreover, if the algorithm is given a Yes-instance of the
problem, then it returns “yes” with a constant probability.
Proof. Let (G, L, µ, k, q, t) be an instance to LS-ASM and η be a hypothetical solution to
the problem. If (G, L, µ, k, q, t) is a Yes-instance then by Lemmas 7 and 11, we can get
1
an edge-colored instance, (G, f, g), w.p. at least 23q+6qd
. Given an edge-colored instance
(G, f, g), we apply Construction 2D-Knapsack and construct an instance of 2D-KP with
a family of tuples X = {(ki , qi , ti ) : i ∈ [`]}. Here, (X , k, q, t) is a yes-instance of 2D-KP.
We can solve the instance in polynomial time using Proposition 2. Correctness of this step
follows from Lemmas 13 and 14. Thus, if (G, L, µ, k, q, t) is a Yes-instance, then we return
1
that it is a Yes-instance with probability at least 23q+6qd
. Indeed, if (G, L, µ, k, q, t) is a
No-instance, then we return that it is a No-instance with probability 1. Thus, to boast the
success probability to a constant, we repeat the algorithm independently 23q+6dq (log n)O(1)
times, where n is the number of vertices in G. Indeed, the success probability is at least

1− 1−

1

23q+6dq (log n)O(1)

23q+6qd

≥1−

1
nO(1)

.

This concludes the proof.

J

The derandomization of the algorithm is in the full version.

5

In Conclusion

In this paper, we initiated the study of the computational complexity of the trade-off between
size and stability through the lenses of both multivariate analysis and local search. Since
ASM is NP-hard for a graph in which every vertex has degree at most three, the natural
question that arises here is: Is ASM polynomial-time solvable for the graph in which every
vertex has degree at most two? It is worth mentioning that there is a fairly straightforward
dynamic programming algorithm that solves this question in polynomial time. The basis
idea is as follows. This graph, quite clearly, is a disjoint union of paths and cycles.
Consider a hypothetical solution η in the path or cycle Xn in G. Suppose that we know
the submatching of η, call it η 0 , that is contained in a subpath of Xn as well as the subset
of blocking edges with respect to η that are in this subpath. Then, we can extend η 0 to η
by keeping all the necessary partial solutions. We can briefly sketch this idea as follows.
Suppose that ηi is a matching in the subpath Pi = (1, . . . , i). We want to extend ηi for the
subpath Pi+1 . If vi is saturated in ηi , then we cannot add edge vi vi+1 to ηi+1 and we can
easily check if it is a blocking edge with respect to ηi+1 in Pi+1 . If vi is unsaturated in ηi ,
then we have two possibilities: edge vi vi+1 is and is not in ηi+1 . If it is, then we can check
if vi vi−1 is a blocking edge with respect to ηi+1 in Pi+1 . Otherwise, vi vi+1 is a blocking
edge with respect to ηi+1 in Pi+1 . All these possibilities can be taken care by appropriately
defining the table entries. In the table, however, we do not need to store the whole matching.
We only need to remember the matching partner of vertices, such as vi−1 , as that will help
in checking if vi vi+1 is a blocking edge. We can similarly argue for a cycle in G.
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Next, we would like to point out that our hardness results, that is, Theorems 1, 2, and
3 hold even when the preference lists of the vertices in each side of the partition respect a
master ordering of vertices i.e., the relative ordering of the vertices in a preference list is
same as that of a fixed ordering of all the vertices on the other side. We discuss it in details
in the full version of the paper.
Future work. We conclude the paper with a few directions for further research.
In certain scenarios, the “satisfaction” of the agents (there exist several measures such as
egalitarian, sex-equal, balance) might be of importance. Then, it might be of interest to
study the tradeoff between t and k, tradeoff between egalitarian/sex-equal/balance cost
and k.
The formulation of ASM can be generalized to the case where the input contains a utility
function on the edges and the objective is to maximize the value of a solution matching
subject to this function.
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Abstract
Let G = (A ∪ B, E) be a bipartite graph on n vertices where every vertex ranks its neighbors in a
strict order of preference. A matching M in G is popular if there is no matching N such that vertices
that prefer N to M outnumber those that prefer M to N . Popular matchings always exist in G
since every stable matching is popular. Thus it is easy to find a popular matching in G – however it
is NP-hard to compute a min-cost popular matching in G when there is a cost function on the edge
set; moreover it is NP-hard to approximate this to any multiplicative factor. An O∗ (2n ) algorithm
to compute a min-cost popular matching in G follows from known results. Here we show:
an algorithm with running time O∗ (2n/4 ) ≈ O∗ (1.19n ) to compute a min-cost popular matching;
assume all edge costs are non-negative – then given ε > 0, a randomized algorithm with running
time poly(n, 1ε ) to compute a matching M such that cost(M ) is at most twice the optimal cost
and with high probability, the fraction of all matchings more popular than M is at most 12 + ε.
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1

Introduction

Consider a matching problem in a bipartite graph G = (A ∪ B, E) on n vertices where
every vertex has a strict ranking of its neighbors. Matching M is stable if M admits no
blocking edge – an edge (a, b) is a blocking edge to M if a and b prefer each other to their
respective assignments in M . Stable matchings always exist in G and one such matching can
be computed in linear time by the classical Gale-Shapley algorithm [14]. Suppose there is a
cost function on the edge set E. Computing a min-cost stable matching in G is a well-studied
problem and there are several polynomial time algorithms to compute a min-cost stable
matching and special variants of this problem [10, 11, 12, 21, 29, 30, 31].
Stability or absence of blocking edges is a rather strict notion – it is known that all stable
matchings have the same size and match the same subset of vertices [15]. Consider the instance
G = (A ∪ B, E) where A = {a1 , a2 }, B = {b1 , b2 }, and E = {(a1 , b1 ), (a1 , b2 ), (a2 , b1 )}.
Suppose a1 prefers b1 to b2 and similarly, b1 prefers a1 to a2 . The only stable matching here
is {(a1 , b1 )} whose size is half the size of the perfect matching {(a1 , b2 ), (a2 , b1 )}.
A relaxation. In applications such as matching students to advisers, we would like to
replace the notion of “no blocking edges” with a more relaxed notion of stability for the
sake of obtaining a larger matching, or more generally, a more optimal matching. A natural
relaxation of stability is the notion of popularity introduced by Gärdenfors [16] in 1975.
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Roughly speaking, a matching is popular if there is no matching that makes more vertices
happier. More formally, we say a vertex u ∈ A ∪ B prefers matching M to matching N if
either (i) u is matched in M and unmatched in N or (ii) u is matched in both M and N
and u prefers its partner in M to its partner in N . For any two matchings M and N , let
φ(M, N ) be the number of vertices that prefer M to N .
I Definition 1. A matching M is popular if φ(M, N ) ≥ φ(N, M ) for every matching N in
G, i.e., ∆(M, N ) ≥ 0 where ∆(M, N ) = φ(M, N ) − φ(N, M ).
In an election between M and N where vertices cast votes, φ(M, N ) is the number of votes
for M and φ(N, M ) is the number of votes for N . A popular matching never loses an election
against another matching: thus it is a weak Condorcet winner [3, 4] in the corresponding
voting instance. Although (weak) Condorcet winners need not exist in a general voting
instance, popular matchings always exist in a bipartite graph since every stable matching is
popular [16]. In fact, a stable matching is a min-size popular matching [19]. In the example
described earlier, the perfect matching {(a1 , b2 ), (a2 , b1 )} is unstable but popular.
Efficient algorithms are known to compute a max-size popular matching in G [19, 23].
Though computing a min-size/max-size popular matching is easy, surprisingly, it is NP-hard
to decide if G admits a popular matching that is not a min-size/max-size popular matching [9].
Also, computing a min-cost popular matching is NP-hard [9] when there is a cost function on
the edge set. The min-cost popular matching problem includes other optimization problems
such as computing a popular matching with forced/forbidden edges or one with max-utility
as special cases and these variants are also NP-hard [9].
In applications such as matching students to advisers or medical residents to hospitals,
where matchings have a long-term impact, it may be worthwhile to spend (exponential) time
and compute an optimal popular matching in G. It follows from recent work on finding
popular matchings in non-bipartite graphs [25] that there is an O∗ (2n ) time algorithm for
the min-cost popular matching problem in a bipartite graph on n vertices (note that O∗ (2n )
stands for O(2n · poly(n))). Here we study faster exponential time algorithms for this problem
and show the following result.
I Theorem 2. Given a bipartite graph G = (A ∪ B, E) on n vertices where every vertex has
a strict preference list ranking its neighbors and a function cost : E → R, a min-cost popular
matching in G can be computed in O∗ (2n/4 ) ≈ O∗ (1.19n ) time.
The running time of our algorithm is O(2p · poly(n)) where p is the number of connected
components of size at least 4 in a special subgraph of G. Thus our algorithm is an FPT
algorithm parameterized by p and when p = O(log n), this is a polynomial time algorithm.
When edge costs are non-negative, the max-cost popular matching problem in G admits
an efficient 1/2-approximation algorithm – however the min-cost popular matching problem
is NP-hard to approximate within any multiplicative factor even when edge costs are in
{0, 1} [9]. This motivates the following question: when edge costs are non-negative, is there
an efficient algorithm to compute an approximately popular matching whose cost is O(opt),
where opt is the cost of a min-cost popular matching?
There are several ways to define an approximately popular matching and we choose the
following novel definition: a matching M such that φ(M, N ) ≥ φ(N, M ) for a majority of
matchings N in G. This motivates the definition of a semi-popular matching as follows.
I Definition 3. Call a matching M in G = (A ∪ B, E) semi-popular if φ(M, N ) ≥ φ(N, M )
for at least half the matchings N in G.
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Though semi-popularity is a natural relaxation of popularity, the set of semi-popular
matchings seems to lack the structure of the set of popular matchings. We do not know how
to efficiently test if a given matching is semi-popular or not. We show the following result on
computing an almost semi-popular matching in an instance G with non-negative edge costs.
I Theorem 4. Given a bipartite graph G = (A ∪ B, E) with cost : E → R≥0 and ε > 0, a
matching M can be computed in poly(n, 1ε ) time such that cost(M ) ≤ 2opt and with high
probability M is undefeated by at least 1/2 − ε fraction of all matchings in G.
Using the notation of bi-criteria approximation algorithms (see [27]), the above result is
with high probability a (2, 12 − ε) approximation of a min-cost popular matching, where the
first coordinate is the ratio of the cost of our matching and opt and the second coordinate
is a measure of popularity of our matching, more precisely, it is the fraction of matchings
in G that our matching does not lose to. Designing an efficient algorithm to compute an
(O(1), 1 − ε) bi-criteria approximation is an open problem.

1.1

Background and Related Results

Algorithmic questions in the domain of popular matchings have been studied in the last
10-15 years. We refer to [5] for a survey. Initially, algorithms for popular matchings in
instances with one-sided preferences (only vertices in A have preferences) were studied [1].
In the domain of two-sided preferences with ties, it is NP-complete to decide if popular
matchings exist or not [2, 6]. The problem of deciding if a non-bipartite graph with strict
preferences admits a popular matching is NP-complete [9, 17]. Popular matchings always
exist in bipartite graphs with strict preferences [16]. However, as mentioned earlier, it is
NP-hard to compute or approximate a min-cost popular matching. In order to cope with this
hardness of approximation, a relaxation of popularity called quasi-popularity was considered
in [8].
A matching M is quasi-popular if φ(N, M ) ≤ 2 · φ(M, N ) for all matchings N . That is,
M may lose many elections, however the factor of defeat, i.e., the ratio of number of votes
won by the rival matching and the number of votes won by M , is bounded by 2. On the
other hand, a semi-popular matching does not lose too many elections. A polynomial time
algorithm to compute a quasi-popular matching of cost at most opt was given in [8].
There is a vast literature on fast exponential time algorithms for NP-hard problems
and we refer to the book [13] on this subject. An algorithm with running time O∗ (cn ),
where c = O(1), was given in [25] to decide if a non-bipartite graph on n vertices with strict
preferences has a popular matching or not. Fast exponential time algorithms for other hard
problems in matchings under preferences are also known, e.g., the sex-equal stable marriage
problem in bipartite graphs where the objective is to find a fair stable matching – a fast
exponential time algorithm is known for this problem when the length of preference lists of
vertices on one side of the bipartite graph is bounded from above by a small value [28].

1.2

Techniques

An O∗ (2n ) time algorithm was given in [25] to decide if a special popular matching called
a truly popular matching exists or not in a general graph (not necessarily bipartite) on
n vertices. A truly popular matching is a matching that is popular fractional (defined in
Section 4). In bipartite graphs, every popular matching is truly popular and so this algorithm
leads to an algorithm with running time O∗ (2n ) to compute a min-cost popular matching
in the bipartite graph G. Our faster exponential time algorithm is an extension of this
algorithm.
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The earlier algorithm. The O∗ (2n ) time algorithm uses dual certificates or witnesses for
popular matchings, where a witness α
~ is a vector in {0, ±1}n that obeys certain constraints
(see Theorem 5). Corresponding to each of the 2n parity combinations – whether αu is
0 or ±1 for each vertex u – the O∗ (2n ) algorithm constructs a stable matching instance
and shows that every stable matching in this instance that avoids certain edges maps to a
popular matching in G. Conversely, every popular matching in G can be realized as a stable
matching that avoids certain edges in one of these 2n instances. Computing a min-cost stable
matching that excludes certain edges in each of these 2n instances and taking the least cost
such matching leads us to a min-cost popular matching in G.
Our faster algorithm. It was shown in [8] that all vertices in the same connected component
in a subgraph G0 of G called its “popular subgraph” have the same parity of their α-values.
So instead of considering individual vertices, we consider non-trivial connected components
in G0 as our “units”. Our main idea is that it suffices for the algorithm to go through parity
combinations of α-values only for connected components in G0 of size at least 4. So our
algorithm constructs at most 2n/4 stable matching instances. However our stable matching
instances are more elaborate than in the earlier algorithm and the most technical part of the
analysis is the proof that stable matchings that avoid certain edges in such an instance map
to popular matchings in G. The algorithm and its proof of correctness are given in Section 3.
Our bi-criteria approximation algorithm. Unlike the popular matching polytope, the popular fractional matching polytope has a compact extended formulation [26]. Thus a min-cost
popular fractional matching can be computed in polynomial time by linear programming
over this polytope. It is known that this polytope is half-integral [20]. Thus we can efficiently
find two matchings M1 , M2 in G such that (IM1 + IM2 )/2 is a min-cost popular fractional
matching in G, where IM is the edge incidence vector of matching M . This implies that one
of M1 , M2 is semi-popular.
Interestingly, we do not know how to efficiently decide which of M1 , M2 is semi-popular.
We use the random sampler from [22] to sample matchings from a distribution close to the
uniform distribution – this allows us to decide with high probability whether both M1 and
M2 are almost semi-popular or one of them is not. This result is given in Section 4.

2

Popular Matchings and Witnesses

Let G̃ be the graph G augmented with self-loops. We assume that each vertex is its own last
choice neighbor. Any matching M in G can henceforth be regarded as a perfect matching M̃
in G̃ by adding self-loops for all vertices left unmatched in M . The following edge weight
function wtM in G̃ will be useful to us. For any edge (a, b) in G, define:


if (a, b) is a blocking edge to M ;

2
wtM (a, b) = −2 if both a and b prefer their respective partners in M to each other;


0
otherwise.
So wtM (e) = 0 for every edge e ∈ M . We need to define wtM on self-loops also.
For any vertex u ∈ A ∪ B, let wtM (u, u) = 0 if (u, u) ∈ M̃ , else wtM (u, u) = −1. Let
Ẽ = E ∪ {(u, u) : u ∈ A ∪ B}. For any matching N in G, we have:
X
wtM (Ñ ) =
wtM (e) = φ(N, M ) − φ(M, N ) = ∆(N, M ).
e∈Ñ
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Hence M is popular in G if and only if every perfect matching in the graph G̃ (with edge
weights given by wtM ) has weight at most 0. Consider the max-weight perfect matching LP in
the graph G̃: this is (LP1) given below in variables xe for e ∈ Ẽ. Here δ̃(u) = δ(u) ∪ {(u, u)}
for u ∈ A ∪ B. The linear program (LP2) in variables αu for u ∈ A ∪ B is the dual LP.

max

X

wtM (e) · xe

(LP1)

e∈Ẽ

s.t.

X

min

αu

(LP2)

u∈V

X

xe = 1

∀u ∈ A ∪ B

xe ≥ 0

∀ e ∈ Ẽ.

s.t.

αa + αb ≥ wtM (a, b) ∀ (a, b) ∈ E
αu ≥ wtM (u, u) ∀ u ∈ A ∪ B

e∈δ̃(u)

The characterization of popular matchings given in Theorem 5 follows from LP-duality
and total unimodularity of the system. Recall that |A ∪ B| = n.
I Theorem 5 ([24, 26]). A matching M in G = (A ∪ B, E) is popular if and only if there
P
exists a vector α
~ ∈ {0, ±1}n such that u∈A∪B αu = 0,
αa + αb

≥ wtM (a, b)

∀ (a, b) ∈ E

and

αu ≥ wtM (u, u)

∀ u ∈ A ∪ B.

Proof. The linear program (LP2) admits an optimal solution that is integral since its
constraint matrix is totally unimodular. The vector α
~ is an integral optimal solution of
(LP2). We have αu ≥ wtM (u, u) ≥ −1 for all u.
Since M̃ is an optimal solution to (LP1), complementary slackness implies αu + αv =
wtM (u, v) = 0 for each edge (u, v) ∈ M . Thus αu = −αv ≤ 1 for every vertex u matched
to a non-trivial neighbor v in M . Regarding any vertex u such that (u, u) ∈ M̃ , we have
αu = wtM (u, u) = 0 (by complementary slackness). Hence α
~ ∈ {0, ±1}n .
J
I Definition 6. For any popular matching M , a vector α
~ ∈ {0, ±1}n as given in Theorem 5
is called a witness of M .
A popular matching may have several witnesses. A stable matching S has ~0 as a witness,
since wtS (e) ≤ 0 for all edges e in G̃. Call an edge e in G = (A ∪ B, E) popular if there is
some popular matching in G that contains e. Let E0 be the set of popular edges in G. The
set E0 can be computed in linear time [7]. Call the subgraph G0 = (A ∪ B, E0 ) the popular
subgraph of G. The following property will be very useful.
I Lemma 7 ([8]). Let M be any popular matching in G and let α
~ be any witness of M . In
any connected component C in the popular subgraph G0 : either (i) αu = 0 for all u ∈ C or
(ii) αu ∈ {±1} for all u ∈ C.
Proof. Consider any popular edge (a, b). So there is some popular matching N that contains
(a, b). Since wtM (Ñ ) = ∆(N, M ) = 0 (because M and N are popular matchings), Ñ is an
optimal solution to (LP1). We know that α
~ is an optimal solution to (LP2). So it follows
from complementary slackness that αa + αb = wtM (a, b). Since wtM (a, b) ∈ {±2, 0} (an even
number), the integers αa and αb have the same parity.
Let u and v be any 2 vertices in the same connected component in the popular subgraph
G0 . So there is a u-v path ρ in G such that every edge in ρ is a popular edge. We have just
seen that the endpoints of each popular edge have the same parity in α
~ . Hence αu and αv
have the same parity. Thus either αu = 0 for all u ∈ C or αu ∈ {±1} for all u ∈ C.
J
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3

A fast exponential time algorithm for min-cost popular matching

Let C1 , . . . , Cr be the connected components in the popular subgraph G0 . Assume C1 , . . . , Cq
are the non-trivial components, i.e., |Ci | ≥ 2 for 1 ≤ i ≤ q and |Ci | = 1 for q + 1 ≤ i ≤ r.
So each of Cq+1 , . . . , Cr consists of a single vertex that is left unmatched in all popular
matchings in G. Call such a vertex unpopular. Let U be the set of unpopular vertices. The
following two observations will be useful.
I Observation 1. Let M be a popular matching with α
~ as a witness. If u ∈ U then αu = 0.
Proof. Since M leaves u unmatched, the self-loop (u, u) ∈ M̃ . Observe that M̃ is an optimal
solution to (LP1) and α
~ is an optimal solution to (LP2). So αu = wtM (u, u) = 0 by
complementary slackness.
C
I Observation 2. Every non-trivial component C in the popular subgraph G0 has an even
number of vertices.
Proof. All max-size popular matchings in G leave the same vertices unmatched and these
unmatched vertices are unpopular [18]. Thus a max-size popular matching M restricted
to every non-trivial component C in G0 is perfect, i.e., all vertices in C are matched in M .
Hence |C| is even.
C
Let C1 , . . . , Cp be the components in G0 of size greater than 2. This means |Ci | ≥ 4 for
i ∈ [p] (by Observation 2). So Cp+1 , . . . , Cq are the components in G0 of size exactly 2.
For every subset I ⊆ {1, . . . , p}, our algorithm builds a corresponding graph GI . Among
all stable matchings in GI that satisfy certain constraints, our algorithm finds a min-cost
matching (call it NI ). It will be shown that among all subsets I ⊆ [p], the matching NI with
the least cost will map to a min-cost popular matching in G.
The new instance GI .
S0 = ∪i∈I Ci ∪ U,

Let I ⊆ [p]. Partition the vertices in A ∪ B into three subsets:
S1 = ∪i∈[p]\I Ci ,

and S2 = ∪qi=p+1 Ci .

Our goal is to build GI such that all popular matchings in G that admit witnesses α
~
where αu = 0 for u ∈ S0 and αu ∈ {±1} for u ∈ S1 become stable matchings in GI . For
vertices in S2 , we do not a priori commit any particular α-value. This is reflected in the
vertex set VI :
VI = {u0 : u ∈ S0 ∪ S2 } ∪ {u+ , u− , d(u) : u ∈ S1 ∪ S2 } ∪ {d0 (u) : u ∈ S2 }.
The set VI contains a single vertex u0 for every u ∈ S0 , three vertices u+ , u− , d(u) for
every u ∈ S1 , and five vertices u+ , u− , u0 , d(u), d0 (u) for every u ∈ S2 . Since the α-value of
every u ∈ S0 is fixed to be 0, we have a unique vertex u0 in GI for each u ∈ S0 .
Since the α-value of every u ∈ S1 is either 1 or −1, there are two vertices u+ , u− in GI
for each u ∈ S1 . However in order to map stable matchings in GI to matchings in G, we
want at most one of u+ , u− to be matched in any stable matching in GI : this is achieved by
using a dummy vertex d(u). Preferences will be such that one of u+ , u− has to be matched
to d(u) in any stable matching in GI . So every stable matching in GI matches at most one
of u+ , u− to a non-dummy neighbor.
Since the α-value of every u ∈ S2 is one of 0, ±1, we have three vertices u+ , u− , u0 in
GI for each u ∈ S2 . However we want at most one of u+ , u− , u0 to be matched in any
stable matching in GI and this is achieved by using two dummy vertices d(u) and d0 (u).
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Preferences will be such that two of u+ , u− , u0 have to be matched to d(u) and d0 (u) in any
stable matching in GI . So every stable matching in GI matches at most one of u+ , u− , u0 to
a non-dummy neighbor.
The edge set EI of the instance GI is defined as follows. For every (u, v) ∈ E, the edge
set EI consists of one or more of the following edges: (i) (u0 , v0 ), (ii) (u+ , v0 ), (iii) (u0 , v+ ),
(iv) (u− , v+ ), (v) (u+ , v− ).
In more detail, let u ∈ A ∪ B. Let v be a neighbor of u in G.
if u, v ∈ S0 then (u0 , v0 ) is in EI .
if u ∈ S1 and v ∈ S0 then (u+ , v0 ) is in EI .
if u, v ∈ S1 and u prefers v to every neighbor in S0 then (u− , v+ ) is in EI .
The edges in GI that correspond to edges (u, v) in G with an endpoint, say u ∈ A ∪ B,
in S2 are described below.
let v ∈ S0 . If u prefers v to its “popular partner”1 then the edge (u+ , v0 ) ∈ EI ; else the
edge (u0 , v0 ) ∈ EI .
let v ∈ S1 . If u prefers v to its popular partner then the edge (u0 , v+ ) ∈ EI . If v prefers
u to every neighbor in S0 then the edge (u+ , v− ) ∈ EI .
let v ∈ S2 . If either v is u’s popular partner or one of u, v prefers the other to its popular
partner2 then the edge (u0 , v0 ) ∈ EI . Moreover, if u prefers v to every neighbor in S0
then the edge (u− , v+ ) ∈ EI .
For every u ∈ S1 : the edges (u+ , d(u)) and (u− , d(u)) are in EI . For every u ∈ S2 : the
edges (u+ , d(u)), (u0 , d(u)) and the edges (u0 , d0 (u)), (u− , d0 (u)) are in EI .
Vertex preferences. We will first list preference orders for dummy vertices.
For u ∈ S1 : d(u)’s preference order is u+  u− , i.e., top choice u+ followed by u− .
For u ∈ S2 : d(u)’s preference order is u+  u0 and d0 (u)’s preference order is u0  u− .
Let u ∈ A ∪ B. We now list preference orders for u+ , u0 , and u− . An observation that
will be useful here is that for any two adjacent vertices u, v in G, there is at most one element
in {v0 , v+ , v− } in the preference list of u+ ; similarly, in the preference lists of u0 and u− .
1. For u ∈ S0 : u0 ’s preference order among its neighbors in GI is as per u’s preference order
in G, i.e., ignore subscripts of vertices and arrange them as per u’s preference order in G.
2. For u ∈ S1 ∪ S2 : u+ ’s preference order among its neighbors in GI is as per u’s preference
order in G with d(u) as its least preferred neighbor.
3. For u ∈ S1 (resp., u ∈ S2 ): u− ’s preference order among its neighbors in GI is d(u)
(resp., d0 (u)) as its top choice neighbor followed by its other neighbors in GI as per u’s
preference order in G.
4. For u ∈ S2 : u0 ’s order among its neighbors in GI is d(u) as its top choice neighbor
followed by its other neighbors in GI as per u’s preference order in G and d0 (u) as its
least preferred neighbor.
For (a, b) ∈ E and x, x0 ∈ {0, ±}, for every (ax , bx0 ) ∈ EI , we set cost(ax , bx0 ) = cost(a, b).
Also, the cost of any edge incident to a dummy vertex is 0.

1
2

u ∈ S2 : so u ∈ Cj where |Cj | = 2; hence all popular matchings in G match u to the same neighbor.
Note that both u and v cannot prefer each other to their respective popular partners since that would
make (u, v) a blocking edge to every stable matching in G.
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I Theorem 8. Let M be a popular matching in G = (A ∪ B, E) with a witness α
~ ∈ {0, ±1}n
where αv = 0 for v ∈ S0 and αv ∈ {±1} for v ∈ S1 . Then there exists a stable matching NI
in GI such that cost(NI ) = cost(M ) and the following three properties are satisfied:
1. NI avoids all edges between a subscript + vertex and a subscript 0 vertex,
2. NI matches all subscript − vertices, and
3. NI includes q − p edges from the set ∪qi=p+1 {(a+ , b− ), (a0 , b0 ), (a− , b+ ) : a, b ∈ Ci }.
Proof. M is a popular matching in G = (A ∪ B, E) with a witness α
~ ∈ {0, ±1}n . For any
u ∈ A ∪ B, we will define su = +/−/0 corresponding to αu = +1/−1/0, respectively. That
is, (i) αu = 1 implies su = +, (ii) αu = −1 implies su = −, and (iii) αu = 0 implies su = 0.
For u ∈ S1 : if su = + then let tu = − else let tu = +.
For u ∈ S2 : if su = + then let tu = 0 and t0u = −; if su = 0 then let tu = + and t0u = −;
if su = − then let tu = + and t0u = 0.
Define the set NI as follows:
NI = {(asa , bsb ) : (a, b) ∈ M } ∪ {(utu , d(u)) : u ∈ S1 ∪ S2 } ∪ {(ut0u , d0 (u)) : u ∈ S2 }.
We need to show that NI ⊆ EI , i.e., for every (a, b) ∈ M , the edge (asa , bsb ) is present in GI .
Observe that M̃ and α
~ are optimal solutions of (LP1) and (LP2), respectively. It follows
from complementary slackness that αa + αb = wtM (a, b) = 0 for every (a, b) ∈ M . Thus
either αa = αb = 0 or {αa , αb } = {−1, 1}.
For every edge (a, b) in M where αa = αb = 0 (each such edge is in (S0 × S0 ) ∪ (S2 × S2 )),
observe that the edge (a0 , b0 ) is in GI . In particular, if (a, b) ∈ (S2 × S2 ) ∩ M , then we have
Ci = {a, b} for some i ∈ {p + 1, . . . , q} and we always include the edge (a0 , b0 ) in GI .
Consider an edge (a, b) in M where αa or αb is −1 (each such edge is in (S1 ×S1 )∪(S2 ×S2 )).
Assume wlog that αa = −1. Since α
~ is a witness of M , for every neighbor c ∈ S0 of a, we
have wtM (a, c) ≤ αa + αc = −1 + 0 = −1. This means wtM (a, c) = −2, i.e., a prefers its
partner in M (this is b) to c. The constraint wtM (a, c) = −2 holds for every neighbor c of a
that is in S0 . Hence it follows from the definition of the edge set of GI that (a− , b+ ) is in GI .
Thus every edge of NI is present in GI , hence NI is a matching in GI . We will now show
that NI obeys properties (1)-(3) given in the statement of the theorem.
1. For every edge (a, b) ∈ M , we have αa +αb = wtM (a, b) = 0 (by complementary slackness).
Thus every edge in NI that is not incident to any dummy vertex is of the type (a+ , b− )
or (a0 , b0 ) or (a− , b+ ). Hence NI avoids all edges between a subscript 0 vertex and a
subscript + vertex.
2. For any vertex u left unmatched in M , we have αu = wtM (u, u) = 0 (by complementary
slackness). So u ∈ S0 ∪ S2 . Since every vertex in S2 is matched to its popular partner in
all popular matchings in G, the unmatched vertex u ∈ S0 . Thus for every u ∈ (A ∪ B) \ S0 ,
we have (u, v) ∈ M for some neighbor v: if αu = −1 then (u− , v+ ) ∈ NI else either
(u− , d(u)) or (u− , d0 (u)) is in NI . Thus all subscript − vertices are matched in NI .
3. For every connected component Ci = {a, b} in G0 , where p + 1 ≤ i ≤ q, we know that
(a, b) ∈ M . Thus one of (a+ , b− ), (a0 , b0 ), (a− , b+ ) is in NI . So NI includes q − p edges
from the set ∪qi=p+1 {(a+ , b− ), (a0 , b0 ), (a− , b+ ) : a, b ∈ Ci }.
We will now show that NI is a stable matching in GI . For any u ∈ A ∪ B, it is easy to
see there is no blocking edge with a dummy vertex as an endpoint. This is because a dummy
vertex has only two neighbors and when it is matched to its second choice neighbor, its top
choice neighbor is matched to a more preferred neighbor.
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Regarding edges in EI that correspond to edges in E, note that EI contains certain edges
of the form (a0 , b0 ), (a+ , b0 ), (a0 , b+ ), (a+ , b− ), (a− , b+ ) for (a, b) ∈ E. We now need to show
that no such edge in EI blocks NI . Consider any (a, b) ∈ E.
1. Both a and b are in S0 : so αa = αb = 0. We need to show that (a0 , b0 ) is not a blocking
edge to NI . Since wtM (a, b) ≤ αa + αb = 0, either (a, b) ∈ M or (at least) one of a, b is
matched in M to a more preferred neighbor. That is, either (a0 , b0 ) ∈ NI or one of a0 , b0
is matched in NI to a more preferred neighbor. So (a0 , b0 ) does not block NI .
2. One of a, b is in S0 and the other is in S1 : assume wlog that a ∈ S0 and b ∈ S1 . So
αa = 0 and αb ∈ {±1}. We need to show that (a0 , b+ ) is not a blocking edge to NI .
There are two subcases here: (i) αb = 1 and (ii) αb = −1.
In the first subcase, wtM (a, b) ≤ αa + αb = 1 which implies wtM (a, b) ≤ 0. So one of a, b
is matched in M to a more preferred neighbor. So one of a0 , b+ is matched in NI to a
more preferred neighbor. Hence (a0 , b+ ) does not block NI .
In the second subcase, wtM (a, b) ≤ αa + αb = −1 which implies wtM (a, b) = −2. So both
a and b are matched in M to more preferred neighbors. In particular, a0 is matched in
NI to a neighbor preferred to b+ . Hence (a0 , b+ ) does not block NI .
3. Both a and b are in S1 : so αa , αb ∈ {±1}. We need to show that the edges (a− , b+ ) and
(a+ , b− ) (whichever of these is in EI ) do not block NI . If αa = αb = 1 then both a−
and b− are matched to their top choice neighbors d(a) and d(b), respectively. So neither
(a− , b+ ) nor (a+ , b− ) blocks NI .
If αa = 1 and αb = −1 then wtM (a, b) ≤ 0. So either (a, b) ∈ M or one of a, b is matched
in M to a more preferred neighbor in G. That is, either (a+ , b− ) ∈ NI or one of a+ , b− is
matched in NI to a more preferred neighbor in GI . Moreover, the edge (a− , b+ ) cannot
block NI since a− is matched in NI to its top choice neighbor d(a). The subcase when
αa = −1 and αb = 1 is symmetric.
The last subcase is αa = αb = −1. So wtM (a, b) = −2. Hence both a and b are matched
in M to more preferred neighbors, i.e., both a− and b− are matched in NI to neighbors
preferred to b+ and a+ , respectively. So neither (a− , b+ ) nor (a+ , b− ) blocks NI .
The proofs for the remaining three cases (when at least one of a, b is in S2 ) are given below
in Claims 9-11. Thus NI is a stable matching in GI .
J
B Claim 9. Suppose one of a, b (say, b) is in S0 and a is in S2 . Then neither (a+ , b0 ) nor
(a0 , b0 ) blocks NI .
Proof. Since a ∈ S2 and b ∈ S0 , we have αa ∈ {0, ±1} and αb = 0. Suppose αa = −1. Then
wtM (a, b) ≤ −1, i.e., wtM (a, b) = −2. So both a and b are matched in M to more preferred
neighbors. Since M always matches a to its popular partner, it means a prefers its popular
partner to b. Thus (a0 , b0 ) is in EI and b0 is matched in NI to a neighbor preferred to a0 .
Suppose αa ∈ {0, 1}. Then wtM (a, b) ≤ 1, i.e., wtM (a, b) ≤ 0. So one of a, b is matched
in M to a more preferred neighbor. Either (i) (a0 , b0 ) is in EI and so a0 is matched in NI to
a more preferred neighbor (its popular partner or d(a)) than b0 or (ii) (a+ , b0 ) is in EI , in
which case a prefers b to its popular partner – so b has to be matched in M to a neighbor
preferred to a, i.e., b0 is matched in NI to a neighbor preferred to a+ . Hence neither (a+ , b0 )
nor (a0 , b0 ) (whichever is present in EI ) blocks NI .
C
B Claim 10. Suppose one of a, b (say, b) is in S1 and a is in S2 . Then neither (a0 , b+ ) nor
(a+ , b− ) blocks NI .
Proof. Since a ∈ S2 and b ∈ S1 , we have αa ∈ {0, ±1} and αb ∈ {±1}. Suppose a prefers b
to its popular partner. Then (a0 , b+ ) is in EI and also wtM (a, b) ≥ 0. If αa = 1 then a0 is
matched to its most preferred neighbor d(a) and so (a0 , b+ ) does not block NI . If αa ≤ 0
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then αb = 1 since αa + αb ≥ wtM (a, b) ≥ 0. Also wtM (a, b) ≤ 1 since αa + αb = 1, i.e.,
wtM (a, b) = 0. So b has to be matched in M to a neighbor preferred to a, i.e., b+ has to be
matched in NI to a neighbor preferred to a0 . Hence (a0 , b+ ) does not block NI .
Suppose b prefers a to all neighbors in S0 . Then (a+ , b− ) is in EI . If αb = 1 then b−
is matched to its most preferred neighbor d0 (b) in NI . Suppose αb = −1. If αa ∈ {0, −1}
then wtM (a, b) ≤ αa + αb ≤ −1. So wtM (a, b) = −2. This means both a, b are matched in
M to more preferred neighbors. Hence b− is matched in NI to a neighbor preferred to a+ .
Suppose αa = 1. Then wtM (a, b) ≤ 0: so one of a, b is matched in M to a more preferred
neighbor. So one of a+ , b− is matched in NI to a more preferred neighbor. Thus the edge
(a+ , b− ) does not block NI .
C
B Claim 11. Suppose both a and b are in S2 . Then none of the edges (a0 , b0 ), (a+ , b− ), (a− , b+ )
blocks NI .
Proof. Since a, b are in S2 , we have αa , αb ∈ {0, ±1}. If a, b are each other’s popular partners
or one of them prefers the other to its popular partner then the edge (a0 , b0 ) is in EI and also
wtM (a, b) ≥ 0. So either αa = αb = 0 or at least one of αa , αb is 1. So either (a0 , b0 ) ∈ NI or
one of a0 , b0 is matched in NI to a more preferred neighbor. Thus (a0 , b0 ) does not block NI .
If a prefers b to all its neighbors in S0 then the edge (a− , b+ ) is in EI . If αa ∈ {0, 1} then
a− is matched to its most preferred neighbor d0 (a) in NI . So the edge (a− , b+ ) does not block
NI . Suppose αa = −1. If αb ∈ {0, −1} then wtM (a, b) ≤ αa + αb ≤ −1. So wtM (a, b) = −2.
This means both a, b are matched in M to more preferred neighbors. Hence a− is matched
in NI to a neighbor preferred to b+ . Suppose αb = 1. Then wtM (a, b) ≤ 0: so one of a, b is
matched in M to a more preferred neighbor. So one of a− , b+ is matched in NI to a more
preferred neighbor. Thus the edge (a− , b+ ) does not block NI .
The analysis that (a+ , b− ) does not block NI when b prefers a to all neighbors in S0 is
analogous.
C
Let us call a stable matching in GI that satisfies the three properties given in Theorem 8
a desired stable matching. Theorem 12 proves the converse of Theorem 8.
I Theorem 12. Suppose GI admits a desired stable matching, say NI . Then NI can be
mapped to a popular matching M in G such that cost(NI ) = cost(M ).
Proof. The matching M will be defined as follows:
M = {(a, b) : (asa , bsb ) ∈ NI for sa , sb ∈ {0, ±}}.
For any u ∈ A ∪ B, at most one of u+ , u0 , u− can be matched to a non-dummy neighbor
in NI . Thus M is a valid matching in G. In order to prove M ’s popularity, we will show
a witness α
~ ∈ {0, ±1}n . Define αu = 0 for all u ∈ S0 . Let u ∈ S1 . Since NI is stable, the
vertex d(u) (as the top choice neighbor of u− ) has to be matched in NI . So for u ∈ S1 , define
αu as follows:
(
−1 if (u+ , d(u)) ∈ NI
let αu =
1
if (u− , d(u)) ∈ NI .
Let u ∈ S2 . Then there are two dummy vertices d(u) and d0 (u) for u and both of them
(as the top choice neighbors of u0 and u− , resp.) have to be matched in NI . So for u ∈ S2 ,
define αu as follows:

0


−1 if (u+ , d(u)) and (u0 , d (u)) are in NI
let αu = 0
if (u+ , d(u)) and (u− , d0 (u)) are in NI


1
if (u , d(u)) and (u , d0 (u)) are in N .
0

−

I
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We will now show that α
~ is a witness of M ’s popularity. Observe that all edges in NI not
involving any dummy vertex are of the form (a+ , b− ) or (a0 , b0 ) or (a− , b+ ). This is because
NI avoids all edges of the type (a+ , b0 ) and (a0 , b+ ) (by property (1)). Thus αa + αb = 0 for
all (a, b) ∈ M . Due to property (2), property (3), and NI ’s stability, it follows that for any
P
vertex u left unmatched in M , we have u ∈ S0 , i.e., αu = 0. So u∈A∪B αu = 0.
It is also easy to see that αu ≥ wtM (u, u) for every vertex u. This is because every vertex
u ∈ (A ∪ B) \ S0 is matched in M and so we have αu ≥ −1 = wtM (u, u) for these vertices.
For any vertex u ∈ S0 , we have αu = 0 ≥ wtM (u, u).
What is left to show is that every edge (a, b) in G is covered, i.e., αa + αb ≥ wtM (a, b).
This is proved below in Lemma 13. Thus α
~ is a witness of M (by Theorem 5). So M is a
popular matching; also cost(M ) = cost(NI ). This finishes the proof of Theorem 12.
J
I Lemma 13. We have αa + αb ≥ wtM (a, b) for every edge (a, b) in G.
Proof. Recall that wtM (a, b) ∈ {0, ±2}. Any edge (a, b) where αa = αb = 1 is obviously
covered since wtM (a, b) ≤ 2. The proofs for other cases of (αa , αb ) are given in Claims 14-18.
B Claim 14. Any edge (a, b) where {αa , αb } = {0, 1} is covered.
Proof. Assume without loss of generality αa = 1 and αb = 0: so a ∈ S1 ∪ S2 and b ∈ S0 ∪ S2 .
If the edge (a+ , b0 ) is in EI then the stability of NI implies that either (i) a+ is matched in
NI to a neighbor preferred to b0 or (ii) b0 is matched in NI to a neighbor preferred to a+
(moreover, a non-dummy neighbor since αb = 0). So at least one of a, b is matched in M to
a more preferred neighbor. Thus wtM (a, b) ≤ 0.
The edge (a+ , b0 ) is not present in GI in the following 2 cases:
1. both a, b are in S2 and either (i) a, b are each other’s popular partners or (ii) at least one
of a, b prefers its popular partner to the other (see footnote 2). By property (3), every
vertex in S2 is matched in M to its popular partner. Hence wtM (a, b) ≤ 0.
2. either (i) a ∈ S2 prefers its popular partner (call it y) to b ∈ S0 or (ii) b ∈ S2 prefers its
popular partner (call it z) to a ∈ S1 ; property (3) forces (a, y) to be in M in the first
case and (z, b) to be in M in the second case. So wtM (a, b) ≤ 0.
Hence in all cases, we have wtM (a, b) ≤ 0 < 1 = αa + αb .
C
B Claim 15. Any edge (a, b) where αa = αb = 0 is covered.
Proof. Since αa = αb = 0, we have a, b ∈ S0 ∪ S2 . If the edge (a0 , b0 ) is in GI , then it
follows from the stability of NI that (a0 , b0 ) ∈ NI or one of a0 , b0 is matched in NI to a
more preferred (non-dummy) neighbor, i.e., at least one of a, b is matched in M to a more
preferred neighbor. Thus wtM (a, b) ≤ 0.
The edge (a0 , b0 ) is not present in GI in the following 2 cases:
1. a ∈ S2 prefers b ∈ S0 to its popular partner: in this case (a+ , b0 ) is in GI . Since αa = 0,
the vertex a+ is matched in NI to its least preferred neighbor d(a). Thus it follows
from the stability of NI that b0 is matched to a more preferred neighbor than a+ , so
wtM (a, b) ≤ 0. It is similar when b ∈ S2 prefers a ∈ S0 to its popular partner.
2. both a, b are in S2 and they prefer their respective popular partners to each other: in
this case wtM (a, b) = −2.
Hence in all cases, we have wtM (a, b) ≤ 0 = αa + αb .
C
B Claim 16. Any edge (a, b) where {αa , αb } = {−1, 1} is covered.
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Proof. Assume without loss of generality that αa = 1 and αb = −1. We need to show that
wtM (a, b) ≤ 0. Either (i) (a+ , b− ) ∈ NI or (ii) (a+ , y− ) and (z+ , b− ) are in NI for some
neighbors y, z of a, b, respectively. In case (i), wtM (a, b) = 0. In case (ii), we will consider 2
subcases.
1. Suppose a, b ∈ S1 or a, b ∈ S2 or a ∈ S2 and b ∈ S1 . Since the edge (z+ , b− ) is in GI , b
prefers z to all its neighbors in S0 . Hence if b prefers a to z then the edge (a+ , b− ) has
to be present in GI . It follows from the stability of NI that a+ prefers y− to b− , i.e., a
prefers y to b. Hence wtM (a, b) ≤ 0.
2. The remaining case is when a ∈ S1 and b ∈ S2 . So z is b’s popular partner. If b prefers a
to z then the edge (a+ , b0 ) is present in GI . Since b0 is matched to its least preferred
neighbor d0 (b) in NI , the stability of NI implies that a+ prefers y− to b0 , i.e., a prefers y
to b. Hence wtM (a, b) ≤ 0.
Hence in all cases, we have wtM (a, b) ≤ 0 = αa + αb .
C
B Claim 17. Any edge (a, b) where αa = αb = −1 is covered.
Proof. So (a− , y+ ) and (z+ , b− ) are in NI for some neighbors y, z of a, b, respectively. There
are 3 cases here:
1. Both a and b are in S1 . Suppose a prefers b to y. Then the edge (a− , b+ ) is present in
GI since a prefers y (and thus b) to all neighbors in S0 ; moreover, b+ prefers a− to d(b).
Hence (a− , b+ ) would be a blocking edge to NI , contradicting its stability. So a prefers y
to b. Similarly, b prefers z to a. Thus wtM (a, b) = −2.
2. Both a and b are in S2 . Either both a and b prefer their popular partners (y and z, resp.)
to each other or the edge (a0 , b0 ) is in GI . In the latter case, (a0 , b0 ) would be blocking
edge to NI since NI contains (a0 , d0 (a)) and (b0 , d0 (b)). Thus both a and b prefer their
popular partners to each other, so wtM (a, b) = −2.
3. One of a, b is in S2 and the other is in S1 : assume wlog that a ∈ S2 and b ∈ S1 . We claim
that b prefers z to a. Otherwise the edge (a+ , b− ) would be in GI since b prefers z (and
thus a) to all neighbors in S0 . Note that (a+ , b− ) would block NI since (a+ , d(a)) ∈ NI .
We next claim that a prefers y to b. Otherwise the edge (a0 , b+ ) would be in GI and this
would be a blocking edge to NI since (a0 , d0 (a)) and (b+ , d(b)) are in NI . Thus both a
and b prefer their partners in M to each other, so wtM (a, b) = −2.
Hence in all cases, we have wtM (a, b) = −2 = αa + αb .
C
B Claim 18. Any edge (a, b) where {αa , αb } = {−1, 0} is covered.
Proof. Assume wlog αa = −1 and αb = 0. So (a− , y+ ) ∈ NI for some neighbor y of a. Also
(a+ , d(a)) ∈ NI . Observe that b0 has to be matched in NI , otherwise one of (a+ , b0 ), (a0 , b0 )
– whichever is present in GI – would be a blocking edge to NI . So (z0 , b0 ) is in NI for some
neighbor z of b.
If the edge (a+ , b0 ) is present in EI then it follows from the stability of NI that b0 prefers
z0 to a+ , i.e., b prefers z to a. Moreover, it follows from the existence of the edge (a− , y+ ) in
EI that a prefers y to all its neighbors in S0 , i.e., a prefers y to b if b ∈ S0 . If b ∈ S2 and a
prefers b to y then a prefers b to all neighbors in S0 and so the edge (a− , b+ ) would have
been present in EI . This would have been a blocking edge to NI since a− prefers b+ to y+
and b+ prefers a− to d(b). Thus a prefers y to b and so wtM (a, b) = −2.
The cases when (a+ , b0 ) is not present in GI are the following:
1. Both a, b are in S2 : there are two subcases here. In the first subcase, both a and b prefer
their popular partners to each other and so wtM (a, b) = −2. In the second subcase, one
of a, b prefers the other to its popular partner. Then the edge (a0 , b0 ) is in EI and the
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stability of NI implies that b0 prefers z0 to a0 since (a0 , d0 (a)) ∈ NI . Thus b prefers z
to a. This means that a prefers b to y and the edge (a− , b+ ) has to be in EI since a
prefers y (and thus b) to all neighbors in S0 . This makes (a− , b+ ) a blocking edge to
NI , a contradiction. Hence both a, b prefer their popular partners to each other, i.e., the
second subcase does not arise. Thus wtM (a, b) = −2.
2. b ∈ S2 prefers its popular partner to a ∈ S1 : so b prefers z to a and we have to argue
that a prefers y to b. Suppose not, i.e., a prefers b to y. Since the edge (a− , y+ ) is in EI ,
a prefers y (and thus b) to all neighbors in S0 . So the edge (a− , b+ ) is in EI and this
is a blocking edge to NI since (b+ , d(b)) and (a− , y+ ) are in NI . This contradicts NI ’s
stability, hence a prefers y to b. Thus wtM (a, b) = −2.
3. a ∈ S2 prefers its popular partner to b ∈ S0 : so a prefers y to b. Then the edge (a0 , b0 )
is in GI . Since a0 is matched to its least preferred neighbor d0 (a), it follows from the
stability of NI that b0 prefers z0 to a0 , i.e., b prefers z to a. Thus wtM (a, b) = −2.
Hence in all cases, we have wtM (a, b) = −2 < −1 = αa + αb .
C
This finishes the proof of Lemma 13.

J

Finding a min-cost desired stable matching in GI . We first check that all subscript −
vertices are stable in GI . This is easily done by running Gale-Shapley algorithm in GI
and using the fact that all stable matchings leave the same vertices unmatched [15]. This
ensures property (2). Then we solve a min-cost stable matching problem in GI with forbidden
edges. There are two types of forbidden edges here: the first type are all edges between a
subscript + vertex and a subscript 0 vertex in GI . Forbidding these edges ensures property (1).
The second type of forbidden edges are described below. Forbidding these edges ensures
property (3).
Ensuring property (3). For any u ∈ S2 , all edges incident to any vertex u+ , u0 , u− are
marked forbidden except for the following edges, where v is u’s popular partner:
the edges among (u+ , v− ), (u0 , v0 ), (u− , v+ ) that are in EI ;
the pair of edges (u+ , d(u)), (u0 , d(u)) and the pair of edges (u0 , d0 (u)), (u− , d0 (u)).
For u ∈ S2 , every stable matching in GI has to match u+ , u0 , d(u), d0 (u) since these
are top choice neighbors for some vertices. Moreover, we have already checked that all
subscript − vertices are stable in GI . Thus all the five vertices u+ , u0 , u− , d(u), d0 (u) have
to be matched in every stable matching in GI . In particular, two of u+ , u0 , u− are matched
to d(u), d0 (u). Thus any stable matching in GI that avoids forbidden edges of the second
type has to contain one of (u+ , v− ), (u0 , v0 ), (u− , v+ ).
Desired stable matchings. We have seen that all stable matchings of GI that satisfy the 3
properties given in Theorem 8 are precisely those stable matchings in GI that avoid edges that
we marked forbidden. Consider the stable matching polytope S of GI : we know that xe ≥ 0
for any edge e is a valid inequality for S, hence the intersection of S with the constraints
xe = 0 for every forbidden edge e is a face F of S. Since F is an integral polytope and
every integral point in F is a stable matching in GI that avoids forbidden edges, NI can be
computed in polynomial time by linear programming over the constraints defining F . These
are the constraints of the stable matching polytope S along with the constraints xe = 0 for
every forbidden edge e. A min-cost desired stable matching NI over all I ⊆ [p] maps to a
min-cost popular matching in G (by Theorem 8 and Theorem 12).
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As mentioned earlier, the popular subgraph G0 can be constructed in linear time [7].
Then we identify the connected components C1 , . . . , Cp of size at least 4 in G0 . The number
of sets I that we need to go through is 2p , thus our algorithm runs in 2p · poly(n) time. Since
p ≤ n/4, this proves Theorem 2 stated in Section 1.

4

Semi-popular matchings

In this section we consider the problem of computing an almost semi-popular matching of
cost at most 2opt. Our input is a bipartite graph G = (A ∪ B, E) where vertices have strict
preferences and we have cost : E → R≥0 . We are also given a parameter ε ∈ (0, 1/2).
Popular fractional matchings. The notion of popularity can be extended to fractional
P
|E|
matchings. A vector ~x ∈ R≥0 that satisfies e∈δ(u) xe ≤ 1 for all vertices u is a fractional
matching in G. The fractional matching ~x is popular if ∆(~x, N ) ≥ 0 for all matchings N ,
where ∆(~x, N ) is defined as follows: ~x is a convex combination of matchings (Birkhoff-von
P
P
Neumann theorem), so ~x = i pi IMi for some matchings Mi where i pi = 1, each pi ≥ 0,
P
and ∆(~x, N ) is defined as i pi · ∆(Mi , N ). Since the fractional matching ~x can possibly
be expressed in multiple ways as convex combinations of matchings, ∆(~x, N ) may seem
ill-defined. However this is well-defined and we refer to [26, Lemma 1] for details.
Let opt∗ be the cost of a min-cost popular fractional matching in G and let ~q be a min-cost
popular fractional matching. The fractional matching ~q can be efficiently computed [26]. We
have cost(~q) = opt∗ ≤ opt where opt is the cost of a min-cost popular matching.
It was shown in [20] that the popular fractional matching polytope is half-integral. Thus
we can assume that ~q is half-integral. So ~q = (IM1 + IM2 )/2 where M1 and M2 are two
matchings in G. We know that ∆(~q, N ) ≥ 0 for all matchings N in G.
I Observation 3. There is a matching M ∈ {M1 , M2 } such that M is semi-popular.
Proof. Since ∆(~q, N ) = (∆(M1 , N ) + ∆(M2 , N ))/2 and ∆(~q, N ) ≥ 0 for every matching N ,
we have either ∆(M1 , N ) ≥ 0 or ∆(M2 , N ) ≥ 0 for every matching N . Hence one of M1 , M2
is undefeated by at least half the matchings in G.
C
Since all edge costs are non-negative and cost(~q) = (cost(M1 ) + cost(M2 ))/2, we have
cost(M1 ) ≤ 2 · cost(~q) and cost(M2 ) ≤ 2 · cost(~q). So there is M ∈ {M1 , M2 } such that (i) M
is semi-popular and (ii) cost(M ) ≤ 2opt.
The problem here is to efficiently decide which of M1 , M2 is semi-popular. We do not
know how to answer this question exactly. However we can decide with high probability
whether both M1 and M2 are close to being semi-popular or one of them is not - in which
case the other matching has to be semi-popular (by Observation 3). Here we will use the
classical result from [22] that shows a polynomial time algorithm to sample matchings from
a distribution that is close to the uniform distribution in total variation distance (see [22,
Corollary 4.3]).
The input is G = (A ∪ B, E) with non-negative edge costs and ε ∈ (0, 1/2). Our algorithm
is as follows:
1. Compute a min-cost popular half-integral matching ~q in G. Let ~q = (IM1 + IM2 )/2 where
M1 and M2 are matchings in G.
2. Produce a sample S of s = 64 · d(ln n)/ε2 e matchings from a distribution that is ε/4-close
to the uniform distribution (on all matchings in G) in total variation distance.
3. If both M1 and M2 are undefeated by more than s · (1 − ε)/2 of matchings in S then
return the matching in {M1 , M2 } with lower cost.
4. Else return the matching in {M1 , M2 } undefeated by a majority of matchings in S.
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In Step 2, we use the random sampler in [22] that constructs the sample S in poly(n, 1ε )
time. It is easy to see that the running time of our algorithm is poly(n, 1ε ). Lemma 19 and
Lemma 20 bound the probability that our algorithm makes an error.
I Lemma 19. Suppose M ∈ {M1 , M2 } is defeated by more than 1/2 + ε fraction of all
matchings in G. Then our algorithm returns M in step 3 with probability at most 1/n.
Proof. Since M is defeated by more than 1/2 + ε fraction of all matchings in G, the expected
number of matchings that defeat M from a set of s matchings, where each matching is chosen
uniformly at random from the set of all matchings in G is more than s · (1/2 + ε). The set S
is formed by sampling s matchings from a distribution ε/4-close to the uniform distribution
in total variation distance. Hence the expected number of matchings from S that defeat M
is more than s · (1/2 + ε − ε/4) = s · (2 + 3ε)/4.
If M was returned in step 3 then M was undefeated by more than s · (1 − ε)/2 matchings
from S. Equivalently, less than s · (1 + ε)/2 matchings from S defeated M . By Chernoff
bound, the probability of this event is at most exp(−s · ε2 /(16 + 24ε)). Since s ≥ 64 · (ln n)/ε2 ,
this probability is at most 1/n.
J
The next lemma bounds the error when our algorithm reaches step 4.
I Lemma 20. Suppose M ∈ {M1 , M2 } is not semi-popular. Then our algorithm returns M
in step 4 with probability at most 1/n.
Proof. Since M is defeated by more than half the matchings in G, the expected number of
matchings that defeat M from a set of s matchings, where each matching is chosen uniformly
at random from the set of all matchings in G, is more than s/2. Since the set S is formed
by sampling s matchings from a distribution ε/4-close to the uniform distribution in total
variation distance, the expected number of matchings that defeat N from S is more than
s · (2 − ε)/4.
The algorithm reached step 4 and M was the matching that was undefeated by a majority
of matchings in S. Observe that M defeated more than s · (1 + ε)/2 matchings in the set S.
This is because the matching in {M1 , M2 } \ {M } was defeated by more than s · (1 + ε)/2
matchings in S – otherwise we would not have reached step 4. Since M defeats more than
s(1 + ε)/2 matchings from S, less than s(1 − ε)/2 matchings from S defeated M . By Chernoff
bound, the probability of this event is at most exp(−s · ε2 /(64 − 32ε)). Since s ≥ 64 · (ln n)/ε2 ,
this probability is at most 1/n.
J
Lemma 19 and Lemma 20 bound the error probability of our algorithm. Thus we have
proved Theorem 4 stated in Section 1.
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Abstract
Multi-pass streaming algorithm for Maximum Matching have been studied since more than 15 years
and various algorithmic results are known today, including 2-pass streaming algorithms that break
the 1/2-approximation barrier, and (1 − )-approximation streaming algorithms that run in O(poly 1 )
1
passes in bipartite graphs and in O(( 1 )  ) or O(poly( 1 ) · log n) passes in general graphs, where
n is the number of vertices of the input graph. However, proving impossibility results for such
algorithms has so far been elusive, and, for example, even the existence of 2-pass small space
streaming algorithms with approximation factor 0.999 has not yet been ruled out.
The key building block of all multi-pass streaming algorithms for Maximum Matching is the
Greedy matching algorithm. Our aim is to understand the limitations of this approach: How many
passes are required if the algorithm solely relies on the invocation of the Greedy algorithm?
In this paper, we initiate the study of lower bounds for restricted families of multi-pass streaming
algorithms for Maximum Matching. We focus on the simple yet powerful class of algorithms that in
each pass run Greedy on a vertex-induced subgraph of the input graph. In bipartite graphs, we
show that 3 passes are necessary and sufficient to improve on the trivial approximation factor of 1/2:
We give a lower bound of 0.6 on the approximation ratio of such algorithms, which is optimal. We
further show that Ω( 1 ) passes are required for computing a (1 − )-approximation, even in bipartite
graphs. Last, the considered class of algorithms is not well-suited to general graphs: We show that
Ω(n) passes are required in order to improve on the trivial approximation factor of 1/2.
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time algorithms; Theory of computation → Graph algorithms analysis
Keywords and phrases Maximum matching approximation, Query model, Streaming algorithms
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1

Introduction

The Greedy matching algorithm is the key building block of most published streaming
algorithms for approximate Maximum Matching [16, 26, 13, 25, 2, 14, 21, 24]. Given a graph
G = (V, E), Greedy scans the set of edges E in arbitrary order and inserts the current edge
e ∈ E into an initially empty matching M if possible, i.e., if both endpoints of e are not yet
matched by an edge in M . Greedy produces a maximal matching, which is known to be at
least half as large as a matching of largest size.
The Greedy matching algorithm is well-suited for implementation in the streaming model
of computation. A streaming algorithm processing a graph G = (V, E) with |V | = n receives
a potentially adversarially ordered sequence of the edges of the input graph, and the objective
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is to solve a graph problem using as little space as possible. Many graph problems require
space Ω(n log n) to be solved in the streaming model [28], and streaming algorithms that
use space O(n poly log n) are referred to as semi-streaming algorithms. Multi-pass streaming
algorithms process the input stream multiple times. Observe that Greedy constitutes a
one-pass semi-streaming algorithm for Maximum Matching with approximation factor 21 .
The Maximum Matching problem is the most studied graph problem in the streaming model,
and despite intense research efforts, the Greedy algorithm is the best one-pass streaming
algorithm known today, even if space O(n2−δ ) is allowed, for any δ > 0. Performing multiple
passes over the input allows improving the approximation factor. The main questions
addressed in the literature are: (1) What can be achieved in p passes, for small p (e.g.
p ∈ {2, 3}), and (2) How many passes are required in order to obtain a (1 − )-approximation,
for any  > 0. See Table 1 for an overview of the currently best results.
Table 1 State of the art semi-streaming algorithms for Maximum Matching.
# passes
Approximation
Bipartite Graphs
1
1
2
√
2
2 − 2 ≈ 0.5857
3
0.6067
2
2
−
3
3
1
O( 2 log log ) 1 − 
General Graphs
1
1
2
2
0.53125
1

1 O(  )

O( 14 log n)

1−
1−

det/rand

Reference

See also

deterministic
randomized
randomized
deterministic
deterministic

Greedy, folklore
Konrad [24]
Konrad [24]
Kale and Tirodkar [21]
Ahn and Guha [2]

[25, 14, 21]
[14, 21]
[16]
[13]

deterministic
deterministic

Greedy, folklore
Kale and Tirodkar [21]

[25]

deterministic
deterministic

Tirodkar [29]
Ahn and Guha [2]

[26]

Only few lower bounds are known: We know that one-pass semi-streaming algorithms
cannot have an approximation factor larger than 1 − 1e [22] (see also [18]). The only multipass lower bound known addresses the exact version of Maximum Matching, showing that
computing a maximum matching in p passes requires space n1+Ω(1/p) /pO(1) [20]. No lower
bound is known for multiple passes and approximations, and, for example, the existence of a
2-pass 0.999-approximation semi-streaming algorithm has not yet been ruled out.
The Greedy algorithm is the key building block of all algorithms referenced in Table 1
(including those mentioned in the “See also” column). In many cases, the presented algorithms
collect edges by solely executing Greedy on specific subgraphs in each pass and output
a large matching computed from the edges produced by Greedy. In this paper, we are
interested in the limitations of this approach: How large a matching can be computed if
Greedy is executed at most p times?
Known streaming algorithms apply Greedy in different ways. For example, the 2-pass
and 3-pass algorithms by Konrad [24] run Greedy on randomly sampled subgraphs that
depend on a previously computed maximal matching. The multi-pass algorithms by Ahn and
Guha [2] maintain vertex weights ∈ [0, 1] over the course of the algorithm and run Greedy
on a threshold subgraph, i.e., on the set of edges uv so that the sum of the current weights
associated with u and v is at most 1. The algorithm by Eggert et al. [13] runs Greedy on
an edge-induced subgraph in order to find augmenting paths.
In this paper, we initiate the study of lower bounds for restricted families of multi-pass
streaming algorithms for Maximum Matching that are based on Greedy. We start this
line of research by addressing the probably simplest and most natural approach, which is
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nevertheless surprisingly powerful: the class of deterministic algorithms that run Greedy
on a vertex-induced subgraph in each pass. Two known streaming algorithms fit our model:
1. A 3-pass 0.6-approximation streaming algorithm for bipartite graphs that is implicit in [16],
explicitly mentioned in [25], and analyzed in [21]. Given a bipartite graph G = (A, B, E),
the algorithm first computes a maximal matching in G, i.e., M ← Greedy(G). Then, the
algorithm attempts to find length-3 augmenting paths by invoking Greedy twice more:
ML ← Greedy(G[A(M ) ∪ B(M )]), where A(M ) are the matched A-vertices and B(M )
are the unmatched B-vertices. Last, MR ← Greedy(A(M ), B 0 ), where B 0 ⊆ B(M ) are
those matched B vertices that are endpoints in length-2 paths in ML ∪ M . Kale and
Tirodkar showed that M ∪ ML ∪ MR contains a 0.6-approximate matching [21]. We will
denote this algorithm by 3RoundMatch.
2. The (1 − )-approximation O( 15 )-passes streaming algorithm for bipartite graphs by
Eggert et al. [13] can be adapted to fit our model using O( 16 ) invocations of Greedy.
We abstract this approach as a game between a player and an oracle: Let G be a graph
with vertex set V . The player initially knows V . In each round i the player sends a query
query(Vi ) to the oracle, where Vi ⊆ V . The oracle returns a maximal matching in the
vertex-induced subgraph G[Vi ]. For this model to yield lower bounds for the streaming model,
we impose that the oracle is streaming-consistent, i.e., there exists a stream of edges π so
that the oracle’s answers to the queries (query(Vi ))i equal runs of Greedy on the respective
substream of edges G[Vi ] of π (see preliminaries for a more detailed definition). We denote
this model as the vertex-query model (as opposed to an edge-query model, where the player
may ask for maximal matchings in a subgraph spanned by a subset of edges).
query(Vr )
Player

Oracle

response: maximal matching in G[Vr ]
Figure 1 Illustration of the game between the player and oracle in the vertex-query model.

Our Results. In bipartite graphs, we show that at least 3 rounds are required to improve
on the approximation factor of 1/2, and we give a lower bound of 0.6 on the approximation
factor of 3 round algorithms. This is optimal, as demonstrated by the previously mentioned
algorithm 3RoundMatch. We also show that Ω( 1 ) rounds are required for computing a
(1 − )-approximation. This polynomial lower bound is in line with the poly 1 rounds upper
bound by Eggert et al. [13]. Last, we demonstrate that our query model is not well-suited to
general graphs: We show that improving on a factor of 1/2 requires Ω(n) rounds.
Further Related Work. Besides the adversarial one-pass and multi-pass streaming models,
Maximum Matching has also been studied in the random order [25, 24, 17, 4, 15, 8] and the
insertion-deletion settings [23, 9, 6, 12]. In the random order model, where edges arrive in
uniform random order, Konrad et al. [25] were the first to give a semi-streaming algorithms
with approximation ratio above 1/2. Very recently, Bernstein showed that an approximation
ratio of 2/3 can be achieved in random order streams [8]. In light of the lower bound
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by Kapralov [22], this result separates the adversarial and the random order settings. In
insertion-deletion streams, edges that have previously been inserted may be deleted again.
Assadi et al. [6] showed that, up to sub-polynomial factors, space n2−3 is necessary and
sufficient for computing a n -approximation (see [12] for a slightly improved lower bound).
Many works allow only query access to the input graph. For example, cross-additive
queries, bipartite independent set queries, additive queries, cut-queries, and edge-detection
queries have been considered [19, 3, 11, 10, 7, 27, 1], however, mainly for graph reconstruction
problems. Very recently, linear queries and or-queries have been considered for graph
connectivity [5].
Outline. In Section 2, we give notation and definitions. We also define the vertex-query
model and provide a construction mechanism that ensures that our oracles are streamingconsistent. Then, in Section 3 we prove that 3 rounds are required to improve on 1/2 and
give a lower bound of 0.6 on the approximation ratio achievable in three rounds. In Section 4,
we show that Ω( 1 ) rounds are needed for computing a (1 − )-approximation, and in Section 5
we show that improving on 12 in general graphs requires Ω(n) rounds. Finally, we conclude
in Section 6 and give open questions.

2

Preliminaries

Matchings. Let G = (V, E) be a graph with |V | = n. A matching M ⊆ E is a subset of
vertex-disjoint edges. Matching M is maximal if for every e ∈ E \ M : M ∪ {e} is not a
matching. A maximum matching is one of largest cardinality. If the size of a matching M is
n/2, i.e., it matches all vertices of the graph, then M is a perfect matching.
Notation. We write V (M ) to denote the set of vertices incident to the edges of a matching
M . For a subset of vertices V 0 ⊆ V , we denote by G[V 0 ] the vertex-induced subgraph of G
by vertices V 0 , i.e., G[V 0 ] = (V 0 , (V 0 × V 0 ) ∩ E). For a set of edges E 0 ⊆ E, we denote by
OP T (E 0 ) the size of a maximum matching in the subgraph of G spanned by the edges E 0 .
For an integer n, we define [n] := {1, 2, . . . , n}.
The Vertex-query Model. In the vertex-query model, a player and an oracle play a roundsbased matching game on a vertex set V of size n that is initially known to both parties. Over
the course of the game, the oracle makes up a graph G = (V, E). The objective of the player
is to learn a large matching in G. The way the player learns edges is as follows:
In each round 1 ≤ i ≤ r, where r is the total number of rounds played, the player submits
a query query(Vi ) to the oracle, for some Vi ⊆ V . The oracle then determines a set of edges
Mi , which is guaranteed to be a maximal matching in the vertex-induced subgraph G[Vi ].
Observe that in doing so, the oracle not only commits to the fact that Mi ⊆ E, but also
that the vertices Vi \ V (Mi ) form an independent set (which follows from the fact that Mi is
maximal). Furthermore, we impose that the answers to all queries are consistent with graph
G and that G has a perfect matching.
After the r query rounds, the player reports a largest matching MP that can be formed
using the edges ∪i≤r Mi . The approximation ratio of the solution obtained is |MP |/( 12 n).
We are interested in oracles that are consistent with the streaming model. We say that
an oracle is streaming-consistent, if there exists an ordering π of the edges E so that, for
every round i, Mi is produced by running Greedy on the substream of π consisting of the
edges of G[Vi ]. We will ensure that all our oracles are streaming-consistent.
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Construction of Streaming-consistent Oracles. We will construct streaming-consistent
oracles as follows. Upon query V1 , the oracle answers with M1 and places M1 in the beginning
of the stream π. Next, given query Vi , for some i ≥ 2, the oracle first runs Greedy on
the substream of π consisting of the edges G[Vi ] which produces an intermediate matching
M 0 , thereby attempting to match Vi using edges of previous matchings ∪j<i Mj . The oracle
then extends M 0 to a matching Mi . Edges Mi \ M 0 are then introduced at the end of the
stream π. This construction procedure guarantees that our oracles are streaming-consistent.
Furthermore, it allows us to simplify our arguments, since it is enough to restrict our
considerations to queries with the following property:
I Observation 1. Suppose that the oracle is constructed as above. Then, given the sequence
of queries V1 , . . . , Vr and matchings M1 , . . . , Mr , there exists a sequence of queries Ṽ1 , . . . , Ṽr
that produces matchings M̃1 , . . . , M̃r such that:
S
S
The player learns the same set of edges, i.e., for every i ≤ r : j≤i Mj = j≤i M̃j , and
No query Ṽi contains a pair of vertices u, v such that uv ∈ ∪j<i M̃j .
We can therefore assume that the player never includes a pair of vertices u, v into a query
so that the edge uv is contained in a previous answer from the oracle.

3

Lower Bound for Few Round Algorithms in Bipartite Graphs

In this section, we show that the player cannot produce an approximation ratio better than 12
in two rounds, even on bipartite graphs. We also show that three rounds do not allow for an
approximation ratio better than 0.6, which is achieved by the algorithm 3RoundMatching.
In order to keep track of the information learned by the player, we will make use of
structure graphs, which we discuss first.

3.1

Structure Graphs

Observe that when the oracle answers the query query(Vi ) and returns a maximal matching
Mi , the player not only learns that the edges Mi are contained in the input graph G, but
also learns that the vertices Vi \ V (Mi ) form an independent set in G (due to the maximality
of Mi ). We maintain the structure learned by the player and the structure committed to by
the oracle (which do not have to be identical) using structure graphs:
I Definition 2 (Structure graph). A 4-tuple (A, B, E, F ) is a bipartite structure graph if:
A, B are disjoint sets of vertices,
E, F are disjoint sets of edges such that (A, B, E) and (A, B, F ) are bipartite graphs,
The structure graph admits a perfect matching, i.e., there exists a set of edges M ∗ such
that M ∗ ∩ F = ∅ and M ∗ is a perfect matching in the bipartite graph (A, B, E ∪ M ∗ ) .
From the perspective of the player, the set E corresponds to the edges returned by the
oracle so far, i.e., E = ∪j≤i Mj , and the set F corresponds to guaranteed non-edges, i.e.,
F = ∪j≤i C(Vi \ V (Mi )), where C(V 0 ) denotes a biclique (respecting the bipartition A, B)
among the vertices V 0 .
In the following, we will denote the structure graph after round i learned by the player
by H̃i = (A, B, Ẽi , F̃i ), i.e., Ẽi = ∪j≤i Mj and F̃i = ∪j≤i C(Vi \ V (Mi )). The oracle will
also maintain a sequence of structure graphs (Hi )i with Hi = (A, B, Ei , Fi ) such that Hi
dominates H̃i , for every 1 ≤ i ≤ r. We say that a structure graph H = (A, B, E, F ) dominates
a structure graph H̃ = (A, B, Ẽ, F̃ ), if Ẽ ⊆ E and F̃ ⊆ F . This notion allows the oracle
to commit to edges and non-edges that the player has not yet learned. This domination
property allows us to simplify our arguments.
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Bout

ML∗

Ain

Bin

M

Aout

Bout

MR∗

Figure 2 Illustration of the structure graph
H1 on a graph on 16 vertices. The matching M
∗
is half the size of the matching M ∗ = ML∗ ∪MR
.

ML∗

Ain

Bin

M

Aout

MR∗

Figure 3 Matching M2 (in red) returned by
the oracle. The red vertices constitute A2 ∪ B2 ,
i.e., the vertices of the second query. The case
in
|Ain
2 | ≥ |B2 | is illustrated here. We see that no
edges from Bin × Aout are returned, and that
M2 does not allow us to increase the size of M .

In our lower bound arguments, we make use of the following two assumptions:
I Assumption 1. After round i, the player knows the structure graph Hi .
This is a valid assumption since Hi dominates H̃i and thus contains at least as much
information as H̃i . This assumption therefore only strengthens the player. Furthermore, we
will also assume a slightly strengthened property of the property discussed in Observation 1:
I Assumption 2. For every 1 ≤ i ≤ r, we assume that query Vi does not contain a pair of
vertices u, v ∈ Vi such that uv ∈ Ei−1 .
This is a valid assumption, since if such a pair u, v of vertices existed in Vi , the oracle
could simply match u to v in Mi and the algorithm would not learn any new information.
Last, observe that the approximation ratio of the player’s strategy is completely determined
by Hr , the oracle’s structure graph after the last round. Since Hr dominates H̃r , the player’s
largest matching is of size at most OP T (Er ). Since by definition of a structure graph, Hr
admits a perfect matching, the approximation ratio achieved is 2 · OP T (Er )/n.

3.2

Lower Bound for Two Rounds

Assume that n is a multiple of 4. The player and the oracle play the matching game on a
bipartite vertex set V = A ∪˙ B with |A| = |B| = n/2. Consider the structure graph:
H1 = (Ain ∪ Aout , Bin ∪ Bout , M, Aout × Bout ) ,
where |Ain | = |Aout | = |Bin | = |Bout | = n/4, and M is a perfect matching between Ain and
Bin . Observe that there exists an M ∗ outside Aout × Bout such that M ∗ is a perfect matching
in (A, B, M ∪ M ∗ ), namely, M ∗ consists of the two perfect matchings ML∗ connecting Bout
to Ain and MR∗ connecting Bin to Aout . See Figure 2 for an illustration.
We have:
I Lemma 3. There is a structure graph isomorphic to H1 that dominates H̃1 .
Proof. Denote the first query by A1 , B1 (A1 ⊆ A, and B1 ⊆ B). We will argue that we can
relabel the sets Ain , Aout , Bin , Bout so that H1 dominates H̃1 :
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If A1 ≤ n/4 then let Ain be an arbitrary subset of the A vertices of size n/4 that contains
A1 , and let Aout be the remaining A-vertices. If A1 > n/4 then let Aout be an arbitrary
subset of A vertices of size n/4 that contains A \ A1 , and let Ain be the remaining A-vertices.
Proceed similarly for B1 . The oracle returns the subset M1 ⊆ M where each edge has
one endpoint in A1 and one endpoint in B1 , which is clearly maximal given that edges in
Aout × Bout are forbidden.
J
Since OP T (M ) = |M | = 14 n, Lemma 3 implies the unsurprising fact that no one round
2· 1 n

algorithm has an approximation ratio better than n4 = 12 . We argue now that an additional
round does not help with increasing the approximation factor.
I Theorem 4. The best approximation ratio achievable in two rounds is 1/2.
Proof. Let A2 , B2 be the vertices of the second query. By Lemma 3, H1 dominates H̃1 , and
by Assumption 1 we can assume that the player already knows H1 . Let Ain
2 = A2 ∩ Ain ,
out
in
out
A2 = A2 ∩ Aout and define B2 and B2 similarly.
in
Suppose first that |Ain
2 | ≥ |B2 |. Then the oracle returns a matching M2 that matches
in
in
an arbitrary subset of A2 of size |B2in | to B2in , and matches max{|B2out |, |Ain
2 | − |B2 |} of
in
out
in
the remaining A2 vertices arbitrarily to vertices in B2 . In doing so, either all A2 vertices
or all B2 vertices are matched. Since H1 indicates that there are no edges connecting the
“out”-vertices, M2 is therefore maximal.
Observe further that M ∪ M2 does not match any vertex in Aout , and, hence, only half
of the A-vertices are matched in M ∪ M2 . The player thus cannot report any matching of
size larger than |M |, which constitutes a 1/2-approximation.
in
Last, the case |Ain
J
2 | < |B2 | is identical with roles of A and B vertices reversed.

3.3

Lower Bound for Three Rounds

In this section, we work with a vertex set V = A ∪˙ B with |A| = |B| = 5 (and thus
|V | = n = 10). By choosing disjoint copies of this vertex set, our result can be extended to
graphs with an arbitrarily large number of vertices.
First Query. Similar to the two round case, we define the structure graph H1 = (Ain ∪
Aout , Bin ∪Bout , M, Aout ×Bout ), however, this time |Ain | = |Bin | = 3 and |Aout | = |Bout | = 2.
The matching M matches Ain to Bin , see Figure 4a.
It shall be convenient to assign labels to the vertices in our structure graph. In our
arguments below, in order to avoid symmetric cases, we relabel the vertices of our structure
graph as we see fit, however, we always ensure that the structure graph after relabeling is
isomorphic to the structure graph before the relabeling.
First, similar to Lemma 3, it is not hard to see that a structure graph isomorphic to H1
dominates H̃1 (proof omitted).
I Lemma 5. There is a structure graph isomorphic to H1 that dominates H̃1 .
Second Query. We assume that the player knows H1 after the first query (Assumption 1).
Next, we define structure graph H2 = (Ain ∪ Aout , Bin ∪ Bout , M ∪ E2 , Aout × Bout ∪ F2 ),
where E2 = {a1 b5 , a2 b3 }, and F2 = {a2 b4 , a3 b4 }. It is easy to see that H2 is indeed a structure
graph (see Figures 4b and 4c).
We shall prove that there is a structure graph isomorphic to H2 that dominates H̃2 .
Lemma 6 considers the case when the second query V2 contains exactly three “in”-vertices, i.e.,
vertices from Ain ∪ Bin , and Lemma 7 considers the case when there are fewer “in”-vertices.
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Bout

Ain
a1

M

Bin
b1

b4

b5

a2

b2

a3

b3

Aout

Bout

a4

b4

a5

(a) H1 : The blue edges constitute
a perfect matching that does not
use any edges connecting Aout to
Bout .

b5

Ain

Bin

a1

b1

a2

b2

a3

b3

Aout

Bout

a4

b4

a5

(b) H2 : black edges are in M , red
edges in E2 , gray edges in F2 .

b5

Ain

Bin

a1

b1

a2

b2

a3

b3

Aout
a4

a5

(c) H2 : The blue dotted edges
and the edge a2 b3 constitute a
maximum matching.

Figure 4 Illustrations of structure graphs H1 and H2 .

By Assumption 2, we do not need to consider the cases when more than three “in”-vertices
are contained in V2 since then V2 necessarily contains a pair of vertices u, v such that uv ∈ M .
I Lemma 6. If the player queries exactly 3 “in”-vertices (i.e., vertices from Ain ∪ Bin ) in
their second query then there exists a structure graph isomorphic to H2 that dominates H̃2 .
Proof. The player can either query more vertices in Ain or in Bin , and these cases are
symmetrical. Hence we only consider the case when the player queries more vertices in Ain .
Due to Assumption 2, for queries that contain vertices in both Ain and Bin , we assume these
vertices do not form any edges seen in M .
Since we will not match any vertices in Aout , we do not need to distinguish between cases
where the player queries different numbers of vertices in Aout . We distinguish between the
following cases:
1. Player queries all vertices in Ain and the query includes b5 : the oracle returns M2 = {a1 b5 }.
2. Player queries all vertices in Ain and only b4 in Bout : relabel b4 as b5 and proceed as in
case (1).
3. Player queries all vertices in Ain and no vertices in Bout : the oracle returns M2 = ∅.
4. Player queries two vertices in Ain , one vertex in Bin and the query includes b5 : relabel
the “in” vertices so that after relabeling the vertices a1 , a2 and b3 are included in the
query. The oracle returns M2 = E2 .
5. Player queries two vertices in Ain , one vertex in Bin and only b4 in Bout : relabel b4 as b5
and proceed as in case (4).
6. Player queries two vertices in Ain , one vertex in Bin and no vertices in Bout : relabel “in”
vertices so that after relabeling the vertices a2 and b3 are included in the query. The
oracle returns M2 = {a2 b3 }.
In all cases considered, observe that M2 ⊆ E2 . Further, edges F2 ensure that M2 is
maximal.
J
We argue now that querying three “in”-vertices in the second round is best possible in
the sense that querying fewer (or more) “in”-vertices does not yield more information.
I Lemma 7. If the player queries fewer than 3 “in”-vertices (i.e., vertices from Ain ∪ Bin )
then there exists a structure graph isomorphic to H2 that dominates H̃2 .
Proof. Clearly if the player does not query any “in”-vertices, no matching will be found
i.e. M2 = ∅. If the player queries exactly one vertex in Ain , we can relabel this vertex as
a1 and if the query contains a vertex in Bout , relabel this one to be b5 . Then the matching
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found will be a subset of E2 . If the player queries exactly two “in” vertices there are two
cases to consider. If they are both in Ain , we ensure one of these vertices is a1 by relabeling,
and, if at least one vertex in Bout is queried, potentially relabel this vertex to be b5 and
return the edge a1 b5 . If the player queried one vertex in Ain and one in Bin , we relabel these
vertices as a2 , b3 and return the edge between them, a2 b3 . Hence the edges learned by the
player are always a subset of E2 . In all cases considered, edges F2 ensure that matching M2
is maximal.
J
Third Query. We assume that the player knows structure graph H2 . Similar to the second
query, we distinguish between the cases where the player queries exactly three “in”-vertices
and fewer “in”-vertices. Again, by Assumption 2, we do not need to consider the case where
the player queries more than three “in”-vertices. In the following proofs, we will define
different structure graphs H3 that depend on the individual query.
I Lemma 8. If the player queries exactly 3 “in”-vertices in the third round, then the player
cannot output a matching of size larger than 3.
Proof. We provide the oracle’s answers when the player queries exactly three “in”-vertices.
Among those cases, there are three cases to consider where the player queries more vertices
in Bin than in Ain :
1. Case 1: Player queries b1 , b2 , b3 . The oracle defines H3 = (A, B, E3 , F3 ) such that
E3 = M ∪ E2 ∪ {a4 b2 , a5 b3 } and F3 = Aout × Bout ∪ F2 . If the player queried both vertices
in Aout , the oracle returns M3 = {a4 b2 , a5 b3 }. Otherwise M3 would consist of one or zero
edges depending on the player’s query. In particular, we have M3 ⊂ E3 .
In cases 2 and 3, we do not define any edges involving vertices from Aout or Bout , so the
oracle proceeds regardless of which vertices in Aout , Bout the player queried.
2. Case 2: Player queries a1 , b2 , b3 . The oracle defines H3 = (A, B, E3 , F3 ) such that
E3 = M ∪ E2 ∪ {a1 b2 } and F3 = Aout × Bout ∪ F2 ∪ {a4 b3 , a5 b3 }. The oracle returns
M3 = {a1 b2 }.
3. Case 3: Player queries b1 , b2 , a3 . The oracle defines H3 = (A, B, E3 , F3 ) such that
E3 = M ∪ E2 ∪ {a3 b2 } and F3 = Aout × Bout ∪ F2 ∪ {a4 b1 , a5 b1 }. The oracle returns
M3 = {a3 b2 }.
Observe that the case b1 , a2 , b3 ∈ V3 is not relevant, since a2 b3 ∈ M2 and Assumption 2.
Figure 5 shows that in these three cases, H3 is a structure graph and the largest matching
that the player thus able to return is of size 3.
If the player queries more vertices in Ain than in Bin , we will argue that the player will
not learn any edges connecting to vertices in Aout , and since the player then only holds edges
incident to 3 of the 5 A-vertices, the player cannot report a matching larger than of size 3.
If the player queries all three vertices in Ain then he clearly cannot learn any edges
connecting to Aout . If the player queries a vertex in Bin , note that we can match it with a
vertex queried in Ain , and there will be no vertices left to match with vertices in Aout (see
Figure 6). Since no more non-edges are defined, it is easy to see that edges can be added to
create a perfect matching.
J
I Lemma 9. If the player queries fewer than three “in”-vertices in the third round, then the
player cannot output a matching of size larger than 3.
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Bout

Ain

Bin

a1

b1

b4

b5

a2

b2

a3

b3

Aout

Bout

a4

b4

a5

(a) Case 1: Query V3 includes {b1 , b2 , b3 }.

Bout

Ain

Bin

a1

b1

b4

b5

a2

b2

a3

b3

Bout

a4

b4

a5

Ain

Bin

a1

b1

b4

b5

a2

b2

a3

b3

b5

Bout

a4

b4

(e) Case 3: Query V3 includes {b1 , b2 , a3 }.

a1

b1

a2

b2

a3

b3

Aout
a4

a5

Ain

Bin

a1

b1

a2

b2

a3

b3

Aout
a4

a5

(d) Case 2: blue dashed edges together with a2 b3
constitute a perfect matching.

Aout

a5

Bin

(b) Case 1: blue dashed edges together with a4 b2 , a2 b3
constitute a perfect matching.

Aout

(c) Case 2: Query V3 includes {a1 , b2 , b3 }.

Bout

b5

Ain

b5

Ain

Bin

a1

b1

a2

b2

a3

b3

Aout
a4

a5

(f) Case 3: blue dashed edges form a perfect matching.

Figure 5 Round 3 cases. Green vertices are queried by the player in round 3. Red edges are in
E2 \ E1 , orange is E3 \ E2 , grey is F3 . The blue dashed edges can be added to the graph to create a
perfect matching.

Proof. We distinguish the following cases:
1. If the player queries no “in” vertices, this is obvious, and we would have M3 = ∅.
2. If the player queries exactly one “in” vertex, the only possible way to obtain a larger
matching than one of size 3 is to find an edge incident to b1 , i.e., by querying b1 , but we
can define F3 = Aout × Bout ∪ F2 ∪ {a4 b1 , a5 b1 } and then M3 = ∅.
3. If the player queries one vertex in Ain and one in Bin , we can connect them by an edge,
say e, and then M3 = {e} does not help increasing the size of a matching.
4. If the player queries two vertices in Ain , the player will not be able to learn any edges to
vertices in Aout , and so Aout remains unmatched, which implies that the player cannot
return a matching of size larger than 3.
5. If the player queries two vertices in Bin , the oracle defines H3 as in Case 1 of Lemma 8,
and the matching returned is a subset of E3 .
J
Hence we have shown that no matter what queries are made in the second and third
rounds, the player cannot increase the size of the matching learned within the 10-vertex
subgraph. This then holds for a graph with |A| = |B| = n where 5|n and the theorem follows.
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Bout

Ain

Bin

a1

b1

b4

b5

a2

b2

a3

b3

Aout
a4

a5

Figure 6 An example of how the oracle behaves when the player queries more vertices in Ain
than in Bin during the third round. Green vertices are queried by the player. Red edges are in
E2 \ E1 , orange is E3 \ E2 , gray is F3 . The player learns no edges incident to Aout and can therefore
only report a matching of size 3.

I Theorem 10. The best approximation factor achievable in three rounds is 3/5.

4

(1 − )-approximation in Bipartite Graphs Requires Ω( 1 ) Rounds

Let Gc = (A, B, E) with A = B = [c] be the semi-complete graph on 2c vertices, i.e., vertices
a ∈ A and b ∈ B are connected if and only if b ≥ a. Observe that Gc has a unique perfect
matching M ∗ = {(i, i) ∈ E | i ∈ [c]}.
Let G be the disjoint union of n/(2c) copies of Gc (assuming for simplicity that n is a
multiple of 2c). We will refer to a copy of Gc in G as a gadget. We now show that computing
a (1 − )-approximation requires Ω( 1 ) queries on G.
I Theorem 11. Any query algorithm with approximation factor 1 −  requires at least
queries, even in bipartite graphs.

1


−1

Proof. Let c = 1 − 1. We consider the graph G. First, suppose that the algorithm does not
compute a perfect matching in any of the n/(2c) gadgets. Then, the computed matching is
n
c−1

of size at most c−1
c 2 and thus constitutes at best a c = 1 − 1− < 1 −  approximation.
The algorithm therefore needs to compute a perfect matching in at least one gadget. Since
all gadgets are disjoint, we now argue that it requires at least c queries in order to compute a
perfect matching in one gadget. Consider thus the gadget Gc and denote by M ∗ the perfect
matching in Gc . We claim that each query may produce at most one edge of the perfect
matching M ∗ in Gc :
Indeed, let A0 = {a1 , a2 , . . . , ak } ⊆ A and B 0 = {b1 , b2 , . . . , b` } ⊆ B be so that A0 ∪ B 0
is any query submitted to the oracle. Further, suppose that a1 < a2 < · · · < ak and
b1 < b2 < · · · < b` . The oracle will return the following matching M :
M = {ai b`+1−i | i ∈ [min{k, `}]} ∩ E .
We will now argue that M is maximal and |M ∩M ∗ | ≤ 1. To this end, let j be the largest index
such that aj b`+1−j ∈ E, which is equivalent to j being the largest index so that aj ≤ b`+1−j .
Observe that since the (ai )i and (bi )i are increasing, we have aj 0 b`+1−j 0 ∈ E ⇔ j 0 ≤ j, which
also implies that vertices aj 0 are matched, for every j 0 ≤ j. Consider now a vertex aq , for
some q > j. Since aj+1 > b`−j and aq ≥ aj+1 , it follows that there is no edge between aq
and any of the unmatched B 0 -vertices {b1 , b2 , . . . , b`−j }. This implies that the matching M
is maximal. Next, suppose that M contains at least one edge from M ∗ and let q be the
smallest index such that aq = b`+1−q , i.e., (aq , b`+1−q ) ∈ M ∗ . Then, for any q 0 > q, we have
aq0 > aq = b`+1−q > b`+1−q0 ,
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which implies that aq0 6= b`+1−q0 . Hence, at most one edge from M ∗ is returned per query.
Last, we argue that the oracle can be made streaming-consistent: Consider any ordering
of the edges so that edge ij arrives before edge ik, for every k < j.
J
Using the oracle described in the previous proof on a single gadget Gn/2 , we obtain the
following corollary:
I Corollary 12. Any query algorithm that produces a maximum matching requires at least
n/2 queries (on a graph on n vertices), even on bipartite graphs.

5

Improving on 1/2 in General Graphs Requires Ω(n) Queries

Let G be a bomb graph on n (n even) vertices U ∪ V with |U | = |V | = [n/2], where G[V ]
is a clique, G[U ] is an independent set, and u ∈ U and v ∈ V are connected if and only if
u = v (U and V are connected via a perfect matching). Denote by M ∗ the perfect matching
between U and V and by C the edges of the clique G[V ].
In the next lemma, we show that any large matching in G must contain a large number
of edges from M ∗ .
I Lemma 13. Let M be a matching in G. Then: |M | ≤

n
4

+ 12 |M ∩ M ∗ | .

Proof. Observe that |M | = |M ∩ M ∗ | + |M ∩ C|, and since there are n/2 − |M ∩ M ∗ | vertices
in V that are not matched to a vertex in U , we have |M ∩ C| ≤ (n/2 − |M ∩ M ∗ |)/2. Hence:
|M | = |M ∩ M ∗ | + |M ∩ C| ≤ |M ∩ M ∗ | + (n/2 − |M ∩ M ∗ |)/2 =

n 1
+ |M ∩ M ∗ | . J
4
2

I Theorem 14. Any r-round query algorithm on general graphs has approximation ratio at
most 12 + nr (on an n-vertex input graph).
Proof. Consider an arbitrary query U 0 ∪ V 0 so that U 0 ⊆ U and V 0 ⊆ V . The oracle returns
the following matching: First, the oracle arbitrarily pairs up all vertices of V 0 except possibly
one in case |V 0 | is odd. Let M denote this matching. If |V 0 | is even then M is returned.
Suppose now that |V 0 | is odd and let v ∈ V 0 be the vertex that is not matched in M . Then,
if v’s partner u ∈ U in M ∗ is contained in U 0 , then return M ∪ {uv}, otherwise return M .
It is easy to see that, by construction, the returned matching is maximal and contains
at most one edge from M ∗ . Hence, in r-rounds the algorithm can learn at most r edges
from M ∗ . By Lemma 13, the returned matching is therefore of size at most n4 + 12 r, which
constitutes a 12 + nr -approximation.
The oracle can be made streaming-consistent: Consider any edge order where we first
have edges C in arbitrary order followed by M ∗ in arbitrary order.
J

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced a new query model that allows us to prove lower bounds for
streaming algorithms for Maximum Matching that repeatedly run the Greedy matching
algorithm on a vertex-induced subgraph of the input graph. We showed that the three
rounds algorithm 3RoundMatch with approximation factor 0.6 is optimal for this class
of algorithms. We also showed that computing a (1 − )-approximation in bipartite graphs
requires Ω( 1 ) rounds, and computing an approximation strictly better than 12 in general
graphs requires Ω(n) rounds. We conclude with open questions:
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Can we prove that computing a maximum matching in the vertex-query model in bipartite
graphs requires Ω(n2 ) rounds, or is there an algorithm that requires only o(n2 ) rounds?
Can we prove a Ω( 12 ) lower bound for computing a (1 − )-approximation in bipartite
graphs?
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Abstract
Given an undirected graph G, the Densest k-subgraph problem (DkS) asks to compute a set
S ⊂ V of cardinality |S| ≤ k such that the weight of edges inside S is maximized. This is a
fundamental NP-hard problem whose approximability, inspite of many decades of research, is yet
to be settled. The current
best known approximation algorithm due to Bhaskara et al. (2010)

computes a O n1/4+ approximation in time nO(1/) , for any  > 0.
We ask what are some “easier” instances of this problem? We propose some natural semirandom models of instances with a planted dense subgraph, and study approximation algorithms for
computing the densest subgraph in them. These models are inspired by the semi-random models
of instances studied for various other graph problems such as the independent set problem, graph
partitioning problems etc. For a large range of parameters of these models, we get significantly better
approximation factors for the Densest k-subgraph problem. Moreover, our algorithm recovers a
large part of the planted solution.
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1

Introduction

Given a weighted undirected graph G = (V, E, w) with non-negative edge weights given
by w : E → R+ , and an integer k ∈ Z+ , the Densest k-subgraph problem (DkS) asks
to compute a set S ⊂ V of cardinality |S| ≤ k such that the weight of edges inside S
P
(i.e., i,j∈S w ({i, j})) is maximized (if {i, j} ∈
/ E, we assume w.l.o.g. that w ({i, j}) = 0).
Computing the DkS of a graph is a fundamental NP-hard problem. There has been a lot of
work on studying approximation algorithms for DkS, we give a brief survey in Section 1.3.

The current best known approximation algorithm [6] computes an O n1/4+ approximation in time nO(1/) for any  > 0. On the hardness side, Manurangsi [31] showed that
assuming the exponential time hypothesis (ETH), there is no polynomial time algorithm
c
that approximates this to within n1/(log log n) factor where c > 0 is some fixed constant.
There are hardness of approximation results known for this problem assuming various other
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hardness assumptions, see Section 1.3 for a brief survey. But there is still a huge gap between
the upper and lower bounds on the approximability of this problem.
Given this status of the approximability of the Densest k-subgraph problem, we ask
what are some “easier” instances of this problem? We propose some natural semi-random
models of instances with a planted dense subgraph, and study approximation algorithms for
computing the densest subgraph in them. Studying semi-random models of instances has been
a very fruitful direction of study towards understanding the complexity for various NP-hard
problems such as graph partitioning problems [28, 29, 26, 27], independent sets [13, 32], graph
coloring [1, 11, 12], etc. By studying algorithms for instances where some parts are chosen
to be arbitrary and some parts are chosen to be random, one can understand which aspects
of the problem make it computationally intractable. Besides being of natural theoretical
interest, studying approximation algorithms for semi-random models of instances can also be
practically useful since some natural semi-random models of instances can be better models
of instances arising in practice than the worst-case instances. Therefore, designing algorithms
specifically for such models can help to bridge the gap between theory and practice in the
study of algorithms. Some random and semi-random models of instances of the Densest
k-subgraph problem (and its many variants) have been studied in [2, 6, 8, 19, 20, 21, 33, 34],
we discuss them in Section 1.3. Our models are primarily inspired by the densest subgraph
models mentioned above as well as the semi-random models of instances for other problems
[13, 32] studied in the literature. For a large range of parameters of these models, we get
significantly better approximation factors for the Densest k-subgraph problem, and also
show that we can recover a large part of the planted solution.
We note that semidefinite programming (SDP) based methods have been popularly used
in many randomized models for different problems, including the Densest k-subgraph
problem [19, 20, 21]. And thus, another motivation for our work is to understand the power
of SDPs in approximating the Densest k-subgraph problem. Since even strong SDP
relaxations of the problem have a large integrality gap [7] for worst case instances (see
Section 1.3), we ask what families of instances can SDPs approximate well? In addition to
being of theoretical interest, algorithms using the basic SDP also
 have a smaller running time.
In comparison, the algorithm of [6] produces an O n1/4+ approximation for worst-case
instances in time nO(1/) ; their algorithm is based on rounding an LP hierarchy, but they
also show that their algorithm can be executed without solving an LP and obtain the same
guarantees.

1.1

Our models and results

The main inspiration for our models are the semi-random models of instances for the
independent set problem [13, 32]. Their instances are constructed as follows. Starting with
a set of vertices V , a subset of k vertices is chosen to form the independent set S, and
edges are added between each pair in S × (V \ S) independently with probability p. Finally,
an arbitrary graph is added on V \ S. They study the values of k and p for which they
can recover a large independent set. Our models can be viewed as analogs of this model
to the Densest k-subgraph problem: edges are added between each pair in S × (V \ S)
independently with probability p, and then edges are added in S to form a dense subset.
Since we also guarantee that we can recover a large part of the planted dense subgraph S,
we also need to assume that the graph induced on V \ S is “far” from containing a dense
subgraph. We now define our models.
I Definition 1.1 (DkSExp(n, k, d, δ, d0 , λ)). An instance of DkSExp(n, k, d, δ, d0 , λ) is generated as follows,
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1. We partition V into two sets, S and V \ S with |S| = k. We add edges (of weight 1)
def

2.
3.

4.
5.

between pairs in S × (V \ S) independently with probability p = δd/k.
We add edges of arbitrary non-negative weights between arbitrary pairs of vertices in S
such that the graph induced on S has average weighted degree d.
We add edges of arbitrary non-negative weights between arbitrary pairs of vertices in
V \ S such that the graph induced on V \ S is a (d0 , λ)-expander (see Definition 1.10 for
definition).
( Monotone adversary) Arbitrarily delete any of the edges added in step 1 and step 3.
Output the resulting graph.

We note that the step 2, step 3, and step 4 in the construction of the instance above are
adversarial steps.
DkSExp(n, k, d, δ, d0 , λ) are a class of instances that have a prominent dense subset of
size k. Note that, since the graph induced on V \ S is a subset of an expander graph, it
would not have any dense subsets. We also note that the monotone adversary can make
significant changes to graph structure. For example, the graph induced on V \ S can be
neither d0 -regular nor an expander after the action of the monotone adversary.
We require δ < 1 in step 1 for the following reason. For any fixed set S 0 ⊂ V \ S such
that |S 0 | = O (k), the expected weight of edges in the bipartite graph induced on S ∪ S 0 is
O (δkd). Since we want the graph induced on S to be the densest k-subgraph (the total of
edges in the graph induced on S is kd/2), we restrict δ to be at most 1.
We present our main results below, note that our algorithm outputs a dense subgraph of
size k and its performance is measured with respect to the density of the planted subgraph
G[S], i.e. kd/2.


def P
0
I Definition 1.2. We define ρ(V 0 ) =
i,j∈V 0 w ({i, j}) /2 for any V ⊆ V .
I Theorem 1.3 (Informal
DkSExp(n, k, d, δ, d0 , λ)where

δ=Θ

kd0
nd


,

δd
=Ω
k



version

log n
n

of

Theorem

2.1). Given

s


,

and

ν = Θ

an

instance

of

√ 
λ + d0 
δ+
,
d

there exists a deterministic polynomial time algorithm that outputs with high probability (over
kd
the instance) a vertex set Q of size k such that ρ (Q) ≥ (1 − ν)
. The above algorithm also
2
computes a vertex set T such that
(a) |T | ≤ (1 + O (ν)) k .

(b) ρ(T ∩ S) ≥ (1 − O (ν))

kd
.
2

I Remark 1.4. In Theorem 1.3, we restrict the range of δ for the following reason. An
interesting setting of parameters is when the average degree of vertices in S and V \ S are
within constant factors of each other. Then the expected average degree of a vertex in S is
d + p(n − k). And for a vertex in V \ S, the expected average degree is d0 + kp. Thus setting,
 0


kd
δd
d + p(n − k) = Θ(d0 + kp) =⇒ δ = Θ
Recall, p =
.
nd
k
We also study another interesting model with a different assumption on the subgraph
G[V \ S].
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I Definition 1.5. DkS(n, k, d, δ, γ) is generated similarly to DkSExp(n, k, d, δ, d0 , λ) except
in step 3, where we add edges between arbitrary pairs of vertices in V \ S such that the graph
induced on V \ S has the following property : ρ(V 0 ) ≤ γd |V 0 | ∀V 0 ⊆ V \ S .
By construction, the graph induced on V \ S does not have very dense subsets.
I Theorem 1.6. Given an instance of DkS(n, k, d, δ, γ) where
s
!
 


k
1
δd
log n
δ=Θ
,
δ+γ+ √
,
=Ω
,
and
τ =Θ
n
k
n
d
there is a deterministic polynomial time algorithm that outputs with high probability (over the
kd
instance) a vertex set Q of size k such that ρ (Q) ≥ (1 − τ )
. The above algorithm also
2
computes a vertex set T such that
(a) |T | ≤ (1 + O (τ )) k .

(b) ρ(T ∩ S) ≥ (1 − O (τ ))

kd
.
2

Other results
We also study two variants of DkSExp(n, k, d, δ, d0 , λ) and DkS(n, k, d, δ, γ) where the subgraph G[S] is d-regular.
1. DkSExpReg(n, k, d, δ, d0 , λ) is same as DkSExp(n, k, d, δ, d0 , λ) except in step 2, which
requires the subgraph G[S] to be an arbitrary d−regular graph.
I Theorem 1.7. Given an instance of DkSExpReg(n, k, d, δ, d0 , λ)where


√
 0




δd
log n
d0
kd

 ,
δ=Θ
,
=Ω
,
and
ν0 = Θ 

λ 
nd
k
n
d 1−δ−
d
there is a deterministic polynomial time algorithm that outputs with high probability (over
the instance) a vertex set Q of size k such that
a. ρ (Q) ≥ (1 − ν 0 )

kd
.
2

b. |Q ∩ S| ≥ (1 − O (ν 0 )) k .

2. DkSReg(n, k, d, δ, γ) is same as DkS(n, k, d, δ, γ) except in step 2, which requires the
subgraph G[S] to be an arbitrary d−regular graph.
I Theorem 1.8. Given an instance of DkSReg(n, k, d, δ, γ)where
 




k
δd
log n
1
0
δ=Θ
,
=Ω
,
and
τ =Θ √
,
n
k
n
d (1 − γ − δ)
there is a deterministic polynomial time algorithm that outputs with high probability (over
the instance) a vertex set Q of size k such that
a. ρ (Q) ≥ (1 − τ 0 )

kd
.
2

b. |Q ∩ S| ≥ (1 − O (τ 0 )) k .

We will show that for most natural regime of parameters, we get a better approximation
factors in the case when G[S] is a d-regular graph.
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I Remark 1.9. It has been pointed out to us by anonymous reviewers that for a large range of
parameters of the DkS(n, k, d, δ, γ) and DkSReg(n, k, d, δ, γ) models, arg maxW ⊆V ρ(W )/ |W |
will be a subset of S; for any graph G = (V, E), the algorithm due to Charikar [10] can be
used to compute arg maxW ⊆V ρ(W )/ |W | in polynomial time. It is plausible that using this
algorithm iteratively, one can recover a “large” part of S. However the algorithm described
in Theorem 1.6 and Theorem 1.8 gives a more direct approach to recover a large part of S.

1.2

Notation
def

def

We use n = |V |, and use V and [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n} interchangeably. We assume w.l.o.g.
that G is a complete graph: if {i, j} ∈
/ E, we add {i, j} to E and set w ({i, j}) = 0. We use
A to denote the weighted adjacency matrix of G, i.e. Aij = w ({i, j}) ∀i, j ∈ V . The degree
def P
of vertex i is defined as di =
w ({i, j}).
j∈V

For V 0 ⊆ V , we use G[V 0 ] to denote the subgraph induced on V 0 and V 0 to denote V \ V 0 .
For a vector v, we use kvk to denote the kvk2 . For a matrix A, we use kAk to denote the
kAxk
def
spectral norm kAk = max
.
x6=0 kxk
We define probability distributions µ over finite sets Ω. For a random variable (r.v.)
X : Ω → R, its expectation is denoted by Eω∼µ [X]. In particular, we define the two
distributions which we use below.
1. For a vertex set V 0 ⊆ V , we define a probability (uniform) distribution (fV 0 ) on the
1
vertex set V 0 as follows. For a vertex i ∈ V 0 , fV 0 (i) =
. We use i ∼ V 0 to denote
|V 0 |
i ∼ fV 0 for clarity.
2. For a vertex set V 0 ⊆ V , we define a probability distribution (fE(G[V 0 ]) ) on the edges
w (e)
of G[V 0 ] as follows. For an edge e ∈ E(G[V 0 ]), fE(G[V 0 ]) (e) =
. Again, we use
ρ(V 0 )
0
e ∼ E(G[V ]) to denote e ∼ fE(G[V 0 ]) for convenience.
I Definition 1.10 ((d, λ)-expanders). A graph H = (V, E, w) is said to be a (d, λ)-expander
if H is d-regular and |λi | ≤ λ, ∀i ∈ [n] \ {1}, where λ1 ≥ λ2 . . . ≥ λn are the eigenvalues of
the weighted adjacency matrix of H.

1.3

Related Work

Densest k-subgraph. There has been a lot of work on the Densest k-subgraph problem and its variants. The current best known approximation algorithm, due to Bhaskara et
al. [6], gives an approximation ratio of
O(n1/4+ ) in time nO(1/) , for all values of  > 0 (for

 = 1/ log n, we get a ratio of O n1/4 ). They also extend their approach to give a O(n1/4− )
O()
approximation algorithm which runs in time 2n
. They improved the prior results of Feige
et al. [14] which gave a n1/3− approximation for some small  > 0. [14] also give a greedy
algorithm which has an approximation factor of O (n/k).
When k = Θ(n), Asahiro et al. [3] gave a constant factor approximation algorithm. Many
other works have looked at this problem using linear and semidefinite programming techniques.
Srivastav et al. [37] gave a randomized rounding algorithm using a SDP relaxation in the
case when k = n/c for c > 1, they improved the constants for certain values of k over the
results of [3]. Feige and Langberg [15] use a different SDP to get an approximation of slightly
above k/n for the case when k is roughly n/2. Feige and Seltser [16] construct examples for
which their SDP has an integrality gap of Ω(n1/3 ).
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There has been work done on a related problem called the maximum density subgraph,
where the objective is to find a subgraph which maximizes the ratio of number of edges to
the number of vertices. Goldberg [18] and Gallo et al. [17] had given an algorithm to solve
this problem exactly using maximum flow techniques. Later, Charikar [10] gave an algorithm
based on a linear programming method. This paper also solves the problem for directed
graphs using a notion of density given by Kannan and Vinay [22]. Khuller and Saha [24]
gave a max-flow based algorithm in the directed setting.
On the hardness side, Khot [23] showed that it does not have a PTAS unless NP has
subexponential algorithms. There has been some works based on some other hardness
assumptions. Assuming the small-set expansion hypothesis, Raghavendra and Steurer [35]
show that it is NP-hard to approximate DkS to any constant factor. Under the deterministic
ETH assumption, Braverman et al. [9] show that it requires nΩ(log n) time to approximate
DkS with perfect completeness to within 1 + ε factor (for a universal constant ε > 0). More
recently Manurangsi [31] showed assuming the exponential time hypothesis (ETH), that
c
there is no polynomial time algorithm that approximates this to within n1/(log log n) factor
where c > 0 is some fixed constant independent of n.
Bhaskara et al. [7] study strong SDP relaxations of the problem and show that the
integrality gap of DkS remains nΩε (1) even after n1−ε rounds of the Lasserre hierarchy. Also
for nΩ(ε) rounds, the gap is as large as n2/53−ε
 . Moreover for the Sherali-Adams relaxation,
they show a lower bound of Ω n1/4 / log3 n on the integrality gap for Ω (log n/ log log n)
rounds.
Ames [2] studies the planted DkS problem using a non-SDP convex relaxation for instances
of the following kind. Let S be the planted dense subgraph (of size k), they claim that if
G[S] contains at least k2 − c1 k 2 edges and the subgraph G[V \ S] contains at most c2 k 2
edges where c1 , c2 are constants depending on other parameters of the graph like the density
of the subgraph G[S] etc, then under some mild technical conditions, they show that the
unique optimal solution to their convex program is integral and corresponds to the set S.
They also study analogous models for bipartite graphs.
Random models for DkS. Bhaskara et al. [6] study a few random models of instances for
the Densest k-subgraph problem, we describe them here. Let D1 denote the distribution of
Erdős-Rényi random graphs G(n, p) and let D2 denote the distribution of graphs constructed
def

as follows. Starting with a “host graph” of average degree D (D = np), a set S of k vertices
is chosen arbitrarily and the subgraph on S is replaced with a dense subgraph of average
degree d. Given G1 ∼ D1 and G2 ∼ D2 , the problem is to distinguish between the two
distributions. They consider this problem in three different models with varying assumptions
on D2 , (i) Random Planted Model : the host graph and the planted dense subgraph are
random, (ii) Dense in Random Model : an arbitrary dense graph is planted inside a random
graph, and (iii) Dense vs Random Model : an arbitrary dense graph is planted inside an
arbitrary graph.
The planted dense subgraph recovery problem is similar in spirit to the Random Planted
Model where the goal is to recover a hidden community of size k within a larger graph which
is constructed as follows : two vertices are connected by an edge with probability p if they
belong to the same community and with probability q otherwise. The typical setting of
parameters is, p > q. The works by [33, 20, 34, 19, 21, 8, 2] studies this problem using SDP
based, spectral, statistical, message passing algorithms etc.
We give a brief overview of their distinguishing algorithms in the three models. Given
log davg
a graph on n vertices with average degree davg , its log-density is defined as
. Let
log n
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Θ1 and Θ2 denote the log-density of G1 and the log-density of the planted subgraph G2 [S]
respectively. Their algorithm is based on the counts of a specially constructed small-sized
tree (the size of which is parameterized by relatively prime integers r, s such that s > r > 0)
as a subgraph in G1 and G2 . They show that if Θ1 ≤ r/s, then G1 will have at most polys−r
logarithmic (O (log n) ) number of such subtrees. On the other hand, when Θ2 ≥ r/s + ε
where  > 0 is a small constant, they show that there at least k  such subtrees (even in the
Dense vs Random Model). Now if k > (log n)ω(1) , they use this difference in the log-densities
to show the gap between counts of such trees in G1 and G2 , and hence are able to distinguish
between the two distributions. They show that the running time of this algorithm is nO(r) .
Also for constant Θ1 and Θ2 , the running time is nO(1/(Θ2 −Θ1 )) ([6, 5]). We call this algorithm
the “subgraph counting” algorithm.
The distinguishing problem can be restated as the following : For a given n, k, p, we are
interested in finding the smallest value of d for which the problem can be solved. For a certain
range of parameters, spectral, SDP based methods, etc. can be used to work for small values
√
of d. For example, in the Dense vs Random Model, when k > √ n a natural SDP relaxation
of DkS can be used to distinguish between G1 and G2 for d > D + kD/n (which is smaller
than Dlogn k , the threshold of the subgraph counting algorithm). They upper bound the cost
of the optimal SDP solution for a random graph G1 , by constructing a feasible dual solution
which
√ certifies (w.h.p.) that it cannot contain a k-subgraph with density more than that
of D + kD/n. We use their results in bounding the cost of the SDP contribution from
G[V \ S] in the DkSExp(n, k, d, δ, d0 , λ) and DkSExpReg(n, k, d, δ, d0 , λ) models.
The distribution D2 of graphs considered in the Dense in Random Model (arbitrary dense
graph planted in a random graph) is similar to a subset of DkSExp(n, k, d, δ, d0 , λ) instances
since G[S] is an arbitrary dense subgraph in both models and G[S, V \ S] is a random graph
in both the models. The difference is in the subgraph G[V \ S], where this is a random graph
in the Dense in Random model whereas our models require it to be a regular expander.
While our proofs require the expander to be regular, they can also be made to work for
random graphs since we use the bound on the SDP value from [6] (analysis in Section 2.2).
We note that while random graphs are good expanders w.h.p., the converse of this fact is
not true in general, since there are known deterministic constructions of expander graphs.
We look at the range of parameters where the following two algorithms can be used to
solve the Dense in Random problem. One is the SDP based algorithm proposed in our
work (closely related to DkSExp(n, k, d, δ, d0 , λ) model) and second is the subgraph counting
algorithm which uses the difference in the log-densities of the planted subgraph and the host
graph to distinguish the two distributions from [6, 5]. For the purposes of comparison, we
consider the case when k, d = poly(n) and p = 1/poly(n). Also we ignore the low-order terms
in these expressions. In this regime, our algorithms’ threshold is
√
d = Ω (max {pk, np})

(1)

since we can use the objective value of the SDP 1.11 to
distinguish between the cases in this
√ 
range of d. For G1 , this value is at most k pk + np /2 (Lemma 2.12) while for G2 it is at
least kd/2. Moreover, Algorithm 1 can be used to recover a part of the planted solution as
the value of ν is small (when d satisfies Equation (1), ν is bounded away and smaller than 1)
in this regime (see Section 2 and Theorem 2.1).
The counting algorithms’ threshold (or the log-density threshold) is

log d log np
log k log np
−
> 0 ⇐⇒ log d >
⇐⇒ d = Ω (np)logn k
log k
log n
log n
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1
O
logk d − logn np . We look at different ranges of k and compare
and its running time is n
the values of d for which the two algorithms can solve the distinguishing problem.
√
1. k = Θ ( n).
 √
√
with the log-density threshold. Note
In this case, max pk, np = np. This matches

√
that for p = Θ (1/ n), we get d = Ω n1/4 . To the best of our knowledge, there is no
poly-time algorithm which beats this lower bound.
√
2. k = ω ( n).
√ 
In this setting, (np)logn k = ω np . Also, (np)logn k = k(p)logn k = ω (pk). Thus our
algorithm has a better threshold in this regime. There is a spectral algorithm, see Section
6.2 of [6], which uses the second eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix which can distinguish
with the same threshold as our algorithm in this regime.
√
3. k = o ( n).
√ 
In this case, (np)logn k = o np . Here the log-density threshold is smaller than our
threshold. Therefore the algorithm by Bhaskara et al. [6] works for a larger range of
parameters than our algorithms.
Other semi-random models. Semi-random instances of many other fundamental problems
have been studied in the literature. This includes the unique games problem [25], graph
coloring [1, 11, 12], graph partitioning problems such as balanced-cut, multi-cut, small set
expansion [28, 29, 26, 27], etc. [30] studies the problem of learning communities in the
Stochastic Block Model in the presence of adversarial errors.
McKenzie, Mehta and Trevisan [32] study the complexity of the independent set problem
in the Feige-Killian model [13]. Instead of using a SDP relaxation for the problem, they use a
“crude” SDP (introduced in [25]) which exploits the geometry of vectors (orthogonality etc.)
to reveal the planted set. They bound the SDP contribution by the vertex pairs, S × V \ S
using the Grothendieck inequality and thereby showing that the vectors in S are “clustered”

together. Their algorithm outputs w.h.p. alarge independent set when k = Ω n2/3 /p1/3 .
Also, for the parameter range k = Ω n2/3 /p , it outputs a list of at most n independent sets
of size k, one of which is the planted one.
Semi-random models for graph partitioning problems. The problem of DkS is very closely
related to the Small Set Expansion problem (SSE, henceforth). This problem has been
very well studied in the literature. At the first glance, the problem of DkS can be thought
of as finding a small set S of size k which is non-expanding. The densest set is typically
a non-expanding set because most of the edges incident on S would remain inside it than
leaving it. But the converse is not true, since all sets of cardinality k which have small
expansion are not dense. In particular, in our model, by the action of the monotone adversary
on V \ S, there can exist many small sets (of size O (k)) which not only have a very small
fraction of edges going outside but can have very few edges left inside as well. This makes the
problem of DkS very different from the SSE problem. Nevertheless, we survey some related
works of semi-random models of SSE. The works [36, 4] study the worst-case approximation
factors for the SSE problem and give bi-criteria approximation algorithms for the same.
Their algorithms are also based on rounding a SDP relaxation.
Makarychev, Markarychev and Vijayaraghavan [28] study the complexity of many graph
partitioning problems including balanced cut, SSE, and multi-cut etc. They consider the
following model : Partition V into (S, V \ S) such that G[S] and G[V \ S] are arbitrary while
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G[S, V \ S] is a random graph with some probability ε. They allow an adversary to add
edges within S and V \ S, and delete any edges across these sets. They get constant factor
bi-criteria approximation algorithms (under some mild technical conditions) in this model.
In the case of balanced cut and SSE problems, when the partitions themselves have enough
expansion within them, they can recover the planted cut upto a small error.
Louis and Venkat [26] study the problem of balanced vertex expansion in a natural
semi-random model and get a bi-criteria approximation algorithm for the same. They even
get an exact recovery for a restricted set of parameters in their model. Their proof consisted
of constructing an optimal solution to the dual of the SDP relaxation and using it to show
the integrality of the optimal primal solution. In [27], they study the problem for a general,
balanced k−way vertex (and edge) expansion and give efficient algorithms for the same.
k
Their construction consists of k (almost) regular expander graphs (over vertices {Si }i=1 ,
each of size n/k) and then adding edges across them ensuring that the expansion of each
of the G[Si ]0 s is small. Their algorithm is based on rounding a SDP relaxation and then
showing that the vertices of each Si are “clustered” together around the mean vector µi and
for different sets Si and Sj , µi and µj are sufficiently apart. This gives a way to recover
a good solution. Our approach also shows that the SDP vectors for the vertices in S are
“clustered” together. However arriving at such a conclusion requires different ideas because
of the new challenges posed by the nature of the problem and assumptions on our models.

1.4

SDP formulation

We use the following Semidefinite/Vector Programming relaxation for our problem, over the
vectors Xi (i ∈ [n]) and I.
I SDP 1.11.
maximize

subject to

n
1 X
Aij hXi , Xj i
2 i,j=1

n
X
i=1
n
X

(2)

hXi , Xi i = k
hXi , Xj i ≤ k hXi , Xi i

(3)
∀i ∈ [n]

(4)

∀i, j ∈ [n], (i 6= j)

(5)

∀i ∈ [n]

(6)

∀i ∈ [n]

(7)

j=1

0 ≤ hXi , Xj i ≤ hXi , Xi i
hXi , Xi i ≤ 1
hXi , Ii = hXi , Xi i
hI, Ii = 1

(8)

We note that these programs can be solved efficiently using standard algorithms, like ellipsoid
and interior point methods. To see, why the above SDP 1.11 is a relaxation, let S be the
optimal set and v be any unit vector. It is easy to verify the solution set,
(
v i∈S
Xi =
and
I = v.
0 i∈V \S
is feasible for SDP 1.11 and gives the objective value equal to its optimal density.
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1.5

Proof Overview

Our algorithms are based on rounding an SDP relaxation (SDP 1.11) for the Densest
k-subgraph problem. At a high level, we show that most of the SDP mass is concentrated
on the vertices in S (Proposition 2.16). To show this, we begin by observing that the SDP
objective value is at least kd/2 since the integer optimal solution to the SDP has value at
least kd/2. Therefore, by proving an appropriate upper bound on the SDP value from edges
in S × (V \ S) (Proposition 2.2) and the edges in V \ S (Proposition 2.11), we can get a
lower bound on the SDP value from the edges inside S.
The edges in S × (V \ S) form a random bipartite graph. We can bound the contribution
towards the SDP mass from this part by bounding the contribution from the “expected
graph” (Lemma 2.5) and the contribution from the random graph minus the expected graph
(Corollary 2.10). The contribution from the latter part can be bounded using bounds on the
spectra of random matrices (Corollary 2.8). Since the expected graph is a complete weighted
graph with edge weights equal to the edge probability, the contribution from this part can
be bounded using the SDP constraints (Lemma 2.5).
For DkSExp(n, k, d, δ, d0 , λ) and DkSExpReg(n, k, d, δ, d0 , λ), we use a result by [6]. They
construct a feasible solution to the dual of the SDP for random graphs, thereby bounding
the cost of the optimal solution of the primal. Their proof only uses a bound on the spectral
gap of the graph, and therefore, holds also for expander graphs. Therefore, this result
gives us the desired bound on the SDP value on the edges inside V \ S in these models
(Proposition 2.11). We also give an alternate proof of the same result using the spectral
properties of the adjacency matrix of V \ S in the full version of the paper; this approach is
similar in spirit to the proof of the classical expander mixing lemma.
For DkS(n, k, d, δ, γ) and DkSReg(n, k, d, δ, γ), we bound the SDP value on the edges
inside V \ S using a result of Charikar [10]. This work showed that for a graph H = (V 0 , E 0 ),
a natural LP relaxation can be used to compute maxW ⊆V 0 ρ(W )/ |W |. We show that we
can use our SDP solution to construct a feasible solution for this LP. Since ρ(W )/ |W | ≤ γd,
∀W ⊂ V \ S in this model, Charikar’s result [10] implies that the cost of any feasible LP
solution can be bounded by γd. This gives us the desired bound on the SDP value on the
edges inside V \ S in these models.
These bounds establish that most of the SDP mass is on the edges inside S. Using the
SDP constraints, we show that the set of vertices corresponding to all the “long” vectors
will contain a large weight of edges inside S (Corollary 2.19). Moreover, since the sum of
squared lengths of the vectors is k (from the SDP constraints), we can only have O (k) long
vectors (Lemma 2.20). Using standard techniques from the literature, we can prune this set
to obtain a set of size at most k and having large density [37]. In the case when the graph
induced on S is d-regular, we show that if a set contains a large fraction of the edges inside
S, then it must also have a large intersection with S. We present our complete procedure in
Algorithm 1.
We note that while this framework for showing that the SDP mass is concentrated on
the planted solution has been used for designing algorithms for semi-random instances of
other problems as well, proving quantitative bounds is problem-specific and model-specific:
different problems and different models require different approaches.

Organization of the paper
Due to space constraints, we present the complete version (with all the details and proofs)
of Section 2 in the full version of the paper, however we do state the key technical results
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here with the proof of Theorem 2.1. We state and prove the formal versions of Theorem 1.6,
Theorem 1.7, and Theorem 1.8 in the full version of the paper.

Analysis of DkSExp(n, k, d, δ, d0 , λ)

2

In this section, we will analyse the DkSExp(n, k, d, δ, d0 , λ) model. Our main result is the
following.
I Theorem 2.1 (Formal version of Theorem 1.3). There exist universal constants κ, ξ ∈ R+ and
a deterministic polynomial time algorithm, which takes an instance of DkSExp(n, k, d, δ, d0 , λ)
where
v
!
r
u
u
δn λ
d0 k
t
ν = 2 3 6δ + ξ
,
+ +
dk
d (n − k) d
satisfying ν ∈ (0, 1), and δd/k ∈ [κ log n/n, 1), and outputs with high probability (over the
instance) a vertex set Q of size k such that
ρ(Q) ≥ (1 − ν)

kd
.
2

The above algorithm also computes a vertex set T such that


ν
ν  kd
(a) |T | ≤ k 1 +
.
(b)
ρ(T
∩
S)
≥
1
−
.
5
2 2
In the analysis below, without loss of generality we can ignore the adversarial action
(step 4 of the model construction) to have taken place. Let us assume the montone adversary
removes edges arbitrarily from the subgraphs G[V \ S] & G[S, V \ S] and the new resulting
n
adjacency matrix is A0 . Then for any feasible solution {{Yi }i=1 , I} of the SDP, we have
P
P
0
Aij hYi , Yj i ≤
Aij hYi , Yj i for ∀P, Q ⊆ V . This holds because of the noni∈P,j∈Q

i∈P,j∈Q

negativity constraint Equation (5). Thus the upper bounds on SDP contribution by vectors
in G[S, V \ S] and G[V \ S] as claimed by Proposition 2.2 and Proposition 2.11 respectively
are intact and the rest of the proof follows exactly. Hence, without loss of generality, we can
ignore this step in the analysis of our algorithm.

2.1

Edges between S and V \ S

In this section, we show an upper bound on

P

Aij hXi , Xj i.

i∈S,j∈V \S

I Proposition 2.2. W.h.p. (over the choice of the graph), we have
r




X
√
2
2
2
E kXi k
1 − E kXi k .
Aij hXi , Xj i ≤ 3pk 2 1 − E kXi k + ξk np
Note that
X
i∈S,j∈V \S

i∼S

i∼S

i∈S,j∈V \S

Aij hXi , Xj i = p

X
i∈S,j∈V \S

hXi , Xj i +

X

(Aij − p) hXi , Xj i .

i∼S

(9)

i∈S,j∈V \S

We will bound the two terms in the R.H.S. of Equation (9) separately. The first term relies
only on the expected graph and can be bounded using the SDP constraints. We use bounds
on the eigenvalues of random bipartite graphs to bound the second term.
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Bound the contribution from the expected graph
We first prove some properties of the SDP solutions that we will use to bound this term.
The following lemma shows that if the expected value of the squared norm of the vectors
corresponding to the set S is “large”, then their expected pairwise inner product is “large”
as well.
n

I Lemma 2.3. Let {{Yi }i=1 , I} be any feasible solution of SDP 1.11 and T ⊆ V such that,
2
E kYi k ≥ 1 −  where 0 ≤  ≤ 1, then E hYi , Yj i ≥ 1 − 4.

i∼T

i,j∼T

I Corollary 2.4.
2

E hXi , Xj i ≥ 4 E kXi k − 3 .

i,j∼S

i∼S

We are now ready to bound the first term in Equation (9).
I Lemma 2.5.


X
2
hXi , Xj i ≤ 3k 2 1 − E kXi k .
i∈S,j∈V \S

i∼S

Bounding the deviation from the expected graph
We now prove the following lemmas which we will use to bound the second term in Equation (9). Let B be the n × n matrix defined as follows.
(
Aij − p i ∈ S, j ∈ V \ S or i ∈ V \ S, j ∈ S
def
.
Bij =
0
otherwise
I Lemma 2.6.
r


X
2
2
Bij hXi , Xj i ≤ 2k kBk
E kXi k
1 − E kXi k .
i,j∈V

i∼S

i∼S

Now, we use the following folklore result to bound kBk.
I Theorem 2.7 ([21], Lemma 30). Let M be a symmetric matrix of size n × n with zero
diagonals and independent entries such that Mij = Mji ∼ Bern (pij ) for all i < j with
pij ∈ [0, 1]. Assume pij (1 − pij ) ≤ r for all i < j and nr = Ω (log n). Then, with high
probability (over the randomness of matrix M ),
√
kM − E[M ]k ≤ O (1) nr .


κ log n
I Corollary 2.8. There exists universal constants κ, ξ ∈ R+ such that if p ∈
,1 ,
n
then
√
kBk ≤ ξ np
with high probability (over the choice of the graph).
I Remark 2.9. Note that, Corollary 2.8 holds with high probability when p = Ω (log n/n).
In the rest of the paper, we work in the range of parameters where this lower bound on p is
satisfied. However, we do restate it when explicitly using this bound.
I Corollary 2.10. W.h.p. (over the choice of the graph),
r


X
√
2
2
E kXi k
1 − E kXi k .
Bij hXi , Xj i ≤ 2ξk np
i,j∈V

i∼S

i∼S
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Edges in V \ S

We recall, the subgraph G[V \ S] is a (d0 , λ)−expander in the DkSExp(n, k, d, δ, d0 , λ) model.
We show the following upper bound on the SDP mass contribution by the vectors in V \ S.
I Proposition 2.11.
X


Aij hXi , Xj i ≤

i,j∈V \S

d0 k 2
λk +
n−k



2

1 − E kXi k
i∼S



.

To prove the above proposition, we use the following results from the Bhaskara et al. [6]
paper.
I Lemma 2.12 ([6], Theorem 6.1). For a G(n,p) (Erdős-Rényi model) graph, the value of
√
the SDP (SDP 1.11) is at most k 2 p + O k np with high probability when p = Ω (log n/n).
I Lemma 2.13 ([6], Theorem 6.1). For a (d0 , λ)-expander graph on n vertices, the value of
k 2 d0
the SDP (SDP 1.11) is at most
+ kλ .
n
We note that, though the statement proved in [6] is about random graphs (Lemma 2.12),
their proof follows as is for an expander graph.
 Since, we are only
 applying Lemma 2.13 to the
2
subgraph G[V \S], we use a scaling factor of 1 − Ei∼S kXi k . The proof of Proposition 2.11
follows directly from the above lemma. We also provide an alternate proof of this in the full
version of the paper.
I Remark 2.14. If the subgraph, G[V \ S] is a random graph (G(n − k, p)) as considered in
our discussion in Section 1.3, we can analogously use Lemma 2.12 to get upper bounds on
P
i,j∈V \S Aij hXi , Xj i.

2.3

Putting things together

We have shown upper bounds on the SDP mass from the edges in S ×(V \S) (Proposition 2.2)
and from the edges in V \ S (Proposition 2.11). We combine these results to show that the
average value of hXu , Xv i where {u, v} ∈ E (G[S]) is “large” (Proposition 2.16). The SDP
constraint Equation (5) implies the corresponding vertices, u and v have large squared norms
as well. This immediately guides us towards a selection criteria/recovery algorithm. However
we need to output a vertex set of size at most k, we prune this set using a greedy strategy
(Algorithm 1).
I Lemma 2.15.
X
Aij hXi , Xj i = (kd)
i,j∈S

E

{i,j}∼E(G[S])

hXi , Xj i .

I Proposition 2.16. W.h.p. (over the choice of the graph), we have

E

{i,j}∼E(G[S])

hXi , Xj i ≥

1 − η, where
r
η = 6δ + ξ

δn λ
d0 k
+ +
.
dk
d (n − k)d

Now, we present the complete algorithm below.
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Algorithm 1 Recovering a dense set Q.
Input: An Instance of DkSExp(n, k, d, δ, d0 , λ) / DkSExpReg(n, k, d, δ, d0 , λ) /
DkS(n, k, d, δ, γ) / DkSReg(n, k, d, δ, γ) and a parameter 0 < η < 1.
Output: A vertex set Q of size k.

n
1: Solve SDP 1.11 to get the vectors {Xi }i=1 , I .
( √
1/ 3η For instances of type, DkSExp(n, k, d, δ, d0 , λ) or DkS(n, k, d, δ, γ) .
2: α =
√
2/ η
For instances of type, DkSExpReg(n, k, d, δ, d0 , λ) or DkSReg(n, k, d, δ, γ).
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

Let T = i ∈ V : kXi k2 ≥ 1 − αη .
Initialize Q = T .
if |Q| < k then
Arbitrarily add remaining vertices to set Q to make its size k.
else
while |Q| =
6 k do
Remove the minimum weighted vertex from the set Q.
end while
end if
Return Q.



Note that if η = 0, the SDP returns an integral solution and we can recover the set S
exactly. Therefore, w.l.o.g. we assume η 6= 0, 1.
To analyse the cost of the solution returned by Algorithm 1, we define two sets as follows.
n
o
def
def
2
T 0 = {{i, j} ∈ E : hXi , Xj i ≥ 1 − αη}
and
T = i ∈ V : kXi k ≥ 1 − αη ,
where 1 < α < 1/η is a parameter to be fixed later.
We show that a large weight of the edges inside S also lies in the set T 0 .
I Lemma 2.17. W.h.p. (over the choice of the graph),


X
1
kd
w(e) ≥
1−
.
2
α
0
e∈T ∩E(G[S])

The following lemma shows that the subgraph induced on T ∩ S contains all the edges in
T 0 ∩ E (G[S]).
I Lemma 2.18. W.h.p. (over the choice of the graph),
T 0 ∩ E (G[S]) ⊆ E(G[T ∩ S]) .
I Corollary 2.19. W.h.p. (over the choice of the graph),


kd
1
ρ (T ) ≥ ρ (T ∩ S) ≥
1−
.
2
α
We have shown that the subgraph induced on T has a large weight (≈ kd/2). In the next
lemma, we show that the size of set T is not too large compared to k.
I Lemma 2.20. W.h.p. (over the choice of the graph),
|T | ≤

k
.
1 − αη

To prune the set T and obtain a set of size k, we use a lemma from the work by Srivastav
et al. [37].
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I Lemma 2.21 ([37], Lemma 1). Let V 0 , V 00 ⊆ V be non-emply subsets such that |V 00 | ≥ |V 0 |,
then the greedy procedure which picks the lowest weighted vertex from V 00 and removes it
|V 0 | (|V 0 | − 1)
iteratively till we have |V 0 | vertices left ensures, ρ (V 0 ) ≥ 00
ρ (V 00 ) .
|V | (|V 00 | − 1)
We are now ready to prove the main result which gives the approximation guarantee of
our algorithm. We also set the value of parameter α which maximizes the density of the
output graph.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We run Algorithm 1 on DkSExp(n, k, d, δ, d0 , λ) with η as given in
Proposition 2.16. From Lemma 2.21, we have a handle on the density of the new set (Q)
after pruning T to a set of size k. The algorithm performs this exactly in the steps 5 to 11.
Let ALG denote the density of this new set (output of Algorithm 1). We have,

ALG ≥


≥


≥

k(k − 1)
|T | (|T | − 1)



(1 − αη)2
1 + αη/(k − 1)
(1 − αη)
1 + αη


2

1−



1−

1
α

1−

1
α



1 kd
α 2

p  kd
= 1 − 2 3η
2





kd
2

1
α



(by Corollary 2.19 and Lemma 2.21)
kd
2

kd
2



≥ (1 − 2αη) (1 − αη) 1 −
≥ 1 − 3αη −



1
α

(by Lemma 2.20 and dividing by k − 1)

(w.l.o.g., k ≥ 2)



kd
2



(1 − x)2 ≥ 1 − 2x &

1
≥ 1 − x, ∀x ∈ R≥0
1+x



(rearranging and bounding the positive terms by 0)



we fix α = 1/

p 

3η .

def √
Letting ν = 2 3η, we get that ALG ≥ (1 − τ ) kd/2 where

v
!
r
u
u
d0 k
δn λ
t
+ +
ν = 2 3 6δ + ξ
dk
d (n − k)d

(using the value of η from Proposition 2.16) .


k
k
ν
From Lemma 2.20, |T | ≤
=
≤ k 1+
. And from Corollary 2.19,
1 − (ν/6)
5

 1 −αη
kd
1
kd
ν
ρ (T ∩ S) ≥
1−
=
1−
.
J
2
α
2
2
√
√
Note that for the parameter range 0 < 2 3η < 1 ⇐⇒ 0 < ν < 1, the value of α (= 1/ 3η)
fixed by the algorithm lies in the interval (1, 1/η) as required.
I Remark 2.22 (on Theorem 1.3). In the restricted parameter case, we simplify the arguments
in our informal theorem statements, i.e.
 the
 case when the average degree of vertices in0
√
kd0
δn
d
S and V \ S is close, we have δ = Θ
. Assuming ν = 2 3η, we rewrite
as 2
nd
dk
d
(d0 − λ) k
from the above value of δ and the term
is at most a constant for “large” n. So,
(n − k) d
!
r
√
λ + d0
the new value of τ is Θ
δ+
. A similar argument gives the new value of ν 0 in
d
Theorem 1.7.
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Abstract
Motivated by recent progress on symmetry breaking problems such as maximal independent set
(MIS) and maximal matching in the low-memory Massively Parallel Computation (MPC) model
(e.g., Behnezhad et al. PODC 2019; Ghaffari-Uitto SODA 2019), we investigate the complexity
of ruling set problems in this model. The MPC model has become very popular as a model for
large-scale distributed computing and it comes with the constraint that the memory-per-machine is
strongly sublinear in the input size. For graph problems, extremely fast MPC algorithms have been
designed assuming Ω̃(n) memory-per-machine, where n is the number of nodes in the graph (e.g.,
the O(log log n) MIS algorithm of Ghaffari et al., PODC 2018). However, it has proven much more
difficult to design fast MPC algorithms for graph problems in the low-memory MPC model, where
the memory-per-machine is restricted to being strongly sublinear in the number of nodes, i.e., O(nε )
for constant 0 < ε < 1.
In this paper, we present an algorithm for the 2-ruling set problem, running in Õ(log1/6 ∆) rounds
whp, in the low-memory MPC model. Here ∆ is the maximum degree of the graph. We then extend
this result to β-ruling sets for any integer β > 1. Specifically, we show that a β-ruling set can be
β+1
computed in the low-memory MPC model with O(nε ) memory-per-machine in Õ(β · log1/(2 −2) ∆)
rounds, whp. From this it immediately follows that a β-ruling set for β = Ω(log log log ∆)-ruling set
can be computed in in just O(β log log n) rounds whp. The above results assume a total memory of
Õ(m + n1+ε ). We also present algorithms for β-ruling sets in the low-memory MPC model assuming
that the total memory over all machines is restricted
to Õ(m). For β > 1, these algorithms are all
p
substantially faster than the Ghaffari-Uitto Õ( log ∆)-round MIS algorithm in the low-memory
MPC model.
All our results follow from a Sample-and-Gather Simulation Theorem that shows how randomsampling-based Congest algorithms can be efficiently simulated in the low-memory MPC model.
We expect this simulation theorem to be of independent interest beyond the ruling set algorithms
derived here.
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1

Introduction

There has been considerable recent progress in the design and study of large-scale distributed
computing models that are closer to reality, yet mathematically tractable. Of these, the
Massively Parallel Computing (MPC) model [24, 37] has gained significant attention due to
its flexibility and its ability to closely model existing distributed computing frameworks used
in practice such as MapReduce [14], Spark [38], Pregel [32], and Giraph [11].
The MPC model is defined by a set of machines, each having at most S words of
memory. The machines are connected to each other via an all-to-all communication network.
Communication and computation in this model are synchronous. In each round, each machine
receives up to S words from other machines, performs local computation, and sends up to S
words to other machines. The key characteristic of the MPC model is that both the memory
upper bound S and the number of machines used are assumed to be strongly sublinear in the
input size N , i.e., bounded by O(N 1−ε ) for some constant ε, 0 < ε < 1. This characteristic
models the fact that in modern large-scale computational problems the input is too large to
fit in a single machine and is much larger than the number of available machines.
Even though the MPC model is relatively new, a wide variety of classical graph problems
have been studied in this model. This stream of research includes the design of fast
algorithms [4, 6, 13, 12, 21] as well as lower bound constructions [10, 20, 35]. A particular,
though not exclusive, focus of this research has been on symmetry breaking problems such as
maximal independent set (MIS) [6, 21, 18], maximal matching [7], and (∆ + 1)-coloring [9, 3],
along with related graph optimization problems such as minimum vertex cover and maximum
matching.
For graph problems, the input size is Õ(m + n) where m is the number of edges and
n is the number of nodes of the input graph. Thus, O((m + n)1−ε ), for some constant ε,
0 < ε < 1, is an upper bound on both the number of machines that can be used and the size S
of memory per machine. It turns out that the difficulty of graph problems varies significantly
based on how S relates to the number of nodes (n) of the input graph. Specifically, three
regimes for S have been considered in the literature.
Strongly superlinear memory (S = O(n1+ε )): For this regime to make sense in the
MPC model, the input graph needs to be highly dense, i.e., m  S  n such that S
is strongly sublinear in m. Even though the input graph is dense, the fact that each
machine has O(n1+ε ) local memory makes this model quite powerful. For example, in
this model, problems such as minimum spanning tree, MIS, and 2-approximate minimum
vertex cover, all have O(1)-round algorithms [24, 22].
Near-linear memory (S = Õ(n)): Problems become harder in this regime, but
symmetry breaking problems such as MIS, approximate minimum vertex cover, and
maximal matching can still be solved in O(log log n) rounds [13, 2, 17, 19]. Furthermore,
recently Assadi, Chen, and Khanna [3] presented an O(1)-round algorithm for (∆ + 1)vertex coloring.
Strongly sublinear memory (S = O(nε )): Problems seem to get much harder in this
regime and whether there are sublogarithmic-round algorithms for certain graph problems
in this regime is an important research direction. For example, it is conjectured that
the problem of distinguishing if the input graph is a single cycle vs two disjoint cycles of
length n/2 requires Ω(log n) rounds [37, 20]. However, even in this regime, Ghaffari and
Uitto [21] have
precently shown that MIS does have a sublogarithmic-round algorithm,
running in Õ( log ∆) rounds, where ∆ is the maximum degree of the input graph. This
particular result serves as a launching point for the results in this paper.
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The MIS problem has been called “a central problem in the area of locality in distributed
computing” (2016 Dijkstra award citation). Starting with the elegant, randomized MIS
algorithms from the mid-1980s by Luby [31] and by Alon et al. [1], several decades of
research has now been devoted to designing MIS algorithms in various models of parallel
and distributed computing (e.g., PRAM, Local, Congest, Congested-Clique, and
MPC). A ruling set is a natural relaxation of an MIS and considerable research has been
devoted to solving the ruling set problem in different models of distributed computation
as well [5, 26, 8, 15]. An (α, β)-ruling set of a graph G = (V, E) is a subset S ⊆ V such
that (i) every pair of nodes in S are at distance at least α from each other and (ii) every
node in V is at distance at most β from some node in S. An MIS is just a (2, 1)-ruling
set. Research on the ruling set problem has focused on the question of how much faster
distributed ruling set algorithms can be relative to MIS algorithms and whether there is
a provable separation in the distributed complexity of these problems in different models
of distributed computing. For 
example,
model1 , Kuhn, Moscibroda, and
n in theqLocal o

Wattenhofer [27, 28] show an Ω min logloglog∆∆ , logloglogn n
lower bound for MIS, even for
randomized algorithms. However, combining the recursive sparsification procedure of Bisht
et al. [8] with the improved MIS algorithm of Ghaffari [15] and the recent deterministic
network decomposition algorithm of Rozhon and Ghaffari [36], it is possible to compute
β-ruling sets in O(β log1/β ∆ + polyloglog(n)) rounds, thus establishing a separation between
these problems, even for β = 2, in the Local model. In this paper, we are interested only in
(2, β)-ruling sets and so as a short hand, we drop the first parameter “2” and call these objects
β-ruling sets. Also as a short hand, we will use low-memory MPC model to refer to the
strongly sublinear memory MPC model. As mentioned earlier, Ghaffari and Uitto
p [21] recently
presented an algorithm that solves MIS in the low-memory MPC model in Õ( log ∆) rounds.
However, nothing more is known about the 2-ruling set problem in this model and the fastest
2-ruling set algorithm in the low-memory MPC model is just the above-mentioned MIS
algorithm. This is in contrast to the situation in the linear-memory MPC model. In this
model, the fastest algorithm for solving MIS runs in O(log log n) rounds [17], whereas the
fastest 2-ruling set algorithm runs in O(log log log n) rounds [23]. This distinction between
the status of MIS and 2-ruling sets in the linear-memory MPC model prompts the following
related questions.
p
Is it possible to design an o( log ∆)-round, 2-ruling set algorithm in the low-memory
MPC model? Could we in fact design 2-ruling set algorithms in the low-memory MPC
model that run in O(polyloglog(n)) rounds?

1.1

Main Results

We make progress on the above question via the following results proved in this paper.
1. We show (in Theorem 19 part (i)) that a 2-ruling set of a graph G can be computed in
Õ(log1/6 ∆) rounds in the low-memory MPC model. We generalize this result to β-ruling
sets, for β ≥ 2 (in Theorem 23 part (i)), and show that a β-ruling set of a graph G can be
β+1
computed in Õ(log1/(2 −2) ∆) rounds in the low-memory MPC model. These algorithms
are substantially faster than the MIS algorithm [21] for the low-memory MPC model. The
inverse exponential dependency on β in the running time of the β-ruling set algorithm is

1

The Local model is a synchronous, message passing model of distributed computation [29, 34] with
unbounded messages. See Section 1.2 for definitions of related models of computation.
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worth noting. This dependency implies that for any β = Ω(log log log ∆), we can compute
a β-ruling set in only O(β ·polyloglog(n)) rounds. This is in contrast to the situation in the
Local model; using the O(β · log1/β ∆ + polyloglog(n))-round β-ruling set algorithm in
the Local model mentioned earlier, one can obtain an O(polyloglog(n))-round algorithm
only for β = Ω(log log ∆).
2. Even though the above-mentioned results are in the low-memory MPC model, they assume
no restrictions on the total memory used by all the machines put together. Specifically,
we obtain the above results allowing a total of Õ(m + n1+ε ) memory. Note that the input
uses Õ(m) memory and thus these algorithms make use of Õ(n1+ε ) extra total memory.
If we place the restriction that the total memory cannot exceed the input size, i.e., Õ(m),
then we get slightly weaker results. Specifically, we show (in Theorem 19 part (ii)) that a
2-ruling set can be computed in Õ(log1/4 ∆) rounds in the low-memory MPC model using
Õ(m) total memory. Additionally, we show (in Theorem 23 part (ii)) that a β-ruling set,
for any β ≥ 1, can be computed in Õ(log1/2β ∆) rounds in the low-memory MPC model
using Õ(m) total memory. Note that even though these results are weaker than those
we obtain in the setting where
p total memory is unrestricted, for β > 1, these algorithms
are much faster than the Õ( log ∆)-round, low-memory MPC model algorithm for MIS
by Ghaffari and Uitto [21] that uses Õ(m) total memory. Also note that by plugging in
β = 1, we recover the Ghaffari-Uitto MIS algorithm.
Technical Contributions. We obtain all of these results by applying new Simulation Theorems (Theorems 9 and 12) that we develop and prove. These Simulation Theorems provide
a general method for deriving fast MPC algorithms from known distributed algorithms in
the Congest model2 and they form the main technical contribution of this paper.
A well-known technique [16, 21, 23, 33] for designing fast algorithms in “all-to-all” communication models such as MPC is the following “ball doubling” technique. Informally
speaking, if every node v knows the state of the k-neighborhood around v, then by exchanging this information with all nodes, ideally in O(1) rounds, it is possible to learn the state
of the 2k-neighborhood around each node. In this manner, nodes can learn the state their
`-neighborhood in O(log `) rounds. Then it is possible to simply use local computation at
each node to “fast forward” the algorithm by ` rounds, without any further communication.
In this manner, a phase consisting of ` rounds in the Congest model can be compressed
into O(log `) rounds in the MPC model. This description of the “ball doubling” technique
completely ignores the main obstacle to using this technique: the k-neighborhoods around
nodes may be so large that bandwidth constraints of the communication network may disallow
rapid exchange of these k-neighborhoods.
Our main contribution is to note that in many randomized, distributed algorithms in
the Congest model, there is a natural sparsification that occurs, i.e., in each round a
randomly sampled subset of the nodes are active, and the rest are silent. This implies that
the k-neighborhoods that are exchanged only need to involve sparse subgraphs induced by
the sampled nodes. A technical challenge we need to overcome is that the subgraph induced
by sampled nodes is not just from the next round, but from the ` future rounds; so we need
to be able to estimate which nodes will be sampled in the future. On the basis of this idea,
we introduce the notion of α-sparsity of a randomized Congest algorithm, for a parameter
α; basically smaller the α greater the sparsification induced by random sampling. We present

2

The Congest model [34] is similar to the Local model except that in the Congest model there is an
O(log n) bound on the size of each message.
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Sample-and-Gather Simulation p
Theorems in which, roughly speaking,
p an R-round Congest
algorithm is simulated in Õ(R/ logα n) rounds (respectively, Õ(R/ logα ∆) rounds) in the
low-memory MPC model, where the total memory is Õ(m + n1+ε ) (respectively, Õ(m)).
Our Simulations Theorems are inspired by a Simulation Theorem due to Behnehzhad et
al. [6, Lemma 5.5]. Using their Simulation Theorem, an R-round state-congested algorithm
can be simulated in (roughly) R/ log∆ n low-memory MPC rounds.
p In contrast, our Simulation
Theorem (Theorem 9) yields a running time of (roughly) R/ logα n, where α is a sparsity
parameter. When the input graph has high maximum degree, but the state-congested
algorithm samples a very sparse subgraph (i.e., α is small) then our Simulation Theorems
provide a huge advantage over the Behnehzhad et al. Simulation Theorems.
To obtain our results for ruling sets, we apply the Sample-and-Gather Simulation Theorems
to the sparsification procedure of Kothapalli and Pemmaraju [26] and Bisht et al. [8] and to
the sparsified MIS algorithm of Ghaffari [16]. We note that by applying the Sample-andGather Simulation Theorems to the sparsified MIS algorithm of Ghaffari [16], we recover the
Ghaffari-Uitto low-memory MPC algorithm for MIS [21], built from scratch. We believe that
the Sample-and-Gather Theorems will be of independent interest because they simplify the
design of fast MPC algorithms.

1.2

Technical Preliminaries

Notation. For a node v ∈ V we denote its non-inclusive neighborhood in G by Nbr(v).
S
+
Moreover, we define Nbr+ (v) = Nbr(v) ∪ {v}, Nbr(S) =
v∈S Nbr(v), Nbr (S) =
S
+
v∈S Nbr (v). The standard usage of the Õ(f (n)) notation is to denote O(poly log(f (n)) ·
f (n)). But, because our round and memory complexity bounds involve multiple parameters
(e.g., n, m, and ∆), we abuse notation and use the Õ(·) notation to hide poly log n or
poly log log n factors, as appropriate (e.g., Õ(log1/6 ∆) denotes O(log1/6 ∆ · poly log log n)).
Moreover, we consider ε to be a constant in (0, 1) and hence, we don’t explicit mention ε
dependency in the run time results. However the dependency on epsilon is of the form 1/εc
for some small constant c ≥ 1 (and not 2−eps ).
Distributed Computing Models. In the Congest model [34] a communication network is
abstracted as an n-node graph. In synchronous rounds each node can send a O(log n) bit
message to each of its neighbors. The Congested-Clique model is similar to the Congest
model, but nodes can send O(log n)-bits messages to all other nodes, not only to its neighbors
in the input graph G [30]. The Local model [29] is the same as the Congest model, except
the message sizes can be unbounded.
MPC model. Typically, in the MPC model, it is assumed that the input graph is distributed
in a node-centric manner among the machines. In other words, for each node v, there is a
machine Mv that hosts it and Mv knows all the neighbors of v and the machines that host
these neighbors. However, this scheme cannot be implemented as-is in the low-memory MPC
model because the degree of a node could be larger than the memory volume nε of a machine.
To deal with this issue, we first assume that a node v with deg(v) > nε is split into copies
that are distributed among different machines and we have a virtual O(1/ε)-depth balanced
tree on these copies of v. The root of this tree coordinates communication between v and
its neighbors in the input graph. By itself, this is insufficient because information from v’s
neighbors cannot travel up v’s tree without running into a memory bottleneck. However, if
computation at each node can be described by a separable function, then this is possible.
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The following definition of separable functions captures functions such as max, min, sum,
etc. This issue and the proposed solution have been discussed in [21, 6].
I Definition 1. Let f : 2R → R denote a set function. We call f separable iff for any set of
reals A and for any B ⊆ A, we have f (A) = f f (B), f (A \ B) .
The following lemma [6] shows that it is possible to compute the value of a separable function
f on each of the nodes in merely O(1/ε) rounds. The bigger implication of this lemma is
that a single round of a Congest algorithm can be simulated in O(1/ε) low-memory MPC
rounds.
I Lemma 2 ([6]). Suppose that on each node v ∈ V , we have a number xv of size O(log n)
bits and let f be a separable function. There exists an algorithm that in O(1/ε) rounds of
MPC, for every node v, computes f ({xu | u ∈ Nbr(v)}) whp in the low-memory MPC model
with Õ(m) total memory.
Note about proofs. Due to space constraints, we only include two proofs of the main
Sample-and-Gather Simulation Theorem in the paper; a full version of the paper, with all
proofs, is available at https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.12477, [25].

2

The Sample-and-Gather Simulation

Our simulation theorems apply to a subclass of Congest model algorithms called statecongested algorithms [6].
I Definition 3. An algorithm in the Congest model is said to be state-congested if
(i) by the end of round r, for any r, at each node v, the algorithm stores a state σr (v) of size
O(deg(v)polylog(n)) bits, i.e., an average of O(polylog(n)) bits per neighbor. The initial
state σ0 (v) of each node v is its ID. Furthermore, the computation performed by each
node v in each round r uses an additional temporary space of size O(deg(v) · polylog(n))
bits.
(ii) The states of the nodes after the last round of the algorithm are sufficient in determining,
collectively, the output of the algorithm.
A key feature of a state-congested algorithm is that the local state at each node stays bounded
in size throughout the execution of the algorithm.
We inductively design a fast low-memory MPC algorithm that simulates a given statecongested algorithm. For this purpose, we start by assuming that we have a state-congested,
possibly randomized, algorithm Alg, whose first t rounds have been correctly simulated in
the low-memory MPC model. Our goal now is to simulate a phase consisting of the next `
rounds of Alg, i.e., rounds t + 1, t + 2, . . . , t + `, in just O(log `) low-memory MPC rounds.
We categorize each node u in a round τ , t + 1 ≤ τ ≤ t + `, based on its activity in round τ .
Specifically, a node u is a sending node in round τ if sends at least one message in round
τ . Moreover, a node is called a oblivious node if it does not update its state in round τ . In
other words, an oblivious node ignores any messages it receives in round τ .
Consider a node u at the start of the phase we want to compress. Since this is immediately
after round t, node u knows its local state σt (u). Let pt+1 (u) denote the probability that
node u is a sending node in round t + 1. We call this the activation probability of node u
P
in round t + 1. Also, for any node v, let At+1 (v) := u∈N br(v) pt+1 (u) denote the activity
level in v’s neighborhood in round t + 1. Note that pt+1 (u) is completely determined by
σt (u) and so node u can locally calculate pt+1 (u) after round t. In order to simulate rounds
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t + 1, t + 2, . . . , t + ` in a compressed fashion in the MPC model, every node u needs to
know the probability of it being a sending node in each of these rounds. But, rounds
t + 2, t + 3, . . . , t + ` are in the future and so node u, using current knowledge, can only
estimate an upper bound p̃τ (u) on the probability that it will be a sending node in round τ ,
t + 2 ≤ τ ≤ t + `.
In general, doing this estimation can be difficult because sampling probabilities of a node
u in the ` future rounds depend on current states of nodes in an `-radius neighborhood
around node u. The volume of such a neighborhood may be too high to fit in the memory of
any machine in the low-memory MPC model. In fact, our Sample-and-Gather Simulation
Theorems are designed to avoid exactly this type of ball gathering of potentially dense
neighborhoods. It turns out that this estimation is essentially trivial for the two applications
of our Simulation Theorem described in Section 3.1. This is because for these algorithms,
sampling probabilities for all active nodes increase by a known multiplicative factor in each
round. Thus independent of a node u’s future state (e.g., whether it is active), it is possible
to obtain an upper bound, denoted p̃τ (u), that node u will be a sending node in round τ , for
rounds τ = t + 2, t + 3, . . . , t + `. For round τ = t + 1, we simply set p̃t+1 (u) := pt+1 (u), i.e.,
the estimated activation probability in round t + 1 is the actual activation probability.
P
For any τ , t + 1 ≤ τ ≤ t + `, for any node v, let Ãτ (v) := u∈N br(v) p̃τ (u) denote the
estimated activity level in node v’s neighborhood in round τ . Note that for the first round in
the phase, τ = t + 1, the estimated and actual activity levels are identical. Finally, let Ãτ be
the maximum Ãτ (v), where the maximum is taken over all nodes v that are not oblivious
nodes. The maximum being taken over all non-oblivious nodes is motivated by the fact
that if a node is oblivious, it does not update its state and therefore the activity level in its
neighborhood is not relevant.
I Lemma 4. Suppose ` is such that
t+`
X

!`
Ãτ log n

≤ O(nε/2 ).

(1)

τ =t+1

Then the next phase of the algorithm Alg consisting of rounds t + 1, t + 2, . . . , t + ` can be
simulated in O(log `) rounds in the low-memory MPC model with Õ(m + n1+ε ) total memory.
Proof. Simulating rounds t + 1, t + 2, . . . , t + ` of algorithm Alg is equivalent to computing
the state σt+` (v) for every node v ∈ V . We use the 2-step algorithm below to do this
computation. First, we introduce some notation. Let BG (v, `) denote the labeled subgraph
of G, induced by nodes that are at most ` hops from v in G and in which each node u is
labeled with its local state σt (u) after round t.
Step 1: For each node v ∈ V , designate a distinct machine Mv at which we gather a “sampled”
subgraph SG (v, `) of BG (v, `). The definition of SG (v, `) is provided below.
Step 2: Using the subgraph SG (v, `), machine Mv locally simulates rounds t+1, t+2, . . . , t+`
of Alg and computes σt+` (v).
In the rest of the proof, we will first define the subgraph SG (v, `). We will then show in
Claim 5 that using this subgraph, it is possible for machine Mv to locally simulate rounds
t + 1, t + 2, . . . , t + ` of Alg. We then show in Claim 6 that assuming ` satisfies (1), the size
of SG (v, `) is O(nε ) whp. Finally, in Claim 7, we show that the subgraph SG (v, `) can be
gathered at each machine Mv in parallel in O(log `) rounds. These claims together complete
the proof of the lemma.
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Each node u ∈ V generates a sequence of uniformly distributed random bits rτ1 (u),
. . ., rτc·log n (u) for a large enough constant c. These bits are designated for round τ ,
t + 1 ≤ τ ≤ t + ` and they serve two purposes: (i) they are used to randomly sample u based
on the estimate p̃τ (u) that u will be a sending node in round τ , and (ii) they are used to
simulate u’s actions in round τ . It is important that the same bits be used for both purposes
so that there is consistency in u’s random actions. Specifically, u constructs a real number
Rτ (u) that is uniformly distributed over {i/2c log n | 0 ≤ i < c log n} using these bits. Node
u adds these O(` · log n) bits to its local state after round t, σt (u). Node u then marks itself
for round τ if Rτ (u) ≤ pτ (u). If a node u marks itself for a round τ it means that in u’s
estimate after round t, u will be a sending node in round τ . Further, node u is marked if it
is marked for round τ for any τ , t + 1 ≤ τ ≤ t + `. The “sampled” subgraph SG (v, `) is the
subgraph of BG (v, `) induced by v along with all nodes u in BG (v, `) that are marked.
rτ2 (u),

B Claim 5.
σt+` (v).

For any node v ∈ V , information in SG (v, `) is enough to locally compute

Proof. We prove this claim inductively. Specifically, we prove the following:
For any i, 0 < i ≤ `, in addition to knowing SG (v, `), if we know the states σt+`−i (u)
for all u ∈ SG (v, i) then we can compute the states σt+`−i+1 (u) for all u ∈ SG (v, i − 1).
The premise of this statement is true for i = ` because SG (v, `) contains the round-t local
states σt (u) for all u ∈ SG (v, `). For i = 1 this claim is equivalent to saying that in addition
to SG (v, `), if we know σt+`−1 (u) for all neighbors of v in SG (v, `) then we can compute
σt+` (v). This is what we need to show.
To be able to compute σt+`−i+1 (u) for any u in SG (v, i − 1), we need to know the round(t + ` − i) local states σt+`−i (w) for all neighbors w of u that are sending nodes in round
t + ` − i. With high probability, the probability pw that a neighbor w of u sends messages in
round t + ` − i is upper bounded by the estimate p̃t+`−i (w) that w computed after round
t. Node w sends messages in round t + ` − i if Rt+`−i (w) ≤ pw . Since pw ≤ p̃t+`−i (w), we
know that Rt+`−i (w) ≤ p̃t+`−i (w) and therefore w is marked and included in SG (v, `). Also
note that since u ∈ SG (v, i − 1) and w is a neighbor of u, we see that w ∈ SG (v, i). Thus
any node w that sends a message to node u in round t + ` − i belongs to SG (v, i) and by
the hypothesis of the inductive claim we know σt+`−i (w). With the knowledge of σt+`−i (w),
we can simulate round t + ` − i + 1 at each node w, using the random real Rt+`−i+1 (w) to
execute any random actions w may take. Then using the message received by u from all such
neighbors w in round t + ` − i + 1, we can update u’s local state, thus computing σt+`−i+1 (u).
C
B Claim 6. For any node v ∈ V , the size of SG (v, `) is at most

P

t+`
τ =t+1

Ãτ log n

`

whp.

Proof. Consider an arbitrary v ∈ V and u ∈ BG (v, `) and a round t + 1 ≤ τ ≤ t + `. Node
u is marked for round τ with probability pτ (u). Recalling that N br(u) denotes the set
of neighbors of u in G, we see that expected number of neighbors of u marked for round
t + 1 ≤ τ ≤ t + ` is at most
X
pτ (w) ≤ Ãτ (u) ≤ Ãτ .
w∈N br(u)

Furthermore, since neighbors of u are marked for round τ independently, by Chernoff bounds
we see that the number of neighbors that u has in SG (v, `) that are marked for round τ
is Ãτ log n whp. By the union bound this means that the number of neighbors that u
Pt+`
has in SG (v, `) is τ =t+1 Ãτ log n whp. From this it follows that the size of SG (v, `) is
P
`
t+`
C
τ =t+1 Ãτ log n .
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B Claim 7. For every node v ∈ V , the graph SG (v, `) can be gathered at Mv in at most
O(log `) rounds.
Proof. Here we use the “ball doubling” technique that appears in a number of papers on
algorithms in “all-to-all” communication models (e.g., [16, 21, 23, 33]). Suppose that each
machine Mv knows SG (v, i) for some 0 ≤ i ≤ `/2. Each machine Mv then sends SG (v, i)
to machine Mu for every node u in SG (v, i). After this communication is completed, each
machine Mv can construct SG (v, 2i) from the information it has received because SG (v, 2i)
is contained in the union of SG (u, i) for all u in SG (v, i).
We now argue that this communication can be performed in O(1) rounds. First, note
that the size of SG (v, i) is bounded above by O(nε/2 ). This also means that SG (v, i) contains
O(nε/2 ) nodes. Therefore, Mv needs to send a total of O(nε/2 ) × O(nε/2 ) = O(nε ) words.
A symmetric argument shows an O(nε ) bound on the number of words Mv receives. Since
O(nε ) words can be sent and received in each communication round, this communication
can be completed in O(1) rounds.
C
With the claims proven, we finish the proof of the Lemma.

J

The biggest benefit from using this “sample-and-gather” simulation approach is for statecongested algorithms that sample a sparse subgraph and all activity occurs on this subgraph.
We formalize this sparse sampling property as follows.
I Definition 8. Consider a state-congested algorithm Alg that completes in R rounds. For
a parameter α ≥ 2, we say that Alg is α-sparse if for all positive integers, t and ` satisfying
t + ` ≤ R, for a length-` phase of Alg starting at round t + 1 the following two properties
hold.
(a) Bounded activity level: The activity level in the first round of the phase, At+1 , satisfies
the property: At+1 = O(α` · log n).
(b) Bounded growth of estimated activity level: The estimated activity level Ãτ , t+1 ≤
τ ≤ t+`, shows bounded growth. Specifically, Ãτ +1 ≤ αÃτ for for all t+1 ≤ τ ≤ t+`−1.
Together these properties require the activity level in each neighborhood to be low (Property
(a)), but also that the estimated activity level of each node does not grow too fast in future
rounds (Property (b)). When these two properties hold, Lemma 4 can be applied inductively
to obtain the following theorem. The fact that we use a single parameter α as an upper bound
for both Properties (a) and (b) is just a matter of convenience and leads to an easy-to-state
bound on number of rounds in this theorem.
I Theorem 9 (Sample-and-Gather Theorem v1). Let Alg be an α-sparse state-congested
algorithm that completes in R rounds. Then Alg can be simulated in the low-memory
p MPC
model with Õ(m + n1+ε ) total memory, for constant 0 < ε < 1, in O R log log n/ logα n
rounds.

p
Proof. Let ` = b 8ε · logα nc. Partition the R rounds of Alg into dR/`e phases, where Phase
i, 1 ≤ i < dR/`e, consists of the ` rounds (i − 1) · ` + 1, (i − 1) · ` + 2, . . . , i · ` and Phase
dR/`e consists of at most ` rounds (dR/`e − 1) · ` + 1, (dR/`e − 1) · ` + 2, . . . , R.
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We now use the fact that Alg is α-sparse to show, via series of inequalities, that ` satisfies
Inequality (1).
!`
!`
t+`
`−1
X
X
i
Ãτ · log n
≤
Ãt+1 · log n ·
α
(by Property (b) of being α-sparse)
τ =t+1

i=0

≤

At+1 · log n ·

`−1
X

!`
α

i

(by Ãt+1 = At+1 )

i=0

α` · log2 n ·

≤

`−1
X

!`
αi

(by Property (a) of being α-sparse)

i=0


=

α` · log2 n ·
2

α` − 1
α−1

≤ α2` · (log2 n)`
≤ nε/4 · no(1)

`
(by geometric series)
(by ` ≥ 1, α ≥ 2)
jq
k
ε
(by ` =
· logα n )
8

≤ nε/2 .
By using Lemma 4, this implies that each phase can be simulated in the MPC models with
O(nε ) memory per machine in O(log `) = O(log log n) rounds. Given that the R rounds of
Alg are partitioned into dR/`e phases, we see that Alg p
can be implemented in the MPC
ε
model with O(n ) memory per machine in O(R log log n/ ε logα n) rounds.
J
Theorem 9 provides a Simulation Theorem for the MPC model in which machines use
O(nε ) memory per machine. However, the total memory used by MPC algorithms that result
from this theorem is Õ(m + n1+ε ). We now show that under fairly general circumstances, it
is possible to obtain a Simulation Theorem yielding low-memory MPC algorithms that use
only Õ(m) total memory, while taking slightly more time.
I Definition 10. A Congest algorithm Alg is said to be degree-ordered if it satisfies two
properties.
(a) The execution of Alg can be partitioned into Stages 1, 2, . . . such that in Stage i the
i
only active nodes are those whose degree is greater than ∆1/2 and other nodes that are
neighbors of these “high degree” nodes.
(b) Let Ri be the number of rounds in Stage i. Then Ri ≤ Ri−1 /2.
A lot of symmetry breaking algorithms are either inherently degree-ordered or can be made
so with small modifications – this can be seen in the applications of the Sample-and-Gather
Theorems in Section 3.1. The fact that our definition permits activity in a stage not just at
nodes that are “high degree” for that stage, but even at other nodes that are neighbors of
high degree nodes, provides the flexibility we need for our applications. In fact, it is possible
to further relax this definition and allow all nodes within O(1) hops of “high degree” nodes
to be active in a stage; for ease of exposition we just work with the current definition. For
algorithms that are degree-ordered, we can gather balls centered at active nodes, whose
volume is at most the degree threshold for the current stage. This allows us to use a simple
charging scheme to charge the sizes of the balls to the memory already allocated for the
neighborhoods of the active nodes. This in turn yields the Õ(m) total memory bound.
Property (b) holds for algorithms whose running time is dominated by O(log ∆). Given that
i
the degree threshold in Property (a) falls as ∆1/2 , the running time of each stage falls by a
factor of 2.
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I Lemma 11. Suppose that Alg is a state-congested, degree-ordered algorithm. Consider a
phase of ` − 1 rounds t + 1, t + 2, . . . , t + ` − 1 with a Stage i. If ` satisfies
t+`
X

!`
Ãτ log n

n
o
i
≤ min nε/2 , ∆1/2 ,

(2)

τ =t+1

then this phase can be simulated in O(log `) rounds in the low-memory MPC model with a
total of Õ(m) memory over all the machines.
Finally, if Alg is a state-congested algorithm that is α-sparse and degree-ordered, we obtain
the following Simulation Theorem that guarantees an Õ(m) total memory usage.
I Theorem 12 (Sample-and-Gather Theorem v2). Let Alg be a state-congested, α-sparse,
degree-ordered algorithm that completes in R rounds. Let α0 = α · log2 n. Then Alg can be
ε
simulated in the MPC model
) memoryper machine, for constant 0 < ε < 1 and
 with O(n p
Õ(m) total memory, in O R log log ∆/ logα0 ∆ rounds.

3

Fast 2-Ruling Set Algorithms

Our 2-ruling set algorithms consist of 3 parts. In Part 1, we sparsify the input graph, in Part
2 we “shatter” the graph still active after Part 1, and in Part 3 we deterministically finish off
the computation. Part 1 is a modification of Sparsify, a Congest model algorithm due to
Kothapalli and Pemmaraju [26]; Part 2 is a sparsified MIS algorithm, also in the Congest
model, due to Ghaffari [15, 16]. Our main contribution in this section is to show that these
algorithms are state-congested, α-sparse for small α, and degree-ordered. As a result, we can
apply the Sample-and-Gather Simulation Theorems (Theorems 9 and 12) to these algorithms
to obtain fast low-memory MPC algorithms. Part 3 – in which we finish off the computation
– is easy to directly implement in the MPC model.

3.1

Simulating Sparsify in low-memory MPC

Algorithm 1 is a modified version of the Sparsify algorithm of Kothapalli and Pemmaraju [26].
The algorithm computes a “sparse” set of vertices U that dominates all the vertices in the
graph (i.e. Nbr+ (U ) = V , see Lemma 13). In each iteration, “high degree” nodes and their
neighbors are sampled and the sampled nodes are added to U . In successive iterations, the
threshold for being a high degree node falls by a factor f and the sampling probability grows
by a factor f . The neighbors of the nodes that successfully join U are deactivated. The
parameter f takes on different values in different instantiations of this algorithm, though
always satisfying log f = logδ ∆ for some constant 0 < δ < 1. For example, f is set to
2/3
1/2
2(log ∆) (respectively, 2(log ∆) ) to obtain Theorem 19 part (i) (respectively, part (ii)).
DegOrderedSparsify fits nicely within the framework of the Sample-and-Gather
Simulation Theorems from Section 2. The state of each vertex stays small throughout the
algorithm (just ID plus O(1) bits), making DegOrderedSparsify state-congested. The
activity level in any iteration is bounded by O(f log n), because we show in Lemma 13 that in
any neighborhood only O(f log n) vertices are sampled whp and only these sampled vertices
need be active in that iteration. Furthermore, since the sampling probability grows by a
factor f in each iteration, the estimated neighborhood activity levels also grow by a factor
f , as we consider future iterations of DegOrderedSparsify. As shown in Lemma 13,
this makes DegOrderedSparsify f -sparse. In the Sparsify algorithm [26] all nodes,
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Algorithm 1 DegOrderedSparsify(G, f ).
1
2
3
4
5

6

7
8
9

U ←∅
V0 ← V // Initially all nodes are active
for i = 1 to dlogf ∆e do
Let Hi be the nodes in Vi−1 with degree at least ∆/f i in G[Vi−1 ]
Each node in Nbr+ (Hi ) ∩ Vi−1 joins Ui with probability f i · c ln n/∆, where c is a
fixed constant
Vi ← Vi−1 \ Nbr+ (Ui ) // Nodes with at least one neighbor in Ui
deactivate themselves
U ← U ∪ Ui
end
return U

independent of their degrees, sample themselves (as in Line 5). Here, in order to make
Algorithm DegOrderedSparsify degree-ordered, we make a small modification and permit
only high degree nodes and their neighbors to sample themselves. As we show in Lemma 13,
the algorithm continues to behave as before, but is now degree-ordered.
I Lemma 13. Given a graph G = (V, E) and a parameter f > 3, a subset U ⊆ V can be
computed in O(logf ∆) rounds such that for every v ∈ V , N + (v) ∩ U 6= ∅, and for every
v ∈ U , degU (v) ≤ 2cf ln n, with probability at least 1 − n−c+2 .
It is easy to see that Algorithm DegOrderedSparsify(G, f ) can be implemented in
the Congest model in O(logf ∆) rounds because each iteration of the for-loop takes O(1)
rounds in Congest. Furthermore, since each node can update its state by simply knowing
if it or a neighbor has joined set Ui , the update function at each node is separable (see
Definition 1). Therefore, DegOrderedSparsify(G, f ) can be faithfully simulated in the
low-memory MPC model in O(logf ∆) rounds.
We now show that Algorithm DegOrderedSparsify has the three properties needed
for round compression via our Simulation Theorems and this leads to a substantial speedup.
I Lemma 14. Algorithm DegOrderedSparsify(G, f ) is a state-congested, f -sparse, degreeordered algorithm.
Using Theorem 9 and Theorem 12, we obtain the following theorem.
I Theorem 15. Algorithm DegOrderedSparsify(G,
f ) can be implemented in the low

logf ∆
memory MPC model in (i) O √log n log log n rounds whp using Õ(m+n1+ε ) total memory
 f
p
and (ii) O
logf ∆ · log log ∆ rounds whp using Õ(m) total memory.

3.2

Simulating Sparsified Graph Shattering in low-memory MPC

Distributed graph shattering has become an important algorithmic technique for symmetry
breaking problems [5, 16, 20]. In this section, we use a sparsified graph shattering algorithm
due to Ghaffari [16] to process the graph G[U ] returned by DegOrderedSparsify. The
output of the shattering algorithm consists of an independent set I ⊆ U such that the graph
induced by the remaining set of vertices S = U \ Nbr+ (I) contains only small connected
components.
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Ghaffari’s sparsified shattering algorithm [16] is shown in Algorithm 2. At the start of
each round t, each node v has a desire-level pt (v) for joining the independent set I, and
initially this is set to p1 (v) = 1/2. The independent set I is also initialized to the empty set.
√
The algorithm runs in phases, with each phase having ` := δ log n/10 rounds for a small
constant δ.
Several aspects of the algorithm make it nicely fit the Sample-and-Gather framework
from Section 2. We now point these out. (i) The desire-level pτ (u) for t + 1 ≤ τ ≤ t + ` can
be viewed the probability of sampling u; after the initial communication amongst neighbors
(Line 1), only sampled nodes send messages (beeps) and all other nodes remain silent. (ii)
The quantity dt+1 (u) is identical to the activity level At+1 (u) in u’s
√ neighborhood, defined
in Section 2. (iii) Nodes with a high activity level, i.e., dt+1 (u) ≥ 2 log n/5 (aka super-heavy
nodes), are
√ oblivious nodes and are therefore excluded in the definition of At+1 . As a result
At+1 ≤ 2 log n/5 . (iv) In each iteration in a phase, the sampling probability grows by a
factor of at most 2 (Line 8). This implies that the estimated activity levels grow by a factor
of 2 in future rounds.
Algorithm 2 Shatter(G): (one phase, starting at iteration t + 1).
1
2
3
4
5

6
7

8

Each node u sends its current desire-level pt+1 (u) to all its neighbors
P
Each node u computes dt+1 (u) = v∈Nbr(u) pt+1 (v)
√
If node u has dt+1 (u) ≥ 2 log n/5 then u is called a super-heavy node
√
` = δ log n/10 ;
// δ is a small constant
for τ = t + 1, t + 2, . . . , t + ` iterations do
// Round 1
Each node u beeps with probability pτ (u) and remains silent otherwise.
Node u is added to I if it is not super-heavy, it beeps, and none of its neighbors
beep
Node u sets pτ +1 (u) as follows:
(
pτ +1 (u) =

9
10
11

pτ (u)/2

if u is super-heavy, or a neighbor of u beeps

min{1/2, 2 · pτ (u)}

otherwise

// Round 2
Node u beeps if it joins I in this iteration.
Neighbors of node u that are not in I become inactive on hearing the beep from u
end

The first four steps of Algorithm 2 do not fit into the Sample-and-Gather framework since
each node needs to send its pt+1 value to its neighbors. But the nodes are computing dt+1 (u) =
P
v∈Nbr(u) pt+1 (v) which is a separable function (sum). Therefore, we can implement the
first two steps in O(1/ε) rounds using Lemma 2, and use the Sample-and-Gather framework
to simulate the for-loop of the algorithm. These observations are formalized in the lemma
below to show that Shatter is 2-sparse. Additionally, the lemma shows that the algorithm
is state-congested.
I Lemma 16. Algorithm 2 is a state-congested algorithm whose for-loop is 2-sparse.
√
A total of O(log ∆/ log n) repeated applications of Shatter (i.e. a total of O(log ∆)
iterations) suffice to shatter the graph into small-sized components [16, 21].
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Using Lemma 16 and Theorem 9, we obtain the following lemma that shows that Shatter
can be simulated efficiently in the low-memory MPC model.
Algorithm Shatter
in the
I Lemma 17. We can simulate a total O(log ∆) iterations of 

log
∆·log
log
n
√
low-memory MPC model with Õ(m + n1+ε ) total memory in O
rounds whp.
log n

Ghaffari and Uitto [21] present a variant
p of Algorithm Shatter and show (in Theorem 3.7)
that this variant can be simulated in O( log ∆ · log log ∆) rounds in the low-memory MPC
model, while using only Õ(m) total memory. While they describe their MPC implementation
from scratch, this MPC implementation can also be obtained by applying our Sampleand-Gather Theorem (specifically, Theorem 12). It can be shown that this variant is
state-congested and has the same sparsity property as Algorithm Shatter, i.e., it is 2-sparse.
Furthermore, it can also be made degree-ordered by simply processing nodes in degree buckets
i
i−1
(∆1/2 , ∆1/2 ], in the order i = 1, 2, . . . , O(log log ∆).
I Lemma 18 (Ghaffari-Uitto [21]). There is a variant of Algorithmp
Shatter can be simulated
in the low-memory MPC model with Õ(m) total memory in O( log ∆ · log log ∆) rounds
whp.

3.3

Finishing off the 2-ruling set computation

After applying DegOrderedSparsify to the input graph G = (V, E) and then Shatter
to the subgraph G[U ], induced by the subset U ⊆ V output by DegOrderedSparsify,
we are left with a number of small-sized components. Ghaffari and Uitto [21, Theorem 3.7]
show that given the properties that the remaining graph has after Shatter, it is possible
to simply (and deterministically) gather each component at a machine and find an MIS of
√
the component locally in O( log log n) rounds in the low-memory MPC model using Õ(m)
memory. Applying this “finishing off” computation completes our 2-ruling set algorithm.
The output of the algorithm is the union of the independent set output by Shatter and the
independent set output by the “finishing off” computation.
I Theorem 19. A 2-ruling set can be computed whp in the low-memory MPC model in
(i) O((log ∆)1/6 log log n) rounds using Õ(m + n1+ε ) total memory and in
√
(ii) O((log ∆)1/4 log log ∆ + log log n log log ∆) rounds using Õ(m) total memory.
I Remark. We note that by just running Shatter on an input graph followed by the
“finishing off” computation, we get an MIS of the input graph. So our approach yields MIS
algorithms in the low-memory MPC model via the Sample-and-Gather Simulation Theorems.
I Theorem
 20. An MIS of a graph
 G can be found in the low-memory MPC model in:
√
√ log n + log log n rounds whp using Õ(m + n1+ε ) total memory and
(i) O log ∆·log
log n
p
√
(ii) O( log ∆ log log ∆ + log log n) rounds whp using Õ(m) total memory.
As far as we know, the MIS result for the Õ(m + n1+ε ) total memory setting is new, but the
result for the Õ(m) total memory setting simply recovers the result from [21].

4

Fast β-ruling Set Algorithms

We now extend the 2-ruling set low-memory MPC algorithm in the previous section to
obtain a β-ruling set low-memory MPC algorithm for any integer β ≥ 2. The overall idea
is to repeatedly use Algorithm DegOrderedSparsify, as in [8]. We start by running a
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low-memory MPC implementation of DegOrderedSparsify with a parameter f1 ; this
call returns a set of nodes S1 . Once this phase ends, the remaining graph G[S1 ] has degree
at most O(f1 · log n), by Lemma 13. We then run DegOrderedSparsify on the graph
G[S1 ] with a parameter f2 and this yields a set of nodes S2 . This process continues for β − 1
phases at the end of which the graph G[Sβ−1 ] has a maximum degree O(fβ−1 · log n). We
now proceed to run a low-memory MPC implementation of an MIS algorithm on G[Sβ−1 ].
The correctness of the β-ruling set algorithm can be noted from Lemma 13. The set Si
covers all the nodes in Si−1 which means that all the nodes in S0 = V are at most β − 1
hops away from the nodes in Sβ−1 . Therefore all the nodes of V are at most β hops away
from the MIS C of G[Sβ−1 ]. This means that the set C that the above technique returns is
a β-ruling set of G. In the following, we analyze the round complexity of the β-ruling set
algorithm in the low-memory MPC model.
I Lemma 21. Let f0 = ∆. The β-ruling set algorithm runs in
!
!
β−1
X log(fi−1 log n) log(fβ−1 log n)
√
√
+
O
log log n
log n
log fi · log n
i=1

(3)

rounds whp in the low-memory MPC model with Õ(m + n1+ε ) total memory.
I Lemma 22. Let f0 = ∆. The β-ruling set algorithm runs in
s
!
!
β−1
X log(fi−1 log n) q
p
+ log(fβ−1 log n) log log ∆ + log log n
O
log fi
i=1

(4)

rounds whp in the low-memory MPC model with Õ(m) total memory.
We now instantiate the parameters f1 , f2 , . . . , fβ−1 so as to minimize the running times
in Lemmas 21 and 22. This leads to the following corollaries.
I Theorem 23. A β-ruling set of a graph G can be found whp in the low-memory MPC
model in

β+1
(i) O β · log1/(2 −2) ∆ · log log n rounds with Õ(m + n1+ε ) total memory and in


 
√
(ii) O β · log1/2β ∆ · log log ∆ + log log n · log log ∆ rounds with Õ(m) total memory.

4.1

β-ruling sets in O(polyloglog(n)) rounds

As mentioned in the Introduction, this research is partly motivated by the question of whether
ruling set problems can be solved in the low-memory MPC model in O(polyloglog(n)) rounds.
Using our results we identify two interesting circumstances under which β-ruling sets can be
computed in the low-memory MPC model in O(polyloglog(n)) rounds. First, because the
running time in Theorem 23 part (i) has an inverse exponential dependency on β, we get the
following corollary.
I Corollary 24. For β ∈ Ω(log log log ∆), a β-ruling set of a graph G can be computed in
O(β log log n) rounds whp in the low-memory MPC model with Õ(m + n1+ε ) total memory.
Second, we can also show that for graphs with bounded ∆, we can compute a β-ruling set
in O(β log log n) rounds, however this bound increases quickly with β, giving us the following
corollary.


1− 1
log 2β n
I Corollary 25. If we have that ∆ = O 2
, then a β-ruling set can be computed in
O(β log log n) rounds whp in the low-memory MPC model with Õ(m + n1+ε ) total memory.
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Abstract
We study parity decision trees for Boolean functions. The motivation of our study is the logrank conjecture for XOR functions and its connection to Fourier analysis and parity decision tree
complexity. Our contributions are as follows. Let f : Fn
2 → {−1, 1} be a Boolean function with
Fourier support S and Fourier sparsity k.
√
We prove via the probabilistic method that there exists a parity decision tree of depth O( k) that
computes f . This matches the best known upper bound on the parity decision tree complexity
of Boolean functions (Tsang, Wong, Xie, and Zhang, FOCS 2013). Moreover, while previous
constructions (Tsang et al., FOCS 2013, Shpilka, Tal, and Volk, Comput. Complex. 2017) build
the trees by carefully choosing the parities to be queried in each step, our proof shows that a
naive sampling of the parities suffices.
We generalize the above result by showing that if the Fourier spectra of Boolean functions satisfy
a natural “folding property”, then the above proof
√ can be adapted to establish existence of a
tree of complexity polynomially smaller than O( k). More concretely, the folding property we
consider is that for most distinct γ, δ in S, there are at least a polynomial (in k) number of
pairs (α, β) of parities in S such that α + β = γ + δ. We make a conjecture in this regard which,
if true, implies that the communication complexity of an XOR function is bounded above by
the fourth root of the rank of its communication matrix, improving upon the previously known
upper bound of square root of rank (Tsang et al., FOCS 2013, Lovett, J. ACM. 2016).
Motivated by the above, we present some structural results about the Fourier spectra of Boolean
functions. It
 can be shown by elementary techniques
 that for any Boolean function f and all
(α, β) in S2 , there exists another pair (γ, δ) in S2 such that α + β = γ + δ. One can view
this as a “trivial” folding property that
it
 all Boolean functions satisfy. Prior to our work,

was conceivable that for all (α, β) ∈ S2 , there exists exactly one other pair (γ, δ) ∈ S2 with
n
α + β = γ + δ. We show, among other results, that there
 must exist several γ ∈ F2 such that
there are at least three pairs of parities (α1 , α2 ) ∈ S2 with α1 + α2 = γ. This, in particular,
rules out the possibility stated earlier.
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1

Introduction

The log-rank conjecture [6] is a fundamental unsolved question in communication complexity
that states that the deterministic communication complexity of a Boolean function is
polynomially related to the logarithm of the rank (over real numbers) of its communication
matrix. The importance of the conjecture stems from the fact that it proposes to characterize
communication complexity, which is an interactive complexity measure, by the rank of a
matrix which is a traditional and well-understood algebraic measure. In this work we focus
on the important and well-studied class of XOR functions. Consider a two-party function
F : Fn2 × Fn2 → {−1, 1} whose value on any input (x, y) depends only on the bitwise XOR of
x and y, i.e., there exists a function f : Fn2 → {−1, 1} such that for each (x, y) ∈ Fn2 × Fn2 ,
F (x, y) = f (x ⊕ y). Such a function F is called an XOR function, and is denoted as F = f ◦ ⊕.
The log-rank conjecture and communication complexity of such an XOR function F has
interesting connections with the Fourier spectrum of f . For example, it is known that
the rank of the communication matrix of F equals the Fourier sparsity of f (henceforth
referred to as k) [2]. The natural randomized analogue of the log-rank conjecture is the
log-approximate-rank conjecture [5], which was recently refuted by Chattopadhyay, Mande,
and Sherif [3]. The quantum analogue of the log-rank conjecture was subsequently also
refuted by Sinha and de Wolf [12] and Anshu, Boddu, and Touchette [1]. It is worth noting
that an XOR function was used to refute these conjectures.
To design a cheap communication protocol for F , an approach adopted by many works [11,
14, 9] is to design a small-depth parity decision tree (henceforth referred to as PDT) for
f , and having a communication protocol simulate the tree; it is easy to see that the parity
of a subset of bits of the string x ⊕ y can be computed by the communicating parties by
interchanging two bits. The parity decision tree complexity (henceforth referred to as PDT(·))
of f thus places an asymptotic upper bound on the communication complexity of F . The
work of Hatami, Hosseini and Lovett [4] shows that this approach is polynomially tight; they
showed that PDT(f ) is polynomially related to the deterministic communication complexity
of F . In light of this, the log-rank conjecture for XOR functions F = f ◦ ⊕ is readily seen to
be equivalent to PDT(f ) being polylogarithmic in k.
However, we are currently very far from achieving this goal. Lovett [7] showed that the
deterministic
communication complexity of any Boolean function F is bounded above by
√
O( rank(F ) log rank(F )). In particular,
this implies that that the deterministic communica√
√
tion complexity of F = f ◦ ⊕ is O( k log k). Tsang et al. [14] showed that PDT(f ) = O( k)
(a quantitatively weaker bound was shown in a simultaneous and independent work of Shpilka
et al. [11]). In addition to bounding PDT(f ) instead of the communication complexity of
F , Tsang et al. achieved a quantitative improvement by a logarithmic factor over Lovett’s
bound for the class of XOR functions. Sanyal [10] showed that the simultaneous communication
√ complexity of F (characterized by the Fourier dimension of f ) is bounded above by
O( k log k), and is tight (up to the log k factor) for the addressing function.
In this work we derive new understanding about the√structure of Fourier spectra of
Boolean functions. Aided by this insight we reprove the O( k) upper bound on PDT(f ) (see
Sections 3.1 and 3.2). We conditionally improve this bound by a polynomial factor, assuming
a “folding property” of the Fourier spectra of Boolean functions (see Section 3.3). To prove
these results, we make use of a simple necessary condition for a function to be Boolean
(see Proposition 5). While we show that it is not a sufficient condition (see Theorem 27),
it does enable us to prove the above results. In these proofs, we use Proposition 5 in
conjunction with probabilistic and combinatorial arguments. Finally, we make progress
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towards establishing the folding property (see Section 3.4). To prove these results, we use the
well-known characterization of Boolean functions given by two conditions, namely Parseval’s
identity (Equation (2)) and a condition attributed to Titsworth (Equation (3)), in conjunction
with combinatorial arguments.

1.1

Organization of this paper

In Section 2 we review some preliminaries and introduce the notation that we use in this
paper. In this section we also introduce definitions and concepts that are needed to state our
results formally. In Section 3 we motivate and formally state our results, and discuss proof
techniques. The formal proofs of our main results can be found in Sections 4 and 5 of this
paper, and in Sections 5 and 6 of the full version of this paper [8].

2

Notation and preliminaries

All logarithms in this paper are taken with base 2. We use the phrase “k is sufficiently large”
to mean that there exists a universal constant C > 0 such that k > C. As is standard,
e
e
e
we use the notation f (n) = O(h(n))
(f (n) = Θ(·),
f (n) = Ω(·))
to convey that there
c
exists a constant c ≥ 0 such that that f (n) = O(h(n) log h(n)) (f (n) = Θ(h(n) logc h(n)),
f (n) = Ω(h(n) logc h(n)), respectively).
 We use the notation [n] to denote the set {1, 2, . . . , n}.
For any set S, we use the notation S2 to denote the set of all subsets of S of size exactly 2.
We abuse notation and denote a generic element of S2 as (a, b) rather than {a, b}. When
we use the notation Ex∈X [·], the underlying distribution corresponds to x being sampled
uniformly at random from X. For a ∈ F2 , we let an denote the n-bit string (a, a, . . . , a). We
use the symbol “+” to denote both coordinate-wise addition over F2 as well as addition over
reals; the meaning in use will be clear from context. For sets A, B ⊆ Fn2 , A + B denotes
the sumset defined by {α + β | α ∈ A, β ∈ B}. For a set A ⊆ Fn2 and γ ∈ Fn2 , we denote by
P
A + γ the set A + {γ}. The above convention also extends to the symbol “ ”. For a set of
vectors Γ ∈ Fn2n, we define span Γ to be the set oof all F2 -linear combinations of vectors in Γ,
P
i.e., span Γ =
cγ ∈ F2 for γ ∈ Γ .
γ∈Γ cγ · γ
Consider the vector space of functions from Fn2 to R, equipped with the following inner
product.
1 X
hf, gi := Ex∈Fn2 [f (x)g(x)] = n
f (x)g(x).
2
n
x∈F2

Pn
Let x = (x1 , . . . , xn ) ∈ Fn2 . For each α = (α1 , . . . , αn ) ∈ Fn2 , define α(x) := i=1 αi xi (mod
2), and the associated character χα : Fn2 → {−1, 1} by χα (x) := (−1)α(x) . Observe that
χα (x) is the ±1-valued parity of the bits {xi | αi = 1}; due to this we will also refer to
characters as parities. The set of parities {χα | α ∈ Fn2 } forms an orthonormal (with respect
to the above inner product) basis for this vector space. Hence, every function f : Fn2 → R
P
can be uniquely written as f = α∈Fn fb(α)χα , where fb(α) = hf, χα i = Ex∈Fn2 [f (x)χα (x)].
2
n
o
n
b
The coefficients f (α) α ∈ F2 are called the Fourier coefficients of f .
For any function f : Fn2 → {−1, 1} and any set A ⊆ Fn2 , define the function f |A : A →
{−1, 1} by f |A (x) = f (x) for all x ∈ A. In other words, f |A denotes the restriction of f to
A.
n
Throughout this paper, for
n any Boolean function
o f : F2 → {−1, 1}, we denote by S the
Fourier support of f , i.e. S = α ∈ Fn fb(α) 6= 0 . We also denote by k the Fourier sparsity
2

of f , i.e. k = |S|. The dependence of S and k on f is suppressed and the underlying function
will be clear from context.
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The representation of Fourier coefficients as an expectation (over x ∈ Fn2 ) immediately
yields the following observation about granularity of Fourier coefficients of Boolean functions.
I Observation 1. Let f : Fn2 → {−1, 1} be any Boolean function. Then, for all α ∈ Fn2 , fb(α)
is an integral multiple of 1/2n .
We next define plateaued functions.
I Definition 2 (Plateaued functions). A Boolean function f : Fn2 → {−1, 1} is said to be
plateaued if there exists x ∈ R such that fb(α) ∈ {0, x, −x} for all α ∈ Fn2 .
Next we define the addressing function.
I Definition 3 (Addressing
function). Let k be an even power of 2. The addressing function
√
1

ADDk : F22

log k+ k

→ {−1, 1} is defined as

ADDk (x, y1 , . . . , y√k ) := (−1)yint(x) ,
n
1
√ o
√
log k
, yi ∈ F2 for i = 1, . . . , k, and int(x) is the unique integer in 1, . . . , k
where x ∈ F22
whose binary representation is x.
The Fourier sparsity
 of ADDk can be verified to be k. We now define a notion of equivalence
on elements of S2 .

S
n
I Definition 4. For any Boolean
function
f
:
F
→
{−1,
1},
we
say
a
pair
(α
,
α
)
∈
is
1
2
2
2

S
equivalent to (α3 , α4 ) ∈ 2 if α1 + α2 = α3 + α4 .
In the above definition, if α1 + α2 = α3 + α4 = γ, then we say that the pairs (α1 , α2 ) and
(α3 , α4 ) fold in the direction γ. We also say that the elements α1 , α2 , α3 , and α4 participate
in the folding direction γ. It is not hard to verify that the notion of equivalence defined
above does indeed form an equivalence relation. We will denote by Dγ the equivalence class
of pairs that fold in the direction γ, i.e.,

 

S
Dγ := (α, β) ∈
α+β =γ .
2
We suppress the dependence of Dγ on the underlying function f , which will be clear from
context. Unless mentioned otherwise, these are the equivalence classes under consideration
throughout this paper.
For any Boolean function f : Fn2 → {−1, 1}, we have for each x ∈ Fn2 :


X
X

1 = f 2 (x) =
fb(α1 )fb(α2 ) χγ (x).
(1)
γ∈Fn
2

n
(α1 ,α2 )∈Fn
2 ×F2 :α1 +α2 =γ

Matching the constant term of each side of the above identity we have
X
fb(α)2 = 1,

(2)

α∈Fn
2

which is commonly referred to as Parseval’s identity for Boolean functions. By matching the
coefficient of each non-constant χγ on each side of Equation (1) we obtain
X
∀γ 6= 0n ,
fb(α1 )fb(α2 ) = 0.
(3)
n
(α1 ,α2 )∈Fn
2 ×F2 :α1 +α2 =γ

Equation (3) is attributed to Titsworth [13]. The following proposition is an easy consequence
of Equation (3). It provides a necessary condition for a subset of Fn2 to be the Fourier support
of a Boolean function.
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I Proposition 5. Let f : Fn2 → {−1, 1} be a Boolean function. Then, for all (α, β) ∈ S2 ,
there exists (γ, δ) 6= (α, β) ∈ S2 such that α + β = γ + δ. In other words, |Dα+β | ≥ 2.
P
The Fourier `1 -norm of f is defined as kfbk1 := α∈Fn |fb(α)|. By the Cauchy-Schwarz
2
inequality and Equation (2), we have
√ sX
√
kfbk1 ≤ k
fb(α)2 = k.
(4)
α∈Fn
2

We next formally define parity decision trees.
A parity decision tree (PDT) is a binary tree whose leaf nodes are labeled in {−1, 1}, each
internal node is labeled by a parity χα and has two outgoing edges, labeled −1 and 1. On an
input x ∈ Fn2 , the tree’s computation proceeds from the root down as follows: compute χα (x)
as indicated by the node’s label and following the edge indicated by the value output, and
continue in a similar fashion until a reaching a leaf, at which point the value of the leaf is
output. When the computation reaches a particular internal node, the PDT is said to query
the parity label of that node. The PDT is said to compute a function f : Fn2 → {−1, 1} if
its output equals the value of f for all x ∈ Fn2 . The parity decision tree complexity of f ,
denoted PDT(f ) is defined as
PDT(f ) :=

2.1

min

T :T is a PDT computing f

depth(T ).

Restriction to an affine subspace

In this section we discuss the effect of restricting a function f : Fn2 → R to an affine subspace,
on the Fourier spectrum of f .
I Definition 6 (Affine subspace). A set V ⊆ Fn2 is called an affine subspace if there exist
linearly independent vectors `1 , . . . , `t ∈ Fn2 and elements a1 , . . . , at ∈ F2 such that V =
{x ∈ Fn2 | `i (x) = ai ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , t}}. t is called the co-dimension of V .
Consider a set Γ := {γ1 , . . . , γt } of vectors in Fn2 . Define G := span Γ, and C :=
{G + β | β ∈ Fn2 , (G + β) ∩ S =
6 ∅} to be the cosets of G that have non-trivial intersection
with S. For each C ∈ C, let α(C) denote an arbitrary but fixed element in C ∩ S. In light of
this, we write the Fourier transform of f as


X X

f (x) =
fb(α(C) + γ)χγ (x) χα(C) (x),
(5)
C∈C

γ∈G

P
For any such fixed C, the value of the sum γ∈G fb(α(C) + γ)χγ (x) that appears in Equation (5) is determined by the values γ1 (x), . . . , γt (x). Denote this sum by PC (γ1 (x), . . . , γt (x)).
For b := (b1 , . . . , bt ) ∈ Ft2 , let Hb be the affine subspace {x ∈ Fn2 | γ1 (x) = b1 , . . . , γt (x) = bt }.
It follows immediately that the Fourier transform of f |Hb is given by
X
f |Hb (x) =
PC (b1 , . . . , bt )χα(C) (x).
(6)
C∈C

In particular, for each b, the Fourier sparsity of f |Hb is bounded above by |C|.
We note here that each element in S is mapped to a unique element in C. The elements
of C can thus be thought of as buckets that form a partition of S. Keeping this view in mind
we define the following.
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I Definition 7 (Bucket complexity). Let f : Fn2 → {−1, 1} be any Boolean function. Consider
a set of vectors Γ = {γ1 , . . . , γt } in Fn2 . Let G := span Γ, and let C denote the set of cosets of
G that have non-empty intersection with S, that is, C := {G + β | β ∈ Fn2 , (G + β) ∩ S =
6 ∅}.
Define the bucket complexity of f with respect to G, denoted B(f, G), as
B(f, G) = |C|.
We now make the following useful observation, which follows from Equation (6).
I Observation 8. Let Γ and G be as in Definition 7. Let b = (b1 , . . . , bt ) ∈ Ft2 be arbitrary.
Let V be the affine subspace {x ∈ Fn2 | γ1 (x) = b1 , . . . , γt (x) = bt }. Let k 0 be the Fourier
sparsity of f |V . Then k 0 ≤ B(f, G).
I Definition 9 (Identification of characters). For f, G, and C as in Definition 7 and any
β, δ ∈ S, we say that β and δ are identified with respect to G if β + δ ∈ G, or equivalently, if
β and δ belong to the same coset in C.
The following observation plays a key role in the results discussed in this paper.
I Observation 10. Let f, G and C be as in Definition 7. If there exists a set L ⊆ S of
size h such that each β ∈ L is identified with some other δ ∈ S with respect to G, then
B(f, G) ≤ k − h2 .
Proof. Since |L| = k − h, there are at most k − h cosets in C that contain at least one element
from L. Next, each coset in C that contains only elements from L has at least 2 elements (by
the hypothesis). Hence, the number of cosets containing only elements from L is at most
h/2. Combining the above two, we have that |C| ≤ (k − h) + h2 = k − h2 .
J

2.2

Folding properties of Boolean functions

I Definition 11. Let f : Fn2 → {−1, 1} be any Boolean function. We say that f is (δ, `)folding if

 

 
S
k
`
(α, β) ∈
|Dα+β | ≥ k + 1 ≥ δ
.
2
2
Proposition 5 implies that any Boolean function is (1, 0)-folding.
We next show by a simple averaging argument that if f has “good folding properties”,
then there are many α ∈ S, such that |Dα+β | is large for many β ∈ S \ {α}.
B Claim 12. Let f : Fn2 → {−1, 1} be (δ, `)-folding and k ≥ 6. Define

U := α ∈ S there exist at least δk/2 many β ∈ S \ {α} with |Dα+β | ≥ k ` + 1 .
Then |U | ≥

δk
3 .


Proof. For each α ∈ S, define t(α) := | β ∈ S \ {α}
P
α∈S t(α) ≥ δk(k − 1). We have
|U | · k + (k − |U |) ·

|Dα+β | ≥ k ` + 1 |. By the hypothesis,

X
δk
≥
t(α) ≥ δk(k − 1)
2
α∈S


=⇒ |U | k −
implying |U | ≥

δk
3

δk
2



≥ δk 2 − δk −

δk 2
δ(k − 2)
=⇒ |U | ≥
,
2
2−δ

for k ≥ 6.
C
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Our contributions

In this section we give a high-level account of our contributions in this paper. In Section 3.1
we discuss the PDT construction of Tsang et al. We motivate, state our results, and briefly
discuss proof ideas in Sections 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4.

3.1

Low bucket complexity implies shallow PDTs

The following lemma follows from [14, Lemma 28] and Equation (4).
I Lemma 13 (Tsang, Wong, Xie, and Zhang). Let f : Fn2 → {−1,√
1} be any Boolean function.
Then there exists an affine subspace V of Fn2 of co-dimension O( k) such that f is constant
on V .
Let V = {x ∈ Fn2 | γ1√(x) = b1 , . . . , γt (x) = bt } be the affine subspace V obtained from
Lemma 13, where t = O( k). Define G := span {γ1 , . . . , γt }. We next observe that B(f, G) ≤
k/2. To see this, note that since f |V is constant, we have from Equation (6) that for each
coset C ∈ C and any (b1 , . . . , bt ) ∈ Ft2 ,
(
±1 if 0n ∈ C
PC (b1 , . . . , bt ) =
0
otherwise.
Since f is a non-constant function, this implies that each PC (·) has at least 2 terms, i.e.,
each β ∈ S is identified with some other δ ∈ S with respect to G. Observation 10 implies
that B(f, G) ≤ k/2. Observation 8 implies that the Fourier sparsity of the restriction of f to
each coset of V is at most k/2.
√
This immediately leads to a recursive construction of a PDT for f of depth O( k) as
follows. The first step is to query the parities γ1 , . . . , γt . After this step, each leaf of the
partial tree obtained is a restriction of f to some coset of V . Next we recursively compute
each leaf. Since after each batch
the sparsityreduces by a factor of 2, the depth
 of queries,
q
q
√
√
k
of the tree thus obtained is O
k + 2 + 2k2 + · · · = O( k).

3.2

A random set of parities achieves low bucket complexity

Tsang et al. proved Lemma 13 by an iterative procedure in each step of which a single
parity is carefully chosen. We show in this paper that a randomly sampled set of parities
achieves the desired bucket complexity upper bound with high probability. More specifically, for a parameter p ∈ [0, 1], consider the procedure SampleParity(f, p) described
in



1
Algorithm 1. Our first result shows that the set R returned by SampleParity f, Θ(√
k)

Algorithm 1

procedure SampleParity (f, p)
R ← ∅;
for each α ∈ S do
independently with probability p, R ← R ∪ {α};
end for
Return R;
end procedure
satisfies B(f, span R) ≤ (1 − Ω(1))k with high probability.
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I Theorem 14. Let f : Fn2 → {−1, 1} be a Boolean function and k be sufficiently large. Let
p = 2k11/2 and R be the random set of parities returned by SampleParity(f, p). There exists
a constant c ∈ [0, 1) such that
E[B(f, span R)] ≤ ck.
√
With high probability we have |R| = O( k). By an argument
analogous to the discussion
√
in the previous section, Theorem 14 recovers the O( k) upper bound
on PDT(f ). An
√
additional insight that our work provides is that a PDT of depth O( k) can be obtained by
a naive sampling procedure applied iteratively.
We note here that while Tsang et al. prove a bucket complexity upper bound of k/2 via
Lemma 13 which restricts the function to a constant, we derive a bucket complexity upper
bound of (1 − Ω(1))k by analyzing the procedure SampleParity.

Proof idea
Fix any α ∈ S. Proposition 5 implies that for every β ∈ S \ {α}, there exists (γ, δ) ∈
S
2 \ {(α, β)} such that α + β = γ + δ. Observe that if two parities in the set A := {β, γ, δ}
are chosen in R, then α is identified with the third parity in A w.r.t. span R. Now, the
expected number of β ∈ S \ {α} for which the aforementioned identification occurs is seen by
linearity of expectation to be Ω(kp2 ), which is Ω(1) by the choice of p. The crux of the proof
is in strengthening this bound on expectation to conclude that with constant probability,
there exists at least one β ∈ S \ {α} such that the above identification occurs. Theorem 14
follows by linearity of expectation over α ∈ S, and an invocation of Observation 10.
We prove Theorem 14 in Section 4.2. In Section 4.1 we prove a weaker statement that
admits a simpler proof, and yet contains some key ideas that go into the proof of Theorem 14.

3.3

Good folding yields better PDTs

Assume that for any Boolean function f there exist α1 , α2 ∈ S such that |Dα1 +α2 | ≥ k ` + 1.
This is a weaker assumption on f than it being (δ, `)-folding. Observation 10 implies that
B(f, {0n , α1 + α2 }) ≤ k − k ` − 1 ≤ k(1 − k −(1−`) ). This suggests the following PDT for f .
First the parity α1 + α2 is queried at the root. Observation 8 implies that the Fourier sparsity
of f restricted to the affine subspace (of co-dimension 1) corresponding to each outcome of
this query is at most k(1 − k −(1−`) ). Repeating this heuristic recursively for each leaf leads
to a PDT of depth O(k 1−` log k).
We have now set up the backdrop to introduce our next contribution. In the preceding
discussion
we had assumed the following about any Boolean function f : there exists a pair

in S2 with a large equivalence class. One implication of our next result is that if we instead
assume that any Boolean function is (Ω(1), `)-folding, the procedure SampleParity with
e (1+`)/2 ) achieves a bucket complexity upper bound of k(1 − Ω(1)) with high
p set to 1/Θ(k
probability. By an argument analogous to the discussion in Section 3.1 (also see Corollary 16),
e (1−`)/2 ). This is a quadratic improvement over the O(k
e 1−` )
this yields a PDT with depth O(k
bound discussed in the last paragraph. Besides, it can be seen to recover (up to a logarithmic
factor) our first result by setting ` = 0, since any Boolean function is (1, 0)-folding by
Proposition 5.
I Theorem 15. Let 0 ≤ ` ≤ 1 − Ω(1) and δ ∈ (0, 1]. Let f : Fn2 → {−1, 1} be (δ, `)log k
folding with k sufficiently large. Set p := 4000
and let R be the random subset of S that
δk(1+`)/2
SampleParity(f, p) returns. Then with probability at least 1 − k1 , B(f, span R) ≤ k − δk
6 .
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The proof of Theorem 15 proceeds along the lines of that of Theorem 14, but is more
technical. A proof of it can be found in Section 5 of the full version of our paper [8].
This yields the following corollary.
I Corollary 16. Let 0 ≤ ` ≤ 1 − Ω(1) and δ = Ω(1). Suppose all Boolean functions
f : Fn2 → {−1, 1} with sufficiently large k are (δ, `)-folding. Then,
e (1−`)/2 ).
PDT(f ) = O(k
Proof. Fix any Boolean function f : Fn2 → {−1, 1} with sufficiently largek. Let p and
log k
R be as in the statement of Theorem 15. Since δ is a constant, p = Θ k(1+`)/2
. By
Theorem 15, we have B(f, span R) ≤ ck, for some c = (1 − Ω(1)), with probability strictly
e (1−`)/2 ) with probability strictly greater
greater than 1/2. By a Chernoff bound |R| = O(k
than 1/2. Finally, by a union bound, we have that with non-zero probability the set R
e (1−`)/2 ) and B(f, span R) ≤ ck,
returned by SampleParity(f, p) satisfies both |R| = O(k
for some c = (1 − Ω(1)). Choose such an R and consider the following PDT for f , whose
construction closely follows the discussion in Section 3.1.
First, query all parities in R. Now, let V be the affine subspace corresponding to an
arbitrary leaf of this partial tree. By the properties of R and Observation 8, we have that
the Fourier sparsity of f |V is at most ck. Repeat the same process inductively for each leaf.
e (1−`)/2 + (ck)(1−`)/2 + · · · ) = O(k
e (1−`)/2 ). J
The depth of the resultant tree is at most O(k
Corollary 16 naturally raises the question of whether all Boolean functions are (Ω(1), Ω(1))folding.
I Question 17. Do there exist constants `, δ ∈ (0, 1] such that every Boolean function
f : Fn2 → {−1, 1} is (δ, `)-folding?
An affirmative answer to Question 17 in conjunction with Corollary 16 and the discussion
in Section 1 implies an upper bound on the communication complexity of
pXOR functions
F = f ◦ ⊕ that is polynomially smaller than the best known bound of O( rank(F )).
What is the largest ` for which all Boolean functions are (Ω(1), `)-folding? The addressing
function ADDk (see Definition 3) is (1, 1/2 − o(1))-folding, and not (Ω(1), `)-folding for any
` ≥ 12 (see [8, Appendix B]). In light of this, we make the following conjecture.
I Conjecture 18. There exists a constant δ > 0 such that any Boolean function f : Fn2 →
{−1, 1} is (δ, 1/2 − o(1))-folding.
1/4+o(1)
e
Assuming Conjecture 18, Corollary 16 would imply an upper bound of O(rank
(F ))
on the communication complexity of XOR functions F = f ◦ ⊕.

3.4

Boolean functions have non-trivial folding properties

Recall that Conjecture 18 states that any Boolean function is (δ, `)-folding with δ = Ω(1) and
` = 1/2 − o(1). Also recall from Proposition 5 that a necessary condition for a function to be
Boolean valued is that it is (δ, `)-folding with δ = 1 and ` = 0. We show in the Section 6
(see Theorem 27) that the conditions in Proposition 5 are not sufficient for a function to be
Boolean valued.
To the best of our knowledge, it was not known prior to our work whether any better
bound than this was known for Boolean functions (in terms of `, for any non-zero δ). In
particular, it was consistent
with prior knowledge that there exist functions for which each

equivalence class of S2 contains exactly 2 elements. We rule out this possibility, and our
contribution is a step towards Conjecture 18.
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I Theorem 19. For any Boolean function f : Fn2 → {−1, 1} with k > 4, and every α ∈ S,
there exists β ∈ S \ {α} such that |Dα+β | ≥ 3.
In order to rule out the possibility mentioned above, it suffices to exhibit a single pair
(α, β) ∈ S2 with |Dα+β | ≥ 3. Theorem 19 further shows that every element α ∈ S
participates in such a pair.

Proof idea
n
o
We prove this via a series of arguments. Define S+ := α ∈ S fb(α) > 0 and S− :=
n
o
α ∈ S fb(α) < 0 . We first show that if there exists α ∈ S with |Dα+β | = 2 for all
β ∈ S \ {α}, then both of the following hold.
1. Either |S+ | or |S− | is odd.
2. The function f must be plateaued.
The proofs use Equation (3). Next, we show that for plateaued Boolean functions, both
|S+ | and |S− | are even, yielding a contradiction in view of the first bullet above. This proof
involves a careful analysis of the Fourier coefficients and crucially uses Observation 1 and
Equation (2).
A natural question raised by Theorem 19 is whether there exists a Boolean function f and
α ∈ S such that there exists only one element β ∈ S \ {α} with |Dα+β | ≥ 3. The following
theorem answers this question in the positive, and sheds more light on the structure of such
functions.
I Theorem 20.

1. There exists a Boolean function f : Fn2 → {−1, 1} and (α, β) ∈ S2 such that |Dα+γ | = 2
for all γ ∈ S \ {α, β}.

2. Let f : Fn2 → {−1, 1} be any Boolean function. If there exists (α, β) ∈ S2 such that
|Dα+γ | = 2 for all γ ∈ S \ {α, β}, then |Dα+β | = k/2.
The proof of Part 2 of Theorem 20 follows along the lines of the proof of Theorem 19. The
proof of Part 1 of Theorem 20 constructs such a function by considering any Boolean function
and applying a simple modification to it.
We prove Theorem 19 in Section 5 and Theorem 20 in [8, Section 6].

4

Proof of Theorem 14

In this Section, we prove our first result, Theorem 14.

4.1

f 3/4 ) parities.
Warm up: sampling O(k

In this section we prove a quantitatively weaker statement. This admits a simpler proof and
introduces many key ideas that go into our proof of Theorem 14.
√
2 log k
B Claim 21. Let p := k1/4 , and let R be the set returned by SampleParity(f, p). Then
Pr[B(f, span R) ≤ k/2] ≥ 1 −

1
k 1/3

.

e 3/4 ).
By a Chernoff bound, with high probability, |R| = O(k
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Proof. Fix any α ∈ S. By Proposition 5 we have that for each β ∈ S \{α}, there exist β1 , β2 ∈
S \ {α, β} such that α + β + β1 + β2 = 0. Fix any such β1 , β2 , and define Qβ := {β, β1 , β2 }.
Note that the sets Qβ are not necessarily distinct. Define the multiset of unordered triples
F := {Qβ | β ∈ S \ {α}}. For each γ ∈ S \ {α}, define Dγ := {β ∈ S \ {α} | γ ∈ Qβ }. We
now show that with high probability there exists F ∈ F such that |F ∩ R| ≥ 2. We consider
two cases below.
Case 1: There exists γ ∈ S \ {α} such that |Dγ | ≥ k1/2 .
Consider the multiset of unordered pairs A := {Qβ \ {γ} | β ∈ Dγ }. Each pair in A can
repeat at most thrice. Hence there are at least k 1/2 /3 distinct pairs in A. Moreover the
distinct pairs in A are disjoint. This can be inferred from the observation that the sum
of the two elements in each pair in A equals α + γ. Thus
2 k1/2 /3

Pr [∀A ∈ A, A * R] ≤ (1 − p )


=

4 log k
1 − 1/2
k

k1/2 /3
≤

1
.
k 4/3

Case 2: For each γ ∈ S \ {α}, |Dγ | < k1/2 .
In this case each triple in F has non-empty intersection with at most 3k 1/2 sets in F.
k−1
Thus one can greedily obtain a collection T of at least 3k
1/2 disjoint triples in F.
2

Pr [∀T ∈ T , |T ∩ R| < 2] ≤ (1 − p )

k−1
3k1/2


=

4 log k
1 − 1/2
k



k−1
3k1/2

,

1
for sufficiently large k.
which is at most k4/3
1
From the above two cases it follows that with probability at least 1 − k4/3
, there exists a triple
F ∈ F such that |F ∩ R| ≥ 2. Assume existence of such a triple F , and let δ1 , δ2 ∈ F ∩ R.
Let δ := F \ {δ1 , δ2 }. Since α + δ1 + δ2 + δ = 0n , we have that α + δ = δ1 + δ2 ∈ span R, i.e.,
α is identified with δ with respect to span R. By a union bound over all α ∈ S it follows
1
that with probability at least 1 − k1/3
, for every α ∈ S there exists a δ ∈ S \ {α} such that
α is identified with δ w.r.t. R. The claim follows by Observation 10.
C

4.2

Sampling O(k1/2 ) parities

We now proceed to prove Theorem √
14 by refining the ideas developed in Section 4.1. Recall
that by a Chernoff bound, |R| = O( k) with high probability (where R is as in Theorem 14).
We require the following inequality whose proof can be found in [8, Section 4.2].
I Proposition 22. For any non-negative integer d, and p ∈ [0, 1] be such that pd ≤ 1. Then,
1
(1 − p)d ≤ 1 − pd.
2
Proof of Theorem 14. For technical reasons we instead consider a two-step probabilistic
procedure. Define p0 := 4k11/2 . Let R1 and R2 be the sets returned by two independent runs
of SampleParity(f, p0 ), and let R0 := R1 ∪ R2 . Each α ∈ S is independently included in
R0 with probability equal to 1 − (1 − p0 )2 < 2p0 = p. Hence it suffices to prove that there
exists a constant c ∈ (0, 1] such that E[B(f, span R0 )] ≤ ck.
Fix any α ∈ S and let Qβ and F be as in the proof of Claim 21. For γ ∈ S \ {α},
g
g
definendeg(γ)
:= | {β ∈ S \ {α} | γ o
∈ Qβ \ {β}} |. Clearly, Eγ∼S\{α} [deg(γ)]
= 2. Define
g
A := γ ∈ S \ {α} deg(γ)
≥ 4k 1/2 . By Markov’s inequality, |A| ≤ k 1/2 /2. Fix an ordering
σ on S \ {α} such that all elements of A := (S \ {α}) \ A appear before all elements of A.
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Define T := {β ∈ S \ {α} | Qβ \ {β} ⊆ A}. Observe that the pairs Qβ \ {β} for distinct
β ∈ S \ {α} are distinct. This can be inferred from the observation that the sum (with
respect to coordinate-wise addition in F2 ) of the two elements of Qβ \ {β} equals α + β. This
gives us the following bound on the size of T :
 
|A|
k
|T | ≤
≤ .
(7)
8
2
Define T := (S \ {α}) \ T . For each β ∈ T , the first character (according to σ) in the pair
Qβ \ {β} is from A. For each γ ∈ A, define d(γ) to be the number of β ∈ T such that γ is
the first element in Qβ \ {β}. By Equation (7) we have
X
k
2k
d(γ) = |T | ≥ k − 1 − ≥
(8)
8
3
γ∈A

where the last inequality holds for sufficiently large k.
For γ ∈ A, let E(γ) be the event that there exists β ∈ T ∩ R1 such that γ is the first
element in Qβ \ {β}. We have
Pr[E(γ)] = 1 − (1 − p0 )d(γ) ≥

R1

p0 · d(γ)
,
2

(9)

where the last inequality follows by Proposition 22. Here Proposition 22 is applicable
g
since d(γ) ≤ deg(γ)
≤ 4k 1/2 (since γ ∈ A), and p0 = 4k11/2 . Define the random set
B := γ ∈ A E(γ) occurs . We have
ER1 [|B|] =

X

Pr[E(γ)] ≥

R1
γ∈A

X p0 · d(γ)
2

by linearity of expectation and Equation (9)

γ∈A

1
1
k 1/2
2k
· 1/2 ·
≥
.
2 4k
3
12

by Equation (8), and substituting the value of p0
h
i
1/2
Furthermore, the events E(γ) are independent. By a Chernoff bound, PrR1 |B| ≥ k24 ≥ 0.9.
Now,


1/2
0 k1/2
1
k 1/2
Pr B ∩ R2 6= ∅ |B| ≥
≥ 1 − (1 − p0 )k /24 ≥ 1 − e−p · 24 = 1 − e− 96
R1 ,R2
24
≥

= c1 , say.
n
Thus, the probability of the event E := |B| ≥

k1/2
24

o

∧ {B ∩ R2 6= ∅} is at least 0.9c1 .

Suppose the event E occurs, and let γ ∈ B ∩ R2 . By the definitions of B and E(γ), there
exists β ∈ T ∩ R1 such that γ is the first element of Qβ \ {β}. Let δ := Qβ \ {β, γ}. Then,
α + δ = β + γ. Since β ∈ R1 and γ ∈ R2 , α is identified with δ with respect to span R0 . In
summary, we have shown that for any α ∈ S,
Pr [α is identified with some δ ∈ S \ {α} w.r.t. span R0 ] ≥ 0.9c1 .

R1 ,R2

By linearity of expectation,
ER1 ,R2 [|{α ∈ S | α is identified with some δ ∈ S \ {α} w.r.t. span R0 }|] ≥ k · 0.9c1 .
Observation 10 then implies
ER1 ,R2 [B(f, span R0 )] ≤ k −

1
where c = 1 − 0.9c
.
2

k · 0.9c1
= ck,
2
J
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Proof of Theorem 19

In this section we prove Theorem 19, which states that for any Boolean function f : Fn2 →
{−1, 1} and α ∈ S, there exists at least one β ∈ S with |Dα+β | ≥ 3.
We first recall and introduce some notation. Recall from Proposition 5 that for any
Boolean function f : Fn2 → {−1, 1} and every γ ∈ (S + S) \ {0n }, we have |Dγ | ≥ 2. For
any γ with |Dγ | > 2, we say that γ is a non-trivial folding direction. Hence, Theorem 19
can be rephrased to say that for any Boolean function f : Fn2 → {−1, 1}, every element
α ∈ S must participate in at leastnone non-trivial folding
o direction. nFor any Boolean function
o
n
b
f : F2 → {−1, 1}, define S+ := α ∈ S f (α) > 0 , and S− := α ∈ S fb(α) < 0 . For

any set S, we use the notation S3 to denote the set
 of all subsets of S of size exactly 3. We
abuse notation and denote a generic element of S3 as (a, b, c) rather than {a, b, c}.
We require the following proposition. For a proof, refer to [8, Section 6].
I Proposition 23. Let f : Fn2 → {−1, 1} be a Boolean function with Fourier support S with
k = |S| ≥ 2. Let α, β be two distinct parities in S. Then, there exists a Boolean function
g : Fn2 → {−1, 1} with Fourier support S and gb(α) > 0, gb(β) > 0.
We next state a preliminary claim.
B Claim 24. Let f : Fn2 → {−1, 1} be any Boolean function. Suppose there exists α ∈ S
such that |Dα+β | = 2 for all β ∈ S \ {α}. Then, either |S+ | is odd or |S− | is odd.
Proof. Fix any set α ∈ S such that |Dα+β | = 2 for all β ∈ S \ {α}. Assume α ∈ S+ (else
run this argument with S+ and S− interchanged). Consider the set of unordered triples




S \ {α}
n
T = (β, γ, δ) ∈
α+β+γ+δ =0 .
3
Let T+ denote the set of triples in T that contain at least one element β ∈ S+ , i.e.,
n
o
T+ := (β, γ, δ) ∈ T at least one of fb(β), fb(γ), fb(δ) is positive .
Since |Dα+β | = 2 for all β ∈ S \{α}, this implies that any β ∈ S (in particular any β ∈ S+ )
appears in exactly one triple. For any β ∈ S+ , say this triple is (β, β1 , β2 ). Equation (3)
implies that
fb(α)fb(β) + fb(β1 )fb(β2 ) = 0.
Since α and β are both in S+ , exactly one of β1 , β2 is in S+ and the other is in S− .
Thus each triple in T+ contains exactly two elements of S+ , and none of these elements
appears in any other triple. Moreover each element of S+ appears in some triple in T+ .
Accounting for α being in S+ , we conclude that if |T+ | = t, then |S+ | = 2t + 1, which is odd.
C
We state another claim that we require.
B Claim 25. Let f : Fn2 → {−1, 1} be any Boolean function. If there exists α ∈ S such that
|Dα+β | = 2 for all β ∈ S \ {α}, then f is plateaued.
Proof. Fix any α ∈ S such that |Dα+β | = 2 for all β ∈ S \ {α}. Towards a contradiction,
suppose f is not plateaued. This implies existence of γ ∈ S such that |fb(α)| =
6 |fb(γ)|.
Proposition 5 implies existence of µ, ν ∈ S be such that α + γ = µ + ν. We also have that
α + ν = µ + γ,

α + µ = γ + ν.
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Arrange α, γ, µ and ν in non-increasing order of the absolute values of their Fourier coefficients.
Let the resultant sequence be δ1 , δ2 , δ3 , δ4 . Thus,
|fb(δ1 )| ≥ |fb(δ2 )| ≥ |fb(δ3 )| ≥ |fb(δ4 )|.
Since |fb(α)| =
6 |fb(γ)|, at least one of these inequalities must be strict, which in particular
implies that |fb(δ1 )||fb(δ2 )| > |fb(δ3 )||fb(δ4 )|. Now by the hypothesis, for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 4, and
{k, m} := {1, 2, 3, 4} \ {i, j} we have that |Dδi +δj | = |Dδk +δm | = 2. Thus, by Equation (3)
we have that fb(δ1 )fb(δ2 ) = −fb(δ3 )fb(δ4 ), implying that |fb(δ1 )||fb(δ2 )| = |fb(δ3 )||fb(δ4 )|, which
is a contradiction.
C
The next claim shows that Theorem 19 holds true if f is a plateaued function.
B Claim 26. Let f : Fn2 → {−1, 1} be any plateaued Boolean function with k > 4. Then, for
any α ∈ S, there exists β ∈ S \ {α} such that |Dα+β | ≥ 3.
Proof. Towards a contradiction, let α ∈ S be such that |Dα+β | = 2 for all β ∈ S \ {α}. Let
s = |S+ | and t = |S− |. We now prove that s and t must both be even.
√
b(γ)| = 1/ k for all γ ∈ S. By
Since f is plateaued, Equation
(2)
implies
that
|
f
√
Observation 1 we know that 1/ k = c/2n for some c ∈ Z. This implies that k = 22n /c2 .
Since k is an integer, c must be a power of 2, and hence k = 22h for some h > 1 (since we
assumed k > 4).
Assume f (0n ) = 1 (else run the same argument with f replaced by −f ). This implies
X
γ∈S+

|fb(γ)| −

X

|fb(δ)| = 1.

δ∈S−

√
√
√
That is, (s − t)/ k = 1. Since s + t = k, this implies s = k2 + 2k and t = k2 − 2k . Since
k = 22h for some h > 1 (since we assumed k > 4), s and t are both even. This is a
contradiction in view of Claim 24.
C

We next use Claim 25 to remove the assumption of f being plateaued in the previous
claim, which proves Theorem 19.
Proof of Theorem 19. Towards a contradiction, suppose there exists α ∈ S such that
|Dα+β | = 2 for all β ∈ S \ {α}. Claim 25 implies that f must be plateaued. Next, Claim 26
implies that there must exist γ ∈ S such that |Dα+γ | ≥ 3, which is a contradiction.
J

6

Ruling out sufficiency of Proposition 5

In this section, we prove that the conditions in Proposition 5 are not sufficient for a function
to be Boolean. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first work to show this.
I Theorem 27. There exists a set S ⊆ Fn2 such that |Dα+β | ≥ 2 for all (α, β) ∈
is not the Fourier support of any Boolean function f : Fn2 → {−1, 1}.

S
2



, but S

For sets A, B ⊆ [n], let A4B denote the symmetric difference of the sets A and B. For
x ∈ R \ {0}, define sgn(x) := −1 if x < 0, and sgn(x) := 1 if x > 0.
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Proof. For the purpose of this proof, we require the natural equivalence between elements of
Fn2 and subsets of [n]. Under this equivalence, the sum of two elements in Fn2 corresponds
to the symmetric difference of the corresponding sets in [n]. The following is a property of
symmetric difference. For any sets A, B, C, D ⊆ [n],
A4B = C4D ⇐⇒ A4C = B4D.

(10)


Hence it suffices to exhibit a collection S of subsets of [n] such that for all (S, T ) ∈ S2 , there
exist (U, V ) 6= (S, T ) ∈ S2 with S4T = U 4V , and S is not the Fourier support of any
Boolean function f : Fn2 → {−1, 1}. To this end, consider the set
S = {{1} , . . . , {n} , {1, 2, n} , . . . , {1, n − 1, n}} .
Below we list out all equivalence classes of
have {i} 4 {j} = {1, i, n} 4 {1, j, n}. Thus

S
2



D{i}4{j} = {({i} , {j}), ({1, i, n} , {1, j, n})}

. For any distinct i, j ∈ {2, 3, . . . , n − 1} we

∀i, j ∈ {2, 3, . . . , n − 1} .

(11)

For any i ∈ {2, 3, . . . , n − 1} we have
{1} 4 {i} = {n} 4 {1, i, n} ,
{n} 4 {i} = {1} 4 {1, i, n} .
We also have
{1} 4 {n} = {i} 4 {1, i, n}

for all i ∈ {2, 3, . . . , n − 1} .


Along with Equation (10), these establish the fact that |Dα+β | ≥ 2 for all (α, β) ∈ S2 . We
now provide a proof of the fact that S cannot be the Fourier support of any Boolean function.
Consider the following six sets.
S1 = {2} , S2 = {3} , S3 = {4} , S4 = {1, 2, n} , S5 = {1, 3, n} , S6 = {1, 4, n} .
If S is the support of a Boolean function, then Equation (3) holds true. Equation (11)
then implies
fb(S1 )fb(S2 ) + fb(S4 )fb(S5 ) = 0,
fb(S1 )fb(S3 ) + fb(S4 )fb(S6 ) = 0,
fb(S2 )fb(S3 ) + fb(S5 )fb(S6 ) = 0.
Let si = sgn(fb(Si )) for i ∈ [6]. Thus,
s1 s2 = −s4 s5
s1 s3 = −s4 s6
s2 s3 = −s5 s6 .
Multiplying out the left hand sides and right hand sides of the above, we obtain 1 = −1,
which is a contradiction. Hence S cannot be the support of any Boolean function.
J
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Figure 1 A colored cut game of two rounds on an edge-colored graph with seven colors: In round
one, the defender may protect one color and the attacker may attack two colors. In round two, the
defender can protect two colors, and the attacker can attack one color. For example, the defender
may protect color 1, then the attacker may attack colors 2 and 3, then in round two, the defender
may protect colors 4 and 5. The resulting graph has two (s, t)-paths containing the colors 1, 4, 5, 6
and 1, 4, 5, 7, respectively. Since the attacker may now only attack either 6 or 7, the defender wins.

1

Introduction

Many classic computational graph problems are motivated by applications in network
robustness. A famous example is the problem of computing a minimum cut between two
given vertices s and t in a simple undirected graph G = (V, E) [12, 17]. In some applications,
a more realistic model for the robustness of a given network can be obtained by considering
edge-colored graphs. Here, the input graph G comes with a coloring ` : E → C of the edges,
where C is the set of colors. For example, in multilayer networks a failure of some link in a
basic network layer may result in a failure of many seemingly unrelated links in a virtual
network layer, because all of the virtual links rely on paths in the basic network that use
the failed link [7]. This can be modeled by assigning edge colors. A failure of the resource
represented by a color c then destroys all edges with color c. Thus, whether a failure scenario
disconnects two given vertices depends directly on the colors of C that fail. More precisely,
given s ∈ V and t ∈ V , a set C̃ ⊆ C is a colored (s, t)-cut in G if every (s, t)-path contains at
least one edge that has a color of C̃. For example, the color set {2, 3, 4} is a colored (s, t)-cut
in Figure 1.
The size of the smallest colored (s, t)-cut then becomes an important network robustness
parameter in scenarios modeled by colored graphs. Motivated by this fact, the problem of
computing such a colored cut, called Colored (s, t)-Cut in the following, has been studied
intensively [4, 7, 8, 15, 22, 28, 31]. In contrast to the classic problem on uncolored graphs,
Colored (s, t)-Cut is NP-complete [7]. We may view Colored (s, t)-Cut as formulated
from the perspective of an attacker whose aim is to disconnect s and t using a minimum
number of edge colors. A related (s, t)-connectivity problem is Labeled Path, where we ask
for a smallest color set C̃ ⊆ C such that there is an (s, t)-path whose edges are only colored
with colors from C̃ [7, 15, 29]. Labeled Path is NP-complete in general [29]; when every
edge color occurs at most once it is simply Shortest Path and thus solvable in polynomial
time. In our scenario, Labeled Path can be seen as motivated from the perspective of a
defender who wants to secure a minimum number of edge colors in order to guarantee that s
and t are connected.
We study colored cut games in which defender and attacker interact. This is motivated
by typical studies in network security where an attacker (sometimes called red team) plays
against a defender (sometimes called blue team) [20]. Such scenarios can be modelled
using game-theoretic formalizations [14, 19, 25] as we do in this work. In the standard
nomenclature [25], we study dynamic games with perfect information where the aim is to
complete or to prevent a colored cut.
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More precisely, we assume that there are two players that alternatingly choose colors.
The colors chosen by the attacker are deleted from the graph while the colors chosen by
the defender become safe which means that the attacker may not choose these colors in
subsequent turns. In our model, for each turn the attacker and the defender have a fixed
budget limiting the number of colors that they may choose. We study different versions of
this game, Figure 1 shows an example. We distinguish, for example, whether the number of
alternations between defender and attacker is constant or unbounded, whether the defender
or the attacker starts, and whether we are interested in a winning strategy for the defender
or the attacker. We refer to the family of these games as colored cut games.
Colored (s, t)-Cut is the colored cut game where the attacker has one turn, the defender
has none, and we ask if the attacker has a winning strategy. Labeled Path can be seen
as the colored cut game where the defender starts with a limited budget, followed by the
attacker with unlimited budget, and we ask if the defender has a winning strategy. When
the number of alternations between defender and attacker is unbounded, then we refer to
the game as (DA)∗ Colored (s, t)-Cut Robustness ((DA)∗ -CCR). The well-known
Shannon Switching Game [5, 6] which is polynomial-time solvable is the special case of
(DA)∗ -CCR where every edge color appears at most once and each player may choose one
color in every turn.

Our Results. We study the complexity of colored cut games. In Section 3, we show that,
in contrast to Shannon Switching Game, (DA)∗ -CCR is PSPACE-complete, and that
for an increasing but constant number of alternations between the agents, the colored cut
games are complete for complexity classes of increasing levels of the polynomial hierarchy.
In Section 4.1, we study how the structure of the input graph influences the complexity
of the games. We show, for example, that all colored cut games are polynomial-time solvable
on graphs with degree at most two and hard for different levels of the polynomial hierarchy
on bipartite planar subcubic graphs. Finally, in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3 we study the
parameterized complexity of colored cut games. Our main result is a polynomial-size problem
kernel for all colored cut games parameterized by k + κr . Here k is is the sum of all budgets of
the attacker and κr is the number of vertex deletions that are needed to transform the input
graph G into a graph where the longest path has length at most r (thus, κ1 is the vertex
cover number vc of G). More precisely, we show that for every constant r we can reduce any
instance of a colored cut game in polynomial time to one with O((κr )2 k r+1 ) edges. This
general kernelization result is somewhat surprising because for most parameters (including
the vertex cover number, k, or |C|) even the basic colored cut games Colored (s, t)-Cut
and Labeled Path are unlikely to admit a polynomial kernelization [15, 18, 22, 31]; the first
nontrivial kernelization for Colored (s, t)-Cut (with respect to a rather large parameter)
was provided, to the best of our knowledge, in our companion work on Colored (s, t)Cut [22]. We are not aware of other studies of kernelization for PSPACE-hard problems.
In addition to the kernelization, we develop an algorithm solving Colored (s, t)-Cut
in 2vc+k nO(1) time. One of the main tools in our hardness proofs and algorithms is the
notion of colored-cut-equivalence. This notion may be of general interest for the study of
colored cuts in graphs. We define colored-cut-equivalence in Section 2, where we give the
formal definition of the colored cut games. Due to lack of space, several proofs are deferred
to a long version of this article.
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2

Basic Definitions and Colored-Cut-Equivalence

Notation. For integers j and k, j≤ k, we denote with [j, k] the set {r | j ≤ r ≤ k}. For
a set S and an integer k, we let Sk denote the family of all size-k subsets of S. A (simple
undirected) graph G = (V, E) consists of a finite set of vertices V (G) := V and a set of
edges E(G) := E ⊆ V2 and we denote n := |V | and m := |E|. For V 0 ⊆ V , we denote
0
with G[V 0 ] := (V 0 , E ∩ V2 ) the subgraph of G induced by V 0 and with G − V 0 := G[V \ V 0 ]
the graph obtained from G by deleting V 0 . Analogously, we let G − E 0 := (V, E \ E 0 ) denote
the graph obtained by deleting the edge set E 0 ⊆ E. We denote with NG (v) := {w ∈ V |
{v, w} ∈ E} the neighborhood of a vertex v in G and we denote with degG (v) := |NG (v)| the
degree of v in G. If G is clear from the context, we may omit the subscript.
A sequence of vertices P = (v1 , . . . , vk ) is a path or (v1 , vk )-path of length k in G
if {vi , vi+1 } ∈ E(G) for all 1 ≤ i < k. If vi 6= vj for all i 6= j, then we call P vertex-simple.
If not mentioned otherwise, we only consider vertex-simple paths. We denote with V (P )
the vertices of P and with E(P ) the edges of P . A subset V 0 ⊆ V is called a connected
component of G if V 0 is a maximal set of vertices such that there is at least one (u, v)-path
in G for pairwise distinct u, v ∈ V 0 .
Parameterized Complexity. For the definition of classical complexity classes such as
PSPACE or ΣP
2 , we refer to the literature [2]. Parameterized complexity theory aims
at a fine-grained analysis of the computational complexity of hard problems [9, 11, 16, 24].
A parameterized problem L is a subset of Σ∗ × N, where the first component is the input
and the second is the parameter. A parameterized problem is fixed-parameter tractable
(FPT) if every instance (I, k) can be solved in f (k) · |I|O(1) time where f is a computable
function depending only on k; an algorithm with this running time is called FPT algorithm.
A parameterized problem is in XP if every instance can be solved in |I|g(k) time for some
computable function g. The complexity classes W[1] and W[2] are basic classes of presumed
parameterized intractability, that is, it is assumed that problems that are hard for W[1] or
W[2] have no fixed-parameter algorithm. Hardness for W[1] or W[2] is shown via parameterized reductions. A parameterized reduction of a parameterized problem L to a parameterized
problem L0 is an algorithm that for each instance (I, k) of L computes in f (k) · |I|O(1) time
an equivalent instance (I 0 , k 0 ) of L0 such that k 0 ≤ g(k) for some computable function g. A
parameterized reduction is a polynomial parameter transformation if g(k) is a polynomial
function.
A main tool to achieve fixed-parameter algorithms is reduction to a problem kernel or
problem kernelization. A problem kernelization for a parameterized problem L is a polynomialtime algorithm that computes for every instance (I, k) an equivalent instance (I 0 , k 0 ) such
that |I 0 | ≤ g(k) and k 0 ≤ f (k) for computable functions f and g. If g and f are polynomials
then, we call it a polynomial problem kernelization.
Colored Cut Games. An edge-colored graph with terminals (or colored graph) is a 5tuple H = (G = (V, E), s, t, C, `) where G is an undirected graph, s ∈ V and t ∈ V
are the terminals, C is a set of colors and ` : E → C is an edge coloring. We denote
with |H| := |G| + |C| + |`| = |V | + 2|E| + |C| the size of a colored graph.
For a graph G = (V, E) and two vertices s ∈ V and t ∈ V , we call an edge set E 0 ⊆ E an
(s, t)-(edge-)cut in G if s and t are in different connected components in G − E 0 . Let H =
(G, s, t, C, `) be a colored graph. For a path P in G, we let `(P ) := `(E(P )) denote the set of
colors of the edges on this path. We say that C̃ ⊆ C is a colored (s, t)-cut in G if `(P ) ∩ C̃ =
6 ∅
for every (s, t)-path P in G. We say that C̃ ⊆ C is a colored (s, t)-connector in G if there is
an (s, t)-path P in G with `(P ) ⊆ C̃.
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We now formally define all colored cut games. Since the outcome of the game is decided
after the last turn of the attacker, all colored cut games end with a turn of the attacker. In the
most general problem variant, stated below, we allow an unbounded number of alternations
between the defender D and the attacker A.
(DA)∗ Colored (s, t)-Cut Robustness ((DA)∗ -CCR)
Input: A colored graph (G = (V, E), s, t, C, `), and two vectors ~d := (d1 , . . . , di ) ∈ Ni
Pi
and ~a := (a1 , . . . , ai ) ∈ Ni such that j=1 (dj + aj ) ≤ |C|.



1
Question: Is it true that ∃D1 ∈ dC1 .∀A1 ∈ C\D
.∃D2 ∈ C\(Dd12∪A1 ) . · · · .∀Ai ∈
a
1

Si−1
Si
C\
(Dj ∪Aj )∪Di 
j=1
: the set j=1 Aj is not a colored (s, t)-cut in G?
ai
In (DA)∗ -CCR we ask if the defender has a winning strategy. When the number
of turns i ≥ 1 is a constant and not part of the input, we define the problems (DA)i
Colored (s, t)-Cut Robustness ((DA)i -CCR).
If the attacker starts the game, that is, if d1 = 0, we define the problems A(DA)i
Colored (s, t)-Cut Robustness (A(DA)i -CCR) for all constant i ≥ 0. For all these
problems we also define the complement problems in which we ask if there is a winning
strategy for the attacker.
(DA)∗ Colored (s, t)-Cut Vulnerability ((DA)∗ -CCV)
Input: A colored graph (G = (V, E), s, t, C, `), and two vectors ~d := (d1 , . . . , di ) ∈ Ni
Pi
and ~a := (a1 , . . . , ai ) ∈ Ni such that j=1 (dj + aj ) ≤ |C|.



1
Question: Is it true that ∀D1 ∈ dC1 .∃A1 ∈ C\D
.∀D2 ∈ C\(Dd12∪A1 ) . · · · .∃Ai ∈
a
1

Si−1
Si
C\
(Dj ∪Aj )∪Di 
j=1
: the set j=1 Aj is a colored (s, t)-cut in G?
ai
Analogously, if the number of alternations is a constant, then we define the variants (DA)i CCV and A(DA)i -CCV. We refer to all problems defined above as colored cut games.
Colored (s, t)-Cut is equivalent to A(DA)0 -CCV and Labeled Path is the special
case of (DA)1 -CCR where a1 = |C| − d1 . Moreover, for all i ≥ 1, A(DA)i−1 -CCR is
the special case of (DA)i -CCR where the budget of the first defender turn is zero and
(DA)i -CCR is the special case of A(DA)i -CCR where the budget of the first attacker turn
is zero. Hence, Colored (s, t)-Cut is a special case of all the problems (DA)i -CCV and
A(DA)i -CCV.
Colored-Cut-Equivalence. We let C(H) := {`(P ) | P is an (s, t)-path in G} denote the
family of color sets of (s, t)-paths in G.
I Observation 2.1. The set of colors C̃ ⊆ C is a colored (s, t)-cut in G if and only if C̃ is
a hitting set for C(H), that is, if C̃ ∩ C 0 6= ∅ for all C 0 ∈ C(H).
Moreover, C̃ is a colored (s, t)-connector in G if and only if there is C 0 ∈ C(H) such
that C 0 ⊆ C̃.
To argue concisely that two instances of some colored cut game are equivalent, we
introduce the following definition.
I Definition 2.1. Two colored graphs H = (G, s, t, C, `) and H0 = (G0 , s0 , t0 , C, `0 ) are coloredcut-equivalent if for every L1 ∈ C(H) ∪ C(H0 ) there exists some L2 ∈ C(H) ∩ C(H0 ) such
that L2 ⊆ L1 .
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Observe that H and H0 are colored-cut-equivalent if for every (s, t)-path P in G there is
an (s0 , t0 )-path P 0 in G0 such that `0 (P 0 ) ⊆ `(P ) and vice versa. Thus, intuitively, only the
color sets in C(H) ∩ C(H0 ) are relevant for colored (s, t)-cuts. The following lemma shows
that Definition 2.1 gives us the intended property.
I Lemma 2.2. Let H = (G, s, t, C, `) and H0 = (G0 , s0 , t0 , C, `0 ) be two colored-cut-equivalent
graphs, then C̃ ⊆ C is a colored (s, t)-cut in G if and only if C̃ is a colored (s0 , t0 )-cut in G0 .
Proof. Due to symmetry, we only show one direction. Let C̃ be a colored (s, t)-cut in G,
then C̃ ∩ L2 6= ∅ for all L2 ∈ C(H) ∩ C(H0 ). We show C̃ ∩ L1 =
6 ∅ for all L1 ∈ C(H0 ).
0
0
Let L1 ∈ C(H ), then there is some L2 ∈ C(H) ∩ C(H ) with L2 ⊆ L1 since H and H0 are
colored-cut-equivalent. Hence, L1 ∩ C̃ ⊇ L2 ∩ C̃ 6= ∅ and therefore C̃ is a colored (s0 , t0 )-cut
in G0 .
J
I Corollary 2.3. Two instances I = (H, ~d, ~a) and I 0 = (H0 , ~d, ~a) of any colored cut game are
equivalent if H and H0 are colored-cut-equivalent.
The following lemmas will be useful for proving hardness on restricted input graphs.
I Lemma 2.4. For every colored graph H = (G, s, t, C, `), one can compute in polynomial
time a colored-cut-equivalent graph H0 = (G0 , s0 , t0 , C, `0 ) such that G0 is bipartite.
I Lemma 2.5. Let H = (G, s, t, C, `) be a colored graph and let α ∈ C be a color that occurs
on every (s, t)-path in H. Then, one can compute in polynomial time a colored-cut-equivalent
graph H0 = (G0 , s0 , t0 , C, `0 ) such that G0 has a maximum degree of three.

3

Classic Complexity of Colored Cut Games

3.1

Unbounded Number of Alternations

We first show that colored cut games are PSPACE-complete if the number of alternations
between attacker and defender is unbounded by reducing from the PSPACE-complete
Competitive Hitting Set [26].
I Theorem 3.1. (DA)∗ -CCR and (DA)∗ -CCV are PSPACE-complete on planar graphs
even if each budget is one.
Proof. (DA)∗ -CCR and (DA)∗ -CCV can obviously be solved within polynomial space by
a standard search tree algorithm that alternately chooses the colors for the defender and the
attacker. Thus, it remains to show PSPACE-hardness. To this end we give a polynomial-time
reduction from a competitive version of Hitting Set which is PSPACE-complete [26].
Competitive Hitting Set (CHS)
Input: A universe U with |U| = 2i and a collection F of non-empty subsets of U.
Question:
Is it true that
S
 ∀d1 ∈ U.∃a1 ∈ U \ {d1 }.∀d2 ∈ U \ {d1 , a1 }. · · · .∃ai ∈
i−1
U\
{d
,
a
}
∪
{d
}
: F ∩ {aj | 1 ≤ j ≤ i} =
6 ∅ for all F ∈ F?
j
j
i
j=1
This problem can be seen as a game between two agents where every agent selects
an unselected element of the universe in each turn. The game ends when there is no
unselected element of the universe remaining and the second player wins if he intersects every
subset F ∈ F with the elements he chose. Otherwise, the first player wins. We ask if the
second player has a winning strategy.
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Given an instance I = (U, F) of Competitive Hitting Set, we describe how to
construct an equivalent instance I 0 = (G = (V, E), s, t, C, `) of (DA)∗ -CCV in polynomial
time. We set C := U and start with an empty graph only containing distinct vertices s and t.
For every F ∈ F we add an (s, t)-path PF such that `(PF ) = F and where all vertices of PF
except s and t are new. Thus, for every (s, t)-path P in G there is F ∈ F such that `(P ) = F .
Consequently, A ⊆ U intersects every F ∈ F if and only if A is a colored (s, t)-cut in G.
Hence, a winning strategy for the attacker in the (DA)∗ -CCV instance I 0 is also a winning
strategy for the second player in the Competitive Hitting Set instance I and vice versa.
Therefore, I is a yes-instance of Competitive Hitting Set if and only if I 0 is a yes-instance
of (DA)∗ -CCV. Since the class of PSPACE-complete problems is closed under complement,
(DA)∗ -CCR where the budget in every turn is one is also PSPACE-complete.
J

3.2

Bounded Number of Alternations

Next, we analyze the complexity of (DA)i -CCR and A(DA)i -CCR. To this end, recall that
(DA)i -CCR asks if the defender has a winning strategy when the defender starts and both
agents have exactly i turns for some constant i.
i
P
I Lemma 3.2. For all i ≥ 1, (DA)i -CCV is ΠP
2i -hard and (DA) -CCR is Σ2i -hard even
on planar graphs.

To prove Lemma 3.2, we reduce QSAT2i which we will state using the following notation.
For a set of boolean variables Z, we define the set of literals L(Z) := Z ∪ {¬z | z ∈ Z}. A
subset of literals Z̃ ⊆ L(Z) is an assignment of Z if |{z, ¬z} ∩ Z̃| = 1 for all z ∈ Z. For a
subset X ⊆ Z of variables, we denote with τZ (X) := X ∪ {¬z | z ∈ Z \ X} the assignment
of Z where all variables of X occur positively
 and all variables of Z \ X occur negatively.
Given an assignment Z̃ and a clause φ ∈ L(Z)
we say that Z̃ satisfies φ (denoted by Z̃ |= φ)
3

if φ ∩ Z̃ 6= ∅. Analogously, Z̃ satisfies a set Φ ⊆ L(Z)
of clauses (denoted by Z̃ |= Φ)
3
if Z̃ |= φ for all φ ∈ Φ.
i
Proof sketch. We reduce QSAT2i , which is ΠP
2i -hard [2], to (DA) -CCV.

QSAT2i
Input: A set Φ of clauses in 3-CNF over the set of variables Z and a partition (X1 , Y1 , . . . , Xi , Yi ) of Z.
Question: Is it true that ∀X̃1 ⊆ X1 .∃Ỹ1 ⊆ Y1 . · · · .∀X̃i ⊆ Xi .∃Ỹi ⊆ Yi : τZ (X̃1 ∪ Ỹ1 ∪
· · · ∪ X̃i ∪ Ỹi ) |= Φ?
QSAT2i can be seen as a two-player game where Player 1 and Player 2 choose an
assignment for Xj and Yj , respectively, in their jth turn. We ask if Player 2 has a winning
strategy, that is, if the combined assignment satisfies Φ.
Given an instance I 0 = (Z, Φ, X1 , Y1 , . . . , Xi , Yi ) of QSAT2i , we construct an instance I =
(H, ~d, ~a) of (DA)i -CCV as follows. Let Xj = {xjk | 1 ≤ k ≤ |Xj |}, Yj = {ykj | 1 ≤ k ≤ |Yj |}
for all 1 ≤ j ≤ i and let L := L(Z). We can assume without loss of generality that |Xj | ≥ 2
for all j ∈ [2, i] and |Yj | ≥ 2 for all j ∈ [1, i].
We set C := L and force the defender and the attacker to choose an assignment of the
variables of Xj and Xj ∪ Yj , respectively, in their jth turn, otherwise they will lose.
The graph consists of three parts: the variable gadgets for the defender, the variable
gadgets for the attacker and a gadget for the evaluation of the clauses. To this end, we
define G := (V, E) with V := Vd ∪ Va ∪ VΦ and E := Ed ∪ Ea ∪ EΦ where Vd , Ed and Va , Ea
are the variable gadgets for the defender and attacker, respectively, and VΦ , EΦ is the gadget
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>j1
xj1
j−1

s

=

>j2
xj1

xj2

>j3
xj2

xj3

r1j

r0j
¬xj1

¬xj1

>j4
xj3

r2j

¬xj2

⊥j1

¬xj2
⊥j2

xj4

xj4

r3j

¬xj3

(a)

¬xj3

r4j = sj
¬xj4

⊥j3

¬xj4
⊥j4

s2

s = r01
s1

s3

(b)
Figure 2 (a) The gadget for the defender for the variables of Xj with |Xj | = 4. (b) The
graph GD = (VD , ED ) where |X1 | = 2, |X2 | = 3, and |X3 | = 1.

for the evaluation of the clauses. First, we introduce the variable gadget for the defender,
shown in Figure 2:
j
j
j
j
Vd := {r
n 0 | 1 ≤ j ≤ i} ∪ {rk , >k , ⊥k | 1 ≤ j ≤ i, 1 ≤ k ≤ |Xj |}
o
j
j
Ed := {rk−1
, >jk }, {rk−1
, ⊥jk }, {>jk , rkj }, {⊥jk , rkj } | 1 ≤ j ≤ i, 1 ≤ k ≤ |Xj | ,
j
`({rk−1
, >jk }) := `({>jk , rkj }) := xjk ,
j
`({rk−1
, ⊥jk }) := `({⊥jk , rkj }) := ¬xjk ,
j
j
where r|X
= r0j+1 for all 1 ≤ j < i. In the following, let s := s0 := r01 and sj := r|X
for
j|
j|
all j ∈ [1, i]. The vertex sj is a common vertex of the gadgets for the attacker and defender.
The idea is that in his jth turn the defender has to choose an assignment of the variables
of Xj , or otherwise the attacker wins by taking at most two colors in his next turn. Next,
we define the gadgets for the attacker:
Va := {t} ∪ {vx | x ∈ Z},

Ea := {sj , vx }, {vx , t} | 1 ≤ j ≤ i, x ∈ Xj ∪ Yj ,
`({sj , vx }) := x, and `({vx , t}) := ¬x for all j ∈ [1, i], x ∈ Xj ∪ Yj .

The idea is that either the color set chosen by the attacker in his jth turn is an assignment
of the variables of Xj ∪ Yj , or the defender wins by choosing two colors in his next turn.
Since a player can only choose colors that were not chosen before, the assignment for the
variables of Xj of the attacker is the complement of the assignment on the variables of Xj of
the defender.
Finally, we define the clause gadget. To model each clause φ ∈ Φ, we add an (si , t)-path P
with `(P ) = φ. Formally, the gadget is defined as follows. We fix an ordering on every
clause φj ∈ Φ and denote with φj (y) the yth literal of φj and add
VΦ := {bj1 , bj2 | 1 ≤ j ≤ |Φ|},
EΦ := {{si , bj1 }, {bj1 , bj2 }, {bj2 , t} | 1 ≤ j ≤ |Φ|},
`({si , bj1 }) := φj (1),
`({bj1 , bj2 }) := φj (2), and
`({bj2 , t}) := φj (3).
The final graph can be seen in Figure 3. We set dj := |Xj | and aj := |Xj | + |Yj | for
all j ∈ [1, i]. This completes the construction.
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b12

s2

r01

t
s1

s3
b41

b42

Figure 3 The construction for an instance with |Φ| = 4, |X1 | = |Y3 | = 2, |Y1 | = |Y2 | = |X3 | = 1,
and |X2 | = 3. Solid edges belong to Ed , dotted edges belong to Ea , dashed edges belong to EΦ . The
clause gadget is connected with s3 and t.

Before we show the equivalence between I and I 0 , we make some observations about
winning strategies. The following establishes the link between sensible choices of color sets
and partial assignments for variables in Z: Let j ∈ [1, i] and let Dj ⊆ C be the set of
colors the defender chooses in his jth turn. We call Dj nice if Dj is an assignment for Xj .’
Analogously, let Aj ⊆ C be the set of colors the attacker chooses in his jth turn. We call Aj
nice if Aj is an assignment for Xj ∪ Yj .
B Claim 3.3. For both players, it is never part of a winning strategy to be the first to choose
a set of colors which is not nice.
Hence, we can assume that both players will only choose nice sets of colors.
Si
B Claim 3.4. Let Dj , Aj be nice for all j ∈ [1, i] and Ã := j=1 Aj , then Ã is a colored (s, t)cut in G if and only if Ã |= Φ.
Using these claims, we show that the QSAT2i instance is a yes-instance if and only if the
constructed (DA)i -CCV instance is a yes-instance.
(⇒) Assume that ∀X̃1 ⊆ X1 .∃Ỹ1 ⊆ Y1 . · · · .∀X̃i ⊆ Xi .∃Ỹi ⊆ Yi .τZ (X̃1 ∪Ỹ1 ∪· · ·∪X̃i ∪Ỹi ) |=
Sk
Φ is true. Then, there are functions fk : P( j=1 X̃j ) → P(Yk ) for all k ∈ [1, i] such
Si
that ∀X̃1 ⊆ X1 . · · · .∀X̃i ⊆ Xi .τZ (X̃1 ∪ f1 (X̃1 ) ∪ · · · ∪ X̃i ∪ fi ( k=1 X̃k )) |= Φ is true [3].
Herein, P denotes the powerset. The functions f1 , . . . , fi are called Skolem functions and
can be seen as the winning strategy of Player 2 in the QSAT2i instance. We will use
these functions to describe a winning strategy for the attacker in the (DA)i -CCV instance
iteratively. Let D1 be the color set chosen by the defender in his first turn. If D1 is not nice
then, due to Claim 3.3, the attacker has a winning strategy. So, we assume that D1 is nice.
Then, D1 is an assignment for X1 . Let D1 := X1 \ D1 , that is, the complement assignment
of D1 ∩ X1 . We set A1 := τX1 ∪Y1 (D1 ∪ f1 (D1 )) which is nice and disjoint from D1 .
After this initial choice, the winning strategy for the attacker works as follows. Let j ∈ [2, i]
such that Dr and Ar are nice for all r ∈ [1, j−1]. Let Dj be the color set chosen by the defender
in his jth turn. If Dj is not nice then, due to Claim 3.3, the attacker has a winning strategy.
So, we assume that Dj is nice. Then, Dj is an assignment for Xj . Let Dr := Xr \ Dr , that is,
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Sj
the complement assignment of Dr for all r ∈ [1, j]. We set Aj := τXj ∪Yj (Dj ∪ fj ( r=1 Dr )).
Observe that Aj is also nice. Hence, we can assume that Dj is nice and Aj is nice and
defined as described for all j ∈ [1, i].
Si
It remains to show that Ãi := j=1 Aj is a colored (s, t)-cut in G. Since we assumed
Si
that ∀X̃1 ⊆ X1 . · · · .∀X̃i ⊆ Xi .τZ (X̃1 ∪f1 (X̃1 )∪· · ·∪ X̃i ∪fi ( k=1 X̃k )) |= Φ is true, it follows
Si
that Ãi = τZ (D1 ∪ f1 (D1 ) ∪ · · · ∪ Di ∪ fi ( k=1 Dk )) |= Φ. Therefore, Ãi is a colored (s, t)-cut
in G due to Claim 3.4. Hence, the attacker has a winning strategy.
(⇐) The proof of this direction is deferred to the the long version of this article.
Hence, I is a yes-instance of (DA)i -CCV if and only if I 0 is a yes-instance of QSAT2i .
i
Therefore, (DA)i -CCV is ΠP
2i -hard. Since (DA) -CCR is the complement problem of
(DA)i -CCV, it follows that (DA)i -CCR is ΣP
J
2i -hard.
Lemma 3.2 is the main step to prove the following.
i
I Theorem 3.5. For all i ≥ 0, A(DA)i -CCR is ΠP
2i+1 -complete and for all i ≥ 1, (DA) P
CCR is Σ2i -complete even on planar graphs.

4

Restricted Instances and Parameterizations

We now take a closer look at the classic complexity of (DA)i , A(DA)i , and (DA)∗ -CCR on
restricted instances. First, we obtain a complexity dichotomy with regard to the maximum
degree and strengthen our hardness results from Section 3.1 to restricted graph classes.
Second, we analyze a restricted class of colored graphs for which Colored (s, t)-Cut is
polynomial-time-solvable and show that DA-CCR is NP-complete on these restricted colored
graphs. Finally, we investigate the parameterized complexity and describe how to obtain
polynomial kernel for all colored cut games by combining the budget with structural graph
parameters.

4.1

Restricted Instances

First, we show that the classic complexity of all colored cut games is the same even on
bipartite planar graphs. Second, we show that (DA)i -CCR, A(DA)i -CCR, i ≥ 1, and
(DA)∗ -CCR can be solved in polynomial time on graphs with maximum degree at most two
but cannot be solved in polynomial time on graphs with maximum degree at least three,
unless P = NP.
By Theorem 3.5, (DA)i -CCV and A(DA)i -CCV are hard even on planar graphs. Given
a planar graph, we can replace it with a bipartite planar colored-cut-equivalent graph in
polynomial time due to Lemma 2.4. By Corollary 2.3, this gives an equivalent instance.
i
I Corollary 4.1. For all i ≥ 1, (DA)i -CCV is ΠP
2i -complete and for all i ≥ 0, A(DA) -CCV
P
is Σ2i+1 -complete even on bipartite planar graphs.

I Theorem 4.2. Let i ≥ 1. The problems (DA)i -CCR, A(DA)i -CCR, and (DA)∗ -CCR
can be solved in polynomial time on graphs with a maximum degree of at most two. On bipartite
planar graphs with a maximum degree of at least three, (DA)i -CCR and A(DA)i -CCR
∗
are ΣP
2i -hard and (DA) -CCR is PSPACE-hard.
Second, we analyze the complexity of (DA)1 -CCR on instances where every color appears
in at most two (s, t)-paths. In this case, Colored (s, t)-Cut can be solved in polynomial
time [7, 17, 27]. In contrast, we will show that (DA)1 -CCR is NP-complete. Hence, for
any i ≥ 1, (DA)i -CCR and A(DA)i -CCR cannot be solved in polynomial time on these
restricted colored graphs, unless P = NP. We show NP-completeness via reduction from
Matching Interdiction which is NP-hard [30].
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I Theorem 4.3. (DA)1 -CCR is NP-complete and W[1]-hard when parameterized by d1 even
if every color appears in at most two (s, t)-paths.

4.2

Parameterization by the Full Budget and the Number of Colors

In this section we analyze the parameterized complexity of the colored cut games. Next, we
investigate budget-related parameters. For an instance I = (H, ~d, ~a) of a colored cut game we
Pi
Pi
denote with b(I) := x=1 (dx + ax ) the sum of all budgets and with k := x=1 ax the total
budget of the attacker. First, we investigate the parameter b(I). Colored (s, t)-Cut is
W[2]-hard when parameterized by k = b(I) [7]. We extend this hardness result to all colored
cut games. Moreover, we show that all colored cut games are fixed-parameter tractable and
do not admit polynomial kernels when parameterized |C|.
I Proposition 4.4. (DA)i -CCR, i ≥ 1, A(DA)i -CCR, i ≥ 0, and (DA)∗ -CCR parameterized by b(I) are coW[2]-hard and can be solved in O(|C|b(I) (n + m)) time.
By definition, b(I) ≤ |C|. Hence, the described algorithm of Proposition 4.4 with a
running time of O(|C|b(I) (n + m)) also implies an FPT-algorithm when parameterized by |C|.
I Corollary 4.5. (DA)i -CCR, A(DA)i−1 -CCR, i ≥ 1, and (DA)∗ -CCR can be solved in
time O(min(|C||C| , 22i|C| )(n + m)) and do not admit a polynomial kernel when parameterized
by |C|, unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly.

4.3

Polynomial Kernels by Combining Budget with Structural Graph
Parameters

Finally, we investigate colored cut games from the viewpoint of kernelization. By the above,
natural parameterizations by b(I) or even |C| will not give a kernel. Moreover, Colored (s, t)Cut is NP-hard even if the vertex cover number of the input graph is at most two [28]. Hence,
for most structural graph parameters there is little hope to obtain polynomial kernels. We
will show that, however, all colored cut games admit polynomial kernels when parameterized
by the total attacker budget k and the vertex cover number. In fact, we show polynomial
kernels for smaller parameters. To this end, we consider generalizations of vertex covers.
I Definition 4.6. For a graph G, we let lp(G) denote the length of a longest path in G.
We call a vertex set S ⊆ V an r-lp-modulator in G if lp(G − S) ≤ r. The size of a
smallest r-lp-modulator of a graph G is the r-lp-deletion number κr of G.
Thus, an r-lp-modulator is a vertex set whose deletion results in a graph that has no simple
paths of length at least r + 1. Clearly, the r-lp-deletion number of G is monotonically
decreasing with r. Note that the vertex cover number is exactly the 1-lp-deletion number.
More generally, if every connected component of a graph has order at most r, then lp(G) ≤ r.
Thus, the r-lp-deletion number of a graph is never larger than the so-called r-COC number,
the smallest size of a vertex set whose deletion results in a graph where every connected
component has order at most r.
To show the correctness of the kernelization, we need to argue that an attacker can
achieve a colored cut in the kernel if and only if he can achieve it in the input instance. Thus,
we only need to consider colored cuts of bounded size in the correctness proof. Motivated by
this, we generalize the notion of colored-cut-equivalence as follows.
I Definition 4.7. Let x be an integer. Two colored graphs H = (G, s, t, C, `) and H0 =
(G0 , s0 , t0 , C, `0 ) are x-colored-cut-equivalent if for all C̃ ⊆ C of size at most x it holds that C̃
is a colored (s, t)-cut in G if and only if C̃ is a colored (s0 , t0 )-cut in G0 .
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Since the total attacker budget is an upper bound for the size of the colored (s, t)-cut the
attacker can choose, we obtain the following.
I Corollary 4.8. Two instances I = (H, ~d, ~a) and I 0 = (H0 , ~d, ~a) of any colored cut game are
Pi
equivalent if H and H0 are k-colored-cut-equivalent where k = x=1 ax .
Now, we show that we can compute in polynomial time a k-colored-cut-equivalent graph
which (k + κr )O(r) edges.
I Lemma 4.9. Let H = (G = (V, E), s, t, C, `) be a colored graph with r-lp-deletion number κr
and let k ≤ |C| be an integer. Then, one can compute in |H|O(r) time
 a k-colored-cut(r+1)κr +2
0
0
0
0
0 0
0
equivalent graph H = (G = (V , E ), s , t , C, ` ) with at most
· (r + 1)(r + 1)!k r+1
2
edges.
The idea of the algorithm is the following: First, we approximate an r-lp-modulator Γ
containing both s and t and compute for each pair {x, y} of vertices of Γ the collection A{x,y} of
all color sets of (x, y)-paths not containing other vertices of Γ. For each such pair, we compute
the Hitting Set-instance (A{x,y} , k) and kernelize it to a Hitting Set-instance (A0{x,y} , k)
with |A0{x,y} | < (r + 1)!k r+1 by using the Sunflower Lemma [13]. Finally, we construct a
colored graph H0 such that Γ is an r-lp-modulator of G0 and such that for each pair {x, y}
of vertices of Γ, the collection of all color sets of (x, y)-paths not containing other vertices
of Γ is precisely A0{x,y} . This can be done with |A0{x,y} | paths for each A0{x,y} . Hence, the
resulting graph has bounded size.
We now describe in detail how to construct H0 . First, we compute an r-lp-modulator Γ of
size at most κr (r + 1) + 2 containing s and t via the following (r + 1)-approximation algorithm:
Start with an empty set Γ0 . While the graph G − Γ0 contains a path of length at least r + 1,
add the r + 1 vertices of this path to Γ0 . Afterwards, we set Γ := Γ0 ∪ {s, t}. By construction,
Γ is an r-lp-modulator and it has size at most κr (r + 1) + 2 since every r-lp-modulator
contains at least one vertex of each path of length at least r + 1.
Since G − Γ has no paths of length at least r + 1, we know that every path between
two vertices of Γ, which doesnot contain a third vertex of Γ, has at most r + 1 edges. We
compute for every {a, b} ∈ Γ2 the family of all color sets A{a,b} of (a, b)-paths in G{a,b} :=
G − (Γ \ {a, b}). That is, A{a,b} = C(H{a,b} ), where H{a,b} := (G{a,b} , a, b, C, `). Hence, for
every color set C̃ ⊆ C it holds that C̃ is a colored (a, b)-cut in G{a,b} if and only if C̃ is a
hitting set for A{a,b} . Note that A{a,b} contains only color sets of size at most r + 1. Next, we
reduce each of the sets A{a,b} to a size of at most (r + 1)! · k r+1 using a well known reduction
rule for (r + 1)-Hitting Set. This reduction rule uses the famous Sunflower Lemma [13].
I Lemma 4.10. If A{a,b} has size more than (r + 1)! · k r+1 , then there are k + 1 distinct
sets S1 , . . . , Sk+1 ∈ A{a,b} that can be computed in polynomial time such that Sj ∩ Sj 0 =
T
0
1≤i≤k+1 Si =: S for all distinct j, j ∈ [1, k + 1].
I Rule 4.1. If |A{a,b} | > (r + 1)! · k r+1 , then compute sets S1 , . . . , Sk+1 ∈ A{a,b} and S with
the property of Lemma 4.10.
If S = ∅, then remove all sets of A{a,b} except {S1 , . . . , Sk+1 }.
Otherwise, remove S1 , . . . , Sk+1 from A{a,b} and add the set S.
Next, we show that the rule is correct in the following sense.
I Proposition 4.11. Let C̃ ⊆ C be a set of size at most k.
If S 6= ∅, then C̃ is a hitting set for A{a,b} if and only if C̃ is a hitting set for {S} ∪
(A{a,b} \ {Si | 1 ≤ i ≤ k + 1}).
If S = ∅, then C̃ is a hitting set for A{a,b} if and only if C̃ is a hitting set for {Si | 1 ≤
i ≤ k + 1}.
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Let A0{a,b} be the set obtained after exhaustively applying Rule 4.1 to A{a,b} . By the
definition of Rule 4.1, A0{a,b} has size at most (r + 1)! · k r+1 . Moreover, by the definition
of A{a,b} and Proposition 4.11, we obtain that every color set C̃ ⊆ C of size at most k is a
colored (a, b)-cut in G{a,b} if and only if C̃ is a hitting set for A0{a,b} .
Finally, we define the colored graph H0 . We start with a graph G0 containing
only the

Γ
0
0
vertices of Γ and set s = s and t = t. Next, for every set {a, b} ∈ 2 and every color
set L ∈ A0{a,b} , we add an (a, b)-path PL with max(1, |L| − 1) new internal vertices to G0 and
color the edges of P in such a way that `0 (PL0 ) := L, where PL0 := a · PL · b. This finishes
the definition of H0 . We may now show the correctness and the running time of the data
reduction and the size bound of the resulting graph H0 .
0
Proof of Lemma 4.9. Note that C(H{a,b}
) = A0{a,b} , where G0{a,b} := G0 − (Γ \ {a, b})
0
and H{a,b}
:= (G0{a,b} , a, b, C, `0 ). Hence, we obtain that every color set C̃ ⊆ C of size at
most k is a colored (a, b)-cut in G0{a,b} if and only if C̃ is a hitting set for A0{a,b} . By the
above, this is the case if and only if C̃ is a colored (a, b)-cut in G{a,b} . Consequently, H{a,b}
0
and H{a,b}
are k-colored-cut-equivalent.

Now, we use this fact to prove that H and H0 are k-colored-cut-equivalent. Let C̃ be
a colored (s, t)-cut of size at most k in G. We show that C̃ is a colored (s, t)-cut in G0 .
Assume towards a contradiction, that this is not the case. Then, there is an (s, t)-path P 0 =
(u1 , . . . , uq ) in G0 with u1 = s and uq = t such that `0 (P 0 ) ∩ C̃ = ∅. Let ui1 , . . . , uiz be the
vertices of Γ in P 0 in the ordering of the traversal of the path. Recall that s ∈ Γ and t ∈ Γ,
which implies that ui1 = u1 and uiz = uq . Now, let Pj0 := (uij , uij +1 , . . . , ui(j+1) −1 , ui(j+1) )
denote the subpath of P 0 connecting uij and uij+1 for all j ∈ [1, z − 1]. Due to the
fact that `0 (P 0 ) ∩ C̃ = ∅, it follows that `0 (Pj0 ) ∩ C̃ = ∅ for all j ∈ [1, z − 1]. Thus, for
each j ∈ [1, z − 1] it holds that C̃ is not a colored (uij , uij+1 )-cut in G0{ui ,ui } . Moreover,
0
since for each j ∈ [1, z−1], H{uij ,uij+1 } and H{u
i

,uij+1 }
j

j

j+1

are k-colored-cut-equivalent, it follows

that there is an (uij , uij+1 )-path Pj in G{uij ,uij+1 } such that `(Pj ) ∩ C̃ = ∅. By connecting all
Sz−1
paths P1 ( · · · ( Pz−1 , we get an (s, t)-path P in G with `(P ) ∩ C̃ = j=1 (`(Pj ) ∩ C̃) = ∅.
This contradicts the assumption that C̃ is a colored (s, t)-cut in G. The opposite direction
can be shown analogously.
Next, we show the running time of the construction. Since paths of length at least r + 1
can be computed in 2O(r) · |V |O(1) time [1], we can compute the set Γ in the same running
time. Moreover, since no (a, b)-path in G{a,b} has length more than r + 2, we can compute

r+O(1)
all the sets A{a,b} in O( |Γ|
) time. Since each application of Rule 4.1 takes
2 · |V |
only polynomial time and reduces the size of A{a,b} by at least one, all the sets A0{a,b}

can be computed in O( |Γ|
· |V |r+O(1) ) time as well. Thus, the complete construction
2
 O(r)
|Γ|
takes O( 2 · 2
· |V |r+O(1) ) time.

Finally, we show the size of the kernel. By construction, G0 contains for every {a, b} ∈ Γ2
at most |A0{a,b} | ≤ (r + 1)!k r+1 paths with at most r + 1 edges each. Consequently, G0

r+1
contains at most |Γ|
edges. Since |Γ| has size at most (r + 1)κr + 2, we
2 · (r + 1)(r + 1)!k
obtain the stated kernel size.
J
Corollary 4.8 and Lemma 4.9 lead to the following kernelization.
I Theorem 4.12. For each
every colored cut game admits a polynomial kernel
 constant r ≥ 1,r+1
r +2
with at most (r+1)κ
·
(r
+
1)(r
+
1)!k
edges when parameterized by the r-lp-deletion
2
number κr of G and the total attacker budget k.
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 2
I Corollary 4.13. Every colored cut game admits a polynomial kernel with at most 2vc+2
·4k
2
edges when parameterized by the vertex cover number vc of G and the total attacker budget k.
A further parameter to consider in this context is the treedepth of G [23]: The treedepth td(G)
of a graph is at least log(lp(G)) [23]. Thus, Theorem 4.12 also implies the following result
for modulators to graphs with treedepth at most r. Herein λr denotes the size of a smallest
treedepth r-modulator.
I Corollary 4.14. For any constant r ≥ 1, every colored cut game admits a polynomial
kernel when parameterized by the size λr of a smallest treedepth r-modulator and the total
attacker budget k.
r

The size of the kernel is (λr )2 k O(2 ) and thus the guarantee is not of practical interest even
for rather moderate values of k and the treedepth bound r. However, these kernelization
results are optimal in the following two ways: First, Colored (s, t)-Cut does not admit
a kernel with respect to k even on graphs with treewidth two [15]. Hence, we may not
replace r-lp-modulators or treedepth-r modulators by treewidth-r modulators. Moreover,
the standard reduction from (r + 1)-Hitting Set to Colored (s, t)-Cut gives graphs
in which s and t are connected only via vertex disjoint paths of length at most r + 2.
Hence, lp(G − {s, t}) ≤ r and, thus, κr ≤ 2. Moreover, k is exactly the budget of the
Hitting Set instance. Thus, since (r + 1)-Hitting Set does not admit a compression of
bitsize k r+1− unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly [10], Colored (s, t)-Cut does not admit a kernel of
size k r+1− even if it has a r-lp-deletion number of size two. Since in these simple graphs
produced by the reduction, we have td(G) ∈ Θ(log lp(G)), we can also not improve on the
doubly exponential dependence on r in the exponent of the kernelization for treedepth.
Based on these kernel results, it also follows that all colored cut games admit FPTalgorithms when parameterized by κr + k. In the following, we describe FPT-algorithms for
Colored (s, t)-Cut and DA-CCV when parameterized by κr + k with a better running
time than a simple brute-force on the kernel.
I Theorem 4.15. For any constant r ≥ 1, Colored (s, t)-Cut can be solved in (2κr (r +
1)k + (r + 1)κr ) · nO(r) time, where κr denotes the r-lp-deletion number of G and k denotes
the budget of the attacker.
Proof. First, we compute an r-lp-modulator Γ0 of size κr in (r + 1)κr nO(r) time using a
search tree algorithm that checks whether a graph contains a simple path of length r + 1
and branches on the possibilities to destroy this path via vertex deletion. Afterwards, we
check for each of the 2κr many partitions (S, T ) of Γ := Γ0 ∪ {s, t} with s ∈ S and t ∈ T ,
if there is a color set C̃ ⊆ C of size at most k such that there is no connected component
containing both a vertex of S and a vertex of T after removing all the edges colored in C̃.
To this end, we first compute for every pair of vertices x ∈ S and y ∈ T the collection A{x,y}
of all color sets of (x, y)-paths in G{x,y} := G − (Γ \ {x, y}). This can be done in nO(r) time
since G{x,y} does not contain any (x, y)-path of length more than r + 2. To check if there
is a color set C̃ ⊆ C of size at most k with the intended property, we only have to check
if C̃ ∩ L =
6 ∅ for all pairs of vertices x ∈ S and y ∈ T and all L ∈ A{x,y} . This is equivalent
S
to the question, if there is a hitting set of size at most k for (x,y)∈S×T A{x,y} , which can be
determined in (r + 1)k nO(1) time due to the fact that every set A{x,y} contains only color
sets of size at most r + 1 and (r + 1)-Hitting Set can be solved in (r + 1)k nO(1) time. J
I Corollary 4.16. Colored (s, t)-Cut can be solved in 2vc+k nO(1) time, where vc denotes
the vertex cover number of G and k denotes the budget of the attacker.
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Table 1 Classic Complexity of Colored (s, t)-Cut, (DA)i -CCR, A(DA)i -CCR, and (DA)∗ CCR in general and in some restricted cases.
graph classes
general
subcubic
bipartite planar
bipartite planar
subcubic
every color in ≤ 2
(s, t)-paths

Colored (s, t)-Cut
NP-c [7, 15]
∈P
NP-c [28]
∈P

(DA)i -CCR
ΣP
2i -c
ΣP
2i -c
ΣP
2i -c
ΣP
2i -c

A(DA)i -CCR
ΠP
2i+1 -c
ΣP
2i -h
ΠP
2i+1 -c
ΣP
2i -h

(DA)∗ -CCR
PSPACE-c
PSPACE-c
PSPACE-c
PSPACE-c

∈ P [27]

NP-h
NP-c if i = 1

NP-h

NP-h

We extend our fixed-parameter tractability result from Colored (s, t)-Cut to (DA)1 -CCV.
I Theorem 4.17. For any constant r ≥ 1, (DA)1 -CCV can be solved in ((2k)κr (r + 1)k +
(r + 1)κr ) · nO(r) time, where κr denotes the r-lp-deletion number of G and k denotes the
budget of the attacker.
Let us remark that it would also be natural to attempt to generalize the vertex cover
number to the vertex deletion distance to a maximum degree of r for any r ∈ N. Note,
however, that the standard reduction from Hitting Set to Colored (s, t)-Cut [7] already
implies that Colored (s, t)-Cut has no kernel of size |C|O(1) even when G has only two
vertices of degree at least three, unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly. Hence, for any r ≥ 2 it is unlikely
that we can obtain polynomial kernels for |C| plus the vertex deletion distance to a maximum
degree of r.

5

Conclusion

We have studied the complexity of a variety of games that deal with preventing or establishing
a colored cut in edge-colored graphs (see Table 1 for an overview of the classic complexity
results). In the negative and the positive results of this work we exploited the close connection
between colored cut games and the Hitting Set problem. For example, the PSPACEhardness proof for the most general game presented in this work, is based on a simple
reduction from Competitive Hitting Set. Ideally, we would have liked to also use such
a simple reduction for the games with a constant number of rounds. However, we do not
know whether the corresponding Hitting Set games are hard. In particular, it seems open
whether the following problem is ΠP
2 -hard.
∀∃ Hitting Set
Input: A collection F
 of subsetsof a universe U and two integers k1 and k2 .
Question: ∀D ∈ kU1 .∃A ∈ Uk\D
such that A ∩ F 6= ∅ for all F ∈ F?
2
This problem asks for a winning strategy for the attacker who wants to complete a hitting
set in the case that the defender starts. If this problem is ΠP
2 -hard, then we can infer the
1
ΠP
-hardness
of
(DA)
-CCV
directly
from
it.
Otherwise,
the
hardness of (DA)1 -CCV
2
would be rooted in the fact that we can create an exponential number of paths in our
hardness construction. It would also be interesting to explore further how efficiently we can
reduce from colored cut games to Hitting Set. In other words, how long does it take to
construct C(H), the collection of color sets of (s, t)-paths, for a given colored graph H? In
particular, can we compute the set C(H) in |C(H)| · |H|O(1) time?
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Abstract
We present a randomness efficient version of the linear noise operator Tρ from boolean function
analysis by constructing a sparse linear operator on the space of boolean functions {0, 1}n → {0, 1}
with similar eigenvalue profile to Tρ . The linear operator we construct is a direct consequence of
a generalization of -biased sets to the product distribution Dp on {0, 1}n where the marginal of
each coordinate is p = 12 − 12 ρ. Such a generalization is a small support distribution that fools
linear tests when the input of the test comes from Dp instead of the uniform distribution. We
give an explicit construction of such a distribution that requires log n + Op (log log n + log 1 ) bits of
uniform randomness to sample from, where the p subscript hides O(log2 p1 ) factors. When p and 
are constant, this yields a support size nearly linear in n, whereas previous best known constructions
only guarantee a size of poly(n). Furthermore, our construction implies an explicitly constructible
“sparse” noisy hypercube graph that is a small set expander.
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1

Introduction

Most constructions in pseudorandomness aim to simulate the behavior of a class of tests
when the input to the tests are drawn from the uniform distribution on {0, 1}n . Simulating
the uniform distribution has been the main subject of attention because many algorithmic
problems ultimately boil down to finding a solution to a problem in an input space where
a large fraction of inputs are correct. Thus a uniform sample from the space will find a
correct solution with high probability. However, other distributions have also proved to be
incredibly useful in solving important problems in computer science. One example of such a
distribution is the product distribution with marginals p:
I Definition 1 (product distribution with marginals p). Let p ∈ [0, 1]. The product distribution
with marginals p is the distribution Dp,n on {0, 1}n where each bit xi is picked independently
with P r[xi = 1] = p. When the length of the string n is clear from context we simply denote
the distribution as Dp .
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Apart from being one of the simplest deviations from the uniform distribution, Dp in particular
serves an integral role in the concept of the noise stability of boolean functions. Noise stability
is a fundamental concept in boolean function analysis that is pervasive in many branches of
mathematics such as social choice theory [13], and has a crucial application in celebrated
results in hardness of approximation [7, 8]. Roughly speaking, the stability of a boolean
function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} is a measure of how likely the output is to change when each
input bit is independently flipped with some small probability p. The bit flipping is generally
thought of as noise, where input x ∈ {0, 1}n is perturbed to x + µ for µ ∼ Dp . If we instead
draw z ∼ Z and perturb x to x + z for Z that is a randomness efficient approximation of
Dp (under the right notion of approximation), we can then define a randomness efficient
notion of noise. In addition to suggesting a randomness efficient noise test, we believe that
the existence of such a notion of noise is of independent interest.
An alternative view of the concept of noise stability relates to the noise operator Tp ,1
which is a linear operator that acts on truth tables of functions f : {−1, 1}n → {−1, 1}. The
matrix corresponding to Tp is simply the 2n × 2n transition matrix of the graph on {0, 1}n
where a random step from x moves to x + n for n ∼ Dp,n . Many important properties of
the noise operator and noise stability stem from the eigenvalues of Tp . Thus we focus on
defining a linear noise operator with similar eigenvalue profile to Tp . We show that in order
to do so it suffices to study a generalization of -biased sets.
Small bias sets are a fundamental object in pseudorandomness, with applications to
error-correcting codes, derandomization, and PCPs [12, 15, 4]. An -biased set is a small
subset S ⊂ {0, 1}n such that a uniform random sample from S behaves similarly to a uniform
random sample from all of {0, 1}n with respect to linear tests. More formally, S is an -biased
set if for any nonempty subset of indices I ⊂ [n], the bias of I is small: if U(S) is the uniform
distribution on S then:
!
P rx∼U (S)

M

xi = 0

!
− P rx∼U (S)

i∈I

M

xi = 1

≤

i∈I

In other words, the parity of any subset of indices has almost equal probability of being
0 or 1. Notice that in the case of a uniform random sample over {0, 1}n , the parity of any
nonempty subset is equally likely to be 0 or 1. Hence -biased sample spaces approximate
the uniform distribution in the sense that parities of subsets of indices behave almost the
way they should. Classic results show that there are -biased sets that require O(log n ) bits
of uniform randomness to sample from. In other words there are explicit constructions where
the size of S is polynomial in n, and optimal constructions even have size linear in n [12, 15].
In addition to having applications in randomness efficient noise, it is a natural question to
ask whether there are small sample spaces that approximate distributions on {0, 1}n other
than the uniform distribution.

1.1

Our Contribution

We generalize -biased sets for the distribution Dp on {0, 1}n . The sample space Z we
construct approximates Dp in the sense that if z ∼ Z then for every I ⊂ [n] the parity of zI
has approximately the same distribution as when z is drawn from Dp .

1

In mainstream literature, the noise operator that we denote Tp is instead denoted as Tρ for ρ = 1 − 2p.
We stray from the standard notation in this paper for convenience with our own notation
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I Theorem 2 (Main Result). Let p be a power of 2. There exists a distribution Z on {0, 1}n
such that for every I ⊂ [n] we have:
!
!
M
M
P rz∼Z
zi = 1 − P rr∼Dp,n
ri = 1 ≤ 
i∈I

i∈I

Z requires log n + O(log p1 log log n + log2 p1 + log p1 log 1 ) bits of uniform randomness to
sample from. Moreover, the support of Z (along with the corresponding probability of each
point) can be explicitly constructed in time n · poly(log n, 1 ) for constant p.
The main takeaway from our result is that there is a simple explicit construction of a
distribution that approximates Dp,n with support size nearly linear in n when p and  are
constant. This roughly matches the size of an optimal -biased set, although the size blows
up for nonconstant p.

1.2

Application to Randomness Efficient Noise

The main application of our generalization of -biased sets is in the definition of a “randomness
efficient” version of noise stability. The stability of the function f is defined as:
Stab1−2p (f ) = hf , Tp f i
sparse
Our construction of -biased sets for Dp,n naturally suggests a new noise operator Tp,
that is the transition matrix of the graph where a random step from x moves to x + z for z
a sample from our constructed distribution Z. We can then define a new notion of stability:
sparse
Stabsparse
fi
1−2p (f ) = hf , Tp,
sparse
Through analysis of the eigenvalues of Tp and Tp,
, we can show that our new notion
of stability is the same as the original up to an additive error of 2:

I Theorem 3 (Randomness Efficient Approximate Noise Stability). Let f : {−1, 1}n → [0, 1].
Let Stab1−2p (f ) = hf , Tp f i be the stability of f under the noise operator Tp . Let Stabsparse
1−2p (f ) =
sparse
sparse
hf , Tp,
f i be the stability of f under the noise operator Tp,
defined by our -biased set
for Dp . Then:
|Stab1−2p (f ) − Stabsparse
1−2p (f )| ≤ 2
An immediate consequence of the above theorem is that the majority is stablest theorem,
which is a crucial ingredient in hardness of approximation results, is also true for our
randomness efficient noise operator up to an additive error of 2. We state the original
majority is stablest theorem below:
I Theorem 4 (Majority Is Stablest [11]). Let f : {−1, 1}n → [0, 1] be a function with E[f ] = µ.
≤10 log(1/τ )
Suppose Infi
(f ) ≤ τ for all i ∈ [n]. Then:
hf , Tp f i ≤ Γ1−2p (µ) +

10 log log(1/τ )
(2p) log(1/τ )

where Γ1−2p is the Gaussian noise stability curve.
Our result shows that the stability of a function under our randomness efficient noise operator,
sparse
hf , Tp,
f i also obeys the same upper bound, with an extra additive error of 2.
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As a secondary application, our construction also implies an explicitly constructible small
set expander with large eigenvalues. We say that a graph G = (V, E) is a small set expander
if for sufficiently small constant δ and all subsets of vertices of size δ|V |, the probability of
leaving the set in one step of a random walk is at least some constant (say .9). Finding an
efficient algorithm for deciding whether a graph is a small set expander remains an open
problem. Arora, Barak, and Steurer [2] observed that there is an algorithm that can solve
the small set expansion problem in time exponential in the number of eigenvectors of G that
have eigenvalue greater than 1 − ξ. Thus a natural question is how many such eigenvectors
could a small set expander have? The noisy hypercube is one of the few “counterexamples”
to the efficiency of the above mentioned algorithm, as it is an N -vertex graph that can have
polylog(N ) such eigenvectors. Our construction implies the existence of a “sparse” noisy
hypercube with similar spectrum and small set expansion properties.
I Theorem 5. For every ξ > 0, there is an explicit N -vertex small set expander with
polylog(N ) eigenvectors with eigenvalue 1 − ξ. Moreover the graph contains

log ξ1 !!
1
O N log N · poly
log log N
ξ
edges.
The main interest in small set expansion is the relationship between the number of vertices
and the number of large eigenvalues. Our construction does not improve on any lower bounds
on the number of such eigenvalues a small set expander could have. However, we do note
that our graph is sparse in the number of edges, containing about N log N edges as opposed
to the O(N 2 ) needed for the original noisy hypercube.

1.3

Background and Related Work

The idea of approximating nonuniform distributions such as Dp is not entirely new in
pseudorandomness. In fact, the linear tests on Dp that we aim to fool are a special case of
combinatorial shapes. An (m, n) combinatorial shape is a function f : [m]n → {0, 1} that can
be expressed as f (x1 , . . . , xn ) = h(1A1 , . . . , 1An ) for some symmetric function h : {0, 1}n →
{0, 1} and subsets A1 , . . . , An ⊂ [m]. By setting m = 1/p and h as the parity of all its inputs,
we can express the parity of any I ⊂ [n] if we set Ai = {1} if i ∈ I and Ai = ∅ otherwise.
Gopalan, Meka, Reingold, and Zuckerman [6] give a PRG that fools all (m, n)-combinatorial
shapes using seed length O(log m + log n + log2 (1/)) = O(log 1/p + log n + log2 (1/)). The
main drawback of [6] that we improve on is that the seed length is only guaranteed to be
O(log n), which implies only a polynomial sized construction. On the other hand, when p is
a power of 2, our construction guarantees a nearly linear sized construction, with a slightly
worse dependence on p, and a slightly better dependence on .
In a previous work, Even, Goldreich, Luby, Nisan, and Veličković [5] study the approximation of distributions on [m]n where each coordinate is an independent (and not necessarily
identical) distribution. For any distribution D = D1 × · · · × Dn where each Di is independent,
their constructions give sample spaces that have size (n/)log(1/) and (n/)log n such that
for any I ⊂ [n], the marginal distribution of the sample space restricted to I is -close to the
marginal distribution of D in max-norm.
Chin Ho Lee [9] gave a pseudorandom generator that fooled (under the uniform distribution) the XOR of any k boolean functions on disjoint inputs of length m with error  using
seed length Õ(m + log(km/)) where the Õ hides polynomial factors in log m, log log k, and
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log log(1/). By setting m = log(1/p), k = n, and each of the k boolean functions as simply
the product of its m bits, we get a pseudorandom generator that fools linear tests under the
P
product distribution on n bits with marginals p. Indeed, for any linear test on n bits i∈I xi ,
I ⊂ [n], we can consider the XOR of k = n boolean functions where each function fi is the
product of m bits if i ∈ I and is 0 otherwise. Then, Lee’s generator produces a random
variable X ∼ {0, 1}km that fools such a function under the uniform distribution. Thus the
random variable Z ∼ {0, 1}n obtained by simply taking the product of the bits in each of the
m disjoint blocks of X fools the original linear test with respect to the production distribution
with marginals p. Lee’s pseudorandom generator thus immediately gives a pseudorandom
generator fooling linear tests with respect to the production distribution with marginals p
with seed length Õ(log(1/p) + log(n/)).
We mention that Meka, Reingold, and Tal [10] define a notion of “δ-biased distributions
with marginals p.” However, their definition of approximation is ad hoc for their main goal
of constructing PRGs for width-3 branching programs.
Our application of sparsifying the noisy hypercube is related to the classic result of
Spielman and Teng in the edge sparsification of graphs [14]. Indeed, their sparsification
algorithm, when run on the noisy hypercube, should produce a sparsified graph with the
properties we aim to preserve. However, the main drawback to this approach is that the
sparsification algorithm runs in time mpolylog(m) where m is the number of edges. In the
case of the noisy hypercube, which is a dense graph defined on {0, 1}n , this algorithm is
much less efficient than the explicit construction we provide.
Barak et al. previously explored the idea of reducing the size of the noisy hypercube, which
has close ties to hardness of approximation [3]. Their work presents a “derandomized noisy
hypercube” along with the appropriate analogues of small set expansion and the majority is
stablest theorem. As their interest was in the relationship between the number of vertices
and the number of large eigenvalues of a small set expander, their constructed graph contains
a reduced number of vertices. On the other hand, our construction keeps the same 2n vertices
of the original noisy hypercube and reduces the number of edges.

1.4

Overview of Techniques

The construction of the randomness efficient noise operator and small set expanders are
essentially direct applications of our construction of generalized small bias sets. Thus here
we focus on the intuition behind our construction. It’s easy to see that the bitwise product of
log2 (1/p) independent uniform samples from {0, 1}n is exactly equivalent to Dp for p a power
of 2. Thus intuitively, if -biased sets approximate the uniform distribution on {0, 1}n , then
the bitwise product of log2 (1/p) random draws from an -biased set should approximate Dp .
Our main construction formalizes this intuition by showing via a hybrid argument that such
a bitwise product indeed fools linear tests when the input is drawn from Dp . This simple
idea is not sufficient however, as the final seed length will be roughly log2 (1/p) log n which
implies at least a polynomial sized support for small p.
To improve the dependence on n, we observe that the parities of sufficiently large I ⊂ [n]
will be close to uniform on {0, 1}. More specifically, the probability that the parity of a
1
subset of indices I under the distribution Dp is 1 is 12 − 12 (1 − 2p)|I| . Thus for |I| ≥ 2p
ln( 1 )
the probability of the parity being 1 is /2 close to 1/2. This means that we only need
1
to accurately simulate the behavior of Dp for |I| smaller than k = 2p
ln( 1 ). For large |I|
we simply need to simulate the uniform distribution. To do so, we can take the bitwise
AND of log2 (1/p) − 1 independent samples from a k-wise -biased set (using seed length
only log log n). This simulates Dp/2 . Finally we take the bitwise product of this with a final
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-biased set with seed length log n. For small |I|, the behavior of the parities under Dp are
preserved, and for large |I|, the product of the k-wise -biased sets will contain at least one
1, so the final probability the parity is 1 will be the probability that the final -biased set
outputs 1 on a specific coordinate, which is roughly 1/2.

1.5

Paper Organization

In Section 2 we define the necessary preliminaries and notation. Section 3 presents and
proves the correctness of our construction and Section 4 presents the applications of our
result to randomness efficient noise and small set expansion. Finally in Section 5 we discuss
lower bounds for our generalization of -biased sets and further directions for research.

2

Preliminaries and Notation

In general we denote random variables as capital letters such as X and Y . We denote fixed
values using lowercase such as x, y. Distributions are denoted with calligraphic capital letters
such as D, and the uniform distribution on a set S is denoted via U(S). We distinguish vectorvalued random variables from scalars via boldface: X, x, and refer to a value at a specific
index of a vector via the corresponding nonbolded symbol with subscript: Xi , xi . Vectors in
this paper generally take on values in the field F2 and thus arithmetic is generally done modulo
2. We use h·, ·i to denote the inner product of two vectors modulo 2. Finally, we define the
binary operation “ ” between two vectors as the entrywise product modulo 2. For example,
for X = (X1 , . . . , Xn ) and Y = (Y1 , . . . , Yn ), we have: X Y = (X1 Y1 , . . . , Xn Yn ). It is
straightforward to verify that for any vectors x, y, z ∈ {0, 1}n , we have: hx, y zi = hx y, zi
We first define the bias of a subset according to a distribution.
I Definition 6 (Bias). Let I ⊂ [n] and D be any distribution on {0, 1}n . Then the bias of I
according to D is defined as
"
#
"
#
M
M
bI,D = P rx∼D
xi = 0 − P rx∼D
xi = 1
i∈I

i∈I
n

Equivalently, if α ∈ {0, 1} then we say that the bias is:
bα,D = P rx∼D [hα, xi = 0] − P rx∼D [hα, xi = 1]
When the probability distribution is clear from context, we denote the bias of I as bI .
Next, we define the concept of -biased sets and k-wise independent -biased sets, both of
which have already well known constructions, and are crucial for our construction of -biased
product distributions with marginals p.
I Definition 7 (-biased set). An -biased set is a small set S ⊂ {0, 1}n such that for every
α ∈ {0, 1}n we have:
|bα,U (S) | = P rx∼U (S) [hα, xi = 0] − P rx∼U (S) [hα, xi = 1] ≤ 
or equivalently:
P rx∼U (S) [hα, xi = 1] − P rx∼U ({0,1}n ) [hα, xi = 1] ≤ /2
Numerous works [12, 15] show that there are explicit constructions of -biased sets that
require log n + O(log 1 ) random bits to specify a random point in S, or in other words, the
size of S is linear in n. A weaker notion of -biased sets only considers the parity of subsets
of indices of size at most k:
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I Definition 8 (k-wise -biased set). A k-wise -biased set is a small set S ⊂ {0, 1}n such
that for any α ∈ {0, 1}n with hamming weight |α| ≤ k. We have:
|bα,U (S) | = P rx∼U (S) [hα, xi = 0] − P rx∼U (S) [hα, xi = 1] ≤ 
or equivalently:
P rx∼U (S) [hα, xi = 1] − P rx∼U ({0,1}n ) [hα, xi = 1] ≤ /2
Naor and Naor show that there are explicit constructions of k-wise -biased sets that require
O(log k + log log n + log 1 ) random bits to specify a random point in S.
Our notion of approximating a product distribution with marginals p is the natural
extension of the notion of approximation given by -biased sets: the parity of any subset of
coordinates from our approximate distribution should look like the parity of the subset of
coordinates from Dp .
I Definition 9 ((p, )-biased sample space). Let p ∈ [0, 1]. A (p, )-biased sample space is a
distribution Z on {0, 1}n with small support S ⊂ {0, 1}n such that for every α ∈ {0, 1}n we
have:
P rz∼Z [hα, zi = 1] − P rr∼Dp [hα, ri = 1] ≤ 
Historically, the definition of -biased sets and k-wise independent -biased sets use small
bias as their notion of approximation. As stated in their definitions above, this notion
is equivalent (up to constant factors) with the alternate notion that the distribution of
the outputs of any linear function on input x ∼ U (S) is close to the distribution when
x ∼ U ({0, 1}n ). This equivalence no longer holds in the generalized notion of -biased sets
for Dp . For example, if p is small, then the bias bI,Dp is almost 1 for any singleton subset
I. The nonequivalence of these notions makes some simple facts about standard -biased
sets more tedious to prove for -biased sets for Dp . For completeness, we now state the facts
important for our analysis, and defer their proofs to the appendix.
First, there is a well known relationship between the biases of a random x ∈ {0, 1}n (over
any distribution) and the probability mass function for the distribution.
I Proposition 10. Let D be any distribution. For any a ∈ {0, 1}n , let pa,D be the probability
of sampling a under D. Let p be the 2n length vector of probabilities pa,D for each a. Let b
be the 2n length vector of biases bα,D indexed by α ∈ {0, 1}n . Let the Hadamard matrix H
be the 2n × 2n matrix where each entry is defined as (−1)hα,ai then:
p = 2−n H T b
Given this proposition, we can prove a necessary fact for the analysis of our construction
that if Z is an (p, )-biased space for Dp , then Z is close in max-norm to Dp .
I Corollary 11 (-biased implies close in max norm). Let Z be an (p, )-biased sample space.
Then Z is 2-close to Dp in max-norm. That is, for any a ∈ {0, 1}n we have:
|pa,Z − pa,Dp | ≤ 2
Finally, we note a useful fact that the distribution of the parity of k independent random
variables in {0, 1} with marginals p is close to uniform on {0, 1} for sufficiently large k. The
proof is again deferred to the appendix.
I Proposition 12. Consider k independent tosses of a biased coin with P r[Heads] = p. Then
the probability of an odd number of heads is 12 − 21 (1 − 2p)k .
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3

Construction

Our construction of a (p, )-biased space for Dp is as follows:
I Construction 1. Let k =

1
p

ln 100
 and t = log2

1
2p .

Let 0 =

1 2
100 t+1
0

=

1
2
100 log2

1
p

<


4

≤ .

For 1 ≤ i ≤ t, let Xi be t independent draws from a k-wise  -biased set of {0, 1}n . We
Jt
let X = i=1 Xi . Let Y be drawn from an 0 -biased set of {0, 1}n . Our final distribution is
then Z = X Y.
We first state a main lemma that the product of -biased spaces approximates Dp with the
right notion of approximation. We defer the proof to the appendix.
I Lemma 13 (Coordinate-wise product of -biased sets is -biased for Dp ). Let k ≤ n and let
J
X1 , . . . , Xt be independent draws from k-wise -biased sets on {0, 1}n . Then X = i Xi is
a k-wise ( 21t , t/2)-biased sample space.
Given the lemma, we can then prove the correctness of our construction.
I Theorem 14 (Main Result). Let 0 < p < 1/2. For any  > 0, Z is a (p, )-biased sample
space requiring log n + O(log2 p1 + log p1 log 1 + log p1 log log n) uniform random bits to sample
from.
Proof. We first note that using the constructions mentioned above, generating Z requires
log n + O(t(log k + log log n + log 10 ) + log 10 ) = log n + O(log2 p1 + log p1 log 1 + log p1 log log n)
bits. Moreover, since the original constructions are explicit, we can construct the support of
Z via enumeration of all elements in each used -biased set.
We claim that Z is an -biased distribution for Dp . We show that for any α ∈ {0, 1}n :
P rz∼Z [hα, zi = 1] − P rr∼Dp [hα, ri = 1] ≤ 
The proof splits into two cases. For the first case, assume |α| ≤ k. Since Y and the Xi ’s
are k-wise 0 -biased, by Lemma 13 we have immediately that:
P rz∼Z [hα, zi = 1] − P rr∼Dp [hα, ri = 1] ≤ (t + 1)

0
≤
2

In the second case, assume |α| > k. Let I ⊂ [n] be any subset of the indices of size
exactly k for which α is 1. Consider the first component in the construction of Z:
X=

t
K

Xi

i=1

where each Xi ∈ {0, 1}n is drawn from a k-wise 0 -biased set. By Lemma 13, we know that
the substring of X restricted only to indices in I, denoted XI ∈ {0, 1}k , is ( p2 , γ)-biased for

D p2 ,k for γ ≤ t0 /2 ≤ /100. Thus by Corollary 11, the distribution of XI is 50
-close to D p2 ,k
in max-norm. In particular, this means that:
P (XI = 0k ) ≤ (1 − p)k +

1
100





≤ (1 − p) p ln  +
=
+
≤
50
50
100 50
4
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Thus with probability at least 1 − /4, the string X will contain at least one 1 on an
index where α is 1. This means that we have:
P rz∼Z (hα, zi = 1) = P (hα, zi = 1 ∧ Xα = 0|α| ) + P (hα, zi = 1 ∧ Xα 6= 0|α| )
X

≤ +
P (hα, zi = 1 ∧ X = x)
4
x:xα 6=0|α|
X

P (hα, zi = 1 | X = x)P (X = x)
= +
4
x:xα 6=0|α|
X

= +
P (hα x, yi = 1)P (X = x)
4
x:xα 6=0|α|

X 1

+ 0 P (X = x)
≤ +
4
2
|α|
x:xα 6=0

≤

1


1
+ + 0 ≤ +
2 4
2 2

Similarly for a lower bound we have:
P rz∼Z (hα, zi = 1) = P (hα, zi = 1 ∧ Xα = 0|α| ) + P (hα, zi = 1 ∧ Xα 6= 0|α| )
X
≥0+
P (hα, zi = 1 ∧ X = x)
x:xα 6=0|α|

X

=

P (hα, zi = 1 | X = x)P (X = x)

x:xα 6=0|α|

X

=

P (hα

x, yi = 1)P (X = x)

x:xα 6=0|α|


≥

1
− 0
2



X

P (X = x)

x:xα 6=0|α|



1
− 0
1−
2
4
1


= + 0 − 0 −
2
4
8
1

≥ − 0 −
2
4

1
≥ −
2 2


≥

Combining the upper and lower bound shows that P rz∼Z (hα, zi = 1) is /2 close to 1/2.
Since by Proposition 12 we know that P rr∼Dp (hα, zi = 1) is also /2 close to 1/2 we must
have that:
|P rz∼Z (hα, zi = 1) − P rr∼Dp (hα, ri = 1)| ≤ 

4

J

Applications

We first define the noisy hypercube, which is a crucial graph in our applications and also an
important graph in many areas of theoretical computer science.
I Definition 15 (Noisy Hypercube Graph). The p-noisy hypercube graph, which we denote Tp ,
is the graph on vertex set {0, 1}n such that a random step from node a ∈ {0, 1}n is equivalent
to picking r ∼ Dp and moving to a + r.
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Note that the transition matrix of Tp has no nonzero entries since there is a nonzero probability
of reaching any node from any other node and is thus very dense. Our -biased distribution
for Dp allows us to construct a spare noisy hypercube that has similar properties to the
original noisy hypercube but with fewer edges.
I Definition 16 (Sparse Noisy Hypercube Graph). Let Z be an (p, )-biased sample space.
sparse
The sparse (p, )-noisy hypercube graph, which we denote Tp,
, is the graph on vertex set
n
n
{0, 1} such that a random step from node a ∈ {0, 1} is equivalent to picking z ∼ Z and
moving to a + z.
Because of the size of our construction’s seed length, each row and column of the 2n × 2n
sparse
transition matrix of Tp,
has Õ(n) nonzero entries when p and  are constant.
sparse
We first show that the noise operator defined by Tp,
has similar eigenvalues to that
of the original noise operator. This leads to the fact that our randomness efficient notion
of stability approximates the original notion of stability, and also implies that the graph
sparse
Tp,
is our desired sparse small set expander.

4.1

Eigenvalues

sparse
The main feature about Tp,
from which our applications arise is that it has a similar
spectrum to Tp . We first give a well known (and easily verifiable) fact about the eigenvalues
and eigenvectors of graphs on the boolean hypercube that are defined like above.

I Theorem 17. Let Z be any distribution on {0, 1}n . Define G = (V, E) on vertices
V = {0, 1}n as the graph on which a random step starting at a ∈ {0, 1}n is equivalent to
drawing z ∈ Z and moving to a + z. Let M be the 2n × 2n transition matrix of G. For every
n
subset of indices I ⊂ [n], define the vector vI ∈ {−1, 1}2 to be 1 if the parity of the ith
bitstring in {0, 1}n restricted to I is 0 and −1 if the parity is 1. Each vI is an eigenvector
of M with eigenvalue bI,Z .
Given this well known fact it is straightforward to see that the eigenvalue profiles of Tp and
sparse
Tp,
are close:
sparse
I Corollary 18. The graphs Tp and Tp,
have the same eigenvectors. For every eigenvector
v of both graphs, the corresponding eigenvalues differ by at most 2.
n

sparse
Proof. By Theorem 17, both Tp and Tp,
have the same eigenvectors vI ∈ {−1, 1}2 . For
sparse
any I, vI has eigenvalue bI,Dp in Tp and bI,Z in Tp,
where Z is an -biased distribution
for Dp . However we know by definition of (p, )-biased distribution that:

|bI,Z − bI,Dp | ≤ 2

4.2

J

Randomness Efficient Noise

The stability of a boolean function f on {−1, 1}n is a fundamental concept in the analysis of
boolean functions that measures the tendency of the output of a function to change when
each bit of the input is flipped independently with probability p. In our context, the stability
is equivalent to
Stab1−2p = hf , Tp f i
where we think of f as a 2n length truth table, and Tp is the transition matrix of the noisy
hypercube above (here we no longer think of h·, ·i as the inner product modulo 2).
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We can show that the stability of a function under our notion of “derandomized noise”,
where noise is added to the input via a sample from a (p, )-biased space for Dp is close to
the original notion of stability.
I Theorem 19 (Randomness Efficient Noise Stability is Close to Noise Stability). Let f :
{−1, 1}n → [0, 1] be a function with E[f ] = µ. Then:
Stab1−2p (f ) − 2 ≤ Stabsparse
1−2p (f ) ≤ Stab1−2p (f ) + 2
Proof. We can write f in the Fourier basis as:
X
f=
fI vI
I

It is a well know fact in fourier analysis that:
X
hf , Tp f i =
bI,Dp fI2
I
sparse
Similarly we can derive the corresponding expression for Tp,
:
sparse
hf , Tp,
fi

*

+
X

=

sparse
fI vI , Tp,

X

I

fI vI

I

+

*
=

X

fI vI ,

X

I

=

X

bI,Z fI vI

I

bI,Z fI2 hvI , vI i

I

≤

X

(bI,Dp + 2)fI2

I

= hf , Tp f i + 2
For the lower bound, we replace the inequality with bI,Z ≥ bI,Dp − 2

4.3

J

Small Set Expansion

We now show that our sparse noisy hypercube is our desired sparse small set expander with
large eigenvalues. We first define the expansion of a graph.
I Definition 20 (Expansion). Given graph G = (V, E), let S be any subset of vertices of G.
The expansion of S, denote Φ(S) is the probability that a randomly chosen edge (u, v) has
v 6∈ S conditioned on u ∈ S. Equivalently, if G is a regular undirected graph, we have:
E(S, V \ S)
ΦG (S) = P
v∈S deg(v)
In the context of small set expansion, we are typically interested in the expansion of
sets that contain a small constant fraction δ of vertices. We say that a graph is a small set
expander if for sufficiently small δ, all subsets containing δ-fraction of vertices have expansion
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at least some constant (such as 0.9). We know that the noisy hypercube has n eigenvalues
sparse
that are at least 1 − 2p. As a consequence of Corollary 18, we know that Tp,
has at least
n eigenvalues that are at least 1 − 2p − 2.
It remains to verify that the sparse noisy hypercube is also a small set expander. The
following theorem relates the top eigenvectors of a graph to the expansion of sets [3].
I Theorem 21. For any vector space V, define the p → q norm of a subspace U of V as:
||U||p→q = max
v∈V

||PU v||q
||v||p

Where PU is the projection operator onto subspace U.
For graph G = (V, E), let U be the subspace spanned by all eigenvectors of G with
eigenvalue larger than λ. Then for any S ⊂ V containing δ fraction of vertices we have:
√
Φ(S) ≥ 1 − λ − ||U ||22→4 δ
In the case of the noisy hypercube, one can show via the Bonami Lemma that ||U||2→4 is
bounded. This implies via Theorem 21 that for sufficiently small δ, the expansion of S is
sparse
large. Finally, the next corollary relates the expansion of sets in Tp,
to those in Tp .
I Corollary 22. Let Utrue be the subspace spanned by all eigenvectors of Tp with eigenvalue
sparse
larger than λ. Let Upseudo be the subspace spanned by all eigenvectors of Tp,
with
eigenvalue larger than λ + 2. Then for any S ⊂ V that contains δ fraction of vertices we
have:
√
2
sparse (S) ≥ 1 − λ − ||U
ΦTp,
true ||2→4 δ − 2
Proof. Observe that since the eigenvalues of Tp are at most 2 away from the eigenvalues of
sparse
Tp,
, we have Upseudo ⊂ Utrue . This implies that ||Upseudo ||2→4 ≤ ||Utrue ||2→4 . Thus by
Theorem 21 we have:
√
√
2
2
sparse (S) ≥ 1 − (λ + 2) − ||U
ΦTp,
J
pseudo ||2→4 δ ≥ 1 − λ − ||Utrue ||2→4 δ − 2
sparse
Thus sets in Tp,
have similar expansion to those in Tp . As mentioned earlier, by the
Bonami Lemma [13], we have that when λ = (1 − 2p)k then ||Utrue ||22→4 ≤ 3k . Thus we have:
√
k
k
sparse (S) ≥ 1 − (1 − 2p) − 3
ΦTp,
δ − 2


Thus if we want expansion at least 1 − γ for some small γ, we can set  < γ6 , k > O ln 1/γ
,
p

and δ < γ O( p ) .
1

5

Lower Bounds and Discussion

A natural question is how the size of our construction compares to an optimal, possibly
nonexplicit construction. We first note that a simple probabilistic argument shows that any
collection of 2n tests from {0, 1}n to {0, 1} under the uniform distribution can be -fooled
by some function G : {0, 1}s → {0, 1}n for s = log n + 2 log(1/) + O(1). The probabilistic
construction is to simply pick each output of G independently and uniformly at random from
{0, 1}n . Using an analogous argument, picking each output of G independently from Dp
shows that there is a distribution Z using the same seed length s that fools all 2n linear tests
under Dp . Thus, non-explicitly there exists a construction of an (p, )-biased distribution
whose size does not depend on p. Moreover, the distribution is uniform on its support, which
is not the case for our explicit construction.
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n
log 1/



on the size of -biased sets. We note

that as a whole, since our construction works for p = 1/2 this lower bound is also a lower
bound in general for -biased sets for Dp . However, the story changes dramatically for small
p. The previously mentioned lower bound is a result on the equivalence of -biased sets
with -balanced linear error correcting codes. In an -balanced linear error correcting codes
with message length n and block length m, every codeword has weight between (1/2 − )m
and (1/2 + )m. The equivalence between such codes and -biased sets breaks down when
generalizing to (p, )-biased sample spaces. Under the assumption that we wish to construct
an (p, )-biased distribution for Dp,n of size m that is uniform on its support, we would
require a linear error correcting code with basis a1 , . . . , an ∈ {0, 1}m such that the weight of
P
the codeword I aI for every I ⊂ [n] is between 12 − 12 (1 − 2p)|I| −  and 12 − 12 (1 − 2p)|I| + .
We note that our construction worsens in comparison to the optimal as p gets small.
Indeed, as p approaches 1/n, the amount of entropy in Dp approaches 1, however, our seed
length approaches log2 n. Thus, our construction illuminates a peculiar question about
simulating an unfair coin: in order to simulate a coin with bias p, we require log p1 flips of
a fair coin, or in other words log p1 bits of Shannon entropy. This is an extremely wasteful
amount of randomness needed to simulate a distribution that has only H(p)  1 bits of
entropy. However, it is unclear how to simulate an unfair coin using fair coins in a more
efficient way. We note that the reverse direction of simulating a fair coin with a biased coin
is a well known riddle attributed to von Neumann [16].
One reason that the efficiency of our construction depends on p is because of an asymmetry
between the nature of the seed and the output. We aimed to use O(log n) independent fair
coin flips to approximate the distribution of n independent unfair coin flips. A more apt
comparison would be to stretch O(log n) unfair coins to approximate n unfair coins. It would
be interesting to see whether there are simple constructions that can do so.
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A

Omitted Proofs

Proof of Proposition 10. We note that H −1 = 2−n H T and show that Hp = b. For any
fixed entry of b, we have:
bα,D = P ra∼D [hα, ai = 0] − P ra∼D [hα, ai = 1]
X
X
=
pa,D −
pa,D
a:hα,ai=0

=

X

(−1)

a:hα,ai=1

hα,ai

pa,D

a

J

= (Hp)α
Proof of Corollary 11. For any α ∈ {0, 1}n , we have that:
|bα,Z − bα,Dp |
= |Pz∼Z [hα, zi = 0] − P rz∼Z [hα, zi = 1] − (Pz∼Dp [hα, zi = 0] − (Pz∼Dp [hα, zi = 1])|
≤ |Pz∼Z [hα, zi = 0] − Pz∼Dp [hα, zi = 0]| + |P rz∼Z [hα, zi = 1] − (Pz∼Dp [hα, zi = 1])|
≤ 2.
Fix any a ∈ {0, 1}n . By the formula from Proposition 10, we know that:
pa,Z = 2−n

X

(−1)ha,αi bα,Z

α∈{0,1}n

Similarly:
pa,D = 2−n

X
α∈{0,1}n

(−1)ha,αi bα,D
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Thus:

|pa,Z − pa,D |
X

= 2−n

(−1)ha,αi (bα,Z − bα,D )

α∈{0,1}n

X

≤ 2−n

|(bα,Z − bα,D )|

α∈{0,1}n

≤ 2

J

Proof of Proposition 12. Let Xi be a random variable with value −1 if the ith coin toss
is heads and 1 otherwise. Then the probability of an odd number of heads is equal to
Qk
Qk
P r[ i=1 Xi = −1]. Note that the random variable 12 + 12 i=1 Xi is an indicator random
variable that is 1 when there is an even number of heads. Thus
"

#
k
k
1 1Y
1 1Y
1 1
P r(even number of heads) = E
+
Xi = +
E[Xi ] = + (1 − 2p)k
2 2 i=1
2 2 i=1
2 2
Thus the probability of an odd number of heads is
1 1
− (1 − 2p)k
2 2

J

Proof of Lemma 13. We wish to show that for any α ∈ {0, 1}n with |α| ≤ k:

P rx∼X [hα, xi = 1] − P rx∼D 1 [hα, xi = 1] ≤ t
2t

We prove this via a hybrid argument.
Consider random variables X1 , . . . , Xt , R1 , . . . , Rt taking on values in {0, 1}n where the
Xi ’s are independent draws from a k-wise -biased set, Ri ’s are chosen independently and
uniformly at random from {0, 1}n . We then define for 0 ≤ ` ≤ t the t + 1 hybrid distributions:

*
H` =

α,

`
K
i=1

!
Ri

t
K

!+
Xi

i=`+1

Notice that H0 = hα, xi when x ∼ X, while Ht+1 = hα, xi, when x ∼ Dp . We show that
|H` − H`+1 | ≤  for every 0 ≤ ` ≤ t. Since each H` is a distribution on {0, 1} we can write
the probability that distribution H` outputs 1 as:
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"*
Pr

α,

R1 ,...,R` ,
X`+1 ,...,Xt

Pr

α,

R1 ,...,R` ,
X`+1 ,...,Xt

`
K

Pr

α,

R1 ,...,R` ,
X`+1 ,...,Xt

`
K

Pr

α

R1 ,...,R` ,
X`+1 ,...,Xt

!
Ri

#

!+
Xi

=1

i=`+2

!
Ri

!

t
K

#

+

Xi

X`+1

=1

i=`+2

`
K

!

t
K

Ri

"*
P rX`+1

E

R1 ,...,R` ,
X`+2 ,...,Xt

=1

t
K

X`+1

i=1

"
=

Xi

i=`+1

i=1

"*
=

Ri

#

!+

t
K

i=1

"*
=

!

i=1

"*
=

`
K

α

!
Xi

+
, X`+1

#
=1

i=`+2
`
K

!
Ri

i=1

t
K

!
Xi

+
, X`+1

##
=1

i=`+2

Where the last equality makes use of the fact that all the Xi ’s and Ri ’s are independent
from each other. Similarly, we can write the probability that H`+1 outputs 1 as:
"*
!
!+
#
`+1
t
K
K
Pr
Ri
Xi
=1
α,
R1 ,...,R`+1 ,
X`+2 ,...,Xt

i=1

"
=

E

R1 ,...,R` ,
X`+2 ,...,Xt

i=`+2

"*
P rR`+1

α

`
K
i=1

!
Ri

t
K

!
Xi

+
, R`+1

##
=1

i=`+2

J
 J

`
t
For fixed R1 , . . . , R` and X`+2 , . . . , Xt , we know that β = α
R
X
i
i
i=1
i=`+2
is a vector with at most k 1’s. Thus since X`+1 is k-wise -biased, we know that:
|P rX`+1 [hβ, R`+1 i = 1] − P rX`+1 [hβ, X`+1 i = 1] | ≤ /2
Since expectation is just a weighted average, and each H` is a distribution over {0, 1}, we
can conclude that |H` − H`+1 | ≤ /2. Combining all the hybrid steps via triangle inequality
gives us that |H0 − H` | ≤ t/2
J
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Abstract
We prove three new lower bounds for graph connectivity in the 1-bit broadcast congested clique
model, BCC(1). First, in the KT-0 version of BCC(1), in which nodes are aware of neighbors
only through port numbers, we show an Ω(log n) round lower bound for Connectivity even for
constant-error randomized Monte Carlo algorithms. The deterministic version of this result can be
obtained via the well-known “edge-crossing” argument, but, the randomized version of this result
requires establishing new combinatorial results regarding the indistinguishability graph induced by
inputs. In our second result, we show that the Ω(log n) lower bound result extends to the KT-1
version of the BCC(1) model, in which nodes are aware of IDs of all neighbors, though our proof works
only for deterministic algorithms. This result substantially improves upon the existing Ω(log∗ n)
deterministic lower bound (Jurdziński et el., SIROCCO 2018) for this problem. Since nodes know IDs
of their neighbors in the KT-1 model, it is no longer possible to play “edge-crossing” tricks; instead
we present a reduction from the 2-party communication complexity problem Partition in which
Alice and Bob are given two set partitions on [n] and are required to determine if the join of these
two set partitions equals the trivial one-part set partition. While our KT-1 Connectivity lower
bound holds only for deterministic algorithms, in our third result we extend this Ω(log n) KT-1 lower
bound to constant-error Monte Carlo algorithms for the closely related ConnectedComponents
problem. We use information-theoretic techniques to obtain this result. All our results hold for
the seemingly easy special case of Connectivity in which an algorithm has to distinguish an
instance with one cycle from an instance with multiple cycles. Our results showcase three rather
different lower bound techniques and lay the groundwork for further improvements in lower bounds
for Connectivity in the BCC(1) model.
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Introduction

We are given an n-node, completely connected communication network in which each node
can broadcast at most b bits in each round. These n nodes and a subset of the edges of the
communication network form the input graph. The question we ask is this: how many rounds
of communication does it take to determine if the input graph is connected? This is the well
known Connectivity problem in the b-bit Broadcast Congested Clique, i.e., the BCC(b)
model.
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A series of recent rapid improvements [15, 13, 20] have shown that Connectivity and
in fact MST, can be solved in O(1) rounds w.h.p.1 in the b-bit Congested Clique model,
CC(b), when b = log n. The CC(b) model allows each node to send a possibly different b-bit
message to each of the other n − 1 nodes in the network, in each round. In contrast, the
fastest known algorithm for Connectivity in the
 n) model, due to Jurdziński
 BCC(log
and Nowicki [19], is deterministic and it runs in O

log n
log log n

rounds. This contrast between

BCC(b) and CC(b) is not surprising, given how much larger the overall bandwidth in CC(b)
is compared to BCC(b). Becker et al. [4] show that the pair-wise set disjointness problem
can be solved in O(1) rounds in CC(1), but needs Ω(n) rounds in BCC(1). But, despite
the fact that Connectivity is such a fundamental problem, prior to this paper, only an
Ω(log∗ n)-round lower bound for deterministic algorithms for Connectivity in the KT-1
BCC(1) model was known [18].
Lower bound arguments in “congested” distributed computing models typically use a
“bottleneck” technique [5, 8, 9, 11, 12, 16]. At a high level, this technique consists of showing
that there is a low bandwidth cut in the communication network across which a high volume of
information has to flow in order to solve the given problem. The lower bound on information
flow is usually obtained via 2-party communication complexity lower bounds [23]. Not
surprisingly, the “bottleneck” technique does not work in the CC(b) model because any cut
with Θ(n) vertices in each part, has a high bandwidth of Θ(n2 · b) bits. In fact, a result of
Drucker et al. [11], showing that circuits can be simulated efficiently in the Congested Clique
model, indicates that no technique we currently know of can prove non-trivial lower bounds
in the CC(b) model. However, as further shown by [11], “bottlenecks” are possible for some
problems in the weaker BCC(b) model. In this model, every cut has bandwidth O(n · b) and
for example Drucker et al. [11] provide a reduction showing that for the problem of detecting
the presence of a K4 in the input graph there is a cut across which Ω(n2 ) information has to
flow. This leads to an Ω(n/b) lower bound for K4 -detection in the BCC(b).
All known lower bounds [11, 16] in the BCC(log n) model have this general structure and
these techniques work for problems such as fixed subgraph detection, all pairs shortest paths,
diameter computation, etc., that are relatively difficult, requiring polynomially many rounds
to solve. For “simpler” problems such as Connectivity and MST, we need more fine-grained
lower bound techniques that allow us to prove polylogarithmic lower bounds. Specifically,
since Connectivity can be solved in BCC(b) for any b ≥ 1 in just O(poly(log n)) rounds,
the best we can expect is to show the existence of a cut across which Ω(n · poly(log n))
volume of information needs to flow. In fact, the connected components of a subgraph can
be represented in O(n log n) bits and this is all that needs to communicated across a cut
to solve Connectivity. Thus the best lower bound we can expect for Connectivity via
this technique is an Ω(log n/b). However, even this was unknown prior to this paper and
one contribution of this paper is an Ω(log n/b) lower bound for Connectivity using the
“bottleneck” technique.

1.1

Our Contribution

We consider the Connectivity problem and the closely related ConnectedComponents
problem in the BCC(1) model. In the latter problem, each node needs to output the label of
the connected component it belongs to. We work in the BCC(1) model because it allows

1

We use “w.h.p.” as short for “with high probability” which refers to the probability that is at least
1 − 1/nc for c ≥ 1.
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us to isolate barriers due to different levels of initial local knowledge (e.g., knowing IDs of
neighbors vs not knowing IDs). This is also without loss of generality because a t-round
lower bound in BCC(1) immediately translates to a t/b-round lower bound in BCC(b). We
consider two natural versions of the BCC(1) model, that we call KT-0 and KT-1 (using
notation from [2]). In the KT-0 (“Knowledge Till 0 hops”) version, nodes are unaware of IDs
of other nodes in the network and the n − 1 communication ports at each node are arbitrarily
numbered 1 through n − 1. In the KT-1 (“Knowledge Till 1 hop”) version, nodes know
all n IDs in the network and the n − 1 communication ports at each node are respectively
labeled with the IDs of the nodes at the other end of the port. Note that if the bandwidth
b = Ω(log n), then there is essentially no distinction between the KT-0 and KT-1 versions
since each node in the KT-0 version can send its ID to neighbors in constant rounds and
then nodes would have as much knowledge as they initially do in the KT-1 version. But the
difference in initial knowledge plays a critical role when b = o(log n) and in fact our best
results in these two models use completely different techniques. We present three main lower
bound results in this paper, derived using very different techniques.
In the KT-0 version of BCC(1) we show an Ω(log n) round lower bound for Connectivity
even for constant-error randomized Monte Carlo algorithms. In fact, the lower bound is
shown for the seemingly simpler “one cycle vs two cycles” problem in which the input
graph is either a single cycle or consists of two disjoint cycles and the algorithm has
to distinguish between these two possibilities. We use a well-known indistinguishability
argument involving “edge crossing” [22, 3, 27] for this result, but the main novelty here
is how this argument deals with the possibility that the algorithm can err on a constant
fraction of the input instances. In a standard edge crossing argument one shows that for
a particular YES instance (i.e., a connected or “one-cycle” instance) G, many of the NO
instances G(e, e0 ) obtained by crossing pairs of edges e and e0 in G cannot be distinguished
even after some t rounds of a BCC(1) algorithm (see Definition 7 for the precise definition
of a crossing). But for a randomized lower bound in BCC(1), it is not enough to consider
a single YES instance. Instead, we use the bipartite indistinguishability graph induced by
all YES and NO instances and show that this satisfies a polygamous version of Hall’s
Theorem (see Theorem 1). This allows us to show the existence of a large generalized
matching in the indistinguishability graph, which in turn shows that every o(log n) round
constant-error Monte Carlo algorithm can be fooled into making more errors than it is
allowed.
We then show that the above lower bound result extends to the KT-1 version of the
BCC(1) model, though our proof only works for deterministic algorithms. This result
substantially improves the Ω(log∗ n)-round lower bound for deterministic algorithms
for Connectivity in the KT-1 BCC(1) model [18]. In KT-1, because of knowledge
of IDs of neighbors, it is no longer possible to perform “edge crossing” tricks. But we
are able to successfully use the “bottleneck” technique and show that there is a cut for
the Connectivity problem across which Ω(n log n) bits need to flow. We prove this
result by presenting a reduction from the 2-party communication complexity problem
Partition [14]. In the Partition problem, we have a ground set [n] and Alice and Bob
respectively are given two set partitions PA and PB of [n]. The goal is to output 1 iff
PA ∨ PB = 1 where PA ∨ PB (read as “PA join PB ”) is the finest partition P such that
both PA and PB are refinements of P 2 and 1 is the trivial partition consisting of the single

2

Given two set partitions P and P 0 of [n], P is said to be a refinement of P 0 if for every part S ∈ P ,
there is a part S 0 ∈ P 0 such that S ⊆ S 0 . For example the partition (1, 2)(3, 4)(5) is a refinement of
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set [n]. For example, if PA = (1, 2)(3, 4)(5), PB = (1, 2, 4)(3)(5), and PC = (1, 2, 4)(3, 5)
then PA ∨ PB = (1, 2, 3, 4)(5) and PA ∨ PC = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5). We then use the fact that the
deterministic communication complexity of Partition is Ω(n log n) to obtain our result.
Again, this time using a linear-algebraic argument, we show our result for a seemingly
simple special case of Connectivity: “one cycle vs multiple cycles.” As far as we
know, randomized communication complexity of Partition is a long-standing unresolved
problem. Showing a lower bound on the randomized communication complexity of
Partition will immediately lead to a KT-1 lower bound for randomized Connectivity
algorithms, via our reduction.
Our final result arises from our attempt to obtain a KT-1 lower bound even for constanterror Monte Carlo algorithms. We consider a version of the Partition problem, called
PartitionComp, in which Alice and Bob are required to output the join of their respective
input partitions PA and PB instead of just determining if PA ∨ PB = 1. We use an
information-theoretic argument to show that the mutual information of any algorithm,
even a constant-error Monte Carlo algorithm, that solves this version of Partition is
Ω(n log n). This leads to an Ω(log n)-round lower bound for ConnectedComponents in
the KT-1 version of BCC(1), even for constant-error randomized Monte Carlo algorithms.
We prove in this paper non-trivial lower bounds for Connectivity in the BCC(1) model.
The fact that our lower bounds hold even in the KT-1 model implies that the difficulty of
the problem does not arise just from lack of knowledge of IDs of other nodes. The fact
that our lower bounds hold for extremely sparse (i.e., 2-regular) graphs, suggests that there
might be room to get stronger lower bounds by considering dense input graphs. In fact,
using a deterministic sketching technique [25, 24], it is possible to obtain a deterministic
O(log n)-round BCC(1) algorithm for Connectivity for graphs with arboricity bounded
by a constant. This implies that our lower bounds are tight for uniformly sparse graphs.

1.2

The BCC(b) Model

A size-n KT-0 instance of the BCC(1) model consists of n vertices, each with a unique
O(log n)-bit ID. Each vertex has n − 1 communication ports labeled distinctly, 1 through
n − 1, in an arbitrary manner. A key feature of the KT-0 instance is that port labels have
nothing to do with IDs. Pairs of communication ports are connected by network edges such
that the underlying communication network is a clique. The n vertices along with a subset
of the edges form the input graph. Thus some edges are both network edges and input graph
edges, whereas the remaining edges are just network edges. The initial knowledge of a vertex
v consists of its ID, its port numbering, an identification of ports that correspond to input
edges, and an arbitrarily long string rv of random bits. In each round t, each vertex u
receives messages via broadcast from the remaining n − 1 vertices in the previous round,
performs local computation, and broadcasts a message of length at most b-bits. This message
is received at the beginning of round t + 1 by the remaining n − 1 vertices along each of
their communication ports that connect to u. After t rounds, the at most t · b bits that v
sends and the at most (n − 1) · t · b bits that v receives, along with the ports that they are
received from make up the transcript of v at round t. A size-n KT-1 instance of the BCC(b)
model differs from a KT-0 instance in one important way: each network edge e = {u, v} is
connected to u at port number ID(v) and connected to v at port number ID(u). Thus, in
a KT-1 instance, IDs serve as port numbers and the initial knowledge of a vertex consists
include all n vertex IDs.
(1, 2)(3, 4, 5).
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Since the main focus of the paper is to derive lower bounds, we assume the public coin
model in which all the random strings rv are identical. Lower bounds proved in the public
coin model hold in the private coin model as well, in which all the rv ’s are distinct. For
a decision problem, such as Connectivity, when we run a BCC(b) algorithm A on an
input graph G, each vertex outputs either YES or NO and the output of the system is
YES if all vertices output YES and is NO otherwise. For a deterministic algorithm A for
Connectivity the system must output YES if G is connected and NO if G is disconnected.
If A is an -error randomized Monte Carlo algorithm, then in order to be correct, it must
satisfy the following requirements: (i) if G is connected then the system outputs YES with
probability > 1 −  and (ii) if G is disconnected then the system outputs NO with probability
> 1 − .

1.3

Related Work

Congest model [28] lower bounds via the “bottleneck technique” that rely on communication
complexity lower bounds have been shown for MST and related connectivity problems in [9]
and for minimum vertex cover, maximum independent set, optimal graph coloring, all pairs
shortest paths, and subgraph detection in [5, 8, 12]. This approach has also been used to
derive BCC(log n) lower bounds in [11, 16]. Becker et al. [4] define a spectrum of congested
clique models parameterized by a range parameter r, denoting the number of distinct messages
a node can send in a round. Setting r = 1 gives us the BCC(b) model and setting r = n
gives us the CC(b) model. They show the pair-wise set disjointness problem is sensitive to
the value of r in the sense that for every pair of ranges r0 < r, the problem can be solved
provably faster in the model with range r than it can in the model with range r0 .
Distributed lower bounds via the “edge crossing” argument have a long history in
distributed computing, see [21] for an example in the context of proving message complexity
lower bounds. More recent examples [22, 3, 27] appear in the context of proof-labeling schemes.
Informally speaking, a proof-labeling scheme consists of a prover who labels the vertices
of the input configuration with labels and a distributed verifier who is required to verify a
predicate (e.g., do the marked edges form an MST?) in one round, using the help of the
prover’s labels. The verification complexity of a proof-labeling scheme is the size of the largest
message sent by the verifier. Patt-Shamir and Perry [27] show an Ω(log n) lower bound on the
verification complexity of MST in the broadcast congested clique model. An Ω(log n) lower
bound in the KT-0 version of BCC(1) for deterministic Connectivity algorithms follows
from this result. The high level idea is that if there were a faster BCC(1) Connectivity
algorithm, the prover could use the transcript of the algorithm at each vertex v as the label at
v. The verifier could then broadcast these transcripts and locally, at each vertex v, simulate
the algorithm at v. Baruch et al. [3] show that if there is a deterministic proof-labeling
scheme with verification complexity κ, then there is a randomized proof-labeling scheme
with one-sided error having verification complexity O(log κ). Combining this with the fact
that MST verification has a deterministic proof-labeling scheme with O(log2 n) verification
complexity [22], leads to a randomized proof-labeling scheme with O(log log n) verification
complexity for MST [3, 27]. This needs to be contrasted with the fact that we show an
Ω(log n) lower bound for Connectivity in KT-0 BCC(1) even for constant-error Monte
Carlo algorithms.
There have been recent attempts to combine the edge crossing and bottleneck techniques
to obtain lower bounds for triangle detection in the Congest model [1, 12]. In particular, [12]
provide an Ω(log n) lower bound for deterministic algorithms solving triangle detection in
the KT-1 Congest model with 1-bit bandwidth.
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Finally, lower bounds for the Connectivity problem are also known in related models
like streaming and MPC [26, 6, 29]. Ideas in these papers, based on the polynomial method
and boolean function complexity do not seem to imply any non-trivial lower bounds in the
BCC(1) model.

2

Technical Preliminaries

Polygamous Hall’s Theorem. Let G = (L, R, E) be a bipartite graph. A k-matching is a
subgraph consisting of a set of nodes A ⊆ L where each v ∈ A has edges to nodes in the set
nbr(v) such that |nbr(v)| = k and nbr(u) ∩ nbr(v) = ∅ for u, v ∈ A, u 6= v. The size of a
k-matching is the number of connected components in the subgraph.
I Theorem 1 (Polygamous Hall’s Theorem). Let G = (L, R, E) be a bipartite graph. If for
every S ⊆ L we have |N (S)| ≥ k|S| then G has a k-matching of size |L|.
Proof. Make k copies of each node in L while keeping R the same. Now for every S ⊆ L
we have |N (S)| ≥ |S| and by Hall’s marriage theorem, we have a matching in the modified
bipartite graph which is a k-matching of size |L| in the original graph.
J
Yao’s Minimax Theorem. The standard way to prove lower bounds on -error randomized
algorithms is by invoking Yao’s Minimax Theorem [31]. Let RR (P ) denote the minimum
round complexity of any -error randomized algorithm that solves P . Let DRµ (P ) denote the
distributional round complexity of P , which is the minimum deterministic round complexity
of an algorithm whose input is drawn from the distribution µ (known to the algorithm) and
the algorithm is allowed to make error on at most  fraction of the input (weighted by µ).
I Theorem 2 (Yao’s Minimax Theorem). For any problem P , RR (P ) ≥ maxµ {DRµ (P )}
Yao’s Minimax Theorem reduces the problem of proving a randomized lower bound to the
task of designing a “hard” distribution that produces high distributional complexity.
Lower bound for Partition. The total number of distinct partitions on a ground set of n
elements is given by the nth Bell number Bn . It is well known that Bn = 2Θ(n log n) . This
means that the number of different possible input pairs that Alice and Bob can receive in
the Partition problem is Bn2 = 2Θ(n log n) . Define the matrix M n such that M n (i, j) = 1 if
Pi ∨ Pj = 1 and M n (i, j) = 0 otherwise. Note that M n is a Bn × Bn matrix. Theorem 3
shows that this matrix is non-singular.
I Theorem 3 ([10, 30]). rank(M n ) = Bn where Bn is the nth Bell number
Therefore by Lemma 1.28 of [23] we get the following corollary.
I Corollary 4. The deterministic 2-party communication complexity of Partition is
Ω(n log n)
Information Theory. Let µ be a distribution over a finite set Ω and let X be a random
P
variable with distribution µ. The entropy of X is defined as H(X) = − x∈Ω µ(x) log µ(x)
P
and the conditional entropy of X given Y is H(X|Y ) = y Pr[Y = y]H(X|Y = y) where
H(X|Y = y) is the entropy of X conditioned on the event {Y = y}. The joint entropy of two
random variables X and Y , denoted by H(X, Y ), is the entropy of their joint distribution.
The mutual information between random variables X and Y is I(X; Y ) = H(X) −
H(X|Y ) = H(Y ) − H(Y |X) and the conditional mutual information between X and Y given
Z is I(X; Y |Z) = H(X|Z) − H(X|Y, Z). See the first two chapters of [7] for an excellent
introduction to the basics of information theory.
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Lower Bounds in the KT-0 model

This section is devoted to proving the following theorem. As mentioned earlier, our lower
bound applies to the simpler “one cycle vs two cycles” problem which we will call TwoCycle.
In this problem, the input is promised to be either a single cycle or two disconnected cycles,
each of length at least 3 and the goal is to distinguish between these two types of inputs.
I Theorem 5. For a sufficiently small constant 0 <  ≤ 1/2, the -error randomized round
complexity of the TwoCycle problem in the BCC(1) KT-0 model is bounded below by
Ω(log n).
Proof. Consider an arbitrary one-cycle instance I1 ∈ V1 after t = 0.1 log3 n rounds of
algorithm A. Let x, y ∈ {0, 1, ⊥}t be the strings that correspond to the largest set of active
edges after t-rounds of algorithm A. We would like to count the size of this set of active
edges. Recall that we orient each input graph edge of I1 in a clockwise direction. Therefore,
each input graph edge in I1 can be labeled with a string of length 2t which denotes messages
sent across it from the head and the tail (in order) across the t rounds. This means that
there are at least n/32t = n0.8 input graph edges in I1 that have the same messages sent
across them. Therefore, the size of the set of active edges with respect to x, y is at least
Ω(n0.8 ).
t
By Lemma 12 and Theorem 1, we can say that there exists a Θ(log n)-matching in Gx,y
of size |V1 |. No matter what the algorithm A outputs on any one-cycle instance, it will
produce the same output on the matched O(log n) two-cycle instances. By Lemma 13, we
know that for any I1 ∈ V1 and I2 ∈ V2 , µ(I1 ) = µ(I2 ) · Θ(log n) Therefore, each instance
I1 ∈ V1 contributes to Θ(µ(I1 )) the error of the algorithm which means that any t-round
BCC(1) algorithm will have total error at least a constant. This implies the theorem. J
Two KT-0 instances I1 and I2 are said to be indistinguishable after t rounds of an algorithm
A if the state of each vertex (i.e., the initial knowledge and the transcript at that vertex)
after t rounds is the same in both the instances. We first introduce a technical tool called
indistinguishability via port-preserving crossings. This tool has been used to show distributed
computing lower bounds in several settings [21, 22, 3, 27] and we heavily borrow notation
from [27]. For an edge e = (v, u) we use the notation e(p, q) to denote that e is connected to
port p at v and to port q at u. For this notation to be unambiguous, we must think of the
edge e = (v, u) as a directed edge v → u even though the graph itself is undirected.
I Definition 6 (Independent Edges [27]). Let I be an instance with input graph G = (V, E)
and let e1 = (v1 , u1 ) and e2 = (v2 , u2 ) be two edges of G. The edges e1 and e2 are said to be
independent if and only if v1 , u1 , v2 , u2 are four distinct vertices and (v1 , u2 ), (v2 , u1 ) ∈
/ E. A
set of input graph edges is called independent if every pair of edges in the set is a pair of
independent edges.
I Definition 7 (Port-Preserving Crossing [27]). Consider an instance I with input graph G =
(V, E). Let e1 = (v1 , u1 ) and e2 = (v2 , u2 ) be two independent edges of G, and let e01 = (v1 , u2 )
and e02 = (v2 , u1 ) be two corresponding network edges in I. Let p1 , p2 , q1 , q2 , p01 , q10 , p02 , q20 be
eight ports such that e1 (p1 , q1 ), e2 (p2 , q2 ), e01 (p01 , q20 ), e02 (p02 , q10 ). The crossing of e1 and e2 in
I, denoted by I(e1 , e2 ), is the instance obtained from I by replacing e1 and e2 in G with the
edges e01 and e02 and rewiring the edges so that e1 (p01 , q10 ), e2 (p02 , q20 ), e01 (p1 , q2 ), and e02 (p2 , q1 ).
(See Figure 1.)
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Figure 1 This figure illustrates definition of a port-preserving crossing as per Definition 7.

The following lemma establishes a standard connection between indistinguishability and
port-preserving crossings (henceforth “crossings”) and is in fact the main motivation for
defining crossings. For simplicity, we say that a node sends the character ⊥ to denote the
fact that the node remains silent. Therefore, the events of a node broadcasting a 0, a 1, or
remaining silent can be described as sending the characters 0, 1, or ⊥ respectively.
I Lemma 8. Let I be an instance with input graph G = (V, E) and let e1 = (v1 , u1 ) and
t
e2 = (v2 , u2 ) be two independent edges of G. If v1 , v2 send the same sequence x ∈ {0, 1, ⊥}
t
and u1 , u2 send the same sequence y ∈ {0, 1, ⊥} in the first t rounds of the algorithm, then
I is indistinguishable from I(e1 , e2 ) after t rounds.
Proof. We will prove the lemma by induction on t. The initial knowledge of each vertex in
I and I(e1 , e2 ) is the same so the statement is true for t = 0.
Assume that the lemma is true for some round 0 ≤ i ≤ t. Therefore, the characters
broadcast by the vertices in round i + 1 will be the same in both the instances. From the
definition of port preserving crossing it is clear that I and I(e1 , e2 ) differ only in four edges,
e1 , e2 , e01 = (v1 , u2 ), and e02 = (v2 , u1 ). Therefore, all vertices except v1 , v2 , u1 , and u2 will
receive the same characters across all their ports in round i + 1 in both the instances and
hence will have the same state in both instances after round i + 1.
Let the port names of the four edges in I and I(e1 , e2 ) be as in Definition 7 and Figure
1. In I, the vertex u1 will receive the characters broadcast by v1 , v2 through ports q1 , q10
respectively and in I(e1 , e2 ) it will receive the characters broadcast by v2 , v1 through ports
q1 , q10 respectively. Note that v1 and v2 broadcast the same message in round i + 1 since they
send the same sequence x in the first t rounds and therefore, the state of u1 after round i + 1
will be the same in both instances. We can make similar arguments for u2 , v1 , and v2 as well.
Therefore, the state of each vertex after round i + 1 is the same in both I and I(e1 , e2 ) which
proves the induction step as well as the lemma.
J
As a “warm-up”, we first sketch an easy Ω(log n) lower bound for randomized Monte Carlo
algorithms that make polynomially small error, i.e., error  = 1/nc for constant c > 0. By
Yao’s minimax theorem (Theorem 2), it suffices to show a lower bound on the distributional
complexity of a deterministic algorithm under a hard distribution. Consider the following
hard distribution µ: Let I be an arbitrary instance such that the input graph G of I is a
one-cycle on n vertices. Let S be an arbitrarily chosen set of exactly bn/3c independent
edges 3 and let I(S) be the set of all instances I(e, e0 ) where e, e0 ∈ S, and therefore,
|I(S)| = bn/3c
= Θ(n2 ). The hard distribution µ places probability mass 1/2 on the
2
3

Adding an edge to S invalidates at most two other edges, and therefore we can always find an independent
set S of size bn/3c.
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instance I and uniformly distributes the remaining probability mass among the instances
in I(S). Now, given a t-round deterministic algorithm A we can assign a 2t-character label
to each edge (v, u) obtained by concatenating the t characters broadcast by v and u. Here
each character in the label belongs to the alphabet {0, 1, ⊥}. The pigeon-hole principle
implies that there is a set S 0 ⊆ S, |S 0 | ≥ n/(3 · 32t ), of edges in S with identical labels.
Then by Lemma 8, for any e, e0 ∈ S 0 , I and I(e, e0 ) are indistinguishable after t-rounds of A.
Since A cannot make an error on I, it makes errors on all instances I(e, e0 ) where e, e0 ∈ S 0 .
Since µ assigned the probability mass 1/2 uniformly to all instances
the probability
 bn/3c in I(S),−4t
|S 0 |
0
that A makes an error is at least |I(S )|/(2|I(S)|) = 2 / 2
≥ Ω(3 ). Therefore,
if t ≤ 0.001 · c · log3 n, this error becomes Ω(1/n0.001c ) which is much larger than 1/nc ; a
contradiction, implying that t > 0.001 · c · log n and leading to the following theorem.
I Theorem 9. For any constant c > 0, if  ≤ 1/nc then the -error randomized round
complexity of the Connectivity problem in the BCC(1) KT-0 model is Ω(c · log n).
Proof. Note that since the probability mass on I is so large, any algorithm with permissible
error probability must output YES on I and therefore, it will also output YES on all instances
that are indistinguishable from I.
Given a t-round deterministic algorithm A we can assign a 2t-character label to each
edge (v, u) where each character belongs to the alphabet {0, 1, ⊥}. The label is assigned
such that the head v sends the ith character of the label and the tail u sends the (t + i)th
character of the label in round i for all edges. By using the pigeon hole principle, we see
that there is a set S 0 ⊆ S, |S 0 | ≥ n/(3 · 32t ), of edges in S with identical labels. By Lemma
8, for any e, e0 ∈ S 0 , I and I(e, e0 ) are indistinguishable after t-rounds of A. Therefore, any t
round algorithm will
make an error on instances I(e, e0 ) where e, e0 ∈ S 0 and this makes the
 bn/3c
|S 0 |
error at least 2 / 2
≥ Ω(3−4t ). Therefore, if t ≤ 0.001 · c · log3 n, this error becomes
0.001c
Ω(1/n
) which is much larger than 1/nc .
J
The hard distribution µ that led to the above theorem fails to give even a super-constant
round lower bound for constant error probability. This is because for any constant , there is
a constant t such that the error probability |I(S 0 )|/(2|I(S)|) of algorithm A is smaller than
, leading to no contradiction.

3.1

A Lower Bound for Constant Error Probability

To get around this problem, we start with the observation that a two-cycle instance I(e, e0 )
obtained from I, can also be obtained by crossing edges in other one-cycle instances, i.e.,
I(e, e0 ) = I 0 (f, f 0 ) for edges f, f 0 in an instance I 0 6= I. Thus, as the algorithm executes, even
though I(e, e0 ) ceases to be indistinguishable from I, it may continue to be indistinguishable
from I 0 . This suggests that we should be considering all one-cycle and two-cycle instances
and all the edge crossings that lead from one-cycle instances to two-cycle instances. This
motivates the definition below of a bipartite indistinguishability graph with all one-cycle
and two-cycle instances as vertices. In the proof of Theorem 9, when we placed the entire
probability mass on a single “star” indistinguishability graph with I being the central node
and instances in I(S) being the leaves, we ran into trouble because the degree of I in this “star”
shrank too quickly with the number of rounds, t. If we consider the full indistinguishability
graph, we have more leeway. Specifically, showing the existence of a large matching in the
indistinguishability graph would be helpful since the algorithm is forced to make an error at
one of the two endpoints of each matching edge. We formalize this intuition below.
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Let the set of distinct one-cycle and two-cycle instances be V1 and V2 respectively let µ
be a probability distribution on these. Let A be a t-round deterministic KT-0 algorithm
which solves the TwoCycle problem correctly on (1 − ) fraction of input in the support of
µ (recall,  is a constant). For any instance I ∈ V1 ∪ V2 , call an edge e = (v, u) in the input
t
graph of I active with respect to strings x, y ∈ {0, 1, ⊥} iff v broadcasts the sequence given
by x and u broadcasts the sequence given by y in the first t rounds of the algorithm A. We
call an edge active if the strings x, y are clear from the context.
I Definition 10 (Indistinguishability Graph). Let t be a non-negative integer and let x, y ∈
t
{0, 1, ⊥} be two strings of length t. The indistinguishability graph with respect to messages
t
= (V1 , V2 , E t ) where V1 is the
x and y after t rounds of algorithm A is a bipartite graph Gx,y
set of all one-cycle instances and V2 is the set of all two-cycle instances and there is an edge
{I1 , I2 } ∈ E t iff I1 ∈ V1 and I2 ∈ V2 and there exist two active independent directed edges
e1 = (v1 , u1 ) and e2 = (v2 , u2 ) in the input graph of I1 such that I2 = I1 (e1 , e2 ).
We now propose to use a rather natural hard distribution µ that assigns probability mass
1/2 distributed uniformly among the instances in V1 and the remaining probability mass 1/2
distributed uniformly among the instances in V2 . We first prove Lemma 11 that plays a crucial
role in our overall proof by essentially showing that every one-cycle instance has sufficiently
t
many two-cycle neighbors in Gx,y
with high degree. This in turn is used in Lemma 12 to
t
prove that a Polygamous Hall’s Theorem (Theorem 1) condition holds for Gx,y
. This allows
t
us to show that Gx,y can be packed with |V1 | “stars,” each with Θ(log n) leaves. We need
this generalized notion of a matching because as shown in Lemma 13, |V2 | = |V1 | · Θ(log n).
Therefore, the probability mass assigned to an instance in V2 is 1/Θ(log n) fraction of the
probability mass assigned to an instance in V1 . Thus, a “star” with its central node from V1
and Θ(log n) leaves from V2 has roughly equal probability mass assigned to the YES instance
and NO instances.
t
. If d ≥ 1 is
I Lemma 11. Consider an arbitrary instance I1 ∈ V1 that is a vertex of Gx,y
the number of active edges of I1 with respect to x, y then for every i, 3 ≤ i ≤ d/2, I1 has at
least d/2 neighbors of degree i · (d − i).

Proof. A two-cycle instance I2 ∈ V2 will be a neighbor of I1 iff I1 and I2 form a pair of
crossed instances with respect to x, y. Say I2 = I1 (e, e0 ) where e = (v, u) and e0 = (v 0 , u0 ).
Note that I2 will have two new input graph edges (v, u0 ) and (u, v 0 ) both of which are active
and all input graph edges of I1 except for e, e0 appear in the input graph of I2 . Therefore, I2
also has d active edges with respect to x, y. The degree of I2 is determined by the number of
active edges either cycle, i.e., if I2 has i active edges in one cycle and d − i active edges in
t
the other cycle then its degree in Gx,y
is i · (d − i) since we can take one active edge from
either cycle and cross them to produce a unique neighbor of I2 .
For every active edge e in the input graph of I1 , we can associate a unique active edge
ei such that I1 (e, ei ) has i active edges in one cycle and d − i active edges in the other
cycle. Therefore, I1 has exactly d (or d/2 if i = d/2) neighbors having degree i(d − i). This
argument may not hold exactly for i = 1, 2 because e and ei as described need not form a
pair of independent edges in this case. Thus, the lemma follows.
J
t
I Lemma 12. For the graph Gx,y
, consider an arbitrary set S ⊆ V1 of one-cycle instances
with degree at least 1. Let N (S) be the neighborhood of S in G t . Then |N (S)| ≥ |S| · Θ(log d)
where d is the smallest number of active edges in any instance in S.
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Proof. Every I ∈ S has at least d active edges, therefore by Lemma 11, there are at least
d/2 neighbors of I having degree i · (d − i) for 3 ≤ i ≤ d/2. Thus there are at least
(d/2) · |S|/(i · (d − i)) = Θ(|S|/i) two-cycle instances in N (S) having degree i · (d − i).
Pd/2
Therefore, we have |N (S)| ≥ i=3 Θ(|S|/i) = |S| · Θ(Hd/2 − 3/2) ≥ |S| · Θ(log d), where Hn
is the nth harmonic number.
J
I Lemma 13. |V2 | = |V1 | · Θ(log n).
0
(λ is the empty string) be the indistinguishability graph at round 0.
Proof. Let G = Gλ,λ
Note that in G, every instance in V1 ∪ V2 has strictly positive degree since each instance has
n active edges. Therefore, we have |V1 | = |N (V2 )| and |V2 | = |N (V1 )|. Therefore, by Lemma
12, we have |V2 | = |V1 | · Ω(log n). Now we show that |V2 | = |V1 | · O(log n).
Since each instance has n active edges, each one-cycle instance I1 has degree n(n − 3)/2
because for each input graph edge e of I1 there are (n − 3) active edges independent of e,
which we can cross with to get a unique neighbor of I1 . We need to divide by a factor of two
because I1 (e, e0 ) = I1 (e0 , e). And each two-cycle instance I2 with the smaller cycle having
length i has degree i · (n − i) since we can cross any two edges in different cycles to get a
neighbor of I2 .
Let Ti denote the set of two-cycle instances with the smaller cycle having length i for
3 ≤ i ≤ n/2.
For every input graph edge e in a one-cycle instance I, there is exactly one input graph
edge ei such that I(e, ei ) ∈ Ti . Therefore, for 3 ≤ i < n/2, each one cycle instance has n
neighbors such that the smaller cycle is of length i. And if n is even, each one-cycle instance
will have n/2 neighbors where both cycles have length n/2 instead.
We will now show that |Ti | ≤ |V1 | · n/(i · (n − i)). To see this note that if we restrict
our attention to the subgraph of G spanned by instances in V1 ∪ Ti then we have a bipartite
graph where each instance in V1 has the same degree n (or n/2 if i = n/2) and each instance
in Ti has the same degree i · (n − i). Therefore, the total number of edges incident on V1 is
≤ |V1 | · n and those incident on Ti is |Ti | · i · (n − i). Since the number of edges should be
the same counted from either side, we get |Ti | ≤ |V1 | · n/(i · (n − i)). Now we finish the proof
of the lemma with the following calculation:

|V2 | =

n/2
X
i=3

4

|Ti | ≤

X
i

n
· |V1 | = |V1 | · O(log n)
i · (n − i)

J

Lower Bounds in the KT-1 Model

Our lower bounds in the KT-1 model are inspired by the work of Hajnal et al. [14], which
is concerned with 2-party communication complexity of several graph problems, including
Connectivity. In their setup [14], the input graph G = (V, E) is edge-partitioned among
Alice and Bob in such a way that both parties know V and Alice and Bob respectively
know edge sets EA and EB , were (EA , EB ) forms a partition of E. One simple deterministic
protocol that solves Connectivity in this setup is this: Alice sends all the connected
components induced by EA to Bob, who can determine if G is connected. The worst case
communication complexity of this protocol is O(n log n). Via reduction from Partition,
Hajnal et al. [14] show that there exists a family of input graphs such that for any equal
sized edge partition, the communication complexity of Connectivity is Ω(n log n).
It does not seem possible to reduce from this edge-partitioned version of 2-party Connectivity to Connectivity in the KT-1 model because KT-1 algorithms are vertex-centric
and Alice and Bob may not hold all the edges they need to simulate vertices executing a
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KT-1 algorithm. We resolve this issue by designing a new reduction, from Partition to
a vertex-partition version of 2-party Connectivity. In the Hajnal et al. [14] reduction,
Partition is reduced to Connectivity on a family of dense graphs. Motivated by our
KT-0 lower bound for Connectivity for the TwoCycle problem, we are interested in
deriving a KT-1 Connectivity lower bound for a sparse class of graphs as well. In what
follows, we extend the reduction of Hajnal et al. from Partition to Connectivity in two
important ways: (i) we reduce to a vertex-partitioned version of Connectivity and (ii) we
reduce to a sparse special case of Connectivity that we call the MultiCycle problem, in
which the input is either a single cycle or two or more cycles, each having length at least 4.

4.1

A Special Case of the Partition Problem

In order to establish a lower bound for MultiCycle, we now consider a special case of the
2-party Partition problem, which we call TwoPartition. The input to TwoPartition
consists of partitions PA and PB of [n], for even n, such that each part in PA and PB has
exactly two elements in it. We will now use a linear algebraic argument to show that there
is an Ω(n log n) deterministic lower bound on this special case of Partition also. The 0-1
matrix E n associated with this problem is a sub-matrix of the matrix M n where M n (i, j) = 1
if Pi ∨ Pj = 1 and M n (i, j) = 0 otherwise (see Section 2). The matrix E n has dimension
r × r where r = n!/(2n/2 · (n/2)!). This fact follows from a simple counting argument. In the
following theorem, we show that this sub-matrix E n has full rank.
I Lemma 14. rank(E n ) = r where r = n!/(2n/2 · (n/2)!).
Proof. We will prove a more general observation: every sub-matrix AS of a full rank d × d
matrix A formed by choosing a subset S of the rows and the corresponding columns has rank
s where s = |S|. In other words, for all S, AS is a full rank s × s matrix.
Let B be a d × d diagonal matrix where B(i, i) = 1 if i ∈ S and B(i, i) = 0 if i ∈
/ S. It is
easy to see that rank(B) = |S| = s. Using basic properties of rank, rank(AB) ≤ rank(B) ≤ s
and by Sylvester’s rank inequality 4 , rank(AB) ≥ rank(A) + rank(B) − d = d + s − d = s.
Therefore, rank(AB) = s which means that some minor of AB having dimension s
needs to be of full rank. The only such candidate is the minor corresponding to the matrix
AS because all other minors of dimension s either have an all zero row or all zero column.
Therefore, AS has full rank.
Now E n is a submatrix of M n where the rows and columns correspond to partitions of
[n] such that each part has exactly two elements in it. Therefore, the lemma follows since
M n has full rank.
J
By using Stirling’s approximation, it can be verified that r = 2Θ(n log n) . Then, by the rank
bound and Lemma 1.28 of [23] we get the following corollary.
I Corollary 15. The deterministic 2-party communication complexity of TwoPartition is
Ω(n log n)
We describe our reductions in the next two subsections. In section 4.2, we reduce the
Partition (TwoPartition) problem to the vertex partitioned 2-party Connectivity
(2-party MultiCycle) problem and in section 4.3, we reduce the 2-party Connectivity
(2-party MultiCycle) problem to Connectivity (MultiCycle) in the KT-1 model.
4

For any two n × n matrices A, B, rank(AB) ≥ rank(A) + rank(B) − n. We can prove this inequality
by applying the rank-nullity theorem to the inequality null(AB) ≤ null(A) + null(B).
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PA = (1, 2, 3)(4, 5, 6)(7, 8)

PA = (1, 2)(3, 4)(5, 6)(7, 8)

PB = (1, 2, 6)(3, 4, 7)(5, 8)

PB = (1, 3)(2, 4)(5, 7)(6, 8)
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Figure 2 The figure on the left illustrates the reduction from Partition to 2-party Connectivity
and the figure on the right illustrates the reduction from TwoPartition to 2-party MultiCycle.
The vertices a4 , . . . , a8 that are connected to `∗ = `8 and b4 , . . . , b8 connected to r∗ = r8 are not
shown in the left figure.

4.2

Reductions from Partition and TwoPartition

Here we present two reductions, first from Partition to 2-party Connectivity and
next from TwoPartition to 2-party MultiCycle. Alice is given a partition PA =
(S1 , S2 , . . . , Sn ) over the ground set [n] where Si is the ith part of PA , which could possibly be
empty if PA has fewer than i parts. Similarly, Bob is given a partition PB = (S10 , S20 , . . . , Sn0 ).
They construct a graph G(PA , PB ) as follows: Alice creates vertex sets A = {a1 , . . . , an } and
L = {`1 , . . . , `n } whereas Bob creates the vertex sets R = {r1 , . . . , rn } and B = {b1 , . . . , bn }.
Alice and Bob add edges (`i , ri ) for i ∈ [n], independent of PA and PB . Alice adds edges
between A and L that induce the partition PA on L. That is, for every Si ∈ PA , Alice adds
edges (ai , `j ) for all j ∈ Si . There will be some vertices in A that are not connected to any
vertex, so Alice just adds an edge between these vertices and an arbitrary vertex `∗ ∈ L.
Bob similarly adds edges between the sets B and R. See Figure 2.
If PA and PB are instances of TwoPartition, that is, each part of PA and PB is of size
exactly two, then we can modify the construction of G(PA , PB ) by getting rid of the sets
0
A and B. Note that in this case PA = (S1 , S2 , . . . , Sn/2 ) and PB = (S10 , S20 , . . . , Sn/2
) where
0
each Si and Si has size exactly two. If {i, j} ∈ PA then Alice creates an edge between `i and
`j and Bob does the same with R for every pair in PB . With this modified construction,
each vertex in G(PA , PB ) has degree exactly 2 and therefore, every connected component of
G(PA , PB ) will be a cycle. See Figure 2.
The following theorem encapsulates a crucial property of the graph G(PA , PB ) which
implies the correctness of our reductions.
I Theorem 16. If PA and PB are instances of Partition (or TwoPartition), then the
partition induced by the connected components of G(PA , PB ) on the vertices in L and R
corresponds to the partition PA ∨ PB .
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Proof. Call two elements a and b reachable from each other if there exists a sequence of
distinct elements e0 , e1 , . . . et , 1 ≤ t ≤ n such that e0 = a, et = b and each pair (ei , ei+1 )
either belongs to the same part of PA or the same part of PB . Any partition in which all
reachable elements are in the same part have both PA and PB as refinements.
We claim that two elements belong to the same part of PA ∨ PB if and only if they are
reachable from each other. The backward direction is true because PA and PB are both
refinements of PA ∨ PB . The forward direction is true because if a and b are not reachable
from each other but still belong to the same part S of PA ∨ PB then we can refine the part S
to be Sa , Sb where Sa is the set of all elements in S that are reachable from a and Sb is the
set of all elements in S that are reachable from b. It is easy to see that Sa and Sb are disjoint.
Let P 0 be the partition PA ∨ PB where S is further refined to be Sa , Sb , S \ (Sa ∪ Sb ). Note
that with this further refinement of S, we still have the property that all pairs of reachable
elements belong to the same part of P 0 . This means both PA and PB still remain refinements
of the P 0 which contradicts the minimality of the join.
The theorem follows by observing that i and j are reachable from each other if and only
if there is a path from `i to `j (and consequently from ri to rj ) in G(PA , PB ).
J

4.3

Reductions from 2-party Connectivity and MultiCycle

We now show reductions from 2-party Connectivity to Connectivity in the KT-1 model
and from 2-party MultiCycle to MultiCycle in the KT-1 model. Given an r-round
KT-1 algorithm A, Alice and Bob will simulate the algorithm with G(PA , PB ) as the input
graph. Alice hosts vertices in A ∪ L and Bob hosts vertices in B ∪ R. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the IDs
of vertices ai , `i , ri , and bi are i, n + i, 2n + i, and 3n + i respectively. So both parties know
the ID’s of all vertices as well as the ID’s of neighbors of all hosted vertices in G(PA , PB )
and hence, the initial knowledge of hosted vertices.
In order to simulate round t of A, Alice and Bob need to compute the states of all hosted
vertices after round t of A. The state of a vertex v after round t depends on the initial
knowledge and the transcript τ (v, t) of v. Assume that Alice and Bob know the states of all
the vertices they host after round t − 1. Alice and Bob send a message from {0, 1, ⊥}2n to
each other. These messages denote the characters their hosted vertices broadcast in round t,
in increasing order of ID. Therefore, they know the sender ID of a character from the position
of the character in the message. This enables Alice and Bob to compute the transcript τ (v, t)
and hence the state after round t of all hosted vertices v.
Therefore, in simulating each round, Alice and Bob exchange exactly O(n) bits with each
other and the total communication complexity of the protocol is O(rn). If A solves the
Connectivity or MultiCycle problems, then using Corollaries 4 and 15 respectively and
Theorem 16, we obtain the following result.
I Theorem 17. The round complexity of a deterministic algorithm for solving the Connectivity and MultiCycle problems in the KT-1 model is Ω(log n).

4.4

Information-theoretic Lower Bound for ConnectedComponents

Já Já [17] proves a lower bound for 2-party ConnectedComponents and points out that
his techniques may not work for decision problems, indicating that it might be easier to prove
lower bounds for ConnectedComponents. This motivates us to consider the ConnectedComponents problem as a lower bound candidate, closely related to Connectivity,
but for which we may be able to prove an Ω(log n) lower bound in the KT-1 model, even for
constant-error Monte Carlo algorithms. It turns out that we are able to prove this result
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by combining the reductions described in the previous section with information-theoretic
techniques. We first define the 2-party problem PartitionComp which is closely related to
Partition, but requires an output with a large representation. As in Partition, Alice and
Bob are respectively given set partitions PA and PB of [n] and at the end of the communication protocol for PartitionComp, Alice and Bob are required to output the join PA ∨ PB .
From Theorem 16, we get that if there is a t-round, -error Monte Carlo algorithm A for
ConnectedComponents in the KT-1 model, then there is an -error Monte Carlo protocol
that solves PartitionComp with communication complexity t · n.
Consider the following distribution over inputs of PartitionComp: Alice’s input PA is
chosen uniformly at random from the set of all partitions and Bob’s partition is fixed to be the
finest partition, i.e., PB = (1)(2)(3) . . . (n). With PB fixed in this manner, PA ∨ PB = PA and
at the end of the protocol Bob learns PA . Since PA is chosen from the uniform distribution,
it’s initial entropy is Θ(n log n) since the support of the distribution has size 2Θ(n log n) .
Therefore Bob will learn a lot of information by the end of the protocol. This idea is
formalized in the proof of the following theorem. This proof also has to deal with the
complication that the protocol has constant error probability.
I Theorem 18. For any constant 0 <  < 1, the round complexity of an -error randomized
Monte Carlo algorithm that solves the ConnectedComponents problem in the KT-1
version of the BCC(1) model is Ω(log n).
Proof. Using Yao’s minimax theorem (Theorem 2) we can assume that all protocols are
deterministic but are allowed to make an error on -fraction of the input, weighted by µ.
Although appealing to Yao’s theorem is not necessary, it allows us to simplify the exposition.
Let Π denote the transcript of a 2-party protocol that solves PartitionComp and let |Π|
denote the length of the longest transcript produced by Π on any input. We know that
|Π| ≥ H(Π(PA , PB )) ≥ I(Π(PA , PB ); PA , PB ) = I(PA , PB ; Π(PA , PB )) = I(PA ; Π(PA , PB ))
where the last equality follows from the fact that PB is fixed according to µ. From the
definition of mutual information, I(PA ; Π(PA , PB )) = H(PA ) − H(PA |Π(PA , PB )). Alice’s
input PA is uniformly distributed among all Bn = 2Θ(n log n) set partitions according to the
hard distribution µ. Therefore H(PA ) = Θ(n log n). Let B be the set of protocol transcripts
that produce an error on the input PA , PB . If Π(PA , PB ) ∈
/ B then H(PA |Π(PA , PB )) = 0
since the output of the protocol is PA ∨ PB = PA . We are guaranteed that Pr[Π(PA , PB ) ∈
B] ≤ . Therefore, the second term can be bounded as follows.
X
H(PA |Π(PA , PB )) =
Pr[Π(PA , PB ) = π]H(PA |Π(PA , PB ) = π)
π

=

X

Pr[Π(PA , PB ) = π]H(PA |Π(PA , PB ) = π) ≤ H(PA )

π∈B

Where the last inequality follows from the fact that H(X|Y ) ≤ H(X) for any X, Y . This
implies I(PA ; Π(PA , PB )) = Ω(n log n) which proves that any -error randomized protocol
that solves the PartitionComp problem has communication complexity of Ω(n log n). This
in turn implies that t = Ω(log n) which proves the theorem.
J
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Abstract
This paper initiates the study of the MAX-CUT problem in fully dynamic graphs. Given a graph
G = (V, E), we present deterministic fully dynamic distributed and sequential algorithms to maintain
a cut on G which always contains at least |E|
edges in sublinear update time under edge insertions
2
and deletions to G. Our results include the following deterministic algorithms: i) an O(∆) worst-case
update time sequential algorithm, where ∆ denotes the maximum degree of G, ii) the first fully
dynamic distributed algorithm taking O(1) rounds and O(∆) total bits of communication per update
in the Massively Parallel Computation (MPC) model with n machines and O(n) words of memory
per machine. The aforementioned algorithms require at most one adjustment, that is, a move of one
vertex from one side of the cut to the other.
We also give the following fully dynamic sequential algorithms: i) a deterministic O(m1/2 )
amortized update time algorithm where m denotes the maximum number of edges in G during any
sequence of updates and, ii) a randomized algorithm which takes Õ(n2/3 ) worst-case update time
when edge updates come from an oblivious adversary.
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1

Introduction

A fully dynamic graph algorithm is a data structure to maintain a property of a graph under
an arbitrary sequence of edge insertions and deletions. The goal is to update the graph in
less time than the best static algorithm which computes the property from scratch. A fully
dynamic graph algorithm may incur preprocessing time, after which it is able to answer
queries regarding the maintained property. Research in this area has focused mostly on
dynamic variants of well-known problems such as connectivity [42, 26, 30, 15], minimum
spanning trees [24, 26, 47], minimum cut [45], etc., all of which admit polynomial time exact
algorithms in the static setting.
Following the seminal work of Onak and Rubinfeld [40] in which fully dynamic algorithms
for maintaining constant factor approximations of maximum matching (and vertex cover) were
presented, research in dynamic algorithms has broadened to include approximate versions
of NP-hard problems. Some natural directions arising in this setting include the design
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of dynamic algorithms to maintain an approximate solution in sublinear update time and
the study of approximability-time trade-off. A list of approximate versions of NP-hard
problems investigated in the dynamic setting includes vertex cover [5, 43, 9, 38], set-cover
[22], dominating set [25], graph coloring [8], facility location [21] and maximum independent
set [23, 3, 4].
In this paper, we initiate the study of the MAX-CUT problem in fully dynamic graphs
and pose the question of whether there exist sublinear update time algorithms. Another
parameter we look at is the adjustment cost, which is defined in a dynamic graph problem as
the amount of changes to the maintained solution per update. In the case of MAX-CUT, it
is the number of vertices which move from one subset of the cut to the other.
MAX-CUT is one of the fundamental NP-hard problems [32] which continues to be
widely studied. Some of its concrete applications arise in the design of integrated circuits
[12], communication networks [14] and statistical physics [41]. It also models a standard
2-clustering objective for partitioning a graph such that the number of inter-cluster edges is
maximized.
Let G = (V, E) be an undirected, unweighted graph G = (V, E) with n = |V |, m = |E|.
A cut C is a partition of the vertex set V , and denoted by C = (S, S̄), where S, S̄ ⊆ V and
S̄ = V \S. The cut-set E(S, S̄) of C = (S, S̄) is the set of all edges which have exactly one
endpoint in S. A cut edge of C is an edge contained in the cut-set E(C) = E(S, S̄). A
maximum cut of G is a cut whose cut-set is largest among cut-sets for all possible cuts, i.e.
MAX-CUT(G) = arg maxC=(S,S̄), S⊆V |E(S, S̄)|, where |E(S, S̄)| denotes the number of cut
edges. We say a cut is t-respecting if |E(C)| ≥ t|E|. Note that the cut-set of a t-respecting
cut contains a t fraction of all edges, regardless of the size of the largest cut-set. Let OP T
denote the size of the largest cut-set. A cut is t-approximate if |E(C)| ≥ t · OP T and a
t-approximation algorithm for MAX-CUT yields a t-approximate cut. It follows that a
t-respecting cut is always a t-approximate cut but not vice-versa. This distinction can be
appreciated in the case of K2n , the complete graph on 2n vertices where a maximum cut is
any cut C = (S, S̄) where |S| = n. For large n, the size of the cut-set of a 12 -respecting cut
can be nearly twice the size of a 12 -approximate cut. Throughout this paper, we let [k] to
denote {1, 2, .., k}, ∆ to be the maximum degree of G and Õ to hide a O(polylog(n)) factor.
The Massively Parallel Computation (MPC) model was introduced by Karloff et al. [31]
and later refined in [20, 6, 1] as a theoretical framework for large scale parallel processing
settings such as those in [48, 17]. There are µ machines with S words of memory each, which
solve a problem by synchronously communicating over an all-to-all communication network
(i.e. a complete network). Initially, input data of size N (which is O(m + n) in the case of a
graph problem) are distributed across these machines. It is desirable to have µ and S to be
O(N 1− ) for some  > 0 and the message size is limited to O(S) bits. In each round, every
machine can: i) receive messages of the previous round from other machines ii) do local
polynomially bounded computation (i.e. taking poly(S) space and time) without additional
communication and iii) send messages to other machines which are received in the next round.
The complexity of a MPC algorithm to solve a problem is determined by 3 parameters: i)
the number of rounds of communication, ii) the size of the memory per machine and iii) the
total amount of communication per round. Typically, MPC algorithms for graph problems
use O(n) machines, Õ(n) memory per machine and take Õ(1) rounds of communication.
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Previous Work

Static sequential algorithms for 12 -respecting cuts. A simple randomized algorithm, hereafter referred to as Randomized Max-Cut obtains a 12 -respecting cut C = (S, S̄) in expectation
by placing each vertex independently in S or S̄ with probability 12 . Any edge e = {u, v}
is a cut edge of C with probability 12 , implying the result. Randomized Max-Cut can be
derandomized using the method of conditional expectation or pairwise independence.
Johnson’s folklore algorithm [28] hereafter referred to as Greedy Max-Cut, which finds a
1
-respecting
cut can be viewed as derandomized version of Randomized Max-Cut using the
2
method of conditional expectation. Given G = (V, E), where V = {v1 , v2 , ..., vn } it starts
with S = {v1 }, S̄ = ∅. Each successive vertex vj , where j ≥ 2 is added to S or S̄ depending
on which contains fewer of its neighbors vi , where i < j. Thus, at least half of all edges of
the form {vj , vi } where i < j are contained in the resulting cut. Since each vertex and edge
is encountered once, the running time of Greedy Max-Cut is O(m + n).
Randomized Max-Cut can also be derandomized using the idea of pairwise independence
[37]. For a set S, let P(S) denote the power set of S. We first note that one can get a
1
2 -respecting cut (in expectation) which uses only k = dlog ne independent random bits. The
idea is to construct a one-to-one function f : V → P([k]) and choosing R to be a uniformly
random subset of [k]. It can be shown that the cut C = (S, S̄) where S = {v| |f (v)∩R| is even}
and S̄ = {v| |f (v) ∩ R| is odd} is 12 -respecting in expectation. Enumerating all the 2k = O(n)
possibilities for R, and taking the cut which maximizes |E(S, S̄)| yields a 12 -respecting cut.
For a fixed R, the time to compute C is O(nk) while determining the size of C 0 s cut-set
takes O(m) time giving a total time of O(n2 log n + mn). While this algorithm isn’t better
in terms of running time as compared to Greedy Max-Cut, it has the advantage of being
parallelizable.
Static distributed algorithms for 21 -respecting cuts. We observe that the algorithm obtained by derandomizing Randomized Max-Cut via pairwise independence can be used
to compute a 12 -respecting cut in O(1) rounds in the MPC model of computation with
n machines and Θ(n) memory per machine. We assume there exists a fixed coordinator
machine. Given f , each machine corresponds to a vertex v, and stores f (v) along with
the list of v 0 s neighbors and R ⊆ [k] which is fixed. In the first round, each machine first
computes the count of the number of edges its corresponding vertex is incident to in the cut
obtained by considering the ith choice of R where i ∈ [n]. Then each machine sends the ith
count to machine i. In the next round all machines send these counts to the coordinator,
which chooses a 12 -respecting cut and informs all other machines. Thus, at the end of the
third round, each machine is able to output the position of its corresponding vertex in the
1
2
2 -respecting cut. The total amount of communication is bounded by O(n log n) bits.
A similar adaptation of Greedy Max-Cut in the MPC model with n machines and Θ(n)
memory per machine takes n rounds of communication and O(n∆) total communication.
The only deterministic distributed algorithm to compute a 12 -respecting cut that we
are aware of was presented by Censor-Hillel et al. [11] which takes Õ(∆ + log∗ n) rounds
and Ω(∆2 ) messages in the CON GEST model. Their algorithm can be adapted to the
Congested-Clique setting with the same round and message complexity.
Approximation Algorithms for MAX-CUT. We briefly survey the relevant literature on
approximation algorithms for MAX-CUT in the static setting. Goemans and Williamson
(1994) used a semidefinite programming (SDP) relaxation [19] and randomized rounding
to yield a 0.878-approximation to MAX-CUT. This polynomial-time algorithm runs in
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super-linear time using state-of-the art numerical methods for solving a semidefinite program.
Khot et al. showed that MAX-CUT is hard to approximate better than 0.878 [35] under the
Unique Games Conjecture [34].
Arora and Kale [2] presented a primal dual (SDP-based) (0.878 − )-approximation
algorithm which runs in Õ(m) time for d regular graphs with high probability where the
running time depends inversely on . Trevisan later presented a 0.53-approximation algorithm
for MAX-CUT utilizing spectral techniques [46] whose analysis was improved to 0.62 by Soto
[44]. In the same paper, Trevisan showed that the primal dual SDP-based algorithm of [2]
can be made to run in Õ(m) time for any degree, via a linear time reduction to reduce the
maximum degree to O(polylog(n)). By using the algorithm of Arora and Kale [2] together
with the rounding scheme of Charikar and Wirth [13], we note that in graphs in which the

size of the optimal cut is ( 12 + )|E|, one can get a ( 12 + Ω( log(1/)
))-respecting cut in Õ(m)
1
1
time. However, when  = O( n ) (as in the case of K2n ) and a 2 -respecting cut is desired
(instead of a 21 -approximate cut) this can take Ω(mn) time.
Kale and Seshadhri [29] presented a combinatorial algorithm based on the spectral
method [46] which uses random walks to give a (0.5+)-approximation with running time
depending on . For  = 0.0155, the running time is Õ(n2 ). As the running time increases,
the approximation ratio converges to the spectral algorithm of Trevisan [46].

1.2

The Fully Dynamic Model

In this paper, we seek to maintain a 12 -respecting cut in sublinear update time and handle
meaningful queries such as determining whether an edge is in the cut-set, the size of vertex
partitions and the cut-set in constant time. We define the Fully Dynamic Max-Cut problem
as follows:
I Problem 1 (Fully Dynamic MAX-CUT). Starting with a graph G = (V, E) on n vertices
and an empty edge set E, maintain a 12 -respecting cut C = (S, S̄) for G under edge insertions
and deletions to E such that queries of the following form can be handled in constant time:
i) Is the edge {vi , vj } contained in the cut-set E(S, S̄)? ii) What is the size of the cut-set,
E(C)? iii) What are the sizes of S and S̄?
Our goal is to update C in o(m + n) time to fare better than running Greedy Max-Cut
after every update and we require that answers to all queries between any two updates must
be consistent with respect to the maintained cut C.
In the fully dynamic MPC model that we consider in this paper, we start with a graph
G = (V, E) on n vertices and m edges. Let N = O(m + n). We use a coordinator machine
which can be selected in a single round: machines send their ID’s to all other machines and
the coordinator is selected to be the machine with ID larger than all ID’s it receives. There
are a total of n machines each with Θ(n) memory and the goal is to maintain a 12 -respecting
cut in O(1) rounds per edge update and O(n) total communication per round. Each machine
corresponds to a vertex of G and stores the edges incident to it. After any update {u, v} to
the graph, the machines corresponding to u and v are informed of the update. In our model,
we insist on algorithms which make few adjustments to the maintained cut. We note that
there are other fully dynamic MPC models that have been studied very recently such as in
[27, 18, 39]. Our dynamic algorithm in the MPC model requires at most one adjustment.
Ensuring this is easier in the case of problems such as maximal matching where only the
neighborhood of endpoints of the updated edge needs to be examined per update. In our
case, this may not always be the case (see Theorem 9).
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Attaining a deterministic worst-case update time (i.e. without randomization or amortization) is an important objective in the design of dynamic algorithms. For the seminal problem
√
of dynamic connectivity, deterministic algorithms beating O( n) update time [15, 33] were
only recently discovered after decades. Another example is the maximal independent set
problem for which known deterministic algorithms [3, 23] only achieve a sublinear (in m)
amortized update time and polylogarithmic update time algorithms are yet to be discovered.
An event happens with high probability (w.h.p) if its probability is 1 − n1c for any c > 0.
For our randomized algorithm, we assume that updates come from an oblivious adversary.
This is a standard assumption used in the design of many randomized dynamic algorithms.
An oblivious adversary is one which cannot choose updates adaptively in response to the
answers returned by queries. Thus, updates to the graph can be assumed to be fixed in
advance. We assume the existence of an oracle which randomly labels each vertex uniquely
using a number in {1, ..., n}, and to which the adversary is oblivious. This is only used in
the algorithm of Theorem 6. We seek to maintain a 12 -respecting cut exactly or w.h.p.

1.2.1

Dynamic algorithms from static via lazy recomputation

The following observation allows one to obtain dynamic algorithms by using known static
algorithms as subroutines.
I Observation 2. Given a t-respecting (resp., t-approximation) static algorithm AS for
MAX-CUT which runs in time T (m, n), there exists a fully dynamic algorithm AD which
maintains a (t − )-respecting (resp., (t − )-approximate) cut for any constant  > 0 in
O( T (m,n)
m ) worst-case update time.
The proof of Observation 2 is deferred to the Appendix. Using observation 2 gives the
following fully dynamic algorithms. For any constant  > 0, a ( 12 − )-respecting cut can
be maintained in O(1/) worst-case update time by using Greedy Max-Cut. Similarly, the
algorithm of [2] yields a dynamic algorithm to maintain a (0.878 − )-approximate cut (w.h.p)
for a fixed constant  > 0 in O(polylog(n)) worst case update time. For instances where the
size of the cut-set of the optimal cut contains ( 12 + )|E| edges, the rounding algorithm of
[13] can be used together with the algorithm of [2] to get a ( 12 + Ω( log1/ ))-respecting cut in
O(polylog(n)) worst case update time where  > 0 is a constant. However, to maintain a
1
1
1
2 -respecting cut for graphs in which the optimal cut is ( 2 + O( n )) the update time using
this technique can be Ω̃(n) time which is prohibitive. Thus there remains a need to design
dynamic algorithms to maintain a 21 -respecting cut exactly in sublinear update time.

1.3

Our Contribution

We present the first fully dynamic algorithms in the sequential and distributed settings which
exactly maintain a 12 -respecting cut. Our results are summarized in the following theorems.
I Theorem 3. There exists a deterministic fully dynamic sequential algorithm which maintains a 12 -respecting cut, requires no more than one adjustment per update and takes O(∆)
worst case update time, where ∆ denotes the maximum degree of the graph after the update.
The algorithm in Theorem 3 is used as a subroutine in all other algorithms in this paper.
The next result gives the first fully dynamic deterministic algorithm in the MPC setting with
n machines and Θ(n) memory per machine to maintain a 12 -respecting cut. Our algorithm
takes O(1) rounds, requires no more than one adjustment and uses O(∆) total communication
per round. This significantly improves on the parallel implementation of the static algorithm
to maintain a 12 -respecting cut based on the idea of pairwise independence which can take as
much as O(n2 log n) total communication and Ω(n) adjustments.
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I Theorem 4. Given a graph on n vertices and m edges, there exists a deterministic fully
dynamic MPC algorithm on n machines having Θ(n) memory each, which maintains a
1
2 -respecting cut on G and takes O(1) rounds, makes at most one adjustment, and uses O(∆)
bits of communication per update. If we start with an arbitrary graph, the preprocessing for
the algorithm takes O(1) rounds and O(n2 log n) bits of communication.
We note that the worst-case update time of O(∆) can be quite large in the case when
∆ = Ω(n) and thus costly in the dynamic setting. This motivates the design of sublinear
update time algorithms for all regimes of ∆. Our next result is a sublinear (in m) amortized
update time algorithm which is useful for sufficiently sparse graphs having high maximum
degree.
I Theorem 5. There exists a deterministic fully dynamic sequential algorithm which maintains a 12 -respecting cut, and takes O(m1/2 ) amortized update time where m is the maximum
number of edges in the graph during any arbitrary sequence of updates.
Our final result is a randomized algorithm which always maintains a 12 -respecting cut and
takes sublinear in n worst-case update time when updates come from an oblivious adversary.
I Theorem 6. There exists a randomized fully dynamic sequential algorithm which maintains
a 21 -respecting cut and takes Õ(n2/3 ) worst-case update time with high probability.
We note that for our algorithms in Theorems 5 and 6, the adjustment cost can be Ω(n).

1.4

Our techniques

Our techniques utilize combinatorial and structural properties of cuts in graphs. The key
insight underlying our algorithms is the following: in any cut C which is not 12 -respecting,
there exists a vertex which can be moved across the cut to increase the size of C 0 s cut-set.
We show that this vertex can be efficiently found, yielding a simple deterministic O(∆) worst
case update time algorithm. This algorithm is not “local” in the sense that endpoints of the
updated edge need not qualify as vertices which can be moved to increase the number of
cut edges (Theorem 9). Such locality is often exploited to obtain dynamic and distributed
algorithms for problems such as vertex cover, independent set and coloring. Despite this,
we show that the algorithm can be used to get a deterministic fully dynamic distributed
algorithm taking O(1) rounds and no more than one adjustment.
Central to our sublinear time algorithms of Theorem 5 and 6 is a cut-combining technique.
This allows us to work on induced subgraphs of G and combine their “locally maintained”
cuts to yield a 12 -respecting cut on G. However, the update time depends the complexity of
maintaining 12 -respecting cuts on individual subgraphs and the combining step. We work
around this non-trivial dependence. For our algorithm of Theorem 5, we partition vertices
based on their degree and only selectively update data structures. We show that selective
updating is sufficient for our purpose and refine the vertex partition after sufficiently many
updates. This leads to a simple O(m1/2 ) amortized update time algorithm. To obtain
the algorithm of Theorem 6, we extend the cut-combining idea and apply it to a random
multi-way k-partition of V and obtain a sublinear in n worst case update time algorithm.

1.5

Organization of the paper

In the next section, we present an O(∆) update time algorithm. In Section 3, we present the
dynamic distributed algorithm of Theorem 4. In Section 4, we give the O(m1/2 ) amortized
update time sequential algorithm of Theorem 5. In section 5, we give the randomized
algorithm of Theorem 6.
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Preliminaries

Starting with an empty graph G = (V, E) where V = {v1 , ...., vn } is fixed, an update to
G is either an insertion or a deletion of an edge {vi , vj } from E. For a cut C = (S, S̄) let
S̄)|
αC (G) = |E(S,
denote the ratio of the sizes of C 0 s cut-set and E. The sizes of sets S, S̄ and
|E|
the cut-set E(S, S̄) corresponding to the cut C = (S, S̄) are maintained by all algorithms to
facilitate queries in constant time. Let Gk = (V, Ek ) be the resulting graph after k updates
have been made to G := G0 and m denote the number of edges in the graph at any given
time. The degree of any vertex v in Gk is denoted by degk (v).
The cut on G0 , the empty graph is initialized to (V, ∅). Given a 12 -respecting cut
C = (S, S̄), i.e. αC (Gk−1 ) ≥ 12 for some k ≥ 1, there are a few cases to consider when an
edge update {vi , vj } is made to Gk−1 . Deletion of a non-cut edge or insertion of a cut edge
never decreases the size of C 0 s cut-set. However, C needs to be updated if a cut edge is
deleted, or a non-cut edge is inserted since C may cease to be 12 -respecting.

2.1

A crucial observation

We say that a vertex u is switched (with respect to a cut C = (S, S̄)) if u is in S (resp. S̄)
and moved to S̄ (resp. S). We leverage the existence of vertices which can be switched
to increase the size of the cut-set |E(S, S̄)| of C for any cut C which is not 12 -respecting.
Thus, if C ceases to be 12 -respecting following any update there exists a vertex which can be
switched to restore the 12 -respecting property.
I Definition 7 (Switching vertex). For a cut C = (S, S̄), let NS (u) = {v ∈ S|(u, v) ∈ E}
be the neighbors of u in S and NS̄ (u) = {v ∈ S̄|(u, v) ∈ E} be the neighbors of u in S̄.
Then u is a switching vertex if one of the following two conditions holds: i) u ∈ S and
|NS (u)| − |NS̄ (u)| ≥ 1 and ii) u ∈ S̄ and |NS̄ (u)| − |NS (u)| ≥ 1.
I Theorem 8. Let C be a 12 -respecting cut w.r.t. Gk−1 i.e., αC (Gk−1 ) ≥ 12 and {vi , vj } be
an update. If αC (Gk ) < 12 , then there exists a switching vertex u w.r.t. C such that if u is
switched, then αC (Gk ) ≥ 12 .
Proof. Suppose there does not exist a switching vertex. Then,
αC (Gk ) =

1 X
1 X1
1
1
max{|NS (v)|, |NS̄ (v)|} ≥
degk (v) =
2|Ek | = .
2|Ek |
2|Ek |
2
4|Ek |
2
u∈V

v∈V

clearly contradicting our assumption that αC (Gk ) < 12 . If a switching vertex u is switched,
then the size of C 0 s cut set increases by at least 1 so that αC (Gk ) ≥ 21 .
J
Given the count of a vertex’s neighbors in S and S̄, it can be decided whether it is switching
or not. Maintaining these neighbor counts is necessary to determine a vertex to switch.
However, testing all vertices whether they are switching is costly. In the next section we
show how to efficiently maintain a set of switching vertices. The following theorem rules out
the possibility of using end points of the updated edge as switching vertices. A proof can be
found in the Appendix.
I Theorem 9. Given an edge update {vi , vj } to Gk−1 for k ≥ 1, and a 12 -respecting cut
Ck−1 maintained on Gk−1 , a switching vertex with respect to Ck−1 need not always be one
of vi , vj .
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2.2

An O(∆) worst-case update time algorithm

In this section, we give a simple fully dynamic algorithm with worst case update time O(∆).
Data Structures. For each vertex u ∈ V and a cut C = (S, S̄), we maintain the following:
i) NS (u): a list of neighbors of u in S, and its size |NS (u)|, ii) NS̄ (u): a list of neighbors of
u in S̄ and its size |NS̄ (u)| and, iii) f lag(u): a bit which is 1 if u ∈ S and -1 if u ∈ S̄.
I Definition 10 (Gain of a vertex). The gain of a vertex u with respect to a cut C = (S, S̄)
and denoted by G(u) is given by G(u) = f lag(u)(|NS (u)| − |NS̄ (u)|).
The gain of a vertex u measures the change in the number of cut edges of C, if u is switched.
Note that a vertex is switching if the gain is positive, and non-switching otherwise. The
following (global) data structures are also maintained:
a. A doubly linked list L, which stores nodes corresponding to switching vertices.
b. An array P where P [i] stores the gain of vi and a pointer. The pointer points to the node
in L corresponding to vi if G(vi ) > 0 and is NULL otherwise.
The head of L, denoted by L.head is NULL if no switching vertex exists. Each node of L
corresponding to a switching vertex vi stores i as its value.
Algorithm. The algorithm begins with G0 , the empty graph and C = (S, S̄) = (V, ∅) on
G0 . It maintains a 12 -respecting cut on Gk−1 for any k ≥ 1 as follows: when an edge
update {vi , vj } to Gk−1 arrives, NS (vi ), NS̄ (vi ), NS (vj ), NS̄ (vj ) are updated (including their
sizes) along with P [i] and P [j]. If either of vi , vj become switching or non-switching, L is
appropriately modified. C is checked if it is 12 -respecting. If C ceases to be 12 -respecting then
a switching vertex vs is found by accessing the node pointed to by L.head which stores the
value s. This node is removed from L, vs is switched and P [s] is updated. Data structures of
vt and P [t] of all neighbors vt of vs are modified to reflect vs0 s switch. Thereafter, depending
on whether or not G(vt ) > 0 in the updated cut, the node corresponding to vt in L is inserted
or removed. The pseudo code of the algorithm is as follows.
Algorithm 1 Delta-Dynamic Max-Cut(Gk−1 , {vi , vj }, C = (S, S̄)).
1: Update NS (vi ), NS (vj ), NS̄ (vj ), NS̄ (vj ), αC (Gk ), P [i], P [j].
2: for vt ∈ {vi , vj } do
3:

Add(remove) the node corresponding to vt in L if vt becomes switching(non-switching).

4: end for
5: if αC (Gk ) < 12 then
6:
vs ← L.head. Remove vs from L.
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

Switch vs and update C, f lag(vs ), NS (vs ), NS̄ (vs ), P [s].
for vt ∈ NS (vs ) ∪ NS̄ (vs ) do
Update NS (vt ) and NS̄ (vt ) as appropriate.
Add(remove) the node corresponding to vt in L if vt becomes switching(nonswitching) and update P [t].
end for
end if
return vs .
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Running Time. Updates to data structures of vi , vj and P [i], P [j] take constant time.
Inserting or removing a node from L also takes constant time. Switching vs in the case
when C is no longer 12 -respecting takes time proportional to updating all its neighbors’ data
structures, their corresponding entries in P and their corresponding nodes in L. This takes
O(∆) time. Theorem 3 follows.

3

A fully dynamic distributed algorithm

In this section, we present the algorithm of Theorem 4. Dynamic distributed algorithms
have been well studied in the past [36, 16], and techniques to design sequential fully dynamic
algorithms are often applicable in designing their distributed counterparts. As an example,
for the maximal independent set problem the distributed implementation of the dynamic
sequential algorithm of Assadi et al.[3] improves on the dynamic distributed algorithm of
Censor-Hillel et al. [10]. This is often easier for problems in which only the neighborhood
of vertices incident to an update needs to be examined to restore the maintained property.
For MAX-CUT, it may not always be the case that endpoints of the update edge can be
switched to maintain a 12 -approximate cut by Theorem 9. Nevertheless, we show how to use
the O(∆) update time algorithm to get an efficient fully dynamic distributed algorithm in
the MPC model.
In the model we consider, there are n machines M1 , ..., Mn each corresponding to vertices
v1 , ..., vn respectively. Given a graph G = (V, E) where n = |V | and m = |E|, each machine
Mi initially stores a list of neighbors of vi in addition to storing f (v) and R ⊆ [k] to run the
static distributed algorithm obtained by pairwise independence (see Section 1.1) and obtain
an initial 12 -respecting cut C = (S, S̄) on G. For any i, j ∈ [n] we say that machine Mi is
a neighbor of Mj if (vi , vj ) ∈ E. We let Mn be the coordinator machine which stores the
position of any vertex v ∈ V in C, i.e. whether v ∈ S or S̄. Given the initial cut C, each
machine Mi maintains whether vi is a switching vertex w.r.t. C or not. This can be done in
a single round and O(m) total communication–every machine simply sends the position of
its corresponding vertex in C to all its neighbors. We also ensure that the coordinator Mn
maintains the list of all switching vertices w.r.t C, the total number of edges in the graph
and the size of C 0 s cut-set. After this initial preprocessing which takes O(1) rounds and
O(n2 log n) bits of communication, the information f (v) and R stored by all machines can
be discarded.
We now describe the update algorithm. Whenever an update {vi , vj } is made to G,
machines Mi and Mj are informed and thereafter, they update their list of neighbors. Both
Mi and Mj inform the coordinator Mn of the update in addition to informing whether vi
and vj become switching w.r.t the maintained cut C. This allows Mn to update m, size of
the cut-set C and the set of switching vertices. If C ceases to be 12 -respecting, Mn selects
an arbitrary switching vertex, vs and informs Ms . Thereafter, Ms updates its local data
structures to reflect the switch and informs all its neighbors to reflect the switch. If any
neighbor vk of vs becomes a switching vertex w.r.t the updated cut C, Mk informs the
coordinator Mn , after which Mn updates the list of switching vertices.
This takes O(1) rounds, O(∆) total communication per round and at most one adjustment
to C after any edge update. Theorem 4 follows.
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Achieving sublinear (in m) update time

In this section, we present an O(m1/2 ) amortized update algorithm which improves on the
O(∆) update time algorithm for sufficiently sparse graphs having high maximum degree.
The high level ideas involve: i) partitioning the graph G into induced subgraphs G1 and G2
on Vlow and Vhigh respectively where Vlow and Vhigh are sets of low and high degree vertices
respectively, ii) combining 12 -respecting cuts C1 and C2 on G1 and G2 respectively which are
maintained using the algorithm of Theorem 3 and, iii) selectively updating data structures.
The latter idea is crucial to reduce the update time. When a high degree vertex v ∈ Vhigh
switches w.r.t. the cut C2 , data structures of only its neighbors in Vhigh are updated leading
to stale information in data structures of its neighbors in Vlow . A similar idea was used in
the fully dynamic algorithm for the maximal independent set problem [3]. We show that
lazy updating of low degree vertex data structures is sufficient for our purpose and re-build
G1 and G2 after sufficiently many updates which leads to O(m1/2 ) amortized update time.
Given 12 -respecting cuts on any vertex disjoint induced subgraphs of G, we first show that
they can be combined to give a 12 -respecting on G.
I Theorem 11 (Cut combining). Let G = (V, E) be any graph and C1 = (S, S̄) and
C2 = (T, T̄ ) be 12 -respecting cuts with respect to the vertex disjoint induced subgraphs
G1 = (V1 , E1 ), G2 = (V2 , E2 ) of G such that S ∪ S̄ = V1 , T ∪ T̄ = V2 and V1 ∪ V2 = V . Then
one of the following is a 12 -respecting cut C of G:
i) (S ∪ T, S̄ ∪ T̄ )
ii) (S ∪ T̄ , S̄ ∪ T ).
A formal proof of Theorem 11 is omitted for the sake of brevity but it follows by noting
that cut-edges of C1 and C2 remain cut edges in both cuts considered in i) and ii), and the
cut-set of one of the cuts in i) and ii) must contain half of the remaining edges.
Data Structures. For any U, W ⊆ V , let E(U, W ) be the set of edges having one endpoint
in U and the other in W . To determine C, the following edge counts are maintained:
|E(S, T )|, |E(S, T̄ )|, |E(S̄, T )|, |E(S̄, T̄ )|. If |E(S, T̄ )| + |E(S̄, T )| ≥ |E(S, T )| + |E(S̄, T̄ )|,
then C = (S ∪ T, S̄ ∪ T̄ ), else we take C = (S ∪ T̄ , S̄ ∪ T ). Let NU (v) denote the list of
neighbors of v in U ⊆ V . In addition to data structures required by the algorithm of Theorem
3, every vertex v ∈ Vlow maintains neighbor counts NT (v), NT̄ (v) and every vertex v ∈ Vhigh
maintains neighbor counts NS (v), NS̄ (v). For any subset U, W ⊆ V s.t. U ∈ {S, S̄} and
P
W ∈ {T, T̄ }, note that the edge count |E(U, W )| = u∈U |NW (u)|.
The main challenge is to correctly maintain these edge counts without updating all the
neighbors of a high degree vertex which switches w.r.t C2 . These edge counts change if i) an
edge update (vi , vj ) is encountered and/or ii) a vertex switches w.r.t. either C1 or C2 . Our
update algorithm switches at most a single vertex w.r.t C1 or C2 and maintains neighbor
counts of high degree vertices accurately at any given time. Combined with recomputing
neighbor counts of low degree vertices only when they switch, this is sufficient to maintain
edge counts correctly at any given time.
Algorithm. The algorithm consists of phases. The k th phase for k ≥ 1 begins with the graph
G containing mk edges and 12 -respecting cuts C1 and C2 on the induced subgraphs G1 and
1/2
G2 respectively. Here, G1 and G2 are induced subgraphs on Vlow = {v ∈ V |deg(v) ≤ mk }
and Vhigh = V \Vlow respectively. We assume that the first phase starts with a single edge, i.e.
1/2
m1 = 1. The k th phase consists of mk updates after which a new phase corresponding to
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the new value of mk begins. Thereafter, all data structures are reinitialized and 12 -respecting
cuts are computed for G1 and G2 (under the new value of mk ). The total time taken to
1/2
reinitialize a phase is O(mk ), leading to O(mk ) amortized update time.
Note that the number of high degree vertices for any phase beginning with mk edges is
1/2
1/2
bounded by |Vhigh | = O(mk )/Ω(mk ) = O(mk ). Let {vi , vj } be an edge update during
the k th phase for k ≥ 1. Then,
1. if vi ∈ Vlow , vj ∈ Vhigh : One of the lists NT (vi ), NT̄ (vi ) and one of NS (vj ), NS̄ (vj ) is
updated. Additionally, one of the edge counts |E(S, T )|, |E(S, T̄ )|, |E(S̄, T )|, |E(S̄, T̄ )|
depending on the position of vi and vj in C1 and C2 respectively, is updated.
2. if vi , vj ∈ Vlow : the algorithm of Theorem 3 is used to restore C1 . Let u be a vertex which
is switched w.r.t C1 . All data structures of high degree neighbors of u ∈ NT (u) ∪ NT̄ (u)
are updated. Moreover, u recomputes the lists of its high degree neighbors NT (u), NT̄ (u).
The edge counts |E(S, T )|, |E(S, T̄ )|, |E(S̄, T )|, |E(S̄, T̄ )| are updated.
3. if vi , vj ∈ Vhigh : the algorithm of Theorem 3 is used to restore C2 . The edge counts
|E(S, T )|, |E(S, T̄ )|, |E(S̄, T )|, |E(S̄, T̄ )| are updated.
The pseudo code of the update algorithm is as follows.
Algorithm 2 Sublinear Max-Cut ({vi , vj }, C1 = (S, S̄), C2 = (T, T̄ )).
1: if vi ∈ Vlow and vj ∈ Vhigh then
2:
Update |E(S, T )|, |E(S, T̄ )|, |E(S̄, T )|, |E(S̄, T̄ )|, NT (vi ), NT̄ (vi ), NS (vj ), NS̄ (vj ).
3: else
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

if vi , vj ∈ Vlow then
u ← Delta-Dynamic Max-Cut(G1 , {vi , vj }, C1 ).
for w ∈ NT (u) ∪ NT̄ (u) do
Update NS (w), NS̄ (w) to reflect the new position of u in the cut (S, S̄).
end for
Update NT (u), NT̄ (u), |E(S, T )|, |E(S, T̄ )|, |E(S̄, T )|, |E(S̄, T̄ )|.
end if
if vi , vj ∈ Vhigh then
u ← Delta-Dynamic Max-Cut(G2 , {vi , vj }, C2 ).
Update |E(S, T )|, |E(S, T̄ )|, |E(S̄, T )|, |E(S̄, T̄ )|.
end if
end if

Running Time. If an update {vi , vj } is such that vi ∈ Vlow , vj ∈ Vhigh , the update time is
O(1).
1/2
If vi , vj ∈ Vlow the call to the O(∆) update time algorithm takes time O(mk ) since any
1/2
1/2
vertex in Vlow has degree at most 2mk = O(mk ) throughout the phase, by definition.
Updating the list of neighbors of the switched vertex u, and updating the data structures of
1/2
u0 s neighbors takes O(mk ) time. Updating edge counts takes constant time since they are
incremented or decremented by constants which can be determined from the size of neighbor
lists of u.
1/2
If vi , vj ∈ Vhigh : the call to the O(∆) update time algorithm takes time O(mk ) since
1/2
|Vhigh | = O(mk ). As in the second case, updating edge counts takes constant time.
Thus, the time taken to handle an edge update during a phase beginning with mk edges
1/2
1/2
is O(mk ). Since the amortized cost of re-initialization is O(mk ), this gives an O(m1/2 )
amortized update time algorithm where m denotes the maximum number of edges in G
during an arbitrary sequence sequence of updates. Theorem 5 follows. A proof of correctness
can be found in the Appendix.
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Achieving sublinear (in n) worst case update time

In this section we give a randomized algorithm which exactly maintains a 12 -respecting cut
and takes Õ(n2/3 ) worst case update time w.h.p. We obtain the result by first designing an
algorithm with O(n2/3 ) expected worst-case update time. Then, we apply the probability
amplification result in [7] which gives a Õ(n2/3 ) worst-case update time algorithm w.h.p.
The high level idea of our algorithm is to use cut-combining idea on k vertex disjoint
subgraphs G1 , G2 , ..., Gk induced by a random k-partition of V denoted by (V1 , V2 , ..., Vk ).
The random partition is constructed using the oracle described in Section 1.2 such that
Sk
i=1 Vi = V and |V1 | = |V2 | = ... = |Vk−1 | = dn/ke, |Vk | = n − (k − 1)dn/ke. On each
subgraph Gi induced by Vi , a 12 respecting cut Ci = (Si , S̄i ) (where S̄i = Vi \Si ) is dynamically
maintained using the algorithm of Theorem 3. We now describe the data structures and the
update algorithm.
Data structures. In addition to data structures required by the O(∆)-update time algorithm,
we maintain: i) For each vertex v ∈ V , lists of its neighbors in each Si , (denoted by NSi (v))
and S̄i (denoted by NS¯i (v)) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k and, ii) For all 1≤ i, j ≤ k, the edge counts
2
|E(Si , Sj )|, |E(Si , S¯j )| |E(S̄i , Sj )|, |E(S̄i , S¯j )| for a total of 2k
2 = O(k ) counts. The edge
counts can be maintained using the size of neighbor lists maintained for each vertex.
Algorithm.
Cut combining: We first describe how to combine 12 -approximate cuts Ci on Gi for 1 ≤ i ≤ k
to get a 12 -approximate cut C, on G. Initially, C = (S1 , S¯1 ). Whenever considering cut
Ci = (Si , S̄i ) for 2 ≤ i ≤ k to combine with C, the edge counts |E(Si , Sj )|, |E(Si , S¯j )|,
|E(S̄i , Sj )|, |E(S̄i , S¯j )|, for 1 ≤ j ≤ i − 1 are used to compute the edge counts |E(S, Si )|,
|E(S, S̄i )|, |E(S̄, Si )|, |E(S̄, S̄i )|. Depending on the combination which maximizes |E(S, S̄)|,
either Si (resp. S̄i ) is added to S (resp. S̄) or Si (resp. S̄i ) is added to S̄ (resp. S).
Computing the edge counts takes O(k) time, yielding O(k 2 ) time to compute C.
Update algorithm: Let {vi , vj } be an edge update. Then,
1. if vi ∈ Vp and vj ∈ Vq s.t. p =
6 q: Only the lists NSq (vi ), NS¯q (vi ), NSp (vj ), NS¯p (vj ) and
edge counts |E(Sp , Sq )|, |E(Sp , S¯q )|, |E(S¯p , Sq )|, |E(S¯p , S¯q )| are updated which takes O(1)
time.
2. if vi , vj ∈ Vp for some p: the cut Cp is updated using the O(∆) update time algorithm.
Let u be the switched vertex w.r.t Cp . The lists NSp (w), NS¯p (w) of all neighbors w of
u are updated to reflect u0 s switch. For all 1 ≤ q ≤ k such that NSq (u) ∪ NS¯q (u) 6= ∅,
edge counts of the form |E(Sp , Sq )|, |E(Sp , S¯q )|, |E(S¯p , Sq )|, |E(S¯p , S¯q )| are also updated.
This can be done by using the values of |NSq (u)| and |NS¯q (u)|.
Following this, the cuts C1 , ..., Ck are combined to yield C. The pseudo code of the update
algorithm is as follows.
Note that the only information required to determine how to combine the cut (St , S̄t ) with
(S, S̄) in each iteration of the for loop is the position of all Si , S̄i for all i ≤ t − 1 in (S, S̄).
Thus, computing the edge counts |E(S ∪ St , S̄ ∪ S̄t )|, |E(S ∪ S̄t , S̄ ∪ St )| can be done in O(k)
time, and lines 14 and 16 of Algorithm 3 do not need to be explicitly implemented.
Running Time. For the case when vi ∈ Vp and vj ∈ Vq s.t. p 6= q updating the edge counts
takes constant time. However, the combining cost is incurred. This is because a single update
can possibly cause the cuts to combine differently in order to maintain a 12 -respecting cut
on G.
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Algorithm 3 Randomized Sublinear MAX-CUT ({vi , vj }, G1 , ..., Gk , C1 , ...., Ck ).
1: if vi ∈ Vp , vj ∈ Vq s.t. p 6= q then
2:
Update NSq (vi ), NS¯q (vi ), NSp (vj ), NS¯p (vj ).
3:

Update |E(Sp , Sq )|, |E(S¯p , Sq )|, |E(Sp , S¯q )|, |E(S¯p , S¯q )| appropriately.

4: else
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

u ← Delta-Dynamic Max-Cut(Gp , {vi , vj }, Cp ).
for all neighbors v of u where v ∈ Vr for any 1 ≤ r ≤ k do
Update NSr (u), NS¯r (u), NSp (v), NS¯p (v).
Update |E(Sp , Sr )|, |E(S¯p , Sr )|, |E(Sp , S¯r )|, |E(S¯p , S¯r )| appropriately.
end for
end if
S = S1 , S̄ = S¯1 .
for t = 2, ...., k do
if |E(S ∪ St , S̄ ∪ S̄t )| ≥ |E(S ∪ S̄t , S̄ ∪ St )| then
S = S ∪ St , S̄ = S̄ ∪ S̄t .
else
S = S ∪ S̄t , S̄ = S̄ ∪ St .
end if
end for

For the case when vi , vj ∈ Vp for some p, the algorithm of Theorem 3 takes O(n/k) time.
Let u be the switched vertex w.r.t. Cp . Updating the neighbor lists of all neighbors of u
takes O(∆) time. Thus, the update time in this case is O(∆ + nk + k 2 ) = O(∆ + k 2 ).
2
1/3
I Lemma 12. The running time of the update algorithm is O( ∆
),
k + k ). With k = Θ(n
2/3
this yields O(n ) expected worst-case update time.

Proof. Let {vi , vj } be an edge update. The probability that this update is of the second
type, i.e. vi , vj ∈ Vp for some p ∈ [k] is at most 1/k. The expected update time, denoted by
E[T (n, k)] can be written as,
E[T (n, k)] = Pr[vi , vj ∈ Vp ]O(∆ + k 2 ) + Pr[vi ∈ Vp , vj ∈ Vq , p 6= q]O(k 2 )
= Pr[vi , vj ∈ Vp ]O(∆ + k 2 ) + (1 − Pr[vi , vj ∈ Vp , ])O(k 2 )
1
= O(∆) + O(k 2 )
k
∆
= O( + k 2 )
k
n
= O( + k 2 ).
k
The value of k which minimizes E[T (n, k)] is Θ(n1/3 ) yielding O(n2/3 ) expected worst case
update time.
J
Bernstein et al. [7] give a general technique to convert a fully dynamic data structure
with expected worst-case update time to one with a worst-case update time with high
probability. See [7] for technical details. By using their technique as a black-box, we convert
our randomized algorithm described in this section taking O(n2/3 ) expected worst-case
update time to one taking O(n2/3 log2 (n)) = Õ(n2/3 ) update time with high probability.
Theorem 6 follows.
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Conclusion

The following open problems arise from our work. First, it would be interesting to improve
on the algorithm in Theorem 5 to get a better update time in the worst-case. Second, the
Algorithm in Theorem 6 works only for an oblivious adversary, and it would be interesting
to design a randomized worst-case algorithm with better update time which works against
an adaptive adversary.
We believe that ideas from our fully dynamic distributed MPC algorithm may be useful
in other models such as the ones considered in [27, 39]. We observe that our dynamic
algorithm for MPC can be implemented in the Congested-Clique model. Moreover, we
believe that a dynamic MPC algorithm to maintain a 12 -respecting cut using only sublinear
(in n) memory per machine (in contrast to Ω(n) memory as in the algorithm of Theorem
4) may be possible without a blow up in the round, adjustment or message complexity.
A natural open question is whether there exists a deterministic fully dynamic algorithm
with o(∆) round complexity and O(1) adjustment and message complexity to preserve a
1
2 -respecting cut in the CON GEST model. This may necessitate new techniques and lead to
interesting connections to other fundamental problems studied in the distributed computing
and dynamic algorithms literature.
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Appendix
Proof of Observation 2

Proof. The high level idea is to partition the update sequence into phases consisting of
O(m) updates and spreading the time to recompute a t-respecting (resp., t-approximate)
cut using AS over any phase. Let Pi denote phase i, GPi the graph at the beginning of
phase i and mi the number of edges in GPi . We let mi = m so that phases Pi+1 and Pi+2
begin after m
2 and m updates have been made to GPi , respectively. Algorithm AS is
used to compute a t-respecting (resp., t-approximate) cut CPi on GPi by spending T (m, n)
time spread over updates between phase Pi and Pi+1 , and CPi is used to answer all queries
between phase Pi+1 and Pi+2 . This takes 2T (m,n)
= O( T (m,n)
m
m ) worst-case update time where
CPi is a (t − )-respecting (resp., t-approximate) cut until phase Pi+2 begins. Moreover,
after Pi+1 begins, AS is used to compute a t-respecting (resp., t-approximate) cut CPi+1
on GPi+1 by spending T (mi+1 , n) time spread over updates between phase Pi+1 and Pi+2 ,
i+1 ,n)
yielding a worst-case update time of 2T (mm
≤ 2T (m(1+/2),n)
= O( T (m,n)
m
m ). Thus, the
T (m,n)
total worst-case update time is bounded by O( m ).
J

7.2

Endpoints of an updated edge may not be switching

I Theorem 9. Given an edge update {vi , vj } to Gk−1 for k ≥ 1, and a 12 -respecting cut
Ck−1 maintained on Gk−1 , a switching vertex with respect to Ck−1 need not always be one
of vi , vj .
Proof. We refer to Figures 7.1 and 7.2 for the sake of illustration. Let V = {v1 , ..., v9 }
be the set of vertices such that S = V, S̄ = ∅. Consider the following sequence of edge insertions {v1 , v6 }, {v1 , v7 }, {v2 , v7 }, {v3 , v7 }, {v3 , v8 }, {v3 , v9 }, {v4 , v9 }, {v5 , v8 } which leads to
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v1

v6

v1

v6

v2

v7

v2

v7

v3

v8

v4

v8

v4

v9

v5

v9

v5
Figure 7.1 S = {v1 , .., v5 }, S̄ = {v6 , .., v9 }.
After {v3 , v5 } is added, v3 switches.

v3
Figure 7.2 After v3 switches and edges
{v1 , v2 }, {v1 , v4 }, {v1 , v5 } are added, none of
v1 , v2 , v4 , v5 are switching, yet the cut ceases
to be 21 respecting.

v6 , v7 , v8 , v9 moving to S̄ in that order, as a result. Next, consider the following non-cut edge insertions in no particular order: {v1 , v3 }, {v2 , v3 }, {v3 , v4 }, {v6 , v7 }, {v7 , v8 }, {v8 , v9 }, {v7 , v9 }.
The latter set of edge insertions does not make any vertex switching, After the edge {v3 , v5 } is
added v3 switches to S̄. Now consider the insertion of non-cut edges {v1 , v2 }, {v1 , v4 }, {v1 , v5 }
so that none of their endpoints namely v1 , v2 , v4 , v5 become switching. But, (S, S̄) is no
J
longer 12 -respecting.

7.3
7.3.1

On the sublinear (in m) update time algorithm
Proof of correctness

I Lemma 13. Algorithm 2 correctly maintains the edge counts |E(S, T )|, |E(S, T̄ )|, |E(S̄, T )|,
|E(S̄, T̄ )| where C1 = (S, S̄), C2 = (T, T̄ ).
Proof. Assume that the edge counts (|E(S, T )|, |E(S, T̄ )|, |E(S̄, T )|, |E(S̄, T̄ )|) are accurate
before Algorithm 2 is executed to handle the edge update {vi , vj }. For vi ∈ Vlow and
vj ∈ Vhigh let X ∈ {S, S̄}, Y ∈ {T, T̄ } be such that vi ∈ X, vj ∈ Y . If {vi , vj } is an edge
insertion, then vi is added to NX (vj ), vj to NY (vi ) and |E(X, Y )| is increased by 1. On the
other hand, if {vi , vj } is an edge deletion, vi is removed from NX (vj ), vj from NY (vi ) and
|E(X, Y )| is decremented by 1. Thus, the edge counts are correctly updated in this case.
In the case when vi , vj ∈ Vlow , Algorithm 1 is called in order to handle the edge update
with respect to the induced subgraph G1 . Let u ∈ Vlow be a switched vertex and let
X, X̄ ∈ {S, S̄} be such that u ∈ X moves to X̄ after the switch. Now, u may no longer
have an accurate count of its neighbors in T and T̄ since when high degree neighbors of u
possibly switch in previous updates, the data structures of u namely NT (u), NT̄ (u) are not
modified. Thus, lists NT (u), NT̄ (u) are updated and for all high degree neighbors w of u,
NX (w), NX̄ (w) are also updated to reflect u’s switch. Since u switched from X to X̄, the
sizes of lists NX (w), NX̄ (w) are modified appropriately. For all neighbors w ∈ Vlow of u,
their data structures due to u0 s switch to X̄ are already updated in the call to Algorithm 1.
Since u0 s neighbor lists are up-to-date, the counts |E(X, T )|, |E(X, T̄ )|, |E(X̄, T )|, |E(X̄, T̄ )|
are correctly updated.
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For the case when vi , vj ∈ Vhigh , Algorithm 1 is called in order to handle the edge update
with respect to the induced subgraph G2 . Let u ∈ Vhigh be a vertex which switches and let
Y, Ȳ ∈ {T, T̄ } be such that u ∈ Y before the update and switches to Ȳ . Vertices in Vhigh are
updated to reflect the switch of u with respect to the cut (T, T̄ ) during the call to Algorithm
1. Since u is a high degree vertex, the neighbor lists NS (u), NS̄ (u) are always up-to-date.
Thus, the edge counts |E(X, T )|, |E(X, T̄ )|, |E(X̄, T )|, |E(X̄, T̄ )| are correctly updated. J
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Introduction

Weighted automata have been classically studied over words, as they naturally extend
automata from representing languages to representing functions from words to a semiring.
We are interested in finite state formalisms for representing functions from graphs to a
semiring. Many natural algorithmic questions on graphs are about computing a function,
such as the clique number, weight of the shortest path etc. It is interesting to see if one
can design weighted automata to model such problems. Further can one design efficient
algorithms for problems modeled by such weighted automata?
We study weighted tiling systems (WTS), a variant of the weighted graph automata of
Droste and Dück [10], motivated by the graph acceptors of Thomas [24]. This subsumes
many quantitative models that have been studied on words, trees [13, 14], nested words [22],
pictures [17], Mazurkiewicz traces [11, 23, 5], etc. The reader is referred to the handbook [12]
for more details and references. Many of these works are mainly interested in expressivity
questions, and show that the model has good expressive power. The model is also easy to
understand as it is formulated in terms of tiling/colouring respecting local constraints. We
reiterate the expressivity by modeling computational problems on graphs using this model.
© C. Aiswarya and Paul Gastin;
licensed under Creative Commons License CC-BY
40th IARCS Annual Conference on Foundations of Software Technology and Theoretical Computer Science
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Our focus is on the computational complexity of the evaluation problem. It is closer in spirit
to [18] which provides an efficient evaluation algorithm for weighted pebble automata on
words.
We show that many algorithmic questions, like computing the clique number, computing
the permanent of a matrix, or counting-variants of SAT, can be naturally modeled using
this formalism. We investigate the computational complexity of the evaluation problem and
obtain tight upper- and lower-bounds for various semirings.
To give more details, a WTS has a finite number of states and a run labels the vertices
of a graph with states. The tiles (analogous to transitions) observe the neighbourhood of
a vertex under the labeling, and assign a weight accordingly. The weight of the run is the
semiring-product of the weights thus assigned, and the weight assigned to a graph is the
semiring-sum of the weights of the runs. We only consider commutative semirings and hence
the order in which the product is taken does not matter.
The evaluation problem is to compute the weight of an input graph in an input WTS.
We study the computational complexity of this problem for various semirings. Over
Natural semiring and non-negative rationals, the problem is shown to be #P-complete.
Over integers and rationals the problem is GapP-complete. Over tropical semirings –
(N, max, +), (Z, max, +), (N, min, +), (Z, min, +) – the problem is FPNP[log] complete.
We further consider the evaluation problem for graphs of bounded tree-width and show
that they are computable in time polynomial in the WTS and linear in the graph. Bounded
tree-width captures a variety of formal models of concurrent and infinite state systems such as
Mazurkiewicz traces, nested words, and decidable under-approximations of message passing
automata or multi-pushdown automata [21, 1, 2, 9, 4].
Even though our focus is evaluation, and not expressiveness of the model, we get a deep
insight into the modeling power of this formalism through the upper and lower complexity
bounds. For instance, we cannot polynomially encode the traveling salesman problem (lower
bound FPNP ) in our formalism over tropical semiring (upper bound FPNP[log] ) unless the
polynomial hierarchy collapses [19].

2

Model

First we will fix the notations for semirings, graphs and then introduce the WTS formally.
Preliminaries. Let N denote the set of natural numbers including 0, Z the integers, and Q
the rationals.
Let A = {a1 , . . . an } and B be two sets. We sometimes write a function f ∶ A → B explicitly
by listing the image of each element: f = [a1 ↦ f (a1 ), . . . , an ↦ f (an )]. The set of all
functions from A to B is denoted B A . If A is ∅ then the only relation (and hence function)
from A to B is ∅. We denote this trivial empty function by f∅ .
Let M be a non-deterministic Turing machine. The number of accepting runs of M on an
input x is denoted #M (x), and the number of rejecting runs of M on x is denoted #M (x).
A semiring is an algebraic structure S = (S, ⊕, ⊗, 0S , 1S ) where S is a set, ⊕ and ⊗ are
two binary operations on S, (S, ⊕, 0S ) is a commutative monoid, (S, ⊗, 1S ) is a monoid, ⊗
distributes over ⊕, 0S is an annihilator for ⊗. A semiring is commutative if ⊗ is commutative.
Examples are Boolean = ({0, 1}, ∨, ∧, 0, 1), Natural = (N, +, ×, 0, 1), Integer = (Z, +, ×, 0, 1),
Rational = (Q, +, ×, 0, 1) and Rational+ = (Q≥0 , +, ×, 0, 1). Further examples are tropical
semirings: max-plus-N = (N ∪ {−∞}, max, +, −∞, 0), max-plus-Z = (Z ∪ {−∞}, max, +, −∞, 0),
min-plus-N = (N ∪ {+∞}, min, +, +∞, 0) and min-plus-Z = (Z ∪ {+∞}, min, +, +∞, 0). We will
consider only these semirings in this paper. Note that all these semirings are commutative.
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Graphs. We consider graphs with different sorts of edges. For example, a grid will have
horizontal successor edges, and vertical successor edges. A binary tree will have left-child
relations and right-child relations. Message sequence charts will have process-successor
relations and message send-receive relations. These graphs have bounded degree, and for
each sort of edge, a vertex will have at most one outgoing/incoming edge of that sort1 . Our
definition of graphs below allows to capture such graph classes.
Let Γ be a finite set of edge names, and let Σ be a finite set of node labels. A (Γ, Σ)-graph
G = (V, (Eγ )γ∈Γ , λ) has a finite set of vertices V , an edge relation Eγ ⊆ V × V for every γ ∈ Γ,
and a mapping λ∶ V → Σ assigning a label from Σ to each vertex v ∈ V . The graphs we
consider will have at most one outgoing edge and at most one incoming edge for every edge
name. That is, for each γ ∈ Γ, for all v ∈ V , ∣{u ∣ (v, u) ∈ Eγ }∣ ≤ 1 and ∣{u ∣ (u, v) ∈ Eγ }∣ ≤ 1.
The type of a vertex is determined by the set of names of incoming edges and the set of
names of outgoing edges. For example, the root of a tree has no incoming left-child or rightchild edges and leaves of a tree have no outgoing left- or right-child. A type τ = (Γin , Γout )
indicates that the set of incoming (resp. outgoing) edge names is Γin (resp. Γout ). Let
Types = 2Γ × 2Γ be the set of all types. We define type∶ V → Types and use type(v) to denote
the type of vertex v.
I Remark 1. Even though we consider only bounded degree graphs, we are able to model
graph functions on arbitrary graphs (even edge weighted) as illustrated in the examples
below. Basically an arbitrary graph is input via its adjacency matrix, which is naturally
a grid, a special case of the graphs that we can handle. We can even model problems on
arbitrary graphs with edge weights.
A weighted Tiling System. is a finite state mechanism for defining functions from a class
of graphs to a weight domain. It has a finite set of states and a set of permissible tiles for
each type of vertices. Formally, a weighted tiling system (WTS) over (Γ, Σ)-graphs and a
semiring S = (S, ⊕, ⊗, 0S , 1S ) is a tuple T = (Q, ∆, wgt) where
Q is the finite set of states,
∆ = ⋃τ ∈Types ∆τ – for a type τ = (Γin , Γout ) ∈ Types, the set ∆τ ⊆ QΓin × Q × Σ × QΓout
gives the set of permissible tiles of type τ ,
wgt∶ ∆ → S, assigns a weight for each tile.
A run ρ of T on a graph G = (V, (Eγ )γ∈Γ , λ) is a labeling of the vertices by states that
conforms to ∆. Given a labeling ρ∶ V → Q, for a vertex v ∈ V with type(v) = (Γin , Γout ) we
define the tile of v wrt. ρ to be tileρ (v) = (fin , ρ(v), λ(v), fout ) where fin ∶ Γin → Q is given
by γ ↦ ρ(u) if (u, v) ∈ Eγ and fout ∶ Γout → Q is given by γ ↦ ρ(u) if (v, u) ∈ Eγ . A labeling
ρ∶ V → Q is a run if for each v ∈ V , tileρ (v) ∈ ∆type(v) .
The weight of a run ρ, denoted wgt(ρ), is the product of the weights of the tiles in ρ.
With commutative semirings, we do not need to specify an order for this product. The value
[[T ]](G) computed by T for a graph G is the sum of the weights of the runs. That is,
[[T ]](G) =

⊕

ρ∣ρ is a run of T on G

wgt(ρ)

wgt(ρ) = ⊗ wgt(tileρ (v)).
v∈V

I Remark 2. The WTS is a variant of the weighted graph automata (WGA) of [10]. There
are two main differences. First, WGA admits tiles of bigger radius and the tile size is a
1

This choice is mainly for notational convenience, and is not really a restriction, provided we consider
only bounded degree graphs. Another option would be to enumerate the neighbours in some order and
address a neighbour as the ith incoming/outgoing neighbour.
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parameter. This is not more powerful, as it can be realized with immediate neighborhood
tiles like in WTS. Second, WGA allows occurrence constraints. We discuss this in more
detail in Section 5.
We give some examples of WTS below, which will also serve as reductions proving
complexity lower-bounds in Section 3.
I Example 3 (A WTS to compute the clique number of a graph). The clique number of a
graph is the size of the largest clique in the graph.
The graphs on which we want to compute the clique number have unbounded degrees
indeed. In our setting we consider only bounded degree graphs. Hence we need to encode any
arbitrary graph as a bounded degree graph. One way to do that is to consider the adjacency
matrix and represent this matrix using a grid graph.
For the particular case of clique number, our input is an undirected graph, so we will
consider a lower-right triangular matrix in a lower-right triangular grid graph. For this we
let Γ = {→, ↓} and Σ = {0, 1}. The labels of all diagonal vertices are 1. A graph is depicted in
Figure 1 and its lower-right triangular adjacency matrix is depicted in Figure 2.
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Figure 1 A graph

Figure 2 The lower-right triangular adjacency matrix of the
graph of Figure 1 as a grid graph
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1

Figure 3 A run. Three tiles B,
C and E gets weights 1, and hence
the weight of this run is 3.

We will now construct a WTS over the tropical semiring max-plus-N that computes the
clique number on a lower triangular grid graph. The run of the WTS will guess a subset
of vertices of the original graph (corresponds to labeling some diagonal elements with state
) and checks that there is an edge between every pair of these (corresponds to checking
the label is 1, if the row and column start in a -labeled vertex). The weight of such a run
will be the size of the subset, and the max over all the runs gives us the clique number as
required.
Let Q = {, , , }. A run will label a subset of diagonal vertices with . A vertex is
labeled with (resp. , ) if its column (resp. row, both) starts in a vertex labeled . In
addition a vertex may get state  only if its label is 1. All other vertices get state . A run
on the graph in Figure 2 is depicted in Figure 3.
Tiles for diagonal vertices are given by ∆(∅,Γout ) = {(f∅ , , 1, fout ), (f∅ , , 1, fout )} . For
an inside vertex we have (fout being arbitrary in all tuples):
∆({→,↓},Γout ) = {(fin , , b, fout ) ∣ b ∈ {0, 1}, fin (→) ∈ { , }, fin (↓) ∈ { , }}
∪ {(fin , , 1, fout ) ∣ fin (→) ∈ {, }, fin (↓) ∈ {, }}

∪ {(fin , , b, fout ) ∣ b ∈ {0, 1}, fin (→) ∈ {, }, fin (↓) ∈ { , }}

∪ {(fin , , b, fout ) ∣ b ∈ {0, 1}, fin (→) ∈ { , }, fin (↓) ∈ {, }} .
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The weight of a tile of the form (f∅ , , 1, fout ) is 1. Notice that only the diagonal vertices
labeled  will get such a tile. The weight of all other tiles is 0. Thus the weight of a run
is the number of diagonal vertices labeled  - which corresponds to a subset of vertices
inducing a clique. The maximum weight across different runs will compute the clique number
as required.
J
I Example 4 (A WTS to compute the permanent of a (0,1)-matrix). We will model (0,1)matrices as (0,1)-labelled grids. As in Example 3, we let Γ = {→, ↓} and Σ = {0, 1}. A 5 × 5
(0,1)-matrix as a grid graph is illustrated in Figure 4.
We will define a WTS T on such graphs over Natural such that [[T ]](G) is the permanent
of the 0,1 matrix A represented by G. In each run exactly one vertex in each row and each
column will be circled – representing one permutation σ of {1, . . . , n} if G is an n×n grid. The
weight of the tile on the circled vertex will be the vertex label (0 or 1) interpreted as an integer.
Every other tile will have weight 1. Thus the weight of a run will be ∏i A(i, σ(i)) where σ
is the permutation represented by the run. Finally the value of a graph G representing an
n × n (0, 1)-matrix A will be ∑σ ∏i A(i, σ(i)) which is its permanent.
The WTS T has five states: Q = {◯, Í, Ì, Ï, Î}. We will define tiles so as to accept
only the labeling reflecting the following:
a vertex labeled ◯ means it is the circled vertex in its row and column,
a vertex v labeled Í means that the circled vertex in its column is upward of v, and the
circled vertex in its row is to the right of v,
similarly for other states Ì, Ï, Î.
The tiles are given formally below. The weight function wgt assigns weight 0 to any tile
labeling a 0-labeled node with ◯. The weight of all other tiles is 1. A run of this WTS is
illustrated in Figure 5.
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Figure 4 A 5×5 (0,1)-matrix as a grid graph
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Figure 5 A run of the WTS T on the graph in
Fig. 4. It has weight 0 as two tiles have wgt 0.

We now describe the tiles formally. For the top-left vertex we have
∆(∅,{→,↓}) = {(f∅ , ◯, b, fout ) ∣ b ∈ {0, 1}, fout (→) = Ï, fout (↓) = Í}
∪ {(f∅ , Ì, b, fout ) ∣ b ∈ {0, 1}, fout (→) ∈ {Ì, ◯}, fout (↓) ∈ {Ì, ◯}}
The tiles for other corner vertices are analogous. For the left border vertices we have
∆({↓},{→,↓}) =
{(fin , ◯, b, fout ) ∣ b ∈ {0, 1}, fin (↓) = Ì, fout (→) ∈ {Ï, Î}, fout (↓) = Í}
∪ {(fin , Ì, b, fout ) ∣ b ∈ {0, 1}, fin (↓) = Ì, fout (→) ∈ {Í, Ì, ◯}, fout (↓) ∈ {Ì, ◯}}
∪ {(fin , Í, b, fout ) ∣ b ∈ {0, 1}, fin (↓) ∈ {Í, ◯}, fout (→) ∈ {Í, Ì, ◯}, fout (↓) = Í}
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The tiles for other border vertices are analogous. For an interior vertex, we have
∆({→,↓},{→,↓}) = {(fin , ◯, b, fout ) ∣ b ∈ {0, 1}, fin (↓) ∈ {Ï, Ì}, fin (→) ∈ {Í, Ì},
fout (→) ∈ {Î, Ï}, fout (↓) ∈ {Î, Í}}
∪ {(fin , Ì, b, fout ) ∣ b ∈ {0, 1}, fin (↓) ∈ {Ï, Ì}, fin (→) ∈ {Í, Ì},
fout (→) ∈ {Í, ◯, Ì}, fout (↓) ∈ {Ï, ◯, Ì}}
∪ {(fin , Í, b, fout ) ∣ b ∈ {0, 1}, fin (↓) ∈ {Î, ◯, Í}, fin (→) ∈ {Í, Ì},
fout (→) ∈ {Í, ◯, Ì}, fout (↓) ∈ {Î, Í}}
∪ {(fin , Î, b, fout ) ∣ b ∈ {0, 1}, fin (↓) ∈ {Î, ◯, Í}, fin (→) ∈ {Î, ◯, Ï},
fout (→) ∈ {Î, Ï}, fout (↓) ∈ {Î, Í}}
∪ {(fin , Ï, b, fout ) ∣ b ∈ {0, 1}, fin (↓) ∈ {Ï, Ì}, fin (→) ∈ {Î, ◯, Ï},
fout (→) ∈ {Î, Ï}, fout (↓) ∈ {Ï, ◯, Ì}}
Finally, we describe the weight function wgt. The weight of a tile of the form (fin , ◯, 0, fout )
is 0. The weight of all other tiles is 1.
J
I Example 5 (Permanent of matrix with entries from N). The purpose of this example is to
illustrate that it is possible to encode natural numbers, which may appear as matrix entries
or edge weights, also as bounded degree graphs with a fixed alphabet Σ.
A length k bit string bk−1 ⋯b1 b0 where bi ∈ {0, 1} for all 0 ≤ i < k, is represented by a path
graph of length k. The vertices of this path graph are labelled with 1 or 0 to indicate the
value of the bit, and the edges are labeled ≺. We describe a WTS on such path graphs whose
computed weight is the binary number ∑i bi 2i . The WTS guesses a prefix ending with label
1. All the nodes in the prefix take state q0 and all nodes after the prefix may take the two
states q1 or q2 . The weight of all tiles is 1. The number of runs is ∑i∶bi =1 1k−i × 2i = ∑i bi 2i .
As before, we will have an n × n grid graph to represent the matrix, but the vertices of
the grid graph take a neutral label, say X. A path graph originates from every vertex of the
grid graph indicating the entry of the matrix at that cell. Now, to compute the permanent,
the path graphs starting from a circled vertex can start the WTS described in the previous
paragraph. All other path graphs vertices can be labeled only by a special state q4 . The
weights of all permissible tiles are 1. The weight computed by one permutation will indeed
be the product of the entries. This crucially depends on the distributivity of the semiring.
Thus, this WTS computes the permanent of an arbitrary matrix with entries in N.
J
Evaluation problem (Eval).
T
G

is to compute [[T ]](G), given the following input:

: a WTS over (Γ, Σ)-graphs and a semiring S, and
: a (Γ, Σ)-graph.

We study the complexity of this problem in Section 3, for various semirings. We provide an
efficient algorithm for this problem in the case of bounded tree-width graphs in Section 4.

3

Evaluation complexity: Arbitrary graphs

Recall that we only consider the boolean semiring, the counting semirings over N, Z, Q or
Q≥0 and the tropical semirings over N or Z.
Given a WTS T and a graph G, we can compute [[T ]](G) in polynomial space as follows.
Initialise the current aggregate to 0S . Enumerate in lexicographic order through the different
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labelings of the vertices of G with states of T . For each labeling, if it conforms to ∆, compute
its weight and add to the current aggregate. Thus Eval belongs to FPSpace – the set of
functions computable in polynomial space.
I Theorem 6. Problem Eval is in FPSpace.
However, for particular semirings the complexity is different as stated in the following
subsections.

3.1

(+, ×)-semirings

I Theorem 7. The evaluation problem is #P-complete over Natural, and non-negative
Rational. It is GapP-complete over Integer and Rational.
The upper bounds hold for arbitrary graphs, and the lower bounds hold for the special
case of grids. The weights can be assumed to be given in binary.
A function f is in #P if there is an NP machine M such that f (x) = #M (x). That is, it
denotes the set of function problems that correspond to counting the number of accepting
paths in a non-deterministic polynomial time turing machine. Computing the permanent
of a (0,1)- matrix is a #P-complete problem [25], and hence the #P-hardness claimed
above follows from Example 4. We give an alternate hardness proof by a reduction from
#-CNF-SAT.
A function f (x) is in GapP if there is a non-deterministic polynomial time turing machine
M such that f (x) = #M (x) − #M (x). GapP is also the closure of #P under subtraction.
Most of this subsection is devoted to the proof of Theorem 7. First we give the nondeterministic Turing machines realising the upper bounds for Natural and Integer. After that
we give reductions from respective counting versions of SAT to prove the lower bounds. The
case of Rational is finally considered.
The Turing Machine M such that #M(T , G) = [[T ]](G). We describe a non-determinstic polynomial time turing machine M that takes as input a WTS T over Natural with
weights given in binary, and a graph G. The number of accepting runs #M(T , G) = [[T ]](G).
We assume the states, weights etc. are given by some standard encoding.
The turing machine M non-deterministically guesses a labeling of the vertices of G by the
states of T . Then it computes the product w of the weights of the tiles in the guessed tiling
and writes it in binary (MSB on the left) in a different tape. Computing the product can be
done in time polynomial in ∣G∣ and log(k) where k = max{x ∣ x is a weight of some tile of T }.
Afterwards it enters a phase which will have exactly w different accepting branches.
Simply decrementing the value while it is positive, and non-deterministically accepting at
any step will have w accepting branches, but the running time is exponential. We want the
machine to run in polynomial time. Hence we implement this phase similar to Example 5. It
runs in O(∣w∣) steps as we detail below.
M scans w from left to right starting in some state q. While in state q and the current
cell is labeled 0 it moves right. If in state q and the current cell is labelled 1 it moves right
and non determistically stays in state q or enters one of the two special states q0 or q1 . When
it is in state q0 or q1 and the current cell is labelled with 0 or 1, it will move right and non
deterministically chose either q0 or q1 . Finally, When in state q0 or q1 and the current cell is
blank (i.e., the scan of w is over), then M accepts. Thus if the ith bit from the right of w
is labeled 1, then M can have 2i accepting runs if it moved from state q to q0 or q1 when
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reading this bit. Switching from state q can occur at any 1-labelled cell, and hence M will
have w many accepting runs.
The machine M non deterministically picks a labeling at first, and hence the total
number of accepting runs #M(T , G) = [[T ]](G). With this we prove the #P upper bound
for Natural.
The Turing Machine M′ such that #M′ (T , G) − #M′ (T , G) = [[T ]](G) This is
similar to the machine M above. There are two differences. The machine M′ still guesses
a labeling of vertices of G with states of T over Integer and computes the weight w. If w
is positive, it proceeds exactly as M does to produce w accepting runs. If the weight w is
negative, the machine M′ proceeds analogously but with states q ′ , q0′ and q1′ instead. If
the machine is in state q0′ or q1′ with current cell blank then it rejects instead of accepting.
The second difference is for blocked runs (e.g., if the guessed labeling of vertices of G by
states of T is not a valid tiling, or if at the end the machine is still in state q or q ′ with
current cell blank). In such a case, M′ will non-deterministically proceed to either accept or
reject. Thus the net difference between accepting runs and rejecting runs is kept intact and
#M′ (T , G) − #M′ (T , G) = [[T ]](G). This proves the GapP upper bound for Integer.
Encoding a CNF formula ϕ in a grid Gϕ . Given a CNF formula ϕ with n variables and
m clauses, we encode it in an n × m grid with node labels {p, n, ⋆}. If the node (i, j) is
labeled by p (resp. n) it means that the ith variable appears in jth clause positively (resp.
negatively). The node (i, j) is labeled ⋆ if the ith variable does not occur in the jth clause.
A WTS T # over Natural for counting #ϕ. Recall that #ϕ is the number of satisfying
assignments for the formula ϕ. We assume input to the WTS T # is given as Gϕ – a
{p, n, ⋆}-labeled grid encoding a CNF formula.
′
′
A state of T # is a pair from {qtrue , qfalse } × {qtrue
, qfalse
}. The first part of a state indicates
a truth assignment with qtrue and qfalse . The allowed tiles make sure that in this part the
truth assignment remains the same along a row. The second part of a state indicates with
′
′
qtrue
and qfalse
the partial evaluation of the formula. A p-labeled node which is assigned qtrue
from the first part, and an n-labeled node which is assigned qfalse from the first part gets the
′
value qtrue
in the second part of the state (call this condition A for future reference). Further
′
′
all the successor nodes in the column of the qtrue
labeled node also gets the value qtrue
, except
′
for the nodes in the last row. For the nodes in the last row, it gets the value qtrue if the left
′
neighbour is labeled qtrue
(assume this is satisfied if the left neighbour does not exist), and a)
′
if it satisfies condition A or b) if the node above is labeled qtrue
. Otherwise the nodes get the
′
value qfalse . The second part of a state labeling a node (n, j) in the last row indicates the
evaluation of the prefix of the formula until the jth clause.
The tiles capture the description above. The weight of all tiles is 1, except for the tile
′
labeling the last node (n, m). If it is labeled (−, qtrue
) then the weight is 1, otherwise it is 0.
#
The value [[T ]](Gϕ ) = #ϕ, the number of satisfying assignments.
This proves the #P lower bound for Natural. As alluded to earlier, the permanent
computation (Example 4) gives an alternate lower bound proof.
A WTS T gap over Integer for counting #ϕ1 − #ϕ2 . We will reduce the GapP-complete
problem of computing #ϕ1 − #ϕ2 , where ϕ1 and ϕ2 are input CNF formulas on the same set
of n variables with m1 and m2 clauses respectively. We represent the input in an n×(m1 +m2 )
grid by putting Gϕ1 and Gϕ2 side by side. The node labels contain a special tag i ∈ {1, 2} to
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indicate that it comes from Gϕi . The WTS T gap will ensure that rows are of the form 1∗ 2∗
and columns are of the form 1∗ or 2∗ . In a run it evaluates either ϕ1 or ϕ2 similar to T # . If
it is evaluating ϕi all nodes with the tag 3 − i gets a special state qskip . The weight of all tiles
is 1, except for the tile labeling the nodes (n, m1 ) and (n, m1 + m2 ). If the node (n, m1 ) is
′
labeled (−, qtrue
) or qskip then the weight is 1, otherwise it is 0. If the node (n, m1 + m2 ) is
′
labeled (−, qtrue ) (resp. qskip ) then the weight is −1 (resp. 1), otherwise it is 0.
Rational. We will use counting reduction from Rational (resp. non-negative Rational) to the
evaluation problem over Integer (resp. Natural) in order to prove the upper bounds. First we
will transform an input (T , G) of the evaluation problem over Rational (resp. non-negative
Rational) to an input (T ′ , G, ) over Integer (resp. Natural). In T ′ we will multiply the weight
of a tile by ` - the lcm of the denominators appearing in the weights of any tile of T . The
multiplication can be performed in time polynomial. Now T ′ is a WTS over Integer (resp.
Natural), and following the GapP procedure (resp. #P procedure) we compute [[T ′ ]](G).
Now, we transform the output back to the required output over Rational (resp. non-negative
′
)
.
Rational) by dividing with `∣VG ∣ . That is, Eval(G, A) = Eval(G,A
`∣VG ∣
Notice that we allow the weights to be given in binary. The lcm ` and `∣VG ∣ can be
computed in polynomial time. The counting reduction is hence polynomial. This proves the
upper bounds.
The GapP-hardness (resp. #P-hardness) follows because Integer (resp. Natural) is a special
case of Rational (resp. non-negative Rational).

3.2

Boolean semiring

Note that the evaluation problem Eval over Boolean is in fact the classical Membership
problem (denoted Membership) and is indeed a decision problem. We can check in NP
whether the value is 1 (witnessed by the NP machine M, if the input is assumed to be
over Boolean then × serve as ∧). It is also NP-hard by a simple reduction from CNF SAT
(witnessed by T # interpreted over Boolean).
I Theorem 8. Membership is NP-complete.

3.3

Tropical semirings

I Theorem 9. We assume the weights are given in unary. The evaluation problem over any
tropical semiring is FPNP[log] -complete.
FPNP[log] is the class of functions computable by a polynomial time turing machine with
logarithmically many queries to NP.
Proof. We will prove the upper bound for max-plus-Z. The case of max-plus-N is subsumed.
The cases of min-plus-N and min-plus-Z are analogous.
Let k be the maximal constant and ` be the minimal constant (other than +/ − ∞)
appearing in the WTS A. The maximum possible weight of a run is n × k and the minimum
is n × ` where n is the number of vertices in the input graph. We will do a binary search
in the set W = {n × `, . . . , −1, 0, 1, . . . , n × k} checking if [[A]](G) ≥ s to find the value of
[[A]](G). In each iteration of the binary search, we make an oracle call to the NP machine
for [[A]](G) ≥ s. The number of NP oracle queries is O(log(n × k)) which is only logarithmic
in the input size. Recall that the weights are encoded in unary.
Finding the clique number is an FPNP[log] -complete problem [19]. From Example 3, the
lower bound follows.
J
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4

Efficient evaluation for bounded tree-width graphs

In this section, we show that the problem Eval can be solved efficiently when restricted to
graphs of bounded tree-width (the bound is not part of the input). By efficient, we mean
time polynomial wrt. the WTS T and linear wrt. the graph G (see Theorems 11 and 13
below). Bounded tree-width covers many graphs used to model behaviours of concurrent or
infinite-state systems. For example, it is well-known that words and trees have tree-width 1,
nested words used for pushdown systems have tree-width 2, Mazurkiewicz traces describing
behaviours of concurrent asynchronous systems with rendez-vous, and most decidable underapproximations of Turing complete models such as multi-pushdown automata, message
passing automata with unbounded FIFO channels, etc. [21, 9, 4]. We start by explaining our
results for bounded path-width since this is technically simpler. Then we explain how this is
extended to bounded tree-width.

4.1

Bounded path-width evaluation

A path decomposition. of a (Γ, Σ)-graph G = (V, (Eγ )γ∈Γ , λ), is a sequence V1 , . . . , Vn of
nonempty subsets of vertices satisfying:
1. for all v ∈ V , we have v ∈ Vi for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
2. for all (u, v) ∈ ⋃γ∈Γ Eγ , we have u, v ∈ Vi for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
3. for all 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k ≤ n, we have Vi ∩ Vk ⊆ Vj .
The width of the path decomposition is max{∣Vi ∣ − 1 ∣ 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. The path-width of a graph
G is the least k such that G admits a path decomposition of width k.
Words have path-width 1, but trees, nested words, grids have unbounded path-width.
We present below an equivalent definition of path-width which will be convenient to solve
the evaluation problem on graphs with bounded path-width. Let [k] = {0, 1, . . . , k}. Graphs
over (Γ, Σ) of path-width at most k can be described with words over the alphabet
Ωk = {(i, a) ∣ i ∈ [k], a ∈ Σ} ∪ {Forgeti ∣ i ∈ [k]} ∪ {Addγi,j ∣ i, j ∈ [k], γ ∈ Γ}
The semantics of a word τ ∈ Ω∗k is a colored graph {∣τ ∣} = (Gτ , χτ ) where Gτ is a (Γ, Σ)-labeled
graph and χτ ∶ [k] → V is a partial injective function coloring some vertices of Gτ . We say
that a color i ∈ [k] is active in τ if it is in the domain of χτ . The semantics is defined by
induction on the length of τ . The semantics of the empty word τ = ε is the empty graph.
Assuming that {∣τ ∣} = (V, (Eγ )γ∈Γ , λ, χ), we define the effect of appending a new letter to τ :
(i, a) adds a new a-labeled vertex with color i, provided i is not active in τ , Forgeti removes
color i from the domain of the color map, and Addα
i,j adds an α-labeled edge between the
vertices colored i and j (if such vertices exist, i.e., if i, j are active in τ ).
We say that a word τ over Ωk is well-formed if the following conditions are satisfied:
1. if τ ′ ⋅ (i, a) is a prefix of τ then i is not active in τ ′ ,
2. if τ ′ ⋅ Forgeti is a prefix of τ then i is active in τ ′ ,
3. if τ ′ ⋅ Addγi,j is a prefix of τ then i, j are active in τ ′ and the edge labeled γ was not already
added in τ ′ between χτ ′ (i) and χτ ′ (j).
In the following, a well-formed word over Ωk is called a k-word. The set Wk ⊆ Ω∗k of k-words
is clearly regular.
I Lemma 10. 1. Given a path decomposition V1 , . . . , VN of width at most k of a (Γ, Σ)-graph
G, we can construct in linear time wrt. ∣G∣ a k-word τ such that {∣τ ∣} = (G, ∅).
2. Given a k−word τ , we can construct a path decomposition of width at most k of the graph
Gτ defined by τ : {∣τ ∣} = (Gτ , χτ ).
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Proof. 1. We construct by induction a sequence of k-words τ` for 0 ≤ ` ≤ N such that
{∣τ` ∣} = (G` , χ` ) where G` is the subgraph of G = (V, (Eγ )γ∈Γ , λ) induced by the vertices
V1 ∪ ⋯ ∪ V` , and χ` ([k]) = V` ∩ V`+1 (with V0 = VN +1 = ∅). We let τ0 = .
Let now 0 ≤ ` < N and assume that τ` has been constructed. Let C` = dom(χ` ) ⊆ [k] be the
active colors in τ` . By induction, we know that ∣C` ∣ = ∣V`+1 ∩ V` ∣. Let V`+1 ∖ V` = {u1 , . . . , um }.
Since the decomposition is of width at most k, we have ∣V`+1 ∣ ≤ 1 + k and we find i1 < ⋯ < im
′
available colors in [k]∖C` . We define τ`+1
= τ` ⋅(i1 , λ(u1 ))⋯(im , λ(um )). Let D = {i1 , . . . , im }
′
′
′
and let {∣τ`+1 ∣} = (G , χ ). We have dom(χ′ ) = C` ∪D, χ′ (C` ) = V`+1 ∩V` and χ′ (D) = V`+1 ∖V` .
For each γ ∈ Γ, i ∈ C` ∪ D and j ∈ D such that (χ′ (i), χ′ (j)) ∈ Eγ (resp. (χ′ (j), χ′ (i)) ∈ Eγ ),
′
′′
we append Addγi,j (resp. Addγj,i ) to the word τ`+1
. We obtain a k-word τ`+1
which defines the
subgraph G`+1 of G induced by V1 ∪ ⋯ ∪ V`+1 . Notice that, from the third condition of a
path decomposition, we have V`+1 ∖ V` = V`+1 ∖ (V1 ∪ ⋯ ∪ V` ) and the edges in G`+1 which
were not already in G` are between some vertex in V`+1 ∖ V` and some vertex in V`+1 . Finally,
′′
for each i ∈ C` ∪ D such that χ′ (i) ∉ V`+2 , we append Forgeti to the word τ`+1
. We obtain
the k-word τ`+1 satisfying our invariant.
Finally, from the invariant we deduce that {∣τN ∣} = (G, ∅), which concludes the first part
of the proof.
2. Let τ be a k-word and n = ∣τ ∣ be its length. For 0 ≤ ` ≤ n, let τ` be the prefix of τ of
length `. Let {∣τ` ∣} = (G` , χ` ) and V` = χ` ([k]) be the subset of vertices which are colored in
{∣τ` ∣}. We show that V1 , . . . , Vn is a path decomposition of G = Gn = (V, (Eγ )γ∈Γ , λ).
Let u ∈ V be a vertex of G. For some 1 ≤ ` ≤ n, we have τ` = τ`−1 ⋅ (i, a) with χ` (i) = u ∈ V` .
This proves that the first condition of a path decomposition is satisfied.
Let (u, v) ∈ Eγ for some γ ∈ Γ. For some 1 < ` < n, we have τ`+1 = τ` ⋅ Addγi,j with χ` (i) = u
and χ` (j) = v. We deduce that u, v ∈ V` , which proves that the second condition of a path
decomposition is satisfied.
For the third condition, let 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ m ≤ n and u ∈ Vi ∩ Vm . We deduce that for some
` ∈ [k], we have u = χi (`) = χm (`) and that color ` was not forgotten between τi and τm .
Therefore, u = χj (`) ∈ Vj as desired.
J
The problem k-PW-FVal is to compute [[T ]](G), given a WTS T and a (Γ, Σ)-graph G
of path-width at most k.
I Theorem 11. The problem k-PW-FVal can be solved in linear time wrt. the input graph G
and polynomial time wrt. the input WTS T .
Proof. The evaluation algorithm for bounded path-width graphs proceeds in three steps:
1. From the input graph G, which is assumed to be of path-width at most k, we compute
in linear time a path decomposition V1 , . . . , Vn using Bodlaender’s algorithm [3]. Then,
using Lemma 10, we compute in linear time a k-word τ such that {∣τ ∣} = (G, ∅).
2. By Lemma 12 below, we construct in time polynomial in T a weighted word automaton
Bk which is equivalent to T on graphs of path-width at most k.
3. We compute [[Bk ]](τ ). It is well-known that the value of a weighted word automaton B
on a given word w can be computed in time O(∣B∣ ⋅ ∣w∣) assuming that sum and product
in the semiring take constant time.
J
A weighted word automaton over alphabet Σ is usually given as a tuple B = (Q, T, I, F, wgt)
where I, F ⊆ Q are the subsets of initial and final states, T ⊆ Q × Σ × Q defines the transitions
and wgt∶ T → S gives weights to transitions. This is an equivalent representation of a WTS
over ({→}, Σ).
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Table 1 Transitions of the weighted word automaton Bk .
(i,a)

δ ÐÐ→ δ ′

Forgeti

δ ÐÐÐ→ δ ′

if i ∉ dom(δ). Then, dom(δ ′ ) = dom(δ) ∪ {i}, δ ′ (j) = δ(j) for all j ∈ dom(δ), and
δ ′ (i) = (f∅ , q, a, f∅ ) for some q ∈ Q.
The weight of this transition is 1S .
if i ∈ dom(δ). Then δ ′ is the restriction of δ to dom(δ ′ ) = dom(δ) ∖ {i}.
The weight of this transition is wgt(δ(i)).

γ

Addi,j

δ ÐÐÐ→ δ ′

if i, j ∈ dom(δ), i ≠ j, γ ∉ dom(fout (i)) and γ ∉ dom(fin (j)).
Then, dom(δ ′ ) = dom(δ), δ ′ (`) = δ(`) for all ` ∈ dom(δ) ∖ {i, j},
δ ′ (i) = (fin (i), q(i), a(i), fout (i) ∪ [γ ↦ q(j)]),
δ ′ (j) = (fin (j) ∪ [γ ↦ q(i)], q(j), a(j), fout (j)).
The weight of this transition is 1S .

I Lemma 12. Given a WTS T over (Γ, Σ)-graphs and k > 0, we can compute in polynomial
time wrt. T , a weighted word automaton Bk which is equivalent to T over graphs of path
width at most k. That is, for all k-words τ with {∣τ ∣} = (G, ∅), we have [[T ]](G) = [[Bk ]](τ ).
Proof. Let T = (Q, ∆, wgt) be a WTS over (Γ, Σ)-graphs. By adding tiles with weight 0S ,
we may assume wlog that ∆ contains all possible tiles. Fix k ≥ 1.
A state of Bk is a partial map δ∶ [k] → ∆. When reading a k-word τ with {∣τ ∣} = (G, χ),
the automaton will guess a labelling ρ∶ V → Q of vertices of G with states of T and will reach
a state δ satisfying the following two conditions:
1. dom(δ) = dom(χ) ⊆ [k] is the set of active colors,
2. for each active color i ∈ dom(χ), δ(i) = (fin (i), q(i), a(i), fout (i)) = tileρ (χ(i)) is the
current ρ-tile at vertex χ(i) in G.
The only initial state is the empty map δ∅ with dom(δ∅ ) = ∅. This is also the only final
state, which is reached on a k-word τ if all colors have been forgotten: {∣τ ∣} = (G, χ∅ ).
Transitions of the word automaton Bk are given in Table 1. As above, we write δ(i) =
′
′
(fin (i), q(i), a(i), fout (i)) and δ ′ (i) = (fin
(i), q ′ (i), a′ (i), fout
(i)).
∣A∣
The number of partial maps from A to B is (1 + ∣B∣) . Hence, the number of states of
Bk is (1 + ∣∆∣)1+k . In a tile (fin , q, a, fout ) ∈ ∆, both fin and fout can be seen as partial maps
from Γ to Q. Hence, ∣∆∣ = (1 + ∣Q∣)2∣Γ∣ ⋅ ∣Q∣ ⋅ ∣Σ∣. Also, ∣Ωk ∣ = (1 + k)(∣Σ∣ + 1) + (1 + k)2 ∣Γ∣. We
deduce that, if Σ, Γ, k are fixed, the automaton Bk can be constructed in polynomial time
wrt. the given WTS T .
J

4.2

Bounded tree-width evaluation

We extend the efficient evaluation of WTS for graphs of bounded path-width to graphs of
bounded tree-width, which is a larger class of graphs. For instance, nested words may have
unbounded path-width but their tree-width is at most 2. As for path-width, tree-width can
be defined via tree decompositions: instead of a sequence of subsets of vertices, we use a
tree of subsets of vertices. Since we will use weighted tree automata to achieve the efficient
evaluation over graphs of bounded tree-width, we define directly tree terms. These are similar
to k-words, with an additional binary union ⊕.
Tree terms (TTs). form an algebra to define labeled graphs. With a ∈ Σ, γ ∈ Γ and
i, j ∈ [k] = {0, 1, . . . , k}, the syntax of k-TTs over (Γ, Σ) is given by
τ ∶∶= (i, a) ∣ Addγi,j τ ∣ Forgeti τ ∣ τ ⊕ τ
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Each k-TT represents a colored graph {∣τ ∣} = (Gτ , χτ ) where Gτ is a (Γ, Σ)-labeled graph
and χτ ∶ [k] → V is a partial injective function coloring some vertices of Gτ . Colors in domχτ
are said to be active in τ . The semantics is defined as for k−words: a leaf (i, a) creates a
graph with a single a-labeled vertex with color i, Forgeti removes color i from the domain of
the color map, and Addα
i,j adds an α-labeled edge between the vertices colored i and j (if
such vertices exist). Formally, if {∣τ ∣} = (V, (Eγ )γ∈Γ , λ, χ) then
′
′
{∣ Addα
i,j τ ∣} = (V, (Eγ )γ∈Γ , λ, χ) with Eγ = Eγ if γ ≠ α and
⎧
⎪
⎪Eα
Eα′ = ⎨
⎪
⎪
⎩Eα ∪ {(χ(i), χ(j))}

if {i, j} ⊆/ dom(χ)
otherwise.

{∣ Forgeti τ ∣} = (V, (Eγ )γ∈Γ , λ, χ′ ) with dom(χ′ ) = dom(χ) ∖ {i} and χ′ (j) = χ(j) for all
j ∈ dom(χ′ ).
The main difference with k-words is ⊕ which takes the union of the two graphs, merging
vertices with the same colors, if any.
Formally, consider τ ′ ⊕ τ ′′ with {∣τ ′ ∣} = (G′ , χ′ ) = (V ′ , (Eγ′ )γ∈Γ , λ′ , χ′ ) and {∣τ ′′ ∣} =
(G′′ , χ′′ ) = (V ′′ , (Eγ′′ )γ∈Γ , λ′′ , χ′′ ). Let I = dom(χ′ ) ∩ dom(χ′′ ) be the set of colors that
are defined in both graphs. Wlog, we may assume that V ′ ∩ V ′′ = χ′ (I) = χ′′ (I) and
χ′ (i) = χ′′ (i) for all i ∈ I, i.e., we may rename the vertices so that the shared colors define
the shared vertices. The union τ ′ ⊕ τ ′′ is well-defined only if the shared vertices have the
same labels: λ′ (χ′ (i)) = λ′′ (χ′′ (i)) for all i ∈ I. Then, {∣τ ′ ⊕ τ ′′ ∣} = (G′ ∪ G′′ , χ′ ∪ χ′′ ) =
(V, (Eγ )γ∈Γ , λ, χ) where V = V ′ ∪ V ′′ , λ = λ′ ∪ λ′′ , and Eγ = Eγ′ ∪ Eγ′′ for all γ ∈ Γ.
The tree-width of a nonempty graph G is the least k ≥ 1 such that G = Gτ for some k-TT τ .
Trees have tree-width 1, and as a special case, words also have tree-width 1. Nested words
have tree-width (at most) 2 [21]. They are words with an additional binary relation from
pushes to matching pops, which are used to represent behaviours of pushdown automata. On
the other end, grids as used for instance in Example 4, have unbounded tree-width. More
precisely, an n × n grid has tree-width n.
We will focus on a regular subset of terms which ensures that the semantics is welldefined and that the k-TTs do not contain redundant operations such as Addγi,j Addγi,j τ or
Addγi,j τ1 ⊕ Addγi,j τ2 . A k-TT is well-formed if the following are satisfied:
1. if Forgeti τ ′ is a subterm of τ then i is active in τ ′ ,
2. if Addγi,j τ ′ is a subterm of τ then i, j are active in τ ′ and the edge γ was not already
added in τ ′ between χτ ′ (i) and χτ ′ (j).
3. if τ ′ ⊕ τ ′′ is a subterm of τ then for all i, j that are active in both τ ′ and τ ′′ , the vertices
χτ ′ (i) and χτ ′′ (i) have the same label from Σ, and we do not already have a γ-edge both
between (χτ ′ (i), χτ ′ (j)) and (χτ ′′ (i), χτ ′′ (j)).
The problem k-TW-FVal is to compute [[T ]](G), given a WTS T and a (Γ, Σ)-graph G
of tree-width at most k.
I Theorem 13. The problem k-TW-FVal can be solved in linear time wrt. the input graph G
and polynomial time wrt. the input WTS T .
Proof. The proof follows the same three steps as for Theorem 11 using tree terms instead of
k-words and weighted tree automata instead of weighted word automata.
1. From the input graph G, which is assumed to be of tree-width at most k, we compute
in linear time a tree decomposition using Bodlaender’s algorithm [3]. Then, similarly to
Lemma 10, we compute in linear time a well-formed k-TT τ such that {∣τ ∣} = (G, ∅). In
particular, ∣τ ∣ = O(∣G∣).
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Algorithm 1 Evaluation algorithm for a weighted tree automaton B = (Q, T, F, wgt).
1: function main(τ ∶ term): value from S
3:

val ← TreeEval(τ ); x ← 0S
for all q ∈ F do x ← x + val[q] end for

4:

return x

2:

▷ Computes [[B]](τ )

5: end function
6: function TreeEval(τ ∶ term): array indexed by Q of values from S
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

▷ TreeEval(τ )[q] is the sum of the weights of the runs of B on τ reaching state q.
match τ with
Leaf a:
for all q ∈ Q do val[q] ← wgt(, a, q) end for
Unary a(τ1 ):
val1 ← TreeEval(τ1 )
for all q ∈ Q do val[q] ← 0S end for
for all (q1 , a, q) ∈ T do val[q] ← val[q] + val1 [q1 ] × wgt(q1 , a, q) end for
Binary a(τ1 , τ2 ):
val1 ← TreeEval(τ1 ); val2 ← TreeEval(τ2 )
for all q ∈ Q do val[q] ← 0S end for

for all (q1 , q2 , a, q) ∈ T do
val[q] ← val[q] + val1 [q1 ] × wgt(q1 , q2 , a, q) × val2 [q2 ]
end for
end match
return val
end function

2. Using Lemma 14 below, from the WTS T we construct in polynomial time an equivalent
weighted tree automaton Bk on graphs of tree-width at most k: [[T ]](G) = [[Bk ]](τ ).
3. We compute [[Bk ]](τ ) with Algorithm 1. The main complexity comes from the call
TreeEval. Executing the body of this function (without the recursive calls) takes time
O(∣Bk ∣). Hence, the overall time complexity of this evaluation is O(∣τ ∣ ⋅ ∣Bk ∣).
J
A weighted (binary) tree automaton over alphabet Σ is usually given as a tuple B =
(Q, T, F, wgt) where F ⊆ Q is the subset of accepting states, T ⊆ ({} ∪ Q ∪ Q2 ) × Σ × Q
defines the bottom-up transitions and wgt∶ T → S gives weights to transitions. This is an
equivalent representation of a WTS over ({↗, ↖}, Σ).
I Lemma 14. Given a WTS T over (Γ, Σ)-graphs and k > 0, we can compute in polynomial
time wrt. T , a weighted tree automaton Bk which is equivalent to T over graphs of tree-width
at most k. Here, equivalent means that for all well-formed k-TTs τ with {∣τ ∣} = (G, ∅), we
have [[T ]](G) = [[Bk ]](τ ).

5

Discussions and conclusions

Connections with CSP. The quantitative versions of the constraint satisfaction problem
(CSP) are closely related to the evaluation problem for weighted tiling systems and graphs.
Classic (boolean) CSPs ask for the existence of a solution of a set of constraints, as nondeterministic automata ask for the existence of an accepting run. In the valued-CSP (see
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e.g. [20]), weights (costs) are assigned to each constraint depending on how the constraint is
fulfilled, these weights are summed over all constraints and the aim is to minimize this total
cost. This corresponds to our evaluation problem in the min-plus tropical semiring.
The weighted counting CSP (weighted #CSP) is defined similarly but uses a (+, ×)semiring such as N, Z, Q, . . . , (see e.g. [7, 8]). The cost of a solution is the product of the
weights over all constraints and the value of the weighted #CSP is the sum over all solutions.
Counting CSP (#CSP) is obtained with semiring Natural when functions in the language
only take values 0 or 1, thus counting the number of solutions of the classic CSP.
One of the main problems in CSP is to determine conditions under which the problems
are tractable (polynomial time). Feder and Vardi conjectured [16] that, depending on the
constraint language Γ, problems in CSP(Γ) are either in P or NP-complete. The dichotomy
conjecture extends to #CSP(Γ), saying that such counting problems are either in FP or
#P-complete, see e.g. [6, 15]. In this paper, we show that for WTS, the evalution problem is
#P-complete (Theorem 7).
Most often the non-uniform complexity is considered, meaning that the language (for
us the WTS) is not part of the input and the complexity only depends on the instance (for
us the input graph). One such structural restriction is when the constraint graph of the
instance has bounded tree-width. This is indeed related to our efficient evaluation described
in Section 4. Our approach is different though since we reduce WTS to weighted word/tree
automata and obtain a complexity linear in the input graph.
As future work, we plan to investigate more closely the relationship between weighted
#CSP and the evaluation problem for WTS. In particular, it would be interesting to see
whether results on approximate computation which are widely studied for quantitative CSP
can be transfered to weighted tiling systems.

On the generality of the model. The model of WGA [10] additionally has occurrence
constraints (boolean combinations of constraints of the form #tile ≥ n, where tile ∈ ∆
and n ∈ N). A run is valid only if the occurrence constraints are satisfied. We could
allow these constraints as well, without compromising the complexity upper bounds. In
fact, we can allow more expressive quantifier-free Presburger constraints on the tiles (e.g.,
#tile1 + #tile2 = #tile3 ). The NP machine witnessing the upper bounds can compute the
Parikh vector of the tiles used in a guessed run, and check in polynomial time whether the
constraints are satisfied.

Variants. The evaluation problem Eval is a function problem. The decision variants correspond to threshold languages such as, is the computed weight {>, ≥, <, ≤, =, ≠} s, s being a
threshold. There are further variants depending on whether the threshold s is part of the
input or is fixed. The complexity depend on the semiring as well as on the value of the
threshold when it is fixed.

Conclusion. We have given tight complexity bounds for the evaluation problem for various
semirings. Our complexity upper bounds allows weights to be given in binary for problems
over (+, ×)-semirings. However for tropical semirings the weights are assumed to be given in
unary. While our upper bounds hold for arbitrary graphs, lower bounds are given uniformly
for pictures (grid graphs). Further if we assume that the input graph does not have unbounded
grid as a minor (bounded tree-width), then we provide efficient evaluation algorithm.
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Abstract
Model checking is the process of deciding whether a system satisfies a given specification. Often,
when the setting comprises multiple processes, the specifications are over sets of input and output
signals that correspond to individual processes. Then, many of the properties one wishes to specify
are symmetric with respect to the processes identities. In this work, we consider the problem of
deciding whether the given system exhibits symmetry with respect to the processes’ identities.
When the system is symmetric, this gives insight into the behaviour of the system, as well as allows
the designer to use only representative specifications, instead of iterating over all possible process
identities.
Specifically, we consider probabilistic systems, and we propose several variants of symmetry.
We start with precise symmetry, in which, given a permutation π, the system maintains the exact
distribution of permuted outputs, given a permuted inputs. We proceed to study approximate
versions of symmetry, including symmetry induced by small L∞ norm, variants of Parikh-image
based symmetry, and qualitative symmetry. For each type of symmetry, we consider the problem of
deciding whether a given system exhibits this type of symmetry.
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1

Introduction

A fundamental approach to automatic verification is model checking [4], where we are given
a system and a specification, and we check whether all possible behaviours of the system
satisfy the specification. In model checking of reactive systems, the specification is over sets
of inputs I and outputs O, and the system is an I/O transducer, which takes sequences of
inputs in 2I , and responds with an output in 2O . Then, model checking amounts to deciding
whether for every input sequence, the matching output sequence generated by the transducer,
satisfies the specification.
In practice, and especially in verification of concurrent systems, the input and output
sets have some correspondence. For example, in an arbiter for k processes, the inputs are
typically I = {i1 , . . . , ik }, where ij is interpreted as “a request was generated by Process
j”, and the outputs are O = {o1 , . . . , ok }, where oj is interpreted as “Process j was granted
access”. In such cases, specification often end up having symmetric repetitions of a similar
pattern. For example, we may wish to specify that in our arbiter, if Process j1 generated a
request before Process j2 , then a grant for j1 should be given before a grant for j2 . However,
in order to specify this in e.g., LTL (Linear Temporal Logic), we would have to explicitly
write this statement for every pair of processes j1 , j2 . In the worst case, this could entail a
blowup of k! in the size of the formula, which incurs a further exponential blowup during
model-checking algorithms.
© Shaull Almagor;
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40th IARCS Annual Conference on Foundations of Software Technology and Theoretical Computer Science
(FSTTCS 2020).
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This drawback, however, vanishes when we consider a symmetric system: intuitively, a
system is symmetric if permuting the input signals generates an output sequence of similarly
permuted outputs. If a system satisfies this property, then it is enough to check whether it
satisfies a representative specification. Indeed, any permutation of the processes is guaranteed
to be equivalently satisfied.
Unfortunately, deterministic systems are unlikely to be completely symmetric, unless
they are very naive (e.g., no grants are ever given). Indeed, tie-breaking in deterministic
systems has an inherent asymmetry to it. In probabilistic systems, however, no asymmetry is
needed to break ties – one can randomly choose a result.
In this paper, we consider several notions of symmetry for probabilistic transducers,
and their corresponding decision procedures. We start with the most restrictive version of
symmetry, in which a transducer T is symmetric under a permutation if the distribution
of outputs that are generated for an input sequence x is identical to the distribution of
permuted outputs for the permuted input sequence (Section 3). We show that deciding
whether a transducer is symmetric under a given permutation is decidable in polynomial
time, and use basic results in group theory to give a similar result for deciding whether a
transducer is symmetric under all permutations in a permutation group.
We then proceed to study approximate notions of symmetry, in order to capture cases
where a system is not fully symmetric, but still may exhibit some symmetrical properties. On
the negative side, using results on probabilistic automata, we show that an L∞ approximation
variant of symmetry results in undecidability. On the positive side, we study two variants of
symmetry that only take into account the Parikh image of the output signals, and we are
able to use results on probabilistic automata with rewards to obtain efficient decidability of
symmetry for these variants (Section 4).
Finally, we study a qualitative version of symmetry, which offers a coarse “nondeterministic” approximation of symmetry (Section 5). We show that deciding whether a system is
qualitatively symmetric is PSPACE complete.
The notion of symmetry is not only appealing for symmetry reductions in specification,
but also as a standalone feature for the explainability of model checking: standard modelchecking algorithms can output a counterexample whenever a system does not satisfy its
specification. This gives the designer insight as to what is wrong with either the system or
the specification. On the other hand, when the result of model checking is that a system
does satisfy its specification, no additional information is typically given. While this is
“good news”, a designer often wants some information as to “why” the system is correct. In
particular, the designer may be concerned that the specifications were too easy to satisfy (e.g.,
in vacuous specifications [1]). In this case, symmetry provides some information. Indeed,
symmetry can be easily witnessed (as we show in Remark 4), so the designer can be convinced
that any weakness of the specification, or any flaw of the system, is not biased toward a
specific process, and will arise regardless of a specific order of processes. In addition, it shows
that if the system satisfies e.g., liveness properties, then it satisfies them with the same “good
event intervals” regardless of process identities.

Related work
Process symmetry [3, 8, 6, 12] and more general symmetry reductions [16, 17, 19] have
been studied since the 90’s, typically in the context of alleviating the state-explosion problem. Symmetry can either be specified by the designer or user [13,24,25], or detected
automatically [15,16,32].
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A close approach to our work here is [12], where the problem of detecting process
symmetries is studied. There, however, parametrized deterministic systems are studied,
which shift the focus to the pattern of given symmetries (rather than our fixed-length
permutations), and does not concern probabilities.
Symmetry in the probabilistic setting was studied in [11, 5], where model checking of
probabilistic systems exploits known symmetries to avoid a state blowup by considering a
quotient of the system under the symmetry.
We remark that the works above typically focus on exact symmetries, and use them to
reduce the state space, whereas the focus of this paper is to decide whether a symmetry
exists, for various types of (not necessarily exact) symmetries, and to use the symmetry to
avoid blowup in the specification, as well as to give the user insight regarding the correctness
of the system.
Due to lack of space, some proofs appear in the appendix.

2

Preliminaries

Probabilities and Distributions
Consider a finite set S. A distribution over S is a function µ : S → [0, 1] such that
P
a distribution
s∈S µ(s) = 1. We denote the space of all distributions over S by ∆(S). Given
P
1
µ, an event is a subset E ⊆ S, and its probability under µ is Pr(E) = e∈E µ(e). For an
(
1 r = s,
element s ∈ S, the Dirac distribution 11[s] is given by 11[s](r) =
The support of
0 r 6= s.
a distribution µ is Supp(µ) = {s ∈ S : µ(s) > 0}.
Given sets S1 , . . . , Sn and distributions µ1 , . . . , µn such that µi ∈ ∆i for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
a natural product distribution µ is induced on the product space S1 × · · · × Sn where
Qn
µ(s1 , . . . , sn ) = i=1 µi (si ).

Probabilistic Transducers and Automata
Consider two finite sets I and O of input and output signals, respectively. An I/O probabilistic
transducer (henceforth just transducer) is T = hI, O, S, s0 , δ, `i where S is a finite set of
states, s0 is an initial state, δ : S × 2I → ∆(S) is a transition function, assigning to each
(state,letter) pair a distribution of successor states, and ` : S → 2O is a labelling function.
For a word x = i1 · i2 · · · in ∈ (2I )+ , a run of T on x is a sequence ρ = q0 , q1 , . . . , qn where
Qn−1
q0 = s0 , and the probability of the run ρ is j=0 δ(qj , ij+1 )(qj+1 ). Note that indeed this
induces a probability measure µ on {s0 } × S n via the product distribution.
A run ρ is proper if ρ ∈ Supp(µ). That is, if it has positive probability. We denote the
space of proper runs by runs(T , x). In the following, we usually refer only to proper runs, and
we omit the term “proper” when it is clear from context. We extend the labelling function `
to runs by `(ρ) = `(q1 ) · `(q2 ) · · · `(qn ). Observe that we ignore the labelling of the initial
state, and only consider nonempty words, to avoid edge cases.
For x ∈ (2I )+ and y ∈ (2O )+ such that |x| = |y|, we denote by T (x) = y the event
{ρ ∈ runs(T , x) : `(ρ) = y}. Thus, Pr(T (x) = y) is the probability that the output
generated by T on input x is exactly y. We denote by x ⊗ y ∈ (2I∪O )ω the combined word
(i1 ∪ o1 ) · (i2 ∪ o2 ) · · · (in ∪ on ).
1

In general E needs to be a measurable subset, but since we only consider finite sets, any subset is
measurable.
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The sets I and O are called corresponding signals if I = {i1 , . . . , ik } and O = {o1 , . . . , ok }.
Intuitively, for 1 ≤ j ≤ k we think of ij as a request generated by a process j, and of oj as a
corresponding grant generated by the system.
A probabilistic automaton (PA) is A = hQ, Σ, δ, q0 , F i where Q is a finite set of states, Σ
is a finite alphabet, δ : Q × Σ → ∆(Q) is a probabilistic transition function, q0 ∈ Q is an
initial state, and F ⊆ Q is a set of accepting states. Similarly to transducers, an input word
x ∈ Σ∗ induces a probability measure on the set runs(A, x) of runs of A on x. Then, we
denote by A(x) the probability that a run of A on x is accepted, i.e. ends in a state in F .

Permutations
We assume familiarity with basic notions in group theory (see e.g. [2]). A permutation of the
set [k] = {1, . . . , k} is a bijection π : [k] → [k]. A standard representation of permutations is
by a cycle decomposition, where, for example, the cycle (1 2 7) represents the permutation
π where π(1) = 2, π(2) = 7, π(7) = 1, and for all other elements we have π(j) = j. The set
of all permutations on [k], equipped with the functional composition operator ◦ forms the
symmetric group Sk . Any subgroup of Sk is referred to as a permutation group. A generating
set of a permutation group G is a finite set X = {π1 , . . . , πm } such that every permutation
τ ∈ G can be expressed as a composition of the elements in X. For such a set X, we denote
the group generated by it by hXi. It is well known that {(1 2), (1 2 . . . k)} is a generating
set of Sk (see e.g., [2]).
Consider corresponding signals I = {i1 , . . . , ik } and O = {o1 , . . . , ok }, and let π ∈ Sk .
For a letter i = {ij1 , . . . , ijm } ∈ 2I , we define π(i) = {iπj1 ,...,iπ(jm ) }. That is, π permutes
the signals given in i.2 Then, for a word x = i1 · i2 · · · in ∈ (2I )+ , we define π(x) =
π(i1 ) · π(i2 ) · · · π(in ). Similar definitions hold for O. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, we
henceforth assume I and O are corresponding signals.

3

Symmetric Probabilistic Transducers

Let T = hI, O, S, s0 , δ, `i be an I/O transducer over I = {i1 , . . . , ik } and O = {o1 , . . . , ok },
and let π ∈ Sk . We say that T is π-symmetric if for every x ∈ (2I )+ and y ∈ (2O )+ it
holds that Pr(T (x) = y) = Pr(T (π(x)) = π(y)). That is, T is π-symmetric if whenever we
permute the input by π, the resulting distribution on outputs is permuted by π as well.
I Example 1. Consider a Round-Robin arbiter over three processes, as depicted in Figure 1.
At each state, the arbiter looks for a request from a single processor j, and grants it if it is
on, then moves to a state corresponding to process j + 1 (mod 3). Observe that this is a
deterministic transducer, except that the initial state is unspecified.
Consider the case where we let the state marked 001 be initial, which corresponds to
letting the first process start. In this case, the transducer is not π-symmetric for π = (1 2 3).
Indeed, the input word 100 will generate output 100, but its permutation π(100) = 010
generates output 000 6= π(100).
However, if we introduce a probabilistic initial state, that chooses each state of 100, 010, 001
as the next state, each with probability 13 , the transducer becomes π-symmetric for any
π ∈ S3 .
J

2

Formally, we would actually need I to be an ordered set. However, the order will be implied by the
naming convention, so we let I be a set.
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0··

1··
·1·

100

·
·1

010

·0
·

·0·

000

0··

000

··1

1
··
··

0
··0

001

000

1··

Figure 1 A transducer for a Round Robin arbiter. The labels on the transitions and states are
the characteristic vectors of the labels, with · as placeholders. Thus, e.g., 100 is {i1 }, and · · 1 is any
i such that i3 ∈ i. The initial state is unspecified, see Example 1.

Consider a permutation group G = hXi generated by X = {π1 , . . . , πm }. We say that T
is G-symmetric if it is π-symmetric for every π ∈ G. Toward understanding symmetry, we
start by showing that it is enough to consider symmetry under the generators.
I Lemma 2. Consider an I/O transducer T over I = {i1 , . . . , ik } and O = {o1 , . . . , ok }. If
T is π-symmetric and τ -symmetric for π, τ ∈ Sk , then T is π ◦ τ -symmetric.
Proof. Consider x ∈ (2I )+ and y ∈ (2I )+ , we wish to show that Pr(T (x) = y) =
Pr(T (π(τ (x))) = π(τ (y))). Since T is τ -symmetric, then Pr(T (x) = y) = Pr(T (τ (x)) = τ (y)).
Next, since T is π-symmetric, then applying the definition for the input τ (x) ∈ (2I )+ and
τ (y) ∈ (2O )+ , we have that Pr(T (τ (x)) = τ (y)) = Pr(T (π(τ (x))) = π(τ (y))), and so overall
Pr(T (x) = y) = Pr(T (π(τ (x))) = π(τ (y))) and we are done.
J
An immediate corollary of Lemma 2 is that in order to check whether T is G-symmetric, it
suffices to check whether it is symmetric with respect to the generators of G.
I Corollary 3. Consider an I/O transducer T and a permutation group G with generators
X, then T is G-symmetric iff it is π-symmetric for every π ∈ X.
I Remark 4 (Symmetry for Explainability). Corollary 3 is key to using symmetry for explainability of model checking. Indeed, it shows that we can convince a designer that a system is
e.g., Sk -symmetric by showing that it is symmetric under the two generators. That is, the
witness for symmetry consists of demonstrating symmetry on two permutations. As discussed
in Section 1, once the designer is convinced the system possesses symmetric properties, she
gains some insight to the possible reasons that make the system correct, or to possible
behaviour of bugs, when the system is incorrect.
J
The fundamental problem about symmetry of probabilistic transducers is whether a
transducer is π-symmetric for a given permutation π. We now show that this problem can
be solved in polynomial time.
I Theorem 5. The problem of deciding, given an I/O transducer T and a permutation
π ∈ Sk , whether T is π-symmetric, is solvable in polynomial time.
Proof. Given two probabilistic automata A and B over the alphabet Σ, the problem of
determining whether A(x) = B(x) for every x ∈ Σ∗ , dubbed the equivalence problem, is
solvable in polynomial time [7, 15, 18]. Our proof is by reduction of the problem at hand to
the equivalence problem for probabilistic automata.
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Consider an I/O transducer T = hI, O, S, s0 , δ, `i over I = {i1 , . . . , ik } and O =
{o1 , . . . , ok }, and let π ∈ Sk . We construct from T two PAs A and B. Intuitively, A
mimics the behaviour of T , by reading words over 2I∪O , and accepting a word w ∈ (2I∪O )+
with probability µ iff T , when reading the inputs that appear in w, generates the outputs
that appear in w with probability µ. The PA B works exactly like A, but permutes both the
inputs and outputs by π.
Formally, A = hS ∪ {q⊥ }, 2I∪O , η, s0 , Si and B = hS ∪ {q⊥ }, 2I∪O , ζ, s0 , Si where q⊥ is
a new state, and the transition functions are defined as follows. Let q ∈ S and σ = i ∪ o
P
with i ∈ 2I and o ∈ 2O , and let Vp = p∈S, `(p)=o δ(q, i)(p) be the probability assigned by
T to seeing a state labelled o after reading i in state q, then η(q, σ) ∈ ∆(S ∪ {q⊥ }) is the
following distribution:



δ(q, i)(p) if p ∈ S and `(p) = o
η(q, σ)(p) = 0
if p ∈ S and `(p) 6= o


1 − V
if p = q
⊥

p

In addition, η(q⊥ , σ)(q⊥ ) = 1 (so q⊥ is a rejecting sink). We demonstrate the construction of
A in Figures 2a and 2b.
s1
{o1 }
0.
2
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{i1 , i2 }

0.5
3
0.

s0
∅

s2
{o1 }

s3
{o1 , o3 }

(a) Transition in T

s0

o
{i1, i2, 1
{i1

, i2 ,

o1 ,

0.2
}
0.3 0.5
s⊥

o3 }

(b) Transition in A

s1
s2

0.7

o
{i3, i1, 3

s0

{i3

0.3 s3

, i1 ,

o3 ,

0.2
}
0.3 0.5
s⊥

o2 }

s1
s2

0.7

0.3 s3

(c) Transition in B

Figure 2 A transition in a transducer T over I = {i1 , i2 , i3 } and O = {o1 , o2 , o3 }, and the
corresponding transitions in A and B, under the permutation π = (1 2 3). Observe that the transition
in B corresponds to the inverse permutation, π −1 = (3 2 1), so that e.g., π({i3 , i1 }) = {i1 , i2 }.

The construction of B is similar, but accounts for the permutation π. Let q ∈ S and
P
σ = i ∪ o with i ∈ 2I and o ∈ 2O , and let Up =
p∈S, `(p)=π(o) δ(q, π(i))(p) be the
probability assigned by T to seeing a state labelled π(o) after reading π(i) in state q, then
ζ(q, σ) ∈ ∆(S ∪ {q⊥ }) is the following distribution:


δ(q, π(i))(p) if p ∈ S and `(p) = π(o)

ζ(q, σ)(p) = 0
if p ∈ S and `(p) 6= π(o)


1 − U
if p = q
p

⊥

In addition, ζ(q⊥ , σ)(q⊥ ) = 1 (so q⊥ is a rejecting sink). We demonstrate the construction of
B in Figures 2a and 2c.
Consider words x ∈ (2I )+ and y ∈ (2O )+ . Since q⊥ is the only rejecting state in
both A and B, then by construction it is easy to see that A(x ⊗ y) = Pr(T (x) = y) and
B(x ⊗ y) = Pr(T (π(x)) = π(y)). Thus, we have that A and B are equivalent iff T is
π-symmetric, and since equivalence can be decided in polynomial time, we are done.
J
Combining Theorem 5 with Corollary 3, we have the following.
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I Corollary 6. The problem of deciding, given an I/O transducer T and a finite set of
generators X = {π1 , . . . , πm }, whether T is hXi-symmetric, is solvable in polynomial time.
In particular, since the symmetric group Sk is generated by two permutations
{(1 2), (1 2 . . . k)}, we have the following.
I Corollary 7. The problem of deciding, given an I/O transducer T , whether T is Sk symmetric, is solvable in polynomial time.

4

Approximate Symmetry

While aspiring to obtain symmetric systems is noble, in practice exact symmetry may be
too strong a requirement, for example if the source of randomness supplies binary bits, and
one needs e.g., 13 probability, then only an approximate probability can be used. Thus, it is
reasonable to seek approximate notions of symmetry.

4.1

L∞ Symmetry

The most straightforward approach toward approximate symmetry in probabilistic transducers
is induced by the the L∞ norm, as follows. Let T be an I/O-transducer, let π ∈ Sk , and let
 > 0. We say that T is (, π)-symmetric if | Pr(T (x) = y) − Pr(T (π(x)) = π(y))| ≤  for
every x ∈ (2I )+ and for every y ∈ (2O )+ . That is, permuting the inputs by π perturbs the
output distribution by at most .
Unfortunately, as we now show, approximate symmetry is undecidable.
I Theorem 8. The problem of deciding, given an I/O transducer T a permutation π ∈ Sk
and  > 0, whether T is (, π)-symmetric, is undecidable.
Proof. The emptiness problem for PA is to decide, given a PA A over Σ and a threshold
λ ∈ [0, 1], whether there exists a word w ∈ Σ∗ such that A(w) > λ. This problem is known
to be undecidable [14, 13, 7].
We show that approximate symmetry is undecidable via a reduction from a restriction of
the emptiness problem (or rather the complement thereof), where the given PA is over the
alphabet {0, 1}. The problem remains undecidable under this restriction, as we can encode
any larger alphabet Γ using fixed-length sequences in {0, 1}d , such that while reading the d
symbols that compose a single letter in Γ, the states are not accepting (and hence we do not
introduce a word whose acceptance probability is above λ).
We start with an intuitive description of the reduction, depicted in Figure 3.
∅, {i1 }

2I

s⊥

{i1 }, {i1 , i2 }

smid

{i1 }

{i2 }

i }
{i1}, {i1, 2

sinit

A

s>
∅

s⊥
{i1 }, {i1 , i2 } {o1 , o2 }

Figure 3 The transducer constructed from a PA. The black squares denote probabilistic branching.

Consider a PA A over the alphabet Σ = {0, 1}. We construct a transducer T over
I = {i1 , i2 } and O = {o1 , o2 } which has two components. Initially, if T sees the input {i2 },
it moves to a component which mimics A using the alphabet {∅, {i2 }} instead of {0, 1}. At
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this stage, all the states are marked with the output {o1 , o2 }. If at any point the input signal
i1 is given, i.e. the letter {i1 } or {i1 , i2 }, then T proceeds to a state labelled {o1 , o2 } from
non-accepting states of A, and to a state labelled ∅ from accepting states. Thus, a word
of the form {i2 } · x · {{i1 }, {i1 , i2 }}∗ with x ∈ {∅, {i2 }}n would yield an output of the form
∅n+1 · ∅∗ with probability A(x) and of the form ∅n+1 · {o1 , o2 }∗ with probability 1 − A(x).
Observe that both output possibilities are invariant under the permutation (1 2).
If, initially, T sees the input {i1 }, it moves to a state labelled ∅, which loops as long
as {i1 } or ∅ are seen. Then, if {i2 } or {i1 , i2 } is seen, it moves to a sink labelled {o1 , o2 }.
Essentially, this component mimics the output sequence of a rejecting run of A in the first
component, under the permutation (1 2). Hence, taking  = λ, we have that T is (, (1 2))symmetric iff there does not exist a word x such that A(x) > λ.
We proceed to give the precise reduction. Consider a PA A = hQ, Σ, δ, q0 , F i with
Σ = {0, 1}, we construct an I/O transducer T = hI, O, S, sinit , η, `i as follows. The states
of T are S = Q ∪ {smid , sinit , s> , s⊥ }, where s⊥ ∈
/ Q, and the input and output sets are
I = {i1 , i2 } and O = {o1 , o2 }. The labelling function is given by `(q) = ∅ for all q ∈ Q,
`(s⊥ ) = O = {o1 , o2 }, and `(sinit ) = `(smid ) = {∅}. The transition function, as depicted in
Figure 3, is defined as follows.
First, for every q ∈ Q and i ∈ {∅, {i2 }}, we have η(q, i) = δ(q, i), where we identify
{∅, {i2 }} with {0, 1} in an arbitrary bijective manner. Next, if q ∈ F , then η(q, {i1 }) =
η(q, {i1 , i2 }) = 11[s> ], and if q ∈
/ F then η(q, {i1 }) = η(q, {i1 , i2 }) = 11[s⊥ ]. The remaining
transitions are
η(sinit , {i1 }) = 11[smid ],
η(sinit , {i2 }) = 11[q0 ],
η(sinit , ∅) = η(sinit , {i1 , i2 }) = 11[s⊥ ],

η(smid , ∅) = η(smid , {i1 }) = 11[smid ],
η(smid , {i2 }) = η(smid , {i1 , i2 }) = 11[s⊥ ],

and for every i ∈ 2I we have η(s⊥ , i) = 11[s⊥ ] and η(s> , i) = 11[s> ].
Let π = (1 2) and  = λ. Keeping our identification of {∅, {i2 }} with {0, 1}, we claim
that there exists a word x0 ∈ {∅, {i2 }}∗ such that A(x0 ) > λ iff there exists words x ∈ (2I )+
and y ∈ (2O )+ such that | Pr(T (x) = y) − Pr(T (π(x)) = π(y))| >  (i.e. T is not (, π)symmetric). Observe that ` assigns only the labels ∅ and {o1 , o2 }, both of which are invariant
under π. Thus, the latter condition becomes
| Pr(T (x) = y) − Pr(T (π(x)) = y)| > .

(1)

We now turn to prove correctness. For the first direction, let x0 ∈ {∅, {i2 }}∗ such that
A(x0 ) > λ, and consider the word x = {i2 } · x0 · {i1 , i2 }. By the construction of T , after
seeing {i2 }, there is only a single run of T which proceeds to q0 . From there, T mimics the
behaviour of A on x0 . Thus, after reading x0 , the distribution of states has probability A(x)
for states in F , and probability 1 − A(x) in states in Q \ F . Note that up until then, only
0
the label ∅ is seen, so the distribution of outputs is 11[∅|x |+1 ]. Then, after reading {i1 , i2 },
0
0
the distribution of outputs give probability A(x) to ∅|x |+2 , and 1 − A(x) to ∅|x |+1 · {o1 , o2 }.
Now consider π(x) = {i1 } · π(x0 ) · {i1 , i2 }. Upon reading {i1 }, the single run of T
arrives at smid . Then, since x0 ∈ {∅, {i2 }}∗ , we have that π(x0 ) ∈ {∅, {i1 }}∗ , so the run
of T stays in smid . Finally, reading {i1 , i2 }, the run moves to s⊥ . Therefore T (x) gives
0
0
probability 1 to the output ∅|x |+1 {o1 , o2 }. Thus, for the output y = ∅|x |+2 , we have that
| Pr(T (x) = y) − Pr(T (π(x)) = y)| = |A(x) − 0| > λ = , so T is not (, π)-symmetric.
For the converse direction, assume x, y are such that | Pr(T (x) = y)−Pr(T (π(x)) = y)| > .
We start by eliminating candidates for such x and y. First, observe that if x starts with ∅ or
{ß1 , ø1 } (both of which are invariant under π), we have T (x) gives probability 1 to the output
`(q⊥ )|x| = {o1 , o2 }|x| , and so T (x) = T (π(x)), hence | Pr(T (x) = y) − Pr(T (π(x)) = y)| = 0
for all y, so this case cannot occur.
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Next, we claim that without loss of generality, we can assume x starts with {i2 }. Indeed,
if x starts with {i1 }, then π(x) starts with {i2 }. Since π(π(x)) = x, we could start the
argument with π(x), while maintaining Equation (1).
Now, if x is of the form {i2 } · {∅, {i2 }}n , then T (x) gives probability 1 to the output
∅n+1 , but π(x) is now of the form {i1 } · {∅, {i1 }}n , which also induces the same distribution,
this case cannot occur as well.
It follows that x is of the form {i2 } · x0 · {{i1 }, {i1 , i2 }} · (2I )∗ where x0 ∈ {∅, {i2 }}n .
We claim that A(x0 ) > λ. Indeed, as we observed above, T (x) gives probability A(x0 ) to
0
0
the output ∅|x| and probability 1 − A(x0 ) to the output ∅|x |+1 · {o1 , o2 }|x|−|x |−1 . However,
0
0
T (π(x)) gives probability 1 to the output ∅|x |+1 · {o1 , o2 }|x|−|x |−1 . Thus, there are only two
possibilities for y in order for Equation (1) to hold: if y = ∅|x| , we have
λ =  < | Pr(T (x) = y) − Pr(T (π(x)) = y)| = |A(x0 ) − 0| = A(x0 )
0

0

and if y = ∅|x |+1 · {o1 , o2 }|x|−|x |−1 , then
λ =  < | Pr(T (x) = y) − Pr(T (π(x)) = y)| = |1 − A(x0 ) − 1| = A(x0 )
So in either case A(x0 ) > λ, and we are done.

J

A-priori, the fact that (, π)-symmetry is undecidable does not mean that approximate
symmetry for an entire permutation group is undecidable, nor that for fixed  the problem is
undecidable. Unfortunately, however, the proof of Theorem 8 uses the permutation group S2 ,
whose only nontrivial permutation is (1 2). Moreover, the reduction uses the given threshold
λ as is, by setting λ = , and the emptiness problem is known to be undecidable even when
λ is a fixed number in (0, 1). Thus, we have the following.
I Corollary 9. For every  ∈ (0, 1), the problem of deciding, given an I/O transducer T
whether T is (, π)-symmetric for every π ∈ Sk , is undecidable.
I Remark 10 (Composability). While undecidability of (, π)-symmetry is unfortunate, the
reader may take solace in the fact that (, π)-symmetry is anyway not preserved under
composition. Indeed, if T is (, π)-symmetric and (δ, τ )-symmetric, it only guarantees that
it is (δ + , τ · π)-symmetric. Thus, in order to ensure symmetry over a group, a sound
method would have to take into account the diameter of the group. This, however, may lose
completeness. Thus, (, π)-symmetry is not a robust notion.

4.2

Parikh Symmetry

The notions of symmetry studied so far have a “letter-by-letter” flavour, where we compare
the distribution of specific outputs for a given inputs. We now turn to study a different
notion of symmetry, that abstracts away the order of the output symbols, and draws instead
on the Parikh image of the computation.
Let I = {i1 , . . . , ik } and O = {o1 , . . . , ok }. For a word y = o1 · · · on ∈ 2O , and 1 ≤ j ≤ k,
define #(y, j) = |{m : oj ∈ om }| to be the number of occurrences of oj in y. Then, we
define the Parikh image 3 of y to be P(y) = (#(y, 1), . . . , #(y, k)) ∈ Nk .
Given a permutation π and a vector a = (a1 , . . . , ak ) ∈ Nk , we define
π(a) = (aπ−1 (1) , . . . , aπ−1 (k) ). Note that we use π −1 so that the following relation holds: if
e.g., π(1) = 3, then index 3 in π(a) contains a1 .
3

Observe that this is not the standard Parikh image, in that it is the image with respect to signals in O,
rather than to letters in 2O .
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Consider an I/O transducer T and a word x ∈ (2I )+ . The outputs of T on x induce
a probability measure on (a finite subset of) Nk , where for a vector a ∈ Nk we have
P
Pr(P(T (x)) = a) = y:P(y)=a Pr(T (x) = y). We can thus also consider the expected value
P
of the Parikh image, given by E[P(T (x))] = y Pr(T (x) = y)P(y) (where the product is
element-wise, so this is a vector in Nk ).
Parikh images give rise to two measures of symmetry: given a permutation π, we say
that T is π-Parikh distribution symmetric if for every x ∈ (2I )+ and every a ∈ Nk we
have Pr(P(T (x)) = a) = Pr(P(T (π(x))) = π(a)). That is, every word x induces the same
distribution of Parikh images as π(x) does for the permuted images. A weaker notion of
symmetry uses expectation: we say that T is π-Parikh expected symmetric if for every
x ∈ (2I )+ we have E[P(T (x))] = π(E[P(T (π(x)))])
Note that Parikh-symmetry assumes the number of occurrences of a certain output signal
is meaningful. This is relevant when the output signals measure e.g., number of grants for
requests, but makes less sense when the outputs represent e.g., a choice between channels
through which a message is routed.
Our algorithmic results about Parikh symmetry use a translation to probabilistic reward
automata (PRA) [10, Section 5]. A PRA is a PA A = hQ, Σ, δ, q0 , F i equipped with a reward
function R : Q → {0, 1}k for some k ∈ N.4 The rewards are summed along a run, and the
value of a word w ∈ Σ∗ , denoted R(w), is the expected reward, that is, the weighted sum of
the rewards along all runs, weighted by their respective probabilities. We denote by A(w)
the distribution of reward vectors in Nk , induced by the runs of A on w.
In order to reason about Parikh images, we propose the following translation.
I Lemma 11. Given an I/O trandsucer T , we can construct two PRAs A, B over the
alphabet 2I and with reward function of dimension k = |I|, such that for every x ∈ (2I )+
and for every a ∈ Nk , we have that Pr(A(w) = a) = Pr(P(T (x)) = a), and Pr(B(w) = a) =
Pr(P(T (π(x))) = π(a)).
Proof. The translation is similar to the one given in the proof of Theorem 5, where instead
of adding 2O to the alphabet, we collate the Parikh image using the rewards.
Let T = hI, O, S, s0 , δ, `i, we construct A = hS, 2I , δ, s0 , Si with the following reward
function: for every s ∈ S and 1 ≤ j ≤ k, we have R(s)j = 1 if oj ∈ `(s) and R(s)j = 0
otherwise (that is, R(s) is the characteristic vector of `(s)). Thus, A is identical to T , where
we treat all states as accepting, and replace output labels with their characteristic vectors.
The construction of B is similar, but accounts for the permutation π: we define B =
hS, 2I , µ, s0 , Si with reward function R0 , where µ(s, i) = δ(s, π(i)) for every state s ∈ S and
i ∈ 2I , and R0 (s) = π(R(s)) (where R is the reward function of A). It is easy to see that the
construction of A and B satisfies the conditions of the lemma.
J
In [10], the problems of distribution-equivalence and expected-equivalence are solved,
with complexities NC and RNC, respectively, where NC is the class of problems solvable using
circuits of polynomial size and polylogarithmic depth, and RNC is its randomized analogue.
It is known that NC ⊆ P and RNC ⊆ RP.
The distribution-equivalence and expected-equivalence problems, applied to the automata
A and B obtained as per Lemma 11, exactly correspond to π-distribution symmetry and
π-expected symmetry of T , respectively. We thus have the following.

4

The rewards in [10] also allow −1 rewards, and is set on the transitions of the PRA. Since it is trivial to
push rewards from the states to the transitions, our model is simpler.
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I Theorem 12. The problem of deciding, given an I/O transducer T and a permutation π,
whether it is π-Parikh distribution symmetric (resp. π-Parikh expected symmetric), is in NC
(resp. RNC).
Both notions of Parikh symmetry can be easily shown respect composition, analogously to
Lemma 2, in that if T is both π- and τ - Parikh distribution/expected symmetric, then it is
also π ◦ τ -Parikh distribution/expected symmetric. Thus, we conclude this section with the
following.
I Theorem 13. The problem of deciding, given an I/O transducer T and a finite set of
generators X = {π1 , . . . , πm }, whether it is π-Parikh distribution symmetric (resp. π-Parikh
expected symmetric) for every π ∈ hXi, is in NC (resp. RNC).

5

Qualitative Symmetry

Section 4.1 rules out a decidable quantitative approximation for symmetry that takes into
account the order of the input (at least in the sense of Theorem 8). In lieu of such an
approximation, we turn to study a qualitative approximation, whereby we only require that
permuting the input does not alter the support of the output distribution.
Let T be an I/O transducer, and let π ∈ Sk . We say that T is π-qualitative-symmetric if
for every x ∈ (2I )+ and y ∈ (2O )+ we have that Pr(T (x) = y) > 0 iff Pr(T (π(x)) = π(y)) > 0.
Observe that for every x and y as above, Pr(T (x) = y) > 0 iff there exists a run of T
on x that is labelled y. Thus, in order to study qualitative symmetry, we can ignore the
concrete probabilities in T , and only keep information on whether they are positive or not.
Therefore, we essentially consider a nondeterministic transducer.
Using a similar translation to that in Theorem 5, but to NFAs instead of PAs, we have
the following.
I Lemma 14. The problem of deciding, given an I/O transducer T and a permutation π,
whether T is π-qualitative-symmetric, is in PSPACE.
Proof. Similarly to our approach in Theorem 5, we translate T to two automata A and
B, where A mimics the operation of T , and B works similarly, but under the permutation
π. Then, we check the equivalence of A and B. Instead of using PAs, however, we now
use nondeterministic automata (NFAs). An NFA is N = hQ, Σ, δ, q0 , F i where Q is a set of
states, Σ is an alphabet, δ : Q × Σ → 2Q is a transition function, q0 is an initial state, and F
are the accepting states. The semantics of NFAs are textbook standard.
Let T = hI, O, S, s0 , δ, `i. We define A = hS, 2I∪O , η, s0 , Si and B = hS, 2I∪O , ζ, s0 , Si,
where the transition functions are defined as follows. Let q ∈ S and σ = i ∪ o with i ∈ 2I
and o ∈ 2O , then η(q, σ) = {p ∈ S : δ(q, i)(p) > 0 and `(p) = o} and ζ(q, σ) = {p ∈ S :
δ(q, π(i))(p) > 0 and `(p) = π(o)}.
By construction, for every x ∈ (2I )+ and y ∈ (2O )+ we have that Pr(T (x) = y) > 0
iff A accepts x ⊗ y, and Pr(T (π(x)) = π(y)) iff B accepts x ⊗ y. Thus, we have that T
is π-qualitative-symmetric iff L(A) = L(B). Since equivalence of NFAs can be checked in
PSPACE, we are done.
J
We proceed to show a matching lower bound.
I Lemma 15. The problem of deciding, given an I/O transducer T and a permutation π,
whether T is π-qualitative-symmetric, is PSPACE-hard.
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Proof. We show the problem is PSPACE-hard via a reduction from the universality problem
for NFAs over alphabet Σ = {0, 1} whose states are all accepting. That is, the problem of
deciding, given an NFA A = hQ, {0, 1}, δ, q0 , Qi (where all states are accepting), whether
L(A) = Σ∗ . This problem was shown to be PSPACE-hard in [9].
The reduction has a similar flavour as that of Theorem 8, in that we use the permutation
to switch between components of the transducer. The components themselves, however, are
somewhat different.
Let A = hQ, {0, 1}, δ, q0 , Qi be an NFA over {0, 1} with all states accepting. We construct
a transducer T = hI, O, S, s0 , η, `i over I = {i1 , i2 } and O = {o1 , o2 } as follows. The states
are S = Q∪{sinit , smid , s⊥ }, with the labelling `(q) = ∅ for every q ∈ Q, `(sinit ) = `(smid ) = ∅,
and `(s⊥ ) = {o1 , o2 }. For simplicity, we treat the transition function as nondeterministic
η : S × 2I∪O → 2S . Technically, this can be thought of as specifying the support of the
transition function, with arbitrarily chosen probabilities (e.g., uniform). Note, however, that
we do not allow ∅ in the image of δ, since we must be able to specify probabilities for the
transitions. Now, for every q ∈ Q and i ∈ 2I , and we define



δ(q, 0) ∪ {s⊥ } if i = ∅
η(q, i) = δ(q, 1) ∪ {s⊥ } if i = {i1 , i2 }


{q }
otherwise
⊥

That is, within the Q component, we identify Σ = {0, 1} with {∅, {i1 , i2 }}, and whenever
there are no corresponding transitions in A, or an “invalid” letter is seen, a transition is
taken to s⊥ . Note that we add transitions to s⊥ even when there are transition in A, which
will play a role later on. The remaining transitions are as follows (see Figure 4).
η(sinit , {i1 }) = {q0 },
η(sinit , ∅) = η(sinit , {i1 , i2 }) = {s⊥ },
η(smid , {i1 }) = η(smid , {i2 }) = {s⊥ },

η(sinit , {i2 }) = {smid },
η(smid , ∅) = η(smid , {i1 , i2 }) = {smid , s⊥ },
and η(s⊥ , σ) = {s⊥ }.

∅, {i1 , i2 }
s⊥

∅, {i1 , i2 }
{i1 }, {i2 }

smid

{i2 }

{i1 }
sinit
{i1 }, {i2 }

s⊥
{o1 , o2 }

∅, {i1 , i2 }

Figure 4 The transducer constructed from an NFA.

Let π = (1 2). We claim that L(A) = Σ∗ iff T is (1 2)-qualitative-symmetric.
For the first direction, we prove the contrapositive. Assume L(A) 6= Σ∗ , and let w ∈
∗
Σ \ L(A). Keeping our identification of Σ = {0, 1} with {∅, {i1 , i2 }}, consider the word
x = {i1 } · w. Since there are no runs of A on w, it follows that within the Q component, after
reading w, the only reachable state is s⊥ . Thus, if z ∈ (2O )+ is such that Pr(T (x) = z) > 0,
then z is of the form ∅+ · {o1 , o2 }+ . In particular, let y = ∅|w|+1 , then Pr(T (x) = y) = 0.
|w|
However, a possible run of T on π(x) is sinit , smid , which induces the labels y = π(y). Thus,
Pr(T (π(x)) = π(y)) > 0, so T is not π-qualitative-symmetric.
Conversely, assume that L(A) = Σ∗ , and consider x ∈ (2I )+ and y ∈ (2O )+ . We claim
that Pr(T (x) = y) > 0 iff Pr(T (π(x)) = π(y)) > 0. Observe that similarly to Theorem 8, all
the labels on T are invariant under π, so the above can be stated as
Pr(T (x) = y) > 0 iff Pr(T (π(x)) = y) > 0.

(2)
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Now, if x starts with either ∅ or {i1 , i2 }, then there is a single run on x and on π(x),
namely sinit , s⊥ , so both x and π(x) induce the same distribution on output sequences. Thus,
Equation (2) holds.
Next, similarly to Theorem 8, we can again assume without loss of generality that x
starts with {i1 }, otherwise we use π(x). Thus, x is either of the form {i1 } · w or of the form
{i1 } · w · {{i1 }, {i2 }} · (2I )∗ with w ∈ {∅, {i1 , i2 }}∗ .
In the former case, recall that η follows the transition function of A, as well as allowing
at each point to reach s⊥ . Thus, T (x) assigns positive probability to every word of the form
∅+ {o1 , o2 }∗ (of length |w| + 1). Observe that π(w) = w, and hence π(x) = {i2 }w, which
induces a distribution with the same support, and again Equation (2) holds.
In the latter case, x is of the form {i1 } · w · {{i1 }, {i2 }} · (2I )∗ , where upon reading either
{i1 } or {i2 }, the runs in the Q component all collapse to s⊥ . Thus, the support of T (x)
comprises words of the form ∅+ {o1 , o2 }∗ where the ∅+ prefix is at most of length |w| + 1.
Since π({i1 }) = {i2 } and π({i2 }) = {i1 }, then by the definition of η, the distribution T (π(x))
has the same support (as runs that remain in smid collapse to s⊥ at the same stage). We
thus conclude the claim. Finally, it is easy to see that the reduction is polynomial.
J
Combining Lemmas 14 and 15, we have the following.
I Theorem 16. The problem of deciding, given an I/O transducer T and a permutation π,
whether T is π-qualitative-symmetric, is PSPACE-complete.
As in Section 4, since we use the permutation group S2 for our hardness result, we have
the following.
I Corollary 17. The problem of deciding whether a given I/O transducer T is π-qualitativesymmetric for every π ∈ Sk is PSPACE-complete.

6

Extensions and Research Directions

Extensions
The setting considered thus far restricts to corresponding input and output sets of the form
I = {i1 , . . . , ik } and O = {o1 , . . . , ok }. Typically, however, systems also include signals that
are not process-specific, such as whether the system is ready, whether there is an error,
etc. We can easily incorporate these into the setting. Indeed, adding input signals that are
ignored by permutations can be inserted mutatis-mutandis to all the automata constructions
we use. In addition, the lower bounds trivially carry over.
In addition, some systems have multiple sets of inputs and/or output signals that belong
to processes, such as read grants and write grants, both of which are process-specific outputs.
Again, our framework can easily be fit with this extension, by permuting each collection of
process-specific inputs or outputs separately.

Research Directions
Process symmetry often arises in model checking, and exploiting it correctly can significantly
reduce the size of specifications (and hence the time spent in model checking), as well as
give insight into the behaviour of the system. In this work, we introduce several variants
of process symmetry, and study their algorithmic aspects. Specifically, we show that exact
symmetry can be decided in polynomial time, whereas the approximate version via the
L∞ metric becomes undecidable. A coarser, qualitative approximation, can be decided in
PSPACE. In addition, a different type of symmetry, which looks only at the Parikh image of
the output, can be decided efficiently.
FSTTCS 2020
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The notions of symmetry studied in this work restrict to either letter-by-letter symmetry,
or Parikh symmetry. However, many other directions can exploit the structure of words
as temporal objects to define other symmetry measures. These include eventual symmetry,
where we require symmetry to take place only after a finite prefix, sliding-window symmetry,
where we look at Parikh images within a sliding window, while requiring window-by-window
symmetry, as well as notions of symmetry that are only relevant for infinite words, such as
the limit-average Parikh image.
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1

Introduction

A discrete-time linear dynamical system in ambient space Qd is specified via a linear transformation together with a starting point. The state of the system is then updated at each
step by applying the linear transformation, giving rise to an orbit (or infinite trajectory) in
Qd .
One of the most well-known questions for such systems is the Skolem Problem, which
asks whether the orbit ever hits a given (d − 1)-dimensional hyperplane.1 This problem has
long eluded decidability, although instances of dimension d ≤ 4 are known to be solvable (see,
e.g., the survey [30]). Another natural problem is point-to-point reachability 2 , known to be
decidable in polynomial time [22]. In both cases, however, one assumes arbitrary precision,
which arguably is unrealistic for simulations carried out on digital computers. In this paper,
we therefore turn our attention to instances of these problems in which the numerical state
of the system is rounded to finite precision at each time step. This leads us to the following
definition:
I Problem (Rounded Point-to-Point Reachability (Rounded P2P)). Given a matrix M ∈ Qd×d ,
an initial vector x ∈ Qd , a target vector y ∈ Qd , a granularity g ∈ Q+ , and a rounding
operation [·] projecting a vector of Qd onto another vector whose every entry is a multiple
of g, let the orbit O of this system be the infinite sequence h[x], [M [x]], [M [M [x]]], . . . i, i.e.,
x(0) = [x] and x(i+1) = [M x(i) ]. The Rounded Point-to-Point Reachability (Rounded
P2P) Problem asks whether [y] ∈ O.
Main contributions. We make the following contributions, summarised in Figure 1:
1. We introduce a family of natural problems, Rounded P2P (parameterised by the rounding
function), which to the best of our knowledge has not previously been studied.
2. We show that for hyperbolic systems (i.e., those whose associated linear transformation
has no eigenvalue of modulus 1) the Rounded P2P Problem is solvable – and is in fact
PSPACE-complete – for any “reasonable” (i.e., bounded-effect) rounding function. It
is interesting to note, in contrast, that exact P2P reachability is known to be solvable
in polynomial time. Our approach to solving the Rounded P2P Problem relies on the
observation that, outside a ball of exponential size, the change in magnitude of the system
state at each step dwarfs any effect due to rounding. It thus suffices to exhaustively
examine the effect of the dynamics inside an exponentially bounded state space.
3. In the general case (without any restriction on the magnitude of eigenvalues), the effect
of rounding may forever remain non-negligible, requiring a careful analysis. We have not
been able to solve the problem in full generality, but we do provide a complete solution
for certain natural classes of rounding functions. More precisely, assume that the linear
transformation has been converted to Jordan normal form (now requiring us to work with
complex algebraic numbers). We can then solve the Rounded P2P Problem under two
natural classes of rounding functions:
(a) Polar rounding functions: given a complex number of the form Aeiθ , such functions
round A and θ independently. In such instances we can handle in EXPSPACE all
reasonable rounding functions on A, and what we view as the only natural rounding
function on θ.
1
2

The Skolem Problem is usually formulated in terms of linear recurrence sequences, but is equivalent to
the description given here.
Historically this problem has been known as the orbit problem, however there are now multiple “orbit
problems” (polytope reachability, hyperplane reachability, (semi-)algebraic set reachability,... etc.) and
so we specify point-to-point reachability.
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Rounding type
Polar Aeiθ
Argand truncation or expansion
Argand minimal error
Arbitrary bounded-effect
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Hyperbolic
Systems

PSPACEcomplete,
Section 3

No restrictions on eigenvalues
Jordan normal form
General
(Note: no hardness)
EXPSPACE, Section 4.1
Open but
EXPSPACE, Section 4.2
PSPACEOpen (difficulties
hard
highlighted in Section 5)
Open (Open Problem 21)

Figure 1 Decidability and complexity table for the Rounded P2P Problem.

(b) Argand rounding: given a complex number of the form a + bi, the Argand truncation
will round a and b independently downwards (in magnitude), ensuring that the
modulus never increases. Similarly, the Argand expansion (which rounds a and b
independently upwards) guarantees that the modulus can only increase. Under such
rounding functions, we show decidability in EXPSPACE.
4. We highlight some limitations of our methods, identifying a simple but technically
challenging open problem, which points to some of the key difficulties in solving the
Rounded P2P Problem in full generality. More precisely, we consider minimal error
rounding for a simple rotation in two-dimensional space, for which Rounded P2P is
presently open.
I Remark. It is worth noting that the rounded versions of the Skolem Problem (does the
rounded orbit ever hit a (d − 1)-dimensional hyperplane?) and the Positivity Problem (does
the rounded orbit ever hit a d-dimensional half-space?) remain at least as hard as their
exact integer counterparts, since over the integers rounding has no effect; the decidability
of these problems therefore remains open. However, the rounded versions of reaching a
bounded polytope or a bounded semialgebraic set (problems not known to be decidable in
the exact setting [14, 4]) reduce to a finite number of Rounded P2P reachability queries
(since a bounded set can contain only finitely many rounded points). These observations
together motivate our focus, in the present paper, on the Rounded P2P Problem.
It is interesting to consider rounded reachability problems in the stochastic setting, i.e.,
Markov chains. One observes that the state space [S] = {[x] ∈ [0, 1]d | x sub-stochastic}
is finite, which entails decidability of virtually any reachability problem, including Skolem
and Positivity. This is somewhat arresting, since without rounding reachability problems
are known to be exactly as hard for stochastic systems as for general systems [3]. In any
event, one should note that ensuring that for all x ∈ [S], [M x] ∈ [S] requires some care, as
arbitrary rounding does not necessarily preserve (sub-)stochasticity.

Related work
With the emerging use of numerical computations during the 80s, doubts were raised
concerning the transferability of results about dynamical systems obtained by simulation in
finite-state machines. In this direction, the sensitivity that a rounding function may have on
the long-term behaviour of a dynamical system is studied in [5]. How rounded orbits can be
simulated by actual orbits of the dynamical system is investigated in [20, 29].
The series of papers [6, 7, 8, 9] examines which statistical properties of a discrete dynamical
system are preserved under the introduction of a rounding function, a good summary of which
can be found in Blank’s book [10, Chapter 5]. As the rounding is refined, some properties
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of the discretized orbits follow probabilistic laws asymptotically, as shown in [16, 17]. The
paper [18] studies how volatile statistical notions are in the presence of finite precision (such
as the mean distance of two orbits of discrete dynamical systems).
Another line of research focuses on discretized rotations in Z2 and higher-dimensional
lattices [24, 1]. A connection from roundoff problems in the 2-dimensional case to expanding
maps on the p-adic integers is described in [11, 36]. Building on this, [35] conjectures
periodicity of all orbits of these discretized rotations in Z2 . It is shown in [2] that there are
infinitely many periodic orbits, and [31] attempts to concisely describe points leading to
periodic orbits.
In the context of model checking, continuous dynamical systems have been translated into
discrete models, mainly timed automata that approximate the behaviour of the original system
[26, 13, 32]. On a more general level, one can observe a growing interest in the systematic
study of roundoff errors inherent in finite precision computations [19, 33, 21, 25, 27, 15].

2

Rounding functions

Let N, Z, Q, R, A be the naturals, integers, rationals, reals, and algebraic numbers respectively.

Rounding real numbers
Let g ∈ R+ be a granularity. We define our rounding functions taking values to integers, i.e.,
g = 1. For g 6= 1 we consider [x] = g · [x/g]. Given a set S, we let [S] = {[x] | x ∈ S}.
The floor function bxc and ceiling functions dxe are well-known rounding functions in
mathematics and computer science. We recall two further rounding functions:
Minimal error rounding rounds to the nearest value: [x] = arg miny∈Z |x − y|. If |x − y| =
0.5 an arbitrary but deterministic choice must be made (e.g. to round up).
Truncation (“towards zero rounding”, to cut off the remaining bits): if x > 0 then bxc
else dxe, or expansion: if x > 0 then dxe else bxc.
Whenever possible, we prefer to analyse the problems without choosing a specific rounding
function, relying only upon the property of bounded effect:
I Definition 1. A real rounding function [·] : R → R has bounded effect if there exists ∆
such that |x − [x]| ≤ ∆ for all x.

Rounding complex numbers
Complex numbers have both a real and imaginary part. Thus one can consider rounding
each of the components separately, which we call Argand rounding. Consider x = a + bi with
a, b ∈ R, then let [x] = [a] + [b]i, where [·] can be any real rounding function (leading to
Argand truncation, Argand expansion and Argand minimal error rounding functions).
However, complex numbers can also be readily represented using polar coordinates as
follows: a number is represented as x = Aeiθ , where A is the modulus and θ is the angle
between the 2-d coordinates (1, 0) and (a, b) (when represented as a + bi). Then, a polar
rounding function rounds A and θ independently, i.e. [x] = [A]ei[θ] . The rounding of [A] can
be any real rounding function. For the rounding of the angle we always assume minimal
π
error rounding. That is, given granularity θg = R
for some R ∈ N, then [θ] is a multiple of
θg with minimal error and arbitrary but deterministic tie breaking.
We generalise non-specific bounded-effect rounding to the complex numbers.
I Definition 2. A complex rounding function [·] : C → C has bounded effect on the modulus
if there exists ∆ such that ||x| − |[x]|| ≤ ∆ for all x.
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Argand and polar roundings are both defined by applying bounded-effect real rounding
functions to each component, and have bounded effect under Definition 2. However, note
the distinction with Definition 1; polar rounding can exhibit arbitrary large effects (in the
following sense: given any ∆ > 0, one can always find x ∈ C such that |x − [x]| > ∆), but
nevertheless has only bounded effect on the modulus.
I Definition 3 ([K]-Ball). Given a complex rounding function [·] and an integer K let a
[K]-ball be the set of admissible points of modulus at most K, i.e., {[x] | x ∈ C, |[x]| ≤ K}.

Rounding vectors
In general, a rounding function on K induces a rounding function on vectors Kd , where
[(x1 , . . . , xd )] = ([x1 ], . . . , [xd ]), although not all rounding functions on vectors need take this
form. We generalise non-specific bounded-effect rounding to vectors.
I Definition 4. A rounding function [·] : Kd → Kd has bounded effect on the modulus if there
exists ∆ such that ||x|k − |[x]|k | ≤ ∆ for all x and every k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d}.
Finally, we assume that all of our rounding functions can be computed in polynomial time
and are fixed (rather than inputs) in our problems, and thus ∆ is also a fixed parameter.

3

Hyperbolic systems

In this section we establish our first main result for hyperbolic systems, which we first define:
I Definition 5 (Hyperbolic System [23, Section 1.2]). A linear map represented by the matrix
M ∈ Rd×d is hyperbolic if all of its eigenvalues have modulus different from one.
I Theorem 6. The Rounded P2P Problem is PSPACE-complete for hyperbolic linear maps
represented by rational matrices and real rounding functions with bounded effect.
We first demonstrate that the problem is in PSPACE for matrices in Jordan normal
form, to which we will reduce the general case in a second step. As the passage to Jordan
normal form inevitably introduces complex numbers, PSPACE membership will be shown
for Jordan normal form matrices over the algebraic numbers and, accordingly, complex
rounding functions with bounded effect on the modulus. To complete the picture we show
hardness for hyperbolic systems (in fact, the hardness result applies even for non-hyperbolic
systems, that is for matrices whose eigenvalues may include 1).

3.1

Membership in PSPACE

We now prove the membership part of Theorem 6 under the additional assumption that the
matrices are in Jordan normal form.
I Lemma 7. The Rounded P2P Problem decidable in PSPACE for any complex rounding
function with bounded effect on the modulus ∆ and hyperbolic matrices M ∈ Ad×d in Jordan
normal form.
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Proof. We consider a single Jordan block of dimension d with eigenvalue λ. If the matrix M
has multiple Jordan blocks, the algorithm can be run in lock step3 for each block. Hence,
without loss of generality we let


λ 1
λ 1

M =

..

.

1
λ

.

The idea will be to show that for |λ| > 1, for values large enough growth will outstrip
the rounding, and the orbit will grow beyond the target, never to return. If |λ| < 1 and the
orbit gets large enough, it will begin to contract again, so we choose a ball large enough to
contain the whole orbit. We do not consider the case |λ| = 1 here.
Formally, in each dimension k ∈ {1, . . . , d} we compute a radius Ck , defining a [Ck ]-ball
of radius Ck about 0, containing xk and yk such that for all z in the orbit O if zk 6∈ [Ck ]-ball
then [M z]k 6∈ [Ck ]-ball. That is, if the orbit has left the ball, it will never come back. The
algorithm proceeds by simulating the orbit from x until one of the following occurs.
y is found, in which case return yes, or
a point repeats, in which case return no, or
a point x(i) is found such that (x(i) )k ≥ Ck for some k, in which case return no.
Since B = [{x ∈ Rd | for all k |xk | ≤ Ck }] is finite, one of the three must occur. Remembering
all previous points would require too much space. Therefore we record a counter of the
number of steps taken and once this exceeds the maximum number of points then we know
some point must have been repeated (possibly many times by this point). Let C = maxi Ck ,
then the bounding hyper-cube of B has (2C/g)d points, hence B has fewer points. We show
this number has at most exponential size in the description length of the input, and hence
can be represented in PSPACE.
I Case 1 (suppose |λ| > 1). For the dth component we have (x(i+1) )d = [λ(x(i) )d ]. There
is a bounded effect of the rounding ∆, ensuring (x(i+1) )d ≥ |λ| (x(i) )d − ∆. So when
|λ| (x(i) )d − ∆ > (x(i) )d , this component must grow. Let ` = max {1, ∆, |y1 | , . . . , |yd |}.
∆
We define the radius Cd := |λ|−1
+ `, which satisfies the desired property described above.
Pd−k+1 2 j
Now suppose that the radius Ck is defined so that Ck ≤ ` j=0 ( |λ|−1
) (holds for k = d)
and assume that (x(i) )j ≤ Cj for each j ∈ {k, . . . , d}. For the k−1th dimension the update is
of the form (x(i+1) )k−1 = [λ(x(i) )k−1 +1(x(i) )k ]. Since (x(i) )k ≤ Ck , we have (x(i+1) )k−1 ≥
|λ| (x(i) )k−1 − ∆ − Ck , and there is growth when |λ| (x(i) )k−1 − ∆ − Ck > (x(i) )k−1 , i.e.,
∆+Ck
k
when (x(i) )k−1 > ∆+C
|λ|−1 . So, we may define Ck−1 := |λ|−1 + `, which satisfies the property
P
d−(k−1)+1
2Ck
2
described above, and moreover, Ck−1 ≤ |λ|−1
+ ` ≤ ` j=0
( |λ|−1
)j due to our choice
of `. Repeat for all remaining components k − 2, . . . , 1.
Pd
2
2
Now Ck ≤ ` j=0 ( |λ|−1
)j ≤ `(d + 1)(1 + ( |λ|−1
)d ) for each k, and the claim follows.
I Case 2 (suppose |λ| < 1). We require the ball to have the property that if the orbit leaves,
it will never come back. However for |λ| < 1, while initially there may be some growth (due
to other components), once large enough |λ| will dominate and the modulus will decrease.
Therefore, we want to ensure we choose the ball large enough that the orbit will never leave
the ball in the first place. The following definitions of the radii Cj can easily be altered to
furnish this requirement.

3

By running processes in lock step, here and elsewhere, we mean running all of the processes simultaneously
(interleaving instructions for each process) until either x(i) = y or one of the processes concludes nonreachability.
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Consider the last component d: we have (x(i+1) )d ≤ |λ| (x(i) )d + ∆. Set again ` =
∆
max{1, ∆, |y1 | , . . . , |yd |} and define Cd := 1−|λ|
+ `; if (x(i) )d ≤ Cd , then (x(i+1) )d ≤ Cd .
Having fixed Ck0 for k 0 ∈ {k, . . . , d}, consider component k − 1: We have (x(i+1) )k−1 =
[λ(x(i) )k−1 + (x(i) )k ], and so (x(i+1) )k−1 ≤ |λ| (x(i) )k−1 + (x(i) )k + ∆. Let us define
k +∆
Ck−1 := C1−|λ|
+ `. Now if (x(i) )k−1 ≤ Ck−1 then (x(i+1) )k−1 ≤ Ck−1 . Repeat for
each remaining component. It can be shown, similar to the previous case, that Ck ≤
2
`(d + 1)(1 + ( 1−|λ|
)d ) for each k, and this concludes the proof.
J

Reducing the general form to Jordan normal form
In the previous section we assumed that the matrix is always in Jordan normal form, which
is a significant restriction. In this section we will not assume Jordan normal form, which
means we cannot make any assumption about the rounding, other than being of bounded
effect, to prove Theorem 6. After a change of basis properties such as “rounding towards
zero” may not be preserved.
Proof (upper bound of Theorem 6). Let ∆ be the fixed, bounded effect on the modulus of
[·]. Let us consider hyperbolic M = P JP −1 ∈ Qd×d . We ask whether x(i+1) = y for some i.
d
Observe that x(i+1) = [M x(i) ] = M x(i) + e(M x(i) ) where e(x) := [x] − x ∈ [−∆, ∆] for any
(i)
−1 (i)
x since [·] has bounded effect. Now if we define z := P x we have that
z (i+1) = P −1 x(i+1) = P −1 (M x(i) + e(M x(i) )) = Jz (i) + P −1 e(P Jz (i) ) = LJz (i) M
?

where LzM := z + P −1 e(P z) for any z. The question x(i) = y for some i now becomes
?

equivalent to z (i) = P −1 y. But note that the system for z (i) is in Jordan normal form
and the rounding function L·M has bounded effect on the modulus, with bound ∆0 ≤
max1≤k≤d maxe∈[−∆,∆]d (P −1 e)k . Since ∆ is fixed and P −1 is computable in polynomial
time [12], then ∆0 is of polynomial size. Hence, we have produced in polynomial time an
instance of the Rounded P2P problem with a matrix in Jordan normal form. As the proof of
Lemma 7 shows that this problem is solvable in PSPACE even if ∆ is given as input, we
can conclude that the PSPACE upper bound holds also for the general case.
J

3.2

PSPACE-hardness

We will prove PSPACE-hardness (i.e., the lower bound of Theorem 6) by reduction from
quantified boolean formula (QBF), which is PSPACE-complete [34]. We do this by first
encoding a simple programming language into the rounded P2P Problem. Then, we show
that reachability in this language can solve QBF. Whilst a direct reduction is possible, we
provide exposition via the language for two reasons; first, we will show that the language is
robust to choice of rounding function (Remark 9), and secondly the reduction results in an
instance where all eigenvalues have modulus 1, but by a small perturbation, we observe that
the problem remains hard when all of the eigenvalues do not have modulus 1 (Remark 10).
The language will consist of m instructions, operating over d variables. Each instruction is
a boolean map fi : [0, 1]d → [0, 1]d , where each dimension i is updated using a logical formula
of the d inputs. Each of the m instructions is conducted in turn and updating the d variables
is simultaneous in each step. Thus, references to variable in a function are the evaluation
in the previous step. Once the m instructions are complete, the system returns to the first
instruction and repeats (x(i) = (fm ◦ fm−1 ◦ · · · ◦ f2 ◦ f1 )(x(i−1) ), see also Algorithm 1).
An instruction is encoded into the rounded dynamical system using a map fi : Nd → Nd
for 0 ≤ i ≤ m − 1, where instructions are of the form (fi (x))j = b(pj · x)c where pj in
Qd . We demonstrate how to encode the required logical operations in a rounded dynamical
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Algorithm 1 System behaviour of the language.

Input: x ∈ [0, 1]d initial vector, y ∈ [0, 1]d target vector
while x 6= y do
x ← f1 (x)

x1 ← x2 ∨ (x5 ∧ x3 )





x2 ← if (x1 ∨ x3 ) then x6 else x2


e.g.
x3 ← true
x ← f2 (x) =


..


.




xd ← x4
..
.
x ← fm (x)
end

system: and (xi ← xj ∧ xk =

j

1+xj +xk
3

k
k
j
1+xj +xk
), or (xi ← xj ∨ xk =
), negation
2

(xi ← ¬xj = b1 − xj c), resetting a variable to false (xi ← b0c), copying a variable without
change (xi ← bxi c) or moving/duplicating a variable (xi ← bxj c). To enable this, we will
assume there is always access to the constant 1 (or true) by an implicit dimension, fixed
to 1.
In multiple steps any logical formula can be evaluated. This can be done with auxiliary
variables to store partial computations, where the instructions will in fact be multi-step
instructions making use of a finite collection of auxiliary variables which will not be referenced
explicitly. Meanwhile any unused variables can be copied without change. In particular
the syntax x1 ← if (x2 ) then x3 else x4 can be encoded, by equivalence with the logical
formula x1 ← ((x2 =⇒ x3 ) ∧ (¬x2 =⇒ x4 )).
We ask, given some initial configuration x(0) , and a target y: does there exist i such that
(i)
x = y. If there was just one step function, the system dynamics would be a direct instance
of the rounded orbit semantics. When there are m functions, we remark the sequence of
functions can be encoded by taking m copies of each variable, and each function fi , can
transfer the function from one copy to the next, zeroing the previous set of variables. That
is, let
0
fm 

M =

f1 0
f2 0

..

.


.

fm−1 0

Then the initial configuration becomes (x(0) , 0, . . . , 0), and the target becomes (y, 0, . . . , 0).
An abstraction of the language is depicted in Algorithm 1. It remains to show that QBF
can be encoded in the language.
I Lemma 8. Reachability in this language can solve QBF.
Proof. Formally we write a program in our language to decide the truth of a formula of
the form ∀x1 ∃x2 ∀x3 . . . ∃xn ψ(x1 , . . . , xn ), where ψ is a quantifier free boolean formula. For
convenience we assume it starts with ∀, ends with ∃ and alternates. Formulae not in this
form can be padded if necessary with variables which do not occur in the formula ψ.
The program will have the following variables: x1 , . . . , xn , ψ̂, s01 , . . . , s0n , s11 , . . . , s1n and
c1 , . . . , cn . The bits x1 , . . . , xn represent the current allocation to the corresponding bit
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variables of ψ, and ψ̂ will store the current evaluation of ψ(x1 , . . . , xn ). To cycle through all
allocations to x1 , . . . , xn , the variables will be treated as a binary number and incremented by
one many times, for this purpose the bits c1 , . . . , cn represent the carry bits when incrementing
x1 , . . . , x n .
The intuition of szi is the following: for fixed x1 , . . . , xi−1 it stores the evaluation of
Qxi+1 Q0 xi+2 . . . ∃xn ψ(x1 , . . . , xi−1 , z, xi+1 , . . . , xn ) where Q, Q0 ∈ {∃, ∀} as required by the
formula. Therefore the overall formula is true if and only if s01 ∧ s11 is eventually true.
We define 3 + n instructions, and each run through f1 → f3+n will cover exactly one
allocation to x1 , . . . , xn , with the next run through covering the next allocation that one gets
by incrementing the rightmost bit. Once xi+1 has been in both the 1 state and the 0 state
i
for all values below, we have enough information to set sxi+1
. This is set when the carry-bit
ci+1 is one, which indicates that xi+1 has visited both 0 and 1 and is being returned back to
0 (thus setting xi+1 = · · · = xn back to 0).
We let the initial configuration be (0, 0 . . . , 0). Note that this is hiding the implicit
dimension that is always 1. Each of the following step functions should be interpreted as
copying any variable that is not explicitly set.
Step 1.
Evaluate ψ

f1 (·) =

Step 2.
Update either s0n or s1n

n

ψ̂ ← ψ(x1 , . . . , xn )

Step 3.
Start incrementing xn


s0n ← if (xn = 0) then ψ̂




0

else sn
f2 (·) =
1

sn ← if (xn = 1) then ψ̂




else

(

xn ← ¬xn

f3 (·) =

cn ← xn

s1n

Step 3 + n − i, for i = n − 1 to 1.
If there is a carry, update szi and continue incrementing
i even (xi universally quantified):
f3+n−i (·) =


xi ← if (ci+1 ) then ¬xi else xi




ci ← ci+1 ∧ xi





ci+1 ← 0
s0 ← if (ci+1 ∧ ¬xi ) then s0

∧ s1

i+1
i+1
i


0

else
s

i




s1i ← if (ci+1 ∧ xi ) then s0i+1 ∧ s1i+1



1

else si

i odd (xi existentially quantified):
f3+n−i (·) =


xi ← if (ci+1 ) then ¬xi else xi




ci ← ci+1 ∧ xi





ci+1 ← 0
s0 ← if (ci+1 ∧ ¬xi ) then s0

∨ s1

i+1
i+1
i


0

else
s

i




s1i ← if (ci+1 ∧ xi ) then s0i+1 ∨ s1i+1



1

else si

Step 3 + n.
Set every variable
to 1 if QBF satisfied. After this step, the program returns to f1 .
n
f3+n (·) = v ← if (s01 ∧ s11 ) then 1 else v (for all variables v)
The (3+n)th step ensures that configuration (1, . . . , 1) will be reached if and only if the given
QBF formula is satisfied.
J
I Remark 9 (Choice of rounding function). The presentation here relies on specific choices of
rounding function, but we observe that the language can easily exchange several different
natural rounding functions, so the reduction is robust. The rounding is only useful in the and
and or instructions. The
l floor mfunction can be lreplaced bym essentially any other rounding.
x +x
−1+xj +xk
For example xj ∨ xk = j 2 k and xj ∧ xk =
. Similarly, when [·] is minimal
2
1+x +x

x +x

j
k
error rounding then xj ∨ xk = [
] and xj ∧ xk = [ j 3 k ] (the break point is not used).
3
Thus, the problem will also be hard for any of these roundings.
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I Remark 10 (Perturbation: ensuring the eigenvalues are not modulus 1). Observe that under
the perturbation that multiplies each operation by 1.1 (before
j takingk floor) we obtain
1+x +x

j
k
the same resulting operation. For example xi ← xj ∨ xk =
is equivalent to
2
j
k
1+xj +xk
) ∗ 1.1 . Hence, if the resulting matrix M has eigenvalues 1, taking
xi ← xj ∨ xk = (
2

1.1M (or similar value to 1.1) will result in a matrix that does not with the same orbit;
which shows that hardness is retained for matrices in which no eigenvalue has modulus 1.
I Remark 11 (Dimension). The hardness result needs reachability instances of unbounded
dimension. For a QBF formula with n variables and ` logical operations, the resulting
instance of rounded P2P has dimension (3n + 1 + `)(4n + 15 + `).

4

Special cases on non-hyperbolic systems

In this section we consider certain cases when the eigenvalues can be of modulus one. In
particular we work in the Jordan normal form and show that the problem can be solved for
certain types of rounding. We fall short of arbitrary deterministic rounding, which would be
required to show the problem in full generality through the Jordan normal form approach.
First, we show decidability for polar-rounding, along with an example with numbers
requiring exponential space by the time the system becomes periodic – seeming to imply
any “wait and see” approach would require EXPSPACE. We also show decidability for
certain types of Argand rounding, in particular truncation and expansion, but minimal-error
rounding remains open (which we discuss further in Section 5).

4.1

Polar rounding with updates in Jordan normal form

We restrict ourselves to a Jordan block M of dimension d, with eigenvalue λ of modulus 1.
Since the polar rounding function has bounded effect on the modulus, the remaining blocks,
which need not be of modulus 1 can be solved (Lemma 7) by running this algorithm in lock
step with the algorithm for those blocks. All together, this gives us:
I Theorem 12. The Rounded P2P Problem is decidable in EXPSPACE for the polar
π
rounding function with θg = R
, R ≥ 2 and matrices M ∈ Ad×d in Jordan normal form.
To prove Theorem 12 we show that each dimension d, d−1, . . . , 1 will eventually be periodic
on a fixed modulus, or permanently diverge beyond yk (the target value in dimension k).
Let ha, bi be the smallest angle between vectors a and b – this is a value in [0, π] and, in
particular, it is always positive. It is used as a measure of alignment: the more a and b are
aligned the smaller ha, bi is. We will assume that the system will round up if [x] − x = 0.5.
The remaining case can be adapted by suitably adjusting the relevant inequalities. We
say that a dimension k ∈ {1, . . . , d} is just rotating after position N , if for all i ≥ N :
(x(i+1) )k = [λ (x(i) )k ]. Note that dimension d is just rotating after 0, by definition. Our
goal is to show that every dimension k will eventually be just rotating (for which we would
require it to have modulus |yk |) or reach a point that lets us conclude it has permanently
diverged past yk . So we assume, henceforth, that dimension k is just rotating.
We let φ(i) = λ(x(i) )k−1 , (x(i) )k . As (x(i+1) )k−1 = [λ(x(i) )k−1 + (x(i) )k ], small values
of φ(i) (between 0 and π/2) lead to an increase in modulus of (x(i+1) )k−1 , whereas large
values (between π/2 and π) lead to a decrease when (x(i) )k−1 is sufficiently large relative
to (x(i) )k . Our analysis relies on the fact that φ(i) can never increase:
I Lemma 13. Suppose that dimension k is just rotating after step N . Then, for all i ≥ N +1:
φ(i) ≥ φ(i + 1).
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(N )

√

at most xk−1

φD

φI

M ↓ φS

φ bigger

M ↑ φS impossible
by Lemma 16

φ↓

φ smaller

φ > π/2:

(cannot decrease below 0)
M ↓ φS

at most max{ |xk |/ 2, |yk−1 |}
(stop transition available)
M ↑ φS

at most |yk−1 |
(stop transition available)
M ↑ φS

φ ≤ π/2:

M ↓ φS impossible
(as φ ≤ π/2)

φ↓

M ↑ φS
√
|xk−1 | > max{ |xk |/ 2, |yk−1 |},
γ ≤ π/2
(by Lemma 17)

M ↑ φS
γ > π/2
impossible by Lemma 15

M ↑ φS and |xk−1 | > |yk−1 |
(as M ↓ unreachable)

M SφS
(by Lemma 14)

φ

stop

just
rotating

φ↓

Figure 2 State diagram for φ whilst considering dimension k−1, assuming k is just rotating.

If dimension k−1 repeats its relative angle to k and its modulus in some step, we can
conclude that k−1 is just rotating:
I Lemma 14. Suppose that dimension k is just rotating after step N , that φ(N ) = φ(N +1)
and (x(N ) )k−1 = (x(N +1) )k−1 . Then, dimension k−1 is just rotating after N .
If the precondition of Lemma 14 holds, we move to the next dimension k−2. Otherwise, we
want to give a bound such that whenever (x(i) )k−1 exceeds it, we can conclude that it never
decreases back to |yk−1 |. We first introduce the angle γ(i) = λ(x(i) )k−1 + (x(i) )k , λ(x(i) )k−1 .
The angle γ(i) decreases with increasing (x(i) )k−1 , as dimension k is just rotating and hence
does not change in modulus. We observe that γ(i) ≤ φ(i) for all i. The following shows that
an increase in modulus caused by crossing an “axis” (i.e. if γ(i) > π/2) can only happen
once, as in the next step, the angle will have decreased.
I Lemma 15. Let a = λ(x(i) )k−1 and b = (x(i) )k . Suppose that θg ≤ π/2, γ(i) > π/2 and
|a + b| > |a|. Then hλ[a + b], [λb]i ≤ π/2, entailing γ(i + 1) ≤ φ(i + 1) ≤ π/2.
Furthermore, a decrease cannot be followed by an increase, unless the angle changes:
I Lemma 16. Suppose dimension k is just rotating after N . It is not possible for i − 1 ≥ N ,
to have φ(i − 1) = φ(i) = φ(i + 1) > π/2 and (x(i+1) )k−1 > (x(i) )k−1 < (x(i−1) )k−1 .
Finally, we place a limit on the number of consecutive increases until we can decide that
dimension k−1 will not decrease below the current modulus in the future:
I Lemma 17. Let a = λ(x(N ) )k−1 and b = (x(N ) )k for some N > 0. Suppose that k is just
rotating after N , |a + b| > |a| + 0.5 and |a| ≥ √12 |b|. Then, for all i > N : (x(i) )k−1 > |a|.
With Lemmata 14-17 we are in a position to prove Theorem 12 (the proofs of the preceding
lemmata, and the EXPSPACE analysis can be found in the full version).
Proof of Theorem 12. As described above, we consider each dimension separately, starting
with k = d, and assume by induction that the previous dimension is just rotating. We
describe an algorithm that tracks the value of φ and operates according to Figure 2. Each
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Rotation by arg(λ)
Rounding Tie-break
Rounding Point
Offset by y
Rounding

[λx0 + y]
λx

λx0 + y

[λx0 + y]
y

x

y2

λx

λx0 + y

y

x

y2

Figure 3 Example where the system may become large before being periodic (see Example 18).

realisable value of φ relates to a copy of Figure 2 (we only draw one example of φ satisfying
φ > π/2 and φ ≤ π/2 respectively). For φ > π/2 two states are used, one which encodes
that the previous transition was decrementing the modulus (φ D), the other which indicates
the previous was not decrementing (including first arrival) (φ I).
The algorithm moves on each update step according to the arrow, which denotes whether
the update is modulus increasing M ↑, decreasing M ↓ or stationary M S. Similarly φ
may decrease φ ↓ or stay stationary φS, but never increase (Lemma 13). Whenever φ
decreases we make progress through the DAG to a lower value of φ. All combinations
{M ↑, M ↓, M S} × {φ ↓, φS} are accounted for at each state.
Progress is made whenever we move through the DAG towards a stopping criterion. For
self-loops a bound is provided (in blue) on the maximum time spent in this state. Since
for each dimension we will ultimately end up in just rotating, or be able to stop early, the
problem is decidable.
J
I Example 18 (System requiring EXPSPACE to be periodic). If φ ≤ π/2, the considered
dimension will either diverge at some point, or become periodic. This depends, essentially, on
whether (x(i) )k cos(φ) < 0.5, in which case the rounding will not lead to an increase when
(x(i) )k−1 is sufficiently large relative to (x(i) )k . We give an example where (x(i) )k−1
2

grows to (x(i) )k , and requires numbers of doubly exponential size (and exponential space) in
d before becoming periodic. We assume that θg = π/2 (so there are four possible angles) and
integer modulus granularity. Let M be a single Jordan block of dimension d with eigenvalue
λ = eiπ/2 . The angle φ(i) remains constant, but the modulus grows while (x(i) )k <
2

(x(i) )k−1 ≤ (x(i) )k . We start at the point x(0) = ((3 + d, 0), . . . , (6, 0), (5, 0), (4, 0)),
using the representation that Aeiθ is written (A, θ). This system is periodic, with maximal
d−1
4
component x(N ) = ((4(2 ) , 0), . . . , (42·2·2 , 0), (42·2 , 0), (42 , 0), (4, 0)). Note that 42 is larger
than a 32-bit number. This idea is illustrated in Figure 3, where y represents (x(i) )k and is
2
just rotating, and x represents (x(i) )k−1 , which grows to |y| .
Despite Example 18, which shows that waiting until becoming periodic may need exponential space, we conjecture the Rounded P2P can be solved in PSPACE. This is because
if (x(i) )1 exceeds a value representable in polynomial space we expect it will never return to
the target y1 (a value representable in polynomial space). However, we are unable to show
at the moment that it never gets very large and subsequently returns to a small value.
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Argand truncation or expansion in Jordan normal form

We now consider Argand truncation based rounding showing decidability in EXPSPACE.
The rounding function is of the form [a + bi] = [a] + [b]i where, for x ∈ R , [x] = bxc if x ≥ 0
and [x] = dxe if x < 0, which has a non-increasing effect on the modulus.
I Theorem 19. The Rounded P2P Problem is decidable in EXPSPACE for deterministic
Argand rounding function with a non-increasing effect on the modulus and matrices M ∈ Ad×d
in Jordan normal form.
As a key ingredient of Theorem 19 we will make use of the following theorem:
I Theorem 20 ([28, Corollary 3.12, p.41]). Both x is a rational multiple of π and sin(x) is
rational only at sin(x) = 0, 21 , or 1. Both x is a rational multiple of π and cos(x) are rational
only at cos(x) = 0, 12 , or 1. Both x is a rational multiple of π and tan(x) are rational only at
tan(x) = 0, or ±1.
Proof sketch of Theorem 19. Without loss of generality we consider only a single Jordan
block with |λ| = 1, as the remaining blocks can be handled in lock step (using the algorithm
of Lemma 7 if the eigenvalue is not of modulus one). Consider the dth component. At each
step, whenever rounding takes place, then there is some decrease in the modulus. Thus,
either the coordinate hits zero (and stays forever), or it stabilises and becomes periodic (with
no rounding ever occurring again). The dth coordinate can be simulated until this happens.
At this point, if its modulus is not |yd |, y will not be reached in the future and we return no.
If dimension xd reaches zero, then this dimension from some point on becomes irrelevant
and the instance can be reduced to an instance of dimension d − 1. Note that this case must
occur if arg(λ) is not a root of unity as an irrational point is found infinitely often.
In the case where xd does not reach zero, then it is periodic at some modulus. This
implies it never rounds again, and so surely hits integer points at every step. We show that
this can only occur if arg(λ) is a multiple of π/2. Assume that arg(λ) is not a multiple
of π/2: the rotation of a point with integer coordinate to integer coordinate leads to the
conclusion of either rational tangent or rational sine and cosine. By Theorem 20 a rational
tangent alongside a rational angle (arg(λ) is a root of unity) implies that the angle must be
a multiple of π/4. It is not π/4, as there is no Pythagorean triangle with angle π/4. By
Theorem 20 rational sine and cosine and rational angle concludes the angle must be a multiple
of π/2. Finally, we show that when arg(λ) is a multiple of π/2 the system surely diverges at
dimension d−1, and hence we can put a bound on how far we need to simulate.
J
I Remark (Argand expansion in Jordan Normal Form). Instead of considering the rounding
function to always decrease the modulus, we consider the rounding function to always increase
the modulus. Then, by the same rationality argument either arg(λ) is a multiple of π/2 (so
no rounding occurs and standard methods can be applied), or arg(λ) is not a multiple of π/2
and rounding is applied infinitely often. We observe that rounding infinitely often results
in divergence. Suppose instead the modulus converges, in supremum, to C. However the
[C]-ball is finite, thus rounding infinitely often must eventually exhaust the set, contradicting
supremacy. Since divergence occurs in the dth component the system can be iterated until
either x(i) = y or (x(i) )d exceeds yd . (Unless (x(0) )d = yd = 0, in which case the dth
component can be deleted.)
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(a) r = 10, θ = π/42

(b) r = 15, θ = π/91

(c) r = 10, θ =

2(0.4)
π
10

(d) r = 20, θ = π/14

Figure 4 Rotational examples. We start with all points in the circle of radius r, and consider the
effect of rotating every point by θ, followed by minimal error rounding. This can be seen as viewing
the combined orbits, starting at several points. Redder points are added in later generations.

5

Discussion of open problems

In this section we consider the following open problem, which already exhibits a technical
difficulty for a relatively simple instance.
I Open Problem 21. Under which deterministic bounded-effect rounding functions does the
Rounded P2P Problem become decidable (even when restricted to Jordan normal form)?
In particular we emphasize that even decidability of the Rounded P2P Problem in
the case of a 2D rotation matrix remains open. This should be compared to the papers
[24, 11, 36, 35, 2, 31], which consider linear maps on R2 that are close to rotations, and the
floor rounding b·c is used to induce discretized maps on Z2 . The conjecture made in [35]
that all orbits of these maps are eventually periodic (and thus finite) is, to the best of our
knowledge, still open in general. This lack of understanding of the dynamics of rotations even
on a 2-dimensional lattice is striking and hints at an intrinsic level of difficulty in dealing
with eigenvalues of modulus 1.
We ran experiments on the behaviour of rounded orbits induced by rotations in the plane.
Four prototypical results are depicted in Figure 4. We note that in every one of our examples
the orbits eventually become periodic. Moreover, all experiments fall into the four categories
of Figure 4, i.e., where the resulting set consists of (a) a square with cut-off corners, (b) this
same square, but with a central square cut out, and (c) all points within the circle with some
seemingly randomly added points outside (in the case of an irrational multiple of π), (d)
the initial circle with added “tentacles” occuring in intervals corresponding to the rotational
angle (in the case of a rational multiple of π). We have been unable construct a rotation
with an infinite rounded orbit.
One could hope that other kinds of rounding functions simplify the analysis of the orbits.
We have shown truncation based rounding, for example, either helps converge towards zero, or
diverge towards infinity, and this can be exploited (particularly at the bottom dimension of a
Jordan block). However, roundings which may either round up or down greatly complicate the
analysis. Nevertheless, we conjecture that all rounded orbits obtained by rotation eventually
become periodic.

Random rounding functions. Orbit problems for rounding functions which behave probabilistically are another line of open problems and are a natural candidate for future work.
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1

Introduction

Threshold automata [21] are a formalism for modeling and analyzing fault-tolerant distributed
algorithms. In this setup, an arbitrary but fixed number of processes execute a given protocol
as specified by a threshold automaton. Verification of these systems aims to prove these
protocols correct for any number of processes [4].
One of the main differences between threshold automata and other formalisms for modeling
distributed protocols (like replicated systems and population protocols [1, 16, 18]) is the
notion of a threshold guard. Roughly speaking, a threshold guard specifies certain constraints
that should hold between the number of messages received and the number of participating
processes, in order for a transition to be enabled. For example, a guard of the form x ≥ n/2−t,
(where x counts the number of messages of some specified type, n is the number of processes
and t is the maximum number of faulty processes), specifies that the number of messages
received should be bigger than n/2 − t, in order for the process to proceed. This feature
is important in modeling fault-tolerant distributed algorithms where, often a process can
make a move only if it has received a message from a majority or two-thirds of the number of
processes. In a collection of papers [26, 3, 25, 24, 23], many algorithms have been developed
for verifying various properties for threshold automata. These algorithms have then been
used to verify a number of protocols from the distributed computing literature [24]. It is
known that the reachability problem for threshold automata is NP-complete [2].
© A. R. Balasubramanian;
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Parameterized complexity [13] attempts to study decision problems that come along with
a parameter. In parameterized complexity, apart from the size of the input n, one considers
further parameters k that capture the structure of the input and one looks for algorithms
that run in time f (k) · nO(1) , where f is some function dependent on k alone. The hope is to
find parameters which are quite small in practice and to base the dominant running time
of the algorithm on this parameter alone. Problems solvable in such a manner are called
fixed-parameter tractable (FPT).
In recent years, increasing effort has been devoted to studying the parameterized complexity of problems in verification for different models [10, 11, 15, 17, 9]. Motivated by this and
by the hard theoretical complexity (NP-completeness) of reachability of threshold automata,
we study the parameterized complexity of the same problem, parameterized by (among
other parameters) the number of threshold guards and the given safety specification. Our
first result is a parameterized equivalent of NP-hardness, which shows that reachability of
threshold automata is W[1]-hard. However, motivated by practical concerns, we then study
two restricted cases for which we provide fixed-parameter tractable algorithms. In the first
case, we restrict ourselves to threshold automata whose underlying control structure is acyclic
and provide a simple algorithm which reduces the size of the automaton to a function of the
considered parameters. In the second case we consider multiplicative threshold automata
where the number of fall guards is a constant. (For a definition of fall guards, see Section 2.1.)
Roughly speaking, multiplicativity means that any run over a smaller population of processes
can be “lifted” to a run over a bigger population as well. For this case, we use results from
Petri net theory to provide an FPT algorithm. Finally, the usefulness of these cases is shown
by a preliminary implementation of our algorithms on various protocols from the benchmark
in [24]. Our implementation compares favorably with ByMC, the tool developed in [24] and
also with the algorithm given in [2].

2

Preliminaries

We denote the set of non-negative integers by N0 , the set of positive integers by N>0 and the
set of all non-negative rational numbers by Q≥0 .

2.1

Threshold Automata

We introduce threshold automata, mostly following the definition and notations used
in [2]. Along the way, we also illustrate the definitions on the example of Figure 2 from [25],
which is a model of the Byzantine agreement protocol of Figure 1.

Environments
Threshold automata are defined relative to an environment Env = (Π, RC , Num), where Π
is a set of environment variables ranging over N0 , RC ⊆ NΠ
0 is a resilience condition over
the environment variables, expressible as a linear formula, and Num : RC → N0 is a linear
function called the number function. Intuitively, a valuation of Π determines the number
of processes of different kinds (e.g. faulty) executing the protocol, and RC describes the
admissible combinations of values of environment variables. Finally, Num associates to a
each admissible combination, the number of copies of the automaton that are going to run in
parallel, or, equivalently, the number of processes explicitly modeled. In a Byzantine setting,
faulty processes behave arbitrarily, and so we do not model them explicitly; in this case, the
system consists of one copy of the automaton for every correct process. In the crash fault
model, processes behave correctly until they crash and they must be modeled explicitly.
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v a r myvali ∈ {0, 1}
v a r accepti ∈ {false, true} ← false
w h i l e t r u e do (in one atomic step)
i f myvali = 1
and not s e n t ECHO b e f o r e
then send ECHO to a l l

sl1 : >

i f received ECHO from a t l e a s t
t + 1 distinct processes
and not s e n t ECHO b e f o r e
then send ECHO to a l l

`0

i f received ECHO from a t l e a s t
n − t distinct processes
then accepti ← true
od

`1

Figure 1 Pseudocode of a reliable broadcast
protocol from [28] for a correct process i, where
n and t denote the number of processes, and
an upper bound on the number of faulty processes. The protocol satisfies its specification (if
myval i = 0 for every correct process i, then no
correct process sets its accept variable to true)
if t < n/3.

r2 : γ
1 →
7 x
7→
r1 : >

++

sl2 :>

x++

`2

r3 : γ 2

sl3 :>

`3

Figure 2 Threshold automaton from [25]
modeling the body of the loop in the protocol from Fig. 1. Symbols γ1 , γ2 stand for
the threshold guards x ≥ (t + 1) − f and
x ≥ (n−t)−f , where n and t are as in Fig. 1, and
f is the actual number of faulty processes. The
shared variable x models the number of ECHO
messages sent by correct processes. Processes
with myval i = b (line 1) start in location `b (in
green). Rules r1 and r2 model sending ECHO
at lines 7 and 12. The self-loop rules sl1 , . . . , sl3
are stuttering steps.

I Example 1. In the threshold automaton of Figure 2, the environment variables are n, f ,
and t, describing the number of processes, the number of (Byzantine) faulty processes, and
the maximum possible number of faulty processes, respectively. The resilience condition is
the constraint n/3 > t ≥ f . The function Num is given by Num(n, t, f ) = n − f , which is
the number of correct processes.

Threshold automata
A threshold automaton over an environment Env is a tuple TA = (L, I, Γ, R), where L is a
finite set of local states (or locations), I ⊆ L is a nonempty subset of initial locations, Γ is
a set of shared variables ranging over N0 , and R is a set of transition rules (or just rules),
formally described below.
A transition rule (or just a rule) is a tuple r = (from, to, ϕ, ~u), where from and to are the
source and target locations, ϕ ⊆ NΠ∪Γ
is a conjunction of threshold guards (described below),
0
and ~u : Γ → {0, 1} is an update. We often let r.from, r.to, r.ϕ, r.~u denote the components of r.
Intuitively, r states that a process can move from from to to if the current values of Π and Γ
satisfy ϕ, and when it moves, it updates the current valuation ~g of Γ by performing the update
~g := ~g + ~u. Since all components of ~u are nonnegative, the values of shared variables never
decrease. A threshold guard ϕ has one of the following forms: b·x ./ a0 +a1 ·p1 +. . .+a|Π| ·p|Π|
where ./ ∈ {≥, <}, x ∈ Γ is a shared variable, p1 , . . . , p|Π| ∈ Π are the environment variables,
b ∈ N>0 and a0 , a1 , . . . , a|Π| ∈ Z are integer coefficients. If b = 1, then the guard is called a
simple guard. Additionally, if ./ = ≥, then the guard is called a rise guard and otherwise
the guard is called a fall guard. We sometimes use b · x = a0 + a1 · p1 + . . . + a|Π| · p|Π| as a
shorthand for b·x ≥ a0 +a1 ·p1 +. . .+a|Π| ·p|Π| ∧b·x < (a0 +1)+a1 ·p1 +. . .+a|Π| ·p|Π| . Since
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shared variables are initialized to 0 and they never decrease, once a rise (resp. fall) guard
becomes true (resp. false) it stays true (resp. false). We call this property monotonicity of
guards. We let Φrise , Φfall , and Φ denote the sets of rise guards, fall guards, and all guards of
TA. Finally, the graph of TA is the graph where the vertices are the locations and there is an
edge between ` and `0 if there is a rule r in TA with r.from = ` and r.to = `0 . We say that
TA is acyclic if its graph is acyclic.
I Example 2. The rule r2 of Figure 2 has `0 and `2 as source and target locations, x ≥
(t + 1) − f as guard, and increments the value of the shared variable x by 1.

Configurations and transition relation
~ : L → N0 describes the number
A configuration of TA is a triple σ = (~
κ, ~g , ~p) where κ
|Γ|
of processes at each location, and ~g ∈ N0 and ~p ∈ RC are valuations of the shared
P
~ (`) = Num(~p) always holds.
variables and the environment variables. In particular, `∈L κ
~ (`) = 0 for every ` ∈
A configuration is initial if κ
/ I, and ~g = ~0. We often let σ.~
κ, σ.~g , σ.~p
denote the components of σ.
~ (from) > 0, and
A configuration σ = (~
κ, ~g , ~p) enables a rule r = (from, to, ϕ, ~u) if κ
(~g , ~p) satisfies the guard ϕ, i.e., substituting ~g (x) for x and ~p(pi ) for pi in ϕ yields a true
expression, denoted by σ |= ϕ. If σ enables r, then TA can move from σ to the configuration
~0 = κ
~ + ~vr , where
κ0 , ~g 0 , ~p0 ) defined as follows: (i) ~p0 = ~p, (ii) ~g 0 = ~g + ~u, and (iii) κ
r(σ) = (~
~
~vr = 0 if from = to and otherwise, ~vr (from) = −1, ~vr (to) = +1, and ~vr (`) = 0 for all other
locations `. We let σ → r(σ) denote that TA can move from σ to r(σ).

Schedules and paths
A schedule is a (finite or infinite) sequence of rules. A schedule τ = r1 , . . . , rm is applicable
to configuration σ0 if there is a sequence of configurations σ1 , . . . , σm such that σi = ri (σi−1 )
∗
for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and we define τ (σ0 ) := σm . We let σ −
→ σ 0 denote that τ (σ) = σ 0 for some
schedule τ , and say that σ 0 is reachable from σ. Further we let τ · τ 0 denote the concatenation
of two schedules τ and τ 0 , and, given µ ≥ 0, let µ · τ the concatenation of τ with itself µ
times.
A path or run is a finite or infinite sequence σ0 , r1 , σ1 , . . . , σk−1 , rk , σk , . . . of alternating
configurations and rules such that σi = ri (σi−1 ) for every ri in the sequence. If τ = r1 , . . . , r|τ |
is applicable to σ0 , then we let path(σ0 , τ ) denote the path σ0 , r1 , σ1 , . . . , r|τ | , σ|τ | with
σi = ri (σi−1 ), for 1 ≤ i ≤ |τ |. Similarly, if τ is an infinite schedule. Given a path path(σ, τ ),
the set of all configurations in the path is denoted by Cfgs(σ, τ ).
The main focus of this paper will be the reachability problem and is defined as: Given
TA and a set of locations Lspec = L=0 ∪ L>0 (called the specification), decide if there is a
run of TA satisfying Lspec , i.e., decide if there is an initial configuration σ0 such that some σ
reachable from σ0 satisfies σ.~
κ(`) = 0 for every ` ∈ L=0 and σ.~
κ(`) > 0 for every ` ∈ L>0 .
The coverability problem is the special case of the reachability problem where L=0 = ∅.

2.2

Fixed-parameter tractability

We refer the reader to [13] for more information on parameterized complexity and only
give the necessary definitions here. A parameterized problem L is a subset of Σ∗ × N0 for
some alphabet Σ. A parameterized problem L is said to be fixed-parameter tractable (FPT)
if there exists an algorithm A such that (x, k) ∈ L iff A(x, k) is true and A runs in time
f (k) · |x|O(1) for some computable function f , depending only on the parameter k. Given
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parameterized problems L, L0 ⊆ Σ∗ × N0 we say that L is reducible to L0 if there is an
algorithm that, given an input (x, k), produces another input (x0 , k 0 ) in time f (k) · |x|O(1)
such that (x, k) ∈ L ⇐⇒ (x0 , k 0 ) ∈ L0 and k 0 ≤ g(k) for some functions f and g depending
only on k.
The parameterized clique problem is the set of all pairs (G, k) such that the graph G
has a clique of size k. A parameterized problem L is said to be W[1]-hard if there is a
parameterized reduction from L to the parameterized clique problem. If L is W[1]-hard and
there is a parameterized reduction from L to L0 then L0 is W[1]-hard as well. W[1]-hardness
is usually taken to be evidence that the problem does not have an FPT algorithm.

3

W[1]-hardness

We consider the reachability problem parameterized by the following parameters: |Φ| (the
number of distinct guards), |Lspec | (the size of the specification), |RC | (the number of
constraints in the resilience condition) and C (the maximum constant appearing in any of the
guards of TA). (We note that if x ∈ Γ ∪ Π such that x does not appear in any of the guards
in Φ or in any of the constraints in RC , then x can be removed from the input. Hence, we
will always assume that |Γ| + |Π| ≤ |Φ| + |RC | and for this reason, we do not consider |Γ|
and |Π| explicitly as parameters.) In practice, all these values are quite small, roughly in the
range of 10 to 25. Unfortunately, we prove the following negative result:
I Theorem 3. Coverability (and hence reachability) for threshold automata parameterized by
|Φ| + |Lspec | + |RC | + C is W [1]-hard, even for acyclic automata where |Φfall | is a constant.
Proof. We give a parameterized reduction from the Unary Bin Packing problem which is
known to be W [1]-hard (See Theorem 2 of [20]) and is defined as follows:
Given: A finite set of items I = {0, 1, 2, . . . , w}, a size size(i) ∈ N0 for each i ∈ I,
two positive integers B and k. (The integers size(i) and B are encoded in unary)
Parameter: k
Decide: If there exists a partition of I into bins I1 , . . . , Ik such that the sum of the
sizes of the items in each bin Ij is less than or equal to B
P
Let size = i∈I size(i). Our parameterized reduction works as follows: We will have
k + 1 environment variables c1 , c2 , . . . , ck , n. Intuitively ci will denote the sum of the sizes of
the items in the ith bin. The environment variable n will denote the number of processes
modeled.
Further, we will have k + 5 shared variables x1 , . . . , xk , access1 , access2 , access3 and
count1 , count2 . The variable xi will denote the sum of the sizes of items which do not
belong to the ith bin. The role of count1 and count2 will be to set up two counters whose
value will be exactly size and B respectively. Our construction will have three gadgets and
the role of access1 , access2 and access3 is to ensure that exactly one process can enter the
first, second and third gadgets respectively.
We will have exactly one initial location start and three rules of the form r1 : (start,
access1 < 1, access1 ++, p0 ), r2 : (start, access2 < 1, access2 ++, q0 ) and r3 : (start, access3 <
1, access3 ++, `0 ). This means that once a process fires r1 , it increments access1 and hence
no other process can fire r1 in the future. Similarly for the rules r2 and r3 . Hence these
three rules ensure that at most one process can enter p0 , q0 and `0 respectively. For the
specification, we set L=0 = ∅ and L>0 = {pcorr , qcorr , `w+1 }, whose locations we will now
explain.
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p0

count1 ++

p1

count1 ++

p2

·········

psize−1

count1 ++

P

1≤i≤k ci

psize

= count1

pcorr

Figure 3 First gadget, which sets up the value of count1 to be exactly size.

q0

count2 ++

q1

count2 ++

q2

·········

qB−1

count2 ++

V
qB

1≤i≤k

count2 ≥ ci

qcorr

Figure 4 Second gadget, which sets up the value of count2 to be exactly B.

`i

condj

`ji,0

updj

`ji,1

updj

`ji,2

·········

`ji,size(i)−1

updj

`ji,size(i)

condj

Figure 5 Third gadget, which guesses the partition. Here condj is the condition xj ≥
and updj is the update ∧l6=j xl ++.

`i+1

P

l6=j

cl

The first gadget is given by Figure 3 and starts from the location p0 . It increments the
shared variable count1 to the value size. This gadget then ensures that we can reach pcorr
only if the sum of the values of the environment variables c1 , c2 , . . . , ck is exactly size. Notice
that this gadget can be constructed in polynomial time, since each size(i) is given in unary.
The second gadget is given by Figure 4 and starts from the location q0 . It increments
the shared variable count2 to the value B. This gadget then ensures that we can reach qcorr
only if the values of the environment variables c1 , c2 , . . . , ck are all at most B. Notice that
this gadget can be constructed in polynomial time, since B is given in unary.
The third gadget is comprised of locations {`i }0≤i≤w+1 and {`ji,q }1≤j≤k
0≤i≤w,0≤q≤size(i) and
is comprised of various mini-gadgets. For every 0 ≤ i ≤ w and 1 ≤ j ≤ k, the third gadget
has a mini-gadget as given by Figure 5.
Recall that the shared variable xj denotes the the sum of the sizes of items which do
not belong to the j th bin. Intuitively, if a process moves from `i to `i+1 by going through
`ji,0 , . . . , `ji,size(i) , this corresponds to putting the ith item in the j th bin and hence the
mini-gadget increments the variables {xl }l6=j by the value size(i). To ensure that we do not
P
overshoot the bin size of the j th bin, we have the guards xj ≥ l6=j cl at the beginning and
P
the end of the mini-gadget. Recall that the first gadget ensures that 1≤l≤k cl = size and
P
since xj denotes the sum of sizes of items not in the j th bin, the condition xj ≥ l6=j cl
ensures that the sum of the sizes of the items in the j th bin is at most cj . Since the second
P
gadget forces cj ≤ B, it follows that the test xj ≥ l6=j cl ensures that the sum of the
sizes in the j th bin is at most B. Notice that, once again this gadget can be constructed in
polynomial time, since each size(i) is given in unary.
Let RC be n > 1 and let Num(c1 , . . . , ck , n) = n. From the given construction it is clear
that a configuration satisfying Lspec is reachable iff we can partition I into k bins such that
the sum of sizes of items in each bin does not exceed B.
It is clear that the reduction can be accomplished in polynomial time. Notice that the
automaton is acyclic, L=0 = ∅, |Φ| = O(k), |Φfall | = 4, |RC | = 1, C = 1 and |Lspec | = 3.
Hence it is clear that |Φ| + |RC | + C + |Lspec | = O(k) and so the above reduction is indeed a
parameterized reduction from the unary bin packing problem to the coverability problem. J
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We now identify two special cases for which we give an FPT algorithm and discuss how
these special cases arise in practice for a variety of distributed algorithms.

4

Acyclic threshold automata

The first case we consider is that of acyclic threshold automata, i.e., threshold automata
whose underlying graph is acyclic. Except for one protocol, all the others in the benchmark
of [24] are acyclic.1 As the reduction of Theorem 3 produces acyclic threshold automata,
we cannot hope for an FPT algorithm parameterized by {|Φ|, |Lspec |, |RC |, C}. However, we
show that
I Theorem 4. Reachability of acyclic threshold automata parameterized by |Φ| + |Lspec | +
|RC | + C + D is in FPT, where D is the length of the longest path in the graph of the
threshold automaton.
Proof. Let TA be the given acyclic threshold automaton. First, we show that it is possible
to incrementally “contract” the locations of TA in a bottom-up manner, while preserving
the reachability property, such that, in the resulting automaton after contraction, the
number of locations and rules is a function of |Φ| + |Lspec | + |RC | + C + D. This then
immediately implies our theorem, since the size of the whole automaton is now just a function
of |Φ| + |Lspec | + |RC | + C + D.
More formally, let the contraction of a subset S = {`1 , . . . , `q } of locations of TA be the
following operation: We remove the locations `1 , . . . , `q from TA, introduce a new location `S
and we replace all occurrences of `1 , . . . , `q in every rule of TA with `S . We say that a set S
in TA is good if for every two locations `, `0 ∈ S, if (`, `00 , φ, ~u) is a rule in TA then (`0 , `00 , φ, ~u)
is also a rule in TA. Intuitively, this means that, for every rule that we can fire from `, there
is another rule we can fire from `0 which will have the exact same effect. Since TA is assumed
to be acyclic, contracting a good set cannot introduce cycles. Let Tar = {` : ` ∈ Lspec }. The
following is a very simple fact to verify:
Claim: Suppose S is a good set such that S ∩ Tar = ∅ and let TA0 be the threshold
automaton obtained by contracting S in TA. Then TA satisfies Lspec iff TA0 does.
Given a threshold automaton TA such that D is the length of the longest path in its
TA
TA
graph, the “layers” of TA is a partition of the locations into subsets LTA
0 , L1 , . . . , LD
TA
such that ` ∈ Li iff the longest path ending at ` in the graph of TA is of length i.
The subset LTA
will be called the ith layer of TA. We will now construct a sequence of
i
TAi
TAi
i
threshold automata TAD , TAD−1 , . . . , TA0 such that for each i, |LTA
i | + |Li+1 | + · · · + |LD | ≤
gi (|Φ|, |RC |, |Lspec |, D) for some function gi and such that TAi satisfies Lspec iff TAi+1 does.
For the base case of TAD , we take the threshold automaton TA and consider the set
SD := LTA
D \ Tar. We now contract SD in TA to get a threshold automaton TAD . Notice
that SD is a good set and by the above claim, TAD satisfies Lspec iff TA does.
For the induction step, suppose we have already constructed TAi+1 . For a location
TA
` ∈ Li i+1 , define its color to be the set {(`0 , φ, ~u) : (`, `0 , φ, ~u) is a rule in TAi+1 }. Observe
TA
TA
TA
TA
that if ` ∈ Li i+1 and (`, `0 , φ, ~u) is a rule in TAi+1 then `0 ∈ Li+1i+1 ∪ Li+2i+1 ∪ · · · ∪ LD i+1 .
TA
TA
TA
By induction hypothesis, |Li+1i+1 ∪ Li+2i+1 ∪ · · · ∪ LD i+1 | ≤ gi+1 (|Φ|, |RC |, |Lspec |, D) for
1

Some of the examples have self-loops on some locations, but since these self-loops do not update any of
the shared variables, we can remove them without affecting the reachability relation.
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some function gi+1 . It then follows that the number of possible colors is at most 2|Φ| ·
TA
2|Γ| · gi+1 (|Φ|, |Lspec |, D). Hence as long as the number of locations in Li i+1 is bigger than
TA
i+1
2|Φ| · 2|Γ| · gi+1 (|Φ|, |Lspec |, D) + |Tar| there will be two locations in Li
\ Tar which have
the same color and can hence be contracted while maintaining the answer for Lspec . It then
follows that by repeated contraction, we can finally end up at a threshold automaton TAi
TAi
|Φ|
i
such that |LTA
· 2|Φ|+|RC | · gi+1 (|Φ|, |RC |, |Lspec |, D) + |Tar|). Taking
i | + · · · + |LD | ≤ O(2
this bound to be the function gi , we get our required TAi .2
Notice that the number of locations (and also rules) in TA0 is only dependent on
|Φ|, |RC |, |Lspec | and D. Since the reachability problem is decidable, it immediately follows
that we have a parameterized algorithm for acyclic threshold automata running in time
f (|Φ| + |RC | + |Lspec | + C + D) · nO(1)
J

5

Threshold automata with constantly many fall guards

As a second case, we consider threshold automata in which the number of fall guards is a
constant. In almost all of the benchmarks of [24], the number of fall guards is at most one.
We provide some intuitive reason behind this phenomenon. In threshold automata, shared
variables are usually used for two things: To record that some process has sent a message or
to keep track of the number of processes which have crashed so far. If a shared variable v is
used for the first purpose, then all guards containing v are typically rise guards, since we
only want to check that enough messages have been received to proceed. On the other hand,
if v is used to keep track of the number of crashed processes, then we will have a fall guard
which allows a process to crash only if the value of v is less than the maximum number of
processes allowed to crash. However, since we will only need one fall guard for this purpose,
it follows that in practice we can hope to have very few fall guards in a threshold automaton.
Since the reduction of Theorem 3 produces threshold automata with constantly many
fall guards, we need another restriction on this class as well, which we now describe.
I Definition 5. A threshold automaton TA over an environment Env = (Π, RC , Num) is
called multiplicative if every fall guard is simple and for every µ ∈ N>0 , (i) for every rational
|Π|
vector p ∈ Q≥0 , if RC (p) is true then RC (µ · p) is true and Num(µ · p) = µ · Num(p)
and (ii) for every guard g := b · x ./ a0 + a1 p1 + · · · + al pl in TA where ./ ∈ {≥, <}, if
(y, q1 , . . . , ql ) is a rational solution to g then (µ · y, µ · q1 , . . . , µ · ql ) is also a solution to g.
To the best of our knowledge, many algorithms discussed in the literature (For example,
see [8, 28, 6, 27, 19, 14, 7]), and more than two-thirds of all of the benchmarks of [24] satisfy
multiplicativity. The main result of this section is
I Theorem 6. Given a multiplicative threshold automaton TA with a constant number of
fall guards and a specification Lspec , it can be decided in time f (|Φ|) · nO(1) whether there is
a run of TA satisfying Lspec .
The rest of this section is devoted to proving this result, which we do so in four parts.
Let us fix a threshold automaton TA = (L, I, Γ, R), an environment Env = (Π, RC , Num)
and a specification Lspec for the rest of this section. Let Φ denote the set of all guards which
appear in TA.
2

Though the function gi as given here gives very huge bounds, we show in the experimental section that
repeated contractions can sometimes reduce the number of locations by 50%. Intuitively, this is because
the number of colors of a location in the benchmarks is much smaller than the worst-case analysis
performed here.
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First part: Decomposing paths into steady paths
First, similar to the paper [22], we show that the job of finding a path satisfying Lspec can be
reduced to that of finding a bounded number of concatenated “steady” paths. However, the
result needs to be stated in a different manner than [22], so that later on, we could leverage
the fact that the threshold automaton TA contains only constantly many fall guards.
A context ω is any subset of the guards of TA, i.e., ω ⊆ Φ. A rule r is said to be activated
by a context ω if all the rise guards of r are present in ω and all the fall guards of r are not
present in ω. The set of all rules activated by a context ω is denoted by Rω .
The context of a configuration σ, denoted by ω(σ), is the set of all rise guards that
evaluate to true and the set of all fall guards that evaluate to false in σ. Since the values of
the shared variables can only increase along a path, it easily follows that for any configuration
σ and any schedule τ applicable to σ, ω(σ) ⊆ ω(τ (σ)).
We say that path(σ, τ ) is ω-steady if all the rules in the schedule τ are from Rω and
for every configuration σ 0 ∈ Cfgs(σ, τ ), we have Rω ⊆ Rω(σ0 ) . Intuitively, if path(σ, τ ) is
ω-steady then the path only uses rules from Rω . We have the following lemma.
I Lemma 7. The specification Lspec can be satisfied by a path of TA iff there exists K ≤ |Φ|,
0
configurations σ0 , σ00 , . . . , σK , σK
and contexts ω0 ( ω1 ( · · · ( ωK such that
0
satisfies Lspec
σ0 is an initial configuration and σK
∗
For every i ≤ K, there is a ωi -steady path σi −
→ σi0
∗
For every i < K, if Rωi ⊆ Rωi+1 then there is a ωi -steady path σi0 −
→ σi+1 , otherwise
σi0 → σi+1
Proof. (Sketch.) Clearly if there exists such configurations and contexts then then there exists
a path of TA which satisfies Lspec . To prove the other direction, suppose path(σ0 , τ ) is a path
of TA which satisfies Lspec . Using the fact that ω(σ 0 ) ⊆ ω(τ 0 (σ 0 )) for any configuration σ 0 and
0
any schedule τ 0 , we can decompose path(σ0 , τ ) into σ0 , τ0 , σ00 , t0 , σ1 , τ1 , σ10 , t1 , . . . , σK , τK , σK
0
0
such that for every i, ω(σi ) = ω(σi ), ω(σi ) ( ω(σi+1 ) and ti is a rule of TA. We can then
0
prove that the configurations σ0 , σ00 , . . . , σK , σK
and the contexts ω(σ0 ), . . . , ω(σK ) satisfy
the required conditions.
J

Second part: Establishing a connection between continuous Petri nets
and steady paths
Let us fix a context ω of the threshold automaton TA for the rest of this subsection. We say
that a configuration σ is Rω -applicable if (σ.~g , σ.~p) satisfies every guard of every rule in Rω .

Continuous Petri nets
To define continuous Petri nets, we will mostly reuse the same notations from [5]. A continuous
Petri net N is a tuple (P, T, F ) where P is a finite set of places, T is a finite set of transitions
•
and F ⊆ P × T ∪ T × P is the flow relation. For a transition t, let t = {p : (p, t) ∈ F }
•
and t = {p : (t, p) ∈ F }. A marking M of N is a function M : P → Q≥0 . Intuitively a
marking M assigns M (p) many tokens to each place p ∈ P . A marking is called integral if
M (p) ∈ N0 for every place p. Given a marking M and a k ∈ N>0 let kM denote the marking
kM (p) = k · M (p). The transition relation between two markings M and M 0 is defined as
αt
•
follows: For α ∈ (0, 1] and t ∈ T , we say that M −→ M 0 if for every p ∈ t, M (p) ≥ α and
•
•
•
•
M 0 (p) = M (p) − α if p ∈ t \ t , M 0 (p) = M (p) + α if p ∈ t \ t and M 0 (p) = M (p) otherwise.
αt
∗
We say that M → M 0 if M −→ M 0 for some α and t. Finally we say that M −
→ M 0 if there
exists M1 , . . . , Mk−1 such that M → M1 → . . . Mk−1 → M 0 .
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Constructing continuous Petri nets from contexts
We now construct a continuous Petri net Nω for the context ω as follows: For every location
` of TA, we will have a place p` . Similarly for every variable x ∈ Γ ∪ Π, we will have a place
•
px . If r = (`, `0 , φ, ~u) is a rule in Rω , we will have a transition tr where tr = {p` } and
•
tr = {p`0 } ∪ {px : ~u[x] = 1}.
We note that Nω tries to simulate exactly the rules of Rω , but it does not check whether
the corresponding guard of a rule is true before firing it. To ensure that a proper simulation
is carried out by Nω , we will restrict ourselves to only runs of Nω over compatible markings
which are defined as follows.
P
A marking M of Nω is called a compatible marking if `∈L M (p` ) = Num({M (px ) : x ∈
Π}) and if for every x ∈ Γ ∪ Π, the assignment x 7→ M (px ) satisfies the resilience condition
RC and all the guards of all the rules in Rω . Notice that to every Rω -applicable configuration
σ of TA we can bijectively assign a canonical compatible integral marking B(σ) of Nω where
(B(σ))(px ) = σ[x].
I Proposition 8. The following are true:
∗

∗

Suppose σ −
→ σ 0 is an ω-steady run of TA. Then B(σ) −
→ B(σ 0 ) in Nω .
∗

Suppose M and M 0 are compatible markings of Nω such that M −
→ M 0 . Then there exists
0
µ ∈ N>0 such that for all k ∈ N>0 , µkM and µkM are compatible integral markings and
∗
B−1 (µkM ) −
→ B−1 (µkM 0 ) is an ω-steady run of TA.
Proof. (Sketch.) The first point is obvious from the definition. For the second point, if
α 1 tr

α2 tr

αl tr

1
2
l
M := M0 −−−→
M1 −−−→
M2 . . . Ml−1 −−−→
Ml := M 0 is a run, then by multiplying the
markings by the least common multiple of the denominators of {αi }i≤l ∪ {Mi (px ) : i ≤ l, x ∈
L ∪ Γ ∪ Π} (which we take to be µ), we can get an integral run between µkM and µkM 0 .
Using multiplicativity of TA, we can translate this back to a run of TA.
J

Third part: Characterizing steady paths
It was shown in ([5], Theorems 3.6 and 3.3) that there is a logic (which the authors of [5]
call convex semi-linear Horn formulas) characterizing reachability in continuous Petri nets,
whose satisfiability can be tested in polynomial time. Using this result, proposition 8 and
multiplicativity, we show that
I Lemma 9. Given a context ω, in polynomial time we can construct a convex semi-linear
Horn formula φω (x, y) with 2(|L| + |Γ| + |Π|) free variables such that
∗

If σ −
→ σ 0 is an ω-steady path of TA then φω (σ, σ 0 ) is true
Suppose φω (M, M 0 ) is true. Then there exists µ ∈ N such that for all k ∈ N, µkM, µkM 0
∗
are configurations of TA such that µkM −
→ µkM 0 is an ω-steady path in TA.
I Lemma 10. Given a rule r of TA, in polynomial time we can construct a convex semi-linear
Horn formula φr (x, y) with 2(|L| + |Γ| + |Π|) free variables such that
If σ and σ 0 are configurations of TA such that σ 0 = r(σ), then φr (σ, σ 0 ) is true.
Suppose φr (M, M 0 ) is true. Then there exists µ ∈ N such that for all k ∈ N, µkM, µkM 0
are configurations of TA such that µkM 0 = (µk · r)(µkM ), i.e., µkM 0 can be obtained by
applying the rule r to µkM , repeatedly for µk many steps.
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Fourth part: Bringing it all together
I Theorem 11. Given a multiplicative threshold automaton TA with constant number of fall
guards and a specification Lspec , it can be decided in time f (|Φ|) · nO(1) whether there is a
run of TA satisfying Lspec .
Proof. (Sketch.) One can easily show that if we have a monotonically increasing context
sequence ω0 ( ω1 ( · · · ( ωK , the size of the set {j : Rωj * Rωj+1 } is at most |Φfall |. Using
this observation, we proceed as follows. We iterate over all K ≤ |Φ| and over all possible
monotonically increasing context sequences ω0 ( ω1 ( · · · ( ωK of length K + 1 and all
possible rule sequences r1 , . . . , rc of length c = #{j : Rωj * Rωj+1 }. Note that the number
fall
of such iterations is at most O(|Φ| · |Φfall | · |Φ|! · 2|Φ| · |R||Φ | ). Since |Φfall | is assumed to be
a constant, the exponential dependence only lies upon |Φ|.
A position 0 ≤ l ≤ K is called bad if Rωl * Rωl+1 . Let j1 , . . . , jc be the set of all bad
positions. Using lemmas 9 and 10 we can write down the following convex semi-linear Horn
formula in polynomial time:
ξ0 (x0 , y0 , x1 ) ∧ ξ1 (x1 , y1 , x2 ) ∧ · · · ∧ ξK−1 (xK−1 , yK−1 , xK ) ∧ ξK (xK , yK )

(1)

where ξK (xK , yK ) = φωK (xK , yK ) and ξi for i < K is defined as follows: If i is a bad
position, i.e., if i = jl for some 1 ≤ l ≤ c, then ξi (xi , yi , xi+1 ) = φωi (xi , yi ) ∧ φrl (yi , xi+1 ).
It i not a bad position, then ξi (xi , yi , xi+1 ) = φωi (xi , yi ) ∧ φωi (yi , xi+1 )
To equation (1), we also add a constraint stating that x0 is an initial configuration and
yK satisfies Lspec . By proposition 8 we can then easily show that, there is a run of TA
satisfying Lspec iff in at least one iteration, the constructed formula (1) is satisfiable.
J

6

NP-hardness of multiplicative threshold automata

A natural question arises from the results of the previous section. Can we do better than
fixed-parameter tractability and instead solve the reachability problem for multiplicative
threshold automata in polynomial time? We remark that the proof of NP-hardness of
reachability for threshold automata given in [2] does not produce multiplicative threshold
automata and hence does not answer this question. Nevertheless, we show that it is unlikely
for reachability of multiplicative threshold automata to be in polynomial time.
I Theorem 12. Coverability (and hence reachability) for multiplicative threshold automata
is NP-hard even when there are no fall guards.
Proof. We give an easy reduction from 3-SAT. Let ϕ be a propositional formula with variables
x1 , . . . , xk and clauses C1 , . . . , Cm . We will have 2k shared variables y1 , . . . , yk , y¯1 , . . . , y¯k
and one environment variable n, denoting the number of processes. Incrementing yi
(y¯i resp.) corresponds to setting xi to true (false resp). We will have 2k + 1 locations
`0 , `00 , `1 , `01 , . . . , `0k−1 , `k . Between `i and `0i we will have two rules which increment yi and
y¯i respectively. To ensure that all the processes increment the same variable, we have two
rules from `0i to `i+1 which test that yi ≥ n and y¯i ≥ n respectively. Hence if one process
increments yi and another increments y¯i , then all the processes get stuck at `0i .
Let var(xi ) = yi and let var(x̄i ) = y¯i . We will then have m locations `k+1 , `k+2 , . . . , `k+m
and the following rules between `k+i−1 and `k+i for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m: If the clause Ci is
of the form a ∨ b ∨ c then there are three rules between `k+i−1 and `k+i , each checking if
var(a) ≥ 1, var(b) ≥ 1 and var(c) ≥ 1 respectively. Hence if either one of var(a) or var(b)
or var(c) was incremented, the processes could move from `k+i−1 to `k+i , otherwise all the
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processes get stuck at `k+i−1 . Finally we set the initial location to be `0 and the specification
to be L=0 = ∅ and L>0 = {`k+m }. It is then easy to see that ϕ is satisfied iff there is a run
which satisfies Lspec .
J

7

Experiments

We implemented the contraction procedure for the acyclic threshold automata as presented
in section 4 and then used the algorithm for multiplicative threshold automata presented in
section 5. To leverage the solid engineering work that has been put into modern SMT solvers,
we used the Z3 solver to solve the convex semi-linear Horn formulas as well as to choose
a context (and rule) sequence. We applied our implementations to all the multiplicative
protocols in the latest version of the benchmark of [24], which contains various algorithms
taken from the distributed computing literature. For more information on the protocols, we
refer the reader to the benchmark of [24].
Table 1 The experiments were run on a machine with Intel® CoreTM i5-7200U CPU with 7.7
GiB memory. The time limit was set to be 2 hours and the memory limit was set to be 7 GiB. TLE
(MLE) means that the time limit (memory limit) exceeded for the particular benchmark.
Input

Case
(if more than one)

frb
frb

hand-coded TA

strb
strb

hand-coded TA

nbacg

Time, seconds
This paper

Algo from [2]

ByMC

0.38

0.32

0.07

0.29

0.31

0.16

0.44

0.43

0.14

0.32

0.30

0.10

2.92

8.43

9.71

aba

Case 1

4.49

10.26

25.6

aba

Case 2

18.29

41.92

704.9

cbc

Case 1

3579.24

MLE

MLE

cbc

Case 2

183.61

2035.5

26.37

cbc

Case 3

MLE

MLE

MLE

cbc

Case 4

MLE

MLE

MLE

cbc

hand-coded TA

3.27

0.91

0.26

cf1s

Case 1

13.81

13.53

37.09

cf1s

Case 2

12.47

16.14

186.5

cf1s

Case 3

84.95

86.98

7875

cf1s

hand-coded TA

1.75

1.31

2737.53

c1cs

Case 1

179.39

598.2

TLE

c1cs

Case 2

70.77

747.86

7119.71

c1cs

Case 3

604.91

1575.21

MLE

c1cs

hand-coded TA

4.87

6.63

TLE

Evaluation: Table 1 summarizes our results and compares them with the results obtained
using ByMC, the tool presented in [24] and the algorithm from [2].
For some safety specifications, our contraction procedure was able to reduce the number
of locations by more than 50% for the cbc protocol(s). This helped us save some memory,
as we also noticed that running just the algorithm for multiplicative threshold automata
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took much more memory and the algorithm was not able to complete its execution. Our
implementation compares favorably with both ByMC and the algorithm from [2] in some
cases, but also performs worse in some of the hand-coded examples, the second case of cbc
and the frb and strb protocols.

8

Conclusion

In this paper, we have investigated the parameterized complexity of safety in threshold
automata. Though we have proved hardness results even in very restricted settings, we have
also identified tractable special cases which arise in practice. A preliminary implementation
of our algorithms suggest that these methods might be useful in practice as well.
For the sake of simplicity, we have only restricted to verifying safety properties in this
paper. A special type of logic called ELTLFT [12] has been proposed for threshold automata
which can express various safety and liveness properties. Since model checking this logic
decomposes to a finite number of safety specifications (modulo some technical constraints),
we believe that our algorithm for multiplicative threshold automata can be adapted to give
an algorithm for model checking this logic as well.
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Abstract
This paper exploits extended Bayesian networks for uncertainty reasoning on Petri nets, where firing
of transitions is probabilistic. In particular, Bayesian networks are used as symbolic representations
of probability distributions, modelling the observer’s knowledge about the tokens in the net. The
observer can study the net by monitoring successful and failed steps.
An update mechanism for Bayesian nets is enabled by relaxing some of their restrictions,
leading to modular Bayesian nets that can conveniently be represented and modified. As for every
symbolic representation, the question is how to derive information – in this case marginal probability
distributions – from a modular Bayesian net. We show how to do this by generalizing the known
method of variable elimination. The approach is illustrated by examples about the spreading
of diseases (SIR model) and information diffusion in social networks. We have implemented our
approach and provide runtime results.
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1

Introduction

Today’s software systems and the real-world processes they support are often distributed,
with agents acting independently based on their own local state but without complete
knowledge of the global state. E.g., a social network may expose a partial history of its users’
interactions while hiding their internal states. An application tracing the spread of a virus
can record test results but not the true infection state of its subjects. Still, in both cases, we
would like to derive knowledge under uncertainty to allow us, for example, to predict the
spread of news in the social network or trace the outbreak of a virus.
© Rebecca Bernemann, Benjamin Cabrera, Reiko Heckel, and Barbara König;
licensed under Creative Commons License CC-BY
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Using Petri nets as a basis for modelling concurrent systems, our aim is to perform
uncertainty reasoning on Petri nets, employing Bayesian networks as compact representations
of probability distributions. Assume that we are observing a discrete-time concurrent system
modelled by a Petri net. The net’s structure is known, but its initial state is uncertain, given
only as an a-priori probability distribution on markings. The net is probabilistic: Transitions
are chosen at random, either from the set of enabled transitions or independently, based
on probabilities that are known but may change between steps. We cannot observe which
transition actually fires, but only if firing was successful or failed. Failures occur if the
chosen transition is not enabled under the current marking (in the case where we choose
transitions independently), if no transition can fire, or if a special fail transition is chosen.
After observing the system for a number of steps, recording a sequence of “success” and
“failure” events, we then determine a marginal distribution on the markings (e.g., compute
the probability that a given place is marked), taking into account all observations.
First, we set up a framework for uncertainty reasoning based on time-inhomogeneous
Markov chains that formally describes this scenario, parameterized over the specific semantics
of the probabilistic net. This encompasses the well-known stochastic Petri nets [29], as well as
a semantics where the choice of the marking and the transition is independent (Sct. 2 and 3).
Using basic Bayesian reasoning (reminiscent of methods used for hidden Markov models [32]),
it is conceptually relatively straightforward to update the probability distribution based on
the acquired knowledge. However, the probability space is exponential in the number of
places of the net and hence direct computations become infeasible relatively quickly.
Following [5], our solution is to use (modular) Bayesian networks [36, 13, 31] as compact
symbolic representations of probability distributions. Updates to the probability distribution
can be performed very efficiently on this data structure, simply by adding additional nodes.
By analyzing the structure of the Petri net we ensure that this node has a minimal number
of connections to already existing nodes (Sct. 4 and 5).
As for every symbolic representation, the question is how to derive information, in this
case marginal probability distributions. We solve this question by generalizing the known
method of variable elimination [14, 13] to modular Bayesian networks. This method is known
to work efficiently for networks of small treewidth, a fact that we experimentally verify in
our implementation (Sct. 6 and 7).
We consider some small application examples modelling gossip and infection spreading.
Summarized, our contributions are:
We propose a framework for uncertainty reasoning based on time-inhomogeneous Markov
chains, parameterized over different types of probabilistic Petri nets (Sct. 2 and 3).
We use modular Bayesian networks to symbolically represent and update probability
distributions (Sct. 4 and 5).
We extend the variable elimination method to modular Bayesian networks and show how
it can be efficiently employed in order to compute marginal distributions (Sct. 6). This is
corroborated by our implementation and runtime results (Sct. 7).
All proofs and further material can be found in the full version [1].

2
2.1

Markov Chains and Probabilistic Condition/Event Nets
Markov Chains

Markov chains [18, 35] are a stochastic state-based model, in which the probability of a
transition depends only on the state of origin. Here we restrict to a finite state space.
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I Definition 1 (Markov chain). Let Q be a finite state space. A (discrete-time) Markov chain
is a sequence (Xn )n∈N0 of random variables such that for q, q0 , . . . , qn ∈ Q:
P (Xn+1 = q | Xn = qn ) = P (Xn+1 = q | Xn = qn , . . . , X0 = q0 ).
Assume that |Q| = k. Then, the probability distribution over Q at time n can be
represented as a k-dimensional vector pn , indexed over Q. We abbreviate pn (q) = P (Xn = q).
We define k × k-transition matrices P n , indexed over Q, with entries1 for the entry of matrix
M at row q 0 and column q: P n (q 0 | q) = P (Xn+1 = q 0 | Xn = q). Note that pn+1 = P n · pn .
We do not restrict to time-homogeneous Markov chains where it is required that P n = P n+1
for all n ∈ N0 . Instead, the probability distribution on the transitions might vary over time.

2.2

Probabilistic Condition/Event Nets

As a basis for probabilistic Petri nets we use the following variant of condition/event nets
[33]. Deviating from [33], we omit the initial marking and furthermore the fact that the postcondition is marked is not inhibiting the firing of a transition. That is, we omit the so-called
contact condition, which makes it easier to model examples from application scenarios where
the contact condition would be unnatural. Note however that we could easily accommodate
the theory to include this condition, as we did in the predecessor paper [5].
I Definition 2 (condition/event net). A condition/event net (C/E net or simply Petri net)
•
•
N = (S, T, (), () ) is a four-tuple consisting of a finite set of places S, a finite set of
•
•
transitions T with pre-conditions () : T → P(S) and post-conditions () : T → P(S). A
marking is any subset of places m ⊆ S and will also be represented by a bit string m ∈ {0, 1}|S|
(assuming an ordering on the places).
A transition t can fire for a marking m ⊆ S if • t ⊆ m. Then marking m is transformed
t
t
into m0 = (m \ • t) ∪ t• , written m ⇒ m0 . We write m ⇒ to indicate that there exists some
t
t
m0 with m ⇒ m0 and m ⇒
6 if this is not the case. We denote the set of all markings by
M = P(S).
In order to obtain a Markov chain from a C/E net, we need the following data: given a
marking m and a transition t, we denote by rn (m, t) the probability of firing t in marking m
(at step n), and by rn (m, fail) the probability of going directly to a fail state ∗.
•

•

I Definition 3. Let N = (S, T, (), () ) be a condition/event net and let Tf = T ∪ {fail}
(the set of transitions enriched with a fail transition). Furthermore let rn : M × Tf → [0, 1],
n ∈ N0 be a family of functions (the transition distributions at step n), such that for each
P
n ∈ N0 , m ∈ M:
t∈Tf rn (m, t) = 1.
The Markov chain generated from N, rn has states Q = M ∪ {∗} and for m, m0 ∈ M:
P
rn (m, t)
P (Xn+1 = m0 | Xn = ∗) = 0
P (Xn+1 = m0 | Xn = m) =
t
Pt∈T,m⇒m0
P (Xn+1 = ∗ | Xn = m) =
P (Xn+1 = ∗ | Xn = ∗) = 1
t rn (m, t)
t∈Tf ,m6⇒

fail

where we assume that m 6 ⇒ for every m ∈ M.
Note that we can make a transition from m to the fail state ∗ either when there is a nonzero probability for performing such a transition directly or when we pick a transition that

1

We are using the notation M (q 0 | q), resembling conditional probability,
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d1
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d2
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i1

I1

r1

R1
I

d3

d4

K3

d5

K4

(a) A Petri net modelling gossip
diffusion in a social network (Ki :
i knows information).

S2

i2

I2

r2

R2

(b) A Petri net modelling spread of
a disease (S: susceptible, I: infected,
R: removed).

fail
flp

inf

(c) A Petri net modelling a
test with false positives and
negatives (I: infected).

Figure 1 Example Petri nets.

fail

cannot be fired in m. Requiring that m 6 ⇒ for every m is for notational convenience, since we
have to sum up all probabilities leading to the fail state ∗ to compute P (Xn+1 = ∗ | Xn = m).
In this way the symbol 6⇒ always signifies a transition to ∗.
By parametrising over rn we obtain different semantics for condition/even nets. In
particular, we consider the following two probabilistic semantics, both based on probability
distributions pnT : T → [0, 1], n ∈ N0 on transitions. We work under the assumption that
this information is given or can be gained from extra knowledge that we have about our
environment.
Independent case: Here we assume that the marking and the transition are drawn independently, where markings are distributed according to pn and transitions according to pnT . It
may happen that the transition and the marking do not “match” and the transition cannot
fire. Formally, rn (m, t) = pnT (t), rn (m, fail) = 0 (where m ∈ M, t ∈ T ). This extends to the
case where fail has non-zero probability, with probability distribution pnT : Tf → [0, 1].
Stochastic net case: We consider stochastic Petri nets [29] which are often provided with a
semantics based on continuous-time Markov chains [35]. Here, however we do not consider
continuous time, but instead model the embedded discrete-time Markov chain of jumps that
abstracts from the timing. The firing rate of a transition t is proportional to pnT (t).
Intuitively, we first sample a marking m (according to pn ) and then sample a transition,
restricting to those that are enabled in m. Formally, for every t ∈ Tf , rn (m, t) = 0,
P
n 0
rn (m, fail) = 1 if no transition can fire in m and rn (m, t) = pnT (t)/
t0 pT (t ), rn (m, fail) =
m⇒
0 otherwise.
Other semantics might make sense, for instance the probability of firing a transition could
depend on a place not contained in its pre-condition. Furthermore, it is possible to mix the
two semantics and do one step in the independent and the next in the stochastic semantics.
I Example 1. The following nets illustrate the two semantics. The first net (Fig. 1a) explains
the diffusion of gossip in a social network: There are four users and each place Ki represents
the knowledge of user i. To convey the fact that user i knows some secret, place Ki contains
a token. The diffusion of information is represented by transitions dj . E.g., if 1 knows the
secret he will tell it to either 2 or 3 and if 3 knows a secret she will broadcast it to both 1
and 4. Note that a person will share the secret even if the recipient already knows, and she
will retain this knowledge (see the double arrows in the net).2

2

Hence, in the Petri net semantics, we allow a transition to fire although the post-conditions is marked.
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Here we use the stochastic semantics: only transitions that are enabled will be chosen
(unless the marking is empty and no transition can fire). We assume that pT (d2 ) = 1/3 and
pT (d1 ) = pT (d3 ) = pT (d4 ) = pT (d5 ) = 1/6, i.e., user 2 is more talkative than the others.
One of the states of the Markov chain is the marking m = 1100 (K1 , K2 are marked –
users 1 and 2 know the secret – and K3 , K4 are unmarked – users 3 and 4 do not). In this
situation transitions d1 , d2 , d3 are enabled. We normalize the probabilities and obtain that
d2 fires with probability 1/2 and the other two with probability 1/4. By firing d1 or d2 we stay
in state 1100, i.e., the corresponding Markov chain has a loop with probability 3/4. Firing d3
gives us a transition to state 1110 (user 3 now knows the secret too) with probability 1/4.
The second net (Fig. 1b) models the classical SIR infection model [24] for two persons.
A person is susceptible (represented by a token in place Si ) if he or she has not yet been
infected. If the other person is infected (i.e. place I1 or I2 is marked), then he or she might
also get infected with the disease. Finally, people recover (or die), which means that they
are removed (places Ri ). Again we use the stochastic semantics.
The third net (Fig. 1c) models a test (for instance for an infection) that may have false
positives and false negatives. A token in place I means that the corresponding person is
infected. Apart from I there is another random variable R (for result) that tells whether
the test is positive or negative. In order to faithfully model the test, we assign the following
¯ (false or lucky positive: this transition
probabilities to the transitions: pT (flp) = P (R | I)
can fire regardless of whether I is marked, in which case the test went wrong and is only
¯ (the remaining probability,3 such that
accidentally positive), pT (inf ) = P (R | I) − P (R | I)
the probabilities of flp and inf add up to the true positive) and pT (fail) = P (R̄ | I) (false
negative). Here we use the independent semantics, assuming that we have a random test
where the ground truth (infected or not infected) is independent of the firing probabilities of
the transitions.

3

Uncertainty Reasoning for Condition/Event Nets

We now introduce the following scenario for uncertainty reasoning: assume that we are given
an initial probability distribution p0∗ on the markings of the Petri net. We stipulate that
the fail state ∗ cannot occur, assuming that the state of the net is always some (potentially
unknown) well-defined marking. If this fail state would be reached in the Markov model, we
assume that the marking of the Petri net does not change, i.e., we perform a “reset” to the
previous marking.
Furthermore, we are aware of all firing probabilities of the various transitions, given
by the functions (rn )n∈N0 and hence all transition matrices P n that specify the transition
probabilities at step n.
Then we observe the system and obtain a sequence of success and failure occurrences.
We are not told which exact transition fires, but only if the firing is successful or fails (since
the pre-condition of the transition is not covered by the marking). Note that according to
our model, transitions can be chosen to fire, although they are not activated. This could
happen if either a user or the environment tries to fire such a transition, unaware of the
status of its pre-condition. Failure corresponds to entering state ∗ and in this case we assume
the marking does not change. That is, we keep the previous marking, but acquire additional
knowledge – namely that firing fails – which is used to update the probability distribution
according to Prop. 4 (by performing the corresponding matrix multiplications, including
normalization).

3

¯ ≤ P (R | I).
Here we require that P (R | I)
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We use the following notation: let M be a matrix indexed over M ∪ {∗}. Then we denote
by M∗ the matrix obtained by deleting the ∗-indexed row and column from M . Analogously
for a vector p. Note that (M · p)∗ = M∗ · p∗ . Furthermore if p∗ is a sub-probability vector,
indexed over M, norm(p∗ )stands for the corresponding normalized vector, where the m-entry
P
0
is p∗ (m)/
m0 ∈M p∗ (m ) .
I Proposition 4. Let rn : M × Tf → [0, 1] and pn : M ∪ {∗} → [0, 1] be given as above. Let
N be a C/E net and let (Xn )n∈N0 be the Markov chain generated from N, rn . Then
P (Xn+1 = m0 | Xn+1 6= ∗, Xn 6= ∗) = P (Xn+1 = m0 | Xn+1 6= ∗) = norm(P∗n · pn∗ )(m0 )
P (Xn = m | Xn+1 = ∗, Xn 6= ∗) = norm(F∗n · pn∗ )(m)
where pn (m) = P (Xn = m), pn (∗) = P (Xn = ∗) and F n is a diagonal matrix with
F n (m̄ | m̄) := P n (∗ | m̄), m̄ ∈ M, and F n (∗ | ∗) := P n (∗ | ∗) = 1, all other entries are 0.
Hence, in case we observe a success we update the probability distribution to p̄n+1 by
computing P∗n · p̄n (and normalizing). Instead, in the case of a failure we assume that
the marking stays unchanged, but by observing the failure we have gathered additional
knowledge, which means that we can replace p̄n+1 by F∗n · p̄n (after normalization).
P∗n and F∗n are typically not stochastic, but only sub-stochastic. For a (sub-)probability
matrix M∗ and a (sub-)probability vector p∗ it is easy to see that norm(M∗ · p∗ ) = norm(M∗ ·
norm(p∗ )). Hence another option is to omit the normalization steps and to normalize at the
very end of the sequence of observations. Normalization may be undefined (in the case of
the 0-vector), which signifies that we assumed an a priori probability distribution that is
inconsistent with reality.
I Example 2. We get back to Ex. 1 and discuss uncertainty reasoning. Assume that in the
net in Fig. 1b person 1 is susceptible (S1 is marked), person 2 is infected (I2 is marked) and
the ij -transitions have a higher rate (higher probability of firing) than the rj -transitions.
Then, in the next step the probability that both are infected is higher than the probability
that 1 is still susceptible and 2 has recovered.
Regarding the net in Fig. 1c we can show that in the next step, in the case of success,
the probability distribution is updated in such a way that place I is marked with probability
P (I | R) and unmarked with probability P (I¯ | R) (P (I | R̄), P (I¯ | R̄) in the case of failure),
exactly as required. For more details see [1].

4

Modular Bayesian Networks
A
D
B
E
C

Figure 2 An example Bayesian network.

In order to implement the updates to the probability distributions described above in an
efficient way, we will now represent probability distributions over markings symbolically as
Bayesian networks [31, 8]. Bayesian networks (BNs) model certain probabilistic dependencies
of random variables through conditional probability tables and a graphical representation.
Consider for instance the Bayesian network in Fig. 2. Each node (A, B, C, D, E)
represents a binary random variable, where a node without predecessors (e.g., A) is associated
with the probabilities P (A) and P (Ā). Edges denote dependencies: for instance D is
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dependent on A, B, which means that D is associated with a conditional probability table
(matrix) with entries P (D | A, B), similar for E (entries of the form P (E | D, C)). In both
cases, the matrix contains 2 · 4 = 8 entries.
We will later describe how to derive probability distributions and marginal probabilities
(for instance P (E)) from a Bayesian network.
We deviate from the literature on Bayesian networks in three respects: first, since we
will update and transform those networks, we need a structure where we can easily express
compositionality via sequential and parallel composition. To this end we use the representation
of Bayesian networks via PROPs as in [16, 22]. Second, we permit sub-stochastic matrices.
Third, we allow a node to have several outgoing wires, whereas in classical Bayesian networks
a node is always associated to the distribution of a single random variable. This is needed
since we need to add nodes to a network that represent stochastic matrices of arbitrary
dimensions (basically the matrices P n and F n of Proposition 4). We rely on the notation
introduced in [5], but extend it by taking the last item above into account.

4.1

Causality Graphs

The syntax of Bayesian networks is provided by causality graphs [5]. For this we fix a set of
node labels G, also called generators, where every g ∈ G is associated with a type ng → mg ,
where ng , mg ∈ N0 .
I Definition 5 (Causality Graph (CG)). A causality graph (CG) of type n → m, n, m ∈ N0 ,
is a tuple B = (V, `, s, out) where
V is a set of nodes
` : V → G is a labelling function that assigns a generator `(v) ∈ G to each node v ∈ V .
s : V → WB∗ is the source function that maps a node to a sequence of input wires, where
|s(v)| = n`(v) and WB = {(v, p) | v ∈ V, p ∈ {1, . . . , m`(v) }} ∪ {i1 , . . . , in } is the wire set.
out : {o1 , . . . , om } → WB is the output function that assigns each output port to a wire.
Moreover, the corresponding directed graph (defined by s) has to be acyclic.
We also define the target function t : V → WB∗ with t(v) = (v, 1) . . . (v, m`(v) ) and the set
of internal wires IW B = WB \{i1 , . . . , in , out(o1 ), . . . , out(om )}.
We visualize such causality graphs by drawing the n input wires on the left and the m
outputs on the right. Each node v is drawn as a box, with nv ingoing wires and mv outgoing
wires, ordered from top to bottom. Connections induced by the source and by the output
function are drawn as undirected edges (see Fig. 2).
We define two operations on causality graphs: sequential composition and tensor. Given B
of type n → k and B 0 of type k → m, the sequential composition is obtained via concatenation,
by identifying the output wires of B with the input wires of B 0 , resulting in B; B 0 of type
n → m. The tensor takes two causality graphs Bi of type ni → mi , i ∈ {1, 2} and takes their
disjoint union, concatenating the sequences of input and output wires, resulting in B1 ⊗ B2
of type n1 + n2 → m1 + m2 . For formal definitions see [5, 4].

4.2

(Sub-)Stochastic Matrices

The semantics of modular Bayesian networks is given by (sub-)stochastic matrices, i.e.,
matrices with entries from [0, 1], where column sums will be at most 1. If the sum equals
exactly 1 we obtain stochastic matrices.
We consider only matrices whose dimensions are a power of two. Analogously to causality
graphs, we type matrices, and say that a matrix has type n → m whenever it is of dimension
2m × 2n . We again use a sequential composition operator ; that corresponds to matrix
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multiplication (P ; Q = Q · P ) and the Kronecker product ⊗ as the tensor. More concretely,
given P : n1 → m1 , Q : n2 → m2 we define P ⊗ Q : n1 + n2 → m1 + m2 as (P ⊗ Q)(x1 x2 |
y1 y2 ) = P (x1 | y1 ) · Q(x2 | y2 ) where xi ∈ {0, 1}mi , yi ∈ {0, 1}ni .

4.3

Modular Bayesian Networks

Finally, modular Bayesian networks, adapted from [5], are causality graphs, where each
generator g ∈ G is associated with a (sub-)stochastic matrix of suitable type.
I Definition 6 (Modular Bayesian network (MBN)). An MBN is a tuple (B, ev) where B is
a causality graph and ev an evaluation function that assigns to every generator g ∈ G of
type n → m a 2m × 2n sub-stochastic matrix ev(g). An MBN (B, ev) is called an ordinary
Bayesian network (OBN) whenever B has no inputs (i.e. it has type 0 → m), each generator
is of type n → 1, out is a bijection and every node is associated with a stochastic matrix.
We now describe how to evaluate an MBN to obtain a (sub-)stochastic matrix. For
OBNs – which are exactly the Bayesian networks considered in [17] – this coincides with the
standard interpretation and yields a probability vector of dimension m.
I Definition 7 (MBN evaluation). Let (B, ev) be an MBN where B is of type n → m. Then
Mev (B) is a 2m × 2n -matrix, which is defined as follows:
XY
Mev (B)(x1 . . . xm | y1 . . . yn ) =
ev(l(v)) (b(t(v)) | b(s(v)))
b∈B v∈V

with x1 , . . . , xm , y1 , . . . , yn ∈ {0, 1}. B is the set of all functions b : WB → {0, 1} such that
b(ij ) = yj , b(out(ok )) = xk , where k ∈ {1, . . . , m}, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The functions b are
applied pointwise to sequences of wires.
Calculating the underlying probability distribution of an MBN can also be done on a
graphical level by treating every occurring wire as a boolean variable that can be assigned
either 0 or 1. Function b ∈ B assigns the wires, ensuring consistency with the input/output
values. After the wire assignment, the corresponding entries of each matrix ev(l(v)) are
multiplied. After iterating over every possible wire assignment, the products are summed up.
Note that Mev is compositional, it preserves sequential composition and tensor. More
formally, it is a functor between symmetric monoidal categories, or – more specifically –
between CC-structured PROPs (More details on PROPs are given in the full version [1].).
I Example 3. We illustrate Def. 7 by evaluating the Bayesian network (B 0 , ev) in Fig. 2.
This results in a 2 × 1-matrix Mev (B 0 ), assigning (sub-)probabilities to the only output wire
in the diagram being 1 or 0, respectively. More concretely, we assign values to the four inner
wires to obtain:
X
X
X
X

Mev (B 0 )(e) =
A(a) · B(b) · C(c) · D(d | ab) · E(e | cd) ,
a∈{0,1} b∈{0,1} c∈{0,1} d∈{0,1}

where a, b, c, d, e correspond to the output wire of the corresponding matrix (A, B, C, D, E).

5

Updating Bayesian Networks

An MBN B of type 0 → k, as defined above, symbolically represents a probability distribution
on {0, 1}k , that is, a probability distribution on markings of a net with |S| = k places.
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Under uncertainty reasoning (cf. Section 3), the probability distribution in the next step
pn+1 is obtained by multiplying pn with a matrix M (either P∗n in the successful case or F∗n
in the case of failure). Hence, a simple way to update B would be to create an MBN BM
with a single node v (labelled by a generator g with ev(g) = M ), connected to k inputs and
k outputs. Then the updated B 0 is simply B; BM (remember that sequential composition
corresponds to matrix multiplication). However, at dimension 2k × 2k the matrix M is huge
and we would sacrifice the desirable compact symbolic representation. Hence the aim is to
decompose M = M 0 ⊗ Id where Id is an identity matrix of suitable dimension. Due to the
functoriality of MBN evaluation this means composing with a smaller matrix and a number
of identity wires (see e.g. Fig. 3b).
This decomposition arises naturally from the structure of the Petri net N , in particular if
there are only relatively few transitions that may fire in a step. In this case we intuitively
have to attach a stochastic matrix only to the wires representing the places connected to
those transitions, while the other wires can be left unchanged. If there are several updates,
we of course have to attach several matrices, but each of them might be of a relatively modest
size.
In order to have a uniform treatment of the various semantics, we assume that for
each step n there is a set S̄ ⊆ S of places4 and a set T̄ ⊆ Tf of transitions such that: (i)
rn (m, t) = 0 whenever t 6∈ T̄ ; (ii) rn (m1 m2 , t) = r̄(m1 , t) for some function r̄ (where m1 is a
marking of length ` = |S̄|, corresponding to the places of S̄); (iii) S̄ contains at least • t, t•
for all t ∈ T̄ . Intuitively, S̄, T̄ specify the relevant places and transitions.
For the two Petri net semantics studied earlier, these conditions are satisfied if we take
as T̄ the support of pnT and as S̄ the union of all pre- and post-sets of T̄ . The function rn
can in both cases be defined in terms of r̄: in the independent case this is obvious, whereas
in the stochastic net case we observe that rn (m, t) is only dependent on pnT and on the set of
transitions that is enabled in m and this can be derived from m1 .
Now, under these assumptions, we can prove that we obtain the decomposition mentioned
above.
I Proposition 8. Assume that N is a condition/even-net together with a function rn . Assume
that we have S̄ ⊆ S, T̄ ⊆ Tf satisfying the conditions above. Then
P
r̄(m1 , t).
P∗n = P 0 ⊗ Id2k−` where P 0 (m01 | m1 ) =
t
0
Pt∈T̄ ,m1 ⇒m1
n
0
0
0
0
F∗ = F ⊗ Id2k−` where F (m1 | m1 ) =
t r̄(m1 , t) if m1 = m1 and 0 otherwise.
t∈T̄ ,m1 ⇒
6

Here P 0 , F 0 are 2` × 2` -matrices and m1 , m01 ⊆ S̄. Note also that we implicitly restricted the
firing relation to the markings on S̄.
I Example 4. In order to illustrate this, we go back to gossip diffusion (Fig. 1a, Ex. 1). Our
input is the following: an initial probability distribution, describing the a priori knowledge,
given by an MBN. Here we have no information about who knows or does not know the secret
and hence we assume a uniform probability distribution over all markings. This is represented
by the Bayesian network in Fig. 3a where each node is associated with a 2 × 1-matrix (vector)
Ki where both entries are 1/2.
Also part of the input is the family of transition distributions (rn )n∈N0 . Here we assume
that the firing probabilities of transitions are as in Example 1, but not all users are active
at the same time. We have information that in the first step only users 1 and 2 are active,
hence by normalization we obtain probabilities 1/4, 1/2, 1/4 for transitions d1 , d2 , d3 (the
other transitions are deactivated).
4

Without loss of generality we assume that the outputs have been permuted such that places in S̄ occur
first in the sequence of places.
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Figure 3 Example: transformation of modular Bayesian networks.

Now we observe a success step. According to Sct. 3 we can make an update with P∗ where
P is the transition matrix of the Markov chain. Since none of the transitions is attached to
place K4 the optimizations of this section allow us to represent P∗ as P 0 ⊗ Id2 where P 0 is
an 8 × 8-matrix. E.g., as discussed in Ex. 1, we have P 0 (110 | 110) = 3/4, P 0 (111 | 110) = 1/4.
This matrix is simply attached to the modular Bayesian network (see Fig. 3b).
Now assume that it is our task to compute the probability that place K3 is marked.
For this, we compute the corresponding marginal probabilities by terminating each output
wire (apart from the third one) (see Fig. 3c). “Terminating a wire” means to remove it
from the output wires. This results in summing up over all possible values assigned to each
wire, where we can completely omit the last component, which is the unit of the Kronecker
product. Note that the resulting vector is sub-stochastic and still has to be normalized. The
normalization factor can be obtained by terminating also the remaining third wire, which
gives us the probability mass of the sub-probability distribution. Our implementation will
now tell us that place K3 is marked with probability 5/8.

6
6.1

Variable Elimination and Tree Decompositions
Motivation

Given a modular Bayesian network, it is inefficient to obtain the full distribution, not just
from the point of view of the computation, but also since its direct representation is of
exponential size. However what we often need is to compute a marginal distribution (e.g.,
the probability that a certain place is marked) or a normalization factor for a sub-stochastic
probability distribution (cf. Ex. 4). Another application would be to transform an MBN
into an OBN, by isolating that part of the network that does not conform to the properties
of an OBN, evaluating it and replacing it by an equivalent OBN.
Def. 7 gives a recipe for the evaluation, which is however quite inefficient. Hence we
will now explain and adapt the well-known concept of variable elimination [14, 13]. Let us
study the problem with a concrete example. Consider the Bayesian network B 0 in Fig. 2
and its evaluation described in Ex. 3. If we perform this computation one has to enumerate
24 = 16 bit vectors of length 4. Furthermore, after eliminating d we have to represent a
matrix (also called factor in the literature on Bayesian networks) that is dependent on four
random variables (a, b, c, e), hence we say that it has width 4 (24 = 16 entries).
However, it is not difficult to see that we can – via the distributive law – reorder the
products and sums to obtain a more efficient way of computing the values:
X
X
X
X




Mev (B 0 )(e) =
A(a) · D(d | ab) · B(b) · C(c) · E(e | cd) .
d∈{0,1}

c∈{0,1}

b∈{0,1}

a∈{0,1}
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In this way we obtain smaller matrices, the largest matrix (or factor) that occurs is D
(width 3). Choosing a different elimination order might have been worse. For instance, if we
had eliminated d first, we would have to deal with a matrix dependent on a, b, c, e (width 4).

6.2

Variable elimination

The literature of Bayesian networks [14, 13] extensively studies the best variable elimination
order and discusses the relation to treewidth. For our setting we have to extend the results
in the literature, since we also allow generators with more than one output.
I Definition 9 (Elimination order). Let B = (V, `, s, out) be the causality graph of a modular
Bayesian network of type n → m. As in Def. 5 let WB be the set of wires.
We define an undirected graph U0 that has as vertices5 the wires WB and two wires w1 , w2
are connected by an edge whenever they are connected to the same node. More precisely, they
are connected whenever they are input or output wires for the same node (i.e. w1 , w2 are
both in s(v)t(v) for a node v ∈ V ).
Now let w1 , . . . , wk (where k = |IW B |) be an ordering of the internal wires, a so-called
elimination ordering. We update the graph Ui−1 to Ui by removing the next wire wi and
connecting all of its neighbours by edges (so-called fill in). External wires are never eliminated.
The width of the elimination ordering is the size of the largest clique that occurs in some
graph Ui . The elimination width of B is the least width taken over all orderings.
In the case of Bayesian networks, the set of wires of an OBN corresponds to the set of
random variables. In the literature, the graph U0 is called the moralisation of the Bayesian
network, it is obtained by taking the Bayesian network (an acyclic graph), forgetting about
the direction of the edges, and connecting all the parents (i.e., the predecessors) of a random
variable, i.e. making them form a clique. This results in the same graph as the construction
described above.
To introduce the algorithm, we need the notion of a factor, already hinted at earlier.
I Definition 10 (Factor). Let (B, ev) be a modular Bayesian network with a set of wires
WB . A factor (f, w̃) of size s consists of a map f : {0, 1}s → [0, 1] together with a sequence
of wires w̃ ∈ WB∗ . We require that w̃ is of length s (|w̃| = s) and does not contain duplicates.
Given a wire w ∈ WB and a multiset F of factors, we denote by Cw (F) all those factors
(f, w̃) ∈ F where w̃ contains w. By Xw (F) we denote the set of all wires that occur in the
factors in Cw (F), apart from w.
We now consider an algorithm that computes the probability distribution represented
by a modular Bayesian network of type n → m. We assume that an evaluation map ev,
mapping generators to their corresponding matrices, and an elimination order w1 , . . . , wk of
internal wires is given. Furthermore, given a sequence of wires w̃ = w10 . . . ws0 and a bitstring
x = x1 . . . xs , we define the substitution function bw̃,x from wires to bits as bw̃,x (wj0 ) = xj .
I Algorithm 11 (Variable elimination).
Input: An MBN (B, ev) of type n → m
Let F0 be the initial multiset of factors. For each node v of type n`(v) → m`(v) , it contains
the matrix ev(v), represented as a factor f , together with the sequence s(v)t(v). That is
f (xy) = ev(v)(y | x) where x ∈ {0, 1}n`(v) , y ∈ {0, 1}m`(v) .

5

We talk about the nodes of an MBN B and the vertices of an undirected graph Ui .
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Now assume that we have a set Fi−1 of factors and take the next wire wi in the elimination
order. We choose all those factors that contain wi and compute a new factor (f, w̃). Let
w̃ be a sequence that contains all wires of Xw (Fi−1 ) (in arbitrary order, but without
duplicates). Let s = |w̃|. Then f is a function of type f : {0, 1}s → [0, 1], defined as:
X

Y

z∈{0,1}

(g,w̃g )∈Cwi (Fi−1 )

f (y) =

g(bw̃wi ,yz (w̃g )).

We set Fi = Fi−1 \Cwi (Fi−1 ) ∪ {(f, w̃)}.
After the elimination of all wires we obtain a multiset of factors Fk , whose sequences
contain only input and output wires. The resulting probability distribution is p : {0, 1}n+m
→ [0, 1], where x ∈ {0, 1}n , y ∈ {0, 1}m , ι̃ = i1 . . . in , õ = out(o1 ) . . . out(om ):
p(xy) =

Y

f (bι̃õ,xy (w̃f ))

(f,w̃f )∈Fk

That is, given the next wire wi we choose all factors that contain this wire, remove them
from Fi−1 and multiply them, while eliminating the wire. The next set is obtained by adding
the new factor. Finally, we have factors that contain only input and output wires and we
obtain the final probability distribution by multiplying them.
I Proposition 12. Given a modular Bayesian network (B, ev) where B is of type n → m,
Algorithm 11 computes its corresponding (sub-)stochastic matrix Mev (B), that is
Mev (B)(y | x) = p(xy)

for x ∈ {0, 1}n , y ∈ {0, 1}m .

Furthermore, the size of the largest factor in any multiset Fi is bounded by the width of the
elimination ordering.

6.3

Comparison to Treewidth

We conclude this section by investigating the relation between elimination width and the
well-known notion of treewidth [2].
I Definition 13 (Treewidth of a causality graph). Let B = (V, `, s, out) be a causality graph
of type n → m. A tree decomposition for B is an undirected tree T = (VT , ET ) such that
every node t ∈ VT is associated with a bag Xt ⊆ WB ,
every wire w ∈ WB in contained in at least one bag Xt ,
for every node v ∈ V there exists a bag Xt such that all input and output wires of v are
contained in Xt (i.e., all wires in s(v) and t(v) are in Xt ) and
for every wire w ∈ WB , the tree nodes {t ∈ VT | w ∈ Xt } form a subtree of T .
The width of a tree decomposition is given by maxt∈VT |Xt | − 1.
The treewidth of B is the minimal width, taken over all tree decompositions.
Note that the treewidth of a causality graph corresponds to the treewidth of the graph
U0 from Def. 9. Now we are ready to compare elimination width and treewidth.
I Proposition 14. Elimination width is always an upper bound for treewidth and they coincide
when B is a causality graph of type 0 → 0. For a network of type 0 → m the treewidth may
be strictly smaller than the elimination width.
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The treewidth might be strictly smaller since we are now allowed to eliminate output
wires. However, it is easy to see that the treewidth plus the number of output wires always
provides an upper bound for the elimination width.
The paper [2] also discusses heuristics for computing good elimination orderings, an
opimization problem that is NP-hard. Hence the treewidth of a causality graph gives us an
upper bound for the most costly step in computing its corresponding probability distribution.
[26] shows that a small treewidth is actually a necessary condition for obtaining efficient
inference algorithms.
We can also compare elimination width to the related notion of term width, more details
can be found in [1].

7

Implementation and Runtime Results

We extended the implementation presented in the predecessor paper [5] by incorporating
probabilistic Petri nets and elimination orderings, in order to evaluate the performance of the
proposed concepts. The implementation is open source and freely available from GitHub.6
Runtime results were obtained by randomly generating Petri nets with different parameters,
e.g. number of places, transitions and tokens, initial marking. The maximal number of places
in pre- and post-conditions is restricted to three and at most five transitions are enabled
in each step. With these parameters, the worst case scenario is the creation of a matrix of
type 30 → 30. After the initialization of a Petri net, which can be interpreted with either
semantics (independent/stochastic), transitions and their probabilities are picked at random.
Then we observe either success or failure and update the probability distribution accordingly.
We select the elimination order via a heuristics by preferring wires with minimal degree in
the graph Ui (cf. Def 9). Furthermore we apply a few optimizations: Nodes with no output
wires will be evaluated first, nodes without inputs second. The observation of a failure will
generate a diagonal matrix, which enables an optimized evaluation, as its input and output
wires have to carry the same value (otherwise we obtain a factor 0). In addition, we use
optimizations whenever we have definitive knowledge about the marking of a particular place
(of a pre-condition), by drawing conclusions about the ability to fire certain transitions.
The plot on the left of Fig. 4 compares runtimes when incorporating ten success/failure
observations directly on the joint distribution (i.e. the naive representation of a probability
distribution) versus our MBN implementation. We initially assume a uniform distribution
of tokens and calculate the probability that the first place is marked after the observations.
Both approaches evaluate the same Petri net and therefore calculate the same results. The
data is for the independent semantics, but it is very similar for the stochastic semantics.
While the runtime increases exponentially when using joint distributions, our MBN
implementation stays relatively constant (see Fig. 4, left). Due to memory issues, handling
Petri nets with more than 30 places is not anymore feasible for the direct computation of
joint distributions. We use the median for comparison (see Fig. 4, left), but if an MBN
consists of very large matrices, the evaluation time will be rather high. The right plot of
Fig. 4 shows this correlation, where colours denote the runtime and the y-axis represents the
number of wires attached to the largest matrix. (Here we actually count equivalence classes
by grouping those wires that have to carry the same value, due to their attachment to a
diagonal matrix, see also the optimization explained above.)

6

https://github.com/RebeccaBe/Bayesian-II
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Figure 4 Left: Median of runtimes performing after 10 transitions on a Petri net. Right: Effect
of large matrices on the runtimes of the MBN implementation.

The advantage of our approach decreases when we have substantially more places in the
pre- and post-set, more transitions that may fire and a larger number of steps, since then
the Bayesian network is more densely connected and contains larger matrices. Furthermore,
one might generally expect the state (containing tokens or not) of places of the Petri net
to become more and more coupled over time, as more transitions have fired, decreasing the
performance improvement we gain from using MBNs. However, recall that the transitions
that can fire at any time are explicitly controlled by the input pnT . This allows our model to
capture situations where different parts of the network stay uncoupled over time and where
using MBNs is an advantage. Furthermore the observation of a failure allows an optimizated
variable elimination, as explained above.

8

Conclusion

We propose a framework for uncertainty reasoning for probabilistic Petri nets that represents
probability distributions compactly via Bayesian networks. In particular we describe how to
efficiently update and evaluate Bayesian networks.
Related work: Naturally, uncertainty reasoning has been considered in many different scenarios
(for an overview see [19]). Here we review only those approaches that are closest to our work.
In [5] we studied a simpler scenario for nets whose transitions do not fire probabilistically,
but are picked by the observer, resulting in a restricted set of update operations. Rather than
computing marginal distributions directly via variable elimination as in this paper, our aim
there was to transform the resulting modular Bayesian network into an ordinary one. Since
the updates to the net were of a simpler nature, we were able to perform this conversion. Here
we are dealing with more complex updates where this can not be done efficiently. Instead we
are concentrating on extracting information, such as marginal distributions, from a Bayesian
network.
Furthermore, uncertainty reasoning as described in Sct. 3 is related to the methods
used for hidden Markov models [32], where the observations refer to the states, whereas we
(partially) observe the transitions.
There are several proposals which enrich Petri nets with a notion of uncertainty:
possibilistic Petri nets [27], plausible Petri nets [9] that combine discrete and continuous
processes or fuzzy Petri nets [6, 34] where firing of transitions is governed by the truth values
of statements. Uncertainty in connection with Petri nets is also treated in [25, 23], but
without introducing a formal model. As far as we know neither approach considers symbolic
representation of probability distributions via Bayesian networks.
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In [3] the authors exploit the fact that Petri nets also have a monoidal structure and
describe how to convert an occurrence (Petri) net with a truly concurrent semantics into a
Bayesian network, allowing to derive probabilistic information, for instance on whether a
place will eventually be marked. This is different from our task, but it will be interesting to
compare further by unfolding our nets and equipping them with a truly concurrent semantics,
based on the probabilistic information from the time-inhomogeneous Markov chain.
We instead propose to use Bayesian networks as symbolic representations of probability
distributions. An alternative would be to employ multi-valued (or multi-terminal) binary
decision diagrams (BDDs) as in [20]. An exact comparison of both methods is left for future
work. We believe that multi-valued BDDs will fare better if there are only few different
numerical values in the distribution, otherwise Bayesian networks should have an advantage.
As mentioned earlier, representing Bayesian networks by PROPs or string diagrams is a
well-known concept, see for instance [16, 22]. The paper [21] describes another transformation
of Bayesian networks by string diagram surgery that models the effect of an intervention.
In addition there is a notion of dynamic Bayesian networks [30], where a random variable
has a separate instance for each time slice. We instead keep only one instance of every
random variable, but update the Bayesian network itself.
In addition to variable elimination, a popular method to compute marginals of a probability
distribution is based on belief propagation and junction trees [28]. In order to assess the
potential efficiency gain, this approach has to be adapted for modular Bayesian networks.
However due to the dense interconnection and large matrices of MBNs, an improvement in
runtime is unclear and deserves future investigation.
Future work: One interesting avenue of future work is to enrich our model with timing
information by considering continuous-time Markov chains [35], where firing delays are
sampled from an exponential distribution. Instead of asking about the probability distribution
after n steps we could instead ask about the probability distribution at time t.
We would also like to add mechanisms for controlling the system, such as transitions that
are under the control of the observer and can be fired whenever enabled. Then the task of
the observer would be to control the system and guide it into a desirable state. In this vein
we are also interested in studying stochastic games [11] with uncertainty.
The interaction between the structure of the Petri net and the efficiency of the analysis
method also deserves further study. For instance, are free-choice nets [15] – with restricted
conflicts of transitions – more amenable to this type of analysis than arbitrary nets?
Recently there has been a lot of interest in modelling compositional systems via string
diagrams, in the categorical setting of symmetric monoidal categories or PROPs [10]. In this
context it would be interesting to see how the established notion of treewidth [2] and its
algebraic characterizations [12] translates into a notion of width for string diagrams. We
started to study this for the notion of term width, but we are not aware of other approaches,
apart from [7] which considers monoidal width.
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Abstract
Concurrent games with a fixed number of agents have been thoroughly studied, with various solution
concepts and objectives for the agents. In this paper, we consider concurrent games with an arbitrary
number of agents, and study the problem of synthesizing a coalition strategy to achieve a global
safety objective. The problem is non-trivial since the agents do not know a priori how many they
are when they start the game. We prove that the existence of a safe arbitrary-large coalition strategy
for safety objectives is a PSPACE-hard problem that can be decided in exponential space.
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1

Introduction

Context. The generalisation and everyday usage of modern distributed systems call both
for the verification and synthesis of algorithms or strategies running on distributed systems.
Concrete examples are cloud computing, blockchain technologies, servers with multiple clients,
wireless sensor networks, bio-chemical systems, or fleets of drones cooperating to achieve a
common goal [11]. In their general form, these systems are not only distributed, but they may
also involve an arbitrary number of agents. This explains the interest of the model-checking
community both for the verification of parameterized systems [15, 9], and for the synthesis
of distributed strategies [21]. Our contribution is at the crossroad of those topics.
Parameterized verification. Parameterized verification refers here to the verification of
systems formed of an arbitrary number of agents. Often, the precise number of agents is
unknown, yet, algorithms and protocols running on such distributed systems are designed
to operate correctly independently of the number of agents. The automated verification
and control of crowds, i.e., in case the agents are anonymous, is challenging. Remarkably,
subtle changes, such as the presence or absence of a controller in the system, can drastically
alter the complexity of the verification problems [15]. In the decidable cases, the intuition
that bugs appear for a small number of agents is sometimes confirmed theoretically by
the existence of a cutoff property, which reduces the parameterized model checking to the
verification of finitely many instances [14]. In the last 15 years, parameterised verification
algorithms were successfully applied to e.g., cache coherence protocols in uniform memory
access multiprocessors [13], or the core of simple reliable broadcast protocols in asynchronous
systems [17]. When agents have unique identifiers, most verification problems become
undecidable, especially if one can use identifiers in the code agents execute [3].
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To our knowledge, there are few works on controlling parameterized systems. Exceptions are, control strategies for (probabilistic) broadcast networks [7] and for crowds of
(probabilistic) automata [6, 18, 12].
Distributed synthesis. The problem of distributed synthesis asks whether strategies for
individual agents can be designed to achieve a global objective, in a context where individuals
have only a partial knowledge of the environment. There are several possible formalizations
for distributed synthesis, for instance via an architecture of processes with communication
links between agents [21], or using coordination games [20, 19, 8]. The two settings are linked,
and many (un)decidability results have been proven, depending on various parameters.
Concurrent games on graphs. By allowing complex interactions between agents, concurrent
games on graphs [1, 2] are a model of choice in several contexts, for instance for multi-agents
systems, or for coordination or planning problems. An arena for n agents is a directed
graph where the transitions are labeled by n-tuples of actions (or simply words of length
n). At each vertex of the graph, all n agents select simultaneously and independently an
action, and the next vertex is determined by the combined move consisting of all the actions
(or word formed of all the actions). Most often, one considers infinite duration plays, i.e.,
plays generated by iterating this process forever. Concepts studied on multiagent concurrent
games include many borrowed from game theory, such as winning strategies (see e.g., [1]),
rationality of the agents (see e.g., [16]), Nash equilibria (see e.g., [23, 10]).
Parameterized concurrent games on graphs. In a previous work, we introduced concurrent
games in which the number of agents is arbitrary [4]. These games generalize concurrent
games with a fixed number of agents, and can be seen as a succinct representation of infinitely
many games, one for each fixed number of agents. This is done by replacing, on edges of the
arena, words representing the choice of each of the agents by languages of finite yet a priori
unbounded words. Such a parameterized arena can represent infinitely many interaction
situations, one for each possible number of agents. In parameterized concurrent games, the
agents do not know a priori the number of agents participating to the interaction. Each
agent observes the action it plays and the vertices the play goes through. These pieces of
information may refine the knowledge each agent has on the number of involved agents.
Such a game model raises new interesting questions, since the agents do not know
beforehand how many they are. In [4], we first considered the question of whether Agent 1
can ensure a reachability objective independently of the number of her opponents, and no
matter how they play. The problem is non trivial since Agent 1 must win with a uniform
strategy. We proved that when edges are labeled with regular languages, the problem is
PSPACE-complete; and for positive instances one can effectively compute a winning strategy
in polynomial space.
Contribution. In this paper, we are interested in the coordination problem in concurrent
parameterized games, with application to distributed synthesis. Given a game arena and
an objective, the problem consists in synthesizing for every potential agent involved in the
game a strategy that she should apply, so that, collectively, a global objective is satisfied. In
our setting, it is implicit that agents have identifiers. However agents do not communicate;
their identifier will only be used to select the vertices the game proceeds to. Furthermore,
agents do not know how many they are, they only see vertices which are visited, and can
infer information about the number of agents involved in the game.
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Figure 1 Example of a parameterized arena. All unspecified transitions lead to vertex v4 .

To better understand the model and the problem, consider the game arena depicted
on Fig. 1. Edges are labeled by (regular) languages. Assuming the game starts at v0 , the
game proceeds as follows: a positive integer k is selected by the environment, but is not
revealed to the agents; then an infinite word w ∈ Σω is selected collectively by the agents
(this is the coalition strategy); the n-th letter of w represents the action played by Agent n;1
depending on whether the prefix of length k of w belongs to (ΣΣ)+ (in case k is even) or
Σ(ΣΣ)∗ (in case k is odd), the game proceeds to vertex v1 or v2 ; the process is repeated ad
infinitum, generating an infinite play in the graph. Depending on the winning condition, the
play will be winning or losing for k. The coalition strategy will be said winning whenever
the generated play is winning whatever the selected number k of agents is.
In this example, assuming the winning condition is to stay in the green vertices, there is
a simple winning strategy: play aω in v0 , v1 and v2 (that is, all agents should play an a),
and if the game has gone through v1 (case of an even number of agents), then play aω in
v3 (all agents should play an a), otherwise play bω in v3 (all agents should play a b). This
ensures that the play never ends up in vertex v4 .
In this paper, we focus on safety winning conditions: the agents must collectively ensure
that only safe vertices are visited along any play compatible with the coalition strategy in the
game. We prove that the existence of a winning coalition strategy is decidable in exponential
space, and that it is a PSPACE-hard problem. For positive instances, winning coalition
strategies with an exponential-size memory structure can be synthesized in exponential space.

2

Game setting

We use N>0 for the set of positive natural numbers. For an alphabet Σ and k ∈ N>0 , Σk
denotes the set of all finite words of length k, Σ+ denotes the set of all finite but non-empty
words, and Σω denotes the set of all infinite words. For two words u ∈ Σ+ and w ∈ Σ+ ∪ Σω ,
we write u v w to denote u is a prefix of w, and for any k ∈ N>0 , [w]≤k denotes the prefix
of length k of w (belongs to Σk ).
We introduced parameterized arenas in [4], a model of arenas with a parameterized number
of agents. Parameterized arenas extend arenas for concurrent games with a fixed number of
agents [1], by labeling the edges with languages over finite words, which may be of different
lengths. Each word represents a joint move of the agents, for instance u = a1 · · · ak ∈ Σk
assumes there are k agents, and for every 1 ≤ n ≤ k, Agent n chooses action an .
I Definition 1. A parameterized arena is a tuple A = hV, Σ, ∆i where
V is a finite set of vertices;

1

This is where identifiers are implicitely used.
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Σ is a finite set of actions;
+
∆ : V × V → 2Σ is a partial transition function.
It is required that for every (v, v 0 ) ∈ V × V , ∆(v, v 0 ) describes a regular language.
Fix a parameterized arena A = hV, Σ, ∆i. The arena A is deterministic if for every v ∈ V ,
and every word u ∈ Σ+ , there is at most one vertex v 0 ∈ V such that u ∈ ∆(v, v 0 ). The
arena is assumed to be complete: for every v ∈ V and u ∈ Σ+ , there exists v 0 ∈ V such that
u ∈ ∆(v, v 0 ). This assumption is natural: such an arena will be used to play games with an
arbitrary number of agents, hence for the game to be non-blocking, successor vertices should
exist whatever that number is and irrespective of the choices of actions.
a∗ ba∗

a∗ ba∗

v0

v1
b∨aa+
Σ+

a
v2

Figure 2 Example of a non-deterministic parameterized arena. Only safe vertices (colored in
green) have been depicted here. All unspecified transitions lead to a non-safe vertex ⊥.

I Example 2. We already gave an example in the introduction. Let us give another example,
which will be useful for illustrating the constructions made in the paper. Fig. 2 presents a
non-deterministic parameterized arena. As such the arena is not complete, we assume that
all unspecified moves lead to an extra losing vertex ⊥, not depicted here. If for some number
of agents k (selected by environment and not known to the agents), the k-length prefix of
the word collectively chosen by the agents at v0 belongs to a∗ ba∗ , then the play either stays
at v0 or moves to v1 (again selected by environment).
History, play and strategy. We fix a parameterized arena A = hV, Σ, ∆i. A history in A is
a finite sequence of vertices, that is compatible with the edges: formally, h = v0 v1 . . . vp ∈ V +
such that for every 1 ≤ j < p, ∆(vj , vj+1 ) is defined. We write HistA for the set of all
histories. An infinite sequence of vertices compatible with the edges is called a play.
A strategy for Agent n is a mapping σn : HistA → Σ that associates an action to every
history. A strategy profile is a tuple of strategies, one for each agent. Since the number of
agents is not fixed a priori, a strategy profile is an infinite tuple of strategies: σ
e = hσ1 , σ2 , . . .i
= (HistA → Σ)ω .
Table 1 From strategy profile to coalition strategy.

σ1
σ2
σ3
..
.

h0

h1

h2

h3

...

a
b
b
..
.

b
b
a
..
.

b
b
a
..
.

b
b
a
..
.

...
...
...

Observe that a strategy profile can equivalently be described as a coalition strategy
σ : HistA → Σω , as illustrated in Table 1. Indeed, if an enumeration of histories (hj )j∈N is
fixed, a strategy profile can be seen as a table with infinitely many rows –one for each agent–
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and infinitely many columns indexed by histories. Reading the table vertically provides the
coalition strategy view: each history is mapped to an ω-word, obtained by concatenating the
actions chosen by each of the agents. Since, in this paper, we are interested in the existence
of a winning strategy profile, it is equivalent to asking the existence of a winning coalition
strategy (they may not be equivalent for some other decision problems). In the sequel, we
mostly take the coalition strategy view, but may interchangeably also consider strategy
profiles.
Finite memory coalition strategies. Let σ : HistA → Σω be a coalition strategy and M
be a set. We say that the strategy σ uses memory M whenever there exist minit ∈ M and
applications upd : M × V → M and act : M × V → Σω such that by defining inductively
m[h] ∈ M by m[v0 ] = minit and m[h · v] = upd(m[h], v), we have that for every h ∈ HistA ,
σ(h) = act(m[h], last(h)), where last(h) is the last vertex of history h. The structure (M, upd)
records information on the history seen so far (m[h] is the memory state “reached” after
history h), and act dictates how all the agents should play.
If M is finite, then σ is said finite-memory, and if M is a singleton, then σ is said memoryless
(each choice only depends on the last vertex of the history).
Realizability and outcomes. For k ∈ N>0 , we say a history h = v0 · · · vp is k-realizable
if it corresponds to a history for k agents, i.e., if for all j < p, there exists u ∈ Σk with
u ∈ ∆(vj , vj+1 ). A history is realizable if it is k-realizable for some k ∈ N>0 . Similarly to
histories for finite sequences of consecutive vertices, one can define the notions of (k-)realizable
plays for infinite sequences.
Given a coalition strategy σ, an initial vertex v0 and a number of agents k ∈ N>0 , we
define the k-outcome OutkA (v0 , σ) as the set of all k-realizable plays induced by σ from v0 .
Formally, OutkA (v0 , σ) = {v0 v1 · · · | ∀j ∈ N>0 , [σ(v0 · · · vj )]≤k ∈ ∆(vj , vj+1 )}. Note that
the completeness assumption ensures that the set OutkA (v, σ) is not empty. Then the outcome
S
of coalition strategy σ is simply OutA (v0 , σ) = k∈N>0 OutkA (v0 , σ).
The safety coalition problem. We are now in a position to define our problem of interest.
Given an arena A = hV, Σ, ∆i, a set of safe vertices S ⊆ V defines a parameterized safety
game G = (A, S). Without loss of generality we assume from now that V \ S are sinks. A
coalition strategy σ from v0 in the safety game G = (A, S) is said winning if all induced
plays only visit vertices from S: OutA (v, σ) ⊆ S ω . Our goal is to study the decidability and
complexity of the existence of winning coalition strategies, and to synthesize such winning
coalition strategies when they exist. We therefore introduce the following decision problem:
Safety coalition problem
Input: A parameterized safety game G = (A, S) and an initial vertex v0 .
Question: Does there exist a coalition strategy σ such that OutA (v0 , σ) ⊆ S ω ?
The safety coalition problem is a coordination problem: agents should agree on a joint
strategy which, when played in the graph and no matter how many agents are involved, the
resulting play is safe. Note that, due to the link between coalition strategies and tuples of
individual strategies mentioned on Page 4, the coalition strategies are distributed: the only
information required for an agent to play her strategy is the history so far, not the number
of agents selected by the environment; however she can infer some information about the
number of agents from the history; this is for instance the case at vertex v3 in the example
of Fig. 2. Note that there is no direct communication between agents.
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I Example 3. We have already given in the introduction a winning coalition strategy for
the game in Fig. 1. On the arena in Fig. 2, assuming ⊥ is the only unsafe vertex, one can
also show that the agents have a winning coalition strategy σ from v0 to stay within green
(i.e., safe) vertices. Consider the coalition strategy σ such that σ(v0 ) = abaω , σ(v0 v2 ) = aω ,
σ(v0 v1 ) = aω , and σ(v0 v2 v1 ) = bω . Intuitively, on playing abaω from v0 , in one step, the
game either stays in v0 (which is “safe”) or moves to v2 (in case the number of agents k = 1)
or to v1 (in case k ≥ 2); from v1 , depending on history, coalition plays either bω (when the
history is v0 v2 v1 and hence k = 1) or aω (otherwise) which leads the game back to v0 (note
that at vertex v2 , choice of actions of the agents is not important, they can collectively play
any ω-word). However, one can show that there is no memoryless coalition winning strategy.
Indeed, the coalition strategy aω from v1 is losing for k = 1, similarly bω from v1 is losing for
k ≥ 2, and any other strategy is also losing. For instance, baω from v0 is losing because if
the game moves to v1 , coalition has no information on the number of agents and hence any
word from v1 will be losing (aω is losing for k = 1, bω is losing for k ≥ 2, and similarly for
other words).
The rest of the paper is devoted to the proof of the following theorem:
I Theorem 4. The safety coalition problem can be solved in exponential space, and is
PSPACE-hard. For positive instances, one can synthesize a winning coalition strategy in
exponential space which uses exponential memory; the exponential blowup in the size of the
memory is tight.

3

Solving the safety coalition problem

This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 4. To prove the decidability and establish
the complexity upper bound, we construct a tree unfolding of the arena, which is equivalent
for deciding the existence of a winning coalition strategy. The unfolding is finite because,
if a vertex is repeated along a play, the coalition can play the same ω-word as in the first
visit, which will be formalized in Section 3.1. We can then show how to solve the safety
coalition problem at the tree level in Section 3.2. Synthesis and memory usage are analyzed
in Section 3.3, and the running example game is discussed in Section 3.4
The hardness result is shown in Section 3.5 by a reduction from the QBF-SAT problem
which is known to be PSPACE-complete [22].

3.1

Finite tree unfolding

From a parameterized safety game G = (A, S), we construct a finite tree as follows: we
unfold the arena A until either some vertex is repeated along a branch or an unsafe vertex is
reached. The nodes of the tree are labeled with the corresponding vertices and the edges
are labeled with the same regular languages as in the arena A. The intuition behind this
construction is that if a vertex is repeated in a winning play in A, since the winning condition
is a safety one, the coalition can play the same strategy as it played in the first occurrence
of the vertex. Note however that multiple nodes in the tree may have the same label but
different (winning) strategies depending on the history (recall Example 3). This is the reason
why we need to consider a tree unfolding abstraction and not a DAG abstraction.
We assume the concept of tree is known. Traditionally, we call a node n0 a child of n (and
n the parent of n0 ) if n0 is an immediate successor of n according to the edge relation; and n
an ancestor of n0 if there exists a path from n to n0 in the tree.
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I Definition 5. Let G = (A = hV, Σ, ∆i, S) be a parameterized safety game and v0 ∈ V an
initial vertex. The tree unfolding of G is the tree T = hN, E, `N , `E i rooted at n0 ∈ N , where
N is the finite set of nodes, E ⊆ N × N is the set of edges, `N : N → V is the node labeling
+
function, `E : N × N → 2Σ is the edge labeling function, and:
the root n0 satisfies `N (n0 ) = v0 ;
∀n ∈ N , if `N (n) ∈ S and for every ancestor n00 of n, `N (n00 ) 6= `N (n), then ∀v 0 ∈ V such
that ∆(v, v 0 ) is defined, there is n0 a child of n with `N (n0 ) = v 0 and `E (n, n0 ) = ∆(v, v 0 );
otherwise, the node n has no successor.
Each node in T corresponds to a unique history in G, and the unfolding is stopped when
a vertex repeats or an unsafe vertex is encountered. The set of nodes can be partitioned into
N = Nint t Nleaf where Nint is the set of internal nodes and Nleaf are the leaves of T (some
leaves are unsafe, some leaves have an equilabeled ancestor). By construction, the height of
T is bounded by |V | + 1 and its branching degree is at most |V |. The tree unfolding of G is
hence at most in O(|V ||V | ) (and the exponential blowup is unavoidable in general).
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Figure 3 Example arena such that the tree unfolding is exponential. All unspecified transitions
lead to the sink losing vertex ⊥. Set Mi denotes multiples of the i-th prime number. For any play
reaching C1 , for every i, the number of agents is in Mi iff the play went through vi .

The exponential bound is reached by a a family (An )n∈N>0 of deterministic arenas, shown
in Fig. 3, which is an extension of the example in Fig. 1, with 2n many blocks (and, O(n)
many vertices). Observe that to win the game, coalition needs to keep track of the full
histories in the first n blocks, and there are exponentially many such histories; moreover,
each such history corresponds to a different node in its unfolding tree.
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(a) Tree unfolding of the arena in Fig. 1.
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(b) Tree unfolding of the arena in Fig. 2.

Figure 4 Tree unfolding examples (green nodes correspond to safe vertices). Notice here that the
unsafe leaves (and the edges leading to them) are presented with dashed rectangles (resp. arrows).
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I Example 6. Fig. 4a and 4b represent the tree unfoldings of the parametrized arenas
depicted in Fig. 1 and 2, respectively. On the left picture, the node names are avoided,
and in all cases their labels are written within the nodes. The leaf nodes that correspond
to unsafe vertices (and the edges leading to them) are presented with dashed rectangles
(respectively, arrows). Notice that any leaf node is either labeled with an unsafe vertex (for
instance, v4 in Fig. 4a) or it has a unique ancestor with the same label. These two criteria
ensure the tree is always finite (along all branches, some vertex has to repeat within |V |
many steps). However, multiple internal nodes in different branches can have same label but,
coalition might have different (winning) strategies depending on their respective histories.
Let G = (A = hV, Σ, ∆i, S) be a parameterized safety game with an initial vertex v0 and
T = hN, E, `N , `E i be the tree unfolding corresponding to A with root n0 . We define the
coalition game on T as follows.
History, play and strategy. Histories in T are defined similarly as in G (except vertices
are replaced by nodes); the set of such histories is denoted HistT . A history in T is a finite
sequence of nodes H = n0 n1 . . . np ∈ N + such that for every 0 ≤ j < p, (nj , nj+1 ) ∈ E. We
denote by HistT the set of all histories in T . A play in T is a maximal history, i.e., a finite
+
sequence of nodes ending with a leaf, thus in Nint
· Nleaf . Note that, contrary to the definition
of a play in A, a play in T is a finite sequence of nodes ending in a leaf.
A coalition strategy in the unfolding tree is a mapping λ : Nint → Σω that assigns to every
internal node n ∈ Nint an ω-word λ(n). Notice that a coalition strategy in T is by definition
memoryless (on N ) which, as we will see later, is sufficient to capture winning strategies of
the coalition in G. We furthermore extend the definition of node labeling function `N to a
history (resp. play) in the usual way.
Similarly to the parameterized arena setting, we define in a natural way the notions
of k-realizability and of realizability for histories and plays. We also define for a coalition
strategy λ in T (rooted at n0 ), and k ∈ N>0 the sets OutkT (n0 , λ) and OutT (n0 , λ).
A coalition strategy λ in T from n0 is winning for the safety condition defined by the
safe set S if every play in OutT (n0 , λ) ends in a leaf with label in S, i.e., if for every
R = n0 . . . np ∈ OutT (n0 , λ), `N (np ) ∈ S, written `N (OutA (n0 , λ)) ⊆ S + for short.
Correctness of the tree unfolding. Next we show the equivalence of the winning strategies
in the safety coalition game, and in the corresponding tree unfolding:
I Lemma 7. Let G = (A = hV, Σ, ∆i, S) be a parameterized safety game and v0 ∈ V and
T = hN, E, `N , `E i be the associated tree unfolding with root n0 . There exists a winning
coalition strategy from v0 in G iff there exists a winning coalition strategy from n0 in T .
Proof. Assume first that the coalition of agents has a winning strategy σ in G. Any history
H ∈ HistT can be projected to the history `N (H) ∈ HistA . We can hence define for every
n ∈ Nint , λ(n) = σ(`N (ι(n))), where ι is the bijection mapping nodes to histories in T .
To prove that λ is winning in T , consider any play R = n0 · · · np in OutT (n0 , λ) and let
ρ = `N (R) = v0 · · · vp be its projection in G. By construction `E (ni , ni+1 ) = ∆(vi , vi+1 ) for
each i < p, and hence from the definition of λ, ρ is a history in G induced by σ. Since σ is
winning, ρ only visits safe vertices. In particular, `N (np ) ∈ S. Since this is true for every
play induced by λ, strategy λ is winning from n0 in T .
For the other direction, assume that λ is a winning coalition strategy from n0 in T . The
tree will be the basis of a memory structure sufficient to win the game; we thus explain how
histories in G can be mapped to nodes of T . We first define a mapping zip : HistA → HistA
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that summarizes any history in A to its virtual history where each vertex appears at most
once. Intuitively, zip greedily shortens a history by appropriately removing the loops until
an unsafe vertex is encountered (if any). The mapping zip is defined inductively, starting
with zip(v0 ) = v0 , and letting for every h ∈ HistA and every v 0 ∈ V such that h · v 0 ∈ HistA ,
(
zip(h) · v 0
if v 0 does not appear in zip(h)
0
zip(h · v ) =
0
v0 . . . v v zip(h) otherwise
The mapping zip is well-defined (by construction, for every history h, any vertex appears
at most once in zip(h), so that when v 0 appears in zip(h), there is a unique prefix of zip(h)
ending with v 0 ). Note that, since unsafe vertices are sinks, as soon as h reaches an unsafe
vertex, the value of zip(h) stays unchanged.
I Lemma 8. The application β : n 7→ `N (ι(n)) defines a bijection between Nint ∪ {n ∈ Nleaf |
`N (n) ∈
/ S} and the set Z = {zip(h) | h ∈ HistA }.
Proof. It is first obvious that this application is injective, since two nodes of the tree
corresponds to different histories in A which all belong to Z.
This application is surjective: pick h ∈ Z; then, h has no repetition; furthermore it forms
a real history in G, which implies that it can be read as the label of some history in the tree
unfolding.
J
We write α = β −1 . Using the zip function and α, from a coalition strategy λ in T , we
define a coalition strategy σ in G by applying σ to the virtual histories: for every history
h = v0 . . . vp in G we let σ(h) = λ(α(zip(h)) whenever α(zip(h)) ∈ Nint and σ(h) is set
arbitrarily otherwise (recall that if α(zip(h)) is a leaf node, then h is actually already a losing
history).
Towards a contradiction, assume that σ is not winning in G. Consider, some number
of agents k ∈ N>0 , and a losing play with k agents: ρ = v0 v1 . . . ∈ OutkA (v0 , σ). Let
h0 = v0 v1 . . . vq v ρ be the shortest prefix of ρ ending in an unsafe vertex vq ∈
/ S, and write
zip(h0 ) = v0 vi1 . . . vq for the corresponding virtual history. By definition of σ, zip(h0 ) is a
k-outcome of σ from v0 . Moreover, the corresponding play R = ι(α(zip(h0 ))) = n0 ni1 . . . nq
in T , belongs to the k-outcome of λ from n0 . Since vq ∈
/ S, λ is not winning in T ; which is
a contradiction. We conclude that σ is a winning coalition strategy in G.
J
I Example 9. We illustrate the zip function on the arena in Fig. 2. Take h = v0 v1 v0 v1 .
First, zip(v0 ) = v0 ; then zip(v0 v1 ) = zip(v0 ) · v1 = v0 v1 ; zip(v0 v1 v0 ) = v0 (which is the unique
prefix of zip(v0 v1 ) = v0 v1 , ending at v0 ); finally zip(v0 v1 v0 v1 ) = zip(v0 v1 v0 ) · v1 = v0 v1 . Then
the function α uniquely maps each virtual history (i.e., zip(h)) ending at a safe vertex to an
internal node in the tree, which is the heart of the proof of Lemma 7.

3.2

Existence of winning coalition strategy on the tree unfolding

In the previous subsection, we showed that the safety coalition problem reduces to solving
the existence of a winning coalition strategy in the associated finite tree unfolding.
To solve the latter, from the tree unfolding T , we construct a deterministic (safety)
automaton over the alphabet Σm , where m = |Nint |, which accepts the ω-words corresponding
to winning coalition strategies in T . More precisely, since (Σm )ω and (Σω )m , understood as
the set of m-tuples of ω-words over Σ, are in one-to-one correspondence, an infinite word
w ∈ (Σm )ω corresponds to m infinite words wn , one for each internal node n ∈ Nint , thus
representing a coalition strategy in T .
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Fix G = (A, S) a parameterized safety game with A = hV, Σ, ∆i and v0 ∈ V an initial
vertex. We assume for every (v, v 0 ) ∈ V × V such that ∆(v, v 0 ) 6= ∅, ∆(v, v 0 ) is given as a
complete DFA over Σ. Those will be given as inputs to the algorithm.
Let T = hN, E, `N , `E i be the associated unfolding tree with root n0 . For the rest of
this section, we fix an arbitrary ordering on the internal nodes of T and on the edges:
Nint = {n1 , . . . , nm } and E = {e1 , . . . , er }, with |Nint | = m and |E| = r.
Assuming there are t leaves –thus t plays– in T , for every 1 ≤ i ≤ t, the i-th play is
denoted ni0 . . . nizi with ni0 = n0 , ∀j < zi , nij ∈ Nint and nizi ∈ Nleaf . Also, for 0 ≤ j < zi , we
note eij = (nij , nij+1 ).
The automaton for the winning coalition strategies in T builds on the finite automata
that recognize the regular languages that label edges of T . For each edge e ∈ E, let us write
Be = (Qe , Σ, δe , qe0 , Fe ) for the complete DFA over Σ such that L(Be ) = `E (e). (Here Qe
is the set of states, δe the transition function, qe0 ∈ Qe the initial state and Fe the set of
accepting states.) Note that some of the Be ’s are identical since they correspond to the same
original edge of G.
We then define a deterministic safety automaton B = (Q, Σm , δ, q 0 , F ) that simulates all
Be ’s in parallel and accepts ω-words over alphabet Σm if every prefix satisfies the following:
on every branch of the tree, if all corresponding Be ’s accept, then the leaf is labeled by a safe
vertex. Formally, Q ⊆ Q1 × . . . × Qr is the set of states; q 0 = (q10 , . . . , qr0 ) is the initial state;
the transition relation δ executes the r automata Be ’s componentwise: if letter u ∈ Σm is
read, then make the s-th component mimick Bes by reading the l-th letter of u, where l is
the index (in the enumeration fixed above) of the source node of es ; and the accepting set F
is composed of all states q = (q1 , . . . , qr ) that satisfy the following Boolean formula:



 ^
^
ϕ=
ϕi
where ϕi = 
qeij ∈ Feij ⇒ `N (nizi ) ∈ S  .
1≤i≤t

0≤j<zi

Note that B is equipped with a safety acceptance condition:2 an infinite run ζ = q 0 q 1 q 2 . . .
of B is accepting if for every k ≥ 1, q k ∈ F , and L(B) consists of all words w whose unique
corresponding run is accepting.
Intuitively, ϕi expresses that if for some number of agents k, the languages along the
i-th maximal path contain the k-length prefixes of corresponding ω-words (which means the
induced play is k-realizable), then it should lead to a safe leaf ; and then ϕ ensures that this
should be true for all plays. This is formalized in the next lemma.
I Lemma 10. Let λ : Nint → Σω be a coalition strategy in T . Then, λ is winning if and
only if (λ(n1 ), λ(n2 ), . . . , λ(nm )) ∈ L(B).
Notice that in the above statement, we slightly abuse notation: (λ(n1 ), λ(n2 ), . . . , λ(nm ))
belongs to (Σω )m , however it uniquely maps to a word in (Σm )ω , that can thus be read in B.
Proof. Assume λ : Nint → Σω is a winning coalition strategy in T , and consider the
corresponding word w = (λ(n1 ), λ(n2 ), . . . , λ(nm )). Let us show that w ∈ L(B). Consider
the infinite run ζ = q 0 q 1 . . . of B on w. Fix a number of agents k ∈ N>0 . Since λ is winning,
any k-length prefix of λ-induced play in OutkT (n0 , λ) is winning. Therefore for any 1 ≤ i ≤ t
2

This is a slight abuse of language since q 0 need not be in the safe set F .
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such that ni0 . . . nizi is in OutkT (n0 , λ), the play satisfies for all 0 ≤ j < zi , [λ(nij )]≤k ∈ `E (eij )
and furthermore, `N (nizi ) ∈ S; and hence q k |= ϕi . Otherwise, if a length k-play is not
induced by λ, then ϕi is vacuously true for that i ≤ t. We conclude q k |= ϕ. Since this is
true for every k ∈ N>0 , w ∈ L(B).
Let now λ be an arbitrary coalition strategy, and assume w = (λ(n1 ), λ(n2 ), . . . , λ(nm )) ∈
L(B) with ζ = q 0 q 1 . . . the accepting run on w. Then for any number of agents k ∈ N>0 ,
q k ∈ F , and hence q k |= ϕ. Therefore for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t, q k |= ϕi . Fix any such i; let ni0 . . . nizi be
the i-th maximal path, and write q k = (q1k , . . . , qrk ). Then for some 0 ≤ j < zi , the condition
qekj ∈ Fej implies [λ(nij )]≤k ∈ `E (eij ). In case the above is true for all 0 ≤ j < zi , we conclude
i

i

ni0 . . . nizi ∈ OutkT (n0 , λ) and ϕi ensures that `N (nizi ) ∈ S. Otherwise, ni0 . . . nizi ∈
/ OutkT (n0 , λ).
Finally ϕ ensures all k-length prefixes of λ-induced plays in T are winning. Since this is true
for any number of agents k, λ is a winning coalition strategy in T .
J
We now have all ingredients to solve the safety coalition problem, and to state a complexity
upper-bound. As mentioned earlier, we assume that the arena is initially given with all
associated complete DFAs (used by all Be ) in the input.
I Theorem 11. The safety coalition problem is in EXPSPACE.
Proof. Solving the safety coalition problem reduces to checking non-emptiness of the language
recognized by the deterministic safety automaton B. We adapt to our setting the standard
algorithm which runs in non-deterministic logarithmic space, when B is given as an input.
We write N for the number of states of B and notice that N is doubly exponential in
|V |, the number of vertices of the initial arena A (each state of B is an exponential-size
vector of states of automata given in the input). We do not build B a priori. Instead, we
non-deterministically guess a safe prefix of length at most N (we only keep written two
consecutive configurations and keep a counter to count up to N ), and then a safe lasso on
the last state of length at most N .
Provided one can check “easily” whether a state of B is safe, q the described procedure runs
in non-deterministic exponential space, hence can be turned into a deterministic exponential
space algorithm, by Savitch’s theorem.
It remains to explain how one checks that a given state in B is safe. Formula ϕ is a SAT
formula exponential in the size of A, which can therefore be solved in exponential space as
well.
Overall, we conclude that the safety coalition problem is in EXPSPACE.
J

3.3

Synthesizing a winning coalition strategy

We assume all the notations of the two previous subsections, and we explain how we builda
∗
winning coalition strategy. From an accepting word of the form u · vω in B (where u ∈ Σm
+
and v ∈ Σm ), one can synthesize a winning strategy λ in T by:
λ(ni ) = ui · viω

for every ni ∈ Nint .

Then it is easy to transfer to a winning coalition strategy σ in G by defining
σ(h) = λ(α(zip(h)))

for every history h ∈ HistA ,

that is, the ω-word corresponding to the internal node representing its virtual history. Recall
that, following the proof of Lemma 7, zip assigns to every history its virtual history (by
greedily removing all the loops) and α associates to a virtual history its corresponding node
in the tree T .
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I Proposition 12. If there is a winning coalition strategy for a game G = (A, S), then
there is one which uses exponential memory, which can be computed in exponential space.
Furthermore, winning might indeed require exponential memory.
Proof. The tree unfolding can be seen as a memory structure for a winning strategy. Indeed,
consider the memory set defined by Nint , starting from memory state n0 . Define the application
upd : Nint × V → Nint by upd(n, v 0 ) = n0 such that v 0 ∈ S whenever
either n0 ∈ Nint is a child of n such that `N (n0 ) = v 0
or n0 ∈ Nint is an ancestor of n00 ∈ Nleaf such that `N (n00 ) = `N (n0 ) = v 0 , and n00 is a child
of n.
We also define the application act : Nint × V → Σω by act(n, v) = λ(n).
Then, it is easy to see that winning strategy σ can be defined using memory Nint and
applications upd and act.
Furthermore, though the ω-words extracted fom B can be of doubly-exponential size,
their computation and the overall procedure only requires exponential space.
For the lower bound, we show the following lemma.
I Lemma 13. There is a family of games (Gn )n such that the size of Gn is polynomial in n
but winning coalition strategies require exponential memory.
Proof. We again consider the game of Fig. 3, whose description can be made in polynomial
time (since the i-th prime number uses only log(i) bits in its binary representation). We
have already seen that its tree unfolding has exponential size. We will argue why exponential
memory is required, that is, one cannot do better than the tree memory structure.
First notice that there is a winning coalition strategy: play aω at every vertex Bi , and
aω (resp. bω ) at vertex Ci if the history went through vi (resp. v̄i ). This strategy can be
implemented using the memory given by the tree unfolding.
Assume one can do better and have a memory structure of size strictly smaller than 2n .
Then, arriving in vertex C1 , there are at least two different histories leading to the same
memory state, hence the coalition strategy will select exactly the same ω-words in all vertices
C1 , C2 , ..., Cn . We realize that it cannot be winning since the two histories disagree at least
on a predicate “be a multiple of the i-th prime number”. Contradiction.
J
J

3.4

Illustration of the construction

We illustrate the construction on one example.
I Example 14. Fig. 6 represents part of the automaton B corresponding to the tree T in
Fig. 4b (that is, the tree unfolding of the arena in Fig. 2). The automata Be for the languages
labeling the edges of T are depicted in Fig. 5. Here notice that each state of B has as many
components as the number of edges leading to a safe node in T , we did not consider the
edges leading to ⊥. This is without loss of any generality: the language on any “unsafe” edge
leading to ⊥, in this example, are disjoint from the languages on the edges leading to its
siblings (other children of its parent node). The first three positions in a state of B, presented
as a single cell in the picture, correspond to the outgoing edges of the root n0 of T (hence
they follow the same component in Σm ), and the other positions correspond to the other
edges (in some chosen order). “×” in a component of a state denotes the non-accepting sink
state of the corresponding automaton (as mentioned in Fig. 5). Finally, here we have only
shown the accepting states (marked in blue) and some of the non-accepting states. Indeed
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Figure 5 Automata corresponding to the input languages of Fig. 2.
The automata are not complete
for sake of readability; all unspecified letters lead to a (sink) nonaccepting state “×”.
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Figure 6 Automaton B corresponding to the tree given
in Fig. 4b. Here we have only shown the accepting states
(marked in blue) and some of the non-accepting states. Further explanations are given in Example 14.

one can verify that the states which are colored in blue satisfy the formula ϕ; for instance, the
state (p1 , p1 , ×, s2 , r1 , ×) on the right corresponds to the two maximal paths v0 v0 and v0 v1 v0
in T (notice we used the node labels here), and all of them lead to safe nodes. The infinite
execution in blue (i.e., all the words in (a, a, Σ, b) · (b, a, Σ, Σ) · (a, a, Σ, Σ)ω ) corresponds to
the winning coalition strategies in the tree: for instance, λ(n0 ) = abaω ; λ(n1 ) = aω ; for any
a ∈ Σ, λ(n2 ) = aω ; and λ(n01 ) = bω is a winning coalition strategy (note here, for instance,
that at node n2 , any word from Σω could be played).

3.5

PSPACE lower bound

We show the safety coalition problem is PSPACE-hard by reduction from QBF-SAT, which is
known to be PSPACE-complete [22]. The construction is inspired by the one in [4], where the
first agent was playing against the coalition of all other agents, with a reachability objective.
I Proposition 15. The safety coalition problem is PSPACE-hard.

Proof sketch. Let ϕ = ∃x1 ∀x2 ∃x3 . . . ∀x2r · C1 ∧ C2 ∧ . . . ∧ Cm be a quantified Boolean
formula in prenex normal form, where for every 1 ≤ h ≤ m, Ch = `h,1 ∨ `h,2 ∨ `h,3 , and for
every 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, `h,j ∈ {xi , ¬xi | 1 ≤ i ≤ 2r} are the literals.
In the reduction, we use sets of natural numbers (that represent the number of agents)
corresponding to multiples of primes. Let thus pi be the i-th prime number and Mi the set
of all non-zero natural numbers that are multiples of pi . For simplicity, we write aMi to
denote the set of words in (api )+ , that is words from a+ whose length is a multiple of pi . It
is well-known that the i-th prime number requires O(log(i)) bits in its binary representation,
hence the description of each of the above languages is polynomial in the size of ϕ.
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From ϕ, we construct an arena Aϕ = hV, Σ, ∆i as follows:
V = {v0 , v1 , . . . , v2r−1 , v2r } ∪ {x1 , x̄1 , . . . , x2r , x̄2r } ∪ {C1 , C2 , . . . , Cm , Cm+1 } ∪ {⊥, >},
where we identify some vertices: v2r = C1 , and Cm+1 = >.
S
Σ = {a, b, c} ∪ 1≤i≤2r {ai }.
For every 0 ≤ s ≤ r−1, every 1 ≤ i ≤ 2r and every 1 ≤ h ≤ m:
1. ∆(v2s , x2s+1 ) = aM2s+1 and ∆(v2s , x̄2s+1 ) = b+ \ bM2s+1
2. ∆(v2s , >) = (a+ \ aM2s+1 ) ∪ bM2s+1
3. ∆(v2s+1 , x2s+2 ) = cM2s+2 and ∆(v2s+1 , x̄2s+2 ) = c+ \ cM2s+2
4. ∆(xi , vi ) = Σ+ and ∆(x̄i , vi ) = Σ+
S
Mi
i
if `h,j = xi ; Lh,j = a+
if
5. ∆(Ch , Ch+1 ) = 1≤j≤3 Lh,j where Lh,j = aM
i
i \ ai
`h,j = ¬xi .
To obtain a complete arena, all unspecified transitions lead to vertex ⊥.
On the arena Aϕ , we consider the safety coalition game Gϕ = (Aϕ , S) with S = V \ {⊥}.
The construction is illustrated on a simple example with 3 variables and 2 clauses in Fig. 7.
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Figure 7 Parameterized arena for the formula ϕ = ∃x1 ∀x2 ∃x3 · (x1 ∨ ¬x2 ∨ ¬x3 ) ∧ (x1 ∨ ¬x2 ∨ x3 ).
All unspecified transitions lead to the sink losing vertex ⊥. Set Mi denotes multiples of the i-th
prime number. Vertex xi (resp. x̄i ) represents setting variable xi to true (resp. false). For any
play reaching C1 , for every i, the number of agents is in Mi iff the play went through xi .

From v0 , a first phase up to v2r = C1 consists in choosing a valuation for the variables.
The coalition chooses the truth values of existentially quantified variables x2s+1 in vertices
v2s : it plays aω for true, and bω for false. In the first (resp. second) case, if the number of
agents involved in the coalition is (resp. is not) a multiple of p2s+1 , then the game proceeds
to the next variable choice, otherwise the safe > state is reached (forever).
For universally quantified variables the coalition must play cω in vertices v2s+1 , as any
other choice would immediately lead to the sink losing vertex ⊥; the choice of the assignment
then only depends on whether the number of agents involved in the coalition is a multiple of
p2s+2 (in which case variable x2s+2 is assigned true) or not (in which case variable x2s+2 is
assigned false).
Hence, depending on the number of agents involved in the coalition, either the play will
proceed to state v2r = C1 , in which case the number of agents characterizes the valuation of
the variables (it is a multiple of pi if and only if variable xi is set to true); or it will have
escaped to the safe state >.
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Note that in terms of information, the coalition learns progressively assignments (thanks
to the visit to either vertex xi or vertex x̄i ). Note also that the coalition can never learn
assignments of next variables in advance (it can only know whether it is a multiple of
previously seen prime numbers, hence of previously quantified variables, not of variables
quantified afterwards).
From C1 , a second phase starts where one checks whether the generated valuation makes
all clauses in ϕ true. If it is the case, sequentially, the coalition chooses for every clause
a literal that makes the clause true. The arena forces these choices to be consistent with
the valuation generated in the first phase. For instance, on the example of Fig. 7, to set
x1 to true in the first phase, the coalition must play aω , and only plays with a number of
agents in M1 do not move to > and continue the first phase from x1 . Then, in the second
phase, for instance for the first clause, one can choose literal `1,1 = x1 by playing aω
1 . The
same language –a1 M1 – labels the edge from C1 to C2 , so that the play proceeds to C2 . More
generally, if aω
i leads from Ch to Ch+1 with number of agents in Mi , this means that xi was
visited, hence indeed xi was set to true. On the contrary, if aω
i leads from Ch to Ch+1 with
number of agents not in Mi , this means that x̄i was visited, hence indeed xi was set to false.
The above reduction ensures the following equivalence: there is a winning coalition
strategy in the game Gϕ = (Aϕ , S) if and only if ϕ is true.
J
The proof in full details can be found in the arxiv version of this paper [5].

4

Future work
a∗ ba+

Σ+
Σ+ \(a∗ b+a∗ ba+ )
v2

v0

Σ+
a∗ b

v1

Figure 8 Example of a reachability coalition game: a winning coalition strategy is that Agent n
plays a for the first n−1 rounds, then b for one round, and finally a forever.

In this paper, we focused on and obtained results for the coalition problem for safety
objectives. The problem can obviously be defined for other objectives. The finite tree
unfolding technique will not be correct in a general setting. We illustrate this on the game
arena in Fig. 8. In this example, the goal is to collectively reach the target v1 . One can do
so if, at v0 , the last agent involved plays a b whereas all the others play a. On the other
hand, at v0 , it is safe if exactly one agent plays a b and the other plays an a. Coalition has a
winning strategy: Agent n plays action a for the first n−1 rounds, then plays b, and finally
plays a for the remaining steps. Doing so, each agent will in turn play action b, and when
the last agent does so, the play will reach v1 . Notice that, for each agent (and hence for the
coalition), the strategy when going through v0 differs at some step (at every step from the
coalition point-of-view), so no finite tree unfolding will be correct.
As future work, we obviously would like to match lower and upper bounds for the safety
coalition problem, but more importantly we would like to investigate more general objectives.
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Abstract
Congestion games are a classical type of games studied in game theory, in which n players choose a
resource, and their individual cost increases with the number of other players choosing the same
resource. In network congestion games (NCGs), the resources correspond to simple paths in a graph,
e.g. representing routing options from a source to a target. In this paper, we introduce a variant of
NCGs, referred to as dynamic NCGs: in this setting, players take transitions synchronously, they
select their next transitions dynamically, and they are charged a cost that depends on the number
of players simultaneously using the same transition.
We study, from a complexity perspective, standard concepts of game theory in dynamic NCGs:
social optima, Nash equilibria, and subgame perfect equilibria. Our contributions are the following:
the existence of a strategy profile with social cost bounded by a constant is in PSPACE and NP-hard.
(Pure) Nash equilibria always exist in dynamic NCGs; the existence of a Nash equilibrium with
bounded cost can be decided in EXPSPACE, and computing a witnessing strategy profile can be done
in doubly-exponential time. The existence of a subgame perfect equilibrium with bounded cost can
be decided in 2EXPSPACE, and a witnessing strategy profile can be computed in triply-exponential
time.
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1

Introduction

Congestion games model selfish resource sharing among several players [19]. A special case
is the one of network congestion games, in which players aim at routing traffic through a
congested network. Their popularity is certainly due to the fact that they have important
practical applications, whether in transportation networks, or in large communication
networks [18]. In network congestion games, each player chooses a set of transitions, forming
a simple path from a source state to a target state, and the cost of a transition increases
with its load, that is, with the number of players using it.
Network congestion games can be classified into atomic and non-atomic variants. Nonatomic semantics is appropriate for large populations of players, thus seen as a continuum.
One then considers portions of the population that apply predefined strategies, and there
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is no such thing as the effect of an individual player on the cost of others. In contrast, in
atomic games, the number of players is fixed, and each player may significantly impact the
cost other players incur. We only focus on atomic games in this paper.
Network congestion games. Network congestion games, also called atomic selfish routing
games in the literature, were first considered by Rosenthal [19]. These games are defined by a
directed graph, a number of pairs of source-target vertices, and non-decreasing cost functions
for each edge in the graph. For each source-target pair, a player must choose a route from
the source to the target vertex. Given their choice of simple paths, the cost incurred by a
player depends on the number of other players that choose paths sharing edges with their
path, and on the cost functions of these edges. In this setting, a Nash equilibrium maps
each player to a path in such a way that no player has an incentive to deviate: they cannot
decrease their cost by choosing a different path.
Rosenthal proved that they are potential games, so that Nash equilibria always exist.
Monderer and Shapley [16] studied in a more general way potential games, and explained
how to iteratively use best-response strategies to converge to an equilibrium. Interestingly,
under reasonable assumptions on the cost functions, Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis established
that there is a direct correspondence between equilibria in selfish routing and distributed
shortest-path routing, which is used in practice for packet routing in computer networks [7].
We refer the interested reader to [20] for an introduction and many basic results on general
routing games.
A natural question is whether selfish routing is very different from a routing strategy
decided by a centralized authority. In other words, how far can a selfish optimum be from
the social optimum, in which players would cooperate. The notion of price of anarchy, first
proposed by Koutsoupias and Papadimitriou [13], is the ratio of the worst cost of a Nash
equilibrium and the cost of the social optimum. This measures how bad Nash equilibria
can be. In the context of network congestion games, the price of anarchy was first studied by
Suri et al. [21], establishing an upper bound of 52 when all cost functions are affine. A refined
upper bound was provided by Awerbuch et al. [5]. Bounds on the dual notion of price of
stability, which is the ratio of the cost of a best Nash equilibrium and the cost of the social
optimum was also studied for routing games [1].
Timing aspects. Several works investigated refinements of this setting. In [10], the authors
study network congestion games in which each edge is traversed with a fixed duration
independent of its load, while the cost of each edge depends on the load. The model is
thus said to have time-dependent costs since the load depends on the times at which players
traverse a given edge. The authors prove the existence of Nash equilibria by reduction to the
setting of [19]. An extension of this setting with timed constraints was studied in [2, 3].
The setting of fixed durations with time-dependent costs is interesting in applications
where the players sharing a resource (an edge) see their quality of service decrease, while
the time to use the resource is unaffected [3]. This might be the case, for instance, in some
telecommunication and multimedia streaming applications. Timing also appears, for instance,
in [17, 14] where the load affects travel times and players’ objective is to minimize the total
travel time. Other works focus on flow models with a timing aspect [12, 8].
Dynamic network congestion games. In classical network congestion games, including
those mentioned above, players choose their strategies (i.e., their simple paths) in one shot.
However, it may be interesting to let agents choose their paths dynamically, that is, step by
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step, by observing other players’ previous choices. In this paper, we study network congestion
games with time-dependent costs as in [10], but with unit delays, and in a dynamic setting.
More precisely, at each step, each of the players simultaneously selects the edge they want to
take; each player is then charged a cost that depends on the load of the edge they selected,
and traverses that edge in one step. We name these games dynamic network congestion
games (dynamic NCGs in short); the behaviour of the players in such games is formalized by
means of strategies, telling the players what to play depending of the current configuration.
Notice that, because congestion effect applies to edges used simultaneously by several players,
taking cycles can be interesting in dynamic NCGs, which makes our setting more complex
than most NCG models [4, 10, 19, 20].
Such a dynamic setting was studied in [4] for resource allocation games, which extends [19]
with dynamic choices. A more detailed related work appears at the end of this section.
Standard solution concepts. We study classical solution concepts on dynamic network
congestion games. A strategy profile (i.e., a function assigning a strategy to each player) is a
Nash Equilibrium (NE) when each single strategy is an optimal response to the strategies
of the other players; in other terms, under such a strategy profile, no player may lower
their costs by unilaterally changing their strategies. Notice that NEs need not exist in
general, and when they exist, they may not be unique. In the setting of dynamic games,
Nash Equilibria are usually enforced using punishing strategies, by which any deviating player
will be punished by all other players once the deviation has been detected. However, such
punishing strategies may also increase the cost incurred to the punishing players, and hence
do not form a credible threat; Subgame-Perfect Equilibria (SPEs) refine NEs and address
this issue by requiring that the strategy profile is an NE along any play.
NEs and SPEs aim at minimizing the individual cost of each player (without caring of
the others’ costs); in a collaborative setting, the players may instead try to lower the social
cost, i.e., the sum of the costs incurred to all the players. Strategy profiles achieving this are
called social optima (SO). Obviously, the social cost of NEs and SPEs cannot be less than
that of the social optimum; the price of anarchy measures how bad selfish behaviours may
be compared to collaborative ones.
Our contributions. We take a computational-complexity viewpoint to study dynamic
network congestion games. We first establish the complexity of computing the social
optimum, which we show is in PSPACE and NP-hard. We then prove that best-response
strategies can be computed in polynomial time, and that dynamic NCGs are potential games,
thereby showing the existence of Nash equilibria in any dynamic NCG; this also shows
that some Nash equilibrium can be computed in pseudo-polynomial time. We then give an
EXPSPACE (resp. 2EXPSPACE) algorithm to decide the existence of Nash Equilibria (resp.
Subgame-Perfect Equilibria) whose costs satisfy given bounds. This allows us to compute
best and worst such equilibria, and then the price of anarchy and the price of stability.
Note that some of the high complexities follow from the binary encoding of the number of
players, which is the main input parameter. For instance, the exponential-space complexity
drops to pseudo-polynomial time for a fixed number of players. This parameter becomes
important since we advocate the study of computational problems, such as computing Nash
equilibria with a given cost bound. We also believe that computing precise values for price
of anarchy and the price of stability is interesting, rather than providing bounds on the set
of all instances as in e.g. [21].
Omitted proofs can be found in the corresponding arXiv article [6].
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Comparison with related work. The works closest to our setting are [10, 4, 2, 3]. As in [10,
3], we establish the existence of Nash equilibria using potential games. Unlike [10], we cannot
obtain this result immediately by reducing our games to congestion games [19] since the
lengths of the strategies cannot be bounded a priori. Moreover, the best-response problem
has a polynomial-time solution in our setting while the problem is NP-hard both in [10, 3].
In [10], this is due to the possibility of having arbitrary durations, while the source of
complexity in [2, 3] is due to the use of timed automata. Thus, our setting offers a simpler
way of expressing timings, and avoids their high complexity for this problem.
Dynamic choices were studied in [4] but with a different cost model. Moreover, network
congestion games can only be reduced to such a setting given an a priori bound on the length
of the paths. So we cannot directly transfer any of their results to our setting. Dynamic
choices were also studied in [10] in the setting of coordination mechanisms which are local
policies that allow one to sequentialize traffic on the edges.

2

Preliminaries

2.1

Dynamic network congestion games

Let F be the family of non-decreasing functions from N to N that are piecewise-affine, with
finitely many pieces. We assume that each f ∈ F is represented by the endpoints of intervals,
and the coefficients, all encoded in binary. An arena for dynamic network congestion games
is a weighted graph A = hV, E, src, tgti, where V is a finite set of states, E : V × V → F is a
partial function defining the cost of edges, and src and tgt are a source- and a target state
in V . It is assumed throughout this paper that tgt has only a single outgoing transition,
which is a self-loop with constant cost function x 7→ 0. We also assume that tgt is reachable
from all other states.
A dynamic network congestion game (dynamic NCG for short) is a pair G = hA, ni where
A is an arena as above and n ∈ N is the (binary-encoded) number of players. In a dynamic
network congestion game, all players start from src and simultaneously select the edges
they want to traverse, with the aim of reaching the target state with minimal individual
accumulated cost. Taking an edge e = (v, f, v 0 ) has a cost f(l), where l is the number of
players simultaneously using edge e. The cost function of edge e is denoted by fe . We let
κ = maxe∈E fe (n), which is the maximal cost that a player may endure along one edge.
Our setting differs from classical network congestion games [20] mainly in two respects:
first, the game is played in rounds, during which all players take exactly one transition;
the number of players using an edge e is measured dynamically, at each round;
second, during the play, players may adapt their choices to what the other players have
been doing in the previous rounds.
I Remark 1. In this work, we mainly focus on the symmetric case, where all players have the
same source and target. This is because we take a parametric-verification point of view, with
v1 x
x
7→
7→
3x
x
x 7→ 6
v3
tgt
src
x 7→ 4x
x
x
7→
7→
5
v2 x
Figure 1 Representation of an arena for a dynamic NCG (loop omitted on tgt).
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the (long-term) aim of checking properties of dynamic NCGs for arbitrarily many players.
An important consequence of this choice is that the number of players now is encoded in
binary, which results in an exponential blow-up in the number of configurations of the game
(compared to the asymmetric setting).
Semantics as a concurrent game. For any k ∈ N, we write JkK = {i ∈ N | 1 ≤ i ≤ k}.
A configuration of a dynamic network congestion game hA, ni is a mapping c : JnK → V ,
indicating the position of each player in the arena. We define csrc : i ∈ JnK 7→ src and
ctgt : i ∈ JnK 7→ tgt as the initial and target configurations, respectively.
With hA, ni, we first associate a multi-weighted graph M = hC, T i, where C = V JnK is
the set of all configurations and T ⊆ C × NJnK × C is a set of edges, defined as follows: there
is an edge (c, w, c0 ) in T if, and only if, there exists a collection e = (ei )i∈JnK of edges of E
such that for all i ∈ JnK, writing ei = (vi , fi , vi0 ) and ui = #{j ∈ JnK | ej = ei }, we have
e
c(i) = vi , c0 (i) = vi0 , and w(i) = fi (ui ). We denote this edge with c =
⇒ c0 . We may omit to
mention e since it can be obtained from c and c0 ; similarly, we write costi (c, c0 ) for w(i).
Two edges (c, w, c0 ) and (d, x, d0 ), in that order, are said to be consecutive whenever
d = c0 . Given a configuration c, a path from c in a dynamic network congestion game is
either the single configuration c (we call this a trivial path) or a non-empty, finite or infinite
sequence of consecutive edges ρ = (tj )1≤j<|ρ| in M, where t1 is a transition from c; the size
of a path ρ is one for trivial paths, and |ρ| ∈ N ∪ {+∞} otherwise. We write Paths(hA, ni, c)
and Pathsω (hA, ni, c) for the set of finite and infinite paths from c in hA, ni, respectively.
With each path ρ = (cj , wj , c0j )j , and each player i ∈ JnK, we associate a cost, written
costi (ρ), which is zero for trivial paths, +∞ for infinite paths along which cj (i) 6= tgt for
P|ρ|−1
all j, and j=1 wj (i) otherwise. We define the social cost of ρ, denoted by soccost(ρ), as
P
i∈JnK costi (ρ).
Given a path ρ, an index 1 ≤ j < |ρ| + 1 and a player i ∈ JnK, we write ρ(j) for the j-th
configuration of ρ, and ρ(j)(i) for the state of Player i in that configuration. For j ≥ 2, we
define ρ≤j as the prefix of ρ that ends in the j-th configuration; we let ρ≤1 = ρ(1). Similarly,
for 1 ≤ j ≤ |ρ| − 1, we let ρ≥j denote the suffix that starts at the j-th configuration. Finally,
if |ρ| is finite, we let ρ≥|ρ| = ρ(|ρ|).
I Example 2. Consider the arena A displayed at Fig. 1 and the dynamic NCG hA, 2i with
two players. Assume that Player 1 follows the path π1 : src → v1 → v3 → tgt and Player 2
goes via π2 : src → v1 → v2 → v3 → tgt. This gives rise to the following path:


1 7→ src
2 7→ src



17→2

27→2
−
−−→



1 7→ v1
2 7→ v1



17→3

27→6
−
−−→



1 7→ v3
2 7→ v2



17→4

27→1
−
−−→



1 7→ tgt
2 7→ v3



17→0

27→4
−
−−→



1 7→ tgt
2 7→ tgt



Notice how edge v3 → tgt of A is used by both players, but not simultaneously, so that the
cost of using that edge is 4 for each of them, while it would be 8 in classical NCGs.
J
We now extend this graph to a concurrent game structure. A move for Player i ∈ JnK
from configuration c is an edge e = (v, f, v 0 ) ∈ E such that v = c(i). A move vector from c is
a sequence e = (ei )i∈JnK such that for all i ∈ JnK, ei is a move for Player i from c.
A network congestion game hA, ni then gives rise to a concurrent game structure S =
hC, T, M, U i where hC, T i is the graph defined above, M : C × JnK → 2E lists the set of
possible moves for each player in each configuration, and U : C × E JnK → T is the transition
function, such that for every configuration c and every move vector e = (ei )i∈JnK with
e
ei ∈ M (c, i) for all i ∈ JnK, U (c, e) = (c =
⇒ c0 ).
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A strategy for Player i in S from configuration c is a function σi : Paths(hA, ni, c) → E
that associates, with any finite path ρ from c in S, a move for this player from the last
configuration of ρ. A strategy profile is a family σ = (σi )i∈JnK of strategies, one for each
player. We write S for the set of strategies, and Sn for the set of strategy profiles.
Let c be a configuration, h be a finite path from c and a strategy profile σ = (σi )i∈JnK
from c. The residual strategy profile of σ after h is the strategy profile σ h = (σih )i∈JnK from
the last configuration of h defined by σih (h0 ) = σi (h · h0 ), where h · h0 is the concatenation of
paths h and h0 .
The outcome of a strategy profile σ from c is the infinite path ρ = (ci , wi , ci+1 )i≥1 ,
hereafter denoted with outcome(σ), obtained by running the strategy profile; it is formally
defined as the only infinite path such that (c1 , w1 , c2 ) = U (c, σ(c)), and such that for
any j ≥ 2, (cj , wj , cj+1 ) = U (cj , σ(h0 )), where h0 = (c1 , w1 , c2 ) · · · (cj−1 , wj−1 , cj ).
Pick a strategy profile σ = (σi )i∈JnK , and let ρ = (tj )j≥1 be its outcome, writing
tj = (cj , (wji )i∈JnK , c0j ) for all j ≥ 1. Let k ∈ JnK. If c0l (k) = tgt for some l ∈ N, then σk
is said to be winning for Player k. In that case, we define costk (σ) as costk (outcome(σ)).
If c0l (i) = tgt for all i ∈ JnK, we define the social cost of σ as soccost(σ) = soccost(ρ).
A strategy σi for Player i is said blind whenever for any two finite paths ρ and ρ0 having
same length k, if for any position 0 ≤ j < k we have ρ(j)(i) = ρ0 (j)(i), then σi (ρ) = σi (ρ0 ).
Intuitively, this means that strategy σi follows a path in A, independently of what the other
players do. A blind strategy can thus be represented as a path and we write |σi | for the length
of that path (until its first visit to tgt, if any). We write B for the set of blind strategies.
I Example 3. Consider again the arena A of Fig. 1. The paths π1 and π2 from Example 2 are
two blind strategies in that dynamic NCG. In a 2-player setting, an example of a non-blind
strategy σ consists in first taking the transition src → v1 , and then either taking v1 → v3 if
the other player took the same initial transition, or taking v1 → v2 otherwise.
J
Representation as a weighted graph. Another way of representing configurations is to
consider their Parikh images. With a configuration c ∈ V JnK , we associate an abstract
configuration c̄ ∈ JnKV defined as c̄(v) = #{i ∈ JnK | c(i) = v}.
The abstract weighted graph associated with a dynamic network congestion game hA, ni
is the weighted graph P = hA, Bi, where A contains all abstract configurations, and there is
an edge (a, w, a0 ) in B ⊆ A × N × A if, and only if, there is a mapping b : E → JnK such that
P
e∈E b(e) = n and for all v ∈ V ,
a(v) =

X
e=(v,f,v 0 )

b(e)

w=

X
e=(v,f,v 0 )

b(e) × f(b(e))

a0 (v) =

X

b(e).

e=(v 0 ,f,v)

Similarly to the representation as multi-weighted graphs, an abstract path of a network
congestion game is either a single configuration or a non-empty, finite or infinite sequence of
consecutive edges in the abstract weighted graph. The cost of an abstract path is the sum of
the weights of its edges (if any). Then:
I Lemma 4. For any w ∈ N ∪ {+∞}, there is an abstract path in M with social cost w if,
and only if, there is an abstract path in P with cost w.

2.2

Social optima and equilibria

Consider a dynamic network congestion game G = hA, ni. We recall standard ways of
optimizing the strategies of the players, depending on the situation.
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In a collaborative situation, all players want to collectively minimize the total cost for
having all of them reach the target state of the arena. Formally, a strategy profile σ = (σi )i∈JnK
realizes the social optimum if soccost(σ) = inf τ ∈Sn soccost(τ ).
In a selfish situation, each player aims at optimizing their response to the others’ strategies.
Given a strategy profile σ = (σi )i∈JnK , a player k ∈ JnK, and a strategy σk0 ∈ S, we denote
by hσ−k , σk0 i the strategy profile (τi )i∈JnK such that τk = σk0 and τi = σi for all i ∈ JnK \ {k}.
The strategy σk is a best response to (σi )i∈JnK\{k} if costk (σ) = inf σk0 ∈S costk (hσ−k , σk0 i).
A strategy profile σ = (σi )i∈JnK is a Nash equilibrium if for each k ∈ JnK, the strategy σk is a
best response to (σi )i∈JnK\{k} . In such a case, no player has profitable unilateral deviations,
i.e., no player alone can decrease their cost by switching to a different strategy.
Nash equilibria can be defined for subclasses of strategy profiles. In particular, a blind
Nash equilibrium is a blind strategy profile σ that is a Nash equilibrium for blind-strategy
deviations: for all k ∈ JnK, costk (σ) = inf σk0 ∈B costk (hσ−k , σk0 i). A priori, a blind Nash
equilibrium need not be a Nash equilibrium for general strategies.
In an NE, once a player deviated from their original strategy in the strategy profile,
the other players can punish the deviating player, even if this results in increasing their own
costs. Indeed, the condition for being an NE only requires that the deviation should not be
profitable to the deviating player. Subgame-Perfect Equilibria (SPE) refine NEs and rule
out such non-credible threats by requiring that, for any path h in the configuration graph,
the residual strategy profile after h is an NE.
I Example 5. Consider again the dynamic NCG hA, 2i, with the arena A of Fig. 1. Assume
that Player 1 plays the blind strategy corresponding to π3 : src → v2 → v3 → tgt, while
Player 2 plays the non-blind strategy σ of Example 3. The cost for Player 1 then is 10, while
that of Player 2 is 12.
This strategy profile is an NE: Player 2 could be tempted to play π1 , but they would
then synchronize with Player 1 on edge v3 → tgt, and get cost 12 again. Similarly, Player 1
could be tempted to play π1 instead of π3 , but in that case strategy σ would tell Player 2 to
follow the same path, and the cost for Player 1 (and 2) would be 16. Notice in particular
that this is not an SPE, but that the blind strategy profile hπ1 , π2 i (extended to the whole
configuration tree in the only possible way) is an SPE in hA, 2i.
J
In Sections 4 and 5, we focus on NEs and SPEs, developing EXPSPACE and 2EXPSPACEalgorithms for deciding the existence of NEs and SPEs respectively of social cost less than or
equal to a given bound. Actually, our approach extends to the ~γ -weighted social cost, where
~γ ∈ ZJnK are coefficients applied to the costs of the respective players when computing the
social cost. As a consequence, we can compute best and worst NEs and SPEs, hence also
the price of anarchy and price of stability [13]. Before that, in Section 3, we extend classical
techniques using blind strategies to compute the social optimum and prove that NEs always
exist.

3

Socially-optimal strategy profiles

To compute a socially-optimal strategy profile, it suffices to find a path in the concurrent
game structure of the given network congestion game with minimal total cost since one can
define a strategy profile that induces any given path. Rather than finding such a path in the
concurrent game structure, and in view of Lemma 4, one can look for one in the abstract
weighted graph, thereby reducing in complexity. The socially-optimal cost in a dynamic
NCG hA, ni is thus the cost of a shortest path in the associated weighted abstract graph P
from c̄src to c̄tgt .
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Since P has exponential size, we derive complexity upper bounds for computing a sociallyoptimal strategy and deciding the associated decision problem. Moreover, adapting [15,
Theorem 4.1] which proves NP-hardness in classical NCGs, we provide a reduction from the
Partition problem to establish an NP lower-bound.
I Theorem 6. A socially-optimal strategy profile can be computed in exponential time.
The constrained social-optimum problem is in PSPACE and NP-hard.
Note, that while P has size (n + 1)|V | , it is sufficient to consider paths with a smaller
number of transitions when looking for a shortest path:
I Lemma 7. There is a shortest path (w.r.t. cost) in P with size (in terms of its number of
transitions) at most n · |V |.
I Remark 8. A consequence of Lemma 7 is that deciding the constrained social-optimum
problem is in NP for asymmetric games, since in that setting the lists of sources and targets
of each player is part of the input, so that n is polynomial in the size of the input. However,
our NP-hardness proof only works in the symmetric case.

4

Nash equilibria

In this section, we study the existence of Nash equilibria and give algorithms to compute
them under given constraints.

4.1

Existence and computation of (blind) Nash equilibria

To prove that blind Nash equilibria always exist, we establish that dynamic NCGs with blind
strategies are potential games [19, 16] which are known to have Nash equilibria.
Consider a dynamic NCG hA, ni, a blind strategy profile π, and let Nπ denote the
maximum length of the paths prescribed by π. We define the following potential function,
which is an adaptation of that used in [19]:
ψ(π) =

Nπ X loadX
e (π,j)
X
j=1 e∈E

fe (i),

i=1

where loade (π, j) denotes the number of players that take edge e in the j-step under π, and
fe is the cost function on edge e.
Using the above-defined potential function, one can derive an algorithm to find a Nash
equilibrium, by a classical best-response iteration. Starting with an arbitrary blind strategy
profile, at each step we replace some player’s strategy with their best-response, and we
continue as long as some player’s cost can be decreased. When this procedure terminates,
the profile at hand is a blind Nash equilibrium. In dynamic NCGs, best responses exist and
can be computed in polynomial time. Indeed, one can construct a game in which all players
but Player i follow their fixed strategies given by profile π, using Nπ copies of the game in
order to distinguish the steps. After the Nπ -step, all players in JnK \ {i} have reached their
targets. Since it is the only remaining player, the remaining path for Player i should not be
longer than |V |. Altogether, we obtain the following complexity upper-bound:
I Theorem 9. In dynamic NCGs, blind Nash equilibria always exist, and we can compute
one in pseudo-polynomial time.
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I Remark 10. As an alternative proof to existence of blind NEs, we could have bounded
the length of outcomes of blind NEs as follows: all players have a strategy realizing cost at
most |V | · κ, where κ = maxe∈E fe (n), since the shortest path from src to tgt has length at
most |V |, and the cost for a player at each step along edge e is at most κ. It follows that
no path along which the cost for some player is larger than |V | · κ can be the outcome of a
blind NE. As a consequence, if a dynamic NCG has a blind NE, then it has one of length at
most |V | · κ · |V |n (by removing zero-cycles). Using this bound, we can transform dynamic
NCGs into classical congestion games, in which blind NEs always exist [10, 19].
We now show that blind Nash equilibria are in fact Nash equilibria. This is proved using
the observation that given a blind strategy profile, the most profitable deviation for any
player can be assumed to be a blind strategy.
I Lemma 11. In dynamic NCGs, blind Nash equilibria are Nash equilibria.
Computing some (blind) Nash equilibrium may not be satisfactory for two reasons: one
might want to compute the best (or the worst) Nash equilibrium in terms of the social cost;
and as Lemma 12 claims, blind Nash equilibria are suboptimal, i.e., a lower social cost can be
achieved by Nash equilibria with general strategies. This justifies the study of more complex
strategy profiles in the next subsection.
I Lemma 12. There exists a dynamic NCG with a Nash equilibrium π such that for all
blind Nash equilibria π 0 , we have cost(π) < cost(π 0 ).
The proof is based on the dynamic NCG depicted on Fig. 2, for which we prove there is a
Nash equilibrium with total cost 36, while any blind Nash equilibrium has higher social cost.
q1

q2

x 7→ 3
e3

q3

3
7→
x un 2
p

q4

x 7→ 3
e2
x
7→
x un 1
p

q0

2x
x 7→e 1
x 7→
3
e5 x

x 7→ x
e6

q5 x 7→ 2x q6
e7

x 7→
2
e4 x
2x
x 7→e 8

q7

Figure 2 An arena on which blind Nash equilibria are sub-optimal.

4.2

Computation of general Nash equilibria

Characterization of outcomes of Nash Equilibria. Let us consider a dynamic NCG hA, ni,
and the corresponding game structure S = hC, T, M, U i. Given two configurations c, c0
with c ⇒ c0 , we let costi (c, c0 ) denote the cost of Player i on this transition from c(i) to c0 (i).
We define devi (c, c0 ) as the set of all configurations reachable when all players but Player i
choose moves prescribed by the given transition c ⇒ c0 :
devi (c, c0 ) = {c00 ∈ C | c ⇒ c00 and ∀j ∈ JnK \ {i}. c00 (j) = c0 (j)}.
The value of configuration c for Player i is vali,c = supσ−i ∈Sn−1 inf σi ∈S costi ((σ−i , σi ), c).
Note that the value corresponds to the value of the zero-sum game where Player i plays
against the opposing coalition, starting at c. By [11], those values can be computed in
polynomial time in the size of the game. Here the game is a 2-player game with state space
|V | × Jn − 1K|V | , keeping track of the position of Player i and the abstract position of the
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coalition. It follows that each vali,c can be computed in exponential time in the size of the
input hA, ni. Moreover, memoryless optimal strategies exist (in S), that is, the opposing
coalition has a memoryless strategy σ−i to ensure a cost of at least vali,c from c.
The characterization of Nash equilibria outcomes is given in the following lemma.
I Lemma 13. A path ρ in hA, ni is the outcome of a Nash equilibrium if, and only if,
∀i ∈ JnK. ∀1 ≤ l < |ρ|. ∀c ∈ devi (ρ(l), ρ(l + 1)).

costi (ρ≥l ) ≤ vali,c + costi (ρ(l), c).

The intuition is that if the suffix costi (ρ≥l ) of ρ has cost more than vali,c + costi (ρ(l), c),
then Player i has a profitable deviation regardless of the strategy of the opposing coalition,
since vali,c is the maximum cost that the coalition can inflict to Player i at configuration c
where the deviation is observed. The lemma shows that the absence of such a suffix means
that a Nash equilibrium with given outcome exists, which the proof constructs.
Proof. Consider a Nash equilibrium σ = (σi )i∈JnK with outcome ρ. Consider any player i,
and any strategy σi0 for this player. Let ρ0 denote the outcome of σ[i → σi0 ]. Let l denote the
index of the last configuration where ρ and ρ0 are identical. Since σ is a Nash equilibrium,
we have costi (ρ) ≤ costi (ρ0 ), that is,
costi (ρ≥l ) ≤ costi (ρ(l), ρ0 (l + 1)) + costi (σ[i → σi0 ], ρ0≤l+1 )
where costi (σ[i → σi0 ], ρ0≤l+1 ) is the cost for Player i of the outcome of the residual strategy
0

(σ[i → σi0 ])ρ≤l+1 . Since the choice of σi0 is arbitrary here, we have,
costi (ρ≥l ) ≤ costi (ρ(l), ρ0 (l + 1)) + inf
costi (σ[i → σi0 ], ρ0≤l+1 ).
0
σi ∈S

Moreover, we have inf σi0 ∈S costi (π[i → σi0 ], ρ0≤l+1 ) = inf σi0 ∈S costi (π[i → σi0 ], ρ0 (l + 1)) since
memoryless strategies suffice to minimize the cost [11]. We then have
inf costi (π[i → σi0 ], ρ0 (l + 1)) ≤

σi0 ∈S

sup

inf costi ((σ−i , σi ), ρ0 (l + 1)).

σ−i ∈Sn−1 σi ∈S

We obtain the required inequality
costi (ρ≥l ) ≤ costi (ρ(l), ρ0 (l + 1)) +

sup

inf costi ((σ−i , σi ), ρ0 (l + 1))

σ−i ∈Sn−1 σi ∈S

≤ costi (ρ(l), c) + vali,c .
Conversely, consider a path ρ that satisfies the condition. We are going to construct
a Nash equilibrium having outcome ρ. The idea is that players will follow ρ, and if some
player i deviates, then the coalition −i will apply a joint strategy to maximize the cost of
Player i, thus achieving at least vali,c , where c is the first configuration where deviation is
detected.
Let us define the punishment function Pρ : Paths(hA, ni) → JnK∪{⊥} which keeps track of
the deviating players and the step where such a player has deviated. For path h0 = h(c, w, c0 ),
we write

if h0 ≤pref ρ,
⊥
0
Pρ (h ) = i
if h ≤pref ρ, h(c, w, c0 ) 6≤pref ρ, and i ∈ JnK min. s.t. c0 (i) 6= ρ(|h| + 1)(i),

Pρ (h) otherwise.
Intuitively, ⊥ means that no players have deviated from ρ in the current path. If Pπ (h) = j,
then Player j was among the first players to deviate from ρ in the path h; so for some l,
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h(l)(j) = ρ(l)(j) but h(l + 1)(j) 6= ρ(l + 1)(j). Notice that if several players deviate at the
same step, there are no conditions to be checked, and the strategy can be chosen arbitrarily.
For each configuration c and coalition −i, let σ−i,c be the strategy of coalition −i maximizing
the cost of Player i from configuration c; thus achieving at least vali,c . Player j’s strategy in
this coalition, for j 6= i, is denoted σ−i,c,j . For path h0 = h(c, w, c0 ), define
 0
(c (i), m(i), c00 (i)) if Pρ (h0 ) = ⊥, ρ(|h0 | + 1) = (c0 , w0 , c00 ),



and m ∈ E n is such that T (c0 , m) = (w0 , c00 ),
τi (h0 ) =

arbitrary
if Pρ (h0 ) = i,


0
σ−j,c,i (h )
if Pρ (h0 ) = j for some j 6= i.
The first case ensures that the outcome of the profile (τi )i∈JnK is ρ. The third case means that
Player i follows the coalition strategy σ−j,c after Player j has deviated to configuration c.
The second case corresponds to the case where Player i has deviated: the precise definition
of this part of the strategy is irrelevant.
Let us show that this profile is indeed a Nash equilibrium. Consider any player j ∈ JnK
and any strategy τj0 . Let ρ0 denote the outcome of (τ−j , τj0 ), and l the index of the last
configuration where ρ and ρ0 are identical. We have
costj ((τ−j , τj0 )) = costj (ρ≤l ) + costj (ρ(l), ρ0 (l + 1)) + costj ((τ−j , τj ), ρ0≤l+1 )
≥ costj (ρ≤l ) + costj (ρ(l), ρ0 (l + 1)) + valj,ρ0 (l+1)(j)
≥ costj ((τi )i∈JnK ),
where the second line follows from the fact that the coalition switches to a strategies ensuring
a cost of at least valj,ρ0 (l)(j) at step l; and the third line is obtained by assumption. This
shows that (τi )i∈JnK is indeed a Nash equilibrium and concludes the proof.
J
Algorithm. We define a graph that describes the set of outcomes of Nash equilibria by
augmenting the n-weighted configuration graph M = hC, T i. For any real vector ~γ = (γi )i∈JnK ,
we define the weighted graph GhA,ni,~γ = hC 0 , T 0 i with C 0 = C × (JY K ∪ {0, ∞})n where
Y = |V | · κ, and T 0 ⊆ C 0 × N × C 0 ; remember that all players have a strategy realizing cost
at most Y in hA, ni. The initial state is (csrc , ∞n ). The set of transitions T 0 is defined as
follows: ((c, b), z, (c0 , b0 )) ∈ T 0 if, and only if, there exists (c, w, c0 ) ∈ T , z = ~γ · w (where · is
dot product), and for all i ∈ JnK,
b0i = min(bi − wi ,

min

c00 ∈devi (c(i),c0 (i))

costi (c, c00 ) + vali,c00 − wi ).

(1)

Notice that by definition of C 0 , b0i must be nonnegative for all i ∈ JnK, so there are no
transitions ((c, b), z, (c0 , b0 )) if the above expression is negative for some i. Notice also that
the size of GhA,ni,~γ is doubly-exponential in that of the input hA, ni, since this is already the
case for C, while Y is singly-exponential.
Intuitively, for any path ρ that visits some state (c, b) in this graph, in order for ρ to be
compatible with a Nash equilibrium, each player i must have cost no more than bi in the rest
of the path. In fact, the second term of the minimum in (1) is the least cost Player i could
guarantee by not following (c, w, c0 ) but going to some other configuration c00 ∈ devi (c, c0 ), so
the bound bi is used to guarantee that these deviations are not profitable. The definition
of b0i in (1) is the minimum of bi − wi and the aforementioned quantity since we check both
the previous bound bi , updated with the current cost wi (which gives the left term), and
the non-profitability of a deviation at the previous state (which is the right term). If this
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minimum becomes negative, this precisely means that at an earlier point in the current path,
there was a strategy for Player i which was more profitable than the current path regardless
of the strategies of other players; so the current path cannot be the outcome of a Nash
equilibrium. This is why the definition of GhA,ni,~γ restricts the state space to nonnegative
values for the bi .
We prove that computing the cost of a Nash equilibrium minimizing the ~γ -weighted social
cost reduces to computing a shortest path in GhA,ni,~γ . In particular, letting γi = 1 for all
i ∈ JnK, a ~γ -minimal Nash equilibrium is a best Nash equilibrium (minimizing the social
cost), while taking γi = −1 for all i ∈ JnK, we get a worst Nash equilibrium (maximizing the
social cost).
I Theorem 14. For any dynamic NCG hA, ni and vector ~γ , the cost of the shortest path
from (csrc , ∞n ) to some (ctgt , b) in GhA,ni,~γ is the cost of a ~γ -minimal Nash equilibrium.
Proof. We show that for each path of hA, ni from csrc to ctgt , there is a path in GhA,ni,~γ from
(csrc , ∞n ) to some (ctgt , b) with the same cost, and vice versa.
Consider a Nash equilibrium π = (σj )j∈JnK with outcome ρ = (cj , wj , cj+1 )1≤j<l . We build
a sequence b1 , b2 , . . . such that ρ0 = ((cj , bj ), ~γ · wj , (cj+1 , bj+1 ))1≤j<l is a path of GhA,ni,~γ .
We set b1 (j) = ∞ for all j ∈ JnK. For j ≥ 1, define


00
00
bj+1 (i) = min bj (i) − wj (i), 00
min
costi (cj , c ) + vali,c − wj (i) .
c ∈devj (cj (i),cj+1 (i))

We are going to show that for all 1 ≤ j ≤ l, costi (ρ≥j ) ≤ bj , which shows that bj ≥ 0, and
thus ρ0 is a path of GhA,ni,~γ .
We show this by induction on j. This is clear for j = 1. Assume this holds up to j ≥ 1.
We have, by induction that costi (ρ≥j ) ≤ bj (i) for all i ∈ JnK. Moreover, since π is a Nash
equilibrium, by Lemma 13,
∀i ∈ JnK, costi (ρ≥j ) ≤

min

c00 ∈devi (ρ(j),ρ(j+1))

vali,c00 + costi (ρ(j), c00 ).

Therefore,
costi (ρ≥j+1 ) = costi (ρ≥j ) − wj (i)
≤ min(bj (i) − wj (i),

min

c00 ∈devi (ρ(j),ρ(j+1))

vali,c00 + costi (ρ(j), c00 ) − wj (i))

as required, and both paths have the same ~γ -weighted cost.
Consider now a path ((ci , bi ), zi , (ci+1 , bi+1 ))1≤i<l in GhA,ni,~γ . By the definition of GhA,ni,~γ ,
there exists w1 , w2 , . . . such that ρ = (cj , wj , cj+1 )1≤j<l is a path of hA, ni, and zj = ~γ · wj .
So it only remains to show that that ρ is the outcome of a Nash equilibrium. We will show
that ρ satisfies the criterion of Lemma 13. We show by backwards induction on 1 ≤ j ≤ l
that for all i ∈ JnK,
1. costi (ρ≥j ) ≤ bj (i),
2. costi (ρ≥j ) ≤ minc00 ∈devi (ρ(j),c00 ) costi (ρ(j), c00 ) + vali,c00 .
For j = l, we have costi (ρ≥l ) = 0 so this is trivial. Assume the property holds down to j + 1
for some 1 ≤ j < l. By induction hypothesis, we have


costi (ρ≥j+1 ) ≤ bj+1 (i) = min bj (i) − wj (i),

min

c00 ∈devi (ρ(j),c00 )

costi (ρ(j), c00 ) + vali,c00 − wj (i) .

Therefore,

costi (ρ≥j ) = costi (ρ≥j+1 ) + wj (i) ≤ min bj (i),

min

c00 ∈devi (ρ(j),c00 )

00

costi (ρ(j), c ) + vali,c00

as required. By Lemma 13, ρ is the outcome of a Nash equilibrium.


,
J
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Thanks to Theorem 14, we can compute the costs of the best and worst NEs of hA, ni in
exponential space. We can also decide the existence of an NE with constraints on the costs
(both social and individual), by non-deterministically guessing an outcome and checking
in GhA,ni,~γ that it is indeed an NE. We obtain the following conclusion:
I Corollary 15. In dynamic NCGs, the constrained Nash-equilibrium problem is in EXPSPACE.
Proof. As noted earlier, the number of vertices in GhA,ni,~γ is doubly exponential since
|C| = |V |n is doubly exponential. Storing a configuration and computing its successors can
be performed in exponential space. One can thus guess a path of size at most the size of
the graph and check whether its cost is less than the given bound. This can be done using
exponential-space counters, and provides us with an EXPSPACE algorithm.
J
Note that one can effectively compute a Nash-equilibrium strategy profile satisfying the
constraints in doubly-exponential time by finding the shortest path of GhA,ni,~γ , and applying
the construction of (the proof of) Lemma 13.
I Remark 16. The exponential complexity is due to the encoding of the number of players in
binary. If we consider asymmetric NCGs, in which the source-target pairs would be given
explicitly for all players, the size of GhA,ni,~γ would be singly-exponential, and the constrained
Nash-equilibrium problem would be in PSPACE.

5

Subgame-perfect equilibria

In this section, we characterize the outcomes of SPEs and decide the existence of SPEs with
constraints on the social cost. We follow the approach of [9], extending it to the setting of
concurrent weighted games, which we need to handle dynamic NCGs.
Characterization of outcomes of SPE. Consider a dynamic NCG hA, ni, and the associated
configuration graph M = hC, T i. We partition the set C of configurations into (Xj )0≤j≤n
such that a configuration c is in Xj if, and only if, j = #{i ∈ JnK | c(i) = tgt}. Since tgt is a
sink state in A, if there is a transition from some configuration in Xj to some configuration
S
in Xk , then k ≥ j. We define X≥j = i≥j Xi , Zj = {(c, w, c0 ) ∈ T | c ∈ Xj } and
Z≥j = {(c, w, c0 ) ∈ T | c ∈ X≥j }.
∗
∗
∗
Following [9], we inductively define a sequence (λj )0≤j≤n , where each λj = hλji ii∈JnK
∗
is a n-tuple of labeling functions λji : Z≥j → N ∪ {−∞, +∞}. This sequence will be used to
characterize outcomes of SPEs through the notion of λ-consistency:
I Definition 17. Let j ≤ n, and λ = (λi )i∈JnK be a family of functions such that λ : Z≥j →
N ∪ {−∞, +∞} Let c ∈ X≥j . A finite path ρ = (tk )1≤k<|ρ| from c ending in ctgt is said to
be λ-consistent whenever for any i ∈ JnK and any 1 ≤ k < |ρ|, it holds costi (ρ≥k ) ≤ λi (tk ).
We write Γλ (c) for the set of all λ-consistent paths from c.
∗

We now define λj for all 0 ≤ j ≤ n in such a way that, for all c ∈ X≥j , Γλj∗ (c) is
the set of all outcomes of SPEs in the subgame rooted at c. The case where j = n is
simple: we have X≥n = {ctgt } and Z≥n = {(ctgt , 0n , ctgt )}; there is a single path, which
obviously is the outcome of an SPE since no deviations are possible. For all i ∈ JnK, we let
∗
λni (ctgt , 0n , ctgt ) = 0.
∗
∗
Now, fix j < n, assuming that λ(j+1) has been defined. In order to define λj , we introduce an intermediary sequence (µki )k≥0,i∈JnK , with µki : Z≥j → N ∪ {−∞, +∞}, of which
∗
(λji )i∈JnK will be the limit.
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Functions µki mainly operate on Zj = Z≥j \ Z≥j+1 :
(j+1)∗
λi
(e). Now, for e = (c, w, c0 ) ∈ Zj , µki (e) is defined
µ0i (e) = 0 if c(i) = tgt, and µ0i (e) = +∞ otherwise;
k
k−1

for any e ∈ Z≥j+1 , we let µki (e) =
inductively as follows:

for k > 0, µ is defined from µ
following three cases: if c(i) = tgt, then µki (e) = 0; if
0
0 0
Γµk−1 (c ) = ∅ for some (c, w , c ) ∈ T , then µki (e) = −∞; otherwise,
µki (e) =

min

sup

(costi (c, c00 ) + costi (ρ))

c00 ∈devi (c,c0 ) ρ∈Γµl−1 (c00 )

We can then prove that for any e ∈ Z≥j and any k > 0, µki (e) ≥ µk−1
(e). It follows that
i
k
j∗
the sequence (µ )k≥0 stabilizes, and we can define λ as its limit. Let Γ∗ = Γλ0∗ . Then:
I Theorem 18. A path ρ in G = hA, ni is the outcome of an SPE if, and only if, ρ ∈ Γ∗ (csrc ).
Algorithm. It remains to compute the sequence (µk )k≥0 (which will include checking nonemptiness of the corresponding Γ-sets), and to bound the stabilization time. To this aim,
with any family µ = (µi )i∈JnK of functions as above and any configuration c, we associate an
infinite-state counter graph C[µ, c] = hC 0 , T 0 i to capture all µ-consistent paths from c:
the set of vertices is C 0 = C × (N ∪ {+∞})JnK ;
T 0 contains all edges ((d, b), w, (d0 , b0 )) for which (d, w, d0 ) is an edge of M and for
all i ∈ JnK, b0 (i) = 0 if d(i) = tgt, and b0i = min{bi − wi , µi (d, w, d0 ) − wi } otherwise
(provided that b0i ≥ 0 for all i, in order for (d0 , b0 ) to be an edge of C[µ, c]).
With the initial configuration c, we associate bc such that bci = 0 if c(i) = tgt and bci = +∞
otherwise: this configuration imposes no constraint, since no edges has been taken yet.
Intuitively, in configuration (d, b), b is used to enforce µ-consistency: each edge taken along
a path imposes a constraint on the cost of the players for the rest of the path; this constraint
is added to the constraints of the earlier edges, and propagated along the path. We can
prove that the number of reachable states from (c, bc ) in C[µ, c], which we denote with |C 0 |r ,
is bounded by |C| · (n · |V |n · κ)|V | .
∗
∗
Computing λj from λ(j+1) amounts to inductively computing (µk+1
)i∈JnK from µk for
i
0
k
edges e = (c, w, c ) ∈ Zj , until stabilization. Since C[µ , d] can be proved to capture µk consistent paths from d, the computation mainly amounts to checking the existence of paths
in such counter graphs, which can be performed in doubly-exponential space. Stabilization
can be shown to occur within |V |(1 + n · κ · |E|n ) steps. In the end:
I Theorem 19. The existence of SPEs in a dynamic NCG can be decided in 2EXPSPACE.
I Remark 20. Again, our algorithm is not specific to the symmetric setting of our dynamic
NCGs; in an asymmetric context, where the number of players would be given in unary, our
algorithm would run in EXPSPACE.
Existence of constrained SPEs. The algorithm above can be extended to compute the
cost of the best and worst SPEs, and to include constraints on the costs (both social and
individual) of the SPEs we are looking for.
First, for any vector ~γ = (γi )i∈JnK , we define the ~γ -counter graph C[λ∗ , csrc , ~γ ], which is
obtained from C[λ∗ , csrc ] by replacing the cost vector w on the edges with ~γ · w.
We can then compute the cost of a ~γ -minimal SPE by checking existence of a path
from (csrc , bcsrc ) to (ctgt , b) in C[λ∗ , csrc , ~γ ], which minimizes the ~γ -weighted social cost. Again,
letting γi = 1 for all i ∈ JnK, a ~γ -minimal SPE is a best SPE, while taking γi = −1 for all
i ∈ JnK, we get a worst SPE (maximizing social cost).
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We can also solve the constrained-SPE-existence problem by non-deterministically guessing
∗
an outcome and checking that it is a path in C[λ0 , csrc ] and that it satisfies the constraints.
In each case, we can inductively build a strategy profile witnessing the fact that the selected
path is the outcome of an SPE.

6

Conclusion and future works

In this paper, we introduced dynamic network congestion games, and studied the complexity
of various decision and computation problems concerning social optima, Nash equilibria and
subgame perfect equilibria. Our algorithms allow us to compute the price of anarchy and
price of stability for those games.
There are couple of areas that are left open in our discussion: possibly the foremost one
being the complexity gaps of the decision problems we talked about. As of yet, we do not
have interesting lower bounds for constraint NE or constraint SPE problem, so definitely one
direction is there for completing the picture. Another aspect of what we do not address in
this paper is to obtain bounds on PoA/PoSs of our model. Even though we are specifically
interested in the measure(s) for a given instance, nonetheless obtaining such bounds could
be interesting.
What we are mostly interested in as future work, is to compute how the price of anarchy
and the price of stability (and costs of equilibria and social optimum) evolve when the number
of players, seen as a parameter, grows.
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We study alternating parity good-for-games (GFG) automata, i.e., alternating parity automata where
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Introduction

Good-for-games (GFG) automata were first introduced in [12] as a tool for solving the synthesis
problem. The equivalent notion of history-determinism was introduced independently in [8]
in the context of regular cost functions. Intuitively, a nondeterministic automaton is GFG
if nondeterminism can be resolved on the fly, only with knowledge of the input word read
so far. GFG automata can be seen as an intermediate formalism between deterministic
and nondeterministic ones, with advantages from both worlds. Indeed, like deterministic
automata, GFG automata enjoy good compositional properties – useful for solving games
and composing automata and trees – and easy inclusion checks [3]. Like nondeterministic
automata, they can be exponentially more succinct than deterministic automata [16].
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In recent years, much effort has gone into understanding various properties of nondeterministic GFG automata, for instance their relationship with deterministic automata [3, 16, 5, 15],
applications in probabilistic model checking [14] and synthesis of LTL, µ-calculus and contextfree properties [13, 18], decision procedures for GFGness [19, 16, 2], minimisation [1], and
links with recent advances in parity games [10].
Alternating GFG automata are a natural generalisation of nondeterministic GFG automata that enjoy the same compositional properties as nondeterministic GFG automata, while
providing more flexibility. As we show in the present work, for some languages alternating
GFG parity automata can also be exponentially more succinct, allowing for better synthesis
procedures. Indeed, two-player games with winning conditions given by alternating GFG
automata are solvable in quasipolynomial time, via a linear reduction to parity games, while
for winning conditions given by arbitrary alternating automata, solving games requires
determinisation and has therefore double-exponential complexity.
Alternating GFG automata were introduced independently by Colcombet [9] and Quirl [21]
while a form of alternating GFG automata with requirements specific to counters were also
considered in [17], as a tool to study cost functions on infinite trees. Boker and Lehtinen
studied the expressiveness and succinctness of alternating GFG automata in [6], showing
that they
are not more succinct than DFAs on finite words,
are as expressive as deterministic ones of the same acceptance condition on infinite words,
and can be determinised with a 2θ(n) size blowup for the Büchi and coBüchi conditions.
Many questions about GFG alternating automata were left open, in particular whether
there exists a doubly exponential succinctness gap between alternating GFG and deterministic
automata, and the complexity of deciding whether an alternating parity automaton is GFG.
Succinctness of alternating GFG automata. We show that there is a single exponential
gap between alternating parity GFG automata and deterministic ones, thereby answering
a question left open in [6]. This is in contrast to general alternating automata, for which
determinisation incurs a double-exponential size increase. However, we also show that alternating GFG automata can present exponential succinctness compared to both nondeterministic
and universal GFG automata. This means that alternating GFG automata can be used to
reduce the complexity of solving some games with complex acceptance conditions.
Recognising GFG automata. We give an Exptime upper bound to the problem of deciding
whether an alternating parity automaton is GFG, matching the known upper bound for
recognising nondeterministic parity GFG automata.
We also study the complexity of deciding “half-GFGness”, i.e., whether the nondeterminism (or universality) of an automaton is GFG. This property guarantees that composition
with games preserves the winner for one of the players. We show that already on finite
words, this problem is PSpace-hard, and it is in Exptime for alternating Büchi automata.
This shows that a PTime algorithm for deciding GFGness must exploit the subtle interplay
between nondeterminism and universality, and cannot be reduced to checking independently
whether each of them is GFG.

Roadmap
We begin with some definitions, after which, in Section 3, we define alternating GFG
automata, study their succinctness and the complexity of deciding half-GFGness, that is,
whether the nondeterminism within an alternating automaton is GFG. Section 4 provides a
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single-exponential determinisation procedure for alternating GFG parity automata. Section 5
shows that GFGness of alternating parity automata is in Exptime, using the determinisation
of the previous section. Throughout the paper, we provide high-level proof sketches, with
detailed technical developments in the full version [4].

2

Preliminaries

Words and automata. An alphabet Σ is a finite nonempty set of letters. A finite (resp.
infinite) word u = u0 . . . uk ∈ Σ∗ (resp. w = w0 w1 . . . ∈ Σω ) is a finite (resp. infinite) sequence
of letters from Σ. A language is a set of words, and the empty word is written . We denote
a set {i, i + 1, . . . , j} of integers by [i, j].
An alternating word automaton is a tuple A = (Σ, Q, ι, δ, α), where: Σ is an alphabet; Q
is a finite nonempty set of states; ι ∈ Q is an initial state; δ : Q × Σ → B+ (Q) is a transition
function where B+ (Q) is the set of positive Boolean formulas (transition conditions) over
Q; and α, on which we elaborate below, is either an acceptance condition or a transition
labelling on top of which an acceptance condition is defined. For a state q ∈ Q, we denote by
Aq the automaton that is derived from A by setting its initial state ι to q.
An automaton A is nondeterministic (resp. universal) if all its transition conditions are
disjunctions (resp. conjunctions), and it is deterministic if all its transition conditions are
just states. We represent the transition function of nondeterministic and universal automata
as δ : Q × Σ → 2Q , and of a deterministic automaton as δ : Q × Σ → Q. A transition of an
a
automaton is a triple (q, a, q 0 ) ∈ Q×Σ×Q, sometimes also written q −
→ q0 .
+
We denote by δb ⊆ B (Q) the set of all subformulas of formulas in the image of δ, i.e., all
the Boolean formulas that “appear” somewhere in the transition function of A.
Acceptance conditions. There are various acceptance (winning) conditions, defined with
respect to the set of transitions1 that a path of A visits infinitely often. (Notice that a
transition condition allows for many possible transitions.) We later formally define acceptance
of a word w by A in terms of games, and consider a path of A on a word w as a play in that
game. For nondeterministic automata, a “run” coincides with a “path”.
Some of the acceptance conditions are defined on top of a labelling of the transitions
rather than directly on the transitions. In particular, in the parity condition, we have
α : Q × Σ × Q → Γ, where Γ ⊆ N is a finite set of priorities and a path is accepting if and
only if the highest priority seen infinitely often on it is even.
The Büchi and coBüchi conditions are special cases of the parity condition with Γ = {1, 2}
and Γ = {0, 1}, respectively. When speaking of Büchi and coBüchi automata, we often refer
to α as the set of “accepting transitions”, namely the transitions that are mapped to 2 in the
Büchi case and to 0 in the coBüchi case. The weak condition is a special case of both the
Büchi and coBüchi conditions, in which every path eventually remains in the same priority.
The Rabin and Streett conditions are more involved, yet defined directly on the set T of
transitions. A Rabin condition is a set {(B1 , G1 ), (B2 , G2 ), . . . , (Bk , Gk )}, with Bi , Gi ⊆ T ,
and a path ρ is accepting iff for some i ∈ [1, k], we have that the set inf(ρ) of transitions
that are visited infinitely often in ρ satisfies (inf(ρ) ∩ Bi = ∅ and inf(ρ) ∩ Gi 6= ∅). A Streett
condition is dual: a set {(B1 , G1 ), (B2 , G2 ), . . . , (Bk , Gk )}, with Bi , Gi ⊆ Q, whereby a path
ρ is accepting iff for all i ∈ [1, k], we have (inf(ρ) ∩ Bi = ∅ or inf(ρ) ∩ Gi 6= ∅).

1

Acceptance is defined in the literature with respect to either states or transitions; for technical reasons
we prefer to work with acceptance on transitions.
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Sizes and types of automata. The size of A is the maximum of the alphabet size, the
number of states, the transition function length, which is the sum of the transition condition
lengths over all states and letters, and the acceptance condition’s index, which is 1 for weak,
Büchi and coBüchi, |Γ| for parity, and k for Rabin and Street.
We sometimes abbreviate automata types by three-letter acronyms in {D, N, U, A} × {F,
W, B, C, P, R, S} × {A,W}. The first letter stands for the transition mode, the second for the
acceptance condition, and the third indicates that the automaton runs on finite or infinite
words. For example, DPW stands for a deterministic parity automaton on infinite words.

Games and strategies. Some of our technical proofs use standard concepts of an arena, a
game, a winning strategy, etc. For the sake of completeness, we provide precise mathematical
definitions of these objects in the full version [4]. Here we will just overview the involved
concepts.
First, we work with two-player games of perfect information, where the players are Eve
and Adam. These games are played on graphs (called arenas). Most of the considered games
are of infinite duration and their winning condition is expressed in terms of the infinite
sequences of edges taken during the play. We invoke results of determinacy (one of the
players has a winning strategy), as well as of positional determinacy (one of the players has
a strategy that depends only on the last position of the play).
Ra

Ra × A

A

Q = {q0 , q1 , q2 }

v

v, q0

δ(q0 , a) = (q0 ∧q1 ) ∨ (q1 ∧q2 )
δ(q1 , a) = q1 ∧ q2
δ(q2 , a) = q1 ∨ q2

a

α(q0 , a, q0 ) = 3
α(q0 , a, q1 ) = 2
α(q0 , a, q2 ) = 6

v, q1

v, q2

v 0 , q1 , a,
q1 ∧ q2

v 0 , q2 , a,
q1 ∨ q2

v 0 , q0 , a,
(q0 ∧ q1 )∨
(q1 ∧ q2 )

v 0 , q0 , a,
q0 ∧ q1

v 0 , q0 , a,
q1 ∧ q2

α(q1 , a, q1 ) = 4
α(q1 , a, q2 ) = 5
v 0 , q0 ,
a, q0

v 0 , q0

(a,

(a, 6
)
2)

v 0 , q1 ,
a, q1

(a, 4)

3)

v0

v 0 , q0 ,
a, q2

(a,

α(q2 , a, q1 ) = 3
α(q2 , a, q2 ) = 5

v 0 , q0 ,
a, q1

v 0 , q1

v 0 , q1 ,
a, q2

v 0 , q2 ,
a, q1
)

,3

(a

v 0 , q2 ,
a, q2

(a
,5

(a, 5
)
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)

v 0 , q2

Figure 1 A one-step arena over a letter a ∈ Σ, obtained as a product of a simple arena Ra
with the alternating parity automaton A. In this example v is controlled by Eve and v 0 by Adam.
The transitions with no label are labelled by . Diamond-shaped positions belong to Eve and
square-shaped positions belong to Adam.
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q0

q1

q2

q0

q1

q2

q0

q1

q2

q0

q1

q2

q0

q1

q2

q0

q1

q2

q0

q1

q2

q0

q1

q2

Figure 2 The four possible boxes corresponding to Eve’s choices in the one-step arena of Figure 1.
(All edges should be labelled with a, which we omit for better readability.)

Model-checking games. To represent the semantics of an alternating automaton A, we
treat the Boolean formulas that appear in the transition conditions of A as games. More
precisely, given a letter a ∈ Σ we represent the transition conditions q 7→ δ(q, a) ∈ B+ (Q) as
the one-step arena over a (see Figure 1). A play over this arena begins in a state q ∈ Q; then
the players go down the formula δ(q, a) with Eve resolving disjunctions and Adam resolving
conjunctions; and finally they reach an atom q 0 ∈ Q and the play stops. This means that a
a
play over the one-step arena over a results in a transition of the form q −
→ q0 .
The language L(A) of an alternating automaton A over an alphabet Σ is defined via
the model-checking game, defined for an automaton A and a word w = a0 a1 a2 · · · ∈ Σω . A
configuration of this game is a state q of A and a position i ∈ ω of w, starting at (ι, 0). In
the ith round, starting at configuration (qi , i), the players play on the one-step arena from
ai
qi over ai , resulting in a transition qi −→
qi+1 . The next configuration is (qi+1 , i+1). The
acceptance condition of A becomes the winning condition of this game. A accepts w if Eve
has a winning strategy in this game.
For technical convenience, we define (in the full version) the model-checking game in terms
of a synchronised product of the word w (treated as an infinite graph) and the automaton A.
Synchronised products turn out to be useful in the analysis of various games presented in
this paper and are used throughout the technical version of the paper [4].
I Definition 1. Given an alternating automaton A, we denote by A the dual automaton: it
has the same alphabet, set of states, and initial state. Its transition conditions δA (q, a) are
obtained from those of A by replacing each disjunction ∨ with conjunction ∧ and vice versa.
Its acceptance condition is the dual of A0 s condition. (In parity automata, all priorities are
increased by 1.) A recognises the complement L(A)c of L(A).
Boxes. Another technical concept that we use is that of boxes (see Figure 2), which describe
Eve’s local strategies for resolving disjunctions within a transition condition. Consider an
alternating automaton A and a letter a ∈ Σ. Moreover, fix a strategy σ of Eve that resolves
disjunctions in all the transition conditions δ(q, a) for q ∈ Q. Now, the box of A, a, and σ is
a subset of Q × Σ × Q and contains a triple (q, a, q 0 ) iff σ resolves disjunctions of δ(q, a) in
such a way that Adam (resolving conjunctions) can reach the atom q 0 . In other words, this
box contains (q, a, q 0 ) if there is a play consistent with σ on δ(q, a) that reaches the atom q 0 .
We use β to denote single boxes and by BA,a we denote the set of all boxes of A and a, while
S
BA denotes the union a∈Σ BA,a . We give a more formal definition based on synchronised
products in the full version [4].
I Definition 2. Given a sequence of boxes π = b0 , b1 , . . . of an automaton A and a path ρ =
(q0 , a0 , q1 ), (q1 , a1 , q2 ), . . ., we say that ρ is a path of π if for every i we have (qi , ai , qi+1 ) ∈ bi .
The sequence π is said to be universally accepting if every path in π is accepting in A.
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b, c

a, b, c
start

∨
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∧
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b
b

c

Figure 3 Alternating weak automaton accepting words over {a, b, c} in which a occurs finitely
often and c occurs infinitely often. Omitted transitions lead to a rejecting sink.

Intuitively, a sequence of boxes π as above represents a particular positional strategy σ
of Eve in the model-checking game over the word w = a0 a1 a2 . . . In that case, a path of π
corresponds to a possible play of this game consistent with σ, and the sequence is universally
accepting if and only if the strategy is winning.

3

Good-For-Games Alternating Automata

Good-for-games (GFG) nondeterministic automata are automata in which the nondeterministic choices can be resolved without looking at the future of the word. For example, consider
an automaton that consists of a nondeterministic choice between a component that accepts
words in which a occurs infinitely often and a component that accepts words in which a occurs
finitely often. This automaton accepts all words but is not GFG since the nondeterministic
choice of component cannot be resolved without knowing the whole word.
To extend this definition to alternating automata, we must look both at its nondeterminism
and universality and require that both can be resolved without knowledge of the future. The
following letter games capture this intuition.
I Definition 3 (Letter games [6]). Given an alternating automaton A, Eve’s letter game
proceeds at each turn from a state q of A, starting from the initial state of A, as follows:
Adam chooses a letter a,
Adam and Eve play on the one-step arena over a from q to a new state q 0 , where Eve
resolves disjunctions and Adam conjunctions.
A play of the letter game thus generates a word w and a path ρ of A on w. Eve wins this
play if either w ∈
/ L(A) or ρ is accepting in A.
Adam’s letter game is similar, except that Eve chooses letters and Adam wins if either
w ∈ L(A) or the path ρ is rejecting.
I Definition 4 (GFG automata [6]). An automaton A is ∃-GFG if Eve wins her letter game;
it is ∀-GFG if Adam wins his letter game. Finally, A is GFG if it is both ∃-GFG and
∀-GFG.
As shown in [6, Theorem 8], an automaton A is GFG if and only if it is indeed “good for
playing games”, in the sense that its product with every game whose winning condition is
L(A) preserves the winner of the game.
I Example 5. The automaton in Figure 3 accepts the language L of words in which a occurs
finitely often and c occurs infinitely often. Here Eve loses her letter game: Adam can play c
until Eve takes the transition to the second state, and then play a followed by cω . Conversely,
Eve wins Adam’s letter game: her strategy is to play b, take the transition to the second
state an keep playing b until Adam takes the transition into the third state, after which
she plays c once and then bω . This automaton is neither ∃-GFG nor ∀-GFG, and taking its
product with games with L as winning condition does not preserve the winner of the game.
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c

Figure 4 Alternating coBüchi ∀-GFG automaton accepting words over {a, b, c} in which a occurs
finitely often and c occurs infinitely often.

In contrast, the automaton in Figure 4 is ∀-GFG but not ∃-GFG. Indeed, Adam’s winning
strategy in his letter game is to resolve the conjunction from the middle state by always
moving to the right-hand state when Eve plays b. This forces Eve to choose between playing
c infinitely many times (in which case, the word is in the language) or letting Adam build a
rejecting run. Taking its product with one-player games with winning condition L preserves
the winner whenever Eve is the player controlling all positions. However, this is not the case
for one-player games where Adam is the sole player.

3.1

Alternating GFG vs. Nondeterministic and Universal Ones

We show in this section that alternating GFG automata can be more succinct than both
nondeterministic and universal GFG automata.
I Lemma 6. There is a family (Cn )n∈N of alternating GFG {0, 1, 2}-parity automata of size
linear in n over a fixed alphabet, such that every nondeterministic GFG parity automaton
and universal GFG parity automaton for L(Cn ) is of size 2Ω(n) .
Proof. From [16], there is a family (An )n∈N of GFG-NCWs with n states over a fixed
alphabet Σ, such that every DPW for Ln = L(An ) is of size 2Ω(n) . For every n ∈ N, let Bn
be the dual of An , so Bn is a UBW accepting Ln . We build an APW Cn over Σ of size linear
in n, by setting its initial state to move to the initial state of An when reading the letter
a ∈ Σ and to the initial state of Bn when reading the letter b ∈ Σ. The acceptance condition
of Cn is a parity condition with priorities {0, 1, 2}: accepting transitions of An are assigned
priority 0, and accepting transitions of Bn priority 2. Other transitions have priority 1.
The automaton Cn is represented below:

Observe that L(Cn ) = aLn ∪bLn , and that Cn is GFG: its initial state has only deterministic
transitions, and over the An and Bn components, the strategy to resolve the nondeterminism
and universality, respectively, follows the strategy to resolve the nondeterminism of An ,
which is guaranteed due to An ’s GFGness.
Consider a GFG UPW En for L(Cn ), and let q be a state to which En moves when reading
a, according to some strategy that witnesses En ’s GFGness. Then Enq is a GFG UPW for Ln .
Its dual is therefore a GFG NPW En0 for Ln .
Since An is a GFG NPW for Ln , by [3, Theorem 4] we obtain a DPW for Ln of size
|An ||En0 |. By choice of Ln , this DPW must be of size 2Ω(n) , and since An is of size n, it
follows that En0 , and hence En , must be of size 2Ω(n) . By a symmetric argument, every GFG
NPW for L(Cn ) must also be of size 2Ω(n) .
J
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Informally, the language Ln above describes a set of threads, of which at least one
eventually satisfies a safety property. Then, the above construction can be understood
as describing a property of reactive systems where, depending on the input, the system
guarantees either that there is a thread that eventually satisfies a safety property, or that
all threads satisfy a liveness (Büchi) property. The GFG alternating automaton can then
be used to solve in polynomial time games with such languages as winning condition, for
example in the context of synthesis: the product of the game arena and the alternating
automaton for Ln is a parity game with 3 priorities with the same winner as the original
game. In contrast, a DPW, GFG NPW and GFG UPW for the same language would all be
exponentially larger.

3.2

Deciding Half-GFGness

In order to decide GFGness, it is enough to be able to decide the ∃-GFG property on the
automaton and its dual. A natural first approach is therefore to study the complexity of
deciding whether an APW is ∃-GFG. Yet, we will show that already on finite words, this
problem is PSpace-hard, while we conjecture that deciding GFGness is in PTime.
I Lemma 7. Deciding whether an AFA is ∃-GFG is PSpace-hard.
Proof. We reduce from NFA universality: starting from an NFA A, we build an AFA B
based on the dual of A, with an additional non-GFG choice to be resolved by Eve. This AFA
B is ∃-GFG if and only if L(B) = ∅, which happens if and only if L(A) = Σ∗ . We crucially
use the fact that B is not necessarily ∀-GFG.
Let A be an NFA over an alphabet Σ = {a, b} and Ā its dual. We want to check whether
L(A) = Σ∗ . We build an AFA B, as depicted below, by first making Eve guess the second
letter. If her guess is wrong, the automaton proceeds to a rejecting sink state ⊥. Otherwise,
it proceeds to the initial state of Ā. The size of B is linear in the size of A.

If L(Ā) = ∅, then L(B) = ∅, so B is trivially ∃-GFG. However, if there is some u ∈ L(Ā),
then Adam has a winning strategy in Eve’s letter game on B. This strategy consists
of playing a, then playing the letter that brings Eve to ⊥, and finally playing u. The
resulting word is in L(B) = Σ2 L(A), so this witnesses that B is not ∃-GFG. We obtain that
L(A) = Σ∗ ⇔ L(Ā) = ∅ ⇔ B is ∃-GFG, which is the wanted reduction.
J
For Büchi automata, and so in particular for finite words, we can give an Exptime
algorithm for this problem.
I Lemma 8. Deciding whether an ABW is ∃-GFG is in Exptime.
Proof. It is shown in [6, Lemma 23] that removing alternation from an ABW A using the
breakpoint construction [20] yields an NBW B such that if A is ∃-GFG then B is GFG.
Moreover, the converse also holds: if B is GFG then A is ∃-GFG, since playing Eve’s letter
game in B is more difficult for Eve than playing it in A. This means that starting from an
ABW A, we can build an exponential size NBW B via breakpoint construction, and test
whether B is GFG via the algorithm from [2], in time polynomial with respect to B. Overall,
this yields an Exptime algorithm deciding whether A is ∃-GFG.
J
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Determinisation of Alternating GFG Parity Automata

In this section we provide a procedure that, given an alternating GFG parity automaton,
produces an equivalent deterministic parity automaton with single-exponentially many states.
To do so, we first provide an alternation-removal procedure that preserves GFG status. Then,
we apply this procedure to both the input automaton and its complement and use the GFG
strategies in these two automata to determinise the input automaton. Our proofs, in [4] rely
on some analysis of when GFG strategies can use the history of the word, rather than the
full history of the play (which also includes the choices of how to resolve the nondeterminism
and universality), and on the memoryless determinacy of parity games.
Our method for going from alternating to nondeterministic automata is similar to that
of Dax and Klaedtke [11]: they take a nondeterministic automaton that recognises the
universally-accepting words in (BA )ω and add nondeterminism that upon reading a letter
a ∈ Σ chooses a box in BA over a. Yet in our approach, in order to guarantee that the
outcome preserves GFGness, the intermediate automaton is deterministic.

4.1

Alternation Removal in GFG Parity Automata

I Theorem 9. Consider an alternating parity automaton A with n states and index k. There
exists a nondeterministic parity automaton box(A) with 2O(nk log nk) states that is equivalent
to A such that if A is GFG then box(A) is also GFG.
In Section 5, where we discuss decision procedures, we will show that box(A) is GFG
exactly when A is ∃-GFG. For now, the rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 9,
of which a detailed version can be found in the full version [4].
I Lemma 10. Consider an alternating parity automaton A with n states and index k. Then
there exists a deterministic parity automaton B with 2O(nk log nk) states over the alphabet BA
that recognises the set of universally-accepting words for A. If A is a Büchi automaton, then
B can also be taken as Büchi, and in general the parity index of the automaton B is linear in
the number of transitions of A.
Proof sketch. We first construct a nondeterministic parity (resp. coBüchi) automaton over
the alphabet BA that recognises the complement of the set of universally-accepting words
for A. This automaton is easy to build: it guesses a path that is not accepting, and has
the dual acceptance condition to A. We then obtain the automaton B by determinising and
complementing this automaton.
J
We now build the automaton box(A) of Theorem 9. It is the same as the automaton B
of Lemma 10, except that the alphabet is Σ and the transition function is defined as follows:
S
For every state p of B and a ∈ Σ, we have δbox(A) (p, a) := β∈B(A,a) δB (p, β).
In other words, the automaton box(A) reads a letter a, nondeterministically guesses a box
β ∈ BA,a , and follows the transition of B over β. Thus, the runs of box(A) over a word
w = w0 w1 w2 · · · ∈ Σω are in bijection with sequences of boxes (βi )i∈N such that βi ∈ BA,wi
for all i ∈ N.
Fix an infinite word w ∈ Σω . Our aim is to prove that w ∈ L(A) ⇔ w ∈ L(box(A)).
I Lemma 11. There exists a bijection between positional strategies of Eve in the acceptance
game of A over w and runs of box(A) over w. Moreover, a strategy is winning if and only if
the corresponding run is accepting. Thus L(A) = L(box(A)).
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I Remark 12. The above alternation-removal procedure also extends to alternating Rabin
automata but fails for alternating Streett automata A: since Streett games are not positionally
determined for Eve, the acceptance game of A over a word w is not positionally determined
for Eve.
I Lemma 13. For an alternating ∃-GFG parity automaton A, the automaton box(A) is GFG.
Intuitively, this is because the construction of box(A) preserves the nondeterminism of A.

4.2

Single-Exponential Determinisation

The aim of this section is to prove the following determinisation theorem.
I Theorem 14. If A is an alternating parity GFG automaton then there exists a deterministic
parity automaton D that recognises the same language and has size at most exponential in
the size of A. Moreover, the parity index of D is the same as that of A.
I Remark 15. Theorem 9 and [3, Theorem 4], which uses an NRW-GFG and its complement
NRW-GFG to obtain a DRW, together give an exponential deterministic parity automaton
for L(A). However, the index of A might not be preserved. On the other hand, from [6,
Theorem 19] we know that there exists a deterministic parity automaton equivalent to A
with the same index, but it might have more than exponentially many states. Here we are
able to guarantee both the preservation of the index and an exponential upper bound on the
size of the deterministic automaton.
Observe that Theorem 9 can be applied both to A and its dual. Therefore, we can fix
a pair of nondeterministic GFG parity automata box(A) and box(Ā) that recognise L(A)
and L(A)c respectively and are both of size exponential in A. We use the automata A,
box(A), and box(Ā) to construct two auxiliary games G(A) and G0 (A) .
The game G(A) proceeds from a configuration consisting of a pair (p, q) of states from
box(Ā) and A respectively, starting from their initial states, as follows:
Adam chooses a letter a ∈ Σ;
a
Eve chooses a transition p −
→ p0 in box(Ā);
Eve and Adam play on the one-step arena over a from q to a new state q 0 .
A play in G(A) consists of a run ρ in box(Ā) and a path ρ0 in A. It is winning for Eve if
either ρ is accepting in box(Ā) (in which case w ∈
/ L(A)), or ρ0 is accepting in A.
If A is ∃-GFG and box(Ā) is GFG, Eve has a winning strategy in G(A) consisting of
building a run in box(Ā) using her GFG strategy in box(Ā) and a path in A using her
∃-GFG strategy in A. This guarantees that if w ∈ L(A) then the path in A is accepting,
and otherwise the run in box(Ā) is accepting.
We then argue that as the winning condition of G(A) is a Rabin condition, Eve also has
a winning strategy that is positional in A, that is, which only depends on the history of the
word and the current position. (Interestingly, the question of whether Eve can resolve the
nondeterminism in a class of alternating GFG automata with only the knowledge of the word
read so far does not tightly correspond to whether the acceptance condition of this class is
memoryless. For example, it does hold for the generalised-Büchi condition, though it is not
memoryless.)
I Remark 16. There is some magic here: both the GFG strategies of Eve in A and in box(Ā)
may require exponential memory, yet, when she needs to satisfy the disjunction of the two
conditions, no more memory is needed. In a sense, the states of A provide the memory for
box(Ā) and the states of box(Ā) provide the memory for A.
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The game G0 (A) is similar, except that Adam is given control of box(A) and Eve is in
charge of letters. This time Adam wins a play, consisting of a run of box(A) and a path in
A, if either the path of A is rejecting or the run of box(A) is accepting.
Accordingly, if A is GFG, then he can win by using the ∃-GFG strategy in box(A) and
the ∀-GFG strategy in A. Then if w ∈ L(A), the run in box(A) is accepting, and otherwise
the path of A is rejecting. As before, he also has a positional winning strategy in G0 (A).
We are now ready to build the deterministic automaton from a GFG APW A, using
positional winning strategies σ and τ for Eve and Adam in G(A) and G0 (A), respectively.
Let D be the automaton with states of the form (q, p1 , p2 ), with q a state of A, p1 a state
of box(A) and p2 a state of box(Ā). A transition of D over a moves to (q 0 , p01 , p02 ) such that
moving from (q, p1 ) to (q 0 , p1 ) is consistent with τ ; and moving from (q, p2 ) to (q 0 , p02 ) is
consistent with σ. The acceptance condition of D is inherited from A.
I Lemma 17. For a GFG APW A and D built as above, L(A) = L(D).
I Remark 18. To extend this construction to an alternating GFG Rabin automaton A, we
would need to remove alternations from both A and its dual while preserving GFGness.
However, the dual is a Streett automaton, for which we cannot invoke positional determinacy.

5

Deciding GFGness of Alternating Automata

We use the development of the last section to show that deciding whether an APW is GFG
is in Exptime. This matches the best known upper bound for the same problem on NPW.
The main result of this section is the following theorem.
I Theorem 19. There exists an Exptime algorithm that takes as input an alternating parity
automaton A and decides whether A is GFG.
The idea is to construct the (exponential size) NPWs box(A) and box(Ā) for L(A) and
L(A)c respectively, which are GFG if and only if A is ∃-GFG and ∀-GFG respectively.
Then, it remains to check whether both are indeed GFG. Since we don’t have a polynomial
procedure to check this, instead, we will build a game which Eve wins if and only if both are
indeed GFG, and which we can solve in exponential time with respect to the size of A.
First, we observe the following reciprocal of Lemma 13.
I Lemma 20. If box(A) is GFG then A is ∃-GFG.
Proof. Assume that box(A) is GFG and consider a strategy witnessing this. Such a strategy
can be easily turned into a function σ 0 : Σ+ → BA that, given a word w ∈ L(A) produces
a universally accepting word of boxes of A. Now, due to the definition of a box, each such
box defines a positional strategy of Eve in the respective one-step game. This allows us to
construct a winning strategy of Eve in the letter game over A.
J
Thus, A is GFG if and only if both box(A) and box(Ā) are GFG. To decide this, we
consider a game G00 where Adam plays letters and Eve produces runs of the automata
box(A) and box(Ā) in parallel. The winning condition of G00 requires that at least one of
the constructed runs must be accepting.
Now, each sequence of letters given by Adam belongs either to the language of box(A) or
to box(Ā) and therefore, a winning strategy of Eve in G00 must comprise of two strategies
witnessing GFGness of both box(A) and box(Ā). Dually, if both box(A) and box(Ā) are
GFG then Eve wins G00 by playing the two strategies in parallel.
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It remains to show that G00 is solvable in Exptime. Its winning condition is a disjunction of
parity conditions, with index linear in the number of transitions of A. This winning condition
is recognised by a deterministic parity automaton of exponential size with polynomial index.
To solve G00 , we take its product with this deterministic automaton that recognises its
winning condition, and solve the resulting parity game with an algorithm that is polynomial
in the size of the game whenever, like here, the number of priorities is logarithmic in the size
of the game, for instance [7]. Details of this construction and its complexity are in the full
version [4].

6

Conclusions

The results obtained in this work shed new light on where alternating GFG automata
resemble nondeterministic ones, and where they differ. Overall, our results show that
allowing GFG alternations add succinctness without significantly increasing the complexity
of determinisation nor decision procedures.
In particular, we show that alternating parity GFG automata can be exponentially more
succinct than any equivalent nondeterministic GFG automata, yet this succinctness does not
become double exponential when compared to deterministic automata, answering a question
from [6]. Some further succinctness problems are left open here, such as the possibility of a
doubly exponential gap between alternating GFG automata of stronger acceptance conditions
and deterministic ones, as well as between ∃-GFG parity automata and deterministic ones.
We also show that the interplay between the two players can be used to decide whether
an automaton is GFG without deciding ∃-GFG and ∀-GFG separately, yielding an Exptime
algorithm. This matches the current algorithms for deciding GFGness on non-deterministic
automata. Bagnol and Kuperberg conjectured that GFGness is PTime decidable for nondeterministic parity automata of fixed index [2]; we extend this conjecture to alternating
automata.
It then becomes interesting to ask how to build an alternating automaton GFG. Indeed,
Henzinger and Piterman [12] proposed a transformation of nondeterministic automata into
GFG automata, which, despite in some cases leading to a deterministic automaton, is,
conceptually, a much simpler procedure than determinisation. Indeed, in many examples of
non-GFG automata, adding transitions suffices to obtain a GFG one. We leave finding such
a procedure for alternating automata as future work.
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Abstract
We present a framework that provides deterministic consistency algorithms for given memory models.
Such an algorithm checks whether the executions of a shared-memory concurrent program are
consistent under the axioms defined by a model. For memory models like SC and TSO, checking
consistency is NP-complete. Our framework shows, that despite the hardness, fast deterministic
consistency algorithms can be obtained by employing tools from fine-grained complexity.
The framework is based on a universal consistency problem which can be instantiated by different
memory models. We construct an algorithm for the problem running in time O∗ (2k ), where k is
the number of write accesses in the execution that is checked for consistency. Each instance of
the framework then admits an O∗ (2k )-time consistency algorithm. By applying the framework, we
obtain corresponding consistency algorithms for SC, TSO, PSO, and RMO. Moreover, we show that
the obtained algorithms for SC, TSO, and PSO are optimal in the fine-grained sense: there is no
consistency algorithm for these running in time 2o(k) unless the exponential time hypothesis fails.
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1

Introduction

The paper at hand develops a framework for consistency algorithms. Given an execution of
a concurrent program over a shared-memory system, consistency algorithms check whether
the execution is consistent under the intended behavior of the memory. Our framework
takes an abstraction of this intended behavior, a memory model, and yields a deterministic
consistency algorithm for it. By applying the framework, we obtain provably optimal
consistency algorithms for the well-known memory models SC [38], TSO, and PSO [1].
Checking consistency is central in the verification of shared-memory implementations.
Such implementations promise programmers consistency guarantees according to a certain
memory model. However, due to the complex and performance-oriented design, implementing
shared memories is sensitive to errors and implementations may not provide the promised
guarantees. Consistency algorithms test this. They take an execution over a shared-memory
implementation, multiple sequences of read and write events, one for each thread. Then they
check whether the execution is viable under the memory model, namely whether read and
write events can be arranged in an interleaving that satisfies the axioms of the model.
In 1997, Gibbons and Korach [32] were the first ones that studied consistency checking as
it is considered in this work. They focused on the basic memory model Sequential Consistency
(SC) by Lamport [38]. In SC, read and write accesses to the memory are atomic making each
write of a thread immediately visible to all other threads. Gibbons and Korach showed that
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checking consistency in this setting is, in general, NP-complete. Moreover, they considered
restrictions of the problem showing that even under the assumption that certain parameters
like the number of threads are constant, the problem still remains NP-complete.
The SPARC memory models Total Store Order (TSO), Partial Store Order (PSO), and
Relaxed Memory Order (RMO) were investigated by Cantin et al. in [15]. The authors
showed that, like for SC, checking consistency for these models is NP-hard. Furbach et al. [31]
extended the NP-hardness to almost all models appearing in the Steinke-Nutt hierarchy [46],
a hierarchy developed for the classification of memory models. This yields NP-hardness
results for memory models like Causal Consistency (CC) [37], Pipelined RAM (PRAM) [44],
Cache Consistency [33] or variants of Processor Consistency [33, 4]. Bouajjani et al. [11]
independently found that checking (variants of) CC for a given execution is NP-hard as well.
We approach consistency checking under the assumption of data-independence [11, 50, 10].
In fact, the behavior of a shared-memory implementation or a database does not depend on
precise values in many practical applications [49, 3]. We can therefore assume that in a given
execution, a value is written at most once. However, the NP-hardness of checking consistency
under SC, TSO, and PSO carries over to the data-independent case [32, 31]. Deterministic
consistency algorithms for these models will therefore face exponential running times. By
employing a fine-grained complexity analysis, we show that one can still obtain consistency
algorithms that have only a mild exponential dependence on certain parameters. Moreover,
we show that the obtained algorithms are provably optimal.
Fine-grained complexity analyses are a task of Parameterized Complexity [30, 22, 24]. The
goal of this new field within complexity theory is to measure the influence of certain parameters
on a problem’s complexity. In particular, if a problem is NP-hard, one can determine which
parameter k of the problem still offers the opportunity for a fast deterministic algorithm.
Such an algorithm runs in time f (k) · poly(n), where f is a computable function that only
depends on the parameter, and poly(n) is a polynomial in the size of the input n. Problems
admitting such algorithms lie in the class FPT of fixed-parameter tractable problems. The
time-complexity of a problem in FPT is denoted by O∗ (f (k)) since f (k) dominates. A
fine-grained complexity analysis determines the precise function f that is needed to solve the
problem. While finding upper bounds amounts to finding algorithms, lower bounds on f
can be obtained from the exponential time hypothesis (ETH) [35]. It assumes that n-variable
3-SAT cannot be solved in time 2o(n) . Among other hardness assumptions, ETH is considered
standard in parameterized complexity and was used to derive lower bounds for a variety of
problems [22, 39, 21, 16]. A function f is optimal when upper and lower bound match.
Our contribution is a framework which yields consistency algorithms that are optimal
in the fine-grained sense. Obtained algorithms run in time O∗ (2k ), where k is the number
of write events in the given execution. We demonstrate the applicability by obtaining
corresponding consistency algorithms for SC, TSO, PSO, and RMO. Relying on the ETH, we
prove that for the former three models, consistency cannot be checked in time 2o(k) . This
shows that our framework yields optimal algorithms for these models. Moreover, we are
significantly improving upon already existing deterministic algorithms that are usually based
on a simple iteration running in time O∗ (k k ). Note that considering other parameters like
the number of threads, the number of events per thread, or the size of the underlying data
domain yields W[1]-hard problems [42, 32] that are unlikely to admit FPT-algorithms [22, 24].
Our framework is based on a universal consistency problem that can be instantiated by a
memory model of choice. We develop an algorithm for this universal problem running in
time O∗ (2k ). Then, any instance by a memory model automatically admits an O∗ (2k )-time
consistency algorithm. For the formulation of the problem, we rely on the formal framework
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of Alglave [5] and Alglave et al. [6] for describing memory models in terms of relations. In
fact, checking consistency then amounts to finding a particular store order [50] on the write
events that satisfies various acyclicity constraints.
For solving the universal consistency problem, we show that instead of a store order
we can also find a total order on the write events satisfying similar acyclicity constraints.
The latter are algorithmically simpler to find. We develop a notion of snapshot orders that
mimic total orders on subsets of write events. This allows for shifting from the relation-based
domain of the problem to the subset lattice of writes. On this lattice, we can perform a
dynamic programming which builds up total orders step by step and avoids an explicit
iteration over such which would result in an O∗ (k k )-time algorithm. Keeping track of the
acyclicity constraints is achieved by so-called coherence graphs. The dynamic programming
runs in time O∗ (2k ) which constitutes the time-complexity.
To apply the framework, we follow the formal description of SC, TSO, PSO, and RMO,
given in [5, 6] and instantiate the universal consistency problem. Optimality of the algorithms
for SC, TSO, and PSO is obtained from the ETH. To this end, we construct a reduction from
3-SAT to the corresponding consistency problem that generates only linearly many write
events. The reduction transports the assumed lower bound on 3-SAT to consistency checking.
Related Work. In its general form, consistency checking is NP-hard for most memory
models. Furbach et al. [31] show that LOCAL [2] is an exception. Checking consistency
under LOCAL takes polynomial time. This also holds for Cache Consistency and PRAM
if certain parameters of the consistency problem are assumed to be constant. In the case
of data-independence, Bouajjani et al. [11] show that checking consistency under CC and
variants of CC also takes polynomial time. Wei et al. [48] present a similar result for PRAM.
In [50], Bouajjani et al. present practically efficient algorithms for the consistency problems
of SC and TSO under data-independence. They rely on the polynomial-time algorithm for
CC [11] and obtain a partial store order, which is completed by an enumeration. In theory,
the enumeration has a worst-case time complexity of O∗ (k k ). We avoid such an enumeration
by a dynamic programming running in time O∗ (2k ). Consistency checking for weaker and
stronger notions of consistency, like linearizability [34], is considered in [26, 27, 25].
Instead of checking consistency for a single execution of a shared-memory implementation,
there were efforts in verifying that all executions are consistent under a certain memory
model. Alur et al. show in [7] that for SC, the problem is undecidable. This also holds for
CC [11]. Under data-independence, the problem becomes decidable for CC [11]. Verifying
Eventual Consistency [47] was shown to be decidable by Bouajjani et al. in [12]. There
has also been work on other verification problems like reachability and robustness. Atig
et al. show in [8] that, under TSO and PSO, reachability is decidable. In [9] the authors
extend their results and present a relaxation of TSO with decidable reachability problem.
Robustness against TSO was considered in [13] and shown to be PSPACE-complete. This also
holds for POWER [40, 45], as shown in [23], and for partitioned global address spaces [14].
Parameterized complexity has been applied to other verification problems as well. Biswas
and Enea [10] study the complexity of transactional consistency and obtain an FPT-algorithm
in the size and the width of a history. This also yields an algorithm for the serializability
problem, proven to be NP-hard by Papadimitriou [43] in 1979. A fine-grained algorithm for
serializability under TSO was given in [28]. The authors of [29] present an FPT-algorithm
for predicting atomicity violations as well as an intractability result. The parameterized
complexity of data race prediction was considered in [42]. Fine-grained complexity analyses
were conducted for reachability under bounded context switching on finite-state systems [17],
and for reachability and liveness on parameterized systems [18, 19].
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2

Preliminaries

To state our framework, we introduce some basic notions around memory models and the
consistency problem. We mainly follow [6, 5, 50, 11]. Further, we give a short introduction
into fine-grained complexity. For standard textbooks in this field, we refer to [30, 24, 22].
Relations, Histories, and Memory Models. We consider the consistency problem: given
an execution of a concurrent program and a model of the shared memory, decide whether the
execution adheres to the model. Formally, executions consist of events modeling write and
read accesses to the shared memory. To define these, let Var be the finite set of variables of
the program. Moreover, let Val be its finite data domain and Lab a finite set of labels. A write
event is defined by w : wr(x, v), where w ∈ Lab is a label, x ∈ Var is a variable, and v ∈ Val is
a value. The set of write events is defined by WR = {w : wr(x, v) | w ∈ Lab, x ∈ Var, v ∈ Val}.
A read event is given by r : rd(x, v). The set of read events is denoted by RD. We define
the set of all events by E = WR ∪RD. If it is clear from the context, we omit the label of
an event. Given an event o ∈ E, we access the variable of o by var(o) ∈ Var. For a subset
O ⊆ E, we denote by WR(O) and RD(O) the set of write and read events in O.
For modeling dependencies between events we use strict orders. Let O ⊆ E be a set of
events. A strict partial order on O is an irreflexive, transitive relation over O1 . A strict total
order is a strict partial order that is total. We often refer to the notions without mentioning
that they are strict. Given two relations rel, rel 0 ⊆ O × O, we denote by rel ◦ rel 0 their
composition, by rel + the transitive closure, and by rel −1 the inverse. For variable x, we denote
by rel x the restriction of rel to events on x: rel x = {(o, o0 ) ∈ rel | var(o) = var(o0 ) = x}.
Executions are modeled by histories. A history is a tuple h = hO, po, rf i, where O ⊆ E is
a set of events executed by the threads of the program. The program order po is a partial
order on O which orders the events of a thread according to the execution. Typically, it is
a union of total orders, one for each thread. The relation rf ⊆ WR(O)×RD(O) is called
reads-from relation. It specifies the write event providing the value for a read event in the
history. Moreover, for each read event r ∈ RD(O) we have a write event w ∈ WR(O) such
that (w, r) ∈ rf and if (w, r) ∈ rf , both events access the same variable.
I Example 1. Consider the history given in Figure 1. It consists of three threads T1 , T2 ,
and Tpre that communicate via the variables x, y, z over the data domain {0, 1}. The set
of events O is given by the events listed in the figure. Each thread processes from top to
bottom indicating the program order po. Hence, po is the union of three total orders, one for
each thread. For simplicity, we do not draw it. The reads-from relation is determined by the
arrows labeled rf . The relation shows that each read event is linked to its corresponding write
event. For instance, the two read events rd(z, 0) are linked to the write wr(z, 0). Intuitively
this means that in an actual execution, the threads T1 and T2 cannot start until Tpre finishes
and writes wr(z, 0) to the memory since the correct value for z is not available earlier.
Note that in a history, we assume the reads-from relation rf to be given. This is due
to the data-independence of shared-memory and database implementations in practice
[49, 10, 3, 11, 50]. This means that the behavior of the implementation does not depend on
actual values and in an execution, we may assume each value to be written at most once.
From such an execution, we can simply read off the relation rf .

1

Note that the relation has to be irreflexive. This separates it from a usual partial order.
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Tpre :

T1 :
rd(z, 0)

rf

wr(y, 1)
rd(x, 0)

wr(x, 0)

T2 :
rf

wr(x, 1)

wr(y, 0)
rf

wr(z, 0)

rd(z, 0)

rf

rd(y, 0)

Figure 1 Example of a history. The program order is given implicitly by the arrangement of the
events. For each thread, T1 , T2 , and Tpre , the program order progresses top to bottom. Formally, it
is a union of the resulting three total orders. Arrows labeled by rf show the reads-from relation.

Our framework is compatible with histories that feature initial writes. These histories
have a write event for each variable writing the initial value of that variable. Formally, these
write events are smaller than all other events under program order. If a history h = hO, po, rf i
is fixed, we abuse notation and also use WR and RD to denote WR(O) and RD(O). For a
variable x, we write WR(x) = {w ∈ WR | var(w) = x} for the set of write events on x in h.
Furthermore, we will later make use of the relation po -loc, defined by restricting po to events
on the same variable: po -loc = {(o, o0 ) ∈ po | var(o) = var(o0 )}.
A memory model is an abstraction of the memory behavior defining axioms that
the relations in a history must adhere to. Formally, a memory model MM is a tuple
MM = (po -mm, rf -mm). The relation po -mm, also called preserved program order, is a subrelation of po describing the structure maintained by the memory model. The latter relation
rf -mm is a subrelation of rf . It shows which write events are visible globally under MM.
Fine-Grained Complexity. For many memory models, the consistency problem is NP-hard
[31, 32, 15, 11]. Hence, deterministic consistency algorithms usually face exponential running
times. But exponents might only depend on certain parameters of the problem which still allow
the algorithm for being fast. Finding such parameters is a task of parameterized complexity.
The basis of parameterized complexity are parameterized problems. That is, subsets P
of Σ∗ × N, where Σ is a finite alphabet. An input to P is of the form (x, k), with k being
called the parameter. A particularly interesting class of parameterized problems are the
fixed-parameter tractable (FPT) problems. A problem P is FPT if it can be solved by a
deterministic algorithm running in time f (k) · |x|O(1) , where f is a computable function only
dependent on k. The running time of such an algorithm is usually denoted by O∗ (f (k)) to
suppress the polynomial part. The class FPT is contained in the class W[1]. Problems that
are W[1]-hard are considered intractable since they are unlikely to be FPT.
Given a fixed-parameter tractable problem P , finding an upper bound for f is achieved
by constructing an algorithm for P . Lower bounds on f are usually obtained from the
exponential time hypothesis (ETH) [35]. This standard hardness assumptions asserts that
3-SAT cannot be solved by an algorithm running in time 2o(n) , where n is the number of
variables. A lower bound on f is then obtained by a suitable reduction from 3-SAT to P . We
are interested in finding the optimal f for the consistency problem where upper and lower
bound match. The search for such an f is referred to as fine-grained complexity.

3

Framework

We present our framework. Given a model describing the memory, the framework provides
an (optimal) deterministic algorithm for the corresponding consistency problem. That is,
whether a given history can be scheduled under the axioms imposed by the model. The
obtained algorithm can then be used within a testing routine for concurrent programs.
FSTTCS 2020
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At the heart of the framework is a universal consistency problem that can be instantiated
with different memory models. We solve the problem by switching from a relation-based
domain, where the problem is defined, to a subset-based domain. On the latter, we can then
apply a dynamic programming which constitutes the desired deterministic algorithm.

3.1

Universal Consistency

The basis of our framework is a universal consistency problem which can be instantiated to
simulate a particular memory model. For its formulation, we make use of a consistency notion
that allows for the construction of a fast algorithm but deviates from the literature [5, 6, 50]
at first sight. Therefore, it is proven in Section 4 that instantiating the problem with a
particular memory model yields the correct notion of consistency.
We clarify our notion of consistency. Intuitively, a history is consistent under a memory
model if it can be scheduled such that certain axioms defined by the model are satisfied.
Following the formal framework of [5, 6], finding such a schedule amounts to finding a
particular order of the write events that satisfies acyclicity requirements imposed by the
axioms. Formally, let h = hO, po, rf i be a history and let MM be a memory model described
by the tuple (po -mm, rf -mm). Then h is called MM-consistent if there exists a strict total
order tw on the write events WR of h such that the graphs
Gloc = (O, po -loc ∪ rf ∪ tw ∪ cf ) and Gmm = (O, po -mm ∪ rf -mm ∪ tw ∪ cf )
S
are both acyclic. Here, the conflict relation cf is defined by cf = rf −1 ◦ x∈Var tw x . Phrased
differently, (r, w) ∈ cf if r is a read event on a variable x, w is a write event on x, and there
is a write event w0 on x such that (w0 , r) ∈ rf and (w0 , w) ∈ tw.
The acyclicity of Gloc is called uniprocessor requirement [5] or memory coherence for
each location [15]. Roughly, it demands that an order among writes to the same location
that can be extracted from the history, is kept in tw. The second acyclicity requirement in
the definition resembles the underlying memory model MM. If Gmm is acyclic, the history
can be scheduled adhering to the axioms defined by MM.
I Example 2. Consider the history given in Example 1. We check consistency under the
simple memory model SC. As we will see later in Section 4.2, SC is defined by the tuple
(po -sc, rf -sc) = (po, rf ). For checking consistency, we need to construct the graphs Gloc and
Gsc . To this end, we fix a total order tw on the write events. It is shown as the red edges
labeled by tw in Figure 2. Formally, the strict total order tw is the transitive closure of these
edges. The next step is to determine the conflict relation cf . It contains two edges. There is
an edge rd(y, 0) → wr(y, 1), shown in blue in Figure 2. This is due to the inverted rf -edge
rd(y, 0) → wr(y, 0) and the tw-edge wr(y, 0) → wr(y, 1). Note that the latter edge exists in
tw (transitive closure) and connects writes to the same variable y which is mandatory for cf .
The second cf -edge rd(x, 0) → wr(x, 1) is obtained similarly but is not shown in the figure.
According to the chosen memory model SC, the graph in Figure 2 shows a subgraph of
Gsc = (O, po ∪ rf ∪ tw ∪ cf ). In fact, only the second conflict edge is missing. But we already
obtain a cycle in this graph which traverses as follows:
cf

tw

po

rd(y, 0) −→ wr(y, 1) −→ wr(x, 1) −→ rd(y, 0).
This constitutes a cycle in Gsc and shows that the chosen total order tw does not lead to
acyclic graphs and is therefore not a witness for consistency. However, any total order on
the write events will cause a cycle implying that the history is not SC-consistent.
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Tpre :

T1 :
rd(z, 0)

wr(x, 0)
tw
wr(y, 0)
tw
wr(z, 0)

rf

wr(y, 1) tw
rd(x, 0)

T2 :

rf

cf

rf

rd(z, 0)
wr(x, 1)

rf

rd(y, 0)

tw

Figure 2 A subgraph of Gsc . The total order tw is the transitive closure of the red edges. The
blue edge is part of the conflict relation cf . One cf -edge, namely rd(x, 0) → wr(x, 1), is missing.
The graph contains a cycle showing that the underlying history is not SC-consistent.

Our definition of consistency deviates from the literature in two aspects. First, we demand
a total order tw instead of a store order, a partial order that is total on writes to the same
location [5, 6, 50]. In Section 4 we will show that the resulting notions of consistency are
equivalent. A further difference is that we do not explicitly test for out of thin air values [41].
For the majority of memory models considered in this work, the test is not necessary as it is
implied by the acyclicity of Gloc and Gmm . But it can easily be added when needed.
We are ready to state the universal consistency problem. To this end, let MM be a fixed
memory model. Given a history h, the problem asks whether h is MM-consistent.
MM-Consistency
Input:
A history h = hO, po, rf i.
Question: Is h MM-consistent?
Instantiations of the problem by well-known memory models like SC or TSO are typically
NP-hard [32, 31]. However, we are interested in a deterministic algorithm for MM-Consistency.
While we cannot avoid an exponential running time for such an algorithm, a fine-grained
complexity analysis can determine the optimal exponential dependence. Many parameters of
MM-Consistency like the number of threads, the maximum size per thread, or the size of
the data domain yield parameterizations that are W[1]-hard [42, 32]. Therefore, we conduct
a fine-grained analysis for the parameter k = |WR|, the number of writes in h. The main
finding is an algorithm for MM-Consistency running in time O∗ (2k ). The optimality of this
approach is shown in Section 5 by a complementing lower bound. We formally state the
upper bound in the following theorem. There, n = |O| denotes the number of events in h.
I Theorem 3. The problem MM-Consistency can be solved in time O(2k · k 2 · n2 ).
Note that an algorithm for MM-Consistency running in time O∗ (k k ) is immediate. One
can iterate over all total orders of WR and check the acyclicity of Gloc and Gmm in polynomial
time. Since we cannot afford this iteration in O∗ (2k ), improving the running time needs an
alternative approach and further technical development that we summarize in Section 3.2.

3.2

Algorithm

We present the upper bound for MM-Consistency as stated in Theorem 3. Our algorithm
is a dynamic programming. It switches from the domain of total orders to subsets of write
events and iterates over the latter. The crux is that for a particular subset we do not need to
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remember a precise order. In fact, we only need to store that it can be ordered by a so-called
snapshot order that mimics total orders on subsets. Not having a precise order at hand yields
a disadvantage: we cannot just test both acyclicity requirements in the end. Instead, we
perform an acyclicity test on a coherence graph in each step of the iteration. These graphs
carry enough information to ensure acyclicity as it is required by MM-Consistency.
We begin our technical development by introducing snapshot orders. Intuitively, these
simulate total orders of the write events on subsets of writes. Given a subset, a snapshot
order consists of two parts: a total order on the subset and a partial order. The latter
expresses that the complement of the given set precedes the subset but is yet unordered.
I Definition 4. Let V ⊆ WR. A snapshot order on V is a union tw[V ] = t[V ] ∪ r[V ].
The relation t[V ] is a strict total order on V and r[V ] = {(v, v) | v ∈ V , v ∈ V } arranges
that the elements of V are smaller than the elements of V . By V , we denote the complement
of V in the write events, V = WR \ V . Note that r[V ] does not impose an order among V .
A snapshot order is indeed a strict partial order. Even more, when the considered set
is the whole write events WR, a snapshot order tw[WR] is a total order on WR. Therefore,
MM-consistency can be checked by finding a snapshot order on WR satisfying both acyclicity
requirements. The advantage of this formulation is that we can construct such an order from
snapshot orders on subsets. Technically, we parameterize2 the problem along all V ⊆ WR.
For the acyclicity requirements, we need a similar parameterization. To this end, let
V ⊆ WR be a subset and tw[V ] a snapshot order on V . We parameterize the above graphs
Gloc and Gmm via exchanging the total order by the snapshot order:
Gloc (tw[V ]) = (O, po -loc ∪ rf ∪ tw[V ] ∪ cf [V ]),
Gmm (tw[V ]) = (O, po -mm ∪ rf -mm ∪ tw[V ] ∪ cf [V ]).
S
As above, the conflict relation is defined by cf [V ] = rf −1 ◦ x∈Var tw[V ]x . Note that for a
snapshot order tw[WR] on the whole set of write events, the resulting graphs Gloc (tw[WR])
and Gmm (tw[WR]) are exactly those appearing in the acyclicity requirement.
I Example 5. We reconsider the history of Examples 1 and 2. Our goal is to construct
the graph Gsc (tw[V ]) along a snapshot order tw[V ]. To this end, we first fix a set V . Let
V = {wr(y, 1), wr(x, 1)}. The set is shown in Figure 3 by the gray highlighted write events.
As a snapshot order we chose tw[V ] = t[V ] ∪ r[V ], where t[V ] consists of only one edge:
wr(y, 1) → wr(x, 1). Note that this is a total order on V . The edge is shown in Figure 3,
it is marked red and labeled by t[V ]. The relation r[V ] is fixed by definition. It contains
an edge from each write event in V to each write event in V . These are marked green in
Figure 3. To construct Gsc (tw[V ]) it is left to determine the relation cf [V ]. The relation
contains two edges, rd(y, 0) → wr(y, 1) and rd(x, 0) → wr(x, 1). We show the former edge in
Figure 3 as well. The latter is omitted to ease readability.
Note that the graph clearly shows that the set V is totally ordered by t[V ] while the
set V is not. The only information that we obtain, from r[V ], is that the write events in
V are smaller than the elements in V . In this case, this is already enough to obtain a
cycle. This means that each total order on write events that contains tw[V ] cannot witness
SC-consistency. Note that the total order of Example 2 is such an order.

2

The parameterization here does not refer to parameterized complexity.
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Tpre :

T1 :
rd(z, 0)

rf

r [V ] wr(x, 0)

wr(y, 1)
rd(x, 0)

T2 :
r [V ]

rf

wr(x, 1)

wr(y, 0)
rf

rf

wr(z, 0)

cf [V ]

rd(z, 0)

rd(y, 0)

t[V ]

Figure 3 The graph Gsc (tw[V ]) with set V = {wr(y, 1), wr(x, 1)}, highlighted gray. The snapshot
order tw[V ] is given as the union of the total order t[V ], marked red, and the partial order r[V ],
marked green. The relation cf [V ] consists of two edges, rd(y, 0) → wr(y, 1), shown in blue, and
rd(x, 0) → wr(x, 1), not shown in the figure.

Now we have the tools to state the parameterization of MM-Consistency along subsets of
write events. This allows for leaving the domain of total orders and switch to subsets instead.
To this end, we define a table T with a Boolean entry T [V ] for each V ⊆ WR. Entry T [V ]
will be 1, if there is a snapshot order on V satisfying the acyclicity requirement on both
parameterized graphs. Otherwise, T [V ] will evaluate to 0. Formally, T [V ] is defined by
(
1, if ∃ snapshot ord. tw[V ] : Gloc (tw[V ]) and Gmm (tw[V ]) are acyclic,
T [V ] =
0, otherwise.
The following lemma relates MM-Consistency to the table T . It is crucial in our development as it states the correctness of the constructed parameterization. The proof follows
from the beforehand definitions and the fact that a snapshot order on WR is already total.
I Lemma 6. History h is MM-consistent if and only if T [WR] = 1.
We are now left with the problem of evaluating the entry T [WR]. Our approach is to set
up a recursion among the entries of T and evaluate it via a bottom-up dynamic programming.
The recursion will explain how entries of subsets are aggregated to compute entries of larger
sets. In fact, write events are added element by element: the recursion shows how an entry
T [V ] can be utilized to compute the entry of an enlarged set V ∪ {v}, where v ∈ V .
When passing from T [V ] to T [V ∪ {v}], we need to provide a snapshot order on V ∪ {v}
that satisfies the acyclicity requirements. A snapshot order on V can always be extended to a
snapshot order on V ∪ {v}: we insert v as new minimal element in the contained total order.
But we need to keep track of whether the acyclicity is compatible with the new minimal
element v. To this end, we perform acyclicity tests on coherence graphs. These do not depend
on a snapshot order and solely rely on the fact that v is the new minimal element. This will
later allow for an evaluation of the table without touching precise orders.
I Definition 7. Let V ⊆ WR and v ∈ V . The coherence graphs of V and v are defined by
Gloc [V, v] = (O, po -loc ∪ rf ∪ r[V, v] ∪ cf [V, v]),
Gmm [V, v] = (O, po -mm ∪ rf -mm ∪ r[V, v] ∪ cf [V, v]).
In the definition, relation r[V, v] expresses that V ∪ {v} is smaller than V ∪ {v} and that v is
the minimal element in V ∪{v}. Formally, it is given by r[V, v] = r[V ∪{v}]∪{(v, w) | w ∈ V }.
S
The conflict relation is defined by cf [V, v] = rf −1 ◦ x∈Var r[V, v]x .
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Coherence graphs are key for the recursion among the entries of T . Assume we are given
a snapshot order tw[V ] on V meeting the acyclicity requirements of T and we extend it to a
snapshot order tw[V 0 ] on V 0 = V ∪ {v}, as above - by inserting v as minimal element of V 0 .
We show that each potential cycle in Gloc (tw[V 0 ]) or Gmm (tw[V 0 ]) either implies a cycle in a
coherence graph Gloc [V, v] or Gmm [V, v] or in one of the graphs Gloc (tw[V ]) or Gmm (tw[V ]).
If T [V ] = 1, we can assume the latter graphs to be acyclic. Moreover, if we have checked
that the coherence graphs are acyclic as well, we obtain that T [V 0 ] = 1. Hence, a recursion
should check whether T [V ] = 1 and whether the corresponding coherence graphs are acyclic.
We formulate the recursion in the subsequent lemma. Note that it is a top-down
formulation that only refers to non-empty subsets of write events. An evaluation of the
base case is immediate. Entry T [∅] is evaluated to 1 if Gloc (∅) = (O, po -loc ∪ rf ) and
Gmm (∅) = (O, po -mm ∪ rf -mm) are both acyclic. Otherwise it is evaluated to 0.
I Lemma 8. Let V ⊆ WR be a non-empty subset. Entry T [V ] admits the following recursion:
_
T [V ] =
(Gloc [V \{v}, v] acyclic) ∧ (Gmm [V \{v}, v] acyclic) ∧ T [V \{v}].
v∈V

We interpret the expression (Gloc [V \{v}, v] acyclic) as a predicate evaluating to 1 if the
graph is acyclic and to 0 otherwise. Hence, the recursion requires the existence of a write
event v ∈ V such that both coherence graphs are acyclic and entry T [V \{v}] evaluates to 1.
A proof of Lemma 8 is provided in the full version of the paper.
With the recursion at hand we can evaluate the table T by a dynamic programming.
To this end, we store already computed entries and look them up when needed. An entry
T [V ] is evaluated as follows. We branch over all write events v ∈ V and test whether the
coherence graphs Gloc [V \{v}, v] and Gmm [V \{v}, v] are acyclic. Then, we look up whether
T [V \ {v}] = 1. If all three queries are positive, we store T [V ] = 1. Otherwise, T [V ] = 0.
The complexity estimation of Theorem 3 is obtained as follows. The table has 2k many
entries that we evaluate, which constitutes the exponential factor. For each entry T [V ], we
branch over at most k write events v ∈ V . Looking up the value of T [V \{v}] can be done
in constant time. The following lemma shows that O(k · n2 ) time suffices to construct the
coherence graphs and to check them for acyclicity. The latter checks are based on Kahn’s
algorithm [36] for finding a topological sorting. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
I Lemma 9. Let V ⊆ WR and v ∈ V . Constructing the coherence graphs Gloc [V, v] and
Gmm [V, v] and testing both for acyclicity can be done in time O(k · n2 ).

4

Instantiating the Framework

We show the applicability of our framework and obtain consistency algorithms for the memory
models SC, TSO, PSO, and RMO. To this end, we first need to show that our notion of
consistency coincides with the notion of consistency used in the literature for these models.
This ensures that the obtained algorithms really solve the correct problem. Once this is
achieved, we can directly apply the framework to SC, TSO, and PSO. For RMO, we show
how the framework can be slightly modified to also capture this more relaxed model.

4.1

Validity

Consistency, as it is considered in the literature, is also known as validity [5, 6]. We use
the latter name to avoid confusion with our notion of consistency. Before we show that
both notions actually coincide, we formally define validity. The definition is based on store
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orders [5, 6, 50] (also known as coherence orders). Given a history h = hO, po, rf i, a store
S
order ww ⊆ WR×WR takes the form ww = x∈Var ww x so that each ww x is a strict total
order on WR(x). Phrased differently, store orders are unions of total orders on writes to the
same variable. Note that, in contrast to a total order on WR, a store order does not have
any edge between write events referring to distinct variables.
Validity is similar to consistency. But instead of a total order, the acyclicity requirements need to be satisfied by a store order. Let MM be a memory model described by
(po -mm, rf -mm). A history h = hO, po, rf i is MM-valid if there exists a store order so that
ww
Gww
loc = (O, po -loc ∪ rf ∪ ww ∪ fr) and Gmm = (O, po -mm ∪ rf -mm ∪ ww ∪ fr)

are acyclic. The from-read relation is defined by fr = rf −1 ◦ ww. Note that the definition, as
in the case of consistency above, omits checking for out of thin air values. We will later add
an explicit test for memory models that require it. This will not affect the complexity.
We show the equivalence of validity and consistency. To this end, we need to prove that a
store order can be replaced by a total order on the write events while acyclicity is preserved.
The following lemma states the result. It is crucial for the applicability of our framework.
I Lemma 10. A history h is MM-valid if and only if it is MM-consistent.
Before we give the proof of Lemma 10, we need an auxiliary statement. It shows that a
store order ww in Gww
loc can be replaced by any linearization of ww without affecting acyclicity.
Phrased differently, any total order tw on the write events that contains ww can be inserted
into the graph Gww
loc - it will still be acyclic. We state the corresponding lemma.
I Lemma 11. Let h = hO, po, rf i be a history, ww a store order, and tw a total order on
tw
WR such that ww ⊆ tw. If Gww
loc is acyclic, then so is Gloc = (O, po -loc ∪ rf ∪ tw ∪ fr).
The proof of Lemma 11 is given in the full version. We turn to the proof of Lemma 10.
Proof of Lemma 10. First assume that h = hO, po, rf i is MM-valid. Then there is a store
ww
order ww such that Gww
loc and Gmm are acyclic. Consider the edges of the latter graph. They
form a relation ord -mm = po -mm ∪ rf -mm ∪ ww ∪ fr. Since Gww
mm is acyclic, the transitive
closure ord -mm + is a strict partial order on O. Hence, there exists a linear extension, a
strict total order L containing ord -mm + . We define tw = L ∩WR×WR. Then, tw is a total
order on WR and we have ww ⊆ L ∩WR×WR = tw. We show that Gloc and Gmm are acyclic.
Note that the latter refer to the graphs from the definition of consistency.
The store order ww is contained in tw. Hence, we obtain that ww x ⊆ tw x for each
variable x ∈ Var. This implies that ww x = tw x since ww x is total on WR(x). We can deduce
S
S
S
ww = x∈Var ww x = x∈Var tw x and thus cf = rf −1 ◦ x∈Var tw x = rf −1 ◦ ww = fr.
Since fr = cf , we get the acyclicity of Gloc = Gtw
loc from Lemma 11. The acyclicity of
Gmm follows since its edges po -mm ∪ rf -mm ∪ tw ∪ cf form a subrelation of L. A cycle would
mean that L has a reflexive element, but L is a strict order. Hence, h is MM-consistent.
For the other direction, assume that h is MM-consistent. By definition, there is a
total order tw on WR such that Gloc and Gmm are acyclic. We construct the store order
S
ww = x∈Var tw x . Note that, since tw x is total on WR(x), ww is indeed a store order
ww
and we have ww ⊆ tw. We show that Gww
loc and Gmm are acyclic. In fact, we have that
−1
ww
fr = rf
◦ ww = cf . This implies that Gloc and Gww
mm are subgraphs of Gloc and Gmm ,
respectively. Hence, the two graphs are acyclic and h is MM-valid.
J
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4.2

Instances

We apply the algorithmic framework to the mentioned memory models and obtain (optimal)
deterministic algorithms for their corresponding validity/consistency problem. To this end,
we employ the formal description of these models given in [5, 6].
Sequential Consistency. Sequential Consistency (SC) is a basic memory model, first defined
by Lamport in [38]. Intuitively, SC strictly follows the given program order and flushes each
issued write immediately to the memory so that it is visible to all other threads.
Formally, SC is described by the tuple SC = (po -sc, rf -sc) with po -sc = po and rf -sc = rf .
Hence, it employs the full program order and reads-from relation, making the uniprocessor
test on Gloc obsolete. However, our framework still applies. It yields an algorithm for the
corresponding validity/consistency problem running in time O(2k · k 2 · n2 ). We show in
Section 5 that the obtained algorithm is optimal under ETH.
Total Store Ordering. The SPARC memory model Total Store Order (TSO) [1] resembles
a more relaxed memory behavior. Instead of flushing writes immediately to the memory, like
in SC, each thread has an own FIFO buffer and issued writes of that thread are pushed into
the buffer. Writes in the buffer are only visible to the owning thread. If the owner reads a
certain variable, it first looks through the buffer and reads the latest issued write on that
variable. This is called early read. At some nondeterministic point, the buffer is flushed to
the memory, making the writes visible to other threads as well.
The formal description of TSO is given by the tuple TSO = (po -tso, rf -tso), where
po -tso = po\WR×RD is a relaxation of the program order, containing no write-read pairs.
The relation rf -tso = rf e is a restriction of rf to write-read pairs from different threads:
rf e = {(w, r) ∈ rf | (w, r) ∈
/ po, (r, w) ∈
/ po}.
Unlike in the case of SC, we do not have the full program order and reads-from relation at
hand. Hence, the uniprocessor test is essential. Applying the framework yields an algorithm
for the validity/consistency problem of TSO running in time O(2k · k 2 · n2 ). The optimality
of the obtained algorithm is shown in Section 5.
Partial Store Ordering. The second SPARC model that we consider is Partial Store Order
(PSO) [1]. It is weaker than TSO since writes to different locations issued by a thread may
not arrive at the memory in program order. Intuitively, in PSO each thread has a buffer per
variable where the corresponding writes to the variable are pushed. Like for TSO, threads
can read early from their buffers and the buffers are, at some point, flushed to the memory.
Formally, PSO is captured by the tuple PSO = (po -pso, rf -pso). Here, the relation
po -pso = po\(WR×RD ∪WR×WR) takes away the write-read pairs and the write-write pairs
from the program order and, like for TSO, we have rf -pso = rf e . Hence, we can apply our
framework and obtain an O(2k · k 2 · n2 )-time algorithm. The obtained algorithm is optimal.
Relaxed Memory Order. We extend the framework to also capture SPARC’s Relaxed
Memory Order (RMO) [1]. The model needs an explicit out of thin air test and allows for
so-called load-load hazards. We show how both modifications can be built into the framework
without affecting the complexity of the resulting consistency algorithm.
The model RMO relies on an additional dependency relation resembling address and data
dependencies among events in an execution of a program. For instance, if a read event has
influence on the value written by a subsequent write event. We assume that the dependency
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relation dp is given along with a history h = hO, po, rf i and is a subrelation of po ∩ (RD×O).
The latter means that dp always starts in a read event. With the relation at hand we can
perform an out of thin air test. In fact, such a test [5] requires that (O, dp ∪ rf ) is acyclic.
This can be checked by Kahn’s algorithm [36] in time O(n2 ). Hence, the test can be added to
the framework without increasing the time complexity of the obtained consistency algorithm.
Load-load hazards are allowed by RMO. These occur when two reads of the same variable
are scheduled not following the program order. To obtain an algorithm from the framework in
this case, we need to weaken the uniprocessor check [5]. In fact, we replace the relation po -loc
by po -loc llh = po -loc\RD×RD and require that the graph Gloc−llh = (O, po -loc llh ∪rf ∪tw∪cf )
is acyclic. The correctness of the framework is ensured since Lemma 10 still holds in this
setting. Moreover, the running time of the resulting algorithm is not affected.
With these modifications, we can obtain a consistency algorithm for RMO. Formally,
RMO = (po -rmo, rf -rmo) where po -rmo = dp and rf -rmo = rf e . Applying the framework
with out of thin air test and Gloc−llh yields a consistency algorithm running in O(2k ·k 2 ·n2 ).

5

Lower Bounds

We show that the framework provides optimal consistency algorithms for SC, TSO, and
PSO. To this end, we employ the ETH and prove that checking consistency under these
three memory models cannot be achieved in subexponential time 2o(k) . Since the algorithms
obtained in Section 4 match the lower bound, they are indeed optimal.
We begin with the lower bound for SC-Consistency. For its proof, we rely on a characterization of the ETH, known as the Sparsification Lemma [35]. It states that ETH is equivalent
to the assumption that 3-SAT cannot be solved in time 2o(n+m) , where n is the number
of variables and m is the number of clauses of the input formula. To transport the lower
bound to consistency checking, we construct a polynomial-time reduction from 3-SAT to
SC-Consistency which controls the number of writes k. Technically, for a given formula ϕ,
the reduction yields a history hϕ that has only k = O(n + m) many write events and is
SC-consistent if and only if ϕ is satisfiable. By invoking the reduction, an 2o(k) -time algorithm
for SC-Consistency, would yield an 2o(n+m) -time algorithm for 3-SAT, contradicting the ETH.
I Theorem 12. SC-Consistency cannot be solved in time 2o(k) unless ETH fails.
It is left to construct the reduction. Let ϕ be a 3-SAT-instance over the variables
X = {x1 , . . . , xn } and with clauses C1 , . . . , Cm . Moreover, let L denote the set of literals.
We construct a history hϕ the number of writes of which depends linearly on n + m.
The main idea of the reduction is to mimic an evaluation of ϕ by an interleaving of the
events in hϕ . To this end, we divide evaluating ϕ into three steps: (1) choose an evaluation
of the variables, (2) evaluate the literals accordingly, and (3) check whether the clauses are
satisfied. For each of these steps we have separate threads taking care of the task. Scheduling
them in different orders will yield different evaluations. An overview is given in Figure 4.
Figure 4 presents hϕ as a collection of threads. The program order is obtained from
reading threads top to bottom. The reads-from relation is given since each value is written at
most once to a variable. Hence, there is always a unique write event providing the read value.
We elaborate on the details of the reduction. For realizing Step (1), we construct two
threads, T0 (x) and T1 (x), for each variable x ∈ X. These mimic an evaluation of the variable
and consist of only one write event. Thread T0 (x) writes 0 to x, thread T1 (x) writes 1. If
T0 (x) gets scheduled before T1 (x), variable x is evaluated to 1 and to 0 otherwise. Hence,
the thread that is scheduled later will determine the actual evaluation of x.
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T0 (x) :
wr(x, 0)

T1 (x) :
wr(x, 1)

T0 (`) :
rd(x, 0)
wr(`, c)
rd(x, 0)

T1 (`) :
rd(x, 1)
wr(`, d)
rd(x, 1)

T 1 (C) :
rd(`3 , 0)
rd(`1 , 1)

T 2 (C) :
rd(`1 , 0)
rd(`2 , 1)

T 3 (C) :
rd(`2 , 0)
rd(`3 , 1)

Figure 4 Parts of the history hϕ for a variable x ∈ X, a literal ` ∈ L, and a clause C = `1 ∨ `2 ∨ `3 .
Values of c and d depend on `. If ` = x, then c = 0, d = 1. Otherwise, c = 1, d = 0.

In Step (2), we propagate the evaluation of the variables to the literals. To this end, we
construct two threads for each literal ` ∈ L. Let ` = x/¬x be a literal on variable x ∈ X. The
first thread T0 (`) is responsible for evaluating ` when x is evaluated to 0. It first performs a
read event rd(x, 0), followed by wr(`, c) and rd(x, 0). The value c depends on the literal: if
` = x, then c = 0. Otherwise c = 1. Note that the read events guard the write event. This
ensures that T0 (`) can only run if x is already evaluated to 0 and once T0 (`) is running, the
evaluation of x cannot change until the thread finishes. Thread T1 (`) behaves similar. It
evaluates the literal ` when x is evaluated to 1. Both threads cannot interfere. Like for the
variables, the later scheduled thread determines the actual evaluation of the literal.
It is left to evaluate the clauses. For a clause C = `1 ∨ `2 ∨ `3 , we have threads T 1 (C),
2
T (C), and T 3 (C) as shown in Figure 4. It is the task of these threads to ensure that at least
one literal in C evaluates to 1. To see this, assume we have the contrary, an evaluation of the
variables (and the literals) such that `1 , `2 , and `3 evaluate to 0. Due to the construction, `1
storing 0 implies that wr(`1 , 1) preceded the write event wr(`1 , 0). Hence, the read event
rd(`1 , 1) in T 1 (C) must have already been scheduled. In particular, it has to occur before
rd(`1 , 0) in T 2 (C). Since `2 and `3 also store 0, we get a similar dependency among their
reads: rd(`2 , 1) occurs before rd(`2 , 0) and rd(`3 , 1) occurs before rd(`3 , 0). Due to program
order, we obtain a dependency cycle involving all these reads:
rd(`1 , 1) → rd(`1 , 0) → rd(`2 , 1) → rd(`2 , 0) → rd(`3 , 1) → rd(`3 , 0) → rd(`1 , 1).
An arrow r → r0 means that r has to precede r0 in an interleaving of the events in hϕ . Since
cycles cannot occur in an interleaving, the threads can only be scheduled properly when a
satisfying assignment is given. The construction of a proper schedule is subtle. We provide
details in the full version of the paper. The following lemma states the correctness.
I Lemma 13. Formula ϕ is satisfiable if and only if the history hϕ is SC-consistent.
Clearly, hϕ can be constructed in polynomial time. We determine the number of write
events. For each variable x ∈ X and each literal ` ∈ L, we introduce two write events. Hence,
k = 2 · n + 2 · |L|. Since there are at most 3 · m many literals in ϕ, we get that k is bounded
by 2 · n + 6 · m, a number linear in n + m. This finishes the proof of Theorem 12.
We obtain lower bounds for TSO and PSO by constructing a similar reduction from 3-SAT
to TSO and PSO-Consistency. To this end, we extend the above reduction by only adding
read events that enforce sequential behavior. Intuitively, we can force the FIFO buffers
of TSO and PSO to push each issued write to the memory immediately. Then, the above
correctness argument still applies. The number of write events does not change and is still
linear in n + m. This yields the following result. Details are given in the full version.
I Theorem 14. TSO and PSO-Consistency cannot be solved in time 2o(k) unless ETH fails.
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Conclusion

We studied the problem of checking whether an execution of a shared-memory concurrent
program is consistent under the intended behavior of the memory, formalized by a memory
model. The main finding is a framework which, given a memory model, yields a deterministic
consistency algorithm for it. Obtained algorithms run in time O∗ (2k ), where k is the number
of writes in the execution. Technically, the framework works on an abstract memory model
and can be instantiated by a concrete one. We applied it to obtain O∗ (2k )-time consistency
algorithms for SC, TSO, PSO, and RMO. This improves on the formerly known O∗ (k k )-time
algorithms for these models. Furthermore, for SC, TSO, and PSO we have proven that the
obtained algorithms are optimal in the fine-grained sense. To this end, we employed the
exponential time hypothesis to show that deterministic consistency algorithms for these
models cannot run in time 2o(k) unless the ETH fails. Our framework relies on the assumption
of data-independence. It is an interesting question, and considered future work, whether one
can obtain a similar framework yielding optimal algorithms if the assumption is dropped.
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1

Introduction

A (discrete-time, finite-state) Hidden Markov Model (HMM) (often called labelled Markov
chain) has a finite set Q of states and for each state a probability distribution over its possible
successor states. For any two states q, q 0 , whenever the state changes from q to q 0 , the HMM
samples and then emits a random observation according to a probability distribution D(q, q 0 ).
For example, consider the following diagram visualising a HMM:
1
2 (a)
1 1
2(4a

+ 34 b)

q1

q2

2
3 (b)

1
3 (a)

In state q1 , the successor state is q1 or q2 , with probability 12 each. Upon transitioning
from q1 to itself, observation a is drawn with probability 14 and observation b is drawn with
probability 34 ; upon transitioning from q1 to q2 , observation a is drawn surely.1
1

One may allow for observations also on the states and not only on the transitions. But such state
observations can be equivalently emitted upon leaving the state. Hence we can assume without loss of
generality that all observations are emitted on the transitions.
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In this way, a HMM, together with an initial distribution on states, generates a random
infinite sequence of observations. In the example above, if the initial distribution is the Dirac
distribution on q1 , the probability that the observation sequence starts with a is 12 · 14 + 12
and the probability that the sequence starts with ab is 12 · 41 · 21 · 43 + 12 · 23 .
In the example above the observations are drawn from a finite observation alphabet
Σ = {a, b}. Indeed, in the literature HMMs most commonly have a finite observation alphabet.
In this paper we lift this restriction and consider continuous-observation HMMs, by which
we mean HMMs as described above, but with continuous observation set Σ. For example,
instead of the distributions on {a, b} in the picture above (written there as ( 14 a + 34 b), (a), (b),
respectively), we may have distributions on the real numbers. For example in the following
diagram, where U [a, b) denotes the uniform distribution on [a, b) and Exp(λ) denotes the
exponential distribution with parameter λ:
1
2 U [−1, 0)
1
2 Exp(2)

q1

q2

2
3 Exp(1)

1
3 U [0, 2)

HMMs, both with finite and infinite observation sets, are widely employed in fields such
as speech recognition (see [22] for a tutorial), gesture recognition [7], signal processing [11],
and climate modeling [1]. HMMs are heavily used in computational biology [15], more
specifically in DNA modeling [9] and biological sequence analysis [14], including protein
structure prediction [19] and gene finding [2]. In computer-aided verification, HMMs are the
most fundamental model for probabilistic systems; model-checking tools such as Prism [20]
and Storm [13] are based on analyzing HMMs efficiently.
One of the most fundamental questions about HMMs is whether two HMMs with
initial state distributions are (trace) equivalent, i.e., generate the same distribution on
infinite observation sequences. For finite observation alphabets this problem is very well
studied and can be solved in polynomial time using algorithms that are based on linear
algebra [23, 21, 24, 10]. Checking trace equivalence is used in the verification of obliviousness
and anonymity, properties that are hard to formalize in temporal logics, see, e.g., [3, 18, 5].
Although the generalisation to continuous observations (such as passed time, consumed
energy, sensor readings) is natural, there has been little work on the algorithmics of such
HMMs. One exception is continuous-time Markov chains (CTMCs) [4, 8] which are similar
to HMMs described above, but with two kinds of observations: on the one hand they emit
observations from a finite alphabet, but on the other hand they also emit the time spent in
each state. Typically, each state-to-state transition is labelled with a parameter λ; for each
transition its time of “firing” is drawn from an exponential distribution with parameter λ;
the transition with the smallest firing time “wins” and causes the corresponding change of
state. CTMCs have attractive properties: they are in a sense memoryless, and for many
analyses, including model checking, an equivalent discrete-time model can be calculated
using an efficient and numerically stable process called uniformization [16].
In [17] a stochastic model more general than ours was introduced, allowing not only
for uncountable sets of observations (called labels there), but also for infinite sets of states
and actions. The paper [17] focuses on bisimulation; trace equivalence is not considered. It
emphasizes nondeterminism, a feature we do not consider here.
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To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this paper is the first to study equivalence of
HMMs with continuous observations. As continuous functions are part of the input, an
equivalence checking algorithm, if it exists (which is not a priori clear), needs to be symbolic,
i.e., needs to perform computations on functions. Our contributions are as follows:
1. We show in Section 3 that certain aspects of the linear-algebra based approach for checking
equivalence of finite-observation HMMs carry over to the continuous case naturally. In
particular, equivalence reduces to orthogonality in a certain vector space of state-indexed
real vectors, see Proposition 7.
2. However, we show in Section 4 that in the continuous case there can be additional linear
dependencies between the observation density functions (which is impossible in the finite
case, where the different observations can be assumed linearly independent). This renders
a simple-minded reduction to the finite case incorrect. Therefore, an equivalence checking
algorithm needs to consider the interplay with the vector space from item 1.
3. For the required computations on the observation density functions we introduce in
Section 5 linearly decomposable profile languages, which are languages (i.e., sets of finite
words) whose elements encode density functions on which basis computations can be
performed efficiently. In Section 5.1 we provide an extensive example of such a language,
encoding (linear combinations of) Gaussian, exponential, and piecewise polynomial density
functions. The proof that this language has the required properties is non-trivial itself
and requires alternant matrices and comparisons of the tails of various density functions.
4. In Section 6 we finally show that HMMs whose observation densities are given in terms
of linearly decomposable profile languages can be checked for equivalence in polynomial
time, by a reduction to the finite-observation case. We also indicate, in Example 23, how
our result can be used to check for susceptibility of certain timing attacks.

2

Preliminaries

We write N for the set of positive integers, Q for the set of rationals and Q+ for the set
of positive rationals. For d ∈ N and a finite set Q we use the notation |Q| for the number
of elements in Q, [d] = {1, . . . , d} and [Q] = {1, . . . , |Q|}. Vectors µ ∈ RN are viewed as
row vectors and we write I = (1, . . . , 1) ∈ RN . Superscript T denotes transpose; e.g., IT
is a column vector of ones. A matrix M ∈ RN ×N is stochastic if M is non-negative and
PN
j=1 Mi,j = 1 for all i ∈ [N ]. For a domain Σ and subset E ⊆ Σ the characteristic function
χE : Σ → {0, 1} is defined as χE (x) = 1 if x ∈ E and χE (x) = 0 otherwise.
Throughout this paper, we use Σ to denote a set of observations. We assume Σ is
a topological space and (Σ, G, λ) is a measure space where all the open subsets of Σ are
contained within G and have non-zero measure. Indeed R and the usual Lebesgue measure
space on R satisfy these assumptions. The set Σn is the set of words over Σ of length n and
S∞
Σ∗ = n=0 Σn .
N ×N
R A matrix valued function Ψ : Σ → R[0, ∞)  canR be integrated element-wise. We write
Ψ dλ for the matrix with entries E Ψ dλ i,j = E Ψi,j dλ, where Ψi,j : Σ → [0, ∞) is
E

defined by Ψi,j (x) = Ψ(x) i,j for all x ∈ Σ.
A function f : Σ → Rm is piecewise continuous if there is an open set C ⊆ Σ, called
a set of continuity, such that f is continuous on C and for every point x ∈ Σ \ C there is
some sequence of points xn ∈ C such that limn→∞ xn = x and limn→∞ f (xn ) = f (x). For a
non-negative function f : Σ → [0, ∞) we use the notation supp f = {x ∈ Σ | f (x) > 0}.
I Definition 1. A Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is a triple (Q, Σ, Ψ) where Q is a finite set
of states, Σ is a set of observations,R and the observation density matrix Ψ : Σ → [0, ∞)|Q|×|Q|
specifies the transitions such that Σ Ψ dλ is a stochastic matrix.
FSTTCS 2020
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I Example 2. The second HMM from the introduction is the triple ({q1 , q2 }, R, Ψ) with
1
2

Ψ(x) =

· 2 exp(−2x) · χ[0,∞) (x)
1 1
3 · 2 · χ[0,2) (x)

1
2

· 1 · χ[−1,0) (x)
· exp(−x) · χ[0,∞) (x)

2
3


.

(1)

We assume that Ψ is piecewise continuous and extend Ψ to the mapping Ψ : Σ∗ →
[0, ∞)|Q|×|Q| with Ψ(x1 · · · xn ) = Ψ(x1 )×· · ·×Ψ(xn ) for x1 , . . . , xn ∈ Σ. If C is the set of continuity for Ψ : Σ → [0, ∞)|Q|×|Q| , then for fixed n ∈ N the restriction Ψ : Σn → [0, ∞)|Q|×|Q|
is piecewise continuous with set of continuity C n . We say that A ⊆ Σn is a cylinder set
if A = A1 × · · · × An and Ai ∈ G for i ∈ [n]. For every n there is an induced measure
space (Σn , Gn , λn ) where Gn is the smallest σ-algebra containing all cylinder sets in Σn and
Qn
λn (A1 × · · · × An ) = i=1 λ(Ai ) for any cylinder set A1 × · · · × An . Let A ⊆ Σn and write
AΣω for the set of infinite words over Σ where the first n observations fall in the set A.
Given a HMM (Q, Σ, Ψ) and initial distribution π on Q viewed as vector π ∈ R|Q| , there
is an induced probability space (Σω , G∗ , Pπ ) where Σω is the set of infinite words over Σ,
and G∗ is the smallest σ-algebra containing (for all n ∈ N) all sets AΣω where AR ⊆ Σn is a
cylinder set and Pπ is the unique probability measure such that Pπ (AΣω ) = π A Ψ dλn IT
for any cylinder set A ⊆ Σn .
I Definition 3. For two distributions π1 and π2 and a HMM C = (Q, Σ, Ψ), we say that
π1 and π2 are equivalent, written π1 ≡C π2 , if Pπ1 (A) = Pπ2 (A) holds for all measurable
subsets A ⊆ Σω .
One could define equivalence of two pairs (C1 , π1 ) and (C2 , π2 ) where Ci = (Qi , Σ, Ψi ) are
HMMs and πi are initial distributions for i = 1, 2. We do not need that though, as we can
define, in a natural way, a single HMM over the disjoint union of Q1 and Q2 and consider
instead equivalence of π1 and π2 (where π1 , π2 are appropriately padded with zeros).
Given an observation density matrix Ψ, a functional decomposition consists of functions
Pd
fk : Σ → [0, ∞)R and matrices Pk ∈ R|Q|×|Q| for k ∈ [d] such that Ψ(x) = k=1 fk (x)Pk for
all x ∈ Σ and Σ fk dλ = 1 for all k ∈ [d]. We sometimes abbreviate this decomposition as
Pd
Ψ = k=1 fk Pk and this notion has a central role in our paper.
I Example 4. The observation density matrix Ψ from Example 2 has a functional decomposition
1



0
0
+ χ[−1,0) (x)
0
0
0


0
0
+ exp(−x)χ[0,∞) (x)
0
0


1
0
χ[0,2) (x) 1
2
3

1
2

2

Ψ(x) = 2 exp(−2x)χ[0,∞) (x)

0



0


+

2
3

I Lemma 5. Let (Q, Σ, Ψ) be a HMM. If Ψ has functional decomposition Ψ =
Pd
then k=1 Pk is stochastic.
Proof. By definition of a HMM,
Z
Ψ dλ =
Σ

Z X
d
Σ k=1

fk Pk dλ =

When Σ is finite, it follows that

R

Σ

d
X
k=1

R

Σ

Pd

k=1

fk Pk

Ψ dλ is stochastic, and we have
Z

Pk

Σ

fk dλ =

Ψ dλ =

d
X

Pk .

J

k=1

P

a∈Σ

Ψ(a). Hence

P

a∈Σ

Ψ(a) is stochastic.
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Encoding. For computational purposes we assume that rational numbers are represented
as ratios of integers in binary. The initial distribution of a HMM with state set Q is given
as a vector π ∈ Q|Q| . We also need to encode continuous functions, in particular, density
functions such as Gaussian, exponential or piecewise-polynomial functions. A profile is a
finite word (i.e., string) that describes a continuous function. It may consist of (an encoding
of) a function type and its parameters. For example, the profile (N , µ, σ) may denote a
Gaussian (also called normal) distribution with mean µ ∈ Q and standard deviation σ ∈ Q+ .
A profile may also consist of a description of a rational linear combination of such building
blocks. For any profile γ we write [[γ]] : Σ → [0, ∞) for the function it encodes. For example,
a profile γ = (N , µ, σ) with µ ∈ Q, σ ∈ Q+ may encode the function [[γ]] : R → [0, ∞) given
2
as [[γ]](x) = σ√12π exp − (x−µ)
2σ 2 . Without restricting ourselves to any particular encoding, we
assume that Γ is a profile language, i.e., a finitely presented but usually infinite set of valid
profiles. For any Γ0 ⊆ Γ we write [[Γ0 ]] = {[[γ]] | γ ∈ Γ0 }.
We use profiles to encode HMMs C = (Q, Σ, Ψ): we say that C is over Γ if the observation
density
R matrix Ψ is given as a matrix of pairs (pi,j , γi,j ) ∈ Q+ × Γ such that Ψi,j = pi,j [[γi,j ]]
and Σ [[γi,j ]] dλ = 1 hold for all i, j ∈ [Q]. In this way the pi,j form the transition probabilities
between states and the γi,j encode the probability densities of the observations upon each
transition.
I Example 6. For a suitable profile language Γ, the HMM from Example 2 may be over Γ,
with the observation density matrix given as
 1
( 2 , (Exp, 2))
( 13 , (U, 0, 2))


( 12 , (U, −1, 0))
( 23 , (Exp, 1))

(2)

The observation density matrix Ψ of a HMM (Q, Σ, Ψ) with finite Σ can be given as a list of
P
|Q|×|Q|
matrices Ψ(a) ∈ Q+
for all a ∈ Σ such that a∈Σ Ψ(a) is a stochastic matrix.

3

Equivalence as Orthogonality

For finite-observation HMMs it is well known [23, 21, 24, 10] that two initial distributions
given as vectors π1 , π2 ∈ R|Q| are equivalent if and only if π1 − π2 is orthogonal (written
as ⊥) to a certain vector space. Indeed, this property holds more generally:
I Proposition 7. Consider a HMM (Q, Σ, Ψ). For any π1 , π2 ∈ R|Q| we have
π1 ≡ π2 ⇐⇒ π1 − π2 ⊥ span {Ψ(w)IT | w ∈ Σ∗ }.
The general case is proven in [12]. In the finite-observation case, Proposition 7 leads
to an efficient algorithm for deciding equivalence: it suffices to compute a basis for V =
span {Ψ(w)IT | w ∈ Σ∗ }. This can be done using a fixed-point algorithm that computes a
sequence of (bases of) increasing subspaces of V: start with B = {IT }, and as long as there
is a ∈ Σ and v ∈ B such that Ψ(a)v 6∈ span B, add Ψ(a)v to B. Since dim V ≤ |Q|, this
algorithm terminates after at most |Q| iterations, and returns B such that span B = V. It is
then easy to check whether π1 − π2 ⊥ V. It follows:
I Proposition 8. Given a HMM (Q, Σ, Ψ) with finite Σ and initial distributions π1 , π2 ∈ Q|Q| ,
it is decidable in polynomial time whether π1 ≡ π2 .
This is not an effective algorithm when Σ is infinite.
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4

Labelling Reductions

Our goal is to reduce in polynomial time the equivalence problem in continuous-observation
HMMs to the equivalence problem in finite-observation HMMs. Since the latter is decidable
in polynomial time by Proposition 8, a polynomial time algorithm for deciding equivalence
in continuous-observation HMMs follows.
Towards this objective, consider a reduction where each continuous density function is
given a label and these labels form the observation alphabet of a finite-observation HMM.
For example consider the chain on the left in the diagram below. This disconnected HMM
emits letters from two distinct normal distributions with profiles (N , 0, 1) and (N , 1, 2).
Assigning each distribution letters a, b respectively yields the HMM given on the right. Since
in the right chain states q1 and q2 are equivalent so too are the same labelled states in the
continuous chain.
2
3 (N , 0, 1)
2
3 (N , 0, 1)

+ 13 (N , 1, 2)
q1

2
3a

q2

2
3 (N , 0, 1)

2
3 (a)

1
3 (N , 1, 2)

+ 13 b
q1

q2
2
3 (a)

q3
1
3 (N , 1, 2)

1
3 (b)

q3
1
3 (b)

More rigorously, if C = (Q, Σ, Ψ) is a HMM over Γ = {β1 , . . . , βK } and Ψ is encoded as a
matrix of coefficient-profile pairs (pi,j , γi,j ) ∈ Q+ × Γ then we call the labelling reduction the
HMM (Q, Σ̂, M̂ ) where Σ̂ = {a1 , . . . , aK } is an alphabet of fresh observations and
(
pi,j γi,j = βk
M̂i,j (ak ) =
0
otherwise.
PK
Since Ψ has functional decomposition Ψ = k=1 [[βk ]]M̂ (ak ), it follows by Lemma 5 that
PK
k=1 M̂ (ak ) is stochastic and the labelling reduction is a well defined HMM which may
be computed in polynomial time. As discussed in the previous example, equivalence in the
labelling reduction implies equivalence in the original chain:
I Proposition 9. Let C = (Q, Σ, Ψ) be a HMM with labelling reduction L = (Q, Σ̂, M̂ ).
Then for any initial distributions π1 and π2
π1 ≡L π2 =⇒ π1 ≡C π2 .
For the proof of Proposition 9 we use the following lemma proven in [12] which will be re-used
in Section 6.
I Lemma 10. Let C1 = (Q, Σ1 , Ψ1 ) and C2 = (Q, Σ2 , Ψ2 ) be two HMMs with the same state
space Q. Suppose that span {Ψ1 (x) | x ∈ Σ1 } ⊆ span {Ψ2 (x) | x ∈ Σ2 }. Then, for any two
initial distributions π1 and π2 ,
π1 ≡C2 π2 =⇒ π1 ≡C1 π2 .
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PK
Proof of Proposition 9. Ψ has a functional decomposition Ψ = k=1 [[βk ]]M̂ (ak ). Thus,
span {Ψ(x) | x ∈ Σ} ⊆ span {M̂ (ak ) | ak ∈ Σ̂} and the statement follows by Lemma 10. J
I Example 11. Consider the HMMs in the diagram below. The HMM on the left is a
continuous-observation chain where D and D0 are distributions on [0, 1] with probability
density functions 2xχ[0,1) (x) and 2(1 − x)χ[0,1) (x) respectively, and U [a, b) is the uniform
distribution on [a, b). The HMM on the right is the corresponding labelling reduction.
Since U [0, 1) = 12 D + 12 D0 , (the Dirac distributions on) states q1 and q4 are equivalent
but as the distributions U [0, 1), D, D0 are distinct, they get assigned different labels a, b, c,
respectively in the labelling reduction. The states q1 and q4 are therefore not equivalent in
the right chain.
1U [0, 2)
1
2D
1 0
2D

q1

q2

1(d)
1
2 (b)

1U [0, 1)

1U [0, 2)

q4

q1

1
2 (c)

q3

5

q2

1(a)

1(d)

q4

q3

Linearly Decomposable Profile Languages

Example 11 shows that the linear combination of two continuous distributions can “imitate”
a single distribution. Therefore we consider the transition densities as part of a vector space
of functions. In the usual way L1 (Σ, λ) is the quotient vector space where functions that
differ only on a λ-null set are identified. In particular, when Σ ⊆ R and λ is the Lebesgue
measure λLeb , the functions χ[a,b) and χ(a,b] are considered the same.
Let Γ be a profile language with [[Γ]] ⊆ L1 (Σ, λ). We say that Γ is linearly decomposable
if for every finite set {γ1 , . . . , γn } = Γ0 ⊆ Γ one can compute in polynomial time profiles
β1 , . . . , βm ∈ Γ0 such that {[[β1 ]], . . . , [[βm ]]} is a basis for span {[[γ1 ]], . . . , [[γn ]]} (hence m ≤ n),
and further a set of coefficients bi,j ∈ Q for i ∈ [n], j ∈ [m] such that
[[γi ]] =

m
X

bi,j [[βj ]] for all i ∈ [n].

j=1

The following theorem is the main result of this paper:
I Theorem 12. Given a HMM (Q, Σ, Ψ) over a linearly decomposable profile language,
and initial distributions π1 , π2 ∈ Q|Q| , it is decidable in polynomial time (in the size of the
encoding) whether π1 ≡ π2 .
We prove Theorem 12 in Section 6. To make the notion of linearly decomposable profile
languages more concrete, we give a concrete example in the following subsection.

5.1

Example: Gaussian, Exponential, and Piecewise Polynomial
Functions

We describe a profile language, ΓGEM , that can specify linear combinations of Gaussian,
exponential, and piecewise polynomial density functions.
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We call a function of the form x 7→ xk χI (x) where k ∈ N ∪ {0} and I ⊂ R is an interval
an interval-domain monomial. To avoid clutter, we often denote interval-domain monomials
only by xk χI . Recall that L1 (R, λLeb ) is a quotient space, so half open intervals I = [a, b) are
sufficient. Any piecewise polynomial is a linear combination of interval-domain monomials.
Let M be a set of profiles encoding interval-domain monomials xk χ[a,b) in terms of
k ∈ N ∪ {0} and a, b ∈ Q. Gaussian and exponential density functions can be fully described
using their parameters, which we assume to be rational. We write G and E for corresponding
sets of profiles, respectively. Finally, we fix a profile language ΓGEM ⊃ G ∪ E ∪ M obtained
by closing G ∪ E ∪ M under linear combinations. That is, for any γ1 , . . . , γk ∈ ΓGEM and
λ1 , . . . , λk ∈ Q, there exists a profile γ ∈ ΓGEM such that [[γ]] = λ1 [[γ1 ]] + · · · + λk [[γk ]]. This
closure can be achieved using a specific constructor, say S, for linear combinations, so that
γ = S(λ1 , γ1 , . . . , λk , γk ).
I Example 13. The HMM (Q, R, Ψ) from Example 11 is over ΓGEM : the observation density
matrix Ψ can be encoded as a matrix of coefficient-profile pairs


0 ( 12 , γ1 ) ( 12 , γ2 ) 0
0 (1, γ3 )
0
0


0 (1, γ3 )
0
0
0 (1, γ4 )
0
0
with γ1 , γ2 , γ3 , γ4 ∈ ΓGEM and [[γ1 ]] = 2xχ[0,1) and [[γ2 ]] = 2(1 − x)χ[0,1) and [[γ3 ]] = 12 χ[0,2)
and [[γ4 ]] = χ[0,1) .
I Lemma 14. Let H be a set of disjoint half open intervals. Suppose that m1 , . . . , mI are
distinct interval-domain monomials such that supp mi ∈ H for all i ∈ [I]. In addition, let
g1 , . . . , gJ and e1 , . . . , eK be distinct Gaussian and exponential density functions, respectively.
Then, the set {m1 , . . . , mI , g1 , . . . , gJ , e1 , . . . , eK } is linearly independent.
For the proof of this lemma we need a result concerning alternant matrices. Consider
functions f1 , . . . , fn : Σ → R and let x1 , . . . , xn ∈ Σ. Then,


f1 (x1 ) f2 (x1 ) · · · fn (x1 )
 f1 (x2 ) f2 (x2 ) · · · fn (x2 ) 


M = .
..
.. 
..
 ..
.
.
. 
f1 (xn ) f2 (xn ) . . .

fn (xn )

is called the alternant matrix for f1 , . . . , fn and input points x1 , . . . , xn .
I Lemma 15. Suppose f1 , . . . , fn ∈ L1 (Σ, λ). Then, the fi are linearly dependent if and
only if all alternant matrices for the fi are singular.
Sketch proof of Lemma 14. Under the assumption that a linear combination exists almost
surely equal to 0, by examining the limit at +∞ we show that the exponential and Gaussian
coefficients are zero. Then, by constructing an appropriate alternant matrix with full rank
we invoke Lemma 15 which means the remaining interval-domain monomials are linearly
independent and thus must also have zero coefficients.
J
I Proposition 16. The profile language ΓGEM is linearly decomposable.
Full proofs of Lemmas 14 and 15 and Proposition 16 can be found in [12]. From the
latter we obtain the following corollary of Theorem 12:
I Corollary 17. Given a HMM (Q, Σ, Ψ) over ΓGEM , and initial distributions π1 , π2 ∈ Q|Q| ,
it is decidable in polynomial time whether π1 ≡ π2 .
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Proof of Theorem 12

Pd
Suppose that Ψ has a functional decomposition k=1 fk Pk such that the set {f1 , . . . , fd } is
Pd
linearly independent. Then, k=1 fk Pk is called an independent functional decomposition.
The efficient computation of an independent functional decomposition is the key ingredient
for the proof of Theorem 12. We start with the following lemma.
I Lemma 18. Suppose Ψ : Σ → [0, ∞)|Q|×|Q| has an independent functional decomposition
Pd
Ψ = k=1 fk Pk . Then, span {Ψ(x) | x ∈ Σ} = span {Pk | k ∈ [d]}.
Pd
Proof. Since Ψ(x) = k=1 fk (x)Pk , we have span {Ψ(x) | x ∈ Σ} ⊆ span {Pk | k ∈ [d]}. For
the reverse inclusion, since the fi are linearly independent, by Lemma 15 there exists an
alternant matrix M with full rank for f1 , . . . , fd with input points x1 , . . . , xd . Hence, for
each of the standard basis vectors ek ∈ {0, 1}d , k ∈ [d], there exists vk = (v1,k , . . . , vd,k ) ∈ Rd
such that vk M = ek . Writing δj,k for the Kronecker delta function it follows that
d
X

vi,k Ψ(xi ) =

i=1

d
X

vi,k

i=1

d
X

fj (xi )Pj =

j=1

d
X

Pj

d
X

j=1

vi,k fj (xi ) =

i=1

d
X

Pj δj,k = Pk ,

j=1

which implies that span {Ψ(x) | x ∈ Σ} ⊇ span {Pk | k ∈ [d]}.

J

The proof of the following proposition re-uses Lemma 10 from Section 4.
I Proposition 19. Suppose that HMM C = (Q, Σ, Ψ) has independent functional decomposiPd
tion Ψ = k=1 fk Pk and each Pk is non-negative for all k ∈ [d]. Define a set Σ = {a1 , . . . , ad }
of fresh observations and the observation density matrix M with M (ak ) = Pk for all k ∈ [d].
Then F = (Q, Σ, M ) is a finite-observation HMM and for any initial distributions π1 , π2
π1 ≡C π2 ⇐⇒ π1 ≡F π2 .
Pd
Proof. It follows by Lemma 5 that k=1 Pk is stochastic. Thus F defines a HMM. By
Lemma 18, span {Ψ(x)IT | x ∈ Σ} = span {M (a)IT | a ∈ Σ} which combined with Lemma 10
gives the result.
J
I Example 20. We use the HMM C discussed in Examples 11 and 13 to illustrate the
construction of Proposition 19. The basis {2xχ[0,1) , 2(1 − x)χ[0,1) , 12 χ[0,2) } leads to the
independent functional decomposition






0 0 0 0
0 21 0 0
0 0 12 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0





Ψ = 2xχ[0,1) 
0 0 0 0 +2(1−x)χ[0,1) 0 0 0 0 + 2 χ[0,2) 0 1 0 0 .
0

1
2

0

0

1
2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Therefore, Proposition 19 implies that two initial distributions π1 , π2 ∈ R|Q| are equivalent
in C if and only if they are equivalent in the following HMM:
1(c)
1
2 (a)

q1

1
2 (b)

q2
1(c)

1( 12 a + 21 b)
q4

q3
Here, states q1 and q4 are equivalent. Hence, they are also equivalent in C.
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If an observation density matrix has an entry with pdf 2e−x − 2e−2x (which is encodable
in ΓGEM due to its convex closure property), the independent functional decomposition
generated by the algorithm described in the proof of Proposition 16 in [12] has matrices which
are not all non-negative. Therefore, Proposition 19 cannot be applied directly. However,
Pd
Pd
given an independent functional decomposition Ψ = k=1 fk Pk and noting that k=1 Pk is
stochastic by Lemma 5, the following proposition shows that there is a small θ > 0 such that
P − θPk is non-negative for all k ∈ [d]. Furthermore, span {Pk | k ∈ [d]} = span {P − θPk |
k ∈ [d]}. These two facts lead us to construct a finite-observation HMM using the scaled
1
transition matrices d−θ
(P − θPk ).
I Proposition 21. Let C = (Q, Σ, Ψ) be a HMM with independent functional decomposition
Pd
Pd
Ψ = k=1 fk Pk . Let P = k=1 Pk and
(
)
1
min{(P )i,j | (P )i,j > 0}

.
θ = min
,
2 max{ Pk i,j | i, j ∈ [Q], k ∈ [d]}
Define an alphabet Σ̃ = {a1 , . . . , ad } of fresh observations and the HMM F = (Q, Σ̃, M ) with
1
M (ak ) = d−θ
(P − θPk ). Then, for any initial distributions µ1 , µ2
µ1 ≡F µ2 ⇐⇒ µ1 ≡C µ2 .
Proof. First we show that F is a well-defined HMM. Matrix
d
X
k=1

Pd

k=1

Pd
d
dP − θ k=1 Pk
1 X
M (ak ) =
(P − θPk ) =
= P,
d−θ
d−θ

M (ak ) is stochastic as
(3)

k=1

and by Lemma 5, P is stochastic. In addition we must show that M (ak ) is non-negative
for each k ∈ [d]. Since θ ≤ 12 , it is enough
R to show that P − θPk is non-negative for each
k ∈ [d]. Suppose that (P )i,j = 0. Then, Σ Ψi,j dλ = (P )i,j = 0, which implies that Ψi,j = 0
Pd
since Ψ is piecewise continuous. Thus, k=1 fk (Pk )i,j = Ψi,j = 0. Since {fk }dk=1 is linearly
independent, it follows that (Pk )i,j = 0 for all k ∈ [d] and so (P − θPk )i,j = 0. Now suppose
that (P )i,j > 0. By the definition of θ, it follows that (θPk )i,j ≤ (P )i,j . Thus, F is a well
defined HMM.
Observe that span {P − θPk | k ∈ [d]} ⊆ span {Pk | k ∈ [d]}. The opposite inclusion
follows from the fact that, by Equation (3), we have P ∈ span {P − θPk | k = 1, . . . , d}.
Thus, by Lemma 18,
span {M (a) | a ∈ Σ̃} = span {P −θPk | k ∈ [d]} = span {Pk | k ∈ [d]} = span {Ψ(x) | x ∈ Σ}
J

and hence, the proposition follows from Lemma 10.
Now we can prove Theorem 12:

Proof of Theorem 12. Suppose the HMM C = (Q, Σ, Ψ) is over the linearly decomposable
profile language Γ. Let Γ0 = {γ1 , . . . , γn } be the set of profiles appearing in the description
of Ψ. From the description of Ψ as a matrix of coefficient-profile pairs, we can easily compute
Pn
matrices P10 , . . . , Pn0 ∈ Q|Q|×|Q| such that Ψ = i=1 [[γi ]]Pi0 . Since Γ is linearly decomposable,
one can compute in polynomial time a subset {β1 , . . . , βd } ⊆ Γ0 such that [[{β1 , . . . , βd }]] is
Pd
linearly independent and also a set of coefficients bi,k such that [[γi ]] = k=1 bi,k [[βk ]] for all
i ∈ [n]. Hence:
Ψ =

n
n X
d
d
n
X
X
X
X
[[γi ]]Pi0 =
[[βk ]]bi,k Pi0 =
[[βk ]]
bi,k Pi0
i=1

i=1 k=1

k=1

i=1
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Pn
Setting Pk = i=1 bi,k Pi0 for all k ∈ [d], we thus obtain the independent functional decomPd
position Ψ = k=1 [[βk ]]Pk . Now it is straightforward to compute the finite-observation
HMM F from Proposition 21 in polynomial time, thus reducing the equivalence problem
in C to the equivalence problem in the finite-observation HMM F . By Proposition 8 the
theorem follows.
J
I Example 22. We illustrate aspects of the proof of Theorem 12 using the HMM:
1 1
2 ( 2 χ[1,3) )
1 1
2 ( 2 χ[0,2) )

q1

1 1
2 ( 2 (χ[0,1)

q2

+ χ[3,4) ))

1 1
2 ( 2 χ[2,4) )

Noting that 12 (χ[0,1) + χ[3,4) ) = 12 χ[0,2) − 12 χ[1,3) + 12 χ[2,4) and the set { 12 χ[0,2) , 12 χ[1,3) , 12 χ[2,4) }
is linearly independent we obtain the independent functional decomposition
1





1
1
1
1
0
0
0 0
2
Ψ = χ[0,2) 2 1 + χ[1,3)
+
χ
.
[2,4)
1
1
0 2
0 − 21
2
2
2
2
2
1

According to Proposition 21, P =
M (a) =
M (b) =
M (c) =


2 h 21
1
5
2

2h 1

2
1
2

2 h 21
1
5
2

5

1
2
1
2

1
2
1
2

1
2
1
2

1
2

1

−

1
2



1
2



−


−

2

0
0
0

2
1
2

1
2
1
2




0 i
1
2
i
1
2
− 12

0


0 i

1
2

1
2

. Further we compute θ =
1
10
1
5
1
5
1
5
1
5
1
10



=
=
=

1
2

and d − θ =

5
2

and

1
5
1
10

1
10
3
10

1
5
.
1
10



It follows that any initial distributions π1 and π2 are equivalent in (Q, Σ, Ψ) if and only if
they are equivalent in the following HMM:
1 2
2(5a
1 1
2(5a

+ 25 b + 52 c)

+ 15 b + 25 c)

q1

q2
1 2
2(5a

1 1
2(5a

+ 53 b + 15 c)

+ 25 b + 15 c)

For any initial distributions π1 , π2 ∈ Q2 this can be checked with Proposition 8. (In this
example π1 ≡ π2 holds only if π1 = π2 .)
I Example 23. We also discuss an example, inspired from [6], where HMM non-equivalence
means susceptibility to timing attacks, and HMM equivalence means immunity to such
attacks. Consider a system that emits two kinds of observations, both visible to an attacker:
a function to be executed (we arbitrarily assume a choice between two functions a and b,
and impute a probability distribution between them) and the time it takes to execute that
function. An attacker therefore sees a sequence `1 t1 `2 t2 . . ., where `i ∈ {a, b} and ti ∈ [0, ∞).
In [6] the times t1 , t2 , . . . are all identical and depend only on the secret key held by the
system, but we assume in the following that the ti are drawn from a probability distribution
that depends on the function (a or b) and the key. We assume that with key i the execution
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times have uniform distributions U [mai − 12 , mai + 12 ) and U [mbi − 12 , mbi + 12 ). The situation
can then be modelled with the HMM below.2
1
3a

tai

2
3b

tbi

si
U [mai − 12 , mai + 12 )

U [mbi − 12 , mbi + 12 )

A timing leak occurs if the attacker can glean the key from the execution times. For example,
the attacker can distinguish between keys k1 and k2 if and only if states s1 and s2 are not
equivalent. One can check, using the algorithm we have developed in this section, that s1 and
s2 are equivalent if and only if ma1 = ma2 and mb1 = mb2 . Moreover, it follows from Section 5
that if instead of U [ma1 − 12 , ma1 + 12 ) and U [ma2 − 12 , ma2 + 12 ) we had two distributions with
density functions from [[ΓGEM ]] with the same mean and the same variance, states s1 , s2
would still be non-equivalent whenever the two distributions are not identical.
One may try to guard against this timing leak by “padding” the execution time, so that
the sum of the execution time and an added time is constant (and independent of the key).
After the execution of the function, an idling loop would be executed until the worst-case
(among all keys) execution time of the functions has been reached or exceeded. Let us call
this worst-case execution time w ∈ (0, ∞). This idling loop would take time u > 0 in each
iteration, so the total idling time is always an integer multiple of u. It is argued in [6] that
this guard is in general ineffective in that the attacker can still glean the execution time
modulo u. Therefore, it is suggested in [6] to add, in addition, a time that is uniformly
distributed on [0, u).
This remedy also works in our case with random execution times. Indeed, one can show
that for any independent random variables X, Y , where Y is distributed with U [0, u], we
have that (X + Y ) mod u is distributed with U [0, u). Therefore, by adding an independent
U [0, u) random time to the padding described above, the times observable by the attacker
now have a U [w + u, w + 2u) distribution, independent of the key.
1
3a

tai

2
3b

tbi

si
U [w + u, w + 2u)

U [w + u, w + 2u)

All states si are now equivalent, so the key does not leak.

7

Conclusions

We have shown that equivalence of continuous-observation HMMs is decidable in polynomial
time, by reduction to the finite-observation case. The crucial insight is that, rather than
integrating the density functions, one needs to consider them as elements of a vector space and
computationally establish linear (in)dependence of functions. Therefore, our polynomial-time
reduction performs symbolic computations on continuous density functions. As a suitable
framework for these computations we have introduced the notion of linearly decomposable
profile languages, and we have established ΓGEM as such a profile language.
2

In this case the observation set Σ = [0, ∞) ∪ {a, b} is a disjoint union of topological spaces and there is
a natural measure space induced from the Lebesgue measure space on [0, ∞) and a discrete measure on
{a, b}.
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In future work, it would be desirable to extend ΓGEM and/or develop other linear
decomposable profile languages, including over sets Σ of observations that are not real
numbers. The authors believe that the developed computational framework may be the
foundation for further algorithms on continuous-observation HMMs. For example, one may
want to compute the total-variation distance of two continuous-observation HMMs. Can
Markov chains with continuous emissions be model-checked efficiently?
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Abstract
Recently, weighted ω-pushdown automata have been introduced by Droste, Ésik, Kuich. This new
type of automaton has access to a stack and models quantitative aspects of infinite words. Here,
we consider a simple version of those automata. The simple ω-pushdown automata do not use
-transitions and have a very restricted stack access. In previous work, we could show this automaton
model to be expressively equivalent to context-free ω-languages in the unweighted case. Furthermore,
semiring-weighted simple ω-pushdown automata recognize all ω-algebraic series.
Here, we consider ω-valuation monoids as weight structures. As a first result, we prove that for
this weight structure and for simple ω-pushdown automata, Büchi-acceptance and Muller-acceptance
are expressively equivalent. In our second result, we derive a Nivat theorem for these automata
stating that the behaviors of weighted ω-pushdown automata are precisely the projections of very
simple ω-series restricted to ω-context-free languages. The third result is a weighted logic with the
same expressive power as the new automaton model. To prove the equivalence, we use a similar
result for weighted nested ω-word automata and apply our present result of expressive equivalence
of Muller and Büchi acceptance.
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1

Introduction

Languages of infinite words or ω-languages are intensively researched due to their applications
in model checking and verification [30, 3, 9]. Context-free languages of infinite words have
been investigated in a fundamental study by Cohen and Gold [10].
Weighted languages allow us to model the use of resources. In formal language theory,
we consider a word to be in the language or not. Contrary to this, weighted languages relate
words to resources such as costs, gains, probabilities, counts, time, and of course Boolean
values. There exist generalizations to several language classes (regular, context-free, star-free
languages, etc.), to various structures (words, trees, pictures, nested words, infinite words,
etc.) and to different weight structures (semirings, valuation monoids, etc.). See [20] for
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an overview. While weighted context-free languages already date back to Chomsky and
Schützenberger [8], more recently, Droste, Ésik, Kuich [27, 19, 16] generalized context-free
languages of infinite words to the weighted setting.
In this paper, we investigate a type of weighted ω-pushdown automata called simple
ω-reset pushdown automaton in [12]. They do not allow -transitions and the stack can only
be altered by at most one symbol. Simple automata have been shown to be expressively
equivalent to general pushdown automata in the unweighted case for finite words [4] and
for infinite words [15] (i.e., the language classes accepted by these two kinds of automata
coincide). For continuous commutative star-omega semirings we could show in [13, 12, 14]
that for every ω-algebraic series r, there exists a simple ω-reset pushdown automaton with
behavior r.
Here, we consider ω-valuation monoids as weight structures. They include complete
semirings but also discounted and average behavior. Valuation monoids first appeared in [22]
but their idea is based on [7]. By an example, we show how a basic web server and its average
response time for requests can be modeled by a simple ω-pushdown automaton with weights
in a suitable ω-valuation monoid.
Our first main result is the expressive equivalence of Büchi and Muller acceptance for
weighted simple ω-pushdown automata; i.e., the classes of behaviors of these two weighted
automata models coincide.
Then we show several closure properties for weighted ω-pushdown automata. Our second
main result is a Nivat-like decomposition theorem [31] that shows that by the help of a
morphism, we can express the behavior of every weighted ω-pushdown automaton as the
intersection of an unweighted ω-pushdown automaton and a very simple ω-series. Nivat’s
theorem was extended to weighted automata of finite words over semirings by [21].
Büchi, Elgot, Trakhtenbrot [5, 26, 33] (BET-Theorem) proved that regular languages are
exactly those languages definable by monadic second-order logic. Their result was extended
by Lautemann, Schwentick, Thérien [29] to context-free languages. While both these former
results are for finite words, we defined a logic that is expressively equivalent to context-free
languages of infinite words (cf. [15]). The BET-Theorem has been extended to the weighted
setting [17]. Weighted logics allow the logical description of weights of finite words [17, 24, 34]
and also of infinite words [25, 18, 22].
In this paper, as the third main result, we extend the BET-Theorem to weighted simple
ω-pushdown automata. We extend the logic in [29, 11] and prove its equivalence to weighted
simple ω-pushdown automata. For the proof, we do not reinvent the wheel but use the
already existing BET-Theorem for weighted nested ω-word automata [11]. The application
of a projection allows us to lift the result on weighted nested ω-word automata to weighted
simple ω-pushdown automata. We show how the quantitative behavior of the basic web
server example mentioned above can be described in our weighted matching ω-MSO logic.
An expressive equivalence result for arbitrary weighted ω-pushdown automata, besides
our Nivat-like result, remains open at present.
We structure the paper as follows. We give basic definitions and compare Muller and Büchi
acceptance in Section 2. Then, we prove the Nivat-like result in Section 3. Section 4 defines
the logic. Section 5 summarizes the known results about weighted nested ω-word languages
and also shows the new projection. In Section 6, we prove our weighted BET-Theorem.
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This section introduces our weight structure, the ω-valuation monoids (cf. [22]), and the
weighted automata we want to discuss in this paper. At the end of this section, we give our
first main result, the comparison of Muller and Büchi acceptance.
An alphabet denotes a finite set of symbols. Let N be the set of non-negative integers.
P
A monoid (D, +, 0) is called complete, if it is equipped with sum operations I : DI → D
for all families (ai | i ∈ I) of elements of D, where I is an arbitrary index set, such that the
following conditions are satisfied:
X
X
X
(i)
di = 0,
di = dk ,
di = dj + dk for j 6= k, and
(ii)

i∈∅

i∈{k}

i∈{j,k}

X X



[

j∈J

i∈Ij

di =

X
i∈I

di if

Ij = I and Ij ∩ Ik = ∅ for j 6= k .

j∈J

This means that a monoid D is complete if it has infinitary sum operations (i) that are an
extension of the finite sums and (ii) that are associative and commutative (cf. [28]).
For a set D we denote by C ⊆fin D that C is a finite subset of D. Let (Dfin )ω =
S
ω
ω
C⊆fin D C . An ω-valuation monoid (D, +, Val , 0) consists of a complete monoid (D, +, 0)
and an ω-valuation function Valω : (Dfin )ω → D such that Valω (di )i∈N = 0 whenever di = 0
for some i ∈ N. A product ω-valuation monoid (ω-pv-monoid) is a tuple (D, +, Valω , , 0, 1)
where (D, +, Valω , 0) is an ω-valuation monoid,  : D2 → D is a product function and further
1 ∈ D, V alω (1ω ) = 1 and 0  d = d  0 = 0, 1  d = d  1 = d for all d ∈ D.
A monoid (D, +, 0) is called idempotent if d + d = d for all d ∈ D. An ω-valuation monoid
(D, +, Valω , 0) is equally called idempotent if its underlying monoid (D, +, 0) is idempotent.
In [11, 22], ω-valuation monoids are classified by specific properties. More specific ωvaluation monoids will later lead to more loose restrictions on our logic. Due to space
constraints, we omit properties on ω-valuation monoids here and refer the interested reader
to [11]. Additionally, we will only present one possible restriction on our logic.
I Example 1 (ω-valuation monoids). The first two examples are inspired by [7].
1. Let R̄ = R ∪ {−∞, ∞} and −∞ + ∞ = −∞. Then (R̄, sup, lim avg, +, −∞, 0) is an ω-pvPn−1
monoid where lim avg(di )i∈N = lim inf n→∞ n1 i=0 di .
2. Let R̄+ = {x ∈ R | x ≥ 0} ∪ {−∞}. Then (R̄+ , sup, discλ , +, −∞, 0) for 0 < λ < 1 is an
Pn
ω-pv-monoid where discλ (di )i∈N = limn→∞ i=0 λi di .
N
3. Any complete semiring (S, ⊕, ⊗, 0, 1) is an ω-pv-monoid (S, ⊕, , ⊗, 0, 1).
As it simplifies the logical characterization, we follow [23, 15] and use a restricted type
of pushdown automaton. We call it simple ω-pushdown automaton. For the unweighted
setting, we proved in [15] that this automaton model is expressively equivalent to general
ω-pushdown automata; for finite words, this equivalence is hidden in [4]. For the weighted
case and for continuous semirings, we show a corresponding result for finite words in [13].
For weights in continuous semirings and for infinite words, we showed in [12, 14] that all
ω-algebraic series are recognized by weighted simple ω-pushdown automata.
Simple ω-pushdown automata are realtime, i.e. they do not use -transitions. Additionally,
we restrict transitions in a way to only allow either to keep the stack unaltered, to push one
symbol or to pop one symbol. Thus, let S(Γ) = ({↓} × Γ) ∪ {#} ∪ ({↑} × Γ) be the set of
stack commands for a stack alphabet Γ. Note that this implies that the automaton can only
read the top of the stack when popping it. Additionally, for technical reasons, we start runs
with an empty stack and therefore allow to push onto the empty stack.
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I Definition 2. An (unweighted) ω-pushdown automaton (ωPDA) over the alphabet Σ is a
tuple M = (Q, Γ, T, I, F ) where
Q is a finite set of states,
Γ is a finite stack alphabet,
T ⊆ Q × Σ × Q × S(Γ) is a set of transitions,
I ⊆ Q is the set of initial states,
F ⊆ Q is a set of (Büchi-accepting) final states.
I Definition 3. A weighted ω-pushdown automaton (ωWPDA) over the alphabet Σ and the
ω-valuation monoid (D, +, Valω , 0) is a tuple M = (Q, Γ, T, I, F, wt) where
(Q, Γ, T, I, F ) is an unweighted ω-pushdown automaton over Σ,
wt : T → D is a weight function.
I Definition 4. A Muller-accepting ω-pushdown automaton over the alphabet Σ is a tuple
M = (Q, Γ, T, I, F) where Q, Γ, T, I are defined as for ωPDA, but F ⊆ 2Q is a set of Mulleraccepting subsets of Q. Similarly, a weighted Muller-accepting ω-pushdown automaton over
the alphabet Σ and the ω-valuation monoid D is a tuple M = (Q, Γ, T, I, F, wt).
A configuration of an ωPDA or ωWPDA is a pair (q, γ), where q ∈ Q and γ ∈ Γ∗ . We
define the transition relation between configurations as follows. Let γ ∈ Γ∗ and t ∈ T . For
t = (q, a, q 0 , (↓, A)), we write (q, γ) `tM (q 0 , Aγ). For t = (q, a, q 0 , #), we write (q, γ) `tM (q 0 , γ).
Finally, for t = (q, a, q 0 , (↑, A)), we write (q, Aγ) `tM (q 0 , γ). These three types of transitions
are called push, internal and pop transitions, respectively.
We denote by label(q, a, q 0 , s) = a the label and by state(q, a, q 0 , s) = q the state of
a transition. Both, as well as the function wt will be extended to infinite sequences of
transitions by letting label((ti )i≥0 ) = (label(ti ))i≥0 ∈ Σω for the infinite word constructed
from the labels and similar for state((ti )i≥0 ) ∈ Qω and for wt((ti )i≥0 ) ∈ Dω .
An infinite sequence of transitions ρ = (ti )i≥0 with ti ∈ T is called a run of the ωWPDA
or ωPDA M on w = label(ρ) iff there exists an infinite sequence of configurations (pi , γi )i≥0
with p0 ∈ I and γ0 =  such that (pi , γi ) `tMi (pi+1 , γi+1 ) for each i ≥ 0. We abbreviate a run
a0
ρ = (ti )i≥0 with (p0 , γ0 ) `tM0 (p1 , γ1 ) `tM1 · · · where label(ti ) = ai by ρ : (p0 , γ0 ) −→
(p1 , γ1 )
a1
−→ · · · such that the word becomes visible.

For an infinite sequence of states (qi )i≥0 , let Inf((qi )i≥0 ) = q | q = qi for infinitely many
i ≥ 0 be the set of states that occur infinitely often. For Büchi-accepting automata, a run ρ
is called successful if Inf(state(ρ)) ∩ F 6= ∅. For Muller-accepting automata, a run ρ is called
successful if Inf(state(ρ)) ∈ F. For an ωPDA M = (Q, Γ, T, I, F ), the language accepted by
M is denoted by L(M ) = {w ∈ Σω | ∃ successful run of M on w}. A language L ⊆ Σω is
called ωPDA-recognizable if there exists an ωPDA M with L(M ) = L. For an ωWPDA M ,
we introduce the following function kM k : Σω → D which is called the behavior of M and
P
which is defined by kM k(w) = (Valω (wt(ρ)) | ρ successful run of M on w).
An ωPDA or ωWPDA M over Σ is called unambiguous if there exists at most one
successful run of M on every word w ∈ Σω . If there exists an unambiguous ωPDA M with
L(M ) = L, the language L is called unambiguous.
Any function s : Σω → D is called a series over Σ and D. The set of all such series is
denoted by DhhΣω ii. Every series s : Σω → D which is the behavior of some ωWPDA over
D is called ωWPDA-recognizable.
An ωWPDA M = (Q, Γ, T, I, F, wt) that only uses internal transitions, i.e., for which
Γ = ∅ and for all transitions t = (q, a, q 0 , s) ∈ T holds s = #, is called a weighted finite
automaton, or short ωWFA. Series that are the behavior of some ωWFA are called ωWFArecognizable.
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req, (↓, X) : 0
1

2
ans, (↑, X) : 0

wait, # : 1
call, (↓, Y ) : 1
ret, (↑, Y ) : 1

Figure 1 Example 5: Weighted ω-pushdown automaton over the alphabet Σ = {req, ans,
call, ret, wait} and the ω-valuation monoid R̄. The value after the “:” are the used weights 0 and 1.

M 0:

1

M 00 :

2

1

2

1̄

3

4

3̄

⇒
3

4

Figure 2 Proof of Theorem 6: The states 1, 2, 3, and 4 stand for the set of states that are
initial and final, initial but not final, final but not initial, or neither initial nor final, respectively.
Groups 1 and 3 are copied into 1̄ and 3̄. Transitions into 1̄ and 3̄ are only allowed from originally
non-accepting states.

I Example 5 (ωWPDA). We extend the ω-pv-monoid 1 of Example 1 as (R̄, sup, specialavg,
+, −∞, 0) where we define a new ω-valuation function to count and take the average of the
counted values. Let h be a function that maps natural numbers to strings as follows.
h : N → {0, 1}∗ ,

n 7→ 0 |11 {z
. . . 1} 0
n-times

Then we extend h to infinite sequences of natural numbers h : Nω → {0, 1}ω in the natural way.
We will consider its inverse where we have for instance h−1 (011100110011110 . . .) = 324 . . ..
Then let specialavg = lim avg ◦ h−1 . For w ∈
/ (01∗ 0)ω we set specialavg(w) = −∞.
Now, we define an automaton A as shown in Figure 1. We let A = ({1, 2}, {X, Y },
T, {1}, {1}, wt) be an ωWPDA over the alphabet Σ = {req, ans, call, ret, wait}, where T is
defined as shown in the Figure and the weights are indicated after the colon symbol.
The automaton simulates some kind of (web) server that takes requests from clients and
answers them. For every request, the server has to call some amount of other services and
await their returns. Only when all calls have been returned, the server answers the original
request. This is a context-free property. Only runs that always eventually return to state 1
to serve new clients are considered valid.
Every call, return, or wait takes one second to operate and this operation time is accounted
for in the weight. The specialavg operation sums up all the waiting time per request and
returns the long run average response time.
We now state our first main result.
I Theorem 6. Let s : Σω → D be a series. The following are equivalent:
s is recognizable by a Büchi-accepting ωWPDA,
s is recognizable by a Muller-accepting ωWPDA.
Proof Idea. In the direction Büchi to Muller acceptance, the standard approach works also
in the weighted case.
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For the other direction, the standard approach usually employs a special set of accepting
states that have to be traversed to be accepted. This construction needs to be adjusted as it
creates infinitely many possible runs in the Büchi automaton for every run of the Muller
automaton.
A solution to this problem was presented in [25] whose construction allows exactly one
entry point into the special set of accepting states. Entering the group of accepting states is
forbidden from a state that is already accepting. In this way, the only successful runs are
the ones that switch from the original states to the new group of accepting states at the last
possible moment. In contrast to [25], we cannot assume an initially normalized automaton
to solve the remaining question of the initial states that are also final.
Instead, the automaton decides non-deterministically if it will eventually see a non-final
state in the run. If not, and only in this case, it already starts in the new group of accepting
states. Figure 2 depicts the idea of the construction.
J

3

Closure Properties

Let Σ, ∆ be alphabets and h : Σ → ∆ a mapping. We can extend h to infinite words in the
natural way by setting h(w) = h(a0 )h(a1 )h(a2 ) · · · ∈ ∆ω for w = a0 a1 a2 · · · ∈ Σω .
Let now h : ∆ → Σ and let h−1 (w) = {v ∈ ∆ω | h(v) = w}. Then for a series s : ∆ω → D,
P
we define the series h(s) : Σω → D by h(s)(w) = v∈h−1 (w) s(v) for all w ∈ Σω .
I Lemma 7. Let Σ, ∆ be alphabets, (D, +, Valω , 0) an ω-valuation monoid and h : ∆ → Σ
a mapping. If s : ∆ω → D is ωWPDA-recognizable, then so is h(s) : Σω → D.
Let g : Σ → D be a mapping. We denote by Valω ◦ g : Σω → D the series defined for all
w ∈ Σω by (Valω ◦ g)(w) = Valω (g(w)).
I Lemma 8. Let Σ be an alphabet, (D, +, Valω , 0) an ω-valuation monoid and g : Σ → D a
mapping. Then Valω ◦ g is ωWFA-recognizable by an ωWFA with only one state.
Let (D, +, Valω , 0) be an ω-valuation monoid, s : Σω → D an ωWFA-recognizable series
and L ⊆ Σω an ωPDA-recognizable language. By s ∩ L : Σω → D, we denote the series that
assigns the weights of s to the words accepted by L. Formally, for words u ∈ Σω ,
(
s(u), if u ∈ L
(s ∩ L)(u) =
0,
otherwise .
I Lemma 9. Let (D, +, Valω , 0) be an ω-valuation monoid, s : Σω → D an ωWFA-recognizable
series and L ⊆ Σω an ωPDA-recognizable language.
1. If L is unambiguous, then the series s ∩ L : Σω → D is ωWPDA-recognizable.
2. If D is idempotent, then the series s ∩ L : Σω → D is ωWPDA-recognizable.
Proof Idea. To allow final states of both original Büchi-accepting automata to be visited
alternately, we use the standard construction for intersecting unweighted Büchi automata for
infinite words, see [32] for details. The assumptions of (1), respectively (2), imply that the
weights for s ∩ L are computed correctly (cf. [2]).
J
Intersection with inherently ambiguous languages over non-idempotent ω-valuation
monoids might not be ωWPDA-recognizable. For a counterexample, consider the ω-valuation
Q
monoid (N∞ , +, , 0) of natural numbers or ∞ with the natural operations, an inherently
ambiguous language like e.g. L = {ai bj ck dω | i = j or j = k} and intersect it with the
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constant series s(u) = 1 for all u ∈ Σω . But then, the intersection (s ∩ L) is no longer
ωWPDA-recognizable which can be seen as follows. An automaton M for the series (s ∩ L)
would yield the value 1 precisely for the words in L. Since the ω-valuation monoid N∞ only
allows non-negative integers or ∞ as weights, each word in L can have only one successful
run in M . Stripping M of its weights while only keeping transitions with non-zero weight,
we obtain an unweighted pushdown automaton M 0 . The new automaton M 0 has only one
successful run for every input u ∈ L and is thus unambiguous; moreover, M 0 accepts the
language L. This contradicts L being inherently ambiguous.
I Definition 10. Let Σ be an alphabet and (D, +, Valω , 0) an ω-valuation monoid.
We denote by Drec hhΣω ii the family of ωWPDA-recognizable series over Σ and D. Let
further DN hhΣω ii (with N meaning Nivat) denote the set of series s over Σ and D such that
there exist an alphabet ∆, mappings h : ∆ → Σ and r : ∆ → D and an ωPDA-recognizable
language L ⊆ ∆ω such that
s = h((Valω ◦ r) ∩ L) .
N
N
We further define Dunamb
hhΣω ii (Ddet
hhΣω ii) like DN hhΣω ii with the difference that L is
an unambiguous (deterministic, respectively) ωPDA-recognizable language.

I Example 11. We extend the ω-pv-monoid 1 of Example 1 as (Ṙ, sup, partialavg, +, −∞, 0)
where we add a new value d that will later be ignored, i.e., Ṙ = R̄∪{d}. We set sup(−∞, d) = d
and sup(r, d) = r for every r ∈ R. We define a new ω-valuation function to ignore d and take
the average of the remaining values. Let now h be defined as follows.
h : Ṙ → R̄∗ ,

r 7→ r,

for r ∈ R̄

d 7→ 
Then we extend h to infinite sequences h : Ṙω → R̄ω in the natural way. Now let partialavg =
lim avg ◦ h and Σ = {a, b}. We make the following definitions:
∆ = Σ × {0, 1, . . . , 6} ,

L = (σ1 , d1 )(σ2 , d2 )(σ3 , d3 ) · · · | di = i mod 7, σi ∈ Σ ,
(
1, if 5 ≤ i ≤ 6
r(b, i) = d for all i ∈ {0, . . . , 6}
and
r(a, i) =
0, otherwise ,
h(σ, i) = σ
The language L ⊆ ∆ω is obviously ωPDA-recognizable. As we will see in the following
theorem, the series s = h((Valω ◦ r) ∩ L) ∈ ṘN hhΣω ii is ωWPDA-recognizable because Ṙ is
idempotent. The series s calculates the greatest accumulation point of the ratio of events a
happening at the weekend (days 5 and 6) compared to all occurrences of events a.
The following is the second main Nivat-like decomposition result.
I Theorem 12. Let Σ be an alphabet and (D, +, Valω , 0) an ω-valuation monoid. Then,
N
N
Drec hhΣω ii = Ddet
hhΣω ii = Dunamb
hhΣω ii ⊆ DN hhΣω ii .

If D is idempotent, DN hhΣω ii = Drec hhΣω ii.
N
Proof. First, we show Drec hhΣω ii ⊆ Ddet
hhΣω ii: Let s ∈ Drec hhΣω ii. Thus there exists an
ωWPDA M = (Q, Γ, T, I, F, wt) over Σ such that kM k = s. We will show that there exist
∆, h, r and L such that s = h((Valω ◦ r) ∩ L).
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Let ∆ = T and let r = wt : ∆ → D. We define h : ∆ → Σ by h((q, a, q 0 , s)) = a. Note that
the automaton does not allow -transitions and therefore, h is well-defined. We construct an
unweighted ωPDA M 0 = (Q, Γ, T 0 , I, F ) over ∆ with
T 0 = {(q, (q, a, p, s), p, s) | (q, a, p, s) ∈ T } .
Note that M 0 accepts exactly the successful runs of M . As there is at most one transition of
M 0 with label (q, a, p, s), M 0 is deterministic (and unambiguous). Define L = L(M 0 ).
Let w ∈ Σω . Therefore,
X

h((Valω ◦ r) ∩ L)(w) =
((Valω ◦ r) ∩ L)(w0 ) | w0 ∈ Σω and h(w0 ) = w
X

=
(Valω ◦ r)(w0 ) | w0 ∈ L and h(w0 ) = w
X
=
(Valω (wt(w0 )) | w0 successful run of M on w)
= kM k(w) = s(w) .
N
N
The inclusions Ddet
hhΣω ii ⊆ Dunamb
hhΣω ii ⊆ DN hhΣω ii is true by definition. The converse
N
ω
rec
ω
Dunamb hhΣ ii ⊆ D hhΣ ii is proven by the closure properties of Lemmas 7, 8 and 9(1).
N
ω
rec
ω

If D is idempotent, by Lemmas 7, 8 and 9(2), we get D hhΣ ii ⊆ D

hhΣ ii.

J

The inclusion DN hhΣω ii ⊆ Drec hhΣω ii does not hold in general for non-idempotent D.
For the proof, one can consider an adaptation of the counterexample after Lemma 9.

4

Logic for Weighted ω-Pushdown Automata

The third main goal of this paper is a logical characterization of weighted ω-context-free
languages. This section introduces this logic. It is based on [15, 17, 29].
Our logic has three components. The first component is a monadic second-order logic
(MSO). By Büchi, Elgot, Trakhtenbrot [5, 6, 26, 33], MSO has the same expressive power on
finite and infinite words as finite automata.
The second component adds the weights to the logic. Here, this is done by a new layer of
formulas that are to be interpreted quantitatively, using the operations of the ω-pv-monoid.
Formulas of the unweighted part of the logic will be interpreted as 0 or 1 in the ω-pv-monoid.
The third component is a dyadic second-order predicate – a binary relation that is called
matching relation. Every formula will be allowed to use exactly one such predicate to link
positions in words. A matching relation has a specific shape that makes it possible to argue
about the stack in pushdown automata or the brackets in Dyck languages or even about the
nesting in nested words.
Let w ∈ Σω . The set of all positions of w is N. A binary relation M ⊆ N × N is a
matching (cf. [29]) if M is compatible with <, i.e., (i, j) ∈ M implies i < j, if each element i
belongs to at most one pair in M , and if M is noncrossing, i.e., (i, j) ∈ M and (k, l) ∈ M
with i < k < j imply i < l < j. Let Match(N) denote the set of all matchings in N × N.
Let V1 , V2 denote countable and pairwise disjoint sets of first-order and second-order
variables, respectively. We fix a matching variable µ ∈
/ V1 ∪ V2 . Let V = V1 ∪ V2 ∪ {µ}.
Furthermore, D is always an ω-pv-monoid (D, +, Valω , , 0, 1).
I Definition 13. Let Σ be an alphabet. The set ωMSO(D, Σ) of weighted matching ω-MSO
formulas over Σ and D is defined by the extended Backus-Naur form
β ::= Pa (x) | x ≤ y | x ∈ X | µ(x, y) | ¬β | β ∨ β | ∃x. β | ∃X. β
L
L
ϕ ::= d | β | ϕ ⊕ ϕ | ϕ ⊗ ϕ | x ϕ | X ϕ | Valx ϕ
where a ∈ Σ, d ∈ D, x, y ∈ V1 and X ∈ V2 . We call all formulas β boolean formulas.
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Table 1 The semantics of boolean (left) and weighted (right) ωMSO(D, Σ) formulas.

(w, σ) |= Pa (x) iff aσ(x) = a
(w, σ) |= x ≤ y iff σ(x) ≤ σ(y)
(w, σ) |= x ∈ X iff σ(x) ∈ σ(X)
(w, σ) |= µ(x, y) iff (σ(x), σ(y)) ∈ σ(µ)

Jϕ ⊕ ψK(w, σ) = JϕK(w, σ) + JψK(w, σ)

Jϕ ⊗ ψK(w, σ) = JϕK(w, σ)  JψK(w, σ)
L
P
J x ϕK(w, σ) = i∈N (JϕK(w, σ[x/i]))
L
P
J X ϕK(w, σ) = I⊆N (JϕK(w, σ[X/I]))

JValx ϕK(w, σ) = Valω ((JϕK(w, σ[x/i]))i∈N )
(
(w, σ) |= ϕ ∨ ψ iff (w, σ) |= ϕ or (w, σ) |= ψ
1, if (w, σ) |= β,
JβK(w, σ) =
(w, σ) |= ∃x. ϕ iff ∃j ∈ N. (w, σ[x/j]) |= ϕ
0, otherwise
(w, σ) |= ¬ϕ

iff (w, σ) 6|= ϕ

(w, σ) |= ∃X. ϕ iff ∃J ⊆ N. (w, σ[X/J]) |= ϕ

JdK(w, σ) = d

Variables denote positions in the word. Pa (x) is a predicate indicating that the x-th letter
of the word is a. Furthermore, µ(x, y) says that x and y will be matched. The operations ⊕
and ⊗ evaluate to the operations + and  of the ω-pv-monoid D, respectively. The formulas
L
L
x and
X sum up over all possible instances of x and X, respectively. Valx ϕ applies
Valω to the sequence of infinitely many ϕ, each of them instantiated with a position x ∈ N.
Let V̄ be the collection of all V-assignments, i.e., mappings σ : V → N ∪ 2N ∪ Match(N)
where σ(V1 ) ⊆ N, σ(V2 ) ⊆ 2N and σ(µ) ∈ Match(N). Let σ be a V-assignment. For x ∈ V1
and j ∈ N, the update σ[x/j] is the V-assignment σ 0 with σ 0 (x) = j and σ 0 (y) = σ(y) for all
y ∈ V \ {x}. The updates σ[X/J] and σ[µ/M ] are defined similarly.
Let ϕ ∈ ωMSO(D, Σ) be a formula, w = a0 a1 a2 . . . ∈ Σω and let σ be a V-assignment.
We inductively define (w, σ) |= ϕ if ϕ is boolean and JϕK : Σω × V̄ → D if ϕ is non-boolean
over the structure of ϕ as shown in the Table 1, where a ∈ Σ, d ∈ D, x, y ∈ V1 and X ∈ V2 .
The logical counterparts ∧, →, ∀x. ϕ, ∀X. ϕ, x 6= y, x < y and i < j < k can be gained from
negation and the existing operators.
Note how formulas φ ⊗ ψ are evaluated by the product operation  in the ω-pv-monoid
and also note that our ωWPDAs do not have direct access to this operation. However, the
first two layers of our logic, the ωMSO(D, Σ) formulas, will be translated into weighted
nested ω-word automata and simple series of those automata are closed under intersection
and therefore,  can be translated by a product construction.
We now define MATCHING(µ) ∈ ωMSO(D, Σ) which ensures that µ ∈ Match(N). Let
MATCHING(µ) = ∀x∀y. (µ(x, y) → x < y)∧

∀x∀y∀k. (µ(x, y) ∧ k 6= x ∧ k 6= y) → ¬µ(x, k) ∧ ¬µ(k, x) ∧ ¬µ(y, k) ∧ ¬µ(k, y) ∧

∀x∀y∀k∀l. (µ(x, y) ∧ µ(k, l) ∧ x < k < y) → x < l < y .
I Definition 14. The set of formulas of weighted matching ω-logic over Σ and D, ωML(D, Σ),
denotes the set of all formulas ψ of the form

L
ψ = µ ϕ ⊗ MATCHING(µ) ,
Lmatch
for short ψ = µ
ϕ, where ϕ ∈ ωMSO(D, Σ).
Lmatch
Let ψ = µ
ϕ, w ∈ Σω and let σ be a V-assignment. Then,
X
JψK(w, σ) =
(JϕK(w, σ[µ/M ])) .
M ∈Match(N)
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Let ψ ∈ ωML(D, Σ). We denote by Free(ψ) ⊆ V the set of free variables of ψ. A formula
ψ with Free(ψ) = ∅ is called a sentence. For a sentence ψ, JψK(w, σ) does not depend on
σ. It will therefore be omitted and we only write JψK(w) where the series JψK : Σω → D is
called defined by ψ. A series s : Σω → D is weighted-ωML-definable if there exists a sentence
ψ ∈ ωML(D, Σ) such that JψK = s.
I Example 15. Here we define a logical sentence that defines the same series as in Example 5.
Consider the same ω-pv-monoid (R̄, sup, specialavg, +, −∞, 0) as there.
The subformula pstructure ensures that the first symbol is a request and that requests
occur directly after answers. The formula pmatching relates corresponding call and returns
and forbids calls without returns and vice versa. Furthermore, calls must be returned before
giving the answer to the clients. Finally, the server has to serve clients infinitely often.
next(x, y) = x < y ∧ ¬(∃z. x ≤ z ≤ y)
first(x) = ∀y. x ≤ y
pstructure = ∀x. (first(x) → Preq (x)) ∧ ∀x∀y. next(x, y) → (Pans (x) ↔ Preq (y))
pmatching = ∀x. Pcall (x) → ∃y. Pret (y) ∧ µ(x, y)
∧ ∀y. Pret (y) → ∃x. Pcall (x) ∧ µ(x, y)


∧ ∀x. ∀y. µ(x, y) → ¬ ∃z. x ≤ z ≤ y ∧ Pans (z)


∧ ∀x. ∀y. µ(x, y) → (Preq (x) ∧ Pans (y)) ∨ (Pcall (x) ∧ Pret (y))
pinf_serving = ∀x. ∃y. (x < y ∧ Preq (y))
ϕunweighted = pstructure ∧ pmatching ∧ pinf_serving
The weights of the words are distributed depending on the symbol and the formula ϕweighted
also applies the Valω function to the resulting sequence of weights.



ϕweighted = Valx Preq (x) ∨ Pans (x) ⊕ (Pcall (x) ∨ Pret (x) ∨ Pwait (x)) ⊗ 1
Then, we we quantify over the matching variable and only consider the weight calculated in
ϕweighted if the formula ϕunweighted is true:
Lmatch
ψ= µ
ϕunweighted ⊗ ϕweighted
Finally, we have JψK = kAk for the ωWPDA A of Example 5.
The weighted matching ω-logic, ωML(D, Σ), contains exactly one predicate µ and exactly
one quantification over it. This corresponds to the behavior of pushdown automata where
exactly one pushdown tape is used. In contrast, the pushdown automaton uses the ω-valuation
function Valω only once per run and never recursively. As formulas Valx Valy ϕ ∈ ωMSO(D, Σ)
are not always translatable into automata, we follow [11, 17, 22] and define some possible
restrictions of our logic.
The set of almost boolean formulas is the smallest set of all formulas of ωMSO(D, Σ)
containing all constants d ∈ D and all boolean formulas which is closed under ⊕ and ⊗.
I Definition 16 ([11, 22]). Let ϕ ∈ ωMSO(D, Σ). We call ϕ
1. strongly-⊗-restricted if for all subformulas µ ⊗ ν of ϕ:
either µ and ν are almost boolean or µ is boolean or ν is boolean.
2. Val-restricted if for all subformulas Valx µ of ϕ, µ is almost boolean.
3. syntactically restricted if it is both Val-restricted and strongly-⊗-restricted.
Lmatch
Let now ψ = µ
ϕ ∈ ωML(D, Σ). For X ∈ {strongly-⊗, Val, syntactically}, we also say
that ψ is X-restricted if ϕ is X-restricted.
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The following will be the third main result. Regular ω-pv-monoids will be defined in
the next section on page 11 as they depend on nested ω-word automata. We will prove the
following theorem in Section 6.
I Theorem 17. Let D be a regular ω-pv-monoid and s : Σω → D be a series. The following
are equivalent:
1. s is ωWPDA-recognizable
2. There is a syntactically restricted ωML(D, Σ)-sentence ϕ with JϕK = s.

5

Weighted Nested ω-Word Languages

The ωMSO(D, Σ) formulas correspond exactly to weighted nested ω-word languages [11]
(cf. [1]). In fact, without considering the existential quantification over the matching relation
∃match µ, the matching must explicitly be encoded in the words; the result is a nested word.
Because of limited space, we refrain from a detailed definition of weighted nested ω-word
automata and refer the reader to [11].
A nested ω-word nw over Σ is a pair (w, ν) = (a0 a1 a2 . . . , ν) where w ∈ Σω is an ω-word
and ν ∈ Match(N) is a matching relation over N. Let N W ω (Σ) denote the set of all nested
ω-words over Σ. For two positions i, j ∈ N with ν(i, j), we call i a call position and j a
return position. If i is neither call nor return, we call it an internal position. A position i for
i ∈ N is called top-level if there exist no positions j, k ∈ N with j < i < k and ν(j, k).
A weighted stair Muller nested word automaton (ωWNWA) as defined in [11] is a Muller
automaton on nested ω-words (w, ν) that for every return position has access to the state at
the corresponding call position. The stair Muller acceptance condition is a Muller acceptance
condition used exclusively on top-level position, i.e., only the states occurring infinitely often
in the infinite sequence of top-level positions are considered.
Every function s : N W ω (Σ) → D is called a nested ω-word series (nw-series). Every nwseries s which is the behavior of some ωWNWA over D is called ωWNWA-recognizable.
We will now discuss how ωMSO is an equivalent logic to ωWNWAs. Note that ωMSO(D,Σ)
formulas may contain the free variable µ. Given a nested word nw = (w, ν), we let σ(µ) = ν
and make no difference between (w, σ) ∈ Σω × ({µ} → Match(N)) and the nested word nw.
We extend the semantics definitions as follows. Let ϕ ∈ ωMSO(D, Σ) and Free(ϕ) ⊆ {µ},
then we define JϕKnw : N W ω (Σ) → D by letting
JϕKnw (w, ν) = JϕK(w, σ)

for σ(µ) = ν .

Let d ∈ D denote the constant series with value d, i.e., d(nw) = d for each nw ∈ N W ω (Σ).
An ω-pv-monoid D is called regular if all constant series of D are ωWNWA-recognizable.
In other words, D is regular if for any alphabet Σ, we have: For each d ∈ D, there exists an
ωWNWA Ad with kAd k = d.
Note that for this paper, regularity of ω-pv-monoids is defined by the means of ωWNWAs.
In the proof of Theorem 18, this is used in the structural induction as a logical formula
ϕ = d, for a weight d, can otherwise not necessarily be translated into an automaton.
Sufficient properties for an ω-pv-monoid to be regular are shown in [22]. Especially
left-multiplicative and left-Valω -distributive ω-pv-monoids are regular, i.e., if we have d 
Valω ((di )i∈N ) = Valω ((d  di )i∈N ) or d  Valω ((di )i∈N ) = Valω (d  d0 , (di )i≥1 ) for all d ∈ D
and (di )i∈N ∈ Dω , then D is regular because we can easily construct ωWNWAs (and even
ωWFAs) for every constant series. All ω-pv-monoids in Example 1 are regular.
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I Theorem 18 ([11]). Let D be a regular ω-pv-monoid and s : N W ω (Σ) → D be a nw-series.
The following are equivalent:
1. s is ωWNWA-recognizable
2. There is a syntactically restricted ωMSO(D, Σ)-formula ϕ with Free(ϕ) ⊆ {µ} and
JϕKnw = s.
The mapping π : N W ω (Σ) → Σω removes the nesting relation from the nested word, i.e.,
for nw = (w, ν), we define π(nw) = w. This can be extended to nw-series s : N W ω (Σ) → D
P
P
by setting π(s)(w) = nw∈π−1 (w) s(nw) which equals π(s)(w) = M ∈Match(N) s(w, ∅[µ/M ]).
The following is crucial for the rest of the paper.
I Lemma 19. Let s : N W ω (Σ) → D be an ωWNWA-recognizable nw-series. Then the series
π(s) : Σω → D is ωWPDA-recognizable.
For unweighted languages, there is a similar proof in [4, 15]. Here, the proof is more
complicated because the acceptance conditions differ. We have to construct a Büchi-accepting
pushdown automaton from a stair Muller nested-word automaton.
Proof. By Theorem 6, it suffices to construct a Muller-accepting ωWPDA from a given
ωWNWA. We simulate the transitions of the ωWNWA by pushing states onto the stack.
Additionally, we enrich the states by the information if we are top-level or not. This
information is also pushed onto the stack for the reconstruction of the top-level property
upon popping. Furthermore, we allow the new Muller-accepting ωWPDA to visit arbitrary
subsets of states that are not top-level in between the original Muller-accepting states. J

6

Equivalence of Logic and Automata

This section proves the equivalence of ωML(D, Σ) and weighted simple ω-pushdown automata.
I Lemma 20. Let D be a regular ω-pv-monoid and s : Σω → D be an ωWPDA-recognizable
series. Then s is ωML-definable by a syntactically restricted ωML(D, Σ)-sentence.
Proof. The proof builds a syntactically restricted ωML(D, Σ)-sentence θ such that JθK = s.
The sentence θ defines exactly the behavior of an ωWPDA. Hereby, we proceed similarly
to [15] and [17, 34, 11].
J
I Lemma 21. Let D be a regular ω-pv-monoid and let ψ be a syntactically restricted
ωML(D, Σ)-sentence. Then JψK : Σω → D is ωWPDA-recognizable.
LMatch
Proof. Let ψ = µ
ϕ for ϕ ∈ ωMSO(D, Σ). Apply Theorem 18 to infer that JϕKnw is
ωWNWA-recognizable. Now, we use the projection π : N W ω (Σ) → Σω of Section 5 to get
P
π(JϕKnw )(w) = M ∈Match(N) (JϕK(w, ∅[µ/M ])) = JψK(w). By Lemma 19, JψK = π(JϕKnw ) is
ωWPDA-recognizable.
J
Proof of Theorem 17. This is immediate by Lemmas 20 and 21.

7

J

Conclusion

We defined ω-pv-monoids and ω-pushdown automata with weights from ω-pv-monoids. We
first generalized a fundamental result of unweighted automata theory: Büchi acceptance and
Muller acceptance are expressively equivalent; we can show that this remains the case for
weighted simple pushdown automata of infinite words.
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For the class of languages recognized by our automata, we proved several closure properties
and, as our second main result, a Nivat-like decomposition theorem. It states that the weighted
languages in our class are induced by an unweighted context-free language and a very simple
weighted part; the two components can be intersected and a projection of this intersection
gives us the original language.
The third main result is an expressively equivalent logic. This logic has three layers. The
first layer basically describes nested ω-word-languages. The first two layers together describe
weighted nested ω-word-languages. The third layer existentially quantifies the matching
variable and corresponds to a projection from nested words to context-free languages. In
this way, we can apply the Büchi-Elgot-Trakhtenbrot-Theorem for weighted regular nested
ω-word-languages to obtain our equivalence result.
The present result raises the question how weighted simple ω-pushdown automata on ωvaluation monoids and therefore also our weighted matching ω-logic relate to a corresponding
notion of weighted context-free ω-grammars; for weighted simple ω-pushdown automata over
commutative complete star-omega semirings, this was described in [12].
In Theorem 17, it would be desirable to generalize the notion of regular ω-pv-monoids
to only require ωWPDA instead of ωWNWA. The classical inductive proof method of
Theorem 18 not longer works in this case. However it seems that ω-pv-monoids where
constant series are ωWPDA-recognizable but not ωWNWA-recognizable are very artificial.
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Abstract
We generalize the concept of synchronizing words for finite automata, which map all states of the
automata to the same state, to deterministic visibly push-down automata. Here, a synchronizing
word w does not only map all states to the same state but also fulfills some conditions on the
stack content of each run after reading w. We consider three types of these stack constraints: after
reading w, the stack (1) is empty in each run, (2) contains the same sequence of stack symbols
in each run, or (3) contains an arbitrary sequence which is independent of the other runs. We
show that in contrast to general deterministic push-down automata, it is decidable for deterministic
visibly push-down automata whether there exists a synchronizing word with each of these stack
constraints, more precisely, the problems are in EXPTIME. Under the constraint (1), the problem is
even in P. For the sub-classes of deterministic very visibly push-down automata, the problem is in P
for all three types of constraints. We further study variants of the synchronization problem where
the number of turns in the stack height behavior caused by a synchronizing word is restricted, as
well as the problem of synchronizing a variant of a sequential transducer, which shows some visibly
behavior, by a word that synchronizes the states and produces the same output on all runs.
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1

Introduction

The classical synchronization problem asks, given a deterministic finite automaton (DFA),
whether there exists a synchronizing word that brings all states of the automaton to a single
state. While this problem is solvable in polynomial time [12, 34, 43], many variants, such
as synchronizing only a subset of states [34], or synchronizing a partial automaton without
taking an undefined transition (called carefully synchronizing) [25], are PSPACE-complete.
Restricting the length of a potential synchronizing word by a parameter in the input also
yields a harder problem, namely the NP-complete short synchronizing word problem [31, 16].
The field of synchronizing automata has been intensively studied over the last years, among
others in attempt to verify the famous Černý conjecture claiming that every synchronizable
DFA admits a synchronizing word of quadratic length in the number of states [12, 13, 39, 40].
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The currently best upper bound on this length is cubic, and only very little progress has
been made, basically improving on the multiplicative constant factor in front of the cubic
term, see [37, 41]. More information on synchronization of DFA and the Černý conjecture
can be found in [43, 7, 1]. In this work, we want to move away from deterministic finite
automata to more general deterministic visibly push-down automata.1
The synchronization problem has been generalized in the literature to other automata
models including infinite-state systems with infinite branching such as weighted and timed
automata [15, 36] or register automata [5]. Here, register automata are infinite state systems
where a state consists of a control state and register contents.
Another automaton model, where the state set is enhanced with a possibly infinite memory
structure, namely a stack, is the class of nested word automata (NWAs were introduced in [3]),
where an input word is enhanced with a matching relation determining at which pair of
positions in a word a symbol is pushed to and popped from the stack. The class of languages
accepted by NWAs is identical to the class of visibly push-down languages (VPL) accepted
by visibly push-down automata (VPDA) and forms a proper sub-class of the deterministic
context-free languages. VPDAs have first been studied by Mehlhorn [27] under the name
input-driven pushdown automata and became quite popular more recently due to the work
by Alur and Madhusudan [2], showing that VPLs share several nice properties with regular
languages. For more on VPLs we refer to the survey [30]. In [14], the synchronization problem
for NWAs was studied. There, the concept of synchronization was generalized to bringing all
states to one single state such that for all runs the stack is empty (or in its start configuration)
after reading the synchronizing word. In this setting, the synchronization problem is solvable
in polynomial time (again indicating similarities of VPLs with regular languages), while the
short synchronizing word problem (with length bound given in binary) is PSPACE-complete;
the question of synchronizing from or into a subset is EXPTIME-complete. Also, matching
exponential upper bounds on the length of a synchronizing word are given.
Our attempt in this work is to study the synchronization problem for real-time (no
-transitions) deterministic visibly push-down automata (DVPDA) and several sub-classes
thereof, like real-time deterministic very visibly push-down automata (DVVPDA for short;
this model was introduced in [24]), real-time deterministic visibly counter automata (DVCA
for short; this model appeared a.o. in [6, 38, 9, 21, 22, 23]) and finite turn variants thereof.
We want to point out that, despite the equivalence of the accepted language class, the
automata models of nested word automata and visibly push-down automata still differ and
the results from [14] do not immediately transfer to VPDAs, as for NWAs an input word
is equipped with a matching relation, which VPDAs lack of. In general, the complexity of
the synchronization problem can differ for different automata models accepting the same
language class. For instance, in contrast to the polynomial time solvable synchronization
problem for DFAs, the generalized synchronization problem for finite automata with one
ambiguous transition is PSPACE-complete, as well as the problem of carefully synchronizing
a DFA with one undefined transition [26]. We will not only consider the synchronization
model introduced in [14], where reading a synchronizing word results in an empty stack on
all runs; but we will also consider a synchronization model where not only the final state
on every run must be the same but also the stack content needs to be identical, as well as
a model where only the states needs to be synchronized and the stack content might be

1

The term synchronization of push-down automata already occurs in the literature, i.e., in [11, 4], but
there the term synchronization refers to some relation of the input symbols to the stack behavior [11] or
to reading different words in parallel [4]; not to confuse it with our notion of synchronizing states.
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arbitrary. These three models of synchronization have been introduced in [28], where length
bounds on a synchronizing word for general DPDAs have been studied dependent on the
stack height. The complexity of these three concepts of synchronization for general DPDAs
are considered in [18], where it is shown that synchronizability is undecidable for general
DPDAs and deterministic counter automata (DCA). It becomes decidable for deterministic
partially blind counter automata and is PSPACE-complete for some types of finite turn
DPDAs, while it is still undecidable for other types of finite turn DPDAs.
In contrast, we will show in the following that for DVPDAs and considered sub-classes
hereof, the synchronization problem for all three stack models, with restricted or unrestricted
number of turns, is in EXPTIME and hence decidable. For DVVPDAs and DVCAs, the
synchronization problems for all three stack models (with unbounded number of turns) are
even in P. Like the synchronization problem for NWAs in the empty stack model considered
in [14], we observe that the synchronization problem for DVPDAs in the empty stack model is
solvable in polynomial time, whereas synchronization of DVPDAs in the same and arbitrary
stack models is at least PSPACE-hard. If the number of turns caused by a synchronizing
word on each run is restricted, the synchronization problem becomes PSPACE-hard for all
considered automata models for n > 0 and is only in P for n = 0 in the empty stack model.
We will further introduce variants of synchronization problems distinguishing the same and
arbitrary stack models by showing complementary complexities in these models. For problems
considered in [18], these two stack models have always shared their complexity status.
Due to lack of space, missing proof details can be found in the long version of this
work [17].

2

Fixing Notations

We refer to the empty word as . For a finite alphabet Σ, we denote with Σ∗ the set of
all words over Σ and with Σ+ = ΣΣ∗ the set of all non-empty words. For i ∈ N, we set
[i] = {1, 2, . . . , i}. For w ∈ Σ∗ , we denote with ∣w∣ the length of w, with w[i] for i ∈ [∣w∣] the
i’th symbol of w, and with w[i..j] for i, j ∈ [∣w∣] the subword w[i]w[i + 1] . . . w[j] of w. We
call w[1..i] a prefix and w[i..∣w∣] a suffix of w. If i < j, then w[j, i] = .
We call A = (Q, Σ, δ, q0 , F ) a deterministic finite automaton (DFA for short) if Q is a finite
set of states, Σ is a finite input alphabet, δ is a transition function Q × Σ → Q, q0 is the initial
state, and F ⊆ Q is the set of final states. The transition function δ is generalized to words by
δ(q, w) = δ(δ(q, w[1]), w[2..∣w∣]) for w ∈ Σ∗ . A word w ∈ Σ∗ is accepted by A if δ(q0 , w) ∈ F
and the language accepted by A is defined by L(A) = {w ∈ Σ∗ ∣ δ(q0 , w) ∈ F }. We extend δ to
sets of states Q′ ⊆ Q or to sets of letters Σ′ ⊆ Σ, letting δ(Q′ , Σ′ ) = {δ(q ′ , σ ′ ) ∣ (q ′ , σ ′ ) ∈ Q′ ×Σ′ }.
Similarly, we may write δ(Q′ , Σ′ ) = p to define δ(q ′ , σ ′ ) = p for each (q ′ , σ ′ ) ∈ Q′ × Σ′ . The
synchronization problem for DFAs (called DFA-Sync) asks for a given DFA A whether there
exists a synchronizing word for A. A word w is called a synchronizing word for a DFA A if it
brings all states of the automaton to one single state, i.e., ∣δ(Q, w)∣ = 1.
We call M = (Q, Σ, Γ, δ, q0 , , F ) a deterministic push-down automaton (DPDA for short)
if Q is a finite set of states; the finite sets Σ and Γ are the input and stack alphabet,
respectively; δ is a transition function Q × Σ × Γ → Q × Γ∗ ; q0 is the initial state;  ∈ Γ is the
stack bottom symbol which is only allowed as the first (lowest) symbol in the stack, i.e., if
δ(q, a, γ) = (q ′ , γ ′ ) and γ ′ contains , then  only occurs in γ ′ as its prefix and moreover,
γ = ; and F is the set of final states. We will only consider real-time push-down automata
and forbid -transitions, as can be seen in the definition. Notice that the bottom symbol can
be removed, but then the computation gets stuck.
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Following [14], a configuration of M is a tuple (q, υ) ∈ Q × Γ∗ . For a letter σ ∈ Σ and a
σ
stack content υ, with ∣υ∣ = n, we write (q, υ) Ð→ (q ′ , υ[1..(n − 1)]γ) if δ(q, σ, υ[n]) = (q ′ , γ).
This means that the top of the stack υ is the right end of υ. We also denote with Ð→ the
σ
reflexive transitive closure of the union of Ð→ over all letters in Σ. The input words on top
w
of Ð→ are concatenated accordingly, so that Ð→ = ⋃w∈Σ∗ Ð→. The language L(M ) accepted
w
by a DPDA M is L(M ) = {w ∈ Σ∗ ∣ (q0 , ) Ð→ (qf , γ), qf ∈ F }. We call the sequence of
w
configurations (q, ) Ð→ (q ′ , γ) the run induced by w, starting in q, and ending in q ′ . We
might also call q ′ the final state of the run.
We will discuss three different concepts of synchronizing DPDAs. For all concepts, we
require that a synchronizing word w ∈ Σ∗ maps all states, starting with an empty stack, to
w
w
the same synchronizing state, i.e., for all q, q ′ ∈ Q∶ (q, ) Ð→ (q, υ), (q ′ , ) Ð→ (q, υ ′ ). In other
words, for a synchronizing word all runs started on some states in Q end up in the same
state. In addition to synchronizing the states of a DPDA, we will consider the following two
conditions for the stack content: (1) υ = υ ′ = , (2) υ = υ ′ . We will call (1) the empty stack
model and (2) the same stack model. In the third case, we do not put any restrictions on the
stack content and call this the arbitrary stack model.
As we are only interested in synchronizing a DPDA, we can neglect the start and final states.
Starting from DPDAs, we define the following sub-classes thereof:
A deterministic visibly push-down automaton (DVPDA) is a DPDA where the input
alphabet Σ can be partitioned into Σ = Σcall ∪ Σint ∪ Σret such that the change in the stack
height is determined by the partition of the alphabet. To be more precise, the transition
function δ is modified such that it can be partitioned accordingly into δ = δc ∪ δi ∪ δr such
that δc ∶ Q × Σ → Q × (Γ/{}) puts a symbol on the stack, δi ∶ Q × Σ → Q leaves the stack
unchanged, and δr ∶ Q × Σ × Γ → Q reads and pops a symbol from the stack [2]. If  is the
symbol on top of the stack, then  is only read and not popped. We call letters in Σcall
call or push letters; letter in Σint internal letters; and letters in Σret return or pop letters.
The language class accepted by DVPDA is equivalent to the class of languages accepted
by deterministic nested word automata (see [14]).
A deterministic very visibly push-down automaton (DVVPA) is a DVPDA where not only
the stack height but also the stack content is completely determined by the input alphabet,
i.e., for a letter σ ∈ Σ and all states p, q ∈ Q for δc (p, σ) = (p′ , γp ) and δc (q, σ) = (q ′ , γq ) it
holds that γp = γq .
A deterministic visibly (one) counter automaton (DVCA) is a DVPDA where ∣Γ/{}∣ = 1;
note that every DVCA is also a DVVPDA.
We are now ready to define a family of synchronization problems, the complexity of which
will be our subject of study in the following sections.
I Definition 1 (Sync-DVPDA-Empty).
Given: DPDA M = (Q, Σ, Γ, δ, ).
Question: Does there exist a word w ∈ Σ∗ that synchronizes M in the empty stack model?
For the same stack model, we refer to the synchronization problem above as Sync-DVPDASame and as Sync-DVPDA-Arb in the arbitrary stack model. Variants of these problems
are defined by replacing the DVPDA in the definition above by a DVVPDA, and DVCA. If
results hold for several stack models or automata models, then we summarize the problems
by using set notations in the corresponding statements. For the problems Sync-DVPDASame and Sync-DVPDA-Arb, we introduce two further refined variants of these problems,
denoted by the extension -Return and -NoReturn, where for all input DVPDA in the
former variant Σret ≠ ∅ holds, whereas in the latter variant Σret = ∅ holds. In the following,
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Table 1 Complexity status of the synchronization problem for different classes of deterministic
real-time visibly push-down automata in different stack synchronization modes. For the n-turn
synchronization variants, n takes all values not explicitly listed. All our problems are in EXPTIME.
class of automata

empty stack model

same stack model

arbitrary stack model

DVPDA
DVPDA-NoReturn
DVPDA-Return
n-Turn-Sync-DVPDA
0-Turn-Sync-DVPDA
DVVPDA
n-Turn-Sync-DVVPDA
0-Turn-Sync-DVVPDA
DVCA
n-Turn-Sync-DVCA
1-Turn-Sync-DVCA
0-Turn-Sync-DVCA

P
P
P
PSPACE-hard
P
P
PSPACE-hard
P
P
PSPACE-hard
PSPACE-complete
P

PSPACE-complete
PSPACE-complete
P
PSPACE-hard
PSPACE-complete
P
PSPACE-hard
PSPACE-complete
P
PSPACE-hard
PSPACE-complete
PSPACE-complete

PSPACE-hard
P
PSPACE-hard
PSPACE-hard
PSPACE-complete
P
PSPACE-hard
PSPACE-complete
P
PSPACE-hard
PSPACE-complete
PSPACE-complete

these variants reveal insights in the differences between synchronization in the same stack
and arbitrary stack models, as well as connections to a concept of trace-synchronizing a
sequential transducer showing some visibly behavior.
We will further consider synchronization of these automata classes in a finite-turn setting.
Finite-turn push-down automata were introduced in [20]. We adopt the definition in [42].
For a DVPDA M , an upstroke of M is a sequence of configurations induced by an input
word w such that no transition decreases the stack-height. Accordingly, a downstroke of M
is a sequence of configurations in which no transition increases the stack-height. A stroke is
either an upstroke or downstroke. A DVPDA M is an n-turn DVPDA if for all w ∈ L(M ) the
sequence of configurations induced by w can be split into at most n + 1 strokes. Especially,
for 1-turn DVPDAs, each sequence of configurations induced by an accepting word consists of
one upstroke followed by a most one downstroke. Two subtleties arise when translating this
concept to synchronization: (a) there is no initial state so that there is no way to associate a
stroke counter with a state, and (b) there is no language of accepted words that restricts the
set of words on which the number of strokes should be limited. Hence, in the synchronization
setting the finite turn property is not a property of the push-down automaton but rather of
the word applied to all states in parallel. We therefore generalize the concept of finite-turn
DVPDAs to finite-turn synchronization for DVPDAs as follows.
I Definition 2 (n-Turn-Sync-DVPDA-Empty).
Given: DVPDA M = (Q, Σ, Γ, δ, q0 , , F ).
Question: Is there a synchronizing word w ∈ Σ∗ in the empty stack model, such that for all
w
states q ∈ Q, the sequence of configurations (q, ) Ð→ (q, ) consists of at most n + 1 strokes?
We call such a synchronizing word w an n-turn synchronizing word for M . We define
n-Turn-Sync-DVPDA-Same and n-Turn-Sync-DVPDA-Arb accordingly for the same
stack and arbitrary stack model. Further, we extend the problem definition to other classes
of automata such as real-time DVVPDAs, and DVCAs. Table 1 summarizes our results,
obtained in the next sections, on the complexity status of these problems together with the
above introduced synchronization problems.
Finally, we introduce two PSPACE-complete problems for DFAs to reduce from later.
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I Definition 3 (DFA-Sync-Into-Subset (PSPACE-complete [32])).
Given: DFA A = (Q, Σ, δ), subset S ⊆ Q.
Question: Is there a word w ∈ Σ∗ such that δ(Q, w) ⊆ S?
I Definition 4 (DFA-Sync-From-Subset (PSPACE-complete [34])).
Given: DFA A = (Q, Σ, δ) with S ⊆ Q.
Question: Is there a word w ∈ Σ∗ that synchronizes S, i.e., for which ∣δ(S, w)∣ = 1 is true?

3

DVPDAs – Distinguishing the Stack Models

We start with some positive result showing that we come down from the undecidability of
the synchronization problem for general DPDAs in the empty set model to a polynomial
time solvable version by considering visibly DPDAs.
I Theorem 5. The problems Sync-DVPDA-Empty, Sync-DVCA-Empty, and SyncDVVPDA-Empty are decidable in polynomial time.
Proof. We prove the claim for Sync-DVPDA-Empty as the other automata classes are
sub-classes of DVPDAs. Let M = (Q, Σcall ∪ Σint ∪ Σret , Γ, δ, ) be a DVPDA. First, observe
that if Σret is empty, then any synchronizing word w for M in the empty stack model cannot
contain any letter from Σcall . Hence, M is basically a DFA and for DFAs the synchronization
problem is in P [12, 43, 34]. From now on, assume Σret ≠ ∅. We show that a pair argument
similar to the one for DFAs can be applied, namely that M is synchronizable in the empty
stack model if and only if every pair of states p, q ∈ Q can be synchronized in the empty stack
model. The only if direction is clear as every synchronizing word for Q also synchronizes
each pair of states. For the other direction, observe that since M is a DVPDA, the stack
height of each path starting in any state of M is predefined by the sequence of input symbols.
Hence, if we focus on the two runs starting in p, q and ensure that their stacks are empty
after reading a word w, then also the stacks of all other runs starting in other states in
parallel are empty after reading w. Therefore, we can successively concatenate words that
synchronize some pair of active states in the empty stack model and end up with a word that
synchronizes all states of M in the empty stack model. Further formal algorithmic details
can be found in the long version [17].
J
Does this mean everything is easy and we are done? Interestingly, the picture is not that
simple, as considering the same and arbitrary stack models shows.
I Theorem 6. The problem Sync-DVPDA-Same is PSPACE-hard.
Proof. We reduce from DFA-Sync-Into-Subset. Let A = (Q, Σ, δ) be a DFA and S ⊆ Q.
We construct from A a DVPDA M = (Q ∪ {qS }, Σcall ∪ Σint ∪ Σret , {,, /, }, δ ′ = δc′ ∪ δi′ ∪ δr′ , )
with qS ∉ Q, Σcall = {a}, Σint = Σ, Σret = ∅ and Σcall ∩ Σint = ∅. The transition function δi′
agrees with δ on all letters in Σint . For qS , we set δc′ (qS , a) = (qS , ,) and δi′ (qS , σ) = qS for
all σ ∈ Σint . For q ∈ S, we set δc′ (q, a) = (qS , ,), and for q ∉ S, δc′ (q, a) = (q, /).
Note that qS is a sink-state and can only be reached from states in S with a transition
by the call-letter a. For states not in S, the input letter a pushes an / on the stack which
cannot be pushed to the stack by any letter on a path starting in qS . Hence, in order
to synchronize M in the same stack model, a letter a might only and must be read in a
configuration where only states in S ∪ {qS } are active. Every word w ∈ Σ∗int that brings M in
such a configuration also synchronizes Q in A into the set S.
J
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From the proof of Theorem 6, we can conclude the next results by observing that a DVPDA
without any return letter cannot make any turn.
I Corollary 7. Sync-DVPDA-Same-NoReturn and 0-Turn-Sync-DVPDA-Same are
PSPACE-hard.
In contrast with the two previous results, Sync-DVPDA-Same is solvable in polynomial
time if we have the promise that Σret ≠ ∅.
I Theorem 8. Sync-DVPDA-Same-Return is in P.
Proof. We prove the claim by straight reducing to Sync-DVPDA-Empty with the identity
function. If a DVPDA M with Σret ≠ ∅ can be synchronized in the same stack model with a
synchronizing word w, then w can be extended to ww′ where w′ ∈ Σ∗ret empties the stack.
As M is deterministic and complete, w′ is defined on all states. As after reading w, the stack
content on all paths is the same, reading w′ extends all paths with the same sequence of
states. Conversely, a word w synchronizing a DVPDA M with Σret ≠ ∅ in the empty stack
model also synchronizes M in the same stack model.
J
The arbitrary stack model requires the most interesting construction in the following proof.
I Theorem 9. Sync-DVPDA-Arb is PSPACE-hard.
Proof. We give a reduction from the PSPACE-complete problem DFA-Sync-From-Subset.
Let A = (Q, Σ, δ) be a DFA with S ⊆ Q. We construct from A a DVPDA M = (Q, Σcall ∪
Σint ∪ Σret , Q ∪ {}, δ ′ = δc′ ∪ δi′ ∪ δr′ , ) where all unions in the definition of M are disjoint.
Let Σcall = Σ, Σint = ∅, and Σret = {r} with r ∉ Σ.
For states s ∈ S, we set δr′ (s, r, ) = s and for states q ∈ Q/S, we set δr′ (q, r, ) = t for some
arbitrary but fixed t ∈ S. For states p, q ∈ Q, we set δr′ (q, r, p) = p.
For each call letter σ ∈ Σcall , we set for q ∈ Q, δc′ (q, σ) = (δ(q, σ), q).
First, assume w is a word that synchronizes the set S in the DFA A. Then, it can easily
be observed that rw is a synchronizing word for M in the arbitrary stack model.
Now, assume w is a synchronizing word for M in the arbitrary stack model. If w ∈ Σ∗call ,
then w is also a synchronizing word for A and especially synchronizes the set S in A. (*)
Next, assume w contains some letters r. The action of r is designed such that it maps Q
to the set S if applied to an empty stack and otherwise gradually undoes the transitions
performed by letters from Σcall . This is possible as each letter σ ∈ Σcall stores its pre-image
on the stack when σ is applied. Further, r acts as the identity on the states in S if applied to
an empty stack. Hence, whenever the stacks are empty while reading some word, all states
in S are active.
Hence, if σr is a subword of a synchronizing word w = uσrv of M , with σ ∈ Σcall ,
then w′ = uv is also a synchronizing word of M . This justifies the set of rewriting rules
R = {σr → ε ∣ σ ∈ Σcall }. Now, consider a synchronizing word w of M where none of the
rewriting rules from R applies, and, which by (*) contains some letter r. Hence, w ∈ {r}∗ Σ∗call .
By (*), w = rk v, with k > 0, and v ∈ Σ∗call . Then, w′ = rv is also a synchronizing word of
M , because for all states q ∈ Q, M is in the same configuration after reading r, starting in
configuration (q, ), as after reading rr. But as only (and all) states from S are active after
reading r, v is also a word in Σ∗ that synchronizes the set S in A.
J
Observe that in the construction above, Σret ≠ ∅ for all input DFAs. The next corollary
follows from Theorem 9 and should be observed together with the next theorem in contrast
to Theorem 8 and Corollary 7.
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I Corollary 10. Sync-DVPDA-Arb-Return is PSPACE-hard.
I Theorem 11. Sync-DVPDA-Arb-NoReturn ≡ DFA-Sync.
Proof. Let M be a DVPDA with empty set of return symbols. As there is no return-symbol,
the transitions of M cannot depend on the stack content. Hence, we can redistribute the
symbols in Σcall into Σint and obtain a DFA. The converse is trivial.
J
If we move from deterministic visibly push-down automata to even more restricted classes, like
deterministic very visibly push-down automata or deterministic visibly counter automata, the
three stack models do no longer yield synchronization problems with different complexities.
Instead, all three models are equivalent, as stated next. Hence, their synchronization problems
can be solved by the pair-argument presented in Theorem 5 in polynomial time.
I Theorem 12. Sync-DVCA-Empty ≡ Sync-DVCA-Same ≡ Sync-DVCA-Arb.
Sync-DVVPDA-Empty ≡ Sync-DVVPDA-Same ≡ Sync-DVVPDA-Arb.
Proof. First, note that every DVCA is also a DVVPDA. If for a DVVPDA Σret ≠ ∅, then we
can empty the stack after synchronizing the state set, as the very visibly conditions ensures
that the contents of the stacks on all runs coincide. As the automaton is deterministic, all
transitions for letters in Σret are defined on each state. As the stack content on all runs
coincides in every step, the arbitrary stack model is identical to the same stack model and
hence equivalent to the empty stack model. If Σret = ∅, then we can reassign Σcall to Σint
in order to reduce from the same-stack and arbitrary stack to the empty stack variant, as
transitions cannot depend on the stack content which is again the same on all runs due to
the very visibly condition.
J

4

Restricting the Number of Turns Makes Synchronization Harder

Let us now restrict the number of turns a synchronizing word may cause on any run. Despite
the fact that we are hereby restricting the considered model even further, the synchronization
problem becomes even harder, in contrast to the previous section.
I Theorem 13. For every fixed n ∈ N with n > 0, the problems n-Turn-Sync-DVCA-Same
and n-Turn-Sync-DVCA-Arb are PSPACE-hard.
Proof. We give a reduction from the PSPACE-complete problem DFA-Sync-Into-Subset.
Let A = (Q, Σ, δ) be a DFA with S ⊆ Q. We construct from A a DVCA M = (Q ∪ {qsync } ∪
{qstalli ∣ 0 ≤ i ≤ n}, Σcall ∪ Σint ∪ Σret , {1, }, δ ′ = δc′ ∪ δi′ ∪ δr′ , }), where all unions are disjoint.
We set Σint = Σ, Σcall = {a} and Σret = {b}. For all internal letters, δi′ agrees with δ on all
states in Q. For the letter a, we set for all q ∈ S, δc′ (q, a) = (qstall0 , 1) and for all q ∈ Q/S, we
set δc′ (q, a) = (q, 1). For b, we loop in every state in Q. For qsync , we loop with every letter
in qsync (incrementing the counter with a and decrementing it with b).
Let r be an arbitrary but fixed state in Q. For the states qstalli , we set for i < n,
δc′ (qstalli , a) = (qstalli , 1). Further, for even index i < n, we set δr′ (qstalli , b, 1) = qstalli+1 and
δr′ (qstalli , b, ) = r. For odd index i < n, we set δr′ (qstalli , b, 1) = r, and δr′ (qstalli , b, ) = qstalli+1 .
For even n, let δc′ (qstalln , a) = (qsync , 1), δr′ (qstalln , b, 1) = r, and δr′ (qstalln , b, ) = r. For
odd n, let δc′ (qstalln , a) = (qstalln , 1), δr′ (qstalln , b, 1) = r, and δr′ (qstalln , b, ) = qsync . All other
transitions (on internal letters) act as the identity.
Observe that the state qsync must be the synchronizing state of M , since it is a sink
state. In order to reach qsync from any state in Q, the automaton must pass through all the
states qstalli for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n, by construction. Since we can only pass from a state qstalli to
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qstalli+1 with an empty or non-empty stack in alternation, passing through all states qstalli , for
0 ≤ i ≤ n, forces M to make n turns. For even n, the last upstroke is enforced by passing from
qstalln to qsync by explicitly increasing the stack. As M is only allowed to make n turns while
reading the n-turn synchronizing word it follows that any of the states qstalli might be visited
at most once, as branching back into Q by taking a transition that maps to r would force M
to go through all states qstalli again, which exceeds the allowed number of strokes. Note that
only counter values of at most one are allowed in any run which is currently in a state in
qstalli as otherwise the run will necessarily branch back into Q later on.2 Especially, this is
the case for qstall0 which ensures that each n-turn synchronizing word has first synchronized
Q into S before the first letter a is read, as otherwise qstall0 is reached with a counter value
greater than 1, or M has already made a turn in Q and hence cannot reach qsync anymore.
In the construction above, for odd n, each run enters the synchronizing state with an
empty stack (*). For even n, each run enters the synchronizing state with a counter value
of 1. The visibly condition, or more precisely very visibly condition as we are considering
DVCAs, tells us that at each time while reading a synchronizing word, the stack content of
every run is identical. In particular, this is the case at the point when the last state enters
the synchronizing state and, hence, any n-turn synchronizing word for M is a synchronizing
word in both the arbitrary and the same stack models.
J
By observing that in the empty stack model allowing n even turns is as good as allowing
(n − 1) turns, essentially (*) from the previous proof yields the next result.
I Corollary 14. For every fixed n ∈ N, with n > 0, the problem n-Turn-Sync-DVCA-Empty
is PSPACE-hard.
I Corollary 15. For every fixed n ∈ N, with n > 0, the problems n-Turn-Sync-DVPDA and
n-Turn-Sync-DVVPDA in the empty, same, and arbitrary stack models are PSPACE-hard.
I Theorem 16. 0-Turn-Sync-DVPDA-Empty ≡ DFA-Sync.
Proof. The visibly condition and the fact that we can only synchronize with an empty stack
mean that we cannot read any letter from Σcall , hence we cannot use the stack at all. Delete
(a) all transitions with a symbol from Σcall and (b) all transitions with a symbol from Σret
and a non-empty stack. Then, assigning the elements in Σret to Σint gives us a DFA.
J
The next result is obtained by a reduction from DFA-Sync-From-Subset.
I Theorem 17. The problems 0-Turn-Sync-DVCA-{Same, Arb} are PSPACE-hard.
I Corollary 18. The problems 0-Turn-Sync-DVVPDA-{Same, Arb}, and 0-Turn-SyncDVPDA-{Same, Arb} are PSPACE-hard.

5

(Non-)Tight Upper Bounds

In this section, we will prove that at least all considered problems are decidable (in contrast
to non-visibly DPDAs and DCAs, see [18]) by giving exponential time upper bounds. We will
also give some tight PSPACE upper bounds for some PSPACE-hard problems discussed in the
previous section, but for other previously discussed problems, a gap between PSPACE-hardness
and membership in EXPTIME remains.

2

In some states, such as qstalln for even n, it is simply impossible to have a higher counter value.
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I Theorem 19. All problems listed in Table 1 are in EXPTIME.
Proof. We show the claim explicitly for Sync-DVPDA-Same, Sync-DVPDA-Arb,
n-Turn-Sync-DVPDA-Empty, n-Turn-Sync-DVPDA-Same, and n-Turn-SyncDVPDA-Arb. The other results follow by inclusion of automata classes.
Let M = (Q, Σcall ∪ Σint ∪ Σret , Γ, δ, ) be a DVPDA. We construct from M the ∣Q∣-fold
product DVPDA M ∣Q∣ with state set Q∣Q∣ , consisting of ∣Q∣-tuples of states, and alphabet
Σcall ∪ Σint ∪ Σret . Since M is a DVPDA, for every word w ∈ (Σcall ∪ Σint ∪ Σret )∗ , the stack
heights on runs starting in different states in Q is equal at every position in w. Hence, we can
multiply the stacks to obtain the stack alphabet Γ∣Q∣ for M ∣Q∣ . For the transition function
∣Q∣
∣Q∣
∣Q∣
δ ∣Q∣ (split up into δc ∪ δi ∪ δr ) of M ∣Q∣ , we simulate δ independently on every state in an
∣Q∣-tuple, i.e., for (q1 , q2 , . . . , qn ) ∈ Q∣Q∣ and letters σc ∈ Σcall , σi ∈ Σint , σr ∈ Σret , we set
∣Q∣
δc ((q1 , q2 , . . . , qn ), σc ) = ((q1′ , q2′ , . . . , qn′ ), (γ1 , γ2 , . . . , γn )) if δ(qj , σc ) = (qj′ , γj ) for j ∈[n];
∣Q∣

δi ((q1 , q2 , . . . , qn ), σi ) = (δ(q1 , σi ), δ(q2 , σi ), . . . , δ(qn , σi ));
∣Q∣
δr ((q1 , q2 , . . . , qn ), σr , (γ1 , γ2 , . . . , γn )) = (δ(q1 , σr , γ1 ), δ(q2 , σr , γ2 ), . . . , δ(qn , σr , γn )).
The bottom symbol of the stack is the ∣Q∣-tuple (, , . . . , ). Let p1 , p2 , . . . , pn be an
enumeration of the states in Q and set (p1 , p2 , . . . , pn ) as the start state of M ∣Q∣ .
For Sync-DVPDA-Arb, set {(q, q, . . . , q) ∈ Q∣Q∣ ∣ q ∈ Q} as the final states for M ∣Q∣ .
Clearly, for Sync-DVPDA-Arb, M ∣Q∣ is a DVPDA and the words accepted by M ∣Q∣ are
precisely the synchronizing words for M in the arbitrary stack model. As the emptiness
problem can be decided for visibly push-down automata in time polynomial in the size of
the automaton [2], the claim follows observing that M ∣Q∣ is exponentially larger than M .
∣Q∣
For Sync-DVPDA-Same, we produce a DVPDA Msame by enhancing the automaton
∣Q∣
M with three additional states qcheck , qfin , and qfail and an additional new return letter r and
∣Q∣
set qfin as the single accepting state of Msame , while the start state coincides with the one of
∣Q∣
M ∣Q∣ . For states (q1 , q2 , . . . , qn ) ∈ Q∣Q∣ , we set δr ((q1 , q2 , . . . , qn ), r, (γ1 , γ2 , . . . , γn )) = qcheck
∣Q∣
if qi = qj and γi = γj , γi ≠  for all i, j ∈ [n]. We set δr ((q1 , q2 , . . . , qn ), r, (, , . . . , )) = qfin
if qi = qj for all i, j ∈ [n]. For all other cases, we map with r to qfail . We let the transitions
for qfail be defined such that qfail is a non-accepting trap state for all alphabet symbols. For
∣Q∣
qcheck , we set δr (qcheck , r, (γ1 , γ2 , . . . , γn )) = qcheck if γi = γj for i, j ∈ [n]. Further, we set
∣Q∣
δr (qcheck , r, (, , . . . , )) = qfin and map with r to qfail in all other cases. The state qcheck
also maps to qfail with all input symbols other than r. We let the transitions for qfin be
defined such that qfin is an accepting trap state for all alphabet symbols.
∣Q∣
∣Q∣
Clearly, for Sync-DVPDA-Same Msame is a DVPDA and the words accepted by Msame
are precisely the synchronizing words for M in the same stack model, potentially prolonged
by a sequence of r’s, as the single accepting state qfin can only be reached from a state in
Q∣Q∣ where the states are synchronized and the stack content is identical for each run (which
∣Q∣
is checked in the state qcheck ). As the size of Msame is exponential in the size of M , we get
the claimed result as in the previous case.
For the n-Turn synchronization problems, we have to modify the previous construction
by adding a stroke counter similar as in the proof of Theorem 13.
J
I Remark 20. It cannot be expected to show PSPACE-membership of synchronization
problems concerning DVPDAs using a ∣Q∣-fold product DVPDA, as the resulting automata
is exponentially large in the size of the DVPDA that is to be synchronized, as the emptiness
problem for DVPDAs is P-complete [30]. Rather, one would need a separate membership
proof. We conjecture that a PSPACE-membership proof similar to the one for the short
synchronizing word problem presented in [14] can be obtained if exponential upper bounds
for the length of shortest synchronizing words for DVPDAs in the respective models can be
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obtained. For the empty stack model, an exponential upper bound on the length of a shortest
synchronizing word should follow by applying analogous arguments as in [14, Theorem 6]. For
the same and arbitrary stack model, the question is open as we cannot reduce the problem
to considering pairs like in the empty stack model.
I Theorem 21. The problems 0-Turn-Sync-{DVPDA, DVVPDA, DVCA}-Same are in
PSPACE.
Proof sketch. Let M = (Q, Σcall ∪ Σint ∪ Σret , Γ, δ, ) be a DVPDA. For the same stack model,
the 0-turn condition forbids us to put in simultaneous runs different letters on the stack at
any time while reading a synchronizing word, as we cannot exchange symbols on the stack
with visible PDAs. Note that this is a dynamic runtime-behavior and does not imply that
M is necessarily very visibly. Further, the 0-turn and visibility condition enforce that at
each step the next transition does not depend on the stack content if the symbol on top
of the stack is not . Hence, we can construct from M a ∣Q∣-fold DFA (with a state set
exponential in the size of ∣Q∣) in a similar way as in the proof of Theorem 19 by neglecting
the stack as nothing is ever popped from the stack. As the emptiness problem for DFAs
can be solved in NLOGSPACE, the claim follows with Savitch’s famous theorem stating that
NPSPACE = PSPACE [35].3
J
I Corollary 22. Sync-DVPDA-Same-NoReturn, Sync-DVPDA-Same are in PSPACE.
I Theorem 23. The problems 0-Turn-Sync-{DVPDA, DVVPDA, DVCA}-Arb, and
1-Turn-Sync-DVCA-{Empty, Same, Arb} are in PSPACE.
Proof. The claim follows from [18, Theorem 16 & 17] by inclusion of automata classes. J

6

Sequential Transducers

In [18], the concept of trace-synchronizing a sequential transducer has been introduced. We
want to extend this concept to sequential transducers showing some kind of visible behavior
regarding their output, inspired by the predetermined stack height behavior of DVPDAs. We
call T = (Q, Σ, Γ, q0 , δ, F ) a sequential transducer (ST for short) if Q is a finite set of states,
Σ is an input alphabet, Γ is an output alphabet, q0 is the start state, δ∶ Q × Σ → Q × Γ∗ is a
total transition function, and F collects the final states. We generalize δ from input letters
to words by concatenating the produced outputs. T is called a visibly sequential transducer
(VST for short) [or very visibly sequential transducer (VVST for short)] if for each σ ∈ Σ
and for all q1 , q2 ∈ Q and γ1 , γ2 ∈ Γ∗ , it holds that δ(q1 , σ) = (q1′ , γ1 ) and δ(q2 , σ) = (q2′ , γ2 )
implies that ∣γ1 ∣ = ∣γ2 ∣ [or that γ1 = γ2 , respectively]. A VVST T is thereby computing the
same homomorphism hT , regardless of which states are chosen as start and final states (*).
Hence, if AT is the underlying DFA (ignoring any outputs), then hT (L(AT )) ⊆ Γ∗ describes
the language of all possible output of T . By Nivat’s theorem [29], a language family is a full
trio iff it is closed under VVST and inverse homomorphisms. Our considerations also show
that a language family is a full trio iff it is closed under VVST and inverse VVST mappings.
We say that a word w trace-synchronizes a sequential transducer T if, for all states
p, q ∈ Q, δ(p, w) = δ(q, w), i.e., a synchronizing state is reached, producing identical output.
Notice that from the viewpoint of trace-synchronization, we do not assume that a VVST has
only one state.
3

Here, a smaller powerset-construction would also work but, for simplicity, we stuck with the introduced
∣Q∣-fold product construction.
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I Definition 24 (Trace-Sync-Transducer).
Given: Sequential transducer T = (Q, Σ, Γ, δ).
Question: Does there exist a word w ∈ Σ∗ that trace-synchronizes T ?
We define Trace-Sync-VST and Trace-Sync-VVST by considering a VST, respectively VVST. In contrast to the undecidability of Trace-Sync-Transducer [18], we get
the following results for trace-synchronizing VST and VVST from previous results.
I Theorem 25. Trace-Sync-VST is PSPACE-complete.
Proof. First, observe that there is a straight reduction from the problem Sync-DVPDASame-NoReturn to Trace-Sync-VST as the input DVPDAs to the problem SyncDVPDA-Same-NoReturn have no return letters and, hence, the stack is basically a write
only tape. Further, as the remaining alphabet is partitioned into letters in Σcall , which write
precisely one symbol on the stack, and into letters in Σint , writing nothing on the stack, the
visibly condition is satisfied when interpreting the DVPDA with Σret = ∅ as a VST.
There is also a straight reduction from Trace-Sync-VST to Sync-DVPDA-SameNoReturn as follows. For a VST T = (Q, Σ, Γ, δ), we construct a DVPDA M = (Q, Σcall ∪
Σint , Γ′ , δ) with Σret = ∅ by introducing for each σ ∈ Σ a new alphabet Σσ = {w ∈ Γ∗ ∣ ∃q, q ′ ∈
Q∶ δ(q, σ) = (q ′ , w)}. Observe that Σσ is either {} or contains only words of the same length.
By setting Σint = {σ ∈ Σ ∣ Σσ = {}}, Σcall = {σ ∈ Σ ∣ Σσ ≠ {}}, Γ′ = ⋃σ∈Σ (Σσ /{}), and
interpreting the output sequence w ∈ Γ∗ produced by δ as the single stack symbol in Γ′ . J
Yet, by Observation (*), we inherit from Sync-DFA the following algorithmic result.
I Theorem 26. Trace-Sync-VVST is in P.

7

Discussion

Our results concerning DVPDAs and sub-classes thereof are summarized in Table 1. While
all problems listed in the table are contained in EXPTIME, the table lists several problems
for which their known complexity status still contains a gap between PSPACE-hardness
lower bounds and EXPTIME upper bounds. Presumably, their precise complexity status
is closely related to upper bounds on the length of synchronizing words which we want to
consider in the near future. One of the questions which could be solved in this work is if
there is a difference between the complexity of synchronization in the same stack model
and synchronization in the arbitrary stack model. While for general DPDA, DCA, and
sub-classes thereof, see [18], these two models admitted synchronization problems with the
same complexity, here we observed that these models can differ significantly. While the
focus of this work is on determining the complexity status of synchronizability for different
models of automata, an obvious question for future research is the complexity status of
closely related, and well understood questions in the realm of DFAs, such as the problem
of shortest synchronizing word, subset synchronization, synchronization into a subset, and
careful synchronization.
Here is one subtlety that comes with shortest synchronizing words: While for finding
synchronizing words of length at most k for DFAs, it does not matter if the number k is
given in unary or in binary due to the known cubic upper bounds on the lengths of shortest
synchronizing words, this will make a difference in other models where such polynomial length
bounds are unknown. More precisely, for instance with DVPDAs, it is rather obvious that
with a unary length bound k, the problem becomes NP-complete, while the status is unclear
for binary length bounds. As there is no general polynomial upper bound on the length of
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shortest synchronizing words for VPDAs, they might be of exponential length. Hence, we
do not get membership in PSPACE easily, not even for synchronization models concerning
DVPDA for which general synchronizability is solvable in P, as it might be necessary to store
the whole word on the stack in order to test its synchronization effects.
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Abstract
In this paper, we investigate the synthesis problem of terminating reactive systems from quantitative
specifications. Such systems are modeled as finite transducers whose executions are represented as
finite words in (Σi × Σo )∗ , where Σi , Σo are finite sets of input and output symbols, respectively. A
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three kinds of objectives for synthesis, namely threshold objectives where the system’s executions
are required to be above some given threshold, best-value and approximate objectives where the
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1

Introduction

Reactive synthesis. The goal of automatic synthesis is to automatically construct programs
from specifications of correct pairs of input and output. The goal is to liberate the developer
from low-level implementation details, and to automatically generate programs which are
correct by construction. In the automata-based approach to synthesis [14, 20], the programs to
be synthesized are finite-state reactive programs, which react continuously to stimuli received
from an environment. Such systems are not assumed to terminate and their executions are
modeled as ω-words in (Σi Σo )ω , alternating between input symbols in Σi and output symbols
in Σo . Specifications of such systems are then languages S ⊆ (Σi Σo )ω representing the set
of acceptable executions. The synthesis problem asks to check whether there exists a total
ω
synchronous1 function f : Σω
i → Σo such that for all input sequences u = i0 i1 . . . , there exists
1

+
ω
f : Σω
i → Σo is synchronous if it is induced by a strategy s : Σi → Σo in the sense that f (i0 i1 . . . ) =
s(i0 )s(i0 i1 )s(i0 i1 i2 ) . . . for all i0 i1 · · · ∈ Σω
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an output sequence v = o0 o1 . . . such that f (u) = v and the convolution u ⊗ v = i0 o0 i1 o1 . . .
belongs to S. The function f is called a realizer of S. Automatic synthesis of non-terminating
reactive systems has first been introduced by Church [19], and a first solution has been given
by Büchi and Landweber [14] when the specification S is ω-regular. In this setting, when
a realizer exists, there is always one which can be computed by a finite-state sequential
transducer, a finite-state automaton which alternates between reading one input symbol and
producing one output symbol. This result has sparked much further work to make synthesis
feasible in practice, see e.g., [31, 27, 7]. The synthesis problem is classically modeled as
an infinite-duration game on a graph, played by two players, alternatively picking input
and output symbols. One player, representing the system, must enforce an objective that
corresponds to the specification. Finite-memory winning strategies are in turn systems
that realize the specification. This game metaphor has triggered a lot of research on graph
games [20, Chapter 27]. There has also been a recent effort to increase the quality of
the automatically generated systems by enhancing Boolean specifications with quantitative
constraints, e.g., [5, 16, 12, 2]. This has also triggered a lot of research on quantitative
extensions of infinite-duration games, for example mean-payoff, energy, and discounted-sum
games, see, e.g., [24, 34, 22, 10, 11, 4, 29].
Partial-domain specifications. In the classical formulation of the synthesis problem, it
is required that a realizer f meets the specification for all possible input sequences. In
particular, if there is a single input sequence u such that u ⊗ v 6∈ S for all output sequences
v, then S admits no realizer. In other words, when the domain of S is partial, then S
is unrealizable. Formally, the domain of S is dom(S) = {u ∈ Σω
i | ∃v : u ⊗ v ∈ S}. As
noticed recently and independently in [1], asking that the realizer meets the specification
for all input sequences is often too strong and a more realistic setting is to make some
assumptions on the environment’s behaviour, namely, that the environment plays an input
sequence in the domain of the specification. This problem is called good-enough synthesis
in [1] and can be formulated as follows: given a specification S, check whether there exists a
ω
partial synchronous function f : Σω
i → Σo whose domain is dom(S), and such that for all
input sequence u ∈ dom(S) = dom(f ), u ⊗ f (u) ∈ S. Decidability of the latter problem is
entailed by decidability of the classical synthesis problem when the specification formalism
used to describe S is closed under expressing the assumption that the environment provides
inputs in dom(S). It is the case for instance when S is ω-regular, because the specification
S ∪ dom(S) ⊗ Σω
o has total domain and is effectively ω-regular. [1] investigates the more
challenging setting of S being expressed by a multi-valued (in contrast to Boolean) LTL
logic. More generally, there is a series of works on solving games under assumptions on the
behaviour of the environment [18, 6, 30, 21, 13, 2].
Our setting: Partial-domain weighted specifications. In this paper, motivated by the
line of work on quantitative extensions of synthesis and the latter more realistic setting of
partial-domain specifications, we investigate synthesis problems from partial-domain weighted
specifications (hereafter just called weighted specifications). We conduct this investigation in
the setting of terminating reactive systems, and accordingly our specifications are over finite
words. Formally, a specification is a mapping S : (Σi .Σo )∗ → ∪{−∞}. The domain dom(S)
of S is defined as all the input sequences u ∈ Σ∗i such that S(u ⊗ v) ∈
for some v ∈ Σ∗o .
We consider three quantitative synthesis problems, which all consists in checking whether
there exists a function f computable by a finite transducer such that dom(f ) = dom(S) and
which satisfies respectively the following conditions:

Q

Q
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Table 1 Complexity results for weighted specifications. Here, D stands for decidable, the suffix
-c for complete, λ for discount factor, and n for a natural number.
Spec
Problem
strict threshold
non-strict threshold
best-value
strict approximate
non-strict approx.

Sum-automata
NP ∩ coNP
NP ∩ coNP
Ptime [3]
EXPtime-c [26]
EXPtime-c [26]

Avg-automata
NP ∩ coNP
NP ∩ coNP
Ptime [3]
D
D

Dsum-automata
NP
NP ∩ coNP
NP ∩ coNP
NEXPtime for λ = 1/n
EXPtime for λ = 1/n

for all u ∈ dom(S) it holds that S(u ⊗ f (u)) . t for a given threshold t ∈
called threshold synthesis, or

Q and . ∈ {>, ≥},

S(u ⊗ f (u)) = bestValS (u), that is, the maximal value that can be achieved for the input
u, i.e., bestValS (u) = sup{S(u ⊗ v) | v ∈ Σ∗o }, called best-value synthesis, or
bestValS (u) − S(u ⊗ f (u)) / r for a given threshold r ∈
approximate synthesis.

Q and /

∈ {<, ≤}, called

Following the game metaphor explained before, those quantitative synthesis problems
can be formulated as two-player games in which Adam (environment) and Eve (system)
alternatively pick symbols in Σi and Σo respectively. Additionally, Adam has the power to
stop the game. If it does not, then Eve wins the game. Otherwise, a finite play spells a word
u ⊗ v. For the Boolean synthesis problem, Eve has won if either u 6∈ dom(S) where S is
the specification, or u ⊗ v ∈ S. Additionally, for the threshold synthesis problem, the value
S(u ⊗ v) must be greater than the given threshold; for the best-value synthesis problem, it
must be equal to bestValS (u) and for approximate synthesis it must be r-close to bestValS (u).

Contributions. Our main contribution is a clear picture about decidability of threshold
synthesis, best-value synthesis and approximate synthesis for weighted specifications over
finite words defined by deterministic weighted finite automata [23], equipped with either sum,
average or discounted-sum measure. Such automata extend finite automata with integer
weights on their transitions, computing a value through a payoff function that combines
those integers, with sum, average, or discounted-sum. The results (presented in Section 4)
are summarized in Table 1. We also give an application of our results to the decidability
of quantitative extensions of the Church synthesis problem over infinite words, for some
classes of weighted safety specifications, which intuitively require that all prefixes satisfy a
quantitative requirement (being above a threshold, equal to the best-value, or close to it).
As we explain in the related works section, some of our results are obtained via reduction
to solving known quantitative games or to the notions of r-regret determinization for weighted
automata. We develop new techniques to solve the strict threshold synthesis problem for
discounted-sum specifications in NP (Theorem 9), the best-value synthesis problem for
discounted-sum specifications in NP ∩ coNP (Theorem 12) and approximate synthesis for
average specifications (Theorem 13), which are to the best of our knowledge new results.
Moreover, as our main tool to obtain our synthesis results, we introduce in Section 3 a new
kind of (weighted) games called critical prefix games tailored to handle weighted specifications
with partial domain of finite words. We believe these kind of games are interesting on their
own and are described below in more detail.
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Critical prefix games. Following the classical game metaphor of synthesis, we design
weighted games into which some of our synthesis problems can be directly encoded. Those
games still have infinite-duration, but account for the fact that specifications are on finite
words and have partial domains. In particular, the quantitative constraints must be checked
only for play prefixes that correspond to input words of the environment which are in the
domain of the specification. So, a critical prefix game is defined as a two-player turn-based
weighted game with some of the vertices being declared as critical. When the play enters a
critical vertex, a quantitative requirement must be fulfilled, otherwise Eve loses. For instance,
critical prefix threshold games require that the payoff value when entering a critical vertex is
at least or above a certain threshold. We show that these threshold games are all decidable
for sum, average, and discounted-sum payoffs, see Theorems 3 and 4. For solving approximate
average synthesis, we use a reduction to critical prefix energy games of imperfect information
starting with fixed initial credit (the energy level must be at least zero whenever the play is
in a critical vertex). Without critical vertices (where the energy level must be at least zero all
the time) these games are known to be decidable [22]. We show that adding critical vertices
makes these games undecidable, in general, see Theorem 7. However, a large subclass of
imperfect information critical prefix energy games, sufficient for our synthesis problems, is
shown to be decidable, see Theorem 8.
Domain-safe weighted specifications. Most of our quantitative synthesis problems reduce
to two-player games. While we need games of different natures, they all model the fact that
Eve constructs a run of the (deterministic) automaton, given the input symbols provided by
Adam so far. By choosing outputs, Eve must make sure that this run is accepting whenever
the input word played by Adam so far is in the domain of S. Otherwise Adam can stop and
Eve loses. While this condition can be encoded in the game by enriching the vertices with
subsets of states (in which Eve could have been by choosing alternative output symbols),
this would result in an exponential blow-up of the game. We instead show that the weighted
automaton can be preprocessed in polynomial-time into a so called domain-safe automaton,
in which there is no need to monitor the input domain when playing, see Theorem 2.
Related works. Boolean synthesis problems for finite words have been considered in [33, 32]
where the specification is given as an LTL formula over finite traces. In the quantitative
setting, it has also been considered in [25] for weighted specifications given by deterministic
weighted automata. In these works however, it is the role of Eve to eventually stop the game.
While this makes sense for reachability objectives and planning problems, this setting does
not accurately model a synthesis scenario where the system has no control over the provided
input sequence. Our setting is different and needs new technical developments.
Threshold problems in quantitative infinite-duration two-player games with discountedand mean-payoff measures are known to be solvable in NP ∩ coNP [4, 34]. Our threshold
synthesis problems all directly reduce to critical prefix threshold games with corresponding
payoff functions. The latter games, for sum and average, are shown to reduce to mean-payoff
games, so our NP ∩ coNP upper-bound follows from [34]. For critical prefix discounted-sum
games with a non-strict threshold, we show a polynomial time reduction to infinite-duration
discounted sum games and hence our result follows from [4]. Such a reduction fails for
a strict threshold and we develop new techniques to solve critical prefix discounted-sum
games with strict threshold, by first showing that memoryless strategies suffice for Eve
to win, and then by showing how to check in PTime whether a memoryless strategy is
winning for Eve. The latter result actually shows how to test in PTime whether there exists,
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in a weighted graph, a path from a source to a target vertex of discounted-sum greater
or equal to some given threshold. This result entails that the non-emptiness problem for
non-deterministic discounted-sum max-automata2 is solvable in PTime (Theorem 6). To
the best of our knowledge, up to now this problem is only known to be in PSpace for the
subcase of functional discounted-sum automata [25, 9].
As we show, the best-value synthesis problems correspond to zero-regret determinization
problems for non-deterministic weighted automata, i.e., deciding whether there is a nondeterminism resolving strategy for Eve that guarantees the same value as the maximal value of
an accepting run in the non-deterministic weighted automaton. Such a problem is in PTime
for sum-automata [3] and the average case easily reduces to the sum-case. For discounted-sum,
zero-regret determinization is known to be decidable in NP for dsum-automata over infinite
words [29]. We improve this bound to NP ∩ coNP for finite words.
Finally, approximate synthesis corresponds to a problem known as r-regret determinization
of non-deterministic weighted automata. For sum-automata, it is known to be ExpTimecomplete [26]. For average-automata, there is no immediate reduction to the sum case,
because the sum value computed by an r-regret determinizer can be arbitrarily faraway
from the best sum, while its averaged value remains close to the best average. Instead,
we show a reduction to the new class of partial observation critical prefix energy games.
For dsum-automata over infinite words, total domain and integral discount factor, r-regret
determinization is known to be decidable [29]. Our setting does not directly reduce to this
setting, but we use similar ideas.

2

Preliminaries

N

Languages and relations. Let
be the set of non-negative integers. Let Σ be a finite
alphabet. We denote by Σ∗ , respectively Σω , the set of finite, respectively infinite, words
over Σ, and Σ+ the set of non-empty finite words over Σ. The empty word is denoted by ε.
A language over Σ is a set of words over Σ. A (binary) relation R is a subset of Σ∗i × Σ∗o , i.e.,
a set of pairs of words. Its domain is the set dom(R) = {u | ∃v : (u, v) ∈ R}. Given a pair of
words, we refer to the first (resp. second) component as input (resp. output) component, the
alphabets Σi and Σo are referred to as input resp. output alphabet. We let Σio = Σi ∪ Σo .
Automata. A nondeterministic finite state automaton (NFA) is a tuple A = (Q, qi , Σ, ∆, F ),
where Q is a finite state set, qi ∈ Q is the initial state, Σ is a finite alphabet, ∆ ⊆ Q × Σ × Q
is a transition relation, and F ⊆ Q is a set of final states. A run of the automaton on a word
w = a1 . . . an is a sequence ρ = τ1 . . . τn of transitions such that there exist q0 , . . . , qn ∈ Q
such that τj = (qj−1 , aj , qj ) for all j. A run on ε is a single state. A run is accepting
if it begins in the initial state and ends in a final state. The language recognized by the
automaton is defined as L(A) = {w | there is an accepting run of A on w}. The automaton
is deterministic (a DFA) if ∆ is given as a partial function δ : Q × Σ → Q.
Transducers. A transducer is a tuple T = (Q, qi , Σi , Σo , δ, F ), where Q is a finite state
set, qi ∈ Q is the initial state, Σi and Σo are finite alphabets, δ : Q × Σi → Σo × Q
is a transition function, and F ⊆ Q is a set of final states. A transition is also denoted
as a tuple for convenience. A run is either a non-empty sequence of transitions ρ =
(q0 , u1 , v1 , q1 )(q1 , u2 , v2 , q2 ) . . . (qn−1 , un , vn , qn ) or a single state. The input (resp. output) of
2

i.e., checking whether there exists a word with value greater or equal to some threshold, where the value
is defined by taking the max over all accepting runs.
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u|v

ρ is u = u1 . . . un (resp. v = v1 . . . vn ) if ρ ∈ ∆+ , both are ε if ρ ∈ Q. We denote by p −−→ q
that there exists a run from p to q with input u and output v. A run is accepting if it starts
in the initial and ends in a final state. The partial function recognized by the transducer is
u|v

fT : Σ∗i → Σ∗o defined as fT (u) = v if there is an accepting run of the form p −−→ q.
Weighted automata. Let n > 0. Given a finite sequence φ = j1 . . . jn of integers,
and a discount factor λ ∈
such that 0 < λ < 1, we define the following functions:
Pn
Pn
Sum(φ)
i
Sum(φ) =
j
,
Avg(φ)
=
, Dsum(φ) =
i
i=1
i=1 λ ji if φ is non-empty and
n
Sum(φ) = Avg(φ) = Dsum(φ) = 0 otherwise. Let V ∈ {Sum, Avg, Dsum}. A weighted
V -automaton (WFA) is a tuple A = (Q, Σ, qi , ∆, F, γ), where (Q, Σ, qi , ∆, F ) is a classical deterministic finite state automaton, and γ : δ → is a weight function. Its recognized language,
etc., is defined as for classical finite state automata. The value V (ρ) of a run ρ = τ1 . . . τn is
defined as V (γ(τ1 ) . . . γ(τn )) if ρ is accepting and −∞ otherwise. The value A(w) of a word
w is given by the total function, called the function recognized by A, A : Σ∗ → ∪ {−∞}
defined as w 7→ V (ρ), where ρ is the run of A on w, that is, the value of a word is the value
of its accepting run, or −∞ if there exists none.

Q

Z

Q

Q

Weighted specifications. A weighted specification is a total function S : (Σi Σo )∗ → ∪
{−∞} recognized by a WFA A. Note that by our definition, A is deterministic by default.
Given u = u1 . . . un ∈ Σ∗i and v = v1 . . . un ∈ Σ∗o , u⊗v denotes its convolution u1 v1 . . . un vn ∈
(Σi Σo )∗ . We usually write S(u ⊗ v) instead of S(u1 v1 . . . un vn ). The relation (or Boolean
specification) of S, denoted by R(S), is given by the set of pairs that are mapped to a rational
number, i.e., R(S) = {(u, v) | S(u ⊗ v) > −∞}. We usually write u ⊗ v ∈ S instead of (u, v) ∈
R(S). The domain of S, denoted by dom(S), is defined as {u ∈ Σ∗i | ∃v ∈ Σ∗o : u ⊗ v ∈ S}. If
a weighted specification is given by some V -automaton, we refer to it as V -specification.
Quantitative synthesis problems. The (Boolean) synthesis problem asks, given a weighted
specification S, whether there exists a partial function f : Σ∗i → Σ∗o defined by a transducer
with dom(f ) = dom(S) such that u ⊗ f (u) ∈ S for all u ∈ dom(f ).
We define three quantitative synthesis problems that pose additional conditions, we only
state the additions. The threshold synthesis problem additionally asks, given a threshold
ν ∈ , and . ∈ {>, ≥}, that S(u ⊗ f (u)) . ν for all u ∈ dom(f ). The best-value synthesis
problem additionally asks that S(u⊗f (u)) = bestValS (u), where bestValS (u) = sup{S(u⊗v) |
u ⊗ v ∈ S} for all u ∈ dom(f ). The approximate synthesis problem additionally asks, given a
threshold ν ∈ , and / ∈ {<, ≤}, that bestValS (u) − S(u ⊗ f (u)) / ν for all u ∈ dom(f ).
In these settings, if such a function f exists, it is called S-realization, a transducer that
defines f is called S-realizer, and is said to implement an S-realization. A transducer whose
implemented function f only satisfies the Boolean condition is called Boolean S-realizer.

Q

Q

I Example 1. Let Σi = {a, b} and Σo = {c, d}, and consider the weighted specification S
defined by the following automaton A.
c| − 2
d|2
d|2
a|0

b|0

a|0
b|0

d|4

d|12
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Clearly, S has a Boolean realizer (infinitely many, in fact). First, we view A as a Sumautomaton. There exists a realizer that ensures a value of at least 6, for example, the
transducer that always outputs d. There exists no best-value realizer. To see this, we look at
the maximal values. We have bestVal(b) = 12, bestVal(ab) = 10, and bestVal(ai b) = 2i + 4
for i > 1. The maximal value for ab is achieved with cd and the maximal value for aaab
with dddd. So, the first output symbol depends on the length of the input word, which is
unknown to a transducer when producing the first output symbol. However, there exists an
approximate realizer for the non-strict threshold 4: the transducer that outputs c solely for
the first a. The difference to the maximal value is 0 for the inputs b and ab, and 4 for all
other inputs. Secondly, we view A as an Avg-automaton. With the same argumentation as
for Sum, it is easy to see that there exists no best-value realizer, there exists an approximate
realizer for the non-strict threshold 23 : the transducer that outputs c solely for the first a.
2
The difference to the maximal value is 0 for the inputs b and ab, and i+1
for inputs of the
i
form a b for i > 1. Note that the difference decreases with the input length unlike for Sum.

Boolean synthesis and domain-safe automata. The quantitative synthesis problems that
we have defined, ask for Boolean realizers that additionally satisfy a quantitative condition.
We start by showing that a weighted specification A can be preprocessed in polynomial time
such that dealing with the Boolean part becomes very simple. Basically, we remove all parts
of A that cannot be used by a Boolean realizer. We call the result of this preprocessing
a domain-safe weighted specification, to be defined formally below. In Section 4 we use
domain-safe specifications.
Denote by dom(A) ⊆ Σ∗i the domain of the weighted specification defined by A. We can
easily obtain an NFA (with ε-transitions) for dom(A) by removing the weights and turning
all transitions that are labelled by an output letter into an ε-transition. We call the resulting
NFA the domain automaton of A, and denote it by Adom . For a state q of A, we denote
by L(Adom , q) the language of Adom accepted by runs starting in q. An output transition
(q, a, q 0 ) of A is called domain-safe if L(Adom , q) = L(Adom , q 0 ), i.e., it does not restrict the
language of input words that can be accepted by Adom . Otherwise, such a transition is called
domain-unsafe. We call a weighted specification A domain-safe if it is trim, i.e., all states
are accessible and co-accessible, and all its output transitions are domain-safe.
A transducer that produces an input/output pair whose run in A uses a domain-unsafe
transition of A cannot be a Boolean realizer of A because it cannot complete all inputs
in the domain with an output in the relation R(A). We now show that we can compute
in polynomial time for a given weighted specification A a sub-automaton A0 of A that is
domain-safe and has the same Boolean realizers as A. We would like to mention that there
is a tight connection between domain-safe automata and the problem of “determinization
by pruning” (DBP) as it is studied in [3]. The following result can also be derived from the
proof of [3, Theorem 4.1]. Furthermore, the proof of Theorem 2 directly yields an alternative
game-based proof of the “determinization by pruning” problem.
I Theorem 2. There is a polynomial time procedure that takes as input a weighted specification
A, and either returns “no realizer” if A does not have Boolean realizers, or, otherwise, returns
a sub-automaton A0 of A that is domain-safe, has the same domain as A, and has the same
Boolean realizers as A.
A direct consequence of the above theorem is that the Boolean synthesis problem is
decidable in polynomial time.
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3

Critical prefix games

In this section we introduce the necessary definitions and notations regarding games. Moreover,
we introduce critical prefix games and establish our results for these kind of games.
Games. A weighted game with imperfect information is an infinite-duration two-player
game played on a game arena G = (V, v0 , A, E, O, w), where V is a finite set of vertices,
v0 ∈ V is the initial vertex, A is a finite set of actions, E ⊆ V × A × V is a labeled transition
relation, O ⊆ 2V is a set of observations that partition V , and w : E → is a weight function.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the arena has no dead ends, i.e., for all v ∈ V
there exists a ∈ A and v 0 ∈ V such that (v, a, v 0 ) ∈ E. The unique observation containing a
vertex v is denoted obs(v). A game with perfect information is such that O = {{v} | v ∈ V }.
In that case we omit O from the tuple G.
Games are played in rounds in which Eve chooses an action a ∈ A, and Adam chooses an
a-successor of the current vertex. The first round starts in the initial vertex v0 . A play π in
G is an infinite sequence v0 a0 v1 a1 . . . such that (vi , ai , vi+1 ) ∈ E for all i ∈ . The prefix
of π up to vn is denoted π(n), its last element vn is denoted by last(π(n)). The set of all
plays resp. prefixes of plays in G is denoted by Plays(G) resp. Prefs(G). The observation
sequence of the play π is defined as obs(π) = obs(v0 )a0 obs(v1 )a1 . . . and the finite observation
sequence of the play prefix π(n) is obs(π(n)) = obs(v0 )a0 . . . obs(vn ). Naturally, obs extends
to sets of (prefixes of) plays.
A game is defined by an arena G and an objective Win ⊆ Plays(G) describing a set of
good plays in G for Eve. A strategy for Eve in G is a mapping σ : Prefs(G) → A, it is called
observation-based if for all play prefixes ρ, ρ0 ∈ Prefs(G), if obs(ρ) = obs(ρ0 ), then σ(ρ) = σ(ρ0 ).
Equivalently, an observation-based strategy is a mapping σ : obs(Prefs(G)) → A. We do not
formally introduce strategies for Adam, intuitively, given a play prefix and an action a, a
strategy of Adam selects an a-successor of its last vertex. Given a strategy σ, let Playsσ (G)
denote the set of plays compatible with σ in G, and Prefsσ (G) denote the set of play prefixes
of Playsσ (G). An Eve’s strategy σ in G is winning if Playsσ (G) ⊆ Win.
We now define quantitative objectives. The energy level of the play prefix π(n) is
Pn
Pn
EL(π(n)) = i=1 w((vi−1 , ai−1 , vi )), the sum value is Sum(π(n)) = i=1 w((vi−1 , ai−1 , vi )),
the average value is Avg(π(n)) = n1 Sum(π(n)), and the discounted-sum value is Dsum(π(n)) =
Pn
P∞ i
i
i=1 λ w((vi−1 , ai−1 , vi )), and we let Dsum(π) =
i=1 λ w((vi−1 , ai−1 , vi )) (we do not
explicitly mention the discount factor λ in this notation because it is always clear from the
context).
The energy objective in G is parameterized by an initial credit c0 ∈
and is given by
PosEnG (c0 ) = {π ∈ Plays(G) | ∀i ∈ : c0 + EL(π(i)) ≥ 0}. It requires that the energy
level of a play never drops below zero when starting with initial energy level c0 . The
fixed initial credit problem for imperfect information games asks whether there exists an
observation-based winning strategy for Eve for the objective PosEnG (c0 ). The discounted-sum
objective in G is parameterized by a threshold ν ∈ , and . ∈ {>, ≥}. It is given by
DS.G (ν) = {π ∈ Plays(G) | Dsum(π) . ν} and requires that the discounted-sum value of a play
is greater than resp. at least ν. The discounted-sum game problem asks whether there exists
a winning strategy for Eve for the objective DS.G (ν).
A game with perfect information is a special case of an imperfect information game.
Classically, instead of using the above model with full observation, a (weighted) perfect
information game, simply called game, is defined over an arena (V, V∃ , v0 , E, w), where the
set of vertices V is partitioned into V∃ and V \ V∃ , the vertices belonging to Eve and Adam,

Z

N

N

N

Q
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Z

respectively, v0 ∈ V is the initial vertex, E ⊆ V × V is a transition relation, and w : E →
is a weight function. In a play on such a game arena, Eve chooses a successor if the current
vertex belongs to her, otherwise Adam chooses. For games with perfect information the two
models are equivalent and we shall use both.
Critical prefix games. A critical prefix game is a game, where the winning objective is
parameterized by a set C ⊆ V of critical vertices, and a set of play prefixes W ⊆ Prefs(G). Its
objective is defined as CritC,W (G) = {π ∈ Plays(G) | ∀i last(π(i)) ∈ C → π(1) . . . π(i) ∈ W }.
The idea of a critical prefix game is that the state of a play is only relevant whenever the
play is in a critical vertex. For convenience, in the case of critical prefix games, we also refer
to the set W as objective.
The threshold problem for critical prefix games asks whether there exists a winning strategy
for Eve for the objective CritC,W (G), where W is of the form ThresVG. (ν) = {ϕ ∈ Prefs(G) |
V (ϕ) . ν} parameterized by a threshold ν ∈ , . ∈ {>, ≥}, and V ∈ {Sum, Avg, Dsum}.
The initial credit problem for critical prefix imperfect information energy games asks
whether there exists an observation-based winning strategy for Eve for the objective
CritC,W (G), where W is of the form PrefPosEnG (c0 ) = {ϕ ∈ Prefs(G) | c0 + EL(ϕ) ≥ 0}
parameterized by an initial credit c0 ∈ .

Q

N

I Theorem 3. The threshold problem for critical prefix games for V ∈ {Sum, Avg} and a
strict or non-strict threshold is decidable in NP ∩ coNP. Moreover, positional strategies are
sufficient for Eve to win such games.
Proof sketch. For Sum and Avg and a strict or non-strict threshold, the critical prefix
threshold games reduce to mean-payoff games which are solvable in NP ∩ coNP [34].
Positional strategies suffice for mean-payoff games, a winning strategy in the constructed
mean-payoff game directly yields a positional winning strategy in the critical prefix threshold
game.
J
I Theorem 4. The threshold problem for critical prefix games for Dsum and a strict resp.
non-strict threshold is decidable in NP resp. NP ∩ coNP. Moreover, positional strategies
are sufficient for Eve to win such games.
To prove the above theorem, we first show a result on weighted graphs which is interesting
in itself.
I Lemma 5. Given a weighted graph G, a source vertex v0 ∈ V , a target set T ⊆ V and a
threshold ν ∈ , checking whether there exists a path π from v0 to some vertex v ∈ T such
that Dsum(π) ≤ ν can be done in Ptime.

Q

Lemma 5 can be used to show that the ≥ ν-non-emptiness problem for nondeterministic
discounted-sum automata3 can be checked in Ptime, a result which is, to the best of
our knowledge, new. It was known to be in PSpace for unambiguous discounted-sum
automata [25, 9]. This problem asks for the existence of a word of value greater or equal than
a given threshold ν. Since the value of a word is the maximal value amongst its accepting
runs, it suffices to check for the existence of a run from the initial state to an accepting state
of discounted-sum value ≥ ν. By inverting the weights, the latter is equivalent to checking

3

In contrast to deterministic weighted automata, there might be serveral accepting runs on an input and
the value of the word is defined as the maximal value of its accepting runs [25, 28].
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whether there exists a run from the initial state to an accepting state of discounted-sum
value ≤ −ν. By seeing the (inverted) discounted-sum automaton as a weighted graph, the
latter property can be checked in Ptime by Lemma 5, thus proving the following theorem.
I Theorem 6. The ≥ ν non-emptiness problem is decidable in PTime for nondeterministic
discounted-sum automata.
We now go back to the proof of Theorem 4.
Proof sketch of Theorem 4. For Dsum, and a non-strict threshold, the problem can be
directly reduced to discounted-sum games which are solvable in NP ∩ coNP [4].
For Dsum, and a strict threshold, such a reduction fails. To solve the problem, we first
show that positional strategies are sufficient for Eve to win in a critical prefix threshold
discounted-sum game (for strict and non-strict thresholds). The NP-algorithm guesses a
positional strategy σ for Eve, and then verifies in polynomial time whether σ is winning. Let
G0 be the game restricted to Eve’s σ-edges, seen as a weighted graph. The strategy σ is not
winning iff Adam can form a path in G0 from the initial vertex to a critical vertex that has
weight ≤ ν. This property can be checked in Ptime thanks to Lemma 5 (by taking as target
set the set of critical vertices).
J
The following is shown by reduction from the halting problem for 2-counter machines.
I Theorem 7. The fixed initial credit problem for imperfect information critical prefix energy
games is undecidable.
The above result contrasts the fixed initial credit problem for imperfect information
energy games which is decidable [22].
I Theorem 8. The fixed initial credit problem for imperfect information critical prefix energy
games is decidable if from each vertex Adam has a strategy to reach a critical vertex against
observation based strategies. Moreover, finite-memory strategies are sufficient for Eve to win.
Proof sketch. This problem is reduced to the fixed initial credit problem for imperfect
information energy games which is decidable [22]. In classical energy games, Eve loses as
soon as the energy goes below zero. The idea of the reduction is that if in the critical prefix
energy game the initial credit is c0 , then in the classical energy game we start the game with
an additional buffer, i.e., with c0 + B, for some computable bound B. In the critical prefix
energy game, if the energy level drops below −B Adam can force to visit a critical vertex
such that the energy level can rise by at most B, ensuring that a critical vertex is visited
with energy level below zero. Thus, the additional buffer B suffices in the classical energy
game.
J

4

Synthesis problems

Here, we solve the quantitative synthesis problems defined in Section 2. Recall that weighted
specifications are given by weighted automata that alternate between reading one input and
one output symbol. In other words, we prove the decidability results of Table 1. We then
show consequences of these results to quantitative synthesis problems over infinite words.
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Threshold synthesis problems. Since weighted specifications S are given by weighted
automata, the synthesis problem naturally reduces to a game played on the automaton.
In order to solve threshold synthesis problems, in contrast to best-value and approximate
synthesis problems, it is not necessary to compare the values of runs of the specification
automaton that have the same input sequence. Hence, it is relatively straightforward to
reduce threshold synthesis problems to critical prefix threshold games. An important point
needs to be taken care of due to the fact the domain of S might be partial, and therefore lead
Eve into the following bad situation (?): Eve must choose her outputs in such a way that
she does not go in a state of the automaton which is non-accepting, while the input word
played by Adam so far is in the domain of S. Otherwise, the pair of input and output word
formed would not even be in S, something which is required by the definition of synthesis
problems. So, Eve has to monitor the domain, which is easy if the domain is total, but
more involved if it is partial. Thanks to Theorem 2, this can be done in polynomial time.
More precisely, we first run the algorithm of Theorem 2 which either returns that there is
no Boolean realizer, or returns a domain-safe deterministic weighted automaton A0 which
has the same Boolean realizers as S. By the very definition of domain-safe automata, the
bad situation (?) described above cannot happen. Hence, Eve can freely play on A0 without
taking care of the domain constraint. Only the quantitative constraint matters, and it has to
be enforced whenever Eve is in an accepting state of A0 (this corresponds to the situation
where Adam has chosen an input word in the domain of S). Hence, only accepting states
of A0 matter for the quantitative constraint and these are declared as critical. To conclude,
by projecting away the symbols of A0 and by declaring its accepting states to be critical,
we obtain a critical prefix game. For the threshold synthesis problem, decidability follows
directly from the decidability of the threshold problem for critical prefix games (Theorems 3
and 4). For Sum- and Avg-specifications, this can be done in NP ∩ coNP. We leave open
whether it is solvable in Ptime and show that this would also solve the long standing open
problem of whether mean-payoff games are solvable in Ptime.
I Theorem 9. The threshold synthesis problem for a V -specification with V ∈ {Sum, Avg}
and a strict or non-strict threshold is decidable in NP ∩ coNP and PTIME-equivalent to
mean-payoff games. The threshold synthesis problem for a Dsum-specification and a strict
resp. non-strict threshold is decidable in NP resp. in NP ∩ coNP.
Synthesis and regret determinization. Before we prove our results about best-value and
approximate synthesis, we highlight the tight connection between the approximate synthesis
problem and the so-called regret determinization problem for nondeterministic weighted
automata4 . This problem has for instance been studied in [26] for Sum-automata and in [29]
for Dsum-automata. We formalize this connection here. Given r ∈
and / ∈ {<, ≤}, a
nondeterministic WFA A = (Q, Σ, qi , ∆, F, γ) is called r/ -regret determinizable if there exists
a finite set of memory states M and a deterministic WFA Ar = (Q × M, Σ,
qir , ∆r , Fr , γr ),

where qir = (qi , m) for some m ∈ M , Fr ⊆ F × M , (q, m), a, (q, m0 ) ∈ ∆r implies
that (q, a, q 0 ) ∈ ∆, and γr (q, m), a, (q, m0 ) = γ((q, a, q 0 )) for all m, m0 ∈ M , such that
L(A) = L(Ar ) and A(w) − Ar (w) / r for all w ∈ dom(L(A)). The regret determinization
problem asks, given a nondeterministic weighted automaton A, a threshold r ∈ , and
/ ∈ {<, ≤}, whether A is r/ -regret determinizable.

Q

Q

4

In contrast to deterministic weighted automata, there might be serveral accepting runs on an input and
the value of the word is defined as the maximal value of its accepting runs [25, 28].
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I Lemma 10. The approx. synthesis problem for weighted specifications reduces in linear time
to the regret determinization problem for nondet. weighted automata (with the same threshold).
The converse is true (in linear time and with the same threshold) for Sum-automata.
Lemma 10 is independent from any payoff function. Regarding the converse direction,
when going from the regret determinization problem to the approximate synthesis problem,
a transition (for an input symbol) must be translated into two transitions (adding an output
symbol). This step can cause difficulties depending on the used payoff function, e.g., Dsum.
Best-value synthesis problems. Best-value synthesis is equivalent to zero-regret synthesis,
which is, by Lemma 10, equivalent to zero-regret determinization of weighted automata.
In [9], the authors showed that if a Sum-automaton is zero-regret determinizable, then no
memory states are needed, i.e., a sub-automaton suffices. We give general sufficient conditions
on weighted finite automata (which hold for Sum-, Avg- and Dsum-automata) under which
the latter result can be generalized.
Let V : ∗ → be a payoff function. A V -automaton defining a V -specification, where
V is applied to runs as usual, is called ≤-stable if for all runs ρ, ρ0 , ρ00 such that the end state
of ρ is the beginning state of ρ0 and ρ00 , w0 = u ⊗ v 0 , and w00 = u ⊗ v 00 for some u ∈ Σ∗i and
v 0 , v 00 ∈ Σ∗o , where w0 and w00 are the words associated to ρ0 and ρ00 , respectively, holds that
if V (ρ0 ) ≤ V (ρ00 ) then V (ρρ0 ) ≤ V (ρρ00 ).

Z

Q

I Lemma 11. Given a weighted specification S by a ≤-stable weighted automaton A, if there
exists a transducer that implements a best-value S-realization, then there exists a transducer
that implements a best-value S-realization that is defined as a sub-automaton of A.
While the above lemma can be used to obtain our decidability results for best-value
synthesis, we use other techniques to obtain the complexity results stated below.
I Theorem 12. The best-value synthesis problem is decidable in Ptime for Sum-specifications
and Avg-specifications, and in NP∩coNP for Dsum-specifications.
Proof sketch. For Sum, the problem reduces to the zero-regret determinization problem for
Sum-automata, see Lemma 10, aka the determinization by pruning problem for Sum-automata,
known to be decidable in Ptime in [3]. For Avg, it easily reduces to Sum by interpreting
the Avg-specification as a Sum-specification. For Dsum, we show that the problem reduces
in Ptime to a critical prefix threshold game, for non-strict threshold, which is solvable in
NP∩coNP by Theorem 4.
J
Alternatively, decidability for Dsum can be obtained by reduction to the zero-regret
determinization problem for Dsum-automata over infinite words which was shown to be
decidable in NP in [29, Theorem 6]. However, our techniques allow us to get NP∩coNP.
Approximate synthesis problems. We now turn to the approximate synthesis problems
and show its decidability for Sum and Avg. We leave the decidability status open for Dsum,
but nevertheless show decidability for a large class, namely when the discount factor is of
the form n1 for n ∈ . Nondeterministic Dsum-automata in this class have been considered
in [8] and shown to be determinizable.

N

I Theorem 13. The approximate synthesis problem is
EXPtime-complete for Sum-specifications and strict or non-strict thresholds;
decidable and EXPtime-hard for Avg-specifications and strict or non-strict thresholds;
in NEXPtime (resp. EXPtime) for Dsum-specifications with a discount factor λ of the
form n1 with n ∈ and strict (resp. non-strict) thresholds.

N
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Proof sketch. For Sum, we reduce the problem to r-regret determinization of Sum-automata,
known to be EXPtime-complete, using the back-and-forth connection given by Lemma 10.
For an Avg-specifications S, it is worth noting that even though r-approximate synthesis
reduces to r-approximate synthesis for Sum when r = 0, interpreting S as a Sum-specification,
this reduction is wrong for r > 0 in general. It is because in an Avg-specification, Eve can
deviate more and more from the best sum, while the average of this difference can stay
low. We instead rely on a reduction to critical prefix energy games of imperfect information
and fixed initial credit (which falls into the decidable subclass of Theorem 8). Intuitively,
in this game, Adam constructs a run ρ on a pair of words (u, v) and Eve constructs a run
ρ0 on some (u, v 0 ). She only sees u and not ρ. The energy level of such a play is set to
Sum(ρ0 ) + |uv| · r − Sum(ρ) and must be positive whenever Adam reaches an accepting state.
ExpTime-hardness is perhaps the most technical result of the paper, and is a non-trivial
adaptation of reduction from countdown games used to show ExpTime-hardness of the
regret determinization of Sum-automata [26].
Finally, for Dsum, we use that by projecting away the output in the Dsum-automaton
defining the specification, we obtain a nondeterministic weighted automaton which is determinizable by [8]. This allows us to reduce the problem to the threshold synthesis problem for
Dsum, which is decidable by Theorem 9. To obtain the complexity results, we first analyze
the determinization procedure. It yields an automaton whose states are exponential in the
number of states and polynomial in the weights of the nondeterministic one. Its weights are
polynomial in the weights of the nondeterministic one. For a strict threshold, the claimed
complexity bound follows directly from Theorem 9. For a non-strict threshold, we use that
critical prefix threshold games are reduced in polynomial time to discounted-sum games.
Using value iteration [34] to solve discounted-sum games yields the claimed complexity bound,
because it runs in polynomial time in the size of the arena, logarithmic in the absolute
maximal weight of the arena, and exponential in the representation of the discount factor,
i.e., polynomial in the discount factor.
J
Infinite words and Church synthesis. An ω-specification is a subset S ⊆ (Σi .Σo )ω . The
(Church) synthesis problem asks to decide whether there exists a strategy to pick a correct
output sequence given longer and longer prefixes of an infinite input sequence. Formally, an
ω-specification S is said to be realizable if there exists a function λ : Σ∗i → Σo such that for
all i1 i2 · · · ∈ Σω
i , it holds that i1 λ(i1 )i2 λ(i1 i2 )i3 λ(i1 i2 i3 ) · · · ∈ S.
Strategies of interest are those which can be represented by a finite-state machine, and in
particular a Mealy machine, that is, roughly, a transducer running on ω-words and without
acceptance condition. Formally, it is a tuple M = (P, p0 , δ) such that P is a finite set of
states with initial state p0 , and δ : P × Σi → Σo × P is a (total) transition function. The
function δ can be extended to δ ∗ : P × Σ+
i → Σo × P as usual. Then, M defines the strategy
λM such that for all u ∈ Σ∗i , λM (u) = π1 (δ ∗ (p0 , u)), where π1 is the first projection. It
is well-known that when S is ω-regular (given e.g. as a parity automaton), it is decidable
whether S is realizable [14]. Moreover, realizability implies realizability by a Mealy machine.
Weighted safety specifications. In this paper, we go beyond ω-regular specifications, by
considering safety ω-specifications induced by weighted specifications of finite words defined by
deterministic weighted automata. Let W : (Σi Σo )∗ → ∪ {−∞} be a weighted specification.
For a threshold t ∈ and . ∈ {>, ≥}, we define the ω-specification Thres.t (W ) = {i1 o1 · · · ∈
(Σi .Σo )ω | ∀k ≥ 0, i1 . . . ik ∈ dom(W ) → W (i1 o1 . . . ik ok ) . t}. In words, an ω-word w is
in Thres.t (W ) iff for all finite prefixes u = i1 o1 . . . ik ok of w, either i1 . . . ik 6∈ dom(W ) or

Q

Q
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W (u) . t. So, the quantitative condition is checked only for prefixes whose input belongs
to dom(W ). The ω-specification Thres.t (W ) is a safety specification 5 . More generally, any
set S ⊆ (Σi .Σo )∗ induces a safety ω-specification Safe(S) = {i1 o1 · · · ∈ (Σi .Σo )ω | ∀k ≥
0, i1 . . . ik ∈ dom(S) → i1 o1 . . . ik ok ∈ S}.
For example, we have the equality Thres.t (W ) = Safe({u ∈ (Σi .Σo )∗ | W (u) . t}).
Likewise, we define best-value and approximate safety ω-specifications. Formally, given a
finite word i1 . . . ik ∈ Σ∗i and / ∈ {<, ≤}, we let BestVal(W ) = Approx≤ (W, 0) where for all
r ∈ ≥0 we have Approx/ (W, r) = Safe({u = i1 o1 . . . ik ok | bestValW (i1 . . . ik ) − W (u) / r}.
Note that the three notions of safety ω-specifications we have defined are not necessarily
ω-regular, even if W is given by a deterministic weighted automaton. Nevertheless, an
immediate consequence of the results we have obtained previously on finite words is that

Q

I Theorem 14. The synthesis problem for an ω-specification O ⊆ (Σi .Σo )ω is decidable
when O is given by a deterministic V -automaton defining a weighted V -specification of finite
words W s.t. O ∈ {Thres>t (W ), Thres≥t (W ), BestVal(W ), Approx< (W, r), Approx≤ (W, r)}
and V = Sum, V = Avg or V = Dsum with discount factor 1/n for n ∈ . Moreover, if O is
realizable, it is realizable by a Mealy machine.

N

5

Future work

In this paper, weighted specifications are defined by deterministic weighted automata.
Nondeterministic, even unambiguous, weighted automata, are strictly more expressive than
their deterministic variant in general, and in particular for Sum, Avg and Dsum. An
interesting direction is to revisit our quantitative synthesis problems for specifications defined
by nondeterministic weighted automata. Using similar ideas as the undecidability of critical
prefix energy games of imperfect information, it can be shown that threshold synthesis
becomes undecidable for unambiguous sum- and avg-specifications. The problem is open for
best-value and approximate synthesis, and we plan to investigate it.
Two other directions seem interesting as future work, both in the setting of infinite words.
First, natural measures in this setting are discounted-sum and mean-payoff. While the
threshold synthesis problems directly reduce to known results and best-value/approximate
synthesis for dsum has been studied in [29], nothing is known to the best of our knowledge
about best-value/approximate synthesis for mean-payoff. We expect the techniques to be
different because such a measure is prefix-independent, unlike our measures in the setting
of finite words. As a second direction, we have seen how our results apply to synthesis on
infinite words through weighted safety conditions. An interesting direction is to consider
such weighted requirements in conjunction with ω-regular conditions such as parity, in the
line of [17] that combines energy and parity objectives in games.
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Abstract
Updatable timed automata (UTA) are extensions of classical timed automata that allow special
updates to clock variables, like x := x − 1, x := y + 2, etc., on transitions. Reachability for UTA is
undecidable in general. Various subclasses with decidable reachability have been studied. A generic
approach to UTA reachability consists of two phases: first, a static analysis of the automaton is
performed to compute a set of clock constraints at each state; in the second phase, reachable sets of
configurations, called zones, are enumerated. In this work, we improve the algorithm for the static
analysis. Compared to the existing algorithm, our method computes smaller sets of constraints
and guarantees termination for more UTA, making reachability faster and more effective. As the
main application, we get an alternate proof of decidability and a more efficient algorithm for timed
automata with bounded subtraction, a class of UTA widely used for modelling scheduling problems.
We have implemented our procedure in the tool TChecker and conducted experiments that validate
the benefits of our approach.
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1

Introduction

Timed automata [1] are finite automata equipped with real-time variables called clocks.
Values of the clock variables increase at the same rate as time progresses. Transitions are
guarded by constraints over the clock variables. During a transition, the value of a variable
can be updated in several ways. In the classical model, variables can be reset to 0, written
as a command x := 0 in transitions. Generalizations of this involve x := c with c ≥ 0 or
x := y + d where d is an arbitrary integer. Automata with these more general updates
are called Updatable Timed Automata (UTA) [8, 6]. The updates provide a “discrete jump”
facility during transitions. These are useful syntactic constructs for modeling real-time
systems and have been used in several studies [12, 23, 19, 18, 25].
On the one hand, variables with both a continuous and a discrete flow offer modeling
convenience. On the other hand, the discrete jumps are powerful enough to simulate counter
machines through the use of x := x + 1 and x := x − 1 updates, in fact with zero time
© Paul Gastin, Sayan Mukherjee, and B Srivathsan;
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elapse during the entire simulation [8]. This makes reachability for this model undecidable.
Various decidable subclasses have been investigated over the years [8, 12]. The most common
technique to prove decidability involves showing the existence of a region automaton [1],
which is a finite automaton accepting the (untimed) sequences of actions that have a timed
run in the UTA. Although this gives decidability, the algorithm via the region construction
is impractical due to the presence of exponentially many regions. Practical algorithms in
current tools like UPPAAL [24], PAT [27], Theta [28] and TChecker [20] work with zones,
which are bigger sets of configurations than regions and can be efficiently represented and
manipulated using Difference-Bound Matrices (DBMs) [10]. Notably, these tools implement
zone based algorithms only for UTA with restricted updates x := c for c ≥ 0, which behave
similar to the reset x := 0. Most of the efforts in making the zone based algorithm more
efficient have concentrated on this subclass of timed automata with only resets [4, 22, 26].
Recently, we have presented a zone based algorithm for updatable timed automata [14].
Due to the undecidability of the problem, it cannot deal with the whole class of UTA. It
however covers the subclasses tabulated in [8]. The algorithm consists of two phases: first, a
static analysis of the automaton is performed to compute a set of clock constraints at each
state of the automaton; in the second phase, reachable sets of configurations, stored as zones,
are enumerated. None of these phases has a guaranteed termination. If the static analysis
terminates, a simulation relation between zones based on the constraints generated in the
static analysis can be used to guarantee termination of the zone enumeration. Moreover, a
smaller set of constraints in the static analysis gives a coarser simulation which leads to a
faster zone enumeration. The simulation used in [14] lifts the efficient LU -simulation [4, 22]
studied for diagonal-free reset-only timed automata to automata with diagonal constraints
and updates.

Contributions. In this work, we strongly improve the static analysis of [14]. The new
approach accumulates fewer clock constraints and terminates for a wider class of UTA. In
particular, it terminates for timed automata with bounded subtraction, which was not the
case before. This class contains updates x := x − c with c ≥ 0 along with resets. However,
an update x := x − c is allowed in a transition only when there is a promise that each
configuration that can take this transition has a bounded x-value. This boundedness property
gives decidability thanks to a finite region equivalence. This class has been used to model
schedulability problems [12], where updates x := x − c have been crucially used to model
preemption. Thus, our new static analysis allows to use efficient simulations during the zone
enumeration for this class.
At an algorithmic level, the new analysis is a slight modification of the older one.
However, this makes some of the technical questions significantly harder: we show that
deciding termination of the new analysis can be done in polynomial-time if the constants in
the guards and updates are encoded in unary, whereas the problem is Pspace-complete when
the constants are encoded in binary. The older analysis does not depend on the encoding of
constants, and has a polynomial-time algorithm for deciding termination.
For the experiments, the differences in the encoding and the hardness result do not carry
much importance. The static analysis is implemented as a fixed-point iteration which can
continue for a fixed number of steps determined by the size of the automaton, or can be
stopped after a fixed time-out. We have implemented the new static analysis in the open
source tool TChecker [20]. We noticed that the new method terminates and produces a result
for more cases, and when both methods produce a result, the new method is faster.
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Related work. Static analysis for timed automata without diagonal constraints and with
updates restricted to x := c and x := y + c with c ≥ 0 was studied in [3] in the context of
M -simulations, which were implemented in earlier versions of UPPAAL and KRONOS [29].
Latest tools implement a more efficient LU -simulation [4, 22]. Our method clarifies how some
optimizations of [3] can be lifted to the context of LU -simulations and more general updates,
and also provides additional optimizations. TIMES [2] is a tool for modeling scheduling
problems. It is mentioned in [12] that TIMES implements an algorithm using zones based
on “the UPPAAL DBM library extended with a subtraction operator”. However, the exact
simulations used in the zone enumeration are not clear to us. A different approach to
reachability is presented in [21] where the constraints needed for simulation are learnt during
the zone enumeration directly. This potentially gives more relevant constraints and hence
coarser simulations. On the flip side, it requires a sophisticated zone enumeration method
with observable overheads. Moreover [21] deals with timed automata without diagonal
constraints and general updates. Static analysis is lucrative since it is cheap, and maintains
the reachability procedure as two simple steps. Apart from verification of UTA, studies on
the expressive power of updates and diagonal constraints have been carried out in [8, 7].
Timed register automata [5] are a variant of UTA that have been looked at in the context of
canonical representations.
Organization. Section 2 gives the preliminary definitions. Section 3 introduces the new
static analysis approach. Some classes of UTA where the new static analysis performs better
are discussed in Section 4. The subsequent Section 5 discusses the termination problem for
the new static analysis. Section 6 provides the results of our experiments. We conclude with
Section 7. The extended version [15] contains missing proofs and details about the models
used for the experiments.

2

Preliminaries

We denote by R the set of reals, by R≥0 the non-negative reals, by Z the integers and by N
the natural numbers. Let X be a finite set of variables over R≥0 called clocks. A valuation is
a function v : X → R≥0 that maps every clock to a non-negative real number. For δ ∈ R≥0
we define valuation v + δ as (v + δ)(x) := v(x) + δ. The set of valuations is denoted by V.
A non-diagonal constraint is an expression of the form x / c or c / x, where x ∈ X,
c ∈ N and / ∈ {<, ≤}, that is, x / 3 stands for either x < 3 or x ≤ 3. A diagonal constraint
is an expression of the form x − y / c or c / x − y where x, y ∈ X are clocks and c ∈ N.
An atomic constraint is either a non-diagonal constraint or a diagonal constraint. We also
consider two special atomic constraints > (true) and ⊥ (false). A constraint ϕ is either an
atomic constraint or a conjunction of atomic constraints, generated by the following grammar:
ϕ ::= > | ⊥ | x / c | c / x | x − y / c | c / x − y | ϕ ∧ ϕ with c ∈ N, / ∈ {<, ≤}. Given
a constraint ϕ and a valuation v, we write v(ϕ) for the boolean expression that we get by
replacing every clock x present in ϕ with the value v(x). A valuation v is said to satisfy a
constraint ϕ, written as v |= ϕ, if the expression v(ϕ) evaluates to true. For every valuation
v, we have v |= > and v 6|= ⊥. Given a constraint ϕ, we define the set [[ϕ]] := {v | v |= ϕ}.
An update up : V 7→ V is a partial function mapping valuations to valuations. The update
up is specified by an atomic update for each clock x, given as either x := c or x := y + d
where c ∈ N, d ∈ Z and y ∈ X (is possibly equal to x). We write upx for the right hand
side of the atomic update of x, that is, upx is either c or y + d. Note that we want d to be
an integer, since we allow for decrementing clocks, and on the other hand c ∈ N since clock
values are always non-negative. Given a valuation v and an update up, we define v(upx ) to
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be c or v(y) + d depending on upx being c or y + d. We say up(v) ≥ 0 if v(upx ) ≥ 0 for all
x ∈ X. In this case the valuation up(v) ∈ V is defined by up(v)(x) = v(upx ) for all x ∈ X. In
general, due to the presence of updates upx := y + d with d < 0, the update may not yield a
clock valuation and for those valuations v, up(v) is not defined. For example, if v(x) = 5 and
upx = x − 10 then up(v) is undefined. Hence, the domain of the partial function up : V → V
is the set of valuations v such that up(v) ≥ 0. Updates can be used as transformations in
timed automata transitions. An updatable timed automaton is an extension of a classical
timed automaton which allows updates of clocks on transitions.
I Definition 1. An updatable timed automaton (UTA) A = (Q, X, q0 , T, F ) is given by a
finite set Q of states, a finite set X of clocks, an initial state q0 , a set T of transitions and
F ⊆ Q of accepting states. Transitions are of the form (q, g, up, q 0 ) where g is a constraint
(also called guard) and up is an update, q, q 0 ∈ Q are the source and target states respectively.
Fix a UTA A := (Q, X, q0 , T, F ) for the rest of this section. A configuration of A is a
pair (q, v) with q ∈ Q and v ∈ V. Semantics of A is given by a transition system over its
configurations. There are two kinds of transitions: delay and action. For every configuration
δ
(q, v) and every δ ∈ R≥0 there is a delay transition (q, v) −
→ (q, v + δ). For every transition
t
t := (q, g, up, q 0 ) in the automaton, there is an action transition (q, v) →
− (q 0 , v 0 ) in the
semantics if v |= g (v satisfies the guard), up(v) ≥ 0 (the update on v is defined) and
v 0 = up(v). The initial configuration is (q0 , v0 ) with v0 (x) = 0 for every clock x. We
δ,t

write (q, v) −→ (q 0 , v 0 ) for the sequence of delay δ and action t from (q, v). A run is an
alternating sequence of delay and action transitions starting from the initial configuration:
δ1 ,t1
δ2 ,t2
δn ,tn
(q0 , v0 ) −−−→ (q1 , v1 ) −−−→ · · · −−−→ (qn , vn ). The run is accepting if qn ∈ F .
The reachability problem for UTA asks if a given UTA has an accepting run. This
problem is undecidable in general [8]. Various decidable fragments with a Pspace-complete
reachability procedure have been studied [8, 12, 14]. The basic reachability procedure
involves computing sets of reachable configurations of the UTA stored as constraints which
are popularly called as zones [9]. A zone is a set of valuations given by a conjunction of
atomic constraints x / c, c / x, x − y / c and c / x − y with c ∈ N and x, y ∈ X. For example
(x − y ≤ 5) ∧ (2 < x) is a zone. Given a state-zone pair (q, Z) (henceforth called a node) and
a transition t := (q, g, up, q 0 ), the set of valuations Zt := {up(v) + δ | v ∈ Z, v |= g, up(v) ≥
0, δ ≥ 0} is a zone. This is the set of valuations obtained from the v in Z that satisfy the
guard g of the transition, get updated to up(v) and then undergo a delay δ. The initial node
(q0 , Z0 ) is obtained by delay from the initial configuration: Z0 := {v0 + δ | δ ≥ 0} is a zone.
This lays the foundation for a reachability procedure: start with the initial node (q0 , Z0 );
from each node (q, Z) that is freshly seen, explore the transitions t := (q, g, up, q 0 ) out of q
to compute resulting nodes (q 0 , Zt ). If a pair (q, Z) with q ∈ F is visited then the accepting
state is reachable in the UTA. This naïve zone enumeration might not terminate [9]. For
termination, simulations between zones are used.
A simulation relation on the UTA semantics is a preorder relation (in other words, a
reflexive and transitive relation) (q, v) v (q, v 0 ) between configurations having the same
state such that the relation is preserved (1) on delay: (q, v + δ) v (q, v 0 + δ) for all δ ∈ R≥0
t
t
− (q1 , v1 ), then (q, v 0 ) →
− (q1 , v10 ) with (q1 , v1 ) v (q1 , v10 ) for
and (2) on actions: if (q, v) →
all t = (q, g, up, q1 ). This relation gets naturally lifted to zones: (q, Z) v (q, Z 0 ) if for all
v ∈ Z there exists a v 0 ∈ Z 0 such that (q, v) v (q, v 0 ). Intuitively, when (q, Z) v (q, Z 0 ), all
sequences of transitions enabled from (q, Z) are enabled from (q, Z 0 ). Therefore, all control
states reachable from (q, Z) are reachable from (q, Z 0 ). This allows for an optimization
in the zone enumeration: a fresh node (q, Z) is not explored if there is an already visited
node (q, Z 0 ) with (q, Z) v (q, Z 0 ). A simulation v is said to be finite if in every sequence
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of the form (q, Z0 ), (q, Z1 ), . . . there are two nodes (q, Zi ) and (q, Zj ) with i < j such that
(q, Zj ) v (q, Zi ). Using a finite simulation in the reachability procedure ensures termination.
Various finite simulations have been studied in the literature, the most prominent being
LU -simulation [4, 22, 13] and more recently the G-simulation [14]. In addition to ensuring
termination, one needs simulations which can quickly prune the search. One main focus
of research in timed automata reachability has been in finding finite simulations which are
efficient in pruning the search.
In a previous work [14], we introduced a new simulation relation for UTA, called the
G-simulation. This relation is parameterized by a set of constraints G(q) associated to every
state q of the automaton. The sets G(q) are identified based on the transition sequences from
q. We now present the basic definitions and properties of G-simulation. The presentation
differs from [14], but the essence of the technical content is the same.
I Definition 2 (G-preorder). Given a finite or infinite set of constraints G, we say v vG v 0
if for every δ ≥ 0, and every ϕ ∈ G: v + δ |= ϕ implies v 0 + δ |= ϕ.
We simply write vϕ instead of v{ϕ} when G = {ϕ} is a singleton set.
Directly from the definition of vG , we get that the relation vG is a preorder. The
definition also entails the following useful property: when v vG v 0 , v |= ϕ implies v 0 |= ϕ for
all ϕ ∈ G. This is a first step towards getting a simulation on the UTA semantics. It says
that all guards that v satisfies are satisfied by v 0 , and hence all transitions enabled at v will
be enabled at v 0 provided the transition guards are present in G. Valuations get updated on
transitions and this property needs to be preserved over these updates. This motivates the
following definition. It gives a constraint ψ such that v vψ v 0 will imply up(v) vϕ up(v 0 ).
I Definition 3. Given an update up and a constraint ϕ, we define up−1 (ϕ) to be the constraint
resulting by simultaneously substituting upx for x in ϕ: up−1 (ϕ) := ϕ[upx /x, ∀x ∈ X].
For example, for ϕ = x − y / c, up−1 (x − y / c) = upx − upy / c. Similarly, up−1 (x /
c) = upx / c and up−1 (c / x) = c / upx . Note that, up−1 (ϕ) need not be in the syntax
defined by the grammar for constraints. But, it can be easily rewritten to an equivalent
constraint satisfying this syntax. For example: consider the constraint x − y / c and the
update upx = z + d and upy = y, then up−1 (ϕ) = z + d − y / c, which is not syntactically
a constraint. However, it is equivalent to the constraint z − y / c − d. If c − d < 0, we
further rewrite as d − c / y − z. It is also useful to note that up−1 (ϕ) may sometimes yield
constraints equivalent to > or ⊥. For example: if ϕ = x / c and upx = d with d > c, then
the constraint up−1 (ϕ) is equivalent to ⊥, similarly, if d < c then up−1 (ϕ) is equivalent to >.
I Lemma 4. Given a constraint ϕ, an update up and two valuations v, v 0 such that up(v) ≥ 0
and up(v 0 ) ≥ 0, if v vup−1 (ϕ) v 0 then up(v) vϕ up(v 0 ).
I Definition 5 (G-maps). Let A = (Q, X, q0 , T, F ) be a UTA. A G-map GA for UTA A is a
tuple (GA (q))q∈Q with each GA (q) being a set of atomic constraints, such that the following
conditions are satisfied. For every transition (q, g, up, q 0 ) ∈ T :
every atomic constraint of g belongs to GA (q),
up−1 (0 ≤ x) ∈ GA (q) for every x ∈ X,
up−1 (ϕ) ∈ GA (q) for every ϕ ∈ GA (q 0 ) (henceforth called the propagation criterion)
When the UTA A is clear from the context, we write G instead of GA .
The propagation criterion allows to maintain the property described after Definition 2
even after the update occurring at transitions, and leads to a simulation relation on the
configurations of the corresponding UTA, thanks to Lemma 4.
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x≤3
x := x − 1
q0

G(q0 ) = {x ≤ 3, 1 ≤ x}
G(q1 ) = {x − y < 1}
G(q2 ) = {}

{ . . . , x − y < 2}
{ . . . , x ≤ 3, 1 ≤ x}
{}

q1

x−y <1

{ . . . , x ≤ 4, 2 ≤ x}
{ . . . , x − y < 2}
{}

q2

{ . . . , x − y < 3}
{ . . . , x ≤ 4, 2 ≤ x}
{}

...

Figure 1 Example automaton for which the G-map computation of [14] does not terminate.

I Definition 6 (G-simulation). Given a G-map G, the relation vG on the UTA semantics
defined as (q, v) vG (q 0 , v 0 ) whenever q = q 0 and v vG(q) v 0 , is called the G-simulation.
In general, an automaton may not have finite G-maps due to the propagation criterion
generating more and more constraints. When a G-map is finite, there is an algorithm to
check (q, Z) vG(q) (q, Z 0 ). The fewer the constraints in a G(q), the larger is the simulation
vG(q) (c.f. Definition 2). Hence there is more chance of getting (q, Z) vG(q) (q, Z 0 ) which in
turn makes the enumeration more efficient. Moreover, fewer constraints in G(q) give a quicker
simulation test (q, Z) vG(q) (q, Z 0 ). The goal therefore is to get a G-map as small as possible.
Notice that if G1 and G2 are G-maps, then the map Gmin defined as Gmin (q) := G1 (q) ∩ G2 (q)
is also a G-map. A static analysis of the automaton to get a G-map is presented in [14].
The analysis performs an iterative fixed-point computation which gives the smallest G-map
(for the pointwise inclusion order) whenever it terminates. A procedure to detect if the
fixed-point iteration will terminate at all is also given in [14].

3

A new static analysis with reduced propagation of constraints

In this section we give a refined propagation criterion, which cuts short certain propagations.
We start with a motivating example. Figure 1 presents an automaton and illustrates the
fixed-point iteration computing the smallest G-map. Identity updates (like y := y) are
not explicitly shown. Only the newly added constraints at each step are depicted. The
first step adds constraints that meet the first two conditions of Definition 5. Note that
up−1 (0 ≤ y) is 0 ≤ y which is semantically equivalent to >. So we do not add it explicitly to
t
t
the G-maps. Consider two transitions (q0 , v) →
− (q1 , up(v)) and (q0 , v 0 ) →
− (q1 , up(v 0 )) with
t = (q0 , x ≤ 3, x := x−1, q1 ), and up being x := x−1. Suppose we require up(v) vx−y<1 up(v 0 ).
By Definition 2, we need to satisfy the condition: if up(v) |= x−y < 1, then up(v 0 ) |= x−y < 1.
Rewriting in terms of v: if v(x) − 1 − v(y) < 1, then v 0 (x) − 1 − v 0 (y) < 1. In other words, we
need: if v |= x−y < 2, then v 0 |= x−y < 2. This is achieved by adding x−y < 2, the constraint
up−1 (x − y < 1), to G(q0 ) in the second step. This is the essence of the propagation criterion
of Definition 5, which asks that for each ϕ ∈ G(q1 ), we have up−1 (ϕ) ∈ G(q0 ). The fixed-point
computation iteratively ensures this criterion for each edge of the automaton. As illustrated,
the computation does not terminate in Figure 1. There are three sources of increasing
constants: (1) x ≤ 3, x ≤ 4, . . . , (2) 1 ≤ x, 2 ≤ x, . . . and (3) x − y < 1, x − y < 2, . . . .
We claim that this conservative propagation is unnecessary to get the required simulation.
t
Suppose v vG(q0 ) v 0 and (q0 , v) →
− (q1 , up(v)), with t := (q0 , x ≤ 3, x := x − 1, q1 ). Since t is
enabled at v, we have v(x) ≤ 3, hence v 0 (x) ≤ 3 since guard x ≤ 3 is present in G(q0 ). We
get v, v 0 |= x − y ≤ 3 as y ≥ 0 for all valuations. The presence of x − y < 4, x − y < 5, . . .
at G(q0 ) is useless as both v, v 0 already satisfy these guards. Stopping the propagation of
x − y < 3 from G(q1 ) will cut the infinite propagation due to (3). A similar reasoning cuts
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Table 1 Cases where up−1 (ϕ) can be eliminated or replaced by a constraint with a smaller
constant. We write / and /1 to insist that the operator / need not be same as the operator /1 .

1.
2.

up−1 (ϕ)
x/d
d/x

3.

x − y / d or d / x − y

g contains
x /1 c
x /1 c with c < d
x /1 c or x − y /1 c or e /1 x − y
s.t. c < d < e

pre(ϕ, g, up)
>
c≤x
>

the propagation of x ≤ 3 from G(q1 ) and stops (1). The remaining source (2) is trickier,
but it can still be eliminated. Here is the main idea. Consider a constraint 3 ≤ x ∈ G(q0 )
which propagates unchanged to G(q1 ) and then back to G(q0 ) as up−1 (3 ≤ x) = 4 ≤ x.
This propagation can be cut since v v3≤x v 0 already ensures v v4≤x v 0 for the valuations
that are relevant: the ones that satisfy the guard x ≤ 3 of t. Indeed, v, v 0 |= x ≤ 3 and
v v3≤x v 0 implies v(x) ≤ v 0 (x) which in turn implies v v4≤x v 0 . Overall, it can be shown that
G(q0 ) = {x ≤ 3, 3 ≤ x, x − y < 2, x − y < 3} and G(q1 ) = {x − y < 1} ∪ G(q0 ) suffices for
the G-simulation.
Taking guards into account for propagations. The propagation criterion of Definition 5
which is responsible for non-termination, is oblivious to the guard that is present in the
transition. We will now present a new propagation criterion that takes the guard into
account and cuts out certain irrelevant constraints. Consider a transition (q, g, up, q 0 ) and a
constraint ϕ ∈ G(q 0 ). All we require is a constraint ψ ∈ G(q) such that v vψ v 0 and v |= g
implies up(v) vϕ up(v 0 ). The additional “and v |= g” was missing in the intuition behind the
previous propagation. Of course, setting ψ := up−1 (ϕ) is sufficient. However, the goal is to
either eliminate the need for ψ or find a ψ with a smaller constant compared to up−1 (ϕ). We
will see that in many cases, we can even get the former, when we plug in the “and v |= g”.
I Definition 7 (pre of an atomic constraint ϕ under a “guard-update” pair (g, up)). Let (g, up)
be a pair of a guard and an update. For a constraint ϕ we define pre(ϕ, g, up) to be an atomic
constraint as given by Table 1, when g and up−1 (ϕ) satisfy corresponding conditions. When
the conditions of Table 1 do not apply, pre(ϕ, g, up) = up−1 (ϕ).
S
For a set of constraints G, we define pre(G, g, up) to be the set ϕ∈G {pre(ϕ, g, up)}.
Our aim is to replace the up−1 (ϕ) in the older propagation criterion with pre(ϕ, g, up).
Before showing the correctness of this approach, we state a useful lemma that follows directly
from the definition of G-simulation.
I Lemma 8. Let v, v 0 be valuations.
v vx/d v 0 iff either v 6|= x / d or v 0 (x) ≤ v(x)
v vd/x v 0 iff either v 0 |= d / x or v(x) ≤ v 0 (x)
Readers familiar with the LU -simulation for diagonal-free automata [22] may recognize
that the above lemma is almost an alternate formulation of the LU -simulation. The lemma
makes a finer distinction between < and ≤ in the constraints whereas LU does not.
The next proposition allows to replace the up−1 (ϕ) in Definition 5 by pre(ϕ, g, up) to get
smaller sets of constraints at each q that still preserve the simulation. We write v vg v 0 for
v vCg v 0 , where Cg is the set of atomic constraints in g.
I Proposition 9. Let (g, up) be a guard-update pair, v, v 0 be valuations such that v |= g and
v vg v 0 , and ϕ be an atomic constraint. Then, v vpre(ϕ,g,up) v 0 implies v vup−1 (ϕ) v 0 .
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Proof. When pre(ϕ, g, up) = up−1 (ϕ), there is nothing to prove. We will now prove the
theorem for the combinations given in Table 1.
(Case 1). From the hypothesis v vg v 0 , we get v vx/1 c v 0 . From the other hypothesis
v |= g, we get v |= x /1 c. Therefore, by using the formulation of v vx/1 c v 0 from Lemma 8,
we get v 0 (x) ≤ v(x). This entails v vx/d v 0 for all upper bounded guards, once again from
Lemma 8.
(Case 2). We have pre(ϕ, g, up) = c ≤ x and c < d. Moreover, as guard g contains x /1 c,
we have v 0 (x) ≤ v(x) as in Case 1. Since v satisfies the guard, we get: v 0 (x) ≤ v(x) ≤ c < d.
From Lemma 8, for such valuations, v vc≤x v 0 implies v 0 (x) = v(x). Hence v vd/x v 0 .
(Case 3). There are sub-cases depending on whether the guard contains a non-diagonal
constraint or the diagonal constraints. When the guard contains x /1 c, we have v 0 (x) ≤
v(x) ≤ c as above. Hence v 0 (x − y) ≤ c and v(x − y) ≤ c. Since we are given that c < d, both
v and v 0 satisfy the diagonal constraint x−y / d and neither of them satisfies d / x−y. Notice
that time elapse preserves the satisfaction of diagonal constraints as for every valuation u,
(u + d)(x − y) = u(x − y). From Definition 2, v vψ v 0 for a diagonal constraint ψ is satisfied
if v 6|= ψ or v 0 |= ψ. Hence, v vx−y/d v 0 and v vd/x−y v 0 .
For the other sub-cases of the guard containing x − y /1 c or e /1 x − y, the hypotheses
v |= g, v vg v 0 and the fact that c < d < e ensure the same effect, that either v does not
satisfy the diagonal constraint up−1 (ϕ) or v 0 does. Hence, by definition v vup−1 (ϕ) v 0 .
J
I Definition 10 (Reduced G-maps). A G-map is said to be reduced if for every transition
(q, g, up, q 0 ):
every atomic constraint of g belongs to G(q),
pre(0 ≤ x, g, up) ∈ G(q) for every x ∈ X, and
pre(ϕ, g, up) ∈ G(q) for every ϕ ∈ G(q 0 ) (reduced propagation)
Recall the definition of G-simulation of Definition 6. This is a relation vG defined as
(q, v) vG (q 0 , v 0 ) whenever q = q 0 and v vG(q) v 0 . The next theorem says that this relation
stays a simulation even when the G-map is reduced.
I Theorem 11. Let (G(q))q∈Q be a reduced G-map. The relation vG is a simulation.
As in the case of (non-reduced) G-maps, notice that if G1 and G2 are reduced G-maps,
the map Gmin given by Gmin (q) = G1 (q) ∩ G2 (q) is a reduced G-map. There is therefore a
smallest reduced G-map, given by the pointwise intersection of all reduced G-maps.
I Lemma 12. The smallest reduced G-map with respect to pointwise inclusion is the least
fixed-point of the following system of equations:
[
G(q) = {atomic constraints of g}∪{pre(0 ≤ x, g, up) | x ∈ X}∪{pre(ϕ, g, up) | ϕ ∈ G(q 0 )}
(q,g,up,q 0 )

The smallest reduced G-map can be computed by a standard Kleene iteration. For every
state q and every i ≥ 0:
[
G 0 (q) =
{atomic constraints of g} ∪ {pre(0 ≤ x, g, up) | x ∈ X}
(q,g,up,q 0 )

G i+1 (q) = G i (q) ∪

[

{pre(ϕ, g, up) | ϕ ∈ G i (q 0 )}

(q,g,up,q 0 )

When G k+1 = G k , a fixed-point has been found and G k is a reduced map satisfying Definition 10. Moreover, G k gives the least fixed-point to the system of equations of Lemma 12 and
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hence G k is the smallest reduced G-map. When G i+1 6= G i for all i, the least fixed-point is
infinite and no reduced G-map for the automaton can be finite. For instance, if in the UTA
of Figure 1, the guard x ≤ 3 is removed, the smallest reduced G-map will be infinite, and
the fixed-point will continue forever, each iteration producing an x − y < c with increasing
constants c.
It is not clear apriori how to detect whether the fixed-point computation will terminate,
or will continue forever. For the non-reduced G-maps, [14] gives an algorithm that runs
the fixed-point computation (using up−1 instead of pre) for a bounded number of steps
and determines whether the computation will be non-terminating by looking for a certain
witness. The reduced G-map fixed-point is different due to Table 1, as certain propagations
are disallowed (Cases 1 and 3), or truncated to a constant determined by the guard (Case
2). These optimizations are responsible for giving finite G-maps even when the non-reduced
G-maps are infinite. This makes the termination analysis significantly more involved. We
postpone this discussion to Section 5. In the next section, we identify some sufficient
conditions that make the reduced G-maps finite and describe how it leads to new applications.
These observations throw more light on the mechanics of the reduced G-computation and
provide a preparation to the more technical Section 5.

4

Applications of the reduced propagation

We exhibit three subclasses of UTA for which the reduced G-maps are superior than the
non-reduced G-maps: either reduced G-maps are finite whereas non-reduced G-maps are not
guaranteed to be finite, or when both are finite, the reduced G-map gives a bigger simulation.
Timed automata with bounded subtraction. Timed automata with diagonal constraints
and updates restricted to classic resets x := 0 and subtractions x := x − c with c ≥ 0 have
been used for modeling certain scheduling problems [12]. Reachability is undecidable for
this restricted update model [8]. An important result in [12] is that reachability is decidable
for a subclass called timed automata with bounded subtraction, and this decidability is used
for answering the schedulability questions. Proof of decidability proceeds by constructing a
region equivalence based on a maximum constant derived from the automaton. We prove
that timed automata with bounded subtraction have finite reduced G-maps. This gives an
alternate proof of decidability and a zone-based algorithm using G-simulation for this class
of automata. This exercise also brings out the significance of reduced G-maps: without the
reduced computation, we cannot conclude finiteness.
I Definition 13 (Timed Automata with Bounded Subtraction [12]). A timed automaton with
“subtraction” is an updatable timed automaton with updates restricted to the form x := 0 and
x := x − c for c ≥ 0. Guards contain both diagonal and non-diagonal constraints.
A timed automaton with “bounded subtraction” is a timed automaton with subtraction
such that there is a constant Mx for each clock x satisfying the following property for all its
reachable configurations (q, v): if there exists a transition (q, g, up, q 0 ) such that v |= g and
upx = x − c with c > 0, then v(x) ≤ Mx .
It is shown in [12] that reachability is decidable for timed automata with bounded
subtraction when the bounds Mx are known. This definition of bounded subtraction puts
a semantic restriction over timed automata. Indeed, reachability is decidable only when
the bounds Mx are apriori known. The following is a syntactically restricted class of timed
automata, that captures the bounded subtraction model when the bounds Mx are given.
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I Definition 14 (Timed Automata with Syntactically Bounded Subtraction). This is a timed
automaton with subtraction such that, for every transition (q, g, up, q 0 ) and clock x, if upx =
x − c with c > 0 then the guard g contains an upper bound constraint x / c0 for some c0 ∈ N.
I Lemma 15. For every timed automaton with bounded subtraction A0 where the bound
Mx for every clock x is known, there exists a timed automaton with syntactically bounded
subtraction A such that the runs of A and A0 are the same.
I Theorem 16. The smallest reduced G-maps are finite for timed automata with syntactically
bounded subtraction.
Proof. Let M be the maximum constant appearing among the guards and updates of the
given automaton. Define G to be the (finite) set of all atomic constraints with constant at
most M . We will show that the finite map G assigning G(q) = G for all q is a reduced G-map.
This then proves the theorem.
The first two conditions of Definition 10 are trivially true. It remains to show that
pre(G, g, up) ⊆ G for every transition (q, g, up, q 0 ). Choose a constraint ϕ ∈ G. Note that
pre(ϕ, g, up) is a constraint having a larger constant than ϕ only if up contains subtractions
(since the other possible update is only a reset to 0 in this class). Thus, if up does not
contain subtractions, from the construction of G it follows that pre(ϕ, g, up) ⊆ G. Now, if
upx = x − c for some clock x and c > 0, then g contains x /1 c1 by definition. If up−1 (ϕ) is
some x / d, then Case 1 of Table 1 gives pre(ϕ, g, up) = >. If up−1 (ϕ) is d / x, from Case 2
of the table, we have pre(ϕ, g, up) = c1 ≤ x or pre(ϕ, g, up) = d / x with d ≤ c1 , which are
both present in G by construction.
Finally, assume that up−1 (ϕ) is a diagonal constraint x − y / d or d / x − y and Case 3
of Table 1 does not apply. We have upx = x − c1 with c1 ≥ 0 and upy = y − c2 with c2 ≥ 0
(a reset for x or y is not possible). Moreover, if c1 > 0 (resp. c2 > 0) then g contains some
x /1 c01 (resp. y /2 c02 ). If c1 > 0 then, since Case 3 does not apply, we get d ≤ c01 ≤ M and
up−1 (ϕ) belongs to G. If c1 = 0 and c2 > 0 then the constraint ϕ is respectively x − y / d + c2
or d + c2 / x − y. Since 0 ≤ d < d + c2 ≤ M , the constraint up−1 (ϕ) is already in G.
J
Lemma 15 and Theorem 16 give an alternate proof of decidability and more importantly
a zone based algorithm with optimized simulations for this model. The definition of timed
automata with bounded subtraction can be seamlessly extended to include updates x := y − c
where c ≥ 0 and x, y are potentially different clocks. Definition 14, Lemma 15 and Theorem
16 can suitably be modified to use y / c0 instead of x / c0 . This preserves the decidability,
with similar proofs, even for this extended class.
Clock bounded reachability. Inspired by Theorem 16, we consider the problem of clockbounded reachability: given UTA and a bound B ≥ 0, does there exist an accepting run
(q0 , v0 ) →
− (q1 , v1 ) →
− · · · (qn , vn ) where vi (x) ≤ B for all i and all clocks x? This problem is
decidable for the entire class of UTA. The algorithm starts with a modified zone enumeration:
V
each new zone is intersected with x x ≤ B before further exploration. This way, only the
reachable configurations within the given bound are stored. The number of bounded zones is
finite. Hence the enumeration will terminate without the use of any simulations. On the other
hand, for efficiency, it is useful to prune the search through simulations. To use G-simulation,
we need a finite G-map. Since we are interested in clock bounded reachability, we can inject
V
the additional guard x x ≤ B in all transitions. The following theorem says that for such
automata, the reduced G-map will be finite. This is not true with non-reduced G-maps. For
instance, consider a modification of the automaton in Figure 1 with all transitions having
x ≤ 3 ∧ y ≤ 3. This does not help cutting any of the three sources of infinite propagation
that have been discussed in the text below the figure.
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I Theorem 17. Suppose every transition of a UTA has a guard containing an upper constraint
x / c for every clock. The reduced G-map for such a UTA is finite.
UTA with finite non-reduced G-maps. Given a finite set of atomic constraints G, the
algorithm for Z vG Z 0 first divides G as Gnd ∪ Gd where Gnd and Gd are respectively the
subsets of non-diagonal and diagonal constraints in G. From Gnd , two functions L : X 7→
N ∪ {−∞} and U : X 7→ N ∪ {−∞} are defined: L(x) = max{c | c / x ∈ Gnd } and
U (x) = max{c | x / c ∈ Gnd }. When there is no c / x, L(x) = −∞. Similarly for U (x).
Denote these functions as L(G) and U (G). Once G is rewritten as L(G), U (G) and Gd , [14]
gives a procedure to compute Z vG Z 0 .
For two G-maps G1 and G2 we write LU (G2 ) ≤ LU (G1 ) if for every q and every clock x,
L(G2 (q))(x) ≤ L(G1 (q))(x) and U (G2 (q))(x) ≤ U (G1 (q))(x). We write G2d ⊆ G1d if G2 (q)d ⊆
G1 (q)d for every q. It can be shown that for two G-maps G1 and G2 with LU (G2 ) ≤ LU (G1 )
and G2d ⊆ G1d , the G2 -simulation is bigger than the G1 -simulation (using Lemma 8 for nondiagonals and the direct Definition 2 for diagonals). The following theorem asserts that
when the non-reduced G-map is finite, the reduced G-map is finite and it induces a bigger
simulation. The proof of this theorem proceeds by showing that every upper constraint x / c
and diagonal constraint added by the reduced propagation is also added by the non-reduced
propagation, and for every lower constraint c / x in the reduced G, there is some c0 /0 x in
the non-reduced G with c ≤ c0 .
I Theorem 18. When the smallest (non-reduced) G-map G1 is finite, the smallest reduced
G-map G2 is also finite. Moreover, LU (G2 ) ≤ LU (G1 ) and G2d ⊆ G1d .

5

Termination of the reduced propagation

We present an algorithm and discuss the complexity for the problem of deciding whether the
smallest reduced G-map of a given automaton is finite. Briefly, we present a large enough
bound B such that if the fixed point iteration does not terminate in B steps, it will never
terminate and hence the smallest reduced G-map given by the least fixed-point is infinite.
Let us first assume that there are no strict inequalities in the atomic constraints present
in guards. For the termination analysis, we can convert all strict inequalities < to weak
inequalities ≤. The reduced propagation does not modify the nature of the inequality except
in Case 2 of Table 1 where strict may change to weak. Any propagation in the original
automaton is preserved in the converted automaton with the same constants and vice-versa.
Hence the G-map computation terminates in one iff it terminates in the other. We denote by
cϕ the constant of an atomic constraint ϕ.
Let A = (Q, X, q0 , T, F ) be some UTA. Let M = max{c | c occurs in some guard of A}
and L = max{|d| | d occurs in some update of A}. Let G be the smallest reduced G-map
computed by the least fixed-point of the equations in Lemma 12. We can show that this
fixed-point computation does not terminate iff a constraint with a large constant is added to
some G(q).
I Proposition 19. The reduced G-map computation does not terminate iff for some state q,
there is an atomic constraint ϕ ∈ G(q) with a constant cϕ > N = max(M, L) + 2L|Q||X|2 .
For the analysis, we make use of strings of the form x ≤, ≤ x, x − y ≤ and ≤ x − y where
x, y ∈ X and call them contexts. Given a context ϕ and a constant c, we denote by ϕ[c] the
atomic constraint obtained by plugging the constant into the context.
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In the proof, we shall use the notion of propagation sequence, which is a sequence
(qi , ϕi [ci ]) → (qi+1 , ϕi+1 [ci+1 ]) → · · · → (qj , ϕj [cj ]) such that for all i ≤ k < j we have
ϕk+1 [ck+1 ] = pre(ϕk [ck ], gk , upk ) for some transition (qk+1 , gk , upk , qk ) of A.
Proof of Proposition 19. The left to right implication of Proposition 19 is clear. Conversely,
assume that ϕ[c] ∈ G(q) for some (q, ϕ[c]) with c > max(M, L) + 2L|Q||X|2 . Consider the
smallest n ≥ 0 such that ϕ[c] ∈ G n (q). There is a propagation sequence π = (q0 , ϕ0 [c0 ]) →
(q1 , ϕ1 [c1 ]) → · · · → (qn , ϕn [cn ]) such that ϕ0 [c0 ] ∈ G 0 (q0 ) and (qn , ϕn [cn ]) = (q, ϕ[c]). Notice
that ϕi [ci ] ∈ G i (qi ) for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n. We first show that the propagation sequence π contains
a positive cycle with large constants.
I Lemma 20. We can find 0 < i < j ≤ n such that (qi , ϕi ) = (qj , ϕj ), ci < cj and
max(M, L) < ck for all i ≤ k ≤ j.
Proof. First, since ϕ0 [c0 ] ∈ G 0 (q0 ) we have 0 ≤ c0 ≤ max(M, L). We consider the last
occurrence of a small constant in the propagation sequence. More precisely, we define
m = max{k | 0 ≤ k < n ∧ ck ≤ max(M, L)}. Hence, ck > max(M, L) for all m < k ≤ n.
Notice that, for m < k < n, the constraint in the sequence cannot switch from an upper
diagonal to a lower diagonal and vice-versa. Indeed, assume that ϕk [ck ] = (x − y ≤ ck ) and
ϕk+1 [ck+1 ] = (ck+1 ≤ y 0 − x0 ). Then the update upk contains x := x0 + d, y := y 0 − e with
ck+1 = d + e − ck . This is a contradiction with d, e ≤ L and ck , ck+1 > L. Similarly, we can
show that an upper (resp. lower) diagonal constraint cannot switch to a lower (resp. upper)
non-diagonal constraint. On the other hand, it is possible to switch once from an upper
(resp. lower) diagonal constraint to an upper (resp. lower) non-diagonal constraint.
The other remark is that |ck+1 − ck | ≤ 2L for all m ≤ k < n. Since cm ≤ max(M, L) and
cn > max(M, L) + 2L|Q||X|2 , we find an increasing sequence m < i1 < i2 < · · · < i` ≤ n
with ci1 < ci2 < · · · < ci` and ` > |Q||X|2 . As noticed above, the ϕk are either all upper
constraints or all lower constraints, hence the set {(qk , ϕk ) | m < k ≤ n} contains at most
|Q||X|2 elements (|X| for non-diagonals and |X|(|X| − 1) for diagonals). Therefore, we find
i, j ∈ {i1 , . . . , i` } such that i < j and (qi , ϕi ) = (qj , ϕj ). Recall that ck > max(M, L) for all
m < k ≤ n.
J
The next step is to show that a positive cycle with large constants can be iterated resulting
in larger and larger constants.
I Lemma 21. Let (qi , ϕi [ci ]) → (qi+1 , ϕi+1 [ci+1 ]) → · · · → (qj , ϕj [cj ]) be a propagation
sequence with (qi , ϕi ) = (qj , ϕj ), δ = cj − ci > 0 and M < ck for all i ≤ k ≤ j. Then,
(qi , ϕi [ci + δ]) → (qi+1 , ϕi+1 [ci+1 + δ]) → · · · → (qj , ϕj [cj + δ]) is also a propagation sequence.
This allows to conclude the proof of Proposition 19. Using Lemma 20 we obtain from π a
positive cycle with large constants. This cycle can be iterated forever thanks to Lemma 21.
We deduce that ϕi [ci + kδ] ∈ G i (qi ) for all k ≥ 0 and the reduced G-computation does not
terminate.
J
Algorithm to detect termination. Proposition 19 gives a termination mechanism: run
the fixed-point computation G 0 , G 1 , . . ., stop if either it stabilises with G n = G n+1 or if
we add some constraint ϕ ∈ G n (q) with cϕ > N . The number of pairs (q, ϕ) with cϕ ≤
N is 2N |Q||X|2 (the factor 2 is for upper or lower constraints). Therefore, the fixedpoint computation stops after at most 2N |Q||X|2 steps and the total computation time is
poly(M, L, |Q|, |X|). If the constants occurring in guards and updates of the UTA A are
encoded in unary, the static analysis terminates in time poly(|A|). If the constants are encoded
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in binary, (non-)termination of the G-computation can be detected in NPspace = Pspace:
it suffices to search for a propagation sequence (q0 , ϕ0 ) → (q1 , ϕ1 ) → · · · → (qn , ϕn ) such
that ϕ0 ∈ G 0 (q0 ) and cϕn > N . For this, we only need to store the current pair (qk , ϕk ),
guess some transition (qk+1 , gk , upk , qk ) of A, and compute the next pair (qk+1 , ϕk+1 ) with
ϕk+1 = pre(ϕk , gk , upk ). This can be done with polynomial space. We can also show a
matching Pspace lower-bound.
Lower bound. We now show that when constants are encoded in binary, deciding termination of the reduced propagation is Pspace-hard. To do this, we give a reduction from the
control-state reachability of bounded one-counter automata.
A bounded one-counter automaton [17, 11] is given by (L, `0 , ∆, b) where L is a finite
set of states, `0 is an initial state, ∆ is a set of transitions and b ≥ 0 is the global bound
for the counter. Each transition is of the form (`, p, `0 ) where ` is the source and `0 the
target state of the transition, p ∈ [−b, +b] gives the update to the counter. A run of the
counter automaton is a sequence (`0 , c0 ) → (`1 , c1 ) → · · · → (`n , cn ) such that c0 = 0, each
ci ∈ [0, b] and there are transitions (`i , pi , `i+1 ) with ci+1 = ci + pi . All constants used in the
automaton definition are encoded in binary. Reachability problem for this model asks if there
exists a run starting from (`0 , 0) to a given state `t with any counter value ct . This problem
is known to be Pspace-complete [11]. We will now reduce the reachability for bounded
one-counter automata to the problem of checking if the fixed-point computing the smallest
reduced G-map terminates (i.e, whether the smallest reduced G-map is finite).
From a bounded one counter automaton B = (L, `0 , ∆, b) we construct a UTA AB . States
of AB are L ∪ {`00 , `0t } where `00 and `0t are new states not in L. There are two clocks x, y.
For each transition (`, p, `0 ) of B, there is a transition (`0 , g, up, `) with guard x ≤ b ∧ y ≤ 0
and updates x := x − p and y := y. We add some extra transitions using the new states `00
x−y≤0

x:=x,y:=y+1

and `0t : (1) `0 −−−−→ `00 , (2) `0t →
− `t and (3) `0t −−−−−−−−−−→ `0t .
In the reduced G-map computation for AB , the constraint x − y ≤ 0 is added to G 0 (`0 ).
The propagation sequence starting from (`0 , x − y ≤ 0) mimicks the runs of the counter
machine B with the value of the diagonal constraint x − y ≤ c giving the counter value. To
keep this value bounded between 0 and b, we use Case 3 of Table 1. Guard x ≤ b disallows
propagation of constraints x − y ≤ d with d > b. But, it can allow d to go smaller and
smaller, and at one point the constant becomes negative and the constraint gets rewritten:
x − y ≤ b, x − y ≤ b − 1, . . . , x − y ≤ 0, 1 ≤ y − x, 2 ≤ y − x, etc. The presence of the
constraint y ≤ 0 in the guard eliminates 1 ≤ y − x, 2 ≤ y − x, etc. once again due to Case 3.
I Lemma 22. For every run (`0 , 0) → (`1 , c1 ) → · · · → (`n , cn ) in B, there is a propagation
sequence (`0 , x − y ≤ 0) → (`1 , x − y ≤ c1 ) → · · · → (`n , x − y ≤ cn ) in AB .
I Lemma 23. For every propagation sequence (`0 , x − y ≤ 0) → (`1 , x − y ≤ c1 ) → · · · →
(`n , x − y ≤ cn ) in AB with `i ∈ L for 0 ≤ i ≤ n, there is a run (`0 , 0) → (`1 , c1 ) → · · · →
(`n , cn ) in B.
It now remains to notice that the only transition that can generate infinitely many
constraints during the propagation is the loop lt0 → lt0 , since the other transitions between
states coming from the counter automaton have a guard to cut out infinite propagations.
For this to happen some constraint needs to reach lt , and propagate to lt0 via lt0 → lt .
I Proposition 24. The final state is reachable in the counter automaton B iff the smallest
reduced G-map of AB is infinite.
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Table 2 # nodes is the number of nodes enumerated during a breadth-first-search; “-” denote
that there was no answer for 20 minutes; N/A denotes not-applicable. Experiments were conducted
on a MacBook Pro with 8 GB RAM, 2.3Ghz processor running macOS 10.14.
New static analysis
Model
Schedulable? # nodes
time
SporadicPeriodic-5
Yes
677
1.710s
SporadicPeriodic-20
No
852
1.742s
Mine-Pump
Yes
31352
7m 23.509s
Flower task triggering automaton: (computation time, deadline)
(1,2), (1,2), (1,2)
No
212
0.057s
(1,10), (1,10), (1,10), (1,4)
Yes
105242
8m 57.256s
Worst-case task triggering automaton: (computation time, deadline)
(1,2), (1,2), (1,2)
No
20
0.050s
(1,10), (1,10), (1,10), (1,4)
Yes
429
0.454s
12 copies of (1,20)
Yes
786
12m 5.250s
Again × 3
N/A
24389
7.611s
Again × 4
N/A
707281
14m 12.369s

Static analysis of [14]
# nodes
time
-

-

24389
707281

12.402s
27m 13.540s

I Theorem 25. Deciding termination of the reduced G-map computation for a given UTA
A is in Ptime if the constants in A are encoded in unary, and Pspace-complete if the
constants are encoded in binary.

6

Experiments

We report on experiments conducted using the open source tool TChecker [20]. The models
are given as networks of timed automata which communicate via synchronized actions. We
have implemented the new static analysis discussed in Section 3. The older static analysis
and zone enumeration with the G-simulation were already implemented [14].
Compositionality of static analysis. Both these static analyses are performed individually
on each component. For each local state qi a map G(qi ) is computed. During the zone
enumeration the product of the automata is computed on-the-fly. Each node is of the
form (q, Z) where q = hq1 , q2 , . . . , qk i is a tuple of local states, one from each component
of the network and Z is a zone over all clocks of the network. The G-map is then taken
S
as G(q) = i G(qi ). This approach creates a problem when there are shared clocks. A
component i might update x and another component j 6= i might contain a guard with
x. The G-maps computed component-wise will then not give a sound simulation. In our
experiments, we construct models without shared clocks.
Benchmarks. Our primary benchmarks are models of task scheduling problems using the
Earliest-Deadline-First (EDF) policy. Each task has a computation time and a deadline.
Tasks are released either periodically or via a specification given as a timed automaton. The
goal is to verify if for a given set of released tasks, all of them can be finished within their
deadline. Preemption of tasks is allowed. This problem has been encoded as a reachability
in a network of timed automata that uses bounded subtraction [12]. The main challenge
is to model preemption. Each task ti has an associated clock ci which is reset as soon as
the task starts to execute. While ti is running, and some other task tj preempts ti , the
clock ci continues to elapse time. When tj is done, an update ci := ci − Cj is performed,
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where Cj denotes the computation time of tj . This way, when ti is scheduled again, clock ci
maintains the computation time that has elapsed since it was started. Whenever the EDF
scheduler has to choose between task ti and tj , it chooses the one which is closest to its
deadline. To get this, when ti is released, a clock di is reset. Task ti is prioritized over tj if
Di − di < Dj − dj where Di , Dj are the deadlines. We have constructed a model for the EDF
scheduler based on these ideas (more details in [15]). For the experiments in Table 2, we
consider some task release strategies given in the literature (SporadicPeriodic from TIMES
tool, and a variant of Mine-Pump from [16]) and also create some of our own (Flower and
Worst-case task triggers). The last model Again is an automaton with reset-to-zero only
updates illustrating the gain when both static analyses terminate.

Comparison. For all the EDF examples, the old static analysis did not terminate, as seen
in the last two columns of Table 2. This is expected since the model contains an update of
the form x := x − C which repeatedly adds guards x ≤ K, x ≤ K + C, x ≤ K + 2C, . . . . The
new static analysis cuts this out, since the update x := x − C occurs along with a guard
x ≤ D, making it a timed automaton with bounded subtraction. The Again example runs
with both the static analyses. However, the new static analysis minimizes the propagation of
diagonal constraints. The time taken by the simulation test used in the zone enumeration
phase is highly sensitive to the number of diagonal constraints. Fewer diagonals therefore
result in a faster zone enumeration. We have also tried our new static analysis for standard
benchmarks of diagonal-free timed automata and observed no gain. In these models, the
distance between a clock reset and a corresponding guard (in a component automaton) is
small, usually within one or two transitions. Hence resets already cut out most of the guards
and the optimizations of Table 1 do not seem to help here. We expect to gain primarily in
the presence of updates or diagonal constraints. We also remark that the last experiment
cannot be performed on the TIMES tool which is built for scheduling problems and the
previous ones cannot be modeled in other timed automata tools UPPAAL, PAT and Theta
since they cannot handle timed automata with subtraction updates. Our prototype therefore
subsumes existing tools in terms of modeling capability.

7

Conclusion

We have presented a static analysis procedure for UTA. This method terminates for a wider
class of UTA compared to [14], and hence makes powerful simulations applicable to these
systems. We have experimented with a prototype implementation. At a technical level, we
get a unifying framework to show decidability of the reachability problem for automata with
diagonal constraints and updates x := c and x := y + d that covers the decidable subclasses
of [8], [12] and [14], the only known decidable classes upto our knowledge. Our framework
provides a high-level technique to extend to broader classes: to show decidability, check if
there is a finite reduced G-map (c.f. proof of Theorem 16 and the subsequent remark). Earlier
route via regions [8, 12] requires a more involved low-level reasoning to show the correctness
of the region equivalence. From a practical perspective, we have a prototype with a richer
modeling language and a more efficient way to handle updates than the existing real-time
model checkers. As future work, we plan to engineer the prototype to make it applicable for
bigger models and release the implementation and benchmarks in the public domain.
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Abstract
A central task in partially observed controllable system is to detect or prevent the occurrence of
certain events called faults. Systems for which one can design a controller avoiding the faults are
called actively safe. Otherwise, one may require that a fault is eventually detected, which is the task
of diagnosis. Systems for which one can design a controller detecting the faults are called actively
diagnosable. An intermediate requirement is prediction, which consists in determining that a fault
will occur whatever the future behaviour of the system. When a system is not predictable, one may
be interested in designing a controller to make it so. Here we study the latter problem, called active
prediction, and its associated property, active predictability. In other words, we investigate how to
determine whether or not a system enjoys the active predictability property, i.e., there exists an
active predictor for the system.
Our contributions are threefold. From a semantical point of view, we refine the notion of
predictability by adding two quantitative requirements: the minimal and maximal delay before the
occurence of the fault, and we characterize the requirements fulfilled by a controller that performs
predictions. Then we show that active predictability is EXPTIME-complete where the upper bound
is obtained via a game-based approach. Finally we establish that active predictability is equivalent to
active safety when the maximal delay is beyond a threshold depending on the size of the system, and
we show that this threshold is accurate by exhibiting a family of systems fulfilling active predictability
but not active safety.
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Introduction

Monitoring faulty systems. In monitoring faulty systems, two central tasks consist in
detecting a fault that has occurred, resp. will occur, i.e. the tasks of diagnosis and prediction,
respectively, based on observations. However, such tasks may be defeasible due to ambiguity
(i.e. observations associated with both correct and faulty runs). In this case, one may
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introduce a controller to restrict the behaviour in order to enforce diagnosis (resp. prediction)
to be processed. Such a controller is called an active diagnoser (resp. active predictor). Here
we focus on the existence of an active predictor, a problem called active predictability.
Diagnosis. In partially observed discrete-event systems, diagnosis was defined and studied
in the seminal paper by Sampath et al [17] (see also [6, 7]). That work builds a deterministic
version of the original model, a so-called diagnoser, that tries to detect the occurrence of
faults. A system is called diagnosable if the diagnoser can detect every fault occurrence,
possibly after some delay. As an illustration, consider the system in Figure 1, which we
shall use as a running example, sometimes with different values for Σ1 and Σ2 , where Σ1
and Σ2 are subsets of events in the system. Precisely, Σ1 , Σ2 ⊆ {a, b, c, d}, all of which are
observable, while f represents a fault that is not directly observable. If, e.g., a is contained
in both Σ1 and Σ2 , then the system is not diagnosable because any observation adan may
belong to a faulty run or a correct one.
The diagnosability problem is in PTIME [22], via an approach called twin-plant construction. When the system is not diagnosable, it may have to be redesigned, e.g. by adding further
sensors to enhance observability, or by forbidding some actions. Sampath et al [16] followed
the last approach, called active diagnosis: one strives to synthesise a controller, based on
partial observations, that forces the behaviour of the system to stay within a diagnosable
subset of its behaviours. For instance, if the system in Figure 1 has Σ1 = Σ2 = {b} and the
controller has the right to block a, then the system is actively diagnosable.
The algorithm for the active-diagnosability problem in [16] operates in doubly exponential
time. In [13], we revisited the problem using automata and game theory and established that
in fact the active-diagnosability problem is EXPTIME-complete. Later on, we generalised
the framework, e.g. allowing the controller to be aware of deadlocks [4]. We also studied
active diagnosis for probabilistic systems [1].
In loosely related works. Chanthery and Pencolé [9] proposed a planning-based approach
that allows the verdict of the diagnoser to be ambiguous; the works in [8, 10, 20] studied the
problem of dynamic sensor activation to ensure some observation properties. In work more
closely related to ours [19], Yin and Lafortune proposed a uniform approach for synthesizing
property-enforcing supervisor by mapping the considered property to a suitably-defined
information state, which is applicable to a class of properties that can be expressed in
terms of such information states, including safety, diagnosability, opacity and so on. Note
that predictability cannot be formulated as an information state in that framework since it
depends also on future behaviours of the system; its enforcement thus requires new methods.

a, b

q5

d

Σ1
q4

Σ2
q0

q1

d

f
q2

q3

a, c

Figure 1 Running example, with unobservable events indicated by dashed lines.

Prediction. Several works have studied the (passive) predictability problem, i.e. where
no control is involved. For instance, if Σ1 = {b} and Σ2 = {c} in Figure 1, then upon
first seeing c, an observer can predict that a fault will necessarily occur. In [11], Genc and
Lafortune introduced a diagnoser construction to derive a necessary and sufficient condition
for predictability in systems modeled by regular languages. Ye, Dague, and Nouioua [18]
proposed a polynomial time algorithm for predictability analysis in a centralized way and
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then extend it to a distributed framework. Brandan Briones and Madalinski [5] introduced
and studied two variants of predictability by defining an additional requirement about either
a lower bound or an upper bound on the number of events between the fault prediction
and the fault occurrence. Then Yin and Li [21] investigated the bounded predictability in
the decentralized framework, and proposed a polynomial-time algorithm for its verification.
Madalinski and Khomenko [15] reduce the predictability problem for a Petri net to LTL-X
model checking. All these previous works focus on passive predictability.
Our contributions. First we refine the paradigm of prediction by allowing an observer to
quantify its observations. Unlike [5] but similar to [21], our predictors can at the same time
provide both lower and upper bounds on the number of observations before a fault may (resp.
must) occur. For instance, upon seeing c in the previous example, an observer can not only
predict that a fault will eventually happen but that it will necessarily happen between the
first and the second observable event after c. In practice, if a fault prediction is issued, the
reaction procedure of the system should be triggered. As such interventions may require
a certain amount of time to take effect, having both lower and upper bounds are relevant
performance criteria for capture such timing issues.
We then turn to the case of active prediction, where a controller tries to restrict the
system’s behaviour so that faults can be reliably predicted. For instance, if Σ1 = {a, b} and
Σ2 = {a, c} in Figure 1, then faults are unpredictable, but if a controller has the right to
block a, it becomes actively predictable (with the aforementioned bounds). We formalize the
idea of active predictability and then propose a class of controller, called active predictor.
We then show that active predictability is equivalent to the existence of an active predictor.
Next, we focus on the decision and synthesis problems, i.e. to decide whether the system
is actively predictable, and if so, how to build an active predictor. In active diagnosability
[13], the solution exploited the fact that whether a sequence of observations is ambiguous (i.e.
corresponds to both faulty and correct runs) is independent of the control that was applied
in the past. In prediction, by contrast, the eventuality of a fault occurence in the future
depends on the control that is going to be applied. Thus solving the active-predictability
problems requires new techniques.
We establish that the decision problem is EXPTIME-complete by reducing it to a turnbased game with a Büchi objective of exponential size. A memoryless winning strategy of
this game provides the main ingredient to build an active predictor. Furthermore we show
that instead of solving this Büchi game (which takes quadratic time), one can equivalently
in linear time (1) solve a reachability game, (2) build a safety game that depends on the
winning states of the reachability game, and (3) solve it and combine the winning strategies
to get a winning strategy for the Büchi game when it exists (see [14] for all details).
Finally we study the relation between the lower prediction bound k and the number of
states n of the system. We establish that if k ≥ 2n then a system is k-actively predictable if
and only if it is actively safe. This bound is tight since we exhibit a family of systems of size
O(n) such that the system is 2n -actively predictable but not actively safe.
Organization. In Section 2, we introduce prediction in both the uncontrollable and controllable framework and establish a class of controller called active predictor. The existence of
such a controller is equivalent to active predictability. The construction of an active predictor
(if it exists) is carried out in Section 3, providing simultaneously the solutions to the decision
and synthesis problems. Section 4 complements these results by a tight analysis of complexity
bounds. We conclude and give some perspectives to this work in Section 5. The missing
proofs are developed in [14].
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2

The Active Prediction Problem

As usual, for an alphabet Σ, we use Σ∗ and Σω , to denote the finite and infinite words over
Σ, and Σ∞ := Σ∗ ∪ Σω . The length of a word σ ∈ Σ∗ is denoted |σ|, and  represents the
prefix notation.

Labeled transition systems
When dealing with discrete event systems (DES), systems are often modeled using labeled
transition systems (LTS).
I Definition 1. A labeled transition system is a tuple A = hQ, q0 , Σ, T i where:
Q is a set of states with q0 ∈ Q the initial state;
Σ is a finite set of events;
T ⊆ Q × Σ × Q is a set of transitions.
a

We note q −
→A q 0 for (q, a, q 0 ) ∈ T ; this transition is said to be enabled in q. A run over
ai+1
the infinite word σ = a1 a2 . . . ∈ Σω is a sequence of states (qi )i≥0 with qi −−−→A qi+1 for
σ
all i ≥ 0, and we write q0 =
⇒ if such a run exists. A finite run over σ ∈ Σ∗ is defined
σ

A

analogously, and we write q =
⇒ q 0 if it ends at state q 0 . A state q is reachable if there exists
A

σ

a run q0 =
⇒ q for some σ. The index A in those relations will be omitted if unambiguous.
A

In order to formalize problems related to prediction, we partition Σ into two disjoint
sets Σo and Σuo , the sets of observable and of unobservable events, respectively. Moreover,
we distinguish a special fault event f ∈ Σuo . We say σ is correct if σ ∈ (Σ \ {f })∗ (we will
denote Σ \ {f } with the short form Σ\f in the following), and that σ is faulty otherwise. For
Σ0 ⊆ Σ, define its projection PΣ0 (σ) inductively by: PΣ0 (ε) = ε; PΣ0 (σa) = PΣ0 (σ)a when
a ∈ Σ0 , and PΣ0 (σa) = PΣ0 (σ) otherwise. For the sake of simplicity, write P for PΣo , |σ|o for
|P(σ)|, |σ|Σ0 for |PΣ0 (σ)|, and for a ∈ Σ, write |σ|a for |σ|{a} . When σ is an infinite word, its
projection is the limit of the projections of its finite prefixes. This projection can be either
finite or infinite. As usual the projection is extended to languages.
I Definition 2 (Languages of an LTS). Let A = hQ, q0 , Σ, T i be an LTS. The finite and the
infinite (correct) languages of A are defined by:
σ
σ
L∗ (A) = { σ ∈ Σ∗ | ∃q q0 =⇒ q } and Lω (A) = { σ ∈ Σω | q0 =⇒ };
σ

σ

\f ω
L∗c (A) = { σ ∈ (Σ\f )∗ | ∃q q0 =⇒ q } and Lω
⇒}
c (A) = { σ ∈ (Σ ) | q0 =

A is safe if L∗ (A) = L∗c (A) (i.e. no fault ever occurs).
The union of finite and infinite languages of A is denoted L∞ (A) = L∗ (A) ∪ Lω (A). The
−1
inverse observable projection with respect to A and w ∈ Σ∗o is defined as PA
(w) = {σ ∈
∗
−1
L (A) | P(σ) = w}, which can be simply denoted by P (w) if there is no ambiguity. An
a
LTS A is deterministic if for every pair q ∈ Q, a ∈ Σ there is at most one q 0 such that q −
→ q0 .
a
0
0
For a deterministic LTS we write T (q, a) = q if q −
→ q . As is the case for classical diagnosis
problems, we make two assumptions on A:
a
Liveness: ∀q ∈ Q, ∃a, q 0 , q −
→ q0 .
Convergence: Lω (A) ∩ Σ∗ Σω
uo = ∅.
Liveness implies that from any reachable state of an LTS, there exists at least one transition enabled in that state. Convergence guarantees that there is no infinite sequence of
unobservable events. When A is convergent, then for all σ ∈ Lω (A), one has P(σ) ∈ Σω
o.
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I Example 3. Figure 1 shows a live and convergent LTS with Σo = {a, b, c, d}, Σuo = {f },
Σ1 ⊆ Σo , Σ2 ⊆ Σo and Σ1 ∪ Σ2 6= ∅. Transitions labelled by unobservable events are dashed.
We also factorize transitions with same source and target states. Depending on Σ1 and Σ2 ,
this LTS may have different levels of predictability (see Example 7 for further explanation).

Predictability
Intuitively, a system is predictable with respect to a fault f if in every faulty run, an
observer can be certain that f is going to occur before it actually happens. Before formally
defining predictability, we first present some useful notations. Given σ ∈ L∞ (A) and
n ≤ |σ|o , pre n (σ) denotes the minimal (w.r.t. ) prefix of σ such that |pre n (σ)|o = n. As
an abbreviation, pre(σ) := pre |σ|o (σ) removes unobservable events from the end of σ. For
example, in the LTS of Figure 1, we have (as f is unobservable) pre 0 (bdf ) = ε, pre 1 (bdf ) = b
and pre(bdf ) = pre 2 (bdf ) = bd. We naturally extend pre to sets of words.
An observed sequence w forbids prediction of a fault when a correct, infinite future
behavior is still possible. We introduce different kinds of observed sequences.
I Definition 4. (observation properties) Let A be an LTS, w ∈ Σ∗o , and m ∈ N. Then w is:
−1
surely correct in A if pre(PA
(w)) ∩ Σ∗ f Σ∗ = ∅;
−1
surely faulty in A if PA (w) ∩ L∗c (A) = ∅;
ambiguous in A if it is neither surely correct nor surely faulty in A;
m-correct in A if ww0 is surely correct in A for all w0 ∈ Σm
o ;
m-faulty in A if ww0 is surely faulty in A for all w0 ∈ Σm
o ;
ω-faulty in A if there exists m ∈ N such that w is m-faulty.
We now define the notion of k-l-predictability, which means that the occurrence of a
fault can be predicted with certainty, based on what has been observed so far, at least k
observations before it does occur, and such that the fault definitely occurs before the l-th
additional observation. In the sequel, N+ denotes N \ {0} and Nω (resp. N+
ω ) denotes N
(resp. N+ ) enlarged with ω which is an absorbing item for addition.
I Definition 5. (Predictability) Let A be an LTS, w ∈ Σ∗o , k ∈ N, and l ∈ N+
ω.
w is k-l-faulty in A if w is k-correct and (k + l)-faulty in A.
A is k-l-predictable if for all σf ∈ L∗ (A), P(σ) has a k-l-faulty prefix.
I Remark 6. If w is k-l-faulty in A, then w is also k 0 -l0 -faulty in A for all k 0 ≤ k and
k 0 + l0 ≥ k + l.
As an abbreviation, we will call A k-predictable if it is k-ω-predictable, and simply
predictable if it is 0-predictable. Thus, Remark 6 implies that predictability is weaker than
any other notion of k-l-predictability.
I Example 7. Consider the LTS of Figure 1:
it is not predictable if Σ1 ∩ Σ2 6= ∅;
it is 1-1-predictable and not 2-predictable if Σ1 ∩ Σ2 = ∅, and both of them are not empty;
it is 2-1-predictable if Σ1 = ∅ and Σ2 6= ∅.
Proposition 8 establishes bounds for predictability in finite LTS:
I Proposition 8. Let A be a k-predictable LTS with n states, where n is finite.
(i) A is k-n-predictable.
(ii) If A is not safe, then k < n.
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Active predictability
We suppose that Σo is partitioned into subsets Σc ⊆ Σo of controllable and Σuco = Σo \Σc of
uncontrollable actions. Intuitively, a controller may forbid a subset of the controllable actions
based on the observations made so far, thereby restricting the behaviour of A.
I Definition 9 (Controlled LTS). Let A be an LTS. A controller for A is a mapping cont :
P(L∗ (A)) → 2Σ such that for all w, Σuco ∪ Σuo ⊆ cont(w). The controlled LTS Acont =
hQcont , q0cont , Σ, Tcont i is defined as the smallest LTS satisfying:
q0cont = hε, q0 i ∈ Qcont ;
a
a
if hw, qi ∈ Qcont , a ∈ cont(w), and q −
→A q 0 , then hwP(a), q 0 i ∈ Qcont and hw, qi −
→Acont
hwP(a), q 0 i.
The goal of our controllers is to make the system predictable by preserving liveness and
to perform prediction at the same time. Before formally defining prediction verdicts in
Definition 11, we discuss their intuitive meanings: > means that the controller is currently
unable to predict a fault, while hk, li means that the run is correct so far but a fault can
be predicted to happen between the next k and k + l observations. When l = ω, a fault
is predicted but without an upper bound. h?, mi means that a fault may or may not have
happened yet but one will surely occur within m further observations, and ⊥ means that a
fault has definitely already occurred.
I Example 10. Consider again the LTS from Figure 1 and assume that Σ1 = {a} and
Σ2 = {b}. At the beginning, no fault can be predicted, so a controller would be expected
to emit the prediction >. After observing b, the controller could predict that a fault will
happen between the first and second next observation to come, i.e. h1, 1i. After seeing d,
this would change to h0, 1i, and finally to ⊥.
+
I Definition 11 (predictions). Let P := {>} ∪ (N × N+
ω ) ∪ ({?} × Nω ) ∪ {⊥} be the set of
possible predictions. We define the following measures κ, µ : P → Nω ∪ {−1, ω + 1}:
κ(>) = ω + 1, κ(hk, li) = k, and κ(p) = −1 otherwise;
µ(>) = ω + 1, µ(hk, li) = k + l, µ(h?, mi) = m, and µ(⊥) = 0.
We also define two particular types of subsets of P: For k ∈ N and l ∈ N+ , let Pk,l := {>, ⊥}∪
{ hk 0 , l0 i | k 0 ≤ k, l0 ≤ l } ∪ { h?, mi | m < l } and Pk,ω := {>, ⊥, h?, ωi} ∪ { hk 0 , ωi | k 0 ≤ k }.

The values κ(p) and µ(p) define the “window” (lower and upper bound on future observations) within which a fault is to occur according to prediction p. Here, −1 indicates that
the fault may or must have occurred in the past, and in the case of >, ω + 1 is chosen for
technical convenience. A predictor using values from Pk,l makes firm commitments on both
the lower and upper bounds within which a fault is going to occur, while a predictor with
values from Pk,ω only commits to a lower bound.
0
I Definition 12 (compatible predictions). Let p, p0 ∈ P and k ∈ N, l ∈ N+
ω . We say that hp, p i
are k-l-compatible if the following conditions are all satisfied:
if p = >, then κ(p0 ) ≥ k else κ(p0 ) ≥ κ(p) − 1;
µ(p0 ) ≤ µ(p), and if 0 < µ(p) < ω, then µ(p0 ) < µ(p);
if p0 6= >, then µ(p0 ) ≤ k + l.
Moreover, p is called k-l-initial if h>, pi are k-l-compatible.

The conditions in Definition 12 describe the relations that should reasonably hold between
a prediction p made for some observation w and the prediction p0 made when one has observed
one additional event in a k-l-predictable controlled LTS. Intuitively these are:
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1. When a fault is first predicted, it should be at least k observations in advance, and the
gap between this lower bound and the upper bound should be at most l. This is why
p = > should imply κ(p0 ) ≥ k. In particular, one cannot switch from > to hk 0 , l0 i for
any k 0 < k, nor directly to h?, mi or ⊥. Moreover, the third condition ensures that when
switching from > to hk 0 , l0 i, we have k 0 + l0 ≤ k + l, which with k 0 ≥ k implies l0 ≤ l.
2. Having predicted a fault within a certain “window”, the subsequent predictions can only
become more precise. Thus, one can maintain or shrink that window, but not enlarge,
shift, or forget about it. Figure 2 illustrates this idea. E.g., when a predictor announces a
fault between the 3rd and 7th following observation, expressed by p = h3, 4i, then one step
later it must give p0 = h2, 4i or a more precise verdict such as h3, 2i. As another example,
if the controller has arrived at a verdict of h?, 6i, meaning “a fault has occurred, or will
occur within six further observations”, then the information gained from an additional
observation may lead it to conclude that the fault has now definitely occurred (⊥), will
occur later (e.g., h1, 3i), or to maintain the prediction (e.g., h?, 5i). Note that h?, 6i could
only be reached by passing through h0, mi, for some m > 6, earlier in the observation.
These relations are ensured by allowing κ to decrease by at most one and requiring µ to
strictly decrease (if an upper bound was given).
A k-l-initial prediction is one that is admissible for the empty observation.
h3, 4i

3

n n+1

h?, 6i

4

|w|

6

n n+1

h2, 4i

h?, 5i

h3, 2i

h1, 3i

|w|

⊥
Figure 2 Examples of compatible predictions hp, p0 i after n resp. n + 1 observations, where p is
illustrated above the timeline, and p0 is one of the predictions below. Solid intervals indicate periods
in which a fault is predicted.

I Definition 13 (active predictor). Let A be an LTS, P0 ⊆ P, and h = hcont, predi, where
cont is a controller and pred is a mapping from P(L∗ (Acont )) to P0 . We call h a k-l-active
predictor over P0 , for k ∈ N and l ∈ N+
ω , if and only if:
(i) Acont is live;
(ii) pred(ε) is k-l-initial;
(iii) for w ∈ P(L∗ (Acont )), the prediction satisfies the following:
if pred(w) = >, then w is (k + 1)-correct in Acont ;
if pred(w) = hk 0 , l0 i, then w is k 0 -l0 -faulty in Acont ;
if pred(w) = h?, mi, then w is ambiguous and m-faulty in Acont ;
if pred(w) = ⊥, then w is surely faulty in Acont ;
(iv) for a ∈ Σo , w, wa ∈ P(L∗ (Acont )), hpred(w), pred(wa)i are k-l-compatible.
Intuitively, condition (i) requires that the control cannot introduce deadlocks, and
conditions (ii),(iii) ensure that the predictions have the intended semantics. Condition (iv)
ensures compatibility between two subsequent predictions along an observation. If there
exists a k-l-active predictor for A, we call A k-l-active-predictable, or just actively predictable.
Moreover, A is called actively safe if there exists an active predictor for A over {>}, which
entails that Acont is safe.
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I Example 14. In the LTS A of Figure 1, assume that Σ1 = {a, c}, Σ2 = {a, b}, Σc = {a, b, c}.
Let h = hcont, predi be defined by:
cont(ε) = {b, c, d, f }, and cont(w) = Σ otherwise;
pred(ε) = pred(w) = >, where w ∈ cΣ∗o ∩ P(L∗ (A)), pred(b) = h1, 1i, pred(bd) = h0, 1i,
and pred(bda+ ) = ⊥.
In this example, h is a 1-1-active predictor.
Proposition 15 and Proposition 16 will exhibit a tight correspondence between the
existence of a k-l-predictor for A and the existence of a controller that makes A k-l-predictable.
Additionally, Proposition 16 shows that the set of predictions used in a predictor can be
limited to a finite set, either committing the prediction to a lower and upper bound for the
occurrence of a fault, or just a lower bound.
I Proposition 15. If h = hcont, predi is a k-l-active predictor for an LTS A, then Acont is
k-l-predictable.
I Proposition 16. Let A be an LTS. If there exists a controller cont such that Acont is live
and k-l-predictable, then there exist k-l-active predictors h = hcont, predi for A over both
Pk,l and Pk,ω .
Finally, we introduce the notion of pilot as an automata-based representation of k-l-active
predictors. In Section 3 we will show how to find a finite-state pilot when A is actively
predictable and finite-state.
I Definition 17 (pilot). Let A be an LTS, then C = hBC , cont C , pred C i is called pilot for A
over P0 ⊆ P if BC = hQc , q0c , Σo , T c i is a deterministic LTS with labellings hcont C , pred C i :
Qc → 2Σ × P0 . Let hC = hcont, predi associated with C be defined by cont(w) = cont C (q) and
w
pred(w) = pred C (q) for all w ∈ P(L∗ (A)), where q is the unique state such that q0c =⇒ q.
Then C is a k-l-active predictor for A if hC is one.

3

Controller construction

We solve the decision and synthesis problems simultaneously. We try to construct a pilotbased k-l-active predictor over some P0 ⊆ P for an LTS A. The construction succeeds if
and only if A is k-l-actively predictable. According to Definition 13, the main challenges in
building an active predictor are to ensure that (i) the controlled system remains live, (ii) the
fault can be predicted at least k observations before its occurrences, and (iii) the prediction
information is provided.
Our solution consists in building a turn-based game (see [12] for turn-based games) by
taking into account the control that has already been performed.
I Definition 18 (turn-based game). A game G with two players called Control and Environment is a tuple hVC , VE , E, v0 , WIN i, where:
VC , VE are the vertices owned by Control and Environment, respectively, and VG = VC ]VE
denoting all vertices, with v0 ∈ VC being an initial vertex;
E ⊆ VG × VG is a set of directed edges such that for all v ∈ VG , there exists (v, v 0 ) ∈ E;
WIN ⊆ VGω is a set of winning sequences.
Given a sequence ρ = v0 v1 ...vn , we denote ρ[i] = vi . A play is a sequence of VGω such that
ρ[0] = v0 and hρ[i], ρ[i + 1]i ∈ E for all i ≥ 0; we call ρk := ρ[0] · · · ρ[k], for some k ≥ 0, a
partial play if ρ[k] ∈ VC , and define last(ρk ) := ρ[k]. We write Play ∗ (G) for the set of partial
plays of G. A play ρ is called winning (for Control) if ρ ∈ WIN .
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A Büchi game hVC , VE , E, v0 , VF i defines a game hVC , VE , E, v0 , WIN i such that WIN =
{ ρ ∈ VGω | ρ[i] ∈ VF for infinitely many i }. A reachability game hVC , VE , E, v0 , VF i defines
a game hVC , VE , E, v0 , WIN i such that WIN = VG∗ VF VGω . A safety game hVC , VE , E, v0 , VF i
defines a game hVC , VE , E, v0 , WIN i such that WIN = VFω .
I Definition 19 (strategy). Let G = hVC , VE , E, v0 , WIN i be a game. A strategy (for Control)
is a function θ : Play ∗ (G) → VG such that (last(ξ), θ(ξ)) ∈ E for all ξ ∈ Play ∗ (G). A play ρ
adheres to θ if ρ[i] ∈ VC implies ρ[i + 1] = θ(ρi ) for all i ≥ 0. A strategy is called winning
if every play ρ that adheres to θ is winning. A positional (also called memoryless) strategy
is a function θ0 : VC → VG such that (v, θ0 (v)) ∈ E for all v ∈ VC ; we call θ0 winning if the
strategy θ with θ(ξ) = θ0 (last(ξ)) is winning.
To verify k-l-active predictability of a given system, the controller that we propose
needs to memorize two subsets of states with the corresponding prediction information
hQc , Qf , pi. The subset Qc (resp. Qf ) represents the possible states reached by a correct
(resp. faulty) run after the last observable action, and Qc ∪ Qf =
6 ∅. The prediction
information p ∈ P0 is (non-deterministically) decided based on the current observations.
e := 2Q \ {∅}. The set of possible tuples
We denote Reach(hQc , Qf , pi) := Qc ∪ Qf and Q
memorized by the controller is defined as SP0 = SPc0 ∪ SPa0 ∪ SPf0 , where:
e × {∅} × { p ∈ P0 | κ(p) ≥ 0 }
SPc0 = Q

e×Q
e × P0 ∩ ({?} × N+
SPa0 = Q
ω)
e × {⊥}
S f0 = {∅} × Q
P

In the following, we will simply write S for SP0 when P0 is clear from context.
The controller needs to update the state subsets after an observable action, for which we
first define some sets of possible next states from a given state q after a ∈ Σo .
σ
NO A (q, a) = { q 0 | q =
⇒ q 0 , σ ∈ Σ∗uo a }
A
σ

NOC A (q, a) = { q 0 | q =
⇒ q 0 , σ ∈ (Σuo \ {f })∗ a }
σ

A

NOF A (q, a) = { q 0 | q =
⇒ q 0 , σ ∈ Σ∗uo f Σ∗uo a }
A

One can omit the subscript A when there is no ambiguity. The extension to a set of states is
S
defined in a natural way, e.g. NO(Q0 , a) = q∈Q0 NO(q, a). We now define how the controller
updates its tuple once an observable action occurs. In the following, represents a state in
which the controller has lost, and we denote S := S ∪ { }.
I Definition 20 (knowledge update). Let A be an LTS, P0 ⊆ P, and k ≥ 0. Then the knowledge
transition relation ∆kA ⊆ S × Σo × S is defined as follows. Let s = hQc , Qf , pi ∈ S and
a ∈ Σo . Then hs, a, s0 i ∈ ∆kA if and only if:
1. either s0 = hNOC (Qc , a), NOF (Qc , a) ∪ NO(Qf , a), p0 i ∈ S and hp, p0 i are k-l-compatible;
2. or s0 = when there is no s00 ∈ S such that hs, a, s00 i ∈ ∆kA .
Notice that, given s and a, the choice of s0 is largely deterministic except for p0 , which
must be k-l-compatible with p. When s0 has no prediction consistent with the updated
correct resp. faulty state subsets, cf Definition 13(iii), then the only possible update is to .
I Example 21. Consider the LTS in Figure 1 and assume that Σ1 = {a, c}, Σ2 = {a, b} and
Σc = {a, b, c}.
1. Let s = h{q0 }, ∅, >i. If the observable action a is chosen, then we have hs, a, s0 i ∈ ∆kA ,
where s0 = h{q1 , q4 }, ∅, >i. Notice that h>, >i are k-l-compatible.
2. Let s = h{q2 , q5 }, ∅, >i after observing a and d. If a is chosen from here, we can only
have hs, a, i ∈ ∆kA . The reason is that after a, the system can end up in either q3 (with
a fault) or in q5 (without fault), the next prediction should thus be an ambiguous one,
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i.e., h?, mi. However, h>, h?, mii are not k-l-compatible. It follows that there does not
exist s00 ∈ S such that hs, a, s00 i ∈ ∆kA . Hence we have hs, a, i ∈ ∆kA by Definition 20.
The objective of Control is to obtain a winning play by suitably restricting the possible
actions, and any winning strategy corresponds to a controller with which the controlled
system is predictable. The game begins with Control to choose a prediction for ε. Then
the game proceeds in rounds: 1) Control restricts the set of possible actions to some Σ0 ; 2)
Environment chooses a ∈ Σ0 to determine the next state. 3) Control updates its knowledge.
The choices of Control are subject to some restrictions. Indeed, each state s = hQc , Qf , pi
represents Control’s knowledge about the current potential states of A as well as the
corresponding prediction information. To ensure that the controlled system remains live, the
set of possible actions Σ0 must not cause deadlocks in any state reachable by unobservable
actions from Qc ∪ Qf . Also, Control cannot prevent the uncontrollable actions. So we define
σ
the admissible sets and the game as follows, where we use ΣPO (q) = {a ∈ Σo | q =
⇒ q 00 , σ ∈
Σ∗uo a } to denote the possible next observable actions from the state q, which can be extended
to a set of states in a natural way.
I Definition 22 (admissible action set). Let A = hQ, q0 , Σ, T i be an LTS and Q0 ⊆ Q be a
subset of states. We call Σ0 ⊆ Σo an admissible set for Q0 if it fulfills the following conditions:
Σuco ⊆ Σ0 as any action in Σuco is observable but not controllable.
σ
for all q 0 ∈ Q0 , q ∈ Q, and σ ∈ Σ∗uo , q 0 =⇒ q implies ΣPO (q) ∩ Σ0 6= ∅.
The set of admissible sets for Q0 are denoted as adm(Q0 ), which is not empty when Q0 6= ∅
as A is a live and convergent LTS.
I Example 23. Consider the same LTS as in Example 21. Let Q0 = {q0 }. Then adm(Q0 ) =
{Σ0 | Σ0 ⊆ Σo , {d} ( Σ0 }. In other words, adm(Q0 ) contains all subsets of Σo = {a, b, c, d}
that include d, except the singleton {d}, which is not an admissible set as it blocks the system.
More precisely, the set of possible next observable actions from q0 is ΣPO (q0 ) = {a, b, c},
whose intersection with {d} is empty. Thus {d} cannot be an admissible set for Q0 .
The vertices of our controller-synthesis game consist of an initial vertex ι, the states
of S , a set V1 := S × 2Σo where Control has chosen a set of permitted actions, and a set
V2 := S × Σo where Environment has chosen an observable action. The winning condition
assures that once a fault has been predicted, it will eventually happen.
I Definition 24 (controller-synthesis game). Let A be an LTS and P0 ⊆ P. We denote
k,l
GA,P
∪ V2 , VE = V1 , VF =
0 the Büchi game hVC , VE , E, ι, VF i, where VC = {ι} ∪ S


e
e
Q × {∅}× {>} ∪ {∅} × Q × {⊥} ⊆ S, and E = Eι ∪ E1 ∪ E2 ∪ E3 ∪ {h , i}, where
Eι =  ι, h{q0 }, ∅, pi | p is k-l-initial ⊆ {ι} × S;
E1 =  s, hs, Σ0 i | s ∈ S, Σ0 ∈ adm(Reach(s)) ⊆ S × V1 ;
E2 =  hs, Σ0 i, hs, ai | s ∈ S, a ∈ ΣPO (Reach(s)) ∩ Σ0 ⊆ V1 × V2 ;
E3 =
hs, ai, s0 | hs, a, s0 i ∈ ∆kA ⊆ V2 × S .
Note that the set V2 records the sequence of observable actions that occur during a play.
I Example 25. Figure 3 depicts a part of a game for some k, l and the LTS of Figure 1, for
which we assume again Σ1 = {a, c}, Σ2 = {a, b} and Σc = {a, b, c}. From ι, Controller can
choose any k-l-initial prediction; we consider the case where > is chosen, so s0 = h{q0 }, ∅, >i.
Then from Example 23, we have adm(Reach(s0 )) = adm({q0 }) = {Σ0 | Σ0 ⊆ Σo , {d} ( Σ0 }.
Environment cannot choose the action d even when d is in the admissible set since d ∈
/
ΣPO (Reach(s0 )). After Environment chooses an available action (say a, leading to hs0 , ai),
Control updates its knowledge and chooses a new prediction, say >, leading to s1 , with q1 , q4
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s1 , d

s4

s4 , {a, d}

s4 , a

Figure 3 Part of the game for the LTS in Figure 1 (Example 25):
s0 = h{q0 }, ∅, >i, s1 = h{q1 , q4 }, ∅, >i, s2 = h{q1 }, ∅, p2 i, s3 = h{q4 }, ∅, p3 i, and s4 = h{q2 , q5 }, ∅, >i.

as the possible new states. From here, d is the only choice for Environment. Suppose that
Control then again chooses > as its new prediction in s4 , thus s4 = h{q2 , q5 }, ∅, >i. If a is
now chosen, from the second case of Example 21, we know that the game enters . To avoid
losing, Control needs to switch to a different prediction early enough.
Now we establish the strong connection between winning strategies and active predictors.
I Proposition 26. Given h = hcont, predi a k-l-active predictor over P0 for an LTS A, there
k,l
exists a corresponding winning strategy θh in the game GA,P
0.
The existence of a winning strategy implies the existence of a positional one due to
well-known results of game theory (see e.g. [12] for all results here related to turn-based
games). For the reverse direction, we next define a pilot from a positional winning strategy
k,l
in GA,P
0 before proving that this pilot is a k-l-active predictor.
k,l
I Definition 27. Let θ be a positional winning strategy in GA,P
0 . We define a pilot Cθ :=
hBθ , cont θ , pred θ i over P0 as follows:
Bθ = hQθ , q0θ , Σo , T θ i, where
k,l
1. Qθ = {q ∈ S | q = last(ξθ ) and ξθ ∈ Play ∗ (GA,P
0 ) adhering to θ}
2. q0θ = θ(ι)
3. T θ (s, a) = θ(hs, ai)
cont θ (s) = Σ0 ∪ Σuo for any s ∈ Qθ , where θ(s) = hs, Σ0 i;
pred θ (s) = p, for any s = hQc , Qf , pi ∈ Qθ
k,l
I Proposition 28. Let θ be a positional winning strategy in GA,P
0 . Then Cθ is a k-l-active
predictor over P0 for A.

Combining the results of Propositions 26 and 28, we obtain that the active-predictability
problem for an LTS A with n states reduces to solving a Büchi game with 2O(n) vertices.
Since Büchi games can be solved in polynomial time, we obtain the following result:
I Theorem 29. The active-predictability problem for finite-state LTS belongs to EXPTIME.
We conclude the section with a supplementary result showing that due to the special
k,l
structure of GA,P
0 it can actually be solved in linear time (w.r.t. the size of the game), and
not in quadratic time as performed for general Büchi games.
k,l
I Proposition 30. If A is a finite-state LTS and P0 ⊆ P, then GA,P
0 can be solved in O(|E|).
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4

Bound analysis

We first prove that it is EXPTIME-hard to decide whether a given LTS A is actively k-lpredictable, independently of k and `. The proof (developed in [14]) is similar to the proof
in [13] that active diagnosability is EXPTIME-hard and relies on a reduction from safety
games with imperfect information [3].
I Theorem 31. The active-predictability decision problem is EXPTIME-hard.
Together with Theorem 29, we obtain the following corollary.
I Corollary 32. The active-predictability decision problem is EXPTIME-complete.
We study the relation between active predictability and active safety. Theorem 33 relates
the maximal advance warning for fault predictions to the number of states in A.
I Theorem 33. Let A be an LTS with n states. If A is 2n -active-predictable, then it is
actively safe.
Proof. If A is 2n -ω-active-predictable then by definition there exists a 2n -ω-active predictor
h = hcont, predi over P0 := Pk,ω for A, and by Proposition 26 there exists a winning strategy
k,ω
0
0
θ in GA,P
0 . In turn, this winning strategy provides a pilot Cθ = hB, cont , pred i according
to Proposition 28; let B = hQ, q0 , Σo , T i. We shall construct a new pilot C for A over {>},
proving that A is actively safe.
k,ω
Remember that Q is the set of Controller-owned vertices in GA,P
0 that can be reached
by plays adhering to θ and that these vertices are a subset of SP0 . For q, q 0 ∈ Q, let us
write q ≺ q 0 if q 0 is reachable from q in B. Since θ is positional and winning, ≺ must be an
acylic relation between those states of Q that are not members of VF , i.e. their associated
prediction is neither > nor ⊥ (cf Definition 24). We now call q ∈ Q a cutoff if q is of the form
hQc , Qf , pi and there exists a state q 0 = hQc , Qf , p0 i with p0 =
6 p and q 0 ≺ q. Let co(q), the
corresponding state of q, denote the state that is ≺-minimal among all the choices for q 0 ; due
to the structure of the states outside VF , co(q) is unique and not a cutoff itself. Moreover, a
state of Q is called useless if it is either a cutoff or all its (immediate) predecessors in B are
useless, and useful otherwise.
Remember that SP0 is a union of SPc0 , SPa0 , and SPf0 , where SPc0 contains the states of the
form hQc , ∅, pi, with κ(p) ≥ 0. Thus, states in SPc0 are only reached through correct runs
k,ω
in Acont 0 . Let S 0 := { hQc , ∅, pi | κ(p) = 0 }. It follows from the construction of GA,P
0 (cf
0
Definition 20 and Definition 24) that any path from q0 to a state from S is of length at least
2n , so by pigeonhole principle, any path leading to S 0 contains a cutoff. Since SPa0 ∪ SPf0 can
only be reached by going through S 0 , those states are useless.
We can now construct the desired pilot C by “folding” cutoffs back onto their corresponding
states. We remark in this context that Reach(q) = Reach(co(q)), and therefore the admissible
control choices for both states are the same; proving that the resulting controlled system is
live depends only on this property. Since the controlled system never admits a fault, the
prediction can be > in all cases. More formally, C := hhQ0 , q0 , Σo , T 0 i, cont 0 , pred 00 i, where
Q0 is the useful subset of Q, and for all q ∈ Q0 , a ∈ Σo :
T 0 (q, a) = T (q, a) if T (q, a) ∈ Q0 and T 0 (q, a) = co(T (q, a)) otherwise;
pred 00 (q) = >.
J
Theorem 33 implies that if a system is not actively safe, then there is an exponential
upper bound on the advance warning that an active predictor can issue. This bound is
asymptotically precise, as the following family of examples shows.
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I Theorem 34. There exists a family of systems (An )n≥1 with O(n) states such that An is
not actively safe but 2n -active-predictable.
Γn
n

p

1

Σn−1
sn−1

p00

n

Σ0

n−1
Γn−1

f

p0

......

Σ1

0

s1
0

1

n−1

s0

Γ1

f
q0

q

n

u
Figure 4 A 2n -active predictable LTS with O(n) states, where Σo = Σc = {0, ..., n}, Σi =
{i + 1, ..., n}, and Γi = {0, ..., i − 1}.

Proof. Figure 4 shows a family of LTS with O(n) states but an alphabet of size O(n) and
O(n2 ) transitions. We first provide a proof for this family as it is easier to understand. After
this, we provide a more complex example with a constant-size alphabet and O(n) states and
transitions.

Variable-size alphabet
Consider the LTS shown in Figure 4. The observable actions are {0, . . . , n}, all of which are
controllable. There are only two unobservable actions, u and the fault f . We abbreviate by
Σi := {i + 1, . . . , n} the actions larger than i for 0 ≤ i < n, and by Γi := {0, . . . , i − 1} the
actions smaller than i for 0 < i ≤ n.
The initial state is p. Evidently An is actively safe if a controller can avoid both p0 and q;
as we shall see, this is impossible. However, the system is actively predictable if the controller
can at least avoid q. We shall see that this is indeed possible while entering p0 only after 2n
steps, by simulating a binary counter.
We can assume (w.l.o.g.) that the controller permits a single action from Σo in each step
and hence the controlled system will admit a single infinite observation sequence ρ. Having
allowed a prefix σ of ρ, let R(σ) be the set of states that this sequence can lead to. If the
controller wants to keep the system from making a fault, it must ensure that R(σ) remains
within the set R := {p, s0 , . . . , sn−1 }. When R(σ) ⊆ R, let us associate a measure defined as
P
I(σ) := si ∈R(σ) 2i . We observe the following:
R(ε) = {p}, hence I(ε) = 0.
If si ∈ R(σ), then the controller must not allow action i in the next step, otherwise the
system may go to q, rendering it unpredictable.
As long as I(σ) < 2n − 1, the controller must permit an action i such that I(σi) > I(σ).
To see this, let si ∈
/ R(σ), then R(σi) = (R(σ) ∪ {si }) \ {s0 , . . . , si−1 }. We shall assume
that i is chosen minimally, so I(σi) = I(σ) + 1.
Therefore, after 2n − 1 steps, the controlled system will have performed a sequence σ̂
with I(σ̂) = 2n − 1. The only possible course of action for the controller is to permit
n from now on, i.e. ρ = σ̂nω . We then have R(σ̂n) = {p, p0 }, R(σ̂nn) = {p0 , p00 }, and
R(σ̂nnn) = {p00 }.
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Going backwards, we can now associate predictions with each prefix of ρ: pred(σ̂nk ) = ⊥
for k ≥ 3, pred(σ̂nn) = h?, 1i, pred(σ̂n) = h0, 2i, and pred(σ) = h2n − |σ|, 2i for every prefix
σ of σ̂. Thus, An is 2n -2-active predictable. Notice that the system could be made 2n -1-active
predictable if states s0 , . . . , sn−1 transitioned with n to p0 instead, which we avoided simply
to keep the drawing of the automaton planar.

Constant-size alphabet
To see that the proof with a variable-size alphabet can be adapted to an alphabet of
constant size, consider the LTS A0n in Figure 5. A0n has O(n) states and three observable
and controllable actions 0, 1, a and two unobservable actions u and f . Initially, the LTS
performs an a going to either p or r. The LTS then simulates An of Figure 4, using a unary
encoding, in the following sense: Let code(i) = 1i 0n−i a, for i = 0, . . . , n. The reader can
verify, case-by-case, that for any two states u, v ∈ {p, p0 , s0 , . . . , sn−1 , q} and i ∈ {0, . . . , n},
i

code(i)

we have u →
− v in An iff u −−−−→ v in A0n . Moreover, the controller must account for the
possibility that the system has gone to state r. Then, to keep the controlled system live, the
only possible sequences that the controller can enforce are code(i) for i = 0, . . . , n, and we
code(i)

have r −−−−→ r for i < n. After the initial a, the controller must therefore admit code(σ̂n),
for σ̂ as in An . On this basis, a closer look shows that A0n is k-l-active predictable for
k = 1 + (n + 1) · 2n and l = n + 2.
J
Note that Theorem 34 does not contradict Proposition 8, which establishes linear prediction bounds w.r.t. the number of states of A. However, Proposition 8 talks about passive
predictability, whereas Theorem 34 is about active predictability.

5

Conclusion and perspectives

We have extended the prediction paradigm by introducing parameters related to the number
of observations before fault may or must occur. Within this framework, we have established
that active predictability is EXPTIME-complete through a procedure for synthetising active
predictors that builds a Büchi game. Solving this game is proved linear in the number of
edges in the game. We have shown that if the observation threshold for eventual prediction
is chosen large enough (namely ≥ 2n with n the number of states in the system), then
active predictability is equivalent to active safety. Furthermore we have exhibited a family of
systems proving that this bound is tight.
Out of several possible extensions for the present results, three stand out as natural
continuations. First, we want to introduce a measure that quantifies the faultiness of the
system, and then aim to find an active predictor that minimizes this criterium, or at least
ensures a value below some threshold. Second, we plan to study the notion of prediagnosis
introduced in [2] that combines predictability and diagnosability for controllable systems.
Finally, we also want to study active predictability for probabilistic systems, as we had
previously done for diagnosis in [1].
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Figure 5 Variant of Figure 4 with constant-size alphabet, with Σo = Σc = {0, 1, a}.
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A labelled Markov decision process is a labelled Markov chain with nondeterminism, i.e., together
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1

Introduction

Given a model of computation (e.g., finite automata), and two instances of it, are they
semantically equivalent (i.e., do they accept the same language)? Such equivalence problems
can be viewed as a fundamental question for almost any model of computation. As such,
they permeate computer science, in particular, theoretical computer science.
In labelled Markov chains (LMCs), which are Markov chains whose states (or, equivalently,
transitions) are labelled with an observable letter, there are two natural and very well-studied
versions of equivalence, namely trace (or language) equivalence and probabilistic bisimilarity.
The trace equivalence problem has a long history, going back to Schützenberger [33]
and Paz [29] who studied weighted and probabilistic automata, respectively. Those models
generalize LMCs, but the respective equivalence problems are essentially the same. It can
be extracted from [33] that equivalence is decidable in polynomial time, using a technique
based on linear algebra. Variants of this technique were developed in [38, 16]. More recently,
the efficient decidability of the equivalence problem was exploited, both theoretically and
practically, for the verification of probabilistic systems, see, e.g., [22, 23, 30, 28, 27]. In
those works, equivalence naturally expresses properties such as obliviousness and anonymity,
which are difficult to formalize in temporal logic. In a similar vein, inequivalence can mean
detectibility and the lack of anonymity.
© Stefan Kiefer and Qiyi Tang;
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Probabilistic bisimilarity is an equivalence that was introduced by Larsen and Skou [26].
It is finer than trace equivalence, i.e., probabilistic bisimilarity implies trace equivalence.
A similar notion for Markov chains, called lumpability, can be traced back at least to the
classical text by Kemeny and Snell [21]. Probabilistic bisimilarity can also be computed in
polynomial time [2, 13, 39]. Indeed, in practice, computing the bisimilarity quotient is fast
and has become a backbone for highly efficient tools for probabilistic verification such as
Prism [25] and Storm [19].
In this paper, we study equivalence problems for (labelled) Markov decision processes
(MDPs), which are LMCs plus nondeterminism, i.e., each state may have several actions
(or “moves”) one of which is chosen by a controller, potentially randomly. An MDP and a
controller strategy together induce an LMC (potentially with infinite state space, depending
on the complexity of the strategy). The nondeterminism in MDPs gives rise to a spectrum of
equivalence queries: one may ask about the existence of strategies for two given MDPs such
that the induced LMCs become trace/bisimulation equivalent, or such that they become
trace/bisimulation inequivalent. Another potential dimension of this spectrum is whether to
consider general strategies or more restricted ones, such as memoryless or even memoryless
deterministic (MD) ones.
In this paper, we focus on memoryless strategies, for several reasons. First, these questions
for unrestricted strategies quickly lead to undecidability. For example, in [17, Theorem 3.1] it
was shown that whether there exists a general strategy such that a given MDP becomes trace
equivalent with a given LMC is undecidable. Second, memoryless strategies are sufficient for
a wide range of objectives in MDPs, and their simplicity means that even if it was known
that a general strategy exists to accomplish (in)equivalence one might still wonder if there
also exists a memoryless strategy. Third, probabilistic bisimilarity is a less natural notion for
LMCs induced by general strategies: such LMCs will in general have an infinite state space,
even when the MDP is finite. Fourth, applying a memoryless strategy in an MDP is related
to choosing an instance of an interval Markov chain (IMC). IMCs are like Markov chains,
but the transitions are labelled not with probabilities but with probability intervals. IMCs
were introduced by Jonsson and Larsen [20] and have been well studied in verification-related
domains [34, 7, 12, 3, 6], but also in areas such as systems biology, security or communication
protocols, see, e.g., [11]. Selecting a memoryless strategy in an MDP corresponds to selecting
a probability from each interval (one out of generally uncountably many). Parametric Markov
chains and parametric MDPs are further related models, see, e.g., [18, 41] and the references
therein.
LMCs can also be compared in terms of their distance. We consider two natural distance
functions between two LMCs: the total variation distance (between the two trace distributions)
and the probabilistic bisimilarity distance [15]. Both distances can be at most 1. The total
variation (resp. probabilistic bisimilarity) distance is 0 if and only if the LMCs are trace
equivalent (resp. probabilistic bisimilar). Further, the probabilistic bisimilarity distance is an
upper bound on the total variation distance [8]. It was shown in [9] (resp. [37]) that whether
the total variation (resp. probabilistic bisimilarity) distance of two LMCs equals 1 can be
decided in polynomial time. This raises the question whether these results can be extended
to MDPs, i.e., what is the complexity of deciding whether there exists a memoryless strategy
to make the distance less than 1 or equal to 1, respectively. It turns out that some of these
problems are closely related to the corresponding (in)equivalence problem.
Instead of comparing two MDPs with initial distributions/states, one may equivalently
compare two initial distributions/states in a single MDP (by taking a disjoint union of the
states). In this paper we study the computational complexity of the following problems:
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TV = 0 (TV > 0), which asks whether there is a memoryless strategy such that the two
initial distributions are (not) trace equivalent in the induced labelled Markov chain;
TV = 1 (TV < 1), which asks whether there is a memoryless strategy such that the two
initial distributions (do not) have total variation distance one;
PB = 0 (PB > 0), which asks whether there is a memoryless strategy such that the two
initial states are (not) probabilistic bisimilar;
PB = 1 (PB < 1), which asks whether there is a memoryless strategy such that the two
initial states (do not) have probabilistic bisimilarity distance one.
In Sections 3 and 4 we provide the first polynomial-time algorithms for TV > 0 and PB > 0,
respectively. We also show how to compute memoryless strategies that witness trace and
probabilistic bisimulation inequivalence, respectively. In Section 5 we discuss TV = 1 and
PB = 1, and in Section 6 we establish the complexity of the remaining four problems, which
are about making the distance small (= 0 or <1). We conclude in Section 7. Table 1
summarises the results in the paper. Missing proofs can be found in the full version of this
paper [24].
Table 1 Summary of the results. These results also imply results for the problems which state
“for all memoryless strategies”. For example, TV > 0 is the complement of the decision problem
whether for all memoryless strategies the two initial distributions are trace equivalent in the induced
labelled Markov chains.

2

Problem

Complexity

TV = 0
TV > 0
TV = 1
TV < 1
PB = 0
PB > 0
PB = 1
PB < 1

∃R-complete
in P
NP-hard and in ∃R
∃R-complete
NP-complete
in P
NP-complete
NP-complete

Preliminaries

We write R for the set of real numbers and N the set of nonnegative integers. Let S be a finite
set. We denote by Distr(S) the set of probability distributions on S. By default we view
P
vectors, i.e., elements of RS , as row vectors. For a vector µ ∈ [0, 1]S we write |µ| := s∈S µ(s)
for its L1 -norm. A vector µ ∈ [0, 1]S is a distribution (resp. subdistribution) over S if |µ| = 1
(resp. 0 < |µ| ≤ 1). We denote column vectors by boldface letters; in particular, 1 ∈ {1}S
and 0 ∈ {0}S are column vectors all whose entries are 1 and 0, respectively. For s ∈ S we
write δs for the (Dirac) distribution over S with δs (s) = 1 and δs (r) = 0 for r ∈ S \ {s}. For
a (sub)distribution µ we write support(µ) = {s ∈ S | µ(s) > 0} for its support.
A labelled Markov chain (LMC) is a quadruple hS, L, τ, `i consisting of a nonempty finite
set S of states, a nonempty finite set L of labels, a transition function τ : S → Distr(S), and
a labelling function ` : S → L.
We denote by τ (s)(t) the transition probability from s to t. Similarly, we denote by
P
τ (s)(E) = t∈E τ (s)(t) the transition probability from s to E ⊆ S. A trace in a LMC M
is a sequence of labels w = a1 a2 · · · an where ai ∈ L. We denote by L≤n the set of traces
P
of length at most n. Let M : L → [0, 1]S×S specify the transitions, so that a∈L M (a)
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is a stochastic matrix, M (a)(s, t) = τ (s)(t) if `(s) = a and M (a)(s, t) = 0 otherwise. We
extend M to the mapping M : L∗ → [0, 1]S×S with M (w) = M (a1 ) · · · M (an ) for a trace
w = a1 · · · an . If the LMC is in state s, then with probability M (w)(s, s0 ) it emits a trace
w and moves to state s0 in |w| steps. For a trace w ∈ L∗ , we define Run(w) := {w}Lω ; i.e.,
Run(w) is the set of traces starting with w. To an initial distribution π on S, we associate
the probability space (Lω , F, PrM,π ), where F is the σ-field generated by all basic cylinders
Run(w) with w ∈ L∗ and PrM,π : F → [0, 1] is the unique probability measure such that
PrM,π (Run(w)) = |πM (w)|. We generalize the definition of PrM,π to subdistributions π in
the obvious way, yielding sub-probability measures. We may drop the subscript M if it is
clear from the context.
Given two initial distributions µ and ν, the total variation distance between µ and ν is
defined as follows:
dtv (µ, ν) = sup |Prµ (E) − Prν (E)|.
E∈F

We write µ ≡ ν to denote that µ and ν are trace equivalent, i.e., |Prµ (Run(w))| =
|Prν (Run(w))| holds for all w ∈ L∗ . We have that trace equivalence and the total variation
distance being zero are equivalent [9, Proposition 3(a)].
The pseudometric probabilistic bisimilarity distance of Desharnais et al. [14] , which we
denote by dpb , is a function from S × S to [0, 1], that is, an element of [0, 1]S×S . It can be
defined as the least fixed point of the following function:

∆(d)(s, t) =


 1
min


ω∈Ω(τ (s),τ (t))

X

if `(s) 6= `(t)
ω(u, v) d(u, v) otherwise

u,v∈S

where
the set Ω(µ, ν) of couplings of µ, ν ∈ Distr(S) is defined as Ω(µ, ν) =

P
P
ω ∈ Distr(S × S)
t∈S ω(s, t) = µ(s) ∧
s∈S ω(s, t) = ν(t) . Note that a coupling ω ∈
Ω is a joint probability distribution with marginals µ and ν (see, e.g., [4, page 260-262]).
An equivalence relation R ⊆ S × S is a probabilistic bisimulation if for all (s, t) ∈ R,
`(s) = `(t) and τ (s)(E) = τ (t)(E) for each R-equivalence class E. Probabilistic bisimilarity,
denoted by ∼M (or ∼ when M is clear), is the largest probabilistic bisimulation. For all
s, t ∈ S, s ∼ t if and only if dpb (s, t) = 0 [14, Theorem 1].
A (labelled) Markov decision process (MDP) is a tuple hS, A, L, ϕ, `i consisting of a
finite set S of states, a finite set A of actions, a finite set L of labels, a partial function
ϕ : S ×A →
7 Distr(S) denoting the probabilistic transition, and a labelling function ` : S → L.
The set of available actions in a state s is A(s) = {m ∈ A | ϕ(s, m) is defined}. A memoryless
strategy for an MDP is a function α : S → Distr(A) that given a state s, returns a probability
distribution on all the available actions at that state. Such strategies are also known as
positional, as they do not depend on the history of past states. A strategy α is memoryless
deterministic (MD) if for all states s there exists an action m ∈ A(s) such that α(s)(m) = 1;
we thus view an MD strategy as a function α : S → A.
For the remainder of the paper, we fix an MDP D = hS, A, L, ϕ, `i. Given a memoryless
P
strategy α for D, an LMC D(α) = hS, L, τ, `i is induced, where τ (s)(t) = m∈A(s) α(s)(m) ·
ϕ(s, m)(t). The matrix Mα specifies the transitions of the LMC D(α) as is defined previously.
We fix two initial distributions µ and ν on S (resp. two initial states s and t) for problems
related to total variation distance (resp. probabilistic bisimilarity distance).
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In this section we show that one can decide in polynomial time whether there exists a
memoryless strategy α so that µ 6≡ ν in D(α). In terms of the notation from the introduction,
we show that TV > 0 is in P. Define the following column-vector spaces.
V1 = hMα1 (a1 )Mα2 (a2 ) · · · Mαm (am )1 : αi is a memoryless strategy; ai ∈ Li and
V2 = hMα (w)1 : α is a memoryless strategy; w ∈ L∗ i and
V3 = hMα (w)1 : α is an MD strategy; w ∈ L∗ i.
Here and later we use the notation h·i to denote the span of (i.e., the vector space spanned by)
a set of vectors. By the definitions, we have that µ ≡ ν in all LMCs induced by all memoryless
strategies α if and only if µMα (w)1 = νMα (w)1 holds for all memoryless strategies α and
all w ∈ L∗ . It follows:
I Proposition 1. For all distributions µ, ν over S we have:
∃ a memoryless strategy α such that µ 6≡ ν in D(α) ⇐⇒ µv 6= νv for some v ∈ V2 .
To decide TV > 0 and to compute the “witness” memoryless strategy such that µ 6≡ ν in
the induced LMC, it suffices to compute a basis for V2 ; more precisely, a set of α and w such
that the vectors Mα (w)1 span V2 . As the set of memoryless strategies is uncountable, this is
not straightforward. From the definitions, we know V3 ⊆ V2 ⊆ V1 . We will show V1 ⊆ V3 and
thus establish the equality of these three vector spaces. It follows from [17, Theorem 5.12]
that computing a basis for V1 is in P. It follows that our problem TV > 0 is also in P, but
this does not explicitly give the witnessing memoryless strategy. Since V2 = V3 , there must
exist an MD strategy that witnesses µ 6≡ ν. To find this MD strategy, one can go through all
MD strategies (potentially exponentially many). In the following, by considering the vector
spaces while restricting the word length, we show that a witness MD strategy can also be
computed in polynomial time.
We define the following column-vector spaces. For each j ∈ N,
V1j = hMα1 (a1 )Mα2 (a2 ) · · · Mαk (ak )1 : αi is a memoryless strategy; ai ∈ L; k ≤ ji and
V2j = hMα (w)1 : α is a memoryless strategy; w ∈ L≤j i and
V3j = hMα (w)1 : α is an MD strategy; w ∈ L≤j i.
Let α be an MD strategy and m be an action available at state i. Recall that an MD
strategy can be viewed as a function α : S → A. We define αi→m to be the MD strategy such
that αi→m (i) = m and αi→m (s) = α(s) for all s ∈ S \ {i}. Let ci ∈ {0, 1}S be the column
bit vector whose only non-zero entry is the ith one. For a set B ⊆ RS , we define hBi to be
the vector space spanned by B.
We call a column vector an MD vector if it is of the form Mα (w)1 for an MD strategy α
and w ∈ L∗ . Let P be a set of MD strategy and word pairs, i.e., P = {(α1 , w1 ), (α2 , w2 ), · · · ,
(αm , wm )} where αi is an MD strategy and wi ∈ L∗ . We define a function B transforming
such a set P to the set of corresponding MD vectors, i.e., B(P ) = {Mα1 (w1 )1, Mα2 (w2 )1, · · · ,
Mαn (wn )1}.
I Lemma 2. Let j ∈ N. For all MD strategies α1 and α2 , a ∈ L and w ∈ L≤j , we have
Mα1 (a)Mα2 (w)1 ∈ hV1j ∪ B({(α, aw)})i where α is the MD strategy defined by

α1 (i) if ci 6∈ V1j
α(i) =
α2 (i) otherwise
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The next lemma shows that a basis for V1j for some j < |S| consisting only of MD vectors
can be computed in polynomial time.
I Lemma 3. Let j ∈ N with j < |S|. One can compute in polynomial time a set Pj =
{(α0 , w0 ), · · · , (αk , wk )} in which all αi are MD strategies and all wi are in L≤j such that
B(Pj ) is a basis of V1j .
Proof sketch. We prove this lemma by induction on j. The base case where j = 0 is
vacuously true with P0 = {(α0 , w0 )} where α0 is an arbitrary MD strategy, w0 = ε and
B(P0 ) = {1}. For the induction step, assume that we can compute in polynomial time a set
Pj = {(α0 , w0 ), · · · , (αk , wk )} where all the strategies are MD strategies and all the words
are in L≤j such that B(Pj ) is a basis for V1j . We show that the statement holds for j + 1.
Define
Σ = {α0 } ∪ {α0s→m : s ∈ S, m ∈ A(s)}

and

M = {Mα (a) ∈ RS×S : α ∈ Σ, a ∈ L}.

Next, we present Algorithm 1 which computes a set Pj+1 in polynomial time such that
for all M ∈ M and all b ∈ B(Pj ) : M · b ∈ hB(Pj+1 )i

(1)

Algorithm 1 Polynomial-time algorithm computing Pj+1 .
1
2
3
4

Pj+1 := Pj
foreach α1 ∈ Σ, a ∈ L and (α2 , w) ∈ Pj do
if Mα1 (a)Mα2 (w)1 6∈ hB(Pj+1 )i then
add (α, aw) to Pj+1 where α is the MD strategy defined as

α(i) =

5
6

α1 (i) if ci 6∈ V1j
α2 (i) otherwise.

end
end

All the vectors in B(Pj+1 ) are linearly independent, as we only add a pair if the corresponding vector is linearly independent to the existing vectors in B(Pj+1 ) (lines 3-4). Since
B(Pj ) is a basis for V1j , we can decide whether ci ∈ V1j for i ∈ S in polynomial time, and
thus compute a pair (α, aw) on line 4 in polynomial time. Since |Σ| and |L| are polynomial
in the size of the MDP, |Pj | < |S|, the number of iterations is polynomial in the size of the
MDP. The construction of Pj+1 is then in polynomial time. It remains to show that after
adding (α, aw) to Pj+1 (line 4), we have M · b = Mα1 (a)Mα2 (w)1 ∈ hB(Pj+1 )i . Since the
pair (α2 , w) is in Pj , we have w ∈ L≤j . Then,
M ·b
=

Mα1 (a)Mα2 (w)1

∈

hV1j ∪ B({(α, aw)})i

=

hB(Pj ) ∪ B({(α, aw)})i

hB Pj ∪ {(α, aw)} i

=

[Lemma 2]
[B(Pj ) is a basis for V1j by induction hypothesis]

Since Pj ⊆ Pj+1 (line 1),
 we have B(Pj ) ⊆ B(Pj+1 ). By adding the pair (α, aw) to Pj+1 , we
have hB Pj ∪ {(α, aw)} i ⊆ hB(Pj+1 )i, and thus M · b ∈ hB(Pj+1 )i.
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Finally, we show that the set Pj+1 satisfies V1j+1 = hB(Pj+1 )i. We have
hB(Pj+1 )i ⊆ V3j+1
⊆ V1j+1

for all (α, w) ∈ Pj+1 : α is an MD strategy and w ∈ L≤j+1
from the definitions

We prove the other direction V1j+1 ⊆ hB(Pj+1 )i in [24].

J

Combining classical linear algebra arguments about equivalence checking (see, e.g., [38])
with Lemma 3, we obtain:
I Lemma 4.
1. For all j < |S| we have V1j = V2j = V3j .
|S|−1
|S|−1
|S|−1
2. We have V1 = V2 = V3 = V1
= V2
= V3
.
Thus we obtain:
I Proposition 5. One can compute in polynomial time a set P = {(α0 , w0 ), · · · , (αk , wk )}
of MD strategy and word pairs such that B(P ) is a basis of V2 .
Proof. By Lemma 4 it suffices to invoke Lemma 3 for j = |S| − 1.

J

Now we can prove the main theorem of this section.
I Theorem 6. The problem TV > 0 is in P. Further, for any positive instance of the problem
TV > 0, we can compute in polynomial time an MD strategy α and a word w that witness
µ 6≡ ν, i.e., Prµ,D(α) (Run(w)) 6= Prν,D(α) (Run(w)).
Proof. A polynomial algorithm follows naturally from Proposition 5 and Proposition 1. We
first compute a set P of MD strategy and word pairs such that B(P ) is a basis for V2 . For
each b ∈ B(P ), we check whether µb 6= νb and output “yes” indicating a positive instance
if the inequality holds. Otherwise, we have µb = νb for all b ∈ B(P ), and the algorithm
outputs “no” indicating that µ ≡ ν holds for all memoryless strategies.
If the instance is positive, there exists a vector b ∈ B(P ) such that µb 6= νb. Since b
is an MD vector which corresponds to a pair (α, w) ∈ P , we have µMα (w)1 6= νMα (w)1,
equivalently Prµ,D(α) (Run(w)) 6= Prν,D(α) (Run(w)).
J

4

Probabilistic Bisimulation Inequivalence

In this section we show that one can decide in polynomial time whether there exists a
memoryless strategy α so that s 6∼ t in D(α), i.e., we show that PB > 0 is in P.
For some MDPs, there might be memoryless strategies such that s 6∼ t in the induced
LMC but no such strategy is MD. The MDP in Figure 1 is such an example. Similar to
the or-gate construction of [8, Theorem 2], we have s ∼ t if and only if q1 ∼ q2 or q2 ∼ q3 .
We have q2 ∼ q1 if the MD strategy maps q2 to the action that goes to state u, otherwise
q2 ∼ q3 if the MD strategy maps q2 to the action that goes to state v. This rules out the
algorithm that goes through all the MD strategies.
We define an equivalence relation and run the classical polynomial-time partition refinement as shown in Algorithm 2, with an equivalence relation ≡X defined below. At the
beginning, all states are in the same equivalence class. In a refinement step, a pair of states
is split if there could exist a memoryless strategy that makes them not probabilistic bisimilar.
Two states s, t remain in the same equivalence class until the end if and only if they are
probabilistic bisimilar under all memoryless strategies.
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sa

q1

u

s
sb

m1
q2
m2

ta
t
tb

q3

v

Figure 1 In this MDP no MD strategy witnesses s 6∼ t. All states have the same label except
state v. By default the transition probabilities out of each action are uniformly distributed.
Algorithm 2 Partition Refinement.
1
2
3
4
5

i = 0; X0 := {S}
repeat
i := i + 1
Xi := S/≡Xi−1
until Xi = Xi−1

The correctness of this approach is not obvious, as some splits that occurred in different iterations of the algorithm may have been due to different, potentially contradictory,
memoryless strategies. Furthermore, the algorithm does not compute a memoryless strategy
that witnesses s 6∼ t. The key to solving both problems will be Lemma 11.
A partition of the states S is a set X consisting of pairwise disjoint subsets E of
S
S with E∈X = S. Recall that ϕ(s, m)(s0 ) is the transition probability from s to s0
when choosing action m. Similarly, ϕ(s, m)(E) is the transition probability from s to
E ⊆ S when choosing action m. We write ϕ(s, m)(X) to denote the vector (probability
distribution) (ϕ(s, m)(E))E∈X . We define ϕ(s)(X) = {ϕ(s, m)(X) : m ∈ A(s)}, which is a
set of probabilistic distributions over the partition X when choosing all available actions of
s. Each partition is associated with an equivalence relation ≡X on S: s ≡X s0 if and only if
- `(s) = `(s0 );
- s 6= s0 =⇒ |ϕ(s)(X)| = 1 and ϕ(s)(X) = ϕ(s0 )(X).
Let S/≡X denote the set of equivalence classes with respect to ≡X , which forms a
partition of S. We present in Table 2 the partitions of running the algorithm on the MDP in
Figure 1. Notice that states s and t are no longer in the same equivalence class at the end.
Table 2 Example of running Algorithm 2 on the MDP in Figure 1.
X0
X1
X2
X3
X4

= {S}

= {v}, S \ {v}

= {v}, {q2 }, {q3 }, S \ {v, q2 , q3 }

= {v}, {q2 }, {q3 }, {sa }, {sb }, {ta }, {tb }, {s, t, q1 , u}

= {v}, {q2 }, {q3 }, {sa }, {sb }, {ta }, {tb }, {s}, {t}, {q1 , u}
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The following lemma is standard, and claims that the partition gets finer.
I Lemma 7. For all i ∈ N, we have ≡Xi+1 ⊆ ≡Xi .
If the loop in Algorithm 2 is performed |S| − 1 times then X|S|−1 consists of |S| oneelement sets. Hence at most after |S| − 1 refinement steps the partition Xi cannot be refined.
We aim at proving that s ≡X|S|−1 t if and only if s ∼D(α) t for all memoryless strategies α.
In the following lemma we show the forward direction:
I Lemma 8. Let X be a partition and X = S/≡X . We have ≡X ⊆ ∼D(α) for all memoryless
strategies α.
For the converse, to guarantee ≡X|S|−1 is not too fine, it suffices to show that there exists
a memoryless strategy α0 such that ∼D(α0 ) ⊆ ≡X where X = S/≡X . To do that, we define
the equivalence relations ∼iD(α) with 0 ≤ i ≤ |S| for all memoryless strategies α.
Let α be a memoryless strategy. Let τ be the transition function for the LMC D(α).
Define the equivalence relation ∼iD(α) with 0 ≤ i ≤ |S| on S: s ∼iD(α) s0 if and only if
- `(s) = `(s0 );
- i > 0 =⇒ τ (s)(E) = τ (s0 )(E) for all E ∈ S/∼i−1
D(α) .
|S|−1

i
Note that for the LMC D(α), we have ∼i+1
D(α) ⊆ ∼D(α) for all i ∈ N and ∼D(α) is the
probabilistic bisimilarity for the LMC D(α) (see, e.g., [2]).
Since the witness strategy might not be MD, we compute a set of prime numbers that
can be used to form the weights of the actions. The prime numbers are used to rule out
certain “accidental” bisimulations. We denote by size(D) the size of the representation of an
object D. We represent rational numbers as quotients of integers written in binary.
au,m,E
For u ∈ S, m ∈ A(u) and E ⊆ S, we express ϕ(u, m)(E) as an irreducible fraction bu,m,E
where au,m,E and bu,m,E are coprime integers. Similarly, for u ∈ S, m1 , m2 ∈ A(u) and
c
1 ,m2 ,E
E ⊆ S, ϕ(u, m1 )(E) − ϕ(u, m2 )(E) is expressed as an irreducible fraction du,m
that
u,m1 ,m2 ,E
cu,m1 ,m2 ,E and du,m1 ,m2 ,E are coprime integers. Let N ⊆ N be the following set:
S
N = {bu,m,E : u ∈ S, m ∈ A(u) and E ∈ i Xi } ∪
S
{cu,m1 ,m2 ,E : u ∈ S, m1 , m2 ∈ A(u), E ∈ i Xi and cu,m1 ,m2 ,E > 0}.

We denote by θ(x) the number of different prime factors of a positive integer x, and by θ(N )
the number of different prime factors in N where N is a set of positive integers.
I Lemma 9. θ(N ) is polynomial in size(D).
Using the prime number theorem, we obtain the following lemma which guarantees that
one can find |S| extra different prime numbers other than the prime factors in N in time
polynomial in size(D).
I Lemma 10. One can find |S| different prime numbers in time polynomial in size(D) such
that any of them is coprime to all numbers in the set N .
To each u ∈ S, we assign a different prime number pu that is coprime with all b ∈ N .
This can be done in polynomial time by Lemma 10. We have
pu - b for all b ∈ N

and

u 6= v =⇒ pu 6= pv for all u, v ∈ S

(2)

We define a partial memoryless strategy for D to be a partial function α0 : S →
7 Distr(A)
that, given a state s ∈ S, returns α0 (s) ∈ Distr(A(s)) if α0 (s) is defined. A memoryless
strategy α is compatible with a partial memoryless strategy α0 , written as α w α0 , if and
only if α(s) = α0 (s) for all s such that α0 (s) is defined. We construct the partial memoryless
strategy iteratively.
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I Lemma 11. Let i ∈ N with i ≤ |S|. One can compute in polynomial time a partial strategy
αi0 such that ∼iD(α) ⊆ ≡Xi for all α w αi0 .
Proof sketch. We prove the statement by induction on i. Let s, t ∈ S. The base case is
i = 0. By definition, we have if s 6≡X0 t then `(s) 6= `(t). We also have if `(s) 6= `(t), then
s 6∼0D(α) t in D(α) for all memoryless strategy α. We simply let α00 be the empty partial
function such that α w α00 holds for any memoryless strategy α.
For the induction step, assume that we can compute in polynomial time a partial strategy
αi0 such that ∼iD(α) ⊆ ≡Xi for all α w αi0 , i.e., if s 6≡Xi t then s 6∼iD(α) t in D(α). We show
the statement holds for i + 1.
0
Algorithm 3 Polynomial-time algorithm constructing αi+1
.

1
2
3
4
5
6

0
αi+1
:= αi0
foreach u ∈ S such that |ϕ(u)(Xi )| = 1 and |ϕ(u)(Xi+1 )| =
6 1 do
pick m1 , m2 ∈ A(u) such that for a set E ∈ Xi+1 : ϕ(u, m1 )(E) > ϕ(u, m2 )(E)
0
αi+1
(u)(m1 ) := p1u
0
αi+1 (u)(m2 ) := 1 − p1u
end

0
Algorithm 3 computes the partial memoryless strategy αi+1
in polynomial time. We
0
0
0
show that αj does not overwrite αk for all k < j. It follows that for any α w αi+1
, it satisfies
0
0
α w αi . Let α w αi+1 . Assume s 6≡Xi+1 t. We distinguish the two cases: s 6∼iD(α) t and
i+1
s ∼iD(α) t. For both cases we can derive s 6∼i+1
D(α) t, i.e., ∼D(α) ⊆ ≡Xi+1 as desired. The
details can be found in [24].
J

For example, let pq2 , the prime number assigned to state q2 in Figure 1, be 3 which is coprime
with numbers in N = {1, 2}.1 We show how the partial strategy α10 is constructed. On line 1
of Algorithm 3, α10 is equal to α00 , the empty partial function. Since |ϕ(q2 )(X0 )| = 1 and
|ϕ(q2 )(X1 )| = 2, we enter the for loop. We can pick m1 , m2 ∈ A(q2 ) and E = S \ {v} ∈ X1
on line 3, since ϕ(q2 , m1 )(E) = 1 > 0 = ϕ(q2 , m2 )(E). We then define the strategy for q2
(line 4 and 5): α10 (q2 )(m1 ) = 13 and α10 (q2 )(m2 ) = 23 . We have completed the construction of
α10 as |ϕ(u)(X0 )| = |ϕ(u)(X1 )| = 1 for all other state u.
I Theorem 12. One can compute in polynomial time a memoryless strategy β such that
∼D(β) ⊆ ∼D(α) for all memoryless strategies α.
0
Proof. By invoking Lemma 11 for i = |S| − 1, a partial strategy α|S|−1
can be computed in
|S|−1

|S|−1

0
polynomial time such that ∼D(α) ⊆ ≡X|S|−1 for all α w α|S|−1
. Since ∼D(α) = ∼D(α) , we
0
have ∼D(α) ⊆ ≡X|S|−1 for all α w α|S|−1
. Let β be a memoryless strategy defined by

(
β(u) =

0
0
α|S|−1
(u)
if α|S|−1
(u) is defined
δmu where mu ∈ A(u) otherwise

0
By definition the memoryless strategy β is compatible with α|S|−1
. We have:
0
β w α|S|−1

∼D(β) ⊆ ≡X|S|−1
⊆ ∼D(α) for all strategy α
1

We have 2 ∈ N since ϕ(s, ms )({sa }) =

X|S|−1 = S/≡X|S|−1 and Lemma 8
1
2

where ms is the only available action at state s.

J
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1
1
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1
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Figure 2 In this MDP, no MD strategy witnesses dtv (δs , δt ) = 1 (nor dpb (s, t) = 1). States sb and
tb have label b while all other states have label a.

I Corollary 13. The problem PB > 0 is in P. Further, for any positive instance of the
problem PB > 0, we can compute in polynomial time a memoryless strategy that witnesses
s 6∼ t.

5

The Distance One Problems

In this section, we summarise the results for the two distance one problems, namely TV = 1
and PB = 1. The existential theory of the reals, ETR, is the set of valid formulas of the form
∃x1 . . . ∃xn R(x1 , . . . , xn ),
where R is a boolean combination of comparisons of the form p(x1 , . . . , xn ) ∼ 0, in
which p(x1 , . . . , xn ) is a multivariate polynomial (with rational coefficients) and ∼ ∈
{<, >, ≤, ≥, =, 6=}. The complexity class ∃R [32] consists of those problems that are manyone reducible to ETR in polynomial time. Since ETR is NP-hard and in PSPACE [5, 31], we
have NP ⊆ ∃R ⊆ PSPACE.
For some MDPs there exist memoryless strategies that make dtv (δs , δt ) = 1 but no such
strategy is MD. For example, consider the MDP in Figure 2 which has two MD strategies. We
have dtv (δs , δt ) = 12 which is less than 1 in the LMC induced by any of the two MD strategies,
and dtv (δs , δt ) = 1 in the LMC induced by any other strategy. Thus, we cannot simply guess
an MD strategy. We show that the problem TV = 1 is in ∃R, using the characterization
from [9, Theorem 21] of total variation distance 1 in LMCs and some reasoning on convex
polyhedra:
I Theorem 14. The problem TV = 1 is in ∃R.
The problem TV = 1 is NP-hard, and PB = 1 is NP-complete. The hardness results for
both problems are by reductions from the Set Splitting problem. Given a finite set S and a
collection C of subsets of S, Set Splitting asks whether there is a partition of S into disjoint
sets S1 and S2 such that no set in C is a subset of S1 or S2 .
Let hS, Ci be an instance of Set Splitting where S = {e1 , · · · , en } and C = {C1 , · · · , Cm }
is a collection of subsets of S. We construct an MDP D consisting of the following states: two
states s and t, a state ei for each element in S, twin states Cj and Cj0 for each element in C,
two sink states u and v. State v has label b while all other states have label a. State s (t) has a
1
single action which goes with uniform probability m
to states Ci (Ci0 ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. For each
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Figure 3 The MDP in the reduction from Set Splitting for NP-hardness of TV = 1 (or PB = 1).

ei ∈ Cj , there is an action from state Cj and Cj0 leading to state ei with probability one. Each
state ei has two actions going to the sink states u and v with probability one, respectively. We
have: hS, Ci ∈ Set Splitting ⇐⇒ ∃ memoryless strategy α such that dtv (δs , δt ) = 1 in D(α).
For example, let S = {e1 , e2 , e3 } and C = {C1 , C2 } with C1 = {e1 , e2 } and C2 = {e2 , e3 }.
Figure 3 shows the corresponding MDP. The MD strategy highlighted, corresponding to the
partition of S1 = {e1 , e3 } and S2 = {e2 }, witnesses dtv (δs , δt ) = 1.
I Theorem 15. The Set Splitting problem is polynomial-time many-one reducible to TV = 1,
hence TV = 1 is NP-hard.
The problem PB = 1 is NP-complete. The MDP in Figure 2 is also an example of no
MD strategy witnessing dpb (s, t) = 1, which rules out the algorithm of simply guessing an
MD strategy. By [36], deciding whether dpb (s, t) = 1 in an LMC can be formulated as a
reachability problem on a directed graph induced by the LMC. One can nondeterministically
guess the graph induced by the LMC and use Algorithm 3 to construct a memoryless strategy
that witnesses dpb (s, t) = 1.
I Theorem 16. The problem PB = 1 is NP-complete.

6

Making Distances Small

In this section, we summarise the results for the remaining problems, which are all about
making the distance small (equal to 0 or less than 1).
We show that TV = 0 and TV < 1 are ∃R-complete. The proof for the membership of
TV = 0 in ∃R is similar to [17, Theorem 4.3]. For both hardness results we provide reductions
from the Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) problem, which asks, given a nonnegative
matrix J ∈ Qn×m and a number r ∈ N, whether there exists a factorization J = A · W with
nonnegative matrices A ∈ Rn×r and W ∈ Rr×m . The NMF problem is ∃R-complete by [35,
Theorem 2], see also [10, 40, 1] for more details on the NMF problem. The reduction is
similar to [17, Theorem 4.5].
I Theorem 17. The problem TV = 0 is ∃R-complete.
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Figure 4 In this MDP, no MD strategy witnesses dpb (s, t) = 0. States sb and tb have label b
while all other states have label a.
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Figure 5 In this MDP, no MD strategy witnesses dpb (s, t) < 1. States sb and tb have label b while
all other states have label a.

I Theorem 18. The problem TV < 1 is ∃R-complete.
Finally, we show that PB = 0 and PB < 1 are NP-complete. For some MDPs there exist
memoryless strategies that make dpb (s, t) = 0 (resp. dpb (s, t) < 1) but no such strategy is
MD. Indeed, for the MDP in Figure 4 (resp. Figure 5), it is easy to check that the only
strategy α which makes dpb (s, t) = 0 (resp. dpb (s, t) < 1), requires randomness, that is,
α(s)(m1 ) = α(s)(m2 ) = 12 , where m1 and m2 are the two available actions of state s. Thus,
to show the NP upper bound, we cannot simply guess an MD strategy. Instead, one can
nondeterministically guess a partition of the states and check in polynomial time if the
partition is a probabilistic bisimulation.
The hardness results for both problems are by reductions from the Subset Sum problem.
The reduction is similar to [17, Theorem 4.1].
I Theorem 19. The problem PB = 0 is NP-complete.
By [36], deciding whether dpb (s, t) < 1 in an LMC can be formulated as a reachability
problem on a directed graph induced by the LMC. In addition to a partition, our NP
algorithm also guesses the graph induced by the LMC.
I Theorem 20. The problem PB < 1 is NP-complete.

7

Conclusions

We have studied the computational complexity of qualitative comparison problems in labelled
MDPs. Motivated by the connection between obliviousness/anonymity and equivalence, we
have devised polynomial-time algorithms to decide the existence of strategies for trace and
bisimulation inequivalence. In case of trace inequivalence, there always exists an MD witness
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strategy, and our algorithm computes it. The trace inequivalence algorithm is based on linearalgebra arguments that are considerably more subtle than in the LMC case. For bisimulation
inequivalence, MD strategies may not exist, but we have devised a polynomial-time algorithm
to compute a memoryless strategy witnessing inequivalence; here the randomization is based
on prime numbers to rule out certain “accidental” bisimulations. The other 6 problems do
not have polynomial complexity (unless P = NP), and we have established completeness
results for all of them except TV = 1, where a complexity gap between NP and ∃R remains.
Concerning the relationship to interval Markov chains and parametric Markov chains
mentioned in the introduction, the lower complexity bounds that we have derived in this
paper carry over to corresponding problems in these models. Transferring the upper bounds
requires additional work, as, e.g., even the consistency problem for IMCs (i.e., whether there
exists a Markov chain conforming to an IMC) is not obvious to solve. Nevertheless, the
algorithmic insights of this paper will be needed.
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Abstract
We use ideas from computable analysis to formalize exact real number computation in the Coq proof
assistant. Our formalization is built on top of the Incone library, a Coq library for computable
analysis. We use the theoretical framework that computable analysis provides to systematically
generate target specifications for real number algorithms. First we give very simple algorithms that
fulfill these specifications based on rational approximations. To provide more efficient algorithms, we
develop alternate representations that utilize an existing formalization of floating-point algorithms
and interval arithmetic in combination with methods used by software packages for exact real
arithmetic that focus on execution speed. We also define a general framework to define real number
algorithms independently of their concrete encoding and to prove them correct. Algorithms verified
in our framework can be extracted to Haskell programs for efficient computation. The performance
of the extracted code is comparable to programs produced using non-verified software packages.
This is without the need to optimize the extracted code by hand.
As an example, we formalize an algorithm for the square root function based on the Heron
method. The algorithm is parametric in the implementation of the real number datatype, not
referring to any details of its implementation. Thus the same verified algorithm can be used with
different real number representations. Since Boolean valued comparisons of real numbers are not
decidable, our algorithms use basic operations that take values in the Kleeneans and Sierpinski
space. We develop some of the theory of these spaces. To capture the semantics of non-sequential
operations, such as the “parallel or”, we use multivalued functions.
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1

Introduction

Computable analysis is a formal model for computation on real numbers and other spaces of
interest in analysis [25, 9]. It extends classical computability theory from discrete structures
to continuous ones. The model of computation used in computable analysis operates on
properly infinite data while being realistic in the sense that proofs of computability specify
algorithms that can in principle be implemented. Software for computation on the reals
based on ideas from computable analysis is often labeled as exact real computation as such
software allows to approximate real number outputs up to any desired precision. In practice,
this can be realized in different ways and several implementations exist [22, 17, 3, 13]. In
contrast to implementations using floating-point arithmetic, algorithms from computable
analysis have sound compositional semantics and come with a mathematical correctness
proof, making them well-suited for safety-critical applications. Proof assistants and formal
methods are increasingly used to verify the correctness of such software and computable
analysis goes well with this kind of verification.
In this work we present a new and fully formally verified implementation of exact real
computation in Coq that makes use of Coq’s code extraction features to generate efficient
Haskell code for algorithms written and verified inside the proof assistant. The work builds
on the Incone library, a formalization of ideas from computable analysis in Coq [24].
Implementations of exact real computation usually hide the internal details of the encoding
from the user and instead provide a set of basic operations on real numbers that can be
used to build more complicated algorithms. We follow this approach by defining a structure
for basic operations on real numbers. Instantiating this structure means to explicitly give
an encoding of the reals and algorithms for the basic operations and proving them correct.
More complicated operations can then be defined using tools for composing functions that
are available in the Incone library. Correctness proofs can be made independent of the
concrete representation and different representations can be exchanged and compared easily.
As algorithms verified in the proof assistant can be extracted to efficient Haskell code we
hope that our work allows developers of exact real computation libraries to verify some
particularly critical fragments and easily integrate the generated code into the library.
Computing with real numbers is central in many applications. It should therefore not
be surprising that a treatment of the reals is available in most modern proof assistants
[6]. In the Coq proof assistant in particular there exist a wide range of work covering the
spectrum from purely mathematical and inherently non-computational [5, 2] to verification
of approximate computations and concrete error bounds [7, 20].
In this work we treat the real numbers as a represented space. A represented space is
an infinite data type that is both exact and fully computational but reasoned about using
classical mathematics. Our work is by far not the first implementation of fully computational
reals in a proof assistant, or even in Coq. A popular implementation is the C-CoRn library
[12] which is based on constructive mathematics. Working constructively has the advantage
that every proof has computational content. A constructive proof of an existential statement,
for instance, gives rise to an algorithm to compute said object. The price to pay is that a
constructive proof is harder to find and this extra effort may not be worthwhile in particular
for proofs of correctness, where the computational content is of little to no interest. Most
mathematicians and computer scientists distinguish formulation of algorithms from proving
its correctness, and prefer the use of classical reasoning for the latter.
Our work and the Incone library are based on computable analysis which is a part
of classical mathematics. For our implementation this means that we use the classical
axiomatization of the reals from Coq’s standard library for specification. Computational
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content is added in a second step through the use of encodings over certain spaces of functions
and the formulation of algorithms on these. Thus, there is a clear separation between the
formulation of an algorithm that operates only on computationally meaningful objects and
its (possibly non-constructive) correctness proof that may involve purely mathematical
objects such as abstract real numbers. We consider this a more pragmatic approach towards
computational reasoning over mathematical structures and hope that it can be appealing
to classically trained mathematicians and computer scientists. There are also some more
practical advantages of our approach. Many Coq libraries are verified against the reals from
the standard library and such libraries can easily be integrated into our development. For
example, we rely on a Coq library for interval arithmetic [21, 20] to be able to imitate how
the most efficient non-verified packages for exact real computation operate [22, 17].
While we consider the Coq formalization one of the main contributions of this work, we
keep the presentation on a more informal mathematical level and only give a short overview
of the implementation in Section 6. The interested reader can find all of the source code as
part of the Incone library [23]. The parts of the library relevant for this paper are listed in
Section 6 as well. A more exhaustive overview of the Incone library can be found in [24].

2

Computable analysis and the Incone library

Computable analysis gives computational meaning to abstract mathematical entities such
as real numbers by use of encodings over Baire space NN called representations [19, 25].
To avoid an overload of coding, here and in our formal development we allow the use of
arbitrary countable sets in place of the two copies of the natural numbers in Baire space.
Let Q and A be two countable sets of questions and answers and let B := AQ be the set
of functions from questions to answers. A representation of a set X is a partial, surjective
function δ : ⊆ B → X. For x ∈ X, each ϕ ∈ B with δ(ϕ) = x is called a name of x and
should be understood to provide on demand information about x by assigning a valid answer
to each question about x. A represented space is a pair X := (X, δX ) of a set X and a
representation δX of X.
A standard example is the encoding of reals by rational approximations:
I Example 1 (RQ : Reals via rational approximations). We denote by RQ the represented
space of the real numbers together with the representation δRQ : ⊆ QQ → R such that
δRQ (ϕ) = x

⇐⇒

∀ε > 0 : |x − ϕ(ε)| ≤ ε.

While we do not make this a formal requirement, for all of our concrete examples there
exist obvious and explicitly definable bijections of Q and A with the natural numbers. The
skeptical reader can therefore always replace the questions and answers by natural numbers to
regain the classical setting from computable analysis where B is only allowed to be the Baire
space. Whenever we talk about computability, we assume that such bijections were fixed
and refer to the well-established notion of computability of elements and of partial functions
on Baire space. For instance, we call an element x of a represented space X computable if
it has a name that is computable as an element of Baire space.
Let X and X0 be represented spaces and B := AQ denote the space of names of X and
0
B 0 := A0Q that of X0 . We say that a function f : X → X0 is realized by a partial operator
F : ⊆ B → B 0 if for each name ϕ ∈ B of some x ∈ X the value F (ϕ) is defined and a name
of f (x) ∈ X0 . As f can be called continuous resp. computable if it can be realized by
such an operator, it suffices to introduce these notions for the partial operators on Baire
space. For continuity we use the standard topology that Baire space comes with. Thus,
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F : ⊆ B → B 0 is continuous if for each q 0 ∈ Q0 its return value on a functional input ϕ is
determined by a finite number of ϕ’s values. Formally, we say F is continuous if
∀ϕ ∈ dom(F ), q 0 , ∃L ∈ seq(Q), ∀ψ ∈ dom(F ) : ϕ|L = ψ|L ⇒ F (ϕ)(q 0 ) = F (ψ)(q 0 )
where seq(Q) denotes the set of finite words over Q. Computability is defined using oracle
Turing machines [14], but we refrain from stating this definition here and assume the reader
to fill this gap or use his intuition. This intuition should include that computable operations
can be partial but never discontinuous.
Different representations of the same set can be compared with regards to intertranslatability, that is by asking whether the identity function is computable if the source and
target spaces are equipped with the different representations. If there are continuous resp.
computable translations in both directions, the spaces are isomorphic and carry the same
topological resp. computability structure.

2.1

Specification of algorithms with multifunctions

Usually each element of a represented space has many names. Thus, it may happen that an
operator returns on input of each name of an element a name of a solution of a certain problem
but for different names of the same input element returns names of different solutions. In this
case the algorithm solves the problem but does not realize any function on the represented
spaces. This is a situation that is regularly encountered in computable analysis and a popular
tool for capturing the semantics of such algorithms are multivalued functions.
A multivalued function f : X ⇒ Y assigns to each element x ∈ X a possibly empty
set of eligible return values f (x) ⊆ Y . Those x for which f (x) is non-empty constitute
the domain dom(f ) ⊆ X of f . The multifunction is called total if its domain is all of X
and single-valued if each value set has at most one element. A partial function can be
considered a single-valued multi-function; this multifunction uniquely specifies the partial
function and is total if and only if the partial function is.
A partial function f is said to choose through a multifunction f if on each x ∈ dom(f )
it returns an eligible return value, i.e. f (x) is defined and an element of f (x). Note that this
allows for the domain of the partial function to be bigger than that of the multifunction. A
multifunction should be considered a specification of all the partial functions that choose
through it and this defines an important ordering on the multifunctions: A multifunction f
is said to tighten another multifunction g, in symbols f ≺ g, if any partial function that is
a choice for f is also a choice for g. This can equivalently be formulated as
f ≺g

⇐⇒

dom(g) ⊆ dom(f ) ∧ ∀x ∈ dom(g), f (x) ⊆ g(x).

If f and g correspond to partial functions f and g then f ≺ g if and only if f is an extension
of g and a partial function chooses through a multifunction if and only if the induced
multifunction tightens it.
The multivalued functions from X to Y are in one-to-one correspondence with the
relations but the natural operations on them differ from those on relations. For instance, for
f : Y ⇒ Z and g : X ⇒ Y the composition as multivalued functions is defined as
f ◦ g(x) := {z ∈ Z | g(x) ⊆ dom(f ) ∧ ∃y ∈ g(x) : z ∈ f (y)}.
This defines an associative operation that is asymmetric in contrast to the natural composition
of relations which is symmetric. The multifunction composition has the advantage that
it respects the interpretation as specifications. Namely, if the partial functions f and g
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choose through f and g respectively, then their composition as partial functions chooses
through the composition of f and g as multifunctions. The multifunction composition can be
characterized as returning the minimal multifunction w.r.t. tightening such that this is true
and not only respects being a choice function but more generally the tightening ordering.
A multifunction f : X ⇒ X0 between represented spaces X and X0 is realized by a partial
−1
operator F : ⊆ B → B 0 if F chooses through δX
0 ◦ f ◦ δX . Such an f is called continuous or
computable if it can be realized by an operator with that property. The above definition
unfolds to the usual “a realizer translates each name of an element of the domain to a name
of some eligible return value”.

2.2

The Incone library

The Incone library formalizes ideas from computable analysis in the Coq proof assistant
closely following the outline in the previous section. The equivalent of a represented space in
Incone is called a continuity space. A continuity space X is defined as a record consisting
of an abstract type X, a space BX of names that determines a countable inhabited type of
questions QX and a countable type of answers AX and finally a specification of a partial
surjective function δX : ⊆ BX → X referred to as representation.
A number of standard constructions on represented spaces are made available by Incone.
For represented spaces X and Y there exists a represented space X × Y whose underlying
set is the Cartesian product of the sets underlying X and Y. Similarly, there exists a disjoint
union X + Y of spaces and a space Xω of infinite sequences in X. There is also a space
YX of continuous functions, but while this is interesting for possible applications it is of
lesser interest for the current paper. Details about these constructions and instructions for
installation and use of Incone can be found in [24].
While Incone defines continuity as we presented it earlier, computability is not reflected
in a definition but instead captured on the meta level via Coq’s type/prop distinction. That
is, an axiom-free definition of a realizer should be considered a certificate of computability
of a function. While such a realizer is automatically continuous, a proof of this fact would
proceed by induction on the structure of Coq terms and can clearly not be carried out
internally. In principle it would be possible to extract continuity proofs using a tactic but for
now the proofs have to be provided on a case by case basis by hand. Partiality is modeled
using sigma types: A partial function takes as input not only an element of Baire space but
also a proof that the element is contained in the domain which has to be specified beforehand.
This means that the dependent type system of Coq gets involved in a meaningful way.

3

Finite spaces and operations on multifunctions

Besides allowing for computation on spaces of continuum cardinality, the methods of computable analysis can be used to operate on non-discrete finite spaces.
I Example 2 (Sierpinski space). Consider the two-element set {>S , ⊥S } with the following
representation: Let the questions and answers be given by Q := N and A := B = {true, false}
and as representation use the total function δS such that
δS (ϕ) = >S

⇐⇒

∃n, ϕ(n) = true.

The represented space S := ({>S , ⊥S }, δS ) is called Sierpinski space. The elements of Sierpinski space denote convergence and divergence, respectively: For any kind of computational
process with a meaningful notion of basic computational steps, we can obtain a name of an
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element of Sierpinski space by saying ϕ(n) = true if the computation terminates within the
first n steps and ϕ(n) = false otherwise. This reflects the interpretation of >S and ⊥S : we
produce a name of >S if and only if we started out with a terminating computation.
I Example 3 (Kleeneans). Another finite space that is important in computable analysis is
the three-point set {trueK , falseK , ⊥K } with names of type N → opt B and representation
(
bK if ∃n, ϕ(n) = Some b ∧ ∀m < n, ϕ(m) = None
δK (ϕ) =
⊥K otherwise.
Here, opt A is the disjoint union of A with a single new element and for each a ∈ A we use
Some a for the corresponding element of opt A and None for the new element. This space
denoted by K is known as the Kleeneans as it models Kleene’s three-valued logic [4].
A continuously realizable multifunction need not have any partial continuous choice function.
As example of such behavior let us consider a version of the parallel or.
I Example 4 (The which function). Consider the multifunction which : S × S ⇒ K such that
(
{bK | sb = >S } if this set is non-empty
which(sfalse , strue ) :=
{⊥K }
otherwise,
This means that the which function specifies the correct answers to the question which of the
input processes terminates. It has many applications including one later in this paper.
A realizer of which can be defined from the projections πi that get names of the components
from a name of a pair via



Some false if (π0 ϕ)(n) = true
F (ϕ)(n) := Some true if (π1 ϕ)(n) = true


None
otherwise.
The case distinction above is overlapping and we have to add that if more than one of the
conditions are satisfied we choose the top-most option. This corresponds to a non-canonical
choice and reordering the overlapping cases in the case distinction gives another valid realizer.
Either of the realizers is clearly continuous and even computable and thus, the multivalued
function which is computable and in particular continuous. However, both realizers return
both names of trueK and falseK on input of two converging processes and switch between the
return values depending on the names of these inputs. This is no coincidence, one may verify
that no singlevalued choice function for which is continuously realizable.
The element ⊥K of the Kleeneans stands for being undefined and the case distinction in
the definition of which can be understood as extending a (partial) multivalued function in a
canonical way to a total multivalued function. The use of such extensions is standard in more
order-oriented models of computation [1]. In general, such an extension embodies a stricter
specification than the non-extended version, as a realizer for the latter may behave arbitrarily
on elements outside its domain, while a realizer for the former has to guarantee divergence.
As the which function is computable, there is no difference in this case. Generally, there can
only be a difference if the domain of the non-extended function is sufficiently complicated.

3.1

Operations on multifunctions and multivalued branching

Given f : X ⇒ Y and f 0 : X0 ⇒ Y0 consider the multifunction f × f 0 : X × X0 ⇒ Y × Y0 that
on input of a pair returns the Cartesian product of the value sets, i.e.
(f × f 0 )(x, x0 ) := f (x) × f 0 (x0 ).
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As the Cartesian product is empty if one of the value sets is empty, f ×f 0 should be understood
as the parallelization of f and f 0 . That is, if computable realizers of f and f 0 are given, a
computable realizer for f × f 0 can be specified by running the realizers for f and f 0 in parallel
and returning something once both computations have come to an end.
To appropriately capture multivalued branching we need a similar operation for sums.
Given f : X ⇒ Y and f 0 : X0 ⇒ Y0 define a multifunction f + f 0 : X + X0 ⇒ Y + Y0 by
(
{inl y | y ∈ f (x)}
if p = inl x
0
(f + f )(p) :=
0
0
0 0
{inr y | y ∈ f (x )} if p = inr x0 .
Now, while f × f 0 corresponds to parallel execution, f + f 0 corresponds to selective execution.
Next let us formulate branching over multivalued predicates. Consider the function
if X : B × X → X + X defined by
(
inl x if b = true
if X (b, x) :=
inr x if b = false.
Branching over the values of a function b : X → B given f0 , f1 : X → Y can be expressed
using the × and + operations and the if X function:
if b(x) then f1 (x) else f0 (x) = (∇ ◦ (f1 + f0 ) ◦ if X ◦(b × id) ◦ ∆)(x),
where ∆(x) := (x, x) is the diagonal mapping and ∇ : Y + Y → Y is the backwards diagonal
that returns y on both of the inputs inl y and inr y. Replacing the functions b, f0 and f1 by
multifunctions is what we use as semantics for multivalued branching. The use of a sum reflects
that only one of the if-statement branches should be evaluated. That is: if b(x) = {true}
the eligible return-values are f1 (x) even if f0 (x) is empty, but if b(x) = {true, false} the
eligible return-values of the if-statement are empty if either of f0 (x) and f1 (x) is empty and
f0 (x) ∪ f1 (x) otherwise. This is the behaviour one would expect from combining realizers.

4

Representations for computation on the reals

The represented space RQ from Section 2 is widely considered to provide the “correct”
computability structure on the reals and is sometimes even used as a benchmark representation
in works that reason about complexity in computable analysis. It provides an easy to
understand question and answer structure that gives concrete meaning to the realizers. For
the sake of automatically obtaining efficient algorithms carrying out a large number of
arithmetic operations, on the other hand, other representations are superior. Such efficient
representations should clearly reproduce the computability structure of RQ .
Our goal is to provide a framework to define operations on real numbers without explicitly
referring to implementation details while still allowing to replace the representations used and
take advantage of some of their properties for improved performance. We therefore specify a
set of operations that are convenient as building-blocks for higher-level operations. This can
be seen as a computational axiomatization of the real numbers. Working relative to such an
axiomatization allows to recompile the same algorithms for a new representation once these
building-blocks, i.e. the axioms have been instantiated natively. Programs obtained this way
can take better advantage of the details of the new representation than programs that just
translate back and forth.
Other formal developments of real numbers such as the C-CoRn library use a constructive
axiomatization. As the setting of our and prior work on real computation is fairly different,
we chose to not directly reuse any of the constructive axiomatizations that can be found
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in the literature [11]. Instead we used work from computable analysis such as [8, 10] and
efficient non-verified software packages like iRRAM and AERN as guideline for choosing
appropriate basic operations. We ended up requiring the following to be implemented:
Arithmetic operations (addition, multiplication, subtraction and division),
The efficient limit limeff : ⊆ Rω → R, that maps any sequence (xi ) ∈ Rω that is efficiently
Cauchy, i.e. such that for all i and j, |xi − xj | ≤ 2−i + 2−j , to its limit lim(xi ).
The function FtoR : Z × Z → R, (m, e) 7→ m · 2−e that embeds the dyadic rational
numbers, or arbitrary-precision floating-point numbers, into R.
Rational approximation approx : R × Q ⇒ Q, where approx(x, ε) := {q | |x − q| ≤ ε}.
The Kleenean comparison function <K of type R × R → K, defined from the Boolean
comparison < on the reals by
(
(x < y)K if x 6= y
x <K y :=
⊥K
otherwise.
A clean-up function that realizes the identity function id : R → R. This function can
always be instantiated with the identity function on the corresponding name spaces but in
concrete cases it can be very useful as an optional performance enhancer that translates
names to simpler names for the same object.
An equivalent formulation of the fourth item requires the availability of a translation to the
rational representation from Example 1. The second and third item together are sufficient to
define a translation in the other direction, so that any representation for which the above
are instantiated is equivalent to the rational representation.
For the space RQ from Example 1 we instantiated the above basic operations straightforwardly. This does not lead to satisfactory performance and there are several reasons
for the inefficiency; one of these we addressed by providing a clean-up function: Iterated
multiplication of rational numbers leads to huge numerators and denominators and this is
exactly what happens if realizers are implemented using multiplication of rationals and then
composed in a naive way. Efficiency can be recovered by replacing exact operations on rational
numbers by rounded operations. Note that the direct use of rounded rational operations in
the implementation of arithmetic operations would undermine the main advantage of the
rational representation, namely, that the approximations have a nice mathematical structure.
Instead, we round a rational name only when the clean-up operation is explicitly called.

4.1

The interval reals and their arithmetic operations

There are more problems with the rational representation that make it difficult to optimize
in applications. Approximations to the same real number may be required by different parts
of an algorithm with different precision leading to extensive re-evaluation and the backwards
propagation of errors requires building computation trees and results in blowup of time and
space consumption if not done carefully. While these problems are in principle solvable,
we decided to mostly use the rational representation for handling input and output and to
translate to a representation based on sequences of intervals with dyadic endpoints [21]. Such
a representation is commonly used in software packages for exact real arithmetic such as
iRRAM [22]. The developers of C-CoRn made a similar switch in a fully constructive setting,
also for performance reasons [12].
The dyadic numbers are the rational numbers of the form 2zn for some z ∈ Z and
n ∈ N. Let ID be the set of all closed intervals with dyadic endpoints together with the
infinite interval I∞ := (−∞, ∞). For an interval I ∈ ID let |I| denote the diameter of I,
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i.e. |[a, b]| := b − a and |I∞ | = ∞. To define the represented space RID of Interval reals use
QRID := N, ARID := ID and the representation δRID : ⊆ BRID → R uniquely specified by
\
δRID (In ) = x
⇐⇒
x∈
In and lim |In | = 0.
n∈N

n→∞

That is, a sequence of intervals (In )n∈N is a name for x ∈ RID if x is contained in each interval
and the diameter of the intervals approaches zero when n goes to infinity. In particular
T
n∈N In = {x} and we call the interval with index n the n-th approximation of x. We do
not require the diameter to decrease monotonically as this would complicate operations and
deteriorate performance.
In the formal development we made use of an existing formalization of interval arithmetic
in Coq known as the Coq-interval library [20]. The library provides interval versions for
many standard functions and in particular for arithmetic operations. For example, for any
two intervals I, J ∈ ID and any precision n ∈ N, the Coq-interval function add returns an
interval add(n,I,J) such that for all real numbers x, y with x ∈ I and y ∈ J, x+y ∈ add(n,I,J).
The new endpoints are obtained by using arbitrary-precision floating-point operations with
different rounding modes to compute the upper and lower interval bounds. The parameter n
determines the bits used for the mantissa.
Using the Coq-interval functions, realizers of the arithmetic operations can be defined
in a pointwise manner. The realizer for addition is e.g. defined as the function that maps
(In )n∈N , (Jn )n∈N and a question n ∈ N to add(n, In , Jn ). Here, and in other realizer definitions
we round the n-th approximation to n mantissa digits to make the computational effort
for different arithmetic operations on approximations with identical indices comparable.
That these realizers return sequences of intervals each containing the correct result can
be concluded from the inclusion property of the interval operations already proven in the
interval library. Showing that the produced interval sequence converges requires bounds on
the diameters that are not included in Coq-interval as they are not of particular interest
for interval computation. We derive the error bounds from the theorems for the basic
multiple precision floating-point operations from the Flocq library [7]. These operations
use relative error bounds and we need bounds on the absolute error, which makes the proofs
more complicated than one might first expect. The bounds usually depend not only on the
diameter of the intervals but also on the values of the end-points.

4.2

The efficient limit operator and name cleanup

As compared to RQ , an implementation of the limit operator on RID is more complicated.
Recall that one has to transform a name of some efficiently Cauchy sequence (xj ) ⊆ R to a
name of its limit x. That is, given a sequence of sequences of intervals (Ii,j )i,j∈N such that
for each j ∈ N, xj is contained in each Ii,j and |Ii,j | → 0 for i → ∞ the goal is to return a
sequence (Ji )i∈N such that x ∈ Ji for all i and |Ji | → 0 for i → ∞. The double-sequence (Ii,j )
can be thought of as an infinite matrix where each column contains a name, and intuitively it
should be possible to find a name of the limit by traversing this matrix diagonally. However,
it is at least necessary to slightly enlarge each interval to ensure that the limit is contained.
But still after that, naively using the diagonal does not guarantee convergence. There
are several strategies to search through the intervals and extract a name of the limit. In
our implementation, we use a simple strategy known as vertical search. To get the n-th
approximation, we choose the (n + 1)-st element of the sequence, do an unbounded search
for an interval of size less than 2−(n+1) and extend it by 2−(n+1) . An advantage of this
strategy is that it returns names with quickly converging intervals, resetting any precision
loss incurred in other operations.
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On concrete examples one quickly notices that computing a limit at low precisions tends
to return useless results and yet takes a long time. This is because iterated use of arithmetic
operations leads to intervals with large diameter and endpoints with big integer parts. We
avoid this using the heuristic that the diameter of an interval should never be bigger than 1/2
so that at least the integer part of intermediate results is correct. This can be forced using
a clean-up function that replaces any interval whose diameter is too large with the infinite
interval. As the interval operations barely do any computation if one of the input intervals is
infinite, this leads to a considerable speedup at low precision. Another cause for performance
issues is the functional nature of names: Function values are not cached automatically leading
to extensive reevaluation. As the questions are natural numbers in unary, there exists a
simple solution: we internally replace the names by elements of a coinductive datatype of
streams that are treated as lazy lists in evaluation.

5

A verified parametric square root algorithm

As a case study on how the basic operations can be used to define other operations on real
numbers, let us study the example of the square root function in some detail. By the square
root function we mean the partial function from reals to reals whose domain is [0, ∞) and
√
whose return value on input of x ≥ 0 is x. This function is a popular example as it being
continuous but not analytic in 0 is a challenge in providing a good algorithm to compute it.
We aim to recover this function in a compositional way from the basic operations listed in
Section 4. A computable realizer for the square root function can then be extracted almost
automatically by composing the realizers of the relevant basic operations independently from
the exact implementation of the data-type of real numbers.

5.1

Square root approximation using Heron’s method

A well known and efficient way to approximate the square root
 of a real
 number x is the
Heron iteration inductively defined by x0 := 1 and xi+1 = 12 xi + xxi . Let the function
heron : R → Rω be defined by heron(x)i := xdlog2 ie . This function can be defined from our
basic operations and returns an efficiently convergent sequence:
√
I Lemma 5. |heron(x)i − x| ≤ 2−i , whenever 14 ≤ x ≤ 2.
√
Proof Sketch. It is well-known that (xi ) converges quadratically to x in the above interval.
√
i
This means |xi − x| ≤ 2−2 and thus heron returns an efficiently convergent sequence. J
Thus, the square root of some x ∈ [ 14 , 2] can be approximated using heron and the efficient
limit. We aim to extend the scope of this algorithm from the bounded interval [ 14 , 2] to all of
[0, ∞). Our strategy is to handle 0 as a special case and scale strictly positive numbers to
end up in the interval, apply the method above and then rescale the result appropriately.
The following Lemma follows directly from Lemma 5.
√
I Lemma 6. Let p ∈ Z such that 4−p x ∈ [ 14 , 2], then |2p heron(4−p x)i+p − x| ≤ 2−i .
Let us call such a p a scale for x. Note that a scale exists if and only if x > 0 and there
always exists more than one possible choice in that case. Since Z is discrete and R connected,
the semantics of an algorithm extracting an appropriate p from x are necessarily multivalued.
The treatment of the special case 0 requires branching. If x ≤ 2−2i then 0 is already an
approximation of the square root with error at most 2−i . Boolean-valued comparisons on
the reals are discontinuous and therefore not computable. We may only use the Kleenean
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2−n <n+2 x may be true

true
2−n <n+2 x may be false

false x

y

...

x + 2−n
Figure 1 sc(n, x, y)
plotted over y for fixed
x and n.

0

2−n

x <n+2 3 · 2

−n

+2

2−n <n+2 x
2 · 2−n
−(n+2)

3 · 2−n

2−n+2 . . .

may be true

Figure 2 −n ∈ mag(x) if both inequality tests may be true. For
x ∈ (0, 1) there is a number n ∈ N such that both tests have true as
the only valid value.

comparison R × R → K that we included in our basic operations. Luckily, we do not need
exact comparison but only need to know if either x > 0 or x ≤ 2−2i and such a test can be
implemented from the Kleenean comparison. To disregard the controlled divergence and
define a total function in the end, we also go through multivaluedness.
For each of the previous two paragraphs let us develop some general purpose tools that
may also be useful in other applications. For the branching needed around zero we use soft
comparisons and for obtaining p we use a multivalued magnitude function, both of which we
implement using the basic operations.

5.2

From Kleenean comparisons to soft comparison

Kleenean-valued comparisons are easy to implement but often inconvenient to use for
implementation of total functions as they feature explicit divergence. A popular version of
real number comparison trades off divergence for multivaluedness and is known as ε-test or
soft comparison in numerics. For simplicity, we restrict to ε of the form 2−n and consider
the multi-valued soft comparison sc : N × R × R ⇒ B specified by
true ∈ sc(n, x, y) ⇔ x < y

and false ∈ sc(n, x, y) ⇔ y < x + 2−n .

(1)

This multifunction is total and properly multivalued as there is an interval of size 2−n where
both cases overlap (see Figure 1).
Multivaluedness makes moving from prefix to infix notation more complicated. We fix
the following conventions: x <n y without any additions means sc(n, x, y) = {true}, for
true ∈ sc(n, x, y) we state “x <n y may be true” and for false ∈ sc(n, x, y) we write “x <n y
may be false”. This is illustrated by means of an example at the top of Figure 2. For functions
f0 , f1 : R ⇒ R expressions such as “if x <n 0 then f1 (x) else f0 (x)” are meaningful as soft
comparison is a multivalued predicate and branching works as explained in Section 3.1.
Soft comparison can be implemented using the Kleenean comparison and the which
function from Example 4. We state this in the next Lemma. We use slightly sloppy notation
as we identify the Booleans with a subspace of the Kleeneans, which in turn we consider
elements of Sierpinski space by identifying trueK with >S and everything else with ⊥S .
I Lemma 7. Soft comparison can be expressed from the which function and <K via
sc(n, x, y) = which(x <K y, y <K x + 2−n ).
Proof. No matter x and y we always have either x <K y = trueK or y <K x + 2−n = trueK .
Thus the which function on the above input always returns a Boolean. Further, true is a valid
return value if and only if x < y and false is a valid return value if and only if y < x+2−n . J
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5.3

The magnitude function for scaling

Recall that for computation of the value of the square root of a strictly positive real via
rescaling, we needed to find an integer p such that x2p is from a bounded interval and that
such an integer cannot be found algorithmically without introducing multivaluedness. We
thus implement the multifunction mag : R ⇒ Z that extracts the magnitude of x in the sense
that z ∈ mag(x) ⇔ 2z < x < 2z+2 . Such a z exists whenever x > 0, i.e., the domain of
magnitude are the positive real numbers.
Let us first argue that we may restrict to the case that 0 < x < 1.
I Lemma 8. The function mag can be recovered from its restriction to (0, 1) as
mag(x) = if x <1 2 then mag |(0,1) (x/2) + 1 else − mag |(0,1) (1/x) − 2.
Proof. In the first case x < 2 and therefore x/2 ∈ (0, 1). In the second case x > 3/2 and
therefore 1/x ∈ (0, 1). That the bounds are correct can be checked easily.
J
Thus, assume 0 < x < 1 in the following.
I Lemma 9. There always exists an n ∈ N such that 2−n <n+2 x and x <n+2 3·2−n +2−(n+2) ,
i.e. true is the only possible value for both conditions. Moreover, for any n ∈ N
2−n <n+2 x may be true ∧ x <n+2 3 · 2−n + 2−(n+2) may be true

=⇒

−n ∈ mag(x).

Proof Sketch. 2−n + 2−(n+2) ≤ x implies 2−n <n+2 x and x ≤ 3 · 2−n implies x <n+2
3·2−n +2−(n+2) (see Figure 2) and both these inequalities hold for instance for n = −dlog2 ( x3 )e.
Further, the two soft comparisons may only be true if 2−n < x < 3 · 2−n + 2−(n+2) < 2−n+2
and thus −n ∈ mag(x).
J
In particular, a linear search for the first n such that the equation holds implemented using the
realizers for the soft-comparison will always terminate and give a realizer for mag |(0,1) , which
in turn can be used to implement the full magnitude function via multivalued branching.

5.4

Defining the square root function

For any x > 0 and m ∈ mag(x), d m+1
2 e is a scale for x in the sense of Lemma 6. Thus, we
finally have all tools necessary to define the square root function. We define an approximation
function sqapprox : R ⇒ Rω with domain [0, ∞) by
sqapprox(x)i := if x <2i+1 2−2i then 0 else 2p heron(4−p x)i+p where p is a scale for x.
Correctness is given by the following Lemma.
I Lemma 10. limeff ◦ sqapprox tightens the square root function.
√
Proof. It suffices to show that for each i ∈ N, sqapprox(x)i is a 2−i approximation of x. If
√
x <2i+1 2−2i may be true then x < 2−2i and 0 is a 2−i approximation of x. If x <2i+1 2−2i
may be false then 2−(2i+1) ≤ x and thus x ∈ dom(mag) and we can apply Lemma 6.
J
This means that any realizer for limeff ◦ sqapprox is also a realizer for the square root function
and can thus be defined only by using realizers for basic operations.
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Implementation

All results of this paper have been formally verified in the Coq proof assistant. The
implementation is part of the Incone library. It is in the development branch and will be
featured in a future release. An overview of the library and instructions on how to get started
can be found in [24]. The content of the current work can be found in a folder for examples
about real numbers in the development branch of the library [23]. The real number structure
from Section 4, the treatment of interval reals and the interval representation are each given
their own files in that folder. The error bound estimates for operations from the Coq-interval
library needed for the interval representation have been exported to a separate file so that
the file sizes remain manageable. The content of Section 5 is separated into a file for the soft
comparison, one for the magnitude function and finally one where the square root function is
implemented. The finite spaces from Section 3 have been integrated into Incone and can be
found in the folder for constructions on continuity spaces under the name “hyperspaces”.
Our development uses a fairly small set of axioms, namely those used in the axiomatic
formalization of the reals, the law of excluded middle, functional extensionality and some
choice principles. The reasoning is usually divided into two parts, where the first is coming
by with mathematics and the second part is to define realizers and prove them correct. We
carefully define the realizers such that they do not rely on the non-constructive axioms of
the reals and actually correspond to executable programs.
As a concrete example, let us consider some parts of the formalization of the square root
algorithm from Section 5. While the more difficult part and most of the content of the sqrt.v
file constitutes the extension to the whole real line, for simplicity we here only consider the
restriction to the interval [ 41 , 2] where the Heron method converges quadratically.
The Coq standard library already defines a function sqrt for the square root built on
the axiomatization of the reals and proves some of its properties. Assume we have fixed
some representation of the reals and denote the spaces of questions and answers by Q and
A, respectively. An algorithm implementing the square root function thus takes and returns
elements of AQ . In a first approximation such an algorithm may be represented by a Coq
function of type sqrt_rlzr: (Q -> A) -> (Q -> A). For this function to actually correspond
to an algorithm, its definition should not involve incomputable axioms. The correctness of
the algorithm is guaranteed by a specification Lemma of the form:
Lemma sqrt_rlzr_spec: sqrt_rlzr \realizes sqrt.
The notation \realizes is part of the Incone library and means that sqrt_rlzr(ϕ) is name
of sqrt(x) whenever ϕ is a name of x. Incone defines several such notations making the
formal statements look very similar to the informal mathematical statements.
Unfortunately, the situation is usually more complicated as the realizer may need to be
partial. Some algorithm can diverge if the input is not a valid name of a real number. In
Coq, all functions are total but partial functions can be modeled using dependent types. A
partial function takes as input a pair consisting of the actual input and a proof that this
input is contained in its domain. Note that Coq’s sqrt function itself is not partial. For
the restriction, as the realized function does not carry computational information, we take a
different approach to partiality here and instead of using the dependent type system we move
to a relational specification right away. That is, we replace the function sqrt by its induced
multifunction F2MF sqrt which can be restricted by adding a domain condition. Finally we
may bundle the realizing function with its correctness proof so that result to be found in
Incone actually takes the following form:
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Lemma sqrt_rlzr_exists :
{f : partial_function | f \solves (F2MF sqrt)|_[/4,2]}.
The partial function itself can be retrieved by (sval sqrt_rlzr_exists) and its correctness
proof by (svalP sqrt_rlzr_exists). The function definition can be extracted to Haskell code
and then be executed. The terms usually fail to reduce internally due to the use of noncomputational real numbers in the specification part that entangled with the definitional
part through the use of partial functions and sigma types.
For broad applicability we do not only work with a specific representation but define a
structure of computable_reals that can be instantiated with different representations. This
structure closely resembles the informal description in Section 4 and serves as an intermediate
level for real number operations. It contains a representation for the reals and partial functions
realizing the basic operations together with correctness proofs. Other operations can be
defined by composition, product, sums and branching on the basic operations. For instance,
the square root function in our implementation has a parameter Rc of type computable_reals
and returns for each instance of this structure an executable program. The actual algorithm is
based on Heron’s method and closely follows the outline in Section 5. Let us list the definition
and specification Lemma of the sqrt_approx function from the paper as an example:
Fixpoint sqrt_approx x0 n x :=
match n with
| 0 => x0
| S n' => let x' := sqrt_approx x0 n' x in (x' + x / x') / 2
end.
Lemma sqrt_approx_correct x n:
/4 <= x <= 2 -> Rabs (sqrt_approx 1 n x - sqrt x) <= /2^(2^n).
The Incone library equips the space of infinite sequences with the structure of a represented
space again. An algorithm to find the limit of an efficiently convergent sequence as operation
lim_eff: Rcω -> Rc is part of the computable_reals structure. As outlined in Section 5 one
can use the iteration above to obtain a function heron: Rc -> Rcω that returns an efficiently
convergent sequence for certain real numbers. The composition of heron with the limit
operator returns the sqrt function:
Lemma sqrt_as_lim :
(lim_eff \o heron) \tightens (F2MF sqrt)|_[/4,2]
Once this specification is available, a realizer of the right hand side can be obtained from
the realizers of the operations on the left hand side by compositionality. The realizer of the
heron function is obtained by piecing together the realizers for the arithmetic operations.

6.1

Executability and code extraction

As the definitions of the domains of the partial functions we use as realizers involve the
non-computational real numbers, the corresponding functions can not be executed Coq
internally using term reduction. These problems can be worked around for instance by
using a fuel-based approach [18], but in our current implementation this method leads to
considerably worse running times and we therefore refrain from giving details here. An
additional drawback is that extra information about the realizers of the basic operations is
needed and additional work is necessary for propagating this information through operations
such as composition and taking fix points.
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As the main purpose of our implementation is not to do computation inside Coq but
to provide an easy to use interface for developers in exact real computation frameworks
to define and verify their algorithms, we focus on using Coq’s code extraction features to
generate efficient code instead of direct execution inside of Coq. We hope that the extracted
programs can be integrated into other developments for parts where particularly strong
correctness guarantees are needed.
Coq’s code extraction feature can be used to generate executable programs. However, the
performance of the extracted programs depends on how the extraction is done exactly. For
instance, if the basic operations on integers are translated from their Coq implementation
that is targeted towards simple proofs instead of efficiency, the performance will suffer. It is
possible to instruct Coq to extract these operations to native implementations in Haskell
instead. We have extracted all arithmetic operations and comparisons on integer types such
as Z, nat or positive to the corresponding operations on arbitrary-sized integers in Haskell.
Some other operations such as shifting and taking integer logarithms that turned out to be
particularly slow were also replaced by more efficient implementations available in Haskell. Of
course, these Haskell operations are not formally verified and each modification increases the
size of the trusted core and the risk for errors in the final program. As the set of operations
we trust for the extraction is quite small, we believe this risk to be manageable.
The replacement of functions by streams discussed in Section 4.2 can either be done
directly in Coq or in Haskell by adding some instructions for the extraction. The replacement
in Haskell performed slightly better in experiments and we used it as the default option.

7

Conclusion and Future work

On paper the approach of computable analysis is very much in accordance with the spirit
of Coq. In principle it should be possible to parameterize the theories over an abstract
type so that the classical treatment of real numbers and similar structures is hidden in the
propositional layer. In practice there are a lot of additional hurdles in maintaining a clean
mathematical presentation, executability and reuseability of existing work. Much of the
existent infrastructure for computation on the reals such as the Flocq and Interval libraries
are specified against the classical axiomatization of real numbers from the standard library.
This axiomatization of the real numbers states classical properties, such as decidability of
equality, as global facts and makes maintaining executability challenging.
Currently, we have only implemented a few basic operations on real numbers, mostly
to demonstrate that our framework indeed can be used for efficient computation. Adding
further operations such as trigonometric functions should not be too difficult. An interesting
direction for future work is to extend the computation on real numbers to operators on real
functions such as integration and ODE solving. The tools contained in the Incone library
can already be used to automatically generate a representation for real functions from a
representation for real numbers. Ideas from real number complexity theory [16, 15] suggest
that the use of specialized representations over this generic function representation might
yield even better results.
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Experimental results

To show that our implementation indeed gives a feasible implementation of exact real
computation we did a small experimental study where we compared the running times
to approximate some simple functions using our implementation to an implementation in
the C-CoRn library and non-verified implementations using exact real arithmetic packages.
While the experiments show that our implementation is not yet optimal, the difference in
running time was only by a small factor and we think that it could be further reduced by
optimizing our representation.
For all experiments we extracted Haskell code from the specification in Coq (version
8.9.0) using the code extraction mechanism. Apart from the simple optimizations for the code
extraction mentioned above we did not do any additional changes to increase performance. In
particular we did not change the extracted code except for adding a few includes of standard
Haskell libraries in the beginning of the file. The Haskell code was compiled with GHC version
8.8.1 and profiling options turned on. The running times were taken from the total time
written in the Time and Allocation Profiling Report generated by Haskell. All experiments
were done on a Macbook Pro 2015 model with 16 GB RAM and 2.2 GHz Intel Core i7
processor. We tried the experiments with both the rational and interval representation for
real numbers, however as expected the (non-optimized) rational representation performed
very poorly and we thus focus on the results for the interval representation.
We also compared the running time to computing the same problem with the C-CoRn
library (using the same code extraction techniques) and a (non-verified) C++ implementation
using the iRRAM framework. These comparisons have to be taken with a grain of salt as
many details of the implementations differ. For instance, our implementation outputs the
result as a rational number giving numerator and denominator while iRRAM and C-CoRn
output decimal approximations.
The first experiment is to compute iterations of the logistic map xn+1 = rxn (1 − xn ) for
x0 = 0.5 and r = 3.75. The logistic map is often used as a benchmark problem in exact real
computation as it exhibits chaotic behavior, i.e., a slight change in the initial condition leads
to completely different values at later iterations. In particular, computations using standard
floating-point methods quickly diverge from the correct solution. While it may be argued
that computing the exact values is not of any practical relevance, it is a popular example for
where floating point computations fail completely, while exact methods can quickly produce
correct results.
In this experiment we output an approximation of the result after several iterations of
the logistic map with error less than 10−1000 (i.e. approximately 1000 decimal digits). In
our experiments our implementation performed quite well (see Table 3a) and was only a
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N
100
500
1000
5000
10000
20000
50000

Incone
0.02
0.1
0.18
0.94
3.03
12.02
67.23

iRRAM
0
0.01
0.01
0.27
0.83
4.32
38.4

(a) Approximating 1000 digits of the N -th iteration of the logistic map.

n
10
100
500
1000
2000
5000
10000
50000
100000
500000

√
5
0.12
0.33
1.05
1.78
2.74
6.33
8.51
18.02
27.93
91.1

p

5
32

0.08
0.23
0.64
1.12
1.76
3.61
5.13
10.33
15.98
48.72

(b) Computing n digits of the square root.

Figure 3 Running times (seconds) for the different experiments.

factor 2 − 5 slower than the iRRAM implementation. A straightforward implementation
in C-CoRn did not give good results as evaluating xn twice in the iteration rule leads to
exponential growth and therefore already computing more than a few iterations takes a very
long time. However, this is probably just due to our naive implementation and it might be
possible to do a more clever implementation in C-CoRn that caches the intermediate values.
Our second experiment was to compute some square roots, i.e., compute the square root
of a given rational number and
q output an approximation with a certain error bound. We
√
5
give the results for 5 and 32
as representatives for numbers that are scaled down resp.
up in our algorithm. Other numbers performed mostly similarly, however as computing the
magnitude uses a linear search for very large numbers the running time gets significantly
worse. Here, while our algorithm is still usable, its performance was far worse than both
the iRRAM and C-CoRn versions. For example iRRAM could still compute 500000 digits
in less than 0.01 seconds. The C-CoRn version was nearly as fast as the iRRAM version
for up to 10000 digits. For higher precision it got significantly slower and for 500000 digits
even performed worse than our implementation. The performance log shows that this is
not a bug in C-CoRn but due to some integer operation being extracted to a sub-optimal
implementation. As C-CoRn is made for execution inside of Coq and not optimized for
Haskell code extraction, it is quite hard to compare these numbers.
Our implementation has similar issues when using the interval library. The Coq interval
library is built for fast execution inside of Coq, however that makes the extracted code quite
complicated and many operations could be implemented much more efficiently in Haskell.
Moving to a simpler implementation of interval arithmetic should therefore lead to a drastic
improvement.
As the performance hugely depends on factors that have mostly to do with code extraction,
it is questionable how valuable a thorough performance comparison of the different frameworks
is. We think the main take-away message from this experimental study should be that while
possibly not as fast as some of the alternatives, our simple implementation still performs
reasonably well and can be used to compute approximations up to very high precision.
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Abstract
A reactive system has to satisfy its specification in all environments. Accordingly, design of
correct reactive systems corresponds to the synthesis of winning strategies in games that model the
interaction between the system and its environment. The game is played on a graph whose vertices
are partitioned among the players. The players jointly generate a path in the graph, with each
player deciding the successor vertex whenever the path reaches a vertex she owns. The objective of
the system player is to force the computation induced by the generated infinite path to satisfy a
given specification. The traditional way of modelling uncertainty in such games is observation-based.
There, uncertainty is longitudinal: the players partially observe all vertices in the history. Recently,
researchers introduced perspective games, where uncertainty is transverse: players fully observe the
vertices they own and have no information about the behavior of the computation between visits
in such vertices. We introduce and study perspective games with notifications: uncertainty is still
transverse, yet a player may be notified about events that happen between visits in vertices she
owns. We distinguish between structural notifications, for example about visits in some vertices, and
behavioral notifications, for example about the computation exhibiting a certain behavior. We study
the theoretic properties of perspective games with notifications, and the problem of deciding whether
a player has a winning perspective strategy. Such a strategy depends only on the visible history,
which consists of both visits in vertices the player owns and notifications during visits in other
vertices. We show that the problem is EXPTIME-complete for objectives given by a deterministic or
universal parity automaton over an alphabet that labels the vertices of the game, and notifications
given by a deterministic satellite, and is 2EXPTIME-complete for LTL objectives. In all cases, the
complexity in the size of the graph and the satellite is polynomial – exponentially easier than games
with observation-based partial visibility. We also analyze the complexity of the problem for richer
types of satellites.
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1

Introduction

A reactive system has to satisfy its specification in all environments. Accordingly, design of
correct reactive systems corresponds to the synthesis of a winning strategy for the system
in a game that model the interaction between the system and its environment. The game
is played on a graph whose vertices correspond to configurations along the interaction. We
study here settings in which each configuration is controlled by either the system or its
environment. Thus, the set of vertices is partitioned between the players, and the game is
turn-based: starting from an initial vertex, the players jointly generate a play, namely a path
in the graph, with each player deciding the successor vertex when the play reaches a vertex
she controls. Each vertex is labeled by an assignment to a set AP of atomic propositions –
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these with respect to which the system is defined. The objective of the system is given by a
language L ⊆ (2AP )ω , and it wins if the computation induced by the generated play, namely
the word that labels its vertices, is in L [14, 4].
A strategy for a player directs her how to continue a play that reaches her vertices.
We consider deterministic strategies, which choose a successor vertex. In games with full
visibility, strategies may depend on the full history of the play. In games with partial visibility,
strategies depend only on visible components of the history [16]. A well studied model of
partial visibility is observation based [9, 6, 5, 2]. There, a player does not see the vertices
of the game and can only observe the assignments to a subset of the atomic propositions.
Accordingly, strategies cannot distinguish between different plays in which the observable
atomic propositions behave in the same manner. Recently, [8] introduced perspective games.
There, the visibility of each player is restricted to her vertices. Accordingly, a perspective
strategy for a player cannot distinguish among histories that differ in visits to vertices owned
by other players. As detailed in [8], the perspective model corresponds to switched systems
and component-based software systems [1, 11, 12, 13].
Note that visibility and lack of visibility in the observation-based model are longitudinal
– players observe all vertices, but partially. On the other hand, in the perspective model,
players have full visibility on the parts of the system they control, and no visibility (in
particular, even no information on the number of transitions taken) on the parts they do not
control. Thus, visibility and lack of visibility are transverse – some vertices the players do
not see at all, and some they fully see. For a comparison of perspective games with related
visibility models (in particular, games with partial visibility in an asynchronous setting [15],
switched systems [7], and control-flow composition in software and web service systems [12]),
see [8].
In many settings, players indeed cannot observe the evolution of the computation in parts
of the system they do not control, yet they may have information about events that happen
during these parts. For example, if the system is synchronous with a global clock, then all
players know the length of the invisible parts of the computation. Likewise, visits in some
vertices of the other players may be observable, for example in a communication network
in which all companies observe routers that belong to an authority and can detect visits to
routers that leave a stamp. Finally, behaviors may be visible too, like an airplane that flies
high, or a robot that enters a zone that causes an alarm to be activated. In this paper we
introduce and study perspective games with notifications, which model such settings.
Formally, perspective games with notifications include, in addition to the game graph and
the winning condition, an information satellite: a finite state machine that is executed in
parallel with the game and may notify the players about events it monitors. We distinguish
between structural satellites, which monitor the generated play, and behavioral satellites,
which monitor the generated computation. Examples to structural satellites include ones
that notify the players about visits in designated sets of states, transitions among regions
in the system, say calls and returns in software systems, traversal of loops, etc. Another
useful structural satellite notifies the players about the assignment to a subset of the atomic
propositions. Note that such a satellite combines the transverse visibility of perspective games
with the longitudinal visibility in observation-based games. A typical behavioral satellite
is associated with a regular language R ⊆ (2AP )∗ . The satellite may notify the players
whenever the computation induced by the play is in R (termed a single-track satellite), or
whenever a suffix of the computation is in R (termed a multi-track satellite). The language
R may vary from simple propositional assertion over AP , to rich finite on-going behaviors.
Note that even very simple satellites may be very useful. For example, when R = (2AP )∗ ,
the satellite acts as a clock, notifying the players about the length of the invisible parts of
the computation.
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We start by studying some theoretical aspects of perspective games with notifications.
We consider two-player games with a winning condition L ⊆ (2AP )ω such that Player 1
aims for a play whose computation is in L, and Player 2 aims for a play whose computation
is not in L. Unsurprisingly, the basic features of the game are inherited from the model
without notifications. In particular, perspective games with notifications are not determined.
Thus, there are games in which Player 1 does not have a perspective strategy that forces
the generated computation to satisfy L nor Player 2 has a perspective strategy that forces
the generated computation not to satisfy L. Also, the restriction to a perspective strategy
(as opposed to one that fully observes the computation) makes a difference only for one of
the players. Thus, if Player 1 has a strategy to win against all perspective strategies of
Player 2, she also has a perspective strategy to win against all strategies of Player 2.
The prime problem when reasoning about games is to decide whether a player has a
winning strategy. Here the differences between perspective games and other models of
partial visibility become significant: handling of observation-based partial visibility typically
involves some subset-construction-like transformation of the game graph into a game graph
of exponential size with full visibility. Accordingly, deciding of observation-based partialvisibility games is EXPTIME-complete in the graph [2, 6, 5, 3]. In perspective games, one
can avoid this exponential blow-up in the size of the graph and trade it with an exponential
blow-up in the (typically much smaller) winning condition [8].
Our main technical contribution is an extension of these good news to perspective games
with notifications, and a study of the complexity in terms of the satellite. The solution in [8]
is based on the definition of a tree automaton for winning strategies. The extension to a
model with notifications is not easy, as the type of strategies is different. Let V1 denote the
set of vertices that Player 1 controls. With no notifications, a strategy for Player 1 is a
function f : V1∗ → V , mapping each visible history to a successor vertex. With notifications,
the visible histories of Player 1 consist not only of vertices in V1 but refer also to a set I of
notifications that Player 1 may receive from the satellite. Moreover, histories that end in a
notification in I correspond to vertices in the game in which Player 1 do not have control.
Accordingly, the outcome of the strategy in them is not important, yet they should still
be taken into account. We are still able to define a tree automaton for winning strategies.
Essentially, the tree automaton follows both the satellite and the automaton for the winning
condition, where a tree that encodes a strategy includes branches not only for vertices in
V1 but also branches for notifications in I. We analyze the complexity of our algorithm for
winning conditions given by deterministic or universal co-Büchi or parity automata, as well
as by LTL formulas, and show that the problem is EXPTIME-complete for all above types
of automata and is 2EXPTIME-complete for LTL. In all cases, the complexity in terms of
the graph and the satellite is polynomial.
While EXPTIME-hardness follows immediately from the setting with no notifications
[8], we analyse the complexity also in terms of the satellite. Recall that given a finite
language R ⊆ (2AP )∗ , a satellite may be single-track, notifying about computations in R, or
multi-track, notifying about computations in (2AP )∗ · R. We examine four cases, depending
on whether the satellite is single- or multi-track and whether R is given by a deterministic
or nondeterministic automaton. For deterministic single-track satellites, the complexity of
deciding whether Player 1 wins is polynomial. In the other three cases, a naive construction
of a satellite requires determinization and involves an exponential blow-up. Note that this
applies also to the case where R is given by a deterministic automaton yet the satellite is
multi-track, and thus has to follow all suffixes. We show that this blow up is unavoidable.
Thus, deciding whether Player 1 wins is EXPTIME-hard even when the winning condition,
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which is the source for the exponential complexity in the setting with no notifications, is
fixed. On the positive side, we show that many interesting cases need a fixed-size satellite, or
a satellite whose state space can be merged with that of the game.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
Perspective games

A game graph is a tuple G = hAP, V1 , V2 , v0 , E, τ i, where AP is a finite set of atomic
propositions, V1 and V2 are disjoint sets of vertices, owned by Player 1 and Player 2,
respectively, and we let V = V1 ∪ V2 . Then, v0 ∈ V1 is an initial vertex, which we assume to
be owned by Player 1, and E ⊆ V × V is a total edge relation, thus for every v ∈ V there
is u ∈ V such that hv, ui ∈ E. The function τ : V → 2AP maps each vertex to a set of atomic
propositions that hold in it. The size |G| of G is |E|, namely the number of edges in it.
In a beginning of a play in the game, a token is placed on v0 . Then, in each turn, the
player that owns the vertex that hosts the token chooses a successor vertex and move there the
token. A play ρ = v0 , v1 ,... in G, is an infinite path in G that starts in v0 ; thus for all i ≥ 0 we
ω
have that hvi , vi+1 i ∈ E. The play ρ induces a computation τ (ρ) = τ (v0 ), τ (v1 ), ... ∈ (2AP ) .
ω
A game is a pair G = hG, Li, where G is a game graph, and L ⊆ (2AP ) is a behavioral
winning condition, namely an ω-regular language over the atomic propositions, given by an
LTL formula or an automaton. Intuitively, Player 1 aims for a play whose computation is
ω
in L, while Player 2 aims for a play whose computation is in comp(L) = (2AP ) \L.
Let Prefs(G) be the set of nonempty prefixes of plays in G. For a sequence ρ = v0 , . . . , vn
of vertices, let Last(ρ) = vn . For j ∈ {1, 2}, let Prefsj (G) = {ρ ∈ Prefs(G) : Last(ρ) ∈ Vj }. In
games with full visibility, the players have a full view of the generated play. Accordingly,
a strategy for Player j maps Prefsj (G) to vertices in V in a way that respects E. In
perspective games [8], Player j can view only visits to Vj . Accordingly, strategies are
defined as follows. For a prefix ρ = v0 , . . . , vi ∈ Prefs(G), and j ∈ {1, 2}, the perspective
of player j on ρ, denoted Perspj (ρ), is the restriction of ρ to vertices in Vj . We denote
the perspectives of player j on prefixes in Prefsj (G) by PPrefsj (G), namely PPrefsj (G) =
{Perspj (ρ) : ρ ∈ Prefsj (G)}. Note that PPrefsj (G) ⊆ Vj ∗ . A perspective strategy for player
j, is then a function fj : PPrefsj (G) → V such that for all ρ ∈ PPrefsj (G), we have that
hLast(ρ), fj (ρ)i ∈ E. That is, a perspective strategy for player j maps her perspective of
prefixes of plays that end in a vertex v ∈ Vj to a successor of v.
The outcome of P-strategies f1 and f2 for Player 1 and Player 2, respectively, is
the play obtained when the players follow their P-strategies. Formally, Outcome(f1 , f2 ) =
v0 , v1 , ... is such that for all i ≥ 0 and j ∈ {1, 2}, if vi ∈ Vj , then vi+1 = fj (Perspj (v0 , . . . , vi )).
We use F and P to indicate the visibility type of strategies, namely whether they are
full (F ) or perspective (P ). Consider a game G = hG, Li. For α, β ∈ {F, P }, we say
that Player 1 (α, β)-wins G if there is an α-strategy f1 for Player 1 such that for every
β-strategy f2 for Player 2, we have that τ (Outcome(f1 , f2 )) ∈ L. Similarly, Player 2
(α, β)-wins G if there is an α-strategy f2 for Player 2 such that for every β-strategy f1 for
Player 1, we have that τ (Outcome(f1 , f2 )) ∈
/ L.

2.2

Automata

Given a set D of directions, a D-tree is a set T ⊆ D∗ such that if x · c ∈ T , where x ∈ D∗
and c ∈ D, then also x ∈ T . The elements of T are called nodes, and the empty word ε is
the root of T . For every x ∈ T , the nodes x · c, for c ∈ D, are the successors of x. A path π
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of a tree T is a set π ⊆ T such that ε ∈ π and for every x ∈ π, either x is a leaf or there
exists a unique c ∈ D such that x · c ∈ π. Given an alphabet Σ, a Σ-labeled D-tree is a pair
hT, τ i where T is a tree and τ : T → Σ maps each node of T to a letter in Σ.
For a set X, let B + (X) be the set of positive Boolean formulas over X (i.e., Boolean
formulas built from elements in X using ∧ and ∨), where we also allow the formulas true and
false. For a set Y ⊆ X and a formula θ ∈ B + (X), we say that Y satisfies θ iff assigning true
to elements in Y and assigning false to elements in X \ Y makes θ true. An alternating tree
automaton is A = hΣ, D, Q, qin , δ, αi, where Σ is the input alphabet, D is a set of directions,
Q is a finite set of states, δ : Q × Σ → B + (D × Q) is a transition function, qin ∈ Q is an initial
state, and α is an acceptance condition. We consider here the Büchi, co-Büchi, and parity
acceptance conditions. For a state q ∈ Q, we use Aq to denote the automaton obtained from
A by setting the initial state to be q. The size of A, denoted |A|, is the sum of lengths of
formulas that appear in δ.
The alternating automaton A runs on Σ-labeled D-trees. A run of A over a Σ-labeled
D-tree hT, τ i is a (T × Q)-labeled IN-tree hTr , ri. Each node of Tr corresponds to a node
of T . A node in Tr , labeled by (x, q), describes a copy of the automaton that reads the
node x of T and visits the state q. Note that many nodes of Tr can correspond to the
same node of T . The labels of a node and its successors have to satisfy the transition
function. Formally, hTr , ri satisfies the following: (1) ε ∈ Tr and r(ε) = hε, qin i. (2)
Let y ∈ Tr with r(y) = hx, qi and δ(q, τ (x)) = θ. Then there is a (possibly empty)
set S = {(c0 , q0 ), (c1 , q1 ), . . . , (cn−1 , qn−1 )} ⊆ D × Q, such that S satisfies θ, and for all
0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, we have y · i ∈ Tr and r(y · i) = hx · ci , qi i.
A run hTr , ri is accepting if all its infinite paths satisfy the acceptance condition. Given
a run hTr , ri and an infinite path π ⊆ Tr , let inf (π) ⊆ Q be such that q ∈ inf (π) if and
only if there are infinitely many y ∈ π for which r(y) ∈ T × {q}. That is, inf (π) contains
exactly all the states that appear infinitely often in π. In Büchi and co-Büchi automata, the
acceptance condition is α ⊆ Q. A path π satisfies a Büchi condition α iff inf (π) ∩ α 6= ∅,
and satisfies a co-Büchi condition α iff inf (π) ∩ α = ∅. In parity automata, the acceptance
condition α : Q → {1, . . . , k} maps each vertex to a color. A path π satisfies a parity
condition α iff the minimal color that is visited infinitely often in π is even. Formally,
min{i : inf (π) ∩ α−1 (i) 6= ∅} is even. An automaton accepts a tree iff there exists a run that
accepts it. We denote by L(A) the set of all Σ-labeled trees that A accepts.
The alternating automaton A is nondeterministic if for all the formulas that appear in
δ, if (c1 , q1 ) and (c2 , q2 ) are conjunctively related, then c1 6= c2 . (i.e., if the transition is
rewritten in disjunctive normal form, there is at most one element of {c} × Q, for each c ∈ D,
in each disjunct). The automaton A is universal if all the formulas that appear in δ are
conjunctions of atoms in D × Q, and A is deterministic if it is both nondeterministic and
universal. The automaton A is a word automaton if |D| = 1. Then, we can omit D from the
specification of the automaton and denote the transition function of A as δ : Q × Σ → B + (Q).
If the word automaton is nondeterministic or universal, then δ : Q × Σ → 2Q , and we often
extend δ to sets of states and to finite words: for S ⊆ Q, we have that δ(S, ) = S and for a
word w ∈ Σ∗ and a letter σ ∈ Σ, we have δ(S, w · σ) = δ(δ(S, w), σ). When α ⊆ Q, we are
ometimes interested in reachability via a nonempty path that visits α. For this, we define
δα : 2Q × Σ+ → 2Q as follows. First, δα (S, σ) = δ(S, σ) ∩ α. Then, for a word w ∈ Σ+ , we
define δα (S, w · σ) = δ(δα (S, w), σ) ∪ (δ(S, w · σ) ∩ α). Thus, either α is visited in the prefix
of the run that reads w after leaving S, or the last state of the run is in α. It is not hard to
prove by an induction on the length of w that for all states q ∈ Q, we have that q ∈ δα (S, w)
iff there is a run from S on w that reaches q and visits α after leaving S. We sometimes refer
also to word automata on finite words. There, α ⊆ Q and a (finite) run is accepting if its
last state is in α.
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We denote each of the different types of automata by three-letter acronyms in {D,N,U,A}×
{F,B,C,P }×{W,T }, where the first letter describes the branching mode of the automaton
(deterministic, nondeterministic, universal, or alternating), the second letter describes the
acceptance condition (finite, Büchi, co-Büchi, or parity), and the third letter describes the
object over which the automaton runs (words or trees). For example, UCT stands for a
universal co-Büchi tree automaton.

3

Perspective Games with Notifications

Consider a game graph G = hAP, V1 , V2 , v0 , E, τ i. An information satellite for G (satellite,
for short) is finite-state machine I = hO, I, S, s0 , M, i1 , i2 i, where O and I are observation
and information alphabets, S is a finite set of states, s0 ∈ S is an initial state, M : S ×O → S
is a deterministic transition function, and i1 , i2 : S → I ∪ {ε} are information functions for
Players 1 and 2, respectively, where ε 6∈ I is a special letter, standing for “no information”.
We distinguish between structural satellites, where O = V , and behavioral satellites, where
O = 2AP . Intuitively, the satellite is executed during the play, updating its state according
to the current vertex or its label, possibly notifying the players with information in I.
I Example 1. Assume there is an atomic proposition alarm ∈ AP . Both players can
hear whenever an alarm is activated, but they do not know for how many rounds it
is on. A satellite that informs the players about the activation of the alarm is I =
h2{alarm} , {activated}, S, s0 , M, i1 , i2 i, with S = {s0 , s1 , s2 }, M (si , ¬alarm) = s0 , for all
i ∈ {0, 1, 2}, M (s0 , alarm) = s1 , and M (s1 , alarm) = M (s2 , alarm) = s2 . Thus, the satellite
moves to s1 whenever a ¬alarm · alarm pattern is read, and then moves to and stays in s2
as long as the alarm is on. When the alarm is deactivated, the satellite moves to s0 . Also,
i1 (s1 ) = i2 (s1 ) = activated, and i1 (s0 ) = i1 (s2 ) = i2 (s0 ) = i2 (s2 ) = ε. Thus, when the
satellite is in s1 , it notifies both players about the activation of the alarm.
A perspective game with notifications is a tuple G = hG, I, Li where G and L are as in
perspective games with no notifications, and I = hO, I, S, s0 , M, i1 , i2 i is a satellite. As
in usual perspective games, Player 1 aims for a play whose computation is in L, while
Player 2 aims for a play whose computation is in comp(L). Now, however, the perspectives
of the players contain, in addition to visits in their sets of vertices, also information from the
satellite. Below we formalize this intuition.
We define the function ζ : V → O that maps each vertex of G to the appropriate
observation alphabet letter of I. Thus, for every v ∈ V , we have that ζ(v) = v if I
is structural, and ζ(v) = τ (v) if I is behavioral. An attributed path in G is a sequence
∗
η ∈ (V × S) obtained by attributing a path ρ = v0 , v1 , v2 , . . . , vn ∈ V ∗ in G by the state
in S that I visits when a play proceeds along ρ. Formally, η = hv0 , s0 i, hv1 , s1 i, . . . , hvn , sn i
is such that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we have that si = M (si−1 , ζ(vi )). Note that first the play
proceeds from vi−1 to vi , and then the satellite reads ζ(vi ) and proceeds accordingly. We use
∗
Last(η) to refer to vn . Let PrefsI (G) ⊆ (V × S) be the set of nonempty attributed prefixes
of plays in G. For j ∈ {1, 2}, let PrefsIj (G) = {η ∈ PrefsI (G) : Last(η) ∈ Vj }. For a prefix
η ∈ PrefsI (G), the rich perspective of Player j on η, denoted PerspIj (η), is the restriction of η
to vertices in Vj and notifications of I that occur in vertices not in Vj . Formally, the function
infoj : (V × S) → Vj ∪ I describes the information added to Player j in each round. For all
hv, si ∈ V × S, if v ∈ Vj , then infoj (hv, si) = v; if v 6∈ Vj , then infoj (hv, si) = ij (s). Note that
in the latter case, it may be that ij (s) = ε. Thus, if η = hv0 , s0 i, hv1 , s1 i, . . . , hvn , sn i, then
PerspIj (η) = infoj (hv0 , s0 i) · infoj (hv1 , s1 i) · · · infoj (hvn , sn i). Note that ε does not contribute
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letters to PerspIj (η), and so the length of PerspIj (η) is the number of the vertices in Vj in η
plus the number of vertices not in Vj in which the satellite provides to Player j information
in I.
I Example 2. Consider the alarm activation satellite described in Example 1, and consider a
game graph G. Let v2↑ and v2↓ be vertices of Player 2 with alarm ∈ τ (v2↑ ) and alarm ∈
/ τ (v2↓ ).
Then, the rich perspective of Player 1 on the path v2↓ , v2↓ , v2↓ , v2↑ , v2↑ , v2↓ , v2↑ , v2↑ , v2↑ , v2↓ is •, •,
reflecting the two activations of the alarm during its traversal. Now, if v1↑ ∈ V1 , and alarm ∈
τ (v1↑ ), then the rich perspective of Player 1 on v2↓ , v2↓ , v1↑ , v2↓ , v2↑ , v2↑ , v1↑ , v2↓ , v1↑ , v2↑ , v2↑ , v2↑ , v2↓ , v1↑
is v1↑ , •, v1↑ , v1↑ , v1↑ .
We denote the perspective of Player j on prefixes in PrefsIj (G) by PPrefsIj (G); thus
PPrefsIj (G) = {PerspIj (η) : η ∈ PrefsIj (G)}. A perspective strategy for Player j (P-strategy
for short) is then a function fj : PPrefsIj (G) → V such that for all ρ ∈ PPrefsIj (G), we have
that hLast(η), fj (η)i ∈ E. That is, a perspective strategy for Player j maps her perspective
prefixes of plays that end in a vertex v ∈ Vj to a successor of v. The definitions of the
outcome of F or P-strategies and F or P-winning are similar to the definitions in perspective
games with no notifications, with PerspIj instead of Perspj .
I Example 3. Consider the game graph G appearing in Figure 1. For simplicity, we assume
that the atomic propositions in AP are mutually exclusive, and thus each vertex is labeled
by a letter in Σ = {p, q, #, $}.

Figure 1 The game graph G over {p, q, #, $}. The vertices of Player 1 are circles, and those of
Player 2 are squares. The initial vertex is v# .

Note that whenever the token reaches v$ , there are four possible sub-computations it may
generate before returning to v# ; these are $ · p · #, $ · q · #, $ · q · p · # and $ · q · q · #. Let
G1 = hG, ϕ1 i be a perspective game with ϕ1 = G(((q∧Xq) → XXXq)∧((q∧Xp) → XXXp)).
That is, ϕ1 requires every q · q subword to be followed by a subword in Σ · q, and every
q · p subword to be followed by Σ · p. It is easy to see that Player 1 cannot (P, F )-win
G1 , because she is unable to distinguish between the different possible sub-computations,
and thus every P-strategy of hers chooses the same successor of v# for all four cases. Now
consider the perspective game with notifications G10 = hG, I1 , ϕ1 i where I1 is a structural
satellite that notifies Player 1 whenever a visit in wq occurs. The information from the
satellite restricts the possibilities; when Player 1 gets a notification, she knows that the
last sub-computation is $ · q · q · #. When she does not get a notification, she knows that the
last sub-computation is one of the other possibilities. Therefore, Player 1 (P, F )-wins G10 ,
as she can distinguish between the sub-computations $ · q · q · # and $ · q · p · #, and can
choose the successor of v# after each visit in it in a way that satisfies ϕ1 .
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Let G2 = hG, ϕ2 i be a perspective game with ϕ2 = G((($ ∧ Xp) → XXXp) ∧ ((q ∧
Xp) → XXXq)). Again, Player 1 cannot (P, F )-win G2 . Now consider the perspective
game with notifications G20 = hG, I2 , ϕ2 i, where I2 is a behavioral satellite that notifies
Player 1 whenever the computation generated so far is a word in the regular language
∗
(p + q + # + $) · $ · p. Now, when Player 1 gets a notification, she knows that the last
sub-computation is $ · p · #, and when she does not get a notification, she knows that the
last sub-computation is one of the other possibilities. Therefore, Player 1 (P, F )-wins G20 .
Indeed, Player 1 can distinguish between the sub-computations $ · p · # and $ · q · p · #,
and can choose the successor of v# after each visit in it in a way that satisfies ϕ2 .
Note that Player 1 cannot P-win the games hG, I1 , ϕ2 i and hG, I2 , ϕ1 i. Indeed, I1 does
not enable Player 1 to distinguish between the sub-computations $ · p · # and $ · q · p · #, and
I2 does not enable Player 1 to distinguish between the sub-computations $ · q · q · # and
$ · q · p · #. Therefore, in both games, a P-strategy of Player 1 chooses the same successor
of v# in these undistinguishable cases.
Example 3 shows that, as is the case in perspective games with no notifications [8],
P-strategies with no notifications are weaker than P-strategies with notifications, which are
weaker than F-strategies. It also shows that perspective games with notifications are not
determined. That is, there are perspective games with notifications where both Player 1
and Player 2 do not have P-winning strategies. Also, the visibility type of Player 2 does
not matter. Essentially, it follows from the fact that if a perspective strategy of Player 1
loses against an F-strategy f2 of Player 2, then it also loses to a P-strategy of Player 2
that is induced from f2 . The formal proofs of the above properties are similar to the case of
perspective games with no notifications [8] and we leave them to the full version.
Since the visibility type of Player 2 does not matter, we can omit it from our notation
and talk about Player 1 P-winning a game. Also, specifying satellites, we remove the
function i2 from their description.

4

Deciding Perspective Games with Notifications

Consider a game G = hG, I, Li, for a game graph G = hAP, V1 , V2 , v0 , E, τ i and a satellite
I = hO, I, S, s0 , M, i1 i. For a regular expression R over the alphabet V , an R-path from v
is a finite path v1 , . . . , vk ∈ L(R) in G such that v1 = v. For a subset X ⊆ V , an X ω -path
from v is an infinite path v1 , v2 , ... ∈ X ω in G with v1 = v. Note, for example, that when
Player 1 moves the token to a vertex v ∈ V2 , the token may traverse a (V2+ · V1 )-path ρ
from v, in which case it returns to V1 in Last(ρ), or it my traverse a V2ω -path from v, in
which case it never returns to a vertex in V1 . For a regular expression R over the alphabet
V × S, an R-path from hv, si is an attributed path hv1 , s1 i, . . . , hvk , sk i ∈ L(R) in G with
v1 = v and s1 = s. For such a path ρ, we denote its projections on V and S by ρ|V and ρ|S ,
respectively.
Consider the satellite I. For σ ∈ I ∪ {ε}, we denote by Sσ the set of states in I in which
S
Player 1 is notified σ. That is, Sσ = {s ∈ S : i1 (s) = σ}. Then, SI = σ∈I Sσ is the set of
states in which Player 1 is notified some information. Equivalently, SI = S \ Sε .
We focus on games in which the winning condition L is given by a UCW. For simplicity,
we denote them by G = hG, I, Ui, for a UCW U. Let U = h2AP , Q, q0 , δ, αi In order for
Player 1 to P-win G, her objective in the beginning of the game is to force a token that is
placed in v0 into computations that U accepts from q0 with the satellite being in state s0 .
We can describe this objective by the triple hv0 , q0 , s0 i. As the play progresses, the objective
of Player 1 is updated. Moreover, as U is universal, the objective may contain several such
triples. Below we formalize this intuition.
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Consider a UCW U = h2AP , Q, q0 , δ, αi, a state q ∈ Q, and a state s ∈ S. Suppose that
the token is placed in some vertex v ∈ V1 , the objective of Player 1 is to force the token
into computations in L(U q ), and the satellite is in state s after seeing ζ(v). Assume further
that Player 1 chooses to move the token to a successor v 0 of v and that s0 = M (s, ζ(v 0 )).
We distinguish between two cases.
1. v 0 ∈ V1 . Then, the new objective of Player 1 is to force the token in v 0 into computations
0
in L(U q ), for all states q 0 ∈ δ(q, τ (v)), with the satellite being in state s0 .
2. v 0 ∈ V2 . Then, there are three cases:
0
/ L(U q ) for some q 0 ∈ δ(q, τ (v)). We then say
a. There is a V2 ω -path ρ from v 0 with τ (ρ) ∈
that v 0 is a trap for hv, qi. Indeed, Player 2 can stay in vertices in V2 and force the
0
token into a computation not in L(U q ). Note that once Player 1 chooses a vertex
that is a trap for hv, qi, Player 2 has a strategy to win the game.
b. v 0 is not a trap for hv, qi, yet there is no (V2 + · V1 )-path from v 0 . That is, all paths
0
from v 0 stay in vertices in V2 and are in L(U q ) for all q 0 ∈ δ(q, τ (v)). We then say
that v 0 is safe for hv, qi. Indeed, Player 2 stays in vertices in V2 and all the possible
plays induce a computation in L(U q ). Note that once Player 1 chooses a safe vertex
for hv, qi, her objective is fulfilled regardless of the stragety of Player 2.
c. v 0 is neither a trap nor safe for hv, qi, in which case:
i. For every (V2 × Sε )+ · (V1 × S)-path ρ · hv 00 , s00 i from hv 0 , s0 i Player 1 should
0
force a token that is placed in v 00 into computations in L(U q ), for all states
0
00
q ∈ δ(q, τ (v · ρ|V )), with the satellite being in state s . Note that for all hv̂, ŝi along
ρ, we have info1 (hv̂, ŝi) = ε, and so the visit in v 00 is the first event that Player 1
observes after placing the token in v 0 .
∗
ii. For every (V2 × Sε ) · (V2 × SI )-path ρ · hv 00 , s00 i from hv 0 , s0 i, Player 1 should force
a token that is placed in v 00 with the satellite being in state s00 into computations
0
in L(U q ), for all states q 0 ∈ δ(q, τ (v · ρ|V )). Note that for all hv̂, ŝi along ρ, we
have info1 (hv̂, ŝi) = ε, and so i1 (s00 ) is the first event that Player 1 observes
after placing the token in v 0 . Also note that ρ might be empty, in particular when
Player 1 moves the token to a vertex in V2 that invokes a notification of I. In
this case, hv 0 , s0 i = hv 00 , s00 i.
The above analysis induces the definition of updated objectives: Consider a triple hv, q, si ∈
V1 × Q × S, standing for an objective of Player 1 to force a token placed on v to be
accepted by U q with the satellite being in state s. For a successor v 0 of v, we define the
v0
set Sv,q,s
⊆ (V × Q × S × {⊥, >}) ∪ {false} of objectives that Player 1 has to satisfy
in order to fulfil her hv, q, si objective after choosing to move the token to v 0 . Also, for a
triple hv, q, si ∈ V2 × Q × S, we define the set Sv,q,s ⊆ V × Q × S × {⊥, >} of objectives
that Player 1 has to satisfy in order to fulfil her hv, q, si objective for every successor that
Player 2 might choose for v. In both cases, the {⊥, >} flag in the objectives is used for
v0
tracking visits in α: an updated objective hv 00 , q 0 , s00 , ci ∈ Sv,q,s
has c = > if Player 2 can
force a visit in α when U runs from q to q 0 along a word that labels a path from v via v 0
to v 00 .
Formally, for a triple hv, q, si ∈ V × Q × S we define the set of updated objectives as
follows. Let s0 = M (s, ζ(v 0 )).
1. If v ∈ V1 and E(v, v 0 ), we distinguish between three cases.
v0
a. If v 0 is a trap for hv, qi, then Sv,q,s
= {false}.
0
v0
b. If v is safe for hv, qi, then Sv,q,s = ∅.
v0
c. Otherwise, a tuple hv 00 , q 0 , s00 , ci is in Sv,q,s
iff one of the following holds.
i. v 0 ∈ V1 , v 00 = v 0 , q 0 ∈ δ(q, τ (v)), and s00 = s0 . Then, c = > iff q 0 ∈ α.
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ii. v 0 ∈ V2 , and there is an (V2 × Sε )+ · (V1 × S)-path ρ · hv 00 , s00 i from hv 0 , s0 i such that
q 0 ∈ δ(q, τ (v · ρ|V )). Then, c = > iff there is an (V2 × Sε )+ · (V1 × S)-path ρ · hv 00 , s00 i
from hv 0 , s0 i such that q 0 ∈ δα (q, τ (v · ρ|V )).
iii. v 0 ∈ V2 , and there is an (V2 × Sε )∗ · (V2 × SI )-path ρ · hv 00 , s00 i from hv 0 , s0 i such
that q 0 ∈ δ(q, τ (v · ρ|V )). Then, c = > iff there is an (V2 × Sε )∗ · (V2 × SI )-path
ρ · hv 00 , s00 i from hv 0 , s0 i such that q 0 ∈ δα (q, τ (v · ρ|V )).
2. If v ∈ V2 , a tuple hv 00 , q 0 , s00 , ci is in Sv,q,s iff one of the following holds.
a. There is an (V2 ×Sε )+ ·(V1 ×S)-path ρ·hv 00 , s00 i from hv, si such that q 0 ∈ δ(q, τ (v ·ρ|V )).
Then, c = > iff there is an (V2 × Sε )+ · (V1 × S)-path ρ · hv 00 , s00 i from hv, si such that
q 0 ∈ δα (q, τ (v · ρ|V )).
b. There is an (V2 ×Sε )∗ ·(V2 ×SI )-path ρ·hv 00 , s00 i from hv, si such that q 0 ∈ δ(q, τ (v ·ρ|V )).
Then, c = > iff there is an (V2 × Sε )∗ · (V2 × SI )-path ρ · hv 00 , s00 i from hv, si such that
q 0 ∈ δα (q, τ (v · ρ|V )).
The notion of updated objectives is the key to our algorithm for deciding P-winning in
perspective games with notifications. Recall that a perspective strategy for Player 1 is a
function f1 : PPrefs1 (G) → V such that for all ρ ∈ PPrefs1 (G), we have that hLast(ρ), f1 (ρ)i ∈
E, where PPrefs1 (G) contains words in V1 ∪ I that end with a vertex in V1 . Accordingly, we
describe a strategy for Player 1 by a (V ∪ {;})-labeled (V1 ∪ I)-tree, where the letter ;
∗
label nodes x 6∈ PPrefs1 (G), namely nodes x ∈ (V1 ∪ I) · I. Formally, a (V ∪ {;})-labeled
(V1 ∪ I)-tree h(V1 ∪ I)∗ , ηi is a P-strategy of Player 1 if for all ρ ∈ (V1 ∪ I)∗ and v ∈ V1 ,
we have that η(ρ · v) = v 0 , where v 0 ∈ V is such that E(v, v 0 ), and for all σ ∈ I we have
that η(ρ · σ) = ;, indicating Player 1 does not move the token when she receives the σ
notification, and just keeps this notification in mind.
I Theorem 4. Let G = hG, I, Ui be a game with notifications, where G is a game graph,
I = hO, I, S, s0 , M, i1 i is a satellite, and U is a UCW. We can construct a UCT AG over
(V ∪ {;})-labeled (V1 ∪ I)-trees such that AG accepts a (V ∪ {;})-labeled (V1 ∪ I)-tree
h(V1 ∪ I)∗ , ηi iff h(V1 ∪ I)∗ , ηi is a winning P-strategy for Player 1. The size of AG is
polynomial in |G|, |I|, and |U|.
Proof. Let U = h2AP , Q, q0 , δ, αi. We define AG = hV ∪ {;}, V1 ∪ I, Q0 , q00 , δ 0 , α0 i, where:
1. Q0 = V × Q × S × {⊥, >}. Intuitively, when AG is in state hv, q, s, ci it accepts strategies
that force a token placed on v into a computation accepted by U q with the satellite being
in state s. The flag c is used for tracking visits in α.
2. q00 = hv0 , q0 , s0 , ⊥i.
3. The transitions are defined, for all states hv, q, s, ci ∈ V1 × Q × S × {⊥, >}, as follows.
a. If v ∈ V1 , then δ 0 (hv, q, s, ci, ;) = false, and for every v 0 ∈ V we have the following
transitions.
v0
i. If Sv,q,s
= {false} or ¬E(v, v 0 ), then δ 0 (hv, q, s, ci, v 0 ) = false.
v0
ii. If Sv,q,s = ∅, then δ 0 (hv, q, s, ci, v 0 ) = true.
iii. Otherwise, δ 0 (hv, q, s, ci, v 0 ) =
^
^
(v 00 , hv 00 , q 0 , s00 , c0 i) ∧
(i1 (s00 ), hv 00 , q 0 , s00 , c0 i).
v0
hv 00 ,q 0 ,s00 ,c0 i∈Sv,q,s
:v 00 ∈V1

v0
hv 00 ,q 0 ,s00 ,c0 i∈Sv,q,s
:v 00 ∈V2

b. If v ∈ V2 , then for all v 0 ∈ V , we have that δ 0 (hv, q, s, ci, v 0 ) = false.
Also, δ 0 (hv, q, s, ci, ;) =
^
^
(v 00 , hv 00 , q 0 , s00 , c0 i) ∧
(i1 (s00 ), hv 00 , q 0 , s00 , c0 i).
{hv 00 ,q 0 ,s00 ,c0 i∈Sv,q,s :v 00 ∈V1 }

{hv 00 ,q 0 ,s00 ,c0 i∈Sv,q,s :v 00 ∈V2 }
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Thus, for every updated objective hv 00 , q 0 , s00 , c0 i, the automaton AG sends a copy in state
hv 00 , q 0 , s00 , c0 i to direction v 00 if v 00 ∈ V1 , and to direction i1 (s00 ), if v 00 ∈ V2 . Note that
several updated requirements may be sent to the same direction. In particular, in addition
to multiple copies sent to the same direction due to universal branches in U, a direction
σ ∈ I may “host” updated objectives associated with different vertices in V2 . Intuitively,
such vertices are indistinguishable by Player 1.
4. α0 = V × Q × S × {>}. Recall that a > flag indicates that Player 2 may reach the
Q-element in an updated objective traversing a path that visits α. Accordingly, the
co-Büchi requirement to visit α only finitely many times amounts to a requirement to
visit states with > only finitely many times.
J
Theorem 4 gives us an upper bound on the problem of deciding whether Player 1 P-wins
a perspective game with notifications.
I Theorem 5. Deciding whether Player 1 P-wins a perspective game with notifications
G = hG, I, Ui, for a UCW U, is EXPTIME-complete, and can be solved in time polynomial
in |G| and |I|, and exponential in |U|.
Proof. Let G = hG, I, Ui and I = hO, I, S, s0 , M, i1 i. By Theorem 4, we can construct a
UCT AG over (V ∪ {;})-labeled (V1 ∪ I)-trees such that L(AG ) is not empty iff there is a
winning P-strategy for Player 1 in G. The size of AG is polynomial in |G|, |I| and |U|.
We construct an NBT A0G over (V ∪ {;})-labeled (V1 ∪ I)-trees such that L(A0G ) is not
empty iff there is a winning P-strategy for Player 1 in G. The size of A0G is polynomial in
|G| and |I|, and is exponential in |U|. As has been the case in the setting with no notifications
[8], the transformation from AG to A0G uses the fact that AG is deterministic in the V and
S components, in order to generate, following the construction of [10], an NBT that it is
polynomial in |G| and |I| and exponential only in |U|. Since the nonemptiness problem for
an NBT can be solved in quadratic time, the specified complexity follows.
Since perspective games with notifications are a special case of perspective game (technically, with a satellite that only outputs ε), EXPTIME-hardness of the former implies an
EXPTIME lower bound for our setting.
J
Since an LTL ψ formula can be translated to a UCW Uψ with an exponential blow up
(for example, by translating ¬ψ to an NBW [17], and then dualizing the NBW), Theorem 5
implies a 2EXPTIME upper bound for perspective games with notifications in which the
winning condition is given by an LTL formula. Also, as has been the case in [8], it is possible
to refine the {⊥, >} flag in the updated objectives to maintain the minimal parity color that
is visited, and adjust the construction to games in which the winning condition is given by a
UPW. The complexity stays exponential in the automaton. Formally, we have the following.
I Theorem 6. Deciding whether Player 1 P-wins a perspective game with notifications
G = hG, I, Ui, for a UPW U, is EXPTIME-complete, and can be solved in time polynomial
in |G| and |I|, and exponential in |U|.
Proof. The updated objectives defined for the case where the winning condition is given by
a UCW contain a flag that records visits in the co-Büchi condition. When U is a UPW with
k colors, we define the flag such that it records the minimal color visited instead. That is,
v0
Sv,q,s
, Sv,q,s ⊆ (V × Q × S × {1, ..., k}) ∪ {false}, is such that for every updated objective
v0
hv 00 , q 0 , s00 , ci ∈ Sv,q,s
∪ Sv,q,s , Player 2 can force a path from v (via v 0 ) to v 00 in which the
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minimal color visited in the run of U along it from q to q 0 is c. We then use a construction that
is similar to the one in the proof of Theorem 4 to construct a UPT AG over (V ∪ { })-labeled
(V1 ∪ I)-trees such that L(AG ) is not empty iff there is a winning P-strategy for Player 1
in G. The size of AG is polynomial in |G|, |I| and |U|.
By [10], APT emptiness can be reduced to UCT emptiness with a polynomial blow up.
From there, determinizm in the V -component implies the required complexity.
J

5

Examples of Information Satellites

Consider a game graph G = hAP, V1 , V2 , v0 , E, τ i. Recall that a structural satellite for G
is a satellite I = hO, I, S, s0 , M, i1 i with O = V . Thus, the satellite can view the state in
which the play is, and can decide about outputs to Player 1 based on this visibility. Then,
a behavioral satellite for G has O = 2AP . Thus, the satellite can only observe the labels of
vertices, and its outputs to Player 1 are based only on these labels. In this section we
describe some natural structural and behavioral satellites.

5.1

Structural Information Satellites

A visible subset of vertices. As discussed in Section 1, in some settings there is a subset
of vertices I1 ⊆ V2 such that Player 1 is notified whenever the play visits a vertex in I1 .
Then, the satellite is hV, I1 , V, v0 , M, i1 i, where for all v, u ∈ V , we have that M (v, u) = u,
i1 (v) = v if v ∈ I1 , and i1 (v) = ε, otherwise. Thus, the state of the satellite follows the vertex
of the game, and it produces an output during visits in I1 . Note that Player 1 is notified
not only about visits in I1 , but also about the specific vertex that is visited. Alternatively, we
could define the satellite with output in only, i1 (v) = in if v ∈ I1 , and i1 (v) = ε, otherwise.
Here, Player 1 is notified that some vertex in I1 has been visited, with no information
about which vertex it is.
Observation-based uncertainty. Assume that there is a subset of the atomic propositions
AP1 ⊆ AP , such that Player 1 observes the assignments to AP1 in Player 2’s vertices.
A corresponding satellite is hV, 2AP1 , V, v0 , M, i1 i, where for all v, u ∈ V , we have that
M (v, u) = u, i1 (v) = τ (v) ∩ AP1 if v ∈ V2 , and i1 (v) = ε, otherwise. Note that this case
combines the transverse visibility of perspective games with the longitudinal visibility in
observation-based games. Indeed, when the token is in Player 2’s vertices, Player 1’s
visibility is observation based. In particular, Player 1 knows the number of vertices visited,
yet cannot distinguish between paths that differ only in assignments to atomic propositions
in AP \ AP1 . It is not hard to see that when AP1 = AP , then, as the winning condition is
behavioral (that is, refers to AP rather than to V ), the setting coincides with games with
full visibility. Also, note that even though the notifications of the satellite are in 2AP1 , we
could not define it as a behavioral information satellite.
Visible switches among regions. Assume that the vertices in V2 is partitioned into disjoint
regions V21 , . . . , V2k . For example, the regions may correspond to modules or procedures. If
Player 1 is notified upon entry to the different regions, then the corresponding satellite is
hV, {1, . . . , k}, S, hv0 , ◦i, M, i1 i, where S = (V1 × {◦}) ∪ (V2 × {◦, •}). Thus, the state space
of the satellite has one copy of the vertices in V1 and two copies of the vertices in Player 2.
Then, M and i1 are as follows. For a vertex v ∈ V2 , let reg(v) be the region of v; thus
reg(v)
v ∈ V2
. Then, for all v, u ∈ V and j ∈ {◦, •}, we have that M (hv, ji, u) = hu, ◦i if u ∈ V1
or reg(v) = reg(u), and M (hv, ji, u) = hu, •i if reg(v) 6= reg(u). Also, for every hv, ji ∈ S we
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have that i1 (hv, ji) = reg(v) if j = •, and i1 (hv, ji) = ε, otherwise. As in the case of a visible
subset of vertices, the satellite can notify Player 1 only about a switch in a region, without
specifying which region it is. Then, the satellite has only output •, and i1 (hv, ji) = • if j = •,
and i1 (hv, ji) = ε, otherwise. Note that in both case, Player 1 is not notified about the
number of rounds that Player 2 is spending in each region, and only about switches among
them.
An interesting variant of the above is a satellite that notifies Player 1 whenever
Player 2 loops in a vertex. Note that this is a special case of the above, where each
vertex of V2 has its own region, with a dual {◦, •} notification. Namely, we let Player 1
know when there is no change in the region. Then, the satellite is hV, {•}, S, hv0 , ◦i, M, i1 i,
where i1 is as above, yet for every v, u ∈ V and j ∈ {◦, •}, we have that M (hv, ji, u) = hu, ◦i
if u ∈ V1 or v 6= u, and M (hv, ji, u) = hu, •i, otherwise.

5.2

Behavioral Information Satellites

Visible regular properties. Assume there is a property, given by a regular language R over
2AP , such that Player 1 is notified whenever the computation generated since the beginning
∗
of the play is in R. For example, if AP = {p, q}, the property may be true∗ · p · (¬q) , thus
we want to notify Player 1 whenever a vertex satisfying p has been visited with no visit in
a vertex satisfying q following this visit. Then, if AR = h2AP , S, s0 , M, F i is a DFW that
recognizes R, an appropriate satellite is I = h2AP , {•}, S, M (s0 τ (v0 )), M, i1 i, where for every
s ∈ S, we have that i1 (s) = • if s ∈ F , and i1 (s) = ε, otherwise. Note that the initial state
of the satellite is the state of AR after reading the label of v0 . Indeed, notifications inform
Player 1 about the membership of the computation up to (and including) the vertex where
the token visits. A useful special case of regular properties are these of the form true∗ · R,
for a regular language R over 2AP . Thus, Player 1 is notified whenever the computation
generated since the beginning of the play has a suffix in R. As we discuss in Section 6,
handling of the two types of notifications is of different complexity.
The above can be generalized to multiple regular languages R1 , . . . , Rk over 2AP , where for
every 1 ≤ i ≤ k, Player 1 is notified whenever the computation generated since the beginning of the play is in Ri . Indeed, if for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k, the DFW Ai = h2AP , Si , s0i , Mi , Fi i
recognizes Ri , then an appropriate satellite is I = h2AP , 2{•1 ,...,•k } , S, s0 , M, i1 i, where
S = S1 × S2 × · · · × Sk , s0 = hM1 (s01 , τ (v0 )), . . . , Mk (s0k , τ (v0 ))i, the transitions are as in a
usual product of automata, and for every hs1 , s2 , . . . , sk i ∈ S and 1 ≤ i ≤ k, we have that
•i ∈ i1 (hs1 , s2 , . . . , sk i) iff si ∈ Fi .
A clock. A clock notifies Player 1 how many vertices of Player 2 are visited between
visits in her own vertices. This is done by a behavioral satellite for the regular language
∗
R = (2AP ) . Indeed, then, Player 1 is notified in every step.

6

Complexity for the Different Satellites

Recall that the complexity of deciding a game depends on the size of the satellite. Formally,
for a satellite I = hO, I, S, s0 , M, i1 , i2 i, the state space of the NBT whose nonemptiness we
check in Theorem 5 is a product of S with other parameters. In this section we study the
size of different satellites, and the way it affects the complexity.
We start with structural satellites. It is easy to see that the structural satellites described
in Section 5.1 are such that S = V or S = V × C, for some constant set C. Moreover, since
the satellite follows the play (formally, in all states of the UCT constructed in Theorem 4,
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the V -component agrees with the V -component of S. Accordingly, we don’t need the V component in the state space and can maintain C only. In other words, the state space of
AG can be redefined as V × Q × C × {⊥, >}, and the complexity of the decision problem is
reduced accordingly.
We continue to simple behavioral satellites. One is the clock from Section 5.2, which
involves a satellite with a single state, leading to AG with state space V × Q × {⊥, >},
and a simpler definition of updated objectives. Another easy special case are propositional
satellites, which notify Player 1 whenever the play visits a vertex v such that τ (v) |= θ,
for an assertion θ over AP . Indeed, for such notifications we need a two-state satellite.
We note that in both cases, EXPTIME-hardness of the game is valid. While the case of
propositional satellites this follows by an easy reduction from the case of perspective games
with no notifications, for the case of clocks such a reduction is impossible. Nevertheless, since
the game constructed in the reduction in the lower-bound proof in [8] alternates between V1
and V2 , the result applies also in the clock setting.
Our focus in this section is general behavioral satellites. Consider a regular language
R. We distinguish between the case where the satellite notifies Player 1 whenever the
computation since the beginning of the game is in R (termed single-track satellites, as they
follow a single computation), and the case where the satellite notifies Player 1 whenever a
suffix of the computation is in R, or equivalently, whenever the computation is in true∗ · R
(termed multi-track satellites, as they follow all suffixes of the computation). Analyzing
the complexity of games with behavioral satellites, we assume a game is given by a tuple
G = hG, AR , U, ti, where G and U are the game graph and winning condition, AR is the pattern
automata, namley the automata describing a regular property R, and t ∈ {single, multi},
is a flag indicating whether the satellite is single- or multi-track.
I Theorem 7. Deciding whether Player 1 P-wins in a game G = hG, AR , U, ti can be
solved in time polynomial in |G|, exponential in |U|, and
polynomial in |AR | when t = single and AR is a DFW.
exponential in |AR | when t = multi or AR is an NFW. Moreover, the problem is
EXPTIME-complete already for a fixed-size U.
Proof. The upper bounds follow from Theorem 5, and the fact we can generate from AR a
satellite with no blow-up when t = single and AR is a DFW, and a satellite exponential
in AR when t = multi or AR is an NFW. Note that when t = multi, we first add to AR a
true∗ self-loop leading to the initial state, which makes it nondeterministic.
We continue to the EXPTIME lower bound, and start with the case t = single and AR
is an NFW. We describe a reduction from linear-space alternating Turing machines (ATM).
An ATM is a tuple M = hQe , Qu , Γ, ∆, qinit , qacc , qrej i, where Γ is the alphabet, Qe and Qu
are finite sets of existential and universal states, and we let Q = Qe ∪ Qu . Then, qinit , qacc ,
and qrej are the initial, accepting, and rejecting states, respectively. In the membership
problem, we get as input an ATM M and a word w ∈ Γ∗ , and we decide whether M accepts
w. The membership problem is EXPTIME-hard already for M of a fixed size, and when ∆
has a binary branching degree and alternates between existential and universal states, Thus,
∆ ⊆ (Qe × Γ × Qu × Γ × {L, R}) ∪ (Qu × Γ × Qe × Γ × {L, R}).
A configuration of M on w = w1 , . . . , wn describes its state, the content of the working
tape, and the location of the reading head. Assume s : N → N is a linear function such that
the number of cells used by the working tape in every configuration of M on its run on w
is bounded by s(n). We encode a configuration of M by a string #γ1 γ2 · · · (q, γi ) · · · γs(n) .
That is, a configuration starts with #, and all its other letters are in Γ, except for one letter
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in Q × Γ. Then, M is in state q, the content of the j-th tape cell is γj , and the reading head
points at cell i. We say that the configuration is existential if q ∈ Qe and that it is universal
if q ∈ Qu . The initial configuration of M on w, is then #(qinit , w1 ) · ... · wn · ␣s(n)−n , for
the special letter ␣ ∈ Γ. We also assume that the initial configuration is existential. If the
current state is qacc or qrej , then the configuration is final and has no successors. Otherwise,
the successors of a configuration #γ1 γ2 ...(q, γi ), . . . , γs(n) are determined by ∆.
Given an ATM M and a word w ∈ Γ∗ , we construct a game G = hG, AR , U, singlei such
that Player 1 P-wins G iff M accepts w. The size of U is fixed, and G and AR are of size
linear in s(n), for n = |w|. The details of the reduction can be found in the full version.
Below we describe the key ideas in it.
Essentially, Player 1 generates a legal accepting computation in the computation tree
of M on w. Thus Player 1 chooses successors in existential configurations, and Player 2
chooses successors in universal ones. The challenging part of the reduction is to guarantee
that the sequence of configurations generated is a legal computation, and to do it with
a fixed size winning condition. Recall that we encode a configuration of M by a string
#γ1 γ2 · · · (q, γi ) · · · γs(n) . When U is polynomial, it is easy to relate letters in the same address
in successive configurations, making sure that the transition function of M is respected.
When U is of a fixed size, it is not clear how to do it, as such letters are s(n)-letters apart.
The key idea is to use AR in order to do the required counting: We let Player 2 choose an
address k ∈ {1, . . . , s(n)} and challenge Player 1 by raising a flag whenever the address is k.
The winning condition U checks that the transition function of M is respected whenever the
flag is raised, which forces Player 1 to respect the transitions function of M in address k.
Moreover, since Player 1 does not know k, she has to always respect the transition function.
The above mechanism is not sufficient, as Player 2 may try to fail Player 1 by raising the
flag maliciously, that is, not sticking to one address k. This is where the notifications enter
the picture: the language R detects malicious flag raises and notifies Player 1 about them.
For this, AR has to count to s(n), but this is allowed, and enables U to skip the counting. In
addition, U restricts the check of Player 1 only to ones in which the flag is raised properly.
Then, when t = multi and AR is a DFW (or NFW), the reduction is similar and is based
on the fact that the only nondeterminism in AR above is in guessing malicious flag raises,
namely raises that are not s(n) letters apart. Such a behavior can be specified by a regular
expression true∗ · R for R that can be described by a DFW of size polynomial in s(n). J
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Abstract
We study the influence of parameters like the number of contexts, phases, and stacks on the
complexity of solving parity games over concurrent recursive programs. Our first result shows that
k-context games are b-EXPTIME-complete, where b = max{k −2, 1}. This means up to three contexts
do not increase the complexity over an analysis for the sequential case. Our second result shows
that for ordered k-stack as well as k-phase games the complexity jumps to k-EXPTIME-complete.
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1

Introduction

Software verification and synthesis are difficult, even more so when concurrency comes into
play. Algorithmically, both tasks often amount to solving games [33] over an operational
model that captures implementation and specification details [62, 40]. What makes these
games hard to solve is the size of the underlying graph, which easily ends up having an infinite
set of positions. One reason is that software often computes over infinite data domains.
Another reason is that the control flow tends to be structured into recursive procedures or
even functional code. Despite this difficulty, efficent algorithms and tools for solving games
over infinite graphs have been proposed. Data aspects are discharged to logical reasoning
engines [9, 21]. Recursive functions are summarized to their call-return relationship [58, 54,
61, 10], an idea that generalizes to functional programs [3, 46, 45, 55, 34, 41, 36]. Alternatively,
the set of reachable call stacks is tracked symbolically and saturated until a fixed point is
reached [20, 14, 32, 23], which is again applicable to functional programs [15, 37, 26, 17, 25].
There are efficient implementations of saturation [18, 19]. Yet, tools that participate in the
Software Verification Competition [11], like CPAchecker [1, 12, 13] and the ULTIMATE
framework [2, 38, 39], favor summarization.
What remains a challenge, not only for game solvers but already for verification engines,
is concurrency. When combined with recursion, even the simplest analysis problems become
undecidable [31, 53]. One way out is under-approximation, analyzing only a (critical) subset
of the semantics. In context-bounded computations [52] the thread holding the processor
(the context) may switch only a bounded number of times. Phase-bounded computations [47]
generalize the idea. During a phase all threads may push their stack but only one thread can
pop. In ordered computations [16], the threads are ordered and a pop transition may only be
performed by the smallest thread whose stack is non-empty. The complexity is similar to the
phase-bounded case [6, 5]. Technically, the above results are obtained for multi-pushdown
systems [16], a programming model with multiple stacks accessed by a sequential control
flow representing the interleaving of the threads.
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Table 1 Overview of the state-of-the-art and new results with technical highlights marked.

Upper bounds
k-stack ordered
k-context
k-phase
Lower bounds
k-stack ordered
k-context
k-phase

Previous results
k fixed
k input
—
—
k-EXP [57]
non-elem. [57]
k-EXP [57]
non-elem. [57]
—
—
—

—
—
non-elem. [7, 8]

New results
k fixed
k-EXP
max{k − 2, 1}-EXP
k-EXP

k input
non-elem.
non-elem.
non-elem.

k-EXP
max{k − 2, 1}-EXP
k-EXP

non-elem.
non-elem.
non-elem.

The aforementioned works are limited to (linear-time) verification. There are considerably
less results towards under-approximate synthesis (and branching-time model checking). Seth
was the first to study parity games over multi-pushdown systems, multi-pushdown games
(MPDG) for short [57]. He considered phase boundedness and gave a summarization-based
decision procedure. It can be lifted to a subclass of concurrent higher-order programs [56].
Using saturation, Hague [35] was able to capture the full class of concurrent higher-order
programs. The algorithm works for orderedness, bounded phases, and the bounded scopes
explained below. The winning condition is reachability. Also using saturation, Atig et al. [8]
showed how to reduce the number of phases in an MPDG, leading to a recursive decision
procedure. It yields a k-EXPTIME upper bound for k phases. If the phases are part of the
input, the upper bound is non-elementary and the authors present a matching lower bound.
An also non-elementary lower bound was shown for the related problem of branching-time
model checking under a given context bound [7].
Contribution. We determine the precise influence of the number of contexts, phases, and
stacks on the complexity of solving parity MPDG (Table 1). The practically most relevant
and at the same time technically most interesting case is k-context parity MPDG for which
we show max{k − 2, 1}-EXPTIME-completeness.1 The upper bound reflects the fact that
three contexts can be translated into a single stack pushdown. Interestingly, each further
context increases the complexity by one exponent, as in the case of the seemingly more
expressive phase-bounded MPDG. There, the complexity settles at k-EXPTIME-complete for
k phases. The same complexity holds for ordered k-stack parity MPDG.
Motivated by the success of summarization algorithms [1, 13, 2, 38], we decided to derive
our upper bounds by summarization. The algorithms reduce the given MPDG to a finite game
by abstracting plays through completed function calls (between matching pushes and pops)
to their effect on the control states. This approach has been pioneered by Walukiewicz for
pushdown games [61] and generalized to phase-bounded MPDG by Seth [57]. Our algorithms
are generalizations and optimizations of Seth’s work. Unlike [57], we do not assume a constant
number of stacks under context bounds.
Unfortunately, we also discovered a flaw in [57] that makes the existing finite game
construction unsound. We explain and fix the problem, and thus obtain the first (correct)
summarization algorithm for MPDG.
We complement the findings by matching lower bounds. They work by reductions from
space-bounded alternating Turing machines. To demonstrate the expressiveness of MPDG
without getting lost in the case distinctions often involved with Turing machine reductions,

1

Class k-EXPTIME is the union of all DTIME(expk (poly(n))) with exp0 (n) = n, expk+1 (n) = 2expk (n) .
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we propose the formalism of first-order relations. These are relations among words formulated
in a fragment of first-order logic. Our main result shows that k-phase, (k + 2)-context, and
k-stack ordered MPDG can decide first-order relations over words of length (k − 1)-fold
exponential. Reachability is sufficient as the winning condition. The reductions are a
considerable step beyond the non-elementary and parameterwise rough lower bounds in [7, 8].
We build on ideas in [7], the result for phase-bounded MPDG in [8] cannot be adapted to
context boundedness.
Related Work. There are further restrictions on concurrent recursive programs. Roundbounded computations [48] schedule the threads in round-robin fashion for a given number of
rounds. Scope-bounded computations [49] require a matching pop to occur within a bounded
number of contexts from the corresponding push. Very recently, hole boundedness [4] has
been proposed as a generalization of bounded scope. Common to these notions is that they
limit the ability of the scheduler in contrast to the studied restrictions.
A framework that has led to algorithmic meta-theorems of the above form is bounded
tree-width [28, 50] and its developments like split-width [29, 22]. The idea is to capture
a programming model that acts on infinite storage by a finite-state device operating over
enriched computations. So far, this approach has not been lifted to games.
Remotely related is higher-order model checking [51]. The complexity is similar, namely
k-EXPTIME for schemes of order k. Moreover, besides Ong’s game semantics approach [51],
there are saturation [17] and summarization [46] algorithms. The technical challenges,
however, are different. In HOMC, the task is to represent and manipulate recursively defined
functions of higher order. In MPDG, the task is to capture the interferences among threads.

2

Multi-Pushdown Games

Multi-Pushdown Systems. A multi-pushdown system (MPDS) is a finite-control program
that operates on finitely many stacks of unbounded height [16]. Formally, it is a tuple
P = (Q, Γ, δ, n), where Q is a finite set of control states, n is the number of stacks, Γ is a
finite stack alphabet, and δ = δint ∪ δpush ∪ δpop is a set of internal, push, and pop transitions
with
δint ⊆ Q × [1..n] × Q

δpush ⊆ Q × [1..n] × Γ × Q

δpop ⊆ Q × Γ × [1..n] × Q .

Each transition acts on a stack r ∈ [1..n]. We refer to all internal transitions for stack r with
δint,r , and similarly for δpush,r and δpop,r . Let δr = δint,r ∪ δpush,r ∪ δpop,r . The size of P is
given by |P | = |Q| + |Γ| + |δ|.
The behavior of MPDS is defined in terms of configurations and labeled transitions
between them. A configuration of P is a pair (q, P) consisting of a control state q ∈ Q and a
vector of stack contents P ∈ (Γ∗ )n . We use C = Q × (Γ∗ )n for the set of all configurations.
The labeled transition relation →
− ⊆ C × δ × C implements the transitions given by P on its
τ
configurations. We have (q, P) −
→ (q 0 , P 0 ) if one of the following holds:
τ = (q, r, q 0 ) ∈ δint

and

P0 = P

τ = (q, r, s, q 0 ) ∈ δpush

and

P 0 = P[r7→s.P[r]]

τ = (q, s, r, q 0 ) ∈ δpop

and

0
P[r7
→s.P 0 [r]] = P.

If transition label τ is not important, we may omit it. Vector P[j7→y] is defined to coincide with
P except for the content of stack j which is replaced by y, P[j7→y] [j] = y and P[j7→y] [z] = P[z]
for all z 6= j. We use P[1..r] = y to indicate that stacks 1 to r hold content y.
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Ordered Computations, Contexts, and Phases. A computation of P is a finite or infinite
τ0
τ1
. . . that respects the transition relation.
sequence of configurations (q0 , P0 ) −→
(q1 , P1 ) −→
It is ordered [16] if for every pop transition from stack r the stacks 1, . . . , r − 1 are empty,
Pp [1..r − 1] = ε for all τp ∈ δpop,r . The computation is a context on stack r if all transitions
act on that stack, for all τp we have τp ∈ δr . It is a phase on stack r if every pop transition
acts on that stack, for all τp ∈ δpop we have τp ∈ δpop,r . A computation is said to have k
contexts [52] if it decomposes into k contexts but does not decompose into k − 1 contexts,
and similar for k phases [47].
Graph Games. A graph game is a two-player zero-sum game played by moving a pebble
along the edges of a potentially infinite graph [33]. Formally, it is a tuple (V, E, own, win),
where (V, E) is a directed graph, own : V → {Eve, Ana} is an ownership function, and
win : V ω → {Eve, Ana} is a winning condition. We call V the positions and E the moves of
the game. We call a graph game finite, if the set of positions is finite.
A play is a maximal path π in the graph (V, E) underlying the game. Eve wins the play
if either the play is infinite and win(π) = Eve, or the play is finite and ends in a position
from VAna (with no move left for Ana). Otherwise, Ana wins the play. Whenever a play
reaches a position, the owner of the position has to decide about the next move. A strategy
for Eve is a function σ : V ∗ VEve → V such that v E σ(πv) holds for all πv ∈ V ∗ VEve . The
strategy is positional if it only depends on the current position. In this case, the strategy
can be given as σ : VEve → V . A play π = π0 π1 . . . is compliant with strategy σ for Eve if
for all πp ∈ VEve we have πp+1 = σ(π0 . . . πp ). A strategy for Eve is winning from position v
if Eve wins all compliant plays that start in v. If there is a strategy that is winning from v,
we call v a winning position. The definitions for Ana are similar.
A reachability winning condition winW is defined by a set W ⊆ V of so-called winning
positions. We define winW (π) = Eve if a winning position πi ∈ W is visited, and winW (π) =
Ana otherwise. A reachability game is a tuple (V, E, own, W ). A parity winning condition
winΩ is defined by a mapping from positions to priorities, Ω : V → [0..max]. The winner of
a play is determined by the highest priority that occurs infinitely often during the play, i.e.
winΩ (π) = Eve if the highest infinitely often occurring priority is even, and winΩ (π) = Ana
if it is odd. A parity game is a tuple (V, E, own, Ω).
Multi-Pushdown Games. An n-stack multi-pushdown game (MPDG) [57] is a triple of the
form G = (P, own, win) consisting of a multi-pushdown system P = (Q, Γ, δ, n), an ownership
function own : Q → {Eve, Ana}, and a winning condition win. The MPDG induces the graph
game (C, →, own, win), and we say that Eve wins the MPDG if she wins the induced graph
game. The set of positions C and the set of moves → are the configurations and transition
relation of P as defined above. The ownership function carries over from control states to
configurations, own(q, P) = own(q) for all (q, P) ∈ C. To be precise, in a reachability MPDG
n
we are given a set of control states Qreach to represent the winning set Creach = Qreach ×(Γ∗ ) .
In a parity MPDG, the winning condition is given by a priority assignment Ω : Q → [0..max]
to the states. Again, we lift it to configurations by Ω(q, P) = Ω(q). The size of a reachability
MPDG G is |G| = |P |, the size of a parity MPDG is |G| = |P | + max.
A k-context multi-pushdown game (G, k) is a restriction of the MPDG G so that plays
have at most k contexts [7]. The formal definition tracks the number of contexts within
the positions. Moves that would introduce context k + 1 do not exist. The definition of
k-phase multi-pushdown games is similar [57, 8]. An ordered n-stack multi-pushdown game
only admits moves that lead to an ordered play: a pop transition on stack r exists only in
positions where stacks 1 to r − 1 are empty.
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In our development, it will be convenient to assume that the MPDG of interest does not
deadlock. Every MPDG G can be turned into a deadlock-free MPDG G0 that has the same
winner, the same highest priority, and is larger by only a linear factor. This continues to
hold with a polynomial factor under the aforementioned restrictions.

3

Upper Bound for Ordered MPDG

We give an algorithm for computing the winning positions in an ordered n-stack MPDG
that works in n-EXPTIME. The algorithm is a slight optimization of Seth’s summarization
construction for phase-bounded MPDG [57]. We discovered a bug in this construction that
we explain and show how to correct. Details can be found in Appendix B.
I Theorem 1. Given an ordered n-stack MPDG G with parity winning condition, we can
compute Eve’s winning positions of the form (q, εn ) in time expn (poly(|G|2 )).
The algorithm constructs from the given MPDG G a finite parity game F and solves
the latter. The finite game preserves the winner for the positions of interest, the set of
priorities, and is not too costly to compute. For the complexity, note that n is not part of
the input but fixed. Further, parity games are solved in time exponential only in the number
of priorities [42, 43].
I Lemma 2. Let G be an ordered n-stack parity MPDG. In time expn (poly(|G|2 )) we can
compute a finite parity game F so that Eve wins G from position (q, εn ) if and only if she
wins F from a corresponding position. The priorities in G and F coincide.

3.1

Summarization for Ordered MPDG

We explain the summarization construction from [57], highlight our optimization for ordered
MPDG, and finally make the construction formal. The game G has infinitely many position
due to arbitrarily growing stacks. The finite parity game F removes the stacks and instead
tracks the current top of stack symbol for each stack. This forbids pop transitions in F .
When one player decides to make a pop transition F ends and determines a winner.
In order to model G’s behavior after a pop, F implements a summarization mechanism.
When a symbol s is pushed onto a stack r, Eve proposes a set of summaries. This set can be
understood as fixing a strategy for Eve in G that she will follow for as long as s remains on
stack r. Fixing a strategy results in the set of all plays that are compliant to it and lead
from the push of s to a situation where s is popped again. Each summary captures such a
situation and thereby abstracts a play from this set. The finite game F can thus skip any of
the abstracted plays up to the captured situation after the pop of s.
There is no guarantee that Eve will be honest in the sense that the proposed set of
summaries indeed abstracts all plays that pop s and are compliant to some fixed strategy. To
account for this, Ana is allowed to react to the proposal. First, she may trust Eve by choosing
a summary from the proposed set. In this case, F executes the skip of the abstracted play
and replaces (parts of) the current position with the position after the pop as captured by
the summary. This can be understood as also fixing a strategy for Ana in G that, together
with Eve’s strategy, leads to the abstracted play.
Second, she may doubt Eve’s proposal by executing the push transition instead of skipping.
This replaces the top of stack symbol for stack r. Executing the push also stores the set
of summaries proposed by Eve in the position of F . It is remembered for as long as s
remains the topmost symbol of stack r. To be precise, the position will hold a separate set of
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π

r

i

j

Figure 1 A fixed play π in G. Each arc matches a push to its pop. The highlighted paths show
different plays in F .

summaries for the topmost symbol of each stack. When a stack is popped, the remembered
set of summaries for that stack is checked for containing a summary that captures the current
situation of the play. Eve wins if and only if some summary in the set applies.
Finally, there may be another reason for Ana to execute the push transition. In this case,
she trusts Eve’s proposed set, but her own strategy will make sure that s is never removed
from the stack.
Ordered Summaries. To abstract a play π in G from a push to a matching pop on a stack r,
a summary for an ordered MPDG, or ordered summary for short, takes the shape
(q, m, T , M, S) .
The entries q ∈ Q and T ∈ Γn−r describe the configuration resulting from the final pop
transition, with q the control state and T the topmost symbol for each stack. The orderedness
restriction forces the stacks 1, . . . , r − 1 to be empty. The entry m ∈ [0..max] is the maximal
priority encountered during the abstracted play, from after the push up to before the pop.
Each entry M[j] of M ∈ [0..max]n−r is the maximal priority encountered since after the
push of the topmost symbol T [j] of stack j.
The summary recursively holds a vector S ∈ (2OS )n−r of sets of summaries for the other
non-empty stacks. Here, OS is the set of all summaries as defined below. Assume the
abstracted play pushes the symbol T [j] onto a stack j 6= r and does not contain a matching
pop. The set of summaries S[j] is Eve’s proposed set for how the top of stack symbol T [j]
can be popped after the abstracted play. When the play skips to the position captured by
this summary, S[j] becomes the set of summaries stored for T [j].
Pathing. When Ana doubts a set of summaries for the push on stack r she might have a
strategy that pops stack r with a combination of control state, highest priority and top of
stack symbols, that are not present in the set. Alternatively, they coincide but after the
pop on stack r, her strategy pops stack j in a situation not captured by S[j]. Observe that
if Ana wants to doubt a set S[j], she needs to find a play in F , which runs into a pop on
stack j without running into a pop on another stack. Alternatively, if she wants to skip to a
situation captured by a summary within S[j], she needs to steer the play to run into the
push of T [j], so she gets the option of skipping.
To understand this, assume some summary abstracts a play π in G from the push to a
pop on stack r, which first contains a push on stack i and then a push on stack j (Figure 1).
If the set of summaries S[j] does not capture the situation how π pops T [j], Ana can run
into its pop as illustrated by the dashed path in the figure, i.e. Ana executes the push on
stack r and then skips upon the push on stack i. The play reaches the pop on stack j and is
checked against S[j]. If it is captured, Ana wants to continuetheplaybeyondthepopofstackj
byskipping to a summary in S[j]. To achieve this, she executes both, the push on stack r and
i. Then she can skip upon reaching the push on stack j as illustrated by the dotted path.
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I Definition 3. We proceed by induction on the stack from n down to one. The set of
ordered summaries for stack r is
Y
OSr = Q × [0..max] × Γn−r × [0..max]n−r ×
2OSj .
r<j≤n

In the base case r = n, the last three components are defined to be absent. The set of all
S
ordered summaries is OS = 1≤r≤n OSr .
Our optimization targets the orderedness restriction. During an abstracted play between a
push and a pop on stack r, if we find an unmatched push on another stack j, then we can
conclude that j > r. This means a summary for stack r only needs to contain summaries for
stacks of larger order. The largest set is OS1 which has size expn−1 (O(|G|2 )), Appendix A.1.
When we construct the game F , it will be convenient to assume that all vectors have length n.
We fill the missing entries for stacks one to r with ε for T , 0 for M, and ∅ for S.

3.2

The Finite Parity Game

Consider the ordered n-stack MPDG with parity winning condition G = (P, own, Ω), where
P = (Q, Γ, δ, n), own : Q → {Eve, Ana}, and Ω : Q → [0..max]. We define the finite parity
game F explained above, following Seth [57] but correcting a mistake. Rather than giving
the positions of F right away, we explain the behavior of the game and introduce them
together with their moves. Game F regularly visits check positions (Check, q, T , M, S) with
q ∈ Q, T ∈ Γn , M ∈ [0..max]n , and S ∈ (2OS )n . Note that there is a set of summaries for
each stack. The owner and the priority are the ones for q.
Internal Transitions. Internal transitions (q, r, p) ∈ δint of game G are mirrored in F . They
only update the priorities:
(Check, q, T , M, S) → (Check, p, T , upd(M, p), S) .

(1)

The new priority vector is defined by upd(M, q)[j] = max{M[j], Ω(q)}, for each stack j. Note
that we use an implicit universal quantification over the parameters that are not specified
further, meaning the transition exists for all T , M, and S.
Push Transitions. Push transitions (q, r, s, p) ∈ δpush in G lead to a series of transitions in
F originating from (Check, q, T , M, S):
(Check, q, T , M, S) → (Pushr , T , M, S, p, s)
(Pushr , T , M, S, p, s) → (Claimr , T , M, S, p, s, S)

(2)
(3)

(Claimr , T , M, S, p, s, S) → (Check, p, T[r7→s] , upd(M, p)[r7→Ω(p)] , S[r7→S] )

(4)

(Claimr , T , M, S, p, s, S) → (Jumpr , q 0 , m0 , T 00 , M0 , S 00 , M[r])

(5)

(Jumpr , q 0 , m0 , T 00 , M0 , S 00 , M[r]) → (Check, q 0 , T 00 , M00 , S 00 ) .

(6)

The transitions introduce intermediary push, claim, and jump positions with the following
ownership and priority assignments:
own(Pushr , −) = Eve

Ω(Pushr , −) = 0

own(Claimr , −) = Ana
own(Jumpr , −) = Eve

Ω(Claimr , −) = 0
0

0

00

Ω(Jumpr , q , m , T , M0 , S 00 , M[r]) = m0 .
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Move (2) remembers control state p and symbol s and gives Eve the next move. With
Move (3), Eve proposes a set of summaries S ⊆ OSr for the symbol to be pushed. By implicit
universal quantification, there is a transition for each such set. Move (4) performs the push:
the priority vector takes into account the priority of p for all stacks. For stack r, Ω(p) is the
highest (and only) priority seen since the push of s. Move (5) corresponds to a skip and exists
for every summary (q 0 , m0 , T 0 , M0 , S 0 ) ∈ S. For stack r, we preserve the top of stack symbol
T [r] and the set of summaries S[r]. For the other stacks, we use the information given by
0
the summary. Thus, T 00 = T[r70 →T [r]] and S 00 = S[r7
→S[r]] . The role of the jump position is
0
to make visible the priority m of the summary. In Move (6), we update the priority vector
to M00 . For stack r, note that T [r] remains the topmost symbol after the skip. Hence, the
priority assignment has to take into account M[r], the highest priority seen before the skip.
Thus, M00 = upd(M0[r7→max{M[r],m0 }] , q 0 ).

3.3

Pop Transitions and a Correction to a Mistake

As defined in [57] Ana may win F in cases where she does not win G. We correct the
definition and explain the difference to the original formulation. The ordered MPDG G can
only perform a pop (q, s, r, p) ∈ δpop of symbol s from stack r if the stacks 1 to r − 1 are
empty. Given the side condition, the finite game F has simulating moves only in positions
(Check, q, T[r7→s] , M, S) where T [1..r − 1] = ε, M[1..r − 1] = 0, and S[1..r − 1] = ∅. The
simulating moves immediately decide about the winner of the game and take the following
shape. The positions EveWin and AnaWin are winning for Eve resp. Ana. Both are owned
by Eve, have self-loops, and EveWin has priority 0 while AnaWin has priority 1.
(Check, q, T[r7→s] , M, S) → EveWin

(7)

(Check, q, T[r7→s] , M, S) → AnaWin .

(8)

Recall that the goal of a pop transition is to check whether Ana caught Eve lying on
the proposal of summaries for the popped symbol. If the current position is captured by a
summary, Eve was honest and Ana could have found a path to skip after the current pop.
Otherwise, Eve was lying, Ana was right in questioning the proposal and wins.
To check whether position (Check, q, T[r7→s] , M, S) is captured, we compare it to each
summary stored for stack r. The finite game has Move (7) if and only if there is a summary
x = (p, m, T 0 , M0 , S 0 ) ∈ S[r] with m = M[r], T 0 = T[r7→ε] , M0 = M[r7→0] , and
S 0 [j] ⊆ S[j] for all j 6= r .

(9)

If summary x exists, it indeed captures the current position in the game: The state after the
pop transition is p, the priority m is equal the maximal priority seen during the play with s
on stack r, i.e. m = M[r]. The top of stack symbols T 0 coincide with the current ones T ,
also the maximal priorities encountered since the moment these symbols have been pushed
coincide, M[j] = M0 [j].
The problem in [57] refers to the relationship between S 0 and S. The incorrect definition
required an equality and therefore missed Moves (7) winning for Eve. The correction is to
require Inclusion (9). To understand the problem with equality, consider the play π in an
ordered MPDG G depicted in Figure 2. The play has two pushes with corresponding pops,
one on stack r and drawn above the play, the other on stack j and drawn below the play.
The push on stack j is simulated in the finite game F in two different ways.
Upon the push of stack r, Eve chooses a strategy up until the pop of stack r, enumerates
all compliant plays (up to the pop), and summarizes them in the proposed set S1 . The play
π is among the compliant plays and yields summary x ∈ S1 . The part of π abstracted by x
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x

S1
π
S2

S20

Figure 2 Matching pushes and pops, the above on stack r, the below on stack j.

contains a push on stack j 6= r. Eve extends her strategy and enumerates all plays from the
push to the pop of stack j that coincide with π on the already fixed dashed part, from the
push of stack j to the pop of stack r. The resulting set of summaries S20 is contained in x.
Ana may decide against skipping and execute the push on stack r. The play may follow π
and reach the push on stack j. Eve is again asked to summarize all plays up to the pop on
stack j, and proposes a set S2 . Even though the proposed sets are for the same push in the
same play, the result may be S2 6= S20 . When forming S20 , the play was already fixed on the
dashed part, up to the pop of stack r. When forming S2 , this does not hold. Hence, there
may be plays starting with the push of stack j that pop stack r in a situation not captured
by x and later pop stack j (e.g. with a different highest priority seen). However, Eve will
have to at least propose a summary for each play that coincides with π on the dashed part
and later pops stack j. Thus, the formed set of summaries S2 is a superset of the set S20 .
Accordingly, if Ana also executes the push on stack j, and the play runs into the pop of stack
r, checking whether summary x captures the situation at the pop of stack r requires that
S20 ⊆ S2 and not S20 = S2 .

4

Upper Bound for Context-Bounded MPDG

We give an algorithm to solve context-bounded MPDG that takes max{1, k − 2}-EXPTIME
when considering k contexts. From a practical point of view, the interesting observation is that
communication across two context switches does not increase the complexity over the problem
of solving (sequential) pushdown games, which are EXPTIME-complete [61]. This compares
well to the fact that a 3-context MPDS can be encoded as a single stack PDS. Interestingly,
beyond the third context the complexity rises at the same pace as for phase-bounded MPDG,
namely by one exponent per context/phase (Section 5).
I Theorem 4. Given a k-context MPDG G with parity winning condition, we can compute
Eve’s winning positions of the form (q, εn ) in time expmax{1,k−2} (poly(|G|)).
Note that we do not assume the number of stacks to be fixed. The observation is that in
a play with k contexts we can only make use of k stacks and it can be converted into an
MPDG with only k stacks at only polynomial overhead (cf. Appendix C).
Our algorithm starts by reducing the number of stacks, if necessary. Afterwards, we
construct a finite parity game identical to the one from the previous section except for a
different set of summaries. The correctness statement is therefore a variant of Lemma 2,
with a similar proof that can be found in [60].
I Lemma 5. Let G be a k-context k-stack parity MPDG. In time expmax{1,k−2} (poly(|G|))
we can compute a finite parity game F so that Eve wins G from position (q, εn ) if and only
if she wins F from a corresponding position. The priorities in G and F coincide.
The set of summaries we use to construct F is an optimization of Seth’s summaries for
phase-bounded MPDG. We repeat Seth’s definition in our notation.
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I Definition 6 ([57]). We fix a stack r and define the set of phase summaries PSr,c by
induction on the phase c from k down to 1:
Y
PSr,c = Q × {c} × [1..max] × Γn−1 × [1..max]n−1 ×
2PSj,>c
j6=r

where PSj,>c =

Sk

i=c+1

PSj,i .

A phase summary (q, c, m, T , M, S) in PSr,c still contains the information required to skip a
play from a push on stack r to the matching pop. The matching pop is defined to occur in
phase c. The meaning of q, m, T , M is unchanged from Definition 3. The sets of summaries
for stacks j 6= r refer to phases later than c. If a symbol is popped in phase c from stack r
then stack j can only be popped in a later phase.
When considering context-bounded rather than phase-bounded MPDG, the key insight is
that the summaries for the first and the second context can be simplified. A summary for
these contexts describes a situation where the push and the matching pop happen within the
same context. As a consequence, the other stacks will not change between the push and the
pop. This means a summary for context one and two does not need to contain entries for
other stacks. This yields the following optimization of Definition 6.
I Definition 7. Consider stack r. We define the set of context summaries by CSr,c = PSr,c
for c from 3 to k. For c = 1, 2, the stack has no influence on the definition:
CSc = Q × {c} × [1..max] .
The largest set of summaries is CSr,3 , which has size expk−3 (O(|G|2k )) or expk−3 (poly(|G|))
since k is fixed, Appendix A.2. Note that the optimization in Definition 7 is not sound for
phase-bounded MPDG. There, symbols can be pushed on all stacks in phases one and two.
The difference also manifests itself in the lower bound.

5

Lower Bounds

We show lower bounds on the complexity of solving context-bounded, phase-bounded, and
ordered MPDG. They match the upper bounds established in the previous sections. The
lower bounds already hold for reachability as the winning condition and thus carry over to
parity. Interestingly, for phase and context-bounded MPDG we only need two stacks.
I Theorem 8. Solving (k + 2)-context respectively k-phase 2-stack reachability MPDG is
k-EXPTIME-hard. Solving ordered n-stack reachability MPDG is n-EXPTIME-hard.
The proofs are by reduction from the membership problem for space-bounded alternating
Turing machines [27]. We want to focus on the main ideas. A detailed presentation can be
found in Appendix D and [60]. Let M be an alternating Turing machine that is guaranteed
to terminate (decider) and operate with space bound expk−1 (poly(|w|)). Given an input
word w, we show how to construct a 2-stack reachability MPDG Gw satisfying the following.
I Lemma 9. Eve wins Gw if and only if w ∈ L(M ). No play in Gw exceeds (k + 2) contexts
and k phases. The construction of Gw works in time polynomial in |w|.
Note that the same MPDG Gw proves the lower bound for the context-bounded and for
the phase-bounded case. Appendix D.4 explains how to adapt the construction to ordered
MPDG. In that setting, we need n stacks. Together, this proves Theorem 8.
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We give the construction of Gw in three steps. First, we explain the overall idea of
how Gw simulates M . Next, we present the key techniques used in the construction,
first-order relations defined by a fragment of first-order logic, and Stockmeyer’s nested
indexing [59, 24, 36]. Finally, we give details of the construction.

5.1

Reduction

We recall the semantics of alternating Turing machines. Configurations (q, c) of M on input
w consist of a state q and tape content c. States are defined to be existentially or universally
branching. We generalize this terminology to configurations and speak of existential and
universal configurations, respectively. The tape content is a word over the tape alphabet
together with a marker denoting the head of the alternating Turing machine. We do not use an
additional work tape. A computation of M on w yields a tree. The nodes are configurations,
the edges are transitions. Existential configurations have one successor configuration, if a
transition is possible. Universal configurations have a successor for each possible transition.
A configuration is final if it is universal and no transitions are possible. The tree is accepting
if every branch reaches a final configuration. There may be different computation trees and
M accepts w if one of them is accepting.
Configurations (q, c) of the alternating Turing machine will be modeled by positions in
the game Gw . Alternation will be reflected by the ownership function: Eve will own the
positions modeling existential configurations, and hence decide about the transition to take
from there. Transitions between configurations will be mimicked by moves. A play of Gw
reflects a branch in some computation tree of M on input w. A winning strategy for Eve
will yield a computation tree of M on w that is accepting. A winning strategy for Ana will
find a branch that violates acceptance in any computation tree.
When modeling configuration (q, c), state q will be the control state of Gw . To understand
how tape content is stored, consider a computation branch of M that leads to (q, c). It is a
sequence of configurations (q0 , c0 ) . . . (qm , cm )(q, c). The game stores the tape contents on
the first stack, in the form c#cm # . . . #c0 . The owner of q chooses a transition δ to take
from (q, c), that results in a configuration (q 0 , c0 ). The game pushes the tape content c0 onto
the first stack and sets the new control state to q 0 .
The difficulty is that tape content c0 is of size expk−1 (len) with len = poly(|w|) while the
size of Gw has to remain polynomial. This means the tape content cannot be pushed in a
faithful way by only using the control states of the MPDG. Instead, we let Eve propose a
sequence of symbols γ from an appropriate alphabet. Afterwards, we give Ana the opportunity
to check the sequence for correctness. Correctness is expressed by a number of relations
between γ and its predecessor c on the first stack.
For each relation, we show how to construct a verification mechanism, an MPDG that is
entered when Ana chooses to check correctness. Once entered, the verification mechanism
cannot be left again. It is constructed in such a way that Eve has a winning strategy from
the entry point if and only if the topmost sequences γ and c on the first stack are in the
required relation. The use of verification mechanisms forces a winning strategy for Eve in
the overall game to push a sequence γ that satisfies all relations.
Consider the verification mechanism required to implement the relation of a Turing
machine transition δ, say from configuration (q, c) to (q 0 , c0 ). The verification mechanism has
to check that γ = c0 , the proposed word is the tape content of the successor configuration. If
not, then a single position will witness the mismatch. It is either a position that changed
without having the head, or the change did not respect δ. The verification mechanism
thus needs to compare the same position in γ and c. Still, the number of positions is not
polynomial and verification mechanisms cannot store the position in the control state.
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The idea is to annotate the letters in c and in γ with their positions. This reduces counting
to the problem of comparing annotations. However, even if the positions are encoded binary
the annotation is still expk−2 (len) long. The problem can be addressed in the same way,
we again annotate the letters of the encoding with their positions. This recursive process
is known as Stockmeyer’s nested indexing [59, 24, 36], written here as function enc. As a
consequence, the first stack will actually hold the sequence enc(c)#enc(cm )# . . . #enc(c0 ).
The relations between γ and enc(c) that Ana will have to check by means of verification
mechanisms are: is γ a correct encoding at all, γ = enc(u) for some u, and is the encoded
tape content u the successor c0 of content c according to a Turing machine transition δ. We
already discussed how to check the latter relation. For the former, the essence is to check
the binary increment relation. We rely on further auxiliary relations.
Our key observation is that all relations required for the reduction are defined by a finite
alternation of quantifiers over the set of positions. We introduce first-order relations, a
formalism sufficiently expressive to capture each of these relations. Then we show how to
construct a verification mechanism for any first-order relation. This is the main technical
contribution of the section.

5.2

First-Order Relations

A first-order relation is a relation u ∼ϕ v between words u and v that is defined by a closed
formula ϕ from a fragment of first-order logic. For the definition of the fragment, let Σ be
a finite alphabet ranged over by s. Let V be a countable set of so-called position variables
ranged over by y. A term t is either an alphabet symbol or the symbol at position y in the
first or in the second word. A formula ϕ quantifies over positions, compares positions, and
compares symbols given by terms t1 and t2 :
t ::= s | symb1 (y) | symb2 (y)

ϕ ::= y1 ≤ y2 | t1 = t2 | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 | ¬ϕ | ∃y.ϕ .

The remaining logical connectives, the universal quantifier, and common predicates are defined
as abbreviations. A formula is closed if every position variable is bound by a quantifier.
Formulas ϕ are evaluated over pairs of words u = u0 . . . un−1 and v = v0 . . . vn−1 over Σ
of the same length together with a valuation of the free position variables val : V → [0..n − 1].
The semantics of terms is
JsKval
u,v = s

Jsymb1 (y)Kval
u,v = uval(y)

Jsymb2 (y)Kval
u,v = vval(y) .

The semantics of first-order formulas is as expected [30]. For closed formulas, it is independent
of the valuation. A closed formula ϕ defines a so-called first-order relation among words
that contains all models of the formula, ∼ϕ = {(u, v) | u, v |= ϕ}. To give an example, the
ordering < on natural numbers in most-significant-bit-first encoding is defined by
∃y1 .∀y2 . [(y2 < y1 ) → symb1 (y2 ) = symb2 (y2 )] ∧ symb1 (y1 ) = 0 ∧ symb2 (y1 ) = 1 .
A first-order formula is in prenex normal form if is has the shape Q1 y1 . . . Qm ym .ϕ, where
Qi ∈ {∃, ∀} and ϕ does not contain quantifiers. Every first-order formula can be transformed
into an equivalent formula in prenex normal form [30].

5.3

Stockmeyer’s Nested Indexing

Our reduction relies on Stockmeyer’s nested indexing [59, 24, 36]. It takes a word of length
expd (n) and appends to each letter an index. The index is the letter’s position given in
most-significant-bit-first encoding. Each index has length expd−1 (n). This encourages to
index it as well, and do so on until the indices have polynomial length.
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For each nesting depth d > 0 of indices we introduce the alphabet Σd = {0d , 1d }.
Let function msbf d assign to a number its most-significant-bit-first encoding over Σd . We
define the d-nested indexing ind d (u) of words u = u0 . . . um by induction. The base case is
ind 0 (u) = u, the word itself and the inductive case is
ind d+1 (u) = u0 x0 . . . um−1 xm−1 ,

where xi = ind d (msbf d+1 (i)) .

To give an example, ind 2 (abra) = a02 01 02 11 b02 01 12 11 r12 01 02 11 a12 01 12 11 .
In our reduction, all words indexed by ind d are of length expd (len) for some len ∈ N.
Then all indices in each layer d have the same length and their msbf d encoding ranges from
0expd−1 (len) to 1expd−1 (len) . Since the tape contents in the reduction are of length (k − 1)-fold
exponential in the input word of the Turing machine, we define this to be our encoding,
enc(c) = ind k−1 (c). As a result, the lowest layer indices are of polynomial length.

5.4

Verification Mechanisms

We proceed by induction on the depth d of the nested indexing. We show how to construct
for every closed first-order formula ϕ a verification mechanism, a 2-stack MPDG Gdϕ that
decides ∼ϕ over words of length expd (len) in the following sense. We have u ∼ϕ v if and only
if Eve has a winning strategy from the initial position with u, v ∈ Σexpd (len) on top of the
first stack. The initial position takes the shape
(Checkdϕ , ind d (u)γ1 ind d (v)γ2 , γ3 ) ,
where γ1 , γ2 , γ3 are arbitrary stack contents up to some delimiting symbols. For the reduction,
we want to verify the relation of a Turing machine transition δ between encoded configurations
of length (k − 1)-fold exponential in the input. We invoke the next lemma with d = k − 1
and len = poly(|w|) and w the input to M . The verification mechanism thus takes at most
k + 1 contexts and k, once entered. The first phase for pushing the configurations has no
fixed stack, so it merges with the first phase of the verification mechanism for a total of k + 2
contexts and k phases.
I Lemma 10. Let ϕ be a first-order formula over Σ and d ∈ N. In time poly(d+|Σ|+len) we
can construct a 2-stack reachability MPDG Gdϕ that decides ϕ over words of length expd (len).
Any play takes at most d + 2 contexts and d + 1 phases.
We explain the main ideas behind the construction. Details can be found in Appendix D
and [60]. Let ϕ = Qy1 . . . . .Qym .ψ be a closed first-order formula in prenex normal form.
The game reflects the choice of a valuation val for y1 , . . . , ym , discharging the quantifier
alternation to the players. For each yj , the responsible player chooses a position val(yj ) whose
binary representation has length expd−1 (len). Then she pushes the encoding ind d−1 (val(yj ))
on the second stack (cf. Appendix D.3). When all variables have been processed, the second
stack holds a sequence ym ind d−1 (msbf d (val(ym ))) . . . y1 ind d−1 (msbf d (val(y1 ))) representing
val, where y1 , . . . , ym serve as delimiting symbols.
After val has been chosen, we are interested in the value JψKval
u,v . Eve wins if and only if
it is true. The difficult case is to evaluate the atomic formulas in ψ. The idea is to let Eve
propose auxiliary information about u, v, and y1 , . . . , ym , which is sufficient to evaluate the
atomic formulas. The size of this information is independent from d, len, so it can be stored
in the control state. Together, this means the game does not need to access the stack during
evaluation. As before, Ana may verify the proposed information.
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Atomic formulas can take the shape Jsymb1/2 (y)Kval
u,v . Eve proposes symbol assignments
symbu , symbv : {y1 , . . . , ym } → Σ, mapping each variable y stored on stack two to the symbol
of word u, v at the position val(y). If Ana chooses to verify symbu (y) (resp. symbv (y)) for
some y, Eve removes symbols from stack one until she claims to have found position val(y).
Ana then decides to either compare the symbol found on stack one to symbu (y) (symbv (y))
or verify the equality of the valuation ind d−1 (val(y)) on stack two and the annotated index
on stack one (Appendix D.1).
Alternatively, an atomic formula can be Jy ≤ y 0 Kval
u,v . For these, Eve proposes a variable
order, a sequence of variables interleaved with relations of the form
yl1 θ1 yl2 θ2 . . . θm−1 ylm ,

with θj ∈ {=, <} .

Verifying an entry y θ y 0 amounts to verifying one of the first-order relations =, <, and > on
the corresponding valuations stored on stack two. This is an application of induction, since
the valuations are of smaller nested depth, i.e. ind d−1 (val(y)) and ind d−1 (val(y 0 )).
Note that the number of possible symbu , symbv , and variable orders is independent of
the indexing depth d and the input length len, but exponential in the size of ϕ.
Contexts and Phases. The verification mechanism begins by pushing the valuation onto
stack two. This process either succeeds with the final valuation on stack two, which costs
one context or phase, but does not fix the stack for the phase, or fails and takes at most
d + 1 contexts and d phases (Appendices D.3, D.2).
Then, Eve proposes information. Ana may doubt that symb1 (y) or symb2 (y) equals
uval(y) resp. vval(y) . Popping the first stack introduces a second context and sets the stack for
the first phase. The comparison routine adds (d − 1) + 2 contexts and phases (Appendix D.1).
Since the context and phase for popping merges with the first context or phase of this routine,
the resulting play has up to d + 2 contexts and d + 1 phases.
Alternatively, Ana may doubt an entry y θ y 0 of the variable order. This includes removing
irrelevant variable values from stack two, which continues the first context and sets the stack
for the first phase. Then Gd−1
ϕθ adds up to (d − 1) + 2 contexts and (d − 1) + 1 phases by the
induction hypothesis. This yields a bound of d + 2 contexts and d phases.
If Ana believes the proposal, the game ends without a further context or phase. The
maximum across all plays is thus d + 2 contexts and d + 1 phases.
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A

Details on Section 3

We argue that Theorem 1 follows from Lemma 2. To check whether Eve wins G, by
the first statement in the lemma it is sufficient to check whether she wins F . We thus
construct the finite game F , which takes (k − 2)-fold exponential time. We apply a modern
parity game solving algorithm to determine the winner in F , like the recent subexponential
algorithms [43, 44]. The algorithm takes time exponential only in the priorities of F , which
by the second statement in the lemma are the priorities [0..max] in G. We thus obtain an
overall time complexity
expk−2 (poly(|G|)) + expk−2 (poly(|G|))max ≤ expk−2 ((1 + max) poly(|G|)),
which is still expk−2 (poly(|G|)).

A.1

Size of the sets of ordered summaries

We estimate the size of the optimized sets of summaries by induction on the stack. In the
base case:
|OSn | = |Q| · max = expn−n (O(|G|2 )) .
For the induction step, assume |OSr+1 | = expn−(r+1) (O(|G|2 )). For stack r we obtain
|OSr | = |Q| ·

n
Y

n
Pn
Y
|OS |
|Γ| · max · 2 i=r+1 i ≤ |Q| · |Γ|n−r · maxn−r ·
2n|OSr+1 |

j=r+1

≤ |G|

j=r+1

2(n−r)+1

(n−r)n|OSr+1 |

·2

(2n+1)|G|+n2 |OSr+1 |

≤ 2

The equality is by definition. The first inequality relies on |OSr | ≥ . . . ≥ |OSn |. Since n is a
constant,
2(2n+1)|G|+n

A.2

2

|OSr+1 |

= 2(2n+1)|G|+n

2

expn−(r+1) (O(|G|2 ))

= expn−r (O(|G|2 )) .

Size of the sets of context summaries

We estimate the size of the optimized sets of summaries by induction on the context. In the
base case:
|OSr,1 | = |OSr,2 | ≤ |OSr,k | ≤ |Q| · max · |Γ|k−1 · maxk−1 = expk−k (O(|G|2k )) .
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The function is indeed polynomial as the number of stacks k is fixed. For the induction step,
assume |OSr,c+1 | = expk−(c+1) (O(|G|2k )) with 4 ≤ c + 1 ≤ k. For context c we obtain
|OSr,c | = |Q| · max ·

r−1
Y

|Γ| · max · 2

Pk
l=c+1

|OSj,l |

j=1

·

k
Y

|Γ| · max · 2

Pk
l=c+1

|OSj,l |

j=r+1

≤ |G|2k ·

k
Y

2k|OSj,c+1 | ≤ 22k|G|+k

2

|OSr,c+1 |

.

j=1

The equality is by definition. The first inequality relies on |OSr,c | ≥ . . . ≥ |OSr,k |. Also,
|OSj,c | = |OSj 0 ,c | for stacks j 6= j 0 by Symmetry.
22k|G|+k

B

2

|OSr,c+1 |

= 22k|G|+k

2

expk−(c+1) (O(|G|2k ))

= expk−c (O(|G|2k ))) .

Equivalence of the MPDG G and the finite game F

In the following, we give a construction intuition for how winning strategies for Eve can be
converted between G and F .

B.1

Transforming a winning strategy from F to G

We proceed in the following steps: First, we introduce a strategy transducer T to transport σ
from F = (VF , EF , own, Ω) to G = (P, own, Ω). Then, we define the strategy ν it implements
and show an invariant between plays compliant with that strategy and runs of T (Lemma
14). Next, we show that if T can perform a run from a stair (q, R) to some configuration
(q 0 , R0 ), then there is a play compliant to σ in F from Tr(q, R) to Tr(q 0 , R0 ) (Lemma 15
and Lemma 16). Lastly, putting the previous results together, we get that a run compliant
to ν that is losing for Eve leads to a play in F that is compliant to σ losing for Eve, which
contradicts it being a winning strategy. Thus, ν is also a winning strategy.
Intuitively, the transducer T is a multi-pushdown system with the same number of stacks
as P . At any point in the game, the stack heights of T are identical to the stack heights
of P . However, the transitions are amplified to update all top of stack contents with each
transition.
The strategy automaton remembers information of the finite state game in the following
sense. If the finite state game would be in a position (Check, q, T , M, S), then the strategy
automaton is in state q and the top of stack symbol of each stack r is a tuple (T [r], M[r], S[r]).
The automaton mimics a play of G. Whenever Eve has the next move, she can use it to
follow her strategy σ for F .
I Definition 11. Given a strategy σ for Eve in F , the strategy automaton T is a tuple
T = (Q, Γ × [0..max] × 2OS , 7→, n) where Q is the state space, Γ × [0..max] × 2OS is the
stack alphabet, and 7→ is a transition relation, which we will define directly on the set of
configurations CT .
A configuration of T ∈ CT is (q, R), where R : [1..n] → (Γ × [0..max])∗ × 2OS are the
stack contents. For each stack j, the stack contents R[j] = j R|R[j]| j R|R[j]|−1 . . . j R1 is a
seqence of tuples, and j R|R[j]| is the top of stack symbol. We denote the tuple contents by
j

Ri = ( j γi , j mi , j Si ).
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For the sake of notation, we introduce a context sensitive top of stack pointer ↑. It obtains
the index value of the top of stack symbol:
R[j] = j R|R[j]| j R|R[j]|−1 . . . j R1 = j R↑ j R↑−1 . . . j R1 .
This notation also carries over to the individual tuple contents. Thus,
j

γ↑ = j γ|R[j]|

j

S↑ = j S|R[j]|

j

m↑ = j m|R[j]| .

I Definition 12. We define a transformation function Tr : CT → VF mapping configurations
of T to positions in F by Tr(q, R) = (Check, q, T , M, S), where T [j] = j γ↑ , M[j] = j m↑
and S[j] = j S↑ .
To define the transition relation 7→ ⊆ CT × δ × CT , let Tr(q, R) = (Check, q, T , M, S)
and Tr(q 0 , R0 ) = (Check, q 0 , T 0 , M0 , S 0 ). For every transition rule τ of P , T has a transition
τ
(q, R) 7−
→ (q 0 , R0 ), if either q is owned by Eve and σ tells her for position Tr(q, R) to use the
move simulating τ , or own(q) = Ana.
j
Further, for all stacks j 6= r, T 0 [j] = γ 0 ↑ = j γ↑ = T 0 [j] and T updates the stackcontents
0
R to R dependent on the transition:
j

Case 1 (τ is an internal transition (q, r, q 0 )): R = R0 except for each stack j, m0 ↑ =
max{Ω(q 0 ), j m↑ }.
j

Case 2 (τ is a push transition (q, r, s, q 0 )): R = R0 , except for each stack j 6= r, m0 ↑ =
max{Ω(q 0 ), j m↑ }. And for stack r, R0 [r] = (s, Ω(q 0 ), S)R[r], where S is determined by σ:
σ(Pushr , T , M, S, q 0 , s) = (Claimr , T , M, S, q 0 , s, S).
Case 3 (τ is a pop transition (q, s, r, q 0 ) ∈ δpop and R[j] = ε for all j < r):
Case 3.1 (there is (q 0 , M[r], T[r7→ε] , M[r7→0] , S) ∈ rS↑ s.t. for each j > r, S[j] ⊆ j S↑ ):
j

j

R = R0 , except for each j > r, m0 ↑ = max{Ω(q 0 ), j m↑ } and S 0 ↑ = S[j]. And for stack r,
R0 [r] = ( rγ↑−1 , max{ rm↑ , rm↑−1 , Ω(q 0 )}, rS↑−1 ) rR↑−2 rR↑−3 . . . rR1 .
Case 3.2 (there is no (q 0 , M[r], T[r7→ε] , M[r7→0] , S) ∈ rS↑ s.t. for each j > r, S[j] ⊆ j S↑ ):
j

R = R0 , except for each j > r, m0 ↑ = max{Ω(q 0 ), j m↑ } and for stack r, R0 [r] =
( rγ↑−1 , max{ rm↑ , rm↑−1 , Ω(q 0 )}, rS↑−1 ) rR↑−2 rR↑−3 . . . rR1 .
Note that case 3.2 is almost a copy of case 3.1. It simply does not find a matching
summary. We will later use case distinction on whether a transition is due to case 3.1 or 3.2.
Also note that when a configuration (q, R) belongs to Eve, T can only perfom the transition
which σ wants to simulate from Tr(q, R).
The following lemma tells us, that during a run of T , the summary for a stack symbol
can only shrink during the run.
τ

I Lemma 13. Let η = (q, R) and η 0 = (q 0 , R0 ) with η 7−
→ η 0 in T . For each stack j ∈ [1..n],
0
let sh j = min{|R[j]|, |R[j] |}.
j
j
For each stack j ∈ [1..n], S 0 sh j ⊆ j Ssh j and for each u ∈ [1..sh j − 1], j Ru = R0 u .
Proof. By construction. Only transition case 3.1 changes j Ssh j . When transition case 3.1
happens for a stack r, it changes on stacks j > r the set j S↑ to S[j]. But S[j] ⊆ j S↑ by the
conditions for transition 3.
J
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τ

τ

0
1
A run of the strategy automaton is a sequence (qinit , (ε, ∅, Ω(qinit )n ) = η0 7−→
η1 7−→
....
We can use the strategy automaton to define a strategy ν on G for starting positions of the
form (qinit , εn ). We define ν inductively on the play prefix. The proof of the next lemma
does both, it defines the strategy and states an invariant between plays in G conform to it
and runs of T .

τ

τl−1

0
I Lemma 14. Let π = π0 −→
. . . −−−→ πl be a play prefix compliant to the strategy ν and
τl−1
τ0
η = η0 7−→ . . . 7−−−→ ηl the corresponding run of T . At any position p ∈ N, if ηp = (q, R),
then
1. πp = (q, ( 1γ↑ 1γ↑−1 . . . 1γ1 , 2γ↑ 2γ↑−1 . . . 2γ1 , . . . , nγ↑ nγ↑−1 . . . nγ1 )).

2. If lupπj (p) 6= ⊥ is defined, then maxu∈[lupπj (p)..p] {Ω(q u )} = j m↑ . And if lupπj (p) = ⊥ is
undefined, then maxu∈[0..p] {Ω(q u )} = j m↑ .
Proof.
I Base Case (π0 , η0 ). π0 = (qinit , εn ), η0 = ((qinit , 0, 0), (ε, ∅, Ω(qinit ))n ). Both invariants
hold immediately.
τ

τi−1

τ

i
0
I Inductive Case (πi to πi+1 , ηi to ηi+1 ). Let π = π0 7−→
. . . 7−−−→ πi = (q, P) 7−→
(q, P 0 ) be
τi−1
τ1
a play prefix in G. By induction, the strategy automaton has a run prefix η0 7−→ . . . 7−−−→
ηi = (q, R), that fulfills the lemma.
In case of own(ηi ) = Eve, by construction, T has only an enabled transition for a single
τ at ηi . Namely the one, which σ would choose to simulate from ψ(q, P). We choose
τi−1
τ0
ν(π0 7−→
. . . 7−−−→ πi ) to use that transition.
In the other case, for every transition τi enabled in πi , a corresponding is enabled in T
by construction.
If π is compliant with ν, we continue η by the corresponding enabled transition ηi = (q,
τi
R) 7−→
(q 0 , R0 ) = ηi+1 .
Remains to show, that the lemma holds for position i + 1 as well.
For all stacks j 6= r, the third condition is fulfilled by construction and induction: By
induction, the maximal parity seen since position lupπj (i) up to πi is j m↑ . For all stacks
j 6= r, the stack height does not change. There has been seen a new parity Ω(q 0 ). The
j
construction sets m0 ↑ appropriately to max{Ω(q 0 ), j m↑ }.

Case 1 (τi = (q, r, q 0 ) ∈ δint ): The first condition is fulfilled trivially, since the symbols in
the stack contents did not change. For the second condition, in this case, the same arguments
apply as for the other stacks.
Case 2 (τi = (q, r, s, q 0 ) ∈ δpush ): For the first condition, the symbols in the stack contents
don’t change for all stacks j 6= r. For stack r however, R0 [r] = (s, Ω(q 0 ), S)R[r], such that s
is the new additional symbol, which is the pushed symbol by τi . This meets the lemma’s
requirenment.
For the third condition, Ω(q 0 ) is the only parity seen since the push of s.
Case 3 (τi = (q, s, r, q 0 ) ∈ δpop ): Be aware that T contains multiple possible transitions for
τi . These only differ in the sets of summaries j S↑ for each stack j > r. The lemma does not
state any conditions on the summary sets, so there is no need for case distinction.
For the first condition, the symbols in the stack contents don’t change for stacks j 6= r.
For stack r however, (s, Ω(q 0 ), S)R[r]0 = R[r], removing the top most symbol from the stack,
which is the symbol removed by τi . This meets the lemma’s requirenment.
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r

For the second condition, the maximal parity seen since the push of γ 0 ↑ is determined
by the maximal parity seen since the last unmatched push before pushing s, the just popped
symbol. This is the position lupπr (i + 1) = lupπr (lupπr i).
r
The correct priority is chosen by m0 ↑ = max{ rm↑ , rm↑−1 , Ω(q 0 )}.
J
The next lemma ensures that the strategy automaton T and the mapping Tr of configurations from T to positions in F behave well with respect to the strategy σ itself. When
τ
the strategy automaton is able to make a move η 7−
→ η 0 , then there should be transitions
0
Tr(η) 7→ · · · 7→ Tr(η ) compliant with σ in F .
I Lemma 15. Let σ be a strategy for Eve in F and T the strategy automaton. Let η =
τ0
τ1
η0 7−→
η1 7−→
. . . be a computation of T starting in a stair η0 .
For each position i ∈ N, let
ηi = (q i , Ri )

Tr(ηi ) = (Check, q i , T i , Mi , S i )

i
i
where for each stack j, Ri [j] = ( j γ↑i , j mi↑ , j S↑i )( j γ↑−1
, j mi↑−1 , j S↑−1
) . . . ( j γ1i , j mi1 , j S1i ).
τ

i
Let i ∈ N. Let ηi 7−→
ηi+1 be a transition of T that is not by transition case 3.2.
Then the following transitions exist in F and are compliant with σ.
If τi = (q i , r, q i+1 ) ∈ δint :

Tr(ηi ) = (Check, q i , T i , Mi , S i ) 7→ (Check, q i+1 , T i+1 , Mi+1 , S i+1 ) = Tr(ηi+1 )
τi = (q, r, s, q 0 ) ∈ δpush :
Tr(ηi ) = (Check, q i , T i , Mi , S i )
7→ (Pushr , T i , Mi , S i , q i+1 , s)
7→ (Claimr , T i , Mi , S i , q i+1 , s, rS↑i+1 )
i
7→ (Check, q i+1 , T[r7i →s] , Mi+1 , S[r7
) = Tr(ηi+1 )
→ r S i+1 ]
↑

0

If τi = (q, s, r, q ) ∈ δpop : Since η0 is a stair, position i is in a push-pop-pair (t, i).
Tr(ηt ) = (Check, q t , T t , Mt , S t )
7→ (Pushr , T t , Mt , S t , q t+1 , s)
7→ (Claimr , T t , Mt , S t , q t+1 , s, rS↑t+1 )
7→ (Jumpr , q i+1 , Mi [r], T i+1 , Mi[r7→0] , S i+1 , Mt [r])
7→ (Check, q i+1 , T i+1 , Mi+1 , S i+1 , ) = Tr(ηi+1 )
Proof. For any of the following, the correctness of q i+1 is immediate and therefore skipped.
Also be aware that both, F and T , respect the orderedness restriction.
Case 1 (τi = (q i , r, q i+1 ) ∈ δint ): By construction of F , τi causes the existence of the
transition
Tr(ηi ) = (Check, q i , T i , Mi , S i ) 7→ (Check, q i+1 , T i , M0 , S i )
!

= (Check, q i+1 , T i+1 , Mi+1 , S i+1 ) = Tr(ηi+1 )
Remains to show the equality of the last two check states. By definition of T , Ri = Ri+1 .
Together with Tr we get that T i = T i+1 and S i = S i+1 . By construction of F and T , for
any stack j,
M[j]i+1 = j mi+1
= max{ j mi↑ , Ω(q i+1 )} = max{M[j]i , Ω(q i+1 )} = M[j]0 .
↑
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τ

i
Also, by construction of T , the transition ηi 7−→
ηi+1 only exists, if own(q i ) = Ana or
i
i
i
i
i+1
i
0
i
σ(Check, q , T , M , S ) = (Check, q , T , M , S ). The transition is compliant with σ.

Case 2 (τi = (q i , r, s, q i+1 ) ∈ δpush ): By construction of F , τi causes the existence of the
transitions
Tr(ηi ) = (Check, q i , T i , Mi , S i )
7→ (Pushr , T i , Mi , S i , q i+1 , s)
7→ (Claimr , T i , Mi , S i , q i+1 , s, rS↑i+1 )
i
7→ (Check, q i+1 , T[r7i →s] , M0 , S[r7
)
→ r S i+1 ]
↑

!

= (Check, q

i+1

,T

i+1

i+1

,M

,S

i+1

) = Tr(ηi+1 )

Remains to show the equality of the last two check states. By definition of T , Ri =
R , except for each j 6= r, j mi+1
= max{Ω(q i+1 ), j mi↑ }, and for stack r, Ri+1 [r] =
↑
r
i+1
(s, Ω(q i+1 ), S↑ )R[r], where
i+1

σ(Pushr , T i , Mi , S i , q i+1 , s) = (Claimr , T i , Mi , S i , q i+1 , s, rS↑i+1 ).
i
This immediately yields T[r7i →s] = T i+1 and S[r7
= S i+1 .
→ r S i+1 ]
↑

Also, M0 [r] = Ω(q i+1 ) = rmi+1
and for each stack j 6= r:
↑
M0 [j] = max{Ω(q i+1 ), M[j]i } = max{Ω(q i+1 ), j mi↑ } = j mi+1
↑ .
τ

i
Since the transition ηi 7−→
ηi+1 exists in T , by its construction,

σ(Pushr , T i , Mi , S i , q i+1 , s) = (Claimr , T i , Mi , S i , q i+1 , s, rS↑i+1 ).
Also, either own(q i ) = Ana or
σ(Check, q i , T i , Mi , S i ) = (Pushr , T i , Mi , S i , q i+1 , s).
Thus, the transitions exist in F and are compliant with σ.
Case 3 (τi = (q, r, s, q 0 ) ∈ δpop and (t, i) is a push-pop-pair): Since (t, i) is a push-pop-pair,
there is a push transition τt = (q t , r, s, q t+1 ).
By construction of F , τt causes the existence of the transitions
Tr(ηt ) = (Check, q t , T t , Mt , S t )
7→ (Pushr , T t , Mt , S t , q t+1 , s)
7→ (Claimr , T t , Mt , S t , q t+1 , s, rS↑t+1 )
which are compliant with σ, as discussed in the previous case. Since (t, i) is a push-pop-pair,
for any position t < p < i, |Rt+1 [r]| = |Ri [r]| ≤ |Rp [r]|. Then, by repetitive use of Lemma
13, rS↑i ⊆ rS↑t+1 .
Next, we show that
(Claimr , T t , Mt , S t , q t+1 , s, rS↑t+1 ) 7→ (Jumpr , q i+1 , Mi [r], T i+1 , Mi[r7→0] , S i+1 , Mt [r])
τ

i
is a valid transition in F . Since the transition ηi 7−→
ηi+1 is not by transition case 3.2, it must
be by transition case 3.1 of T . Thus, T finds a summary (q i+1 , Mi [r], T[r7i →ε] , Mi[r7→0] , S) ∈
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S i [r] such that for each stack j =
6 r, S[j] ⊆ S i [j]. By construction of F , there is the transition
(Claimr , T t , Mt , S t , q t+1 , s, rS↑t+1 )
7→ (Jumpr , q i+1 , Mi [r], T[r7i →T t [r]] , Mi[r7→0] , S[r7→S t [r]] , Mt [r])
!

= (Jumpr , q i+1 , Mi [r], T i+1 , Mi[r7→0] , S i+1 , Mt [r])
To find the last equation, we need to identify T[r7i →T t [r]] = T i+1 and S[r7→S t [r]] = S i+1 .
Remember that τi = (q i , s, r, q i+1 ) is a popping transition with
τ

i
ηi = (q i , Ri ) 7−→
(q i+1 , Ri+1 ) = ηi+1 ,

that used transition case 3.1 of the strategy automaton conditions for a transition with the
prediction S ∈ rS↑i = S i [r]. Since (t, i) is a push-pop-pair, for all positions t + 1 ≤ p ≤ i,
|Rt [r]| = |Rt+1 [r]| − 1 = |Ri [r]| − 1 = |Ri+1 [r]| < |Rp [r]|.
As T does not change the symbol of its tuples and by repetitive use of Lemma 13,
T i+1 [r] = rγ↑i+1 = rγ↑t = T t [r]

t+1
i
S t [r] = rS↑t = rS↑−1
= rS↑−1
= rS↑i+1 = S i+1 [r].

and

Since T used S for its case 3.1 transition, by its construction: For all stacks j 6= r,
S[j]i+1 = j S↑i+1 = S[j].
The last transition is
(Jumpr , q i+1 , Mi [r], T i+1 , Mi[r7→0] , S i+1 , Mt [r]) 7→ (Check, q i+1 , T i+1 , M0 , S i+1 )
!

= (Check, q i+1 , T i+1 , Mi+1 , S i+1 ) = Tr(ηi+1 )
It remains to show M0 = Mi+1 . For any stack j > r, by construction of F and T ,
Mi+1 [j] = j mi+1
= max{ j mi↑ , Ω(q i+1 )} = max{Mi [j], Ω(q i+1 )} = M0 [j].
↑
For stack r, again since (t, i) is a push-pop-pair, for all positions t + 1 ≤ p ≤ i holds:
|Rt [r]| = |Rt+1 [r]| − 1 = |Ri [r]| − 1 = |Ri+1 [r]| < |Rp [r]|.
r i
Repetitive use of Lemma 13 leads to rmt↑ = rmt+1
↑−1 = m↑−1 . Finally,

Mi+1 [r] = max{ rmi↑ , rmi↑−1 , Ω(q i+1 )}
= max{ rmi↑ , rm↑t , Ω(q i+1 )} = max{Mi [r], Mt [r], Ω(q i+1 )} = M0 [r].
The positions
(Claimr , T t , Mt , S t , q t+1 , s, rS↑t+1 ),

(Jumpr , q i+1 , Mi [r], T i+1 , Mi[r7→0] , S i+1 , Mt [r])

are both not owned by Eve. The transitions are compliant with σ.

J

Let σ be a winning strategy for Eve in F from (Check, qinit , εn , 0n , ∅n ). We use T to
derive a strategy ν for Eve in G as described above (Lemma 14). Let there be a play π
compliant with ν together with its strategy automaton run η. Towards contradiction, assume
π is losing for Eve. We construct a play ρ = ρ0 . . . in F compliant with σ from ρ0 = (Check,
qinit , εn , 0n , ∅n ) that is losing for Eve.
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For each position i ∈ N, let
i

ηi = (q i , R ),

Tr(ηi ) = (Check, q i , T i , Mi , S i ).

i
i
where for each stack j, R[j]i = ( j γ↑i , j mi↑ , j S↑i )( j γ↑−1
, j mi↑−1 , j S↑−1
) . . . ( j γ1i , j mi1 , j S1i ).
τ

i
In the following, assume that for all i ∈ N there is no transition ηi 7−→
ηi+1 following
transition case 3.2 of T for having a transition. We handle that case later.

I Lemma 16. Let p ∈ N be a stair of η. There is ψ : N → N, such that for each i ∈ N
with p ≤ i, there is a play ρi = ρi1 7→ · · · 7→ ρiψ(i) of length ψ(i) compliant with σ in F from
ρi1 = Tr(ηp ) to ρiψ(i) = Tr(ηi ) such that
max {Ω(q u )} =
u∈[p..i]

max {Ω(ρu )}.

u∈[1..ψ(i)]

Proof. We show this by induction.
I Base Case (i = p). Set ψ(p) = 1. Immediatly, Tr(ηp ) = Tr(ηi ) and Ω(q p ) = Ω(Tr(ηp )).
I Inductive Case (i 7→ i + 1). Assume, that for each t ∈ [p..i], there is a play ρt compliant
with σ from Tr(ηp ) = ρt1 to Tr(ηt ) = ρtψ(t) .
We create a play in F from Tr(ηp ) to Tr(ηi+1 ) compliant with σ.
Case 1 (τi ∈ δint ): Set ψ(i + 1) = ψ(i) + 1. The desired play is a continuation of ρi . By
Lemma 15, the following transition is compliant with σ.
Tr(ηi ) = (Check, q i , T i , Mi , S i ) 7→ (Check, q i+1 , T , Mi+1 , S) = Tr(ηi+1 )
By induction,
max {Ω(q u )} = max{ max {Ω(q u )}, Ω(q i+1 )}
u∈[p..i+1]

u∈[p..i]

= max{ max {Ω(ρiu )}, Ω(ρψ(t+1) )} =
u∈[1..ψ(i)]

max
u∈[1..ψ(i+1)]

{Ω(ρi+1
u )}

Case 2 (τi = (q i , r, s, q i+1 ) ∈ δpush ): The desired play is a continuation of ρi , which ends in
Tr(ηi ). By Lemma 15, the following transitions are compliant with σ.
Tr(ηi ) = (Check, q i , T i , Mi , S i )
7→ (Pushr , T i , Mi , S i , q i+1 , s)
7→ (Claimr , T i , Mi , S i , q i+1 , s, rS↑i+1 )
7→ (Check, q i+1 , T i+1 , Mi+1 , S i+1 ) = Tr(ηi+1 )
By induction,


u

max {Ω(q )} = max

t

max {Ω(q )}, Ω(q

u∈[p..i+1]

i+1


)

t∈[p..i]





= max

max
u∈[1..ψ(i)]

{Ω(ρpu )}, 0, 0, Ω(q i+1 )


= max

max {Ω(ρpu )}, Ω(Pushr , −), Ω(Claimr , −),

i+1
Ω(Check, q , −)
u∈[1..ψ(i)]

=

max
u∈[1..ψ(i+1)]

{Ω(ρpu )}
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Case 3 (τi = (q i , s, r, q i+1 ) ∈ δpop ): Since p is a stair, position i is in a push-pop-pair (t, i)
such that p ≤ t < i. Set ψ(i + 1) = ψ(t) + 4. The desired play is a continuation of ρt .
τi
Because ηi 7−→
ηi+1 is not by transition case 3.2 of T ’s transition conditions, by Lemma 15,
the following transitions are compliant with σ.
Tr(ηt ) = (Check, q t , T t , Mt , S t )
7→ (Pushr , T t , Mt , S t , q t+1 , s)
7→ (Claimr , T t , Mt , S t , q t+1 , s, rS↑t+1 )
7→ (Jumpr , q i+1 , Mi [r], T i+1 , Mi[r7→0] , S i+1 , Mt [r])
7→ (Check, q i+1 , T i+1 , Mi+1 , S i+1 ) = Tr(ηi+1 )
Since (t, i) is push-pop-pair, lupηr (i) = t. By Lemma 14,
Mi [r] =

max

u∈[lupη
r (i)..i]

{Ω(q u )} = max {Ω(q u )}.
u∈[t..i]

By induction,
max {Ω(q u )} = max



max {Ω(q u )}, max {Ω(q u )}, Ω(q i+1 )
u∈[p..t]
u∈[t..i]


= max
max {Ω(ρtu )}, M[r]i , Ω(ρtψ(i+1) )

u∈[p..i+1]



u∈[1..ψ(t)]

=

max
u∈[1..ψ(i+1)]

{Ω(ρi+1
u )}

J

Since (Nn , ≤n ) is a well-quasi ordering, η contains an infinite set of stairs ST η =
{p1 , p2 , . . . } ⊆ N with p1 < p2 < . . . . Towards contradiction, we can now construct a play
ρ = ρ0 7→ ρ1 7→ . . . in F that is winning for Ana and is compliant with σ. We need a
function φ : ST → N, such that for any p ∈ ST , Tr(ηp ) = ρφ(p) . Furthermore, we want for
each pi , pi+1 ∈ ST that
max

{Ω(πu )} =

u∈[pi ..pi+1 ]

max

{Ω(ρu )},

u∈[φ(pi )..φ(pi+1 )]

which leads to
max inf{Ω(πu )} = max inf{Ω(πpi ),
u∈N

i∈N

max

Ω(πu )} =

pi <u<pl+1

max inf{Ω(ρφ(pi ) ),
i∈N

max
φ(pi )<u<φ(pi+1 )

Ω(ρu )} = max inf{Ω(ρu )}.
u∈N

And thus ρ is a play compliant with σ, that is won by Ana, contradicting σ being a
winning strategy for Eve.
I Base Case (p1 ). Initial position of the play is ρ0 = (Check, qinit , εn , 0n , ∅n ) = Tr(η0 ),
which is a stair. Thus, p1 = 0.
I Inductive Case (pi → pi+1 ). Assume, we constructed ρ and the function φ, such that
ρ0 = Tr(η0 ) 7→ · · · 7→ ρφ(p1 ) = Tr(η1 ) 7→ · · · 7→ ρφ(p2 ) = Tr(η2 ) 7→ · · · 7→ ρφ(pi ) = Tr(ηpi )
and for all i ∈ [1..i − 1],
max

{Ω(πu )} =

u∈[pi ..pi+1 ]

max
u∈[φ(pi )..φ(pi+1 )]

{Ω(ρu )}.
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Since ηpi is a stair and Tr(ηpi ) = ρφ(pi ) , by Lemma 16, we can find a position for φ(pi+1 )
and continue ρ by some transitions Tr(ηpi ) = ρφ(pi ) 7→ · · · 7→ ρφ(pi+1 ) = Tr(ηpi+1 ), such that
max
u∈[pi ..pi+1 ]

{Ω(πu )} =

max
u∈[φ(pi )..φ(pi+1 )]

{Ω(ρu )}.

Now we handle the case where one of the transitions in η is due to transition case 3.2
τi
of the strategy automaton. Let there is a minimal position i ∈ N, such that ηi 7−→
ηi+1
is due to transition case 3.2 of T ’s transition conditions. Be aware, that the induction
in Lemma 16 still works up to position i. Thus, there is a play ρ compliant with σ from
(Check, qinit , εn , 0n , ∅n ), which is a stair, to ψ(ηi ). Since T had a transition for τi , either
own(ψ(ηi )) = Ana or σ chose the transition introduced to F caused by τi . In either case,
the following transition is compliant with σ:
ψ(ηi ) = (Check, q i , T i , S i , Mi ) 7→ AnaWin.
Because τi used transition case 3.2, we know that there is no (q i+1 , Mi [r], T[r7i →ε] , Mi[r7→0] , S) ∈
S[r] such that for each stack j > r, S[j] ⊆ j S↑ .
Thus the above transition is indeed a continuation of ρ, compliant with σ, that is won by
Ana, contradicting σ being a winning strategy for Eve.

B.2

Transforming a winning strategy from G to F

We handle a lot of play prefixes in this section. Let us introduce the notation π..i = π0 π1 . . . πi
for play prefixes of π.
Let ν be a winning strategy for Eve in G. We construct a strategy σ for Eve in F . For
this, we need to maintain a play prefix of G. During a play ρ in F , we build up and continue
this prefix and use it to determine the moves to be taken by σ in ρ.
τ

τl−1

0
. . . 7−−−→ πl
I Definition 17. Given a strategy ν for Eve in G, a play prefix π..l = π0 7−→
compliant with ν and an unmatched pushing position p ∈ [0..l−1] with τp = (q, r, s, q 0 ) ∈ δpush ,
we define the summary set S π..l ,ν,p ⊆ OSr recursively:
For every play π..l0 that is a continuation of π..l , i.e. l < l0 , and compliant with ν, if p is
matched in π..l0 , i.e. (p, t) is a push-pop-pair in π..l , we add a summary as follows to S π..l ,ν,p :
Let q 00 be the state at position t + 1, and T be the top of stack symbols at πt+1 . For each
stack j ∈ [1..n], let tj = lupπj ..t (t). Let M be such that

M[j] =

(
maxu∈[tj +1..t] {Ω(πu )}

tj 6= ⊥

maxu∈[0..t] {Ω(πu )}

tj = ⊥

We add (q 00 , M[r], T[r7→ε] , M[r7→0] , S) to S π..l ,ν,p , where S[j] for each stack j > r,
S[j] = S π..t+1 ,ν,tj .
Be aware, that this construction is finite and the result is an actual prediction: The sets
S π..t+1 ,ν,tj contain sets of summaries for only stacks greater, thus the recursion terminates
for stack n. Furthermore, this construction is finite as OSj is finite.
For a play prefix π..l and its continuation π..l0 , i.e. l < l0 , it is immediate that S π..l0 ,ν,p ⊆
π..l ,ν,p
S
. This is because the set of play continuations for π..l0 is a subset of the play
continuations for π..l .
For a play ρ in F compliant with σ, we maintain the play prefix of G. In order to keep
the construction short, we define the strategy and an invariant (Lemma 18) between the
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two plays at the same time. For this, define the set Checksρ ⊆ N of all indecies where
ρ is in a Check-state. We can order these positions by their occurence in ρ so we get
Checksρ = {p1 , p2 , . . . } with p1 < p2 < . . . . We define a function ψ : Checksρ → N that
maps play indecies of Check-states in ρ to positions in π.
I Lemma 18. Let ρ be a play compliant with σ and π the corresponding play created.
π is compliant with ν
For any position p ∈ Checksρ , if ρp = (Check, q, T , M, S), then πψ(p) is in state q and
π
the top of stack symbols are T . Let tj = lupj ..ψ(p) (ψ(p)). For every stack j with tj 6= ⊥,
S π..ψ(p) ,ν,tj ⊆ S[j].
for pi , pi+1 ∈ Checksρ ,
max

{Ω(ρu )} =

u∈[pi ..pi+1 ]

max
u∈[ψ(pi )..ψ(pi+1 )]

{Ω(πu )}

Proof and Construction. by induction.
I Base Case (i = 1). This is only the initial position. π0 = (qinit , εn ), ρ0 = (Check,
qinit , εn , Ω(qinit )n , ∅n ). ψ(p1 ) = ψ(0) = 0.
I Inductive Case (i → i + 1). We first show how σ continues ρ and π..ψ(pi ) before focussing
on the invariant stated in Lemma 18.
If own(ρpi ) = Eve, we need to construct σ for ρpi = (Check, q, T , M, S). In that case,
τ
let πψ(pi ) 7−
→ ν(πψ(pi ) ) be the transition used by ν in G. If own(ρpi ) = Ana, Ana takes some
transition in F that was introduced by some transition τ enabled in πψ(pi ) .
Let πψ(pi ) = (q, P), where by indcution, the top of stack symbols form T .
Case 1 (τ = (q, r, q 0 ) ∈ δint ): ρ continues with the transition introduced in F :
τ

ρpi = (Check, q, T , M, S) 7−
→ (Check, q 0 , T , M0 , S) = ρpi+1
Further, we set ψ(pi+1 ) = ψ(pi ) + 1 and continue π by
τ

πψ(pi ) = (q, P) 7−
→ (q 0 , P) = πψ(pi+1 ) .
to arrive at π..ψ(pi+1 ) .
To the invariant: This tranisition is compliant with ν. The state conditions are fulfilled
by construction, as well as the top of stack condition. The prediction sets did not change,
thus S π..ψ(pi+1 ) ,ν,tj ⊆ S π..ψ(pi ) ,ν,tj ⊆ S[j]. And for the parity condition,
max
u∈[pi ..pi+1 ]

{Ω(ρu )} = max{Ω(ρpi ), Ω(ρpi+1 )} =
max{Ω(πψ(pi ) ), Ω(πψ(pi+1 )) } =

max
u∈[ψ(pi )..ψ(pi+1 )]

{Ω(πu )}.

Case 2 (τ = (q, r, s, q 0 ) ∈ δpush ): ρ continues with the transition introduced in F :
ρpi = (Check, q, T , M, S) 7→ (Pushr , T , M, S, q 0 , s)
τ

First, we continue π..ψ(pi ) by π..ψ(pi )+1 = π..ψ(pi ) 7−
→ πψ(pi )+1 which is compliant with ν.
Then, Eve has to make a claim in F . To define their strategy, we use the game prediction
from above.
σ(Pushr , T , M, S, q 0 , s) = (Claimr , T , M, S, q 0 , s, S π..ψ(pi )+1 ,ν,ψ(pi ) )
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Case 2.1 (Ana continues to (Check, q 0 , r, T[r7→s] , M0 , S[r7→S π..ψ(pi )+1 ,ν,ψ(pi ) ] )): The transitions
in F up to pi+1 are
ρpi = (Check, q, T , M, S)
7→ (Pushr , T , M, S, q 0 , s)
7→ (Claimr , T , M, S, q 0 , s, S π..ψ(pi )+1 ,ν,ψ(pi ) )
7→ (Check, q 0 , r, T[r7→s] , M0 , S[r7→S π..ψ(pi )+1 ,ν,ψ(pi ) ] ) = ρpi+1
Thus, pi+1 = pi + 3. Set ψ(pi+1 ) = ψ(pi ) + 1. Then, π..ψ(pi+1 ) = π..ψ(pi )+1 .
To the invariant, state conditions are fulfilled by construction, as well as the top of stack
π..ψ(pi )
condition. The prediction sets for all stacks j 6= r did not change and tj = lupj
(ψ(pi )) =
π..ψ(pi+1 )

lupj

(ψ(pi+1 )), thus S π..ψ(pi+1 ) ,ν,tj ⊆ S π..ψ(pi ) ,ν,tj ⊆ S[j] = S[r7→S π..ψ(pi ) ,ν,ψ(pi ) ] [j].
π..ψ(p

i+1
For stack r, we have lupj
(ψ(pi+1 )) = ψ(pi ). Adequately, S π..ψ(pi+1 ) ,ν,ψ(pi ) =
S[r7→S π..ψ(pi ) ,ν,ψ(pi ) ] [r].
For the parity condition, we have
)

{Ω(ρu )} = max{ρpi , (Pushr , −), (Claimr , −), ρpi+1 } =

max

u∈[pi ..pi+1 ]

max{ρpi , ρpi+1 } = max{πψ(pi ) , πψ(pi+1 ) } =

max
u∈[ψ(pi )..ψ(pi+1 )]

{Ω(πu )}.

0
Case 2.2 (Ana continues to (Jumpr , q 00 , m, T[r70 →T [r]] , M0 , S[r7
→S[r]] , M[r])): The transitions
in F up to pi+1 are

ρpi = (Check, q, T , M, S)
7→ (Pushr , T , M, S, q 0 , s)
7→ (Claimr , T , M, S, q 0 , s, S π..ψ(pi ) ,ν,ψ(pi ) )
0
7→ (Jumpr , q 00 , m, T[r70 →T [r]] , M0 , S[r7
→S[r]] , M[r])
0
7→ (Check, q 00 , T[r70 →T [r]] , M00 , S[r7
→S[r]] ) = ρpi+1

We set pi+1 = pi + 4. Further, it must be that (q 00 , m, T 0 , M0 , S 0 ) ∈ S π..ψ(pi ) ,ν,ψ(pi ) in order
for
0
(Claimr , T , M, S, q 0 , s, S π..ψ(pi ) ,ν,ψ(pi ) ) 7→ (Jumpr , q 00 , m, T[r70 →T [r]] , M0 , S[r7
→S[r]] , M[r])

to exist. By construction of S π..ψ(pi ) ,ν,ψ(pi ) , there is a play continuation π..l of π..ψ(pi )
compliant with ν, such that ψ(pi ) is in a push-pop-pair (ψ(pi ), t) with ψ(pi ) < t < l.
Finally, we continue π..ψ(pi ) to π..t+1 and set ψ(pi+1 ) = t + 1.
To the invariant: By construction of S π..ψ(pi ) ,ν,ψ(pi ) , this is compliant with ν.
By construction of S π..ψ(pi ) ,ν,ψ(pi ) , πt+1 is in state q 00 with the top of stack symbols being
0
T[r7→γ[r]] .
Furthermore, for each stack j > r, since (q 00 , m, T 0 , M0 , S 0 ) ∈ S π..ψ(pi ) ,ν,ψ(pi ) , with
tj = lupπj ..t (t),
(
S π..t ,ν,tj tj =
6 ⊥
0
0
S[r7→S[r]] [j] = S [j] =
.
∅
tj = ⊥
For stack r, we know that since (ψ(pi ), t) is a push-pop-pair, that
π..ψ(pi )

tr = lupr

π..ψ(pi+1 )

(ψ(pi )) = luprπ..t+1 (t + 1) = lupr

(ψ(pi+1 )).
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Due to π..ψ(pi+1 ) being a continuation of π..ψ(pi ) , we arrive at
0
S π..ψ(pi+1 ) ,ν,tr ⊆ S π..ψ(pi ) ,ν,tr ⊆ S[r] = S[r7
→S[r]] [r].

For the parity condition, be aware, that by construction of S π..ψ(pi ) ,ν,ψ(pi ) ,
m=

max
u∈[ψ(pi )+1..t]

{Ω(πu )}.

Together, we arrive at:
max

{Ω(ρu )} = max{ρpi , ρpi+1 , (Pushr , −), (Claimr , −),

u∈[pi ..pi+1 ]

0
(Jumpr , q 00 , m, T[r70 →T [r]] , M0 , S[r7
→S[r]] , M[r])}

= max{ρpi , ρpi+1 , m} =

max
u∈[ψ(pi )..ψ(pi+1 )]

{Ω(πu )}.

Case 3 (τ = (q, s, r, q 0 ) ∈ δpop ): ρ continues with the transition introduced for τ . This is
either
ρpi = (Check, q, T , M, S) 7→ EveWin

or

ρpi = (Check, q, T , M, S) 7→ AnaWin.
We show, that the second case is impossible. Since τ is enabled in πψ(pi ) , we can
τ
continue π..ψ(pi ) by πψ(pi ) 7−
→ πψ(pi )+1 . Due to the enabledness of a pop-transition, there is
π..ψ(pi )
tr = lupr
(ψ(pi )) and by definition of S π..ψ(pi ) ,ν,tr , there is a summary (q 0 , M[r], T[r7→ε] ,
M[r7→0] , S 0 ) ∈ S π..ψ(pi ) ,ν,tr ⊆ S[r], such that for all stacks j > r:
S 0 [j] = S π..ψ(pi )+1 ,ν,tj ⊆ S[j].
Thus, by construction of F , the second transition does not exist.
Now we can show, that ρ is winning for Eve:
Case 1 (ρ contains EveWin): This play is winning for Eve.
Case 2 (ρ contains AnaWin): We have just shown, that this can not happen.
Case 3 (ρ contains infinitly many Check states): In this case, Checksρ is infinite and

max{Ω(ρu )} = max
u∈N

i∈N

max


{Ω(ρu )}

u∈[pi ..pi+1 ]


= max
i∈N

max
u∈[ψ(pi )..ψ(pi+1 )]


{Ω(πu )} = max{Ω(πu )},
u∈N

which is winning for Eve, since π is compliant with ν, which is a winning strategy.

C

J

Stack Elimination for Context-Bounded MPDG

For k-context bounded MPDG can only visit up to k stacks in a play, we can eliminate stacks
to obtain a k-context k-stack MPDG.
I Lemma 19. For every k-context-bounded n-stack MPDG G = (P, own, Ω) with MPDS
P = (Q, Γ, δ, n), there is k-context-bounded k-stack MPDG G0 = (P 0 , own0 , Ω0 ) with P 0 =
(Q0 , Γ, δ 0 , k) such that Eve wins G if and only if she wins G0 . The set of priorities coincide
and G0 is constructible in time O(|G| · nk+1 ).
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First, present the construction of P 0 : The new state space is Q0 = [1..n]k × [0..k] × [1..n] ×
[1..k] × Q. A configuration of P 0 is thus ((f, k, d, e, q), R), where the task of the different
parameters is as follows. f is an injective mapping from the available stacks [1..k] to the used
stacks of P . The inverse function is f −1 . k tracks the current context. d tracks the stack of
the current context. e tracks the number of different stacks used so far. R : [1..k] → Γ∗ are
the stack contents.
τ
For each transition τ ∈ δd0 with (q, P) −
→ (q 0 , P 0 ), P 0 has transitions
τ

((f, k, d, e, q), R) −
→ ((f 0 , k 0 , d0 , e0 , q), R[(f 0 )−1 (d0 )7→P 0 [d0 ]] ) ,
where either
d0 = d and f 0 = f , k 0 = k, e0 = e or
d 6= d0 and k + 1 ≤ k and k 0 = k + 1 and f −1 (d0 ) 6= ⊥ and e0 = e and f 0 = f or
d 6= d0 and k + 1 ≤ k and k 0 = k + 1 and f −1 (d0 ) = ⊥ and e0 = e + 1 and f 0 = f[e0 7→d0 ] .
Let π = π0 → · · · → πl be a play prefix of G. We define the function gπ , which takes a
position p of the run π and transforms it to stack contents Rp for P 0 . It takes the stack
contents of πp = (q p , P p ) and reduces them to the stacks to which a transition belonged
in π0 → . . . → πp , then reorders them, so that they are in the order in which the stacks
were visited with their first respective context. Further, let f p be the corresponding stack
assigning function, ep the number of stacks visited so far, k p the context, and dp the stack of
that context at position p. Thus, for all already visited stacks d, P p [d] = Rp [f (d)] Define
the function h(π) = ((f 0 , k 0 , d0 , e0 , q 0 ), g(0)) → . . . → ((f l , k l , dl , el , q l ), g(l))
Vice versa, let π 0 = π00 → · · · → πl0 be a play prefix of G0 . We create the function
0 0
h (π ) = (q 0 , P 0 ) → . . . → (q l , P l ), where for every position p and stack j,
(
ε
(f p )−1 (j) = ⊥
p
P [j] =
Rp [(f p )−1 (j)] otherwise .
I Lemma 20. h and h0 form a bijection on the play prefixes starting with empty stack
contents, i.e. h0 (h(π)) = π and h(h0 (π 0 )) = π 0 for all play prefixes π and π 0 starting with
empty stacks.
Proof. By induction on the length l of the plays.
Base Case. At π0 , no stacks were visited. Thus, f is undefined, no context has been visited
and there is no active stack, and no stacks have been used. Rerversely, at π00 , f is undefined
for every stack. Thus, h0 (h(π)) = π = π0 and h(h0 (π 0 )) = π 0 = π00 .
τ

Ind. Case. Let π = π0 → . . . → πl −
→ πl+ with h0 (h(π0 . . . πl )) = π0 . . . πl with h(π0 . . . πl ) =
0
0
0
l
l l l l
π0 → . . . → πl . Then, πl = ((f , k , d , e , q ), Rl ), where Rl = gπ (l).
0
0
We have h(π) = h(π0 . . . πl ) → πl+1
, where πl+1
= ((f l+1 , k l+1 , dl+1 , el+1 , q l+1 ), Rl+1 )
l+1
and R
= gπ (l).
Case 1. τ ∈ δdp . Then, there is the transition to ((f 0 , k 0 , d0 , e0 , q), R[(f 0 )−1 (d0 )7→P 0 [d0 ]] ),
where d0 = dp and f 0 = f p , k 0 = k p , e0 = ep . Since the stack did not change, these coincide
with dp+1 , f p+1 , k p+1 , and ep+1 . The stack contents did also change for the stack representing
stack dp by R[(f p )−1 (dp )7→P 0 [dp ]] . Thus, h(π) is a play prefix in G0 .
Case 2. τ ∈ δdp+1 and dp+1 6= dp and (f p )−1 (dp+1 ) = ⊥. To be k-bounded, k p must
be less than k. Then, there is the transition to ((f 0 , k 0 , d0 , e0 , q), R[(f 0 )−1 (d0 )7→P 0 [d0 ]] ), where
e0 = ep + 1 and f 0 = f[ep 0 7→d0 ] . Since the stack was not seen before (by induction, it was not
found in f p )), f 0 = f p+1 , further, k p+1 = k 0 = k p+1 , the next context is introduced and the
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active stack is dp+1 = d0 . The stack contents did also change for the stack representing stack
dp by R[(f p+1 )−1 (dp+1 )7→P 0 [dp+1 ]] . Thus, h(π) is a play prefix in G0 .
Case 3. τ ∈ δdp+1 and dp+1 6= dp and (f p )−1 (dp+1 ) 6= ⊥. To be k-bounded, k p must
be less than k. Then, there is the transition to ((f 0 , k 0 , d0 , e0 , q), R[(f 0 )−1 (d0 )7→P 0 [d0 ]] ), where
e0 = ep and f 0 = f . Since the stack was seen before (by induction, it was found in f p )),
f 0 = f p+1 , further, k p+1 = k 0 = k p+1 , the next context is introduced and the active stack
is dp+1 = d0 . The stack contents did also change for the stack representing stack dp by
R[(f p+1 )−1 (dp+1 )7→P 0 [dp+1 ]] . Thus, h(π) is a play prefix in G0 .
Further, by induction h0 (h(π))) = π0 . . . πl → (q l+1 , P), where for every stack j,
(
Rl+1 [(f p )−1 (j)] = P l+1 [j] (f p )−1 (j) 6= ⊥
P[j] =
ε = P l+1 [j]
(f p )−1 (j) = ⊥
Thus, h0 (h(π)) = π.
Showing h(h0 (π 0 )) = π 0 is analogue.

J

Proof of Lemma 19. Together with the ownership assignment of own0 ((f, k, d, e, q), R) =
own(q) and priority assignment Ω0 ((f, k, d, e, q), R) = Ω(q), the bijection of play prefixes
immediatly presents a portation of strategies for both players.
Starting positions with non-empty stacks need to be encoded into the MPDS P first. This
can be done by encoding them into the state space in the following sense: When a context
would first be initiated on a stack, it first pushes their stack content (The player doing this
is unimportant). When the first transition on that stack would be a pop, the player chosing
the pop transition will lose, if after the pushes, the symbol to be popped is not on top. J

D

Construction of MPDG for the Lower Bound

Formally, we introduce 3 gadgets to prove correctness. Each represents a verification
mechanism.
Gdcomp , which checks, whether on top of two stacks is the same encoded word,
Gind d , which checks, whether the top of a stack is a valid encoding, and
Gdϕ , which checks the two topmost encoded words for the relation ∼ϕ .
We construct them by induction. Notably, the latter two are constructed by simultaneous
induction: Gdϕ needs Gind d−1 and Gd−1
internally. The latter mechanism is described in
ϕ
section 5.4.

D.1

Construction of Gdcomp

This gadget expects the top of both stacks to be d-nested indexings w1 , w2 of words u, v of
length expd (len). Eve has a winning strategy, if they index the same word.
To be precise, it is also sufficient if they are not on top, but marked by a delimiter Symbol.
In our construction we need the latter case for the verification mechanism Gdϕ , where Ana
wants to verify the position (of a variable after doubting the symbol is correct) and the
valuation is still complete on the second stack. Remembering the correct variable in the
control state is no problem as there are a constant amount of variables. For presentational
reasons, this differs a little from our detailed version [60].
I Lemma 21. There is a 2-stack MPDG such that Eve has a winning strategy from positions
(CheckEq d , w1 σ1 γ1 ⊥, w2 σ2 γ2 ⊥) if and only if u = v. It is contructible in time poly(d+|Σ|+n).
The maximal number of contexts or phases of any play from such a position is at most d + 2.
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Proof idea. At the top of the stacks are the d-nested indexings w1 and w2 , where w1 =
ind d (u) and w2 = ind d (v) for some u, v ∈ Σmax d . They have form
w1 = u0 x0 . . . umax d xmax d ,

w2 = v0 x0 . . . vmax d xmax d .
∗

Intuitively, Ana removes a sequence of (ΣΣ∗≤d ) from stack one, until she claims to have
found a position p, where up 6= vp . She leaves xp on top of stack one and store the symbol
∗
up in the control state. Then, Eve has to pop a sequence of (ΣΣ∗≤d ) from stack two. They
are supposed to find the corresponding position in v. Removing the sequence leaves vp0 xp0
on top of stack two for some position p0 . After storing vp0 in the control state, Ana may now
choose to
1. Believe Eve’s choice to be p0 = p. Then, if up = vp0 , Eve wins and vice versa.
2. Doubt Eve’s choice and claim p 6= p. Since w1 , w2 are d-nested indexings, xp =
ind d−1 (msbf (p)) and xp0 = ind d−1 (msbf (p0 )). Checking p =
6 p can thus be done by
(d − 1)-Equality(Σd ).
Number of Contexts and Phases. The first context or phase starts by Ana removing
symbols from stack one. The second context or phase is then started by Eve popping from
d−1
stack two to find the corresponding position. Then, we can use a copy of Gcomp
, where the
stacks are swapped, so that it first pops from stack two. This way, the first context or phase
of that game merges with the second context or phase. By induction from Lemma 21, this
results in a bound of 1 + (d − 1) + 2 = d + 2 contexts or phases.
J

D.2

Construction of Gind d

This gadget checks the top of the first stack for whether it is a valid d-nested indexing.
I Lemma 22. There is a 2-stack MPDG Gind d such that Eve has a winning strategy from
an initial position (Check ind d , wσγ1 ⊥, γ2 ⊥) if and only if w = ind d (u), where u is any word.
It is contructible in time poly(d + |Σ| + n). Any play has at most d + 2 contexts and d + 1
phases.
∗

From the initial position, with w ∈ (Σ ∪ Σ≤d ) , the goal is to check whether w is a valid
d-nested indexing. This holds if and only if the following three conditions are met. (1) The
+
word has the shape w = u0 x0 . . . um xm ∈ (ΣΣ∗≤d ) . (2) Each xp is a valid (d − 1)-nested
indexing. (3) We have
expd−1 (len)

x0 = ind d−1 (msbf d (0)) = ind d−1 (0d

),

expd−1 (len)

xm = ind d−1 (msbf d (max d )) = ind d−1 (1d

),

and for all positions 1 ≤ p < m with indexing xp = ind d−1 (msbf d (i)) and indexing xp+1 =
ind d−1 (msbf d (i0 )) we have i0 = i + 1.
We let Ana choose which condition is violated. In the first case, Eve has to prove that w
+
is of the form (ΣΣ∗≤d ) . This can be done by a popping loop.
In the second case, Ana identifies a position p by removing a sequence from Σ(Σ∗≤d Σ)∗
and leaving xp on top of the stack. We use Gind d−1 from the induction hypothesis to check
whether xp is a (d − 1)-nested indexing.
In the last case, there are first-order formulas ϕ0 and ϕ1 for the constant conditions and
a formula ϕ+1 for the successor relation under most-significant-bit-first encodings. With
the induction hypothesis for Lemma 10, we construct the corresponding games Gk−1
ϕ0 /ϕ1 /ϕ+1 .
For checking relation ϕ1 , before invoking the game, Eve has the task of removing symbols
until xm is on top of the stack. For checking relation ϕ+1 , Ana first pops symbols to find a
position where xp = ind d−1 (msbf d (i)) and xp+1 = ind d−1 (msbf d (i0 )), but i + 1 6= i0 .
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Number of Contexts and Phases. In either case the play starts by popping, leading to a
first context or phase on stack one. Actually, in the first case the play already ends after
having popped stack one.
In the second case, the play continues to invoke the game Gind d−1 . This adds (d − 1) + 2
contexts or (d − 1) + 1 phases respectively, by the induction hypothesis for Lemma 22.
However, the first context or phase in Gind d−1 also acts on stack one. So it merges with the
previous context or phase for popping from stack one, leading to d + 1 contexts or d phases.
In the last case, the play enters the game Gd−1
for ϕ0 , ϕ1 , or ϕ+1 , leading to (d − 1) + 2
ϕ
contexts or d − 1 phases respectively, by induction from Lemma 10. With the initial context
or phase, we arrive at d + 2 contexts and d phases
Together, this is at most d + 2 contexts and d phases. This covers the required d + 1
phases in the Lemma. The base case requires the additional phase.

D.3

Details on how the players push a valuation

Intuitively, we want to reuse the same principles for pushing successing configuration to push
a correctly indexed valuation for variable y. Eve pushes any sequence and afterwards, Ana
can verify that this is indeed a (d − 1)-nested indexing by the use of Gind d−1 . However, when
Ana has to choose the valuation, we can not check that Eve pushed the correct position
(that is a expd−1 (n) long sequence from {0d , 1d } arbitrarily chosen by Ana). We also cannot
swap the roles: Whenever Ana gets the chance of pushing arbitrary long sequences, she can
just push symbols infinitely and win the safety winning condition. Thus, we need to let
Eve determine when to stop pushing symbols. We do so by letting Eve push sequences in
between Ana’s choices for single digits of the position. Also, Eve may choose to end the
pushing of the sequence at any time. Afterwards, Ana may choose to check, whether the
result is a (d − 1)-nested indexing.

D.4

Adaptions for ordered multi-pushdown systems

It is possible to adapt the lowerbound construction, so that it provides the same strategies
for ordered pushdowns. The key idea is to use d stacks to simulate the d phases in the
lowerbound construction. To this end, we need instances for the gadgets created in the
previous sections not only for two stacks, but for combinations of stacks j, r with j < r.
Further, it should be noted that the gadget Gdcomp can not be used as is, since it pops symbols
from both stacks alternatingly, which cannot be done with an ordered pushdown. Instead,
it will need some intermediate steps, which will copy the contents to be compared to the
another stack (higher in order). Further adaptions are of minor importance and will be
mentioned later for completeness.
To this end, we will adapt the gadgets and recieve for each stack j < r,
Gdcomp (j, r), comparing the top of stacks j and r,
Gdcopy (j, r), copying the top of stack indexing from stack j to r,
Gind d (j), checking the top of stack j for a d-indexing and
Gdϕ (j), checking the ∼ϕ relation on the marked indexings on stack j.
In this, Gdcopy (j, r) will internally use Gdcomp (j, r), which, in turn, uses Gd−1
copy (j, r). Again,
we create the gadget in simultaneous induction together with Gind d (j, r).
The adaptions for Gind d (j) and Gdϕ (j) are rather small: Gind d (j) only needs the stack
of the transitions to be changed to j. Gdϕ (j) also needs the stacks to be changed; stack one
becomes j and stack two becomes j + 1. Further, when doubting the suggested variable
order, stack j needs to be emptied, before Gd−1
ϕ (j + 1) can be called.
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After these adaptions, the construction of the multi-pushdown game simulating an
alternating Turing machine is the same as in Section 5. The only difference is, that the
ordered pushdown-system created posseses d stacks.
The following lemma states the same as Lemma 21, but for Gdcomp (j, r). Let u, u0 ∈ Σld +1 ,
w1 = ind d (u), w2 = ind d (u0 ) and j < r ≤ n − d. Note that the latter requires this gadget to
have at least d + 2 stacks.
I Lemma 23. There is an n-stack ordered MPDG such that Eve has a winning strategy
from positions (start, [w1 γ1 ]j , [w2 γ1 ]r ) if and only if u = v. It is contructible in time
poly(d + |Σ| + n).
I Base Case (d = 0). The gadget is almost the same as G0comp , where transition rules for
stack one (2) are swapped for transition rules for stack j (r). The stacks j to r − 1 are
emptied before the transitions popping from r are executed. Correctness is follows as for
G0comp .
I Inductive Case (d > 0). Instantiate Gd−1
copy (j, r + 1) on (copyPos, s) with out state
(copyDone, s) for each s ∈ Σ.
Instantiate Gd−1
comp (r, r + 1) on state disbelievePos.
0
Let s, s range over Σ.
∗

(start, (ΣΣ∗≤d ) s, j, (copyPos, s))
((copyDone, s), j, (reproducePos, s))
∗

((reproducePos, s), (ΣΣ∗≤d ) s0 , r, (claimPos, s, s0 ))
((claimPos, s, s0 ), r, (believe, s, s0 ))
((claimPos, s, s0 ), r, disbelievePos)
((believe, s, s), r, EveWin)
((believe, s, s0 ), r, AnaWin)

s 6= s0

Note that the induction hypothesis (Lemma 24) for the copy gadget holds: r + 1 ≤ n − d + 1.
Given by induction (Lemma 24) that each player possesses a strategy from ((copyPos, s),
[xsγ]j , [x0 s0 γ]r , [ε]r+1 ) to ((copyDone, s), [ε]j , [x0 s0 γ]r , [xsγ]r+1 ), the proof is analogue to the
proof for Lemma 21.
And for copying.
I Lemma 24. Let u ∈ Σld +1 , w1 = ind d (u) and j ≤ n − d. Each player possesses a strategy
from (start, [w1 σ1 γ1 ]j , [ε]r ) to (Out, [ε]j , [w1 ]r ).
The number of states of this gadget (not counting the states of additionally instantiated
gadgets) is polynomially in the size of Σ and l0 .
The construction is pretty straightforward: Eve guesses the stackcontent for stack r and
Ana may doubt or believe it.
Instantiate Gind d (r) on position disbelieveValidity.
Instantiate Gdcomp (j, r) on position disbelieveEquality.
(start, (ΣΣ∗≤d )∗ , r, pushed)
(pushed, r, disbelieveValidity)
(pushed, r, disbelieveEquality)
(pushed, j, (Σ ∪ Σ≤d )∗ , Out)
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Be aware, that the definition of MPDS does not allow for testing a stack for ε. One can,
however, implement such a transition rule for games given the allowed transition rules.
Now to show that each player possesses a strategy from position (start, [w1 σ1 γ1 ]j , [ε]r ) to
(start, [ε]j , [w1 ]r ).
Be aware, that r ≤ n − d holds. The following assumes that Lemma 23 and 22 already
hold for the current induction step, which has been shown already.
The strategy for Eve pushes w1 on stack r in the first transition. If Ana chooses to go to
disbelieveValidity or disbelieveEquality, Eve wins (Lemma 22 and Lemma 23).
The strategy for Ana analyzes the pushed sequence w from Eve. If it is not a d-indexing,
Ana wins the play using the move to disbelieveValidity (Lemma 22). If it is a valid dindexing, but w 6= w1 , i.e. w = ind d (u0 ) with u0 6= u, Ana wins the play using the move to
disbelieveEquality (Lemma 23).
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Abstract
We show a new simple algorithm that checks whether a given higher-order grammar generates a
nonempty language of trees. The algorithm amounts to a procedure that transforms a grammar
of order n to a grammar of order n − 1, preserving nonemptiness, and increasing the size only
exponentially. After repeating the procedure n times, we obtain a grammar of order 0, whose
nonemptiness can be easily checked. Since the size grows exponentially at each step, the overall
complexity is n-EXPTIME, which is known to be optimal. More precisely, the transformation (and
hence the whole algorithm) is linear in the size of the grammar, assuming that the arity of employed
nonterminals is bounded by a constant. The same algorithm allows to check whether an infinite tree
generated by a higher-order recursion scheme is accepted by an alternating safety (or reachability)
automaton, because this question can be reduced to the nonemptiness problem by taking a product
of the recursion scheme with the automaton.
A proof of correctness of the algorithm is formalised in the proof assistant Coq. Our transformation is motivated by a similar transformation of Asada and Kobayashi (2020) changing a word
grammar of order n to a tree grammar of order n − 1. The step-by-step approach can be opposed
to previous algorithms solving the nonemptiness problem “in one step”, being compulsorily more
complicated.
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Introduction

Higher-order grammars, also known as higher-order OI grammars [8, 16], generalize contextfree grammars: nonterminals of higher-order grammars are allowed to take arguments. Such
grammars have been studied actively in recent years, in the context of automated verification
of higher-order programs. In this paper we concentrate on a very basic problem of language
nonemptiness: is the language generated by a given higher-order grammar nonempty. This
problem, being easy for most devices, is not so easy for higher-order grammars. Indeed, it is
n-EXPTIME-complete for grammars of order n [15].
We give a new simple algorithm solving the language nonemptiness problem. The
algorithm amounts to a procedure that transforms a grammar of order n to a grammar
of order n − 1, preserving nonemptiness, and increasing the size only exponentially. After
repeating the procedure n times, we obtain a grammar of order 0, whose nonemptiness can
be easily checked. Since the size grows exponentially at each step, we reach the optimal
overall complexity of n-EXPTIME. In a more detailed view, the complexity looks even better:
the size growth is exponential only in the arity of types appearing in the grammar; if the
maximal arity is bounded by a constant, the transformation (and hence the whole algorithm)
is linear in the size of the grammar.
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While a higher-order grammar is a generator of a language of (finite) trees, virtually
the same object can be seen as a generator of a single infinite tree (encompassing the
whole language). In this context, the grammars are called higher-order recursion schemes.
The nonemptiness problem for grammars is easily equivalent to the question whether the
tree generated by a given recursion scheme is accepted by a given alternating safety (or
reachability) automaton; for the right-to-left reduction, it is enough to product the recursion
scheme with the automaton. Thus, our algorithm solves also the latter problem, called
a model-checking problem. This problem is decidable and n-EXPTIME-complete not only
for safety or reachability automata, but actually for all parity automata, with multiple
proofs using game semantics [17], collapsible pushdown automata [10], intersection types [14],
or Krivine machines [20], and with several extensions [5, 3, 6, 21, 18]. The problem for
safety automata was tackled in particular by Aehlig [1] and by Kobayashi [12]. To those
algorithms we add another one. The main difference between our algorithm and all the
others is that we solve the problem step by step, repeatedly reducing the order by one, while
most previous algorithms work “in one step”, being compulsorily more complicated. The
only proofs that have been reducing the order by one, were proofs using collapsible pushdown
automata [10, 3, 6], being very technical (and contained only in unpublished appendices). A
reduction of order was also possible for a subclass of recursion schemes, called safe recursion
schemes [11], but it was not known how to extend it to all recursion schemes.
Comparing the two variants of the model-checking problem for higher-order recursion
schemes – involving safety and reachability automata, and involving all parity automata –
we have to mention two things. First, while most theoretical results can handle all parity
automata, actual tools solving this problem in practice mostly deal only with safety and
reachability automata (called also trivial and co-trivial automata) [13, 4, 22, 19]. Second,
there exists a polynomial-time (although nontrivial) reduction from the variant involving
parity automata to the variant involving safety automata [9].
Our transformation is directly motivated by a recent paper of Asada and Kobayashi [2].
They show how to transform a grammar of order n generating a language of words to a
grammar of order n − 1 generating a language of trees, so that words of the original language
are written in leaves of trees of the new language. Unexpectedly, this transformation increases
the size of the grammar only polynomially. Our transformation is quite similar, but we
start from a grammar generating a language of trees, not words. In effect, on the one hand,
we do not say anything specific about the language after the transformation (except that
nonemptiness is preserved), and on the other hand, the size growth is exponential, not
polynomial.

2

Preliminaries

For a number k ∈ N we write [k] for {1, . . . , k}.
The set of (simple) types is constructed from a unique ground type o using a binary
operation →; namely o is a type, and if α and β are types, so is α → β. By convention,
→ associates to the right, that is, α → β → γ is understood as α → (β → γ). We often
abbreviate α
· · → α} → β as α` → β. The order of a type α, denoted ord(α), is defined
| → ·{z
`

by induction: ord(α1 → · · · → αk → o) = max({0} ∪ {ord(αi ) + 1 | i ∈ [k]}); for example
ord(o) = 0, ord(o → o → o) = 1, and ord((o → o) → o) = 2.
Having a finite set of typed nonterminals X , and a finite set of typed variables Y, terms
over (X , Y) are defined by induction:
every nonterminal X ∈ X of type α is a term of type α;
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every variable y ∈ Y of type α is a term of type α;
if K1 , . . . , Kk are terms of type o, then •hK1 , . . . , Kk i and ⊕hK1 , . . . , Kk i are terms of
type o;
if K is a term of type α → β, and L is a term of type α, then K L is a term of type β.
The type of a term K is denoted tp(K). The order of a term K, written ord(K), is defined
as the order of its type. We write Ω for ⊕hi, and • for •hi.
The construction ⊕hK1 , . . . , Kk i is an alternative; such a term reduces to one of the terms
K1 , . . . , Kk . This construction is used to introduce nondeterminism to grammars (defined
below). In the special case of k = 0 (when we write Ω) no reduction is possible; thus Ω
denotes divergence.
The construction •hK1 , . . . , Kk i can be seen as a generator of a tree node with k children;
subtrees starting in these children are described by the terms K1 , . . . , Kk . In a usual
presentation, nodes are labeled by letters from some finite alphabet. In this paper, however,
we do not care about the exact letters contained in generated trees, only about language
nonemptiness, hence we do not write these letters at all (in other words, we use a single-letter
alphabet, where • is the only letter). Actually, in the sequel we even do not consider trees;
we rather say that •hK1 , . . . , Kk i is convergent if all K1 , . . . , Kk are convergent (which can
be rephrased as: the language generated from •hK1 , . . . , Kk i is nonempty if the languages
generated from all K1 , . . . , Kk are nonempty).
A (higher-order) grammar is a tuple G = (X , X0 , R), where X a finite set of typed
nonterminals, X0 ∈ X is a starting nonterminal of type o, and R a function assigning to
every nonterminal X ∈ X a rule of the form X y1 . . . yk → R, where tp(X) = (tp(y1 ) →
· · · → tp(yk ) → o), and R is a term of type o over (X , {y1 , . . . , yk }). The order of a grammar
is defined as the maximum of orders of its nonterminals.
Having a grammar G = (X , X0 , R), for every set of variables Y we define a reduction
relation −→G between terms over (X , Y) and sets of such terms, as the least relation such
that
(1) X K1 . . . Kk −→G {R[K1 /y1 , . . . , Kk /yk ]} if the rule for X is X y1 . . . yk → R, where
R[K1 /y1 , . . . , Kk /yk ] denotes the term obtained from R by substituting Ki for yi for all
i ∈ [k],
(2) •hK1 , . . . , Kk i −→G {K1 , . . . , Kk }, and
(3) ⊕hK1 , . . . , Kk i −→G {Ki } for every i ∈ [k].
We say that a term M is G-convergent if M −→G N for some set N of G-convergent
terms. This is an inductive definition; in particular, the base case is when M −→G ∅. In
other words, M is G-convergent if there is a finite tree labeled by terms where for each node,
the node and its children satisfy one of (1)-(3). Moreover, the grammar G is convergent if its
starting nonterminal X0 is G-convergent.

3

Transformation

In this section we present a transformation, called order-reducing transformation, resulting
in the main theorem of this paper:
I Theorem 3.1. For any n ≥ 1, there exists a transformation from order-n grammars to
order-(n − 1) grammars, and a polynomial pn such that, for any order-n grammar G, the
resulting grammar G † is convergent if and only if G is convergent, and |G † | ≤ 2pn (|G|) .
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Intuitions. Let us first present intuitions behind our transformation. While reducing the
order, we have to replace, in particular, order-1 functions by order-0 terms. Consider for
example a term K L of type o, where K has type o → o. Notice that L generates trees
that are inserted somewhere in contexts generated by K. Thus, when is K L convergent?
There are two possibilities. First, maybe K is convergent without using its argument at all.
Second, maybe K can be convergent but only using its argument, and then L also has to be
convergent. Notice that in the first case K Ω is convergent (i.e., K is convergent even if the
argument is not convergent), and in the second case K • is convergent (i.e., K is convergent
if its argument is convergent). In the transformation, we transform K into two order-0 terms,
K0 and K1 corresponding to K Ω and K •, and then we replace K L by ⊕hK0 , •hK1 , Lii.
As a full example, consider an order-1 grammar with the following rules:
X → Y Z,

Y x → ⊕h•, xi,

Z → •.

It will be transformed to the order-0 grammar with the following rules:
X → ⊕hY0 , •hY1 , Zii,

Y0 → ⊕h•, Ωi,

Y1 → ⊕h•, •i,

Z → •.

Notice that the original grammar is convergent “for two reasons”: the ⊕ node in the rule for
Y may reduce either to the first possibility (i.e., to •), or to the second possibility (i.e., to x),
in which case convergence follows from convergence of the argument Z. This is reflected by
the two possibilities available for the ⊕ node in the new rule for X: we either choose the first
possibility and we depend only on convergence of Y0 , or we choose the the second possibility
and we depend on convergence of both Y1 and Z. Notice that after replacing the (old and
new) rule for Z by Z → Ω, the modified grammars remain convergent thanks to the first
possibility above. Likewise, after replacing the original rule for Y by Y x → x, the new rules
will be Y0 → Ω and Y1 → •, and the modified grammars remain convergent thanks to the
second possibility above. However, after applying both these replacements simultaneously,
the grammars stop to be convergent.
If our term K takes multiple order-0 arguments, say we have K L1 . . . Lk , while transforming K we need 2k variants of the term: each of the arguments may be either used
(replaced by •) or not used (replaced by Ω). This is why we have the exponential blow-up.
Let us compare this quickly with the transformation of Asada and Kobayashi [2], which
worked for grammars generating words (i.e., trees where every node has at most one child).
In their case, at most one of the arguments Li could be used, so they needed only k + 1
variants of K; this is why their transformation was polynomial.
For higher-order grammars we apply the same idea: functions of order 1 are replaced by
terms of order 0, and then the order of any higher-order function drops down by one. For
example, consider a grammar with the following rules:
X → T Y,

T y → y (y •),

Y x → ⊕h•, xi.

The nonterminal Y is again of type o → o, hence it is replaced by two nonterminals Y0 , Y1 of
type o, describing the situation when the parameter x is either not used or used. Likewise,
the corresponding parameter y of T is replaced by two parameters y0 , y1 . The resulting
grammar will have the following rules:
X → T Y0 Y1 ,

T y0 y1 → ⊕hy0 , •hy1 , ⊕hy0 , •hy1 , •iiii,

Y0 → ⊕h•, Ωi,

Y1 → ⊕h•, •i.

Formal definition. We now formalize the above intuitions. Having a type, we are interested
in cutting off its suffix being of order 1. Thus, we use the notation α1 → · · · → αk ⇒ o` → o
for a type α1 → · · · → αk → o` → o such that either k = 0 or αk =
6 o. Notice that every
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type α can be uniquely represented in this form. We remark that some among the types
α1 , . . . , αk−1 (but not αk ) may be o. For a type α we write gar(α) (“ground arity”) for the
number ` for which we can write α = (α1 → · · · → αk ⇒ o` → o); we also extend this to terms:
gar(M ) = gar(tp(M )).
We transform terms of type α to terms of type α† , which is defined by induction:


gar(α1 )
gar(αk )
(α1 → · · · → αk ⇒ o` → o)† = (α1† )2
→ · · · → (αk† )2
→o .
Thus, we remove all trailing order-0 arguments, and we multiplicate (and recursively transform) remaining arguments.
For a finite set S, we write 2S for the set of functions A : S → {0, 1}. Moreover, we
assume some fixed order on functions in 2S , and we write P (QA )A∈2S for an application
P QA1 . . . QA2|S| , where A1 , . . . , A2|S| are all the function from 2S listed in the fixed order.
The only function in 2∅ is denoted ∅.
Fix a grammar G = (X , X0 , R). For every nonterminal X and for every function
†
A ∈ 2[gar(X)] we consider a nonterminal XA
of type (tp(X))† . As the new set of nonterminals
†
†
[gar(X)]
we take X = {XA | X ∈ X , A ∈ 2
}. Likewise, for every variable y and for every
†
function A ∈ 2[gar(y)] we consider a variable yA
of type (tp(y))† , and for a set of variables Y
†
†
[gar(y)]
we denote Y = {yA | y ∈ Y, A ∈ 2
}.
We now define a function tr transforming terms. Its value tr(A, Z, M ) is defined when M
is a term over some (X , Y), and A ∈ 2[gar(M )] , and Z : Y * {0, 1} is a partial function such
that dom(Z) contains only variables of type o. The intention is that A specifies which among
trailing order-0 arguments can be used, and Z specifies which order-0 variables (among those
in dom(Z)) can be used. The transformation is defined by induction on the structure of M ,
as follows:
(1) tr(A, Z, X) = XA for X ∈ X ;
(2) tr(A, Z, y) = yA for y ∈ Y \ dom(Z);
(3) tr(A, Z, z) = Ω if Z(z) = 0;
(4) tr(A, Z, z) = • if Z(z) = 1;
(5) tr(∅, Z, •hK1 , . . . , Kk i) = •htr(∅, Z, K1 ), . . . , tr(∅, Z, Kk )i;
(6) tr(∅, Z, ⊕hK1 , . . . , Kk i) = ⊕htr(∅, Z, K1 ), . . . , tr(∅, Z, Kk )i;
(7) tr(A, Z, K L) = ⊕htr(A[` + 1 7→ 0], Z, K), •htr(A[` + 1 7→ 1], Z, K), tr(∅, Z, L)ii if tp(K) =
(o`+1 → o);
(8) tr(A, Z, K L) = (tr(A, Z, K)) (tr(B, Z, L))B∈2[gar(L)] if tp(K) = (α1 → · · · → αk ⇒ o` → o)
with k ≥ 1.
For every rule X y1 . . . yk z1 . . . z` → R in R, where ` = gar(X), and for every function
A ∈ 2[`] , to R† we take the rule
†
†
†
XA
(y1,B
)B∈2[gar(y1 )] . . . (yk,B
)B∈2[gar(yk )] → tr(∅, [zi 7→ A(` + 1 − i) | i ∈ [`]], R).

In the function A it is more convenient to count arguments from right to left (then we do
not need to shift the domain in Case (7) above), but it is more natural to have variables
†
z1 , . . . , z` numbered from left to right; this is why in the rule for XA
we assign to zi the
value A(` + 1 − i), not A(i).
†
Finally, the resulting grammar G † is (X † , X0,∅
, R† ).
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4

Complexity

In this section we analyze complexity of our transformation. First, we formally define the
size of a grammar. The size of a term is defined by induction on its structure:
|X| = |y| = 1,

|K L| = 1 + |K| + |L|,

|•hK1 , . . . , Kk i| = |⊕hK1 , . . . , Kk i| = 1 + |K1 | + · · · + |Kk |.
Then |G|, the size of G is defined as the sum of |R| + k over all rules X y1 . . . yk → R of G.
In Asada and Kobayashi [2] such a size is called Curry-style size; it does not include sizes of
types of employed variables.
We say that a type α is a subtype of a type β if either α = β, or β = (β1 → β2 ) and α is a
subtype of β1 or of β2 . We write AG for the largest arity of subtypes of types of nonterminals
in a grammar G. Notice that types of other objects appearing in G, namely variables and
subterms of right sides of rules, are subtypes of types of nonterminals, hence their arity is
also bounded by AG . It is reasonable to consider large grammars, consisting of many rules,
where simultaneously the maximal arity AG is respectively small.
While the exponential bound mentioned in Theorem 3.1 is obtained by applying the
order-reducing transformation to an arbitrary grammar, the complexity becomes slightly
better if we first apply a preprocessing step. This is in particular necessary, if we want
to obtain linear dependence in the size of G (and exponential only in the maximal arity
AG ). The preprocessing, making sure that the grammar is in a simple form (defined below)
amounts to splitting large rules into multiple smaller rules. A similar preprocessing is present
already in prior work [13, 2, 7], however our definition of a simple form is slightly more
liberal, so that the order reduction applied to a grammar in a normal form gives again a
grammar in a normal form.
An application depth of a term R is defined as the maximal number of applications on
a single branch in R, where a compound application K L1 . . . Lk counts only once. More
formally, we define by induction:
ad(•hK1 , . . . , Kk i) = ad(⊕hK1 , . . . , Kk i) = max{ad(Ki ) | i ∈ [k]},
ad(X K1 . . . Kk ) = ad(y K1 . . . Kk ) = max({0} ∪ {ad(Ki ) + 1 | i ∈ [k]}).
We say that a grammar G is in a simple form if the right side of each its rule has application
depth at most 2.
Any grammar G can be converted to a grammar in a simple form, as follows. Consider a
rule X y1 . . . yk → R, and a subterm of R of the form f K1 . . . Km , where f is a nonterminal
or a variable, but some Ki already has application depth 2. Then we replace the occurrence
of Ki with Y y1 . . . yk (being a term of application depth 1) for a fresh nonterminal Y , and
we add the rule Y y1 . . . yk x1 . . . xs → Ki x1 . . . xs (whose right side already has application
depth 2; the additional variables x1 , . . . , xs are added to ensure that the type is o). By
repeating such a replacement for every “bad” subterm of every rule, we clearly obtain a
grammar in a simple form.
I Lemma 4.1. Let G 0 be the grammar in a simple form obtained by the above simplification
procedure from a grammar G. Then ord(G 0 ) = ord(G), and AG 0 ≤ 2AG , and |G 0 | = O(AG · |G|).
The procedure can be performed in time linear in its output size.
Proof. The parts about the order and about the running time are obvious.
Types of nonterminals originating from G remain unchanged. The type of a fresh
nonterminal Y introduced in the procedure is of the form α1 → · · · → αk → β1 → · · · → βs → o,
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where all αi and βi are types present also in G. The arity of the whole type is k + s, where k
is the arity of the original nonterminal X (hence it is bounded by AG ), and s is bounded by
the arity of the type of Ki (hence also by AG ).
In order to bound the size of the resulting grammar, notice that the considered replacement
is performed at most once for every subterm of the right side of every rule, hence the number
of replacements is bounded by |G|. Each such a replacement increases the size of the grammar
by at most O(AG ).
J
I Lemma 4.2. For every grammar G in a simple form, the grammar G † (i.e., the result of
the order-reducing transformation) is also in a simple form, and ord(G † ) = max(0, ord(G) − 1),
and AG † ≤ AG ·2AG , and |G † | = O(|G|·25·AG ). Moreover, the transformation can be performed
in time linear in its output size.
Proof. The part about the running time is obvious. It is also easy to see by induction that
ord(α† ) = max(0, ord(α) − 1). It follows that the order of the grammar satisfies the same
equality, because nonterminals of G † have type α† for α being the type of a corresponding
nonterminal of G.
Recall that in the type α† obtained from α = (α1 → · · · → αk → o), every αi either
disappears or becomes (transformed and) repeated 2gar(αi ) times, that is, at most 2AG times.
This implies the inequality concerning AG † .
Every compound application can be written as f K1 . . . Kk L1 . . . L` , where f is a
nonterminal or a variable, and ` = gar(f ). In such a term, every Ki (after transforming)
becomes repeated 2gar(Ki ) times, that is, at most 2AG times. Then, for every Li we duplicate
the outcome and we append a small prefix; this duplication happens ` times, that is, at
most AG times. In consequence, we easily see by induction that while transforming a term
of application depth d, its size gets multiplicated by at most O(22d·AG ). Moreover, every
nonterminal X is repeated 2gar(X) times, that is, at most 2AG times. Because the application
depth of right sides of rules is at most 2, this bounds the size of the new grammar by
O(|G| · 25·AG ).
Looking again at the above description of the transformation, we can notice that the
application depth cannot grow; in consequence the property of being in a simple form is
preserved.
J
Thus, if we want to check nonemptiness of a grammar G of order n, we can first convert
it to a simple form, and then apply the order-reducing transformation n times. This gives us
a grammar of order 0, whose nonemptiness can be checked in linear time. By Lemmata 4.1
and 4.2, the whole algorithm works in time n-fold exponential in AG and linear in |G|.
If the original grammar G generates a language of words, we can start by applying
the polynomial-time transformation of Asada and Kobayashi [2], which converts G into an
equivalent grammar of order n − 1 (generating a language of trees); then we can continue
as above. Because their transformation is also linear in |G|, and increases the arity only
quadratically, in this case we obtain an algorithm working in time (n − 1)-fold exponential in
AG and linear in |G|.

5

Correctness

In this section we finish a proof of Theorem 3.1 by showing that the grammar G † resulting
from transforming a grammar G is convergent if and only if the original grammar G is
convergent. This proof is also formalised in the proof assistant Coq, and available at GitHub
(https://github.com/pparys/ho-transform-sbs). The strategy of our proof is similar as in
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Asada and Kobayashi [2]. Namely, we first show that reductions performed by G can be
reordered, so that we can postpone substituting for (trailing) variables of order 0. To store
such postponed substitutions, called explicit substitutions, we introduce extended terms.
Then, we show that such reordered reductions in G are in a direct correspondence with
reductions in G † .1
Extended terms. In the sequel, terms defined previously are sometimes called non-extended
terms, in order to distinguish them from extended terms defined below. Having a finite set of
typed nonterminals X , and a finite set Z of variables of type o, extended terms over (X , Z)
are defined by induction:
if z 6∈ Z is a variable of type o, and E is an extended term over (X , Z ] {z}), and L is a
non-extended term of type o over (X , Z), then EhL/zi is an extended term over (X , Z);
every non-extended term of type o over (X , Z) is an extended term over (X , Z).
The construction of the form EhL/zi is called an explicit substitution. Intuitively, it denotes
the term obtained by substituting L for z in E. Notice that the variable z being free in E
becomes bound in EhL/zi, and that explicit substitutions are allowed only for the ground
type o.
Of course a (non-extended or extended) term over (X , Z) can be also seen as a term
over (X , Z 0 ), where Z 0 ⊇ Z. In the sequel, such extending of the set of variables is often
performed implicitly.
Having a grammar G = (X , X0 , R), for every set Z of variables of type o we define an
ext-reduction relation G between extended terms over (X , Z) and sets of such terms, as the
least relation such that
(1) X K1 . . . Kk L1 . . . L` G {R[K1 /y1 , . . . , Kk /yk , z10 /z1 , . . . , z`0 /z` ]hL1 /z10 i . . . hL` /z`0 i} if
` = gar(X), and R(X) = (X y1 . . . yk z1 . . . z` → R), and z10 , . . . , z`0 are fresh variables
of type o not appearing in Z,
(2) •hK1 , . . . , Kk i G {K1 , . . . , Kk },
(3) ⊕hK1 , . . . , Kk i G {Ki } for every i ∈ [k],
(4) zhL/zi G {L},
(5) z 0 hL/zi G {z 0 } if z 0 6= z, and
(6) EhL/zi G {F hL/zi | F ∈ F} whenever E G F.
We say that an extended term E over (X , ∅) is G-ext-convergent if E −→G F for some
set F of G-ext-convergent extended terms. The grammar G is ext-convergent if its starting
nonterminal X0 is G-ext-convergent.
There is an “expand” function from extended terms to non-extended terms, which performs
all the explicit substitutions written in front of an extended term:
exp(KhL1 /z1 i . . . hL` /z` i) = K[L1 /z1 ] . . . [L` /z` ].
We also write exp(F) for {exp(F ) | F ∈ F} (where F is a set of extended terms). The
following lemma, saying that we can consider ext-convergence instead of convergence, can
be proved in a standard way (actually, Asada and Kobayashi have a very similar lemma [2,
Lemma 18]); a proof can be found in the full version of the paper (Appendix A).

1

Asada and Kobayashi have an additional step in their proof, namely a reduction to the case of recursionfree grammars. This step turns out to be redundant, at least in the case of our transformation.
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I Lemma 5.1. Let G = (X , X0 , R) be a grammar. An extended term E over (X , ∅) is
G-ext-convergent if and only if exp(E) is G-convergent. In particular G is ext-convergent if
and only if it is convergent.
We extend the transformation function to extended terms, by adding the following rule,
where EhL/zi is an extended term over (X , Z), and Z ∈ 2Z (the first argument is always ∅,
because all extended terms are of type o):
(9) tr(∅, Z, EhL/zi) = ⊕htr(∅, Z[z 7→ 0], E), •htr(∅, Z[z 7→ 1], E), tr(∅, Z, L)ii.
Between ext-convergence and convergence of G † . Once we know that convergence and
ext-convergence of G are equivalent (cf. Lemma 5.1), it remains to prove that ext-convergence
of G is equivalent to convergence of G † , which is the subject of Lemma 5.2:
I Lemma 5.2. Let G = (X , X0 , R) be a grammar. An extended term E over (X , ∅) is
G-ext-convergent if and only if tr(∅, ∅, E) is G † -convergent. In particular G is ext-convergent
if and only if G † is convergent.
The remaining part of this section is devoted to a proof of this lemma. Fix a grammar
G = (X , X0 , R). Of course the second part (concerning the grammars) follows from the first
part (concerning an extended term) applied to the starting nonterminal X0 . It is thus enough
to prove the first part. We start with the left-to-right direction (i.e., from G-ext-convergence
of E to G † -convergence of tr(∅, ∅, E)). We need two simple auxiliary lemmata. The first of
them says that the tr function commutes with substitution:
I Lemma 5.3. Let R[K1 /y1 , . . . , Kk /yk ] be a term over (X , Z), let A ∈ 2[gar(R)] , and let
Z ∈ 2Z . Then
†
tr(A, Z, R[K1 /y1 , . . . , Kk /yk ]) = (tr(A, Z, R))[tr(B, Z, Ki )/yi,B
| i ∈ [k], B ∈ 2[gar(Ki )] ].

Proof. A straightforward induction on the structure of R.

J

The second lemma says that by increasing values of the function Z we can make the
transformed term only more convergent:
I Lemma 5.4. Let E be an extended term over (X , Z ] {z}), and let Z ∈ 2Z . If tr(∅,
Z[z 7→ 0], E) is G † -convergent, then also tr(∅, Z[z 7→ 1], E) is G † -convergent.
Proof. Denote P 0 = tr(∅, Z[z 7→ 0], E) and P 1 = tr(∅, Z[z 7→ 1], E). Tracing the rules of
the transformation function, we can see that P 0 and P 1 are created in the same way, with
the exception that occurrences of z in E are transformed to Ω in P 0 , and to • in P 1 . Thus,
P 1 can be obtained from P 0 by replacing some occurrences of Ω to •. We know that P 0 is
G † -convergent, which means that it can be rewritten using the −→G relation until reaching
empty sets. Moreover, the subterms Ω (which are present in P 0 , but not in P 1 ) cannot be
reached during this rewriting, because Ω is not G † -convergent. Thus, P 1 can be rewritten in
exactly the same way as P 0 , so it is also G † -convergent.
J
The next lemma shows how ext-reductions of G are reflected in G † :
I Lemma 5.5. Let E be an extended term over (X , Z) and let Z ∈ 2Z . If E G F and
tr(∅, Z, F ) is G † -convergent for every F ∈ F, then tr(∅, Z, E) is also G † -convergent.
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Proof. Induction on the definition of E G F. We analyze particular cases appearing in
the definition. Missing details are given in the full version of the paper (Appendix B).
In Case (1) E consists of an application of arguments to some nonterminal X. For
simplicity of presentation, suppose that X has two arguments: y of positive order, and z of
order 0 (the general case is handled in the full version of the paper). Then
E = X K L,

F = {F }

and

F = R[K/y, z 0 /z]hL/z 0 i,

for

where R(X) = (X y z → R) and z 0 is a fresh variable of type o not appearing in Z. For
j ∈ {0, 1} let
P j = tr([1 7→ j], Z, X K),

Qj = tr(∅, Z[z 0 7→ j], R[K/y, z 0 /z]).

and

First, we prove that P j −→G † {Qj }. By definition we have that
†
P j = X[17
→j] (tr(B, Z, K))B∈2[gar(K)] ,

and by Lemma 5.3 we have that
†
Qj = tr(∅, Z[z 0 7→ j], R[z 0 /z])[tr(B, Z[z 0 7→ j], K)/yB
| B ∈ 2[gar(K)] ]
†
= tr(∅, [z 7→ j], R)[tr(B, Z, K)/yB
| B ∈ 2[gar(K)] ]],

where the second equality holds because the z 0 does not appear in K and the variables from
†
dom(Z) do not appear in R. Recalling that the rule for XA
is
†
†
X[17
→j] (yB )B∈2[gar(y)] → tr(∅, [z 7→ j], R),

we immediately see that indeed P j −→G † {Qj }. Having this, we recall that
tr(∅, Z, E) = ⊕hP 0 , •hP 1 , L0 ii

and

tr(∅, Z, F ) = ⊕hQ0 , •hQ1 , L0 ii

(1)

for appropriate L0 (obtained by transforming L). Recall that, by definition, a term M is
G † -convergent if and only if M −→G † N for some set N of G † -convergent terms. Thus,
the only way why tr(∅, Z, F ) can be G † -convergent (which holds by assumption) is that
either Q0 is G † -convergent, or both Q1 and L0 are G † -convergent. Because of the reduction
P j −→G † {Qj } we have that either P 0 is G † -convergent, or both P 1 and L0 are G † -convergent,
which implies that tr(∅, Z, E) is G † -convergent.
In Cases (2) and (3), when E = •hK1 , . . . , Kk i or E = ⊕hK1 , . . . , Kk i, we have a reduction
from tr(∅, Z, E) to {tr(∅, Z, F ) | F ∈ F }, because tr distributes over •h. . .i and ⊕h. . .i. In
Cases (4) and (5) (elimination of explicit substitution) we also have similar reductions.
Finally, in Case (6) we have that
E = E0 hL/zi,

F = {E1 hL/zi, . . . , Ek hL/zi},

E0

and

G

{E1 , . . . , Ek }.

By definition, for every i ∈ {0, . . . , k} we have that
tr(∅, Z, Ei hL/zi) = ⊕hPi0 , •hPi1 , L0 ii,
Pi0

= tr(∅, Z[z 7→ 0], Ei ),

Pi1

where

= tr(∅, Z[z 7→ 1], Ei ),

(2)
0

L = tr(∅, Z, L).

Thus, tr(∅, Z, Ei hL/zi) is G † -convergent if and only if either Pi0 is G † -convergent, or both Pi1
and L0 are G † -convergent. By assumption this is the case for all i ∈ [k], and we have to prove
this for i = 0. If for every i ∈ [k] we have the former case (i.e., Pi0 is G † -convergent), by the
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induction hypothesis (used with the function Z[z 7→ 0]) we have that P00 is G † -convergent,
and we are done. In the opposite case, for some i ∈ [k] (but for at least one of them) we
have that both Pi1 and L0 are G † -convergent, and for the remaining i ∈ [k] we have that Pi0
is G † -convergent. Using Lemma 5.4 we deduce that if Pi0 is G † -convergent, then also Pi1 is
G † -convergent. Thus actually Pi1 is G † -convergent for every i ∈ [k], and additionally L0 is
G † -convergent. By the induction hypothesis (used with the function Z[z 7→ 1]) we have that
P01 is G † -convergent, and we are also done.
J
We can now conclude with the left-to-right direction of Lemma 5.2:
I Lemma 5.6. Let E be an extended term over (X , ∅). If E is G-ext-convergent, then
tr(∅, ∅, E) is G † -convergent.
Proof. Induction on the fact that E is G-ext-convergent. Because E is G-ext-convergent,
E G F for some set F of G-ext-convergent extended terms, for which we can apply the
induction hypothesis. The induction hypothesis says that tr(∅, ∅, F ) is G † -convergent for
every F ∈ F. In such a situation Lemma 5.5 implies that tr(∅, ∅, E) is also G † -convergent, as
required.
J
For a proof in the opposite direction we need the following definition. We say that a term
M G † -convergent in n steps if M −→G † {N1 , . . . , Nk }, and every Ni is G † -convergent in ni
steps, and n = 1 + n1 + · · · + nk (i.e., we count 1 for the above reduction, and we sum the
numbers of steps needed to reduce all Ni ). Clearly a term M is G † -convergent if and only if
it is G † -convergent in n steps for some n ∈ N. Notice that the number n is not determined
by M (i.e., that the same term M can be G † -convergent in n steps for multiple values of n).
We can now state the converse of Lemma 5.5:
I Lemma 5.7. Let E be an extended term over (X , Z) and let Z ∈ 2Z . If tr(∅, Z, E) is
G † -convergent in n steps and E is not a variable, then there exists a set F of extended terms
such that E G F and tr(∅, Z, F ) is G † -convergent in less than n steps for every F ∈ F.
Proof. Induction on the number of explicit substitutions in E. Depending on the shape of
E, we have several cases. Missing details are given in the full version of the paper (Appendix
C).
One case is E consists of a nonterminal X with some arguments applied. For simplicity of
presentation, we again suppose that X has two arguments: y of positive order, and z of order
0. Thus, E is of the form E = X K L. Let X y z → R be the rule for X, and let z 0 be a fresh
variable of type o not appearing in Z. In such a situation, taking F = R[K/y, z 0 /z]hL/z 0 i
we have that E G {F }. Recall the terms P j and Qj (for j ∈ {0, 1}) from the proof of
Lemma 5.5. In that proof we have observed that P j −→G † {Qj }. But clearly this is the
only way how P j can reduce, so if P j is G † -convergent in nj steps, then necessarily Qj is
G † -convergent in nj − 1 steps. By Equalities (1) we have that if tr(∅, Z, E) is G † -convergent
in n steps, then either P 0 is G † -convergent in n0 = n − 1 steps, or both P 1 and L0 are
G † -convergent in, respectively, n1 and n − n1 − 2 steps, for some n1 ∈ N. In the former case,
Q0 is G † -convergent in n0 − 1 = n − 2 steps, so tr(∅, Z, F ) is G † -convergent in n − 1 steps,
and we are done. In the latter case, Q1 is G † -convergent in n1 − 1 steps, so tr(∅, Z, F ) is
G † -convergent in (n1 − 1) + (n − n1 − 2) + 2 = n − 1 steps, and we are done again.
Notice that we do not have a similar case for a variable with some arguments applied,
because the whole E is not a variable, and because (by definition of an extended term) all
free variables of E are of type o.
The cases of E = •hK1 , . . . , Kk i and E = ⊕hK1 , . . . , Kk i are straightforward.
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It remains to assume that E is an explicit substitution. If E = zhL/zi, we should take
F = {L}, and if E = z 0 hL/zi for z 0 =
6 z, we should take F = {z 0 } (in these two subcases
we cannot use the induction assumption, because it does not work for an extended term
being a single variable). Otherwise E = E0 hL/zi, where E0 is not a variable. Recall that
tr(∅, Z, E) = ⊕hP00 , •hP01 , L0 ii for P00 , P01 , L0 as in the proof of Lemma 5.5. By assumption
tr(∅, Z, E) is G † -convergent in n steps, so either P00 is G † -convergent in n0 = n − 1 steps, or
both P01 and L0 are G † -convergent in, respectively, n0 and n − n0 − 2 steps, for some n0 ∈ N.
Let j = 0 in the former case and j = 1 in the latter case. The induction hypothesis gives us
a set {E1 , . . . , Ek } such that E0 G {E1 , . . . , Ek } and tr(∅, Z[z 7→ j], Ei ) is G † -convergent
in less than n0 steps for every i ∈ [k]. We then take
F = {E1 hL/zi, . . . , Ek hL/zi}.
Equality (2) holds now for all i ∈ {0, . . . , k}. For j = 0 we use that the fact that
tr(∅, Z, Ei hL/zi) −→G † {Pi0 }, which implies that tr(∅, Z, Ei hL/zi) is G † -convergent in less
than n0 + 1 = n steps, as required. For j = 1 we use that the fact that tr(∅, Z, Ei hL/zi) −→G †
{•hPi1 , L0 i} and •hPi1 , L0 i −→G † {Pi1 , L0 }, which implies that tr(∅, Z, Ei hL/zi) is G † -convergent in less than n0 + (n − n0 − 2) + 2 = n steps, as required.
J
The next lemma finishes the proof of Lemma 5.2, and thus the proof of correctness of our
transformation:
I Lemma 5.8. Let E be an extended term over (X , ∅). If tr(∅, ∅, E) is G † -convergent then
E is G-ext-convergent.
Proof. Induction on the (smallest) number n such that tr(∅, ∅, E) is G † -convergent in n
steps. By assumption E is not a variable, because it is an extended term over (X , ∅) (no free
variables). So, by Lemma 5.5 there exists a set F of extended terms such that E G F and
tr(∅, ∅, F ) is G † -convergent in less than n steps for every F ∈ F. By the induction hypothesis
every F ∈ F is G-ext-convergent, so by definition also E is G-ext-convergent.
J

6

Conclusions

We have presented a new, simple algorithm checking whether a higher-order grammar
generates a nonempty language. One may ask whether this algorithm can be used in practice.
Of course the complexity n-EXPTIME for grammars of order n is unacceptably large (even if
we take into account the fact that we are n-fold exponential only in the arity of types, not in
the size of a grammar), but one has to recall that there exist tools solving the considered
problem in such a complexity. The reason why these tools work is that the time spent by
them on “easy” inputs is much smaller than the worst-case complexity (and many “typical
inputs” are indeed easy). Unfortunately, this is not the case for our algorithm: the size of
the grammar resulting from our transformation is always large, even if the original grammar
generated a nonempty (or empty) language for some “easy reason”. Thus, our algorithm is
mainly of a theoretical interest.
The presented transformation preserves nonemptiness, and thus can be used to solve
the nonemptiness problem for higher-order grammars. However, it seems feasible that other
problems concerning higher-order grammars (higher-order recursion schemes), like modelchecking against parity automata or the simultaneous unboundedness problem [7], can be
solved using similar transformations. Developing such transformations is a possible direction
for further work.
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Abstract
We generalize the notions of the degree and composition from uniquely decipherable codes to
arbitrary finite sets of words. We prove that if X = Y ◦ Z is a composition of finite sets of words
with Y complete, then d(X) ≤ d(Y ) · d(Z), where d(T ) is the degree of T . We also show that a
finite set is synchronizing if and only if its degree equals one.
This is done by considering, for an arbitrary finite set X of words, the transition monoid of
an automaton recognizing X ∗ with multiplicities. We prove a number of results for such monoids,
which generalize corresponding results for unambiguous monoids of relations.
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1

Introduction

Let X be a set of finite words. The set X ∗ of all concatenations of words in X (often called
the Kleene star of X) plays an important role in formal languages theory and its applications.
The set X often represents a dictionary or a code transmitted over a channel, so the case
where X is finite is especially important. In general, a word in X ∗ can have several different
factorizations over X, and it is useful to understand the relations between them. A word w
is called synchronizing for X if for any words u, v such that uwv ∈ X ∗ we have uw, wv ∈ X ∗ .
In particular, we get that any word in X ∗ containing ww as a factor, that is, any word of the
form uwwv, has a factorization where uw and wv are both in X ∗ , and thus can be factorized
separately. A set which admits a synchronizing word is also called synchronizing. A set X is
called complete if every word over the same alphabet occurs as a factor of a word in X ∗ .
Synchronizing words are studied a lot for uniquely decipherable codes (see e.g., Chapter
10 of [3]). A set X of words is called a uniquely decipherable code (often also called a variable
length code) if every word has at most one factorization over X. Such codes play a crucial
role in the theory of data compression and transmission [3].
Provided a set Z of words such that X ⊂ Z ∗ , one can rewrite X using Z as the alphabet,
thus resulting in a new set Y . The representation X = Y ◦ Z is then called a decomposition
of X, and the converse process of obtaining X is called composition. Decomposition of a
set allows to represent it by using simpler sets as building blocks, while preserving many
properties of the initial one. Conversely, compositions of codes allow to construct more
complicated codes by using simple ones, so they are interesting on their own. In particular,
the composition of two uniquely decipherable codes is again a uniquely decipherable code [3].
For any injective morphism α : A∗ → B ∗ , α(A) is a code, and each code can be obtained as
the image of A for some A and α [3]. Compositions of codes are then nothing more than
© Dominique Perrin and Andrew Ryzhikov;
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compositions of injective morphisms between free monoids. The notion of composition of two
arbitrary finite sets of words is also natural as it corresponds to the composition of arbitrary
morphisms.
Our contributions. In this paper, we transfer the notions of composition, degree and
group from uniquely decipherable codes to arbitrary finite sets of words. This extends the
presentation of [3] made for uniquely decipherable codes.
Provided a finite set X of words, we associate a special automaton A (called the flower
automaton) recognizing X ∗ with multiplicities. Let S be the set of fixed points of an
idempotent e of minimum rank in the transition relation of A, and Γ be the set of strongly
connected components of S. We consider a permutation group Ge acting on Γ. We show that
all such groups are equivalent for idempotents of minimum rank (Theorem 20). Moreover, we
show that for a given X all these groups are equivalent for any trim automaton recognizing
X ∗ with multiplicities (Proposition 21). Thus this group is an invariant of a set. We introduce
the degree d(X) of X, which is the minimum rank of elements in the transition monoid of A.
We then show that synchronizing sets are exactly sets of degree one (Proposition 22). As our
main contribution, we use the obtained results to show that for a composition X = Y ◦ Z of
two finite sets Y, Z such that Y is complete we have d(X) ≤ d(Y ) · d(Z) (Theorem 24).
For a finite set X, all these results were previously known only for the special case
of X being a uniquely decipherable code with the equality d(X) = d(Y )d(Z) instead of
an inequality [3]. Our generalization to the case of an arbitrary finite set requires more
complicated proofs. In particular, for uniquely decipherable codes it is enough to consider
a trim unambiguous automaton recognizing X ∗ (which is a cornerstone of the theory),
while in our case we need a trim automaton recognizing X ∗ with multiplicities. Intuitively,
such automata count the number of factorizations over X, and thus they are unambiguous
when X is a uniquely decipherable code. The technical difficulties then begin with the
replacement of unambiguous monoids of relations by arbitrary monoids of relations. Indeed,
the multiplication of matrices there is different from the result over the Boolean semiring. In
particular, the representation of maximal subgroups by permutations is still possible but
more complicated.
Motivation and related results. Larger classes of codes are considered both in theory and
in practice. Particular examples include multiset and set decipherable codes. A set X of
words is called a multiset [10] (respectively, set [13]) decipherable code if every factorization
of a word into codewords provides the same multiset (respectively, set) of codewords. Such
codes are used if one needs to transmit only the frequencies (or the fact of occurrences)
of elements, but the order of these elements does not matter. Lempel [13] reports online
compilations of inventories, construction of histograms, or updating of relative frequencies as
particular examples. An important property of multiset decipherable codes is that there exist
examples of such codes with Kraft-McMillan sum more than one, which shows that such
codes can be more efficient than uniquely decipherable codes [18]. An even wider class is that
of numerically decipherable codes, which are sets with the property that every factorization of
a word over such set has the same number of codewords [21]. A similar setting of multivalued
encodings allows to have several different codewords for the same symbol [4]. In view of that,
the transit of results from uniquely decipherable codes to arbitrary sets is interesting.
Another motivation for studying factorizations of words in X ∗ for an arbitrary finite set X
is the area of static dictionary compression, where one looks for some specific factorization
of a text over some finite dictionary [1]. The dictionary does not have to be a uniquely
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decipherable code, thus a text can have several different factorizations. In this case, it is
useful to know the relation between different factorizations. The parallel version of this
problem is also considered [15]. In [6] a fast algorithm for checking if a given word w belongs
to X ∗ is suggested. If the answer is positive, it also provides a factorization of w over X.
Only few results are known about decompositions and synchronization of arbitrary sets
of words. The defect theorem states that every finite set of words which is not a uniquely
decipherable code can be decomposed over a set of smaller size [2]. A survey of different
generalizations of this theorem is presented in [11]. Synchronization in arbitrary monoids
was studied in [5] and [7]. Other properties of factorizations are studied in [17, 20].
Organization of the paper. To transfer the results from uniquely decipherable code to
arbitrary finite sets of words, we first set a correspondence with an adequate class of automata,
namely automata recognizing with multiplicities (Sections 2 and 3). Then we introduce the
notion of a composition for arbitrary finite sets of words (Section 4). We extend the theory
of unambiguous monoids of relations by the theory of arbitrary monoids of relations (Section
5), and generalize the notion of the group G(X) and the degree d(X) of a finite set X of
words (Section 6). In this way, as for codes, a set is synchronizing if and only if it is of
degree 1 (Section 7). As the main result, we prove that if X = Y ◦ Z with Y complete, then
d(X) ≤ d(Y ) · d(Z) (Section 8). In Section 9 we show that if we require Y to be complete,
we do not get any new decompositions of a uniquely decipherable code other than into two
uniquely decipherable codes.

2

Automata

We denote by A∗ the free monoid on a finite alphabet A, by 1 the empty word, and by A+
the set A∗ \ {1}. For notions not defined in this section see [3].
Let A = (Q, i, t) be an automaton on the alphabet A with Q as set of states, i as initial
state and t as terminal state (we will not need to have several initial or terminal states).
We do not specify in the notation the set of edges, which are triples (p, a, q) with two states
a
p, q ∈ Q and a label a ∈ A denoted p → q. We form paths as usual by concatenating
consecutive edges. An automaton is called trim if there exists a path from i to every state,
and from every state to t.
The language recognized by A, denoted L(A), is the set of words in A∗ which are labels of
paths from i to t. There can be several paths from i to t for a given label, and this motivates
the introduction of multiplicities.
For a semiring K, a K-subset of A∗ is a map from A∗ into K. The value of a K-subset X
at w is called its multiplicity and denoted (X, w). We denote by KhhAii the semiring of
K-subsets of A∗ and by KhAi the set of corresponding polynomials, that is the K-subsets
with a finite number of words with nonzero multiplicity (on these notions, see [8]).
If X, Y are K-subsets, then X + Y and XY are the K-subsets defined by
X
(X + Y, w) = (X, w) + (Y, w), (XY, w) =
(X, u)(Y, v).
w=uv

Moreover, if X does not have a constant term, that is, if (X, 1) = 0, then X ∗ is the K-subset
X∗ = 1 + X + X2 + . . .
Since X has no constant term, for every word w, the number of nonzero terms (X n , w) in
the sum above is finite and thus X ∗ is well-defined.
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For a set X ⊂ A∗ , we denote by X the characteristic series of X, considered as an
N-subset. It is easy to verify that for X ⊂ A+ , the mutiplicity of w ∈ A∗ in X ∗ is the number
of factorizations of w in words of X.
For an automaton A = (Q, i, t) on the alphabet A, we denote by |A| its behaviour, which
is an element of NhhAii. It is the N-subset of A∗ such that the multiplicity of w ∈ A∗ in |A|
is the number of paths from i to t labeled w in A.
We denote by µA the morphism from A∗ into the monoid of Q × Q-matrices with integer
coefficients defined for µA (w)p,q as the number of paths from p to q labeled by w. Thus, the
multiplicity of w in |A| is (|A|, w) = µA (w)i,t .
Given a set X ⊂ A+ , we say that the automaton A recognizes X ∗ with multiplicities if
the behaviour of A is the multiset assigning to x its number of distinct factorizations in X.
Formally, A recognizes X ∗ with multiplicities if |A| = X ∗ .
I Example 1. Let X = {a, a2 }. The number of factorizations of an in words of X is the
Fibonacci number Fn+1 defined by F0 = 0, F1 = 1 and Fn+1 = Fn + Fn−1 for n ≥ 1. The
automaton A represented in Figure 1 recognizes X ∗ with multiplicities, that is |A| = (a+a2 )∗ .

a
a

1

2
a

∗

Figure 1 An automaton recognizing X with multiplicities.

We have indeed for every n ≥ 1,


Fn+1
Fn
n
µA (a ) =
Fn
Fn−1
For an automaton A = (Q, i, t) on the alphabet A, we denote by ϕA the morphism from A∗
onto the monoid of transitions of A. Thus, for w ∈ A∗ , ϕA (w) is the Boolean Q × Q-matrix
defined by
(
w
1 if p → q,
ϕA (w)p,q =
0 otherwise
Let X ⊂ A+ be a finite set of words on the alphabet A. The flower automaton of X is the
following automaton. Its set of states is the subset Q of A∗ × A∗ defined as
Q = {(u, v) ∈ A+ × A+ | uv ∈ X} ∪ (1, 1).
We often denote ω = (1, 1). There are four type of edges labeled by a ∈ A
a

(u, av) −→
ω

a

−→
a

(u, a) −→
ω

a

−→

(ua, v) for uav ∈ X, u, v 6= 1
(a, v)

for av ∈ X, v 6= 1

ω

for ua ∈ X, u 6= 1

ω

for a ∈ X.

The state ω is both initial and terminal.
The proof of the following result is straightforward. It generalizes the fact that the flower
automaton of a code recognizes X ∗ and is unambiguous (see Theorem 4.2.2 in [3]).
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I Proposition 2. For any finite set X ⊂ A+ , the flower automaton of X recognizes X ∗ with
multiplicities.
I Example 3. Let X = {a, ab, ba}. The flower automaton of X ∗ is represented in Figure 2.
As an example, there are two paths from ω to ω labeled aba, corresponding to the two
factorizations (a)(ba) = (ab)(a).

a, b

a
b
a

ω

b
a

b, a

Figure 2 The flower automaton of X (Example 3).

A more compact version of the flower automaton is the prefix automaton A = (P, 1, 1) of
a finite set X ⊂ A+ . Its set of states is the set P of proper prefixes of X and its edges are
a
a
the p → pa for every p ∈ P and a ∈ A such that pa ∈ P and the p → 1 such that pa ∈ X. It
also recognizes X ∗ with multiplicities.
I Example 4. Let X = {a2 , a3 }. The flower automaton of X is shown in Figure 3 on the
left and its prefix automaton on the right.

a

a, a2

a

a

a
a, a

a

ω

a

1

a

a
a

a2 , a

a

a2

Figure 3 The flower automaton and the prefix automaton of X (Example 4).

A reduction from an automaton A = (P, i, t) onto an automaton B = (Q, j, u) is a
surjective map ρ : P → Q such that ρ(i) = j, ρ(t) = u and such that for every q, q 0 ∈ Q
w
w
and w ∈ A∗ , there is a path q → q 0 in B if and only if there is a path p → p0 in A for some
0
0
0
p, p ∈ P with ρ(p) = q and ρ(p ) = q .
The reduction is sharp if ρ−1 (j) = {i} and ρ−1 (u) = {t}.
I Proposition 5. Let ρ be a reduction from A = (P, i, t) onto B = (Q, j, u). Then L(A) ⊂
L(B), with equality if ρ is sharp.
The term reduction is the one used in [3] and it is not standard but captures the general
idea of a covering. The term conformal morphism is the one used in [19]. The following
statement replaces [3, Proposition 4.2.5].
I Proposition 6. Let X ⊂ A+ be a finite set which is the minimal generating set of X ∗ .
For each trim automaton B = (Q, i, i) recognizing X ∗ with multiplicities, there is a sharp
reduction from the flower automaton of X onto B.
Proof. Let A = (P, ω, ω) be the flower automaton of X. We define a map ρ : P → Q as
follows. We set first ρ(ω) = i. Next, if (u, v) ∈ P with (u, v) 6= ω, then uv ∈ X. Since X is
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the minimal generating set of X ∗ , there is only one factorization of uv into elements of X.
u
v
Since Brecognizes X with multiplicities, there is only one path i → q → i in B. We define
ρ (u, v) = q.
w
It is straightforward to verify that ρ is a reduction. Assume first that q → q 0 in B.
v0

u

Let i → q and q 0 → i be simple paths, that is not passing by i except at the origin or
uwv 0

the end. Then i → i and thus uwv 0 = x1 x2 · · · xn with
of
 xi ∈ X, u a0 proper
 prefix
0
0 0
0
0
x1 = uv and v a proper suffix of xn = u v . Thus ρ (u, v) = q and ρ (u , v ) = q . Since
w
w = vx2 · · · xn−1 u0 , we have in A a path (u, v) → (u0 , v 0 ). Conversely, consider a path
w
0 0
(u, v) → (u , v ) in A. If the path
by ω, then u0 = uw, v = wv 0 and we have a
 does not pass
w 0
path q → q in B with ρ (u, v) = q and ρ (u0 , v 0 ) = q 0 . Otherwise, the path decomposes in
v

x

v0

x

(u, v) → ω → ω → (u0 , v 0 ) with x ∈ X ∗ . Since B recognizes X ∗ , we
 have a path i → i in B
w
and thus also a path q → q 0 with q = ρ (u, v) and q 0 = ρ (u0 , v 0 ) .
J
The statement above is false if X is not the minimal generating set of X ∗ , as shown by
the following example.
I Example 7. Let X = {a, a2 }. There is no sharp reduction from the automaton of Figure 1
onto the one-state automaton recognizing X ∗ = {a}∗ .
The statement is also false if the automaton B recognizes X ∗ , but does not recognize X ∗
with multiplicities, as shown by the following example.
I Example 8. Let X = {a2 }. The flower automaton of X is represented in Figure 4 on the
left. There is no reduction onto the automaton represented on the right which also recognizes
X ∗ (but not with multiplicities).

a
1

a
2

a

3

a
1

a

2
a

Figure 4 Two automata recognizing X ∗ .

3

Transducers

A literal transducer T = (Q, i, t) on a set of states Q with an input alphabet A and an output
(a,v)

alphabet B is defined by a set of edges E which are of the form p −→ q with p, q ∈ Q, a ∈ A
and v ∈ B ∪ {1}. The input automaton associated with a transducer is the automaton with
the same set of states and edges but with the output labels removed.
The relation realized by the transducer T is the set of pairs (u, v) ∈ A∗ × B ∗ such that
there is a path from i to t labeled (u, v). We denote by ϕT the morphism from A∗ to
the monoid of Q × Q-matrices with elements in NhBi defined for u ∈ A∗ and p, q ∈ Q by
P
ϕT (u)p,q =
v.
u|v
p−→q

Let X ⊂ A+ be a finite set. Let β : B ∗ → A∗ be a coding morphism for X, that is, a
morphism whose restriction to B is a bijection onto X. The decoding relation for X is the
relation γ = {(u, v) ∈ A∗ × B ∗ | u = β(v)}. A decoder for X is a literal transducer which
realizes the decoding relation. The flower transducer associated to β is the literal tranducer
a
built on the flower automaton of X by adding an output label 1 to each edge ω → (a, v) or
a
a
(u, av) → (ua, v) and an output label b to each edge ω → ω such that a ∈ X with β(b) = a
a
or (u, a) → ω such that ua = x ∈ X with β(b) = x.
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I Proposition 9. For every finite set X ⊂ A+ with a coding morphism β, the flower
transducer associated to β is a decoder for X.
I Example 10. Let X = {a, ab, ba} and let β : u → a, v → ab, w → ba. The flower transducer
associated to β is represented in Figure 5. One has

a, b

a|1

a|u

b|v

ω

b|1
a|w

b, a

Figure 5 The flower transducer associated to β.



u
ϕT (a) =  0
w



1 0
0
0 0 and ϕT (b) = v
0 0
0


0 1
0 0 .
0 0

The prefix transducer T = (P, 1, 1) is the same modification of the prefix automaton. Its
a|1

states are the proper prefixes of the elements of X. There is an edge p → pa for every prefix
a|b

p and every letter a such that pa ∈ P , and an edge p → 1 for every prefix p and letter a such
that pa = β(b) ∈ X. Thus the input automaton of the prefix transducer of X is the prefix
automaton of X.
Let B = (Q, j, j) be an automaton on the alphabet B and let T = (P, i, i) be a literal
transducer with the input alphabet A and the output alphabet B. We build an automaton
A = B ◦ T on the alphabet A as follows. Its set of states is Q × P and for every a ∈ A, the
matrix ϕA (a) is obtained by replacing in ϕT (a) the word w = ϕT (a)p,q by the matrix ϕB (w).
The initial and terminal state is (j, i). The automaton A is also called the wreath product of
B and T (see [9]). The word 1 is replaced by the identity matrix, and 0 is replaced by the
zero matrix of appropriate size. An example of A = B ◦ T is provided in Example 13.

4

Composition

Let Y ⊂ B + and Z ⊂ A+ be finite sets of words such that there exists a bijection β : B → Z.
Two such sets are called composable. Then X = β(Y ) is called the composition of Y and
Z through β, where β(Y ) = {β(y) | y ∈ Y } with β naturally extended to the mapping
B ∗ → Z ∗ . We denote X = Y ◦β Z. We also denote X = Y ◦ Z when β is clear. We say that
X = Y ◦ Z is a decomposition of X.
I Example 11. Let Y = {u, uw, vu} and Z = {a, ab, ba} with β : u → a, v → ab, w → ba.
Then X = Y ◦β Z = {a, aba}.
A decomposition X = Y ◦β Z of a finite set X is trim if every letter of B appears in a
word of Y and every word in X is obtained in a unique way from words in Y , that is, if
the restriction of β to Y is injective. For any decomposition X = Y ◦ Z, there are Y 0 ⊂ Y
and Z 0 ⊂ Z such that X = Y 0 ◦ Z 0 is trim. Indeed, if x ∈ X has two decompositions in
words of Z as x = z1 z2 · · · zn = z10 z20 · · · zn0 0 , we may remove β −1 (z10 z20 · · · zn0 0 ) from Y without
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changing X. A finite number of these removals gives a trim decomposition. The set Z 0 is
obtained by removing all words in Z which correspond to the letters no longer occurring
in words in Y 0 (we also remove such letters from B). The decomposition in Example 11 is
not trim, since aba = β(uw) = β(vu), but it can be made trim by taking X = Y 0 ◦ Z 0 with
Y 0 = {u, uw} and Z 0 = {a, ba}. In this case, Y 0 ⊂ {u, w}+ .
A set X ⊂ A∗ is complete if any word in A∗ is a factor of a word in X ∗ .
I Proposition 12. Let Y ⊂ B + and Z ⊂ A+ be two composable finite sets and let X = Y ◦β Z
be a trim decomposition. Let B = (Q, 1, 1) be the prefix automaton of Y and let T = (P, 1, 1)
be the prefix transducer of Z. The automaton A = B ◦ T recognizes X ∗ with multiplicities.
If Y is complete, there is a reduction ρ from A onto the prefix automaton of Z. Moreover,
the automaton B can be identified through β with the restriction of A to ρ−1 (1).
z

z

z

1
2
n
Proof. The simple paths in A have the form (1, 1) →
(b1 , 1) →
(b1 b2 , 1) · · · →
(1, 1) for
x = z1 · · · zn = β(b1 · · · bn ) in X and zi ∈ Z. Since the decomposition is trim, there is exactly
one such path for every x ∈ X and thus A recognizes X ∗ with multiplicities.
Let us show that, if Y is complete, the map ρ : (q, p) → p is a reduction from A onto the
w
prefix automaton of Z. We have to show that one has p → p0 in the prefix automaton C of Z
w
w
0
0 0
if and only if there exist q, q ∈ Q such that (q, p) → (q , p ). Assume that p → p0 in C. Then

w|u

we have p → p0 in the prefix transducer T for some u ∈ B ∗ . Since Y is complete, there are
u
w
some q, q 0 ∈ Q such that q → q 0 in B. Then (q, p) → (q 0 , p0 ) in A. The converse is obvious.
z
Finally, the edges of the restriction of A to ρ−1 (1) are the simple paths (q, 1) → (q 0 , 1)
b

for z = β(b) ∈ Z and q → q 0 an edge of B. This proves the last statement.

a|1

u
u

u a|u

1
v

a a

1
b|v

(1, 1)

J

a (u, 1)
a
(u, a)
b

Figure 6 The prefix automaton of Y , the prefix transducer T of Z and the trim part of A.

I Example 13. Let Y = {u, uv} and Z = {a, ab} with β : u → a, v → ab. We have, in view
of Figure 6,




ϕ (u) I
0
0
ϕA (a) = B
and ϕA (b) =
.
0
0
ϕB (v) 0

5

Monoids of relations

We consider monoids of binary relations and prove some results on idempotents and groups
in such monoids. Few authors have considered monoids of binary relations. In [16], the
Green’s relations in the monoid BQ of all binary relations on a set Q are considered. It is
shown in [14] that any finite group appears as a maximal subgroup of BQ (in contrast with
the monoid of all partial maps in which all maximal subgroups are symmetric groups).
We write indifferently relations on a set Q as subsets of Q × Q, as boolean Q × Q-matrices
or as directed graphs on a set Q of vertices.
The rank of a relation m on Q is the minimal cardinality of a set R such that m = uv
with u a Q × R relation and v an R × Q relation. Equivalently, the rank of m is the minimal
number of row (resp. column) vectors (which are possibly not rows or columns of m) which
generate over {0, 1} the set of rows (resp. columns) of m.
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For example, the full relation m = Q × Q has rank 1. In terms of matrices
 
1
1 
 
m = . 1
 .. 

1

···


1

1
More generally, the rank of an equivalence relation is equal to the number of its classes.
m
A fixed point of a relation m on Q is an element q ∈ Q such that q −→ q. The following
result appears in [20] (see also [12]).
I Proposition 14. Let e be an idempotent relation on a finite set Q, let S be the set of fixed
points of e and let Γ be the set of strongly connected components of the restriction of e to S.
e
e
1. For all p, q ∈ Q we have p −→ q if and only if there exists an s ∈ S such that p −→ s
e
and s −→ q.
2. We have
e = `r

(1)
e

e

where ` = {(p, σ) ∈ Q × Γ | p −→ s for some s ∈ σ} and r = {(σ, q) ∈ Γ × Q | s −→
q for some s ∈ σ}.
en

ei

ej

Proof. 1. Choose n > Card(Q). Since p −→ q, there is some s ∈ Q such that p −→ s −→
ek

e

e

e

s −→ q with i + j + k = n. Then p −→ s −→ s −→ q and the statement is proved. The
other direction is obvious.
e
e
e
2. If p −→ q, let s ∈ S be such that p −→ s −→ q and let σ be the strongly connected
`
r
component of s. Then p −→ σ −→ q. Thus e ≤ `r, which means that each element of e is
not larger than the corresponding element of `r when these relations are considered as binary
`

r

e

s0

matrices. Conversely, if p −→ σ −→ q there are s, s0 ∈ σ such that p −→ s and s0 −→ q.
e
Since s, s0 are in the same stongly connected component, we have s → s0 and we obtain
e
e
e
e
p → s → s0 → q, whence p → q.
J
The decomposition of e = lr given by Equation (1) is called the column-row decomposition
of e. Note that Proposition 14 is false without the finiteness hypothesis on Q. Indeed, the
relation e = {(x, y) ∈ R2 | x < y} is idempotent, but has no fixed points.
I Example

1
1
m=
0
1

15. The matrix

1 1 0
1 1 0

0 0 0
1

1

0

is an idempotent of rank 1.
For an element m of a monoid M , we denote by H(m) the H-class of m, where H is the
Green relation H = R ∩ L (see [3] for the definitions). It is a group if and only if it contains
an idempotent e (see [3]). In this case, every m ∈ H(e) has a unique inverse m−1 in the
group H(e).
The following result is the transposition of Proposition 9.1.7 in [3] to arbitrary monoids
of relations. However, the result is restricted to a statement on the group H(e) instead of
the monoid eM e.
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I Proposition 16. Let M be a monoid of relations on a finite set Q, let e ∈ M be idempotent
and let Γ be the set of strongly connected components of the fixed points of e. For m ∈ H(e),
let γe (m) be the relation on Γ defined by
m

m−1

γe (m) = {(ρ, σ) ∈ Γ × Γ | r → s → r for some r ∈ ρ and s ∈ σ}
Then m 7→ γe (m) is an isomorphism from H(e) onto a group of permutations on Γ.
m

m−1

m

m−1

e

Proof. First, γe (m) is a map. Indeed, let s → t → s and s0 → t0 → s0 . If s → s0 , we
m

−1

e

m

e

have t → s → s0 → t0 and thus t → t0 . By a symmetrical proof, we obtain that γe (m) is a
permutation.
Next, it is easy to verify that γe is a morphism.
Finally, γe is injective. Indeed, assume that for m, m0 ∈ H(e) we have γe (m) = γe (m0 ).
m
Suppose that p → q.
m

m−1

Assume first that p is a fixed point of e. Let r, r0 be such that p → r → p and
m0

m0−1

p → r0 → p. Since γe (m) = γe (m0 ), we obtain that r, r0 are in the same element of Γ. We
m0

e

m−1

m0

m

conclude that p → r0 → r → p → q which implies that p → q.
e
m
Now if p is not a fixed point of e, since em = m, there is an r such that p → r → q. By
e
e
m
m
Proposition 14, there is a fixed point r0 of e such that p → r0 → r → q. Then r0 → q implies
m0

m0

r0 → q by the preceding argument, and finally p → q.

J

We denote Ge = γe (H(e)). The definition of γe can be formulated differently.
I Proposition 17. Let M be a monoid of relations on a finite set Q and let e ∈ M be
an idempotent. Let σ, τ be two distinct connected components of fixed points of e and let
s ∈ σ, t ∈ τ . If es,t = 1, then mt,s = 0 for every m ∈ H(e) and thus (σ, τ ) ∈
/ γe (m). If
m
es,t = et,s = 0 then s → t implies (σ, τ ) ∈ γe (m).


1 1
Proof. Assume first that es,t = 1 so that the restriction of e to {s, t} is the matrix
.
0 1
If mt,s = 1, then the restriction of m to {s, t} is the matrix with all ones, which is impossible
since no power of m can be equal to e. If the restriction of e to {s, t} is the identity, then
m
the restriction of m ∈ H(e) is a permutation. Thus (σ, τ ) ∈ γe (m) if and only if s → t. J
The following extends Proposition 9.1.9 in [3]. It uses the Green relation D = LR = RL.
Two permutation groups G over Q and G0 over Q0 are called equivalent if there exists a
bijection α : Q → Q0 and an isomorphism ψ : G → G0 such that for all q ∈ Q and g ∈ G
we have α(q.g) = α(q).ψ(g), where q.g is the action of g on q (see Section 1.13 of [3]). In a
more standard terminology, two permutation groups are equivalent if and only if their group
actions are isomorphic, though we use the terminology of [3] to simplify the comparison with
the results described there.
I Proposition 18. Let M be a monoid of relations on a finite set Q and let e, e0 ∈ M be
D-equivalent idempotents. Then the groups Ge and Ge0 are equivalent permutation groups.
Proof. Let (a, a0 , b, b0 ) be a passing system from e to e0 , that is such that
eaa0 = e,

bb0 e0 = e0 ,

ea = b0 e0 .

We will verify that there is a commutative diagram of isomorphisms shown in Figure 7.
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τ

H(e) −−−−→ H(e0 )


γ 0
γe
y e
y
Ge

τ0

−−−−→ Ge0

Figure 7 Commutative diagram of isomorphisms.

We define the map τ by τ (m) = bma. Then it is easy to verify that τ is a morphism and
that m0 7→ b0 m0 a0 is its inverse. Thus τ is an isomorphism.
We define τ 0 as follows. Let Γe , Γe0 be the sets of strongly connected components of fixed
points of e and e0 respectively. Let θ be the relation between Γe and Γe0 defined by (σ, σ 0 ) ∈ θ
eae0

if for some s ∈ σ and s0 ∈ σ 0 , we have s → s0 . One may verify that θ is a bijection between
Γe and Γe0 . Its inverse is the map on classes induced by e0 be = e0 a0 e. Then τ 0 (n) = θt nθ.
We verify that the diagram is commutative. Suppose that for some m ∈ H(e) (σ10 , σ10 ) ∈
0
τ (γe (m)). By definition of τ 0 there exist σ1 , σ2 ∈ Γe such that
(σ10 , σ1 ) ∈ θt ,

(σ1 , σ2 ) ∈ γe (m) and (σ2 , σ20 ) ∈ θ.

Then for s1 ∈ σ1 , s01 ∈ σ10 , s02 ∈ σ20 and s2 ∈ σ2 , we have
e0 be

s01 → s1 ,
bma

Then s01 → s02

m

m−1

s1 → s2 → s1 .

eae0

s2 → s02 .

bm−1 a

→ s01 showing that (σ10 , σ10 ) ∈ γe0 (τ (m)).

J

Note that, contrary to the case of a monoid of unambiguous relations, two D-equivalent
idempotents need not have the same number of fixed points, as shown by the following
example.
I Example

1
e=
0

19. Let M be the monoid of all relations on Q = {1, 2}. The two idempotents



0
1 1
, e0 =
0
1 1

are D-equivalent although the first has one fixed point and the second has two.
Let M be a monoid of relations on a finite set Q. The minimal rank of M , denoted r(M )
is the minimum of the ranks of the elements of M other than 0. The following statement
generalizes Theorem 9.3.10 in [3] from unambiguous to arbitrary transitive monoids of
relations. A D-class is regular if it contains an idempotent. A monoid of relations on Q is
m
transitive if for every p, q ∈ Q, there is an m ∈ M such that p → q.
I Theorem 20. Let M be a transitive monoid of relations on a finite set Q. The set K
of elements of rank r(M ) is a regular D-class. The groups Ge for e idempotent in K are
equivalent transitive permutation groups. Moreover, for a fixed point i of e, the minimal rank
m
r(M ) is the index of the subgroup {m ∈ H(e) | i → i} in H(e).
Proof. The proof is the same as for the case of an unambiguous monoid of relations except
for the last statement. Let σ, τ be two distinct strongly connected components of fixed points
m
of e and let s ∈ σ, t ∈ τ . Since M is transitive there is an m ∈ M such that s → t. Then
n
eme is not 0 and thus eme ∈ H(e). Similarly, if n ∈ M is such that t → s, then ene ∈ H(e).
This implies by Proposition 17 that the restriction of e to {s, t} is the identity and that
(σ, τ ) ∈ γe (eme). Thus Ge is transitive. The last statement follows from the fact that for
any transitive permutation group on a set S, the number of elements of S is equal to the
index of the subgroup fixing one of the points of S (Proposition 1.13.2 of [3]).
J
The Suschkevitch group of M is one of the equivalent groups Ge for e of rank r(M ).
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6

Group and degree of a set

Let A = (P, i, i) and B = (Q, j, j) be automata and let ρ : P → Q be a reduction. For
m = ϕA (w), the relation n = ϕB (w) is well defined. We denote it by n = ρ̂(m). Then ρ̂ is a
morphism from ϕA (A∗ ) onto ϕB (A∗ ) called the morphism associated with ρ. The following
result extends Proposition 9.5.1 in [3] to arbitrary finite sets of words.
I Proposition 21. Let X ⊂ A+ be finite. Let A = (P, i, i) and B = (Q, j, j) be trim automata
recognizing X ∗ with multiplicities. Let M = ϕA (A∗ ) and N = ϕB (A∗ ). Let E be the set of
idempotents in M and F the set of idempotents in N .
Let ρ be a sharp reduction of A onto B and let ρ̂ : M → N be the morphism associated
with ρ. Then
1. ρ̂(E) = F .
2. Let e ∈ E and f = ρ̂(e). The restriction of ρ to the set S of fixed points of e is a bijection
on the set of fixed points of f , and the groups He and Hf are equivalent.
Proof. 1. Let e ∈ E. Then ρ̂(e) is idempotent since ρ̂ is a morphism. Thus ρ̂(E) ⊂ F .
Conversely, if f ∈ F , let w ∈ A∗ be such that ϕB (w) = f . Let n ≥ 1 be such that e = ϕA (w)n
is idempotent. Then ρ̂(e) = f since ρ̂ ◦ ϕA = ϕB .
2. Let S be the set of fixed points of e and T the set of fixed points of f . Consider s ∈ S
f
e
and let t = ρ(s). From s → s, we obtain t → t and thus ρ(S) ⊂ T . Conversely, let t ∈ T .
−1
The restriction of e to the set R = ρ (t) is a non zero idempotent. Thus there is some
s ∈ R which is a fixed point of this idempotent, ans thus of e. Thus t ∈ ρ(S).
Since ρ̂ is a morphism from M onto N , we have ρ̂(H(e)) = H(f ). It is clear that ρ maps
a strongly connected component of e on a strongly connected component of f . To show that
this map is a bijection, consider s, s0 ∈ S such that ρ(s), ρ(s0 ) belong to the same connected
component. We may assume that e is not the equality relation. Let w ∈ A+ be such that
u
v
ϕA (w) = e. Since X is finite, there are factorizations w = uv = u0 v 0 such that s → i → s
u0

v0

v

vwu0

u0

w

and s0 → i → s0 . Then we have j → ρ(s) → ρ(s0 ) → j. Since ρ is sharp, this implies i → i
uvwu0 v 0

e

e

and finally s → s0 . This shows that s → s0 . A similar proof shows that s0 → s. Thus,
s, s0 belong to the same connected component of e.
m

m−1

ρ̂(m)

Moreover, for every m ∈ H(e), one has s → t → s if and only if ρ(s) → ρ(t)
Thus He and Hf are equivalent permutation groups.

ρ̂(m−1 )

→

ρ(s).
J

Let X ⊂ A+ be a finite set and let A be the flower automaton of X. The degree of X,
denoted d(X) is the minimal rank of the monoid M = ϕA (A∗ ). The group of X is the
Suschkevitch group of M . Proposition 21 shows that the definitions of the group and of the
degree do not depend on the automaton chosen to recognize X ∗ , provided one takes a trim
automaton recognizing X ∗ with multiplicities.

7

Synchronization

Let X ⊂ A+ be a finite set of words. A word x ∈ A∗ is synchronizing for X if for every
u, v ∈ A∗ , uxv ∈ X ∗ ⇒ ux, xv ∈ X ∗ . A set X is synchronizing if there is a synchronizing
word x ∈ X ∗ . The next proposition generalizes Proposition 10.1.11 of [3]
I Proposition 22. A finite set X ⊂ A+ is synchronizing if and only if its degree d(X) is 1.
Proof. Let A = (Q, i, i) be a trim automaton recognizing X ∗ .
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Assume first that d(X) = 1. Let x ∈ X ∗ be such that ϕA (x) has rank 1. If uxv ∈ X ∗ , we
u
x
v
x
have i → p → q → i for some p, q ∈ Q. Since ϕA (x) has rank 1, we deduce from i → i and
x
x
x
p → q that we have also i → q and p → i. Thus ux, xv ∈ X ∗ , showing that x is synchronizing.
Assume conversely that X is synchronizing. Let x ∈ X ∗ be a synchronizing word.
Replacing x by some its power, we may assume that ϕA (x) is an idempotent e. Let m ∈ H(e)
n
and let w ∈ ϕ−1
A (m). Since H(e) is finite, there is some n ≥ 1 such that m = e. Then
n
n
∗
(me) = e implies that (wx) ∈ X . Since x is synchronizing, we obtain wx ∈ X ∗ and since
ϕA (wx) = me = m, this implies w ∈ X ∗ . This shows that H(e) is contained in ϕA (X ∗ ) and
thus that d(X) = 1 by Theorem 20.
J
I Example 23. Consider again X = {a, ab, ba} (Example 3). The flower automaton of X is
represented again for convenience in Figure 8 (left).
The minimal rank of the elements of ϕA (A∗ ) is 1. Indeed, we have

  
1 1 0
1 

ϕA (a2 ) = 0 0 0 = 0 1 1 0
1 1 0
1
Accordingly, aa is a synchronizing word.

2

a
b
a

1

b
a

3

1, 2

1, 3

1, 3 * a2

* a2 b

* a2 b2

1, 2 * ba2 * ba2 b

ba2 b2

2 *b2 a2

b2 a 2 b

3

b2 a2 b2

Figure 8 The flower automaton of X (left) and the set K of elements of rank 1 (right).

The set K of elements of rank 1 is represented in Figure 8 (right). For each H-class, we
indicate on its left the set of states p such that the row of index p in nonzero. Similarly, we
indicate above it the set of states q such that the column of index q is nonzero. A star ∗
indicates an H-class which is a group. Note that


1 0 1
ϕA (a2 b) = 0 0 0
1

0

1

has two fixed points but only one strongly connected class, in agreement with fact that it is
of rank 1.

8

Groups and composition

Given a transitive permutation group G on a set Q, an imprimitivity relation of G is an
equivalence on Q compatible with the group action. If θ is such an equivalence relation, we
denote by Gθ the permutation group induced by the action of G on the classes of θ. The
groups induced by the action on the class of an element i ∈ Q by the action of the elements
of G stabilizing the class of i are all equivalent. We denote by Gθ one of them. For two
permutation groups G, H on sets P and Q respectively, we denote G ≤ H if there is an
imprimitivity equivalence θ on Q such that G = Hθ .
The next theorem generalizes Proposition 11.1.2 of [3].
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I Theorem 24. Let X ⊂ A+ be a finite set with a trim decomposition X = Y ◦ Z, where Y
is complete. There exists an imprimitivity equivalence θ of G = G(X) such that
Gθ ≤ G(Y ),

Gθ = G(Z).

In particular, d(X) ≤ d(Y ) · d(Z).
Proof. Let B = (Q, i, i) be the flower automaton of Y and let T be the prefix transducer of
Z. Let A = B ◦ T . By Proposition 12, there is a reduction ρ from A = (Q × P, (i, 1), (i, 1))
onto the prefix automaton C of Z.
Let e be an idempotent of minimal rank in ϕA (X ∗ ). Let S be the set of fixed points of
e and let Γ be the set of connected components (scc) of the elements of S. Let Ŝ be the
set of fixed points of ê = ρ̂(e) and let Γ̂ be the set of corresponding scc’s. If s, s0 ∈ S are in
the same scc, then ρ(s), ρ(s0 ) are in the same scc of Ŝ. Thus, we have a well-defined map
ρ̄ : Γ → Γ̂ such that s ∈ Γ if and only if ρ(s) ∈ ρ̄(Γ).
We define an equivalence θ on Γ by σ ≡ σ 0 if ρ̄(σ) = ρ̄(σ 0 ). Let m ∈ H(e) and suppose
that (σ, τ ), (σ 0 , τ 0 ) ∈ γe (m). If σ ≡ σ 0 mod θ, then τ ≡ τ 0 mod θ. Let indeed s ∈ σ, s0 ∈ σ 0
and t ∈ τ, t0 ∈ τ 0 . We have by definition of γe
m−1

m

m

m−1

s → t → s and s0 → t0 → s0
and thus
ρ̂(m)

ρ(s) → ρ(t)

ρ̂(m)−1

→

ρ̂(m)

ρ(s) and ρ(s0 ) → ρ(t0 )

ê

ρ̂(m)−1

→

ρ(s0 )

ê

This implies that ρ(t) → ρ(t0 ) and ρ(t0 ) → ρ(t). But since γê (m̂) is a permutation, this forces
ρ̄(τ ) = ρ̄(τ 0 ) and finally τ ≡ τ 0 mod θ. Since the action of H(e) on the classes of θ is the
same as the action of H(ê), we have G(Z) = Gθ .
Finally, let σ ∈ Γ be the scc of the initial state (i, 1) and let I be its class modθ. Thus
d(X) = Card(I)d(Z). Let x ∈ X ∗ be such that ϕA (x) = e and let y = β −1 (x). Then
f = ϕB (y) is an idempotent of ϕB (B ∗ ) of rank d(Y ). Let U be the set of fixed points of f
and let Φ be the set of scc of U for the action of f . Let σ be the equivalence on Φ induced by
the equivalence r ≡ s if (r, 1), (s, 1) belong to the same scc for e. Then σ is an imprimitivity
equivalence for G(Y ) such that G(Y )σ = Gθ . Thus Gθ ≤ G(Y ) and Card(I) ≤ d(Y ), which
implies d(X) ≤ d(Y ) · d(Z).
J
I Example 25. Let Z = {a, ab, ba, ca} and X = Z 2 . We have X = Y ◦β Z with Y =
{u, v, w, x}2 and β : u 7→ a, v 7→ ab, w 7→ bc, x 7→ ca. The word aa is synchronizing for Z and
thus d(Z) = 1. In contrast, we have d(Y ) = 2 and G(Y ) = Z/2Z. It can be verified that the
word ca2 b is synchronizing for X and thus d(X) = 1. Thus d(X) < d(Y ) · d(Z) = 2 · 1 = 2.
Thus the case of a strict inequality can occur. This is made possible by the fact that Z is
not a code. Indeed, we have (ab)(ca) = a(bc)a.

9

Decompositions of codes

Finally, we use the developed techniques to show that for a uniquely decipherable code X for
all the trim decompositions of the form X = Y ◦ Z with Y complete we have that Z (and
thus Y ) is a uniquely decipherable code as well. It shows that, as long as we require Y to be
complete, we do not get any new trim decompositions of uniquely decipherable codes even if
we decompose them as arbitrary sets of words.
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I Proposition 26. Let X = Y ◦ Z be a trim decomposition of a finite set X. If X is a
uniquely decipherable code and if Y is complete, then Z is a uniquely decipherable code.
Proof. Since β is trim, Y is a uniquely decipherable code. Let β : B → Z be the coding
morphism for Z such that X = Y ◦β Z. Assume that z ∈ Z ∗ is a word with more than
one factorization into words of Z. Let u, v ∈ B ∗ two distinct elements in β −1 (z). Let A
be the flower automaton of Y . Let y ∈ Y ∗ be such that ϕA (y) has minimal rank. Then
yuy, yvy are not zero since Y is complete. Thus ϕA (yuy), ϕA (yvy) belong to the H-class of
ϕA (y) which is a finite group. Let e be its idempotent. There are integers n, m, p such that
ϕA (y)n = ϕA (yuy)m = ϕA (yvy)p = e. Since y ∈ Y ∗ , this implies that e ∈ ϕA (Y ∗ ) and thus
that (yuy)m , (yvy)p are in Y ∗ . We conclude that Y is not a uniquely decipherable code, a
contradiction.
J
This is false if we do not require Y to be complete. Consider a code X = {ab, abaab, abbab},
which can be decomposed into X = Y ◦ Z with Y = {u, uvu, uwu} and Z = {ab, a, b}. The
decomposition is obviously trim, the set X is a uniquely decipherable code, but the set Z is
not a uniquely decipherable code.
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1

Introduction

Transductions are in general relations among words. Transducers are theoretical models that
implement transductions. Transducers are used in a variety of applications, such as analysis
of web sanitization frameworks, host based intrusion detection, natural language processing,
modeling some classes of programming languages and constructing programming language
tools like evaluators, type checkers and translators. Streaming Data String Transducers
(SDSTs) were introduced in [2] to model a class of imperative and a class of functional
programs, manipulating lists of data items. Transducers have been used in [16] to infer
semantic interfaces of data structures such as stacks. Such applications use Angluin style
learning, which involves constructing transducers by looking at example operations of the
object under study. Since the transducer is still under construction, we need to make
inferences about the transduction without having access to a transducer which implements it.
Theoretical bases for doing this are machine independent characterizations, which identify
what kind of transductions can be implemented by what kind of transducers and give a
© M. Praveen;
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template for constructing transducers. Indeed the seminal Myhill-Nerode theorem gives a
machine independent characterization for regular languages over finite alphabets, which form
the basis of Angluin style learning of regular languages [3]. A similar characterization for a
fragment of SDSTs is given in [5] and is used as a basis to design a learning algorithm.
Programs deal with data from an infinite domain and transducers modeling the programs
should also treat data as such. For example in [16], the state space reduced from 109 to 800
and the number of learning queries reduced from billions to 4000 by switching to a transducer
model that can deal with data from an infinite domain. We give a machine independent
characterization for a fragment of SDSTs more powerful than those in [16, 5]. The additional
power comes from significant conceptual differences. The transducers used in [16] produce
the output in a linear fashion without remembering what was output before. For example,
they cannot output the reverse of the input strings, which can be done by our model. The
model studied in [5] are called Streaming String Transducers (SSTs), the fragment obtained
from SDSTs by dropping the ability to deal with data values from an infinite domain. We
retain this ability in our model, called Streaming String Register Transducers (SSRTs). It is
obtained from SDSTs by dropping the ability to deal with linear orders in the data domain.
Apart from Angluin style learning algorithms, machine independent characterizations are
also useful for studying fragments of transducer models. E.g. in [5], machine independent
characterization of SSTs is used to study fragments such as non-deterministic automata with
output and transductions definable in First Order logic.
We use origin semantics of transducers, which are used in [5] to take into account how
positions of the output originate from the positions of the input. Using origin semantics is
known to ease some of the problems related to transducers, e.g., [7]. Origin semantics is a
restriction, but a reasonable one and is used extensively in this paper.

Contributions
Machine independent characterizations are known for automata over data values from an
infinite domain [15, 4] and for streaming transducers over finite alphabets [5], but not for
streaming transducers over data values, which is what we develop here. This involves both
conceptual and technical challenges. In [15, 4], data values that must be remembered by an
automaton while reading a word from left to right are identified using a machine independent
definition. We lift this to transducers and identify that the concept of factored outputs
from [5] is necessary for this. Factored outputs can let us ignore some parts of transduction
outputs, which is necessary to define when two words behave similarly. However, [5] does not
deal with data values from an infinite domain and it takes quite a bit of manipulation with
permutations on data values to make ideas from there work here. In transductions, suffixes
can influence how prefixes are transformed. This is elegantly handled in [5] using two way
transducer models known to be equivalent to SSTs. There are no such models known when
data values are present. To handle it in a one way transducer model, we introduce data
structures based on trees that keep track of all possible suffixes. This does raise the question
of whether there are interesting two way transducer models with data values. Recent work
[6] has made progress in this direction, which we discuss at the end of this extended abstract.
We concentrate here on SDSTs and its fragments, which are known to be equivalent to
classes of imperative and functional programming languages. In [2], it is explained in detail
which features of programming languages correspond to which features of the transducer.
Over finite alphabets, streaming string transducers are expressively equivalent to regular
transductions, which are also defined by two way deterministic finite-state transducers and
by monadic second order logic [1].
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Related Works
Studying transducer models capable of handling data values from an infinite domain is an
active area of research [13, 14]. Streaming transducers like SDSTs have the distinctive feature
of using variables to store intermediate values while computing transductions; this idea
appears in an earlier work [11] that introduced simple programs on strings, which implement
the same class of transductions as those implemented by SSTs. An Angluin style learning
algorithm for deterministic automata with memory is given in [17]. A machine independent
characterization of automata with finite memory is given in [8], which is further extended
to data domains with arbitrary binary relations in [9]. The learning algorithm of [17] is
extended to Mealy machines with data in [16]. However, Mealy machines are not as powerful
as SSRTs that we consider here. Using a more abstract approach of nominal automata, [19]
presents a learning algorithm for automata over infinite alphabets. Logical characterizations
of transducers that can handle data are considered in [12]. However, the transducers in
that paper cannot use data values to make decisions, although they are part of the output.
Register automata with linear arithmetic introduced in [10] shares some of the features of the
transducer model used here. Here, data words stored in variables can be concatenated, while
in register automata with linear arithmetic, numbers stored in variables can be operated
upon by linear operators.
Most proofs and some technical details in this extended abstract are skipped due to space
constraints. All the proofs and technical details can be found in the full version.

2

Preliminaries

Let I be the set of integers, N be the set of non-negative integers and D be an infinite set of
data values. We will refer to D as the data domain. For i, j ∈ I, we denote by [i, j] the set
{k | i ≤ k ≤ j}. For any set S, S ∗ denotes the set of all finite sequences of elements from S.
The empty sequence is denoted by . Given u, v ∈ S ∗ , v is a prefix (resp. suffix) of u if there
exists w ∈ S ∗ such that u = vw (resp. u = wv). The sequence v is an infix of u if there are
sequences w1 , w2 such that u = w1 vw2 .
Let Σ, Γ be finite alphabets. We will use Σ for input alphabet and Γ for output alphabet. A
data word over Σ is a word in (Σ × D)∗ . A data word with origin information over Γ is a word
in (Γ × D × N)∗ . Suppose Σ = {title, firstName, lastName} and Γ = {givenName, surName}.
An example data word over Σ is (title, Mr.)(firstName, Harry)(lastName, Tom). If we were to
give this as input to a device that reverses the order of names, the output would be the data
word with origin information (surName, Tom, 3)(givenName, Harry, 2), over Γ. In the triple
(givenName, Harry, 2), the third component 2 indicates that the pair (givenName, Harry)
originates from the second position of the input data word. We call the third component
origin and it indicates the position in the input that is responsible for producing the output
triple. If a transduction is being implemented by a transducer, the origin of an output
position is the position of the input that the transducer was reading when it produced the
output. The data value at some position of the output may come from any position (not
necessarily the origin) of the input data word. We write transduction for any function from
data words over Σ to data words with origin information over Γ.
For a data word w, |w| is its length. For a position i ∈ [1, |w|], we denote by data(w, i)
(resp. letter(w, i)) the data value (resp. the letter from the finite alphabet) at the ith
position of w. We denote by data(w, ∗) the set of all data values that appear in w. For
positions i ≤ j, we denote by w[i, j] the infix of w starting at position i and ending at
position j. Note that w[1, |w|] = w. Two data words w1 , w2 are isomorphic (denoted by
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w1 ' w2 ) if |w1 | = |w2 |, letter(w1 , i) = letter(w2 , i) and data(w1 , i) = data(w1 , j) iff
data(w2 , i) = data(w2 , j) for all positions i, j ∈ [1, |w1 |]. For data values d, d0 , we denote
by w[d/d0 ] the data word obtained from w by replacing all occurrences of d by d0 . We say
that d0 is a safe replacement for d in w if w[d/d0 ] ' w. Intuitively, replacing d by d0 doesn’t
introduce new equalities/inequalities among the positions of w. For example, d1 is a safe
replacement for d2 in (a, d3 )(b, d2 ), but not in (a, d1 )(b, d2 ).
A permutation on data values is any bijection π : D → D. For a data word u, π(u)
is obtained from u by replacing all its data values by their respective images under π. A
transduction f is invariant under permutations if for every data word u and every permutation
π, f (π(u)) = π(f (u)) (permutation can be applied before or after the transduction).
Suppose a transduction f has the property that for any triple (γ, d, o) in any output
f (w), there is a position i ≤ o in w such that data(w, i) = d. If the data value d is output
from the origin o, then d should have already occurred in the input on or before o. Such
transductions are said to be without data peeking. We say that a transduction has linear
blow up if there is a constant K such that for any position o of any input, there are at most
K positions in the output whose origin is o.

Streaming String Register Transducers
We present an extension of SSTs to handle data values, just like finite state automata were
extended to finite memory automata [18]. Our model is a subclass of SDSTs, which can store
intermediate values (which can be long words) in variables. E.g., reversing an input word can
be achieved as follows: as each input symbol is read, concatenate it to the back of a variable
maintained for this purpose. At the end, the variable will have the reverse of the input.
There are also registers in these models, which can store single data values. Transitions can
be enabled/disabled based on whether the currently read data value is equal/unequal to the
one stored in one of the registers.
I Definition 1. A Streaming String Register Transducer (SSRT) is an eight tuple S =
(Σ, Γ, Q, q0 , R, X, O, ∆), where
the finite alphabets Σ, Γ are used for input, output respectively,
Q is a finite set of states, q0 is the initial state,
R is a finite set of registers and X is a finite set of data word variables,
O : Q * ((Γ × R̂) ∪ X)∗ is a partial output function, where R̂ = R ∪ {curr}, with curr
being a special symbol used to denote the current data value being read and
∆ ⊆ (Q × Σ × Φ × Q × 2R × U ) is a finite set of transitions. The set Φ consists of all
Boolean combinations of atomic constraints of the form r= or r6= for r ∈ R. The set U is
the set of all functions from the set X of data word variables to ((Γ × R̂) ∪ X)∗ .
It is required that
For every q ∈ Q and x ∈ X, there is at most one occurrence of x in O(q) and
for every transition (q, σ, φ, q 0 , R0 , ud) and for every x ∈ X, x appears at most once in
the set {ud(y) | y ∈ X}.
We say that the last two conditions above enforce a SSRT to be copyless, since it prevents
multiple copies of contents being made.
A valuation val for a transducer S is a partial function over registers and data word
variables such that for every register r ∈ R, either val(r) is undefined or is a data value in
D, and for every data word variable x ∈ X, val(x) is a data word with origin information
over Γ. The valuation val and data value d satisfies the atomic constraint r= (resp. r6= ) if
val(r) is defined and d = val(r) (resp. undefined or d =
6 val(r)). Satisfaction is extended to
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Boolean combinations in the standard way. We say that a SSRT is deterministic if for every
two transitions (q, σ, φ, q 0 , R0 , u) and (q, σ, φ0 , q 00 , R00 , u0 ) with the same source state q and
input symbol σ, the formulas φ and φ0 are mutually exclusive (i.e., φ ∧ φ0 is unsatisfiable).
We consider only deterministic SSRTs here.
A configuration is a triple (q, val, i) where q ∈ Q is a state, val is a valuation and i is the
number of symbols read so far. The transducer starts in the configuration (q0 , val  , 0) where
q0 is the initial state and val  is the valuation such that val  (r) is undefined for every register
r ∈ R and val  (x) =  for every data word variable x ∈ X. From a configuration (q, val, i),
the transducer can read a pair (σ, d) ∈ Σ × D and go to the configuration (q 0 , val 0 , i + 1) if
there is a transition (q, σ, φ, q 0 , R0 , ud) and 1) d and val satisfies φ and 2) val 0 is obtained
from val by assigning d to all the registers in R0 and for every x ∈ X, setting val 0 (x) to
ud(x)[y 7→ val(y), (γ, curr) 7→ (γ, d, i + 1), (γ, r) 7→ (γ, val(r), i + 1)] (in ud(x), replace every
occurrence of y by val(y) for every data word variable y ∈ X, replace every occurrence of
(γ, curr) by (γ, d, i + 1) for every output letter γ ∈ Γ and replace every occurrence of (γ, r) by
(γ, val(r), i + 1) for every output letter γ ∈ Γ and every register r ∈ R). After reading a data
word w, if the transducer reaches some configuration (q, val, n) and O(q) is not defined, then
the transducer’s output JSK(w) is undefined for the input w. Otherwise, the transducer’s
output is defined as JSK(w) = O(q)[y 7→ val(y), (γ, curr) 7→ (γ, d, n), (γ, r) 7→ (γ, val(r), n)],
where d is the last data value in w.
Intuitively, the transition (q, σ, φ, q 0 , R0 , ud) checks that the current valuation val and the
data value d being read satisfies φ, goes to the state q 0 , stores d into the registers in R0 and
updates data word variables according to the update function ud. The condition that x
appears at most once in the set {ud(y) | y ∈ X} ensures that the contents of any data word
variable are not duplicated into more than one variable. This ensures, among other things,
that the length of the output is linear in the length of the input. The condition that for every
two transitions (q, σ, φ, q 0 , R0 , ud) and (q, σ, φ0 , q 00 , R00 , ud 0 ) with the same source state and
input symbol, the formulas φ and φ0 are mutually exclusive ensures that the transducer cannot
reach multiple configurations after reading a data word (i.e., the transducer is deterministic).
I Example 2. Consider the transduction that is the identity on inputs in which the first
and last data values are equal. On the remaining inputs, the output is the reverse of the
input. This can be implemented by a SSRT using two data word variables. As each input
symbol is read, it is appended to the front of the first variable and to the back of the second
variable. The first variable stores the input and the second one stores the reverse. At the
end, either the first or the second variable is output, depending on whether the last data
value is equal or unequal to the first data value (which is stored in a register).
In Section 3, we define an equivalence relation on data words and state our main result in
terms of the finiteness of the index of the equivalence relation and a few other properties. In
Section 4, we prove that transductions satisfying certain properties can be implemented by
SSRTs (the backward direction of the main result) and we prove the converse in Section 5.

3

How Prefixes and Suffixes Influence Each Other

As is usual in many machine independent characterizations (like the classic Myhill-Nerode
theorem for regular languages), we define an equivalence relation on the set of data words to
identify similar ones. If the equivalence relation has finite index, it can be used to construct
finite state models. We start by looking at what “similar data words” mean in the context of
transductions.
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Suppose L is the set of all even length words over some finite alphabet. The words a
and aaa do the same thing to any suffix v: a · v ∈ L iff aaa · v ∈ L. So, a and aaa are
identified to be similar with respect to L in the classic machine independent characterization.
Instead of a language L, suppose we have a transduction f and we are trying to identify
words u1 , u2 that do the same thing to any suffix v. The naive approach would be to check
if f (u1 · v) = f (u2 · v), but this does not work. Suppose a transduction f is such that
f (a · b) = (a, 1)(b, 2), f (aaa · b) = (a, 1)(a, 2)(a, 3) · (b, 4) and f (c · b) = (c, 1)(b, 2)(b, 2) (we
have ignored data values in this transduction). The words a and aaa do the same thing to
the suffix b (the suffix is copied as it is to the output), as opposed to c (which copies the
suffix twice to the output). But f (a · b) 6= f (aaa · b). The problem is that we are not only
comparing what a and aaa do to the suffix b, but also comparing what they do to themselves.
We want to indicate in some way that we want to ignore the parts of the output that come
from a or aaa: f (a | v) = left · (b, 2) and f (aaa | b) = left · (b, 4). We have underlined
a and aaa on the input side to indicate that we want to ignore them; we have replaced
a and aaa in the output by left to indicate that they are coming from ignored parts of
the input. This has been formalized as factored outputs in [5]. This is still not enough
for our purpose, since the outputs (b, 2) and (b, 4) indicate that a and aaa have different
lengths. This can be resolved by offsetting one of the outputs by the difference in the lengths:
f (a | v) = left · (b, 2) = f−2 (aaa | b). The subscript −2 in f−2 (aaa | b) indicates that we
want to offset the origins by −2. We have formalized this in the definition below, in which
we have borrowed the basic definition from [5] and added data values and offsets.
I Definition 3 (Offset factored outputs). Suppose f is a transduction and uvw is a data word
over Σ. For a triple (γ, d, o) in f (uvw), the abstract origin abs(o) of o is left (resp. middle,
right) if o is in u (resp. v, w). The factored output f (u | v | w) is obtained from f (uvw) by
first replacing every triple (γ, d, o) by (∗, ∗, abs(o)) if abs(o) = left (the other triples are
retained without change). Then all consecutive occurrences of (∗, ∗, left) are replaced by a
single triple (∗, ∗, left) to get f (u | v | w). Similarly we get f (u | v | w) and f (u | v | w)
by using (∗, ∗, middle) and (∗, ∗, right) respectively. We get f (u | v) and f (u | v) similarly,
except that there is no middle part. For an integer z, we obtain fz (u | v) by replacing every
triple (γ, d, o) by (γ, d, o + z) (triples (∗, ∗, left) are retained without change).
Let w = (a, d1 )(a, d2 )(b, d3 )(c, d4 ) and f be the transduction in Example 2. Then f (w) =
(c, d4 , 4)(b, d3 , 3)(a, d2 , 2)(a, d1 , 1) (assuming d4 6= d1 ). The factored output f ((a, d1 )(a, d2 ) |
(b, d3 ) | (c, d4 )) is (c, d4 , 4)(b, d3 , 3)(∗, ∗, left).
It is tempting to say that two data words u1 and u2 are equivalent if for all v, f (u1 | v) =
fz (u2 | v), where z = |u1 | − |u2 |. But this does not work; continuing with the transduction
f from Example 2, no two data words from the infinite set {(a, di ) | i ≥ 1} would be
equivalent: f ((a, di ) | (a, di )) 6= f ((a, dj ) | (a, di )) for i 6= j. To get an equivalence relation
with finite index, we need to realize that the important thing is not the first data value, but
its (dis)equality with the last one. So we can say that for every i, there is a permutation πi
on data values mapping di to d1 such that f (πi (a, di ) | v) = f ((a, d1 ) | v). This will get us
an equivalence relation with finite index but it is not enough, since the transducer model we
build must satisfy another property: it must use only finitely many registers to remember
data values. Next we examine which data values must be remembered.
Suppose L is the set of all data words in which the first and last data values are equal.
Suppose a device is reading the word d1 d2 d3 d1 from left to right and trying to determine
whether the word belongs to L (we are ignoring letters from the finite alphabet here). The
device must remember d1 when it is read first, so that it can be compared to the last data
value. A machine independent characterization of what must be remembered is given in
[4, Definition 2]; it says that the first occurrence of d1 in d1 d2 d3 d1 is L-memorable because
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replacing it with some fresh data value d4 (which doesn’t occur in the word) makes a
difference: d1 d2 d3 d1 ∈ L but d4 d2 d3 d1 ∈
/ L. We adapt this concept to transductions, by
suitably modifying the definition of “making a difference”.
I Definition 4 (memorable values). Suppose f is a transduction. A data value d is f memorable in a data word u if there exists a data word v and a safe replacement d0 for d in
u such that f (u[d/d0 ] | v) 6= f (u | v).
Let f be the transduction of Example 2 and d1 , d2 , d3 , d01 be distinct data values. We have
f (d1 d2 d3 | d1 ) = (∗, ∗, left)(d1 , 4) and f (d01 d2 d3 | d1 ) = (d1 , 4)(∗, ∗, left). Hence, d1 is
f -memorable in d1 d2 d3 .
We have to consider one more phenomenon in transductions. Consider the transduction
f whose output is  for inputs of length less than five. For other inputs, the output is
the third (resp. fourth) data value if the first and fifth are equal (resp. unequal). Let
d1 , d2 , d3 , d4 , d5 , d01 be distinct data values. We have f (d1 d2 d3 d4 | v) =  = f (d01 d2 d3 d4 | v)
if v =  and f (d1 d2 d3 d4 | v) = (∗, ∗, left) = f (d01 d2 d3 d4 | v) otherwise. Hence, d1 is not
f -memorable in d1 d2 d3 d4 . However, any device implementing f must remember d1 after
reading d1 d2 d3 d4 , so that it can be compared to the fifth data value. Replacing d1 by d01 does
make a difference but we cannot detect it by comparing f (d1 d2 d3 d4 | v) and f (d01 d2 d3 d4 | v).
We can detect it as follows: f (d1 d2 d3 d4 | d1 ) = (d3 , 3) 6= (d4 , 4) = f (d1 d2 d3 d4 | d5 ). Changing
the suffix from d1 to d5 influences how the prefix d1 d2 d3 d4 is transformed (in transductions,
prefixes are vulnerable to the influence of suffixes). The value d1 is also contained in the
prefix d1 d2 , but f (d1 d2 | v) = f (d1 d2 | v[d1 /d5 ]) for all v. To detect that d1 d2 is vulnerable,
we first need to append d3 d4 to d1 d2 and then have a suffix in which we substitute d1 with
something else. We formalize this in the definition below; it can be related to the example
above by setting u = d1 d2 , u0 = d3 d4 and v = d1 .
I Definition 5 (vulnerable values). A data value d is f -vulnerable in a data word u if there
exist data words u0 , v and a data value d0 such that d does not occur in u0 , d0 is a safe
replacement for d in u · u0 · v and f (u · u0 | v[d/d0 ]) 6= f (u · u0 | v).
Consider the transduction f defined as f (u) = f1 (u) · f2 (u); for i ∈ [1, 2], fi reverses its
input if the ith and last data values are distinct. On other inputs, fi is the identity (f1 is
the transduction given in Example 2). In the two words d1 d2 d3 d1 d2 d3 and d1 d2 d3 d2 d1 d3 , d1
and d2 are f -memorable. For every data word v, f (d1 d2 d3 d1 d2 d3 | v) = f (d1 d2 d3 d2 d1 d3 | v),
so it is tempting to say that the two words are equivalent. But after reading d1 d2 d3 d1 d2 d3 , a
transducer would remember that d2 is the latest f -memorable value it has seen. After reading
d1 d2 d3 d2 d1 d3 , the transducer would remember that d1 is the latest f -memorable value it has
seen. Different f -memorable values play different roles and one way to distinguish which
is which is to remember the order in which they occurred last. So we distinguish between
d1 d2 d3 d1 d2 d3 and d1 d2 d3 d2 d1 d3 . Suppose d2 , d1 are two data values in some data word u.
We say that d1 is fresher than d2 in u if the last occurrence of d1 in u is to the right of the
last occurrence of d2 in u.
I Definition 6. Suppose f is a transduction and u is a data word. We say that a data value
d is f -influencing in u if it is either f -memorable or f -vulnerable in u. We denote by iflf (u)
the sequence dm · · · d1 , where {dm , . . . , d1 } is the set of all f -influencing values in u and for
all i ∈ [1, m − 1], di is fresher than di+1 in u. We call di the ith f -influencing data value in u.
If a data value d is both f -vulnerable and f -memorable in u, we say that d is of type vm. If
d is f -memorable but not f -vulnerable (resp. f -vulnerable but not f -memorable) in u, we say
that d is of type m (resp. v). We denote by aiflf (u) the sequence (dm , t(dm )) · · · (d1 , t(d1 )),
where t(di ) is the type of di for all i ∈ [1, m].
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To consider two data words u1 and u2 to be equivalent, we can insist that aiflf (u1 ) =
aiflf (u2 ). But as before, this may result in some infinite set of pairwise non-equivalent data
words. We will relax the condition by saying that there must be a permutation π on data
values such that aiflf (π(u2 )) = aiflf (u1 ). This is still not enough; we have overlooked one
more thing that must be considered in such an equivalence. Recall that in transductions,
prefixes are vulnerable to the influence of suffixes. So if u1 is vulnerable to changing the
suffix from v1 to v2 , then π(u2 ) must also have the same vulnerability. This is covered by
the third condition in the definition below.
I Definition 7. For a transduction f , we define the relation ≡f on data words as u1 ≡f u2
if there exists a permutation π on data values satisfying the following conditions:
λv.fz (π(u2 ) | v) = λv.f (u1 | v), where z = |u1 | − |u2 |,
aiflf (π(u2 )) = aiflf (u1 ) and
for all u, v1 , v2 , f (u1 · u | v1 ) = f (u1 · u | v2 ) iff f (π(u2 ) · u | v1 ) = f (π(u2 ) · u | v2 ).
As in the standard lambda calculus notation, λv.fz (u | v) denotes the function that maps
each input v to fz (u | v). It is routine to verify that for any data word u and permutation π,
π(u) ≡f u, since π itself satisfies all the conditions above. We denote by [u]f the equivalence
class of ≡f containing u.
I Lemma 8. If f is invariant under permutations, then ≡f is an equivalence relation.
Following is the main result of this extended abstract.
I Theorem 9. A transduction f is implemented by a SSRT iff f satisfies the following
properties: 1)f is invariant under permutations, 2) f is without data peeking, 3) f has linear
blow up and 4) ≡f has finite index.

4

Constructing a SSRT from a Transduction

In this section, we prove the reverse direction of Theorem 9, by showing how to construct
a SSRT that implements a transduction, if it satisfies the four conditions in the theorem.
SSRTs read their input from left to right. Our first task is to get SSRTs to identify influencing
data values as they are read one by one. Suppose a transducer that is intended to implement
a transduction f has read a data word u and has stored in its registers the data values that
are f -influencing in u. Suppose the transducer reads the next symbol (σ, e). To identify the
data values that are f -influencing in u · (σ, e), will the transducer need to read the whole
data word u · (σ, e) again? The answer turns out to be no, as the following result shows. The
only data values that can possibly be f -influencing in u · (σ, e) are e and the data values that
are f -influencing in u.
I Lemma 10. Let f be a transduction, u be a data word, σ ∈ Σ and d, e be distinct
data values. If d is not f -memorable (resp. f -vulnerable) in u, then d is not f -memorable
(resp. f -vulnerable) in u · (σ, e).
Next, suppose that d is f -influencing in u. How will we get the transducer to detect
whether d continues to be f -influencing in u · (σ, e)? The following result provides a partial
answer. If u1 ≡f u2 and the ith f -influencing value in u1 continues to be f -influencing in
u1 · (σ, e), then the ith f -influencing value in u2 continues to be f -influencing in u2 · (σ, e).
The following result combines many such similar results into a single one.
I Lemma 11. Suppose f is a transduction that is invariant under permutations and without
m−1
data peeking. Suppose u1 , u2 are data words such that u1 ≡f u2 , iflf (u1 ) = dm
· · · d11
1 d1
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m−1
· · · d12 . Suppose d01 ∈ D is not f -influencing in u1 , d02 ∈ D is not
and iflf (u2 ) = dm
2 d2
f -influencing in u2 and σ ∈ Σ. For all i, j ∈ [0, m], the following are true:
1. di1 is f -memorable (resp. f -vulnerable) in u1 · (σ, dj1 ) iff di2 is f -memorable (resp. f vulnerable) in u2 · (σ, dj2 ).
2. u1 · (σ, dj1 ) ≡f u2 · (σ, dj2 ).

If u1 ≡f u2 , there exists a permutation π such that aiflf (u1 ) = aiflf (π(u2 )). Hence, all
data words in the same equivalence class of ≡f have the same number of f -influencing values.
If ≡f has finite index, then there is a bound (say I) such that any data word has at most I
f -influencing data values. Consider a SSRT Sfifl with the set of registers R = {r1 , . . . , rI }.
The states are of the form ([u]f , ptr), where u is some data word and ptr : [1, |iflf (u)|] → R
is a pointer function. Let ptr ⊥ be the trivial function from ∅ to R. The transitions can be
designed to satisfy the following.
I Lemma 12. Suppose the SSRT Sfifl starts in the configuration (([]f , ptr ⊥ ), val  , 0) and
reads some data word u. It reaches the configuration (([u]f , ptr), val, |u|) such that val(ptr(i))
is the ith f -influencing value in u for all i ∈ [1, |iflf (u)|].
The details of constructing Sfifl can be found in the full version. In short, the idea is that we
can hard code rules such as “if the data value just read is the ith f -influencing value in u, it
continues to be f -influencing in the new data word”. Lemma 11 implies that the validity of
such rules depend only on the equivalence class [u]f containing u and does not depend on u
itself. So the SSRT need not remember the entire word u; it just remembers the equivalence
class [u]f in its control state. The SSRT can check whether the new data value is the ith
f -influencing value in u, by comparing it with the register ptr(i).
Next we will extend the transducer to compute the output of a transduction. Suppose
the transducer has read the data word u so far. The transducer doesn’t know what is the
suffix that is going to come, so whatever computation it does has to cover all possibilities.
The idea is to compute {f (u | v) | v ∈ (Σ × D)∗ } and store them in data word variables, so
that when it has to output f (u) at the end, it can output f (u | ). However, this set can
be infinite. If ≡f has finite index, we can reduce it to a finite set. Recall the transduction
f from Example 2 and the infinite set of data words {(a, di ) | i ≥ 1}. For any i 6= j,
f ((a, di ) | (a, di )) 6= f ((a, dj ) | (a, di )) for i =
6 j. But for every i, there is a permutation πi
on data values mapping di to d1 so that f (πi (a, di ) | v) = f ((a, d1 ) | v) for any data word
v. We have revealed that all data words in {(a, di ) | i ≥ 1} are equivalent by applying a
permutation to each data word, so that they all have the same f -influencing data values.
We formalize this idea below.
I Definition 13. Let f be a transduction and Π be the set of all permutations on the set of
data values D. An equalizing scheme for f is a function E : (Σ × D)∗ → Π such that there
exists a sequence δ1 δ2 · · · of data values satisfying the following condition: for every data
word u and every i ∈ [1, |iflf (u)|], the ith f -influencing data value of E(u)(u) is δi .
Note that E(u)(u) denotes the application of the permutation E(u) to the data word u.
We will write E(u)(u) as uq for short (intended to be read as “equalized u”). Note that
E(u)−1 (uq ) = u. Left parts that have been equalized like this will not have arbitrary
influencing data values – they will be from the sequence δ1 δ2 · · · . For the transduction in
Example 2, the first data value is the only influencing value in any data word. An equalizing
scheme will map the first data value of all data words to δ1 .
The relation ≡f identifies two prefixes when they behave similarly. We now define a
relation that serves a similar propose, but for suffixes.
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I Definition 14. For a transduction f and equalizing scheme E, we define the relation ≡E
f
on data words as v1 ≡E
v
if
for
every
data
word
u,
f
(u
|
v
)
=
f
(u
|
v
).
2
q
1
q
2
f
It is routine to verify that ≡E
f is an equivalence relation. Saying that v1 and v2 are
similar suffixes if f (u | v1 ) = f (u | v2 ) for all u doesn’t work; this may result in infinitely
many pairwise unequivalent suffixes (just like ≡f may have infinite index if we don’t apply
permutations to prefixes). So we “equalize” the prefixes so that they have the same f influencing data values, before checking how suffixes influence them.
I Lemma 15. Suppose f is a transduction satisfying all the conditions of Theorem 9. If E
is an equalizing scheme for f , then ≡E
f has finite index.
Suppose we are trying to design a SSRT to implement a transduction f , which has the
∗
property that ≡E
f has finite index. The SSRT can compute the set {f (uq | v) | v ∈ (Σ × D) },
which is finite (it is enough to consider one representative v from every equivalence class of
−1
≡E
(f (uq | )) = f (u).
f ). At the end when the SSRT has to output f (u), it can output E(u)
The SSRT never knows what is the next suffix; at any point of time, the next suffix could
be . So the SSRT has to apply the permutation E(u)−1 at each step. Letting V be
a finite set of representatives from every equivalence class of ≡E
f , the SSRT computes
{f (u | E(u)−1 (v)) | v ∈ V } at every step.
Now suppose the SSRT has computed {f (u | E(u)−1 (v)) | v ∈ V }, stored them in data
word variables and it reads the next symbol (σ, d). The SSRT has to compute {f (u · (σ, d) |
E(u · (σ, d))−1 (v)) | v ∈ V } from whatever it had computed for u.
To explain how the above computation is done, we use some terminology. In factored
outputs of the form f (u | v), f (u | v), f (u | v | w) or f (u | v | w), a triple is said to
come from u if it has origin in u or it is the triple (∗, ∗, left). A left block in such a
factored output is a maximal infix of triples, all coming from the left part u. Similarly,
a non-right block is a maximal infix of triples, none coming from the right part. Middle
blocks are defined similarly. For the transduction f in Example 2, f ((a, d1 )(b, d2 )(c, d3 ))
is (c, d3 , 3)(b, d2 , 2)(a, d1 , 1). In f ((a, d1 )(b, d2 ) | (c, d3 )), (b, d2 , 2)(a, d1 , 1) is a left block.
In f ((a, d1 ) | (b, d2 ) | (c, d3 )), (b, d2 , 2) is a middle block. In f ((a, d1 ) | (b, d2 ) | (c, d3 )),
(∗, ∗, middle)(∗, ∗, left) is a non-right block, consisting of one middle and one left block.
The concretization of the ith left block (resp. middle block) in f (u | v | w) is defined to be
the ith left block in f (u | vw) (resp. the ith middle block in f (u | v | w)). The concretization
of the ith non-right block in f (u | v | w) is obtained by concatenating the concretizations of
the left and middle blocks that occur in the ith non-right block. The following is a direct
consequence of the definitions.
I Proposition 16. The ith left block of f (u·(σ, d) | v) is the concretization of the ith non-right
block of f (u | (σ, d) | v).
For the transduction f from Example 2, the first left block of f ((a, d1 )(b, d2 ) | (c, d3 )) is
(b, d2 , 2)(a, d1 , 1), which is the concretization of (∗, ∗, middle)(∗, ∗, left), the first non-right
block of f ((a, d1 ) | (b, d2 ) | (c, d3 )).
From Proposition 16, we deduce that the ith left block of f (u · (σ, d) | E(u · (σ, d))−1 (v))
is the concretization of the ith non-right block of f (u | (σ, d) | E(u · (σ, d))−1 (v)). The
concretizations come from the left blocks of f (u | (σ, d) · E(u · (σ, d))−1 (v)) and the middle
blocks of f (u | (σ, d) | E(u · (σ, d))−1 (v)). In the absence of data values, the above two
statements would be as follows: The ith left block of f (u · σ | v) is the concretization of the ith
non-right block of f (u | σ | v). The concretizations come from the left blocks of f (u | σ · v)
and the middle blocks of f (u | σ | v). This technique of incrementally computing factored
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outputs was introduced in [5] for SSTs. In SSTs, f (u | σ · v) would have been computed as
f (u | v 0 ) when u was read, where v 0 is some word that influences prefixes in the same way as
σ · v. But in SSRTs, only f (u | E(u)−1 (v 0 )) would have been computed for various v 0 ; what
we need is f (u | (σ, d) · E(u · (σ, d))−1 (v)). We work around this by proving that a v 0 can be
computed such that f (u | (σ, d) · E(u · (σ, d))−1 (v)) = f (u | E(u)−1 (v 0 )). This needs some
technical work, which can be found in the full version. The end result is summarized below.
I Lemma 17. Suppose f is a transduction satisfying all the conditions in Theorem 9, E is
an equalizing scheme for f , u, v are data words and (σ, d) ∈ Σ × D. There are functions g1
and g2 such that f (u · (σ, d) | E(u · (σ, d))−1 (v)) = g1 ([u]f , iflf (u), d, v, f (u | E(u)−1 (v 0 ))),
where v 0 = g2 ([u]f , iflf (u), d, v).
The functions g1 and g2 need to be applied by the SSRT and that is possible. For g2 , it only
needs [u]f (stored in the control state), iflf (u) (stored in the registers), d (this is the latest
data value that has been read) and v (which is from a finite set and can be hardcoded). For
g1 , it additionally needs f (u | E(u)−1 (v 0 )), which would have been be stored in one of the
data word variables when u was read.
Suppose v1 , v2 ∈ V and v 0 = g2 ([u]f , iflf (u), d, v1 ) = g2 ([u]f , iflf (u), d, v2 ). We
have f (u · (σ, d) | E(u · (σ, d))−1 (v1 )) = g1 ([u]f , iflf (u), d, v1 , f (u | E(u)−1 (v 0 ))) and
f (u · (σ, d) | E(u · (σ, d))−1 (v2 )) is equal to g1 ([u]f , iflf (u), d, v2 , f (u | E(u)−1 (v 0 ))). The
SSRT would have stored f (u | E(u)−1 (v 0 )) in a data word variable and now it is needed for
two computations. But in SSRTs, the contents of one data word variable cannot be used in
two computations, since SSRTs are copyless. This problem is solved in [5] for SSTs using
a two way transducer model equivalent to SSTs. In this two way model, the suffix can be
read and there is no need to perform computations for multiple suffixes. We cannot use that
technique here, since there are no known two way models equivalent to SSRTs.
We solve this problem by not performing the two computations of g1 immediately. Instead,
we remember the fact that there is a multiple dependency on a single data word variable. The
actual computation is delayed until the SSRT reads more symbols from the input and gathers
enough information about the suffix to discard all but one of the dependencies. Suppose
we have delayed computing f (u · (σ, d) | E(u · (σ, d))−1 (v1 )) due to some dependency. After
reading the next symbol, f (u · (σ, d) | E(u · (σ, d))−1 (v1 )) itself might be needed for multiple
computations. We keep track of such nested dependencies in a tree data structure called
dependency tree. Dependency trees can grow unboundedly, but if ≡E
f has finite index, it can
be shown that some parts can be discarded from time to time to keep their size bounded. We
store such reduced dependency trees as part of the control states of the SSRT. The details of
this construction can be found in the full version and the end result is summarized below.

Proof sketch of reverse direction of Theorem 9. Let f be a transduction that satisfies all
the properties stated in Theorem 9. We extend the SSRT Sfifl . The states will be of the
form ([u]f , ptr, T ) where [u]f and ptr are as before and T is a reduced dependency tree. The
SSRT will have a finite set of data word variables X. After reading any data word u, the
SSRT will reach the configuration (([u]f , ptr, T ), val, |u|) that satisfies the following property.
E
For any equivalence class [v]E
f of ≡f , there is a leaf node θ of T such that the path from the
root of T to θ will determine a sequence z in X ∗ (z is a sequence of data word variables)
and val(z) = f (u | E(u)−1 (v)) (val(z) is the concatenation of the contents of data word
variables according to the sequence z). After reading the entire input u, the SSRT outputs
f (u) = f (u | E(u)−1 ()) using the leaf of T corresponding to []E
J
f .
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5

Properties of Transductions Implemented by SSRTs

In this section, we prove the forward direction of our main result (Theorem 9). We begin by
identifying data words after reading which, a SSRT reaches similar configurations
I Definition 18. For a SSRT S, we define a binary relation ≡S on data words as follows:
u1 ≡S u2 if they satisfy the following conditions. Suppose f is the transduction implemented
by S, which reaches the configuration (q1 , val 1 , |u1 |) after reading u1 and reaches (q2 , val 2 , |u2 |)
after reading u2 .
1. q1 = q2 ,
2. for any two registers r1 , r2 , we have val 1 (r1 ) = val 1 (r2 ) iff val 2 (r1 ) = val 2 (r2 ),
3. for any register r, val 1 (r) is the ith f -memorable value (resp. f -vulnerable value) for
some i in u1 iff val 2 (r) is the ith f -memorable value (resp. f -vulnerable value) in u2 ,
4. for any data word variable x, we have val 1 (x) =  iff val 2 (x) =  and
5. for any two subsets X1 , X2 ⊆ X and any arrangements χ1 , χ2 of X1 , X2 respectively,
val 1 (χ1 ) = val 1 (χ2 ) iff val 2 (χ1 ) = val 2 (χ2 ).
An arrangement of a finite set X1 is a sequence in X1∗ in which every element of X1 occurs
exactly once. It is routine to verify that ≡S is an equivalence relation of finite index.
Suppose a SSRT S reads a data word u, reaches the configuration (q, val, |u|) and from
there, continues to read a data word v. For some data word variable x ∈ X, if val(x) is some
data word z, then none of the transitions executed while reading v will split z – it might
be appended or prepended with other data words and may be moved to other variables
but never split. Suppose X = {x1 , . . . , xm }. The transitions executed while reading v can
arrange val(x1 ), . . . , val(xm ) in various ways, possibly inserting other data words (whose
origin is in v, so they will be replaced by (∗, ∗, right) in JSK(u | v)) in between. Hence,
any left block of JSK(u | v) is val(χ), where χ is some arrangement of some subset X 0 ⊆ X.
Recall that a left block of JSK(u | v) is a maximal infix that doesn’t contain (∗, ∗, right)).
Proof sketch of forward direction of Theorem 9. Suppose a SSRT S implements a transduction f . It can be shown that ≡S refines ≡f , so ≡f has finite index. The most difficult
part of this proof is to prove that if u1 ≡S u2 , then there exists a permutation π such that
for all data words u, v1 , v2 , f (u1 · u | v1 ) = f (u1 · u | v2 ) iff f (π(u2 ) · u | v1 ) = f (π(u2 ) · u | v2 ).
The idea is to show that if f (u1 · u | v1 ) 6= f (u1 · u | v2 ), then for some arrangements χ1 , χ2 of
some subsets X1 , X2 ⊆ X, val 1 (χ1 ) 6= val 1 (χ2 ) (val 1 (resp. val 2 ) is the valuation reached by
S after reading u1 (resp. u2 )). Since u1 ≡S u2 , this implies that val 2 (χ1 ) 6= val 2 (χ2 ), which
in turn implies that f (π(u2 ) · u | v1 ) 6= f (π(u2 ) · u | v2 ).
J

6

Future Work

One direction to explore is whether there is a notion of minimal canonical SSRT and if a
given SSRT can be reduced to an equivalent minimal one. Adding a linear order on the data
domain, logical characterization of SSRTs and studying two way transducer models with
data are some more interesting studies.
Using nominal automata, techniques for finite alphabets can often be elegantly carried
over to infinite alphabets, as done in [19], for example. It would be interesting to see if the
same can be done for streaming transducers over infinite alphabets. Using concepts from the
theory of nominal automata, recent work [6] has shown that an atom extension of streaming
string transducers is equivalent to a certain class of two way transducers. This model of
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transducers is a restriction of SSRTs and is robust like regular languages over finite alphabets.
It would also be interesting to see how can techniques in this extended abstract be simplified
to work on the transducer model presented in [6].
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1

Introduction

Good-for-games (GFG) automata form a useful class of automata that can be used to replace
deterministic automata to recognise languages in several settings, like reactive synthesis [4]. As
good-for-games automata sit between deterministic and general nondeterministic automata,
it stands to be expected that the complexity of their minimality also sits between the
minimality of deterministic automata (NP-complete [8]) and nondeterministic automata
(which is PSPACE-complete like for nondeterministic finite automata [5]). It thus came
as a surprise when Radi and Kupferman showed that minimising Co-Büchi automata with
transition based acceptance is tractable [7].
This raises the question whether the difference is that good-for-games automata are
inherently simpler to minimise, or if it is a consequence of choosing the less common transition
based acceptance. We show that the answer for the more common state based acceptance is
that minimising GFG automata is as hard as minimising deterministic automata.
While extending our “inclusion in NP” argument to transition based acceptance is straight
forward, our hardness proof generalises the NP-hardness proof from [8], and we will close
this paper with discussing why this hardness argument does not extend to automata with
transition based acceptance. This leaves the complexity of minimising transition based GFG
automata (except for Co-Büchi GFG automata [7]) and deterministic automata open.
© Sven Schewe;
licensed under Creative Commons License CC-BY
40th IARCS Annual Conference on Foundations of Software Technology and Theoretical Computer Science
(FSTTCS 2020).
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2
2.1

Automata
Nondeterministic Parity Automata

Parity automata are word automata that recognise ω-regular languages over a finite set of
symbols. A nondeterministic parity automaton (NPA) is a tuple P = (Σ, Q, q0 , δ, π), where
Σ denotes a finite set of symbols,
Q denotes a finite set of states,
q0 ∈ Q+ with Q+ = Q ∪ {⊥, >} denotes a designated initial state,
Q
Q
δ : Q+ × Σ → 2Q
+ (with 2+ = 2 ∪ {{⊥}, {>}} \ {∅} is a function that maps pairs of
states and input letters to either a non-empty set of states, or to ⊥ (false, immediate
rejection, blocking) or > (true, immediate acceptance)1 , such that δ(>, σ) = {>} and
δ(⊥, σ) = {⊥} hold for all σ ∈ Σ, and
π : Q+ → P ⊂ N is a priority function that maps states to natural numbers (mapping ⊥
and > to an odd and even number, respectively), called their priority.
Parity automata read infinite input words α = a0 a1 a2 . . . ∈ Σω . (As usual, ω = N0
denotes the non-negative integers.) Their acceptance mechanism is defined in terms of runs:
a run ρ = r0 r1 r2 . . . ∈ Q+ ω of P on α is an ω-word that satisfies r0 = q0 and, for all i ∈ ω,
ri+1 ∈ δ(ri , ai ). A run is called accepting if the highest number occurring infinitely often
in the infinite sequence π(r0 )π(r1 )π(r2 ) . . . is even, and rejecting if it is odd. An ω-word is
accepted by P if it has an accepting run. The set of ω-words accepted by P is called its
language, denoted L(P). Two automata that recognise the same language are called language
equivalent.
We assume without loss of generality that max{P } ≤ |Q| + 1. (If a priority p ≥ 2 does
not exist, we can reduce the priority of all states whose priority is strictly greater than p by
2 without affecting acceptance.)

2.2

Büchi and Co-Büchi Automata

Büchi and Co-Büchi automata – abbreviated NBAs and NCAs – are NPAs where the image
of the priority function π is contained in {1, 2} and {2, 3}, respectively. In both cases, the
automaton is often denoted A = (Σ, Q, q0 , δ, F ), where F ⊆ Q+ is called (the set of) final
states and denotes those states with the higher priority (2 for Büchi, 3 for Co-Büchi). The
remaining states Q+ \ F are called non-final states.

2.3

Deterministic and Good-for-Games Automata

An automaton is called deterministic
if the image of the transition function δ consists only

of singletons (i.e. is included in {q} | q ∈ Q+ . For convenience, δ is therefore often viewed
as a function δ̄ : Q+ × Σ → Q+ (with δ(q, σ) 7→ {δ̄(q, σ)}).
A nondeterministic automaton is called good-for-games (GFG) if it only relies on a
limited form of nondeterminism: GFG automata can make their decision of how to resolve
their nondeterministic choices on the history at any point of a run – rather than using the
knowledge of the complete word as a nondeterministic automaton normally would – without
changing their language. They can be characterised in many ways, including as automata
that simulate deterministic automata.
1

The question whether or not an automaton can immediately accept or reject is a matter of taste. Often,
immediate rejection is covered by allowing δ to be partial while there is no immediate acceptance. We
allow both – so > and ⊥ are not counted as states – but treat them as accepting and rejecting sink
states, respectively, for technical convenience.
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We use the following formalisation: a nondeterministic automaton P = (Σ, Q, q0 , δ, π)
is good-for-games if there is function ν : q0 Q+ ∗ Σ → Q+ such that, for every infinite word
α = a0 a1 a2 . . . ∈ Σω , P has an accepting run ρ0 if, and only if, it has an accepting run
ρ = r0 r1 r2 . . . ∈ Q+ ω with r0 = q0 and, for all i ∈ N0 , ri+1 = ν(r0 , . . . , ri ; ai ).
Broadly speaking, a good-for-games automaton sits in the middle between a nondeterministic and a deterministic automaton: P and ν together define a deterministic automaton
(if such a ν exists, there is a finite state one), but as the ν does not have to be explicitly
provided, P can be more succinct than a deterministic automaton.

2.4

Automata Transformations & Conventions

For an NPA B = (Σ, Q, q0 , δ, π) and a state q ∈ Q+ , we denote with Bq = (Σ, Q, q, δ, π) the
automaton resulting from B by changing the initial state to q.
There are two standard measures for the size of an automaton P = (Σ, Q, q0 , δ, π): the
P
number |Q| of its states, and the size
|δ(q, a)| of its transition table.
q∈Q,a∈Σ

3

Main Result

We show the following theorem.
I Theorem 1. The following problems are NP-complete (all 20 combinations).
1. Given a good-for-games / deterministic parity / Büchi / Co-Büchi automaton and a
bound k, is there a language equivalent good-for-games parity automaton with at most k
states / entries in its transition table?
2. Given a good-for-games / deterministic Büchi automaton and a bound k, is there a
language equivalent good-for-games Büchi automaton with at most k states / entries in
its transition table?
3. Given a good-for-games / deterministic Co-Büchi automaton and a bound k, is there a
language equivalent good-for-games Co-Büchi automaton with at most k states / entries
in its transition table?
The 20 individual questions are, of course, all very similar. Note, however, that in the ten
cases where a good-for-games automaton is given, its good-for-games property is not checked;
instead we simply do not require the result to be correct where the given automaton is not
good-for games. In particular, the complexity of determining GFG-ness remains an open
research question (except for Büchi [1] and Co-Büchi [6] automata, where it is known to be
tractable).
For inclusion in NP (Section 4), the small good-for-games automaton can be guessed, and
the guess can be validated with standard simulation games (Corollary 5).
NP hardness is established in Section 5 (Theorem 15), it turns out that the known hardness
proof for deterministic Büchi and Co-Büchi automata can be adjusted to good-for-games
automata, providing hardness for all combinations of our main theorem.

4

Inclusion in NP

We start with re-visiting a standard simulation game between a verifier, who wants to establish
language inclusion through simulation, and a spoiler, who wants to destroy the proof. Note
that the spoiler does not try to disprove language inclusion, but merely wants to show that
it cannot be established through simulation.
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4.1

Simulation Game

For two NPAs P 1 = (Σ, Q1 , q01 , δ1 , π1 ) and P 2 = (Σ, Q2 , q02 , δ2 , π2 ), we define the
“P 2 simulates P 1 ” game, where a spoiler intuitively tries to show that P 1 accepts a word not
in the language of P 2 , as follows.
The game is played on Q1 × Q2 ∪ Q1 × Σ × Q2 and starts in (q01 , q02 ). In a state
(q1 , q2 ) ∈ Q1 × Q2 , the spoiler selects a letter σ ∈ Σ and a σ successor q10 ∈ δ(q1 , σ) of q1
for P 1 and moves to (q10 , σ, q2 ). In a state (q10 , σ, q2 ) ∈ Q1 × Σ × Q2 , the verifier selects a σ
successor q20 ∈ δ(q2 , σ) of q2 for P 2 and moves to (q10 , q20 ).
Verifier and spoiler will together produce a play (q01 , q02 )(q11 , a0 , q02 )(q11 , q12 )(q21 , a1 , q12 )
1 2
(q2 , q2 )(q31 , a2 , q22 )(q31 , q32 )(q41 , a3 , q32 ) . . .. The verifier wins if, and only if, the run q01 q11 q21 q31 . . .
of P 1 is rejecting or the run q02 q12 q22 q32 . . . of P 2 is accepting.
Simulation games have been used to validate GFG-ness right from their introduction [4].
I Lemma 2. If the verifier wins the P 2 simulates P 1 game, then she wins positionally, and
checking if she wins is in NP.
This is a standard inclusion game, and similar games have e.g. been used in [6].
Proof. The verifier plays a game with two disjunctive (from verifier’s perspective) parity
conditions (as the complement of a parity condition is a parity condition). A parity condition
is in particular a Rabin condition, and the disjunction of Rabin conditions is still a Rabin
condition. Thus, if the verifier can meet her parity objective, she can do so positionally2 [3].
Thus, it suffices to guess the winning strategy of the verifier, and then check (in P)3 if the
spoiler wins his resulting one player game with two conjunctive parity conditions.
J
I Lemma 3. Given an NPA P 1 and a good-for-games NPA P 2 , checking L(P 1 ) ⊆ L(P 2 ) is
in NP.
Proof. Consider the “P 2 simulates P 1 ” game played on an NPA P 1 = (Σ, Q1 , q01 , δ1 , π1 ) and
a good-for-games NPA P 2 = (Σ, Q2 , q02 , δ2 , π2 ).
We first show that spoiler wins this if there is a word α ∈ L(P 1 ) \ L(P 2 ): in this case,
spoiler can guess such a word alongside an accepting run for P 1 for α – note that there is no
accepting run of P 2 for α, as α ∈
/ L(P 2 ).
We finally show that verifier wins this game if L(P 2 ) ⊇ L(P 1 ). In this case, verifier can
construct the run q02 q12 q22 q32 . . . on the word α the spoiler successively produces. Moreover,
as P 2 is good-for-games, the verifier can do this independent of the transitions the spoiler
selects, basing her choices instead on her good-for-games strategy ν 2 . If α is in L(P 2 ), then
q02 q12 q22 q32 . . . is accepting and verifier wins. If α is not in L(P 2 ), then α is not in L(P 1 ) ⊆ L(P 2 )
either; thus q01 q11 q21 q31 . . . is rejecting and verifier wins.
J
I Theorem 4. Given an NPA P 1 and a good-for-games NPA P 2 , checking if P 1 is goodfor-games and satisfies L(P 1 ) = L(P 2 ) is in NP.

2
3

A strategy is called positional if it only depends on the current state, not on the history of how one got
there.
This problem is actually in NL, as the spoiler can guess the pair of winning priorities and guess a
lasso-like path with an initial part, and a repeating part that starts and ends in the same state and
has the correct dominating priorities for both parity conditions. (This does not have to be a cycle, as
it might be necessary to visit a state once for establishing the dominating priority for either parity
condition.)
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A similar game is used in [6] to establish that GFG-ness can be decided in EXPTIME.
The new observation here is the inclusions in NP, assuming a GFG automaton is provided.
Proof. We first use the previous lemma to check L(P 1 ) ⊆ L(P 2 ) in NP. For the rest of the
proof, we assume that this test has been passed, such that L(P 1 ) ⊆ L(P 2 ) was established.
We then play the same game with inverse roles, i.e. the “P 1 simulates P 2 ” game. The
question if verifier wins is again in NP.
If L(P 1 ) 6= L(P 2 ) holds, then the already established L(P 1 ) ⊆ L(P 2 ) entails that
there is a word α ∈ L(P 2 ) \ L(P 1 ). In this case spoiler can win by guessing such a word
α ∈ L(P 2 ) \ L(P 1 ) alongside an accepting run for P 2 for α – note that there is no accepting
run of P 1 for α in this case, regardless of whether or not P 1 is good-for games.
If P 1 is good-for-games and L(P 1 ) = L(P 2 ) holds, then verifier wins (because L(P 2 ) ⊆
L(P 1 ) can be verified in NP using Lemma 3).
Finally, if L(P 1 ) = L(P 2 ) holds and verifier wins, then P 1 is good-for-games: this is
because a winning strategy – like the positional strategy that exists (Lemma 2) – for verifier
in the “P 1 simulates P 2 ” game transforms a good-for-games strategy ν 2 for P 2 into a goodfor-games strategy ν 1 for P 1 , and P 1 can simply emulate the behaviour of P 2 using the
(positional) winning strategy from of the verifier.
J
This provides all upper bounds of Theorem 1 when taking into account that k should be
smaller than the provided automaton. (If it is not, then the answer is always “yes”, as the
automaton itself can be used.).
I Corollary 5. All problems from Theorem 1 can be solved in NP.
Note that this does not result in a test whether or not a given automaton is good-forgames, it merely allows, given a good-for-games automaton, to validate that a second NPA
is both: good-for-games and language equivalent.
For Büchi [1] and Co-Büchi automata [6], it is tractable to check whether or not an
automaton is good-for-games.

5

NP Hardness

In this section we generalise the hardness argument for the minimality of deterministic Büchi
and Co-Büchi automata from [8]. It lifts the reduction from the problem of finding a minimal
vertex cover of a graph to the minimisation of deterministic Büchi automata to a reduction
to the minimisation of good-for-games automata. (A vertex cover is a set of vertices that
covers at least one end point of every edge.) In the graph from Figure 1, the vertices in red
and the vertices in white are both vertex covers, and the red vertices are the only minimal
vertex cover. The reduction first defines the characteristic language of a simple connected
graph; for technical convenience it assumes a distinguished initial vertex.
We show that the states of a good-for-games Büchi (or parity) automaton that recognises
this characteristic language must satisfy side-constraints, which imply that it has at least
2n + k states, where n is the number of vertices of the graph, and k is the size of its minimal
vertex cover. Moreover, from a good-for-games automaton with s states, we can infer a
vertex cover with size at most s − 2n.
At the same time, it is simple to construct, for a given vertex cover of size k, a deterministic
Büchi automaton of size 2n + k that recognises the characteristic language of this graph.
(Figure 3 shows such a DBA for the example from Figure 1.) This holds in particular for
the trivial vertex cover (which contains all vertices) that results in a DBA with 3n states.
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Figure 1 A nice graph (a connected graph with a dedicated initial vertex) with a 2 vertex cover
(in red). Is a nice graph k coverable? is an NP-complete problem.

Minimising the automaton defined by this trivial vertex cover can therefore be used to
determine a minimal vertex cover for a given simple connected graph, which concludes the
NP hardness argument.
Finally we show how to adjust the argument for minimal Co-Büchi automata, which –
different to deterministic automata, where one can simply use the dual automaton – requires a
small adjustment in the definition of the characteristic language for good-for-games automata.
Returning to the reduction known from deterministic automata, we call a non-trivial
(|V | > 1) simple undirected connected graph Gv0 = (V, E) with a distinguished initial vertex
v0 ∈ V nice. The restriction to nice graphs leaves the problem of finding a minimal vertex
cover NP-complete.
I Lemma 6 ([8]). The problem of checking whether a nice graph Gv0 has a vertex cover of
size k is NP-complete.
Following [8], we define the characteristic language L(Gv0 ) of a nice graph Gv0 as the
ω-language over V\ = V ∪ {\} (where \ indicates a stop of the evaluation in the next step – it
can be read “stop”) consisting of
1. all ω-words of the form v0 ∗ v1 + v2 + v3 + v4 + . . . ∈ V ω with {vi−1 , vi } ∈ E for all i ∈ N,
(words where v0 , v1 , v2 , . . . form an infinite path in Gv0 ), and
2. all ω-words that start with4 v0 ∗ v1 + v2 + . . . vn + \vn ∈ V\ ∗ with n ∈ N0 and {vi−1 , vi } ∈ E
for all i ∈ N. (Words where v0 , v1 , v2 , . . . , vn form a finite – and potentially trivial – path
in Gv0 , followed by a \ sign, followed by the last vertex of the path v0 , v1 , v2 , . . . , vn , and
by v0 if \ was the first letter.)
We call the ω-words in (1) trace-words, and those in (2) \-words. The trace-words are in V ω ,
while the \-words are in V\ ω \ V ω .
Figure 2 shows a deterministic Büchi automaton that recognises the \-words for the nice
graph from Figure 1. The five colours are used as names (or: identifiers) for the vertices
4

this includes words that start with \v0
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Figure 2 A deterministic Büchi automaton that recognises the \-words for the nice graph from
Figure 1. The five colours are used as names for the vertices of the nice graph. The colour of the full
(outer) vertices intuitively reflects the colour of the previous vertex seen while traversing an input
word that can still be completed to an accepted \ word. If the automaton reads a vertex (identified
by its colour), which identifies the current vertex or a vertex adjacent to it, it updates the stored
vertex to the one it has read; it blocks (moves to ⊥) when reading a different vertex.
When reading \, it moves to the light inner vertex while keeping the stored colour/vertex, shown by
the colour of its fringe. From a light (inner) vertex, it accepts (moves to >) if it sees the stored
vertex (indicated by the colour of the fringe) next, and blocks (moves to ⊥) otherwise.

of the nice graph. The colour of the full (outer) vertices intuitively reflects the colour of
the previous vertex seen while traversing an input word that can still be completed to an
accepted \ word (initialised to the colour of the dedicated initial vertex of the nice graph, in
this case, •.) If the automaton reads a vertex (here identified by its colour), which identifies
either the current vertex or a vertex adjacent to it, it updates the stored vertex to the one it
has read. If it reads a different vertex, which is not adjacent, it blocks (moves to ⊥).
When reading \, it moves to a light (inner) vertex while keeping the stored colour of the
last vertex seen vertex, shown by the colour of its fringe. From a light (inner) vertex, it
accepts (moves to >) if it sees the stored vertex (indicated by the colour of the fringe) next,
and blocks (moves to ⊥) otherwise.
A word that starts with ••••••••••••\•, for example, is accepted, while words
that start with ••••••••••••\• (wrong colour after \) or ••••••••••••\•
(• and • are not adjacent) are rejected.
Let B be a parity good-for-games automaton that recognises the characteristic language
of Gv0 = (V, E). We call a state of B
a v-state if it can be reached upon an input word v0 ∗ v1 + v2 + . . . vn + ∈ V ∗ , with n ∈ N0
and {vi−1 , vi } ∈ E for all i ∈ N, that ends in v = vn (in particular, the initial state of B
is a v0 -state), and
a v\-state if it can be reached from a v-state upon reading a \ sign.
We call the union over all v-states the set of vertex-states, and the union over all v\-states
the set of \-states.
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It is not hard to define, for a given nice graph Gv0 = (V, E) with vertex cover C, a
G
deterministic Büchi automaton BCv0 = (V\ , (V ×{n, \})∪(C ×{f }), (v0 , n), δ̄, (C ×{f })∪{>})
with 2|V | + |C| states that recognises the characteristic language of Gv0 [8]. (The n and f in
the state referto non-final and final, respectively.) We simply choose
δ̄ (v, n), v 0  = (v 0 , f ) if {v, v 0 } ∈ E and v 0 ∈ C,
δ̄ (v, n), v 0  = (v 0 , n) if {v, v 0 } ∈ E and v 0 ∈
/ C,
δ̄ (v, n), v 0  = (v, n) if v = v 0 ,
δ̄ (v, n), v 0  = (v, \) if v 0 = \, and
δ̄ (v, n), v 0  = ⊥ otherwise;

δ̄ (v, f ), v0 = δ̄ (v, n), v 0 , and
δ̄ (v, \), v = > and δ̄ (v, \), v 0 = ⊥ for v 0 6= v.
G

BCv0 simply has one v\-state for each vertex v ∈ V of Gv0 , one final v-state for each vertex
in the vertex cover C, and one non-final v-state for each vertex v ∈ V of Gv0 . It moves to
the final (accepting) copy (v, f ) for a vertex v ∈ C of a v-state only upon taking an edge to
v, but not on a repetition of v.
Figure 3 shows a Büchi automaton that recognises the characteristic language of the nice
graph from Figure 1. Different from the automaton from Figure 2, it also has to consider the
trace-words, who stay in the 7 outer states (depicted as fully coloured in).
The accepting states define a cover, and a cover can be used to select final states – the
automaton from Figure 3 moves to a final state whenever it “enters a vertex” from the cover
shown in Figure 1. This way, every (after stuttering) infinite path sees infinitely many final
states, while every (after stuttering) finite path does not. If the defining set was not a cover,
then there were two adjacent states that are both not part of the cover, and the infinite path
that goes back and forth between them would not be accepted.
I Lemma 7 ([8]). For a nice graph Gv0 = (V, E) with initial vertex v0 and vertex cover C,
G
the Büchi automaton BCv0 recognises the characteristic language of Gv0 .
Having seen how to get from a cover to an automaton that recognises the characteristic
language of a nice graph, we now study the other direction.
I Lemma 8. Let Gv0 = (V, E) be a nice graph with initial vertex v0 , and let B = (V\ , Q, q0 , δ, π)
be a good-for-games parity automaton that recognises the characteristic language of Gv0 . Then
the following holds:
1. for all v in V , there is a v-state from which all words that start with \v are accepted – we
call these states the core v-states;
2. for all v in V , there is a core v-state with an odd priority;
3. for all v ∈ V and w ∈ V\ with v =
6 w and for every v-state qv , words that start with \w
are not in the language of Bqv ;
4. for all v in V , there is a v\-state from which all words that start with v are accepted – we
call these states the core v\-states;
5. for all v in V and w ∈ V\ with v =
6 w and for every v\-state qv\ , words that start with w
are not in the language of Bqv\ ; and
6. for every edge {v, w} ∈ E, there is a v-state or a w-state with an even priority.
Proof. 1. Let v = vn and let v0 , v1 , v2 , ..., vn be a path in Gv0 . As B recognises L(Gv0 ) and
is good-for-games, it must, after having read the first n + 1 or more letters of an input
word v0 , v1 , v2 , ..., vn ω (using its good-for-games strategy ν), with {vi , vi+1 } ∈ E for all
i < n, be in a core v-state, as words that start with this and continue with \v are in
L(Gv0 ).
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2. Furthermore, the run B produces (using ν) for v0 , v1 , v2 , ..., vn ω has a dominating priority
determined by its tail of core v-states, and the core v-state with the highest priority that
occurs infinitely many times must have an odd priority (as the word is not in L(Gv0 )).
Consequently, there must be at least one core v-state with an odd priority.
3. If (3) does not hold, a witness would provide a word accepted by B but not in L(Gv0 ).
4. Let v = vn and let v0 , v1 , v2 , ..., vn be a path in Gv0 . As B recognises L(Gv0 ) and is
GFG, it must, after having read the first n + 2 letters of an input word that starts with
v0 , v1 , v2 , ..., vn , \ (using its good-for-games strategy ν), with {vi , vi+1 } ∈ E for all i < n,
be in a core v\-state, as words that start with this and continue with v are in L(Gv0 ).
5. If (5) does not hold, a witness would provide a word accepted by B but not in L(Gv0 ).
6. Let us consider an arbitrary edge {v, w} ∈ E, v = vn , and the run of B (following ν) on
v0 , v1 , v2 , . . . , vn , (w, v)ω in L(Gv0 ) (i.e. for all i < n. {vi , vi+1 } ∈ E).
The run must be accepting, and, as argued in (1), once the word alternates between v
and w, the run alternates between core v-states and core w-states. Thus, the core v-state
or the core w-state with the highest priority that occurs infinitely often must have an
even priority.
J
The sixth claim implies that the set C of vertices with a core vertex-state with even
priority is a vertex cover of Gv0 = (V, E). Thus, B has at least |C| core vertex states with an
even priority. (1–3) provide that B has at least |V | vertex-states with odd priority, and it
follows with (4+5) that there are |V | core \-states that are disjoint from the core vertex-states:
I Corollary 9. For a good-for-games parity automaton B = (V\ , Q, q0 , δ, π) with s states that
recognises the characteristic language of a nice graph Gv0 = (V, E) with initial vertex v0 , the
set C = {v ∈ V | there is a v-state with an even priority} is a vertex cover of Gv0 , and B has
at least 2|V | + |C| states (s ≥ 2|V | + |C|), such that |C| ≤ s − 2|V | holds.
J

!

!
!
!

!

!
!

Figure 3 A minimal GFG (and deterministic) Büchi automaton that recognises the characteristic
language of the nice graph from Figure 1. For a nice graph Gv0 = (V, E), a GFG parity automaton
that recognises its characteristic language needs |V | states reached after reading (the first) \ (the
light, inner states), |V | states with odd priority reachable prior to reading the first \, and, broadly
speaking, sufficiently many states with even priority, such that they identify a cover. The Büchi
automaton shown here is defined by the cover that contains the red states shown in Figure 1.
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Corollary 9 and Lemma 7 immediately imply:
G

I Corollary 10. Let C be a minimal vertex cover of a nice graph Gv0 = (V, E). Then BCv0 is
a minimal deterministic Büchi automaton that recognises the characteristic language of Gv0 ,
G
and there is no good-for-games parity automaton with less states than BCv0 that recognises
the same language. Moreover, every minimal good-for-games automaton identifies a cover C 0
with |C 0 | = |C|.
J
This suffices for most cases from Theorem 1, but not for the cases where the automaton
given is a Co-Büchi automaton. To also cover Co-Büchi automata, we change the characteristic
language to the adjusted language L0 (Gv0 ) of a nice graph Gv0 as the ω-language over
V\ = V ∪ {\} that consists of
1. all ω-words of the form v0 ∗ v1 + v2 + v3 + v4 + . . . vn ω ∈ V ω with {vi , vi+1 } ∈ E for all i < n,
(words where v0 , v1 , v2 , . . . , vn form a finite (possibly trivial) path in Gv0 ), and
2. all ω-words that start with5 v0 ∗ v1 + v2 + . . . vn + \vn ∈ V\ ∗ with n ∈ N0 and {vi−1 , vi } ∈ E
for all i ∈ N. (Words where v0 , v1 , v2 , . . . , vn form a finite – and potentially trivial – path
in Gv0 , followed by a \ sign, followed by the last vertex of the path v0 , v1 , v2 , . . . , vn , and
by v0 if \ was the first letter.)
I Lemma 11. Let Gv0 = (V, E) be a nice graph with initial vertex v0 , and let B =
(V\ , Q, q0 , δ, π) be a good-for-games parity automaton that recognises the adjusted language
L0 (Gv0 ) of Gv0 . Then the following holds:
1. for all v in V , there is a v-state from which all words that start with \v are accepted – we
call these states the core v-states;
2. for all v in V , there is a core v-state with an even priority;
6 w and for every v-state qv , words that start with \w
3. for all v ∈ V and w ∈ V\ with v =
are not in the language of Bqv ;
4. for all v in V , there is a v\-state from which all words that start with v are accepted – we
call these states the core v\-states;
6 w and for every v\-state qv\ , words that start with w
5. for all v in V and w ∈ V\ with v =
are not in the language of Bqv\ ; and
6. for every edge {v, w} ∈ E, there is a v-state or a w-state with an odd priority.
The changes in the proof compared to Lemma 8 are simply to replace even and odd
accordingly.
With the same argument as before we get the same corollary:
I Corollary 12. For a good-for-games parity automaton with s states that recognises the
adjusted characteristic language of a nice graph Gv0 = (V, E) with initial vertex v0 , the set
C = {v ∈ V | there is a v-state with an even priority} is a vertex cover of Gv0 , and B has at
least 2|V | + |C| states (s ≥ 2|V | + |C|), such that |C| ≤ s − 2|V | holds.
I Lemma 13. For a nice graph Gv0 = (V, E) with initial vertex v0 and vertex cover C, the
G
Co-Büchi automaton6 BCv0 recognises the adjusted language of Gv0 .
G

Proof. We argue separately that the trace-words and \-words accepted by BCv0 are exactly
the trace-words and \-words, respectively, in L0 (Gv0 ).

5
6

this includes words that start with \v0
The automaton is the same as before, but read as a Co-Büchi automaton.
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For a trace-word α = v1 v2 v3 . . . ∈ V ω , BCv0 has the run (v0 , n)(v1 , x1 )(v2 , x2 )(v3 , x3 ) . . .
(with xi ∈ {n, f } for all i ∈ N) if, for all i ∈ N, either vi−1 = vi or {vi−1 , vi } ∈ E holds;
otherwise the automaton blocks (has a tail of ⊥ states) at imin -th letter, where imin is the
minimal i such that vi−1 6= vi and {vi−1 , vi } ∈
/ E. A trace-word where the automaton blocks
G
is rejected by BCv0 and not in L0 (Gv0 ).
G
We now consider those trace-words, for which BCv0 does not block. For these words, we
call the set I = {i ∈ N | {vi−1 , vi } ∈ E transition indices. Now α ∈ L0 (Gv0 ) holds if, and
only if, I is finite. If I is finite, we call its maximal element imax , and set imax to 0 if I is empty.
G
The run of BCv0 on α is then (v0 , n)(v1 , x1 ) . . . (vimax −1 , ximax −1 )(vimax , ximax )(vimax , n)ω ; it
G
has a tail of non-final states (vimax , n), and α is therefore accepted by BCv0 .
If I is infinite, we use the infinite ascending chain i1 < i2 < i3 < . . . with I = {in | n ∈ N}.
Then, for all k ∈ N, vik −1 6= vik = vik+1 −1 =
6 vik+1 holds and {vik , vik+1 } ∈ E. {vik , vik+1 } ∈
E entails that the cover C must contain vik or vik+1 , and it follows with vik −1 6= vik and
vik+1 −1 =
6 vik+1 that the respective position in the run is (vik , f ) or (vik+1 , f ) (in other words:
xik = f or xik+1 = f ). Thus, the run contains infinitely many final states and is rejecting.
G

Thus, we have shown that BCv0 accepts the right set of trace-words. We now continue
with the simpler proof that it accepts the right set of \-words.
First, words starting with \v0 are accepted and in L0 (Gv0 ), while words starting with \v
and v 6= v0 are rejected and not in L0 (Gv0 ).
A \-word that starts with α = v1 v2 v3 . . . vn \w ∈ V + \V\ is in L0 (Gv0 ) if, and only if,
1. vi−1 = vi or {vi−1 , vi } ∈ E holds for all i ≤ n, and
2. vn = w.
G
If
they
both
hold,
the
(accepting)
run
of
BCv0
has
the
form
(v0 , n)(v1 , x1 )(v2 , x2 )(v3 , x3 ) . . . (vn , xn )(vn , \)>ω .
G
If (1) holds but (2) does not, the (rejecting) run of BCv0 has the form
(v0 , n)(v1 , x1 )(v2 , x2 )(v3 , x3 ) . . . (vn , xn )(vn , \)⊥ω .
If (1) does not hold and k ≤ n is the smallest index with vi−1 6= vi and {vi−1 , vi } ∈
/ E,
G
the (rejecting) run of BCv0 has the form (v0 , n)(v1 , x1 )(v2 , x2 )(v3 , x3 ) . . . (vk−1 , xk−1 )⊥ω .
G
As this covers all cases, we get L(BCv0 ) = L0 (Gv0 ).
J
Corollary 12 and Lemma 13 immediately imply:
G

I Corollary 14. Let C be a minimal vertex cover of a nice graph Gv0 = (V, E). Then BCv0
is a minimal deterministic Co-Büchi automaton that recognises the adjusted characteristic
G
language of Gv0 , and there is no good-for-games parity automaton with less states than BCv0
that recognises the same language. Moreover, every minimal good-for-games automaton
identifies a cover C 0 with |C 0 | = |C|.
J
The Corollaries 10 and 14 provide us with the hardness result.
I Theorem 15. The following problems are NP hard.
Given a good-for-games / deterministic Büchi automaton and a bound k, is there a
language equivalent good-for-games Büchi automaton with at most k states / entries in
its transition table (all 4 combinations)?
Given a good-for-games / deterministic Co-Büchi automaton and a bound k, is there a
language equivalent good-for-games Co-Büchi automaton with at most k states / entries
in its transition table (all 4 combinations)?
Given a good-for-games / deterministic parity / Büchi / Co-Büchi automaton and a
bound k, is there a language equivalent good-for-games parity automaton with at most k
states / entries in its transition table (all 12 combinations)?
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6

Discussion

We have established that determining if a good-for-games automaton with Büchi, Co-Büchi,
or parity condition and state based acceptance is minimal, or that there is a GFG automaton
with size up to k, is NP-complete. Moreover, this holds regardless of whether the starting
automaton is given as a (Büchi, Co-Büchi, or parity) good-for-games automaton, or if it is
presented as a (Büchi, Co-Büchi, or parity) deterministic automaton.
This drags three open questions into the limelight. The first is the complexity of testing
whether or not a given nondeterministic automaton is good-for-games. Our results give no
answer to this question: it simply accepts that a given automaton is good-for-games, and
only guarantees a correct answer if the input is valid. GFG-ness is, however, known to be
tractable for Büchi [1] and Co-Büchi [6] automata, and the extension to the more expressive
class of parity good-for-games automata is active research.
It also raises the question if the difference is in good-for-games automata being inherently
simpler to minimise, or if it is a property of choosing the less common transition based
acceptance: the second open challenge is whether the tractability of minimising Co-Büchi
good-for-games automata forebears the tractability of minimising the general class of parity
good-for-games automata, while the third challenge is the question of whether NP hardness
extends to transition based deterministic Büchi, Co-Büchi, and parity automata: the hard
language used in this paper is not hard at all for transition based acceptance, as one can
simply use final transitions between different v-states (and non-final self loops), cf. Figure 4.
This could lend another argument for proliferating transition based acceptance.
In addition to the “transition vs. state based acceptance” question, another question is
whether or not nondeterminism is the right starting point for GFG-ness, or if alternation is
the better choice [2]. For such alternating automata, most of the succinctness and complexity
questions for membership and minimisation are wide open.

!

!
!

!
!

Figure 4 A minimal DBA with transition based acceptance for the running example.
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Abstract
We present a static analysis technique for detecting data races in Real-Time Operating System
(RTOS) applications. These applications are often employed in safety-critical tasks and the presence
of races may lead to erroneous behaviour with serious consequences. Analyzing these applications is
challenging due to the variety of non-standard synchronization mechanisms they use. We propose a
technique based on the notion of an “occurs-in-between” relation between statements. This notion
enables us to capture the interplay of various synchronization mechanisms. We use a pre-analysis and
a small set of not-occurs-in-between patterns to detect whether two statements may race with each
other. Our experimental evaluation shows that the technique is efficient and effective in identifying
races with high precision.
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1

Introduction

Real-Time Operating Systems (RTOSs) are small operating systems or microkernels that an
application programmer uses as a library to create and manage the execution of multiple
tasks or threads. The programs written by the application programmer are called RTOS
applications and are programs typically written in C or C++ that are compiled along with
the RTOS kernel library and run on bare metal processors. Much of embedded software
today, ranging from home appliances to safety-critical systems like industrial automation
systems and flight controller software, are implemented as such programs.
An RTOS application comprises multiple threads (even if these are typically run on a
single core) and hence they need to protect against concurrency issues like data races. Two
statements are involved in a data race if they are conflicting accesses to a shared memory
location and can happen “simultaneously” or one after another. Data races can lead to
unexpected and erroneous program behaviours, with serious consequence in safety-critical
applications.
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While detecting data races is important, doing this for RTOS applications is a challenging
problem. This is because these programs use a variety of non-standard synchronization
mechanisms like dynamically raising and lowering proirities, suspending other tasks and the
scheduler, flag-based synchronization, disabling and enabling interrupts, in addition to the
more standard locks and semaphores. A look at the ArduPilot flight control software [1]
which is written in C++ and runs on the ChibiOS RTOS shows several instances of each of
these synchronization mechanisms being used. Standard techniques for race detection like
lockset analysis [28] or for priority-ceiling based scheduling and flag-based synchronization
[23, 22], or the disjoint-block approach of [8] for disabling interrupts, would not be precise
enough as they do not handle the first two mechanisms mentioned above. Extending the
disjoint-block approach for these synchronization mechanisms seems difficult.
Instead, in this work we adapt the disjoint-block approach of [8] to focus on a weaker
notion of “not occuring in between”. Essentially, a statement s2 does not occur in between
a statement s1 if it is not possible for a thread running s2 to preempt a thread while it is
running s1 . If s1 and s2 cannot occur in between each other they also cannot race. We identify
six patterns or rules that ensure that a statement cannot occur in between another. We
take the help of a pre-analysis to identify dynamic priority ranges as well as task suspension
information, for each statement in an application. Then for each pair of conflicting statements
we check if the rules tell us that they cannot occur in between each other.
We have implemented our analysis for FreeRTOS applications (FreeRTOS [5] is a popular
open source RTOS), and analyse several small benchmarks from the literature as well as
a fragment of the ArduPilot [1] code, which we translate as a FreeRTOS application. Our
analysis runs in fractions of a second with an overall precision rate of 73%.

2

Overview

We begin with an overview of our technique with an illustrative example adapted from
a FreeRTOS demo application. The application, shown in Fig. 1, begins by creating two
task threads t1 and t2 that run the task functions prod and cons respectively, both at

void main (...) {
Prio
1. item = count = 0;
2. xTaskCreate ( prod ,... ,1 , t1 );
3. xTaskCreate ( cons ,... ,1 , t2 );
4. v T a s k S t a r t S c h e d u l e r ();
}
void prod (...) {
10. for ( ; ; ) {
11.
vTaskSuspend ( t2 );
12.
item = 5;
13.
count = count +1;
14.
vTaskResume ( t2 );
15. }
}

1 ,1
1 ,1
1 ,1
1 ,1
1 ,1
1 ,1

void cons (...) {
20. for ( ; ; ) {
1 ,1
21.
temp = item ;
1 ,1
22.
v T a s k P r i o r i t y S e t ( NULL , 2); 1 ,1
23.
count = count -1;
2 ,2
24.
v T a s k P r i o r i t y S e t ( NULL , 1); 2 ,2
25. }
1 ,1
}

Susp

cons
cons
cons
-

-

Figure 1 A producer-consumer FreeRTOS app.
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priority 1. Once the scheduler is started in line 4 of main, the two threads begin executing
in a round-robin manner, preempting each other whenever the time slice is over (unless one
thread is suspended, or the running thread has raised its priority above the other thread).
The prod thread protects its accesses to the shared variables item and count by suspending
the cons thread in line 11, and resuming it in line 14 after the access. Similarly, the cons
thread protects its access to count by temporarily raising its priority to 2 in line 22.
We are interested in statically detecting potential data races in this application. We
give a more precise definition of a race in Sec. 4, but for now we can take it to mean
that two statements access a shared variable with at least one writing to it (we call these
“conflicting” accesses), and these statements happen one after the other in some execution of
the application.
Our analysis begins by first performing a data-flow analysis to identify the minimum
and maximum dynamic priorities that each statement can run at. The computed values are
shown on the second column from the right in the figure, and represent the priorities just
before the statement. Thus at line 23 in cons the min and max priorities are both 2. We
also perform a “suspended” analysis to find out at each point, which are the tasks that are
guaranteed to be suspended. These values are shown in the rightmost column.
Next, for each conflicting pair of accesses s1 and s2 , we check whether s2 can “occur in
between” s1 . Essentially, s2 can occur in between s1 if there is an execution in which while
s1 is executing, a context-switch may happen and s2 eventually executes before the context
switches back to s1 . If s2 cannot occur in between s1 , and vice-versa, then one can rule
out s1 and s2 being involved in a race. To check the “occur in between” relation we use a
small set of rules (see Fig. 4 in Sec. 5) which tell us when s2 cannot occur in between s1 .
Thus, by the “Suspend” rule (C1), we can conclude that statements in line 21 and 23 cannot
occur in between the statements in line 12 and 13 (since the cons task is suspended here).
Similarly, by the “Priority” rule (C2), it follows that line 13 cannot occur in between line 23
(since it runs at a higher priority). This allows us to conclude that the accesses to count
in lines 13 and 23 cannot race. However for the accesses to item in lines 12 and 21, we are
unable to show that line 12 cannot occur in between 21, and hence our analysis declares
them as potentially racy. Indeed, these two accesses are racy.
We note that analyses like [23, 8] do not handle these synchronization mechanisms and
would be unable to declare the accesses in line 13 and 23 to be non-racy.

3

Interrupt-Driven Applications

In this section, we describe the syntax and semantics of an Interrupt-Driven Application
(IDA). An IDA program is essentially a set of thread functions, which are run by dynamically
created threads during execution. The functions are of two types: task functions which will be
run by threads that are created dynamically at different priorities, and ISR functions which
are run as Interrupt Service Routines triggered by hardware interrupts, at fixed priorities
above that of task threads. There is a designated main function which is run by the main
thread which is the only thread running initially. The main thread may create other task
threads and then “start” the scheduler, at which point the created threads and ISR threads
are enabled. The scheduler runs the task threads according to a highest-priority-first basis
and time-slices within threads of the same priority. ISR threads can be triggered at any
point of time, preempting task threads or lower priority ISR threads.
The thread functions can use a variety of commands, listed in Tab. 1, to perform
computation or influence the way they are scheduled. Task threads are created using the
create command. The command creates a new thread, which runs the specified task
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prod

main:
1. item:=0;
2. count:=0;
3. create(prod,1,t1);
4. create(cons,1,t2);
5. start;
6.

prod:
10. for(; ;) {
11.
suspend(t2);
12.
item:=5;
13.
count:=count+1;
14.
resume(t2);
15. }
16.

10
assume(false)

cons:
20. for(; ;) {
21.
temp:=item;
22.
set_priority(t2,2);
23.
count:=count-1;
24.
set_priority(t2,1);
25. }
26.

16

assume(true)
11
suspend(t2)
12
item:=5
13

15

(a) Example IDA program.

count:=count+1

14
resume(t2)
skip

(b) CFG of prod.

Figure 2 Example program and the CFG representation of prod.

function at the specified priority. High priority threads share execution time with low priority
threads using the set_priority, suspend, and block commands. These commands can
lead to re-scheduling of the threads, thereby giving other threads a chance to execute. The
set_priority command sets the priority of a task thread, suspend suspends the execution
of a task thread, and block (representing blocking commands like “delay” or “receive
message”) blocks the execution of the current task thread. A suspended task thread can be
resumed with the resume command. A blocked task thread resumes after a non-deterministic
amount of time. Task threads can suspend and resume the scheduler with suspendsched
and resumesched, respectively. When the scheduler is suspended the currently running task
thread can be preempted only by an ISR thread, and not by other task threads. Threads
can also disable and enable interrupts with disableint and enableint, respectively. When
interrupts are disabled, no preemption can occur. Tasks can synchronize accesses to shared
variables by acquiring and releasing locks with lock and unlock commands, respectively.
More formally, an IDA program P is a triple hV, M, F i where V is a finite set of integervalued global variables, M is a finite set of locks, and F is a finite set of thread function
names, with a designated one called main. Each function A in F has an associated Control
Flow Graph (CFG) GA = (LA , ent A , ext A , inst A ), where LA is the set of locations, ent A and
ext A are respectively the entry and exit locations in LA , and inst A ⊆ LA × cmd(V, M ) × LA
is the set of instructions of the CFG. Here cmd(V, M ) is the set of commands in Tab. 1 over
the variables V and locks M . Each function A in F also has an associated type, type(A),
which is one of task or ISR. While task threads are created during execution at priorities
specified in the create command, ISR threads run at a fixed static priority. We assume that
during execution task threads can have priorities upto a constant value m ∈ N (which we fix
for all IDA programs), while ISR threads have distinct priorities which are greater than m.
If {f1 , . . . , fk } are the functions of type ISR, then without loss of generality we assume their
priorities to be m + 1, . . . , m + k respectively. The IDA version of the FreeRTOS application
from Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2.
Some notation will be useful going forward. For a program P , the instructions of P ,
denoted inst P , is the union of instructions in the thread functions of P , and locations in P ,
denoted LP , is the union of the locations in the thread functions of P . An IDA program
allows standard integer and Boolean expressions over V . For an integer expression e, Boolean
expression b, and an environment φ for V , [[e]]φ denotes the integer value that e evaluates to
in φ, and [[b]]φ denotes the Boolean value that b evaluates to in φ. For a map f : X → Y
and elements x, y which may or may not be in X or Y , we use the notation f [x 7→ y] to
denote the function f 0 : X ∪ {x} → Y ∪ {y} given by f 0 (x) = y and for all z different from x,
f 0 (z) = f (z).
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Table 1 IDA Basic Commands.
Command
skip
x := e
assume(b)
create(A, p, t)
set_priority(t, p)
suspend(t)
resume(t)
suspendsched
resumesched
disableint
enableint
lock(l)
unlock(l)
block
start

Description
Do nothing.
Assign the value of expression e to variable x.
Enabled only if expression b evaluates to true; does nothing.
Create task thread with func A, prio p, and store thread id in variable t.
Set priority of task thread t to p. When the first parameter is NULL,
set priority of current thread. Allowed only in task function.
Suspend task thread t. When the parameter is NULL, suspend
current thread. Allowed only in task function.
Resume task thread t. Allowed only in task function.
Suspend scheduler. Disables switching to other task threads.
Resume the scheduler. Enables switching to other task threads.
Disable interrupts and suspend the scheduler.
Enable interrupts and resume the scheduler.
Acquire lock l. Blocks if l is not available.
Release lock l.
Block the current task thread. Re-enable after non-deterministic delay.
Start scheduler and enable interrupts. Called only by main.

We can now define the semantics of an IDA program P = hV, M, F i as a labeled transition
system hS, Σ, ⇒, s0 i, whose components are defined as follows. Let f1 , . . . , fk be the thread
functions of type ISR, with priorities m + 1, . . . , m + k respectively.
The set of states S contains tuples of the form s = hB, S, R, P, A, F, pc, φ, r, i, ss, idi,
where
B, S, and R are sets of thread ids (which we assume to be simply integers) representing the
set of blocked task threads, suspended task threads, and ready task threads, respectively.
The sets B, S, and R are pairwise disjoint. We denote the set of threads created so far
by T = B ∪ S ∪ R.
P : T → N gives the current priority of each thread.
A : M * T is a partial map giving us the thread that has acquired a particular lock.
F : T → F gives the function associated with a thread.
pc : T → LP gives the current location of a thread t in the CFG of F(t).
φ ∈ V → Z is a valuation for the variables.
r ∈ R is the currently running thread, while i ∈ R is the interrupted task thread.
ss is a Boolean value indicating whether the scheduler is suspended (ss = true) or not,
while id is a Boolean value indicating whether interrupts are disabled (id = true) or not.
The initial state s0 is h∅, {1, . . . , k}, {0}, {0 7→ 0, 1 7→ m + 1, . . . , k 7→ m + k}, ∅,
{0 7→ main, 1 7→ f1 , . . . , k 7→ fk }, λt ∈ T .ent F (t) , λx ∈ V.0, 0, 0, true, truei. Thus initially,
no threads are blocked, ISR threads 1, . . . , k (with priorities k + 1, . . . , k + n respectively)
are disabled, and the main thread 0 with priority 0 is ready and also running. No locks are
acquired. The threads 0, 1, . . . , k are associated with their functions. All the threads are at
their entry locations and all variables are initialized to zero. The interrupted thread is taken
to be 0, the scheduler is suspended, and interrupts are disabled.
The transition relation ⇒ is given as follows. Consider a state s expressed as the tuple
s = hB, S, R, P, A, F, pc, φ, r, i, ss, idi, a thread t ∈ T , and an instruction ι = (l, c, l0 ) in F(t).
Then we have s ⇒ι s0 iff one of the following rules is satisfied. Each rule says that if the
conditions on command c and state s, specified in the antecedent of a rule (above the line),
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hold then s ⇒ι s0 , specified in the consequent of the rule (below the line), holds. We use
task(t) to indicate that t is a task thread (i.e. (type(t) = task) and ISR(t) to indicate that t
is an ISR thread.
In the interest of space, only few rules are shown here. The full semantics can be found
in Arxiv. The ASSIGN is a simple rule on assignment statement. The ASSIGN-INT rule
shows how interrupts are handled while CREATE-CS and CREATE-NS rules show how the
execution of a statement can lead to context switch and no switch, respectively, and the
START rule shows how the threads get running. For the ASSIGN-INT rule given below, the
condition pc(t) = l = ent F (t) should hold while for others pc(t) = l needs to be true.
c = x := e t = r
s ⇒ι hB, S, R, P, A, F, pc[t 7→ l0 ], φ[x 7→ [[e]]φ ], r, i, ss, idi
c = x := e

t∈R

ISR(t)

t 6= r

P(t) > P(r)

ASSIGN

id = false

s ⇒ι hB, S, R, P, A, F, pc[t 7→ l0 ], φ[x 7→ [[e]]φ ], t, r, ss, idi

ASSIGN-INT

c = create(A, p, v) t = r task(t) A ∈ F type(A) = task ts ∈
/ T (p ≤ P(r) ∨ (ss ∨ id) = true)
s ⇒ι hB, S, R ∪ {ts}, P[ts 7→ p], A, F[ts 7→ A], pc[t 7→ l0 , ts 7→ ent A ], φ[v 7→ ts], r, i, ss, idi

CREATE-NS

c = create(A, p, v) t = r task(t) A ∈ F type(A) = task ts ∈
/ T p > P(r) (ss ∨ id) = false
s ⇒ι hB, S, R ∪ {ts}, P[ts 7→ p], A, F[ts 7→ A], pc[t 7→ l0 , ts 7→ ent A ], φ[v 7→ ts], ts, i, ss, idi

CREATE-CS

c = start t = r = 0 (ss ∨ id) = false ∃ts ∈ (S ∪ R).task(ts) ∧ P(ts) = max({P(u)|u ∈ S ∪ R ∧ task(u)})
s ⇒ι hB, ∅, S ∪ R, P, A, F, pc[t 7→ l0 ], φ, ts, i, false, falsei

START

An execution σ of P is a finite sequence of transitions in the transition system defined.
σ = τ0 , τ1 , · · · , τn , where n ≥ 0 and there exists a finite sequence of states s0 , s1 , · · · , sn+1 in
S such that s0 is the initial state and τi = si ⇒ si+1 for each 0 ≤ i ≤ n.

4

Data Races and the Occur-in-Between Relation

We use the notion of data races introduced by Chopra et al [8], which is a general notion
that applies to programs with non-standard synchronization mechanisms. The definition
essentially says that two statements in a program race if (a) they are conflicting accesses
to a memory location and (b) they may happen in parallel, in that notional “skip blocks”
around these statements overlap with each other in some execution of the program. The
definition is meant to capture the fact that when these two statements are compiled down to
count=count+1

count=count−1

Compile
MOV A,count
ADD A,1
MOV count,A

MOV A,count
SUB A,1
MOV count,A

instructions of a processor, the interleaving of these instructions may lead to undesirable
behaviours of the program which don’t correspond to any sequential execution of the two
statements. For example in the figure alongside, the conflicting accesses to count may get
compiled to the instructions shown, and the interleaving of these two blocks of instructions
may lead to unexpected results like count getting decreased by 1 despite both blocks having
completed.
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A:

s1 ;

tA

Ps1 ,s2

B:

A:

s2 ;

skip;
s1 ;
skip;
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B:

skip;
s2 ;
skip;

tB

tA

Ps1

A:

tB

B:

s2 ;

skip;
s1 ;
skip;

s2

Figure 3 A program P ; its transformation Ps1 ,s2 ; an execution of Ps1 ,s2 in which the skip blocks
overlap and witnesses that s1 and s2 MHP in P ; the program Ps1 ; and an execution of Ps1 which
witnesses occurrence of s2 in between s1 .

We now define these notions more formally in our setting. Let us fix an IDA program P .
Let s1 and s2 be two instructions in P , with associated commands c1 and c2 respectively.
We restrict ourselves to the case where c1 and c2 are assignment or assume statements. We
say s1 and s2 are conflicting accesses to a variable x if they both access x and at least one of
them writes x. Let Ps1 denote the program obtained from P by inserting skip statements
immediately before and after s1 . Similarly, let Ps1 ,s2 denote the program obtained from P by
inserting skip statements immediately before and after both s1 and s2 . We say s1 and s2 may
happen in parallel (MHP) in P if there is an execution of Ps1 ,s2 in which the two skip-blocks
interleave (i.e. one block begins in between the other). These terms are illustrated in Fig. 3.
We use the convention that A and B represent the static thread functions, while tA and tB
represent dynamic threads that run the functions A and B respectively, with an optional
subscript indicating the priority at which the thread was created. Finally we say s1 and s2
are involved in a data-race (or simply are racy) in P , if they are conflicting accesses that
may happen in parallel in P .
It will be convenient for us to use a stronger notion than MHP called “occurs-in-between”
while reasoning about IDA programs. Once again, if s1 and s2 are statements in P , we say
that s2 can occur-in-between s1 if there is an execution of Ps1 in which s2 occurs sometime
between the first skip and the second skip around s1 . In this case we write s1 / s2 , and
s1 6 / s2 otherwise. The definition of s1 / s2 is illustrated in the right side of Fig. 3. While it
is immediate that if s2 occurs in between s1 then they also MHP, a weaker version of the
converse is also true:
I Proposition 1. Let s1 and s2 be two statements in an IDA program P . Then s1 MHP s2
iff either s1 occurs in between s2 or s2 occurs in between s1 .
J
Thus to conclude that s1 and s2 cannot MHP (and hence not race) it is enough to show
that s1 and s2 cannot occur in between each other.

5

Occur-In-Between Rules

In this section we focus on statically computing a conservative (i.e. under-) approximation
of the cannot-occur-in-between relation for an IDA program, by giving rules for identifying
this relation. To illustrate the typical issues we need to keep in mind while framing these
rules, consider the example program alongside. Task threads A4, B2, and C4 are created at
priority 4,2, and 4 respectively. In the normal course statement s2 in B2 would not be able
to occur in between s1 in A4 as A4 runs at a higher priority than B2. However, (the thread
that runs) C4 may suspend A4 just before it executes s1 , block itself, and allow B2 to run.
Thus s2 can occur in between s1 .
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A4:

B2:

C4:
// t runs A4 at prio 4

s1 ;

s2 ;

suspend(t);
block;
resume(t);

We will make use of the following terminology for an IDA program P . Let s be a statement
in thread function A in P . We say s may run at priority p if there is an execution of P in
which a thread t runs A and executes statement s at a priority of p. We say (p, q) is the
dynamic priority of s if p and q are respectively the minimum and maximum priorities that s
can run at. Similarly, we say that the dynamic priority of a thread function A (or a block of
code in A) is (p, q) if p and q are respectively the minimum and maximum priorities at which
any statement in A (or the block of A) can run. Finally, we say that a task function A may
suspend another task function B in P , if A contains a statement of the form suspend(t), and
there is an execution of P in which the statement is executed when the thread id t points
to task function B (that is t runs task B). We say the statement suspend(t) in P must
suspend (or simply suspends) a task B if t takes on a unique thread id at this point along
any execution of P , and this thread id is the only thread that runs B. In this case, we will
denote such a statement by suspend(B).
We now proceed to propose sufficient conditions under which one statement in an IDA
program cannot occur-in-between another statement in the program. Let us fix an IDA
program P . Let s1 and s2 be statements in thread functions A and B respectively (A and B
could be the same thread function). The following conditions (C1)–(C6) below are meant
to be sufficient conditions that ensure that s2 cannot occur in between s1 . In the rules
below, by a statement s in a thread function A being enclosed in a suspend-resume block
we mean there is a path in the CFG of A which contains s, begins with a suspend, ends
with a resume, and has no intervening resume statement; and similarly for other kinds of
blocks. Each of these rules is illustrated in Fig. 4.
C1 (Suspend Task): Each of the following conditions must hold:
s1 is enclosed in a suspend(B)-resume(B) block with dynamic priority (p, q);
there is no task with maximum dynamic priority greater than or equal to p, that can
resume B;
Either no blocking statement in the suspend(B)-resume(B) block, or no other task
that can resume B.
C2 (Priority): Each of the conditions below must hold:
The dynamic priorities of s1 and s2 are (p1 , q1 ) and (p2 , q2 ) respectively, with p1 > q2 .
There is no thread body with maximum dynamic priority greater than or equal to p1
that can suspend A.
C3 (Flag): Each of the conditions below must hold:
s1 is enclosed in a block F begining with setting the variable flag to 1 and ending
with resetting it to 0, with dynamic priority of the block being (p1 , q1 ).
The block F is either in the scope of a suspendsched command or there is no thread
of priority ≥ p1 that resets flag.
Either there is no blocking command before s1 in F , or no thread that can reset flag.
s2 is in an if-then block which checks that flag is not set, with the block having
dynamic priority (p2 , q2 ).
q1 < p2 .
C4 (Lock): Each of s1 and s2 are within a lock(l)-unlock(l) block, for some common
lock l.
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C5 (Disable Interrupts): s1 is within a disableint-enableint block.
C6 (Suspend Scheduler): s1 is within a suspendsched-resumesched block in a task
function, and s2 is in a task function.
I Theorem 2. Let P be an IDA program, and let s1 and s2 be statements in P that satisfy
one of the conditions (C1) to (C6) above. Then s1 6 / s2 in P .
Proof. We sketch here a proof of Thm. 2 on the soundness of the conditions C1–C6. Let P
be an IDA program with statements s1 and s2 satisfying one of the conditions C1–C6. We
need to argue that in each case s1 6 / s2 . We focus on the first three rules C1–C3 since the
remaining are more standard and their soundness is easy to see.
C1: Suppose s1 and s2 satisfy the condition C1, and suppose there is an execution ρ of
P in which s2 occurs in between s1 . Let us say s1 is executed by thread t1 and s2 by thread
t2 . Then s2 must happen some time after t2 was suspended by t1 , and before s1 takes place.
The only way this can happen is if:
Some thread t3 with priority greater than or equal to p1 resumes t2 . But this is not
possible since the condition says that there is no other task with dynamic priority greater
than or equal to p1 which can resume B.
t1 makes a blocking call and another task runs and resumes t2 . However this is ruled
out by the requirement that [there is no block command before s1 ] OR [there is no task
other than A which can resume B].
C2: Suppose s1 and s2 satisfy the condition C2, and suppose there is an execution ρ of
P in which s2 occurs in between s1 . Let us say s1 is executed by thread t1 and s2 by thread
t2 . Then thread t2 must preempt thread t1 during the execution of s1 . The only way this
can happen is if:
t2 with priority greater than p1 was blocked. It runs and preempts t1 . But this is not
possible since the condition says that p1 > maximum dynamic priority of t2 .
t2 has a priority equal to p1 and t1 ’s time slice expires and it gets preempted by t2 . Again,
this is not possible since the condition says that p1 > maximum dynamic priority of t2 .
Some thread t3 with priority greater than or equal to p1 was blocked. It runs and suspends
t1 . However this is ruled out by the requirement that there is no task other than t1 with
maximum dynamic priority ≥ p1 , which can suspend t1 .
C3: Suppose s1 and s2 satisfy the condition C3, and suppose there is an execution ρ of
P in which s2 occurs in between s1 . Let us say s1 is executed by thread t1 and s2 by thread
t2 . Then s2 must happen some time after f lag1 is set to 1 by t1 , and before s1 takes place.
The only way this can happen is if:
Some thread t3 with priority greater than or equal to p1 was blocked. It runs and resets
f lag1 to 0. But this is not possible since the condition says that s1 is either in the scope
of a suspendsched command or there is no thread of priority ≥ p1 that resets f lag1 .
t1 makes a blocking call and another task runs and resets f lag1 to 0. Again, this is not
possible because of the requirement that [there is no block command before s1 ] OR
[there is no task other than t1 which can reset f lag1 to 0].
Both t1 and t2 run at the same priority. Before t1 sets f lag1 to 1, t2 checks f lag1 and
finds that it is 0, and enters the block containing s2 . Before t2 executes s2 , it’s time slice
expires. It gets preempted by t1 which sets f lag1 to 1 and starts s1 . However this is
ruled out by the requirement that p2 > p1 .
This completes the argument.

J
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task A:

thread A:

task B:

thread B:

suspend(B);

(p1 , q1 )

6/

s1 ;

s2 ;

(p1 , q1 )

6/

s1 ;

s2 ;

(p2 , q2 )

resume(B);

No task with max prio ≥ p1 resumes B.
No block before s1 or no other task resumes B.

p1 > q2 .
No task with max prio ≥ p1 suspends A.
(b) C2 (Priority)

(a) C1 (Task Suspend)
thread A:

thread B:

flag := 1;

(p1 , q1 )

if(flag!=1){

6/

s1 ;

s2 ;

(p2 , q2 )

}

flag := 0;

thread A:

thread B:

lock(l);

lock(l);

6/

s1 ;

s2 ;
unlock(l);

unlock(l);

Sched suspended or no task with prio ≥ p1 resets flag.
No block before s1 or no other task resets flag.
q1 < p2
(d) C4 (Lock)

(c) C3 (Flag)
thread A:

thread B:

task B:

suspendsched;

disableint;

s1 ;

task A:

6/

s2 ;

s1 ;

6/

s2 ;

enableint;

resumesched

(e) C5 (Disable Interrupts)

(f) C6 (Scheduler Suspend)

Figure 4 Rules that guarantee s2 cannot occur in between s1 (i.e. s1 6 / s2 ).

6

Implementation and Evaluation

We have implemented our analysis for FreeRTOS [5] applications in a tool called RAPR (for
“RTOS App Racer”). Our IDA language is closely modelled on the syntax and semantics of
FreeRTOS apps, and hence we continue to use the IDA commands in place of the FreeRTOS
commands in this section. Our analysis is implemented in the CIL static analysis framework
[20] using OCaml, and comprises a few pre-analyses followed by the main analysis for checking
the conditions. For convenience we assume that each create statement uses a different
thread identifier.
Priority Analysis. The priority analysis determines the min and max dynamic priority at
each statement in each thread function. This is done in 2 passes as follows. We first perform
an interval-based analysis for each function A, maintaining an interval [p, q] of possible priority
values at each statement. The initial interval is [p0 , q0 ], given by the min and max priorities
among threads that run A. The transfer function for a set_priority(NULL, p) statement
returns the interval [p, p], and is identity for other statements. The join is the standard join
on the interval lattice. In the second pass, for each statement set_priority(t, p0 ) where t
may run A, we update the interval [p, q] at each statement in A to [min(p, p0 ), max(q, p0 )].
Suspend/Resume Analysis. This analysis determines the set of tasks which can suspend
or resume a given task. We maintain a set of task functions susplist(A) and reslist(A) for
each task function A, containing the set of tasks that can suspend and resume A respectively.
For each task B with a suspend(A) or resume(A) statement, we add B to susplist(A) or
reslist(A) respectively.
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Figure 5 Architecture of RAPR.

Lockset Analysis. A standard lockset analysis aims to compute the set of locks that are
must held at each program point. On a lock(l) statement, the transfer function adds l to
the set of locks held after this statement, while for an unlock(l) statement we remove l
from the set of locks held. The join operation is simply the intersection of the locksets at
the incoming points. In our setting, apart from the standard locks, we use notional locks
that correspond to the different kinds of code blocks used in the rules of Fig. 4. Thus, for
each suspend(A)-resume(A) block (rule C1) we use a notional lock SA that we “acquire” at
the suspend(A) statement and “release” at the resume(A) statement. The lockset analysis
would then let us identify a suspend(A)-resume(A) block by the fact that the lock SA is
set
chk
held throughout these statements. In a similar way we use locks Fflag
and Fflag
for each flag
variable flag, corresponding to the two blocks in rule C3; lock D for disableint-enableint
(rule C5); and lock S for suspendsched-resumesched (rule C6).
Main Analysis. The overall analysis computes conflicting accesses by scanning for global
variables having shared accesses in different threads with at least one access being a write
access. We use CIL’s inbuilt alias analysis to resolve pointers to shared global variables.
The information obtained from priority and lockset analysis is used to check for the cannot
occur-in-between relation between the pair of conflicting accesses, using rules C1–C6. If both
accesses in the pair cannot occur-in-between each other, they are declared to be non-racy;
else they are declared to be potentially racy. A schematic of our implementation is shown in
Fig 5.
Finally, the analysis allows a couple of command-line switches to handle some of the
configuration options of FreeRTOS. Certain locks (called “mutex” locks) have a priority
inheritance mechanism associated with them: when a higher priority thread is waiting
on a mutex already acquired by a lower priority thread, the lower priority thread has its
priority bumped up to the priority of the higher priority thread. Anticipating a need while
translating nxtOSEK applications, we also allow a ceiling priority mechanism for mutexes
which immediately increases the priority of the acquiring thread to the max priority of all
threads that might ever acquire the mutex. To handle this we adapt the transfer function of
our priority analysis for a lock(l) statement, when l is a mutex, to return [p, max(q, p0 )] in
the case of priority inheritance, and [p0 , p0 ] in the case of ceiling priority, where [p, q] is the
incoming priority interval and p0 is the max priority of any task that might acquire l. We also
provide a switch to disallow round-robin scheduling within threads of the same priority, and
handle it by modifying the cannot occur-in-between conditions for C1 and C2 by replacing
“>” by “≥” for the dynamic priorities.
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Table 2 Experimental results.

Program
bipedrobot.c
pe_test.c
res_test.c
tt_test.c
usb_test.c
example.c
example_fun.c
pingpong.c
counter.c
dynamic.c
IntQueue.c
rangefinder.c

LoC
338
95
110
105
169
87
102
112
96
429
747
394

Conf.
acc.
3
4
40
5
0
13
13
3
6
20
42
16

True
Time
Races
(in s)
0
1.39
3
0.01
8
0.03
3
0.01
0
0.02
1
0.03
1
0.05
0
0.01
6
0.01
2
0.13
5
0.97
10
0.23

RAPR
Pot.
%
Races
Elim.
2
33.33
3
25.00
9
77.50
3
40.00
0
0.00
1
92.30
4
69.23
0 100.00
6
0.00
6
70.00
16
61.90
10
37.50

%
Prec.
0.00
100.00
88.88
100.00
100.00
100.00
25.00
100.00
100.00
33.33
31.25
100.00

Pot.
Races
[23]
2
3
9
3
0
1
1
0
6
16*
10*
16*

Pot.
Races
[8]
10
7
11
6
52
61
61
7
9
23
24
18

Experimental Evaluation. We tested our analysis on 12 FreeRTOS applications, shown in
Tab. 2. The first 9 are nxtOSEK test programs [6] analysed in [23], which were converted
to FreeRTOS programs taking care to preserve the nxtOSEK semantics which these programs use. nxtOSEK uses a priority ceiling protocol for mutex locks and no round-robin
scheduling between same priority tasks. The next 2 are demo applications in FreeRTOS
and finally, rangefinder.c is the converted version of an ArduPilot subsystem [1] originally in
ChibiOS/C++.
The examples used by Schwarz et al. [23] consist of bipedrobot.c which is part of
the control software of a self-balancing robot, pe_test.c which tests preemptive scheduling,
res_test.c which tests resource based synchronization, tt_test.c where tasks are time-triggered,
usb_test.c which tests usb communication, pingpong.c where two tasks set a variable to
“ping” and “pong” using a mutex and counter.c where one task increments the fields of a
structure and the other task resets and prints these fields. The programs example.c and
example_fun.c are examples from [23]. The FreeRTOS demo dynamic.c consists of three
tasks which use different mechanisms to access a shared global counter. IntQueue.c is another
FreeRTOS demo where tasks share global arrays and counters. Finally rangefinder.c is an
ArduPilot subsystem with three task threads and one ISR thread which share access to a
state variable and ring and bounce buffers.
Table 2 shows the results of our analysis on these programs. We ran these experiments
on a Intel Core i5-8250U 1.60GHz Quad CPU machine under Ubuntu 18.04.4. Conf. acc.
denotes the total number of pairs of conflicting accesses to shared global variables in the
program. True races denotes the number of actual races existing in the program. RAPR
“Pot. Races” denotes the number of conflicting accesses flagged to be potentially racy by the
analysis. %Elim. denotes the fraction of conflicting accesses declared to be non-racy and
%Prec. denotes the fraction of potential races which are actual races. Pot. Races from [23]
and [8] denote the number of potential races flagged using their respective techniques.
In bipedrobot.c, the Task_Init only runs once and hence the potential races are false
positives. The decrement to digits in LowTask races with the read and write access in
HighTask in pe_test.c. In res_test.c, the read accesses to digits are unprotected due to which
it can be an actual race. The decrement of digits in LowTask is unprotected from HighTask
and hence it is racy in tt_test.c. In usb_test.c, there are no shared accesses between tasks
and hence it is trivially race-free. The races in example.c and example_fun.c are shown
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in [23]. The ping and pong tasks use a mutex to access the shared variable in pingpong.c
and it is race-free. In counter.c, the fields of the global structure are accessed without any
protection and hence race with each other. The first initialization of the counter by the
controller task in dynamic.c is an actual race with the increment in the continuous increment
task because both are created at the same priority and the continuous increment task can
preempt the controller when it is initializing the counter. In Intqueue.c some accesses to
the shared arrays are real races. In rangefinder.c, the I2C bus thread’s access to the state
variable is not protected from the main thread and the main thread’s access to the ring
buffer is not protected from the UART thread which results in a high number of actual races.
The potential races from [23] value is obtained by manually estimating the working of
the idea in [23]. This is marked with a * for the last 3 programs as their technique does not
handle constructs like dynamically changing the priority of a task and hence is potentially
unsound for these programs. It also results in more false positives for the dynamic.c and
IntQueue.c examples as protection from synchronization mechanisms like suspending another
task, disabling interrupts and suspending the scheduler is not considered. The number of
potential races from [8] is obtained using their tool. The tool does not consider priorities for
synchronization. Moreover it considers each task function to be run by multiple threads even
if only one thread runs it in the application. These factors add to its imprecision.
In dynamic.c the conflicts in the continuous increment task and the limited increment task
seem to be racy because they occur at the same priority but the controller task actually ensures
that these two can never be in the ready state at the same time keeping one of these two
suspended at all times. But this is unknown to the analysis when it encounters the conflicts as
this dynamic information about the controller task cannot be made available at these points.
This is the reason behind the false positives. The analysis and the test programs with the
results can be found in the repository bitbucket.org/rishi2289/static_race_detect/.

7

Related Work

We discuss related work grouped according to the three categories below.
Static Race Detection. The most closely related work is that of Schwarz et al. [22, 23]
and Chopra et al. [8]. In [22, 23] Schwarz et al. provide a precise interprocedural data-flow
analysis for checking races in OSEK-like applications that use the priority ceiling semantics.
Chopra et al. [8] propose the notion of disjoint-blocks to detect data races and carry out
data-flow analysis for FreeRTOS-like interrupt-driven kernel APIs. In contrast to both these
works, our work handles a comprehensive variety of synchronization mechanisms, including
suspend-resume and setting priorities dynamically. In addition we handle dynamic thread
creation which both these works do not.
In other work in this category Chen et al. [7] develop a static analysis tool for race
detection in binaries of interrupt-driven programs with interrupt priorities of upto two levels.
The tool considers only disable-enable of interrupts as a synchronization mechanism and does
not consider interleavings of task threads. Regehr and Cooprider [21] describe a source-tosource translation of an interrupt-driven program to a standard multi-threaded program, and
analyze the translated program for data races. However their translation is inadequate in our
setting and we refer the reader to [8] for the inherent problems with such an approach. Sung
et al. [26] propose a modular technique for static verification of interrupt-driven programs
with nesting and priorities. However, the algorithm does not consider interrupt-related
synchronization mechanisms nor does it consider interleavings of task threads or interaction
with the ISRs. Wang et al. [29] present SDRacer, an automated framework that detects and
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validates race conditions in interrupt-driven embedded software. The tool combines static
analysis, symbolic execution, and dynamic simulation. However, it is unsound as their static
analysis does not iterate to fixpoint. Mine et al. [18] extend Astree by employing a threadmodular static analyzer to soundly report data races in embedded C programs with mutex
locks and dynamic priorities. However they do not consider interrupts and synchronization
mechanisms like flag-based and suspend-resume. Finally, several papers do lockset-based
static analysis for data races in classical concurrent programs [25, 11, 28, 2]. Flanagan et
al. [12, 13] uses type system to track the lockset at each program point. However none
of these techniques apply to interrupt-driven programs with non-standard synchronization
mechanisms and switching semantics.
Model-Checking. Several researchers have used model-checking tools like Slam, Blast,
and Spin to precisely model various kinds of synchronization mechanisms and detect errors
exhaustively [16, 10, 15, 14, 30, 3, 19]. These technique cannot handle dynamic thread
creation, and even with a small bound on the number of threads suffer from state-space
explosion. Liang et al. [17] present an effective method to verify interrupt-driven software
with nested interrupts, based on symbolic execution. The method translates a concurrent
program into atomic memory read/write events, and then describe the interleavings of these
events as a symbolic partial order expressed by a SAT/SMT formula. It is able to verify only
a bounded number of interrupts.
High-Level Race Detection. A “high-level” race occurs when two blocks of code representing
critical accesses overlap in an execution. Our definition of a data race between statements
s1 and s2 in program P can thus be phrased as a high-level race on the skip-blocks in the
augmented program Ps1 ,s2 . Artho et al. [4], von Praun and Gross [27], and Pessanha et al. [9]
study a “view”-based notion of high-level races and carry out lockset based static analysis to
detect high-level races. Singh et al. [24] use the disjoint-block notion of [8] to detect high-level
races in several RTOS kernels. They consider some non-standard synchronization mechanisms
and also the relative scheduling priorities of specialized threads like callbacks and software
interrupts. However none of these techniques handle the full gamut of synchronization
mechanisms we address, and hence would be very imprecise for our applications.

8

Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented an efficient and precise way to detect data-races in RTOS applications
that use a variety of non-standard synchronization constructs and idioms. Going forward we
would like to extend our tool to be able to handle large real-life applications like ArduPilot
which are written in C++ and run on the ChibiOS RTOS. We would also like to extend
our technique to identify disjoint-block patterns so that we can carry out efficient data-flow
analysis [8] for such applications.
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Semantics

c = skipt = rpc(t) = l
SKIP

ASSIGN

ASSUME

ASSIGN-INT

SKIP-INT

CREATE-CS

s ⇒ι hB, S, R, P[ts 7→ p], A, F, pc[t 7→ l0 ], φ, ts, i, ss, idi

c = set_priority(ts, p) t = r task(t) pc(t) = l p ∈ N task(ts) ts ∈ R p > P(r) (ss ∨ id) = false

s ⇒ι hB, S, R, P[ts 7→ p], A, F, pc[t 7→ l0 ], φ, r, i, ss, idi

SETP-CS

c = set_priority(ts, p) t = r task(t) pc(t) = l p ∈ N task(ts) ts ∈ T ( (P(r) ≥ p) ∨ (P(r) < p ∧ ts ∈ (B ∪ S)) ∨ (ss ∨ id) = true )

s ⇒ι hB, S, R ∪ {ts}, P[ts 7→ p], A, F[ts 7→ A], pc[t 7→ l0 , ts 7→ ent A ], φ[v 7→ ts], ts, i, ss, idi

c = create(A, p, v) t = r task(t) A ∈ F type(A) = task ts ∈
/ T p > P(r) (ss ∨ id) = false

s ⇒ι hB, S, R ∪ {ts}, P[ts 7→ p], A, F[ts 7→ A], pc[t 7→ l0 , ts 7→ ent A ], φ[v 7→ ts], r, i, ss, idi

CREATE-NS

ASSUME-INT

c = create(A, p, v) t = r task(t) A ∈ F type(A) = task ts ∈
/ T (p ≤ P(r) ∨ (ss ∨ id) = true)

s ⇒ι hB, S, R, P, A, F, pc[t 7→ l0 ], φ, t, r, ss, idi

c = assume(b) t ∈ R ISR(t) t 6= r pc(t) = l = ent F (t) P(t) > P(r) [[b]]φ = true id = false

s ⇒ι hB, S, R, P, A, F, pc[t 7→ l0 ], φ, r, i, ss, idi

c = assume(b)t = rpc(t) = l[[b]]φ = true

s ⇒ι hB, S, R, P, A, F, pc[t 7→ l0 ], φ[x 7→ [[e]]φ ], t, r, ss, idi

c = x := et ∈ RISR(t)t 6= rpc(t) = l = ent F (t) P(t) > P(r)id = false

s ⇒ι hB, S, R, P, A, F, pc[t 7→ l0 ], φ[x 7→ [[e]]φ ], r, i, ss, idi

c = x := et = rpc(t) = l

s ⇒ι hB, S, R, P, A, F, pc[t 7→ l0 ], φ, t, r, ss, idi

c = skipt ∈ RISR(t)t 6= rpc(t) = l = ent F (t) P(t) > P(r)id = false

s ⇒ι hB, S, R, P, A, F, pc[t 7→ l0 ], φ, r, i, ss, idi

SETP-NS
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SUS-NS

SUSSCH

RESSCH-NS

RES-CS

RES-NS

DISINT

DISINT-INT

s ⇒ι hB, S, R, P, A, F, pc[t 7→ l0 ], φ, r, i, ss, falsei

c = enableintt = rpc(t) = l(∀ts ∈ R.task(ts) ∧ P(r) ≥ P(ts) ∨ ss = true ∨ ISR(r))

s ⇒ι hB, S, R, P, A, F, pc[t 7→ l0 ], φ, t, r, ss, truei

c = disableintt ∈ RISR(t)t 6= rpc(t) = l = ent F (t) P(t) > P(r)id = false

s ⇒ι hB, S, R, P, A, F, pc[t 7→ l0 ], φ, r, i, ss, truei

c = disableintt = rpc(t) = l

s ⇒ι hB, S, R, P, A, F, pc[t 7→ l0 ], φ, ts, i, false, idi

ENINT-NS

c = resumesched t = r task(t) pc(t) = l ∃ts ∈ R.task(ts) ∧ P(ts) = max({P(u)|u ∈ R ∧ task(u)}) id = false

s ⇒ι hB, S, R, P, A, F, pc[t 7→ l0 ], φ, r, i, false, idi

c = resumeschedt = rtask(t)pc(t) = l(∀ts ∈ R.task(ts) ∧ P(r) ≥ P(ts) ∨ id = true)

s ⇒ι hB, S, R, P, A, F, pc[t 7→ l0 ], φ, r, i, true, idi

c = suspendschedt = rtask(t)pc(t) = l

s ⇒ι hB, S − {ts}, R ∪ {ts}, P, A, F, pc[t 7→ l0 ], φ, ts, i, ss, idi

c = resume(ts) task(t) t = r 6= ts pc(t) = l ts ∈ S (ss ∨ id) = false P(ts) > P(r)

s ⇒ι hB, S − {ts}, R ∪ {ts}, P, A, F, pc[t 7→ l0 ], φ, r, i, ss, idi

c = resume(ts) task(t) t = r 6= ts pc(t) = l ts ∈ (S ∪ R) ((ss ∨ id) = true ∨ P(r) ≥ P(ts))

s ⇒ι hB, S ∪ {r}, R − {r}, P, A, F, pc[t 7→ l0 ], φ, ts0 , i, ss, idi

RESSCH-CS

c = suspend(ts) task(t) t = r = ts pc(t) = l (ss ∨ id) = false ∃ts0 ∈ R.task(ts0 ) ∧ ts0 6= r ∧ P(ts0 ) = max({P(u)|u ∈ R − {r} ∧ task(u)})

s ⇒ι hB − {ts}, S ∪ {ts}, R − {ts}, P, A, F, pc[t 7→ l0 ], φ, r, i, ss, idi

c = suspend(ts)task(t)t = r 6= tsts ∈ T pc(t) = l

SUS-CS
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LOCK-AQ

ENINT-INT

ENINT-CS

UNLOCK

BLK-NS

UNLOCK-INT

LOCK-AQ-INT

s ⇒ι hB ∪ {r}, S, R − {r}, P, A, F, pc[t 7→ l0 ], φ, ts, i, ss, idi

c = block t = r task(t) pc(t) = l (ss ∨ id) = false ∃ts ∈ R.task(ts) ∧ ts 6= r ∧ P(ts) = max({P(u)|u ∈ R − {r} ∧ task(u)})

s ⇒ι hB, S, R, P, A, F, pc[t 7→ l0 ], φ, r, i, ss, idi

c = blockt = rtask(t)pc(t) = l(ss ∨ id) = true

s ⇒ι hB, S, R, A, F, pc[t 7→ l0 ], φ, t, r, ss, idi

c = unlock(m)t ∈ RISR(t)t 6= rpc(t) = l = ent F (t) P(t) > P(r)A(m) 6= tid = false

s ⇒ι hB, S, R, A[m 7→ undef ], F, pc[t 7→ l0 ], φ, r, i, ss, idi

c = unlock(m)t = rpc(t) = l(A(m) = r ∨ A(m) = undef )

s ⇒ι hB, S, R, P, A[m 7→ t], F, pc[t 7→ l0 ], φ, t, r, ss, idi

c = lock(m) t ∈ R ISR(t) t 6= r pc(t) = ent F (t) P(t) > P(r) A(m) = undef id = false

s ⇒ι hB ∪ {r}, S, R − {r}, A, F, pc, φ, ts0 , i, ss, idi

BLK-CS

c = lock(m) t = r task(t) pc(t) = l A(m) = ts 6= r (ss ∨ id) = false ∃ts0 ∈ R.ts0 6= r ∧ task(ts0 ) ∧ P(ts0 ) = max({P(u)|u ∈ R − {r} ∧ task(u)})

s ⇒ι hB, S, R, A[m 7→ r], F, pc[t 7→ l0 ], φ, r, i, ss, idi

c = lock(m)t = rpc(t) = l(A(m) = undef ∨ A(m) = r)

s ⇒ι hB, S, R, P, A, F, pc[t 7→ l0 ], φ, t, r, ss, falsei

c = enableintt ∈ RISR(t)t 6= rpc(t) = l = ent F (t) P(t) > P(r)id = false

s ⇒ι hB, S, R, P, A, F, pc[t 7→ l0 ], φ, ts, i, ss, falsei

c = enableint t = r task(t) pc(t) = l ∃ts ∈ R.task(ts) ∧ P(ts) = max({P(u)|u ∈ R ∧ task(u)}) ss = false

LOCK-CS
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TSHARE

UNBLK-CS

UNBLK-NS

START

For the commands skip, x:=e, assume, disableint, enableint, lock, and unlock permitted in an ISR thread, the following constraints need to
hold on s0 . If the current ISR thread is executing the last statement then r0 is the highest priority ISR which was interrupted, if there exists one,
and i0 = i. If no ISRs were interrupted then r0 = i, the interrupted task thread and i0 = main, a default value. Also, pc 0 (t) = ent F (t) .

s ⇒∗ hB, S, R, P, A, F, pc, φ, t, i, ss, idi

t ∈ Rtask(t)t 6= r(ss ∨ id) = falseP(t) = P(r)

s ⇒∗ hB − {t}, S, R ∪ {t}, P, A, F, pc, φ, t, i, ss, idi

t ∈ Btask(r)(ss ∨ id) = falseP(t) > P(r)

s ⇒∗ hB − {t}, S, R ∪ {t}, P, A, F, pc, φ, r, i, ss, idi

t ∈ Btask(r)((ss ∨ id) = true ∨ P(t) ≤ P(r))

s ⇒ι hB, ∅, S ∪ R, P, A, F, pc[t 7→ l0 ], φ, ts, i, false, falsei

c = start t = r = 0 (ss ∨ id) = false ∃ts ∈ (S ∪ R).task(ts) ∧ P(ts) = max({P(u)|u ∈ S ∪ R ∧ task(u)})
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Abstract
We introduce a new natural variant of the synchronization problem. Our aim is to model different
constraints on the order in which a potential synchronizing word might traverse through the states.
We discuss how a word can induce a state-order and examine the computational complexity of
different variants of the problem whether an automaton can be synchronized with a word of which
the induced order agrees with a given relation. While most of the problems are PSPACE-complete
we also observe NP-complete variants and variants solvable in polynomial time. One of them is the
careful synchronization problem for partial weakly acyclic automata (which are partial automata
whose states can be ordered such that no transition leads to a smaller state), which is shown to
be solvable in time O(k2 n2 ) where n is the size of the state set and k is the alphabet-size. The
algorithm even computes a synchronizing word as a witness. This is quite surprising as the careful
synchronization problem uses to be a hard problem for most classes of automata. We will also
observe a drop in the complexity if we track the orders of states on several paths simultaneously
instead of tracking the set of active states. Further, we give upper bounds on the length of a
synchronizing word depending on the size of the input relation and show that (despite the partiality)
the bound of the Černý conjecture also holds for partial weakly acyclic automata.
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1

Introduction

We call A = (Q, Σ, δ) a deterministic partial (semi-) automaton (DPA) if Q is a finite set
of states, Σ is a finite alphabet, and δ : Q × Σ → Q is a (potentially partial) transition
function. If δ is defined for every element in Q × Σ, we call A a deterministic complete
(semi-) automaton (DCA). Clearly, every DCA is also a DPA. We do not specify any start
and final states as we are only interested in the transition of states. A DCA A = (Q, Σ, δ) is
synchronizing if there exists a word w ∈ Σ∗ such that w takes every state to the same state.
In that case, we call w a synchronizing word for A. If we are only interested in synchronizing
a subset of states S ⊆ Q we refer to the problem as subset synchronization.
One of the oldest applications of the intensively studied topic of synchronizing automata
is the problem of designing parts orienters, which are robots or machines that get an object
in an (due to a lack of expensive sensors) unknown orientation and transform it into a
defined orientation [2]. In his pioneering work, Natarajan [17] modeled the parts orienters
as deterministic complete automata where a state corresponds to a possible orientation of
a part and a transition of some letter a from state q corresponds to applying the modifier
© Petra Wolf;
licensed under Creative Commons License CC-BY
40th IARCS Annual Conference on Foundations of Software Technology and Theoretical Computer Science
(FSTTCS 2020).
Editors: Nitin Saxena and Sunil Simon; Article No. 58; pp. 58:1–58:14
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corresponding to a to a part in orientation q. He proved that the synchronization problem is
solvable in polynomial time for – what is later called – the class of orientable automata [20]
if the cyclic order respected by the automaton is part of the input. Many different classes
of automata have since been studied regarding their synchronization behavior. We refer
to [27, 4, 1] for an overview. The original motivation of designing a parts orienter was
revisited in [26] where Türker and Yenigün modeled the design of an assembly line, which
again brings a part from an unknown orientation into a known orientation, where different
modifiers have different costs. What has not been considered so far is that different modifiers
can have different impact on the parts and as we do not know the current orientation we
might want to restrict the chronology of applied modifiers. For example, if the part is a box
with a fold-out lid, turning it upside-down will cause the lid to open. In order to close the
lid one might need another modifier such as a low bar which brushes the lid and closes it
again. To specify that a parts orienter should deliver the box facing upward with a closed
lid one needs to encode something like: “When the box is in the state facing down, it later
needs to be in the state lid closed”. But this does not stop us from opening the lid again,
so we need to be more precise and encode: “After the last time the box was in the state
facing down, it needs to visit the state lid closed at least once”. We will implement these
conditions in our model of a parts orienter by enhancing a given DCA with a relation R. We
will then consider different ways of how a synchronizing word implies an order on the states
and ask whether there exists a synchronizing word whose implied state-order agrees with
the input-relation R. The case-example above will be covered by the first two introduced
orders. The third considered order relates to the following scenario: Let us again picture
the box with the lid in mind, but this time the box initially contains some water. We would
like to have the box in a specific orientation with the lid open but the water should not be
shed during orientating. We have a modifier that opens the lid and a modifier which rotates
the box. Clearly we do not want the box to face downwards after the lid has been opened.
So, we encode: “As soon as the state lid open has been reached, the state facing downwards
should never be entered again”.
For every type of dynamic constraint (which we will also call order), we investigate the
computational complexity of the problem whether a given automaton admits a synchronizing
word that transitions the states of the automaton in an order that is conform with a given
relation. Thereby, we distinguish between tracking all active states simultaneously and tracking each state individually. We observe different complexities for different ordering concepts
and get a good understanding of which ordering constraints yield tractable synchronization
problems and which do not. The complexity of the problem also depends on how detailed we
describe the allowed sequence of states.

2

Related Work

The problem of checking whether a synchronizing word exists for a DCA A = (Q, Σ, δ) can
be solved in time O(|Q|2 |Σ|), when no synchronizing word is computed, and in time O(|Q|3 )
when a witnessing synchronizing word is demanded [11, 27]. In comparison, if we only ask
for a subset of states S ⊆ Q to be synchronized, the problem becomes PSPACE-complete for
general DCAs [22]. These two problems have been investigated for several smaller classes of
automata involving orders on states. Here, we want to mention the class of oriented automata
whose states can be arranged in a cyclic order which is preserved by all transitions, which
have been studied among others in [17, 11, 2, 21, 27]. If the order is linear instead of cyclic,
we get the class of monotone automata which has been studied in [2, 21]. An automaton is
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called aperiodic [4] if there is a non-negative integer k such that for any word w and any
state q it holds that δ(q, wk ) = δ(q, wk+1 ). An automaton is called weakly acyclic [20] if
there exists an ordering of the states q1 , q2 , . . . , qn such that if δ(qi , a) = qj for some letter
a ∈ Σ, then i ≤ j. In other words, all cycles in a WAA are self-loops. In Section 3 we
will consider partial WAAs. The class of WAAs forms a proper subclass of the class of
aperiodic automata. Each synchronizing aperiodic automaton admits a synchronizing word
of length at most n(n − 1)/2 [25], whereas synchronizing WAAs admit synchronizing words
of linear lengths [20]. Asking whether an aperiodic automaton admits a synchronizing word
of length at most k is an NP-complete task [27] as it is for general DCAs [18, 11]. The subset
synchronization problem for WAAs, and hence for aperiodic automata, is NP-complete [20].
Going from complete automata to partial automata normally brings a jump in complexity.
For example, the so called careful synchronization problem for DPAs asks for synchronizing
a partial automata such that the synchronizing word w is defined on all states. The problem
is PSPACE-complete for DPAs with a binary alphabet [15]. It is even PSPACE-complete
for DPAs with a binary alphabet if δ is undefined for only one pair in Q × Σ [16]. The
length of a shortest carefully synchronizing word c(n), for a DPA with |Q| = n, differs
n
n
with Ω(3 3 ) ≤ c(n) ≤ O(4 3 · n2 ) [16] significantly from the cubic upper-bound for complete
automata. Also for the smaller class of monotone partial automata with an unbounded
alphabet size, an exponential lower bound on the length of a shortest carefully synchronizing
word is known, while for fixed alphabet sizes of 2 and 3 only a polynomial lower bound is
obtained [21]. The careful synchronization problem is NP-hard for partial monotone automata
over a four-letter alphabet [26, 21]. It is also NP-hard for aperiodic partial automata over a
three-letter alphabet [20]. In contrast we show in Section 3 that the careful synchronization
problem is decidable in polynomial time for partial WAAs.
In [20, 21] several hardness and inapproximability results are obtained for WAAs, which
can be transferred into our setting as depicted in Section 3. We will also observe W[1]hardness results from the reductions given in [20]. So far, only little is known (see for
example [13, 28, 5]) about the parameterized complexity of all the different synchronization
variants considered in the literature.
While synchronizing an automaton under a given order, the set of available (or allowed)
transitions per state may depend on the previously visited states on all paths. This dynamic
can also be observed in weighted and timed automata [10]. More static constraints given by
a second automaton have been discussed in [12]. Due to space limitations missing proofs can
be found in the long version of this work [29].

3

Problem Definitions

A deterministic semi-automaton A = (Q, Σ, δ) that might either be partial or complete is
called an automaton. The transition function δ is generalized to words in the usual way. It is
further generalized to sets of states S ⊆ Q as δ(S, w) := {δ(q, w) | q ∈ S}. We sometimes
refer to δ(S, w) as S.w. We call a state q active regarding a word w if q ∈ Q.w. If for some
w ∈ Σ∗ , |Q.w| = 1 we call q ∈ Q.w a synchronizing state. We denote by |S| the size of the
set S. With [i..j] we refer to the set {k ∈ N | i ≤ k ≤ j}. For a word w over some alphabet
Σ, we denote by |w| the length of w, by w[i] the ith symbol of w (or the empty word  if
i = 0) and by w[i..j] the factor of w from symbol i to symbol j. For each state q, we call
the sequence of active states q.w[i] for 0 ≤ i ≤ |w| the path induced by w starting at q. We
expect the reader to be familiar with basic concepts in complexity theory, approximation
theory and parameterized complexity theory [9, 24, 3].
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We are now presenting different orders lw which describe how a word traverses an
automaton. We describe how a word implies each of the three presented orders. The first
two orders relate the last visits of the states to each other, while the third type of order
relates the first visits. We will then combine the order with an automaton A and a relation
R ⊆ Q2 given in the input and ask whether there exists a synchronizing word for A such
that the implied order of the word agrees with the relation R. An order lw agrees with a
relation R ⊆ Q2 if and only if for all pairs (p, q) ∈ R it holds that p lw q, i.e., R ⊆ lw .
For any of the below defined orders lw ⊆ Q × Q, we define the problem of synchronization
under order and subset synchronization under order as:
I Definition 1 (Sync-Under-lw ). Given a DCA A = (Q, Σ, δ) and a relation R ⊆ Q2 .
Does there exist a word w ∈ Σ∗ such that |Q.w| = 1 and R ⊆ lw ?
I Definition 2 (Subset-Sync-Under-lw ). Given a DCA A = (Q, Σ, δ), S ⊆ Q, and a
relation R ⊆ Q2 . Is there a word w ∈ Σ∗ with |S.w| = 1 and R ⊆ lw ?
It is reasonable to distinguish whether the order should include the initial configuration of
the automaton or if it should only describe the consequences of the chosen transitions. In the
former case, we refer to the problem as Sync-Under-0 -lw (starting at w[0]), in the latter
case as Sync-Under-1 -lw (starting at w[1]), and if the result holds for both variants, we
simply refer to is as Sync-Under-lw . Examples for positive and negative instances of the
problem synchronization under order for some discussed variants are illustrated in Figure 1.
Let first(q, w, S) be the function returning the minimum of positions at which the state q
appears as an active state over all paths induced by w starting at some state in S. Accordingly,
let last(q, w, S) return the maximum of those positions. Note that first(q, w, S) = 0 for all
states q ∈ S and > 0 for q ∈ Q\S. If q does not appear on a path induced by w on S, then
set first(q, w, S) := |w| + 1 and last(q, w, S) := −1. In the Sync-Under-1 -lw problem
variant, the occurrence of a state at position 0 is ignored (i.e., if q occurs only at position 0
while reading w on S, then last(q, w, S) = −1). In the following definitions let A = (Q, Σ, δ)
be a DCA and let p, q ∈ Q. The following relations lw are defined for every word w ∈ Σ∗ .
I Definition 3 (Order l < l on sets). p ∝l<l
w@s q :⇔ last(p, w, Q) < last(q, w, Q).
I Definition 4 (Order l ≤ l on sets). p ∝l≤l
w@s q :⇔ last(p, w, Q) ≤ last(q, w, Q).
The second order differs from the first in the sense that q does not have to appear finally
without p, instead they can disappear simultaneously. Further, note that in comparison
l≤l
with order ∝l<l
w@s , for a pair (p, q) in order ∝w@s it is not demanded that q is active after
reading w up to some position i > 0. This will make a difference when we later consider the
orders on isolated paths rather than on the transition of the whole state set. It can easily
be verified that for any word w ∈ Σ∗ and any automaton A = (Q, Σ, δ) the order ∝l<l
w@s is
l≤l
l≤l
a proper subset of ∝w@s . For the order ∝w@s , it makes no difference whether we take the
initial configuration into account since states can disappear simultaneously.
So far, we only introduced orders which consider the set of active states as a whole. It
did not matter which active state belongs to which path and a state on a path τ could stand
in a relation with a state on some other path ρ. But, in most scenarios the fact that we
start with the active state set Q only models the lack of knowledge about the actual current
state. In practice only one state q is active and hence any constraints on the ordering of
transitioned states should apply to the path starting at q. Therefore, we are introducing
variants of order 1 and 2 which are defined on paths rather than on series of state sets.
I Definition 5 (Order l < l on paths). p ∝l<l
w@p q :⇔ ∀r ∈ Q : last(p, w, {r}) < last(q, w, {r}).
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I Definition 6 (Order l ≤ l on paths). p ∝l≤l
w@p q :⇔ ∀r ∈ Q : last(p, w, {r}) ≤ last(q, w, {r}).
l≤l
The orders ∝l<l
w@p and ∝w@p significantly differ since the synchronization problem (starting
l≤l
at position 1) for ∝l<l
w@p is in NP while it is PSPACE-complete for ∝w@p .
While the previously defined orders are bringing “positive” constraints to the future
transitions of a word, in the sense that the visit of a state p will demand for a later visit of
the state q (as opening the lid demands closing the lid later in our introductory example),
we will now introduce an order which yields “negative” constraints. The third kind of order
demands for a pair of states (p, q) that the (first) visit of the state q forbids any future visits
of the state p (like do not turn the box after opening the lid). This stands in contrast to the
previous orders where we could made up for a “forbidden” visit of the state p by visiting q
again. The order l < f will only be considered on paths since when we consider the state
set Q, every pair in R would already be violated in position 0.

I Definition 7 (Order l < f on paths). p ∝l<f
w@p q :⇔ ∀r ∈ Q : last(p, w, {r}) < first(q, w, {r}).
Note that ∝l<f
w@p is not transitive; e.g., for R = {(1, 2), (2, 3)} we are allowed to go from 3
to 1 as long as we have not transitioned from 1 to 2 yet. For the order l < f , we will also
consider the special case of R being a strict total order (irreflexive, asymmetric, transitive,
and total).
I Definition 8 (Sync-Under-Total-∝l<f
w@p ). Given a DCA A = (Q, Σ, δ), a strict and
total order R ⊆ Q2 . Is there a word w ∈ Σ∗ with |Q.w| = 1 and R ⊆ ∝l<f
w@p ?
The orders on path could also be stated as LTL formulas of some kind which need to be
satisfied on every path induced by a synchronizing word w and our hardness results transfer
to the more general problem whether a given DCA can be synchronized by a word such that
every path induced by w satisfies a given LTL formula. The orders on sets could be translated
into LTL formulas which need to be satisfied on the path in the power-set-automaton starting
in the state representing Q. Despite the similarity of the chosen orders and their translated
LTL formulas we need different constructions for the considered orders as the presented
attempts mostly do not transfer to the other problems. Therefore, it is not to be expected
that a general construction for restricted LTL formulas can be obtained. Our aim is to focus
on restricting the order in which states appear and disappear on a path in the automaton
or on a path in the power-set-automaton (remember the introductory example). Hence,
we have chosen the stated definitions in order to investigate the complexity of problems
where the LTL formula is always of the same type, i.e., comparing only the last or first
appearances of states on a path. We leave it to future research to investigate other types
of LTL formulas. In order to express synchronizability of Kripke structures, an extension
to CTL has been introduced in [8]. Note that synchronization of Kripke structures is more
similar to D3-directing words [14] for unary NFAs as in contrast to general DFAs the labels
of the transitions are omitted in Kripke structures.
I Definition 9 (Careful Sync (PSPACE-complete [15])). Given a DPA A = (Q, Σ, δ). Is
there a word w ∈ Σ∗ , s.t. |Q.w| = 1 and w is defined on all q ∈ Q?
I Definition 10 (Vertex Cover (NP-complete [24])). Given a graph G = (V, E) and an
integer k ≤ |V |. Is there a vertex cover V 0 ⊆ V of size |V 0 | ≤ k? A vertex cover is a set of
states that contains at least one vertex incident to every edge.
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Figure 1 DCA A (left) with all paths induced by w = baabba (middle) and relations R consisting
of single pairs forming a positive, resp. negative, instance for versions of Sync-Under-lw (right).
Table 1 Overview of the complexity for synchronization (on the left), and subset synchronization
l≤l
l≤l
l<f
l<l
under order (on the right) for relations ∝l<l
w@s , ∝w@p , ∝w@s , ∝w@p , and ∝w@p (tot. is short for total).

Order
0
1
0
Path
1
Set

4

Synchronization
l<l
l≤l
l<f
PSPACE-c PSPACE-c
–
PSPACE-c PSPACE-c
–
in NP
NP-hard
PSPACE-c
in NP
PSPACE-c PSPACE-c

l<f -tot
–
–
P
NP-c

Subset Synchronization
l </≤ l
l<f
l<f -tot
PSPACE-c
–
–
PSPACE-c
–
–
PSPACE-c PSPACE-c
NP-c
PSPACE-c PSPACE-c
NP-c

Main Results

We now investigate the complexity of the introduced problems. An overview on the obtained
results is given in Table 1.
l<f
l≤l
l≤l
l<l
I Theorem 11. For all orders l ∈ {∝l<l
w@s , ∝w@p , ∝w@s , ∝w@p , ∝w@p }, the problem SyncUnder-l is contained in PSPACE. Further, it is FPT with parameter p = |Q|.

Proof sketch. For a DCA A = (Q, Σ, δ) and R ⊆ Q2 , we can enrich the powerset-automaton
P(A) of A with the information about the set of active pairs in R in every state. Here, a pair
in R is active during the transition of a word if it constrains which states might be, or need
to be visited in the future. For instance, in the example in Figure 1 concerning the order
∝l<l
w@s , the pair (2, 4) is active while reading the prefix ba, since the state 2 has appeared as
an active state while the state 4 has not appeared without 2 as an active state yet. It is not
active after reading baa, since now 4 is active without 2 and hence the pair (2, 4) is satisfied
and does not demand for further state visits. The pair becomes active again after reading
baab since again 2 became active demanding for the state 4 to become active without 2 again.
To store the information of active pairs in R, we copy each state in P(A) 2|R| times
l<f
l≤l
l≤l
|R|
for the orders ∝l<l
times for the orders ∝l<l
w@s , and ∝w@s , and |Q|2
w@p , ∝w@p , and ∝w@p ,
2

yielding an automaton P(A) of size at most 2|Q| |Q|2|R| = 2O(|Q| ) . As each state contains
only up to |Q| + 1 bit-strings of length up to |Q|2 a state of P(A) can be stored in polynomial
space. Hence, reachability tests can be performed in P(A) in polynomial space and in time
2
2O(|Q| ) .
J
I Theorem 12. Sync-Under-∝l≤l
w@s is PSPACE-complete, even for |R| = 1 and |Σ| = 2.
Proof. We reduce from the PSPACE-complete Careful Sync problem for DPAs [15]. Let
A = (Q, Σ, δ) be a DPA. We construct from A a DCA A0 = (Q0 = Q ∪ {q , r}, Σ, δ 0 ) with
q , r ∈
/ Q. For every pair q ∈ Q, σ ∈ Σ for which δ(q, σ) is undefined, we define the transition
δ 0 (q, σ) = q . On all other pairs δ 0 agrees with δ. Further, for some arbitrary state t ∈ Q and
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for all γ ∈ Σ we set δ 0 (q , γ) = δ 0 (t, γ) (note that this can be q itself) and δ 0 (r, γ) = δ 0 (t, γ).
We set the relation R to R := {(q , r)}.
Assume there exists a word w ∈ Σ∗ , |w| = n that synchronizes A without using an
undefined transition. Then, δ(q, w[1]) is defined for all states q ∈ Q. The letter w[1] acts on A0
in the following way: (1) δ 0 (r, w[1]) = δ 0 (q , w[1]) = δ(t, w[1]) which is defined by assumption;
(2) δ 0 (Q, w[1]) ⊆ Q since δ(q, w[1]) is defined for all states q ∈ Q. The combination of (1)-(2)
yields δ 0 (Q0 , w[1]) ⊆ Q. We further constructed δ 0 such that δ 0 (Q0 , w[1]) = δ(Q, w[1]). Since
δ(q, w[2..n]) is defined by assumption for every q ∈ δ(Q, w[1]), δ 0 agrees with δ on w[2..n] for
every q ∈ δ(Q, w[1]). This means especially that while reading w[2..n] in A0 on the states
in δ 0 (Q0 , w[1]) the state q is not reached and that δ 0 (Q0 , w) = δ(Q, w). Therefore, w also
synchronizes the automaton A0 . The state q is only active in the start configuration where
no letter of w is read yet and is not active anymore while reading w. The same holds for r,
hence R = {(q , r)} ⊆ ∝l≤l
w@s .
For the other direction, assume there exists a word w ∈ Σ∗ , |w| = n that synchronizes A0
∗
with (q , r) ∈ ∝l≤l
w@s . Then, w can be partitioned into w = uv with u, v ∈ Σ where r is not
active while reading the factor v in w. The only position of w in which r is active due to
the definition of δ 0 is before any letter of w is read. Hence, we can set u =  and v = w. As
(q , r) ∈ ∝l≤l
/ δ 0 (Q0 , v[1..i]). Hence, δ 0 (q, v) is defined
w@s it holds for all i ∈ [1..n] that q ∈
0
for every state q ∈ Q. Since δ and δ agree on the definition range of δ it follows that v also
synchronizes the state set Q in A without using an undefined transition.
J
I Remark 13. The construction works for both variants (with and without 0) of the problem.
It can further be adapted for the order ∝l<l
w@s (both variants) by introducing a copy q̂ of
0
every state in Q ∪ {r} and setting δ (q̂, σ) = q for every σ ∈ Σ, q ∈ Q ∪ {r}. For all other
transitions, we follow the above construction. We keep R := {(q , r)}. Since r is left after
w[2] for any word w ∈ Σ∗ with |w| ≥ 2 in order to satisfy R the state q needs to be left
with w[1] such that afterwards r is active without q . Note that q has not been copied.
I Corollary 14. Sync-Under-∝l<l
w@s is PSPACE-complete even for |R| = 1 and |Σ| = 2.
I Remark 15. The reduction presented in the proof of Theorem 12 can also be applied to show
the PSPACE-completeness of Sync-Under-1 -∝l≤l
w@p . Since the state r cannot be reached
from any other state, the state q needs to be left with the first letter of any synchronizing
word and must not become active again on any path. The rest of the argument follows the
proof of Theorem 12. Note that the construction only works for Sync-Under-1 -∝l≤l
w@p . If we
l≤l
consider Sync-Under-0 -∝w@p the problem might become easier. But it is at least NP-hard.
I Theorem 16. The problem Sync-Under-0 -∝l≤l
w@p is NP-hard.
Proof. We give a reduction from Vertex Cover. We refer to Figure 2 for a schematic
illustration. Let G(V, E) be a graph and let k ∈ N. We construct from G a DCA A = (Q, Σ, δ)
in the following way. We set Σ = V ∪ {p} for some p ∈
/ V . We start with Q = {f, r, s} where s
is a sink state, meaning δ(s, σ) = s for all σ ∈ Σ, f will be the “false way” and r will be the
“right way”. We set δ(r, p) = δ(f, p) = s and δ(r, v) = r, δ(f, v) = f for all other v ∈ Σ. For
every edge eij ∈ E connecting some vertices vi , vj ∈ V , we create two states eij and êij and
set δ(eij , vi ) = δ(eij , vj ) = êij , δ(eij , p) = f . For all other letters, we stay in eij . For the
state êij , we stay in êij for all letters except p. For p, we set δ(êij , p) = s. We further create
for 1 ≤ i ≤ k + 2 the states qi with the transitions δ(qi , v) = qi+1 for i ≤ k + 1 and v ∈ V ,
δ(qi , p) = qi for i ≤ k, and δ(qk+1 , p) = r, δ(qk+2 , p) = s, δ(qk+2 , v) = qk+2 for v ∈ V . We
set R := (q1 , r) ∪ {(eij , êij ) | eij ∈ E}.
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Figure 2 Schematic illustration of the reduction from Vertex cover (see Theorem 16). For
each state, the transition without a label represents all letters which are not explicitly listed as an
outgoing transition from that state.

If there exists a vertex cover of size k 0 < k for G, then there also exists a vertex cover
of size k for G. Therefore, assume V 0 is a vertex cover for G of size k. Then, the word
wpp where w is any non-repeating listing of the vertices in V 0 is a synchronizing word for A
with R ⊆ ∝l≤l
wpp@p . Since q1 cannot be reached from any other state, the pair (q1 , r) ∈ R is
trivially satisfied for each path starting in any state other than q1 . Hence, we only have
to track the appearances of q1 and r on the path starting in q1 . Since w lists the states in
the vertex cover V 0 it holds that |w| = k and hence q1 .w = qk+1 . Further, q1 .wp = r and
q1 .wpp = s. Hence, the pair (q1 , r) is satisfied on the path starting in q1 as well as on all
paths. It remains to show that wpp is indeed a synchronizing word and that all pairs in R
of the form (eij , êij ) are satisfied. For every state eij representing an edge eij , the state êij
is reached if we read a letter corresponding to a vertex incident to it. Since V 0 is a vertex
cover, the word w contains for each edge eij at least one vertex incident to it. Hence, for
each edge eij .w = êij and eij .wpp = s. Since each state eij is not reachable from any other
state it follows that all pairs (eij , êij ) are satisfied by wpp on all paths. It is easy to see that
for all other states q ∈ Q it holds that q.wpp = s.
For the other direction, assume there exists a synchronizing word w for A with R ⊆ ∝l≤l
w@p .
By the construction of A the word w must contain some letters p. Partition w into w = upv
where p does not appear in u. Since R ⊆ ∝l≤l
w@p the pair (q1 , r) in R enforces |u| ≤ k since
otherwise the only path on which q1 appears (namely the one starting in q1 ) will not contain
the state r as for any longer prefix u it holds that q1 .u = qk+2 and r is not reachable
from qk+2 . The other pairs of the form (eij , êij ) ∈ R enforces that u encodes a vertex cover
for G. Assume this is not the case, then there is some state eij for which eij .u = eij . But
then, eij .up = f and from f the state êij is not reachable, hence the pair (eij , êij ) is not
satisfied on the path starting in eij . Therefore, u encodes a vertex cover of size at most k. J
If we consider ∝l<l
w@p , the two variants of the order (with and without position i = 0)
do not differ since for a pair (p, q), regardless of whether p is reached, the state q must be
reached on every path. Hence, whenever we leave q we must be able to return to it, so it does
not matter if we consider starting in q or not. In comparison with Sync-Under-1 -∝l≤l
w@p ,
the problem Sync-Under-∝l<l
is
solvable
in
polynomial
time
using
non-determinism.
w@p
I Theorem 17. The problem Sync-Under-∝l<l
w@p is in NP.
Proof. Recall that in the problem Sync-Under-∝l<l
w@p , for every pair of states (p, q) ∈ R
and every state r ∈ Q, it is demanded that q appears somewhere on a path induced by the
sought synchronizing word w, starting in r. Hence, a precondition for the existence of w is
that for every pair (pi , qi ) ∈ R the states qi must be reachable from any state in Q. More
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precisely, under the order ∝l<l
w@p only the last appearance of each state on a path is taken
into account. Hence, a prohibited visit of a state can later be compensated by revisiting all
related states in the correct order. Thus, it is sufficient to first synchronize all pairs of states
and then transition the remaining state through all related states in the demanded order. J
I Remark 18. The NP-hardness proof for Sync-Under-0 -∝l≤l
w@p in Theorem 16 and the
NP-membership proof for Sync-Under-∝l<l
in
Theorem
17
do
not work for the respectively
w@p
l<l
other problem since concerning ∝w@p the larger states need to be reached on every path and
not only on a path containing the corresponding smaller state as it is the case concerning ∝l≤l
w@p .
I Theorem 19. The problem Sync-Under-0 -∝l<f
w@p is PSPACE-complete.
Proof sketch. We reduce from Careful Sync. As in the proof of Theorem 12 we take every
undefined transition δ(q, σ) to the new state q . We further enrich the alphabet by a letter c
and use c to take q into Q. We use the relation R and extra states r, s to enforce that c is
the first letter of any synchronizing word, and that afterwards q is not reached again. J
I Remark 20. In the presented way, the reduction relies on taking the initial configuration at
position i = 0 into account but we can adapt the construction to prove PSPACE-completeness
of Sync-Under-1 -∝l<f
w@p by copying every state in Q and the state r. Denote a copy of a
state q with q 0 . Then, we set δ 0 (q 0 , σ) = q for any copied state including r0 . Note that the
copied states are not reachable from any state. Now, after the first transition w[1] (which
can be arbitrary), we have a similar situation as previously considered for w[0]. The state r
is active and forces the next letter to be the letter c; all states in Q are active; reading the
letter c will cause all states qσ to be left and never be reached again.
In the above reduction from Careful Sync the size of R depends on |Q|. Hence, the
question whether Sync-Under-∝l<f
w@p is PSPACE-hard for |R| = 1 is an interesting topic for
further research. We will now see that when R is a strict and total order on Q, the problem
l<f
of synchronizing under ∝l<f
w@p (a.k.a. Sync-Under-Total-∝w@p ) becomes tractable.
I Theorem 21. Let A = (Q, Σ, δ), R be an instance of Sync-Under-Total-∝l<f
w@p . A
shortest synchronizing word w for A with R ⊆ ∝l<f
w@p has length |w| ≤

|Q|(|Q|−1)
2

+ 1.

Note that this length bound is smaller than the bound of the Černý conjecture [6, 7] for
|Q| > 3. The same bound can be obtained for Subset-Sync-Under-Total-∝l<f
w@p . We
will now prove that the problem Sync-Under-Total-0 -∝l<f
w@p is equivalent – concerning
polynomial time many-one-reductions (depicted by ≡p ) – to the problem of carefully synchronizing a partial weakly acyclic automaton (PWAA) (a PWAA is a WAA where δ might
be only partially defined). The obtained length bound also holds for PWAAs, which is only
a quadratic increase w.r.t. the linear length bound in the complete case [20]. This is quite
surprising as in general shortest carefully synchronizing words have an exponential lower
bound [16]. Further, we show that careful synchronization for PWAAs is in P while the
problem is PSPACE-complete for general DPAs even if only one transition is undefined [16].
I Theorem 22. Sync-Under-Total-0 -∝l<f
w@p ≡p Careful Sync of PWAAs.
Proof. We prove this statement by reducing the two problems to each other. Let A =
(Q, Σ, δ), R ⊆ Q2 be an instance of Sync-Under-Total-0 -∝l<f
w@p . Since R is a strict total
order on Q, we can order the states according to R. We construct from A the PWAA
A0 = (Q, Σ, δ 0 ) by removing all transitions in δ which are leading backwards in the order.
Clearly, A0 is carefully synchronizable if and only if A is synchronizable with respect to R.
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For the other reduction, assume A = (Q, Σ, δ) is a PWAA. Then, we can order the
states in Q such that no transition leads to a smaller state. We are constructing from A
the DCA A0 = (Q ∪ {q< }, Σ, δ 0 ) and insert q< as the smallest state in the state ordering.
Then, we define in δ 0 all transitions (q, σ) for q ∈ Q, σ ∈ Σ which are undefined in δ
as δ 0 (q, σ) = q< . We take the state q< with every symbol to the maximal state in the
order. Note that the maximal state needs to be the synchronizing state if one exists. We
set R = {(p, q) | p < q in the state ordering of Q in A} ∪ {(q< , q) | q ∈ Q}. Every undefined
transition (p, σ) in A is not allowed in A0 at any time, since otherwise the pair (q< , p) ∈ R
would be violated. The state q< itself can reach the synchronizing state with any transition.
Hence, A0 is synchronizable with respect to R if and only if A is carefully synchronizable. J
I Theorem 23. Let A = (Q, Σ, δ), R ⊆ Q2 with n := |Q|. Let Q1 ⊆ Q be such that R
restricted to Q1 × Q1 is a strict and total order. Let p = |Q| − |Q1 |. For Sync-Under-∝l<f
w@p :
n(n−1)
If A is synchronizable by a shortest word w with R ⊆ ∝l<f
+ 1) · 2p .
w@p , then: |w| ≤ (
2

We now present an O(|Σ|2 |Q|2 ) algorithm for Sync-Under-Total-0 -∝l<f
w@p . The idea
is the following: We start on all states as the set of active states and pick a letter, which is
defined on all active states and maps at least one active state to a larger state in the order R.
We collect the sequence u of applied letters and after each step, we apply the whole sequence
u on the set of active states. This is possible as we already know that u is defined on Q. We
thereby ensure that a state which has become inactive after some iteration never becomes
active again after an iteration step and hence Σdef grows in each step and never shrinks.
While a greedy algorithm which does not store u runs in O(|Σ||Q|3 ), with this trick we get
a running time of O(|Σ|2 |Q|2 ). As in practice |Q|  |Σ| this is a remarkable improvement.
Note that we can store u compactly by only keeping the map induced by the current u and
storing the sequence of letters σ from which we can restore the value of u in each iteration.
I Theorem 24. Sync-Under-Total-0 -∝l<f
w@p is solvable in quadratic time.
Proof. Let A = (Q, Σ, δ) be a DCA, and let R ⊆ Q2 be a strict and total order on Q. Figure 3
describes an algorithm that decides in time O(|Σ|2 |Q|2 ) whether A is synchronizable with
respect to R under the order ∝l<f
w@p (including position i = 0) on paths. Despite the simplicity
of the algorithm its correctness is not trivial and is proven in the following lemmas.
J
I Lemma 25. The algorithm in Figure 3 terminates on every input A = (Q, Σ, δ) with
m := |Σ|, n := Q, strict and total order R ⊆ |Q|2 in time O(m2 n2 ).
Proof. Step 1 can be performed in time O(n log n) using the Quicksort-algorithm. Step 2
to Step 5 take time O(mn) each. The procedure explore takes time O(mn2 ). The number
of iterations in Step 6 is bounded by |Σpart | as Σdef is applied exhaustively on Qact and by
invariant (2) of Lemma 26 we have Q0act ⊆ Qact , This yields a total run-time of O(m2 n2 ). J
I Lemma 26. If the algorithm in Figure 3 returns true on the input A = (Q, Σ, δ), strict
and total order R ⊆ |Q|2 , then A, R is a yes instance of Sync-Under-Total-0 -∝l<f
w@p .
Proof. For the procedure explore, the following invariant holds: Let uold be the word u
before the execution of explore and let unew be the one after the execution of explore.
Then, it holds for all executions of explore that (1) Q.unew is defined, (2) Q.unew ⊆ Q.uold ,
and (3) Q.unew unew = Q.unew . We prove the invariant by induction. First, note that the
word u computed by explore in Step 5 is defined on all states in Q since it only consists of
letters which are defined on all states. Since we go through the states in order during the
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Step 1: Order all states in Q according to the order R. Since R is strict and total the
states can be ordered in an array {q1 , q2 , . . . , qn }.
Step 2: Delete in the automaton A all transitions which are leading backwards in the
state-ordering. If this produces a state with no outgoing arc, abort; return false.
Step 3: Let qn be the maximal state according to the order R. Delete all transitions in A
which are labeled with letters σ ∈ Σ for which qn .σ is undefined. If this produces a state
with no outgoing transition, abort and return false.
Step 4: Partition the alphabet Σ into Σdef , consisting of all letters σ ∈ Σ for which q.σ is
defined for all states q ∈ Q, and Σpar := Σ\Σdef . If Σdef = ∅ abort; return false.
Step 5: Compute explore(Q, Q, Σdef , ) which returns Qact and u ∈ Σ∗def . The returned
set of active states will equate Qtrap = {q ∈ Q | q.Σdef = q}.
Step 6: Set Σdef := Σdef ∪ {σ ∈ Σpar | q.σ is defined for all q ∈ Qact }.
Compute explore(Q, Qact , Σdef , u) which returns Q0act and u0 ∈ Σ∗def .
Set Qact := Q0act , u := u0 , Σpar := Σ\Σdef .
Repeat this step until Qact does not change anymore (≡ to Σdef does not change anymore).
Then, if Qact = {qn } return true, otherwise return false.
Procedure explore: Input: Ordered state set Q, set of active states Qact , alphabet Σexp
to be explored, word u with Q.u = Qact .
Initialize a new word u0 := u.
Go through the active states in order. For the current state q, test if any σ ∈ Σdef leads
to a larger state, if so, perform the transition σu on all active states and update the set
of active states Qact . Concatenate u0 with σu. Continue with the next larger active state
(note that this can be q.σu). If qn is reached, return u0 , and the current set of active states
Qact .
2
Figure 3 Poly-time algorithm for Sync-Under-Total-0 -∝l<f
w@p on A = (Q, Σ, δ), R ⊆ Q .

execution of explore and we only proceed with the next larger state if (1) we where able to
leave the current one towards a larger state or if (2) the current state cannot be left with
any of the letters in Σdef , it holds that Q.uu = Q.u. Also, trivially Q.u ⊆ Q.
Next, consider some later execution of explore. The new word computed by explore
is of the form unew := uold σ1 uold σ2 uold . . . σi uold for some 0 ≤ i ≤ |Q|. The induction
hypothesis tells us that (1) Q.uold is defined. Since Q.uold σ1 is defined (since σ1 ∈ Σdef ) and
Q.uold σ1 ⊆ Q it holds that Q.uold σ1 uold is defined. Further, since uold brings all states to the
set Q.uold it also brings a subset of Q to a subset of Q.uold . Using the induction hypothesis
(3) we get by an induction on i that Q.unew is defined and Q.unew ⊆ Q.uold . Since in the
execution of explore we only proceed with the next larger state if we exhaustively checked
all possible transitions for the current state and since Q.uold uold = Q.uold it follows that
Q.unew unew = Q.unew .
If the algorithm in the proof of Theorem 24 terminates and returns yes, it also returns a
synchronizing word u. By the invariant proven above, we know that Q.u is defined. This
means that u never causes a transition of a larger state to a smaller state and hence ∝l<f
u@p
agrees with R. During the execution of the algorithm we track the set of active states Qact
(starting with Q) and only return true if Qact contains only the in R largest state qn . Since
R is a total order, every q ∈ Q is smaller than qn and hence qn cannot be left. Therefore, qn
needs to be the single synchronizing state of A and u is a synchronizing word for A.
J
I Lemma 27. If the algorithm in Figure 3 returns false on input A = (Q, Σ, δ), strict and
total order R ⊆ |Q|2 , then A is not synchronizable with respect to R under the order ∝l<f
w@p .
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Proof. The algorithm returns false in the following cases.
(1) All outgoing transitions of some state q are deleted in Step 2. In that case, every
transition of q leads to a smaller state. As this would violate the order R, we cannot perform
any of those transitions. Hence, q cannot be left. (The case that q = qn is treated in (2).)
(2) Since qn is the largest state, it cannot be left. Hence, qn will be active the whole time.
Therefore, any transition which is not defined for qn cannot be taken at all since qn is active
during the whole synchronizing process. Hence, we can delete these transitions globally. If
this creates a state which cannot be left anymore, this state cannot be synchronized.
(3) The execution of explore returns two identical sets of active states Qact in a row.
Let Σdef be the explored alphabet of the last execution of explore. Then, Σdef contains
all letters σ from Σ for which q.σ is defined on all states q ∈ Qact and none of them leads
some state in Qact to a larger state. Since the relation R forbids cycles, for all σ ∈ Σdef and
all q ∈ Qact q.σ = q and hence this set cannot be left when all states of the set are active
simultaneously. Since all states are active at the beginning of the algorithm, also all states in
Qact are active and since this set cannot be left with any transition which does not cause an
undefined transition for all states in the set, the state set cannot be synchronized at all. J
I Corollary 28. The careful synchronization problem for PWAA is in P.
If we allow one unrestricted transition first (Sync-Under-Total-1 -∝l<f
w@p ) the problem is
related to the subset synchronization problem of complete WAAs which is NP-complete [20].
Together with the quadratic length bound of a synchronizing word of Sync-Under-Totall<f
1 -∝l<f
w@p (which implies membership of Sync-Under-Total-1 -∝w@p in NP), we get:
I Theorem 29. The problem Sync-Under-Total-1 -∝l<f
w@p is NP-complete.
Proof sketch. We reduce from the NP-complete problem: Given a complete weakly acyclic
automaton A = (Q, Σ, δ) and a subset S ⊆ Q, does there exist word w ∈ Σ∗ such that
|S.w| = 1? We construct from A an automaton A0 = (Q0 , Σ ∪ {c}, δ 0 ) with c ∈
/ Σ in the
following way. We start with Q0 = Q. W.l.o.g., assume |S| ≥ 2. For each state q ∈ S, we
add a copy q̂ to Q0 . Further, we add the states q< and q> . Let q1 , q2 , . . . , qn be an ordering
of the states in Q such that δ follows this ordering. The transition function δ 0 agrees with δ
on all states in Q and letters in Σ. For a copied state q̂, we set δ 0 (q̂, σ) = q̂ for all σ ∈ Σ and
δ 0 (q̂, c) = q. For every state q ∈ Q, we set δ 0 (q, c) = q< . Let qs be some state in S. Then for
all σ ∈ Σ we set δ 0 (q< , σ) = δ(qs , σ), δ 0 (q< , c) = qs and δ 0 (q> , σ) = q> , δ 0 (q> , c) = qs . Then,
we set R = {(qi , qj ) | i < j} for all states in Q. Further, for every copied state qˆk we extend
R by the sets: {(qˆk , qk )}, {(qi , qˆk ), (qˆk , qj ) | i < k, k < j}, and {(qˆi , qˆk ), (qˆk , qˆj ) | i < k < j}
for all copied states qˆi , qˆj . For the states q< , q> , we add {(q< , q) | q 6= q< ∈ Q0 } and
{(q, q> ) | q 6= q> ∈ Q0 } to R.
J
I Theorem 30. Subset-Sync-Under-Total-∝l<f
w@p is NP-complete.
I Theorem 31. The following subset synchronization problems are PSPACE-complete for
l<f
l≤l
l≤l
l<l
both -0 - and -1 -: Subset-Sync-Under-∝l<l
w@s , -∝w@p , -∝w@s , -∝w@p , -∝w@p .
Several other results can be transferred from [20] to the corresponding version of the
Sync-Under-Total-0 -∝l<f
w@p problem, such as inapproximability of the problems of finding
a shortest synchronizing word; a synchronizing set of maximal size (here also W[1]-hardness
can be observed); or determining the rank of a given set. Further, by the observation (in [20])
that, in the construction given in [18, 11] the automata are WAAs, we immediately get
NP-hardness for finding a shortest synchronizing word for all of our orders (for order l < l
and l ≤ l set R = ∅).
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Conclusion

We discussed ideas how constraints for the design of assembly lines caused by the physical
deformation of a part can be described in terms of synchronization problems. For that, we
considered several ways how a word can imply an order of states in Q. We considered the
complexity of synchronizing an automaton under different variants of orders and observed that
the complexity of considering an order on the set of active states may differ from considering
the order on each single path. Although we were able to get a good understanding of
the complexity of synchronization under the considered orders, some questions remained
open: We only know that Sync-Under-∝l<l
w@p is contained in NP but it is open whether
the problem is NP-complete or if it can be solved in polynomial time. Conversely, for
Sync-Under-0 -∝l≤l
w@p the problem is NP-hard but its precise complexity is unknown. It
would be quite surprising to observe membership in NP here since it would separate the
complexity of this problem from the closely related problem Sync-Under-1 -∝l≤l
w@p . Further,
it remains open whether for the other orders a drop in the complexity can be observed, when
R is strict and total, as it is the case for ∝l<f
w@p .
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